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j sa Piute Forestry vs» Forest Fire Prevention 
ie te 

By Aldo Leopold* 

4 Southwestern mining men and southwestern 5. Light-burning, in most cases at least, in- 
RS foresters have many common interests. The creases the destructive effects of wood-boring 

National Forests supply timber and water used _ insects. 
(de? by miners, while the mines are one of the im- In other words, you can maintain some forests 
eS portant sources of prosperity in the National under light-burning, but you can not maintain 

Forest communities. For this reason south- them efficiently. 
\ western mining men may be interested in a new The light-burning fallacy ought to be of par- 

T ot problem which now confronts the administra- ticular interest to the mining industry for the 
Foce,) P tors of the forests, namely, the propaganda re- reason that it would destroy future timber sup- 

ae cently started by the Southern Pacific Railroad plies in an attempt to preserve present standing 
BEN Cu. and certain timber interests in favor of “light- timber. The mines of the Southwest are not 

a burning,” or the so called “Piute Forestry.” going to be exhausted during the present gene- 
‘“Light-burning”’ means the deliberate firing ration, and they are going to need timber in the 

UN of forests at frequent intervals in order to burn future as well as at present. The heavy cost 
Va up and prevent the accumulation of litter and of importing this timber from distant sources is 

thus prevent the occurrence of serious confla- already known to most mining men. The min- 
grations. This theory is called “Piute Forestry” ing industry would therefore suffer an economic 
for the alleged reason that the California In- handicap of no mean proportions were the fu- 
dians, in former days, deliberately “light-burn- ture productiveness of our mountain timber- 
ed” the forests in order to protect them against lands seriously jeopardized. 
serious fires. The Forest Service policy, of absolutely pre- 

Foresters generally are strenuously opposing venting forest fires insofar as humanly possible 
the light-burning propaganda because they be-_ is directly threatened by the light-burning pro- 
lieve that the practice of this theory would not paganda. It is up to the public and especially 
only fail to prevent serious fires but would ulti- the users of the forests to decide whether they 

mately destroy the productiveness of the forests_——=_—<2# —2_____ 
on which western industries depend for their - = So 
supply of timber. met i ae kia See & i 

The whole principle involved may be put in qo eo VA By eee ae 
a nutshell by stating that under certain con- oY HHS ries Hl Fi Poel 
ditions mature forests are not killed outright by ere fe ee SNE oi | he ia eee 
light-burning, and can be kept alive in spite of Ei ee | ae ed pad ve 
surface fires, provided, however, that no other wi dha er ied elt k 
actual drain is made upon their productive ca- tr at sheet ee oes 
pacity. In other words, certain forests will , Pa 3 3. oS re ' 
withstand light-burning provided they do not |xiaaam “ lod gs aay es i 
have to withstand anything else. But this pro- eka s Maye 3 bee in ek a Perr 
viso is the very negation of the fundamental Se SS tl aie: 
principle of forestry, namely, to make forests re kde. Sky ee ARE ge ree. 
productive not only of a vegetive cover to clothe a se EB Sh et 
and protect our mountains, but also of the great- ie hk Ne Sa Ra RS i ue ae 
est possible amount of lumber, forage, and other FIP RNY OE | ME Sue ie 
forest products. ss eae ome! | Wea x 

Forests can not be productive under light- ge or  e Re eR 
burning because: ae lh ee 

1. Light-burning destroys most of the seed- — 
ee trees ae to replace the old stand’as Jemez N. F., New Mexico. Vallecitos de los Indios. 
it is removed for human use. " ‘ 

2. Light-burning gradually reduces the vital- en ae an fee re ee 
ity and productiveness of the forage. Coal thie fereet boo ae : 

3. Light-burning destroys the humus in the 4, Cae ee one i ie epurued, ywatnout desteoune 
soil necessary for rapid tree growth, (that is, } le .youngegrowth ?. It the) young -erowth is destroyed: 
rapid lumber production, and germination of how ’ the forest to be replaced after the mature timber 

a seed.) ie : BG bee AS" GS aah Seep Se 
. Light-burning, inflicting scars, abnor- 3 5 : x 

mally Decades the ie which earey the lum- Wish that policy continued or whether they wish 
ber, and increases the resin which depreciates t® try “Piute Forestry.” If the public desires 
lumber grades and intensifies subsequent fires. the continuance of forest fire prevention, now ES F is the time to put the quietus on the agitation 

*Assistant District Forester, Arizona-New Mexico Dis- for light-burning. 

trict. Formerly Secretary, Albuquerque Chamber of Com- It is, of course, absurd to assume that the In- 

merce. dians fired the forests with any idea of forest
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conservation in mind. As is well known to all NEW MILL BOON TO SMALL PRODUCER 
old-timers, the Indian fired the forests with the ig 
deliberate intent of confusing and concentrating (Continued from Page 11) 
the game so as to eae Hiugting easier: altiap- = sat eee a 

pears to be a fact that when deer or other game in : Be 

| animals smell a smoke they stand stupefied with aS ae puree ante eure 
their heads in the air until actually singed by puilders hardware was purchased from E. Cos- 
the heat or flames. They then make a wild grove Incorporated of Silver City which he says 
break in any direction and largely lose their jad been equally satisfactory 
usual caution and ability to escape their human The company has fuel oil danke at the mine 

| enemies. A bunch of deer with their heads in holding 10,000 gallons and at the station at 
the air waiting for a fire presented an easy Silver City a large tank with capacity of 12,000 
mark, even to the Indian’s bow and arrow, and gallons. The crude and fine ore bins at tie 
it was this fact, and not any desire for fancied ill hold 240 tons. There is a 75,000 gallon 

} forest conservation, which caused the Indians ¢oynecrete mill Penal a 50,000 gallon ee ae 

to burn the forests. : reservoir and a dam, all concrete. The capacity 
The destructive effects of Piute Forestry can of the mill is 50 tons per day but on particularly 

readily be seen in California and in many areas easy milling ore which is encountered once in a 
of the Southwest. It can be stated without hesi- while might produce as high as 150 tons per 
tation that a large percentage of the chapparal day. 
or brush areas found in the Southwestern states The Calumet-New Mexico mill will be oper- 
were originally covered with valuable forests, ated as a custom mill, even though it is built 

but gradually reverted to brush after repeated primarily to handle their own ores. This will 
| light-burning had destroyed the reproduction. prove a great boon to the numerous small miners 

In fact, the remains of large old stumps and of the district. Tentative arrangements have 
} pitchy roots can be found in these brush areas already been made with several mining com- 

in many places. It is probably a safe predic- panies to handle their ore at a fair rate of 
tion to state that should light-burning continue charges. However, it is authoritatively stated 
for another fifty years, our existing forest areas by the superintendent that the statement that 
would be further curtailed to a very consider- any one mining company would be allowed to 
able extent. It is also a known fact that the use the whole capacity of the mill is erroneous 

‘ prevention of light-burning during the past ten and such is not the case. The milling of their 
| years by National Forest administration has own ores will take first place, and the milling of 

brought in growth on large areas where repro- custom ores will merely be a side issue with 
duction was hitherto largely lacking. Actual them. The small producer who throughout the 

| counts show that the 1919 seedling crop runs as years has struggled along doing his assessment 
high as 100,000 per acre, and in some cases work with a shipment of high grade once in a 
400,000 per acre. It does not require any very while to the smelter now wears a broad grin on 
elaborate argument to show that these tiny his face, for this is his chance to prove what he 
trees, averaging only two inches high, would be has always believed,—that he has a real mine 
coe destroyed by even a light ground and not just “a hole in the ground.” 
re. OO 

It is an old saying that fire is a good servant -———— ea 
but a poor master. Itisthe opinion offoresters | = a 
generally that the light-burners who propose to Pe ’ ; 

make fire their servant will find that forest fires | = ~— | : 
are not so easily subjugated. In fact, it would | ——__swsusaauy —— 
be in practice absolutely impossible to fire the nil eee ia ag 
Forests without destroying the young growth, : i f 
not to mention the constant risk of the fire | i | 
breaking out of bounds and destroying build- } 25 | 
ings, fences, and mature timber. Most light- id ate ad 
burning propagandists undoubtedly know this ; ieee et eats bene 
already, but do not care whether the young pore ee 
growth is destroyed or not. Their investments ef oe ee ee : 

are in mature timber, and the less young growth | Mimerpitecca teri Pa 

there is left in the country the greater their |p Aieemcmicagas 1 fw gts 
chance for speculative profits. But the public |gie === Stace ase 
does care, because wholesale destruction of |Saaapii Rw =2 a Pe oe 

{ young growth means timber famine at some time ait es rat pw 

in the future. To actually control light-burn- [agg A ¥ Se eee ee ; 
| ing would cost more than the entire present sys- 

tem of Forest administration (about three cents Burn in Englemann spruce adjoining green timber on 
per acre per year, gross) of which fire preven- divide between Pecos river and Rio Grande on Santa Fé 
tion is but a fraction. Why pay such a price Trail, Pecos division, Santa Fé National Forest, 1918. 

for the privilege of burning up our future tim- The result of Piute forestry on the Santa Fé National 

ber supplies? Forest in Northern New Mexico.
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\ Prominent members of the mining fraternity 
SOUTHWESTERN. MAGAZINE are quietly but systematically working up the 

A, BEML PACHNICAL JOURNEY organization of a New Mexico chapter of the 
Sp Se 4 SEEBRORD O{BLOOD, Bultor, Ss American’ Mining Congress. The National heads 

f Published ‘Monthiy’ b quarters has notified local men that as soon as 
Bie ae iB, there are ufty bona fide members of the Con- 

Southwestern Press Company gress from this state a charter will be granted 
Silver City, New Mexico tor a state organization. Men prominent in the 

peed —<—$— === organization of the New Mexico chapter are: 
Application pending for entry as second-class matter at the John M. Sully, Santa Rita; C. T. Brown, Socor- 

Post Office at Silver City, New Mexico, November 20, 1919. ro; E. M. Sawyer, Tyrone; E. D. Lidstone, Sil- 

GHmlose Caan dig) 7alehe wing aaeie bad City; K .A. Strand, Hanover and L. M. 
Eases niffin, Fierro. 

4. he value of any publication is measured by No more laudable effort for the good of the 
its success. 1t people do not read it, if business Wining fraternity could be instituted than the 
men do not adveruse in it, if business enter- organization of a chapter of the Mining Con- 

prises tail to give out a little news occasionally, 5.6.5" “This association has proved of material 
it prominent men will not contribute articles, help, to the small producer especially, wherever 

then, the publication will fail. The manage- coiteg. Its power reaches from the prospector 
ment of the Southwestern announces that in not to Washington and back again to the prospec- 

one ot the above conditions has the Southwest tor, when things do not go right with him. It 

tailed to give proper support to its own Maga- i. the connecting link between the mining fra- 
zine. ‘his number seems to mark a step in the teynity and legislation for their'zood. The Con- 
progress of the magazine which cannot be over- gress is his mouthpiece, thru which he can 

looked. our months have elapsed since its in- ta nsmit his desires to the legislative branch of 
ception. In that time the subscription list has thesgoverntaentii If His desirestare good adit 

grown to little less than two thousand, and as i, i¢ht to grant them, the Congress has a way 
other phazes of a publication are measured by 4¢ seeing that they are realized. Every miner, 
the success in this line, there is absolutely noth- and every other man in New Mexico who may 

ing but pleasure in the minds of the publishers be in a business allied to the mining game, 

over this announcement. would do well to join the New Mexico chapter 
The Southwestern in this number has begun of the American Mining Congress. It will help 

a series of write-ups of mining properties and you. 
other businesses, of this bcieat In rae num- 

alumet-New Mexico Mining Company i ee aaa ee 

tia leading place. In this and that of The American Legion Posts of the Southwest 
succeeding companies no statement is, or will are among the foremost of the nation in spirit 
be, made that we cannot vouch for. The policy of progress and in the value of things done. 

of truthfulness and rigid adherence to facts is Reports from local Posts from Phoenix to El 

the foundation principle of this publication. Too Paso and from Silver City to Albuquerque show 
much literature has already gone out from vari- a wealth of accomplished good and plans for 
ous sources in the Southwest upon which little other and more numerous affairs. That the 
reliance could be placed. It is the purpose of American Legion is alive is the least that can 
the Southwestern Press Company to so regulate be said of the organization. It is becoming 
statements in this magazine that it will become more and more the reliance and guide post of 
a standard for information in the homes to the ex-service man. merge 
which it goes. A case in point—the inactivity and apparent 

lack of interest in the welfare of ex-soldiers, 
ete ye ey . sailors and marines manifest by the American 

American Institute of Mining and Metallurgi- Congress. The Legion has gone on record as 
cal Engineers is one of the three great profes- poing in favor of “putting something into the 
sional organizations which is steadily becoming ountry, instead of taking something out,” and 

a power among mining men of the Southwest. 2 ¢cordingly adopted a program that left it open 
The recent field meet of the Arizona section of to the government as to the right compensation 

the Institute has been followed by such far- 5) the men who served while they were safe 
reaching effects for betterment of mining CON- je peian Now thatlthemmienihercon ae lack: 

ditions that New Mexico men have begun the a daiscal congress are ignoring the men alto- 
agitation for a section for this state. Each of Gother, the executive committee feels itself in 
the three organizations, (The Mining Congress, Guty pound to protest, and in protesting, recom- 
the American Association of Engineers, and the end certain proceedure. That is all there is 
Institute) is pre-eminent in its sphere, andis not, 4, the matter: 
nor could not be, duplicated by one of the 

others. The work is too vast, the field to be @nlce s: LERRE RE Eo 

covered is too great for any such thing to be. George E. Crysler has resigned as manager 
Indeed, it is sometimes almost impossible to of the Phelps Dodge Mercantile Company at 
cover the field of mining and engineering en- Tyrone, New Mexico, and has moved to El 
deavor, each doing its utmost for the good of Paso where he has entered business for him- 
the fraternity. New Mexico needs all of these self. The new manager at Tyrone is T. L. 
organizations. Houston, who comes from Douglas, Arizona.
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The Forestry of the Prophets 
By Atpo Lroroip Aes, 

Assistant District Forester, U. S. Forest Service 

Who discovered forestry? ‘The heretofore accepted claims of the 
European nations have of late been hotly disputed by the Piutes. I 
now beg leave to present a prior claim for the children of Israel. I 

can hardly state that they practiced forestry, but I believe it can be 
shown that they knew a lot about forests. (Also, if any of them set 

fires, they knew better than to admit it.) The following notes, gleaned 

from a purely amateur study of the Books of the Prophets of the Old 
Testament, may be of interest to other foresters, and may possibly 

suggest profitable fields of research for competent Hebraists and physi- 
ographers. 

The most interesting side of forestry was then, as it is now, the 
human side. There is wide difference in the woodcraft of the indi- 
vidual prophets—the familiarity with which they speak of forests, and 
especially the frequency with which they use similes based on forest ; 
phenomena. It appears that in Judaea, as in Montana, there we 3 
woodsmen and dudes. 

Isaiah was the Roosevelt of the Holy Land. He knew a whole lot 
about everything, including forests, and told what he knew in no un- 
certain terms. He constantly uses the forest to illustrate his teachings, 
and in doing so calls the trees by their first names. Contrast with 
him the sophisticated Solomon, who spoke much wisdom, but whose 
lore was city lore—the nearest he comes to the forest is the fig tree 
and the cedar of Lebanon, and I think he saw more of the cedars in 
the ceiling of his palace than he did in the hills. Joel knew more about 
forests than even Isaiah—he is the preacher of conservation of water- 
sheds, and in a sense the real inventor of “prevent forest fires.” David 
speaks constantly and familiarly about forests and his forest similes are 
especially accurate and beautiful. Ezekiel was not only a woodsman , 
and an artist, but he knew a good deal about the lumber business, 
demestic and foreign. Jeremiah had a smattering of woods lore, and 

* Quotations are from Moulton’s Reader’s Bible, which is based on the Re- 
yised English Version.
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so did Hosea, but neither shows much leading toward the subject. 
Daniel shows no interest in forests. Neither does Jesus the son of 

Sirach, who was a keen business man, a philosopher, and a master of 

epigram, but his tastes did not run to the hills. Strange to say the 
writer of the Book of Job, the John Muir of Judah, author of the im- 

mortal eulogy of the horse and one of the most magnificent essays on 
the wonders of nature so far produced by the human race, is strangely 

silent on forests. Probably forests were his background, not his pic- 
ture, and he took for granted that his audience had a knowledge of 
them. 

FOREST FIRES IN THE HOLY LAND 

Every forester who reads the Prophets carefully will, I think, be 
surprised to see how much they knew about fires. The forest fire 
appealed strongly to their imagination and is used as the basis for 
many a simile of striking literary beauty. ‘They understood not only 
the immediate destructive effects of fires, but possibly also the more 

far reaching effects on watersheds. Strangely enough, nothing is said 
about causes of fires or whether any efforts were ever made toward 
fire suppression. 

The book of Joel opens with an allegory in which the judgment of 
God takes the form of a fire.? This is perhaps the most convincing 
description ef fire in the whole Bible. “Alas for the day!” says Joel. 
“The herds of cattle are nerplexed, because they have no pasture; Yea, 
the flocks of sheep are made desolate. O Lord, to thee do I cry, for 
a fire hath devoured the pastures of the wilderness, and a flame hath 
burned all the trees of the field. Yea, the beasts of the field pant unto 
thee, for the water brooks are dried up. Blow ye the trumpet in Zion, 
and sound an alarm in my holy mountain; let all the inhabitants in the 
land tremble! For . . . a fire devoureth before them; and behind 

them a flame burneth : the land is as a garden of Eden before them, and 
behind them a desolate wilderness!” i 

Joel’s story of the flames is to my mind one of the most graphic 
descriptions of fire ever written. It is “a day of clouds and thick 
darkness,” and the fire is “like the dawn spread upon the mountains.” 
The flames are “as a great people, set in battle array,” and “the appear- 
ance of them is as horses, and as horsemen, so do they run. Like the 

* Parts of Joel 1 and 2 have been used in printed matter issued by the South- 
western District as fire prevention propaganda,
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noise of chariots on the tops of the mountains do they leap, . . . 
they run like mighty men; they climb the wall like men of war; and 
they march every one on his way. They break not their ranks: neither 

doth one thrust another; they march every one in his path, . . . 
Lis leap upon the city; they run upon the wall; they climb up into 

the houses ; they enter in at the windows like a tie The earth quaketh 

before them: the heavens tremble: the sun and the moon are darkened, 

and the stars withdraw their shining.” 
Joel is evidently describing a top fire or brush fire of considerable 

intensity. Is there at the present time any forest cover in Palestine of 
sufficient density to support such a fire? I do not know, but I doubt 

it. If not, it is interesting to speculate whether the reduced forest 
cover is a cause or an effect of the apparent change in climate. Isaiah 

(64-1) adds some intensely interesting evidence as to the density of 
forest cover in Biblical times when he says: “when fire kindleth the 
brushwood, . . . the fire causeth the waters to boil.” Have there 
been any fires in this country, even in the Northwest or the Lake States 

which caused the waters to boil? One writer, who had to take refuge 
in a creek during one of the big fires in the Northwest in 1918, states 
that falling brands caused the temperature of the creek to rise “several 
degrees,” which sounds very tame in comparison with Isaiah’s state- 

ment. In fact, Isaiah’s statement seems almost incredible. Was he 

telling fish stories? Or is there some special explanation, such as a 
resinous brushwood producing great heat, or drainage from a sudden 
rain on a hot fire, or a water hole containing bitumen or oil from a 
mineral seep? I will leave this question for some one personally 
familiar with the country. 

That top fires actually occurred in the Holy Land is abundantly 
proven by many writers in addition to Joel. Isaiah says (10-19) that 

a fire “shall consume the glory of his forest, and of his fruitful field 
. . . and the remnant of the trees of his forest shall be few, that 

a child may write them.” “It kindleth in the thickets of the forest, and 
they roll upward in thick clouds of smoke.” The individual tree at 
the moment of combustion he likens most effectively to a “standard- 
bearer that fainteth.” Those who have actually seen the “puff” of the 
dying tree, as the fire rushes up through the foliage, will not miss the 
force of this simile. Ezekiel says (20-46): “A fire . . . shall de- 

* Prof. Ellsworth Huntington’s book, “The Pulse of Asia,” contains some very 
readable and convincting material on climatic cycles in Asia Minor.
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vour every green tree . . . and every dry tree: the flaming flame 

shall not be quenched.” 

Surprisingly little is said about how fires started. Man-caused fires 
were no doubt frequent, as were to be expected in a pastoral com- 
munity. Tobacco fires were of course still unknown. (Samuel Butler 

says the Lord postponed the discovery of tobacco, being afraid that 

St. Paul would forbid smoking. ‘This, says Butler, was a little hard on 

Paul.) Lightning was no doubt the principal natural cause of fire. 
Very heavy lightning seems to have occurred in the mountains. David, 

in the “Song of the Thunderstorm” (Psalm, 29), says: “The God of 
glory thundereth, . . . the voice of the Lord breaketh the cedars; 

Yea, the Lord breaketh in pieces the cedars of Lebanon.” His voice 
“cleaveth the flames of fire . . . and strippeth the forest bare.” 

It is not entirely clear whether this refers to lightning only, or possibly 
also to subsequent fire. 
How much did the prophets really know about the effects of fires? 

Joel has already been quoted as to the effects on streamflow, but there 

is a possibility that he meant that his “water-brooks” dried up, not as 
the ultimate effect of fires, but as the immediate effect of a drouth 

prevailing at the time of the particular fire which he describes. David 
(Psalm, 107) plainly states that changes in climate occur, but no 
forest influences or other causes are mentioned. I think it is quite 
possible that the effect of forests on streamflow was known empirically 
to a few advanced thinkers like Joel, but it is quite certain that their 

knowledge went no further or deeper. The habit of thinking of 
natural phenomena as acts of God instead of as cause and effect pre- 
vails to this day with a majority of people, and no doubt prevailed at 
that time in the minds of all. But even if the prophets were ignorant 

of science, they were wise in the ways of men. “Seemeth it a small 
thing unto you to have fed upon the good pasture, but ye must tread 

down with your feet the residue of your pasture? And to have drunk 

; of the clear waters, but ye must foul the residue with your feet?” 

(Ezekiel, 24-18.) Here is the doctrine of conservation, from its sub- 
jective side, as aptly put as by any forester of this generation, 

FOREST UTILIZATION IN THE HOLY LAND 

The old Hebrew used both saws and axes in cutting timber. Isaiah 
(10-15) says: “Shall the axe boast itself against him that heweth 

therewith? Shall the saw magnify itself against him that shaketh it?”
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“Shaking” the saw is a new bit of woods vernacular that leads one : 
to wonder what the instrument looked like. Here is more woods ver- 
nacular: “ . . . he shall cut down the thickets of the forest with 

‘ iron, and Lebanon shall fall by a mighty one.” While I am not com- 
petent to go behind the translation, the word “iron” seems to be used 
here in much the same way as our modern engineers used the word 

“steel,” that is, to indicate certain manufactured tools or articles made 

of steel. 
Very close utilization of felled timber seems to have been practiced. 

Solomon (Wisdom, 13-11) tells how a woodcutter sawed down a tree, 
stripped off the bark, carved the good wood into useful vessels, cooked 

his dinner with the chips, and used the crooked and knotty remainder 

to fashion a graven image. Expertness in whittling then, as now, seems 
to have been a trait of the idle, for Solomon says the wood-cutter 

shaped the image “by the diligence of his idleness, and . . . by 
the skill of his indolence.” Isaiah (44-14) also tells how a man plants 
a fir tree, and after the rain has nourished it, he cuts it down and uses 

{ a part to warm himself, a part to bake bread, a part to make utensils, 
and a part to fashion a graven image. Graven images, if one is to 

believe the prophets, must have been an important product of the wood 
using industries of that day. 

Here is an unsolved mystery in woods practice: “The carpenter 

, . . heweth him down cedars, and taketh the holm tree and the 

oak, and strengtheneth for himself one among the trees of the forest” 
(Isaiah, 44-14). What is meant by “strengtheneth for himself?” Some 

process of seasoning? Some custom of individual branding such as is 

practiced on bee trees? Some process of lamination in wood-working 

to give strength and lightness? 

Ezekiel (27-4) records some interesting data on the sources and uses 
of timber in his satire on the glories of Tyre. “They have made all 
thy planks of fir trees from Senir: they have taken cedars from Leb- 

anon to make a mast for thee. Of the oaks of Bashan have they made 
thine oars; they have made thy benches of ivory inlaid in boxwood, 
from the isles of Kittim.” Isaiah (2-18) also mentions “the oaks of 

Bashan.” Oak would seem to be a bit heavy for the long oars used 
in those days. 

Who made the first cedar chest? Ezekiel (27-24) says that “chests 

of rich apparel, bound with cords and made of cedar” were an article 
of commerce in the maritime trade of Tyre. The use of cedar chests 

for fine clothing seems to be nearly as old as the hills. Solomon’s pal-
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anquin was also made of cedar. Here is his own description of it, as 

taken from the Song of Songs (3-9): “King Solomon made himself a 
palanquin of the wood of Lebanon. He made the pillars thereof of 
silver, the bottom thereof of gold, the seat of it of purple, the midst 
thereof being inlaid with love from the daughters of Jerusalem.” (I 
doubt whether Solomon “made himself” this palanquin. He does not 
give the impression of a man handy with tools. No doubt he had it 
made by the most cunning artificers of his kingdom.) 

Cedar construction in Biblical days seems to have been a kind of 

mark of social distinction, as mahogany is today. (Witness also the 
marble-topped walnut of our Victorian forbears!) Solomon’s bride 
boasts (Song of Songs, 1-16): “Our couch is green. The beams of 
our house are cedars, and our rafters are firs.” Jeremiah (22-14) 
accuses Jehoiakim of building with ill-gotten gains “a wide house 

. ...- With windows . . . ceiled with cedar, and painted with 

vermillion.” “Shalt thou reign,” exclaims Jeremiah, “because thou 
strivest to excel in cedar?” 

The cedar seems to have grown to large size. Ezekiel, in a parable ‘ 
(31), says of one tree: “The cedars in the garden of God could not 
hide him; the fir trees were not like his boughs, and the plane trees were 

not as his branches.” ‘This cedar was Pharaoh, and the Lord “made 

the nations to shake at the sound of his fall.” 

The close utilization which seems to have been practiced at least in 

some localities, the apparently well developed timber trade of the coast 

cities, and the great number of references to the use and commerce in 
cedar, would lead to the surmise that the pinch of local timber famine 
might have been felt'in the cedar woods. ‘That this was actually the 

case is indicated by Isaiah (14-7). After prophesying the fall of 

Babylon, he tells how all things will rejoice over her demise. “Yea, 
the fir trees rejoice at thee, and the cedars of Lebanon: ‘Since thou 

art laid down, no feller is come up against us.’” ‘This impersonization 

of trees is characteristic of the Biblical writers; David (Psalms, 96) 

says, ““I’hen shall all the trees of the wood sing for joy.” 

The relative durability of woods was of course fairly well known. 
Isaiah (9-10) says: “The bricks are fallen, but we will build with 

hewn stone; the sycamores are cut down, but we will change them 

into cedars.” Ecclesiasticus (12-13) likens the permanency and 
strength of wisdom to “a cedar in Libanus, and . . . a cypress 
tree on the mountains of Hermon.”
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Fuel wood was evidently obtained not only from cull material, as 
already indicated, but by cutting green timber. Ezekiel (39-9) pre- 

dicts that after the rout of the invading army of Gog, “they that dwell 
in the cities of Israel shall go forth, and make fires of the weapons and 
burn them, . . . and they shall make fires of them seven years; 

so that they shall take no wood out of the field, neither cut down any 
out of the forests.” It would seem that Biblical fuel bills were either 
pretty light, or else Gog left béhind an extraordinary number of 

weapons. 

HEBREW SILVICULTURE 

‘There are many passages in the books of the Prophets showing that 

some of the rudimentary principles of silviculture were understood, 
and that artificial planting was practiced to some extent. Solomon 
(in Ecclesiastes 2-4) says that he planted great vineyards, orchards, 
gardens, and parks, and also “made me pools of water, to water there- 

from the forest where trees were reared.” Isaiah (44-14) speaks of a 
carpenter who planted a fir tree, and later used it for fuel and lumber. 
The context gives the impression that such instances of planting for : 
wood production were common, but probably on a very small scale. 
Isaiah (41-9) seems to have had some knowledge of forest types and 

the ecological relations of species. He quotes Jehovah in this manner: 
“T will plant in the wilderness the cedar, the acacia tree, and the myrtle, 

and the oil tree; I will set in the desert the fir tree, the pine, and the 

box tree together.” He also makes the following interesting statement 

(55-13) which possibly refers to the succession of forest types: “In- 
stgad of the thorn shall come up the fir tree, and instead of the brier 
shall come up the myrtle tree.” 

Some of the peculiarities of various species in their manner of repro- 
duction are mentioned, Isaiah (44-4) says: “They shall spring up 
among the grass as willows by the watercourses.” He also speaks of 
the oak and the terebinth reproducing by coppice (6-12). Job (14-7) 
also mentions coppice, but does not give the species. Ezekiel (17) in 
his parable of the Eagles and the Cedar, tells about an eagle that 
cropped off the leader of a big cedar and planted it high on another 
mountain, and it brought forth boughs, and bore fruit, and was a 
goodly tree. I do not know the cedar of Lebanon but it sounds highly 
improbable that any conifer should grow from cuttings. I think this 
is a case of “poetic license.”
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Isaiah (65-22) realized the longevity of some species in the following 
simile: “They shall not build, and another inhabit ; they shall not plant, 
and another eat; for as the day of a tree shall be the day of’ my people, 
and my chosen shall long enjoy the work of their hands.” Isaiah disap- 
points us here in not telling the species. Unlike Solomon and Daniel 
and Ecclesiasticus, he is not given to calling a tree just “a tree.” 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Barnes has written a very interesting article * on grazing in the Holy 

Land, and there is much additional material on this subject which 

would be of interest to foresters. One matter which some entomologist 
should look up occurs in Isaiah (7-18). Isaiah says: “And it shall 
come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall hiss for the fly that is in 

the uttermost part of the rivers of Egypt, and for the bee that is in the 
‘land of Assyria. And they shall come, and shall rest all of them in the 
desolate valleys, and in the holes of the rocks, and upon all thorns, and 

upon all pastures.” What fly is referred to? The Tetse fly, or the 
Rinderpest ? 

There is also considerable material on game and fish in the Olc 
Testament, and additional material on forests in the historical books, 

both of which I hope to cover in future articles, 

In closing, it may not be improper to add a word on the intensely 

interesting reading on a multitude of subjects to be found in the Old 
Testament. As Stevenson said about one of Hazlitt’s essays, “It is so 
good that there should be a tax levied on all who have not read it.” 

* National Wool Grower, February, 1915.
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A Plea for Recognition of Artificial Works 
in Forest Erosion Control Policy 

By Aipo Lroroip 

| Assistant District Forester, U. S. Forest Service 

One of the most curious fallacies that has so far found lodgment in 

our National Forest policy is the assumption that because the lack of 
range control caused erosion, the inauguration of range control would 

cause erosion to cease. ‘This assumption is, of course, true ina negative - 
sense, in, that erosion would have become much worse had not a 

system of range control been put into effect. It is nevertheless a fact, 

at least in the Southwest, that in spite of range control, erosion con- 

tinues on a serious scale. The truth of the matter is that (1) any 
system of grazing, no matter how conservative, induces erosion, (2) 

no system of range control, no matter how conservative, can be relied 

upon to stop erosion already started, and that (3) erosion can be con- 

trolled only by a proper system of grazing control, supplemented by 
artificial erosion control works. 

The fallacy consists in the failure to recognize the necessity for 

artificial control works. I do not mean to say that there has been 

any official pronouncement, explicitly committing the Forest Service 
to the opinion that such works are unnecessary. I do mean to say 
that there has been a widespread assumption among foresters that 
such works are unnecessary and impracticable. I have even heard it 
said, by experts on watershed problems, that to admit the necessity of 
artificial control works would be admitting the failure of our range 
control system. I take strong exception to any such viewpoint. Our 
function is not to prove the infallibility of our initial forest policies, 
but to conserve the Forests. 

| I have stated that any system of grazing, no matter how conserva- 
tive, induces erosion. The proof of this statement can not be set : 
down in print, but may be seen almost anywhere in the hills. Grazing 
means concentration of stock at ranch headquarters, watering places. 
salt grounds, driveways, shearing pens, roundup grounds, bed grounds, 
sunny sheltered spots on south hillsides, and cool breezy spots under 
shade. All of these concentrations mean some degree of trampling
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and the starting of trails along drainage lines. It is impossible to 

graze stock at all without causing these trampled spots and trails, and 
any trampled spot or trail may start local erosion. Any local erosion 
may spread, even through the most well preserved ground cover. 
Thousands of these incipient erosion spots exist on even the best 
regulated range. The stage is now set for a cloudburst. In the course 

of years, the cloudburst is bound to come. When it comes, the deeper 

soils begin to gully and the creek bottoms begin to-go out. When the 

| gullying and loss of bottom lands once starts, no system of range 
control, unaided by artificial works, can possibly check the process. 

There is, moreover, a question whether it is sound business to prevent 

erosion by conservative range control alone, © A»typical section of 
Forest land may carry 10 head of cattle safely without any appreciable 

starting of erosion foci, 20 head safely if foci are controlled by arti- 
ficial works, or 25 head when stocked to the full capacity of the forage 
without regard to erosion. Might not the additional carrying capacity 
pay for the artificial erosion control, to the benefit of both the land 
and the public? It appears to be a fact, especially on browse range, 
that “the forage will carry more stock than the land.” Where this is 
the case it is plain business sense to build up the resistance of the land 
to full capacity of the forage, if this can be done at a practicable cost. 
We have certainly never proved that it can not. 

CREEK VALLEY EROSION 

The loss of creek bottoms is accelerated by the fact that they are 
the natural sites for ranch headquarters. ‘The timber is cleared for 
agriculture, all but the most unpalatable shrubs and grasses tend to be 
eaten out by stock coming in to the ranches for salt and water, and by 
poor stock too weak to climb back into the hills. Roads and trails are 
also started paralleling the creek, and when worn out or starting to 
wash, a new road or trail is started paralleling the old one. When 
the silt-laden flood comes, the bottom starts to go. A dozen floods, 
and it is gone. The ranchman accepts his losses as an act of God. 
But foresters should not and need not so accept them: 

The loss of a creek bottom is generally the loss of a key resource, 
on which all other forest industries depend for their prosperity. These 
limited areas of agricultural land are necessary to raise hay and grain 

: for saddle stock to handle the Forest range, and for work stock to 
work the mills and mines. They are also necessary to raise hay, grain, 
and silage for milk cows for the ranchman’s family, and for carrying 
weak range animals through adverse seasons. They are necessary to
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raise orchards, gardens, and poultry. They are are necessary to pro- 
vide cheap routes for good roads. In short, these creek bottoms, by 
and large, are the key not only to the prosperity of Forest industries, 
but to decent social conditions and the building up of Forest homes. 
The fact that these creek bottom lands are passed into private owner- 
ship does not make their conservation the less a Forest problem. 

The seriousness and inter-relation of the foregoing conditions is, 
of course, self-evident to all thinking conservationists. The practical 
question is: to what extent do these conditions exist, and what can 
be done to remedy them? 

I can not answer this question except for the Southwestern Forests. 
The following tabulation lists only the more important valleys which 
have.or had extensive ranch communities within the present Forests, 
and their present condition with respect to erosion: 

Forest Valley State of erosion 

< Apache Blue River Ruined ; 
Eagle Creek Started 
Little Colorado None 

Nutrioso Slight 
Bush Valley Slight 

Carson Tusas Started 
Val'ecitos Slight 

Coconino Oak Creek Slight 
Coronado None on Forest 
Crook Pinal Slight 
Datil Luna Valley Started 

Apache Creek Started 
‘Tularosa Started 
Frisco Partly ruined 

Gila Mimbres Started 
Gila Paxtly ruined 

Lincoln Ruidoso Slight 
Manzano Tijeras Partly ruined 

Tajique None 
Prescott Walnut Creek Started 

Verde Started 
Santa Fe Pecos None 

Rio Las Bacas Started 
Sitgreaves Showlow Creek None 

Cottonwood Wash Partly ruined 
Tonto Tonto Creek Partly ruined 

Cherry Creek Partly ruined 
Tusayan None on Forest 

SUMMARY 

Valleys Number Per cent 
RRuitied ins iwarty sg hice cstoorinens sonal 4 
Party MMe \ac.. oc. i.e. seea nrg eo 24 
lakes SAF siecb.cn... Hh Meter ete. 36 
BE t yes dbs shay borage ae ears O 24 
INOHCer eer. fr. c tation es auc Meme er a oS. 12 

25 100
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The interpretation of these figures admittedly involves certain ques- 

tions of definition, and also certain predictions, based on purely personal 
observations and judgment, as to how far “started” and “partly ruined” 

valleys will go if no new control measures are used. It is, however, a 
matter of common knowledge that most of the erosion in the valleys 

listed has taken place since the range industry was started, namely, 

during the last forty years. If forty years of grazing has partly ruined 

28 per cent of our valleys, and has started erosion in another 36 per 

cent, then I consider the figures ample basis for predicting that over 
half of the creek valleys within the Southwestern Forests will be 
largely ruined within another twenty years, unless artificial control 

measures are developed and put into effect. 

A brief description of a ruined valley may be of interest to those not 

personally acquainted with Southwestern conditions. The Blue River 
drains an area about twenty miles wide by forty miles long in the 
Apache Forest, Arizona. The head waters rise in the Alpine, Douglas 

fir, and yellow pine types of the White Mountains and the Blue Range. 

These timber types have never been very severely overgrazed, even 

before the creation of the Forest. The lower tributaries are in the 
oak brush and woodland type, and were heavily grazed before the 

Forest was created. The entire watershed has been normally stocked 

since. All the old settlers agree that the bottoms of Blue River were, 

at the time of settlement in about 1885, stirrup-high in gramma grass 

and covered with groves of mixed hardwoods and pine. The banks 

were lined with willows and the river abounded with trout. The valley 

soon became one succession of cattle ranches. Orchards and alfalfa 

fields were started at each ranch. The surrounding country was so 

rough that much concentration of stock naturally occurred, the valley 

and its tributary valleys were eaten out, and about 1900, fifteen years 

after settlement, floods began to cut an ever widening channel. In 
1906, eight years after the Forest was established, erosion was in full 

swing. Today Blue River valley is mostly boulders, with a few shelves 
or original bottom land left high and dry between rocky points. Farm- 

ing is practically at an end because the land is gone, and because it is 

nearly impossible to maintain headgates to lead irrigation water upon 

such land as is left. ‘The population about 1900, as estimated by an 

old cowman, was 300 people on 45 ranches. The present popula- 

tion is about 95 people on 21 ranches. In other words, erosion has
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‘ destroyed about two-thirds of the homes, and part of the remainder 
have lost their irrigated land. ‘The loss of land still continues. 

Forest Ranger Stations are often located along these creek valleys. 

Nearly every year sees the entire or partial loss of agricultural land at 

several stations on the Southwestern Forests. The fact that the Serv- 

ice is directly a party to these losses makes it seem obvious that remedial 
measures should be tested, developed, and demonstrated on Ranger 

Stations wherever possible. Then, if the remedial measures are suc- 
cessful, a little community leadership will soon cause them to be 
adopted by at least the more progressive neighboring ranchmen. With 

the high and growing value of ranch property, and the high and rising 

prices of feeds, the chance for co-operative erosion control work among 

ranch owners is probably a great deal brighter than most Forest officers 
realize, and in the absence of special appropriations, is probably the 
one practicable method of getting the work done. 

The technique of creek valley erosion control can not be discussed 

here, because no technique has been developed. ‘This paper is prin- 
cipally a plea for recognition of the need for a technique. It may not 

come amiss, however, to suggest briefly some of the methods, plans, 

and ideas now adopted for testing out in the Southwestern District. 

The basis of all technique, considering the vast proportions of the 
creek valley erosion problem and the lack of funds for expensive con- 

struction works, must be some plant or plants which will hold banks. 

Actual engineering works are financially out of the question at present, 

except as temporary protection to enable the plants to get started. ‘The 

plants adopted must be susceptible of cheap propagation from cuttings, 
must stand some drouth, make rapid growth, make a good mat of roots 

e both above and below water table, and should be unpalatable to stock. 
The various bush willows answer all these requirements except the 
last. Bush willows are being used and will doubtless be successful on 
fenced lands where grazing is under control, or on unfenced lands 

where there is no particular concentration of stock. ‘Tamarisk also 
holds out some promise. Some plant with all the qualities of bush 
willow, but with thorns or some other protection against heavy grazing, 
still awaits discovery. Planting banks is of course of little avail where 
a valley is already mostly gone. But, for that matter, no other method 
can reclaim valleys already ruined, except at prohibitive expense. 

Check dams will probably not enter into creek valley technique. 
Wing dams or jetties will, but instead of solid wings the present ten-
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dency seems to be toward’the angle iron and wire entanglement type, 
for which ordinary treetops, anchored to the banks by cable, would 

seem to be a cheap and satisfactory substitute. 

Another fundamental point of technique is that there must be some 
sort of working plan-for the creek as a-whole. ‘This plan need not be 

complicated. It should consist merely in charting an ample flood chan- 

nel, as straight as practicable, and adjusted to such fixed points as 

rock outcrops, bridges, headgates, existing willow banks, banks pro- 
tected by heavy timber, masses of driftwood, or other existing barriefs. 

Having mapped out the flood channel, the work of éach landowner 
must be correlated thereto. Uncorrelated work too often merely pushes 
the trouble down the creek. As an example of costs, the plan for 
demonstration work on about half a mile of channel on the Walnut 

Creek Ranger Station, Prescott National Forest, Arizona, calls for 

two wagon loads of 18-inch willow cuttings, fifty pounds ‘T'N’T, one- 
fourth mile of old barbed wire, one team two days for placing drift- 

wood logs and treetops, and about a week of the ranger’s time. It 

will be seen that the cash cost is not heavy. Of course, it remains to 

be seen whether the work will be successful. If it proves successful, 
the neighboring ranchmen, who have recently sustained heavy losses of 
orchards and alfalfa, are already committed to extending the work to 

their lands, under the ranger’s supervision. 

UPLAND EROSION 

Erosion elsewhere than creek valleys is largely a problem of gullies, 
although wind erosion is serious in certain dry-farming communities. 
Upland erosion is more extensive in point of area affected but seems 
less severe in threatened economic loss, than the creek valley problem. 7 

It has heretofore been almost dogma that well-sodded or well-tim- 

bered land would not gully. As to timber, this is generally true in the 
Southwest. As to sodded open land, it is often not true. Given the 

foci of stock trails or trampled spots, and gullies are liable to run 
through any deep soil in the Southwest, no matter how luxuriant the 
sod. It is true that accidental removal of foci often causes gullies ‘to 
resod. But this is no” solution. Erosion foci are bound to exist so 

long as the range is used’ “‘PHerefore artificial works are necessary to 

prevent the spread of gitllies? 7)” es 

Brush and rock dams ™reitidoubtedly the solution of the gully prob- 
lem. But we know nothing abottt where and how to build such dams or
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how much they cost. Here again a technique must be developed. The 
inter-relations of slope, soil texture, relation of height of dam to depth 

of gully, strategic placement in gully, dam intervals, dam materials, 
placement of materials, and costs must all be worked out and demon~ 

strated by the Forest Service. After this has been done, and if in the 
meanwhile we have worked out a system of fenced grazing allotments 

and better security of range tenure, we can doubtless get the co-opera- 

tion of many grazing permittees in gully control work on their allot- 

ments. A few test dams recently built on the Manzano National For- 

est, from materials at hand on the gully banks, indicate a cost of about 

one-third cent per square foot for horizontal cedar and rock mat work, 9 

and about one cent per square foot of vertical face for cedar and rock 
dams. 

CONCLUSION 

For the sake of brevity, some general statements have been made in 

the foregoing arguments which would not hold water for all the South- 

western Forests without being qualified. ‘To insert all of these quali- 

fications would tire the reader and obscure the issue. Accordingly they 

have been omitted. 

While no artificial control work of any consequence has been done 
on the Southwestern Forests, no discussion of the subject would be 

complete without mentioning the admirable results achieved by Munns 
in California, Maddox in Tennessee, and probably others elsewhere 
Investigations have been conducted in the Southwest, principally to 
determine causes, but causes are well enough known—he who runs 
may read. Some study has also been given to the differentiation of 

normal and abnormal erosion. ‘This seems a question of academic 
rather than practical interest. If erosion is taking away land hereto- 
fore untouched, at a rate which will destroy that land within a gener- 

ation; and if that erosion looks in any degree preventable, the first step 

is to prevent, not classify. 

Parts of the foregoing arguments might be construed as an arraign- 
ment of past policies. ‘They are not intended as such, but rather as 

a plea for extending those policies, for making at least an attempt to 

supplement our absolutely necessary range control and fire control by 

equally necessary artificial works. In case this argument for such 

artificial works proves unsound or impracticable, it may at least invite 
discussion of what other means we can use to discharge our responsi- 

bility for erosion control on the Forests.
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GRASS, BRUSH, TIMBER, AND FIRE IN SOUTHERN 
ARIZONA 

By Atpo LEopotp, 

Y U.S. Forest Service 

One of the first things which a forester hears when he begins to 

travel among the cow-camps of the southern Arizona foothills is the ; 

story of how the brush has “taken the country.” At first he is inclined 
to classify this with the legend, prevalent among the old timers of some 

of the northern states, about the hard winters that occurred years ago. 

The belief in the encroachment of brush, however, is often remarkably 

circumstantial. A cow-man will tell about how in the 1880’s on a cer- 

tain mesa he could see his cattle several miles, whereas now on the 

same mesa he can not even find them in a day’s hunt. The legend of 

brush encroachment must be taken seriously. 

Along with it goes an almost universal story about the great number 

of cattle which the southern Arizona foothills carried in the old days. 

The old timers say that there is not one cow now where there used to be 

10, 20, 30, and so on. This again might be dismissed but for the figures 

cited as to the brandings of old cattle outfits, of which the location and 

area of range are readily determinable. This story likewise must be 

taken seriously. : 
In some quarters the forester will find a naive belief that the two 

stories represent cause and effect, that by putting more cattle on the 

range the old days of prosperity for the range industry might somehow 

be restored, i 
The country in which the forester finds these prevalent beliefs 

consists of rough foothills corresponding in elevation to the woodland 

type. Above lie the forests of western yellow pine. Below lie the semi- 
desert ranges characteristic of the southern Arizona plains. The area
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we are dealing with is large, comprising the greater part of the Prescott, 
Tonto, Coronado, and Crook National Forests as well as much range 
outside the Forests. The brush that has “taken the country” comprises 
dozens of species, in which various oaks, manzanita, mountain mahog- 

any and ceanothus predominate. Here and there alligator junipers of 

very large size occur. Along the creek bottoms the brush becomes a 
hardwood forest. 

Five facts are so conspicuous in this foothill region as to immedi- 
ately arrest the attention of a forester. 

(1) Widespread abnormal erosion. This is universal along 
watercourses with sheet erosion in certain formations, especially granite. 

(2) Universal fire scars on all the junipers, oaks, or other trees 

old enough to bear them. 

(3) Old juniper stumps, often levelled to the ground, evidently 

by fire. 

(4) “Much juniper reproduction merging to pine reproduction in 

the upper limits of the type. 

(5) Great thrift and size in the junipers or other woodland spe- 
cies which have survived fire. 

! A closer examination reveals the following additional facts: 

; First, the reproduction is remarkably even aged. A few ring 
counts immediately establish the significant fact that none of it is over 

40 years old. It is therefore contemporaneous with settlement; this 
region having been settled and completely stocked with cattle in the 

1880's. 

Second, the reproduction is encroaching on the parks. These 

parks, in spite of heavy grazing, still contain some grass. It would ap- 

pear, therefore, that this reproduction has something to do with grass. 

Third, one frequently sees manzanita, young juniper or young pines 
growing within a foot or two of badly fire-scarred juniper trees. These 

growths being very susceptible to fire damage, they could obviously not 

have survived the fires which produced the scars. Ring counts show 

that these growths are less than 40 years old. One is forced to the 
conclusion that there have been no widespread fires during the last 40 

years. 
Fourth, a close examination of the erosion indicates that it, too, 

dates back about 40 years and is therefore contemporaneous with set- 

: tlement, removal of grass, and cessation of fires. 

These observations coordinate themselves in the following theory 

of what has happened: Previous to the settlement of the country, fires
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started by lightning and Indians kept the brush thin, kept the juniper | 
and other woodland species decimated; and gave the grass the upper | 

hand with respect to possession of the soil. In spite of the periodic | 

fires, this grass prevented erosion. Then came the settlers with their 
great herds of livestock. These ranges had never been grazed and 

they grazed them to death, thus removing the grass and automatically 

checking the possibility of widespread fires. The removal of the grass 

relieved the brush species of root competition and of fire damage and 

thereby caused them to spread and “take the country.” The removal of 
grass-root competition and of fire damage brought in the reproduction. 

In brief, the climax type is and always has been woodland. The thick 

grass and thin brush of pre-settlement days represented a temporary 

type. The substitution of grazing for fire brought on a transition of thin 
grass and thick brush. This transition type is now reverting to the 

climax type—woodland. 

There may be other theories which would coordinate these observ- : 

able phenomena, but if there are such theories nobody has propounded 

them, and I have been unable to formulate them. 

One of the most interesting checks of the foregoing theory is the 
behavior of species like manzanita and pinon. These species are 
notoriously susceptible to fire damage at all ages. Take manzanita: 
One finds innumerable localities where manzanita thickets are being 
suppressed and obliterated by pine or juniper reproduction. The par- 
ticular manzanita characteristic of the region (Arctostaphylos pungens) 

is propagated by brush fires, seedling (not coppice) reproduc- 

tion taking the ground whenever a fire has killed the other brush 

species or reduced them to coppice. It is easy to think back to the 

days when these manzanita thickets, now being killed, were first estab- 
lished by a fire in what was then grass and brush. Cattle next 
removed the grass. Pine and juniper then reproduced due to the 

absence of grass and fire, and are now overtopping the manzanita. 

Take pinon: It is naturally a component of the climax woodland type 
but mature pinons are hardly to be found in the region; just a speci- 
men here and there sufficient to perpetuate the species which has evi- 

dently been decimated through centuries of fires. Nevertheless today 

there is a large proportion of pinon in the woodland reproduction which 

is coming in under some of the Prescott brushfields. 

Another interesting check is found in the present movement of 

type boundaries. Yellow pine is reproducing down hill into the wood- 
land type. Juniper is reproducing down hill into the semi-desert type.
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This down-hill movement of type lines is so conspicuous and so uni- 
versal as to establish beyond a doubt that the virgin condition previous 
to’ settlement represented a temporary type due to some kind of dam- 
age, and completely refutes the possible assumption that the virgin 

conditions were climax and the present tendency is away from rather 
than toward a climax. 

A third interesting check is found in the parks. In general there 
are two alternative hyoptheses for Southwestern parks—the one assum- 

ing chemical or physical soil conditions unfavorable to forests and the 

other assuming the exclusion of forests by damage. When the 
occasional forest tree found in any park is scrubby, it indicates in 

general defective soil conditions. When the occasional forest tree 

shows vigor and thrift, it indicates that the park was established by 

damage and that the soil is suitable. Nothing could be more con- 
spicuous than the vigor and thrift of the ancient junipers scattered 

through the parks of the southern Arizona foothills. We may safely 

assume that these parks were not caused by defective soil conditions. 

That they were caused by grass fires is evidenced by the survival of 

grass species in spite of the extra heavy grazing which occurs in them 

and by the universal fire scars that prevail on the old junipers in 

them. The fact that they are now reproducing to juniper clinches the 

argument. 

A fourth check bears on the hypothesis that the virgin grass was 

heavy enough to carry severe fires. The check consists in the occur- 

rence of “islands” where topography: has prevented grazing. One 

will find small benches high on the face of precipitous cliffs which, j 
in spite of poor and dry soil, bear an amazing stand of grasses simply 

because they have never been grazed. One even finds huge blocks of 

stone at the base of cliffs where a little soil has gathered on the top 

of the block and a thrifty stand of grasses survives simply because 
livestock could not get at it. 

The most impressive check of all is the occurrence of junipers 

evidently killed by a single fire from 50 years to many centuries ago, 

on areas where there is now neither brush nor grass and where the 

junipers were so scattered (as evidenced by their remains) that it is 
absolutely necessary to assume a connecting medium. If the connect- 

ing medium had been brush it could hardly have been totally wiped 
out because neither fire nor grazing exterminates a brushfield. It is 
necessary to assume that the connecting medium consisted of grass. 
It is significant that the above described phenomenon occurs mostly on -
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granitic formations where it is easy to think that a heavy stand of grass 

might have been exterminated by even moderate grazing due to the 

loose nature of the soil. 

Assuming that all the foregoing theory is correct, let us now con- 

sider what it teaches us about erosion. Why has erosion been 
enormously augmented during the last 40 years? Why has not the 

encroachment of brush checked the erosion which was induced by the i 
removal of the grass? Why did not the fires of pre-settlement days 

cause as much erosion as the grazing of post-settlement days? 

It is obvious at the start that these questions can not be answered 

without rejecting some of our traditional theories of erosion. The 

substance of these traditional theories and the extent to which they 

must be amended before they can be applied to the Southwest, I have 
discussed elsewhere.1 It will be well to repeat, however, that the 

acceptance of my theory as to the ecology of these brushfields carries - 

with it the acceptance of the fact that at least in this region grass is 

a much more effective conserver of watersheds than foresters were at 

first willing to admit, and that grazing is the prime factor in destroy- 

ing watershed values. In rough topography grazing always means 
some degree of localized overgrazing, and localized overgrazing means 

earth-scars. All recent experimentation indicates that earth-scars are 

the big causative agent of erosion. An excellent example is cited by 

Bates, who shows that the logging road built to denude Area B at 
Wagon Wheel Gap has caused more siltage than the denudation itself. 

Another conspicuous example is on the GOS cattle range in the Gila 

Forest, where earth-scars due to concentration of cattle along the 

water-courses have caused an entire trout stream to be buried by 

detritus, in spite of the fact that conservative range management has 

_ preserved the remainder of the watershed in an excellent condition. 

Let us now consider the bearing of this theory on Forest admin- 

istration. We have learned that during the pre-settlement period of 

no grazing and severe fires, erosion was not abnormally active. We 

have learned that during the post-settlement period of no fires and 

severe grazing, erosion became exceedingly active. Has our adminis- 

trative policy applied these facts? 

1A Plea for Recognition of Artificial Works in Forest Erosion Con- 
trol Policy, Journal of Forestry, March, 1921. 

Pioneers and Gullies, Sunset Magazine, May, 1924. y 

Watershed Handbook, Southwestern District, issued December, 1923.
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It has not. Until very recently we have administered the south- 3 

ern Arizona Forests on the assumption that while overgrazing was 

bad for erosion, fire was worse, and that therefore we must keep the 

brush hazard grazed down to the extent necessary to prevent serious 

fires. 

In making this assumption we have accepted the traditional theory 

as to the place of fire and forests in erosion, and rejected the plain 

story written on the face of Nature. He who runs may read that it 
was not until fires ceased and grazing began that abnormal erosion 

occurred. We have likewise rejected the story written in our own 
fire statistics, which shows that on the Tonto Forest only about 14 of 

: 1% of the hazatd area burns over each year, and that it would there- 

fore take 300 years for fire to cover the forest once. Even if the 

more conservative grazing policy which now prevails should largely 

“enhance the present brush hazard by restoring a little grass, neither 

* the potential danger of fire damage nor the potential cost of fire con- 

trol could compare with the existing watershed damage. Moreover 
the reduction of the brush hazard by grazing is to a large degree im- 

possible. This brush that has “taken the country” consists of many 

species, varying greatly in palatability. Heavy grazing of the palatable 

species would simply result in the unpalatable species closing in, and 

our hazard would still be there. 

There is one point with respect to which both past policy and 
present policy are correct, and that is the paramount value of water- 

sheds. The old policy simply erred in its diagnoses of how to con- 
serve the watershed. The range industry on the Tonto Forest repre- 

sents a present capital value of around three millions. Since this is 
about one third of the total Roosevelt Reservoir drainage we may 

assume roughly that the range industry affecting the Reservoir is 

worth nine millions. The Roosevelt Dam and the irrigation works 

of the Salt River Valley represent a cash expense by the Government 

of around twelve millions. The agricultural lands dependent upon this 

irrigation system are worth about fifty millions, not counting depend- 
ent industries. Grazing interests worth nine millions, therefore, must 

be balanced against agricultural interests worth sixty-two millions. 

To the extent that there is a conflict between the existence of the 
range industry and the permanence of reclamation, there can be no 

doubt that the range industry must give way. 
In discussing administrative policy, I have tried to make three 

points clear: First, 15 years of Forest administration were based on
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an incorrect interpretation of ecological facts and were, therefore, in 
part misdirected. Second, this error of interpretation has now been 

recognized and administrative policy corrected accordingly. Third, 

while there can be no doubt about the enormous value of European 

traditions to American forestry, this error illustrates that there can 

also be no doubt about the great danger of Eurepean-traditions—te 

Amercian—forestry+—thiserror—also~illustrates-that—there-can~be~no 

deubt—about~the—great—-danger—of.- European traditions uncritically 

accepted and applied, especially in such complex fields as erosion. 

The present situation in the southern Arizona brushfields may be 
summed up administratively as follows: 

(1) There has been great damage to the watershed resources. 

(2) There has been great benefit to the timber resources. 

(3) There has been great damage to the range resources. 
a Whether the benefit to timber could have been obtained with 

lesser damage to watersheds and ranges is an academic question deal- 
ing with bygones and need not be discussed. Our present job is to 

conserve the benefit to timber and minimize the damage to watershed 
and range in so far as technical skill and good administration can do 
it. Wholesale exclusion of grazing is neither skill nor administration, 

and should be used only as a last resort. The problem which faces 

us constitutes a challenge to our technical competency as foresters— 

a challenge we have hardly as yet answered, much less actually at- 
tempted to meet. We are dealing right now with a fraction of a 
cycle involving centuries. We can not obstruct or reverse the cycle, 

but we can bend it; in what degree remains to be shown. 

There are some interesting sidelights which enter into the fore- 
going discussions but which could not there be covered in detail. One 
of them is the extreme age of the junipers and juniper stumps. In 
one vase I found a 36” alligator juniper with over half its basal cross- 
section eaten out by fire. On each edge of this huge scar were four 

overlapping’ healings. The last healing on each edge of the scar 
counted forty rings. Within 24” of the scar were two yellow pines 
of 20” diameter just emerging from the blackjack stage. Each must 
have been 130 years old. Neither showed any scars, but upon chopping 
into the side adjacent to the juniper, each was found to contain a 
buried fire-scald in the fortieth ring. It was perfectly evident that 
these 130-year pines had grown in the interval between the fires which 
consumed half the basal cross-section of the juniper, and the subse- 
quent fires which resulted in the latest series of four healings. The
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fires which really ate into the juniper would most certainly have killed 

any pine standing only 24” distant. The conclusion is that the juniper 
attained its present diameter more than 130 years ago. The size of 
the main scar certainly indicates a long series of repetitions of 

scarring, drying and burning at the base of the juniper. The time 

necessary to attain a 36” diameter is in itself a matter of centuries. 

Consider now that other junipers killed by fire 40 years ago were 
found to still retain 14” twigs, and then try to interpret in terms of 

centuries the meaning of the innumerable stumps of juniper (the wood 
is almost immune to decay) which dot the surface of the Arizona 

foothills. Who can doubt that we have in these junipers a graphic 

record of forest history extending back behind and beyond the 

Christian era? Who can doubt that this article discloses merely the 

main broad outlines of the story? 4 

The following instance also tells us something about the intervals 
at which fires occurred. I mentioned a juniper with a big scar and 

four successive healings of which the last counted forty rings. The 

last was considerably the thickest. In a general way I would say 

that the previous fires probably occurred at intervals of approximately 

a decade. Ten years is plenty of time for a lusty growth of grass to 

come back and accumulate the fuel for another fire.. This would 

reconcile my general theory with the known fact that fires injure most 

species of grass, it being entirely thinkable for the grass to recover 

from any such injury during a ten-year interval. q 

The foregoing likewise strengthens the supposition that root 

competition with grass rather than fire, was the salient factor in keep- 

ing down the brush during. pre-settlement days. Brush species which 

coppice with as much vigor as those of the Arizona brushfields could 
stage quite a comeback during a ten-year surcease of fire if they were 

not inhibited by an additional competitor like grass roots. : 

Whether grass competition or fire was the principle deterrent of 

timber reproduction is hard to answer because the two factors were 

always paired, never isolated. Probably either one would have in- 
hibited extensive reproduction. In northern Arizona there are great 
areas where removal of grass by grazing has caused spectacular en- 
croachment of juniper on park areas. But here again both grass 

competition and fire evidently cause the original park, and both were 

removed before reproduction came in. 

It is very interesting to compare what has happened in the wood- 

land type with what has happened in the semi-desert type immediately
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below it. Here also old timers testify to a radical encroachment of ne 

brush species like mesquite and cat’s-claw. They insist, however, that 
while this semi-desert type originally contained much grass, it never 

contained enough grass to carry fire. There are no signs of old fires. 

The encroachment of brush in this type can therefore be ascribed only 

to the removal of grass competition. 
There are many loose masonry walls of Indian origin in the 

headwaters of drainages both in the woodland and semi-desert types. 

These have been fondly called “erosion-control works” by some en- 
thusiastic forest officers, but it is perfectly evident that they were 
built as agricultural terraces, and that their function in erosion control 

- was accidental. It is significant that any number of these terraces now 
contain heavy brush and even timber. Since they are prehistoric, the 

Indians could not have had metals, and therefore could not have easily 

cleared them of timber or brush. Therefore their sites must have been 

either: barren or grassy when the Indians built them. This conforms 

with the belief that brush has encroached in both the woodland and 

semi-desert ranges. 
In the brush fields of California the drift of administrative policy 

is toward heavy grazing as a means of reducing fire hazard. If the 

ecology of these California brushfields is similar to the ecology of the i 
Arizona brushfields, it would appear obvious that either my Arizona 

theory or the California grazing policy is wrong. The point is that 

there is no similarity. The rainfall of the California brushfields is 

nearly twice that of the Arizona brushfields. Its seasonal distribution 

is different, and from what I can learn there is a great deal more 

duff and more herbs and other inflammable material under the Cali- 

fornia brush. It would appear, therefore, that the California tendency 

toward heavier grazing and the tendency in the Southwestern District 

toward much lighter grazing are not inconsistent because the two 

regions are not comparable. F ; 
The radical encroachment of brush in southern Arizona has had 

some interesting effects on game. There is one- mountain range on 

the Tonto where the brush has become so thick as to almost prohibit 
travel, and where a thrifty stock of black bears have established them- 

; selves. The old hunters assure me that there were no black bears in 
these mountains when the country was first settled. It is likewise a 

significant fact that the wild turkey has been exterminated throughout 
most of the Arizona brushfields, whereas it kas merely been decimated 
further north. It seems possible that turkeys require a certain pro-
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portion of open space in order to thrive. Plenty of open spaces 
originally existed, but the recent encroachment of brush has abolished 
them, and possibly thus made the birds fall an easier prey to predatory 
animals. 

The cumulative abnormal erosion which has occurred coincident 

with the encroachment of brush and the decimation of grass naturally 
has its worst effect in the siltage of reservoirs. The data kept by 
Southwestern reclamation interests on siltage of reservoirs is re- 

grettably inadequate, but it is sufficient to indicate one salient fact, 
viz., that the greater part of the loosened material is at the present 

time in transit toward the reservoir, rather than already dumped into 
it. Blockading this detritus in transit is therefore just as important 

as desilting the storage sites. The methods of blockading it will 

obviously be a combination of mechanical and vegetative obstructions, 
and with these foresters should be particularly qualified to deal. This 
fact further accentuates the responsibility of the Forest Service, and 

indicates that the watershed work of the future belongs quite as much to 
the forester as to the hydrographer and engineer. 

®
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more wood than any other great nation, Man-caused fires wipe out eight million 

but also wasting more and growing pro- acres of forest land annually. Seventy- 

portionally less. Before the war Germany five per cent of the problem of reforesta- 

used one-seventh, France one-tenth and _ tion is fire protection. Natural reproduc- 

England one-twentieth the wood per capita tion takes place on cut-over lands if fires 
that we do. And yet we grow but one- are kept out. The process is necessarily 

fourth of our annual consumption. somewhat slower because of the battle for 
Seventy per cent of our original stand supremacy between species, but often the 

of virgin timber has been cut within a young forest has been present for many 

period of seventy years. Large areas of years, waiting for a place in the sun or 

eut-over lands have proven useless for till the seed is ready to germinate with 

agriculture and have been injured by ero- the removal of dense shade. ¥ 

sion, becoming a liability to the owner or ‘ 5 i 
abandoned. There are eighty-one million American Forest Week is set aside to 

acres of these idle lands in America that focus attention upon all phases of our na- 

can be made to produce sustained crops of tional forestry problem. Its observance 
timber. in every American community will materi- 

Paper produced from wood has increased ee a shane ts Brea one ee 

250 per cent in the United States during foes apt n al no ey Oe ory 

the past quarter century. From 219 cubic Members of the American Institute of 

feet in the standing tree we obtain an Park Executives and American Park So- 

average of 100 board feet. Under best ciety are urged to give their personal ef- 

European practice this amount is secured _ forts to the worthy cause as exemplified 

from as little as 150 cubic feet. As yet by American Forest Week. Many park 

we waste about two-thirds of the present executives will be in position to give defi- 

forest cut. nite and telling service. 

we 
€ NATURAL REPRODUCTION OF FORESTS 

By Aupo LEopoLp, Assistant Director, United States Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wis. 

It looks like a very simple thing for an of a forest. Among all the hundreds of 

acorn to fall upon the soil, get stepped on exotie trees which have been introduced 

by a cow, and forthwith sprout and grow into the United States, there are only a 

into another oak. As our knowledge devel- very few that have ever succeeded in pro- 

ops, however, it becomes more and more ducing natural reproduction from seed.* 

apparent that the reproduction of even an One of these is the Russian olive, which is 
individual tree involves the interplay of invading the native cottonwood groves of 

many variable forces, some of them as yet the Rio Grande Valley of New Mexico with 

ill-understood, while the reproduction of a a thrifty understory of young olive seed- 

forest (or society of trees) involves the lings—a sort of English Sparrow of the 

interplay of forces so numerous and com- forest. It should be noted that this is a é 

plex as to baffle the forester’s attempts to heavy-seeded species whose ecology as to 

analyze the process. He is forced to rely reproduction is probably relatively simple. 

largely on empirical methods, and to apply Reproduction by coppicing and root-sprout- 

the history of what has happened in one _ ing is still simpler, and we accordingly see 

place as best he can to the question of such exotics as ailanthus and Chinese pop- 

what will happen in another. Sr TEC SIM PRT ENED cs REED, SEE 
The reproduction—or rather lack of re- *Prof. Nelson Cc Brown cites as an exception to 

E . sae non-reproduction of exotics the prolific reproduc- 

production—of exotic trees indicates how tion of white pine which he observed in the muni- 
complex a thing is the natural reproduction — Gipal forest of Epinal in northern France.
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NATURAL REPRODUCTION WELL ESTABLISHED ON AN AREA LOGGED 20 
YEARS AGO. A SINGLE GROUND FIRE, HOWEVER, WOULD HAVE ENTIRELY 
DESTROYED THIS YOUNG GROWTH 

lar reproducing freely in this country. The peated fires have nearly annihilated a whole 

reproductive ecology of herbs and grasses empire of little white and Norway pines 

seems likewise to be simpler than that of which naturally followed lumbering and 

forest trees, as we have proven not wisely which today would be growing a second 

but too well in our scores of exotic weed crop of choice sawlogs if we had not lacked 

pests. the intelligence to protect them. The dev- 

Looking upon forest reproduction as an astating effect of fires, even light ground 

exceedingly intricate process which we but fires, on forest reproduction is the most 

dimly understand, there is small wonder vital fact and at the same time the least 

that its workings should be profoundly af- understood fact bearing upon our forest 

fected by such wholesale disturbances as problem Millions of people persist in the 

fire, grazing and cuttings. Sometimes these foolish supposition that fires which do not 

disturbances affect reproduction favorably, kill mature timber outright do not result 

as for instance in the juniper forests of in any harm, whereas it is a cold hard 

central Arizona, where sheep have eaten fact that they are slowly but surely lead- 

the juniper berries, and through their drop- ing us into forest bankruptcy. 

pings, planted the indigestible seeds far and This popular belief in the harmless, or 

wide in heretofore treeless parks, simul- even beneficial nature of “light-burning” of 
taneously thinning cut the native grasses forests is so widespread and so persistent 

which, through root-competition and grass in its occurrence, and yet so utterly unten- 

fires, have kept these parks treeless. To- able in fact, that it must be ascribed not 

day qne seers these parks filled with mile to any actual logic in the popular mind, but 

upon mile of thrifty little cedars, as neat to an instinct—a racial inheritance from 

and trim as any nursery of Christmas trees. our Neolithic ancestors, who burned tem- 

DEVASTATION BY FIRES porary holes in the forest to plant their 

More often these disturbances have af- crude crops, just as many savage tribes do 

fected forest reproduction unfavorably, as_ in the tropics today. Just as the dog turns 

for instance in the Lake States, where re- around nine times on the parlor rug to
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IN THE SOUTHWEST, SHEEP GRAZING MAY BE BENEFICIAL TO WESTERN 
YELLOW PINE REPRODUCTION IF APPLIED PREVIOUS TO LUMBERING, BUT 

FATAL IF APPLIED HEAVILY WITHIN A DECADE OR TWO AFTER 

LUMBERING 

flatten cut the grass, so do we feel some disturbances is not a “foolproof” affair. 
kind of ancestral impulse to improve the Without the utmost skill and patience in 

woodlot by setting fire to it. the diagnosis of conditions on the ground, 

Sometimes the effect of these disturbing the attempt is liable to result in failure to 

agencies like fire, grazing and cutting on get any reproduction at all, or in getting 

forest reproduction varies radically with the wrong kind, or in unexpected erosion 

the sequence, duration, and intensity with damage. Accordingly the forester making 

which they are applied. Thus in the splen- the diagnosis feels his responsibilities. His 

did yellow pine forests of Arizona and New conclusion must not only stand the test of 

Mexico sheep grazing may be beneficial to time but the criticism of his colleagues. 

reproduction if applied previous to lumber- Almost always a correct diagnosis of the 

ing because it breaks up grass and weed reproductive capacity of a tract about to 

cover, but fatal if applied heavily within a_ be cut depends on a correct interpretation 

decade or two after lumbering, because the of reproduction observed on comparable 

sheep eat the pine seedlings outright. A tracts already cut, and there is often a 
big part of practical forestry consists in question of fact as to whether such repro- 

the deliberate and skillful manipulation of duction started before or after the cutting. 

disturbances to secure the kind and amount How is such a question determined? One 

of reproduction desired and the environ- way is to count the annual rings in the 

ment favorable to its protection and thrifty butts of several of the little trees, add two 

growth. or three years for the minute seedling 

DiAGNosis Must BE EXPERT stage, and compare the resulting figure, 

Of course such deliberate manipulation of which is the age of the reproduction, with
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IN LODGEPOLE PINE, OVERCROWDING IN THE SAPLING STAGE RETARDS 
AND DECREASES THE FINAL YIELD OF TIMBER. THIS PICTURE SHOWS 
A TRAIL CUT THROUGH A VERY DENSE STAND OF YOUNG LODGEPOLE 

the known age of the lumbering operations. subtle methods. One of these is the ocular 

If, for instance, the lumbering was done in observation of “stump rings.” If there is 
1914, or ten years ago, and the age of the a blank zone around each of the old stumps, 

seedlings runs from 22 to 16. years, it iS with thick reproduction surrounding the 
obvious that they originated in the uneut pjank place, the reproduction probably orig- 

forest, and were released by the cutting for inated before the cutting took place, the 

vigorous growth. On the other hand if the denser shade and severe root competition 

gate eo tale SEG nuns een A ro Ho inhikiting survival immediately under the 
years it is obvious that they originated if 
: eld tree. On the other hand if there are 
after and probably as a result of the cut- A ‘ ac 

ting. Whether they originated before or no blank zones or gaa mee around 

after has an obvious bearing on whether a the old stumps, and especially if the repro- 
new cutting in timber now devoid of ad- duction is thicker there than elsewhere, it 

vance seedling growth is liable to repro- probably originated subsequent to and as 
duce satisfactorily. a result of the old cuttings, thriving partic- 

But sometimes the date of old lumbering a eae soe) hes trees had kept 

operations on a particular section or forty ‘Tee from competitive grass, herbs and 
cannot be historically determined with suf- shrubs. 

ficent accuracy to serve in the above proc- The stump-ring method must be applied 

ess. In such cases the forester attempting with caution, however. There are certain 

to find out whether reproduction came in conditions in arid grassy regions where it 

before or after cutting must resort to more works just the other way around, for rea-
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IS SPIRAL GRAIN DUE TO ENVIRONMENT OR HEREDITY? INTELLIGENT 
SELECTION OF FOREST SEED AND SEED TREES DEPENDS ON A CORRECT 
ANSWER TO THIS AND SIMILAR QUESTIONS 

sons which can be explained but which are pure spruce forests. Spruce, by the way, 

too lengthy to be recounted here. is a very tolerant tree, and this is the rea- 
Srupy TOLERANCE son why it normally grows in such very 

Intelligent observation of the phenomena ‘ense stands. Dense Bpruce forests often 
of forest reproduction is impossible with- have an understory of little spruces which 

out some understanding of the complex the novice assumes to be “reproduction.” If 

workings of ‘shade tolerance. Most good he will cut down some of these little 
observers know that hemlock, for instance, SPruces, however, and count their growth 

is more tolerant than pine, and beech than 8S, he will frequently find it impossible 

oak. But most people do not know that 0 do so without a magnifying glass, and 

the tolerance of a tree decreases with its What is more to the point, he will find them 
age or size. Thus the fact that a young to be of exactly the same age as the mature 

pine exists in heavy shade is no sure sign trees under which they grow. Thus in the 
that it will grow or mature there. Toler- timberline regions of the Sangre de Christe 

ance also varies with the quality of the Mountains in New Mexico foresters may 
soil. Another very practical fact is that find two Engelmann spruces growing side 
species differ greatly in their ability to re- by side, the one an inch in diameter and 
sume thrifty growth when released from the other two feet or more, and both 150 

shade by thinnings, and this ability to re- years old. Both doubtless came up, with 

cover from shade does not follow the same millions of their kind, in the wake of some 
law as the ability to endure it. old forest fire started by lightning or In- 

An extreme instance of tolerance as re- dians, or some old epidemic of the spruce 

lated to reproduction frequently occurs in bud-worm which swept away the preceding
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yenerations of spruces and left the soil a lages would have been entirely denuded of 

ree field for those tremendous regenerative tree growth several centuries ago, because 

orces of nature which only man seems to the immediate vicinity of each village has 

ucceed in thwarting to his own detriment. been constantly cut over, and in addition 

Another manifestation of tolerance in its constantly over-grazed by goats and ponies 

relation to reproduction is the self-pruning and sheep and cattle since the days of the 

f young trees. Everybody knows that it Conquistadores, so that the survival of 

lis the shading out of lower limbs which seedling reproduction is difficult. It may 

nakes forest trees clean-boled and fit for safely be conjectured that not one in ten 

umber. The more intolerant the tree the thousand of the artists and tourists who so 

asier it prunes itself, but also the more’ greatly admire the cedar-studded foothills 

intolerant the tree, the thinner the stand into which these ancient villages are set 

or pruning. These two facts in general have the faintest idea that only this curi- 

counteract each other. But in recent years ous twist of nature which I have called 

forest pathologists have discovered that ‘false-coppice’ has prevented their pretty 

ith some species, notably western yellow setting from becoming bare and ugly. 

ine, this pruning is accomplished not so Another question of tolerance as related 

uch by shade as by a fungus disease which to forest reproduction is that of the alleged 

estroys the needles of the lower limbs of “stagnation” of exceedingly dense stands 

aplings, thus producing considerable prun- of young growth. There is much conflict- 

mg even in wholly isolated and hence un- ing advice about the seriousness of stagna- 

rowded trees. tion due to crowding. Usually serious stag- 

COPPICE REPRODUCTION nation can occur only when the stand is all 
Everybody knows that some species of of the same species, age and size, and even 

‘orest trees reproduce by coppice or sprout then it merely retards rather than perma- 

rowth after cutting. Heretofore redwood nently reduces the development of the stand 

as supposed to be the only conifer in the except with a very few species such as 

nited States that coppiced. But it has lodgepole pine. In lodgepole it is actually a 
ecently been observed that the alligator fact that over-crowding in the sapling stage 
uniper of Arizona often coppices freely. both retards and decreases the ultimate 

A curious instance of what might be yield. The growth of all very dense young 
alled “false-coppice” occurs with the jun- stands can be hastened by gradual thin- 

per and the pinon of New Mexico, and has_ nings. It is the right combination of thin- 

ad an important bearing on the wood- nings for hastening growth and crowding 

upply of the Spanish-American settlements for giving clean boles that yields the opti- 

nd Indian Pueblos near which these spe- mum in both quality and quantity of wood. 

ies have been cut for fuel and fenceposts As to just what this combination should be 

nd corral-posts and “jacales” (houses of at any giveh time or place cannot be set 

dobe plastered on upright posts) for many down on paper. It is best to consult a for- 

enturies. At the low altitudes at which ester experienced in the particular forest 

he Plazas and Pueblos occur, these juni- type in question. 

ers and pinons are normally so bushy that DIFFICULTIES OF SURVIVAL 

imbs oecur to the very ground, and when Few people realize the huge mortality of 

he tree is cut the stump usually retains seedling trees which normally takes place 

me or more small living limbs with ves- in natural reproduction of forests. Take 

iges of green foliage. Thus released from the pines, which usually produce real seed 
shade and supplied with an ample root sys- crops only at intervals of from five to seven 

em, these old limbs forthwith turn their years in any locality. (What determines 

ips to the sky and thrive and grow into these intervals, and why all the pines in a 
1ew trees. None of these species coppice given region are subject to them, and why 

n the true sense of developing buds and one region is subject to different intervals 
prouts from the bare stump. If it were than another, nobody knows.) One of these 

ot for this “false-coppice” it is highly seed years may result in a catch of several 

robable that the environs of those old vil- hundred thovsand seedlings per acre, yet
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not a one of them may survive the shade, superior in quantity or quality of product 

drouth, frost-heaving, rodents, root compe- or speed of maturity as the ponderosa to- 

tition, grazing damage, fungus diseases, or mato is superior to its wild progenitor, the 

other ills which little pines are heir to. bearing of such an accomplishment on for- 

Survival is sometimes so rare that it can estry is obvious. Slow growth, spiral 

almost be called accidental; the result of grain, limbiness and other defects have 

a fortuitous combination of immunities been often assumed to be acquired charac- 

from a score of kinds of deaths that stalk ters due to site and accidents, and there- 

at all times through that little biological fore not susceptible of inheritance. Seed 

world which lies on the floor of a forest. from such trees has been regarded as quite 

Following every seed year there are born as desirable as any other seed. The most | 

millions of little pines to run the gauntlet recent experiments, however, tend to under- 

of their enemies, and usually most of them mine the assumption that all of these are 

die. But once in a great while a large always acquired characters, and to ‘point to 

number survive to noticeable size, constitut- the existence of regional varietal characters 

ing what the forester calls a “catch” of re- within the species, some of such characters 

production. The more arid the region the manifesting themselves even in the young- 

more extreme are the fluctuations in sur- est seedling stages. This whole field of 

vival. In the pine woods of the Southwest, progress is doubtless only in its infancy. 

for instance, the pines usually perish, but NATURAL REPRODUCTION PREFERRED 

once in a while they make a big “catch” 6 Die 2 : 
é i There is one limitation which should be 

and produce, in a type of forest notoriously 4 i is that 

difficult to reproduce, whole townships of kept) in rund, | however) ands thay 1s ia 

pine thickets so dense that grass and live- fone te ce prcneoly Boe we * Bie 
zi #! banked” without sacrificing their ability for 

stock are crowded out entirely, and so im- eye ‘ her 
penetrable’ that even an Arizona cowboy ee Beutentanosy ae eee ao 
Gon nobipcehtea hereethrougiihen: than artificial reproduction will have to be 

relied upon for the bulk of our forestry 
Lodgepole and jack pine have a trick in operations for at least as far as we can 

this game of survival, namely stored seed see into the future. Artificial planting is 
that accumulates and does not germinate ecessary, in fact imperative, for restor- 

until released by fires. This accounts for ing denuded forest lands, but artificial 

the certainty with which burned areas re- planting as a universal basis for forestry 
produce to jungles of young pines of these js neither possible nor desirable. In addi- 

species. Repeated fires of course destroy tion to its usually higher costs, it has met 
these thickets and set at naught even this with unexpected difficulties in Germany, 

kindly precaution against our improvidence where in certain regions generation after 

with forests. generation of artificially planted spruce has 
There is one other curious thing about not only produced a mysterious deteriora- 

reproduction about which we as yet know tion of the soil, but has resulted in such 

practically nothing, in spite of its tremen- uniform stands as to invite the rapid spread 

dous importance, and that is heredity in of insect pests. The tendency, even in 

forest stocks. If we can by selection pro- Europe, is to prefer natural reproduction 

duce varieties of our forest species as far of forests. 

FEDERAL GAME CENSUS 

Federal game census completed by the shows figures which are both surprising 

United States Forest Service of big game and very gratifying. The total number of 

animals in the National Forest land, which deer on all the National Forests is estimat- 

comprises more than 150,000,000 acres, ed at slightly over 440,000 head; the elk
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FOREST PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND PROFITABLE 
FORESTRY 

By Apo LEorotp 

Forest Products Laboratory 

A few years ago the outlook for commercial forestry might have 

been expressed thus: ‘‘Wait a little longer and the price of stumpage 

will rise to the point where it will pay to grow timber as a crop.” 

Today the outlook for forestry has undergone a radical and per- 

haps beneficial change. The present situation may be expressed in the 

phrase: “Increase the value of forests so it will pay to giuw them.” 

The old watchful waiting concept was premised on the assump- 

tion that timber shortage would automatically raise stumpage prices. 

That assumption failed to allow for the competition of substitute ma- 

terials, which, together with over-production and other secondary evils, 

has built or is building a definite ceiling above which prices can not rise 

without loss of markets. 

On the other hand the cost of timber growing (or timber-holding, 

as the case may be) constitutes a more or less fixed floor below which 

prices can not fall. 

The margin of profit on which commercial forestry depends must 

be found somewhere between that floor and that ceiling. 
But how? 
The only way to find a margin of profit which does not already 

exist is to learn by research how to get bigger yields or better quality 

or both. If we can grow more timber per acre in a given time, or if 

we can make it render better service, we add to its value, as distinguished 

from its price, and the price ceiling is not operative as an obstacle. It 
is always possible to get a better price for better service-value. That 

is why I say: “Increase the value of forests so it will pay to grow 
them.” 

Bigger yields and better quality are attainable through what are 
ordinarily considered to be two kinds of research, silvicultural and 

products. This paper is an attempt to appraise the possibilities of prod- 

ucts reasearch as a means of increasing the value of forests. 

OBJECTIVES OF PRODUCTS RESEARCH 

It is often erroneously assumed that the principal object of prod- 

ucts research is to find ways of utilizing waste. This error probably 

542
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arises from the fact that the waste pile is so easily dramatized. Presi- 
dent*Coolidge’s famous aphorism: “Reduce wood waste—a tree saved 

is a tree grown”—does this excellent effect. 
But catch phrases for popular education are one thing, and accurate 

objectives for research another. To cut down the waste pile is, to be 

sure, a primary objective but it is only one of several, and the others 

carry promise of an even greater importance to forestry. 
All. of the objectives of products research, including waste preven- 

tion, can be expressed thus: 

1. To increase the quantity of merchantable forest products by 
utilizing waste. 

2. To enhance the quality and hence the value of forest products 
by: 

(a) Controlling the properties of the material grown through 

manipulation of the growth process. 

(b) Sorting the material to segregate the properties required 

in each use. 
(c) Modifying the properties where sorting is not sufficient. 

Since 2(b), sorting or grading for properties, offers the most imme- 

diate chance for enhancing the quality and value of forest products, 

let us discuss it first. For simplicity, let us consider lumber alone. 

GRADING FOR PROPERTIES , 

Present lumber grades usually segregate only one “property”: 
Knots or visible surface defects. That this segregation increases values 
is indicated by the fact that graded lumber sells for more than ungraded. 5 

Could values be further increased by segregating any of the other 
thirty properties of lumber? 

Probably they could in many instances. 1R. C. Tuttle expresses i” 

very aptly. in this way: “The outstanding advantage of most substitutes 

for wood is their uniformity. 
“The outstanding handicap of wood is its variability. 

“The variability of natural-growth wood, which is a handicap,can 

be converted into versatility, which is an asset, by means of ‘selective 
tests.” For example: 

A hard dense board can be distinguished from a soft, light one 

of the same species and dryness by lifting it, looking at it, bending it, 

cutting it, or denting: it. : 

1A Program ‘of One Hundred and Ten Research Projects Bearing:on the 
Proper Use of Wood and Other Forest Products,” Forests Products Laboratory 
report, October 23, 1926 (unpublished).
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The hard board would obviously serve best in a floor and ‘the 

soft board in a wall. 

Present grading rules do practically nothing to allocate either to 

the use where it belongs, or to exclude either from the uses where 

it does not. 

Tuttle joins these three truisms together, and asks whether it would 

not increase lumber values if the public were able to buy all-hard ‘floor- 
ing ; all-soft insulation or coverage. It probably would, provided simple, 

inexpensive criteria for sorting be devised. 

How much grading for properties might add to the value of lumber 

is of course difficult to predict. Hardness is only one of many prop- 

erties which might be isolated, and realized upon, by better grading. 

Strength is already beginning to be graded in structural timbers. Dura- 

bility is to some extent indirectly graded by heart specifications in ties 

and timbers. But such vastly important properties as workability under 

tools, stability under moisture, paintability, insulation, combustibility, 

and gluability are still selected only by species or not at all, in spite of 

the fact that the variation within one species is often as great as the 

difference between two. It should be entirely possible for research 

to devise means of grading these properties. If all these Piisge BF 4ven 

a part of them, could be delivered to the consumer with the certainty 

and uniformity obtainable in standardized substitutes it might con- 
stitute a substantial addition to the intrinsic value of forests. Many 
synthetic products actually consist of merely one desirable property, 

like insulation, isolated and made uniform. Yet a foot of this one prop- 

erty commands a price nearly equal to a foot of lumber containing 
half a dozen properties equally desirable but of uncertain mixture. 

Grading for properties may add not only to intrinsic forest values, 

but also to the public’s willingness to pay for them. Tuttle points out 

that the buyer demands not so much what he needs as what he can 

get. He did not demand insulation when it was not on the market as 
such. He demands it now because synthetic products have made it avail- 
able in isolated form. He actually needed insulation worse before he 

knew there was any such thing. He may demand each of the 30 proper- 
ties of wood, and pay for them, if good forestry and good merchandising 

make them available. ; 

There is, of course, an economic limit to profitable grade diversi- 
: fication. It will be higher in valuable than in cheap material. That 

this limit is not yet operative is indicated by the present practice of :re- 

manufacturing to raise grade. There are planers which buy southern
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pine on grade from portable mills and by remanufacture contrive to 

raise the percentage of uppers from about 20 to about 35 per cent, 

thereby raising log run sale value about 22 per cent. There is, of course, 

an element of unearned increment in this figure, but it is nevertheless 

suggestive of what better grading might do. 
: One of our great handicaps today is that we must demonstrate 

forestry in deteriorated forests. Profits lie in quality; we have little 

but quantity left to work with. Money comes from grade yields; our 

timber comes log run. Markets demand long rotations; expenses 

demand short. Is not the unutilized opportunity for qualitative selec- 
tion the proper seat from which to grab both horns of this dilemma? 

I think it is, but only research can keep us in it. 

Tuttle predicts that we shall soon cruise timber in terms of prop- 

erties as well as in terms of board feet log run. Certainly properties 

are the closer criterion of salable value. If we are to evaluate stands 

in terms of their properties, is it not thinkable that we might evaluate 

growth and yield in the same units? 

GROWING WOOD OF DESIRABLE PROPERTIES 

The idea of “growing properties to order” by manipulating growth 

conditions originally arose from the attempt to select wood of certain 
properties from existing stands by noting what growth conditions were 

usually associated with the properties desired. 

How to grow wood to order has been worked out for a few species. 

Paul has roughly determined the conditions necessary to produce strong 

ash and hickory, and shown that they can be controlled by manipulating 

thinnings. He has tentatively determined the growth conditions pro- 

ducing heavy and light southern pine. The indications are that its 
weight depends on both site and thinnings, although this is being further 

verified on controlled plots. 

We know, then, something of how to grow properties in three 

woods. The remaining 47 commercial species are an unfinished task 
of products research. As an extreme case of how much forest values 

might be raised by growing properties to order, Newlin estimates that 

if we had a stand of ash known to be of airplane quality it might be 

worth $15 more per M on the stump than ordinary ash. 
As an extreme case of how much value is wasted when the prop- 

erties of standing timber are unknown, consider a stand of Sitka spruce 

which is being cut for airplane stock. Only 10 per cent of the lumber 

passes inspection as airplane stock, and only 2 per cent is finally used 

in planes. ii
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So far research in the deliberate production of properties has dealt 

only with trees. It must next deal with stands, at which point it 

becomes the proper task of the Forest Experiment Stations. It will 

often be difficult to decide what property to grow. Take hardness in 

southern pine. A thick stand of small crowns on strong soil produces 

¢ a preponderance of hard structural southern pine; an open stand of 

large crowns, a preponderance of soft insulation and coverage. Hard- 
ness and softness, when thus isolated, are both salable properties. Which 

is the more profitable to produce on a given acre? The answer depends 

on how much of either that acre will produce in a given time, and 

their probable relative future values. Here is a problem in economics 

and the mensuration of stands which is just as important and difficult 

as the original problem of response of wood properties to the environ- 
ment of the tree. 

It is important to keep in mind that while hardness and softness 

are, because of their simplicity, convenient properties with which to 

illustrate the idea of selection and control, they are not necessarily 
the most important ones to actually grow to order. Control of many 

others becomes a possibility through the application of genetics. The 

recognition of genetics as one of the foundations of silviculture is 

the greatest recent advance in forestry, and at no point can genetics 

lend more potent support than in growing wood to order. Bates 2 has 

pointed out that not only tree form but also susceptibility to defect- 

producing diseases and parasites are probably inherited characters. It 

is not improbable that spiral grain and curly figure are inherited. It 

is probable that oleoresin production varies in different strains of the 

same species, and that the dual purpose pine presents the same oppor- 

tunity to genetics as the dual purpose Durham. It is even possible 

that the fiber properties which limit the amount and quality of pulp 

yield can be manipulated by genetic selection within a species. 

We have here nearly the whole gamut of qualities and hence value 

in wood, all probably susceptible of being produced or reduced at will 

by applying to the art of silviculture the results of research in genetics 

and wood properties. Schenck says: ‘Forestry is the outcome of 

local and peculiar conditions, many of which are absent and will remain 

absent from the U. S. A.” Can we not rather say that while European 
forestry may have been the outcome of such conditions, American for- 

estry can be the outcome of bending economics to the public will by 
applying the force of science? 

2“Better Seeds, Better Trees,” by C. G. Bates, Journal of Forestry, Feb- 
ruary, 1927.
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MODIFYING THE PROPERTIES OF ‘WooD 

The properties of wood have been modified naturally since the first 

bow stave was left to season, and artificially since the first house was 
painted and the first pole or tie was impregnated with a preservative. 

There is nothing new about the idea as such, but there is much new 

evidence to indicate that its potentialities in making forestry profitable 

have been barely touched. 

The most important of all wood properties is its propensity to 

swell and shrink with moisture changes. When controlled it is a great 

asset ; when uncontrolled it is a great fault. Control of any phenomenon 

often follows but seldom precedes an understanding of its mechanism. 

The mechanism of moisture movement in wood is now partially known. 

It is not unreasonable to hope that at least partial control of swelling 

and shrinking may follow. 

Control of phenomena also often follows but seldom precedes the 

ability to measure them. Instantaneous measurements of the quantity 

of moisture in wood are now a laboratory fact, and measurements of 

moisture per cent may soon follow. Place in the hands of the lumber- 

using public a convenient yardstick for measuring its dryness and you 

abolish at one stroke one of ‘the most potent causes of substitution— 

green lumber sold as “commercially dry.” Moreover, you avoid injus- 

tice as between groups of producers because there is no question of 

any one group setting the pace of self-reform. All are automatically 

and simultaneously on a parity. 

Modifying hygroscopicity exemplifies a new venture. Modifying 

durability is an old venture needing extension into new fields, especially 
into the building field. Durability treatments also need to be com- 

bined with fire-proofing and insect-proofing treatments. The recent 

epidemics of termites emphasize this need. Certainly it will add value 

to lumber and hence forests if wooden houses are made durable, fire- 

retardent, and termite proof. Of course it will also add cost. It is 

the task of products research to make the value exceed the cost. The 

idea of extending durability treatments into the building field is rapidly 

gaining currency and needs no detailed exposition. 

Modifying the effectiveness of properties by better design is like- 
wise an old venture needing extension into new fields. Research has 
doubled the strength of the wooden box without increasing weight, or 
halved weight without decreasing strength. Why not try our luck at 
houses, furniture, athletic goods, or even the lowly cowshed? We tend
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at times to pass up the everyday use in favor of the exceptional. Who fs 

knows how to design a barn? What joist and lumber sizes and spacing 
give maximum rigidity with minimum material in a floor? It is a fact 

that the airplane rib was improved before this lowly task was thought of. 

This was because there happened to be special funds for airplane work, 

but even so the safety razor should teach us that there is a tendency 

to overlook the commonplace. Better cowsheds mean more valuable 

forests. 

Insulation is a property in which wood excels but it can probably 

be further enhanced artificially. The way to, enhance it is probably 

to examine what we put on wood rather than what we put in it. Should 

we paint the back of sheathing with something to throw back rather 
than absorb escaping heat? What determines the acoustics of the noisy 

bathroom? Private enterprise has attacked and partially solved the 

latter problem in better wood use, and private enterprise may safely 

be relied upon to perform a great part of these many tasks. But there 

are others which are unpatentable or otherwise lack incentive to private 

effort. These are the proper fields of public research agencies. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The competition of substitute materials makes it necessary to look 

to the purposeful enhancement of wood values by research, rather than 

to try automatic use of wood prices, as the basis for profitable forestry. 

There are large opportunities to enhance values through research 

in forest products. These include not only the utilization of waste, 
but also improvement of particular properties, either through manipulat- 

ing the growth process itself, or by segregating or modifying the desired 

properties after the wood has been cut. 

Better segregation offers the most immediate chance to raise values, 
but ultimately the biggest opportunity is found in the application of 

genetics to the selection of growing stock and in the manipulation of 

growth conditions. Genetics ¢an not improve wood properties, how- 
ever, without products research to isolate and identify the properties 

to be grown. 

Enhancing wood values by growing, grading, and modifying prop- 

erties is a big but by no means impossible task. Obviously it must be 

performed bit by bit. Concentrate research upon it, encourage each 

little change that trends in that direction, discourage each little change 

of contrary trend, and results may come fairly quickly. More quickly, 

at least, than watchfully waiting for timber shortage to raise prices 

in the face of substitution, deterioration, and overproduction.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON FOREST GENETICS 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Bat EARLY ALL of the present art from seed of different source show wide 

NY of silviculture seems to be pre- variations in juvenile character. For ex- 

BSt&Y mised on a “working assump- ample, note the case of western yellow 

tion” to the effect that one tree or stand _ pine cited by Bates (2, p. 138). 

differs from another tree or stand of like The first point may be verified in any 

age only because of different environ- library. 

ment or conditions of growth. As an example of the second point, 

In support of this assumption must be Leopold and Luxford found two second 
set down the obvious fact that silvicul- growth seedling redwoods on Big River, 

tural art has been successfully practiced Mendocino County, California, on the 

for a long time, and that the silvicul- well-known “ Wonder Plot.” The two 

culturists’ predictions of what would hap- trees stand three feet apart, both are 

pen, based on mass measurements of about 60 years old, both 120 feet high, 

what has happened, have, in general, both codominant. The surrounding soil, 

come true. vegetation, competition, etc., are alike 
In contravention of this assumption and seem to have been alike since the 

may be set down the following: trees started. Yet seedling “A” is 215 

1. The rapidly expanding science of inches in diameter breast high, clear of 

plant genetics (1) ascribes all varia- dead limbs only in the first log, crooked, 
tion either to environment, Mendelian thick barked, and “ rough ”; while seed- 

inheritance, mutation, or interactions ling “ B” is 154 inches in diameter, clear 

among these causes. Except in artificially 4¢ gead limbs for 3 logs, straight, thin 

established pure lines, all three are barked, and in general a perfect tree. 

usually active causes of variation as bee « B» i, pow pate chicos lumber, 

tween individuals and as between popula- “A” will hardly do so for another 

ee aa : decade. A 60-year stand of the “B” 
2 Ordinary observation shows _that shoe qimaldl We es hive! ries one 

individual Pe Rowe under seemingly of the “A” type. It is hard to believe 

identical conditions may display . ras that these two trees were “ born equal ” 
differences in external form or internal, i 

: in the sense that like environment would 

PORE r Ue 2), : produce like trees, and what is more to 
3. Observations and experiments on 5 rf 

itsey stock ‘tid planeatione earn the point, stands of the two types, if 

obtainable, would differ as significantly 

+The author is indebted to Carlos G. Bates, as the two individuals differ. 

silviculturist at the Lake States Forest Ex- The third point is becoming well 
periment Station, for help and advice in known and hardly requires substantia- 

preparing this article and in compiling the i . 
Sl eacannae: tion. Where the difference in source of 

708
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seed is geographic, the difference in equal.’”’ We may now inquire to what 

juvenile habit may be ascribed to geo- extent it is true, as averred in this paper 
graphic race, which genetically speaking at the outset, that the art of silviculture 

is more like the difference between two rests upon any such assumption. 

species than that arising from Mendelian ‘Take, for instance, our basic concep- 

variation within a single species. Some tion of site—the summation, as it were, 

of these experiments, however, while not of all environmental influences. We 

yet carried to a conclusive point, are be- measure site by basal area of stand, or 

ginning to show differences seemingly height of stand, at a given age. What is 

not determined by geographic races. a stand? A wild population, of impure 

Higgins and Roeser (7), for instance, line, and therefore subject to Mendelian 

find that seed from dominant trees of and environmental variation. It is highly 

Pinus ponderosa grown at the Halsey probable that basal area and height are 

Nebraska Nursery produced larger and subject to both Mendelian and environ- 

stronger seedlings than seed from the mental variations in the individual tree, 
lower height classes of the same stands. yt by taking many trees we get a tolera- 

Thus, at the age of 2 years, all seedlings Je consistency in using basal area and 
from trees below the codominant class height as indices of environment only. 

show considerably less than Javeraes Our assumption works, not because 
weight after taking into consideration {ENS euen but @eeaucer the! various eile 

the weight of the seed. lu populations tend to have about the same 

Champ Te (3) concludes that spiral degree of variation between their respec- 
grain is inherited in chir pine, although tive individualal 

environmental conditions have some ef- ‘ ete ‘ 
Serb in devdoning ae Again, take the definitions of stocking 

Pillow and Bates (11) have begun at- a ag | is oe ee ae bron 

tempts to breed “bird’s-eye” maple. The a HA Soa eae vie eal 

gregarious occurrence of trees showing gene fete Sa tea ek 

the peculiar wood grain is suggestive that Ser tie Ble 2 aS Pan patel 

it may be an hereditary character. On Hon ener eas esere Hees, ane 
the iether hand Wis imamibelevidence of for stands but untrue of individual trees. 

the influence of site conditions. General Take all volume and yield tables based 

observation seems to indicate that trees ©" averaging mass measurements—the 
which develop “ birds-eyes” are usually Same thought would seem to hold. As a 

crowded and suppressed for a consider- ™atter of fact, trees of the same height 

able period, causing slow and unhealthy 2nd diameter may vary in volume in ex- 
growth. treme ratios of 2: 1. 

Heikinheimo (6) is raising birch from Of course we do not expect individual 
curly parent trees. The plantation is not trees accurately to fit silvicultural tables 

yet old enough to show conclusively because we cannot compare their en- 

whether the curly character is inherited. vironments accurately. This is one good 
We have then the known principles of reason. What we have not usually real- 

genetics, certain nursery experiments, and ized is that there are probably two rea- 
ordinary observation all refuting the sons instead of one, the other being 

assumption that trees are “ born free and _ genetic variation.
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The point of all this is obviously not pendent on the fertility of the first 

to discredit our perfectly usable accumu- hybrid. 

lation of silvicultural knowledge, but In species not subject to vegetative 

rather to show that that knowledge is reproduction, however, there is no way 

actually founded on the highly improb- to reproduce a desirable hybrid after 

able assumption that “all trees are born one is produced, the second generation, 

free and equal” and does not truly if capable of reproduction, showing ex- 

represent what either trees or stands treme variability and low average vigor. 

could do were both genetic and environ- Of course, the same cross can be repeated, 

mental variation under control. but unless the parent lines are pure the 
To what extent is genetic control, results will vary. In general, the notion 

i. e., genetic selection of growing stock, that forest genetics means tying paper 

a present possibility? In my opinion bags on flowers seem to me to be a purely 

there are two prevalent fallacies which elementary generalization, like the notion 
are in danger of beclouding recent at- that forestry means planting a seedling 

tempts to answer this question. in place of each tree cut. 

One is the notion that any proposal ‘The difficulty in segregating improved 

for applying genetics to forestry is of forest stocks is obviously the long time 

importance only to the dim and distant between generations, and the difficulty 

future. This overlooks the fact that in using such stocks is the fact that repro- 

what we are trying to create is not tim- duction is usually natural rather than 

ber, but confidence that valuable timber planted. The important point to realize 

can be made to grow; not dividends, is that these difficulties, while they cer- 

but confidence that dividends can be tainly exist, merely limit rather than 

made to accrue. If genetic controls are prevent the practicable applications of 

in sight within a decade, they are of genetic selection. 

present importance because anything Take, for instance, the difficulty pre- 

that creates confidence in the ultimate sented by the long span between genera- 

profits of forestry stimulates the pres- tions. Assume for the sake of argument 

ent adoption of forestry practice. that it is as yet impracticable for for- 

The other fallacy is jumping to the esters to employ any of the horticultural 

conclusion that any proposal involving methods which effect segregation through _ 

forest genetics necessarily contemplates maturing successive generations of plants. 

the “ Burbanking” of trees. Mention Are there not short cuts whereby some — 
genetics, and nine out of ten foresters degree of selection can be accomplished | 

immediately think of artificial hybrids. without awaiting maturity at all? Re- 

Artificial hybridization probably has a search, some of it outside the field of 

legitimate place in the future culture of forestry, seems recently to have revealed 

species susceptible of propagation by at least one kind of possible short cut, 

cuttings, spouts, or other forms of and that is the employment of chemical, 

vegetative reproduction, because in physical, or optical indices to properties 

such species a “clone” or unlimited of trees. These indices are indirect cri- 

colony of the desirable hybrid can be teria of genetic constitution which will 

reproduced at will, and will not be de- tell us what is in a tree by what is on
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it, rather than by raising progeny to heptane-yielding Jeffrey pine, as distin- 

see what is in it. The nature of these guished from terpene-yielding ponderosa 

short cuts and their hoped-for applica- pine and all other species, and this has 

tion are best illustrated by hypothetical been elaborated in detail by Mirov 

example. (8). Tapping for heptane is now 

Assume a stand of pine about to be under way commercially on the Lassen 

cut and regenerated by natural seed- National Forest. Where the two species 

ing. The forester who is to mark the grow in mixture, visual identification is 
stand is willing to consider each char- _ said to be difficult and unreliable. Assum- 

acter of each tree as the joint product ing that it became desirable to perpetu- 

of environmental and genetic influences. ate either the one species or the other, the 

The problem is to select seed trees which odor index might readily become the 

probably will combine the best possible silvicultural means of doing so. 

form, the best possible properties of wood, “Dual purpose pines” is by way 

and the maximum resistance to diseases of becoming a popular phrase in the 

and pests. Selection for form is to some §outh. As ordinarily used, it of course 

extent already practiced and needs no contains no thought of genetic selection. 
comment. Is there auveviay ato select Optimum yields of oleoresin and lumber 
seed ces for gan . the doubtless depend on environment, but 

— ae oe le Reh) a € it has been found by Gerry (5) that, 
seed tree and testing its eck there in identical environment, externally like 
any way to select for resistance? : Z 

I ‘avi : ‘ 4 trees, which have grown side by side, re- 

Beet ying pce eee Cor peatedly show wide variation in the yield 
wheat to cortical rots, Dickson (4) of i 2 

Bs ee ‘ _ of oleoresin obtained when they are tur- 
the University of Wisconsin has found i i 

‘ A pentined by precisely the same methods. 
that resistance in the mature plant ‘ SONIC a 

: : Sometimes the high-yielding trees show 
varies with pentosan content of the 

: : ‘ a better development of phloem (inner 
seedling. Is it not conceivable that the 

‘ i 5 ‘ bark) and power to store reserves. 
resistance of a certain species of pine ha hich anced itl 

to a certain pest may have a chemical <, en oo tree wae a ee aianns 

index discernible through simple field 84m.” might show a noticeably greater 
tests to be made on a chip from its #mount of wood production than the 

trunk? Perhaps the field test need not matched trees which exuded about twice 

be chemical. Bates (2), for instance, the quantity of gum. There appears then 

believes that Pinus ponderosa displays ‘© exist some tendency un the ee (case 
genetic variation in mistletoe resistance, toward a wood-forming strain, and in 
and further, that the more resistant the other toward a strain that forms gum 

trees are of a form distinct from ordi- at the expense of wood. Moreover wide 

nary susceptible trees. Is it not con- annual rings before turpentining, al- 

ceivable that research could arm the though indicating the general vigor 
forester with some optical index for which often accompanies superior crown 

the identification of resistant trees? development and high yielding power, 

Hill states that the odor of the cam- cannot be accepted as a consistent indi- 

bium is an apparently reliable index to cation of high oleoresin production.
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At present no means are known for ternal index whereby trees containing 
selecting the potentially high yielders curly wood can be identified without 

among closely similar trees. Some very cutting them down? If so, it would be 

poor yielders of oleoresin which will not useful in (1) appraising the sale value 

pay the cost of operation and which will of standing trees; (2) finding scions for 

reduce the profit obtained from their grafting; and (3) selecting curly seed 

neighbors bear all the now recognized _ trees. 

earmarks of excellent producers. But Pillow (10) has found in at least one 

physiological and microanalytical studies, instance that both tangential and radial 

including a detailed study of the phloem, curl can be recognized by cutting a small 

are under way with a view to determin- blaze into the inner bark. The inner 

ing the characteristics of numerous paired bark showed curl but the outer bark 

trees representing the extremes of high did not. Here is an external indicator of 

and low yielders. Some cross pollinations an internal property which, if substan- 

among high yielding individuals have tiated by subsequent observations, may 

also been made as a step toward devel- do a great deal for walnut forestry. If 

oping optimum strains. In time it is there is any question about whether it 

hoped that some such progress as is being pays to grow walnut, there can be little 

made in rubber culture may be looked question about whether it would pay to 

for. (Cf. H. Ashplant and others, for grow curly walnut, provided conditions 

example, in Malayan Tin and Rubber are right for growing walnut at all. 

Journal, 17, 1928.) The thoughtful reader will have de- 

A more convincing example is pos- tected in these examples one important 

sibly found in redwood, where com- hiatus in the chain of logic: we do not 

mercial forestry is already under way know with certainty in any single in- 

on a large scale. All of the available stance whether a character is genetic 

evidence (9) indicates that redwood has or not. Moreover, in other than self- 

a wide variability in durability, paint- fertilized seeds, there is only a prob- 

ability, strength, tendency to spiral, ability that a character known to be 

thickness of bark, straightness, and ease genetic will be inherited by the indi- 

of pruning. In the last four particulars vidual progeny. 

there is strong evidence that the vari- The existence of this hiatus obviously 

ability is largely genetic; in the others points to the need of research. Should 

there is a possibility that it is partly so. we defer any attempt at practice until 

It is admitted that the foregoing hy- this research is completed? 

pothetical selections of genetically de- I think not. 

sirable parent trees sound a bit like push- In the first place, the final untangling 

ing a ladder into the darkness to see if of environmental from genetic influences 

there is a wall on which to rest the other _ in trees is very far ahead. Even in short- 

end. Here is an instance, however, which lived agricultural crops the subject is 

does not involve so much darkness: Curly obscured by strong interactions between 

walnut is possibly a genetic character. the two sets of factors. In long-lived 

Even if it is not, curly scions can be crops, like trees, where environment has 

grafted on ordinary roots. Is there an ex- so many years to fluctuate and to leave
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its cumulative impress, the complete un- 6. Heikinheimo, O., Forest Research 

tangling will be infinitely difficult. Institute, Helsinki, Finland. 

Secondly, while certainty is very far Statement contained in a letter 

ahead, probability is, at least with some to the author, dated Jan. 3, 1928. 

characters, merely 2 of observa- 7, Higgins, J., and Jacob Roeser, Jr. 
tion, as seems to be indicated in the case 1926. Calculations based on a 

of redwood. The present argument may, routine report by Higgins on the 
in fact, be enn nd ge Where yellow pine source-of-seed experi- 
there is a Ea : ne, : oh s . iF ment, Nebraska National Forest, 
genetic, select for it if this can be done Novernbenitte)) 1946) end’ anon 
without great extra cost. The extra cost , , other data and measurements of 
is all that can possibly be lost, whereas a i 

i i the seed used in this experiment, 
the gains may be large and cumulative ee Bunt i 

in their effects on the character of the a or! z sian oun es Forest Experiment Station. 

pi vl Mirov, N AVS) 1920 Chemical 

Analysis of the Oleoresins as a 
1. Babcock, E. B., and R. E. Clausen. PDS RN ee 

Gea esate means of distinguishing Jeffrey 
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U. . 
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ton tonerd’ la iinowledwe (ae ontribution of the Forest Prod- 

twisted fibre in trees, I. Indian ucts Laboratory, Madison, Wis- 

Forest Records, Vol. XI, pt. 2 Sea 
(Rev. in Jour. Forestry, XXVI, 10- Pillow, M. Y. 1927. Results of a 
A) preliminary investigation of the 

4. Dickson, J. G. 1925. The rela- possibility of detecting figured 

tion of plant physiology and wood of black walnut before 

chemistry to the study of disease the tree has been felled. Office 
resistance in plants. Jour. Am. report, Forest Products Labora- 
Soc. Agron., XVII, 11, pp. 676- tory, September 23, 1927. 

695. 11. Pillow, M. Y., and C. G. Bates. 
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THE FORESTER’S ROLE IN GAME MANAGEMENT" 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey, Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute 

Game management is not receiving the active attention it deserves. Foresters are 
in a good position to aid the art of game management. They can evolve some 
mechanism for regulating the “kill”; control environment to enhance game; en- 
lighten governments, private organizations and individuals in game management 
needs and technique; and study game on the areas they are administering and 

write up their observations. 

N November of this year there was lar tract of land can be practiced only 

l submitted to the American Game by its owner or occupant. It consists 
Conference a game policy for the primarily of modifying the methods of 

United States. The purpose of this cultivating the primary crop, so as to 
paper is to sketch briefly the réle of for- procure a secondary crop of game. 

esters in the execution of that policy, or If this assumption is correct, the ques- 

of any policy based on a similar concep- tion of who shall practice game man- 

tion of the game problem. agement is immediately answered. Man- 

It will first be necessary to summar- agement of forest and migratory game 

ize its provisions. is a public function, to the extent that 
their respective habitats can be brought 

Game Po icy Proposep a bli his. NE ; 
under public ownership. anagement 

Game, when regarded as a land crop, of farm game, on the other hand, is a 

falls into three distinct classes, each Private function. This results in two 

differing from the others in its charac. ™ajor jobs: 

teristics, and hence in its requirements. 1, Acquisition of forest and migra- 

1. Farm game inhabits land too ex- ‘TY game lands. 
pensive for the public to own. It is 2. Extension of game management 
relatively immobile, and thrives on a methods to farmers. 

heavy interspersion of farm crops. The policy also deals with the prob- 
2. Forest game inhabits land cheap lem of how to compensate the farmer 

enough for the public to own. It is more for his game crop, and how to organize 
mobile, and tolerates a partial inter- research and education so as to develop 
spersion of farm crops. a management technique, and a person- 

3. Migratory game inhabits all kinds el competent to apply it. 
of land, and is exceedingly mobile. Ueourrnee Ocean Lane 

The policy starts with the assumption 
that game management on any particu- Before plunging into details, let us 

*Presented at 30th annual meeting of the Society of American Foresters, Washington, D. C., 
December 29-31, 1930. 
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view the proposal to acquire large areas must be controlled to increase the in- 
of public game land with such philos- crement and hence the kill. 
ophical detachment as we can muster. Some of the national forests, and 

The proposal meets with little or no state forests and public shooting 
opposition, even from conservative grounds of Pennsylvania, meet the sec- 
thinkers. This is curious, because it is ond criterion, but none meet the first. 

really a very radical experiment in so- A few national forests, such as the Gila 
cial engineering. It is even more radi- in New Mexico, have evolved codpera- 
cal than the acquisition of public for- tive expedients whereby the hunters on 

ests, because wood is an economic ne- each unit of range are registered, 

cessity, whereas hunting must be frankly checked in and checked out, but the 
admitted to be a true “luxury,” in that total number of hunters allowed on any 
it is not needed for mere physical exis- unit territory is so far left entirely to 
tence, but rather only to round out “the ‘chance. 

good life.” Furthermore, as all forest- This brings us to the first major con- 
ers know, the movement to acquire tribution which foresters can make to 

public forests derives no small part of game management. They can evolve 

its impetus from the fact that those for- some mechanism for regulating the kill 
ests will augment “the good life,” in on public forests. As pointed out in a 
addition to producing wood. We need previous paper? they can also go a 

not linger further on these philosophi- great deal farther in controlling en- 
cal observations, except to venture the vironments to enhance the game as well 

conjecture that fifty years from now the as wood and grass crops. 

eemuisinon fe pablic pay, lanes me EXTENSION OF GAME MANAGEMENT 
be recognized as a milestone in the evo- M F 

: . ETHODS TO FARMERS 
lution of democratic government. 

While the idea of public game lands The assertion of the game policy that 
is acceptable in the abstract, its concrete game management on farms is a private 

execution will hardly get very far until function, rather than a public one, runs 
the public can be shown that it works. directly counter to the actual practice of 
The outstanding present need is for most states. To put the whole thing in a 

demonstrations. nutshell, the states are telling the farmer 

When one scans a map of the United that they will re-stock his farm if he 
States, it is apparent that only a very will refrain from posting it against the 

small fraction of the public forests (or public. This might be a good formula 
other land under public administra- if it worked, but its failure is increas- 

tion) is under deliberate and successful ingly notorious. Expensive farm lands, 
game management. under the “slick and clean” cropping 

Real game management has two es- methods advocated by our agricultural 
sentials, 1. the kill must be limited to colleges, are losing their woodlots and 
the increment, and 2. the environment fencerows, and the cover on their drain- 

*“Environmental Controls for Game Through Silviculture,” Jour. of Forestry, March, 1930. 
“Game Management in the National Forests,” Amer. Forests & Forest Life, July, 1930.
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age channels, to such an extent that they interlocking machinery of the state agri- 
are no longer fit to be planted with cultural colleges, already maintains a 
game. Moreover, each license, which large field force in every state for the 

theoretically entitles the hunter to extension of ideas and technique to farm- 
shoot from a dozen to several hundred ers. This force is increasingly active in 
head of game, will actually purchase extending forestry, rodent-control, and 
only one head for re-stocking. Fur- predator-control. Is there any escape 

thermore artificial re-stocking empha- from the fundamental logic of asking it 
sizes exotic species, against which fact to extend to farmers the ideas and tech- 
the non-shooting bird lovers are in- niques of game management? 

creasingly inclined to protest. The A comparison between the numerical 
whole curious muddle reduces itself to strengths of field man-power now main- 

the basic fallacy that an absentee (the tained by various agencies is here in 

state) is trying to cultivate a game crop order. Wisconsin is probably a good 
for the farmer, instead of inducing him sample, because it rates as an important 
to cultivate it himself. state for farm, and also for forest, game, 

Who will undertake to correct this and fish resources. The field man-pow- 
fallacy? Obviously the primary obliga- er of its governmental agencies classifies 
tion rests on the state game departments. as follows: 
They must reverse their own conception Mp aaNits vielen’ NORD ds 

of their own job. They must be brought C 4 Rak 65 
to see that on farm lands their true func- ee aS cea y-GTP 
seus f orestry ___.___..____. 30 men 

tion is to foster and regulate private Fauve 
enterprise. 
First of all, however, the states them- ha dae 

selves must be persuaded that they are Just how to gear up the field forces 

now on the wrong track. Who shall of agriculture, game, and forestry for 
persuade them? Volunteer conserva- game extension, I make no pretense of 

tion bodies must do the most of it, but knowing. That such a process of gear- 
experience has shown over and over ing up is vital to the future of farm 
again that volunteer conservation bodies game, I assert without hesitation and 

make very slow progress without the without qualification. 

cooperation of paid public officials. One The bearing of this discussion on the 
naturally thinks of the U. S. Biological  réle of foresters is simply this: there is a 
Survey as the leader. proposal to divorce federal leadership in 

Furthermore the whole question of game and forestry from federal leader- 
extension is not so much a question of ship in agriculture by transferring game 

whose job it is in theory, as a question and forestry to the Department of In- 
of who has the field personnel to do itin terior. Foresters know that forestry and 
fact. Farm game is a land crop, and as__ agriculture cannot be divorced, and this 
such is naturally within the province of should enable them to see more clearly 
the Department of Agriculture The than other conservationists see it, the 
Department of Agriculture, through the fallacy of divorcing agriculture and
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game. If they see this fallacy, itis their bining game, fish, forestry, and park 

duty to advertise it. activities under a single director of con- 
servation. This would indicate that 

Taatnine NEEDED combined training in forest administra- 

There is need of professional training tion and game administration would be 
in game administration. Present school- especially advantageous. 

ing facilities for game men are lop- Vocational training in game manage- 

sided. Several forest schools offer grad- ment is also needed, but this is less 

uate work in game research, but no clearly a possible function of the forest 
institution as yet offers professional schools. The agricultural colleges, with 

training in game administration. (I use their proved success in short courses on 

these terms as follows: Game research agricultural subjects, seem better adapt- 
is finding out things to do to the land to ed to fill this need. 

make it produce game; game manage- SEQUENCE OF RESEARCH AND 

ment is the art of doing these things; Lance? 

game administration is the public func- 
tion of fostering and supervising the There seems to be a current tendency 

practice of game management.) to assume that management is something 

Reversal of the fallacious conception '° be fabricated out of the findings of 

of state game administration described research, and therefore something to be 
in the preceding captions will come deferred pending the accumulation of a 

about not so much by writing new ideas, large quantity of such findings. 
as by training new minds. I formerly entertained this assump- 

The difference between training in ‘ion myself. It is logical and convine- 

game administration and that in game i™g—in the abstract. On more thor- 
research will parallel the differences al- Ugh reflection, however, I doubt its 
ready ably pointed out in forestry by practical validity. Forestry, with an 
Bailey and Spoehr.® The courses will be equally logical reason for research to 
shorter, and give emphasis to game precede silviculture, actually followed 
lands, game economics, and game fin- the reverse order. Silviculture was 

ance. practiced in Europe long before re- 
The self-made personnel now admin- search entered the recognized category 

istering game in nearly every state is of forestry activities. 
analogous to that administering public Romell expresses my viewpoint very 
forests two decades ago. The latter clearly in his recent paper on the some- 

either acquired technical proficiency, or pay analogous field of forest soils: 
were replaced by technically trained The motive underlying . . . the pres- 
meh.)/‘The gamle process must ooctir drt ent... interest in forest soil research 

eae may be a hope to arrive at some clever 
game administration. t short-cut to the most profitable silvicul- 

The form of state conservation depart- ture, without the necessity of putting in 
ments seems to be evolving toward com- _ scores of years collecting empirical data 

“Bailey, I. W., and Spoehr, H. A., 1929. “The Réle of Research in the Development of For- 
estry in North America.”
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from actual silvicultural operations. It would not know how to use them. This 
might seem from a hasty look into Eu- conclusion is further corroborated by 
ropean literature that this hope is war- the historical fact that research zodl- 

Tene J think that euch a view 38 © ogists have seldom synthesized, from 
sentially wrong. Nowhere . . . is Eu- : : a 
ropean silviculture built upon research; their vast accumulation of zodlogical 
rather has successful research always ‘knowledge, any concrete technique for 
built upon accumulated practical ex- use in game management, except in those 

perience. The keen and interested for- rare cases where research and applica- 
esters in the silviculturally prominent tion went hand-in-hand. In those cases 
countries are the men who really have a very large and important synthesis of 

laid the foundations. The help which technique immediately resulted. Stod- 
research has yielded to foresters has x i jj 
mainly been to explain and correlate dard’s forthcoming report, Georgia 
facts which would otherwise have been Quail Investigation is a case in point 
isolated or not understood, to direct the I conclude we are getting nowhere 
ideas and formulate useful working hy- with game management until we begin 
potheses. Will it be possible, in this to practice it. Without it schools, fel- 
country, to reverse the order and create Jowships, and research bureaus may 

a good American silviculture wath very contribute much to science, but little to 
little silvicultural experience? Frankly, i e 
I doubt it.4 conservation. The moral is that every 

I hope it is unnecessary to explain game school should have a piece of land 

that this assertion in no wise lessens the 0" Which its research findings are tried 
urgency of, or necessity for, game re Ut, and from which the subject matter 

search. It simply means that research Ff its research projects is drawn. 
is the lantern for guiding practice, rath- Gore Livec cae 
er than the material of which practice is 
originally compounded. There are certain very specific con- 

It also means that we must have prac- tributions to game literature which for- 

tice before we can intelligently decide esters, jointly or individually, can make. 
what questions research should try to To define these, it is first necessary to 
answer. My brief experience in game outline what literature is needed and 

research has taught me this: the field what is available. 
to be covered for each of our dozens of By analogy with forestry, we may set 
species is so enormous that it would re- down the present need for game litera- 
quire at least a generation to accumulate ture as follows: 
findings enough to suffice as the sole 1. A professional periodical on Amer- 
materials for a system of practice. Even ican game management, equivalent to 
if we had such an accumulation now, I the JournaL or Forestry. Purpose: 
doubt if we should know how to use current dissemination of new knowledge 

them. A tremendous mass of silvical and experience. 
findings, with no previous silvicultural 2. A text, “Principles of Game Man- 
experience, would be in like case. We agement,” setting forth the biological 

mo L. G., “Forest Soil Research in Relation to Forestry.” Jour. of Forestry, October,
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mechanism of game crops, and samples _ with the regrettable lack of texts (2) 
of the technique available for producing and (3). The present opportunity for 
them. This would combine the equi- them lies in the need of a journal, and 
valents of elementary silviculture and the need of studies of particular species 
mensuration in forestry. Purpose: to of game. 

serve as a foundational text book. While American Game has done pio- 
3. A text on “Game Administration” neer work in interpreting management 

setting forth the accumulated experience to the layman, it hardly fills the need 
of administrative agencies in fostering for a technical journal. It is roughly 
and supervising the practice of game equivalent to American Forests and For- 
management. est Life, an indispensable cog in the 

4. Monographs on the management machinery of the forestry movement, 

of particular species or groups of spe- but no substitute for the JouRNAL OF 
cies, or the practice of management on Forestry. Where, then, is a journal of 

particular types of land. game management to come from? 
5. A treatise on “Game Farming,” If game management were ornithol- 

setting forth methods of artificial pro- ogy or mammalogy, the answer would 
pagation. This would be the equivalent be simple. But it is neither of these. 
of works on forest nursery practice and It is a specialized branch of applied 

planting. ecology, and deals with forestry, agron- 
Of these five present needs, three are omy, animal husbandry, and all other 

partially met. land-cropping activities, quite as much 
American Game is a semi-popular as with birds and mammals. Moreover 

periodical dealing to a large extent in _ its practice will have an important effect 
game management and administration. on watershed conservation. 
It is the only American periodical which The answer seems to be that the 

has made a systematic attempt to pre- JouRNAL oF Forestry, the Journal of 
sent papers on any other phase of man- Mammalogy, and one or more of the 
agement than artificial propagation. ornithological periodicals should be- 

Stoddard’s Georgia Quail Investiga- come vehicles for the dissemination of 
tion is an admirable species monograph, current accretions to our thought and 

and the only single item in American experience in game. 
game literature which may, without re- The Journat or Forestry has carried 
servation, be described as dealing in the occasional papers touching on manage- 
management, as distinguished from the ment, but most of them (including my 
zoology, of wild game. We need adoz- own) have dealt with the appraisal of 
en like it. things thought by people, rather than 

A series of pamphlets by various with the measurement of things done to 
writers, a periodical, “The Game Breed- land. This preoccupation with human 
er,” and Job’s book, Game Propagation, attitude is no longer necessary. Many 
answer the fifth need to a considerable foresters, especially in the federal ser- 
degree. vice, are in the enviable position of 

Foresters can of course not be charged actually doing things to definite units
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of game land. ey will only meas- e have a game famine, but salty tears f land. If th ill onl: We h game f but salty 

ure the results on the game, and report will not relieve it. Only two things 

them in the Journat, they will be ren- will: reducing the population, or in- 
dering a service comparable to that ren- ee ial s Si d 
dered by those early foresters who first bee mabe eee 
brought the caliper, the yield table, the not stomach the first, somebody must 

sample plot, and the marking axe into ‘tart finding out how to practice the 
the tide of talk about timber famine. second.
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Pioneers and Gullies UY) 
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Why Sweat to Reclaim New Land When We Lack Sense 

Enough to Hold On to the Old Acres? 

IONEERING a new country is valleys in the mountain sections of 
P Hees na It has Theotbaa the By Aldo Leopold Arizona and New os ne 12 

est brawn and brains of the ' wholly or partly ruined, 9 with erosion 
Nordic race since before the Buceuer: tas Pores the Prepiecs cone and oa little or no erosion. 

dawn of history. Anthropologists tell Roughly, we are losing nearly half of 
us that we, the Nordics, have a racial these great reclamation projects we cele- these mountain valleys. 
genius for pioneering, surpassing all other _ brate i oratory andmonuments, butthe _ The total irrigable acreage of U. S. 
races in ability to reduce the wilderness loss of our existing farms we dismiss as an Reclamation Projects in the two states is 
to possession. act of God—like the storm or the earth- 430,coo acres. The loss to date in the 30 

But if we saw a Nordic settler per- quake, inevitable. But it is not an act of mountain valleys is 10,c0o acres. Doubling 
spiring profusely to put anew field under God; on the contrary, it is the direct this for the additional losses in small creeks 
irrigation while a flood was eating away result of our own misuse of the country not covered by the survey, but within 
his older field for lack of a few protective we are trying to improve. the mountain area, would give 20,coo acres. 
works, we should call that settler an Proof? A survey of 30 small agricultural The mountain area surveyed is one-sev- 
inefiicient pioneer. Yet that is enth of the total area of the two 
exactly what we seem to be doing; States, and does not include such 
in trying to develop the South- valleys as the Gila and San Juan 
west. The only difference is that ~~ where the really big losses have oc- 
while one individual is putting the | | net curred. The Pueblo flood alone is 
new field under irrigation, another | . ae mein te wi 4.| # ..... sj. knownto have torn out 2500 acres. 
individual is losing the older #@2@@.-. SaawWee Paes ia “Olmstead says the Gila destroyed 
field from floods, and a third is Wee" aed ee lene => + 2500 acres in 1915 in Graham 
causing the floods through misuse [37 =# Te ge ae gh a county alone, and is threatening 
of his range. This scattering of ee ete fw oe Pees a os ee f  30,0c0 acres of farm land in this 
cause and effect and of loss and ‘ ea ee fs weer county. I feel safe in stating that 
gain among different owners or | @RSMMmEE <1 ee? pie ae erosion has destroyed agricultural 
industries may give the individual) ) wt ee eee land running into six figures in the 
his alibi, but it changes not one |, ® one <P el oe ie two states. 
whit the inefficiency of our joint FF bo eas 3 ge ap Kn Let us consider just one of these 
enterprise in ‘developing’, the or ee i = a eroded valleys in detail. Blue 
country. We, the community, Sy aoe 3 ae river, in the White mountains, 
are saving at the spigot and Se mage sree TS a originally flowed through about - ee air eee? ager ee A wasting at the bunghole, and it is ; as  e < ee ig 4000 acres of cultivated land. 
time we realized it and mended [So AIM Nap ceat bere ee | This land supported about 45 
our ways. ee a. ec ei as ger ee gi ranches and 300 people. Floods 

While our Government and our = 2S as ES » tore out the land, and today 400 
capitalists are laboring to bring Me erie ee acres remain cultivable, support- 
new land under irrigation by the b GF Oe pitta |i ing about 20 ranches and go 
construction of huge and expen- ™ B aw Be ease a | people. The land lost would now 
sive works, floods are tearing (4 % Pe ics et: =) be worth $150 per acre, or $540,- 
away, in small parcels, here and %& = Se : on G3 000. This loss, as cash, would 

q@mre, an aggregate of old land, |. ~ ie oe pay for a tidy little reclamation 
ch of it already irrigated, which i & <= E ee a Pied project. It would have warranted 

comparable to the new land in [= agi a os *“Flood Control on the Gila River,” by Frank 
‘ea and value. The opening of © ” s nati o¢# H. Olmstead, U. S. Geological Survey, 1917. 
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‘s one road washes out a new one is started parallel to it, in its turn to be abandoned because of erosion. (Above) This gully 
was formerly a cow-path leading to the salt lick on a Southwestern ranch *
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: s Wa flood; anunprot. wa. 
a. the trees merely act as le, 

eS gor ra ie Ba has or poe Pracess vic 
. es oe a cuts first one side of the bottom a 

: * ; ei Se the other, eating into the very bas 
— | © Pm 3 oe % ty go ae hills; side-gullies running bock fr 

x Ae ee a ge a eae deepened creek-channel cut~ at . Wut 
i ee Ne a eb mes nee ee «angles into the remaining bottoms and 
= a PU gos ae i li Aa eS ee benches, draining the natural cienagas and 

: S- a fa ae, a ag eae hay meadows and changing the grasses to 
a: ae. ees ad wiaee. ae a 4 a less resistant forage type, and in the long 

ee ee A we ed run our “improved” valley becomes a 

bao en bp ao ee Pe aes Cae | ~@, desolation of sandbars, rockpiles and 
2 SS ™ , : 4 ip ee titre a mee monument to ee 

a. Ny eee, ee eg : es unintelligence and misspent energy of us, 
eae _ Sy 4 e A the chee a nd . 
at es on Sd ; This is what I mean when I say that in 

: Cae 3 8 a Ls - hg the Southwest it is doubtful whether we 
a ae ie feo! I are creating more useful land with the 

Wee the Fe bf. Fi labor of our hands than we are uninten- 
eA ore OS : ‘ tionally destroying with the trampling of 
‘ By W. KELLEY our feet. But why is it that Nature is so 

When the bank of this gully caves off and destroys the present road, a new one quick to punish unintelligent “develop- 
will have to be built over the hills at considerable expense ment” in the Southwest? ; 

Every region seems to have a different 
an expenditure of $100 per acre for protec- cutting the ranch homes by two-thirds, resistance to every kind of use or abuse 
tive works. But after all, a cash value can destroying conditions necessary for keep- by man. The degree and nature of this 
not express the actual loss. Not only were ing families in the other third, leaving the resistance seem to be determined by 
34 established homes destroyed, but the timber without an outlet to the place climate. The more arid the climate, the 
land carried away was a “key” resource, where it is needed, and now we are spend- _ less the resistance of the region to abuse. 
necessary for the proper utilization of the ing half a million to build a road round In Europe, with its wet climate, many 
range, timber and recreational values on this place of desolation which we have centuries of use and abuse by man have 
half a million acres of adjacent mountains. created. And to “replace” this smiling altered but not destroyed the land, vege- 
There is no other land in the region valley which Nature gave us free, we are tation, and animal life. Britain, New 
suitable for homes, stock-ranches, mills, spending another half a million to reclaim England, Canada, the South, the Middle 
roads, and schools. Let us get the full anequal acreage of desert someother place. West and the Northwest are broadly in 
significance of this by examining each Just what is the nature of this process the same category. 
item in detail. by which overgrazing of the range destroys Palestine and Asia Minor, on the other 

Take, for instance, the adjacent range. the valleys necessary to make the range hand, have a semi-arid climate. Scores 
On this lost farm land the stockmen lived industry profitable? In past years most of centuries of use and abuse by man have 
and had their alfalfa, grain fields, gardens engineers and conservationists have toa large extend destroyed the vegetation, 
and orchards. With no fields, all feed for believed that moderate grazing did not animal life and even the soil itself. The 
saddle and work horses and weak range produce erosion. History and experience (Continued on page 91) 
stock must be either dispensed with or have shown, however, 
packed in 69 miles from the railroad at that this theory must i z 
great cost. This may make the difference be applied with cau- 7] ' 
between a profitable and an unprofitable tion. In scantily wat- : - pm 
stock-raising operation. In one case ered country, to graze ; vi (atl Ses 
where detailed figures were worked out, the range at all often g | Sa Pela i 
it was found that the loss of 60 acres of means to overgraze © hg, 
farming land to a stockman running 850 the water-courses and Pilg too pert ae 
cattle caused a loss of 24% in gross bottom lands. Some : ‘ oo Fah hate! 
income and increased his cost of produc- concentration of stock ; 4 (ig RANGER JO ie 
tion $6.50 per head. Moreover a stock at these points is dif- a PAST ERE OED Ee 

4 = 5 a eae ac Ass 
ranch deprived of its garden patch, ficult to avoid, even Bae TiS SE de nk pal dP 
orchard, milk cows, and poultry is no undercareful manage- Ba Bee oe, 3 Asc 
fit place to establish a home and raise a ment. When a bad [ite SR PEEKS = : 
family. Regardless of the profit of the flood encountered a Boos gical oo 
business, it is an unsocial institution. virgin watercourse on s heres : Diagn ORE tet a 

oe ” of vigorous trees, wil- ; i elf gt St ge 
Developed the Wrong Way eee ines, weeds and i ; cou sige Pe : #4 

But this is not all. The destruction of grass, it may have Be aio Bier Seanad 
the bottom lands destroyed the only scoured it pretty se- SNAG 5, fee es 
feasible location for the road necessary to verely, but the living : Vat conte Aer em a | 
connect the ranches with each other, with roots remained to Sade Psa are 4 | oe } 
schools and with the outside world, and spring up and recover pe ae { 
to enable timber and minerals to be the land and cause the 5 s Jehan ay a 
hauled out to market. Floods have left next more moderate pier: Ki Se 
no place for a road. Children must now flood to heal the scars cs # : a. 
ride to school on horseback, and during instead of enlarging Pi ail a ind 
floods they can not even do that. The them. Butwhen floods [ijgie* tuqmiiee cmap a 3 : 
Government and the counties are now encounter a water- es Po ore i : Re 
actually spending half a million dollars on course through bare Be get ae ge t ia 
aroad through this country, butit cannot fields, timber gtazed Re pS. aay fe } 
tap what remains of the Blue Rivercom- clear of all under- ON I eh aera 
munity because it is unsafe to put a road growth, and_ earth- sl ee > 5 
ona sandbar. It must clamber high over _ scars like roads, trails, SS . —s S3 oe 
the rocks and hills, at huge expense. and ditches built par- poe 8 e oe 

We, the community, have “developed” allel with the stream,  FJeeesé® ese jam Lok al ES 
Blue River by overgrazing the range, the gouges left by one 
washing out half a million in land, taking flood are liable to be _ A. stream no longer usable for irrigation because erosio; 
the profits out of the livestock industry, enlarged by the next _ lowered it so far the water can not be diverted into the d
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sLawpedos lands. The destruction of easy and cheap 

1 road routes can be met by Atuilding the 
ste road on the hills. The filling of dams can 

rr be staved off by building them higher or 
> building new ones. But mark this well: 

t iad the total possible acreage of tillable irri- 
OU gable land, the total possible acre-feet of 

1 . accessible water and the total storage 
‘ Pione ers and capacity of dam-sites—these three things 

set the limits of the total possible future 
° development of the Southwest. The 

Gullhie s virgin supply of each was limited; the sub- 
sequent losses, ; no | ae with ve 

. } ener; we replace them, are stea ily 

(Continued from page 16) fomeine the limits already set. To a 
Bible is full of evidence that the moun- degree we are facing the question of 
tains of the Holy Land in the time of the whether we are here to “skin” the South- 

. Prophets supported real forests; the range west and then get out, or whether we are 
was abundant and excellent; many living here to found a permanent civilized 
streams found their source in the higher community with room to grow and 
lands. Great forest fires swept the moun- | improve. We can not long continue to 
tains unchecked. Grazing was the prin- accept our losses without admitting that 

cipal industry and doubtless the range the former, rather than the latter, is by 
was at least locally overgrazed, just as is way of becoming the real result of our 
happening today in the Southwest. The occupancy. 
forests have long since disappeared, and Prevention Cheaper than Cure 
the mountains are too bare to support a 3 
forest fire. So far little has been said about reme- 

Vanished forests can be replaced by dies, which are, of course, the thing really 
huge expenditures, but no country has worth talking about. It has been asserted 

ever replaced lost agricultural land on a that erosion is the result of overgrazing, 
big scale. The Incas came the nearest | and that some local overgrazing is diffi- 
to it in the terraces which they built with cult to avoid, even on ranges that are not 
soil packed in on their backs. We will overstocked. But nobody advocates that 
not. have the patience to do that. We we cease grazing 
have no way to restore the soil to lands The situation does not call for a taboo 
that have washed away. Soil is the fun- upon grazing, but rather constitutes a 
damental resource, and its loss the most challenge to the craftsmanship of our 
serious of all losses. stockmen and the technical skill of 

Soil is not the only resource which grazing experts in devising controls that 
shows a lower resistance to use and abuse will work, and to the courage of our 
in arid countries. Forests grow more administrators in enforcing those controls 
slowly and are exceedingly difficult to in a manner fair both to the conflicting 
reproduce after cutting. Desirable forage interests and to the community. 

: under excessive use loses its vitality and The stockmen must recognize that the 
reverts to weeds. Game shows less resis- privilege of grazing use carries with it the 
tance to hunting than in wet regions. obligation to minimize and control its 
All of these factors interact in a very effects by more skilful and conservative 
complex manner with each other and with methods. The day will come when the 
soil conditions, necessitating the fullest ownership of land will carry with it the 
and most skilful coéperation among the obligation to so use and protect it with 
various professions in charge of conser- respect to erosion that it is not a menace 
vation work. to other landowners and the public. Just 

Coming back to soil: Erosion of soil is as it is illegal for one landowner to menace 
always accompanied by disturbance or the public peace or health by maintaining 
damage to the usable water supply. In disorderly or unsanitary conditions on his 

i valleys like the Mimbres, the Sapello and land, so will it become illegal for him to 
the Blue, what were once trout streams menace the public streams, reservoirs, 
have been entirely covered up by debris. irrigation projects, or the lands of his 
While the water may be still there, it is neighbors by allowing erosion to take 
buried. In steams like the Galisteo and place. .But it is cheaper to prevent 
Puerco, the channel has so deepened that erosion than to cure it, and the cost of 
water can not be diverted into the ditches | such prevention must some day be passed 
which once supported orchards and farms. on uniformly by all landowners to all 
And finally let us not forget that most of | consumers of their products. 
the land destroyed on our watersheds is | But enforced responsibility of land- 
being dumped as silt into our great irri- owners is of the future. What are the 
gation reservoirs, gradually reducing their revention methods that can be used now 
storage capacity. After they are full of i those owners sufficiently progressive, 
mud, then what? or sufficiently menaced by impending 

In these early and hopeful days, the loss loss, to do so? 
of land by erosion can always be tem- _A diagnosis of the process of destruction 
porarily made good by reclaiming new | gives the most reliable pointers as to the 

| best process of prevention and cure. First 
| and foremost, a vigorous growth of grass 

on the watershed, -and more especially 
on the. watercourses, is éssential. The 
science of range management has made 
great strides in the last decade in develop-- 
ing conservative methods of range use. 
Someof them were described in’ the 
October; 1923: issue. of. Sunset. . It «is |
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coming to be generally admitted by stock- wire fencing strung parallel with the) ky cletioa under Governmenctinspection 

men that they are more profitable than bank on green spring-set cottonwood | as to the adequacy of erosion control, and 

the old destructive methods. Why, then, posts, which grow and form trees, is a forte cunéax tol Goneerve’theimlands 

are Hew Non ecrtcralus y cheap and good method. to the extent that is found:reasonable and 
Because under present conditions it | Often it is necessary for landowners tacticable. If they fail to do so, the 

does not pay the average stockman to use along a creek to work out a unified plan, overeat fruetiinstalleehel necessary 

them. In the National forests a genuine | else there is danger that the diligence of] controlemand asses! thevlendewner sith 
and frequently successful effort has. been one owner will result merely in passing aaieoe 
made to prevent overgrazing by careful | the trouble down the creek to his neigh- The greater the delay in the first two 
regulation, but on the public range out- bors. Here is a fine opportunity for Bice arc more urgent and drastic 

side of the forests no control of any kind leadership and technical advice by county; peaks Piaaiatd 
is exercised. First come, first served. | agents, Forest officers and similar officials. : 

This lack of regulation causes each stock- It is unfortunate that our agricultural 
man to try to get as much stock as pos- colleges have not seized their oppor- 
sible on the range at the earliest possible tunity to develop erosion-control tech- 
moment, resulting in continuous and dis- nique for t'e benefit of stockmen and 

astrous aes oe farmers. 
tination in ¢& ecting a public-domain | 

policy is unthinkable. It matters a great | Plug that Gully! 

deal more that some decisive policy be In addition to preventing erosion by 
adopted than that such policy be ideally conserving a grass cover on the range, and ‘ 

correct. The prospects are that the stock- controlling it by protecting stream banks, | 
men are about to agree on a Federal there remains the huge problem of gully-| 
leasing bill. It will be the tenth principal control on the watershed as a whole. 2 
attempt at legislation since 1900. Why Many lands are being so cut up by 
not pass it? ‘ gullies as to drain and dry the soil and 

So much for the first step in watershed thus change the type of forage. Many a 
conservation—the prevention of erosion «fine glade, park, valle, canada or hay 
by maintaining the grass cover on the meadow has a gully gradually eating 
range in general. It is by all odds the along its whole length, where a few 
most important step. But there are other minutes of throwing logs, stones, and 
steps necessary. For instance, in the brush into the head of the gully would ; 
Southwest there has been a striking coin- | 7 prevent its further spread. There is a : 
cidence between the incéption of erosion A best way even in plugging a gully, and! ! 

and the eating out of the native willows this best way deserves the careful study 
by stock. Willows formerly grewin most | of engineers. Where an acre of grazing 
of our cafions and river bottoms. They | Jand worth $2.co or of a hay meadow 
are a palatable winter feed and soon dis- |" worth $40.co can be saved by plugging a 
appear. There is no doubt that the graz- ., gully at a cost in time of 25¢, it is disre- ' 
ing out of the willows has been the direct j garding the public welfare and the prin- 
cause of streambank erosion in hundreds | ciples of sound private business not to : 
of cases. ear | plug it. - 

It is very hard to maintain grass and Natural resources are interdependent, 
, willows on watercourses used by stock. and in semi-arid countries are often set 
The natural concentration of stock, in a_hair-trigger equilibrium which is 
especially in winter and spring, destroys quickly upset by uncontrolled use. As al 
them. Therefore many bottoms will have consequence, uncontrolled use of one local 
to be fenced, and merely lightly grazed as resource may menace the economic sys- 
reserve pastures, and the willows arti- tem of whole regions. Therefore, to pro- 
ficially restored by planting cuttings on tect the public interest, certain resources 
the banks of the stream. Experiments in must remain in public ownership, and 
such work indicate that banks can be | ultimately the use of all resources will 
willowed, cuttings two feet apart, for less have to be put under public regulation, 
than fifty cents per one hundred feet. | regardless of ownership.. This is the fun-| 
The usefulness of such pastures can be | damental reason why the Nation retains 
regarded as offsetting the cost of the | ownership of the mountain forests and one’ 
fencing. Of course the fences must be so | of the reasons why the Nation builds and) 
located as to leave sufficient water-gaps regulates reclamation projects. But while 
and to provide for road routes. partial provision has been made, through 

Fencing will be practicable only in the the Forest Service and Reclamation i 
wider cahons. Willowing will be practic- Service, to conserve the forests and the 
able only on fenced lightly grazed pastures water supply, no provision has been made 
or agricultural fields. For watercourses to conserve that fundamental resource, 
that can not be fenced, some plant to land. ? 
replace the native willows, but resistant The first step to remedy this omission 
to grazing either through having thorns is to reform the conditions of land tenure, 
or being non-palatable, will have to be | especially on the unreserved public 
found. The machinery of the Department | domain, so that the livestock industry 
of Agriculture has been set to work to find can practice the conservation methods 
such a plant through its plant exploration which the science of range management 
SCI VICE f has already worked out. | 

Farming lands can often be economic- The second step is for all agencies con- f 
ally protected from bank-cutting by cerned, under the leadership of the agri- 
inexpensive works. Felling trees into the cultural colleges, to develop and demon- 
channel at strategic places and chaining strate the cheapest and best methods of ; 
the end of the trunk to its own stump is a artificial erosion control, and urge all { 
method that makes the flood divert itself, landowners to utilize them. This will 

rather than to divert it by the sheer enable owners to control some of the losses 
strength of expensive walls and dams. of land that will otherwise continue 
Willows can often be advantageously unchecled, 
planted under the protection of such The third step, which must come ltr ay 
felled tree-tops. Riprapping with woven | is to put all land in the region threatened aie brut i ;
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The Wildemess and Its Place In Forest 
Recreational Policy 

By Apo Lroproip 

U. S. Forest Service 

When the National Forests were created the first argument of those 

opposing a national forest policy was that the forests would remain a 
wilderness. Gifford Pinchot replied that on the contrary they would : 

be opened up and developed as producing forests, and that such devel- 
opment would, in the long run, itself constitute the best assurance 

that they would neither remain a wilderness by “bottling up” their 

resources nor become one through devastation. At this time Pinchot 
enunciated the doctrine of “highest use,” and its criterion, “the greatest 

good to the greatest number,” which is and must remain the guiding 

principle by which democracies handle their natural resources. 

Pinchot’s promise of development has been made good. The process 

must, of course, continue indefinitely. But it has already gone far 

enough to raise the question of whether the policy of development 
(construed in the narrower sense of industrial development) should 

continue to’ govern in absolutely every instance, or whether the prin- 

ciple of highest use does not itself demand that representative por- 

tions of some forests be preserved as wilderness. 3 

That some such question actually exists, both in the minds of some _ 

foresters and of part of the public, seems to me to be plainly implied 

in the recent trend of recreational use policies and in the tone of sport- 

ing and outdoor magazines. Recreational plans are leaning toward 
the segregation of certain areas from certain developments, so that 
having been led into the wilderness, the people may have some wilder- 
ness left to enjoy. Sporting magazines are groping toward some logi- 

cal reconciliation between getting back to nature and preserving a little 
nature to get back to. Lamentations over this or that favorite vaca- 
tion ground being “spoiled by tourists” are becoming more and more 
frequent. Very evidently we have here the old conflict between pres- 
ervation and use, long since an issue with respect to timber, water 
power, and other purely economic resources, but just now coming to
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be an issue with respect to recreation. It is the fundamental function 
of foresters to reconcile these conflicts, and to give constructive direc- 
tion to these issues as they arise. The purpose of this paper is to give 

definite form to the issue of wilderness conservation, and to suggest 
certain policies for meeting it, especially as applied to the Southwest. 

It is quite possible that the serious discussion of this question will 

seem a far cry in some unsettled regions, and rank heresy to some 
minds, Likewise did timber conservation seem a far cry in some 

regions, and rank heresy to some minds of a’generation ago. “The 

truth is that which prevails in the long run.” 

Some definitions are probably necessary at the outset. By “wilder- 
ness” I mean a continuous stretch of country preserved in its natural 
state, open to lawful hunting and fishing, big enough to absorb a two 
weeks’ pack trip, and kept devoid of roads, artificial trails, cottages, or 

other works of man. Several assumptions can be made at once with- 
out argument. First, such wilderness areas should occupy only a small 

fraction of the total National Forest area—probably not to exceed 

one in each State. Second, only areas naturally difficult of ordinary 
industrial development should be chosen. Third, each area should be 

representative of some type of country of distinctive recreational value, 

or afford some distinctive type of outdoor life, opportunity for which 

might disappear on other forest lands open to industrial development. 

The argument for such wilderness areas is premised wiiolly on 

highest recreational use. ‘The recreational desires and needs of the 

public, whom the forests must serve, vary greatly with the individual. 
Heretofore we have been inclined to assume that our recreational de- 
velopment policy must be based on the desires and needs of the ma- 

jority only. The only new thing about the premise in this case is the 
proposition that inasmuch as we have plenty of room and plenty of 

time, it is our duty to vary our recreational development policy, in : 

some places, to meet the needs and desires of the minority also. The 

majority undoubtedly want all the automobile roads, summer hotels, 

graded trails, and other modern conveniences that we can give them. 
_ It is already decided, and wisely, that they shall have these things as 

: rapidly as brains and money can provide them. But a very substantial 

minority, | think, want just the opposite. It should be decided, as soon 

as the existence of the demand can be definitely determined, to provide 
what this minority wants. In fact, if we can foresee the demand, and 

make provision for it in advance, it will save much cash and hard feel-
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ings. It will be much easier to keep wilderness areas than to create 
them. In fact, the latter alternative may be dismissed as impossible. 

Right here is the whole reason for forehandedness in the proposed 

wilderness area policy. 

It is obvious to everyone who knows the National Forests that even 

with intensive future development, there will be a decreasing but in- 
exhaustible number of small patches of rough country which will re- 

main practically in wilderness condition. It is also generally recog- 
nized that these small patches have a high and increasing recreational 

value. But will they obviate the need for a policy such as here pro- 
posed? I think not. These patches are too small, and must grow 
smaller. hey will always be big enough for camping, but they will 

tend to grow too small for a real wilderness trip. The public demands 

for camp sites and wilderness trips, respectively, are both legitimate 

and both strong, but nevertheless distinct. ‘The man who wants a wil- 

derness trip wants not only scenery, hunting, fishing, isolation, ete.— 

all of which can often be found within a mile of a paved auto highway 

—hbut also the horses, packing, riding, daily movement and variety 

found only in a trip through a big stretch of wild country. It would be 

pretty lame, to forcibly import these features into a country from 
which the real need for them had disappeared. 

It may also be asked whether the National Parks from which, let 

us hope, industrial development will continue to be excluded, do not 
fill the public demand here discussed. They do, in part. But hunting 
is not and should not be allowed within the Parks. Moreover, the 

Parks are being networked with roads and trails as rapidly as possible. 

This is right and proper. The Parks merely prove again that the 
recreational needs and desires of the public vary through a wide range 
of individual tastes, all of which should be met in due proportion to the 
number of individuals in each class. There is only one question in- 

volvyed—highest use. And we are beginning to see that highest use is 
a very varied use, requiring a very varied administration, in the recre- 

ational’ as well as in the industrial field. 

An actual example is probably the best way to describe the workings 

of the proposed wilderness area policy. 

The Southwest (meaning New Mexico and Arizona) is a distinct 

region. The original southwestern wilderness was the scene of several 

important chapters in our national history. The remainder of it is 

about as interesting, from about as large a number of angles, as any
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place on the continent. It has a high and varied recreational value. 

Under the policy advocated in this paper, a good big sample of it 

should be preserved. ‘This could easily be done by selecting such an 

area as the headwaters of the Gila River on the Gila National Forest. 

This is an area of nearly half a million acres, topographically isolated 
by mountain ranges and box canyons. It has not yet been penetrated 

‘ by railroads and to only a very limited extent by roads. On account 
of the natural obstacles to transportation and the absence of any con- 

siderable areas of agricultural land, no net economic loss would result 
from the policy of withholding further industrial development, except : 
that the timber would remain inaccessible and available only for lim- 
ited local consumption. ‘The entire area is grazed by cattle, but the 
cattle ranches would be an asset from the recreational standpoint be- 
cause of the interest which attaches to cattle grazing operations under 
frontier conditions. The apparent disadvantage thus imposed on the ; 
cattlemen might be nearly offset by the obvious advantage of freedom 
from new settlers, and from the hordes of motorists who will invade 
this region the minute it is opened up. The entire region is the natural 
habitat of deer, elk, turkey, grouse, and trout. If preserved in its 
semi-virgin state, it could absorb a hundred pack trains each year 
without overcrowding. It is the last typical wilderness in the south- 
western mountains. Highest use demands its preservation. 

The conservation of recreational resources here advocated has its : 

historic counterpart in the conservation of timber. resources lately be- 
come a national issue and expressed in the forestry program. ‘Timber 
conservation began fifteen years ago with the same vague premonitions 
of impending shortage now discernible in the recreational press. ‘Tim- 
ber conservation encountered the same general rebuttal of “inexhaus- 
tible supplies” which recreational conservation will shortly encounter. . 
After a period of milling and mulling, timber conservation established 
the principle that timber supplies are capable of qualitative as well as 
quantitative exhaustion, and that the existence of “inexhaustible” areas 
of trees did not necessarily insure the supply of bridge timber, naval 
stores, or pulp. So also will recreational resources be found in more 

danger of qualitative than quantitative exhaustion. We now recognize 
that the sprout forests of New England are no answer to the farmer’s 
need for structural lumber, and we admit that the farmer’s ‘special 
needs must be taken care of in proportion to his numbers and im- 
portance. So also must we recognize that any number of small patches 
of uninhabited wood or mountains are no answer to the real sports- 
man’s need for wilderness, and the day will come when we must ad- 
mit that his special needs likewise must be taken care of in proportion 
to his numbers and importance. And as in forestry, it will be much 
easier and cheaper to preserve, by forethought, what he needs, than to 
create it after it is gone.
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SHALL OUR WONDERFUL WILDERNESS COUNTRY DISAPPEAR FROM AMERICA BECAUSE 
WE LACK THE VISION TO SEE ITS VALUE? 

In the face of the rapid disappearance of our truly wild country, we cannot afford to longer ignore the 
need for action. We must at once formulate a definite national policy for the permanent establishment of 
wilderness recreation grounds. Unless this is done, our larger areas of wilderness will mostly disappear 
within the next decade. This photograph shows the upper part of the South wall of Kings Canyon, on the 

John Muir Trail and the oval inset above is of Kintla Lake, in beautiful Glacier National Park.
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for wilderness travel but a lesser pocketbook, and who ness recreation grounds would in some instances be 

probably has more real need of recreation? He simply easy to put into operation if we act at once. The 

has to do without, subsisting as best he can on polite National Forests and Parks still contain a few splen- 
trips to summer resorts and dude ranches. Why? Be- did areas of relatively low value for other purposes, 

cause the old wilderness hunting grounds, formerly with- which could be readily segregated as roadless play- 

in his reach, no longer exist, having been opened up by grounds. Wilderness areas in the National Forests 

motor roads. would serve especially the wilderness-hunter, since 

Right here I had better explain that motor roads, hunting is not and should not be allowed in the Parks. 

cottages, and launches do not necessarily destroy hunting On the other hand, wilderness areas in the National 

and fishing, but they destroy the wilderness, which to Parks would serve all kinds of wilderness-lovers ex- 
certain tastes is quite as important. cept the hunter. In general, I believe that both the 

Neither do I imply that motors, cottages, summer re- Forest Service and the Park Service would be recep- 

sorts, and dude ranches are not in themselves highly tive to the wilderness idea, but neither can be expected 

valuable recreational assets. Obviously they are. Only to execute it with the vigor and despatch necessary to 

they are a different kind of recreation. We need to pre- save the situation, unless they can point to a definite 

serve as many different kinds as we possibly can. The crystallized public demand for such action. The public 

civilized kinds tend to preserve themselves through the being still largely unconscious that the end of the wild 

automatic operation of economic laws. But wilderness places is in sight, there is as yet no articulate 

travel is a kind that tends to disappear under the auto- public expression for or against the wilderness plan. 

matic operation of economic laws, just as the site for a Meanwhile the remaining wild areas in both the For- 

city park tends to disappear with the growth of a city. ests and Parks are being pushed back by road con- 

Unlike the city park, however, the wilderness can not struction at a very rapid rate,—so rapid that unless 

be re-created when the need for it is determined by hind- something is done, the large areas of wilderness will 

sight. The need for it must be determined by fore- mostly disappear within the next decade. 

sight, and the necessary areas segregated and preserved. This paper is a plea for a definite expression of 

Wilderness is the one kind of playground which man- public opinion on the question of whether a system of 
kind can not build to order. wilderness areas should be established in our public 

Since the pilgrims landed, the supply of wilderness Forests and Parks. 
has always been unlimited. Now, of a sudden, the end Let me illustrate what I mean by saying that ad- 

is in sight. The really wild places within reach of the ministrative officers can not effectively execute a wil- 

centers of population are going or gone. As a nation, derness policy without the help of a definite public de- 
however, we are so accustomed to a plentiful supply mand. District Forester Frank C. W. Pooler has al- 

that we are unconscious of what the disappearance of ready tentatively designated the headwaters of the Gila 
wild places would mean, River, in the Gila Na- 

just as we are uncon- tional Forest, New Mex- 

scious of what the disap- SPEAK OUT ico, as a wilderness area. 

pearance of winds or sun- It is the last roadless 
sets would mean. The op- Action to retain our spots of wilderness area of any size in the 

portunity to disappear. into wall only Come ouhen thoseeorion believe Southwest containing all 

the tall uncut has existed $ . the best types of moun- 

so long that we uncon- that this should be done speak out again tain wild life and scen- 
sciously assume it, like and again. Mr. Leopold's appeal for such ery, and by reason of its 

the wind and sunset, to notionudeservcsrad expression frome) exceedingly broken topo- 

be one of the fixed facts . oe graphy is the logical lo- 

of Nature. And who can and you are urged to register your opinion cation for a wilderness 
measure the influence of in letters to : playground. It is Mr. 

eee 08: AMERICAN FORESTS AND FOREST LIFE, Povler’s belief that the 
ture” on the national char- ‘Forest Service should 

acter? In all the category withhold extending its 

of outdoor vocations and outdoor sports there is not one, road system into the Gila Wilderness, and should with- 

save only the tilling of the soil, that bends and molds the hold granting permits for summer homes in it, until 

human character like wilderness travel. Shall this fun- the whole wilderness idea has had an opportunity to 

damental instrument for building citizens be allowed to crystallize into a definite policy, under which a final 
disappear from America, simply because we lack the plan for handling the Gila Wilderness can be laid 

vision to see its value? Would we rather have the few down. 

paltry dollars that could be extracted from our remaining Now suppose that a timber operator were to apply 
wild places than the human values they can render in to build a railroad into this area thus tentatively re- 

their wild condition? served for wilderness purposes. Suppose the District 
A national policy for the establishment of wilder- Forester were to reply: “No. This area is being held
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for public recreation as a wilderness hunting ground.” Maine, adds to the vital need for such a_ project. 
The lumber operator answers: “I haven’t heard of the But what to do about it is a difficult problem. The 
public wanting wilderness hunting grounds. Where is national land holdings consist of three little National 

this public, and just what does it want?” Obviously, Forests, The Superior, Minnesota, and Michigan. Their 

unless there existed some clear expression of public combined area is woefully inadequate. Moreover, they 

need, and a definite official policy for meeting it, the are more or less riddled with private holdings which, 

District Forester’s position would be untenable, no mat- until eliminated by land exchanges, constitute serious 

ter how certain he felt that it was right. The point obstacles to any and all future plans for developing 

is that governmental policies can not be actually ap- the full public value of these Forests. The Izaac Wal- 

plied without many decisions by administrative officers ton League and the Superior National Forest Recrea- 

involving the adjustment of conflicting interests. In tion Association, with a foresight for which they de- 

such conflicts individual or economic interests may al- serve much credit, have insisted that at least one wil- 

ways be counted upon to be articulate. derness area be established in the Lake 

Group or public interests must i ICRC top States on these national lands. 

likewise be made articu- ae ee Ei But this is easier said 

late, else they place ee oe ta ee Oe = than done. An in- 
Pad ae ie ee Pee Tey aa ; 

the govern- es ies ret Pe ae credible num- 

mens Cxccl hea RII 5 SSN se: AE eer a8 a Sing. EO ae em ber of com- 
ae i i 
Poy ee SAY gee i ae ee ee a ee ce Oe ee ee le pe alle fa al aa i ee nn 

ee te ii RR Ap, OMe nS i SM 2 Be Tal eS ers ee ee SAS 4 0 NS ae ae me eae ea . 
Bae ti Siecae re eae hese os i eee 
“ ee ee eee widen a ae meee 

‘ a. ee ane a ae er re ee ae a : we es ae eee ee ae eo boa ae a i es all 

es Pe tiie: a oy . 3 
bet oe alt Peco nl 5 «slayer Bee ea ee “sy 

ee i Oo a, 
Bae ecu ete pe  eapetig a eae ee 

ee ie ne eee mers 2 i ears 

ee ce Cm ae eg ae ear ion 
eee ee ee Ses a er eRe as TES, a cae 3 > 5 

¢ eee MR “ee ed ec ita hn ec ae Diet i pe 
See OW i 2 

aaa , a 
eames a s " 

tive in the oo: ee ; 4 wii plications 
thankless and a ec 3 ts on oH and _ obstacles, 

often untenable po- aa eg ae ad ;. @ k too intricate to be 

sition of being at once Peg ep ame ie pS here discussed, arise 
A S eM oe See a 
judge of the ae © Ralph H. Andereon from the fact 
conflict and THE PEERLESS BEAUTY OF THE WILD that the wil- 

counsel for an Who can measure its influence in shaping human happiness? Or who would hold against derness idea 
absentee. The such value the few paltry dollars possible of extraction through so-called development. was born 

public interest after, rather 

must “speak up or lose out.” The dangers of delay in than before, the normal course of commercial develop- 

formulating a national policy for the establishment of ment had begun. The existence of these complications 

wilderness recreation grounds are strongly emphasized is nobody’s fault. But it will be everybody’s fault if 

in the present situation of the Lake States. In the last they do not serve as a warning against delaying the 

few years many people have begun to realize that wil- immediate inauguration of a comprehensive system of 

derness canoe trips are about to become a thing of the wilderness areas in the West, where there is still a rela- 

past in the Lake States, because of the extension of tively unimpeded field for action. 
tourist roads and summer resorts into the remnants of A start toward such a system has already been made 

wild country. at the initiative of the Forest Service. The hinterland 

The proximity of the Lake States to the centres of around Jackson Hole, including the Grand Tetons and 

population in the Middle West, and the fact that canoe- Two-Ocean Pass, are entered as “roadless” in the re- 
travel is a distinctive type of wilderness life not to be creational plans for the future. Likewise, that part 

found elsewhere south of the Canadian border except in of the Absoraka Forest between Boulder Creek and
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Yellowstone Park, the Middle Fork of the Salmon may with equal likelihood be other regions where the 
River in central Idaho, and parts of the Clearwater reverse is true. The whole fire question in its relation 

country in Montana are so classified. The Gila area to the wilderness plan is one of skill in selecting and 

in New Mexico has beem already mentioned. What now administering each particular area. Such skill is al- 

‘seems to me important is, for the government to un- ready available among the forest officers who have de- 

dertake and the public to support the establishment of voted years of study to fire control as well as a dozen 

similar areas in every state that still contains National other related forest problems. 

Forest or Park lands suitable for wilderness purposes. The acceptance of the idea of wilderness areas en- 

The big thing that stands in the way of such a_ tails, I admit, a growth in the original conception of 

program is the well-nigh universal assumption that National Forests. The original purposes were timber 

advance action is unnecessary. ‘Why, this area never production and watershed protection, and these are 

will be opened up!” That was said ten years ago about and must always remain the primary purposes. But the 

many an area that has since been broken up. I know whole subsequent history of these Forests has been a _ 

of five in the Southwest alone. It is being said today, history of the appearance and growth of new uses, 
and unless we clearly realize the danger, it will con- which, when skillfully adjusted to the primary uses and 

tinue to be said until the chances for adequate action to each other, were one by one provided for and the 

are gone. net public benefit correspondingly increased. Public” 

Let us now consider some of the practical details recreation was one of these. When the forests were 
of how the proposed system of wilderness areas should first established, recreation did not exist in the minds of 

be administered. It is, for instance, a moot question either the foresters or the public as an important use 

whether regulated timber cutting should be allowed in of the public Forests. Today it has been added to 

them. If the conditions are such that the cuttings timber production and watershed protection as an im- 
would leave motor roads in their wake, I would say Portant additional public service. It has been proven 
“no.” But in the Lake States much logging can be that skillful administration can provide for both in the 

done over the lakes, without any trunk roads, so that Same system of Forests without material sacrifice of 

it seems to me possible, by skillful planning, per- either. i 

manently to use much of the remaining wild country One wilderness area could, I firmly believe, be atte 

for both wilderness recreation and timber production into the National Forests of each State without ma- 
without large sacrifice of either use. terial sacrifice of other kinds of playgrounds or other 

Another question is that of fire. Obviously the con- ‘kinds of uses. Additional wilderness areas could, it 
struction of trails, phone lines, and towers necessary Seems to me, be fitted into the various National Parks. 

for fire control must be not only allowed but encour- As far as I can see there would usually be necessary 

aged. But how about roads? Wherever the opponents Neither new costs nor new laws nor new work—simply 
of the idea can argue that unless the country is opened @ well-pondered administrative decision delimiting the 

up it will burn up, there is no chance for the wilderness. @Teas, and in such area establishing a permanent “closed 

Let us take the Gila as an example. I think it can be Season” on roads, cottages, or other developments 
confidently asserted that on the Gila, extension of roads inimical to the wilderness use. 

is not necessary for good fire protection. The Forest To urge that wilderness playgrounds are unneces- 

Service, with its system of lookouts, telephone lines, sary because ample forest playgrounds of other kinds 

and trails, is successfully handling the fires, even dur- are already being established is just as idle as to urge 

ing the bad years. The percentage of lightning as that there is no need for public tennis courts because 

compared with man-caused fires on the Gila is very there are already public golf links. The two things 

high (65 per cent lightning; 35 per cent man-caused). represent differing needs of different people, each en- 
As a rule the greater the percentage of lightning fires, titled to recognition in due proportion to their numbers 
the more serious is the handicap of inaccessibility. The and importance. The people in need of wilderness 

reason for this is that man-caused fires are usually in- areas are numerous, and the preservation of their par- 

creased by building roads and letting in more tran- ticular kind of contact with Mother Earth is a na- 

sients, whereas lightning fires remain the same. There- tional problem of the first magnitude. 

fore a heavy lightning region like the Gila ought to be Now what do the lovers of wilderness trips have to 
-a severe test of the practicability of controlling fires say about it? The last National Conference on Out- 

in roadless areas. As already stated, that test has door Recreation said nothing. This Conference is the 

been thus far successful. official agency for extending recognition to new needs 

I do not imply, however, that this one case disposes of this kind, dovetailing them with other and possibly 

of the argument. The game of fire-control is too com- conflicting needs, and thus determining for each its 

plicated to be comprehended in “rules of thumb.” There place in the sun. If any individual or group believe 

may be regions here and there where fire control is im- in the wilderness idea, or have any one place where 

-possible without roads. If so, we must have roads in they believe it should be applied, now is the time to 

such regions, wilderness or no wilderness. But there make known their belief.
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THE PIG IN THe PaRLOn 
By Aldo Leopold, Forest Products Laboratory 

In the Moy 11 SERVICE BULLETIN thore is on item from D-6 which 
Says in cffect that the "wile-lifo onthusiasts! neca not frot about the 
invasion of wiléerness arens by roaés, because in Germany there is a 
mile of dirt ronda for every 105 acres of forest, and a mile of hard road 
for every 220 acres of forest. Germny, it says, spends up to 35 cents per acre per year for forest rons, an becouse we have not attained 
such beatitude we needa not worry yet about overdoing the road came. 

Tn short, the wilderness aren idea is assumed to be an anti-ronal 
idon., The assumption is incorrcet. It is just exactly as incorrect as » Editor Abbott's assumption that recreational development is onti-forestry, My plea is that the wilderness ifen be not confemne’, especially by for- 
estors, without first acquiring at least a rudimentary understanding of what it is all about, 

I do not know of a single "enthusiast" for wilderness areas who denies the need for more forest roads, It is not a question of how many roads, but . question of distribution of roads. The wil@erness idea 
sim ly affirms that a well-balance? plan for the highest use of National Forests will exclude roads from certain arcas so that the unnotorized forms of public recrontion will not be left high and ary, just as summer 
homes are excluded fron certain areas so thet the camper will not be left 
high and dry. The only difforeneo is that where a public camp ground re~ 
Quires a forty, a public wildorness arca requires a fear townships, 

Roads and wilderness are merely a case of the pig in the parlor. 
: We now recognize that the pig-is 211 right - for bacon, which we all eat. 

But there no @oubt was a tine, soon after the discovery that many pigs meant mach bacon, when our ancestors assumed that because the pig was so useful an institution he shoulda be welcomed at 211 times and places, And



I suppose that the first "enthusinst" who reised the question of limiting 

‘his distribution was construed to be uneconomic, visionary, ond anti-pig. 

Bice i eel de 

THE SCHOOL“OF Tan VOODS I 

By P. Keplinger, D-2 f- \ 
\ ’ 

The School of the Waods; what is it? What should it, Fseach? I have 

read Shepard's article in the lmy:4 SERVICE BULLETIN withA great deal of 
interest - rend it three tims, in fact - mut am not yet Asure that he has 
the answer. - I cannot help wokdering. Instead. of satisfying me, he has 

raised a mumber of questions, fundemental questions which are cisturbing 

to my mental comlacency. i / 

What is our job-anyhow? WNherein' ore’ we faving short? What are 
our greatest weaknesses? Just whare should we put the most stress right 

aR eran ee ae ahaa : " 
nov to get better all-around results? ‘het kim of results are ve after? 

1 : 5 a * * a * 3% 2 
: ; The article referre? to says that Comtress’ save us the job of grow 

ang tinber and forngzes -Iwonder, Wi shoplld ve crow timber? Just to 
eérow 1G or to srow-it for use? If eriné it. for use is the answer,then 
‘We are a thousand per cont verfect, fo e are crowing it ten times as 

fast as we use it. g 
pg 

5 f g 
Mr. Horley, ‘Choirnan Fetoral/trae. Cormission, in his book on 

- “Awakening of Busi’ Shee “inn A 7 eee = : 
fs LT usiness" says: No gmatt er Nov efficient a factory may be, 

S zs acuE proper merchaneizing metMods sueceks cannot be attained." Isn't 
“ “that just wherein we eve failed? . 

ae Ve are engoced in a pfoducing busines§ We have looked upon produc= 
x . * “ S = s ton as our job. We have. meentrated on production, ané@ I believe that 

3 aa * - = = st 7 > ee production methods have been good; so sood\in faés that our organizae 
tion is all ont of balewee..: We produce a peris\able product and let it 
rot .~ millions of dollgirs worth of it each year & and yet we contime to 
concentrate our energias on production. 

; ; Do we not Peck tq. searjust our point of vigk? We call ourselves 
wood farmers, bu€ what roula you think of a wheat farmer who concentrated 

‘ . sia y i a ‘9 ; his eee Ongsrowing more whent, tut never took th trouble to harvest 
Wt rs 9° x ” ‘ 7 9. : 

ee nee ot Aigrcrop? Lsritt that what we have been dois? What we need to 
spo is a ‘utilization is a part of forestry; tha} thére is a crop 

: cach year; and that if we fil to harvest the crop ther is an economic 
aan , Fy, + a = a _ Ke 

Loss; noly gust the stumpaze loss which amounts to milliobs, but the loss 
of the miterinl needet: by our industries. ‘ 

n=
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Shall We Save Parts of the Far estern Wilderness 

“ce 99 

From Soft ‘‘Improuements’’? 

NE evening I was talking to a Motor cars and highways are of 
O i = one of those irrigated By Aldo Leo old course the very fastrameris stich have 

valleys that stretch likea green 3 3 restored to millions of city dwellers 
ribbon across the colorful Author of: Pioneers and Gullies their contact with the landiadd with 

wastes of southern Arizona. He was nature. For this reason and to this 
showing me his farm, and he was proud of Saturday morning he stands like a god, extent they are a benefaction to mankind. 
it. Broad acres of alfalfa bloom, fields of directing the wheels of industry that have But even a benefaction can be carried too. 
ripening grain, and a dip and a sweep of dominion over the earth. Saturday after- far. It was one of Shakespeare’s charac- 
laden orchards redolent of milk and honey, noon he is playing golf on a kindly green- ters who said: 
all created with the labor of his own hands. sward. Saturday evening he may tilla “Por Virte ta ieut 
Over in one corner | noticed a little patch homely garden or he may turn a button Dies ae Pepa eeu ne eae 
of the original desert, an island of sandy and direct the mysteries of the firmament 1 4 
hillocks, sprawling mesquite trees, with a to bring him the words and songs and To my mind the Good Roads Move- 
giant cactus stark against the sky, ment has become a Good Roads 
and musical with the sunset whistle Mania; it has grown into a pleurisy. 
of quail. “‘Why don’t you clear and We are building good roads to give 
level that too, and complete your the rancher access to the city, 
farm?” I asked, secretly fearing x which is good, and to give the city 
he intended to do so. W Id G dweller access to recreation in the 

“Oh, that’s for my boys—a sample 1 eese forests and mountains, which is 
of what I made the farm out of,” good, but we now, out of sheer 
he replied quietly. There was no s momentum, are thrusting more and 
further explanation. I might com- By Ethel Romig Fuller ever more roads into every little re- 
prehend his idea, or think him a maining patch of wilderness, which 
fool, as I chose. in many cases is sheer stupidity. 

I chose to think him a very wise I saw a ey psy caravan For by so doing we are cutting off, 
man—wise beyond his kind and his Careening swiftly by; irrevocably and forever, our national 
generation. That little patch of A nomad fleet vignetted contact with the Covered Wagon 
untamed desert enormously _in- : il days. 
creased the significance of his Against a silver sky. 1 up any outdoor magazine 
achievement, and conversely, his 3 7 and the chances are that on the first 
achievement enormously increased They passed in strange formation— page you will find an article describ- 
ae pag sep hi patch. Ebon wedge-shape bars; ing the oo oo 

e was handing down to his sons i. < do sportsman who has been to 
not only a piece of real estate, but Signaling the amber moon, Alaska, or British Columbia, or 
a Romance written upon the oldest Steering by the stars. Africa, or Siberia in search of wilder- 
of all books, the land. The Ro- ness and the life and hardy sports 
mance of The March of Empire. In their barbaric chanteys, that go with it. He has pushed to 

It set me to thinking. Our fathers Ringing wild and free, the Back of Beyond, and he tells of : 
set great store by this Winning of . it with infinite zest. It has been his 
the West, but what do we know Were all the songs I cannot sing Big Adventure. Why? Because he 
about it? Many of us have never And all their poignancy. brought home the tusk of an ele- 
seen what it was won from. And | phant or the hide of a brown bear? 
how much less will the next genera- No, fundamentally no. Rather 
tion know? If we think we are going because he has proved himself to 
to learn by cruising round the moun- be still another kind of man than 
tains in a Ford, we are largely deceiving deeds of all the nations. And if, once ina _ his friends gave him credit for. He has 
ourselves. There is a vast difference be- while, he has the opportunity to flee the been, if only for one fleeting month, a 
tween the days of the “Free Tourist city, throw a diamond hitch upon a pack- pioneer, and met the test. He has justi- 
Campground—Wood and Water Fur- mule, and disappear into the wilderness fied the Blood of the Conquerors. : 
nished,” and the Covered Wagon Days. of the Covered Wagon Days, he is just But have these well-to-do travelers in 

ii Wentenedion tents where dhe bafials teed that much more civilized than he would foreign wilds a monopoly on the Covered 

Gaticand’ cf rence tere ont aera > be without the opportunity. It makes Wagon blood? Here is the point of the 

x And we sowed our sons like the apple seed him one more kind of a man—a pioneer. _ whole matter. They have not. In every 

In the trail of the prairie wagons.” ‘5 \ village and in every city suburb and in 

: . Wé* do not realizehowmany Americans every skyscraper are dozens of the self- 
Yes—sowed them so thick that tens of have an instinctive craving for the same blood. But they lack the oppor- 

thousands are killed each year trying to wilderness life, or how valuable to the tunity. It is the opportunity, not the 
keep out of the way of each other's Nation hasbeen their opportunity of exer- desire, on which the well-to-do are coming 
motors. Is this thickness necessarily a cising that instinct, because up to this time to have a monopoly. And the reason is 
blessing to the sons? Perhaps. But not the opportunity has been automatically the gradually increasing destruction of 
an unmixed blessing. For those who are supplied. Little patchesof Covered Wagon the nearby wilderness by good roads. 
so inclined, we might at least preserve a wilderness have persisted at the very The American of moderate means can not 
sample of the Covered Wagon Life. For doors of our cities. But now these little go to Alaska, or Africa, or British Colum- 
after all, the measure of civilization is in patches are being wiped out at a rate bia. He must seek his big adventure in 
its contrasts. A modern city is a national which takes one’s breath away. And the the nearby wilderness, or go without it. 
asset, not because the citizen has planted thing that is wiping them out is the motor Ten years ago, for instance, there were 
his iron heel on the breast of nature, but car and the motor highway. Itis ofthese, five big regions in the National Forests 
because of the different kinds of man his their uses and their abuses, that I would of Arizona and New Mexico where the 
control over nature has enabled him to be. speak. (Continued on page 56)
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s Our Navy Fit to Fig ht? 
in “Why, politics. Too much civilian (Continued from page 13) side, a row of destroyers slipped at easy 

tampering with the navy department.” speed, guarding the giant craft from 
_ Making it clear that he was not criti- navy’s better in that way now, and we’ve torpedo attack—for war conditions were 

cising the American system of govern- had some training, but there ought to be being simulated—and from the bridge a 
ment, which puts a civilian, the president, no limit. We ought to be able to do what-_ string of vivid flags that had signalled the 
in the post of commander-in-chief, and ever we feel is necessary to keep ourselves beginning of the maneuver was being 
civilians at the heads of its army and prepared for defense of the country. But, hauled down, a brilliant spot of color 
navy departments, this officer went on: then, it’s a naval officer’s business to take against the background of the whole 

“Take this fuel allowance matter now, what they give him and do the best he can fleet’s gray majesty. The ships drove on, 
the thing that keeps us at reduced speed withit.” He paused. silent, evenly spaced, stately. The sun 
in our maneuvers. That was developed __A series of brazen gongs, distributed went down, a destroyer silhouetted 
and enacted to punish the navy, to make throughout the ship, began a clamorous against its disk for an instant as it 
the department put certain ships out of summons to “general quarters.” vanished. The gongs ceased their clamor. 
commission. And it is still in effect, “Will you come up on deck with me?” All was still. Then the fire control buzzer 
though the ships are decommissioned and The sun was near setting as he stepped __rasped, its jarring tones coming faint from 
we have not the men to man them if they over the hatch coaming, saluted the flag, within the turret. And on the instant, a 

were put back intouse. and waved a hand at the fleet astern. gun spoke, its promptness a warrant of the 
There ought to be no limit to the fuel Over a glassy sea the battleships were navy’s readiness for emergency. 

we use in training. Why, three years ago, swinging into column, all eight of the “Tn all honesty, I think the navy has 
we could do no maneuvering at all; our others visible from the flagship as they done exceedingly well with what has been 
ships had to lie in port. Oh, yes, the rounded the turn into position. Along- entrusted to it,” the officer concluded. 

a pe \ 

C | onserving the Covered Wagon | 
Covered Wagon blood could disport at will. (Continued from page 21) forget that the good roads mania, and 
In any one of them aman could pack up a all forms of unthinking Boosterism that 
mule and disappear into the tall uncut for meeting of the American Game Pro- 8° with it, constitute a steam roller the 
a month without ever crossing his back tective Association, BUETE Ne Wav: like of which has seldom been seen in the ; ; ’ zi track. Today there is just one of the five P et history of mankind. No steam roller can 
a ee o— as “We all recognize what the forest back- are a noe idea or phy kes 

:an¢ in either State, has natu- ground of the United States has meant to this Policy, but it might very readily flatten rally and rightly joined with the good roads country—how it has given stamina and re- out, one by one, the remaining opportuni- 
movement, and today has built or is help-_ sourcefulness and mental and physical vigor to ties for applying this particular policy. 
ing to build good roads right through the every oncoming generation of Americans. We After these remnants are gone, a correct 
vitals of four of these five big regions. As must preserve something of that forest back- wilderness policy would be useless. 
wilderness, they are gone, and gone for- 8!0und for the future. It seems tome that in What I mean is this: The Forest Service 
ever. So far so good. But shall the For- eee Eee ewes es diomincite will naturally select for wilderness play- 

. ogg do the same with the fifth ateas ror the utilization of timber, as we must; grounds yee rollehest areas _ those 
a : while we are opening up extensive regions for Poorest trom the economic standpoint. Round _ this last little remnant of the the camper, the summer vacationist, and the But it will be physically impossible to find 

original Southwest lies’:an economic em- masses of people who have the God-given rignt any area which does not embrace some 
pire without any wilderness playground to enjoy these areas—we should keep hereand economic values. Sooner or later some 
or the faintest chance of acquiring one. there as part of the picture some bit of wilder- private interest will wish to develop these 
Texas, Oklahoma, and the rich valleys ss frontier, some hinterland of mountain and values, at which time those who are 
and mines of Arizona and New Mexico Tee roads and automobiles thinking in terms of the national develop- 
aoe puppere gnillioes af une ieate “The law laid down for the guidance of the upecin we road sense and those 7 de 

. 8} intains of the National For- Forest Service was that these public properties thinking of local development in the nar- + ests are their natural and necessary must be administered for the greatest good of row sense will come to grips. And forth- 
recreation grounds. The greater part of the greatest number in the long run. When with the private interests will invoke the 
these mountain areas is already irrevo- Secretary Wilson laid down that rule, probably aid of the steam roller. ‘They always do. 
cably dedicated to the motorized forms of _he was thinking more of timber and water and And unless the wilderness idea represents 
recreation. Is it unreasonable or vision- forage than anything else, but today the same the mandate of an organized, fighting and 
ary to ask the Forest Service to preserve tule applies just as clearly as it did in the time voting body of far-seeing Americans, the 
fle oueyremaining portion of unmotor ©o; Seeks eee, wenn we can all agtes = © fea roller will tint izedawildemess torah hi Terie that the greatest good of the greatest number A h hi 

Ss for those who preter that of American citizens in the long run does re- tne’ present moment, t! ie most 

sort of place? quire that in their own National Forests there needed move is to secure recognition of Would it be unreasonable or visionary should be preserved some bits of unspoiled the need for a Wilderness Area Policy 
to ask the Government to set aside similar wilderness where the young America of the from the National Conference on Outdoor 
remnants of wilderness here and there future can take to the outdoors in the right Recreation, set up by President Coolidge 
throughout the National Forests and Way-” for the express purpose of codrdinating 
National Parks? Say one such area, if the many conflicting recreational interests 
possible, in each State? But let no man think that because a_ which have arisen in recent years. If the 

As a matter of fact, the officials of the few foresters have tentatively formulated spirit of the Covered Wagon really per- 
Forest Service are already seriously con- a wilderness policy, that the preservation sists, as I firmly believe it does, its dey- 
sidering doing just that. Colonel William of a system of wilderness remnants is as- otees must speak now, or forever hold 
B. Greeley, Chief Forester, in addressing sured in the National Forests. Do not their peace. 
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WILDERNESS AS A FORM OF LAND USE 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

ROM the earliest times one of the remote to register in the national con- 
F oxocrl criteria of civilization sciousness. Hence we have no mental 

has been the ability to conquer the language in which to discuss the matter. 
wilderness and convert it to economic We must first set up some ideas and 
use. To deny the validity of this cri- definitions. 
terion would be to deny history. But 
because the conquest of wilderness has What Is a Wilderness Area? 
produced beneficial reactions on social, 
political, and economic development, we The term wilderness, as here used, 
have set up, more or less unconsciously, means a wild, roadless area where those 
the converse assumption that the ulti- who are so inclined may enjoy primitive 

mate social, political, and economic modes of travel and subsistence, such as 
development will be produced by con- exploration trips by pack-train or canoe. : 
quering the wilderness entirely—that is, The first idea is that wilderness is a 
by eliminating it from our environment. resource, not only in the physical sense 

My purpose is to challenge the valid- of the raw materials it contains, but also 
ity of such an assumption and to show in the sense of a distinctive environment 
how it is inconsistent with certain cul- which may, if rightly used, yield certain 
tural ideas which-we regard as most social values. Such a conception ought 
distinctly American. not to be difficult, because we have lately 

Our system of land use is full of phe- learned to think of other forms of land 
nomena which are sound as tendencies use in the same way. We no longer 
but become unsound as ultimates. It is think of a municipal golf links, for in- 
sound for a city to grow but unsound for stance, as merely soil and grass. 
it to cover its entire site with buildings. The second idea is that the value of 
It was sound to cut down our forests but wilderness varies enormously with loca- 
unsound to run out of wood. It was tion. As with other resources, it is 
sound to expand our agriculture, but un- impossible to dissociate value from loca- 

: sound to allow the momentum of that tion. ‘There are wilderness areas in 
expansion to result in the present over- Siberia which are probably very similar 
production. To multiply examples of in character to parts of our Lake states, 
an obvious truth would be tedious. The but their value to us is negligible, com- 
question, in brief, is whether the benefits pared with what the value of a similar 
of wilderness-conquest will extend to area in the Lake states would be, just 
ultimate wilderness-elimination. as the value of a golf links would be 

The question is new because in Amer- negligible if located so as to be out of 
ica the point of elimination has only re- reach of golfers. 
cently appeared upon the horizon of The third idea is that wilderness, in 
foreseeable events. During our four the sense of an environment as distin- 
centuries of wilderness-conquest the pos- guished from a quantity of physical 
sibility of disappearance has been too materials, lies somewhere between the
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class of non-reproducible resources like Just as the application of the park 
minerals, and the reproducible resources idea in civic planning varies in degree 
like forests. It does not disappear pro- from the provision of a public bench 
portionately to use, as minerals do, be- on a street corner to the establishment 
cause we can conceive of a wild area of a municipal forest playground as 
which, if properly administered, could large as the city itself, so should the 
be traveled indefinitely and still be as application of the wilderness idea vary 
good as ever. On the other hand, wil- in degree from the wild, roadless spot 
derness certainly cannot be built at will, of a few acres left in the rougher parts 
like a city park or a tennis court. If of public forest devoted to timber- 
we should tear down improvements growing, to wild, roadless regions ap- 
already made in order to build a wilder- proaching in size a whole national for- 
ness, not only would the cost be pro- est or a whole national park. For it 
hibitive, but the result would probably is not to be supposed that a public wil- 

| be highly dissatisfying. Neither can a derness area is a new kind of public 
wilderness be grown like timber, because land reservation, distinct from public 
it is something more than trees. The forests and public parks. It is rather 
practical point is that if we want wilder- a new kind of land-dedication within 
ness, we must foresee our want and pre- our system of public forests and parks, 
serve the proper areas against the en- to be duly correlated with dedications 

| croachment of inimical uses. to the other uses which that system is 
Fourth, wilderness exists in all de- already obligated to accommodate. 

grees, from the little accidental wild Lastly, to round out our definitions, 
spot at the head of a ravine in a Corn let us exclude from practical considera- 
Belt woodlot to vast expanses of virgin tion any degree of wilderness so abso- 
country— lute as to forbid reasonable protection. 

“Where nameless men by nameless rivers It would be idle to discuss wilderness 
| aces areas if they are to be left subject 

And in strange valleys die strange deaths to destruction by forest fires, or wide 
eae open to abuse. Experience has demon- 

strated, however, that a very modest 
| What degree of wilderness, then, are and unobtrusive framework of trails, 

we discussing? ‘The answer is, all de- telephone line and lookout stations 
grees. Wilderness is a relative condi- will suffice for protective purposes. 
tion. As a form of land use it cannot Such improvements do not destroy the 
be a rigid entity of unchanging content, wild flavor of the area, and are neces- 
exclusive of all other forms. On the sary if it is to be kept in usable condi- 

| contrary, it must be a flexible thing, ac- tion. 
commodating itself to other forms and 
blending with them in that highly local- Wilderness Areas in a Balanced 
ized give-and-take scheme of land-plan- Land System 
ning which employs the criterion of 
“highest use.” By skilfully adjusting What kind of case, then, can be made 
one use to another, the land planner for wilderness as a form of land use? 
builds a balanced whole without undue To preserve any land in a wild condi- 
sacrifice of any function, and thus at- tion is, of course, a reversal of eco- 
tains a maximum net utility of land. nomic tendency, but that fact alone
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should not condemn the proposal. A _ it may, in fact, be said that, coupled with 
study of the history of land utilization the character of our racial stocks, it is 
shows that good use is largely a matter the very stuff America is made of. Shall 
of good balance—of wise adjustment we now exterminate this thing that 
between opposing tendencies. The mod- made us American? 
ern movements toward diversified crops Ouspensky says that, biologically 
and live stock on the farm, conserva- speaking, the determining character- 
tion of eroding soils, forestry, range istic of rational beings is that their evo- 
management, game management, public lution is self-directed. John Burroughs 
parks—all these are attempts to bal- cites the opposite example of the po- 
ance opposing tendencies that have tato bug, which, blindly obedient to the 
swung out of counterpoise. law of increase, exterminates the pota- 

One noteworthy thing about good to and thereby exterminates itself. 
balance is the nature of the opposing Which are we? 
tendencies. In its more utilitarian 
aspect, as seen in modern agriculture, What the Wilderness Has Contributed 
the needed adjustment is between eco- to American Culture 
nomic uses. But in the public park 
movement the adjustment is between Our wilderness environment cannot, 
an economic use, on the one hand, and of course, be preserved on any consid- 
a purely social use on the other. Yet, erable scale as an economic fact. But, 
after a century of actual experience, like many other receding economic 
even the most rigid economic determin- facts, it can be preserved for the ends 
ists have ceased to challenge the wis- of sport. But what is the justification 
dom of a reasonable reversal of eco- of sport, as the word is here used? 
nomic tendency in favor of public Physical combat between men, for 
parks. instance, for unnumbered centuries was 

I submit that the wilderness is a par- an economic fact. When it disappeared 
allel case. The parallelism is not yet as such, a sound instinct led us to pre- 
generally recognized because we do not serve it in the form of athletic sports 
yet conceive of the wilderness environ- and games. Physical combat between 
ment as a resource. The accessible sup- men and beasts since first the flight of 
ply has heretofore been unlimited, like years began was an economic fact, but 
the supply of air-power, or tide-power, when it disappeared as such, the instinct 
or sunsets, and we do not recognize of the race led us to hunt and fish for 
anything as a resource until the demand sport. The transition of these tests 
becomes commensurable with the sup- of skill from an economic to a social 
ply. basis has in no way destroyed their 

Now after three centuries of over- efficacy as human experiences—in fact, 
abundance, and before we have even the change may be regarded in some 
realized that we are dealing with a respects as an improvement. 
non-reproducible resource, we have Football requires the same kind of 
come to the end of our pioneer environ- back-bone as battle but avoids its moral 
ment and are about to push its rem- and physical retrogressions. Hunting 
nants into the Pacific. For three for sport in its highest form is an im- 

' centuries that environment has deter- provement on hunting for food in that 
mined the character of our development; there has been added, to the test of skill,
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an ethical code which the hunter for- the wilderness has disappeared. Just 
mulates for himself and must often exe- what is the present status of wilderness 
cute without the moral support of remnants in the United States? 
bystanders. Large areas of half a million acres 

In these cases the surviving sport is and upward are disappearing very rap- 
actually an improvement on the reced- idly, not so much by reason of economic 
ing economic fact. Public wilderness need, as by extension of motor roads. 
areas are essentially a means for allow- Smaller areas are still relatively abun- 
ing the more virile and primitive forms dant in the mountainous parts of the 
of outdoor recreation to survive the re- country, and will so continue for a long 

ceding economic fact of pioneering. time. 

These forms should survive because The disappearance of large areas is 

they likewise are an improvement on_ illustrated by the following instance: In 

pioneering itself. 1910 there were six roadless regions 
There is little question that many of in Arizona and New Mexico, ranging in 

the attributes most distinctive of Amer- size from half a million to a million 

ica and Americans are the impress of acres, where the finest type of mountain 

the wilderness and the life that accom- wilderness pack trips could be enjoyed. 

panied it. If we have any such thing ‘Today roads have eliminated all but one 

as an American culture (and I think area of about half a million acres. 

we have), its distinguishing marks are In California there were seven large 

a certain vigorous individualism com- areas ten years ago, but today there are 

bined with ability to organize, a only two left unmotorized. 
certain intellectual curiosity bent to [In the Lake states no large unmo- 
practical ends, a lack of subservience to torized playgrounds remain. The motor 

stiff social forms, and an intolerance launch, as well as the motor road, is 

of drones, all of which are the distinc. rapidly wiping out the remnants of 

tive characteristics of successful pio- canoe country. 

neers. These, if anything, are the In the Northwest large roadless areas 

indigenous part of our Americanism, the are still relatively numerous. The land- 
qualities that set it apart as a new plans of the Forest Service call for ex- 

rather than an imitative contribution clusion of roads from several areas of 

to civilization. Many observers see moderate size. 
these qualities not only bred into our Unless the present attempts to pre- 

people, but built into our institutions. serve such areas are greatly strength- 
Is it not a bit beside the point for us ened and extended, however, it may be 
to be so solicitous about preserving predicted with certainty that, except in 

those institutions without giving so the Northwest, all of the large areas 
much as a thought to preserving the already in public ownership will be in- 

environment which produced them and vaded by motors in another decade. : 

which may now be one of our effective In selecting areas for retention as 
means of keeping them alive? wilderness, the vital factor of location 

: must be more decisively recognized. A 

Wilderness Locations few areas in the national forests of 
Idaho or Montana are better than none, 

But the proposal to establish wilder- but, after all, they will be of limited 
ness areas is idle unless acted on before usefulness to the citizen of Chicago or
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New Orleans who has a great desire cause they are poor. But this poverty 
but a small purse and a short vacation. does not deter the booster from build- 
Wild areas in the poor lands of the ing expensive roads through them as 
Ozarks and the Lake states would be bait for motor tourists. 
within his reach. For the great urban I am not without admiration for this 
populations concentrated on the Atlantic spirit of enterprise in backwoods vil- 
seaboards, wild areas in both ends of lages, nor am I attempting a censo- 
the Appalachians would be especially rious pose toward the subsidization of 
valuable. their ambitions from the public trea- 

Are the remaining large wilderness suries; nor yet am I asserting that the 
areas disappearing so rapidly because resulting roads are devoid of any eco- 
they contain agricultural lands suitable nomic utility. I do maintain, (1) that 
for settlement? No; most of them are such extensions of our road systems 
entirely devoid of either existing or into the wilderness are seldom yielding 
potential agriculture. Is it because they a return sufficient to amortize the pub- 
contain timber which should be cut? licinvestment; (2) that even where they 
It is true that some of them do con- do yield sucha return, their construction 
tain valuable timber, and in a few cases is not necessarily in the public interest, 
this fact is leading to a legitimate ex- any more than obtaining an economic 
tension of logging operations; but in return from the last vacant lot in a 
most of the remaining wilderness the parkless city would be in the public 
timber is either too thin and scattered interest. On the contrary, the public 
for exploitation, or else the topography interest demands the careful planning 
is too difficult for the timber alone to of a system of wilderness areas and the 
carry the cost of roads or railroads. In permanent reversal of the ordinary 
view of the general belief that lumber is economic process within their borders. 
being overproduced in relation to the To be sure, to the extent that the 
growing scarcity of stumpage, and will motor-tourist business is the cause of 
probably so continue for several dec- invasion of these wilderness play- 
ades, the sacrifice of wilderness for grounds, one kind of recreational use 
timber can hardly be justified on is merely substituted for another. But 
grounds of necessity. this substitution is a vitally serious mat- 

Generally speaking, it is not timber, ter from the point of view of good bal- 
and certainly not agriculture, which is ance. It is just as unwise to devote 
causing the decimation of wilderness 100% of the recreational resources 
areas, but rather the desire to attract of our public parks and forests to 
tourists. The accumulated momentum motorists as it would be to devote 
of the good-roads movement constitutes 100% of our city parks to merry- 
a mighty force, which, skilfully man- go-rounds. It would be just as unrea- 
ipulated by every little mountain village sonable to ask the aged to indorse a 
possessed of a chamber of commerce park with only swings and trapezes, 
and a desire to become a metropolis, or the children a park with only benches, 
is bringing about the extension of motor or the motorists a park with only bridle- 
roads into every remaining bit of wild paths, as to ask the wilderness recrea- 
country, whether or not there is eco- tionist to indorse a universal priority 
nomic justification for the extension. for motor roads. Yet that is what our 

Our remaining wild lands are wild be- land plans—or rather lack of them—are
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now doing; and so sacred is our dogma grounds in which the wilderness environ- 
of “development” that there is no ments and modes of travel may be 
effective protest. The inexorable mold- preserved and enjoyed. 
ing of the individual American to a 
standardized pattern in his economic ac- The Cultural Value of Wilderness 
tivities makes all the more undesirable 
this unnecessary standardization of his Are these things worth preserving? 
recreational tastes. This is the vital question. I cannot give 

an unbiased answer. I can only picture 
Practical Aspects of Establishing the day that is almost upon us when 

Wilderness Areas canoe travel will consist in paddling in 
the noisy wake of a motor launch and 

Public wilderness playgrounds differ portaging through the back yard of a 
from all other public areas in that both summer cottage. When that day comes, 
their establishment and maintenance canoe travel will-be dead, and dead, too, 
would entail very low costs. The wil- will be a part of our Americanism. 
derness is the one kind of public land Joliet and LaSalle will be words in a 
that requires no improvements. To be book, Champlain will be a blue spot on 
sure, a simple system of fire protection a map, and canoes will be merely things 
and administrative patrol would be re- of wood and canvas, with a connotation 
quired, but the cost would not exceed of white duck pants and_ bathing 
two or three cents per acre per year. ‘“‘beauties.” 
Even that would not usually be a new The day is almost upon us when a 
cost, since the greater part of theneeded pack-train must wind its way up a gray- 
areas are already under administration eled highway and turn out its bell-mare 
in the rougher parts of the national in the pasture of a summer hotel. When 
forests and parks. The action needed is that day comes the pack-train will be 
the permanent differentiation of a suit- dead, the diamond hitch will be merely 
able system of wild areas within our rope, and Kit Carson and Jim Bridger 
national park and forest system. will be names in a history lesson. 

In regions such as the Lake states, Rendezvous will be French for ‘‘date,” 
where the public domain has largely and Forty-Nine will be the number 
disappeared, lands would have to be preceding fifty. And thenceforth the 
purchased; but that will have tobe done, march of empire will be a matter of 
in any event, to round out our park and_ gascline and four-wheel brakes. 
forest system. In such cases a lesser European outdoor recreation is 
degree of wilderness may have to suf- largely devoid of the thing that wilder- 
fice, the only ordinary utilities practic: mess areas would be the means of pre- 
able to exclude being cottages, hotels, serving in this country. Europeans do 
roads, and motor boats. not camp, cook, or pack in the woods 

The retention of certain wild areas for pleasure. They hunt and fish when 
in both national forests and national they can afford it, but their hunting and 
parks will introduce a healthy variety fishing is merely hunting and fishing, 
into the wilderness idea itself, the forest staged in a’ setting of ready-made hunt- 
areas serving as public hunting grounds, ing lodges, elaborate fare, and hired 
the park areas as public wild-life sanc- beaters. The whole thing carries the 
tuaries, and both kinds as public play- atmosphere of a picnic rather than that
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of a pack trip. The test of skill is con- ing of unproductive roads in the wrong 
* fined almost entirely to the act of kill- places at public expense is one of the 

ing, itself. Its value as a human least valuable of industries. If we are 
experience is reduced accordingly. unable to steer the Juggernaut of our 

There is a strong movement in this own prosperity, then surely there is an 
country to preserve the distinctive impotence in our vaunted Americanism 
democracy of our field sports by pre- that augurs ill for our future. The 
serving free hunting and fishing, as dis- self-directed evolution of ‘rational be- 
tinguished from the European condition ings does not’ apply to us until we 
of commercialized hunting and fishing become collectively, as well as individu- 
privileges. Public shooting grounds ally, rational and self-directing. 
and organized cooperative relations be- Wilderness as a form of land-use is, 
tween sportsmen and landowners are of course, premised on a qualitative 
the means proposed for keeping these conception of progress. It is premised 
sports within reach of the American of on the assumption that enlarging the 
moderate means. Free hunting and fish- range of individual experience is as im- 
ing is a most worthy objective, but it portant as enlarging the number of 
deals with only one of the two distinc- individuals; that the expansion of com- 
tive characteristics of American sport. merce is a means, not an end; that the 
The other characteristic is that our test environment of the American pioneers 
of skill is primarily the act of living in had values of its own, and was not 
the open, and only secondarily the actof merely a punishment which they en- 
killing game. It is to preserve this dured in order that we might ride in 
primary characteristic that public wil- motors. It is premised on the assump- 
derness playgrounds are necessary. *tion that the rocks and rills and templed 3 

Herbert Hoover aptly says that there hills of this America are something 
is no point in increasing the average more than economic materials, and 
American’s leisure by perfecting the or- should not be dedicated exclusively to 
ganization of industry, if the expansion economic use. 
of industry is allowed to destroy the The vanguard of American thought 
recreational resources on which leisure on the use of land has already recog- 
may be beneficially employed. Surely the nized all this, in theory. Are we too 
wilderness is one of the most valuable poor in spirit, in pocket, or in idle acres 
of these resources, and surely the build- to recognize it likewise in fact?
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| THE VANISHING WILDERNESS 
oO we, thought our wilderness was | Because the old wilderness hunting 

‘ unlimited, but “now, of a sudden,” grounds, formerly within his reach, no 
: \ : ‘ a longer exist, having® been opened up by 

writes an alayned _ investigator, “the | notor roads. 

end is in sight, forthe really wild places Right here I had better explain that 

within reach of the centers of popu- | motor roads, cottages, and launches do | 
lation are going or gone.” To-day, con- | 2Ot necessarily destroy hunting and fish- 
raniies Sania writer Aldo) | Deanoldis an ing, but, they destroy the wilderness, which | 

x = y ee to certain tastes is quite as important. | 
American Foresis and Forest Life (Washing- Neither do I imply that motors, cot- | 

ton, D. C.)—‘‘it is hard for us to under- | tages, summer resorts, and dude ranches | 

stand why our prodigious waste of stand- | are not in themselves highly valuable 
ing timber was allowed to go on.” But recreational assets. Obvior usly they ee 

. ee Only they are a different kind of recreation. 
then we are reminded that ‘‘for many We need to preserve as many dierent | 
generations the standing timber of Amer- | kinds as we possibly can. The civilized 

y ica was in fact an encumbrance or even | kinds tend to preserve themselves through | 
an enemy,” and that “the nation was | the automatic operation of economic laws. 

e mae s But wilderness travel is a kind that tends 
simply unconscious of the possibility of its Fol dis: - e 

} "7 2 ‘o disappear under the automatic operation 
becoming exhausted.” Under the title, | of economic laws, just as the site for a 
“The Last Stand of the Wilderness,” Mr. | city park tends to disappear with the 

Leopold’s article (reprinted as a brochure | growth of a city. Unlike the city park, 
by the American Forestry Association) however, the wilderness can not be re- 

created when the need for it is determined 
suggests the moral that when the end of by hindsight: The need for it must bo 

the supply is in sight we “discover” that | determined by foresight, and the necessary 
the thing is valuable; from which point we | areas segregated and preserved. Wilder- 
read on: ness is the one kind of playground which 

mankind can not build to order. 
This has been true of the latest natural 

resource to be “discovered,” namely, the | Extolling the character-building influ- 
Ciaketin oun ay Gude Eee ences of wilderness recreation, the writer 

and tired business-men before Outdoor | 28ks, “Shall this fundamental instrument 
Recreation was recognized as a category | for building citizens be allowed to disap- 

of human needs, tho the use of the out- | pear from America, simply because we lack 
doors for recreational purposes is as old the vision to see its value?” And he | 
as the race itself. This ‘“‘discovery”’ that. , A 2 
we need a national policy on Outdoor Rec- points out: 
reation is in fact so new that the ink has 
barely dried on its birth certificate. And, A national policy for the establishment 
as usual, we are becoming conscious of | of wilderness recreation grounds would in 

thousands of wasteful errors in the past | Some instances be easy to put into opera- 
7 handling of recreational resources which | tion if we act at once. The National 

; an earlier discovery might have avoided. Forests and Parks still contain a few splen- 
The next resource, the exhaustion of did areas of relatively low value for other 

which is due for “discovery,” is the wilder- | Purposes, which could be readily segregated 
ness. The purpose of this article is to | a8 roadless playgrounds. Wilderness areas 
show why the wilderness is valuable, how | 1™ the National Forests would serve es- 
close it is to exhaustion and why, and | pecially the wilderness-hunter, since hunt- 
what can be done about it. ing is not and should not be allowed in the 

Wild places are the rock-bottom founda- | parks. On the other hand, wilderness 
tions of a good many different kinds of | areas. in the National Parks would serve 
outdoor play, including pack and canoe | all kinds of wilderness-lovers except the 

trips in which hunting, fishing, or just | hunter. In general, I believe that both 
exploring may furnish the flavoring matter. | the Forest Service and the Park Service 

\ By ‘wild places” T mean wild reciane hie | would be recentive to the wilderness idoa 
™~ 
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a wilderness area. It is the last road- | may be regions here and there where fire 
less area of any size in the Southwest | control is impossible without roads. If so, 

containing all the types of mountain | we must have roads in such regions, 

wild life and scenery, and by reason of its | wilderness or no wilderness. But there 

exceedingly broken topography is the | may with equal likelihood be other regions _ 

logical location for a wilderness play- | where the reverse is true. The whole fire 
| ground. It is Mr. Pooler’s belief that the | question in its relation to the wilderness | 
| Forest Service should withhold extending plan is one of skill in selecting and adminis- P 
| its road system into the Gila Wilderness, |) tering each particular area. Such skill ? 
| and should withhold granting permits for | off stendy Bresbe ous the re | 
| summer homes in it, until the whole wilder- g ee ad a Te a ote ee ee y | 

ness idea has had an opportunity to erys- | ie NeSRaE oustlets ee eee uCn ee l 

tallize into a definite policy, under which | Pp 5 , [ 
a final plan for handling the Gila Wilder- || Myr. Leopold admits that the acceptance | 

mae can be laid oe aeeepeel retain of the idea of wilderness areas ‘‘entails a 
ow suppose tha it 1 ‘ Sra : } 

were to apply to build a railroad into this | growth be me Creal conception of Na- i 
area thus tentatively reserved for wilder- | tional Forests,” in as much as— i 
ess purposes. Suppose the District For- | ze Fs ‘ 

‘ Bee 4 foe +o, this. aves 4a The original purposes were timber pro- 

being held for public recreation as a duction and watershed protection, and 
wilderness hunting ground.” The lumber these are and must always remain the 
operator answers: “I haven’t heard of aaa See eae But the whole subse- | 
the public wanting wilderness hunting | Read ery of these gene p28 ean aa 

/ grounds. Where is this public, and just | SEP «0 hf Heep Seite rane ot | 
_ what does it want?” Obviously, unless | tae ae ey valen rae y i wate, 
there existed some clear expression of | *0 me Prins Uses ay ‘4 Ay a ue er, 
public need, and a definite official policy | Mee a y ae promded10r ald she ev 
for meeting it, the District Forester’s | PUD IC Dene’ ‘t correspondingly increased. | 

Ae Public recreation was one of these. When | 
position would be untenable, ng aeauboal the forests were first established, recrea- | 

ghee ea ay Paar eainets . , | tion did not exist in the minds of either | 
Let us now consider some of the practical | the foresters or the public as an important | 

details of how any proposed system of | use of the publie forests. To-day it has | 
_ wilderness areas should be administered. been added to timber production and | 

It is, for instance, a moot question whether | watershed protection as an important ad- | 

regulated timber cutting should be allowed | gitional public service. It has been _ 
in them. If the conditions are such that proven that skilful administration can | 
the euttings would leave motor roads in | provide for both in the same system of | 

| their wake, I would say ‘no. But in the | forests without material sacrifice of | 
Lake States much logging can be done | gither, E 

| over the lakes, without any trunk roads, One wilderness area could, I firmly : 

| so that it seems to me possible, by skilful | believe, be fitted into the National Forests _ 
| planning, permanently to use much of the | of each State without material sacrifice of | 
| remaining wild country for both wilderness | other kinds of playgrounds or other kinds 
| recreation and timber production without | of uses. Additional wilderness areas | 

| large sacrifice of either use. could, it seems to me, be fitted into the | 
| Another question is that of fire. Obvi- | various National Parks. As far as I can _ 
| ously the construction of trails, phone| see there would usually be necessary | 

lines, and towers necessary for fire control | neither new costs nor new laws nor new 
| must be not only allowed but encouraged. | work—simply a well-pondered adminis- | 
But how about roads? Wherever the trative decision delimiting the areas, and 
opponents of the idea can argue that un-| in such area establishing a permanent 

_ less the country is opened up it will burn | “closed season” on roads, cottages, or 
up, there is no chance for the wilderness. other developments inimical to wilderness | 
Let us take the Gila as an example. I} use. 
think it can be confidently asserted that To urge that wilderness playgrounds 
on the Gila, extension of roads is not| are unnecessary because ample forest | 
necessary for good fire protection. The | playgrounds of other kinds are already | 
Forest Service, with its system of lookouts, | being established is just as idle as to urge | 
telephone lines and trails, is successfully | that there is no need for public tennis- i 
handling the fires, even during the bad | courts because there are already public _ 
years. The percentage of lightning as | golf-links. The two things represent dif- |_ 
compared with man-caused fires on the | fering needs of different people, each | 
Gila is very high (65 per cent. lightning; entitled to recognition in due proportion | 
35 per cent. man-caused). As a rule the | to their numbers and importance. The | 
greater the percentage of lightning fires, the people in need of wilderness areas are | 
more serious is the handicap of inaccessi- | numerous and the preservation of their par- | 
bility. The reason for this is that man- | ticular kind of contact with Mother Earth | 
caused fires are usually increased by | is a national problem. | 
building roads and letting in more tran- The National Conference on Outdoor | 
sients, whereas lightning fires remain the | Recreation is the official agency for extend- | 
same. ing recognition to new needs of this kind. [ 

| Therefore a heavy lightning region like | Through the generosity of the Laura | 
the Gila ought to be a severe test of the Spellman Rockefeller Memorial & joint | 
practicability of controlling fires in road- | Committee of two member organizations, | 
less areas. As already stated, that test the American Forestry Association and | 
has been thus far successful. the National Parks Association, has re- 

I do not imply, however, that this one Ceived a grant and a field study of the le 
case disposes of the argument. The game ‘ecreational values of Federal lands is | 
of fire control is too complicated to be Under way. This committee will give 
comprehended in “‘rules of thumb.” There particular attention to the need of a 

wilderness policy. If any individual or 
, group believe in a wilderness idea, or have 

any one place where they believe it should 
be applied, now is the time to make known 
their belief. | > 5
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WILL C. BARNES' NEW POSITION urgent request of the Geographic Board, to a 

position which needs him and for which he has 

By R. Y¥. Stuart outstanding qualifications. This arrangement 

is in recognition of the Forest Service in= 

Members. of the Forest Service will terest in the geographic work and the bene- 

find it difficult to believe that Will ¢. fits which will accrue through this more 

Barnes has reached retirement age. We see tangible form of cooperation. He will still 

in him the same active, virile, energetic and be in close contact with our own organization, 

enthusiastic personality which we saw when he and with his old associates and friends here, 

entered the Forest Service twenty one years whose best wishes will always follow him —- 

ago. Years have neither taken from his in- and that will hold true not merely for us 

tellectual keenness nor lessened his zest in here but wherever our organization extends. 

life, with its varied interests -~ interest (The interesting story of the im- 

in people, in doing things, in all that en- portant part played by Will Barnes in the 

riches living, as well as in the Service and formulation and execution of Forest Service 

the many public activities in which he has policies will be +t i issue of the 

plaved such an important part. Bulletin. 

. He had looked forward to retirement 

that he might play and enjoy the long life 

which we know is ahead of him. The need for MR. THOMPSON'S WILDERNESS 

his abilities, however, and the qualifications 

he possesses have led to a different arrange- By Aldo Leopold, Forest Products Laboratory 

ment. The Government could ill afford to 

lose him at this time. It was willing, at In the May 14 Bulletin Mr. Manly 

his request, to release him from the more Thompson of D-4 demolishes the wilderness 

arduous administrative responsibilities, but policy. He does it so effectively that I am 

it has sought and secured his services for led to wonder whether the resulting corpse 

work in which he is intensely interested and was alive to begin with. Some of its original 

from which he will derive the same degree of attributes, as discerned by Mr. Thompson, 

pleasure and happiness which his recent work make me think not. 

has afforded. First and most important, Mr. Thompson 

On July 1 he becomes the Seoretary of discovers that wilderness areas are at bottom 

the United States Geographic Board. He does semi-private preserves, to be kept for the 

not retire, therefore, but transfers, at the benefit of the few who have the time and
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| 
money to travel in them. majority as ultimate truth or as a phase of 

This imputation of an unholy alliance social evolution; whether we weigh the value | 

with Wealth can best be checked by observing of any human need (like recreation) wholly 

the users of our going areas, such as the by quantitative measurements; whether we too 

Superior or the Gila. have forgotten that economic prosperity is a 

I have seen fellows who looked wealthy. means, not an end. 

preceded by a safari of guides, puffing over These issues do not often come up in 

the trails of each, but they didn't look as running a real estate office or selling shoes. 

if they owned the wilderness. They always come up in founding a State or an 

I have also seen fellows who I know industry, or in pioneering any great and new 

were wealthy on our Forest Highways, but no- departure in human affairs. The National 

body has yet condemned our good roads policy Forests are such. The wilderness idea is a 

on these grounds. small but significant outgrowth of the idea 

Secondly, Mr. Thompson wonders whether of National Forests. Its importance is that 

a self-respecting wilderness enthusiast would of a test case. Tho decision, in my opinion, 

really want to play in a wilderness marked will indicate whether the U. S. Forest Service 

out and protected by a paternal government, is tending to become a federal bureau which 

It all depends on what is self-respect. executes the laws, or a national enterprise 

Would a self-respecting athlete play at a which makes history. 

game rather than wait for a real battle? To Mr. Thompson and to any forester of 

Would a self-respecting boy fish in a wash-— like mind I would say what Voltaire said to 

tub? Maybe,~ if he has to. The capacity for his scoffing friend: "It is the duty of a 

illusion may not be self-respect; enthusiasm man like you to have preferences, but not ex- 

for half-loaves may be bogus: but the world clusions." 

continues habitable by reason of these fail~- 

ings. 

But these matters are all details. RANGER STUDY COURSES 

They are not the issue. The issue is whether 

any human undertaking as vast as the National By Jno, D. Guthrie, D-6 

Forests can be run on a Single objective 

idea, executed by an invariable formula. The The Forest Service has been experi- 

formula in question is: Land + forestry = menting with ranger correspondence or study 

hoards. We need to use it more than we do. courses now for some fifteen years or more. 

But can we run the National Forests by it I say experimenting, for few Districts have 

alone? A conducted courses systematically and regular— 

Many big moves have gone on the rocks ly, and seldom has more than one District 

trying to do the like. Ours will survive to used the same courses. Some Districts hav 

the extent that we realize that it, or any used the study courses spasmodically, if a 

other phase of the social order, is neces— all; some not at all. 

sarily an intelligent compromise between con- Why should not a series of courses bi 

flicting principles, as distinguished from worked out, dealing with basic subjects, which 

the complete dominance of the one most re- every Forest Ranger or field man in the en+ 

cently re-discovered. tire Service could take if he wished to? 

Whether we like it or ‘no, National We have been talking about ranger schools, 

Forest policy is outgrowing the question of study courses, and training camps for twenty 

boards. We are confronted by issues in years and yet what have we offered in the way 

sociology as well as silviculture,— we are of opportunity for self-improvement to the | 

| asked to show by our deeds whether we think Ranger who is sincerely anxious to better 

human minorities are worth bothering about; himself? 

whether we regard the current ideals of the True, a few Districts have training 

|
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Why the Wilderness Society? 
By Apo Lropotp 

ERHAPS it is a truth, one day to be rec- superficial advances in technique, we do not yet 
Pp ognized, that no idea is significant except wnderstand and cannot yet control the long-time 

in the presence of its opposite. interrelations of animals, plants, and mother 
| This country has been swinging the hammer earth. Some of these problems, such as “soil 

of development so long and so hard that it has sickness” in forestry, will merely retard a part 
forgotten the anvil of wilderness which gave of the technical advance in that field. Others, 
value and significance to its labors. The mo- notably some of the deeper aspects of range man- 
mentum of our blows is so unprecedented that agement and erdsion control, foreshadow the pos- 
the remaining remnant of wilderness will be sible permanent loss of whole geographic regions. 
pounded into road-dust long before we find out Let me give just one example: Weaver at 
its values. Nebraska finds that prairie soils lose their granu- 

Under these circumstances it is fitting that lation and their water-equilibrium when too long 
those who perceive one or more of these values occupied by exotic crops. Apparently native prai- 
should band together for purposes of mutual rie plants are necessary to restore that biotic 
education and common defense. stability which we call conservation. It is possible 

I say mutual education because I doubt that dust storms, erosion, floods, agricultural dis- 
whether anyone who does not sense these values tress, and depletion of range in the plains re- 
of his own accord can be genuinely convinced that gion all hark back fundamentally to degranula- 
they exist. The record of administrators who tion. Perhaps degranulation also plays a* part 
have adsorbed the custodianship of formally pro- in these same phenomena elsewhere. 
claimed “wilderness areas” bears out this doubt. Here then is a new discovery which may il- 
The process of splitting seems often to go merrily luminate basic questions of national policy. On 
on at almost the same rate as before. Possibly it may hinge the future habitability of a third of 
the Society can help retard this tendency toward the continent. But how shall it be followed up 
demolition of existing wilderness areas, as well if there be no prairie flora left to compare with 
as push the establishment of new ones. cultivated flora? And who cares a hang about 

There is particular need for a Society now be- preserving prairie flora except those who see the 
cause of the pressure of public spending for work values of the wilderness? 
relief. Wilderness remnants are tempting fod- The Wilderness Society is, philosophically, a 
der for those administrators who possess an in- disclaimer of the biotic arrogance of homo ameri- 
finite labor supply but a very finite ability to pic- camus. It is one of the focal points of a new at- 
ture the real needs of his country. titude—an intelligent humility toward man’s 

The recreational value of wilderness has been place in nature. 
set forth so ably by Marshall, Koch, and others 
that it hardly needs elaboration at this time. I 
suspect, however, that the scientific values are 
still scantily appreciated, even by members of 
the Society. These scientific values have been / 
set forth in print, but only in the studiously 
“cold potato” language of the ecological scien- 
tist. Actually the scientific need is both urgent 
and dramatic. 

The long and short of the matter is that all 
land-use _ technologies—agriculture, _ forestry, 
watersheds, erosion, game, and range manage- 
ment—are encountering unexpected and baffling 
obstacles which show clearly that despite the
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Origin Wi gin and Ideals of Wilderness Areas 
By Atpvo Lropoip 

(A) Chronology except the Gila. The Gila has been split down the middle 

WILL here attempt to cover the history of the wilderness and pared at the edges, but it is officially set aside. Part of 
l movement in the southwest prior to 1926. I suppose the the lost areas were justifiable sacrifices to timber values; part, 

subsequent events are too well known to require comment. I think, were the victims of poor brakes on the good roads 

The earliest action I can find in my files is a letter dated Movement. They are too rough ever to pay out on a timber 

September 21, 1922, notifying the District Forester that two  ‘T#nSport system. 
local Game Protective Associations had endorsed the establish- Outside the National Forests, there were large wild areas 

ment of a wilderness area on the head of the Gila River, in the in many odd corners. They are all, by now, more or less 
Gila National Forest. I suppose one may assume a prior broken up. The dismemberment of small bits of wilderness is, 

“incubation period” of a year or two. I take it, then, that I fear, still going on. 

the movement in the Southwest must have started about 1920. I know of no serious attempts as yet, to enlarge and con- 

This assumption is further corroborated by the publica- solidate wild spots for the benefit of particular threatened 
tion, in 1921, of my paper, “The Wilderness and Its Place in species in the Southwest. Thus the grizzly bear in 1909 
Forest Recreational Policy” (Jour. Forestry, Vol. 19, No. 7, persisted in five of the six wilderness areas already mentioned. 
November, 1921). In 1922 G. A, Pearson published in Ecol- Today this species is said to be gone from all but one spot in 
ogy (Vol. 3, No. 4) a paper proposing the need for small wild the National Forests. The large facilities for land exchange 
reservations for ecological study. This later grew into “A which have recently been available have not yet been used to 
Naturalist’s Guide to the Americas.” create even a single grizzly range. 

In 1924 the action stage was reached. I have a map dated It would appear, in general, that in the Southwest the wil- 

March 31 showing the Gila area boundaries as originally pro- derness movement has come too late to save much of what 

posed by me and as approved by District Forester F. C. W. my generation called wilderness. 
Pooler. I do not know when Washington finally added its 
approval. ‘ (C) The Future 

How widely had the idea spread by 1924? I offer in evi- There are four jobs for the future now in sight. 
dence the resolutions passed by the National Conference on The first is to make the system of wild areas mean some- 
Outdoor Recreation (Jour. Forestry, October, 1924) which thing in terms of particular rare plants and animals (like the 

contain no mention of wilderness. grizzly). 

‘The publication of my paper, “The Last Stand of the Wil- The second is to guard against the disruption of the areas 

derness,” was in 1925, in American Forests (October). still wild. Disruption may come from unexpected quarters. 

By 1925 I had left the Southwest, but I continued to write A deer herd deprived of wolves and lions is more dangerous 

on the western problem. Swnset Magazine published my ‘° wilderness areas than the most piratical senator or the go- 

“Conserving the Covered Wagon” (March issue). The “Serv- 8¢ttingest Chamber of Commerce. 
ice Bulletin” of the Forest Service for June 8, 1925, contains The third is to secure the recognition, as wilderness areas, 
a skit of mine (which I would not mind signing today) en- of the low-altitude desert tracts heretofore regarded as with- 

titled, “The Pig in the Parlor.” The Journal of Public Utility out value for “recreation” because they offer no pines, lakes, 

Economics for October, 1925, contains my “Wilderness as a or other conventional scenery. 
Form of Land Use.” The fourth is to induce Mexico to save some samples of what 

By 1926 the high-ups were beginning to wrestle with wil- we no longer have on our side of the border. Great scientific 

derness. (See W. B. Greeley, Service Bulletin, U. S. Forest as well as recreational values are here at stake. It will some 

Service, October 18, 1926.) I can appreciate their predicament day be of the utmost importance to be able to study, just across 

now better than I could then. It was no light job to offer the the line, samples of unspoiled mountain country, to compare 

first official resistance after a century of unresisted boosterism. them with samples on our own side which have been subjected 
2 to the classical exploitation-conservation process. We have, 

(B) Perspective in Arizona and New Mexico, hardly a stream still in normal 

In 1909, when I began work in the Southwest, there were condition; in the Mexican mountains such streams are still 

six immense roadless areas in the Southwestern forests, each found. We have no faunas or floras which have not been 

larger than half a million acres. New Mexico had the Jemez abused, modified, or “improved”; in the Mexican mountains 

and the Datil-Gila area; Arizona had the White Mountains, the the whole biota is intact with the single exception of the 

Blue Range, the Tonto Rim, the Kaibab. All are now gone Apache Indian, who is, I fear, extinct.
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This is Our Land: the Story of Conserva- text I have seen, and dxe of the best of all re- 

tion in the United States. By E.G. Chey- cent texts. . 
ney and T. Shantz-Hansen. xii + 337 pp. Apo LEopoLp, 
Illus. Webb Book Publishing Co., St. Paul- University of Wisconsin. 
Minneapolis. 1940. $3. 

The stack of new textbooks on conservation ‘ 
grows mountain-high, but this is the first of the 
stack written exclusively by foresters. In my 

: opinion our profession can be proud of it. 

Unlike the Cornell text and the Parsons and 
Whitaker text, both of which are addressed to 
college grades, this one is written, I judge, for 
high schools. It begins with an electric intro- 
duction by Jay Darling. The scolding note (bane 
of all Jeremiahs) is absent; this is Darling at his 
best, cartoon and all! The subsequent chapters 
proceed, after an historical introduction, in a 
resource-by-resource sequence. I have objected 
to this compartmental treatment before, and do 
so again, but I admit that Cheyney and Hansen’s_—_- ‘ 
bulkheads are less watertight, and therefore less 
objectionable, than those built into previous Me 
volumes. 

The salient characteristic of this book is a sim- 
ple, lucid dignity of expression, free of “scien- 
tific” ambiguity, and devoid of ballyhoo. It lacks 
that listen-my-children-and-you-shall-hear note of 
patronage so objectionable in most sermons from 
on high. It devises ingenious translations for 
scientific thought. To convey the theme of inter- 
dependence (i.e. ecology) the authors employ a 
figure of speech: the neighborhood. What better! 
To convey the theme of momentum in retrogres- 
sion “each mistake (in land use) becomes a 
snowball, which gains in size as it rolls down- 
hill.” The book is full of such graphic similes, 
many of them original and most of them accu- 
rate. The general format is good; the photo- 
graphs excellent. 

Once in a while the authors trip up and make 
an assertion which simply isn’t so. To wit: i 
“Water can be used for irrigation, for power, | 
and for navigation.” Not the same water! They 
say that Sudan grass and Kentucky bluegrass 
were native to the original prairies. This will : 
astonish botanists. 

As in earlier texts, the “review questions” at 
the end of each chapter are stilted, and condu- 
cive to parrot-like memorization. Sample: “Why 
can there be no excuse for present-day waste?” 

Such defects probably reflect haste, for which 
the publisher rather than the author may be re- 
sponsible. 

Despite petty errors, this is the best elementary -
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WILDERNESS VALUES 
by ALDO LEOPOLD, Professor of Biology, University of Wisconsin 

‘THE SOCIAL VALUE of any experience is determined by the that there was no contrast; no alternation of sociality and 

number who participate times the intensity or quality of solitude. The other is that there existed at that time no 

their participation. perception of the wilderness as an organic process. Wilder- 

In measuring the value of recreation, we are so obsessed ness has acquired a value not only because it has become 

with the numbers who now participate that we have for- scarce, but also because we can get in and out of it, and 

gotten all about the intensity or quality of their experience. because we can (if we take the pains) perceive a little of its 

This obsession is especially prevalent in the land-owning inner workings. 

bureaus, which justify their mounting costs and expanding The value inherent in contrasting environments is too 

domain by their mounting public patronage. What the — obvious to need discussion. I need only remark that the 

public gets from the parks and forests is assumed to be whole trend of wilderness use and administration is to break 

sufficient. Is it? down the rich contrasts between wilderness and city life. 

Wilderness is valuable because it enhances the quality of | The recreationist arrives in the wilds draped and festooned 

what the public gets. But wilderness shrinks as motorized with gadgets, each tending to destroy the contrast value of 

recreation expands. This is the wilderness problem. his vacation. I am not such a purist as to disdain all of 

No man is wise enough to say at just what point the loss them, but I do claim that the presence or absence of gadget 
in quality of recreation outweighs the gain in quantity, but inhibitions is a delicate test of any man’s outdoor education. 

any man with half an eye can see on which side of the scale Most tourists have no gadget inhibitions whatever. Witness 

official leadership should throw its weight. The parkward now the rubber boat for fishing the last virgin trout hold! 

hegira of the landless needs no prodding; whether we will In the same category are the sign-boarded trail, the 

or no it is upon us, like an army with banners. From now synthetic fireplace, the piped spring, the pink and green 

on it is quality, not quantity, which needs the attention of | map, and the conducted tour which the well-intentioned 

far-seeing administrators. administrator sprinkles in the “wilderness” path. Again I 

To think straight on recreational quality, an historical do not disdain all of these facilities; I simply claim that the 

perspective is essential. Let me suggest that every park presence or absence of facility inhibitions is a delicate test 

superintendent and every forest supervisor read a recent of administrator education. 

novel by Conrad Richter called The Trees. It describes Gadgets, however, are of slight consequence. What 

the life of a pioneer family in the virgin wilderness of Ohio. matters is our ability to see the land as an organism. Most 

This family was literally soaked in a wilderness environment civilized men do not realize that science, in enabling us to 

of a richness unknown to us, yet that wilderness narrowed see land as an organism, has given us something far more 

rather than widened their minds. Why? Idonotknowthe valuable than motors, radios, and television. It is the intel- 

whole answer, but I can see at least two reasons. One is _ lectual exploration of land, including aboriginal land or /



wilderness, that constitutes the frontier of the present — values of wilderness lie not in the days of Daniel Boone, - 

century. Unless we can see the full gamut of landscapes —_ nor even in the present, but rather in the future. The 

from wild to tame, we lose a part of our explorer’s birth- administrator has a double responsibility; to keep some 

right. wilderness in existence, and to cultivate its qualitative 

Columbus surmised that it might be only a few day’s walk enjoyment. 

across the continent to the riches of the China seas. His Keeping wilderness in existence is a task beset with 

successors, the pioneers, took 350 years to break through subtle and unexpected difficulties. Defense of the wilder- 

to the Pacific. When they got there they found that the ness was once conceived to be defense against frontal 

riches were not in the China seas at all, but on the continent —_ attack from road builders and promoters of recreational 

they had explored en route. cipherage. I am impressed by the fact that many of the 

, Just so do we, the forerunners of ecological exploration, recent splittings and chippings of wilderness areas have 

surmise that a few classes in “nature study” will lead us been induced not by motor-minded promoters, but by 

across to the riches of perception. Our successors, I hope, | mismanaged herds of deer and elk. Deprive a herd of 

may find it a longer task. When they atleast break through — ruminants of its cougars and wolves and you reduce all 

_ they may find that the riches lie not at their destination, _ wilderness covenants to scraps of paper. Deprive it also 

és but en route. of natural winter range, and then lock it up in a refuge or 

ye The modern ecologist with a flair for history, for drama, park, and you have a sure-fire explosion in the making. | 

oo and for esthetics, perceives perhaps only a hundredth as No executive proclamation or even law of Congress can | 

ae much as he might. The average tourist, I fear, perceives protect a wilderness thus set up. | 

close to nothing. The quality of recreational experience, I am likewise impressed by the fact that while many | 

then, brackets a wide range of values. The problem ishow administrators have acquiesced in the establishment of | 

- to raise the bracket. Better administration of wilderness wilderness areas, few have exerted ingenuity in making | 

will become possible only as a higher level of perception them serve as many purposes as possible, nor have the | 

‘is achieved. landowning bureaus cooperated to such ends. For evi- 

Nae One dead weight which depresses perception is the false dence I cite the precarious status of the grizzly bear, who 

Be! belief that higher perception means studies rather than has no sure citadel for the future, despite the millions of 

sports. We administrators do our best to perpetuate this acres of forests and parks dedicated to wildlife conserva- 

_ fallacy by delegating educational functions to nonsporting tion. What wildlife? Is it too much to ask that the 

4 ‘people. As a matter of fact there is no higher or more ex- _ bureaus get their heads together and map out some really 

fe citing sport than that of ecological observation. If anyone — adequate wilderness ranges for threatened species like the 

_ doubts this, let him read Fraser Darling’s Wild Country, grizzly? Or to spend a few dollars to consolidate such 

" Naturalist on Rona, or A Herd of Red Deer. ranges and clear them of alienations? Why not substitute 

a This same false cleavage between studies and sports ex- some interbureau planning for the present interbureau 

. plains why the Natural Area Committee of the Ecological wars? 

Society does not cooperate with the Wilderness Society, One of the symptoms of immaturity in our concept of 

though both are asking for the perpetuation of wilderness. _ recreational values is the assumption, frequent among ad- 

“Serious” ecological studies of a professional nature are, of _ ministrators, that a small park or forest has no place for 

course, important, and they of course have a place in wilderness. No tract of land is too small for the wilderness 

wilderness areas. The fallacy lies in the assumption that idea. It can, and perhaps should, flavor the recreational 

all ecology must be professional, and that wilderness sports scheme for any woodlot or backyard. Of course such 

and wilderness perception are two things rather than one. small wild places lack the scarcity value of large ones, and 

Good professional research in wilderness ecology is destined should not constitute an excuse for sacrifice of large ones. 

. to become more and more a matter of perception; good Small areas are not wild in any strict ecological sense, but 

wilderness sports are destined to converge on the same point. they may nevertheless add much to the quality of recrea- 

3 A sportsman is one who has the propensity for perception tion. We all have, or ought to have, that aptitude for 

A in his bones. Trigger itch, wanderlust, and buck fever are illusion which enables small boys to fish in washtubs. 

% simply the genetical raw materials out of which perception One of the most discouraging aspects of many parks and 

> is built. forests recently developed by relief labor is the wholesale 

ms The most convincing proof that ecological perception and needless sacrifice of wild elements in the landscape. 

has not yet spread beyond the self-erected walls of science | To many sensitive minds the worst fate that could befall 

lies in the fact that there is as yet no expression of ecological _a favorite recreation or study area is its incorporation ina 

drama in art or literature. Peattie’s novel, A Prairie park or forest. If this seems too jaundiced an arraignment, 

Grove, is proof that ecology may, some day, escape into _ let me tell of a “wild” river bluff which until 1935 harbored 

the common life of common people. a falcon’s eyrie. Many visitors walked a quarter mile to 

An administrator of public lands containing remnants of the river bank to picnic and to watch the falcons. Comes 

d wilderness should be aware of the fact that the richest | now some alphabetical builder of ‘“‘country parks,” and 

ees ae oe river, all in the name of “recrea- of mass recreation. If forestry and recreational engineer- 
nal planning. € excuse is that the public formerly __ ing are entitled to professional status, has not our employer 

had no right of access, now it has such a right. Access to the public, a right to demand of us some degree of skill 
what? Not access to the falcons, for they are gone. Just and resourcefulness in preserving the quality of wild areas 
so does the quality of wilderness fade before the juggernaut —_ despite mass use? ie
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Wilderness As a Land Laboratory | 
By Apo Lroportp 

HE recreational value of wilderness has been often and Check dams and terraces do not touch the cause of erosion. 
| ably presented, but its scientific value is as yet but dimly Refuges and propagating plants to maintain animals do not 

understood. This is an attempt to set forth the need explain why the animal fails to maintain itself. 
of wilderness as a base-datum for problems of land-health. In general, the trend of the evidence indicates that in land, 

Yee ae ae ee just as in the human body, the symptom may lie in one organ 
and the cause in another. The practices we now call conser- 

‘The most important characteristic of organism is that capac- vation are, to a large extent, local alleviations of biotic pain. 
ity for internal self-renewal known as health. They are necessary, but they must not be confused with cures. 

There are two organisms in which the unconscious auto- The art of land-doctoring is being practiced with vigor, but 
matic processes of self-renewal have been supplemented by con- the science of land-health is a job for the future. 

scious interference and control. One of these is man himself . ke ee ‘ 

(medicine and public health), ‘The other is land (agriculture 
and conservation). A science of land health needs, first of all, a base-datum of 

The effort to control the health of land has not been very normality, a picture of how healthy land maintains itself as 
successful. It is now generally understood that when soil loses an organism. 

fertility, or washes away faster than it forms, and when water We have two available norms. One is found where land 

systems exhibit abnormal floods and shortages, the land is sick. physiology remains largely normal despite centuries of human 
Other evidences are generally known as facts, but not as occupation. I know of only one such place: northeastern 

symptoms of land-sickness. The disappearance of plant and Europe. It is not likely that we shall fail to study it. 
nimal species without visible causes despite efforts to protect The other and most perfect norm is wilderness. Paleon- 

hem, and the irruption of others as pests, despite efforts to tology offers abundant evidence that wilderness maintained 
: control them, must, in the absence of simpler explanations, be itself for immensely long periods; that its component species 
| regarded as symptoms of derangement in the land-organism. were rarely lost, neither did they get out of hand; that 

Both are occurring too frequently to be dismissed as normal weather and water built soil as fast or faster than it was car- 
evolutionary changes. ried away. Wilderness, then, assumes unexpected importance 

The status of thought on these ailments of the land is re- as a land-laboratory. 
flected in the fact that our treatments for them are still pre- One cannot study the physiology of Montana in the Ama- 
vailingly local. zon; each biotic province needs its own wilderness for eom- 

Thus when a soil loses fertility we pour on fertilizer, or at parative studies of used and unused land. It is of course too 
best alter its tame flora and fauna, without considering the late to salvage more than a lop-sided system of wilderness 
fact that its wild flora and fauna, which built the soil to begin remnants, and most of these remnants are far too small to 

with, may likewise be important to its maintenance. It was retain their normality. The latest report* from Yellowstone 
recently discovered, for example, that good tobacco crops de- Park, for example, states that cougars and wolves are gone. 

pend, for some unknown reason, on the pre-conditioning of Grizzlies and mountain sheep are probably going. The irrup- 
the soil by wild ragweed. It does not occur to us that such tion of elk following the loss of carnivores has damaged the 
unexpected chains of dependency may have wide prevalence plant community in a manner comparable to sheep grazing. 

in nature. “Hoofed locusts” are not necessarily tame. 
When prairie dogs, ground squirrels, or mice increase to I know of only one wilderness south of the Canadian 

pest levels we poison them, but we do not look beyond the boundary which retains its full flora and fauna (save only the 
animal to find the cause of the irruption. We assume that wild Indian) and which has only one intruded species (the 
animal troubles must have animal causes. The latest scientific wild horse). It lies on the summit of the Sierra Madre in 
evidence points to derangements of the plawt community as the Chihuahua. Its preservation and study, as a norm for the sick 

real seat of rodent irruptions, but few or no explorations of lands on both sides of the border, would be a good neighborly 
this clue are being made. act well worthy of international consideration. : 

. Many forest plantations are producing one-log or two-log All wilderness areas, no matter how small or imperfect, have 

| trees on soil which originally grew three-log and four-log trees. a large value to land-science. The important thing is to realize 
| Why? Advanced foresters know that the cause probably lies — that recreation is not their only or even their principal utility. 

not in the tree, but in the micro-flora of the soil, and that it In fact, the boundary between recreation and science, like the 

may take more years to restore the soil flora than it took to boundaries between park and forest, animal and plant, tame 
destroy it. and wild, exists only in the imperfections of the human mind. 

Ni payxcone: Tvabon toa ae ae Shvichsly, Upeteer ““*Murie, Adolph. Ecology of the coyote in the Yellowstone, Fauna Seriés No. 4 
Flood control dams have no relation to the cause of floods. of the National Parks of the United States,
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. The Last Stand 
fr 

2 By ALDO LEOPOLD 
\ 33 

\ OMETIME in 1943 or @ The bills referred to are H. R. 3793 (Hook Bill), now large due to war demand. 

Sy 1944 an axe will bite before the House Committee on Agriculture, Hon. Hamp- At the ieee i of cut- 
into the snowy SaP- ton P, Fulmer, chairman: and companion bill S. 1131, "98 only stands too rocky 

wood of a giant maple. Bel he S c : ie) q of poor to repay the oper- 
Dnithe other side of the 20m epetore ie senate Cotmmittee ony Agncuitire Gude itor have muchechance to 
ame tree a crosscut saw Forestry, Hon. Ellison D. Smith, chairman. They do not outlive the next two years. 
ill talk softly, spewing specifically provide for the avowed objective, but include After that fires are likely 

Sweet sawdust into the incidentally the Porcupine Mountain area in a much i polish up the slashings, 
‘ow with each repetitious yqster area for sustained yield timber management. Fur- [¢ving a nice pile of 
Ilable. Then the giant Focal - hongdviaauils h brushy rocks as a monu- 
ill lean, groan, and crash thermore, we seriously question the advisability at the ment to our generation. 

o earth: the last merchant- Present time. when America must concentrate its re- There are, of course, 

ible tree of the last mer- sources both financial and material on vigorous prosecu- odd bits of uncut hard- 

antable forty of the last tion of the war. of pressing for such a large amount of woods left elsewhere. The 
‘irgin hardwood forest of money ($30,000,000) when a small fraction of that amount largest bit (10,000 acres) 

y size in the Lake States. ides uthestice aii Sele sieee is owned by a private club, 
; 5 would suffice for the specific objective. and is kept to look at, It 

ITH this tree will Ten per cent of the money authorized by the bill would '8 ironical that this club 
fall the end of an ,, ; A i may in the end outscore spoch. likely be ample for purchasing the Porcupine Mountains ihercombinetiedene craic 

There will be an end of | 42d the timbered areas immediately adjacent to the south Congress of the United 

ap, abundant, high- and west—a solid block of approximately 100,000 acres. States, the U. S. Forest 

juality sugar maple and Half of that money, or five per cent, might well suffice for Service, the sovereign state 
ellow a8 for ee ee the immediately pressing acreage. However, we have of fr anne bate the 

pane cree alas watold Congress that we are not interested in mechanics. ''8 Dene ae 
ift with inferior stuff, or Byron 7 conserver of virgin forest. 

vith synthetic substitutes. We have stated the objective and urge that Congress, in The sugar maple is ‘as 

There will be an end of its wisdom, mold the legislation as needed to attain this American as the rail fence 
athedral aisles to echo the objective—and that next year will be too late. You can ot the Kentucky rifle. Gen- 

ermit eee - to aye help save the Porcupine area by making your wishes 8 have ioe ae 
pee ee known to Congressman Fulmer and Senator Smith. Tee eb ee eee 

an end of hardwood from maple spinning 
wilderness large enough wheels, and fed with 
ior a few days’ skiing or hiking without crossing a road. The —_ maple-sweetened cakes served on maple tables before maple 
orest primeval, in this region, will henceforward be a fires. Yet the demise of the maple forest brings us less regret 
igure of speech. than the demise of an old tire. Like the shrew who burrows 

_ There will be an end of the pious hope that America has in maple woods, we take our environment for granted while 
earned from her mistakes in private forest exploitation. it lasts. Unlike the shrew, we make shift with substitutes. 
ach error, it appears, must continue to its bitter end; con- The poorest is the European “Norway maple”, a colorless 
ervation must wait until there is little or nothing to conserve. _ fast-growing tree persistently used by misguided suburban- 
Finally, there will bean end of the best schoolroom for ites to kill lawns. Wisconsin has used Norway maples to 

oresters to learn what remains to be learned about hard- shade its capitol. No governor and no citizen has protested 
wood forestry: the mature this affront to the peace 
ardwood forest. Weknow ~~ - , a } and dignity of the state. 
ittle, and we understand + ae Maple boards, like ma- 
only part of what we -& a | ple shade, take time to 
now. y L$ 5 grow. We have lots of 
This last stand of the ees prospective maple lumber 

northern hardwoods is in in second-growth stands. 
the Porcupine Mountain ‘ It is doubtful whether 
tegion of the Upper Pen- — ohn these regrowths will ever 
insula of Michigan. Fifty Re ee oy achieve the quality or vol- 
ears ago northern hard- desig Sn, rs iil ume of the original stands, 

woods covered seven mil- | Siimamii 29% aoe ee first because we shall lack 
lion acres in the Lake | iigiamane ie ee the patience to wait for 
States. Five years ago the i. “% gue them to mature; secondly 
main remnant in the Por- ———_ : because the maple forestiis 
cupine region still com- jaaiiam ie one of the most highly 

“prised 170,000 acres. By F _ organized communities on 
1941 this had shrunk to earth; hence the slashing 
4140,000 acres. Last win- likely injures its future 
ter’s cuttings were extra Lake of the Clouds capacity to produce, 

: : (Reprinted from the May-June, 1942 issue of Outdoor America)



Fey laymen realize that the penalties of violence to a for- they cannot await the deferred returns of selective loasngs 
est may far outlast its visible evidence. I know a hard- _ they prefer to die quickly in their accustomed shower of saw- — 

aoe fee ae “Alpe Tiel i a ae ai ee eal than to live forever on a reduced annual a 
north flan e s. of boards. ‘ 
since 1605, but was never slashed. The other half was One is apt to make the error of assuming that a corpora- 
slashed during the 1600's, but has been under intensive for- tion possesses the attributes of a prudent person. It may not. — 
estry during the last 150 years. Despite this rigid protection, It is a new species of animal, created by mutation, with a 
the old slashing now produces only mediocre pine, while the morphology of its own and a behavior pattern which - 
unslashed aoe so the ne cabinet a in - pore unfold with ae One can oy say that its behavior pattern 
one of those oaks fetches a higher price than a whole acre as an owner of forests is so far not very prudent. ae 

of the old slashings. On the old tcdieys the litter accumu- ~ Su 
lates without rotting, stumps and limbs disappear slowly, x ago, when the green robe of the Porcupines will 

natural reproduction : ae On the renee: portion lit- a pee over ee ape Michigan, bills were intro- 
ter disappears as it falls, stumps and limbs rot at once, luced in Congress to buy the area as a National Forest. Seas 

natural rproction is atone Foresters attribute the in- that time, te pees te selective logging would so 
ferior performance of the old slashing to its depleted micro- paid for the land, and left the growing forest to boot. ae 
flora, meaning that underground community of bacteria, Nothing was done. us 
molds, fungi, insects, and burrowing mammals which con- Today, when the green robe of the Porcupines has shrunk 
stitute half the environment of a tree. ‘ to the dimensions of a barely respectable necktie, bills are 

The existence of the term microflora implies, to the lay- still before Congress. I suppose Congress hesitates to buy, 

man, that science knows all the citizens of the underground _ fearing catcalls from patriotic constituents who assume that 
community, and is able to push them around at will. As a all internal problems can wait. Most of them doubtless can 2 

matter of fact, science and should, but not this 
knows little more than that ee one. The war will surely 
the community ee es this remnant of — 
that it is important. In a orest. ae 
few sianple cuchrauattes I doubt whether public ; 
like alfalfa, science knows acquisition, as a means of — 
how to add certain bacteria 72 ie assuring the national tim- 
to make the plants grow. . ber supply, is a satisfac: af 
In a complex forest, sci- HS, es tory substitute for forestry 
ence knows only that it is a — # practice by private own- 
best to let well enough 0 eee crs. The job is too big. 

alone, ie ce ye eo wemeees When government takes 
But industry doesn't Fa F ee an eal ios = aes over a eh area for de 

know this. I fear that the cee Sg oti oe a a ee cent use, it aims to edu-— 
present mistreatment of the Pee "ec oer in tty Sees = cate by example, but I fae 
northern hardwoods may a e ae ee + it also generates a false a 

be oe a sae el ae io rs fees ns things are on 
in than in . In- the mend. In any event the _ 
a wince ne pain Presque Isle Falls Porcupine hatte is roe 
when fixers an anners too small to be of any con- 
lay violent hands a their highly organized economic com- sequence as a source of timber. But the Porcupine ‘a 
munity, yet these same industries fix their forests to death tie is more than timber; it is a symbol. It portrays a chap er 

with never a flicker of recognition that the same principle is jn national history which we should not be allowed to for- 
involved. In neither case do we understand all the intricacies get. When we abolish the last sample of the Great Uncut, — 
of internal adjustment. Communities are like clocks, they \\. are, in a sense, burning books. I am convinced that most 

tick best while possessed of all their cogs and wheels. Americans of the new generation have no idea what a decent 
Wwe the northern hardwood forest, like the Spessart, forest looks like. The only way to tell them is to show thea 

is injured by violence, it is known to stand up under To preserve a remnant of decent forest for public educatio ee 

gentle intelligent use to an extraordinary degree. You can  'S surely a proper function of government, regardless of — 
cut a third of the volume of a 200-year-old stand and come one’s views on the moot question of large-scale timber pro- 
back every 20 years and take as much again. The reason in- duction. Moreover, the Porcupines offer the only steep topog- — 
heres in the extreme shade-tolerance of the sugar maple and raphy available to the public in the snow-belt of the Lake — 
its associated species. Under each mature veteran stand a States; they have a future as a ski area, provided they are 
dozen striplings, full-height and ready to lay on wood the pot further denuded. The necktie is worth keeping for this 
year after the felled veteran bequeaths to them his place in aaa acaeiae fee 
the sun. This method of quick turnover utilization is called ede é ers 

selective logging. Its technology has been fully explored by I would like to see the Porcupine region acquired and 
the research branch of the Forest Service. It differs from preserved as an act of national contrition, as the visible re 
slashy logging ig that the mature (heey ere cit periodically’ ‘hinder of an unsolved problem, as a token of things hoped 
poston of siraulban nel) iene Daeg oe for. To this end it had best be kept roadless, axeless, hotel- 
instead of to burn in the next fire. i h 1 Be. 
How has industry, with its ear ever cocked for new tech- less, and open only to ski or foot travel. The mere existenqaa 

nology, received this innovation? The answer is written on Of such a token-forest might hasten the day when the green — 
the face of the hills. Industry, with the notable exception of tobe again spreads over the Lake States, and when the — 
a half-dozen companies, is slashing as usual. The reason cutting and using of mature timber becomes an act obs 
given is that most mills are so nearly cut out anyhow that normal land-cropping, rather than an act of land-pillage. Bs e
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The Flambeau 
By ALDO LEOPOLD 

(The following story about the Flambeau river by Prof. Leopold of the university appeared 
in the magazine, American Forests, publication of the American Forestry Association—dditor.) 

t People who have never canoed a wild “nearly as good as the Flambeau.” When 
_ river, or who have done so only with a _ I finally launched my own canoe in this 
: guide in the stern, are apt to assume that legendary stream, I found it up to expec- 

novelty, plus healthful exercise, account for tations in all respects save one: it is fast 
: the value of the trip. I thought so too, losing its wildness. New cottages, resorts, 

- until I met the two college boys on the and highway bridges are chopping up the 
_ Flambeau. wild stretches into shorter and shorter 

+ ++ * segments. 

4 Supper dishes washed, we sat on the To run down the Flambeau today is to 
bank watching a buck dunking for water- be mentally whip-sawed between alternat- 
plants on the far shore. Soon the buck ing impressions. No sooner have you built 
raised his head, cocked his ears upstream, up the mental illusion of being in the wilds 
and then bounded for cover. than you sight a boat-landing, and soon 

Around the bend now came the cause you are coasting past some cottager’s 
_ of his alarm: two boys in a canoe. Spying _peonies. 

us, they edged in to pass the time of day. Safely past the peonies, a buck bounding 
{ “What time is it?” was their first ques- up the bank helps restore the wilderness 

tion. They explained that their watches flavor, and the next rapids finishes the job. 
had run down, and for the first time in But staring at you beside the pool below is 

i their lives there was no clock, whistle, or a synthetic log-cabin, complete with com- 
_ radio to set watches by. For two days they position roof, “Bide A Wee” signboard, and 
4 had lived by “sun-time,” and were getting rustic pergola for afternoon bridge. 

a thrill out of it. No servant brought them If the banks of the Flambeau consisted 
meals: they got their meat out of the river, entirely of private land, there would be 
or went without. No traffic cop whistled no help for these encroachments, but the 
them off the hidden rock in the next rapids. fact is that years ago some far-sighted 

_ No friendly roof kept them dry when they officer of the Wisconsin Conservation De- 
4 misguessed the weather. No guide showed partment had a vision of perpetual woods, 

them which camping spots offered a night- and began buying. Today the best sector 
_ long breeze, and which a nightlong misery of the river is a state forest, in which the 

of mosquitoes; which firewood made clean state already owns sixty-three per cent of 
coals, and which only smoke. the land. The encroaching cottages and re- 

Before our young adventurers pushed off sorts are all on the residue of private hold- 
downstream, we learned that both were ings which the State has not yet acquired. 
slated for the Army upon the conclusion The job then, is to persuade the State Con- 
of their trip. Now the motif was clear: servation Commission that these encroach- 
this trip was their last taste of freedom, ments should be bought out, that a wild 
an interlude between two regimentations: river is worth keeping wild, especially 

_ the campus and the barracks. The ele- when it is the last one in the state. 
mental simplicities of wilderness travel aan 
were thrills, not only because of their nov- The first mental hurdle is one of scale. 
elty, but because they represented complete One is apt to assume that the acreage of 
freedom to make mistakes. The wilderness a public wilderness area must be measured 
gave them their first taste of those rewards in six figures before it has any value for 
and penalties for wise and foolish acts wilderness recreation. This is true of pack- 
which every woodsman faces daily, but horse country, but it is not true of canoe 
against which civilization has built a thou- country. A wild strip on each bank, wide 
sand buffers. These boys were “on their enough to exclude the bawling of cows and 

, own” in this particular sense. the honk of motors, is quite sufficient to 
Perhaps every youth needs an occasional give the illusion of wild space, especially 

wilderness trip, in order to learn the mean- when the river does its own bawling and 
ing of this particular freedom. honking at each rapid. The deer, eagles, 

+e ravens, and whisky-jacks which inhabit the 
| When I was a small boy, a woods com- Flambeau help build up the effect, and at 
* panion of my father’s used to describe all night there is at least an off chance of 
: choice camps, fishing waters, and woods as _ hearing a wolf howl; Wisconsin’s last pack 

‘
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travels a wide circuit including the upper of any one spot. Most down-river parties 
Flambeau. outfit at two or three starting-points. It 

A second mental hurdle is the preva- would be feasible to insist that each party 
lence of slashings. Most of the Flambeau carry a bucket to douse fires and a shovel 
forest was cut over before the state could to bury all refuse, and to clamp down on 
acquire the land. Virgin timber is re- those who neglect to use them. 
stricted to a few streamside strips, and Flambeau wildlife is of a character to 
scattered blocks of state-owned sections. please both tyro and expert. The river is 
How can we have a wild area consisting famous for its muskellunge and bass; it 
mostly of cutovers? also contains sturgeon. We saw fifty-two 

The answer, which will be understood by deer in the river during a day and a half 
most canoemen, but perhaps by few others, afloat; the strong deer-line on all white 

is that lumbering, when not followed by cedars, and the heavy nipping of mountain 
too much fire, hurts the recreational qual- maple, dogwood, and pine seedlings sug- 
ity of a waterway much less than cottages, gests that there are too many deer for 
resorts, and motors, and for a much shorter their own good, and that an increase in the 
time. In fact the old scars of lumbering, remnant of wolves would be salutary to all 
if not too universal, often add interest to concerned. Mergansers, black ducks, and 
a canoe route. Why did the early loggers wood ducks hatch along the river. There 
leave this bank of logs to rot on the land- are still ospreys and bald eagles. The most 
ing? (Legend tells of a drouth year when southerly Wisconsin outpost of ravens is 
the river was too low to carry the usual found here. Beavers are scarce because 
fodder to its hungry mills.) Why did they there is little aspen, but muskrats thrive 
leave this giant pine uncut? (A close ex- on the river’s abundant mussels, and minks 
amination usually reveals that the trunk thrive on the muskrats. 
is forked, or has a catface, or contains The Flambeau’s real thrill for the more 
heart-rot.) Thus “reading the sign” of old experienced naturalist arises from the pos- 
loggings is part of the fun of a down-river sible existence of a remnant of marten in 
trip. one of the blocks of uncut timber. The last 

A third mental hurdle is the seeming known martin skin came out of the Flam- 
conflict between wilderness and forestry. beau in 1900. The species has been con- 
On a state forest the foresters quite prop- sidered exterminated, not only from this 
erly wish to harvest mature timber by se+ region, but from the state. In 1940, how- 
lective logging, and they fear that a wild- ever, a deer hunter who is also a taxi- 
erness area along the river will interfere dermist and naturalist reports seeing a 

with their doing so. The answer is plainly live marten, and a reliable local trapper 
written in those sections of the Flambeau saw tracks in the same locality during the 
where a streamside strip of uncut timber same winter. He also saw tracks in an- 

has already been reserved. A few hundred other locality six years ago. If martens 
feet of untouched timber on each bank, _ still live on the Flambeau, the creation of 
backed by a few miles of selective logging, a wild area is justified on these grounds 
provides a very realistic impression of alone; the recreational and forestry values 
wilderness along the river route. The hard- may be regarded as “velvet”. 
wood logs of the Flambeau, being unfloat- Paul Bunyan was too busy a man to 
able, must go out uphill instead of down; think about posterity, but if he had been 
a circumstance which makes it entirely asked to reserve a spot for posterity to 
practicable to utilize the mature timber see what the north woods looked like, he 
and at the same time to keep roads off the likely would have chosen the Flambeau, for 
banks, here the cream of the white pine grew on 

One insidious danger to public forests is the same acres with the cream of the sugar 
the notion that in order to control camp maple, yellow birch and hemlock. This rich 
sanitation and campfires, a chain of camp intermixture of pine and hardwoods was 
sites must be embellished with toilets, fire- and is uncommon. The Flambeau pines, 
places, rustic tables, and trimmings. I growing on a hardwood soil richer than 
would as soon dig ditches in a dress suit pines were ordinarily able to occupy, were 
as to so bedeck the Flambeau. If the Flam- so large and valuable, and so close to a 
beau were a swampy stream with only a good log-driving stream, that they were cut 
few good camp-sites, heavy public use at an early day, as evidenced by the de- 
might soon foul them and leave no choice, cayed condition of their giant stumps. Only 
but the Flambeau is in fact a highland defective pines were spared, but there are 
river with dozens of good camp sites for enough of these alive today to punctuate 
every mile of riverbank; campers can dis- the skyline of the Flambeau with many a 
perse widely, and thus avoid the over-use green monument to bygone days.
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The hardwood logging came much later; chases the state has gradually consolidated 
in fact, the last big hardwood company its riverbank holdings. All that the Flam- 
“pulled steel” on its last logging railroad beau Forest now needs is the completion of 
within the decade. All that remains of that these consolidations and the permanent 
company today is a “land-office” in its dedication of the riverbanks to canoe-trip 
ghost-town, selling off its cutovers to hope- recreation. 
ful settlers. Thus died an epoch in Ameri- The cottage and resort interests can 

can history: the epoch of cut out and get hardly complain of their proposed exclu- 
out. FEN sion from the banks of the Flambeau, for 

Like a coyote rummaging in the offal of cottages and resorts have already pre- 
a deserted camp, the present economy of empted all the lakes and all the other rivers 
the Flambeau subsists on the leavings of of the state. 

its own _ past. “Gypo” pulpwood cutters The nearest wild canoe-country dedicated 
nose around in the snes ie the See to be kept as wilderness is in the Superior 
sional small hemlock overlooked in the National Forest in Minnesota. The Supe- 
main logging. A portable sawmill | dead. rior Forest has many fine lakes but it has 
dredges the riverbed for sunken | othe no rivers comparable to the Flambeau; it 
Hee many of wee croyaes cure © is covered with pine, not hardwood, forest. 
ae Cree ee log- react 4 e glory cays. Moreover, it is too far away to be readily 

Rows of these mud-staine : eorpees are reached by impecunious Wisconsin youths 
Seay ae on’ shore at the mill; all are in who, like the two boys on the Flambeau, 
perfect condition, and some have great  fo01'the urge to paddle their own, to prove 
value, for no such pine comes out of the that they can stand the test of complete 
woods today. Post and pole cutters strip ifreadain 
the swamps of white cedar; the deer fol- é pee ieas 
low them around and strip the felled tops 
of foliage. Wisconsin is at this moment experienc- 

So complete are all these scavengings ing a political cat-and-dog fight over a 
on private lands that when the cottager number of conservation issues; one of them 
builds a log cabin, he uses imitation logs is the Flambeau State Forest. Political 
sawed out of slabpiles in Idaho or Oregon, controversy is supposed to uncover the 
and hauled to the Wisconsin woods in a_ facts, “so the people may judge.” The con- 
freight car. The proverbial coals to New-  troversy in this case has uncovered every- 
castle seem a mild irony compared with thing but the facts. It deals ad infinitum 

this. with complex motives, methods, ways-and- 
On the state lands, which, as already means, but never with simple ends. The 

pointed out, constitute sixty-three per cent people have not been told the simple, un- 
of the Flabmeau forest, another story pre- ambiguous, inescapable fact that the Flam- 
vails. Perhaps a tenth of these lands are beau is Wisconsin’s last chance to preserve 
covered with virgin timber, including one a natural river; that the Flambeau State 
solid block of 3,800 acres held by the State Forest contains the last sector of the river 
Land Commission—one of the largest still in semi-wild condition; that the acqui- 
blocks left in the state. The rest consists sition of the Forest is already two-thirds 
of cutover sections on many of which the completed; that it is now or never, and 
company was induced to leave an uncut here or nowhere, that Wisconsin may pre- 
strip along the river as a condition of later serve a sample northwoods river, and the 
purchases by the state. By a series of pur- life that goes with it.
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The Story of a Wild River 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 
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The thrill of white water on the Flambeau, Wisconsin’s last wild river 

PEOPLE who have never canoed a wild their meat out of the river, or went thousand buffers. These boys were “on 

river, or who have done so only with a_ without. No traffic cop whistled them their own” in this particular sense. 

guide in the stern, are apt to assume off the hidden rock in the next rapids. Perhaps every youth needs an occa- 

that novelty, plus healthful exercise, ac- No friendly roof kept them dry when _ sional wilderness trip, in order to learn 

count for the value of the trip. I thought they misguessed the weather. No guide the meaning of this particular freedom. 

so too, until I met the two college boys showed them which camping spots of- ey i 

on the Flambeau. fered a nightlong breeze, and which a 

cory a nightlong misery of mosquitoes; which When I was a small boy, a woods 

firewood made clean coals, and which companion of my father’s used to de- 

Supper dishes washed, we sat on the only smoke. scribe all choice camps, fishing waters, 

bank watching a buck dunking for Before our young adventurers pushed and woods as “nearly as good as the 

water-plants on the far shore. Soon the off downstream, we learned that both Flambeau.” When I finally launched my 

buck raised his head, cocked his ears were slated for the Army upon the con- own canoe in this legendary stream, I 

upstream, and then bounded for cover. clusion of their trip. Now the motif was found it up to expectations in all re- 

Around the bend now came the cause clear: this trip was their last taste of spects save one: it is fast losing its wild- 

of his alarm: two boys in a canoe. Spy- freedom, an interlude between two regi- ness. New cottages, resorts, and high- 

ing us, they edged in to pass the time mentations: the campus and the bar- way bridges are chopping up the wild 

of day. racks. The elemental simplicities of stretches into shorter and shorter seg- 

“What time is it?” was their first wilderness travel were thrills, not only ments. ii 

question. They explained that their because of their novelty, but because To run down the Flambeau today is 

watches had run down, and for the first they represented complete freedom to to be mentally whip-sawed between alter- 

time in their lives there was no clock, make mistakes. The wilderness gave nating impressions. No sooner have you 

whistle, or radio to set watches by. For them their first taste of those rewards built up the mental illusion of being in 

two days they had lived by “sun-time,” and penalties for wise and foolish acts the wilds than you sight a boat-landing, 

and were getting a thrill out of it. No which every woodsman faces daily, but and soon you are coasting past some 

servant brought them meals: they got against which civilization has built a cottager’s peonies. 
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Safely past the peonies, a buck bound- each bank, wide enough to exclude the usually reveals that the trunk is forked, 
ing up the bank helps restore the wilder- bawling of cows and the honk of motors, or has a catface, or contains heart-rot.) 
ness flavor, and the next rapids finishes is quite sufficient to give the illusion of Thus “reading the sign” of old loggings 
the job. But staring at you beside the wild space, especially when the river is part of the fun of a down-river trip. 
pool below is a synthetic log-cabin, com- does its own bawling and honking at A third mental hurdle is the seeming 
plete with composition roof, “Bide A each rapid. The deer, eagles, ravens, conflict between wilderness and forestry. 
Wee” signboard, and rustic pergola for and whisky-jacks which inhabit the On a state forest the foresters quite prop- 
afternoon bridge. Flambeau help build up the effect, and erly wish to harvest mature timber by 

If the banks of the Flambeau consisted at night there is at least an off chance of _ selective logging, and they fear that a 
entirely of private land, there would be hearing a wolf howl; Wisconsin’s last wilderness area along the river will inter- 
no help for these encroachments, but the _ pack travels a wide circuit including the  fere with their doing so. The answer is 
fact is that years ago some far-sighted upper Flambeau. plainly written in those sections of the 
officer of the Wisconsin Conservation De- A second mental hurdle is the pre- Flambeau where a streamside strip of 

} partment had a vision of perpetual valence of slashings. Most of the Flam- uncut timber has already been reserved. 
woods, and began buying. Today the beau forest was cut over before the state A few hundred feet of untouched timber 
best sector of the river is a state forest, could acquire the land. Virgin timber on each bank, backed by a few miles of 
in which the state already owns sixty- is restricted to a few streamside strips, selective logging, provides a very real- 
three per cent of the land. The en- and scattered blocks of state-owned sec- istic impression of wilderness along the 
croaching cottages and resorts are all on tions. How can we have a wild area river route. The hardwood logs of the 
the residue of private holdings which the consisting mostly of cutovers? Flambeau, being unfloatable, must go 
State has not yet acquired. The job The answer, which will be understood out uphill instead of down; a circum- 
then, is to persuade the State Conserva- by most canoemen, but perhaps by few stance which makes it entirely prac- 
tion Commission that these encroach- others, is that lumbering, when not fol-  ticable to utilize the mature timber and 
ments should be bought out, that a wild lowed by too much fire, hurts the recrea- at the same time to keep roads off the 
river is worth keeping wild, especially tional quality of a waterway much less _ banks. 
when it is the last one in the state. than cottages, resorts, and motors, and One insidious danger to public forests 

ethane for a much shorter time. In fact the old is the notion that in order to control 
scars of lumbering, if not too universal, camp sanitation and campfires, a chain 

The first mental hurdle is one of scale. often add interest to a canoe route. Why of camp sites must be embellished with 
One is apt to assume that the acreage of did the early loggers leave this bank of _ toilets, fireplaces, rustic tables, and trim- 
a public wilderness area must be mea- logs to rot on the landing? (Legend mings. I would as soon dig ditches in 
sured in six figures before it has any tells of a drouth year when the river was a dress suit as to so bedeck the Flam- 
value for wilderness recreation. This is too low to carry the usual fodder to its beau. If the Flambeau were a swampy 
true of packhorse country, but it is not hungry mills.) Why did they leave this stream with only a few good camp-sites, 
true of canoe country. A wild strip on giant pine uncut? (A close examination heavy public use might soon foul them 
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Wisconsin’s last wild river, the Flambeau, also has many stretches full of peace and beauty 
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; gansers, black ducks, and wood ducks 
= ae ay Li Sree Beh: hatch along the river. There are still 
Me rea aT S a | eS ospreys and bald eagles. The most south- 
a a é ca Pee x 4 re erly Wisconsin outpost of ravens is 
SBOE Xia } pt eS sa D> % a found here. Beavers are scarce because ‘ ie “ib . co ; Zt Ene) there is little aspen, but muskrats thrive 
ae eee | ye ie bac ie, a on the river’s abundant mussels, and 

ai ae ee | Pa ii eo ae Ne PP ies minks thrive on the muskrats. 
en PR we reg Ri . ia a aed Cutting hemlock The Flambeau’s real thrill for the 
Mpc? De Tua |) Rae eae ev eens ore ad in scattered «yore experienced naturalist arises from 
Me Se | ee Py ee ee x ‘wy stands in Sawyer “the possible existence of a remnant of 
j a hi wee. | | ‘4 ia Rae a | a County, near the marten in one of the blocks of uncut 
| sé if | ae a a Ve % 2 , hg Flambeau River timber. The last known marten skin 
ay ie noes aan Wi Fi ; came out of the Flambeau in 1900. The 

eer can raw ae species has been considered extermin- | 
ae e i fe a F. ees 4 F ated, not only from this region, but from 

b y he 4 Sh Bo a, the state. In 1940, however, a deer hunt- 
“4 ae : v ges Bes er who is also a taxidermist and natu- 
A as ea 8 - Fe pis nS pt ralist reports seeing a live marten, and a 
RG Nee ia wv, ws? 5 eas | reliable local trapper saw tracks in the 
a Re 4 sy a. : same locality during the same winter. 

~ PY 4 e eo ane ““E He also saw ie in rare eb a 
id = a" ee ie Pane pif c vears ago. martens sti ive on the 
shar ps id, iN tase hr ) : Flambeau, the creation of a wild area is 

ie Ba Dor | le % tes Vago ; ee Ht : justified on these grounds alone; the 
LE at OE A es ea cn Or we (|: recreational and forestry values may be 

cA i i Cee ei raat 5 & : regarded as “velvet.’ 

ee ee eee. | Gs ok 
vats a Pie Ne few ty) Me 

ei eae ee, i. es Paul Bunyan was too busy a man to 
Fa Ao Be ect ie = aS q think about posterity, but if he had been 

ny PO asked to reserve a spot for posterity to 
see what the north woods looked like, he 

® likely would have chosen the Flambeau, 
for here the cream of the white pine 

Highway — —-|—~. LD) grew on the same acres with the cream 
N / of the sugar maple, yellow birch and 

~- > hemlock. This rich intermixture of pine 
A \ and hardwoods was and is uncommon. 

rh onndss The Flambeau pines, growing on a hard- 
Outline of the : Lake \ wood soil richer than pines were ordi- 
70,000 acres of : en narily able to occupy, were so large and 
Flambeau State * py ah ~ valuable, and so close to a good log- 
Forest, and show- at Hecrmuesesennd ie BLOCK driving stream, that they were cut at a» 
ing the proposed rt tot carly day, as evidenced by the decayed 
canoe route down porate Virgin condition of their giant stumps. Only 
the Flambeau — ay defective pines were spared, but there ‘ Hardwood : truly wild coun-. Needed Addition are enough of these alive todav to pune- 
try which, says the sy tuate the skyline of the Flambeau with 
author, should be to Forest : a” many a green monument to bygone days. 
forever dedicated ty 2 ° The hardwood logging | came much 
to lovers of the getenseenncense cers coeeeee & Sawyer | © later; in fact, the last big hardwood 

wilderness : =a Co. eS company “pulled steel” on its last log- 
mesentery eater 1 ft ging railroad within the decade. All that 

: \ eee Co. : z remains of that company today is a 
: oe | “Jand-office” in its ghost-town, selling off i 
i BO ee i rteesae sveesnnke ee sater eee treearesess its cutovers to hopeful settlers. Thus 

Sy | died an epoch in American history: the . | 
Bisevcantant : epoch of cut out and get out. , 

Flambeau wildlife is of a character to Like a coyote rummaging in the offal 
and leave no choice, but the Flambeau please both tyro and expert. The river of a deserted camp, the present economy 
is in fact a highland river with dozens is famous for its muskellunge and bass; _ of the Flambeau subsists on the leavings 
of good camp sites for every mile of it also contains sturgeon. We saw fifty- of its own past. “Gypo” pulpwood cut- 
riverbank; campers can disperse widely, two deer in the river during a day and a_ ters nose around in the slashings for 
and thus avoid the over-use of any one half afloat; the strong deer-line on all the occasional small hemlock overlooked 
spot. Most down-river parties outfit at white cedars, and the heavy nipping of _ in the main logging. A portable sawmill 
two or three starting-points. It would mountain maple, dogwood, and pine crew dredges the riverbed for sunken ( 
be feasible to insist that each party carry seedlings suggests that there are too “deadheads,” many of which drowned 
a bucket to douse fires and a shovel to many deer for their own good, and that during the hell-for-leather log-drives of 
bury all refuse, and to clamp down on an increase in the remnant of wolves the glory days. Rows of these mud- 
those who neglect to use them. would be salutary to all concerned. Mer- (Continuing on page 47) | 
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EGRET LAND 
(Continued from page 21) 1 eae es 

display of nuptial decorations was a_ nessed elsewhere. During the nest build- fi nsaasincannot des 

most unusual sight. Possibly the reason jing period we made frequent visits to UTS heating cots... [=== 
for the bird’s indifference to our pres- the shore opposite the rookery. No at- C burns any kind of wood i 

ence, was due to the fact that the rook- tempts were made to enter the rookery af completa conilustion od 4 
ery was situated only a few hundred after the first brief inspection trip soon “raaly,imereares efficiency — —> i 
yards from a farmhouse and a highway, after the birds started to occupy the is- magazine a holds even ' * dl 

and that many visitors had observed the jand for too much disturbance at this If your fuel is rationed this [> eo 
birds: during. the period of years ‘the period might have proved disastrous for hat AMetee roldce Bi ls 

1 colony had been utilized by the egrets. 1 h sh hic eff When th bi =I 
When two of the birds disagreed “°F Pnotograpnic eliorts. ety, there ee ae : 

Sadie tae a are young in the nest it is much easier RITEWAY PRODUCTS COMPANY 
I ae ae ne oo pedis. to oars pranes in such a colony. oo HAR HISONGU EGY IRGINIA 

} aoe alse ue, 01 feathers 27 f Even though a wildlife photographer 

At various times we noted the plumes 18 always interested in eee good ALL MATERIALS AVAILABLE 
draped around the body and legs of a shots, it is not, always advisable to rush FOR PROMPT DELIVERY 

perching egret, as if used as a shawl. matters. In this case there was so much REGULATION 
This shower of snowy white was dis- to see of the life and activities of the 
played so plainly that it was possible beautiful birds in this rookery, that it U. S. FOREST SERVICE 

to note the differences in length of the was time well spent just watching from ee Pe UNe 
plumes of various birds. Much preen- the shore. Never before had we found : Bee iene 
ing of feathers was going on and occa- such an opportunity to witness the home @ Perfect Detailing 
sionally it was possible to watch the life of the egrets at close range without @ Guaranteed Fit 
cleaning of the aigrettes. This was done disturbing the nesting birds, and—need- are ae cope etieeaane sable 
by drawing the plumes through the bill, less to say—we made the most of our THE FECHHEIMER BROS. CO.. 
one by one—a procedure seldom wit- opportunity. ai aeeatee Oe GUN csc: 

CINCINNATI OHIO 

FLAMBEAU 
(Continued from page 14) FOR INVENTORS INVENTION 

stained corpses are drawn up on shore at préenipted all the lakes and all the other rite today tor valuable 72-page sellers caer 
the mill; all are in perfect condition, and rivérs! of the state. Your Patent” and ‘Record of Invention’ torm—beth free 
some have great value, for no such pine The nearest wild canoe-country dedi- ‘: F- RANDOLPH, 586 Columbian Bidg., Weshingten, D.C 
comes out of the woods today. Post and cated’to be kept as wilderness is in the ~~ ~—~—~—S—SCSC‘S~C;«7«7]3}FTFTFF 
pole cutters strip the swamps of white Superior National Forest in Minnesota. ~~ gr 7 pa” 
cedar; the deer follow them around and _ The Superior Forest has many fine lakes ut ess tp K\ PO 3 
strip the felled tops of foliage. but it has no rivers comparable to the aan AY YE 4 

So complete are all these scavengings ela : is covered with pine, not 7 l/s yes 
on private lands that when the cottager ardwood, forest. Moreover, it is too 

builds a log cabin, he uses imitation logs far away to be readily reached by im- BARTLETT 
sawed out of slabpiles in Idaho or pecunious Wisconsin youths who, like COMPOUND LEVER 
Oregon, and hauled to the Wisconsin the two boys on the Flambeau, feel the | eee 
woods in a freight-car. The proverbial urge to. paddle their own, to prove that Toe eae 
coals to Newcastle seem a mild irony they can stand the test of complete free- | Sand foe surclel Gatsior, 
compared with this: dom. N (on) Care ofimrces 

On the state lands, which, as already piers. | ae eUDalcolt, aise Geen aa 
pointed out, constitute sixty-three per Wisconsin, is at this moment experi- §———————____________ 
cent of the Flambeau forest, another encing a political cat-and-dog fight over 
story prevails. Perhaps a tenth of these a number of conservation issues; one of 
lands are covered with virgin timber. them is the Flambeau State Forest. 
including ee solid block of 3.800 acres pester: ge is rsh ao to un- 
held by the State Land Commission— cover the facts, “so the people may D7 

‘one of the largest blocks left in the state. judge.” The controversy in this case has OPAVICTORY 
. The rest consists of cutover sections on uncovered everything but the facts. It RS 
‘many of which the company was induced deals ad infinitum with complex motives, PS BUY 
+ to leave an uncut strip along the river as methods, ways-and-means, but never RYN o 

a condition of later purchases by the with simple ends. The people have not i Stine 
state. By a series of purchases the state been told the simple, unambiguous, in- Senn 
has gradually consolidated its riverbank escapable fact that the Flambeau is Wis- A l WAR 
holdings. All that the Flambeau Forest consin’s last chance to preserve a natural fi} 4 BONDS 
now needs is the completion of these con- river; that the Flambeau State Forest re YP AND 
solidations and the permanent dedica- contains the last sector of the river still ay, i! \ STAMPS 
tion of the riverbanks to canoe-trip rec- in semi-wild condition; that the acquisi- sell AN 
reation. * tion of the Forest is already two-thirds 

The cottage and resort interests can completed; that it is now or never, and 
hardly complain of their proposed exclu- here,,or nowhere, that Wisconsin mav 
sion from the banks of the Flambeau, preserve a sample northwoods river, and 
for cottages and resorts have already the life that goes with it. 

BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS REGULARLY
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interests they serve are certain to benefit from cedar encroachment has also occurred on large a 
é the facts so ably presented. areas in Arizona, while hardwood brush and 

ae Owing to lack of space no effort has been made western yellow pine have encroached on grass- ae 

é ff to give exhaustive analyses of either of these pa- lands in the Mogollon Rim region of both Ari- e 
nes pers. Needless to say, the author of the first, zona and New Mexico. The cause was undoubted- : 

in the opinion of the reviewer, could profit by ly early overgrazing, followed later by fire pro- 
ye careful perusal of the second. tection. ‘ 

Reo ; H. H. Cuapman. In New Mexico where the old Spanish Trail ; 

Ps Bete RE ® j from El Paso to Santa Fe crosses the Jornado 
Bi aia del Muerte, a ribbon of mesquite marks the old 

Fighting the Mesquite and Cedar Invasion wagon ruts across mile after mile of otherwise 
on Texas Ranges. By H. M. Bell and E. J. treeless mesa. In this instance wagon wheels : 
Dyksterhuis. Soil Conservation 9 (5): 111- performed the ecological function of sod-break- 

f ; 114. 1943. ing elsewhere relegated to cows. 

Pe In most regions conservation means afforesta- The paper discusses eradication techniques, 
f tion. According to the authors of this paper, it including power machinery and poison. Costs 

means deforestation in central Texas. The paper Tun up to $15 an acre. Initial removal of the 
deals with the control of mesquite and cedar on trees is difficult, but the prevention of resprout- 
51 million acres of range where these trees have ing is even more so. Resprouting occurs in mes- 
encroached on range grasses, to the detriment quite, and in one of the three local species of 
of the stockman. It is alleged that these en- cedar. ’ 
croachment “forests” have displaced grass One is moved to reflect, in cases of this kind, 
enough to grow 400 million pounds of meat an- on the immense power of plant succession. Most 

nually, of conservation is the manipulation of the plant 
These are large claims and large figures. The succession, yet the term is seldom mentioned in 

reader may well ask why the encroachment has conservation propaganda. Most laymen do not 
taken place. The authors tactfully avoid any know its meaning. Here is a dramatic case 
answer, except to say that the invasion is “the history, offering a chance to explain how suc- 
direct result of heavy use.” This seems to be a cession has upset an industry through failure to : 
polite paraphrase for overgrazing. I prefer plain foresee the penalties of reckless land use. 
words for plain facts. Atpo LEoporp, 

The authors do not mention the fact that University of Wisconsin. , 
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Outdoor America, May, 1932 

Wherein is presented a delightful angling experience—IThe 

type of which only comes into the life of a true nature lover 

E found the main stream so <<. ee. Sere. whether its object prove true or false. 
\ V low that the teeter-snipe pat- : ee er ee How utterly dull would be a wholly 

tered about in what last year : BS pre a ee prudent man, or trout, or world! Did 
were trout riffles, and so warm that a“ Be ee i : I say a while ago that I waited “for 
we could duck in its deepest pool ati x ae prudence’s sake”? That was not so. 
without a shout. Even after our cool- oe ae es The only prudence in fishermen is that 
ing swim, waders felt like hot tar : nie ae designed to set the stage for taking 
paper in the sun. ris kee i 2 ca, yet another, and perhaps a longer, 

The evening’s fishing proved as dis- : ee oe chance. 
appointing as its auguries. We asked ’ a ie Time to be at it now—they will soon 
that stream for trout, and it gave us; ee ss Mes | > stoprising. I wade waist deep to head 
a chub. That night we sat under a aL Pon on! rt f| of navigation, poke my head insolently 
mosquito smudge and debated the ea —— ——— into the shaking alder, and look within. 
morrow’s plan. Two hundred miles of aR A Se Jungle ‘is right! A coal black hole 
hot, dusty road we had come, to feel Seon si = oe above, so canopied in greenness you 
again the impetuous tug of a disillu- mee se ies — ee = could not wave a fern, much less a 
sioned brook or rainbow. And now me wm J iat rod, above its rushing depths. And 
the shoe was on the other foot. There Pema Re eg MG aa there, almost rubbing his ribs against 
were no trout. Oo ag OE” oe the dark bank, a great trout rolls lazily 

But this, we now remembered, was so See oo over as he sucks down a passing bug. 
a stream of parts. High up near the i. ¥ Ro a ee . Not a chance to stalk him, with even 
headwaters we had once seen a fork, i, ae yk —— the lowly worm. But twenty yards 
narrow, deep and fed by cold springs a hg we ean : ok above I see bright sunshine on the wa- 
which gurgled out under its close- oe Tee el ter—another opening. Fish a dry fly 
hemmed walls of alder. What would See age ncn = g sgl downstream? It cannot, but it must, 
a self-respecting trout do in such Se a ee be done. 
weather? Just what we did: go up. a I retreat and climb the bank. Neck 

In the fresh of the morning, when deep in jewel-weed and nettles, I de-* 
a hundred whitethroats had forgotten In the fresh of the morning, when a hundred tour through the alder thicket to the 
it would ever again be anything but whitethroats had forgotten it would ever again opening above. With cat-like care not 
sweet and cool, I climbed down the be anything but sweet and cool, | climbed down to roil his majesty’s bath, I step in, and 
dewy bank and stepped into the Alder the dewy bank and stepped into the Alder Fork. stand stock still for five minutes to let 
Fork. A trout was rising just up- things calm down. The while, I strip 
stream. I paid out some line—wish- out, oil, dry, and coil upon my left 
ing it would always stay thus soft and hand thirty feet of line. I am that far 
dry—and measuring the distance with a (Can you spell what a trout says to a above the portal to the jungle. 
false cast or two, laid down a spent gnat miller? I can’t.) Now for the long chance! I blow upon 
exactly a foot above his last swirl. For- Ready now! Coil up the dry line and my fly to give it one last fluff, lay it on the 
gotten now were the hot miles, the mosqui- stand midstream, rod in instant readiness stream at my feet, and quickly pay out coil 
toes, the ignominious chub. He took it for the next puff. It’s coming—a little after coil. Then, just as the line straight- 
with one great gulp, and shortly I could Premonitory shiver in that aspen on the ens out and the fly is sucked into the 
hear him kicking in the fresh bed of wet hill lets me get out half a cast, and swish jungle, I walk quickly downstream, strain- 

it gently back and forth, ready for the ing my eyes into the dark vault to follow alder leaves at the bottom of the creel. ° AG hit th 1 : ; ‘ z Another, albeit larger fish, had mean. Tim Duff to hit the pool. No more than its fortunes. A fleeting glimpse or two as 
hile ae ta he pee nal el en half a line, mind you! The sun is high it passes a speck of sunlight shows it still 

i “heck a Loy f oe now, and any flicking shadow overhead rides clear. It rounds the bend up the 
the very “head of navigation,” for at its would forewarn my bunker of his impend- creek. In no time—long before the roil of 
upper end the alders closed in solid pha- ing fate. Now! The last three yards my walking has betrayed the ruse—it 
lanx. One bush, with its brown Stem shoot out, the fly falls gracefully at the reaches the black pool. I hear, rather than 
laved in the middle current, shook with a feet of the laughing alder—he has it! I see, the rush of the great fish; I set hard, 
perpetual silent laughter, as if to mock at and the battle is on. 
any fly which gods or men might cast one A FISHING IDYL BY No prudent man would risk a dollar’s 
inch beyond its outermost leaf. worth ot ny and leader pulling ee uD, 

For the duration of a cigarette I sit on stream through the giant toothbrush o 
a rock midstream—and cea my trout ALDO LEOPOLD alder stems comprising the bend of that 
rise under his guardian bush, while my rod set hard to hold him out of the jungle be- Creek. But, as I said, no prudent man is a 
and line hangs drying on the alders of the yond. He rushes downstream. In a few fisherman. By and by, with much cautious 
sunny bank, Then—for prudence’s sake— minutes he, too, is kicking in the creel. unraveling, I got him up at open water, 
a little longer. That pool is too smooth up I sit in happy meditation on my rock, ane ‘tt ly aers the creel. dat nenelot 
there. A breeze is stirring and may shortly pondering, while my line dries again, upon th me these fant ee bahesneas oe | 
ruffle it for an instant, and thus make the ways of trout and men. How like fish ao so : ] : : 7 folded double, to fit their casket. What ' 
more deadly still that perfect cast which I we are: ready, nay eager, to seize upon was big was not the trout, but the chance. 
will shortly lay upon its bosom. whatever new thing some wind of circum- What was full was not my creel, but my 

Here it comes—a puff strong enough to stance shakes down upon the river of time! memory; full of the stuff that fishermen’s 
shake a brown miller off the laughing And how we rue our haste, finding the dreams are made of. Like the white- 
alder, and cast it upon the pool, where my gilded morsel to contain a hook. Even so, throats, I had forgotten it would ever 
fish meets it with a resounding ————! I think there is some virtue in eagerness, again be aught but morning on the Fork.
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GLUES FOR WOOD IN ARCHERY 

Uses 

Glues are used (1) to splice billets for Dbow- 
_ staves, (2) to splice "footings" to arrow shafts, (3) 

to attach feathers to shafts, (4) to attach backings to 

bows, (5) to lay bindings on arrows, and (6) to lay cord 
bindings, leather, or cloth on bow grips or handles. 

Glue is sometimes used to attach horn tips to bows, to 

splice horn nocks in arrows, to attach arrow heads, andi 

to lay bowstrings. Laying bowstrings is not covered in 

this note. 

Properties of glues! 

The following incomplete summary of the character- 

istics of glues may give some guidance to amateur archers 

who do not wish to make a special study of gluing lit- 

erature: 

(a) None of the glues used in woodworking are 

"waterproof." Glue joints vary in water 

resistance according to the kind of 

glue, the kind of wood, the manner of 

gluing, and the efficiency of protective 

coatings. 

(bo) Animal glues are characterized by high 

strength, low water resistance, and 

quick jellying. The high grades jellify 

the quickest and are the most water re- 

sistant. 

1The charecteristics of various glues are cescrited in detail in Technical 

Note No. 207



There is a paraformaldehyde animal glue which 

approaches casein glue in water resist- 

ance, but it is not recommended for am- 

ateurs. 

Animal glue should be used as soon as pos- 

sible after melting. Boiling, or pro- 

longed heating at temperatures below 212° 

F. reduces its quality. 

(c) There are many kinds and grades of casein 

glue. For wood used in archery a water- 

resistant and a "joint" grade casein glue 

should be specified. The strength of 

casein glue in wood joints approaches 

that of animal glues. 

Casein glues are used cold. 

(d) No glue will produce joints of maximum 

strength unless the joint fits closely 

and unless the glue is prepared and used 

according to proper directions. 

Use requirements 

(1 and 2) For fishtail splices in staves and for 

footing joints in arrows high strength is required and 

water resistance is important. Either animal or casein 

glue has sufficient strength. A good fit and a large 

bearing surface affect strength more than the kind of 

glue. In staves the bearing surface may be enlarged by 

keeping plenty of thickness under the handle. In shafts 

a sufficient bearing surface is assured if the length 

of the splice is at least fifteen times the diameter. 

(3) Any good glue or cement is strong enough for 
attaching feathers. The choice depends on the degree 

of water resistance desired, and more especially on the 

speed of jellying suitable to the mechanical method 

used for feather attachment. If steamed feathers are



to be attached without clamps, a quick-jellying ad- 

hesive, such as animal glue, is usually preferred. If 

dry feathers are to be attached with thread binding a 

slow—jellying adhesive, such as casein glue, is usually 

preferred. 

Moisture readily enters feather joints by reason 

of the absorbency of the feather itself. Under long ex- 

posure to moisture the feathers will come off even if 

laid in the best casein glue. Under short exposure any 

good glue will hold. 

(4) Glue for attaching bow backings requires not 
only strength and water resistance but also the capacity 

to bend with the bow without cracking the glue film. 

Separate films of animal glue bend farther without 

breaking than films of casein glue. The extent to which 

the bending properties of separate glue films indicate 

their bending properties in actual joints is not known. 

The interaction between the properties of the glue and 

the properties of the backing are not known. 

Backings can be satisfactorily laid with either 

casein or animal glue. To lay a backing with animal glue 

a warm room and warm wood are essential. 

To avoid glue bubbles under rawhide backings it 

is necessary to use thin glue and with a wet finger to 

wipe off excess glue from both the backing and the bow 

before laying them together. 

(5) Arrow bindings require no particular strength 

or other special properties except ease of application. 

Bindings laid in casein glue lie smooth and do not gum 

the fingers. 

(6) Handle cord is best laid in casein glue, or in 
one of the commercial liquid glues or cements. Animal 

glue jellifies too quickly and the jelly gathers as un- 

sightly lumps between the wrappings.



Leathers may be laid in either animal or casein 

glue except on woods, such as osage orange, whichare high 

in colored extractives. In such woods the alkali in 

the casein glue forms dark stains which may discolor 

the bow. 

In gluing horn tips and nocks it should be re- 

membered that horn, like wood, shrinks indrying. Non- 

aqueous cements liquified by heating such as the De- 

Khotinsky cement are therefore preferable. 

Gluing properties of archery woods 

All of the native woods commonly used in archery 

glue readily except osage orange, hickory, and the oily 

cedars (Port Orford and Alaska cedars). Strong glued 

joints of these species are hard to make unless the sur- 
faces to be glued are sponged with caustic soda, wiped, 

and dried before gluing. The caustic dissolves the ex- 
tractives on the surface of the wood and thus improves 
the anchorage for the glue.
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By ALDO LEOPOLD 

LARGE part of In periods of stress, leaders always arise to point out the weak- advent of a common 

A that huge struc- nesses and opportunities of every movement. Mr. Leopold has danger ought to reveal 
ture called the done this for conservation. The present period when taxpayer the loss, delay, and risk 

conservation movement RAS inherent in many of 
ccvelets gt men) dneti: psychology is imminently close to mob psychology, he shows, pre- (hese clashes ade he 
tutions, ideas, and sents the danger that years of conservation service may be sacri- crying need for replac- 

properties dedicated to ficed in a blind vengeance directed against unbearable tax bur- ing or offsetting them, 

the proposition that dens. The times call for conservation stocktaking and self analy- insofar as humanly 

the husbandry of cer- sis,--"a calm and unhurried re-examination of the structure of the possible, by an attitude 
tain organic resources . ae F . of habitual self - criti- 
. fF 5 conservation movement by conservationists themselves, with a view ° 
is a public service, to oe SG Z y 5 cism and mutual con- 
Her delivered fires of to building or rebuilding something more weatherproof.” Mr. sultation — by some 

charge to those citizens Leopold’s article is a dispassionate and thought provoking plea joint concept of a com- 

who wish to use them. which every conservation group may well take to itself and trans- mon cause. 

f With the exception of late into unity of action in solidifying and strengthening the whole Some of these clashes 
timber and grazing on Conservation movementiczEDITOR develop new ideas and 

public forests, public represent progress. 

use of these resources Most, I fear, are com- 

is free, or nearly so. pounded of frailties and 

Hence the average citizen is taxed, to a greater or less degree, are headed toward deadlock. Some merely manifest the will- 

for services which he may not use in any direct or immediate _ to-power that trails at the heels of initial success in any hu- 

sense. Hence in times of economic stress conservation services man enterprise. Some involve automatic defense of old 

are in danger of being regarded by many citizens of full vote grooves of thought and action—symptoms that conservation 

but scant understanding as a kind of altruistic luxury, to be somehow lacks the ability to ripen with age. Many of them, 

curtailed to any requisite degree, or perhaps dispensed with in my opinion, hark back in some degree, for their popular 

altogether. The present economic depression has so far con- support, to a shallow cock-sureness toward the manipulation 

stricted the income but not the reasoning power of the average _ of intricate biological processes, a symptom that either re- 

voter. At this time, however, there are evidences of a further _ search, or its interpretation, or the receptivity to its findings, 

change. In many quarters the attitude toward tax-reduction is has not kept pace with the march of events. 

coming to be not that of reasonable men confronted with the When some faction finally runs afoul of these deficiencies, 

necessity of stringent cuts in the cost of government, but it usually selects a scapegoat. Some individual or organiza- 

that of unreasonable men determined to slash anything and tion receives the blame for an impasse which has its roots 

everything they can lay hands on, in a kind of blind ven- in the errors, omissions, or limitations of a thousand others, 

geance for tax burdens which have become unbearable, but including its critics. 

which may not have originated, to any considerable degree, It would be Utopian to imply that any human enterprise 

in the items slashed. Taxpayer psychology, in short, is can ever avoid these things. It is not Utopian to assert that 

dangerously near to becoming mob psychology. If this mob conservation has become too much beset by them, and that 

spirit continues to spread, there is imminent danger that a now is the time for a mutual stock-taking. 

large part of the conservation services laboriously built up Here is just one example which shows why common cause 

during the past forty years will be crippled or sacrificed. is merely intelligent self-interest: The sportsman and bird- 

J will waste no time in trite admissions that these services lover quarrel about whether animal life should be hunted 

should stand their share of the needed cut, or that they vary with a glass or with a gun, while the farmer and stockman 

in value. Nor have I any recipe for counteracting the incite- who own its habitat are inadvertently creating, in many re- 

ments-to-violence now current in the popular press. What gions at least, conditions which leave little life to be hunted 

will happen to conservation in this winter’s legislatures was _ with either. Which is more important, to fight to the bitter 

probably pre-determined by the wisdom or unwisdom of end about whether the quail is a songbird, or to labor joint- 

millions of individual actions during the past two decades, ly for some way to induce the farmer to leave food and 

few of which can now be amended or recalled. My purpose, cover for birds? To squabble about whether drought or 

rather, is to urge a calm and unhurried re-examination of the guns killed the ducks, or to restore water and curtail shoot- 
structures of the conservation movement by conservationists ing in order that fish, fowl, and fur may increase? These 
themselves, with a view to building, or rebuilding, something are not new questions. What is new is the hope that mutual 
more |weatherproof. danger may bring the realization that the other side cannot 

The first move to this end is to seize the present emergency do all the conceding, that cooperation does not necessarily 

as an opportunity to re-establish some reasonable degree of involve moral compromise, that it is possible for a sports- 
solidarity between factions. It must be evident to all that man to be respectable or a bird-lover tolerant, and above all 
there is some degree of unfriendly cleavage between many _ that technique is lacking and must often be developed before 
consetvation groups, including bird-lover versus sportsman, cooperative agreement on paper can result in cooperative 
park yersus forest, game versus grazing, state versus federal, action on actual land, animals, or plants. 
privaie versus governmental, economic versus esthetic. The I have chosen this example from my own field because I 

t ae 10
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am surer of my facts, but I reassert that similar situations habitually expressed our pipe-dreams for conserving these yi : uy ki ally €xp Pip £ acta 
are common, and that now is the time for each faction to lands in terms of public foresis, public parks, public grazin, ee : cues eet. Pp P Pee 8 one 
re-examine itself and lend a hand to its “competitors.” ranges, public shooting and fishing grounds, public refuges, 

A second move is to rebuild public conservation so that as public Cammpss and the like. A few spots, to be sure, are of 
little of it as possible is left in the vulnerable position of a such outstanding value for some such dominant use as to 
tax-supported “luxury,” and as much of it as possible is leave their special destiny beyond argument, but as for the 

placed in the invulnerable position of a pay-as-you-go public Test, the very names we use tacitly confess a competitive sit- 
service, or in the still stronger position of a pay-as-you-go Uallon—a lack of coordination between conservation activi- 
private enterprise under public regulation and control. ties. In some states separate administrative overheads are 

There are those who are urging just the opposite, who Humes eS ve ee. wre Mw for cae 
want even self-supporting activities placed on an appropria- aa Tye : a ae ae 1 e  . = Se te 
tion basis. I am not competent to weigh the questions of © minister the identical areas. eee ange this by 
fiscal policy which I suppose are involved, but if conserva- law or fiat alone, and me is certainly a limit to what one 
tion is not permitted to grow where it can by its own earn- individual worker's oul oe Race ae But we have 
ings, I am afraid it will be many years before it grows at all. fore us, in the United States Forest Service, living proof of 

Th : aoe the fact that diverse resources can be administered by a 
e present degree of public subsidy is partly a matter of —. nee : ' 

bi a A single organization without permanent submergence of one 
iology, partly law, and partly tradition or accident. The : ea f 

fi _ : by another. The merging of administrative forces presents 
rst two are largely immovable, but the last is not. We can- 5 aaa : : 

a i . great technical and political difficulties, but may none the 
not change the biological fact that fish and ducks grow in . : 

. -- less be an economic necessity. 
water, or the legal fact that most waters are public, but if Onetenee e pibioeiealL Hea tg , Fork 
we build new waters, or make costly improvements in old ka a a ‘4 ae oe y ig es pe eee 
ones,why not amortize the cost by charging the public which 8008 10r Planting pine, adjacen’ Ves one Bore ot nesting 

. i or feeding prairie chickens, and next one which needs re- 
uses them an entrance fee, and the distant public that bene- . : 

. . 9 ait a flooding for fur, fish and ducks. It is doubtful whether these 
fits from the enhanced flights a license? This is, on its face, Tecate ie case Uo prone d lik pe aoe 
a more weatherproof structure than anything built on gen- een ea Se aD Cn Ga eb 

: es : ; our “new Public Domain,” will ever be more than. slightly 
eral treasury appropriations, or on license-income alone. Hed hanes ai atieetis aeacthat nai 
Just why should not protectionists, as well as sportsmen, Sal ea ane atari cnet 
ePGrke tolthis end? pressed public will pay, in the long run, for attempts to 

oa ie Z f hich a force the duck-marsh into silviculture, or the pine ridge 
Quai i aw. pheasants live on 2 eae ee are A ivat€ into aquaculture, or for either to lie as an idle spot on a 

Pr: e€ maintain expensive license-supported ma-— <hecialized unit devoted to the other. Still more certain is 
Cane to patrol and restock that BEOnerty but we now real- the wastefulness of separate administrations for each. Land 

Teiteo Mes pores. accomplish little, because they do not  lassifications and economic surveys have, of course, long 
and cannot provide cover and food, or regulate shooting on recognized these diverse physical aptitudes of land, but is it 

each parcel of range so that it does not overtax its producing not now time to recognize the administrative, financial, and 
capacity. The on Game Policy oe pee educational adjustments which they entail? 

pe the Shee ae the eon re i : eae - eh First of all, they call for leaders with something more than 

Seve vail mit eel ‘Le & aa ee Te ing Pe ea tolerance for lines of work other than their own specialties. 
ever Stale Be Beco) Maboe Saar nuea, PrCbr cero Second, they seem to imply merged, not separate, organiza- 

this end. The result will be more game, but not less cost, Fae & ere : “f He eel hen {a eiill aaiatain dhe Gamelwatden and. DO2 of administrative agencies. Third, they lay on the pri- 
Rue eee oa ie oe i 2 n an’ yate citizen the obligation to broaden his understanding. It 

Be ea i aay pokes Nea ee tea will no longer suffice to let the women’s clubs run the parks, 
. 1 “eee de Oe od onld like oe he dels ae the sportsmen the game, the fishermen the fish. All these 
De eae ee Coe coe oa Bewase De ceregalec changes are presaged in such recent developments as the 

to organized farm groups, the state closing any unit to all Towa Comeenation Plan 
shooting whenever the laws are not observed, or excessive Re ae : 

: ; . The reverted Public Domain is shotgunned with private 
tolls are levied on the public, or other subversions of the i Sans 

blic j Leal E i holdings, usually likewise idle. It has heretofore been as- 
public interest take place. Turopean game laws are appar- sumed that these must be bought out, by public appropria- 
ently enforced by the mutual watchfulness of landowners,  *. ane 6 a ‘ 

. + ae . . tion, before administration as a conservation unit can start. 
and thus gamekeepers, without any specialized public police sae 9 5 

amen Tore k hea Are we sure this is necessary? To wait for the necessary 
Shi. Ee io hi oS ah ee aa poles i ie funds will shelve most projects indefinitely. Cannot some 

A es Wer Here uA : ot * voluntary agreement be drawn whereby the owner concedes 

| If it would work, a large Savane would result, and could public control in return for some tax-status or pro-rata of 
| be devoted to development, education, and research, instead yeyenue? This seems worth study and possibly trial. 

, of policing and restocking. Farm game would then be on The National Forests, but for debatable tourist roads, 
all fours with agriculture, with this exception: The title to would be nearly self-supporting, and this despite the fact 
the resource would remain public, and commerce would deal that game and fish license revenues go to the state, and gen- 
in harvesting privileges rather than products. If in farming eral recreational use is free. Is this not good evidence that 
regions we could invest our hunting license income in county _state-operated “Conservation Districts,” managing all re- 

game agents instead of wardens and game farms, it is con- sources in accordance with the aptitude of each parcel of 
ceivable, that game management could some day attain the Jand, and charging for all uses, could pay somewhere near 
over-production which now exists in the agricultural field. their own operating costs? If so, is it better for the public to 

| Forest and range lands present a more difficult problem, postpone the organization of such districts until prosperous 
| and publicly owned forest and range lands a very pressing times, or to give the pay-as-you-enter idea a limited trial? 
| and immediate problem. Where shall we find the funds for Capital costs might be met, in some measure, from license 
pzacticing conservation on the millions of acres of idle lands income. 
which are now reverting to public ownership, in a sort of Political leaders have sensed the competitive atmosphere 
economic avalanche, by reason of the insolvency of private in conservation bureaus, and of course need no new remind- 
es and private forestry on them? We have so far ers of the need for economy. They (Continuing on page 48)
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WEATHERPROOFING Lao. ee | ree 
’ CONSERVATION WHO'S WHO 

(Continued from page 11) Among the Authors in This Issue 

seek to kill two.birds with one stone by 
arbitrary reallocations of activities under a 
single overhead. 

Tf such a grouping can be accomplished Wattace Hurcuinson (Lhe Battle of 
without severing any conservation bureau Matilija Canyon), in 
from the economic land-use which it seeks to charge of Public Rela- — 9 
alter, and without mixing the basically dis- tions in the California a de 
tinct organic and inorganic conservation prob- region of the Forest i 
lems, it would probably be a good thing. It Service, is the origi- a2 
is no substitute, though, for the needed coop- nator of “Ranger Bill,” i 
eration among public factions described in whose sayings epito- 4 
the first part of this paper. Coordination may mize the philosophy of ae 
he preached and legislated from the top down, the National Forest field . 
but must be built from the bottom up. force. Graduating 

A third move called for by the economic from the Yale Forest 

emergency is closing the gaps in research School in 1903, he saw V 

which correspond, roughly, to the factional the pioneering work of - 

cleavages. We have dug up the life histories the Forest Service in 
of corn, cattle, quail, grass, and oaks, but the Middle West, on the 
where is the experiment to find how to grow Pacific Coast and in the —_ Wallace Hutchinson 

all of them on the same farm? We have  far-away Philippines. 

studied ducks, fish, and fur, but where is the ex- 

periment to show how to grow them in the same Dare McConkey (Tree Immigrants) was 
pond? In addition to digging deeper into spe- formerly assistant extension editor for the 

cialized researches, is ib mot time to) te some weet Virginia University Agricultural Exten- 
of them together? Agricultural research has a : : 3 A 

ii . sion Service. He is now in Washington, D. C., 
closed its gaps to the point where crop-coor- : se a 

inati ‘ ‘ devoting his time to writing. He attended 
dination almost outweighs crop production as ‘ Iki mT a Wweivi 

the object of attention, but conservation has both Davis and Elkins College an Feb var: 
not. How else shall the private landowner, or 81718 University. oy esibesaeael uae 
the public land administrator, use the re- x 
sults? How else shall the results contribute Apo Lropotp (Weatherproofing Conserva- | 

their full degree of truth to economic and{ jon), one of the foremost foresters in the 
socialized land-use? The McSweeney-McNary country, has had wide 
Bill, to be sure, started in this direction, but experience in game ad- 

the very paucity of its support reflects the i ministration. A grad- 

poverty of public understanding of its pur- a uate of the Yale For- 

poses, a est School, he served 

I plead, in short, for tearing down some of ~ r’ the Forest Service 

the stone walls which now subdivide the oo from 1912 to 1928, four 

conservation fort, and using the material to 4 years as associate di- 

heighten the external defenses. ae rector of the Forest 

4 Products Laboratory, 
resigning to undertake 

4 a survey of game re- 

d sources for the Sport- 
i ing Arms and Ammu- 

Se nition Se 
Institute. Today he is 

Aldo Leopold serving in a consulting 
capacity.
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“Turkish Bows” of the 

New Mexico Indians 

Aldo Leopold 

In 1582, Antonio de Espejo marched down the Rio Conchas 
in what is now Chihuahua, Mexico, and up the Rio Grande 
into what is now New Mexico. Two days before reaching the 
confluence of the two rivers, opposite what is now Presidio 
County, Texas, Espejo encountered a ‘“‘rancheria’’ of Indians 

called Otomoacos, and camped nearby. Next morning three of 

his horses had been shot, others crippled, and the Indians had 
taken to the hills. A skirmish followed in which the Indians 
used bows, but Espejo, being uncertain of just who was guilty 

and probably still more uncertain of the wisdom of a pitched 

battle, made peaceful overtures and the Indians returned to their 

town. Diego Perez de Luxan, Espejo’s chronicler, describes them 

thus: 

“These people are naked and have their privy parts un- 
covered. They cover themselves with well tanned skins of the 
cibula (bison). These hides they tan and soften by beating them 
with stones until they-are soft. They fight with bows and 
arrows. The bows are Turkish, all reinforced and very strong, 
and the strings are made from the sinews of the buffalo.” 

The italics are mine. 
“Turkish bows”’ are thrice again mentioned during the march 

up the Rio Grande, but in the last instance, at a San Felipe 
pueblo near what is now San Marcial, New Mexico, Luxan’s 
admiration for the native bowyers begins to cool off. “Here,” 
he says, ‘‘they have few and poor Turkish bows and poorer 
arrows.” 

Bows and arrows are frequently mentioned, and usually rated 
for quality, during the succeeding march north to Cochiti, west 
ta the Verde in Arizona, east to the Rio Pecos, and down the 
Pecos to about the present border, but there bows are never 

designated as ‘‘Turkish.’’ But on returning overland to the Rio 

Grande and resting for three days at the mouth of the same 

Rio Conchas, ‘“Turkish bows” again enter the picture. 
“The companions all traded blankets, of which they (the 

Indians of the Santo Tomas Pueblo) had many, bison skins, 
and Turkish bows, reinforced with sinews. These are the best 
and strongest which there are in the land that has been 
discovered.” 

It is quite clear that this Luxan was somewhat of an archer, 
and that the Indians of the lower Rio Grande, from the Conchas
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to San Marcial, had some distinctive and superior bow which 
the other Indians did not have, and which Luxan called 
“Turkish’’ because of resemblance to Turkish bows seen in 
Europe. It should be recalled that the separateness of America 
and Asia was at this period not yet clear. 

What were these ‘Turkish’ bows? The editors of the Espejo 
narrative enlighten us with the following footnote: 

“Both Obregon and Luxan constantly speak of ‘Turkish 
bows,’ but just what they mean is not certain. Purchas in His 

Pilgrimes, I, 1925, speaks of Turkish bows made of buffalo 
horns intermixed with sinews. But, as Mr. Hodge informs us, 
bows made up of pieces of bone or horn worked to shape and 

bound with thongs or sinew were not used by Indians to whom 
suitable wood was available. In the Southwest, wood was 

plentiful, so perhaps Luxan means that the wooden bow was 

bound at the grip with sinew to afford greater elasticity and 

strength. In this connection the following quotation is of inter- 

est: ‘Bows were usually made of wood’ writes Mr. E. Douglas 

Branch, ‘but the best and strongest were made of pieces of bone 
and horn—buffalo, elk or mountain sheep—spliced and glued 
together, and wrapped with sinews of buffalo. Strands of buffalo 
sinew made the bowstrings.’ The Hunting of the*Buffalo, 29, 
New York, 1929.” 

It seems too bad that archeologists and historians do not 
make bows, or else avail themsleves of advice from those who 
do, before venturing such conjectures as the one italicized above. 
Handle-wrappings affect neither elasticity nor strength, and 
Luxan with his evident knowledge of archery must have had 
some much better reason for calling these bows ‘‘Turkish.”’ 

Why not because they were, like true Turkish bows, actually 
made of ‘horn? What bow-woods, other than juniper, were 
available on the lower Rio Grande? No really good ones that I 
know of. On the other hand, mountain sheep horns were avail- 
able in all the nearby ranges. Grinnell, in his “Cheyenne 
Indians,” says that sheep-horn bows backed with sinew were 
widely used by the plains Indians, and explains in some detail 
how they were manufactured. The horn was cut in spiprals, 
boiled, and dried straight on a stick. (It is beyond me how the 
spiral could be cut without a metal saw, but when Grinnell 
says so, it must be so. Why doesn’t some western archer try it?) 

If we are to accept the existence of mountain skeen bows 

during the pre-metal culture of the Indian (and 1582, was 
certainly toa early for Spanish metal to have reached the Rio 
Grande and been made the foundation for new handicrafts), 

then either these were horn bows, or there remains to be adduced 

some much more convincing reason for Luxan calling them 

“Turkish.” 
How did a simple soldier like Luxan know anything about 

Turkish bows? Spanish scholars assure me that Spain had many
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a brush with Turks during the decades preceding the Espejo 
expedition. The Mediterranean coast towns were harassed by 
Turkish pirates. The Spanish fleet won a major naval battle 
from the Turks at Lapanto in 1571. Bows as a military weapon 
had already been discarded in Europe, but it is not improbable 
that the Turks still used them( or had them, and hence that a 
Spanish soldier like Luxan may have seen them at first hand 
before he was sent to Mexico, 

Those archers who wish to untangle this very interesting 
book for themse!ves should ask for “Expedition Into New 
Mexico Made By Antonio De Espejo,” as revealed in the Journal 
of Diego Perez de Luxan, translated by G. P. Hammond and 
Agapita Rey, The Quivira Society, Los Angeles, 1929. 

Building a Foundation in Archery 

Roy E. Lundquist 
Activity Director, Salt Lake Vanguard Association 

Most spofts receive their finest contributions from youthful 

enthusiasts. It is valuable to any sport to build interest among 

young men and girls, because their opportunities for play are 

greater and their interest is generally keener. Younger people 

are more alert to true form and learn readily what adults acquire 

with much effort. 
Some adult archers feel that we spoil archery for grown-ups 

by fostering the sport among juniors. It is the author's firm 
belief that a wonderful foundation for archery can be built in 
the present generation of young people. There will be thousands 

of fine archers that will come from these natural prospects. We 
have succeeded with archery in Utah, ever since it was featured 
among juniors, by enlisting enthusiastic adult supervision. 

One of the quickest and surest ways to foster archery is to 
introduce it into already organized groups and clubs. Boy Scout 
Troops, Church Organizations, Boys’ Clubs, Girls’ Club, High 
Schools and Junior High Schools all offer splendid opportunities. 

For more than three years prior to 1930, the Ute Archery 
Club of Salt Lake City had acquired only ten or fifteen active 
members through personal contact and solicitation. In that 
year two scout troops known as ‘Vanguards took up archery as a 
feature activitiy and handicraft subject under direction of two 
archery club members who were also Scoutmasters. The group 
interest was surprising and very gratifying. Inter-troop practice 
and contests were held and archery stunts and dramatic demon- 
strations given at scout banquets, hikes and community gather- 
ings. The attention of the general authorities of the L. D. S. 
Church was attracted to Archery at one of these dramas and the
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The gradual extension of ethical criteria to economic relationships is an historical fact. 
Economic criteria did not suffice to adjust men to society; they do not now suffice to 
adjust society to its environment. If our present evolutionary impetus is an upward one, 
it is ecologically probable that ethics will eventually be extended to land. The present 
conservation movement may constitute the beginnings of such an extension. If and when 
it takes place, it may radically modify what now appear as insuperable economic obstacles 

to better land-use. 

t 
| HEN god-like Odysseus returned of social from anti-social conduct. These 

from the wars in Troy, he are two definitions of one thing. The 
hanged all on one rope some thing has its origin in the tendency of 

dozen slave-girls of his household whom interdependent individuals or societies to 
he suspected of misbehavior during his evolve modes of codperation. The biolo- 
absence. gist calls these symbioses. Man elaborated 

This hanging involved no question of certain advanced symbioses called politics 

propriety, much less of justice. The and economics. Like their simpler bio- 
girls were property. The disposal of logical antecedents, they enable individ- 

property was then, as now, a matter of uals or groups to exploit each other in 
expediency, not of right and wrong. an orderly way. Their first yardstick was 

Criteria of right and wrong were not expediency. 
lacking from Odysseus’ Greece: witness The complexity of coéperative mechan- 
the fidelity of his wife through the long isms increased with population density, 
years before at last his black-prowed and with the efficiency of tools. It was 

galleys clove the wine-dark seas for home. simpler, for example, to define the anti- 
The ethical structure of that day covered social uses of sticks and stones in the 
wives, but had not yet been extended to days of the mastodons than of bullets and 

human chattels. During the three thou- billboards in the age of motors. 

sand years which have since elapsed, At a certain stage of complexity, the 
ethical criteria have been extended to human community found  expediency- 

many fields of conduct, with correspond- yardsticks no longer sufficient. One by 
ing shrinkages in those judged by ex- one it has evolved and superimposed upon 
pediency only. them a set of ethical yardsticks. The first 

This extension of ethics, so far studied ethics dealt with the relationship between 

only by philosophers, is actually a proc- individuals. The Mosaic Decalogue is an 
ess in ecological evolution. Its sequences example. Later accretions dealt with the 
may be described in biological as well relationship between the individual and 
as philosophical terms. An ethic, bio- society. Christianity tries to integrate the 
logically, is a limitation on freedom of individual to society, Democracy to in- 
action in the struggle for existence. An tegrate social organization to the in- 
ethic, philosophically, is a differentiation dividual. 

*Fourth Annual John Wesley Powell Lecture, Southwestern Division, American Association for 
the Advancement of Science, Las Cruces, New Mexico, May 1, 1933. 
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There is as yet no ethic dealing with science cannot escape its part in forming 
man’s relationship to land and to the them. “ 
non-human animals and plants which 
grow upon it. Land, like Odysseus’ Ecotocy—Its Rote in History 

slave-girls, is still property. The land- 
relation is still strictly economic, entail- A harmonious relation to land is more 
ing privileges but not obligations. intricate, and of more consequence to 

The extension of ethics to this third Civilization, than the historians of its 

element in human environment is, if we Progress seem to realize. Civilization is 
read evolution correctly, an ecological N0t, as they often assume, the enslave- 
possibility. It is the third step in a ment of a stable and constant earth. It 

sequence. The first two have already been is a state of mutual and interdependent 

taken. Civilized man exhibits in his own C06peration between human animals, other 

mind evidence that the third is needed. animals, plants, and soils, which may 
For example, his sense of right and be disrupted at any moment by the failure 
wrong may be aroused quite as strongly of any of them. Land-despoliation has 
by the desecration of a nearby woodlot evicted nations, and can on occasion do 
as by a famine in China, a ae i it again. As long as six virgin continents 

in Germany, or the murder of the slave- awaited the plow, this was perhaps no 
girls in ancient Greece. Individual think- tragic matter,—eviction from one piece 
ers since the days of Ezekial and Isaiah of soil could be recouped by despoiling 

have asserted that the despoliation of another. But there are now wars and 
land is not only inexpedient but wrong. Tumors of wars which foretell the im- 
Society, however, has not yet affirmed pending saturation of the earth’s best 
their belief. I regard the present con- soils and climates. It thus becomes a 
servation movement as the embryo of ‘matter of some importance, at least to 
such an affirmation. I here discuss why ourselves, that our dominion, once gained, 

this is, or should be, so. be self-perpetuating rather than  self- 

Some scientists will dismiss this mat- destructive. 
ter forthwith, on the ground that ecology This instability of our land-relation 
has no relation to right and wrong. To calls for example. I will sketch a single 
such I reply that science, if not philoso- aspect of it: the plant succession as a 

phy, should by now have made us cautious factor in history. 

about dismissals. An ethic may be re- In the years following the Revolution, 
garded as a mode of guidance for meet- three groups were contending for control 
ing ecological situations so new or intri- of the Mississippi valley: the native 

cate, or involving such deferred reactions, Indians, the French and English traders, 
that the path of social expediency is not and American settlers. Historians wonder 
discernible to the average individual. what would have happened if the English 
Animal instincts are just this. Ethics are at Detroit had thrown a little more 
possibly a kind of advanced social in- weight into the Indian side of those tipsy 
stinct in-the-making. scales which decided the outcome of the 

Whatever the merits of this analogy, Colonial migration into the cane-lands of 

no ecologist can deny that our land- Kentucky. Yet who ever wondered why 
relation involves penalties and rewards the cane-lands, when subjected to the 
which the individual does not see, and particular mixture of forces represented 

needs modes of guidance which do not by the cow, plow, fire, and axe of the 
yet exist. Call these what you will, pioneer, became bluegrass? What if the
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plant succession inherent in this “dark a stable and habitable assortment of 
and bloody ground” had, under the vegetative types, or an unstable and un- 
impact of these forces, given us some . inhabitable assortment. The swampy for- 
worthless sedge, shrub, or weed? Would ests of Caesar’s Gaul were utterly changed 
Boone and Kenton have held out? Would by human use—for the better. Moses’ 
there have been any overflow into Ohio? land of milk and honey was_ utterly 
Any Louisiana Purchase? Any trans- changed—for the worse. Both changes 
continental union of new states? Any are the unpremeditated resultant of the 
Civil War? Any machine age? Any impact between ecological and economic 
depression? The subsequent drama of forces. We now decipher these reactions 
American history, here and elsewhere, retrospectively. What could possibly be 
hung in large degree on the reaction of more important than to foresee and con- 
particular soils to the impact of particu- trol them? 

lar forces exerted by a particular kind We of the machine age admire our- 
and degree of human occupation. No elves for our mechanical ingenuity; we 
statesman-biologist selected those forces, harness cars to the solar energy im- 
nor foresaw their effects. That chain of pounded in carboniferous forests; we fly 

events which \in the Fourth of July we jn mechanical birds; we make the ether 

call our National Destiny hung on a carry our words or even our pictures. 
“fortuitous concourse of elements,” the But are these not in one sense mere 
interplay of which we now dimly decipher parlor tricks compared with our utter 
by hindsight only. ineptitude in keeping land fit to live 

Contrast Kentucky with what hindsight upon? Our engineering has attained the 
tells us about the Southwest. The impact pearly gates of a near-millennium, but 

of occupancy here brought no bluegrass, our applied biology still lives in nomad’s 

nor other plant fitted to withstand the tents of the stone age. If our system of 

bumps and buffetings of misuse. Most of land-use happens to be self-perpetuating, 

these soils, when grazed, reverted through wwe stay. If it happens to be self-destruc- 

a successive series of more and more tive we move, like Abraham, to pastures 

worthless grasses, shrubs, and weeds to new. 
a condition of unstable equilibrium. Each Do I overdraw this paradox? I think 

recession of plant types bred erosion; not. Consider the transcontinental air- 
each increment to erosion bred a further mail which plies the skyways of the 
recession of plants. The result today is Southwest—a symbol of its final con- 

a progressive and mutual deterioration, quest. What does it see? A score of 

not only of plants and soils, but of the mountain valleys which were green gems 

animal community subsisting thereon. of fertility when first described by Cor- 

The early settlers did not expect this, onado, Espejo, Pattie, Abert, Sitgreaves, 

on the cienegas of central New Mexico and Couzens. What are they now? Sand- 

some even cut artificial gullies to hasten ars, wastes of cobbles and burroweed, 

it. So subtle has been its progress that a path for torrents. Rivers which Pattie 

few people know anything about it. It says were clear, now muddy sewers for 

is not discussed at polite tea-tables or the wasting fertility of an empire. A 

go-getting luncheon clubs, but only in “Public Domain,” once a velvet carpet 

the arid halls of science. of rich buffalo-grass and grama, now an 

All civilization seem to have been con-  illimitable waste of rattlesnake-bush and 

ditioned upon whether the plant succes- tumbleweed, too impoverished to he ac- 

sion, under the impact of occupancy, gave cepted as a gift by the states within which
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it lies. Why? Because the ecology of lature, but in the former’s toolshed. 
this Southwest happened to be set on a Barbed wire and brains are doing what 
hair-trigger. Because cows eat brush when laws alone failed to do. 

the grass is gone, and thus postpone the —_ In other instances we take credit for 
penalties of over-utilization. Because cer- shaking down apples which were, in all 

tain grasses, when grazed too closely to probability, ecological windfalls. In the 
bear seed-stalks, are weakened and give J,ake States and the Northeast lumbering, 
way to inferior grasses, and these to pulping, and fire accidentally created 
inferior shrubs, and these to weeds, and some scores of millions of acres of new 
these to naked earth. Because rain which second-growth. At the proper stage we 

spatters upon vegetated soil stays clear find these thickets full of deer. For this 
and sinks, while rain which spatters we naively thank the wisdom of our game 
upon devegetated soil seals its inter- Jaws, 
stices with colloidal mud and hence nbahorittheteactionsoPeland ste eed: 

ADEE TU ena rag aS floods, cutting the cupancy determines the nature and dura- 
heart out of country as Te Ogee Are these tion of civilization. In Arid climates the 
phenomena any more difficult to foresee ond may be destroyed. In all climates 
than the paths of stars which science th plant succession determines what eco- 
deciphers without the error of a single jomic activities can be supported. Their 
second? Which is the more important nature and intensity in turn determine 
to the permanence and welfare of civili- 9; fouly (the domectie’ but leo the wild 

zation? plant and animal life, the scenery, and 

I do nee here berate the astronomer ihe whole face of nature. We inherit the 
for his precocity, but rather the ecologist earth, but within the limits of the soil 

for his lack of it. The days of his nq the plant succession we also rebuild 
cloistered sequestration are over: the earth,—without plan, without: knowl: 

\ “Whether you will or not, edge of its properties, and without under- 
| You are a king, Tristram, for you standing of the increasingly coarse and 

are one powerful tools which science has placed 
Of the time-tested few that leave the at our disposal. We are remodelling the 
world, Alhambra with a steam-shovel. 

When they are gone, not the same 

place it was. Ecotocy anp Economics 
Mark what you leave.” 

Unforseen ecological reactions not only The conservation movement is, at the 
make or break history in a few excep- very least, an assertion that these inter- 
tional enterprises—they condition, cir- actions between man and land are too | 
cumscribe, delimit, and warp all enter- important to be left to chance, even that 

prises, both economic and cultural, that sacred variety of chance known as eco- 

pertain to land. In the cornbelt, after nomic law. 

grazing and plowing out all the cover We have three possible controls: Legis- 
in the interests of “clean farming,” we lation, self-interest, and ethics. Before 
grew tearful about wild-life, and spent we can know where and how they will 

several decades passing laws for its work, we most first understand the re- 
restoration. We were like Canute com- actions. Such understanding arises only 
manding the tide. Only recently has from research. At the present moment 
research made it clear that the impli research, inadequate as it is, has neverthe- 
ments for restoration lie not in the legis- less piled up a large store of facts which
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our land using industries are unwilling, carrying charges on stumpage reserves 
or (they claim) unable, to apply. Why? are so high as to force perennial liquida- 
A review of three sample fields will be tion, overproduction, depressed prices, 
attempted. and an appalling wastage of unmarket- 

Soil science has so far relied on self- able grades which must be cut to get the 
interest as the motive for conservation. higher grades; the mind of the forest 
The landholder is told that it pays to owner lacks the point-of-view underlying 
conserve his soil and its fertility. On good sustained yield; the low wage-standards 

farms this economic formula has improved on which European forestry rests do not 

land-practice, but on poorer soils vast obtain in America. 
abuses still proceed unchecked. Public A few tentative gropings toward indus- 
acquisition of submarginal soils is being trial forestry were visible before 1929, 
urged as a remedy for their misuse. It but these have been mostly swept away 
has been applied to some extent, but it by the depression, with the net result 
often comes too late to check erosion, that forty years of “campaigning” have 
and can hardly hope more than to amel- left us only such actual tree-cropping as 
iorate a phenomenon involving in some is under-written by public treasuries. 
degree every square foot on the continent. Only a blind man could see in this the 
Legislative compulsion might work on beginnings of an orderly and harmonious 
the best soils where it is least needed, use of the forest resource. 
but it seems hopeless on poor soils where There are those who would remedy 

the existing economic set-up hardly per- this failure by legislative compulsion of 
mits even uncontrolled private enterprise private owners. Can a landholder be 

to make a profit. We must face the fact successfully compelled to raise any crop, 
that, by and large, no defensible relation- Jet alone a complex long-time crop like 

ship between man and the soil of his g forest, on land the private possession of 
nativity is as yet in sight. which is, for the moment at least, a 

Forestry exhibits another tragedy—or liability? Compulsion would merely has- 
comedy—of Homo sapiens, astride the ten that avalanche of tax-delinquent land- 
runaway Juggernaut of his own building, titles now being dumped into the public 
trying to be decent to his environment. lap. 

A new profession was trained in the con- Another and larger group seeks a 
fident expectation that the shrinkage in remedy in more public ownership. Doubt- 
virgin timber would, as a matter of self- less we need it—we are getting it whether 
interest, bring an expansion of timber- we need it or not—but how far can it 
cropping. Foresters are cropping timber go? We cannot dodge the fact that the 
on certain parcels of poor land which forest problem, like the soil problem, 
happen to be public, but on the great is coextensive with the map of the United 
bulk of private holdings they have ac- States. How far can we tax other lands 
complished little. Economics won’t let and industries to maintain forest lands 
them. Why? He would be bold indeed and industries artificially? How confi- 

who claimed to know the whole answer, dently can we set out to run a hundred- 

but these parts of it seem agreed upon: yard dash with a twenty foot rope tying 
modern transport prevents profitable tree- our ankle to the starting point? Well, 
cropping in cut-out regions until virgin we are bravely “getting set,” anyhow. 

stands in all others are first exhausted; The trend in wild-life conservation is 
substitutes for lumber have undermined possibly more encouraging than in either 

confidence in the future need for it; soils or forests. It has suddenly become
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apparent that farmers, out of self-interest, the atrocities which still prevail every- 
can be induced to crop game. Game where else. We have made a real start 
crops are in demand, staple crops are on this kind of conservation, and we can 
not. For farm-species, therefore, the im- carry it as far as the tax-string on our 
mediate future is relatively bright. For- leg will reach. Obviously, though it con- 
est game has profited to some extent by serves our self-respect better than our 
the accidental establishment of new habi- land. Many excellent people accept it, 
tat following the decline of forest in- either because they despair of anything 
dustries. Migratory game, on the other better, or because they fail to see the 
hand, has lost heavily through drainage wniversality of the reactions needing con- 
and over-shooting; its future is black trol. That is to say their ecological 
because motives of self-interest do not education is not yet sufficient. 

apply to the private cropping of birds The other concept supports the public 
so mobile that they “belong” to every- program, but regards it as merely exten- 
body, and hence to nobody. Only gov- sion, teaching, demonstration, an initial 
ernments have interests coextensive with puycleus, a means to an end, but not the 

their annual movements, and the divided end itself. The real end is a universal 
counsels of conservationists give govern- symbiosis with land, economic and es- 

ments ample alibi for doing little. Gov- thetic, public and private. To this school 
ernments could crop migratory birds of thought public ownership is a patch 
because their marshy habitat is cheap and yt not a program. 
concentrated, but we get only an annual Are we, then, limited to patchwork 

crop of new hearings on how to divide yntil such time as Mr. Babbitt has taken 
the fast-dwindling remnant. his Ph.D. in ecology and esthetics? Or 

These three fields of conservation, while do the new economic formulae offer a 

but fractions of the whole, suffice to short-cut to harmony with our environ- 
illustrate the welter of conflicting forces, ment? 
facts, and opinions which so far comprise 
the result of the effort to harmonize our Tue Economic Isms 
machine civilization with the land whence 

comes its sustenance. We have accom- As nearly as I can see, all the new 
plished little, but we should have learned isms—Socialism, Communism, Fascism, 
much. What? and especially the late but not lamented 

I can see clearly only two things: Technocracy—outdo even Capitalism it- 
First, that the economic cards are self in their preoccupation with one 

stacked against some of the most impor- thing: The distribution of more machine- 
tant reforms in land-use. made commodities to more people. They 

Second, that the scheme to circumvent all proceed on the theory that if we can 
this obstacle by public ownership, while all keep warm and full, and all own a 

highly desirable and good as far as it Ford and a radio, the good life will fol- 
goes, can never go far enough. Many low. Their programs differ only in ways 
will take issue on this, but the issue is to mobilize machines to this end. Though 

between two conflicting conceptions of they despise each other, they are all, in 
the end towards which we are working. respect of this objective, as identically 

One regards conservation as a kind of alike as peas in a pod. They are com- 
sacrificial offering, made for us vicari- petitive apostles of a single creed: salva- 
ously by bureaus, on lands nobody wants tion by machinery. 
for other purposes, in propitiation for We are here concerned, not with their
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proposals for adjusting men and machin- THE CONSERVATION MoveMENT 
ery to goods, but rather with their lack of 

any vital proposal for adjusting men and We are confronted, then, by a contra- 
miachinessitol land. (ilo cotiservalionists cictions- Lo +build a, better motor-we tap 
they offer only the old familiar pallia- the uttermost powers of the human brain; 

tives: Public ownership and private com- vy build ie better countryside we throw 
LetanOeel Paumastateaieemaient how ob ice. Political systems take no cognizance 
Ps > °Y of this disparity, offer no sufficient 
what magic are they to become sufficient remedy salbere as Ghowersmene dormant 

after we change our collective label? but widespread consciousness that the 

Let us apply economic reasoning to a destruction of land, and of the living 
sample problem and see where it takes things upon it, is wrong. A new minority 
us. As already pointed out, there is a have espoused an idea called conservation 

huge area which the economist calls sub- which tends to assert this as a positive 
marginal, because it has a minus value principle. Does it contain seeds which 

for exploitation. In its once-virgin con- “7° likely to grow? é 
dition, however, it could be “skinned” Its own devotees, I confess, often eve 

at a profit. It has been, and as a result @Pparent grounds for skepticism. We 
heer ay hiner taway char all have, as an extreme example, the cult 

erosion 1S washing 1 'Y : . 
de aheice? of the barbless hook, which acquires 

PS self-esteem by a self-imposed limitation 
By all the accepted tenets of current of armaments in catching fish. The limi- 

economics and science we ought to Say tation is commendable, but the illusion 
“Jet her wash.” Why? Because staple that it has something to do with salvation 
land-crops are overproduced, our popula- is as naive as some of the primitive 

tion curve is flattening out, science is taboos and mortifications which still 
still raising the yields from better lands, adhere to religious sects. Such excres- 
we are spending millions from the pub- censes seem to indicate the whereabouts 
lic treasury to retire unneeded acreage, of a moral problem, however irrelevant 
and here is nature offering to do the they be in either defining or solving it. 
same thing free of charge; why not let Then there is the conservation-booster, 

her do it? This, I say, is economic who of late has been rewriting the con- 
reasoning. Yet no man has so spoken. servation ticket in terms of “tourist-bait.” 
I cannot help reading a meaning into He exhorts us to “conserve outdoor Wis- 
this fact. To me it means that the average consin” because if we don’t the motorist- 
citizen shares in some degree the intuitive on-vacation will streak through to Michi- 

and instantaneous contempt with which gan, leaving us only a cloud of dust. 
the conservationist would regard such an Is Mr. Babbitt trumping up hard-boiled 
attitude. We can, is seems, stomach the reasons to serve as a screen for doing 

burning or plowing-under of over-pro- what he thinks is right? His tenacity 
duced cotton, coffee, or corn, but the suggests that he is after something more 

destruction of mother-earth, however “sub- than tourists. Have he and other thou- 

marginal,” touches something deeper, sands of “conservation workers” labored 
some sub-economic stratum of the human through all these barren decades fired by 
intelligence wherein lies that something— a dream of augmenting the sales of sand- 

perhaps the essence of civilization—which wiches and gasoline? I think not. Some 
Wilson called “the decent opinion of of these people have hitched their wagon 
mankind.” to a star—and that is something.
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Any wagon so hitched offers the dis- wise. The soil and the plant succession 
cerning politician a quick ride to glory. are recognized as the basic variables 
His agility in hopping up and seizing the which determine plant and animal life, 
reins adds little dignity to the cause, but both wild and domesticated, and likewise 
it does add the testimony of his political the quality and quantity of human satis- 
nose to an important question: is this factions to be derived. Gun-powder is 
conservation something people really relegated to the status of a tool for 
want? The political objective, to be sure, harvesting one of these satisfactions. 
is often some trivial tinkering with the Blood-lust is a source of motive-power, 

laws, some useless appropriation, or some like sex in social organization. Only one 

pasting of pretty labels on ugly realities. constant is assumed, and that is common 
How often, though, does any political to both equations: the love of nature. 
action portray the real depth of the idea This new idea is so far regarded as 
behind it? For political consumption a merely a new and promising means to 

new thought must always be reduced to better hunting and fishing, but its poten- 
a posture or a phrase. It has happened tial uses are much larger. To explain 
before that great ideas were heralded by this, let us go back to the basic thesis— 

growing-pains in the body politic, semi- the preservation of fauna and flora. 
comic to those onlookers not yet infected Why do species become extinct? Be- 
by them. The insignificance of what we cause they first become rare. Why do 

conservationists, in our political capacity, they become rare? Because of shrinkage 
say and do, does not detract from the jn the particular environments which their 
significance of our persistent desire to do particular adaptations enable them to 
something. To turn this desire into pro- jnhabit. Can such shrinkage be con- 
ductive channels is the task of time, and trolled? Yes, once the specifications are 

ecology. known. How known? Through ecologi- 
The recent trend in wild life conserva- cal research. How controlled? By modi- 

tion shows the direction in which ideas fying the environment with those same 
are evolving. At the inception of the tools and skills already used in agricul- 
movement fifty years ago, its underlying ture and forestry. 
thesis was to save species from extermina- Given, then. the knowledge and the 
tion. The means to this end were a series desire, this idea of controlled wild culture 
of restrictive enactments. The duty of the or “management” can be applied not 
individual was to cherish and extend only to quail and trout, but to any living 

these enactments, and to see that his thing from bloodroots to Bell’s vireos. 
neighbor obeyed them. The whole struc- Within the limits imposed by the plant 
ture was negative and prohibitory. It succession, the soil, the size of the prop- 
assumed land to be a constant in the erty, and the gamut of the seasons, the 
ecological equation. Gun-powder and landholder can “raise” any wild plant, 
blood-lust were the variables needing fish, bird, or mammal he wants to. A 

control. rare bird or flower need remain no rarer 
There is now being superimposed on than the people willing to venture their 

this a positive and affirmatory ideology, skill in building it a habitat. Nor need 
the thesis of which is to prevent the we visualize this as a new diversion for 
deterioration of environment. The means the idle rich. The average dolled-up 
to this end is research. The duty of the estate merely proves what we will some 
individual is to apply its findings to land, day learn to acknowledge: that bread and 
and to encourage his neighbor to do like- beauty grow best together. Their har-
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monious integration can make farming see a speedy dissolution of the economic 
not only a business but an art; the land obstacles which now beset conservation. 
not only a food-factory but an instru- Economic laws may be permanent, but 

ment for self-expression, on which each their impact reflects what people want, 
can play music of his own choosing. which in turn reflects what they know 

It is well to ponder the sweep of this and what they are. The economic set-up 

thing. It offers us nothing less than a at any one moment is in some measure 

renaissance—a new creative stage—in the the result, as well as the cause, of the 

oldest, and potentiaily the most universal, then prevailing standard of living. Such 

of all the fine arts. “Landscaping,” for standards change. For example: some 
ages dissociated from economic land-use, people discriminate against manufactured 

has suffered that dwarfing and distortion goods produced by child-labor or other 

which always attends the relegation of anti-social processes. They have learned 

esthetic or spiritual functions to parks some of the abuses of machinery, and are 
and parlors. Hence it is hard for us to willing to use their custom as a leverage 
visualize a creative art of land-beauty for betterment. Social pressures have also 

which is the prerogative, not of esthetic been exerted to modify ecological pro- 

priests but of dirt farmers, which deals cesses which happened to be simple 

not with plants but with biota, and which enough for people to understand;—wit- 

wields not only spade and pruning shears, ness the very effective boycott of bird- 

but also draws rein on those invisible skins for millinery ornament. We need 

forces which determine the presence or» postulate only a little further advance in 

absence of plants and animals. Yet such ecological education to visualize the ap- 

is this thing which lies to hand, if we plication of like pressures to other con- 

want it. In it are the seeds of change, servation problems. 

including, perhaps, a rebirth of that For example: the lumberman who is 

social dignity which ought to inhere in now unable to practice forestry because 
land-ownership, but which, for the mo- the public is turning to synthetic boards 
ment, has passed to inferior professions, may then be able to sell man-grown 

and which the current processes of land- lumber “to keep the mountains green.” 
skinning hardly deserve. In it, too, are Again: certain wools are produced by 

perhaps the seeds of a new fellowship gutting the public domain; couldn’t their 

in land, a new solidarity in all men competitors, who lead their sheep in 

privileged to plow, a realization of Whit- greener pastures, so label their product? 
man’s dream to “plant companionship as Must we view forever the irony of edu- 

thick as trees along all the rivers of cating our sons with paper, the offal of 

America.” What bitter parody of such which pollutes the rivers which they 

companionship, and trees, and rivers, is need quite at badly as books? Would 

offered to this our generation! not many people pay an extra penny for 
I will not belabor the pipe-dream. It a “clean ” newspaper? Government may 

is no prediction, but merely an assertion some day busy itself with the legitimacy 
that the idea of controlled environment of labels used by land-industries to dis- 

contains colors and brushes wherewith tinguish conservation products, rather 
society may some day paint a new and than with the attempt to operate their 
possibly a better picture of itself. Granted lands for them. 
a community -in which the combined I neither predict nor advocate these 
beauty and utility of land determines the particular pressures—their wisdom or un- 
social status of its owner, and we will wisdom is beyond my knowledge. I do
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assert that these abuses are just as real, ing its wants and tolerances, can change 
and their correction every whit as urgent, the economic factors bearing on land. 
as was the killing of egrets for hats. They It can be said of nations, as of individ- 
differ only in the number of links com- uals: “as a man thinketh, so is he.” 
posing the ecological chain eg and It may seem idle to project such imag- 
effect. In egrets there were one or two inary elaborations of culture at a time 
links, which the mass-mind saw, believed, when millions lack even the means of 

and acted upon. In these others there physical existence. Some may feel for 
are many links; people do not see them, it the same honest horror as the Senator 
nor believe us who do. The ultimate from Michigan who lately arraigned Con- 
issue, in conservation as in other social gress for protecting migratory birds at 
problems, is whether the mass-mind wants a time when fellow-humans lacked bread. 
to extend its powers of comprehending The trouble with such deadly parallels 
the world in which it lives, or, granted is we can never be sure which is cause 
the desire, has the capacity to do so. and which is effect. It is not inconceiv- 
Ortega, in his “Revolt of the Masses,” able that the wave phenomena which 

has pointed the first question with devas- have lately upset everything from banks 
tating lucidity. The geneticists are gradu- to crime-rates might be less troublesome 
ally, with trepidations, coming to grips if the human medium in which they run 
with the second. I do not know the readjusted its tensions. The stampede is 
answer to either. I simply affirm that a an attribute of animals interested solely 
sufficiently enlightened society, by chang- in grass. 

oh 

RRS
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CONSERVATION ECONOMICS? 

By ALDO LEOPOLD i 
University of Wisconsin 

‘lhe “New Deal” expenditures for conservation indicate that from now on damage to 
land is to be repaired at public expense. Misuse of land thus becomes a direct liability 
against the public purse. In the light of this new premise, this paper critically examines 
current programs for public land acquisition and for regulation of private land practice. 
It suggests prevention rather than cure of misuse, and the fusion of conservation laws 
into some single system for rewarding the private owner whose land-use serves the 

public interest. 

HE moon, they say, was born when whip that these two losses will be mini- 
| some mighty planet, zooming aim- mized. 

lessly through the firmament, hap- Its history in America may be com- 
pened to pass so near the earth as to lift off pressed into two sentences: We tried to get 

piece of its substance and hurl it forth conservation by buying land, by subsidizing 
into space as a new and separate entity in desirable changes in land use, and by pass- 
the galaxy of heavenly bodies. ing restrictive laws. The last method large- 

Conservation, I think, was “born” in ly failed; the other two have produced some 
somewhat this same manner in the year small samples of success. 
A.D. 1933. A mighty force, consisting of The “New Deal” expenditures are the 
the pent-up desires and frustrated dreams natural consequence of this experience. 
of two generations of conservationists, Public ownership or subsidy having given 
passed near the national money-bags whilst us the only taste of conservation we have 
opened wide for post-depression relief. ever enjoyed, the public money-bags being 
Something large and heavy was lifted off open, and private land being a drug on the 
and hurled forth into the galaxy of the market, we have suddenly decided to buy 
alphabets. It is still moving too fast for us a real mouthful, if not indeed, a square 
us to be sure how big it is, or what cosmic meal. 
forces draw rein on its career. My purpose Is this good logic? Will we get a square 
is to discuss the new arrival and his pros- meal? These are the questions of the hour. 
pects in life. 

We must first of all understand the se- GEOGRAPHY 
quence of events which generated the lifting 
force. For the last half-century there has The monumental Copeland Report on 
grown up a widespread conviction that our forestry, and some lesser labors in other 
whip-hand over nature is no unmixed bless- fields, have recently shed much light on 
ing. We have gained an easier living, but these questions, but it seems to me that we 
in the process of getting it we are losing can further illuminate them by considering 
two things of possibly equal value: (1) the simple geography of the phenomena 
The permanence of the resources whence which conservation seeks to control. For- 
comes our bread and butter: (2) the op- ests, erosion, and game each have certain 
portunity of personal contact with natural characteristics -and certain limitations af- 

beauty. fecting their dispersion over the land. Can 
Conservation is the effort to so use the these be made to fit the geographical pecu- 

*Delivered at the Taylor-Hibbard Economics Club, University of Wisconsin, March 1, 1934. 
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liarities of public ownership? For instance: of waterfowl render the incentive for their 
1. Public lands are necessarily of limited private production partially inoperative. 

dispersion. Hence waterfowl stand is an exception to 

2. The ratio of public to private land the rule. 
cannot exceed what the private tax-base It is clear, however, that the inherent 
plus operating revenues if any, will carry. dispersion of the phenomena dealt with in 

3. The minimum unit of public land game management makes public game pro- 
must be large enough to carry a custodian. duction a aie gay saa to production 

Let us examine the geography of game 0” Private lands. Game must grow as a 

in the light of these “imitations. Wild by-product of other land uses. “Sport for 
game has an inherent intolerance of con- all” is obtainable only by using all the 
centration. Few enthusiasts are aware of land. Public game cropping as a sole de- 
this simple but important fact. The most pendence 8 excluded by the very nature of 
skillful culture cannot build a wild stand he game itself. : 
heavier than a bird per acre, or a deer per _ Consider, now, the geography oi forests. 
20 acres. Take upland birds as an exam- Forestry is unique in that timber products 

ple. The safe limit of annual kill is one- ©@” be grown in one place and used ‘n an- 

third the population, hence under ideal con- other. This is sot true of game or fish or 
ditions it takes 3 acres to put a bird in the ¢Tosion control, or scenery, or wildflowers, 
hunting coat. Under the non-Utopian oT birdsongs. Forestry is unique also in 

realities of actual practice it will likely this respect: Consumption of timber prod- 
take at least 6 acres. Perhaps half of Wis- ucts is not increasing. Hence it is probably 

consin is suitable to be cropped for birds. feasible to relegate the timber-growing 
On this half the state could bag 3 million function to public lands. It is not, to be 
birds yearly, or 15 for each hunter now sure, a desirable solution of the forest 
licensed. This is ample, but it assumes Problem, because the secondary functions 
all suitable land to be cropped. By no Of erosion control, wild life production, and 
stretch of the imagination could the public recreation decline as dispersion decreases. 

own all suitable land. Moreover, if it did, Wood waste goes up as dispersion goes 
the land would no longer be farmed, where- down. The social disciplines which private 

upon its productive capacity for game landowners might derive from timber-grow- 

would sink to a much lower figure. If the ing certainly are partly lost when the job is 
public owned and cropped a tenth of the done vicariously by public agents. Until 
state—3 million acres—it could produce 1933, both foresters and lumbermen clung 

only 5 birds for each hunter now licensed. tenaciously to the theory that there must 
What, now, is left for the unlicensed thou- be both private and public forestry, despite 
sands who have leisure but no place to the near-failure of all efforts to bring pri- 
spend it, and for the non-residents who are Vate practice into existence. Since 1933, 
the answer to the booster’s prayer? however, there has been a virtual stampede 

We can, to be sure, get heavier yields by for public ownership. Even Article X of 

artificial propagation, but the cost would the Lumber Code seems to be bending 
be prohibitive and the esthetic quality of in the direction of a preparation for public 
the product distinctly lower. It also hap- acquisition of cutovers, 
pens that waterfowl differ from other game. What, now, is the geography of soil ero- 
They have no intolerance of concentration. sion and floods? What is the dispersion 
Large-scale public ownership of marsh- of the phenomena which determines the 
lands, therefore, is feasible. It is also regimen of the Mississippi?—which deter- 
necessary, because the interstate movements mine whether the topsoil on farms shall
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stay where it is, or be dumped into the Gulf or compare recreational use. Those who 

of Mexico? Unless science has utterly have opinions about it must admit, like 

deluded itself, the answer is at variance Whitman, that 

with the recent trend of land policy. With “Whatever the sounding, whatever the sea 

as much certainty as we know whether or the sail, 

swallows hibernate in mud, and whether Man brings all things to the test of him- 

the elements are fire, water, and air, we self.” 

know that the dispersion of potential ero- The salient geographic character of out- 

sion is as uniyersal as the dispersion of door recreation, to my mind, is that recrea- 

cultivation, sraging, slope, and rain. How, tional use is self-destructive. The more 

then, shall we control it by purchasing a people are concentrated on a given area, 

few headwaters and riverbanks and con- the less is the chance of their finding what 

verting them into public forests? These they seek. This is not true of the uncritical 

spots are, I admit, usually the most vul- mob, but I see no more reason for running 

nerable, and their public afforestation will, 4 national or state park to please the mob 

I admit, retard the degeneration of our soil than a public art gallery or a public uni- 

and water resources, but will it assure the versity. A slum is a slum, whether in the 

physical integrity of America in A.D. 2000, Bowery or on the Yellowstone. Dispersion, 

or even A.D. 1950? Most assuredly not. then, is the first principle of recreational 

It is a geographic axiom that there is no planning. Dispersion of outdoor play- 
such assurance except in the conservative grounds has the equally important attribute 

use of every acre on every watershed in of enhancing their accessibility. 

America, whether it be farm or forest, pub- It is inconceivable to me that the “leisure 

lic or private. In the West are dozens of for all” revealed to us in Mr. Hoover's 

irrigation projects “protected” by a head- dream can be spent mainly, or even in large 

water-patch of national forest, each sub- part, on public recreation grounds. Already 

joined by a watershed on which overgraz- the public grounds are so congested that the 

ing, fire, and dry-farming have run riot. solitary recreationist must either invade 

Most of these “protected” reservoirs began uch of their roadless hinderlands as may 

to choke with silt before the ink was dry have temporarily escaped the CWA, or 

on their bonds. This disease of erosion is ayoid them altogether. The expanding de- 

a leprosy of the land, hardly to be cured and for recreation must in some way be 

by slapping a mustard plaster on the first spread over both public and private lands, 

sore. The only cure is the universal re- or else, like Shakespeare’s virtue, it will 

formation of land-use, and the longer we “die of its own too-much.” 

dabble with palliatives, the more gigantic Let it be clear that I do not challenge the 

grows the job of restoration. purchase of public lands for conservation. 

Let us now examine the geography of For the first time in history we are buying 

that subtle, complex, and (barring agricul- on a scale commensurate with the size of 

ture) most important of all the uses of land: the problem. I,do challenge the growing 

recreation. Recreation is a perpetual battle- cadence that bigger buying is a sub- 

field because it is a single word denoting as_ stitute for private conservation practice. 

many diverse things as there are diverse Bigger buying, I fear, is serving as an es- 

people. One can discuss it only in per- cape-mechanism,—it masks our failure to 

sonal terms. A sawlog can be scaled, and solve the harder problem. The geographic 

a covey of quail is 15 birds, but there is cards are stacked against its ultimate suc- 

no unit of either volume or value wherewith cess. In the long run it is exactly as effec- 

diverse persons can impersonally measure tive as buying half an umbrella.
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INTEGRATION foreman should lack omniscience in inte- 
grating conservation, but that the high-ups 

It has always been admitted that the (of which I was one) did not anticipate 
several kinds of conservation should be these conflicts of interest, sometimes did 

integrated with each other, and with other not see them when they occurred, and were 

economic land uses. The theory is that ill-prepared to adjust them when seen. The 
one and the same oak will grow sawlogs, Plain lesson is that to be a practitioner of 
bind soil against erosion, retard floods, conservation on a piece of land takes more 

drop acorns to game, furnish shelter for brains, and a wider range of sympathy, 
song birds, and cast shade for picnics; that forethought, and experience, than to be a 
one and the same acre can and should specialized forester, game manager, range 
serve forestry, watersheds, wild life, and manager, or erosion expert in a college or 

recreation simultaneously. It required the @ conservation bureau. Integration is easy 
open money-bags of 1933, however, todem- on paper, but a lot more important and 
onstrate what a disparity still exists be- more difficult in the field than any of us 
tween this paper ideal and the actual per- foresaw. None of us had ever had enough 
formance of a field-foreman turned loose volume and variety of field labor simultane- 

with a crew and a circular of instructions ously at work to be fully aware of either its 
on how to do some one particular kind of pitfalls or its possibilities. If the accouche- 
conservation work. There was, for exam- ent of conservation in 1933 bore no other 

ple, the road crew cutting a grade along a_ fruits, this sobering experience would alone 

clay bank so as permanently to roil the be worth its pains and cost. 
troutstream which another crew was im- If trained technicians on public lands 
proving with dams and shelters; the silvi- find it no small task to integrate the diverse 
cultural crew felling the “wolf trees” and public interests in land-use, what shall we 
border shrubbery needed for game food; say of the private landowner, scrambling 
the roadside-cleanup crew burning all the for a hard-earned living, who has not even 
down oak fuel wood available to the fire- been told what these public interests are? 
places being built by the recreation-ground 

crew; the planting crew setting pines all LEGISLATION 
over the only open clover-patch available 

to the deer and partridges; the fire-line It is a conspicuous fact that almost all 
crew burning up all the hollow snags on a_ our present laws and appropriations are 
wild-life refuge, or worse yet, felling the single-track measures dealing with a single 

gnarled veterans which were about the only aspect of land-use. During the summer 
scenic thing along a “scenic road.” In short, of 1933, it became an equally conspicuous 
the ecological and esthetic limitations of fact that when applied to the soil these 
“scientific” technology were revealed in all measures frequently clash, or at best, fail to 
their nakedness. dovetail with each other. 

Such crossed wires were frequent, even Take, for example, a hypothetical Wis- 
in the CCC camps where crews were di- consin farm, and count the geeings and 

rected by brainy young technicians, many hawings which result from having a dozen 

of them fresh from conservation schools, drivers for a single horse. 
but each schooled only in his particular First we have the AAA paying the farmer 
“specialty.” What atrocities prevailed in a bonus for taking land out of corn or 
the more ephemeral organizations like the tobacco. Is the farmer encouraged to re- 

CWA, he who runs may read. The instruc- organize his layout of fields so as to divert 
tive part of this experience is not that cub this idle acreage permanently to game, for-
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estry, or erosion control? No—that is not for the public grazing ranges,—the Interior 
the business of the AAA. On the contrary, Department prohibits them. Not all of 
he is free to clear new woods, or push his these reversals are preventable—hindsight 
pastures further up the hill, to the actual is better than foresight, and always will 

detriment of forestry, game, and erosion. be; sincere public servants disagree on 
Again we have the CCC, building free what is sound public policy, and always 

chat ae in the tarmer’s gullies, and do- will. The list, however, is sufficiently im- 
ing a splendid job of it. But does the CCC pressive to raise these basic questions: 

stipulate that he must pull his cows down (a) Does the rigid statutory single-track 
off the steep slopes, and so revise his farm- definition of conservation attain even its 
ing that new gullies will not form? To a own limited object? History so far an- 
very limited extent, and only in the most gswers: seldom. 

flagrant cases. The single-track approach (b)) Gan the private landowner be. ex: 

is virtually precluded from revising other pected to integrate these uncodrdinated defi- 
land uses so as to give permanence to the jitions into a single system of land use? 
benefits it confers. Not, I think, if government experts find it 

Again we have the Forest Crop Law, of- difficult to do so. 
fering a tax rebate to those who practice (c) When the taxpayer learns what poor 

forestry. Does the timber ORBEE who makes teamwork exists between the various con- 
his woods produce not only timber but also servation dollars, will he be satisfied to roll 
game, erosion-control, fur, or wildflowers, nore of them down the same old rat? 1 

gain any’ preferred status thereby? Not at  gouybt it. 
all, despite the fact that he may benefit the (d) If single-track subsidy ‘or compul- 
public ten times as much as he who prac- _. ‘Il Ie ad qenhoval et ar 
tices forestry only, and despite the fact Seat yok Or are ee pernalive Si 
that the legislature which passed the law, P¥?7¢ Acquisition 1s not a solution, then ; ae 3 what is the solution? 
and the conservation commission which 
administers it, are equally interested in 
these “side-issues.” Economics 

This hypothetical farm may be in a fire- i i 5 
protection district which receives federal e Tn cea ve i throw se 2 ne ques 
aid from the Clarke-McNary Law. The [0", We must lirst examine briefly the time- 
district may qualify as to ent be a pub- honored supposition that conservation is 

lic menace as to wild life, or recreation. a and that the profit-incentive is 
These things, however, cannot sway the ‘SU#Clent to motivate its practice. 
inspector who passes on compliance with Forestry and erosion-control are often 
fire-control standards. He must listen only profitable if started before deterioration 
to the rigid single-track definition of con- sets in,—seldom if started later. Advanced 
servation embalmed in his particular single- erosion is always unprofitable to control if 
track statute. regarded from the local viewpoint, but if 

These bewilderments, of course, extend one adds the cost of handling the floods 
far beyond the conservation field. The pub- and eee caused by the dislocated soil, it 

lic game farm restocks the coverts which is cheaper to cure it at its source, even 
the ‘public highway crew has just burned oe the cost may exceed the value of the 
up or cut down. Congress is about to tax ‘and. 
duck hunters to restore the marshes which Game management is profitable if some 
its own agents have caused to be drained. major crop carries the land and if the en- 
The Agricultural Colleges preach fences vironment need not be rebuilt,—seldom if
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the game alone must carry the land, or if T realize fully that such a question quali- 
the land is ruined. fies me for the asylum for political and 

Recreation and allied esthetic uses sel- economic dreamers. Yet I submit that the 

dom offer direct income. They can usually proposal is actually less radical politically, 

be considered profitable only by the gen- and possibly cheaper in economic cost, 
eral public, and after crediting intangibles. than the stampede for public ownership in 

It is apparent even from this brief sur- which our most respectable conservatives 
vey that: have now joined. 

1. Direct profits are operative only in, Let me illustrate. Last summer I par- 
spots. ticipated in the building of hundreds of 

2. Ad nae ll _ erosion check-dams, each string of dams 
. vance eterioration usually pre : . : . 

costing a sum the interest on which is 
cludes profits. 

i greater than the taxes from the land they 

3. No balanced progres Cay. be built on protect. These dams were “cures,” neces- 
profit alone. Public intervention is neces- sary ones. But how about prevention of 

sary. land uses creating more gullies needing 
4. Prevention, whatever the cost, is usu- more dams? If the farmer or stockman 

ally cheaper than cure. had, in the first place, been offered a dif- 

5. Incentives are more promising than ferential tax of, let us say, 25 per cent in 
penalties, because penalties are ex post favor of conservative use, perhaps no dams 
facto. need ever have been built. The economic 

The wholesale public expenditures for saving would have been 75 per cent. Po- 

1933 indicate that from now on, whenever _litically, is it anymore radical to offer care- 
a private landowner so uses his land as to less farmers a differential tax than to offer 

injure the public interest, the public will them free dams? 
eventually pay the bill, either by buying The CCC camps are planting forests on 
him out, or by donating the repairs, or many burned-over acres at a cost as yet 

both. Hence the prevention of damage to unannounced, but it is certainly not less 
the soil, or to the living things upon it, has than the commercial cost of $5—$10 per 
become a first principle of public finance. acre. Would the dollar or half-dollar in- 
Abuse is no longer merely a question of terest on this “cure,” offered as a differen- 
depleting a capital asset, but of actually tial tax, have prevented the lumberman who 
creating a cash liability against the tax- originally cut the timber from allowing the 

payer. I hope the reader will ponder this fire to run? If the present forest tax laws 

well. It is a new frame for our picture do not offer sufficient inducement to prevent 

which nullifies many pre-existing grooves repetition of the tragedy, is it not logical 

of thought. to consider “raising the ante,” or even re- 

The thing to be prevented is destructive mitting taxes altogether, on such forest 

private land-use of any and all kinds. The properties as safeguard the public interest? 

thing to be encouraged is the use of private Is it necessarily cheaper or better to wait 
land in such a way as to combine the public and buy the charred remains as a public 

and the private interest to the great pos- forest? 
sible degree. If we are going to spend Our game departments are artificially 
large sums of public money anyhow, why restocking grazed-out or burned-over cov- 

not use it to subsidize desirable combina- erts year after year at $2.50 per bird, and 
tions in land use, instead of to cure, by often to no effect. How about paying the 
purchase, prohibition, or repair, the head same sum to the farmer, in the form of 
ache arising from bad ones? differential taxes or shooting fees, for fenc-
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ing cover’ spots, for feeding, and for post- private compliance with public interest is 
ing the land? I know a thousand places already in successful operation in the In- 
where $2.50 worth of fence or feed will dustrial Safety Service established by the 
produce not one, but ten birds per year, ad Wisconsin Industrial Commission Act (Re- 

infinitum. It would require $2,500, plus vised Statutes, Chap. 101). 
an annual bill for custodian service, to get I have administered land too long to 

the same results by public land purchase. have any illusion, or to wish to create one, 
Let me at this point also plead for what that this idea of preventive subsidy is as 

may be called the “suppressed minorities” simple as it sounds, but I doubt if it would 

of conservation. The landowner whose be as complicated as the cures on which 
boundaries happen to include an eagle’s we are now embarked. Differential taxes, 

nest, or a heron hookery, or a patch of lady- I realize, must reach far enough back into. 

slippers, or a remnant of native prairie sod, national finance to forestall the mere local 

or an historical oak, or a string of Indian shifting of the tax burden, and must be 
mounds—such a landowner is the custodian based on some workable criterion of good 
of a public interest, to an equal or some- VS. bad land use. How to define it? Who 
times greater degree than one growing a to define it? Are differential taxes the best, 
forest, or one fighting a gully. We already oF even a possible vehicle? I don’t know. 

have such a welter of single-track statutes ! do know that it would be hard to find a 
that new and separate prohibitions or sub- less workable criterion of that composite 

sidies for each of these “minority interests” thing called conservation than the single- 
would be hard to enact, and still harder to track statutes we now employ. Some of 
enforce or administer. Perhaps this im- them may be tolerable as a definition of 
passe offers a clue to the whole broad prob- the single land-use with which each deals, 
lem of conservation policy. It suggests but as criteria of the combination of con- 

the need for some comprehensive fusion of licting or codperating uses which consti- 
interests, some sweeping simplification of tute the actual land problem, they seem 
conservation law, which sets up for each hopeless. 
parcel of land a single criterion of land- I am no economist, and no jurist. It 
use: “Has the public interest in all its re- seems clear, however, even to a layman that 
sources been protected?” which motivates previous to 1933 the entire search for eco- 
that criterion by a single incentive, such as nomic mechanisms was confined within the 
the differential tax, and which delegates pre-existing limits sanctioned in our po- 
the function of judging compliance to some litical and economic law and custom. It 
single and highly trained administrative suddenly appears that those limits are too 
field-inspector, subject to review by the narrow. 

courts. Such a man would have to be a Is this, after all, surprising? Our legal 
composite tax assessor, county agent, and and economic structure was evolved on a 
conservation ecologist. Such a man is terrain (central and western Europe) in- 

hard to build, but easier, I think, than to. herently more resistant to abuse than any 

build a law specifying in cold print the other part of the earth’s surface, and at a 
hundreds of alternative ways of handling time when our engines for subjugating the 

the land resources of even a single farm. _ soil were still too weak to ruin it. We have 
It would perhaps be unnecessary for the transplanted that structure to a new terrain, 

law itself to define the public interest, nor at least half of which is set on a hair-trigger 
for the inspector to adhere to a rigid un- of ecologic balance. We have invented 
changing definition through a long period engines of unprecedented coarseness and 
of years. Such an elastic regulation of power, and placed them freely in the hands.
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of ignorant men. I do not regret this This paper forecasts that conservation 
social experiment,—it is creation’s most will ultimately boil down to rewarding the é 
daring attempt to mitigate the rigors of private landowner who conserves the pub- 
tooth-and-claw evolution—but I assert we lic interest. It asserts the new premise that 
should be surprised, not that the pre-exist- if he fails to do so, his neighbors must 
ing structure needs widening, but that it ultimately pay the bill. It pleads that our 
will serve at all. jurists and economists anticipate the need 

One of the symptoms of inadequacy in for workable vehicles to carry that reward. 
our now existing structure is the perennial It challenges the efficacy of single-track land 
stalemate over the public domain. How laws, and the economy of buying wrecks 
can we keep it without a huge expansion instead of preventing them. It advances all 
of federal machinery? How can we give _ these things, not with any illusion that they 
it away without the certainty of misuse? are truth, but out of a profound conviction 
There is indeed scant choice between the that the public is at last ready to do some- 
horns of this dilemma. But would there thing about the land problem, and that we _ 
be a dilemma if there were such a thing as are offering it twenty competing answers 
contingent possession, or else a differential instead of one. Perhaps the cerebration 
tax exerting a constant positive pressure induced by a blanket challenge may still 
in favor of good use? enable us to grasp our opportunity. 
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Ihe Wi in River Marsh 
By ALDO LEOPOLD 

Herein the author describes a typical marsh area which has been 

ditched, drained, and burned until now a hundred thousand acres 

lie in ruin. Can you provide solutions to some of the unanswered 
questions which must be solved before a ruined marsh area can be 

rebuilt for wildlife? 

N_ INSTRUCTIVE example of how economic the soil, augmented the growth of weeds, and thereby 
forces and public sentiment play basketball with benefited the chickens—until the first severe drought 
conservation is found in the marshland district allowed the dry peat to burn. From then on, during 

of central Wisconsin. each dry period, fires literally consumed the peat beds. 
These marshes are strung out on both sides of the In 1930 a single fire lifted two or three feet of peat from 

Wisconsin River and cover about half a million acres in an area of several townships. 
five counties. They consist of peat-filled basins which These deep-burning fires present a new and puzzling 
represent the deeper parts of an ancient glacial lake. problem. For the first two years after a fire the ashes 
The lake was: originally formed when an arm of the produce an exuberant crop of smartweed and ragweed, 
glacier plugged the Wisconsin River at its previous out- which in turn produces an exuberant crop of prairie 
let through the Baraboo Hills. In the course of cen- chickens and sharptails. The weedy interlude following 
turies the lake gradually drained, choked with vegeta- the 1930 fires happened to fall on the high of the cycle. 
tion, and became a series of sphagnum bogs. These It is doubtful if these marshes ever carried such a stand 
finally filled up with peat, which, in part, grew up to. of birds as was found there in 1932. If they did, no 
tamarack. Interspersed with the tamaracks were open hunter of the present generation remembers it. Ruffed 
bog-meadows, representing the deeper peats, and nu- grouse also swarmed along the unburned stream bot- 
merous sandy oak-covered ridges, representing bumps in toms. Apparently the golden age of abundant game 
the lake-bottom. Such was the marsh as the first white had come back. 
man found it. But not for long. The ashes were soon leached out 

Contrary to popular belief, the virgin marsh was or blown away, whereupon the food-bearing weeds dis- 
probably not very productive of wildlife. Prairie appeared, and in their place sprang up uncountable mil- 
chickens had not yet entered Wisconsin. There were lions of aspen seedlings. Aspen is apparently the only 
doubtless a few sharptailed grouse, deer, and partridge plant capable of growing in the raw peat after the ashes 
on the oak “islands,” but the solid tamarack stands are gone. By now these aspens which followed the 1930 
were probably devoid of game. On the treeless bog- fire are tall enough to exclude both chickens and sharp- 
meadows, however, sandhill cranes and waterfowl tails. The raw peat on which they grow does not carry 
nested in considerable numbers. enough undergrowth to make a partridge range. It is 

The optimum conditions for game came after settlers doubtful if deer can thrive on aspen without tamaracks 
had begun to farm the surrounding hill country. The to winter in, and the tamarack remnants were of course 
settlers burned large openings in the tamaracks and used largely wiped out by the post-drainage fires. So here 
them as hay meadows. Every farmer who owned a quar-_ we are with nearly a hundred square miles of aspen 
ter-section in the hills also owned a forty in the marsh, thicket which threatens to become, for at least a gen- 
where he repaired every August to cut his hay. In win- eration, a wildlife desert. To burn out the aspen would 
ter, when frost had hardened the marsh, he hauled the only aggravate the trouble—in fact, it would consume the 
hay to his farmstead. remainder of the peat, expose the underlying sand, and 

The open haymeadows, separated by stringers of grass, thus create a sand dune, which might engulf the sur- 
oak, and popple, and by occasional remnants of tama- rounding counties. 
rack, were better crane, duck, and sharptail range than Not all of the marsh area, of course, is in such dire 
the primeval bogs. The grain and weeds on the farms straits. There is much good range left, but until the fires 
abutting the marsh acted as feeding stations for prairie are stopped, the entire drained area is threatened with 
chickens, which soon became so abundant as to take ultimate destruction. What to do? 
a considerable part of any grain left in the fields. These It is clear that the first move is to plug the ditches so 
were the golden days of wildlife abundance. Fires as to raise the water table, and thus prevent any more 
burned parts of the marsh every winter, but the water deep-burning fires. But this cannot be done without 
table was so high that the horses had to wear “clogs” money, men, and the consent of the organized landown- 
at mowing time, hence no fire ever “bit” deep enough to ers or drainage districts. 
do any lasting harm. 7 

Then in the gay nineties came the drainage dredge, the Marshland Economics 
land shark, the urge for more acreage, and all the other Most of the drained lands have passed through several 
paraphernalia of what we fondly called “the march of Salesman-farmer-sheriff cycles of ownership, and now 
empire.” Ditches ten feet deep were cut through the peat, repose in the lap of the county. Some are still held by 
lowering the water table many feet. Farming, except in actual farmers, some by cranberry growers, some by 
the northeast corner of the area, failed. Drainage bonds absentee investors. The remaining farmers are so scat- 
sank about as low as the water. There was, however, no _ tered that it is excessively costly for the counties to sup- 
immediate serious damage to the game. Drainage as ply them with roads and schools. It would be to every- 
such, of course, eliminated the ducks, but it sweetened body’s advantage if these farmers holding down poor
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areas than the out-and-out federal Map Showing Central Wisconsin Game Area 
purchase employed in such projects as 
the Upper Mississippi Refuge. But being a cooperative are no aspens the engineers must do it, also on all lower 
enterprise, it also requires the participation of many reaches where gates are needed to regulate the level of 
diverse groups, and this may not be forthcoming unless the impounded water. Can all aspen-lined headwater 
local conservation groups interest themselves in the en- ditches be left to the beavers? 
terprise. Will cattails tend to choke the pondage above each dam 

Many details are still obscure, even in the minds of and spoil it for duck-nesting? If so, are muskrats a 
those in charge. It may, for example, be unnecessary to remedy? If so, what precautions are needed to prevent 
evacuate all going farms; some scattered farms may be these muskrats from puncturing the dams? 
needed to put in food patches, patrol the area, etc. Again, With higher water-levels, will grass again get a foot- 
if the state assumes all the operating expense, it may hold on the burned area now lost to aspen? Could snow- 
have to seek some income from wildlife crops, especially shoe rabbits be reintroduced to thin the aspen thickets? 
fur crops, not so much to recoup itself as to give the What about hay meadows? Isn’t a partly-hayed coun- 
county some income for the use of county lands. Will try more favorable to prairie chickens than one entirely 
the public be willing to pay some nominal fee for the uncut? 
use of a public area? If not, there can hardly be any Do the deer need tamaracks for winter cover? If so, 
expansion of the idea in the shape of additional districts. can such wintering thickets be artifically planted ? 

The local people will of course benefit, not only from What grain can be used for food patches in “frost- 
the direct revenues from wildlife crops, but from the holes” where buckwheat is liable to summer killing? 
tourist trade which the existence of such crops will cre- White birch is necessary for winter budding of grouse, 
ate. The precarious national situation in waterfowl will but in the heavily burned marshes is all gone. Will it 
make it inadvisable to allow any duck shooting for a grow in burned peat or sand, even if planted? 
long time to come, but the upland game and fur ought to What can be done to build up the remnant of breed- 
return a legitimate harvest soon after actual management ing sandhill cranes? No one knows what they eat, or 

begins. what is the weak spot in their present environment. 
; Certain grasses, notably “rip-gut,” are now known 

Management Questions to form ideal chicken roosts. Where such roosts are lack- 
It sounds simple to reflood a marsh and let the wild- ing, how can the vegetation be manipulated to build up 

life take it, but it isn’t. Here are some of the unan- this particular grass for chicken-roost purposes? 
swered questions : With higher water levels, will the acidity of the soil 

How shall the dam-building job be divided between again increase? What changes in vegetation and animal 
the engineers and the beavers? Obviously where there life will this induce?



It is easy to foresee that the administration of this unusual, so that rules-of-thumb will oftener than not 
great area will be a technical task of no mean magnitude, prove wrong. But I can think of few tasks more worth- 
requiring not only executive capacity, but exceptional while. It means restoring 100,000 acres, now destined to i 
skill in diagnosing these and a hundred other ecological become a sand dune, to the varied productivity which it 
questions. The soils, climate, plants, and animals are all enjoyed in the old hay-meadow days. ©
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“Wild Life in Oud National Parks’— take root here and there, the committee will 
PauleBs Riss) feel amply repaid for the preparation of the 

“Wild Life in Our Parks”—Four Parts any articles published in its columns the 

—Paul B. Riis. | past year. \ 
“Wilderness Parks and Wild Life’— PAvL B. Rus, Chairman, Rockford, Ill. 

Three Parts—Paul B. Riis. Dr. Wo. T. Hornabay, Stamford, Conn. 

“Lure of Unbeaten Trails’—Paul B. Hucu 8. Davis, Tulsa, Okla. 

Riis. C. Emerson Brown, Philadelphia, Pa. 

If seed from these messages germinate and Cuas. W. JorDAN, Denver, Colo. 

THE ARBORETUM AND THE UNIVERSITY 

By Avvo Leopotp, University of Wisconsin. An address of Dedication 

of University Arboretum, June 17, 1034 

For twenty centuries and longer, all civ- They are being used for ecological destruc- 
ilized thought has rested upon one basic tion on a scale almost geological in magni- 
premise: that it is the destiny of man to tude. In Wisconsin, for example, the north- 

exploit and enslave the earth. ern half of the state has been rendered 
The biblical injunction to “go forth and partially uninhabitable for the next two gen- 

multiply” is merely one of many dogmas erations by man-made fire, while the south- 
which imply this attitude of philosophical western quarter has been deteriorated for 
imperialism. the next century by man-made erosion. In 

During the past few decades, however, a central Wisconsin a single fire in 1930 
new science called ecology has been unob- burned the Soil off the better part of two 
trusively spreading a film of doubt over this counties. 

heretofore unchallenged “world view.” Ec- It can be stated as a sober fact that the 
ology tells us that no animal—not even man_ iron-heel attitude has already reduced by 
—can be regarded as independent of his half the ability of Wisconsin to support a 
environment. Plants, animals, men, and soil codperative community of men, animals, and 
are a community of interdependent parts, plants during the next century. Moreover, 
an organism. No organism can survive the it has saddled us with a repair bill, the mag- 
decadence of a member. Mr. Babbitt is no nitude of which we are just beginning to 

more a separate entity than is his left arm, appreciate. 

or a single cell of his biceps. Neither are If some foreign invader attempted such 
those aggregations of men and earth which loot, the whole nation would resist to the 
we call Madison, or Wisconsin, or America. last man and the last dollar. But as long as 
It may flatter our ego to be called the sons we loot ourselves, we charge the indignity 
of man, but it would be nearer the truth to to “rugged individualism,” and try to forget 
call ourselves the brothers of our fields and it. But we cannot quite. There is a feeble 
forests. minority called conservationists, who are 

The incredible engines wherewith we now indignant about something. hey are just 
hasten our world-conquest have, of course, beginning to realize that their task involves 
not heard of these ecological quibblings; the reorganization of society, rather than 
neither, perhaps, have the incredible engi- the passage of some fish and game laws. 
neers. ‘hese engines are double-edged swords. What has all this to do with the Arbore- 

They can be used for ecological codperation. tum? Simply this: If civilization consists
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of codperation with plants, animals, soil cessive layers of peat are embalmed both the 
and men, then a university which attempts pollens which record the vegetation of thi 
to define that codperation must have, for bog and the surrounding countryside, and 
the use of its faculty and students, places also the bones of its animals. During some 

which show what the land was, what it is, drouth, man-caused fires burned off the 
and what it ought to be. This Arboretum tamarack, which gave place first to grass and 
may be regarded as a place where, in the brush, and then, under continual burning 
course of time, we will build up an exhibit and grazing, to straight grass. This is the his- 
of what was, as well as an exhibit of what tory and status of a thousand other marshes. 

ought to be. It is with this dim vision of What will happen if the decomposed sur- 

its future destiny that we have dedicated face peat is all burned off? At what stage 
the greater part of the Arboretum toa recon- of the retrogression from forest to meadow 
struction of original Wisconsin, rather than is the marsh of greatest use to the animal 
to a “collection” of imported trees. community? How is that desirable stage to 

The iron-heel mentality is, of course, in- be attained and maintained? What is the _ 

different to what Wisconsin was. This is Tole of drainage? These questions are of f 
exactly the reason why the University can- national importance. They determine the 1 
not be. I am here to say that the invention future habitability of the earth, materially j 

3 ‘i and spiritually. They are just as important 
of a harmonious relationship between men Bis : : é 

: i as whether to join the League of Nations—it 
and land is a more exacting task than the . : : ‘ 5 
¥ : : : is only our iron-heel inheritance which makes 
upvention of machines, and that Le accom- ‘the comparison ludicrous. The scientist does 
plishment) isi impossible + withoutsa visual Fol je Ge Choos Heltide heenitoo busy 

knowledge of the land’s history. Take the inventing machines. The time has come for 
grass marsh here under our view: From the science to busy itself with the earth itself. 
recession of the glacier until the days of the TThe first step is to reconstruct a sample 

fur trade, it was a tamarack bog—stems and of what we had to start with. That, in a 

stumps are still imbedded there. In its suc- nutshell, is the Arboretum. 

CRO
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Conservation of Wild Life 
BY PAUL B. RIIS 

Consulting Landscape Architect 

Chairman of Institute’s Committee, Rockford, Ill. 

Of all the mysteries in Nature, of the many objects of present-day 

research, of the countless members of its quadrumania, homo sapiens 

remains the most interesting of them all. Not because of his trained, 

physical development, nor his intellect, wide experiences and varied suc- 

cesses, but solely on account of his viewpoint of life and the implicit 

confidence of his more exalted position among his fellow creatures. 

—Paut B. Rus. 

SOME THOUGHTS ON RECREATIONAL 

PLANNING 

By Avvo Leopotn, Director of Game Research, University of Wisconsin* 

Any plan, whether it be a plan to catch is merely a transplanted circus or tea-party 
a trout or a plan to provide the public with which has been removed, for the moment, 

outdoor recreation, must fit the inherent from its usual surroundings. Likewise the 

character or peculiarity of the organism capacity to enjoy natural beauty in spite of 
which the plan seeks to control. ubiquitous signs of a mob having previously 

The salient character of outdoor recrea- been there indicates insufficient woodsman- 

tion is this: The recreational use of land ship to see those signs. 
is self-destructive. The more recreation This is, no doubt, an over simplified state- 

seekers are concentrated on a given area, ment of the reaction between man and rem- 
the less is the chance of their finding what nants of nature. It indicates, however, the 

they seek. general trend and direction of a psychological 

This character of self-destructiveness va- Phenomenon of basic importance to sound 
ries with the esthetic development of the indi- recreational planning. It is obviously im- 
vidual. The more advanced his appreciation possible to provide the recreation-seeker with 

of natural beauty, the greater his need for all the solitude he needs, but it is certainly 
comparative solitude in its exercise, and the ad planning to overlook the fact that the 
less his ability to share it with the mob. enjoyment of natural beauty is in its essence 

The capacity to enjoy natural beauty in the a solitary occupation. That this principle 

company of numerous strangers usually in- is overlooked is patent in the yearly outpour- 
dicates a rudimentary esthetic taste in nat- ing of printed matter measuring the increase 

ural objects. The happy mob in the woods of recreational use in terms of man-days. 

*From Conference on State and Regional Plan- Such statistics tacitly assume that all man- 
ne evpnaored: by Wisconsin Ertends of Our ” days are of equal value, and there isa linear 

136
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‘relationship between recreational service and who would actually oppose the inclusion of 
the number of ciphers on the tally-register our few remnants of semi-wild lands in a 

at the gate. public park. They know from experience 
At the very least we have here an instance that their particular kind of outdoor recrea- 

of Goethe’s “po arity”—of the contending tion is ignored by present park policies. 
pull of opposité frinciples—of the need for ‘They would rather leave their favorite spots 

adjusting quantity to quality. The mechan- to the tender mercies of cows and wood- 
ization of society is, willy-nilly, increasing Cutters. I counsel the park MOVE Ren aES 
the quantity of recreation-seekers at a stag- recognize this minority viewpoint. 

gering rate. However fast we may build Whether or not this be done, it is incon- 

up the acreage of public recreation-grounds, ceivable to me that the prospective demand 

the automobile bears down on each new ac- for outdoor recreation can be more than 
cession like a modern Juggernaut. By what partially accommodated on public lands. Its 

devices can the builder of plans and policies _ self-destructive character can be offset only 

hope to conserve at least a modicum of by the widest possible dispersion of recrea- 
quality in recreational service ? tional facilities. Wide dispersion of such fa- 

The most obvious device is a new catagory _ cilities and sole reliance on public ownership 
of public reservation from which the auto- are two mutually exclusive propositions. It 

mobile is excluded by the exclusion of roads. is necessary, in short, that the load be dis- 

Large-scale wilderness areas for the National tributed over both public and private lands. 

Forests and Parks have been discussed for ‘The park movement has been so occupied 

over a decade. Despite the overwhelming in enlarging the area of public parks that 
pressure of tourist-hungry chambers of com- no positive policy for the conservation of 
merce and project-hungry relief-dollars, a recreational values on private lands, or for 

sprinkling of roadless recreation grounds their orderly use by the public, has been 
have been officially established. It seems to formulated. The beer garden and the tour- 
have been entirely overlooked, however, that ist camp are still the only “flowers” which 

the wilderness idea is also applicable to state, our civilization has grown in this cultural 
county, municipal, and even institutional field. The non-landowning recreationist of 
lands. We as yet recognize no such thing as course still has the option of unpermitted 

a roadless state park or forest, or a roadless trespass, but its days are numbered. 
spot in such areas, but we should. We need The crux of the problem is that every 

a new category of public reservation, the sole Jandowner is the custodian of two interes‘s, 
specification of which is to be let alone. pot always identical, the public interest and 
To such a place your solitary recreationist his own. What we need is a positive induce- 
can repair of a Sunday with his stick and his ment or reward for the landowner who re- 

dog, and make believe in his own small way spects both interests in his actual land- 
that he is LaSalle or Kit Carson, giving the practice. All conservation problems — ero- 

new lands the “once-over.” That such sion, forestry, game, wild flowers, land- 
capacity for illusion persists in only a few, scapes, or what not—ultimately boil down 
is all the more reason why its remnants to this, What should this reward or induce- 
should be husbanded with zeal, for it is more ment be? What is a practical vehicle for it? 
precious to our spiritual future than fine These are the two basic questions in Ameri- 

gold. Perhaps our sons or our grandsons, can conservation. An answer seems to re- 
whose young spirits were not scorched by quire the collaboration of economists, jurists, 
the roaring twenties, will have more of it. regional planners, ecologists and esthetes. 

I know of many earnest conservationists I here plead for a joint search for an answer.
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HE idea called conservation has two or three funda- assumption by a new kind of evidence—actual counts of 
mental cleavages which prevent unity of action among winter survival of wild coveys. The previous arguments 
its proponents. One of these cleavages is between have been based on stomach analyses and isolated observa- 

those who hunt with a glass or a camera and those who hunt tions of behavior. Errington’s assertion carries two corol- 
with a gun. Very rarely have they agreed on a common laries: better food and cover is the only effective way to 
program. Iowa is the only state recently exhibiting signs pes quail) shee in dense le populen ay has the 

of actual cooperation between these two groups. One of “@™me © ect on ture enslby Be Bre anon, OE ae 
their most frequent points of difference is whether those non- Here, it seems, is a new basis for solidarity between sports- 
game animals called predators or “vermin” may be sacri- ™e and protectionists, assuming that both have the intelli- 
S : gence to comprehend the new evidence, and assuming that 
ficed in order to secure a greater abundance of the game Erri 50 ae z a 
animals on which they prey. Both sides have assumed that —77/78t0's Dee Ueann Pan Lennie Cuchi mate an CL he aaah anes Seoutd aovaall se aaa ame to TobionS- For the present, both factions should at least unite 
Cees The differ ion fh ce hil 8 eit, iB vigorously pushing the further researches necessary to 
8 ee oe) uct olny on te Wort waleness 071 verify Exrington’s findings, and map out the animals and 

Paul L. Errington, the scientific mouthpiece of the Iowa regions to which they apply. If research can show a logical 
Conservation Plan, writing in the last number of AMERICAN basis for common cause between these now warring ele- 

Forests, asserted that, within ordinary limits of wildlife ments, then it will have advanced conservation farther at 
population, this assumption is not true in at least one game one jump than all the millions spent in the last decade for 
species—bobwhite in the Lake States. He supports his game restoration. 

i ‘ f Tee 
| 

{ 

: |



AN ADVENTURE IN COOPERATIVE CONSERVATION 

By ALDO LEOPOLD . 

‘ (Photographs by courtesy of the Soil Erosion Service) 

HERE are two ways to apply conservation to land. of public properties. The farmer is still trying to make out 
One is to superimpose some particular practice upon _ what it is that the many-voiced public wants him to do. The 

the pre-existing system of land-use, without regard to administrator, who is seldom trained in more than one of the 
how it fits or what it does to or for other interests involved. dozen special fields of skill comprising conservation, is 

The other is to reorganize and gear up the farming, for- growing gray trying to shoulder his new and incredibly 
estry, game cropping, erosion control, scenery, or whatever varied burdens. The stage, in short, is all set for somebody 

values may be to show that 
involved so. each of the 

that they col- various public 
lectively com- interests in 

prise a har- land is better 
monious bal- off when all 

anced system : _ cooperate than 
of land-use. oe - o ~ when all com- 

Each of our : ’ pete with each 
conserva- other. This 
tion factions * ‘ , align 8S =e principle of 
has heretofore etait WN AUG E  te ne vite ee i integration of 
been so glad to ee eee be land uses has 
get any action iene eS i! cc] oe Ron as been already 
at all on its eae EC Pe +See carried out to 
own special in- So ates “ Se si some extent on 
terest that it ; ie se oo nee public proper- 

has been any- __ a Sth LS LUN . me ties like the 
thing but so- = sd ‘ es. GR National For- 
licitous about m : | Pant ests. But only 
what happened : -. : Se a fraction of 
to the others. = the land, and 
This kind of Ses) 2 Z : ‘ the poorest 
progress is : / fraction at 
probably bet- F that, is or can 
ter than none, oe +4 Sie : £ ever become 
but it savors : * Ms : 4 public proper- 
too much of mle ty. The crux 
the planless Coon Valley is one of the thousand farm communities which, through the abuse of of the lan d 

exploitation it its originally rich soil, has created the Mississippi flood problem, the navigation problem is to 
is intended to problem, the overproduction problem, and the problem of its own future continuity. show that inte- 
supersede. grated use is 

Lack of mu- possible on 
tual cooperation among conservation groups is reflected in private farms, and that such integration is mutually advan- 
laws and appropriations. Whoever gets there first writes tageous to both the owner and the public. 
the legislative ticket to his own particular destination. We Such was the intellectual scenery when in 1933 there ap- 
have somehow forgotten that all this unorganized avalanche _ peared upon the stage of public affairs a new federal bureau, 
of laws and dollars must be put in order before it can per- the United States Soil Erosion Service. Erosion-control is 
manently benefit the land, and that this onerous job, which one of those new professions whose personnel has been re- 
is evidently too difficult for legislators and propagandists, cruited by the fortuitous interplay of events. Previous to. 
is being wished upon the farmer and upon the administrator 1933 its work had been to define and propagate an idea, 

Reprinted from May, 1935, issue of AMERICAN FORESTS MAGAZINE
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: butter were first turned out upon the 
hills which comprise the scenery, 

3 Res everything was all right because there 
g ‘ were more hills than cows, and be- 

as i cause the soil still retained the humus 
oe. which the wilderness vegetation 

ase Pe through the centuries had built up. 
‘ caaees iho A : eee y The trout streams ran clear, deep, 

: : Na, narrow, and full. They seldom over- 

4 ve flowed. This is proven by the fact 
wi that the first settlers stacked their hay 

; on the creekbanks, a procedure now 
quite unthinkable. The deep loam of 

2 z eee even the steepest fields and pastures 
4 showed never a gully, being able to 

: = eee take on any rain as it came, and turn 
" 3 .& . it either upward into crops, or down- 

oe ya m: ward into perennial springs. It was 
ee a aae A lag ee —— a land to please everyone, be he an 

fe p ai OE ao ge. att Ea empire-builder or a poet. 

One of innumerable little units of the Mississippi basin, Coon Valley helps to fill ba Pe ee ee 

the national dinner pail. Its particular contribution is butterfat, tobacco, and scenery. of pre-war America, least of all in 

Coon Valley with its thrifty and am- 
bitious Norse farmers. More cows, 
more silos to feed them, then ma- 

rather than to execute a task, Public responsibility had chines to milk them, and then more pasture to graze them— 
never laid its crushing weight on their collective shoulders. _ this is the epic cycle which tells in one sentence the history 
Hence the sudden creation of a bureau, with large sums of of the modern Wisconsin dairy farm. More pasture was ob- 
easy money at its disposal, presented the probability that  tainable only on the steep upper slopes, which were timber 
some one group would prescribe its particular control tech- to begin with, and should have remained so. But pasture 
nique as the panacea for all the ills of the soil. There was, they now are, and gone is the humus of the old prairie which 
for example, a group that would save land by building con- until recently enabled the upland ridges to take on the 
crete check-dams in gullies, another by terracing fields, an- rains as they came. 
other by planting alfalfa or clover, another by planting Result: Every rain pours off the ridges as from a roof. 
slopes in alternating strips following the contour, another The ravines of the grazed slopes are the gutters. In their 
by curbing cows and sheep, another by planting trees. pastured condition they cannot resist the abrasion of the 

It is to the lasting credit of the new bureau that it imme- _ silt-laden torrents. Great gashing gullies are torn out of the 
diately decided to use not one, but all, of these remedial hillside. Each gully dumps its load of hillside rocks upon 
methods. It also perceived from the outset that sound soil the fields of the creek bottom, and its muddy waters into the 
conservation implied not merely erosion control, but also already swollen streams. Coon Valley, in short, is one of 
the integration of all land crops. Hence, after selecting the thousand farm communities which, through the abuse 
certain demonstration areas on which 
to concentrate its work, it offered to 
each farmer on each area the coop- 
eration of the government in install- Gone is the humus of the old prairie which until recently enabled the upland ridges 

| ing on his farm 2 reorganized sys- to absorb the rains as they came. Now rain runs off deforested ridges as from a roof. 

ta of land-use, in which Or only The ravines are the gutters and great gashing gullies are torn out of the hillside. 
soil conservation and agriculture, 

but also forestry, game, fish, fur, anna” ii iu] 
flood-control, scenery, songbirds, or (2.935 8 
any other pertinent interest were to | =) 78 0 8 ce 
be duly integrated. It will probe @ 
ably take another decade before the oe Se ES  e —F7=*=gs 
public appreciates either the novelty  gussssgggssgaeescuen se anaemia 
of such an attitude by a bureau, or 
the courage needed to undertake so 
complex and difficult a task. 

The first demonstration area to : 
get under way was the Coon Valley : a 
watershed, near LaCrosse, in west- : 
central Wisconsin. This paper at- : 
tempts a thumbnail sketch of what © 
is being done on the Coon Valley . 
Erosion Project. Coon Valley is one ‘ \ 
of the innumerable little units of the : eos 5 1 
Mississippi Valley which collective- ot. : ae 
ly fill the national dinner pail. Its e 
particular contribution is butterfat, as : ; 
tobacco, and scenery. ; sie ; : nae 

When the cows which make the ‘ x Meech Gite a Base 2 Bae
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of its originally rich soil, has not 8 ee en ata ee 

only filled the national dinner pail, ees ‘ees ie an eae He ee a 
but has created the Mississippi flood Rope eS NG a ergs Seg eR Le : pen as 

problem, the navigation problem, the See St ieee eg Sf eee Le ns 
overproduction problem, and the Bon : ee ee ee ge 

problem of its own future continuity. : es es oo at Settee 2 eee 
. The Coon Valley Erosion Project 2. int Sack ces oe Bee ee ee 
is an attempt to combat these na- s ae een mess 
tional evils at their source. The se a as » ae a an pe ee pao Rye y 
“nine-foot channel” and endless c Ee iad patage Kee: ee & eee . 
building of dykes, levees, dams and Me ei ae gee ie pete : Be eS oe 
harbors on the lower river, are at- iy eae Ro eee : Be ee Gamera agiea S 
tempts to put a halter on the same hae . ity alt get SA poe ees ety Oe de 
bull after he has gone wild. ee fe Ses, Bs eae eee ee aS 

The Soil Erosion Service says to Tee cee sh ae Ree or oe as : a Spleen ee a ee 
each individual farmer in Coon Val- Sr sa ne Ss Bd NS meng a ef a , 
ley: “The government wants to prove ek a ee, ee ye ng em Es sie 
that your farm can be brought back. a Hon, EAE ee ee as 
We will furnish you free labor, wire, Pitas 2B oh gE a alley Me 
seed, lime, and planting stock, if you * a Sy Be i 

will help aS COVE AMZ Hy OU CLD: The ravines of the grazed slopes as shown in this close-up view are dumping with 

ping system. You are to give the new hi rain loads of hillside rocks upon the fields of the creek bottom, and 
system a 5-year trial.” A total of 315 fe oe ; P % 

muddy waters into already swollen streams below. 
farmers, or nearly half of all the 
farms in the watershed, have already 
formally accepted the offer. Hence 
we now see foregathered at Coon Valley a staff of techni- crew stringing a new fence along the contour which marks 
cians to figure out what should be done; a C.C.C. camp to the beginning of forty per cent gradients. This new fence 
perform labor; a nursery, a seed warehouse, a lime quarry, commonly cuts off the upper half of the pasture. Part of 
and other needed equipments; a series of contracts with this upper half still bears timber, the rest is open sod. The ~~ ~ 
farmers, which, collectively, comprise a “regional plan” for timbered part has been grazed clear of undergrowth, but 
the stabilization of the watershed and of the agricultural with protection this will come back to brush and young tim- 
community which it supports. ber and make range for ruffed grouse. The open part is 

The plan, in a nutshell, proposes to remove all cows and _ being planted, largely to conifers—white pine, Norway pine, 

crops from steep slopes, and to use these slopes for timber and Norway spruce for north slopes, Scotch pine for south 

and wildlife only. More intensive cultivation of the flat slopes. The dry south slopes present a special problem. 
lands is to make up for the retirement of the eroding hill- In pre-settlement days they carried hazel, sumac, and blue- 
sides. Gently sloping fields are to be terraced or strip- stem rather than timber, the grass furnishing the medium for ‘ 
cropped. These changes, plus contour farming, good crop quick hot fires. Will these hot dry soils, even under pro- 
rotations, and the repair of eroding gullies and stream tection, allow the planted Scotch pine to thrive? I doubt 
banks, constitute the technique of soil restoration. it. Only the north slopes and coves will develop commer- 

The steep slopes now to be used for timber and game _ cial timber, but all the fenced land can at least be counted 
have heretofore been largely in pasture. The first visible upon to produce game and soil cover and cordwood. 
evidence of the new order on a Coon Valley farm is a C.C.C. Creek banks and gullies, as well as steep slopes, are being 

fenced and planted. Despite their 
much smaller aggregate area, these 

A new order enters—cooperative conservation. Here is one example of its work— bank plantings will probably add 
the repair of eroding gullies. more to the game carrying capacity 

mo of the average farm than will the 
7 lil bi larger solid blocks of plantings on 

* ‘ o ae OC -— slopes. This prediction is based on ‘ 
a ie ie is, a lle their superior dispersion, their higher 

ee ee i proportion of deciduous species, and 
Mee oe their richer soils. 

i ee The bank plantings have showed 
XC Dae up a curious hiatus in our silvicul- 

4 : 0 Ue — | tural knowledge. We have learned 
cagnaea BE case : Se ee ‘ so much about the growth of the 

eds llabnealili ee. oe es ee noble conifers that we employ higher \ 
i ws eee} mathematics to express the profun- 4 

aac ‘ as i cr dity of our information, but at Coon \ 
- = : fl al i Valley there have arisen, unanswered, 

: . 7? such sobering elementary questions as 
seems eee a, ‘ ES oe a this: What species of willow grow 

S is ett Tee 2 from cuttings? When and how are 
ee aged. at eee a ae OS 3 cuttings made, stored, and planted? 

a Sad os ‘i ae Rr. : Under what conditions will sprouting 
: ee 1 Ps willow logs take root? What shrubs 

| " ~ mt as i. ee combine thorns, shade tolerance. ca ee See ora a oe ° 2 . oe é i - a | ‘a é . , - , B grazing resistance, capacity to grow / 

vs a a e oe a 4 

" ee oe ee



Se | ey Ne ee a og |! 
Na HE t ENS ie aN ae eee “ti 

5 | Re eee et F 
E i ' Oy fie Ie ae 3 i 

' : can ae a ae porary growing pains when one can cast his eyes upon i 

CO ; : a A: Ne | the hills and see hard-boiled farmers who have spent m 

! : ‘ eee ae A, their lives destroying land now carrying water by hand i 

Ba Be Se Se ee ES to their new plantations? American lumbermen may ap 
Se rest WY 77, ae nee ce i ae in er ae eee ee i 

' ! MOON i a actually to lac e personal desire to grow trees, i 

' 1 gerraced fields —” ok \ eF - BOX not Coon Valley farmers! Their solicitude for the ind 

: i Ji ee x Zp Se little evergreens is sometimes almost touching. It is 4 

ms ; e i : Bea | \ee ae 7) ca interesting to note, however, that no such pride or ten- . 

: i a J eo arazina Rad Vem 1 derness is evoked by their new plantings of native 

_e Gate Yk..____ stespupperspe~ ae :| [ers oR Eee Cat ees hardwoods. What explains this difference in atti- 
: Shea dowk| Nea aa niches, 1p tw } tude? Does it arise from a latent sentiment for the : 

: oe ay ks B77; ey conifers of the Scandinavian homeland? Or does it a 

ee ae Eee ee | of ee te: merely reflect that universal urge to capture and do- fs 

ae feel es) NEN Zs. te po} mesticate the exotic which found its first American xs 

EAN per SAA, Ee i expression in the romance of Pocohontas, and its last a 

oe = ae in the Americanization of the ringnecked pheasant? ie 
The integrated plan of land use now taking form in Coon Most large undertakings display, even on casual Bi 
Valley is typified by these charts which show a farm layout inspection, certain policies or practices which are diag- rea 

before and after reorganization. nostic of the mental attitude behind the whole venture. Bs 
From these one can often draw deeper inferences than x 
from whole volumes of statistics. A diagnostic policy Ve 
of the Coon Valley staff is its steadfast refusal to a 

from cuttings, and the production of fruits edible by straighten streams. To those who know the speech of hills ® 

wild life? What are the comparative soil-binding prop- and rivers, straightening a stream is like shipping vagrants ‘ 

erties of various shrub and tree roots? What shrubs and —a very successful method of passing trouble from one i 

trees allow an understory of grass to grow, thus afford- place to the next. It solves nothing in any collective sense. 

ing both shallow and deep rootage? How do native shrubs Not all the sights of Coon Valley are to be seen by day. ip 

or grasses compare with cultivated grasses for rootbinding No less distinctive is the nightly “bull session” of the tech- ti 

terz'ace outlets? What silvicultural treatment favors an iron- nical staff. One may hear a forester expounding to an engi- i 

wood understory to furnish buds for grouse? Can white birch _ neer the basic theory of how organic matter in the soil de- fl 

for budding be planted on south slopes? Under what con- creases the per cent of run-off; an economist holds forth on 4 
ditions do oak sprouts retain leaves for winter game cover? tax rebates as a means to get farmers to install their own 

Forestry and fencing are not the alpha and omega of Coon erosion contro]. Underneath the facetious conservation 

Valley technique. In odd spots of good land near each of _ one detects a vein of thought—an attitude toward the com- 

the new game coverts, the observer will see a newly enclosed mon enterprise—which is strangely reminiscent of the early 

tpot of a half-acre each. Each of these little enclosures is days of the Forest Service. Then, too, a staff of technicians, 

thickly planted to sorghum, kaffir, millet, proso, sunflower. all under thirty, was faced by a common task so large and 

These are the food patches to forestall winter starvation in _ so long as to stir the imagination of all but dullards. I sus- 

wild life. The seed and fence were furnished by the gov- pect that the Soil Erosion Service, perhaps unwittingly, has 
ernment, the cultivation and care by the farmer. There recreated a spiritual entity which many older conserva- 
were 337 such patches grown in 1934—the largest food-  tionists have thought long since dead. 
patch system in the United States, 
save only that found on the Georgia 
Quail Preserves. There is already Forestry and fencing are not the alpha and omega of Coon Valley technique. 

friendly rivalry among many farmers Near each of the new game coverts food patches are planted to forestall winter 

zs to who has the best food patch, or starvation among the wild life. 
the most birds using it. This feeding s 
system is, I think, accountable for S = Hi“ 

the fact that the population of quail es e ‘ Vs 
in 1934-35 was double that of 1933- gi ' Hh : ATE : 
34, and the pheasant population was | Wi Sr 
quadrupled. Such a feeding system, ae se LA ae) NE oe 
extended over all the farms of Wis- i ee v Ve *h, be Lee 
consin, would, I think, double the hee bak 8 ie ade i | “ay ‘ee ee 
crop of farm game in a single year. eye thy es Sh is Neos ge f ieee 

This whole effort to rebuild and Pat ERR chavetaeecsty 2h 7k Bh, . iy Cok ER oe RD aay 
stabilize a countryside is not without Rk es ee) Md Hee SN eo Ate! We by a PR 

| its disappointments and mistakes. A i Wigeds Jenny Pity PY. et SY Jo Le a. ne, - 
; December blizzard flattened out most Ray Riser edd Nh ge pS rs) yah! yore Loe <<} 

of the food-patches and forced re- ee 1) He Via i a) BU aati alien s 
course to hopper feeders. The wil- ey Marae <a 35 ane ea dad hie ae ad pi, | oh i ' 
low cuttings planted on stream banks al eee ys te ey oa exe yi Rr wows 
proved to be the wrong species and fy Pee TM 80, UST arg ma PW PRS ae a 
refused to grow. Some farmers, by AK i aah x sa fi i ena NY; grt en a i 

wrong: plowing, mutilated the new ated ye be aah a mien: Ns 6 eWay) ai ei Ls goa . ee i 
terraces just built in their fields. The By a Sacra i ts i oT fe | ee : pnts : 
1934 drouth killed a large part of the di ee Mh Nae | Lae iE aK eae 
plantings of forest and game cover. iN | Ps Aa eh hl iS me nae oe i 

) What matter, though, these tem- ‘a 7p" Lh PMA ( anak ; he any es 
if, Y 4 en Bi cre Gs aN RN ENR on) | . BR alk 

7 NA Pe Ue TM oe pike Say coe
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ORNITHOLOGICAL LITERATURE 

Tue RéLte or Environment IN THE Lire oF Birps. By S. Charles Kendeigh. 

Reprinted from Ecological Monographs, Vol. 4, pp. 299-417, July, 1934. 

The revolt against purely observational ornithology is taking two forms. 

In one the investigator makes deductions from field observations and then 

seeks to check and analyze his deductions by controlled experiments. Stoddard 

and Errington are examples. 

In the other the investigator conducts controlled experiments and then seeks 

to interpret the results in terms of facts observed in the field. Rowan’s “Bird 

Migration” and Kendeigh’s present paper both exemplify this approach. 

The title is broader than the actual matter. “Temperature Relations of the 

Eastern House Wren” would be accurate, but too limited, for Kendeigh treats not 

only of direct temperature responses, but also the interactions between tempera- 

ture and other factors, and in discussing his data he covers not only wrens, but 

draws many analogies from the whole ornithological field. 

Our author begins with the standard ecological ritual of assigning the 

Eastern Wren to the Acer-Fagus association. However, it “is not confined to nor 

characteristic of the climax community itself, but occurs throughout the seral 

stages wherever there are suitable nesting sites” (italics mine). In other words, 

the wren is associated neither with Acer nor with Fagus, but rather with the pre- 

ceding stages of the plant succession common to all forest soils. Even then the 

association depends on nesting holes. Such walking around the block to get next 

door is, I realize, common practice among ecologists, but hardly necessary for 

one who has plenty of substantial matter to report. To my mind it adds only 

length to an otherwise excellent paper. 

Kendeigh presents wren census data collected since 1926 on the grounds of 

the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory in Ohio. In these data he detects a 

fluctuation in breeding density and an inverse relation between density and re- 

production. Errington’s finding of an inverse relation between Bob-white density 

and winter survival of breeding stock would seem pertinent here, but is not cited. 

King, I am told, is about to publish on an inverse relation between density and 

egg clutch in Ruffed Grouse. This confluence of three separate investigations is 

noteworthy. It may herald an impending discovery of major importance. 

« To make this experimental study of temperature, Kendeigh had to sacrifice 

the lives of many birds, hence he used trapped English Sparrows instead of wrens. 

The survival time of confined unfed sparrows was measured, at various tempera- 

tures, for various conditions of body weight, water ingestion, age, sex, humidity, 

wind, light, season, and plumage. Similar measurements on a smaller number of 

wrens showed survival phenomena resembling those of sparrows, but controlled 

by a different and higher range of temperature toleration. This leads the author 

to the conjecture that migratory species have a faster metabolism than non- 

migratory, but lack certain endocrine adjustments which enable the non-migratory 

species to withstand more cold on less food. The long cold nights of winter and 

the hot humid noons of summer are conceived to be critical times for all birds. 

The long foodless night is liable to depress the body temperature below its lethal 

lower limit. Undue activity at noon is liable to raise the body temperature above 

its lethal upper limit. These are sample parts of a “temperature hypothesis” 

which can not, for lack of space, he here set forth in full.
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The field of bird behavior is next reviewed and interpreted in the light of 

this hypothesis. Roosting, nesting, feeding, and migration phenomena check well 

enough. Distribution of wrens is interpreted in terms of “climographs” which 

seem somewhat less convincing. Incidentally, a new formula is offered for con- 

\verting standard weather bureau records into temperatures affecting roosts. # 

New data on certain sparrows are presented in support of the theory that 

heavy individuals migrate north earliest. The winter survival and reproduction 

of wrens is analyzed in relation to the night temperatures on their winter and 

breeding ranges respectively. 

There follows a review and discussion of solar radiation as a factor in mi- 

jgration, distribution, and abundance. Some suggestive but not conclusive cor- 

relations with sunshine are derived. A correlation with the six-year sunspot cycle 

seems visible in the survival and reproduction curves, but is not mentioned by 

the author. 

\ A less thorough review and discussion of food, precipitation, wind, “biotic 

interactions”, and physiography closes the paper. 

Viewed in broad perspective, Kendeigh’s monograph may be regarded as one 

of the rungs of a new ladder by which ornithology is climbing out of a blind 

alley. In the 1920's life history climbed to a higher level when interpreted by 

ecological studies. In the 1930's ecology seems destined to take on new meaning 

when interpreted in the light of physiological research. Kendeigh has ably 

pioneered the beginnings of this second ascent.—Atpo Leopo.p. 

THE INFLUENCE Ob Gr «np WrntrrerPaerorsWRON...HENUMBERS. OF 

Birps on a Depositine Creek Bank. By Jesse M. Shaver. Ecological Méno- 

graphs, Vol. 3, No. 4, Oct, 1933, pp. 535-597, 25 figs., 19 tables. 

i Thésgbject of this study, as stated by the author, was “to inygétigate the 

local motility.or change of habitat of birds as the weather change@” (p. 537). 

The habitat selected for study was a depositing creek bank haWing a strip of 

| vegetation approximately thirty-six feet in width. Unfortupdtely, neither the 

j length nor the area ofthe strip was given so that it is impossible to estimate the 

| adequacy of the sample plot or to compute the numbep/of individuals per unit 

area. The composition and Wharacter of the vegetation was, however, described 

‘lin the desirable detail. There ts.a discussion and review of literature dealing 

with methods of taking bird censusesand with effects on birds of various climatic 

factors, The author rejects the methot.ofyéounting singing males only, since 

censuses were taken at all seasons of thesyear (weekly from September 5, 1922, 

to October 1, 1923, and monthly from Novembe?»,1925, to January 1 ,1926), and 

counts all species and individuals glserved. The @uthor might have mentioned 

two important papers concerned with methods of takitg censuses (Schiermann, 

Jour. f. Ornith., LXXVIII, 19307 137-180; Palmgren, Acta*Zoo. Fennica, 7, 1930, 

1-218). These two papers @ame too late to have influencedythe actual census 

taking but would have aided in the interpretation of the data @lready obtained. 

A total of eightys@ight species were recorded, making an avérage of 10.51 
species and 25.87 individuals per trip. For analysis, both graphical ai id statistical 

methods were employed, and the species were separated into permanent ‘esidents, 

summer residents, winter visitors, migrants, and total individuals. The year was 

divided inte” two periods for separate study, an autumn and winter period (Sep- 

tember 21-March 21) and a spring and summer period (March 21-September 21).



Bird-Lore, Vol. XXXVII, No. 5, September-October, 
1935, p. 364. 

BOOK NEWS AND REVIEWS 

Exprorinc THE Antmat Wortp. By Cuartes ganda or of preoccupation with any par- 
Exon, Director of the Bureau of Animal ticular animal or issue. This somehow 
Populations, University of Oxford. enhances their value as propaganda for that 
George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., Museum  artitude toward Nature which he himself 
St., London, 1933. : x fe teas 

epitomizes in one sentence of characteristic 
Sciences, like lodges, luncheon clubs, and simplicity. “‘We ought,” he says, ‘‘to feel 

legions, tend to become mutual admiration continually pleased and excited that so 
societies. One quiet form of mutual flattery many kinds of animals are able to live with 
prevalent in scientific groups is the tacit as- _us on the same island.’’-—Atpo Lropo.p. 
sumption by each that its particular subject 
matter is too deep, difficult, and devious to | 

be understood by laymen. Unfortunately | 
this appears to be often actually the case. j 

Until I read Elton’s recent book, I for one 

believed it to be impossible to present the 
science of ecology to laymen. Now it is ; 

clear enough that it was impossible only 
because the right man had never tried it. 
After all, the intelligent layman can under- | . 
stand any science that can hang’its subject | 7 
matter on his mental hatrack. Elton has | 
discovered that human politics, sociology, | i & 
and economics are admirable hatracks for | 
animal ecology, and he uses them to excel- | 
lent effect. He has produced an authentic 
picture of ecological mechanisms light 
enough to be read for pure entertainment } 
and withal substantial enough to earn a | : 
place in solid scientific libraries. | 

‘Exploring the Animal World’ is, to my | : 
thinking, a sort of key that may unlock, for | 
lay inspection, the true contents of many a | 
seemingly dull volume, and the true merit i 
of many a seemingly lost cause. 

For example, we need look no farther 
than the moot question of predator-control. 
We have bombarded the layman for years ; 
with statistics of food habits of predators, A 
and we have assured him that natural bal- . 

ances are too complex to be lightly tampered 
with. We have told him that he may injure 
rather than benefit himself by shooting the 
Hawk that displays an interest in his game 
or chickens, but we have never given him, 
in lay language,.a ¢onvincing picture of the 

elaborate natural mechanisms by virtue of 
which these things are true. Elton has come | 
nearer doing this than any other recent | 
writer. e! 

His pages are completely devoid of propa- 

[364]
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Sporting Poetry title—rises to the level of lyrical poetry. served as beer for “The Sportsman’s | 
‘ Parker’s form shows the influence of Library,” I would recommend that every 

Once in a blue moon ROMECne puts Paul Engle, William Rose Benet, and— sportsman put Hd. Parker’s book on his 

out a song, a story, or a drawing which more faintly—Carl Sandburg and Va- shelf of American sporting classics. But 
captures a bit of the essence of that hel Lindsay, but withal he is his .I will simply say to that select company 

elusive thing which pul Dilg tried to own poet. Of the saccharinity of those who roll their own opinions that here is 
comprehend in the term Outdoor Amer-  “poets’—best unnamed—who grace the something new for you to look at. 

ica.” It is an attitude toward nature “nature magazines,” there is not even Apo. Lropoip, 
peculiar to certain sportsmen. a whiff. The significant thing is that Madison, Wisconsin. 

Of late I have begun to fear this here is a sportsman who has expressed a 

thing was extinct. The rising tide of his avocation in respectable verse. It ji ! 

twaddle about conservation by no means has not happened before, to my knowl- 
proves that there are still people who edge, in America. 

derive any extraordinary value from A few sportsmen have done the same- 

what is conserved. But here comes Ed. thing in prose; among the moderns | 
Parker with a little booklet of poems Stewart Edward White in “The Forest,” | Y 
(One More Bend, by Edward 8S. Parker. Saxton Pope in “Hunting with the Bow 

The Kaleidograph Press, Dallas, Texas, and Arrow,’ John C. Phillips in the 

1935) which helps to set such doubts ‘“Sportsman’s Serapbook.” A very few 
at rest. If once in a decade some hun- have done it in pictures, including 
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ter can strike one such chord upon the Frank W. Benson and A. L. Ripley. | 

harp of time, then the task of saving I doubt my competency to render even | : & 

something for him to. hunt remains a thumbnail sketch of the Parker style. | s 

worth while. There is a certain wholesome salinity, 

One More Bend does not pretend to refreshingly interspersed with pure 
be anything more than a collection of lyricism, like alternating thigkets and | 

pleasant sporting limericks. Its nearest glades at the edge of a feng (viz: | 
approach to serious homily is in the “Springtime in the Office”), There is | 

closing stanza of the title-piece: an amusing trick of building up, 
“So it may be when, making my last through a succession of bell-like stanzas, | a 

atana a heavy poetical suspense, and then 
, : , . 

lapsing into some utterly prosaic con- i 

L = oo Derk Bnpier eae cluding remark about fishing tackle (see 
thevend, f “Colorado”). There is a constant gentle | 

T'll take a five ounce Granger in my ise of sly bubbles of humor. There is | 

hand a nostalgic satire of the enemies of sport 

And simply say: ‘Let’s try just one (“Sonnet to an Engineer”). 

more bend.’” The interlarded sketches by Frederick 

But there are nuggets heavier than Bliss display the same simplicity, and | 

this buried in the clean warm sands of not a little of the subtlety, of the Park- | \ 

Parker’s unpretentious verse. Often a er verses. uy 

stray line or two—sometimes a whole If so much froth had not lately been | : nha’ ; 4
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Governmental Problems in Wild Life ects of the Survey are described in the 
Conservation. By Robert H. Con- manner of its own familiar “Annual Re- 
nery. Studies in History, Economics, port,” those of weak accomplishment 
and Public Law No. 411, 250 pp. being indistinguishable from those which ¢ 

Columbia University Press, New have helped write scientific history. For 
York, 1935. Price, $3.25. example, the animal-disease project at 

Wh Lainie: ‘th : Minnesota, which I think would rate in 
en someone who is neither a sports- ; ak : 

man, nor a biologist, nor an administrator prea ras ee a yee ae 
undertakes to write a book about wildlife ollowece Mikethioad adil noe diceuce ton 
conservation, it should pique the curiosity Taek of. auiipetencestoldatce 

of all who bear one or more of these , 3 , 
labels, Dr. Connery tells us nothing . ba oe Pear pack are ine ia 
about himself except that he teaches gov. ‘™ * © BE SUN Tene ania aon ot a : 
ernment in Columbia, but his book sup- el cousehvallon bureaus.’ He oar 2, 
plies the missing information. He handles * ecm ou ea 
his conservation law and economics with *° far proposed) Shoving ibureaus, around, 
competent lucidity, seems to have ar he Baye merely creates a BEN CESP, of 

adequate grasp of administration, is no wegen eae and dowicralizes WoL 

sportsman (and does not need to be), but Coordination, he thinks, can and must be 
I cannot escape the conviction that his built peo ee without reorganization,’ He 
biology is of the previous century. implies that coordination depends on peo- | 

As a consequence of this unbalanced ple rather than blueprints. With these 
equipment, the outstanding value of the S@7° VIeWs the reviewer heartily potas 
book lies in the parts which do not hinge The chapter on state departments gives 
upon biological interpretation, especially 8 adequate sketch of legal theory and 
the first four chapters on land economics organization, but fails to mention the 
and conservation law. I do not recall central issue: Is the state conserving wild- 
any equally clear or complete analysis of life, or helping its landholders to do so? 

the legislative history of wildlife. (“Wild The author, by inference, accepts the for- 
Game—Its Legal Status” was equally mer view. But what about the uncom- 

clear on legal theory, but included no fortable fact that the former view has 
history. Palmer’s “Chronology of Ameri- failed to conserve wildlife, except in those 

can Game Protection” included much his- states where economic accident has kept 
tory but no legal theory.) This section food and cover in a favorable condition? 

of the book alone gives it a high value There is no mention of the pressing 
to the serious student as a reference work. problem of state administration of game 

The succeeding chapter on the Biologi- on federal properties such as the National 
cal Survey lacks color and discrimina- Forests. A review of this issue by a dis- 
tion. It is all too evidently “as told to interested student of government would 

the author” by the staff of that Bureau. have been particularly welcome. . 

A truly critical appraisal would have There is a meaty discussion of law en- 
been more valuable to the Survey, as forcement, couched in terms of illustra- | 
well as to the reader. The nearest ap- tive “cases.” It begins with an apt quota- 
proach to a critique is the statement that tion from that patron saint of poachers, 

“during most of its history, the Survey Robin Hood. The author tracks down the 
has not been particularly aggressive in residual trouble to politically appointed 
undertaking wildlife conservation mea- district attorneys. The reviewer would 
sures.” The various divisions and proj- like to share the author’s optimism about
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the status of state and federal cooperation vironment is applied ecology, or crop- 
in migratory bird law enforcement. ping. The governmental machinery of 

By and large, Dr. Connery’s book is a conservation, built to police a resource, 
valuable record of the chain of logic open now finds itself called upon to crop it. 

to a good mind well versed in law and Government, except on its own land, can- 
government, but blind to ecology. There not crop anything. What to do? 
are ecological works listed in the bibliog- This is certainly a “governmental prob- 
raphy, but they fail to register in the lem in wildlife conservation.” Its omis- 
underlying thought of the text. The author sion from this otherwise able work shows 
conceives of wildlife as something which how long it may take before conservation 
will grow if not destroyed. The ecologist emerges from its invisible empire of ideas, 
conceives of wildlife as something which and becomes physically visible upon the 
cannot be destroyed if the environment is American landscape. 
favorable, but which will inevitably dis- Apo LEopotp, 
appear if it is not. Manipulating en- University of Wisconsin.
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, FRANKLIN J. W. SCHMIDT 

ri BY. ALDO LEOPOLD 

It is by now a truism that the American frontier did not cease to 
t exist when the covered wagons halted on the shores of the Pacific. In 

its wake followed a scientific frontier, which opened up the resources 
of the new-found lands to human understanding in quite the same 
sense, and in no less degree, than the geographic frontier opened them 

to human occupancy. 

It was quite a surprise to the gold-seeking Spaniards when James 
Ohio Pattie arrived in their midst, seeking not gold, but beavers. Just 

so is it now a surprise to biological scientists to discover as a fellow- 
explorer the conservation ecologist, seeking not new ways to squeeze 

wealth out of the soil, but ways to prevent the extraction of its wealth 
from destroying its wild life. 

Society has not withheld its gratitude from the geographical ad- 

venturer who failed to come back, nor from the scientific explorer who 

dies in the course of an unfinished quest. It should, I think, at least 
know about important fatalities in that new argosy of the intellect 

( which seeks not the conquest, but the preservation, of nature. Hence 
this biographical sketch of Franklin J. W. Schmidt, who, after five 

years’ work in charge of the Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation, 

: died at Stanley, Wisconsin, August 7, 1935, in a midnight fire which 

also destroyed his accumulated notes, photographs, and manuscripts. 

The philosophical questions involved in the death of a young ex- 

plorer on the outbound trail are always of tragic interest. That 
Schmidt had seen virgin lands was well known to the more discerning 

of his research associates. That circumstances had unduly delayed 

publication of his findings is patent from the scarcity of his titles in 
the literature. (He spent his last evening on one of eight manuscripts 
to which, at the insistence of his friends, he had devoted the last 

months of his life). Whether he himself realized the full value of his 

findings, or whether their publication would have gained him wide- 

spread recognition, must remain forever among those questions which 

destiny thrusts unanswered into the stove. As his biographer I can 

only affirm the personal opinion, unsupported by those burned docu- 

ments, and admittedly biased by the pain of a lost friendship, that 

‘ Franklin Schmidt knew more about the life history and ecology of 
| the prairie grouse than any living man, and as much as any living 

ecologist knows about any American game bird. Likewise that he had 

; developed a deep understanding of the interactions of ecological forces. 
and the mechanisms of their integrated expression in the life and land-
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scape of Wisconsin. It is no uncommon thing for a specialist to ; 
sound a record depth of knowledge in a single limited field, but it is F 
a rare and inspiring thing to see one putting together a mental clock 
made of parts from the whole gamut of earth-sciences, and then listen- ¢ 

ing for it to tick. 

Schmidt’s particular hobby was the marsh region of central Wis- 
consin—that waif of the slums of exploitation, long since cast out as 

an economic ne’er-do-well, but now the object of uplift by many con- 

servation bureaus. If and when the intrinsic loveliness of those vast 

wastes is duly appreciated and restored, the mechanism of restoration 

will be set upon foundations of ecological understanding built in large 

part by Schmidt. 
I vividly recall my first visit to the camp which each summer 

served as a base for his field studies in the central marsh region. In 
town or office Schmidt was ordinarily laconic, even taciturn. But as 
we roamed his beloved marsh, each bird and flower drew out of him 

new rivers of speech—the pent-up accumulation of years of lonely 

observation, speculation, and study. The sandhill cranes, their habits, 

personality, and probable history since the retreating glacier first left 

behind it the moss-meadows which are their habitat. His discovery f 

that “red” cranes, like rusty snow geese, can be washed to their normal 

color, and hence represent no particular sex, age, or genetic strain. 

The burr oaks—how, why, and where they are an indicator of prairie, 

and the history revealed in their rings. The prairie chickens, how he 

had spied upon their mating dance, how his bandings reestablished 
Cook’s assertion that only the hens migrate—how squeamish chickens 
are about roosts, and how by improving roosts we might help raise 
population levels. The dried-up hay marsh which once in the 1880's 
and again in 1913-16, was a lake from which the settlers trapped musk- 

rats, how the existence of the former lake is indicated by the ice-ridge 
outlining its shore, and dated by the age of the trees growing out of 

that ridge. How in the intervening drouths this lake had been a hay- 

meadow, the present drouth representing simply the dry phase of a 

recurrent cycle. In short, no observed phenomenon was interpreted by 

Schmidt in terms of a short time or of a single scientific field. Its 

historical origin and its ramifications into a wide variety of fields were 
habitually followed out. In this difficult task Schmidt’s woodsman- b 

ship, i. e., his ability to detect and interpret evidence invisible to ordi- j 
nary men, played an outstanding part. He knew more than his fellow- 
workers because he saw more keenly and thought more deeply. I f 
have seen few field naturalists of comparable skill and acumen.
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We who teach how to use science for the ends of conservation 

are interested in the origins and education of such men, for there is 

always the remote hope of finding a clue to the puzzle of how to build 

them to order. 4 

Franklin James White Schmidt was born at Lake Forest, Illinois, 

July 25, 1901. His parents were George W. Schmidt, Professor of 

German at Lake Forest College, and Margaret Patterson Schmidt. In 

1907, when he was six years old, the family established a farm in 

Worden Township, Clark County, Wisconsin. There he grew up in 

an environment of forest and meadow well populated with wild things. 

His mother had a good knowledge of botany. His older brother, Karl 
P. Schmidt, had been imbued with an active interest in biology in the 
course of his studies under Dr. James G. Needham at Lake Forest 
College. His father had a deep and abiding interest in all wild things. 
With this guidance the boy developed an ever-widening proficiency in 

natural history. He trapped muskrats and mink. He raised ferrets, 

and his first published “research” was a letter on their habits embodied 
in Mrs. Anna Botsford Comstock’s “Pet Book”, in 1914. 

Schmidt entered the University of Wisconsin in 1927. By this 

time he had decided on a career as field naturalist. He had been em- 
ployed by the Field Museum in 1924, 1925, and 1926, and found % 

congenial friends in Dr. W. H. Osgood and Mr. Colin Campbell San- 
born, and through them focused his interest on mammalogy. During 

his university years he spent the summers in collecting mammals, rep- 
tiles, and amphibians in his home county, publishing his notes on the 
mammals in the Journal of Mammalogy in 1931. Upon graduation 
from the University of Wisconsin in 1930, he was recommended by 

Prof. George Wagner as field assistant to Dr. Alfred O. Gross, who 

during that year initiated a study of the prairie chicken and the sharp- 
tailed grouse in Wisconsin. This field study now became his primary 
interest. After Dr. Gross returned to his duties in the East, the Con- 

servation Commission placed Schmidt in charge. 

In 1933 the project was discontinued for lack of funds. The 
newly established Chair of Game Management at the University of 
Wisconsin immediately offered Schmidt a fellowship for its continu- 
ation under university auspices. Schmidt had, however, already en- fj 
gaged to accompany the Mandel Expedition of the Field Museum to 

Guatemala. The fellowship was held open for him until his return. 

Schmidt's field work in Guatemala was unusually successful. He 
collected and studied several new species of bats and rodents, and took
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4 specimens of such rarieties as the bat Centurio senex and the Guate- 

malan flying squirrel. 
p Upon his return in 1934, he resumed work on the Prairie Chicken 

investigation, focusing his efforts not only on the prospective com- 

pletion of his doctorate thesis in about 1936, but also on the ultimate 

production of a monograph covering the life history and management 

of the prairie grouse in a manner similar to Stoddard’s “Bobwhite”. 
The plan was to center the work on Wisconsin until Schmidt’s doc- 

torate was completed, and then to set up a consulting service through 

which he would aid other states to get started in prairie grouse man- 
agement, and at the same time have the opportunity to collect life 
history information from the whole continental range of the species. 

The first move to these ends was the completion of a series of eight 

papers summarizing the Wisconsin work to date. One of these papers 

had been completed at the time of Schmidt’s death in 1935, and ac- 

companies this biography. The other seven, in various stages of com- 

pletion, together with most of the field notes on which they were based, 

, were destroyed by the fire in which Schmidt met his death on August 

7, 1935. 
Other valuable unpublished material met the same fate. Schmidt 

: had, for example, conducted annually for four or five years a rodent 

census on several sample areas. The population of rodents was ac- 
curately determined each year by trapping, marking, and releasing 
the animals until no unmarked individuals appeared at the traps. 

Schmidt hoped by this means to get accurate data on population cycles. 

The data from all areas save one were burned. The census on this 

one area has been continued by my students. 

Few Wisconsin conservationists are aware that the first actual 

work in reflooding the drained marshes of central counties—a project 

on which the Resettlement Administration has since spent $150,000— 

was initiated by Schmidt. It came about in this manner: Schmidt 
was attending a somewhat convivial meeting of Milwaukee sportsmen. 

He asked the group to subscribe $100 to build one dam as a test or 
demonstration of the potential waterfowl breeding capacity of the 

drained marshes. They banteringly replied that they would give the 

bs money if Schmidt would drink a glass of whiskey. Knowing his ab- 

stemious habits, they thought this a safe reply. But Schmidt promptly 
gulped the whiskey, and within a few weeks the dam was built and 

% had ducks in it. 
Schmidt’s death is the first fatality in that young profession known 

as wildlife management. He has set for that profession a high stand-
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ard of devotion, modesty, skill, and thoroughness. It will be no small 
task for those who survive him to live even partially up to his mark. 

PusiisHep Papers or F. J. W. Scumipr 
1926. Reptiles and amphibians of Worden Township, Clark County, Wisconsin. 

Copeia, 154, pp. 131-132. 
1927. Pitymys pinetorum scalopsoides in Wisconsin. Jour. Mammal., 8, p. 248. 
1931. The mammals of western Clark County, Wisconsin. Idem, 12, pp. 99-117, 

1936. Hee food of Sharp-tailed Grouse and Pinnated Grouse in Wisconsin. 
Witson Butretin, XLVIT, Sept., 1936, pp. 186-203. 

Bisnop, SHerman C., anv F. J. W. Scumipr 
1931. The painted turtles of the genus Chrysemys. Publ. Field Mus., Zool. Ser., 

18, pp. 121-139, figs. 1-27. 

Scumipr, Kart P., anv F. J. W. Scumipr 
1925. New coral snakes from South America. Idem, 12, pp. 127-134, pl. 11-12. — 

University or Wisconsin, 
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WINTER FOOD OF THE SHARP-TAILED GROUSE AND | 
PINNATED GROUSE IN WISCONSIN | 

BY F. J. W. SCHMIDT ! 

INTRODUCTION | 
The present paper is the first of a series summarizing the findings 

of the Wisconsin Grouse Investigation since 1930. 
A research bureau of the Wisconsin Conservation Department | 

was organized in 1928 by Wallace B. Grange and Dr. Merritt L. Jones — 
to begin a study of the Prairie Chicken and the Sharp-tailed Grouse. — 
Its findings up to 1930 were published in the “Progress Report of the 
Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation” by Dr. Alfred O. Gross. 

I took over the study during the winter of 1930-1931, which was 

spent observing the feeding habits of grouse at grain food patches 
and feeding stations. In March 131 sharptails were banded. Since 
then 550 Sharp-tailed Grouse and 275 Prairie Chickens have been 
banded. Studies of nests were made during the springs of 1931, 1932, 
1933, and 1934. Moving pictures were made of Sharp-tailed Grouse 
and Prairie Chickens on their dance grounds. Dance ground flocks | 
were counted through a series of successive years. During the summer | 
of 1932 Prairie Chickens were raised at the state game farm. During 
the summer of 1934 the food habits of Marsh Hawks and Cooper’s | 
Hawks were studied in their relation to grouse. During open seasons 
grouse crops and stomachs were collected and sex counts were made 
from hunters’ bags. The investigation was discontinued in January, — 
1933, and resumed in May, 1934, as a game management project at — 
the University of Wisconsin under the direction of Aldo Leopold.
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THE THICK-BILLED PARROT IN CHIHUAHUA 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

The physics of beauty is one department of natural science still in the Dark Ages. 
Not even the manipulators of bent space have tried to solve its equations. Everybody 

knows, for example, that the autumn landscape in the north woods is the land, plus 
a red maple, plus a ruffed grouse. In terms of conventional physics, the grouse repre- 
sents only a millionth of either the mass or the energy of an acre. Yet subtract the 
grouse and the whole thing is dead. An enormous amount of some kind of motive power 

has been lost. 
It is easy to say that the loss is all in our mind’s eye, but is there any sober 

ecologist who will agree? He knows full well that there has been an ecological death, 

the significance of which is inexpressible in terms of contemporary science. A Russian 
~ philosopher, Ouspensky, has called this imponderable essence the numenon of material 

things. It stands in contradistinction to phenomenon which is ponderable and pre- 

dictable, even to the tossings and turnings of the remotest star. 
The grouse is the numenon of the north woods, the bluejay of the hickory groves, 

the whisky-jack of the muskegs, the pifionero of the juniper foothills. Ornithological 
texts do not record these facts. I suppose they are new to science, however obvious to 
the discerning scientist. Be that as it may, I here record the discovery of the numenon 

> of the Sierra Madre: the Thick-billed Parrot (Rhynchopsitta pachyrhyncha). 
He is a discovery only because so few have visited his haunts. Once there, only 

the deaf and blind could fail to perceive his role in the mountain life and landscape. 
Indeed you have hardly finished breakfast before the chattering flocks leave their 
roost on the rim rocks and perform a sort of morning drill in the high reaches of the 
dawn. Like squadrons of cranes they wheel and spiral, loudly debating with each other 
the question (which also puzzles you) of whether this new day which creeps slowly 

over the canyons is bluer and golder than its predecessors, or less so. The vote 
being a draw, they repair by separate companies to the high mesas, for their breakfast 
of pine-seed-on-the-half-shell. They have not yet seen you. 

But a little later, as you begin the steep ascent out of the canyon, some sharp-eyed 
parrot, perhaps a mile away, espies this strange creature puffing up the trail where 
only deer or lion, bear or turkey, are licensed to travel. Breakfast is forgotten. With 

a whoop and a shout the whole gang is awing and coming at you. As they circle over- 
head you wish fervently for a parrot dictionary. Are they demanding, what-the-devil 
business have you in these parts? Or are they, like an avian chamber-of-commerce, 
merely making sure you appreciate the glories of their home town, its weather, its 
citizens, and its glorious future as compared with any and all other times and places 
whatsoever? It might be either or both. And there flashes through your mind the sad 
premonition of what will happen when the road is built, and this riotous reception 

committee first greets the tourist-with-a-gun, . 
It is soon clear that you are a dull inarticulate fellow, unable to respond by so 

much as a whistle to the standard amenities of the Sierra morn. And after all, there 
are more pine cones in the woods than have yet been opened, so let’s finish breakfast! 

This time they may settle upon some tree below the rim rock, giving you the chance 
to sneak out to the edge and look down. There for the first time you see color; velvet 
green uniforms with scarlet and yellow epaulets and black helmets, sweeping noisily from
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pine to pine, but always in formation and always in even numbers. Only once did I see 
a gang of five, or any other number not comprised of pairs. 

In spring, I am told, the pair hunts up a woodpecker hole in some tall dead pine < 

and performs its racial duty in temporary isolation. But what woodpecker excavates 
a hole large enough? The Guacamaja (as the natives euphoniously call the parrot) is 

big as a pigeon, and hardly to be squeezed into a flicker-loft. Does he, with his own 
powerful beak, perform the necessary enlargement? Or is he dependent on the holes of 
the Imperial Woodpecker, which is said to occur in these parts? To some future orni- 
thological visitor I bequeath the pleasant task of discovering the answer. 

I do not know whether the nesting pairs are as noisy as these roistering flocks which 

greeted me in September. I do know that in September, if there are parrots on the 
mountain, you will soon know it. As a proper ornithologist, I should doubtless try to 
describe the call. It superficially resembles that of the Pifion Jay, but the music of 
the pifioneros is soft and nostalgic as the haze hanging in their native canyons, 
while that of the Guacamaja is louder and full of the salty enthusiasm of high comedy. 

I am told that after the acorns ripen, they are attacked by the parrots with as 
much zest as the pine seeds are earlier. The occasional wanderings of parrots across 
the border, recorded by Florence Bailey (Birds of New Mexico, pp. 306-307), are 
doubtless motivated by the search for mast. 

One cannot help but wonder what the good roads program now impending through- 

out Mexico will do for, or to, this species. It does not have a large range; Bailey says 
only the northern Sierras. I can only hope that Mexico will find ways so far unfound 
by us to use these mountains without destroying them. 

Division of Game Management, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, , 
October 6, 1936.
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Our Naturat Resources anp Tuer Con In other respects, however, the wild-life Certain parts of this volume are deserving 

servation. By A. E. Parxins and J. R.| chapter is disappointing. Its materials are of special tribute. O. E. Baker's chapter on | 
Warraxer. John Wiley & Sons, New| well selected but quite unorganized. Itdeals ‘The Agricultural Prospect’ is a feat of 
York City. 650 pp., 121 illustrations. |) aimost wholly with wild lands, whereas clear writing and philosophical deduction 

$5.00. many of us persist in thinking that some- almost equal to Paul Sears’ “Deserts on the | 
Few public movements display a wider | thing can be done on farms. It gives the March.’ Louis A. Wolfanger’s ‘Soils of the 

gap between aspiration and achievement | reader little or no hint that there is a grow- United States’ is excellent. The various 
than conservation. ing technique of wild-life management, and chapters on mineral resources are predomi- 

To the end of narrowing this gap, we are | no samples of what it is like or how it is nantly good. In fact, I feel constrained to 
embarked on two large-scale experiments. | discovered. Dr. Shelford expounds his admit, as a biologist, that with the excep- 
One is premised on the notion that conserva- | sound views on predation with such ve- tions above noted, the engineering chapters | 
tion is something a nation buys. The other | hemence that he almost forgets there are excel the biological ones in lucidity and / 
is premised on the notion that conservation | other problems. In general, the expert coherence. | 
is something a nation /earns. reader can glean from this chapter a goodly Despite the imposing array of subject mat- | 

Schools furnish the natural implementa- | collection of disjointed fragments of thought, ter in this book, there are some large gaps. | 
tion for the second notion. Some states have | but the lay student who is looking for bear- No one mentions the deliberate management 

gone so far as to compel the teaching of con- | ings and a clear view will hardly get them. of wild flowers or song birds, yet these are 
servation by statute. Many are doing it | To him the wild-life field will appear as a intrinsically just as important as the man- 
voluntarily. In any case there ensues a need | muddle . . . as indeed it is. agement of forests or game. They are infant 
for more and better teaching materials. Even a muddle, though, displays trends of conservation fields as yet unbaptized. No | 

The volume under review is a response to | thought, and it is incumbent upon authors bureau stands as their godfather, no ‘move- | 
the need for a college text. As such it would | to describe them. One of the unmistakable ment’ as their guardian and public relations | 
succeed and supplant Van Hise’s classical | trends of the last decade has been the recog- counsel. Even the planners and recreation 

. ‘Conservation of National Resources’ which | nition of complex interactions among soils, engineers have neglected to map the destiny | 
is by now out of date, including the Have- | waters, plants and animals, with a corre- of these healthy but unobtrusive waifs. | 

meyer revision of 1931. | sponding interdependence among the earth By and large, we may paraphrase Samuel 
Van Hise’s mind in 1910 was able to | sciences and the agricultural arts. That Butler and say of this book: Doubtless the | 

encompass the entire field. No less than | twenty-two specialists should do a good job Lord could show somebody how to write a 

twenty-two specialists contribute chapters | of portraying their mutual interdependence better one, but doubtless He has not yet 

to the present work. The conservation idea, | is humanly improbable, and herein lies per- done so.—Aldo Leopold, University of | 
it would seem, has spread with one encyclo- | haps the most serious weakness of this other- Wisconsin. 

pedic sweep over most of the affairs of men. | wise estimable book. Some of the chapters | 
Do our twenty-two specialists grasp their | go out of their way to point out instances of 

respective segments of the field with the | interdependence, but in others some startling 
same firm competence as Van Hise grasped | and important omissions occur. For ex- 
the whole? Alas, this is hardly to be hoped | ample, the student is told about flood con- | . 

for. The mental as well as the physical | trol, waterway development, and power 
stature of a regiment must of necessity de- development, but not about the abnormal 
scribe a ‘frequency curve.’ Hence it should | sedimentation of reservoirs or the deterio- 
occasion no surprise that of our score of | rated regimen of streams which often 
chapters, one or two are brilliant, several | frustrates these programs. He is told about 
good, many fair, and a few sophomorish. | power development but not about the damage 
Where indeed is the individual who could | to wild life which goes with power dams. 
encompass the whole field today? He proba- | The student may, if he is keen enough, read 2 
bly does not exist. | between the lines that these frustrations and 

The naturalist-reader will turn with curi- | clashes of interest exist, but why leave to ; 
osity to the wild-life chapter, written by | chance the most important deduction in the 
Dr. Victor E. Shelford of the University of | whole book? Conservation, without a keen 
Illinois. Shelford in one respect rises above | realization of its vital conflicts, fails to rate 
his fellow authors in that he assumes the | as authentic human drama; it falls to the 

existence of ethical, scientific, and esthetic | level of a mere Utopian dream. Paradox is 

motives in conservation, whereas the others | the earmark of valid truth, and to the extent 

see in it only, or mainly, an economic that any textbook fails to point this out, it 
problem. | fails of attaining University stature. a
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Naturschutz - eine national - politische escape from the contradictions now vis- 
Kulturaufgabe. By A. Freiherr ible in “the conquest of nature.” The con- 
von Vietinghoff-Riesch. J. Neumann, servation movement, he points out, begins 
Neudamm, 1936. Price 5 RM. as a negative protest against those con- 

tradictions, but it cannot abolish the 
Something new under the sun is worth tree by disliking its fruits. The conserva- 

notice, even when it grows in foreign tion idea must end as the positive develop- 
parts. When that something grows in a ment of some new relationship, many ele- 
forest, and its like is not to be found in’ ments of which, Vietinghoff thinks, are 
our own woods, it may be doubly worth already discernible. It might be said 
the notice of American foresters. that he forecasts the dominance of an 

Such a thing, in my opinion, is Baron ecological as against a zoological concept 
Vietinghoff’s “Conservation and Culture” of our status on the earth. Homo econo- 
(free translation). In this booklet he micus, he says, is the appellation we have 
attempts to analyze and synthesize the actually earned, Homo sapiens the one to 
clashing ideas which beset the modern which we may eventually aspire. “It fails 

world in the fields of economics, philos- only that we act the part.” 
ophy, nationalism, and land-use. His argu- Stated in such abstract terms, Vieting- 
ment is couched in the language of the hoff’s thesis is easy enough to dismiss as 
forest (for Vietinghoff is a forester, and “just another theory.” But set in its mat- 
owns a forest which he operates for his rix of orderly detail it constitutes a chal- 
livelihood) . lenge which can be ignored only by 

My first question on reading the first those who have thought out something 
chapter was: Where is there, among better, or by those who feel no intellectual 
American land technologists, a man who discomfort in continuing to espouse, in 
could do this thing for us? I fear there each of the “separate” fields of human 
are few or none. We might muster a conduct, “separate” philosophies which 
handful of men with an equal grasp of are mutually inconsistent and contradic- 

the various technologies of land-use, but tory. 
there is displayed in this book a command The title of the booklet may cause some 
of philosophy, history, aesthetics, and to suspect a content of propaganda. On 
literature which we would be hard-pressed this question it is hard for an American 
to duplicate. Perhaps Paul Sears’ “Des- reviewer to make a fair statement. Even 
erts on the March” would qualify as sim- those of us who “read” German are likely 
ilar in intellectual elevation, but it is dis- to miss some of the subtle distinctions in 

similar in being primarily an economic, terms of which such a question must be 
not a philosophical, treatise. (In literary weighed. The publisher, to be sure, is 
style, however, I would concede to Sears an “official” mouthpiece. But to call 
the lighter touch.) Vietinghoff a propagandist for the current 

Vietinghoff’s basic thesis is an economic German regime would, I suspect, be as 
and aesthetic symbiosis between men and true or as untrue as to call Van Hise a 

land. In this, he thinks, lies the only propagandist for the New Deal. Both 
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men have something incommensurate with The arrangement of subject matter is 
their political aftermaths, both in point interesting from a pedagogic standpoint. 
of sequence of events and in elevation of The introductory chapter, covering the 
view. Vietinghoff is, perhaps, a “propa- field of mensuration generally, is fol- 
gandist” for an order yet unborn, and lowed by eleven chapters treating of the 

that an order of the mind and spirit, not determination of the volumes of logs, 
of factions and governments. standing and felled trees, and stands. A 

I suggest that some forest school in chapter on alinement charts is included 
some university enlist the help of its here as being fundamental to the prepara- 
philosophy and German departments in tion of volume tables for standing trees; 
giving us a full and accurate translation a chapter on statistical methods and mea- 

of Vietinghoff’s book. Perhaps we need sures, as fundamental to the question of 
it. In any event it seems unlikely that its reliability of volumetric measurements of 
American counterpart will be written in trees or stands; and a chapter on survey- 
this generation. ing, as pertinent to measurements of 

Apo LEeopoLp, stands. Five chapters are devoted to 

University of Wisconsin. the board-foot unit of measurement, 
covering scaling, log-rule construction, 
and the use of the board-foot unit in 

BEB constructing volume tables and in cruising. 
Two chapters on piece products complete 

Elements of Forest Mensuration. By the treatment of volumetric units. The 
H. H. Chapman and Dwight B. Dem- growth of trees and stands is then taken 

eritt. Second Ed. 451 pp. Illus. up, including the application and con- 

J. B. Lyon Company, Albany, N. Y., struction of yield tables, periodic and cur- 

1936. Price $3.50. rent growth, and growth in height, diam- 
eter and volume. The book concludes 

That branch of forestry known as For- with a chapter on forest survey or in- 

est Mensuration has now developed to the ventory. 
stage where its exposition in a book of The sequence of subjects and their treat- 
some 400 pages may be called, justifiably, ment have been found unusually  satis- 

only an introduction to the subject, as the factory in the senior author’s experience. 
authors state in their preface. Designed Whether use of the text by other educa- 
as a textbook and arranged to facilitate tors will be generally satisfactory can be 
its use in teaching, this book covers most ascertained only by trial. It is no more 
phases of administrative or “economic” reasonable to expect a given teaching 
mensuration in enough detail to give a method to be suitable for all educators 
good understanding of the problems of than to expect that all students will re- 
forest mensuration, and provides an ade- spond equally well to a given method of 
quate foundation for further study along _ instruction. 
special lines. The arrangement of the book is logical 

The text covers the usual phases of enough, considering the veiwpoint from 
mensuration—volumes of trees and stands, which it was written. The “economic” 
growth, yield studies, and measuring im- viewpoint—that the cost of mensuration 
plements—but incorporates the latest ad- operations governs the character and in- 
vances in the methodology of each of tensity of the work, and that the scope 
these phases. The newest tools of the of mensuration is merely that of inventory 
mensurationist, alinement charts and statis- —-provides a rather restricted basis for 
tical method, are treated in some detail. development of the subject. Chapman and
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Forstlicher Naturschutz und Natur- pose only when divested of the atmosphere 
schutz im nationalen Lebens- of a museum. It is much to be wished 
raume Deutschlands. By A. Viet- that a well-distributed system of natural 
inghoff-Riesch. Zeitschr. f. Weltforst- spots be incorporated into every forest, 
wirtschaft. 3:868-885. 1936. in each of which the forest can develop 

without hindrance toward its climax, and 

The German idea of nature protection in each of which all technical interference 
has of late been expressed in many forms, is excluded or reduced to a minimum. 
long and short, good and not so good, But these natural spots can attain their 
technical and philosophical. No one, I full significance only when they stand in 
think has captured its essence in so brief biological unity with their surroundings, 
and satisfactory a form as has Baron rather than in contrast to them. 
Vietinghoff in the present essay. In it he “As with the forest, so with the Ger- 

presents an historical summary of the man landscape in its entirety. It is not 
German attitude toward land-crops from necessary that artificial modifications of 

the beginnings of forestry to the present the landscape discontinue. It is neces 
day. sary that the whole process of landseape- 

Forest crops form the framework of his modification occur in a planwise manner. 
picture, but each stage of forestry is in- and that every individual invasion be 
terpreted in terms of the agriculture and grounded upon a common architectural 

wildlife management which accompanied idea. We need not call a halt upon our 
it. The recent stage is further illumined gigantic task of landscape-conversion,— 
by some bold descriptive strokes in cur- we need only to incorporate in it a high- 
rent architecture, city planning, reclama- er cultural idea of the relation of people 
tion, and landscaping. { to land.” 

The trend of Vietinghoff’s ideas may This is an expression of discontent, by 
perhaps be deduced from the following a conservationist, with the landscape of 
translation of his summary on parks, res- the world’s leading exemplar of conserva- 
ervations, and landscape aesthetics: tion: Germany. We may deduce that in 

“By and large, the invasion of the the long run the question of “how” is 
landscape by artificiality has become so eVen more important than the question 
great that there is little point in reserv- of “whether”. 
ing and protecting little pieces of land- This discontent arises mainly from the 
scape here and there, while around each lack of unity of idea between the German 

of them a thoughtless and reckless ex- islands or reservations devoted to conser- 
ploitation continues to take place. To vation of the naturalistic type, and the 
these oases every nature-lover makes a surrounding matrix dominated by conser- 
pilgrimage, with the resulting danger that vation of the engineering type. How much 
each becomes a tourist resort, with scarce- greater the disparity between our Ameri- 
ly more character than any ordinary can islands (forests and parks), and the 
castle, tower, or hotel. surrounding matrix dominated by ex- 

“The creation of nature reservations, ploitation! 

small as well as large, is important and Atpo LEopotp, 
unavoidable, but each can fulfil its pur- University of Wisconsin. 
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TEACHING WILDLIFE CONSERVATION IN 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

Teaching of conservation in public schools is made compul- 

sory by a new Wisconsin statute (319 S., 1935). 

The bill was sponsored by the Federation of Women’s Clubs 

and other laymen’s organizations. It reflects, in general, a con- 

viction that the conservation movement needs a wider base in 
public sentiment. It assumes that the schools, if so directed, 

can build this base. 
It probably also reflects a belief, less articulate but perhaps 

equally potent, that natural history “hobbies” act as an antidote 

for the excessive mechanization of society, and as an absorbent 

for expanding leisure—hence, that their cultivation in schools is 

conducive to “the good life.” 

The law, and probably most of its sponsors, no doubt assume 

that the subject matter to be taught is all in existence—that the 

only thing needful is a public mandate to give it place in school 

curricula. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the degree to 

which this assumption is correct, the degree to which available 

subject matter has been prepared for use in schools, and the 

facilities for training teachers to use it. 

The discussion is limited to that part of the conservation 
field dealing with wildlife, z.e., birds, mammals, and non-com- 
mercial plants. 

SUBJECT MATTER FOR TEACHING 

Presumably the subject matter to be taught must, except as 
it deals with pure esthetics, exist as science before it can be 
translated by teachers for popular use. To what extent does it 

exist? as 
To analyze this question, each species may be considered 

from four exterior aspects (the internal workings are, for sim- 

plicity, not considered) : 

1. Its form and origin as a species (taxonomy). 

Reprinted from the Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of 

Sciences, Arts and Letters, Vol. 30, pp. 77-86. /? 59
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2. Its behavior as an individual (natural history). 

8. Its relationship as a population in an environment (ecol- 

ogy). 

4. Its possible control by manipulating the environment (ap- 

plied ecology or management). 

These four categories happen also to represent the successive 

developmental stages in biological science. 

In my opinion the biological basis for teaching is ample for 

No. 1, but dwindles progressively through Nos. 2, 3, and 4. 

Stage 4 may be said to have the beginnings of an existence for 

certain species of game and fish, but for fur animals it exists in 

name only, while for songbirds and wild flowers there is not yet 

even a name for culture in-the-wild. The ecology of all these 

groups (stage 3) is very fragmentary. Not till we get back to 

individual behavior (stage 2) can there be said to be an ade- 

quate basis for popular teaching. Stages 2 and 1 jointly com- 

prise the bulk of those large aggregations of knowledge now 

called ornithology, mammalogy, and botany. 

The needs of conservation are exactly converse to the prog- 

ress of these stages in biological science. Conservation depends 

for its accomplishment on manipulation of environments, of 

which we as yet know little. It is not helped much by the sci- 
ence of evolutionary origins, of which we know much. It is evi- 

dent, then, that popular teaching of conservation must be lop- 

sided until science catches up to its needs. (This is, of course, 

no argument for delaying the teaching job. It is an argument 
for speeding up the construction of the scientific base.) 
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Fig. 1. Scientific base for teaching Wild Life Conservation,
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Fig. 1 attempts to portray the situation in graphic form. The 

irregular “‘scientific front,” with outposts of advance knowledge, 

is not devoid of actual meaning. Thus fish management, while 

only a few years old, is backed by a much larger accumulation 

of ecological data than game management, which is older and 

has gone farther into technique. The accumulated findings of 

Birge and Juday in the ecology of lakes, for example, have no 

counterpart in game. There is, however, no corresponding 

knowledge of the ecology of streams, although the existing tech- 

nique is mostly for streams. Hence the fish management ‘“‘pen- 
insula” is portrayed in the figure as not perpendicular to its 

base. 

Again, songbird management, while in general non-existent 

as a professional and scientific field, and not as yet backed by 
any considerable body of ecological knowledge, nevertheless con- 

tains an advance post of technique: artificial bird-houses and 

artificial feeding. A well-developed technique for hole-nesting 

birds was published by von Berlepsch as early as 1908. 

Fur farming likewise is an island of technique. There is as 

yet no body of knowledge on wild management and ecology to 
connect it with the natural history of fur species. Game farm- 

ing was a similar outpost until the recent expansion in wild man- 
agement connected it with “mainland.” 

The most serious re-entrant in the scientific front is in the 
ecology and management of wild flowers. There exists, of course, 

a large amount of ecological work in botany, but its objective 

has been to explain evolution and distribution, rather than to 

serve as a base for culture in the wild. Much of it will be con- 

vertible for the latter purpose, but in and of itself it does not 

suffice for teaching conservation. 

EcoLoGy AND CONSERVATION 

Avocations in natural history can, of course, be taught, as in 

the past, in sole reference to identification and habits of species. 
No one possessed of such a hobby would deny its value as a 
source of personal pleasure and enlightenment. Its value as a 
base for conservation sentiment, however, is, I think, less than 

will be the case when the same hobby is rounded off to include 

an interest in ecological and management questions. Why? Be- 

cause the forces which threaten wildlife emanate from its en-
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vironment, and their operation cannot be understood by a public 
versed only in names and habits of species. Such a public, as a 

critic of conservation policiés, is equivalent to a person having 

a Wide personal acquaintance, but no knowledge of business, as 

a eritie of politics or economics. Both lack an “inside” picture 

of the struggle for existence. Ecology is the politics and eco- 

nomics of animals and plants. 
The citizen-conservationist needs an understanding of wild- 

life ecology not only to enable him to function as a critic of 
sound policy, but to énable him to derive maximum enjoyment 

from his contacts with the land. The jig-saw puzzle of compe- 

titions and cooperations which constitute the wildlife commu- 
ity are inherently moré interesting than mere acquaintance 

with its constituent species, for the same reason that a news- 

paper is inherently more interesting than a telephone directory. 

TEACHING TEACHERS 

Of 30 students in the 1936 farmers’ short course in game 
ihanagement at the University, 4 professed, in personal inter- 
view, 4 special intérest in natural history derived from their 

teachers. Four othérs had derived such an interest from family 
or friends. Twelve had read natural history books from school 
libraries. This may be a valid sample of the spread and effec- 

tiveness of conservation teaching to date. 
It was very noticeable that the teachers who had awakened 

such interests had done so by the contagion of their enthusiasm, 

rather than by merely transmitting information. 

The question is: By what means can the proportion of such 
“carriers” be increased? 

My guess is that the chief utility of compulsory laws is to 

lend official sanction to pre-existing enthusiasms among teach- 

ers, and to stimulate the preparation of good courses, texts, ex- 
hibits, and other overhead services. 

The coursés now offered teachers in universities (and pre- 

‘sumably in normal schools) are certainly not designed to en- 

‘couragé them either to develop avocations in wildlife, or to teach 

‘such avocations to children. The University of Wisconsin, 

through its “Science Inquiry,” is now aiming to remedy this de- 
féct. A Complete remedy must, of course, ‘await the straighten- 

ing of the “scientific front” already discussed.
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TEACHING MATERIALS 

The offhand way in which resolutions committees delegate to 

unspecified “scientists” the job of preparing conservation text- 

books is, I fear, mere wishful thinking. There seems to be little 
realization of the fact that to write a really competent non-tech- 

nical conservation text, which shall fairly cover the component 

fields and be at once sound science, sound policy, and sound peda- 

gogy, is a task calling for very uncommon mental powers, not 

to mention time and funds. It is a task at least as exacting as 

the scientific fact-finding which underlies it. Such a text is 

harder to write than the equivalent thing for adults, and no re- 
cent writer has fairly translated conservation for adults. Van 
Hise’s classical “Conservation of Natural Resources” was writ- 

ten before ecology was born, and before the management idea 

had been applied to anything but forests. No equally competent 

interpretation of the wider vista now confronting us has ap- 
peared, unless it be Paul Sears’ “Deserts on the March.” “Little 
Waters,” by Person, Coil, and Beall, is similar in its approach, 
but covers the much more limited field of soil and water. 

All these attempts to paint a continental picture of conserva- 

tion suffer from one inherent handicap: it is impossible to give 

specific examples portraying the biotic mechanism, because ex- 

amples that hold for one region do not hold for another. Only 
scientific laws can be generalized and yet remain true. It is 

therefore my prediction that the ultimate “text on conservation” 
will treat of only one region, or possibly only one state. 

There are, of course, many competent texts, each covering 

the natural history of some one particular field, such as birds, 

mammals, or flowers, but these fall far short of covering its 

ecology or management. They are of great value in presenting 

to us the alphabet of conservation, but they do not build ecologi- 

cal words or sentences out of the species they teach us to recog- 
nize. Most such texts seem either unaware of the provinces be- 

yond the scientific front, or else dismiss them with a few per- 

sonal opinions on legislation. One English writer (Elton) has 

given us a thoroughly competent popular rendition of animal 

ecology, but there has been no equally good job on this side of 
the water. 

There is also a growing array of teaching materials, each 

covering some small fraction of some single field. Many of these
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fractional treatments have real value because they do a small 
job well, and do not pontificate on what lies outside its boun- 

daries. As examples may be mentioned the regional series of 
Biological Survey leaflets, mostly by McAtee, on “How to Attract 
Birds,” the Audubon bird leaflets, and John May’s “Hawks of 

North America.” 

Some of the new teaching materials have special value to 
teachers as illustrations of how divergent conclusions can be 

drawn from identical facts. Contrast, for example, the Emer- 

gency Conservation Committee’s “Teaching Units” with Sena- 
tor Hawes’ “Fish and Game, Now or Never,” or with the equiva- 

lent philosophy expressed piecemeal by sporting magazines. 
There is one peculiarity common to both sides of this controver- 

sial literature. Like medieval theology, it expresses its discon- 

tent in the pattern of a personal devil, who stands in urgent need 

of demolition by the writer. The protectionist’s devil is usually 

the sportsman. The sportsman’s devil is usually “vermin,” or 
the “game hog,” or some other visible malefactor. The invisible 

deterioration of habitat which causes the real damage, and to 
which both kinds of crusaders are at least indirectly a party, is 

commonly ignored or dismissed as incidental. The end-objec- 
tive of conservation teaching must be, I think, to show the pro- 
spective citizen that conservation is impossible so long as land- 
utility is given blanket priority over land-beauty. In short, it is 
his personal philosophy of land use, as well as his vote and his 

dollar, which will ultimately determine the degree to which the 
conservation idea is converted from preachment into practice. 

Here and there we note the emergence of attempts to piece 

together into coherent schoolroom sentences the alphabet de- 

vised by taxonomy and natural history. One such is “Exploring 
Michigan’s Resources,”—clever pedagogy, comprehensive of the 

whole field, but perhaps a bit pat, and a bit tinctured with the 

flavor of tourist-bureau. The Chamber of Commerce should not 

wish its job on the schools. I would like to see Michigan ask 

Harold Titus to do this over in the style of his “The Old Game 

Warden”—a really remarkable attempt to translate wildlife ecol- 

ogy and management into the lay-jargon of sportsmen. 

A list of teaching materials available to Wisconsin teachers 

is incorporated in the references for this paper. The list is of 

course not exhaustive, even for wildlife in this state. It omits
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all nonpopular and most expensive titles, as well as most titles 

sold for commercial profit. A full endorsement of all titles is not 
implied. The list is offered merely as a start toward the labor- 
ious job of sifting and rounding-out which must underlie the 

execution of the new law. 

The most serious defect in the whole collection of teaching 

materials is the absence of the phrase “we don’t know.” Just 
why are we so undemocratic in professing ignorance? It seems 

a special privilege of scientists. 

The need for teaching materials of course goes far beyond 

printed matter. Museums have long ago seized upon exhibits 

and movies as vehicles for teaching taxonomy and natural his- 

tory, but they are not yet used for portraying ecology or man- 

agement. What we label “conservation films” are so far mostly 
either propaganda or entertainment. Conservation exhibits do 

not yet exist. 

Schools and universities need nearby pieces of land on which 

conservation problems and techniques can be shown, and re- 

searches performed. School forests are a move in this direction, 

but why not also school refugees, management areas, and floral 
preserves? The University of Wisconsin Arboretum and Refuge 

is being developed in such a direction and will serve, among 

other purposes, as a training area for prospective teachers of 

conservation. 

SUMMARY 

The scientific base for teaching conservation is lopsided. The 
subject matter so far most developed is not that most needed 

for this purpose. 

The biological institutions of Wisconsin will overlook an im- 

portant opportunity if they fail to amplify this base, especially 
in the ecology and management of fur, songbirds, and wildflow- 

ers. 

No adequate “text on conservation” for schools has so far 

appeared. The ultimate text will probably be regional. 

There is much good natural history material which may be 

regarded as the alphabet for such a text. 

The controversial literature of conservation is of interest to 

teachers as illuminating the philosophical questions involved.
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Films, exhibits, and demonstration areas should be developed 

for teaching purposes. 
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= f each spring to the clangor of cranes. The peat 
layers which comprise the bog are laid down in the 

: Me basin of an ancient lake. The cranes stand, as it 
eee were, upon the sodden pages of their own history. 

ee | These peats are the compressed remains of the 
4 S mosses which clogged the pools, of the tamaracks 

N which spread over the moss, of the cranes which 
, i = bugled over the tamaracks since the retreat of the 

ice sheet. An endless caravan of generations has 
built of its own bones this bridge into the future, 
this habitat where the oncoming host again may 
live and breed and die. 

A DAWN-WIND stirs on the great marsh. With To what end? Out on the bog arene gulping 
almost imperceptible slowness it rolls a bank of soe Inckless a 8, Springs his ungainly bulk a 

fog across the wide morass. Like the white ghost the ay andl Hails) the’ morning a Meee enone 
of a glacier the mists advance, riding over pha- wings. The tamaracks re-echo with his bugled cer- 

lanxes of tamarack, sliding across bog-meadows to ee He sees os ow. 
heavy with dew. A single silence hangs from hori- fhe 8 ee 

zon to horizon. Our ability to perceive quality in nature begins, 
Out of some far recess of the sky a tinkling of as in art, with the pretty. It expands through suc- 

little bells falls soft upon the listening land. Then cessive stages of the beautiful to values as yet un- 
again silence. Now comes a baying of some sweet- captured by language. The quality of cranes lies, 
throated hound, soon the clamor of a responding I think, in this higher gamut, as yet beyond the 
pack. Then a far clear blast of hunting horns, reach of words. 
out of the sky into the fog. This much, though, can be said: Our apprecia- 

High horns, low horns, silence, and finally a tion of the crane grows with the slow unravelling 
pandemonium of trumpets, rattles, croaks and of earth history. His tribe, we now know, stems 
cries that almost shakes the bog with its nearness, out of the remote Eocene. The other members of 
but without yet disclosing whence it comes. At the fauna in which he originated are long since 
last a glint of sun reveals the approach of a great entombed within the hills. When we hear his call 
echelon of birds. On motionless wing they emerge we hear no mere bird. We hear the trumpet in 
from the lifting mists, sweep a final are of sky, and the orchestra of evolution. He is the symbol of 
settle in clangorous descending spirals to their our untamable past, of that incredible sweep of 
feeding grounds. A new day has begun on the millenia which underlies and conditions the daily 
srane marsh. affairs of birds and men. 

A sense of time lies thick and heavy on such a And so they live and have their being—these 
place. Yearly since the iee-age it has awakened cranes—-not in the constricted present, but in the



Hills and fell into the outlet-gorge of the Wiscon- 
B sin River. The swollen waters backed up and 

i r 4 formed a lake, finally cut around the hills and 
ean eS > drained it. To the remaining lagoons came the 

— KS cranes, bugling the defeat of the retreating win- 
: > ter, summoning the on-creeping host of living 

re things to their collective task of marsh-building. 

a” Floating bogs of sphagnum moss clogged the low- 
z ered waters, filled them. Sedge and leatherleaf, 

a tamarack and spruce successively advanced over 

y the bog, anchoring it by their root fabric, sucking 
OF out its water, making peat. The lagoons disap- 

peared, but not the cranes. To the moss-meadows 
which replaced the ancient waterways they re- 
turned each spring to dance and bugle and rear 
their gangling sorrel-colored young. These, albeit 

wider reaches of evolutionary time. Their annual birds, are not properly called chicks, but colts. I 
return is the ticking of the geological clock. Upon cannot explain why. On some dewy June morning 
the place of their return they confer a peculiar watch them gambol over their ancestral pastures 
distinction. Amid the endless mediocrity of space, at the heels of the roan mare, and you will see 
a erane marsh holds a paleontological patent of for yourself. 
nobility, won in the march of aeons, and revocable One year not long ago a French trapper in buck- 
only by shotgun. The sadness discernible in some skins pushed his canoe up one of the moss-clogged 
marshes arises, perhaps, from their once having creeks that thread the Great Marsh. At this at- 
harbored cranes. Now they stand humbled, adrift tempt to invade their miry stronghold the cranes 
in history. gave vent to loud and ribald laughter. A century 

Some sense of this quality in cranes seems to or two later Englishmen came in covered wagons. 
have been felt by sportsmen and ornithologists of They chopped clearings in the timbered moraines 

| all ages. Upon such quarry as this the which border the marsh, and in them 
Holy Roman Emperor Frederick planted corn and buckwheat. They 
loosed his gyrfalecons. Upon did not intend, like the Great 
such quarry as this once ue ee aS Khan at Changanor, to feed 

stooped the hawks of Ku- me eae “> the cranes. But the cranes 
blai Khan. Marco Polo Te ee do not question the in- 
tells us: ‘‘He derives if a OWN tent either of glaciers, 
the highest amuse- ; Mar eeG ip) yee ub ey eN emperors, or pio- 
ment from sporting ee We eT elie 028 neers. They ate the 
with gerfaleons ae | er ge A Rebs YN grain, and when 
and hawks. At Sha g he a Cy? Le, in some irate farmer 
Changanor the f oN” OP en: rel failed to concede 
Khan has a great ~ ’ Nees ‘7 a Oia) ah bi Puy their usufruct in 
Palace surround- tg Tee , a Na ue ke, eee his corn, they 
ed by a fine plain a ‘ Fi eRe deh ine trumpeted a 
where are found ee i | Pita Weal uh We ely warning and 
cranes in great * ae 4 i Nee aS em sailed across the 
numbers. He ed eet 4 & Dah eee haere marsh to another 
causes millet and ~ eae fs poe. ; el farm. There was 
other grains to be a eee UY Pun Ga BR eee! ae, no alfalfa in those 
sown in order that gS ee ge ei days, and the hill- 
the birds may not Nh cas 5 48 [a aa farms made poor hay 
want.’’ The ornitholo- a ef Crea Ly land, especially in dry 
gist Bengt Berg, seeing Sea orn Ss years. One dry year 

cranes as a boy upon the : ep (aon te someone set a fire in the 
Swedish heaths, forthwith So ee oD tamaracks. The burn grew 

made them his life work. He fol- mes up quickly to bluejoint grass, 
lowed them to Africa and discovered : which, when cleared of dead trees, 
their winter retreat on the White Nile. ering Miearhiate— made a dependable hay meadow. After 
He says of his first encounter: ‘‘It was the; Sanus Pile Grane that, each August, men appeared to cut 
a spectacle which eclipsed the flight of _ hay. In winter, after the cranes had 
the roe in the Thousand and One Niehts.’’ gone South, they drove wagons over the frozen 

Ser ce Cole fe bogs and hauled the hay to their farms in the 
When the glacier came down out of the north, hills. Yearly they plied the marsh with fire and 

erunching hills and gouging valleys, some adven- ax, and in two short decades hay meadows dotted 
turing rampart of the ice climbed the Baraboo the whole expanse.



Each August when the haymakers came to pitch more or less among engineers? What good is an . 
their camps, singing and drinking and lashing undrained marsh anyhow? 
their teams with whip and tongue, the cranes For a decade or two crops grew poorer, fires 
whinnied to their colts and retreated to the far deeper, weed-fields larger and cranes scarcer year 
fastnesses. ‘‘Red shitepokes’’ the haymakers called by year. Only reflooding, it appeared, could keep 
them, from the rusty hue which at that season the peat from burning. Meanwhile cranberry 
often stains the battleship-gray of crane plumage. growers had, by plugging drainage ditches, re- 
After the hay was stacked and the marsh again flooded a few spots and obtained good yields. Dis- 
their own the cranes returned, to call down out of tant politicians bugled about marginal land, over- 
October skies the migrant flocks from Canada. To- production, unemployment relief, conservation. 
gether they wheeled over the new-cut stubbles and Economists and planners came to look at the marsh. 
raided the corn until frosts gave the signal for the Surveyors, technicians, CCCs, buzzed about. <A 
winter exodus. counter-epidemic of reflooding set in. Government 

These haymeadow days were the Arcadian age bought land, resettled farmers, plugged ditches 
for marsh dwellers. Man and beast, plant and wholesale. Slowly the old bogs are rewetting. The 
soil lived on and with each other in mutual tolera- fire-pocks become ponds. Grass fires still burn, but 
tion, to the mutual benefit of all. The marsh might they can no longer burn the wetted soil. 
have kept on producing hay and prairie chickens, All this, once the camps are gone, will be good 
deer and muskrat, crane-musie and cranberries for cranes, but not so the thickets of scrub popple 
forever. which spread inexorably over the old burns, and 

The new overlords did not understand this. still less the maze of new roads which inevitably 
They did not inelude soil, plants, or birds in their follow governmental conservation. To build a road 
ideas of mutuality. The dividends of such a bal- is so much simpler than to think of what the coun- 
anced economy were too modest. They envisaged try really needs. A roadless marsh is seemingly 
farms not only around, but im the marsh. An as worthless to the alphabetical conservationist as 
epidemic of ditch-digging and land-booming set in. an undrained one was to the empire-builders. Soli- 
The marsh was gridironed with drainage canals, tude, the one natural resource still undowered of 
speckled with new fields and farmsteads. alphabets, is so far recognized as valuable only by 

But crops were poor and beset by frosts, to which ornithologists and cranes. 
the expensive ditches added an aftermath of debt. Thus always does history, whether of marsh or 
Farmers moved out. Peat beds dried, shrank, marketplace, mice or men, end in paradox. The 
caught fire. Sun-energy out of the Pleistocene ultimate value in these marshes is wildness, and 
shrouded the countryside in acrid smoke. No man the crane is wildness incarnate. But all conserva- 
raised his voice against the waste, only his nose tion of wildness is self-defeating, for to cherish we 
against the smell. After a dry summer not even must see and fondle, and when enough have seen 
the winter snows could extinguish the smoldering and fondled, there is nothing left to cherish. 
marsh. Great pockmarks were burned into field Ear eel) he 
and meadow, the scars reaching down to the sands 
of the old lake, peat-covered these hundred cen- Some day, perhaps in the very process of our 
turies. Rank weeds sprang out of the ashes, to be benefactions, perhaps in the fulness of geologic 
followed after a year or two by aspen scrub. The time, the last crane will trumpet his farewell and 
cranes were hard put, their numbers shrinking spiral skyward from the great marsh. High out 
with the remnants, of unburned meadow. For of the clouds will fall the sound of hunting horns, 
them, the song of the power shovel came near being the baying of the phantom pack, the tinkle of little 
an elegy. The high priests of progress knew noth- bells, and then a silence never to be broken, unless 
ing of cranes, and cared less. What is a species perchance in some far pasture of the Milky Way. 
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REVIEW 

Nice, Marcaret Morse. Stupies IN THE LIFE laboratory scientist has discussed only in terms 
History or THE Sone Sparrow. Vol. I. A of white rats, guinea pigs, and fruit flies. This 

Population Study of the Song Sparrow. feat of moving laboratory methods into the 

Transactions of the Linnaean Society of outdoors is made possible by the individual 

New York, Vol. IV, April, 1937. identification of an entire song sparrow popu- 

Natural history is — in many scientific lation by means of coloured and numbered leg 

laboratories — a term of mild opprobrium. If bands. 

one wished to date the origins of this stigma, Mrs. Nice’s conclusions challenge many an 

he would have to read hundreds of publications, Unie e alee to extend or verify his work. She 
but if one wished to date its termination he finds, for example, that spring migration is 
might well read only one: Mrs. Nice’s “Life correlated with temperature rather than sun- 

History of the Song Sparrow.” If field orni- light, thus seeming to contradict Rowan’s 

thology has produced any science, this is it. In experiments (though her definitions of sunlight 

it is exhibited a complete and convincing inte- fe a bit ambiguous). She amplifies the work 

gration of the field observation, controlled of Lorenz on thresholds of effectiveness for 

experimentation, and scientific deduction. stimuli to behaviour, and on the tixed sequences 
which seem to ink in the behaviour-pattern. 

Robert Cushman Murphy (whose own work, e oe nee ee 
“ 5 aa She corroborates Kendeigh and Baldwin on the 
Oceanic Birds of South America,” could well ie B < 
ompele Gattenaso deen Sunlaihe aan enter physiological expressions of temperature. She 

z contri s 2 
thological book of the year) quotes a French aa pure tee ae pesca oral 

: 5 = 5 2 ity, reproduction, longevity, and the general 

encyclopedia, vintage 1868, as saying, “The mechanism of population-maintenance. 
natural history of penguins may be considered = or Pil 
complete.” - Mrs. Nice has given an. astonishing Not the least significant aspect of this mono- 

demonstration of how incomplete is our natural graph is its shuman uel ee Mrs. Nice 

history, even of the most ordinary back-yard is an amateur. No ig paid her to blaze a 

birds. She marshals her evidence on question "CW by-path for ornithological science, or to 
after question in bird physiology, psychology, search the libraries of the world for its direc- 

and ecology which the old-fashioned field tion and route. Many a full-staffed museum 

naturalist has hardly heard of, and which the aud “universityaias searched longer and done 
less—Atpo Ioporp, University of Wisconsin. 

Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol. LI, No. 8, November, 1937, p. 126.
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CONSERVATION BLUEPRINTS 

; By ALDO LEOPOLD 

THE conservation movement in America is about parks, hatcheries, and check-dams. 
to pass one of the milestones in its career: the crea- The real substance of conservation lies not in the 
tion of a federal Department of Conservation. physical projects of government, but in the mental 

I have watched this idea grow since it was first processes of citizens. The road in park or forest 
broached by Commissioner Alexander, of Louisi- is not the thing; what matters is where and for 
ana, a score of years ago. Leadership in its promo- what the park-visitor or forest-user wants roads. 
tion has been assumed by many men almost hu- The acreage bought for public parks or forests is 
morously diverse in character, but all alike in two not the thing; what matters is whether private 
respects: all were seeking a political career in con- landowners regard their forests and their land- 
servation, and all knew a little—but not too much scapes as a public trust. The fire put out by a CCC 
—about the subject. crew is not the thing; what matters is whether 

This is significant because, in order to have much people are careless with fire in the woods. The can 
faith in such a scheme, one must not know too of fish dumped is not the thing; what matters is 
much. To repose confidence in a shifting of offi- the attitude of the fisherman toward the public 
cial blueprints requires deep enthusiasm and shal- resource he is privileged to harvest. The sheep 
low understanding. grazing permit is not the thing; what matters is 

The situation reminds me of a Forest Super- whether the sheepman knows or cares that he is 
visor, who, on being transferred to a new forest, helping to build the Great American Desert. The 
directed all the desks in the headquarter office to sawlog sold is not the thing; what matters is 
be shifted. He was vaguely dissatisfied with his whether the citizen who buys a board or a newspa- 
staff, and thought that by rearranging their desks per knows or cares where it comes from, knows or 
he might rearrange their performance. It did not cares whether it is the product of exploitation or 
oceur to him that his staff perhaps needed weeding land-cropping. The regulation on ducks is not the 
instead of shifting, or that a shift of ideas might thing; what matters is whether the duck hunter 
do more good than a shift of seats. is ashamed or proud to bequeath to his sons a duck- 

Those who now complain the loudest about Sec- less, marshless continent, and if ashamed, whether 
retary Ickes’ impending reorganization scheme this in any wise affects his trigger-finger. Lastly 
are, ironically enough, those whose accumulated and most important, the check-dam in a farmer’s 
thoughts and acts have made it possible. It all gully is not the thing; what matters is whether a 
goes back to the fundamental question: What is a social stigma attaches to the ownership of a gullied 
bureau? We have one and all assumed that a farm; whether the farmer realizes that to leave 
bureau is a law, an appropriation, an overhead, behind a fertile, stable, and beautiful farmstead 
and a group of physical acts of government; a is in these days a greater and more difficult 
piece of land bought, a road built, a fire put out, a achievement than to endow a hospital or found 
can of fish dumped, a flock of sheep given (or de- an industry. 
nied) a grazing permit, a sawlog sold, a new duck All the acts of government, in short, are of slight 
regulation promulgated. importance to conservation except as they affect the 

If we grant the premise that conservation is the acts and thoughts of citizens. A bigger conserva- 
sum of these physical acts of government, then it tion bureau is not necessarily a better one. Per- 
becomes difficult to refute the proposal that they fect coordination among bureaus is not necessarily 
might be better coordinated if executed by a single progress; citizens may learn more from bureau 
cabinet head. When we grant this premise we quarrels than bureau regimentation. In fact, bu- 
classify conservation as essentially an engineering reaus do not matter except as they mobilize brains 
enterprise—biological engineering, if you wish— to influence people. It has happened again and 
but nevertheless engineering, and as such properly again that the smallest bureau has the biggest 
assignable to an engineering and public works De- thoughts. One of the plainest lessons from the 
partment. Once we grant this premise, we also New Deal boom in bureaus is that accomplishment 
give President Roosevelt a chance to ascribe all is not proportional to size, appropriations, or au- 
opposition to a desire to have Secretary Wallace, thority, nor is it much affected by organization 
rather than Secretary Ickes, at the helm of the ship. blueprints. If we can deduce any rule at all, it is 

In my view the premise is false and superficial. this: accomplishment is proportional to how long 
These physical acts of government are the manifes- and how earnestly a bureau has wrestled with its 
tations of a public desire for conservation, but not problem of leadership in public thought. Some 
the substance of the thing itself. Conservation bureaus—the Forest Service, for example—haye, in 
might make spler4id headway if they did not exist ; my view, made some headway despite the load of 
it might Janguisn even though the whole treasury new dollars and new physical chores given them by 
were emptied » build bigger and better forests, the New Deal. The  (Continwing on page 608) 
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CONSERVATION BLUEPRINTS 
(Continued from page 596) 

headway comes not from the new dollars, captains any remedy? Is there any remedy 
but from the intellectual traditions built up except a new popular concept of what both 
during preceding decades of financial pov- are for? 
erty. Incidentally, it is doubtful whether the 

When Mr. Ickes sets himself up as the Seeretaryship of Conservation will accom- 
Secretary of Conservation, he seeks a heavy plish even that coordination of superficial 

responsibility. Why not have a Secretary of engineering chores which its proponents 

Economics? A Secretary of Ethics and hope for. Everybody who knows the ropes 
Morality? All are alike in that all transact knows that the mere re-grouping of bureaus 
not only all government departments, but all cuts off about as many desirable affiliations 

_ acts of all citizens. Conservation, in short, as it creates. Thus the proposed re-group- 

is an aspect of the national philosophy, not ing under Interior cuts off forestry from 
a group of ‘governmental ‘‘projects.’’ Ican farming, and wildlife from farming. This 

see just one important thing that might be is the price it pays for putting forestry 

accomplished by the new plan: such an and parks together. Re-grouping of any 
exaggeration of the bureaucratic concept of sort is toying with superficialities. It may 

: progress that the average citizen may come or may not be advisable, but in no case is 
at last to realize that the ‘‘Secretary of it fundamental. Real reorganization can 
Conservation?’ is not Mr. Ickes, but himself. come only by building better landowners. 

This is not a plea for the status quo Who is captain at Washington is of little 
ante. The past helmsmanship of Agricul- consequence, but a change of captains at 
ture leaves much to be desired, and the past this juncture is dangerous because it will 
quarrels between foresters and park men inevitably prolong the fallacy that move No. 
are tiresome indeed. But is a change of 1 is at Washington rather than at home. 
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“They are merely water poured into the already-thin soup.” Whiteface Mountain, in the Adirondacks, after ithad 
been ‘developed’ for motor tourists
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Conservation Esthetic 
By Aldo Leopold 

Bo love and war, few lands something once abundant in 
enterprises are undertaken with the back forty. But that some- 

such abandon, or by such diverse thing must nevertheless be found. 
individuals, or with so paradoxical Like ions shot from the sun the 
a mixture of appetite and altruism, week-enders radiate from every 
as that group of avocations known town, generating heat and friction 
as outdoor recreation. It is, by as they go. A tourist industry pur- 
common consent, a good thing for veys bed and board to bait more ions 

people to get back to nature. But faster, further. Advertisements on 
wherein lies the goodness, and what rock and rill confide to all and sun- 
can be done to encourage its pursuit? dry the whereabouts of new retreats, 

On these questions there is confu- landscapes, hunting-grounds, and 
sion of counsel, and only the most fishing-lakes just beyond those re- 
uncritical minds are free from doubt. cently overrun. Bureaus build roads 

foe y into new hinterlands, then buy 
more hinterlands to absorb the exo- 

Recreation became a problem dus accelerated by the roads. A 
with a name in the days of the elder gadget industry pads the bumps 
Roosevelt, when the railroads against nature-in-the-raw; wood- 
which had banished the country- craft becomes the art of using gad- 
side from the city began to carry the gets. And now, to cap the pyramid 
city-dweller, en masse, to. the coun- of banalities, the trailer. To him 
tryside. It began to be noticed that who seeks in the woods and moun- 
the greater the exodus, the smaller tains only those things obtainable 
the per capita ration of peace, from travel or golf, the present 
solitude, wild life, and scenery, and situation is tolerable. But to him 
the longer the migration to reach who seeks something more, rec- 
them. reation has become a self-destruc- 

The automobile has spread this tive process of seeking but never 
once mild and local predicament to quite finding; a major frustration of 
the outermost limits of good roads mechanized society. 
—it has made scarce in the hinter- The retreat of the wilderness un- 
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der the barrage of motorized tour- now is headed for Mexico City and 
ists is no local thing; Hudson points south. 
Bay, Alaska, Mexico, South Africa Lastly, there is the professional, 
are giving way, South America and striving through countless conset- 
Siberia are next. Drums along the vation organizations to give the 
Mohawk are now honks along the nature-seeking public what it wants, 
rivers of the world. Homo sapiens or to make it want what he has to 
putters no more under his own vine give. 
and fig tree; he has poured into his Why, it may be asked, should 
gas-tank the stored motivity of such a diversity of folk be bracketed 
countless creatures aspiring through ina single category? Because each, 
the ages to wiggle their way to in his own way, is a hunter. And 
pastures new. Ant-like he swarms why does each call himself a con- 
the continents. setvationist? Because the wild 

This is Outdoor Recreation, things he hunts for have eluded his 
Model 1938. grasp, and he hopes by some necro- 

Bees mancy of laws, appropriations, re- 
Who now is the recreationist, gional plans, reorganization of 

and what does he seek? A fewsam- departments, or other form of 
ples will remind us. mass-wishing, to make them stay 

Take a look, first, at any Duck put. 
marsh. A cordon of parked cars Seas 
surrounds it. Crouched on each Recreation is commonly spoken 
point of its reedy margin is some of as an economic resource. Senate 
pillar of society, automatic ready, committees tell us, in reverent ci- 
trigger finger itching to break, if phers, how many millions the 
need be, every law of common- public spends in its pursuit. It has 
wealth or commonweal to kill a indeed an economic aspect—a cot- 
Duck. That he is already overfed tage on a fishing-lake, or even a 
in no way dampens his avidity for Duck-point on a marsh, may cost as 
gathering his meat from God. much as the entire adjacent farm. 
Wandering in the near-by woods It has also an ethical aspect. In 

is another pillar, hunting rare ferns the scramble for unspoiled places, 
or new Warblers. Because his kind codes and decalogues evolve. We 
of hunting seldom calls for theft or hear of ‘outdoor manners.’ We 
pillage, he disdains the killer. Yet, indoctrinate youth. We print defi- 
like as not, in his youth he was nitions of ‘What is a sportsman?’ 

one. and hang a copy on the wall of 
At some near-by resort is still whosoever will pay a dollar for the 

another nature-lover—the kind who _ propagation of the faith. 
writes bad verse on birchbark. It is clear, though, that these 
Everywhere is the unspecialized economic and ethical manifesta- 
motorist whose recteation is mile- tions are results, not causes, of the 

age, who has run the gamut of the motive force. We seek contacts 
National Parks in one summer, and with nature because we derive pleas- 
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. Photo by A. D. Cruickshank 
“The deer... are dwarfed by malnutrition” 

ure from them. As in opera, the hinterlands, and the chamber of 
economic machinery is employed to commerce to extend them, both in 

create and maintain facilities. Asin the name of recreation. The game- 
opera, professionals make a living farmer kills Hawks and the bird- 
out of creating and maintaining lover protects them, in the name of 
them, but it would be false to say of shotgun and field-glass hunting re- 
either that the basic motive, the spectively. Such factions commonly 
raison d'etre, is economic. The Duck- label each other with short and ugly 
hunter in his blind and the operatic names, when, in fact, each is con- 
singer on the stage, despite the sidering a different component of 
disparity of their accoutrements, the recreational process. As I shall 
are doing the same thing. Each is show shortly, these components 
reviving, in play, a drama formerly differ widely in their characteristics or 
inherent in daily life. Both are, in properties. A given policy may be 
the last analysis, esthetic exercises. true of one but false for another. 

eee It seems timely, therefore, to seg- 
Public policies for outdoor rec- regate the components, and to 

reation are controversial. Equally examine the distinctive character- 
conscientious citizens hold opposite istics or properties of each. 
views on what it is, and what We begin with the simplest and 
should be done to conserve its re- most obvious: the physical objects 
source-base. Thus the Wilderness which the outdoorsman may seek, 
Society seeks to exclude roads from find, capture, and carry away. In 
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this category are wild crops such as_ natural trout production. Pollution 
game and fish, and the symbols or has fouled its waters, or deforesta- 
tokens of achievement such as _ tion and trampling have warmed or 
heads, hides, photographs, and silted them. No one would claim 
specimens. that this trout has the same value as 

All these things rest upon the idea a wholly wild one caught out of 
of trophy. The pleasure they give is, some unmanaged stream in the high 
or should be, in the seeking as well Rockies. Its esthetic connotations 

as in the getting. The trophy are inferior, even though its capture 
whether it be a bird’s egg, a mess of may require skill. (its liver, one 
trout, a basket of mushrooms, the authority says, is also so degener- 
photograph of a bear, the pressed ated by hatchery feeding as to fore- 
specimen of a wild flower, or a note bode an early death.) Yet several 
tucked into the cairn on a mountain over-fished states now depend al- 
peak, is a certificate. It attests that most entirely on such man-made 
its owner has been somewhere and trout. 
done something—that he has exer- All intergrades of artificiality 
cised skill, persistence, or discrim- exist, but as mass-use increases it 
ination in the age-old feat of over- tends to push the whole gamut of 
coming, outwitting, or reducing-to- conservation techniques toward the 
possession. These connotations artificial end, and the whole scale 
which attach to the trophy usually of trophy-values downward. 
far exceed its physical value. To safeguard this expensive, arti- 

But trophies differ in their re- ficial, and more or less helpless 
actions to mass-pursuit. The yield trout, the Conservation Commission 
of game and fish can, by means of feels impelled to kill all Herons and 
propagation or management, be in- ‘Terns visiting the hatchery where it 
creased so as to give each hunter was raised, and all Mergansers and 
more, or to give more hunters the otters inhabiting the stream in 
same amount. During the past dec- which it is released. The fisherman 
ade a profession of wild-life man- perhaps feels no loss in this sacrifice 
agement has sprung into existence. of one kind of wild life for another, 
A dozen universities teach its tech- but the ornithologist is ready to bite 
niques, conduct research for bigger off ten-penny nails. Artificialized 
and better wild animal crops. How- management has, in effect, bought 
ever, when carried too far, this fishing at the expense of another and 
stepping-up of yields is subject to perhaps higher recreation; it has 
a law of diminishing returns. Very paid dividends to one citizen out of 
intensive game- or fish-management capital stock belonging to all. The 
lowers the unit value of the trophy same kind of biological wildcatting 
by artificializing it. prevails in game-management. In 

Consider, for example, a trout, Europe, where wild-crop statistics 
raised in a hatchery and newly lib- are available for long periods, we 
erated in an over-fished stream. The even know the ‘rate of exchange’ of 
stream is no longer capable of game for predators. Thus, in Sax- 
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ony, one Hawk is killed to each that mass-use tends to dilute the 

seven game-birds bagged, and one quality of organic crop trophies like 
predator of some kind to each three game and fish, and to induce dam- 
head of small game. age to other resources such as non- 
Damage to plant-life usually fol- game animals, natural vegetation, 

lows artificialized management of and farm crops. 
animals—for example, damage to The same dilution and damage is 
forests by deer. One may see this in not apparent in the yield of ‘indirect’ 
north Germany, in northeast Penn- trophies, such as photographs. 
sylvania, in the Kaibab, and in Broadly speaking, a piece of scenery 
dozens of other less publicized re- snapped by a dozen tourist cameras 
gions. In each case over-abundant daily is not physically impaired 
deer, deprived of their natural ene- thereby, nor does any other resource 
mies, have made it impossible for suffer when the rate increases to a 
deer food-plants to survive or re- hundred. The camera industry is 
produce. Beech, maple, and yew in one of the few innocuous parasites 
Europe; ground hemlock and white on wild nature. 

cedar in the eastern states; mountain We have, then, a basic difference 
mahogany and cliff-rose in the West in reaction to mass-use as between 
are deer-foods threatened by arti- two categories of physical objects 
ficialized deer. The composition of pursued as trophies. 
the flora from wild flowers to forest 

. * : * oO 

trees is gradually impoverished, and 
the deer in turn are dwarfed by mal- Let us now consider another com- 
nutrition. There are no stags inthe ponent of recreation which is more 
woods today like those on the walls subtle and complex: the feeling of 

of feudal castles. isolation in nature. That this is 
On the English heaths reproduc- acquiring a scarcity-value which is 

tion of trees is inhibited by rabbits very high to some persons is attested 
over-protected in the process of by the wilderness controversy. The 
cropping Partridges and Pheasants. proponents of wilderness have 

On scores of tropical islands both achieved a compromise with the 
flora and fauna have been destroyed road-building bureaus which have 
by goats introduced for meat and the custody of our National Parks 

sport. It would be hard to calculate and Forests. They have agreed on 

the mutual injuries by and between the formal reservation of roadless 

mammals deprived of their natural areas. Out of every dozen wild areas 
predators, and ranges stripped of opened up, one may be officially pro- 
their natural food-plants. Agricul- claimed ‘wilderness,’ and roads built 

tural crops caught between these only to its edge. It is then adver- 

upper and nether millstones of tised as unique, as indeed it is. Be- 
ecological mismanagement are saved fore long its trails are congested, it 

only at the cost of endless indem- is being dolled up to make work for 

nities and barbed wire. CCC’s, or an unexpected fire ne- 

We generalize, then, by saying cessitates splitting it in two with a 
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“Kill all... Terns...” Photo by Dr. Frank N. Wilson 

road to haul fire-fighters. Or the not developing (in the sense of 
congestion induced by advertising adding or creating) anything. On 
may whip up the price of guides and the contrary, they are merely water y g trary, they ely 
packers, whereupon somebody dis- poured into the already-thin soup. 
covers that the wilderness policy is ee 
undemocratic. Or the local cham- Wel low. conte: pith Hae 
ber of commerce, at first quiescent lag h di 
at the novelty of a hinterland ca gre ae ee. ye ae 
officially labeled as ‘wild,’ tastes aseenen - aon f y 
its first blood of tourist-money. It eae ee ieee ae 
then wan ore, wilderness or no : 

ee ae alla lutes this value. The thousandth 
ta ieee very scatdener ald tourist who clicks the gate of the Na- : : : 

places, reacting with the mores of es peared i seine peter 
oe : the same air, and experiences the 

advertising and promotion, tends to oe Beene rt oe cee: 
defeat any deliberate effort to pre- ep eek Hs ie Be ce ae 
vent their growing still more scarce. "hi Li h e Ra 

It is clear without further dis. SV°" Pe teve Maat The gregarious 
cussion that mass-use involves a a : oe : : the contrast. We may say, then 
direct dilution of the opportunity that the festaie sae oe nr 
for solitude; that when we speak of ie is 7 
roads, camp-grounds, trails, and eee Bien © sh ae 
toilets as ‘development’ of rec- a el Sea ane ae ote 
reational resources, we speak falsely oe 
in respect of this component. Such Pita 
accommodations for the crowd are We come now to another com- 
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ponent: the perception of the natural what to Boone were only facts. It 
processes by which the land and the has disclosed mechanisms for what 
living things upon it have achieved to Boone were only attributes. We 
their characteristic forms (evolu- have no yardstick to measure this 
tion) and by which they maintain change, but we may safely say that, 
their existence (ecology). That as compared with the competent 
thing called ‘nature study,’ despite ecologist of the present day, Boone 
the shiver it brings to the spines of saw only the surface of things. The 
the elect, constitutes the first em- incredible intricacies of the plant 
bryonic groping of the mass-mind and animal community—the in- 
toward perception. trinsic beauty of the organism called 

The outstanding characteristic of America, then in the full bloom of 
perception is that it entails no con- her maidenhood—were as invisible 
sumption and no dilution of any re- and incomprehensible to Daniel 
source. The swoop of a Hawk, for Boone as they are today to Mr. Bab- 
example, is perceived by one as the bitt. The only true development in 
drama of evolution, by another as a American recreational resources is 
threat to the full frying-pan. The the development of the perceptive 
drama may thrill a hundred succes- faculty in Americans. All of the 
sive witnesses; the threat only one— other acts we grace by that name 
for he responds with a shot-gun. are, at best, attempts to retard or 

To promote perception is the only mask the process of dilution. 
truly creative part of recreational Let no man jump to the conclu- 
engineering. sion that Babbitt must take his 

This fact is important, and its Ph.D. in ecology before he can ‘see’ 
potential power for bettering ‘the his country. On the contrary, the 
good life’ only dimly understood. Ph.D. may become as callous as an 
When Daniel Boone first entered undertaker to the mysteries at 
into the forests and prairies of ‘‘the which he officiates. Like all real 
dark and bloody ground,’’ he re- treasures of the mind, perception 
duced to his possession the pure can be split into infinitely small 
essence of ‘outdoor America.’ He fractions without losing its quality. 
didn’t call it that, but what he The weeds in a city lot convey the 
found is the thing we now seek, and same lesson as the redwoods; the 
we here deal with things, not farmer may see in his cow-pasture 
names. what may not be vouchsafed to the 

Recreation, however, is not the scientist adventuring in the South 
outdoors, but our reaction to it. Seas. Perception, in short, cannot 
Daniel Boone’s reaction depended be purchased with either learned 
not only on the quality of what he degrees or dollars; it grows at home 
saw, but on the quality of the men- as well as abroad, and he who has a 
tal eye with which he saw it. little may use it to better advantage 
Ecological science has wrought a than he who has much. As a search 
change in the mental eye. It has for perception, the recreational 
disclosed origins and functions for stampede is footless and unnecessary. 
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There is, lastly, a fifth component: merely admitting that the pleasures 
the sense of husbandry. It is un- of husbandry-in-the-wild are as yet 
known to the outdoorsman who unknown both to the farmer and to 
works for conservation with his ourselves. 
vote rather than with his hands. It Scientists have an epigram: onto- 
is realized only when some art of geny repeats phylogeny. What they 
management is applied to land by mean is that the development of 
some person of perception. That is each individual repeats the evolu- 
to say, its enjoyment is reserved for tionary history of the race. This is 
landholders too poor to buy their true of mental as well as physical 
sport, and land administrators with things. The trophy-hunter is the 
a sharp eye and an ecological mind. caveman reborn. Trophy-hunting 
The tourist who buys access to his is the prerogative of youth, racial 
scenery misses it altogether; so also — or individual, and nothing to apolo- 
the sportsman who hires the state,  gize for. 
or some underling, to be his game- The disquieting thing in the mod- 
keeper. The Government, which ern picture is the trophy-hunter who 
essays to substitute public for pri- never grows up, in whom the capac- 
vate operation of recreational lands, ity for isolation, perception, and 
is unwittingly giving away to its husbandry is undeveloped, or per- 
field officers a large share of what it haps lost. He is the motorized ant 
seeks to offer its citizens. We fores- who swarms the continents before 

: ters and game managers might logi- learning to see his own back yard, 
cally pay for, instead of being paid who consumes but never creates out- 
for, our job as husbandmen of wild door satisfactions. For him the 

crops. recreational engineer dilutes the 
That a sense of husbandry exer- wilderness and artificializes its tro- 

cised in the production of crops may phies in the fond belief that he is 
be quite as important as the crops rendering a public service. 
themselves is realized to some ex- The trophy-recreationist has pe- 
tent in agriculture, but not in con-  culiarities which contribute in sub- 
servation. American sportsmen tle ways to his own undoing. To 
hold in small esteem the intensive enjoy he must possess, invade, ap- 
game-cropping of the Scottish propriate. Hence the wilderness 
moors and the German forests, and which he cannot personally see has 
in some respects rightly. But they no value to him. Hence the univer- 
overlook entirely the sense of hus- sal assumption that an unused hin- 
bandry developed by the European terland is rendering no service to 
landholder in the process of crop- society. To those devoid of imagi- 
ping. We have no such thing as yet. nation, a blank place on the map is 
It is important. When we conclude a useless waste; to others, the most 
that we must bait the farmer with valuable part. (ls my share in 
subsidies to induce him to raise a Alaska worthless to me because I 
forest, or with gate receipts to in- shall never go there? Do I need a 
duce him to raise game, we are road to show me the arctic prairies, 
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the Goose pastures of the Yukon, land or life. It is the expansion of 
the Kadiak bear, the sheep mead- transport without a corresponding 
ows behind McKinley?) growth of perception which threa- 

It would appear, in short, that tens us with qualitative bankruptcy 
the rudimentary grades of outdoor of the recreational process. Rec- 
recreation consume their resource- reational development is a job, not 
base; the higher grades, at least toa of building roads into lovely coun- 
degree, create their own satisfac- try, but of building receptivity into 
tions with little or no attrition of the still unlovely human mind. 
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| CONSERVATION means harmony between men and cally the distribution of many. But it remains a fact 

| land. ‘ that the average American township has lost a score of 

When land does well for its owner, and the owner plants and animals through indifference for every one 

does well by his land; when both end up better by it has lost through necessity. 

——————— — | reason of their partnership, we have conservation. What is the nature of the process by which men de- 

Sane laa 9 __———— The pattern of the rural landscape, says the author, should have a certain whole- | When one or the other grows poorer, we do not. stroy land? What kind of events made it possible for 

awe vi = ness io otc! alidks thet seoeeney pays cere CLE eveaniet! Bs | Few acres in North America have escaped impover- that much-quoted old-timer to say: “You can’t tell me 

able Bf 2 se See See eee aerials ike picture complete A ishment through human use. If someone were to map about farming; I’ve worn out three farms already and 

Cre ee 
the continent for gains and losses in soil fertility, wa- this is my fourth”? 

ALTE LEE EIS 
terflow, flora, and fauna, it would be difficult to find Most thinkers have pictured a process of gradual ex- 

spots where less than ‘three of these four basic re- haustion. Land, they say, is like a bank account: if 

sources have retrograded; easy to find spots where all you draw more than the interest, the principal dwindles. 

four are poorer than when we took them over from the When Van Hise said “Conservation is wise use,” he 

= Indians. meant, I think, restrained use. 

As for the owners, it would be a fair assertion to say Certainly conservation means restraint, but there is 

that land depletion has broken as many as it has something else that needs to be said. It seems to me 

enriched. that many land resources, when they are used, get out 

It is eustomary to fudge the record by regarding of order and disappear or deteriorate before anyone has 

the depletion of flora and fauna as inevitable, and hence a chance to exhaust them. 

leaving them out of the account. The fertile productive Look, for example, at the eroding farms of the corn- 

E farm is regarded as a success, even though it has lost belt. When our grandfathers first broke this land, did 

i most of its native plants and animals. Conservation it melt away with every rain that happened to fall on 

protests such a biased accounting. It was necessary, to a thawed frost-pan? Or in a furrow not exactly on 

be sure, to eliminate a few species, and to change radi- contour? It did not; the newly broken soil was tough,



resistant, elastic to strain. Soil treatments which were know of deer herds in Mexico which never get out of | , who writes a prize essay on the dangers of timber famine. Can a farmer afford to devote land to woods, marsh, 

safe in 1840 would be suicidal in 1940. Fertility in kilter with their range; there are wolves and cougars | This necessity for skill, for a lively and vital curi- pond, windbreaks? sgl eapeyln a uses, 

1840 did not go down river faster than up into crops. there, and always plenty of deer but never too many. } osity about the workings of the biological engine, can —that is, they have utility but they also yield non- 

Something has got out of order. We might almost There is substantial balance between those deer and teach us something about the probable success of farm economic benefits. 

say that the soil bank is tottering, and this is more their range, just as there was substantial balance be- conservation policies. We seem to be trying two poli- Can a farmer afford to devote land to fencerows for 

important than whether we have overdrawn or under- tween the buffalo and the prairie. cies, education and subsidy. The compulsory teaching the birds, to snag-trees for the coons and flying squir- 

drawn our interest. Conservation, then, is keeping the resource in work- of conservation in schools, the 4-H conservation oe oe ES the utility shrinks to what the chemist calls 

Look at the northern forests: did we build barns out ing order, as well as preventing over-use. Resources ects, and school forests are examples of education. The ‘a trace. 

of all the pineries which once covered the lake states? may get out of order before they are exhausted, some- woodlot tax law, state game and tree nurseries, the crop Can a farmer afford to devote land to fencerows for 

No. As soon as we had opened some big slashings we times while they are still abundant. Conservation, _ pay ae the soil conservation program are a ee ee of prairie, or just 

\ made a path for fires to invade the woods. Fires cut therefore, is a positive exercise of skill and insight, not examples of subsidy. scenery ere the utility shrinks to zero. 

off growth and reproduction. They outran the lumber- merely a negative exercise of abstinence or caution. ’ I offer this opinion: these publie aids to better pri- Yet conservation is any or all of these things. ; 

man and they mopped up behind him, destroying not What is meant by skill and insight? vate land use will accomplish their purpose only as the Many labored arguments are in print proving that 

only the timber but also the soil and the seed. If we This is the age of engineers. For ee this I look 5 farmer matches them with = rg which I ai betes pays nena dividends. I ce “ ee 

could have kept the soil and the seed, we should be har- not so much to Boulder Dams or China Clippers as to ‘i called skill. Only he who has planted a pine grove wit! ing to these arguments. It seems to me, though, that 

vesting a new crop of pines now, regardless of whether the farmer boy tending his tractor or building his own j his own hands, or built a terrace, or tried to raise a something has gone unsaid. It seems to bas that the 

the virgin crop was cut too fast or too slow. The real radio. In a surprising number of men there burns a better crop of birds can appreciate how easy it is to pattern of the rural landseape, like the configuration of 

damage was not so much the overcutting, it was the run curiosity about machines and a loving eare in their con- fail; how futile it is passively to follow a recipe with- our own bodies, has in it (or should have in it) a cer- 

on the soil-timber bank. struction, maintenance, and use. This bent for mech- out understanding the mechanisms behind it. Subsidies tain wholeness. No one censures a man who loses his 

A still clearer example is found in farm woodlots. By anisms, a though aierhed in greasy overalls, is often and propaganda Tnay evoke the farmer’s acquiescence, leg in an accident, or who was born with only four 

pasturing their woodlots, and thus preventing all new the pure fire of intellect. It is the earmark of our times. but only enthusiasm and affection will evoke his skill. fingers, but we should look askance at a man who ampu- 

growth, cornbelt farmers are gradually eliminating Everyone knows this, but what few realize is that an It takes something more than a little “bait” to sueceed tated a natural part on the grounds that some other is 

woods from the farm landscape. The wildflowers and equal bent for the mechanisms of nature is a possible in conservation. Can our schools, by teaching, create more profitable. The comparison is — we 

wildlife are of course lost long before the woodlot itself earmark of some future generation. : this something? I hope so, but I doubt it, unless the had to amputate many marshes, ponds and woods to 

disappears. Overdrawing the interest from the wood- No one dreamed, a hundred years ago, that metal, air, child brings also something he gets at home. _ That is to make the land habitable, but to remove any natural fea- 

lot bank is perhaps serious, but it is a bagatelle com- petroleum, and aon! oe coordinate as ee ae say, the vicarious alo of conservation is Leaee ture a ee e ine ie Be oS 

pared with destroying the capacity of the woodlot to Few realize today that soil, water, plants, and animals \ more kind of intellectual orphanage; a stop-gap at best. to me a defacement which the calm verdict of history 

yield interest. Here again we see awkward use, rather are an engine, subject, like any other, to derangement. Thus we have traversed a circle. We want this new will not approve, either as good conservation, good 

than over-use, disordering the resource. Our present skill in the care of mechanical engines did thing, we have asked the schools and the government to taste, or good farming. 

, In wildlife the losses from the disordering of natural not arise from fear lest they fail to do their work. help us catch it, but we have tracked it back to its den Consider a single natural feature: the farm pond. \ 

mechanisms have, I suspect, far exceeded the losses Rather was it born of curiosity and pride of under- under the farmer’s doorstep. Our godfather the Ice-king, who was in on the christen- 

from exhaustion. Consider the thing we call “the cycle,” standing. Prudence never kindled a fire in the human I feel sure that there is truth in these conclusions ing of Wisconsin, dug hundreds of them for us. We 

which deprives the northern states of all kinds of mind; I have no hope for conservation born of fear. The about the human qualities requisite to better land use. have drained ninety and nine. If you don’t believe it, 

grouse and rabbits about seven years out of every ten. 4-H boy who becomes curious about why red pines need T am less sure about many puzzling questions of con- look on the original surveyor’s plot of your township; 

Were grouse and rabbits always and everywhere cyclic? more acid than white is closer to conservation than he \servation economics. in 1840 he probably mapped water in dozens of spots 

I used to think so, but I now doubt it. I suspect that 

eycles are a disorder of animal populations, in some ° - ‘ 

way spread by awkward land-use. We don’t know how, - i ba ae a nee en des é ean: a i ihe Giada i ly * 

because we do not yet know what a cycle is. In the far i vd W Mis 77 feo ee 5 pila { | ply J, {| I eae i] (I) VW ] ie Al i Mt i \\ \ \fi WZ I) ‘ V WHat HN ily i | (| 

north eyeles are probably natural and inherent, for we 7 A i de ff fe dif/ } #{ é Ad p | yi it as I a A, SHEE ay i Mh Ho i iH \| AN VAY j ] Kil? | Ve Se M4 ¢ ih ‘| 

find them in the untouched wilderness, but down here I aay | S } f 7 (AS dhM@iii a 4 jeg || | HH H my lt id Wii i] Wt \\A ' 1M i" AE Wi ny y 
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Consider the growing dependence of fishing waters on a Lh i, V7 a) we i aula | ! ti iil iA AY \ vive WI ii! (| A ie ail Wi i ya ee Wes Lil \ Hy Hh yN\ ij I 

artificial restocking. A big part of this loss of tough- F ny i t i HAN i, i fi ae ‘i doe 7 8: df i Hail | A i i HTN. i ! i \ iW Wl | «| AW VW a | f i ) Bi ‘| \ \\ | ieee Wl hi} fi) y/ 
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pollution. Hundreds of southerly trout streams which \ ae Ati WW mo CF ay i |i ay ‘ AG | | hig VOR AL Pa ATE | \\ Wg ‘| a at i i aT ATs ! ii | 

once produced natural brook trout are stepping down i ft . | 7) | ie eae. aE r ig Li j fi i ae \\ 1 BiG allt A i We | fs ss Pa ! ii wR eA i \ 

the ladder of productivity to artificial brown trout, and Hy N , WISH | ROY CBee \e ye \ eth ‘ TRA! fig aA \ \ t TET ATHENS \ nll AM Te 1 SRR ai i | 
: WOME BBR BL IL al SOP 3) | \ | |e Be ‘ey h ARAN VAN ALS OMT A GET 

finally to earp. As the fish resource dwindles, the flood AW RW AY }! va 2 Si SO ae vi wt }) SW le Ween TE AW OPS VAT: Vy dey 4 j VA ET be pe) 
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single deterioration. Both are not so much the exhaus- al WY 4 Wy if sy Loe WOE By Ab SA, |, es edly hy yh prs-al! ei | eA j ee yyy MY Vz ' : 
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Consider deer. Here we have no exhaustion; perhaps ei ya! he" ne OY OO i\ ae { ce vo ag ay eel fone ry, Mal CMe yen 

there are too many deer. But every woodsman knows 2M | fe Lot ne Wy Ly ey \ ‘Aa ot ‘ \ {\ : ane ae, yi Se ee Ny NG lit 

that deer in many places are exterminating the plants on | ui STi] i 17 Ge Vy, ee awe { ‘| t aU pee Be ek yee ay oa Ty) GEN y, | 

which they depend for winter food. Some of these, { 3 , De ts A ie Hy : » \ AGS Nh ga Hale iy 4 } Vio: _ Ae } {a Ysa ig Wee See ae i | 

such as white cedar, are important forest trees. Deer ‘| e A ; if Ng iP) iy 1 1 WN atti AYN 7: sis 4) ae ght, rE << 4 i | 

did not always destroy their range. Something is out Ve OF i & ! Ay . 1% 'q Wa hy i i he Nae CLR ot |e SS Th | 
of kilter. Perhaps it was a mistake to clean out the 4 , ey i fa WY AR, WW o> | aS an gah NN Ope I eed 
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wolves; perhaps natural enemies acted as a kind of WAG : NY! Ge A Gre \y \\ VA {7 : BN py eo Igy ee Bre. hp oe 
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requisite to better land use? \ : ‘ |



where in 1940 you may be praying for rain. I have an when all the food is in one county and all the cover 

undrained pond on my farm. You should see the farm in another? To break the wind when the forest country 

families flock to it of a Sunday, everybody from old has no wind, the farm country nothing but wind? For 
grandfather to the new pup, each bent on the particular recreation when it takes a week, rather than an hour, 

aquatic sport, from water lilies to bluegills, suited to to get under a pine tree? Doesn’t conservation imply 

his (or her) age and waistline. Many of these farm a certain interspersion of land-uses, a certain pepper- 

families once had ponds of their own. If some drainage and-salt pattern in the warp and woof of the land-use 

promoter had not sold them tiles, or a share in a steam fabric? If so, can government alone do the weaving? 

shovel, or some other dream of sudden affluence, many I think not. 

of them would still have their own water lilies, their It is the individual farmer who must weave the 

own bluegills, their own swimming hole, their own red- greater part of the rug on which America stands. Shall 

wings to hover over a buttonbush and proclaim the he weave into it only the sober yarns which warm the 

fi} \ spring. feet, or also some of the colors which warm the eye 

If this were Germany, or Denmark, with many people and the heart? Granted that there may be a question 

and little land, it might be idle to dream about land- which returns him the most profit as an individual, 
j use luxuries for every farm family that needs them. But can there be any question which is best for his com- 

we have excess plowland; our conviction of this is so munity? This raises the question: is the individual 

unanimous that we spend a billion out of the public farmer capable of dedicating private land to uses which 

chest to retire the surplus from cultivation. In the face profit the community, even though they may not so 
‘of such an excess, can any reasonable man claim that clearly profit him? We may be over-hasty in assuming 

economics prevents us from getting a life, as well as a that he is not. 

livelihood, from our acres? I am thinking, for example, of the windbreaks, the 
_ Sometimes I think that ideas, like men, can become evergreen snow-fences, hundreds of which are peeping 

dictators. We Americans have so far escaped regimen- up this winter out of the drifted snows of the sandy 

tation by our rulers, but have we escaped regimentation counties. Part of these plantings are subsidized by 

by our own ideas? I doubt if there highway funds, but in many others 
exists today a more complete regi- the only subsidy is the nursery 
mentation of the human mind than PATCHWORK FARMS stock, Here then is a dedication of 
that accomplished by our self-im- private land to a community pur- 
posed doctrine of ruthless utili- Here a bit and there a bit pose, a private labor for a public 
tarianism. The saving grace of They cleared the woods away, gain. These windbreaks do little 

democracy is that we fastened this Here a bit and there a bit, good until many land-owners install 

yoke on our own necks, and we can them; much good after they dot the 

east it off when we want to, without They tempered stubborn clay. whole countryside. But this “much 

severing the neck. Conservation is good” is an undivided surplus, pay- 
perhaps one of the many squirmings And so the valley patchwork, able not in dollars, but rather in 
which foreshadow this act of self- In outlines bold and clear, fertility, peace, comfort, in the sense 

\ liberation. of something alive and growing. It 

The principle of wholeness in the Miele MowsouL catuere congueres pleases me that Ronee thoy do 
farm landscape involves, I think, To make a home out here. this new thing. It foreshadows con- 
something more than indulgence in —Caspar G. Dickson servation. It may be remarked, in 

land-use luxuries. Try to send your passing, that this planting of wind- 

mind up in an airplane; try to see breaks is a direct reversal of the 

the trend of our tinkerings with fields and forests, attitude which uprooted the hedges, and thus the 
waters and soils. We have gone in for governmental wildlife, from the entire cornbelt. Both moves were 
conservation on a huge scale. Government is slowly fathered by the agricultural colleges. Have the col- 
but surely pushing the cutovers back into forest; the leges changed their mind? Or is an osage wind- 
peat and sand districts back into marsh and scrub. break governed by a different kind of economies than 
This, I think, is as it should be. But the cow in the a red pine windbreak? 
woodlot, ably assisted by the ax, the depression, the There is still another kind of community planting 
June beetle, and the drouth, is just as surely making where the thing to be planted is not trees but 

southern Wisconsin a treeless agricultural steppe. thoughts. To describe it, I want to plant some thoughts 
There was a time when the cessation of prairie fires about a bush. It is called bog-bireh. 
added trees to southern Wisconsin faster than the I select it because it is such a mousy, unobtrusive, 
settlers subtracted them. That time is now past. In inconspicuous, uninteresting little bush. You may have 
another generation many southern counties will look, it in your marsh but have never noticed it. It bears no 
as far as trees are concerned, like the Ukraine, or the flower that you would recognize as such, no fruit which 

Canadian wheatlands. A similar tendency to create bird or beast could eat. It doesn’t grow into a tree which 

monotypes, to block up huge regions to a single land- you could use. It does no harm, no good, it doesn’t even 

use, is visible in many other states. It is the result of turn color in fall. Altogether it is the perfect nonentity 

delegating conservation to government. Government in bushes; the complete biological bore. 

cannot own and operate small parcels of land, and it But is it? Once I was following the tracks of some 

cannot own and operate good land at all. starving deer. The tracks led from one bog-birch to 

Stated in acres or in board feet, the crowding of all another; the browsed tips showed that the deer were 

the timber into one place may be a forestry program, living on it, to the exclusion of scores of other kinds 

but is it conservation? How shall we use forests to of bushes. Once in a blizzard I saw a flock of sharp- 
protect vulnerable hillsides and riverbanks from ero- tail grouse, unable to find their usual grain or weed 
sion when the bulk of the timber is up north on the seeds, eating bog-birch buds. They were fat. 

sands where there is no erosion? To shelter wildlife Last summer the botanists of the University Ar-
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of which a_ sup- 

pressed orchid finds 
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The bog-birch is THE STORY OF A CYCLE 

one of hundreds of A mousy, unobtrusive, inconspicuous little bush, the bog-birch, plays an important role in the } 

ereatarés which the ups and downs of plant and animal life. Here is illustrated how it spells life or death to deer, | 

Enea RRRe BE Lan _ grouse, rabbits, and ladyslippers in Wisconsin. : ny 
a In 1932 to 1935 rabbits were abundant and ate down the bog-birches each winter, giving the 

steps on, every day. ladyslippers the sun. During 1936 and 1937 the cycle decimated the rabbits and the bog- 
There are 350 birds, birches grew high and shaded out the ladyslippers. In 1938 the rabbits recovered, mowed 7 

ninety mammals, 150 down the birches and the ladyslippers regained their place in the sun. 

fishes, seventy rep- 

tiles and amphibians, and a vastly greater number of do I, save for a few lines here and there. Would it 

plants and insects native to Wisconsin. Each state has add anything to farm life if the farmer learned more 

a similar diversity of wild things. of that language? 

Disregarding all those species too small or too ob- One of the self-imposed yokes we are casting off is 

secure to be visible to the layman, there are still per- the false idea that farm life is dull. What is the mean- 

haps 500 whose lives we might know, but don’t. I have ing of John Steuart Curry, Grant Wood, Thomas Ben- 

translated one little scene out of the life-drama of one ton? They are showing us drama in the red barn, the 

species. Hach of the 500 has its own drama. The stage stark silo, the team heaving over the hill, the country 

is the farm. The farmer walks among the players in store, black against the sunset. All I am saying is f 

all his daily tasks, but he seldom sees any drama, be- that there is also drama in every bush, if you can see 

cause he does not understand their language. Neither it. When enough men know this, we need fear no in- 

\



f - 

difference to the welfare of bushes, or birds, or soil, scar on the base of one tree is the result of a prairie fire 

i or trees. We shall then have no need of the word con- or a pioneer’s trash pile. 
servation, for we shall have the thing itself. Martin house and feeding station, wildflower bed and 

The landscape of any farm is the owner’s portrait of old orchard go with the farmstead as a matter of course. 
, himself. The old orchard yields some apples but mostly birds. The 

Conservation implies self-expression in that landscape, bird list for the farm is 161 species. One neighbor claims | 
rather than blind compliance with economie dogma. What 165, but there is reason to suspect he is fudging. He | 
kinds of self-expression will one day be possible in the drained his pond; how could he possibly have 165? \ 
landscape of a cornbelt farm? What will conservation His pond is our farmer’s special badge of distinction. : 

look like when transplanted from the convention hall to Stock is allowed to water at one end only; the rest of 

the fields and woods? the shore is fenced off for the ducks, rails, redwings, 

Begin with the creek: it will be unstraightened. The gallinules, and muskrats. Last spring, by judicious bait- 
future farmer would no more mutilate his creek than his ing and decoys, two hundred ducks were induced to rest 
own face. If he has inherited a straightened creek, it will there a full month. In August, yellow-legs use the bare 
be “explained” to visitors, like a pock-mark or a wooden mud of the water-gap. In September the pond yields an 
leg. armful of waterlilies. In the winter there is skating for 

The creek banks are wooded and ungrazed. In the the youngsters, and a neat dozen of rat-pelts for the 

woods, young straight timber-bearing trees predominate, boys’ pin-money. The farmer remembers a contractor 

but there is also a sprinkling of hollow-limbed veterans who once tried to talk drainage. Pondless farms, he 

left for the owls and squirrels, and of down logs left for says, were the fashion in those days; even the Agricul- 

the coons and fur-bearers. On the edge of the woods are tural College fell for the idea of making land by wast- 

a few wide-spreading hickories and walnuts for nutting. ing water. But in the drouths of the thirties, when the 

Many things are expected of this creek and its woods: wells went dry, everybody learned that water, like 
cordwood, posts, and sawlogs; flood-control, fishing and roads and schools, is community property. You can’t 

swimming; nuts and wildflowers; fur and feather. Should hurry water down the creek without hurting the creek, 
it fail to yield an owl-hoot or a mess of quail on demand, the neighbors, and yourself. 

or a bunch of sweet william or a coon-hunt in season, the The roadside fronting the farm is regarded as a 

matter will be cause for injured pride and family scru- refuge for the prairie flora; the educational museum 

tiny, like a check marked “no funds.” where the soils and plants of pre-settlement days are 
Visitors when taken to the woods often ask, “Don’t the preserved. When the professors from the college want 

~ owls eat your chickens?” Our farmer knows this is com- a sample of virgin prairie soil, they know they can get 

ing. For answer, he walks over to a leafy white oak and it here. To keep this roadside in prairie, it is cleaned 
picks up one of the pellets dropped by the roosting owls. annually, always by burning, never by mowing or cut- 

He shows the visitor how to tear apart the matted felt of ting. The farmer tells a funny story of a highway 
mouse and rabbit fur, how to find inside the whitened engineer who once started to grade the cutbanks all the 
skulls and teeth of the bird’s prey. “See any chickens?” way back to the fence. It developed that the poor en- 
he asks. Then he explains that his owls are valuable to gineer, despite his college education, had never learned 
him, not only for killing mice, but for excluding other the difference between a silphium and a sunflower. He 

owls which might eat chickens. His owls get a few quail knew his sines and cosines, but he had never heard of 
and many rabbits, but these, he thinks, can be spared. the plant succession. He couldn’t understand that to 

The fields and pastures of this farm, like its sons and tear out all of the prairie sod would convert the whole 
daughters, are a mixture of wild and tame attributes, all roadside into an eyesore of quack and thistle. 

built on a foundation of good health. The health of the In the clover field fronting the road is a huge glacial 
fields is their fertility. On the parlor wall, where the erratic of pink granite. Every year, when the geology 
embroidered “God Bless Our Home” used to hang in teacher brings her class out to look at it, our farmer 
exploitation days, hangs a chart of the farm’s soil anal- tells how once, on a vacation trip, he matched a chip of 

yses. The farmer is proud that all his soil graphs point the boulder to its parent ledge, two hundred miles to 

upward, that he has no check dams or terraces, and needs the north. This starts him on a little oration on gla- 

none. He speaks sympathetically of his neighbor who ciers; how the ice gave him not only the rock, but also 

has the misfortune of harboring a gully, and who was the pond, and the gravel pit where the kingfisher and 

forced to call in the CCC. The neighbor’s check dams are the bank swallows nest. He tells how a powder sales- 
a regrettable badge of awkward conduct, like a crutch. man once asked for permission to blow up the old rock 

Separating the fields are fencerows which represent a “as a demonstration in modern methods.” He does not + 
happy balance between gain in wildlife and loss in plow- have to explain his little joke to the children. 

land. The fencerows are not cleaned yearly, neither are He is a reminiscent fellow, this farmer. Get him 

they allowed to grow indefinitely. In addition to bird wound up and you will hear many a curious tidbit of 

song and scenery, quail and pheasants, they yield prairie rural history. He will tell you of the mad decade when 

flowers, wild grapes, raspberries, plums, hazelnuts, and they taught economies in the local kindergarten, but 

here and there a hickory beyond the reach of the woodlot the college president couldn’t tell a bluebird from a 
squirrels. It is a point of pride to use electric fences blue cohosh. Everybody worried about getting his 

only for temporary enclosures. share; nobody worried about doing his bit. One farm 

Around the farmstead are historic oaks which are washed down the river, to be dredged out of the Mis- 
cherished with both pride and skill. That the June beetles sissippi at another farmer’s expense. Tame crops were ; 

once got one is remembered as a slip in pasture manage- over-produced, but nobody had room for wild crops. 
ment, not to be repeated. The farmer has opinions about “Tt’s a wonder this farm came out of it without a con- 

\ the age of his oaks, and their relation to local history. It crete creek and a Chinese elm on the lawn.” This is 
is a matter of neighborhood debate whose oaks are most his whimsical way of describing the early fumblings for ; 

» clearly relics of oak-opening days, whether the healed “conservation.” 
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ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN WILDLIFE WorK 

(Prepared by Aldo Leopold, Pro-life as a life work; (2) to teach the 

fessor of Wildlife Management, Uni- whole body of citizens to appreciate 

versity of Wisconsin, with the assist- and understand wildlife. There is at 
ance of, and endorsed by, the other present a regrettable neglect of the 
members of the Committee on Pro- second function. Too many men want 

fessional Standards of the Wildlife So- to make a living by managing wildlife, 

ciety;* adopted by the Society and too few to bend other vocations to its 
publication authorized at the annual needs. 

meeting, Detroit, Michigan, February For the former there are different 

13, 1939.) levels of training. The warden or 
“farmer” of wildlife crops requires less 

Need for standards schooling than the professional who can 
Many universities now offer pro- appraise methods of cropping and con- 

fessional training in wildlife work. duct research for new methods. Here 

Many young men are seeking advice on again there is a regrettable neglect of 

how and where such training is to be the first or vocational level. Too few 

had, and how to prepare themselves schools offer good instruction in the 

for it. field operations of wildlife manage- 
As in any new field, there is wide- ment and administration; too many 

spread confusion in finding terms for offer indifferent training in wildlife 
comparing schools and for imparting science and research. 

advice to those who ask for it. As a first step toward untangling 

The Wildlife Society offers this at- these confusions, we here attempt to de- 

tempt, by a committee of practicing fine that kind of training, which seeks 

wildlife specialists, to define adequate to prepare a student for wildlife man- 

training for the practice of their pro- agement as a life work, and which 
fession. merits the term “professional” or 

: re “scientific.”’ We confine ourselves to 

Degrees and kinds of training this one kind and level, not because the 
Wildlife education has two functions: others are less important, but because, 

(1) to teach a few men to manage wild- unfortunately, few schools as yet offer 

training for such positions as conserva- 

‘ * ae ei heey | Fail a tion officer or hatchery superintendent. 
vice, Upper Darby, Penn.; Paul L. * * 

Errington, Towa State Colle; Carl Lc gay ty illustrative maveral largely 
Hubbs, University of Michigan; Ralph T. E as 
King, Syracuse University; Aldo Leopold, from land animals. Wildlife, however, 
University of Wisconsin; H. D. Ruhl, Michi- also includes aquatic animals. More- 
gan Department of Conservation; Herbert L. over, to the extent that plants are 

Stoddard, Cooperative Quail Study Associa- essential food and factors of the envi- 

tion, Thomasville, Ga.; Walter P. Taylor, : ‘ 
Bureau of Biological Survey, Texas A. & M. ronment of animals, from which they 

College; Rudolf Bennit, University of Mis- cannot be dissociated ecologically, wild- 
souri, (Chairman). life includes plants. Where the illustra-
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tive material implies a narrower scope, Our hope is that these definitions will 

the reader is asked to interpolate enable prospective students to arrive at 

the broader one. a critical judgment of their own fitness, 
Sarde and that they will also enable wildlife 

anew eB schools to arrive at a critical judgment 
Professional training is ordinarily de-  o¢ their own adequacy. We hope further 

fined in terms of years at school, courses that more schools will cultivate their 
taken, and degrees received. The lack opportunity to impart a general under- 
of standard meanings invalidates some standing of wildlife to the student body 

of these terms for our purposes, es- 9. 9 whole, and that some will differ- 
pecially the lack of standards for speci- entiate and develop good training for 

fying courses. The most elaborate cur- the vacant sub-professional levels. 
ricula may be offered by the weakest It is possible for self-trained men to 
schools. We, therefore, cannot define achieve high professional standing in 

professional training in terms of wildlife management. Such achieve- 
ure ment is rare, however, and usually 
Years at school and degrees come gomeg only through apprenticeship; 

nearer having a standard meaning. In “.e., working with highly trained men 
general the minimum period for pro- 6) the job instead of in school. 
fessional training is five years of college 
work: four years of undergraduate (A) At the time of selecting an 
work plus one year of graduate work. undergraduate major 

Six years is better, seven frequent in 12 What Hers 

the better schools. In general, a mas- 
ter’s degree is the minimum for pro- The student should have a reason- 
fessional standing. ably sound physique and a cooperative 

It by no means follows, however, that Personality. 
a student with six years of college work 2. What He Knows. 

pehioe 2 man de uasiene agnee i ue The student should have a better- 
pogke!, 35 pprepared stor professional than-average scholastic record, for this 
practice. In the following pages we . fi ‘ eo 

is usually an index of intelligence. 
attempt to define preparedness at two L ieee a ee 

: n selecting his major for under. 
adie i i graduate work, the student will en- 

(A) At the time of selecting an ¢ounter the question: What biological 
undergraduate neers 6 field offers the best “gateway” to pro- 

(B) At the time of completing fessional training? There is no “best” 
professional training. that can be laid down for all individ- 

We attempt to express preparedness uals. It is desirable that the profession 

at these two stages in terms of (1) what be recruited from majors in a wide 

the student is, (2) what he knows, variety of sciences and in the arts of 

(3) what he can do, and (4) how he land use. In general, some biological 

thinks. A final section discusses briefly science is the best gateway to a career 

the physical equipment of professional in research; some agricultural art (in- 

schools. cluding forestry) to a career in policy
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or administration. It is a conspicuous The student who feels drawn to the 
fact, however, that men who are nar- outdoors but has never been impelled 
rowly specialized, either by training or to undertake some systematic study of 
temperament, seldom occupy any large outdoor subjects on his own account 
professional niche for very long. should not expect a wildlife school to 

The quality of teachers should carry do it for him. That is to say, no wildlife 
more weight in selecting a major field school can make a professional man 
than the departmental label. The stu- out of absolutely raw material in five 

dent should select a major, if possible, years. Habitual self-teaching is a ne- 
in a department with definite scholarly  cessity. 

achievements in natural science and : : 
with a statesmanlike attitude toward (B) At the time of completing 
land use. professional training 

In addition to academic preparation, 1. What He Is. 

the student should have attained, by oe 
: s To the personal qualities already 

his own efforts, considerable knowledge ‘ 
ei mentioned the student should have 

and field skill in some branch of natural § ‘ ery 
Hiccoeya (cual ecmern stole Re added, during the course of his training, 

nig BY» . an intense conviction of the need for 
malogy, ichthyology, or botany). Ani- : 

‘ and usefulness of science as a tool for 
mals, plants, and soils are the alphabet 5 . 

ueas ; the accomplishment of conservation. 
of wildlife management; in five years a 

good school can teach a student to spell 2. What He Knows. 
words with it, but he must in some The basic skill of the wildlife man- 
degree know his alphabet at the start. ager is to diagnose the landscape, to 

3. What He Can Do. discern and predict trends in its biotic 

More than average ability to express aE, and te modify, them yas 
thoughts in writing and in speech is necessary in the interest of conserva- 

idipeneatle tion. To receive a professional degree, 

Some pr ecetne skill in woodman- the student should be able to examine 

ship, hunting, and fishing is desirable, # I as ms Hy oo a cee cal an 
likewise familiarity with the field oper- : ) its oe ath coo oeD sae tae en 

ations of farming, forestry, and other Biorys ( ) iit Eas See ee 

land industries. There is danger though P™™ cipal valdbife ep ee and the popu: 
of confusing the aptitude for hunting lation trend and behavior of each, (c) 
and fishing, which is desirable, with the the status of its economic uses and their 
aptitude for ebemouaieta dibs of ani: effects on wildlife, (d) the modifications 

elie faSicat aa f economic use needed in the interest Is and plants, which Bo 
ABSaR Se Hs Cs neat of wildlife, and (e) the rough outlines of 

4. How He Thinks. researches needed to refine and verify 
Ultimate professional caliber is a his diagnosis. 

matter of scholarly habits of mind, To appraise the landscape the stu- 

both indoors and outdoors. The student dent must know its component parts 

who “likes the woods but dislikes to and something of their interrelation- 
study” should be skeptical of his fitness. ships. That is to say, he must know its
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plants and animals, its soils and waters, animals, while probably of diminishing 

and something of their interdepend- importance as a means of replenishing 
ences, successions, and competitions. He wild stocks, are often indispensable as 

must know the industries dependent on controls for experiments on wild ani- 

that landscape, their effect upon it, and mals. 

its effect upon them. He must know and He should have developed some de- 
habitually use visible “indicators” of gree of expertness in “reading sign,” 
those slow landscape changes that are that is, in determining, by inference 

invisible but nonetheless real. from indirect evidence, the kinds, num- 

He should also have some mental bers, habits, and status of animals on 
picture of the other professions which an area of land or water and their rela- 

are trying to influence that landscape, tion to its plants and industries. 

how they go about their work, and how He should have become really pro- 

they help or hinder his own work. ficient in at least one field of natural 

history and should have developed 
8. What He Can Do. some competence in others. (By 

To get this knowledge, a student “fields” is meant studies of birds, mam- 

must have acquired certain technical mals, fishes, reptiles, plants, etc.) 
skills in field, laboratory, and office He should have collected and ana- 
operations. lyzed stomach contents, and, in the 

He should have made an inventory field of terrestrial wildlife, pellets and 
and map of the food, cover, and other scats. He should have made usable 
environmental conditions on a sample study skins and prepared skeletons, 
area of land or water, and a plan for or should have preserved fish speci- 
making that area more productive. He mens and scales for laboratory study. 
should have executed such a plan for He should have collected and pre- 
a season and drawn deductions from pared herbarium specimens of land 
his experience. plants, or collected and studied (or 

He should have planned and exe- prepared for study) the aquatic plants 

cuted an animal census and drawn de- and food organisms of at least two 
ductions from it. He should have habitats. 
trapped, marked, released, and retaken He should be able to score 50% of 
animals for the purpose of tracing usable negatives in ordinary technical 
movements, measuring density, or photography. He should know how to 

analyzing the composition of the popu- use compass, plane table, planimeter, 

lation. He should have found and ob- slide rule, and calculator. He should 

served nests or young and recorded and _ have compiled simple statistics, graphed 

analyzed mortality. them, and analyzed them in the light 

He should have planned and exe- of statistical theory. 

cuted some kind of quadrat for recur- He should be able by examination of 
rent measurement of changes in vege- a carcass to arrive at some notion of 

tation. its normality or pathology and the 
He should have reared some animal cause of death. 

in captivity. Artificially propagated He should be a habitual reader of the
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current literature in wildlife manage- The student’s account of his original 

ment, natural history, ecology, and _ work is usually his thesis for a degree. 
land use. He should be aware of the It should not deal merely with a spe- 

personalities represented in that litera- cialty that the student should know to 

ture. He should be able to do library the exclusion of other subject matter. 
research and to prepare a creditable Rather, it is a vantage point, gained by 
bibliography. While his knowledge of his own effort, from which the student 

the literature of his own country will should scan his new professional world 

naturally be greatest, he should be and try to understand it. 
aware of the work in all countries, and He should have developed his own 
he should have dug out the essential views on simple questions of wildlife 

ideas of at least one foreign group, policy and should be able to expound 

comparing their work with his own. and defend these views in public. He 

He should speak well enough in pub- should have developed some apprecia- 

lic to be able to describe his readings, tion of the ethics and esthetics as well 
observations, and ideas at professional as of the economics of wildlife. 
or conservation meetings. In viewing the landscape, he should 

i habitually infer its past and foresee its 

4. How He Thinks. future; that is to say, he should think 

These technical skills are the toolsfor in terms, not of plant and animal 
a professional career, but they are use- species alone, but of communities; not 

less or even dangerous unless guided by of types alone, but of successions. In 

a mind of professional caliber. Tocreate this lies the difference between the 
such a mind is the aim of all education, static natural history of yesterday and 

including wildlife education; to define the dynamic ecology of tomorrow. 
such a mind defies the best efforts of He should have developed enough 
all committees, including this one. familiarity with the basic sciences to 

There are indicators of scholarship know when, where, and how to seek 
that are useful but by no means in- scientific advice on questions arising 

fallible. They are here given for what from his work. 
they may be worth: Last and most important, he should 

One indicator is output. To receive a have developed in some degree that im- 

professional degree, the student should ponderable combination of curiosity, 
have outlined, executed, and reported skepticism, and objectivity known as the 

on a research project that the faculty “scientific attitude.” 

is willing to recognize as a contribution Perhaps few of even the leading wild- 

to professional knowledge. This means _ life specialists of the day would be able 
he should have composed an account to score on all these criteria of pro- 

of his original work good enough to be fessional preparedness which set a high 

acceptable to professional journals. mark but not an impossible one. Pro- 
(This does not imply that every pro- fessional schools should be able to im- 
fessional student must rush into print; prove on the fortuitous education of 

only that his work be good enough to the first generation. The mark of the 

report in print.) modern school is that the students out-
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score the faculty on many points. It is likewise. The last point is of special im- 

our opinion that the best students in portance in wildlife management and 

the best schools can score on almost all it represents a practice that has 

the points listed in his paper. hitherto been widely neglected. 

‘ c Third, no institution can teach wild- 
Equipment of professional schools life management without a suitable 
The foregoing “intellectual tools’ library and reference collections in 

cannot be given to students without process of active expansion. 

certain intellectual and physical equip- It is our belief that mass-education 
ment for teaching. is impossible in the professional wildlife 

First of all, no institution lacking _ field. Size of school, beyond reasonable 
output in wildlife research can possibly _ limits, is likely to be inverse to quality 

teach wildlife management of pro- of training. 

fessional grade. To add to the student’s The student will do well, in selecting 
knowledge the teacher must habitually a school, to ask about the character of 

be adding to his own. If the teacher its faculty, its research output, its 

has no output, his knowledge is, at management areas, its library, and its 

best, second-hand. reference collections, rather than about 

Second, no institution can teach its buildings, its curricula, and its 

wildlife management of professional appropriations. These are the trap- 
grade without land or water on which pings of scholarship; they mean little 
ecological experiments are being made, without the scholarship itself. 

or on which the techniques of manage- A list of wildlife schools is issued 

ment are being tested. That is to say, periodically by the U. S. Bureau of 
a school must be practicing manage- Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. 

ment and critically appraising its suc- The 1938 list is Wildlife Research and 

cess before it can teach students to do Management Leaflet BS-98.
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A Biotic Vi f Land 

This article by Aldo Leopold, reprinted from 
“The American Forestry Journal,” September, 1939, 
Wil be tfotnd’> tomtelvery aan fomnaiive at showing 
the inter-relationship between all living plants and 
creatures in whatever environment they may be. The 
following are the meanings of some of the terms 
used :— 

Biota—Chain of all local life. 
Biotic—Concerning the chain of all life. 
Biology—Science of life. 
Campus—A university and its grounds. 
Capitol—Seat of Government, : 
Carnivorous—Flesh-eating. 
Cohabitants—Creatures which dwell together more or 

less. 
Dauerwald—Perpetual forest. 
Ecology—The study of life in its natural state as 

opposed to study in the laboratory or by dried 
or preserved materials; 

Herbivore—An animal which feeds on plant life. 
Herbivorous—Plant-eating. 
Kaibab—A large reserve set aside in Arizona for 

deer where the natural enemies were exterminated 
with the result that the deer rapidly deteriorated. 

Modus Vivendi—Method of living. 
Naturschutz—Natural Sanctuary, 
Predaceous—Living by preying. 
Predation—The custom of living by preying. 
Raptor—Bird of prey. 
Refloculate—The bringing together again of particles: 

which have been disassociated. 

JX pioneering times wild plants and animals 
were tolerated, ignored or fought, the atti- 

tude depending on the utility of the species. 
Conservation introduced tise idea that the more 

useful wild species could be managed as crops, 
but the less useful ones were ignored and the 
predaceous ones fought, just as in pioneering 
days. Conservation lowered the threshold of 
toleration for wildlife, but utility was still the 
criterion of policy, and utility attached to 
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species rather than to any collective total of 
wild things. Species were known to compete 
with each other and to co-operate with each 
other, but the co-operations and competitions 
were regarded as separate and distinct; utility 
as susceptible of quantitative evaluation by 
research. For proof of this we need look no 
further than the bony framework of any cam- 
pus or capitol: department of economic ento- 
mology, division of economic mammology, chief 
of food habits research, professor of economic 
ornithology. These agencies were set up to 
tell us whether the red-tailed hawk, the grey 
gopher, the lady beetle, and the meadowlark 
are useful, harmless, or injurious to man. 

Ecology is a new fusion point for all the 
natural sciences. It has been built up partly by 
ecologists, but partly also by the collective 
efforts of the men charged with the economic 

evaluation of species. The emergence of eco-  - 
logy has placed the economic biologist in a 
peculiar dilemma: with one hand he points out 
the accumulated findings of his search for 
utility, or lack of utility, in this or that species; 
with the other he lifts the veil from a biota so 
complex, so conditioned by interwoven co- 
operations and competitions, that no man can 
say where utility begins or ends. No species 
can be “rated” without the tongue in the cheek; 
the old categories of “useful” and “harmful” 
have validity only as conditioned by time, place 
and circumstance. The only sure conclusion 
is that the biota as a whole is useful, and biota 
includes not only plants and animals, but soils 
and waters as well. 

In short, economic biology assumed that the 
biotic function and economic utility of a species 
was partly known and the rest could shortly 
be found out. That assumption no longer 
holds good; the process of finding out added 
new questions faster than new answers. The 
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function of species is largely inscrutible, and 
may remain so. 

When the human mind deals with any con- 
cept too large to be easily visualised, it sub- 
stitutes some familiar object which seems to 
have similar properties. The “balance of 
nature” is a mental image for land and life 
which grew up before and during the transition 
to ecological thought. It is commonly employed 
in describing the biota to laymen, but ecolo- 
gists among each other accept it only with 
reservations, and its acceptance by laymen 
seems to depend more on convenience than on 
conviction. Thus “nature lovers” accept it, 

but sportsmen are sceptical (“the balance was 
upset long ago; the only way to restore it is to 
give the country back to the Indians”), There 
is more than a suspicion that the dispute over 
predation determines these attitudes, rather 
than vice versa. 

To the lay mind, balance of nature probably 
conveys an actual image of the familiar weigh- 
ing scale. There may even be danger that 
the layman imputes to the biota properties 
which exist only on the grocer’s counter. 

To the ecological mind balance of nature 
has merits and also defects. Its merits are that 
it conceives of a collective total, that it imputes 
some utility to all species, and that it implies 
oscillations when the balance is disturbed. Its 
defects are that there is only one point at which 
balance occurs, and that balance is normally 
static, 

If we must use a mental image for land in- 
stead of thinking about it directly, why not 
employ the image commonly used in ecology, 
namely the biotic pyramid? With .certain ad- 
ditions hereinafter developed it presents a truer 
picture of the biota. With a truer picture of 
the biota, the scientist might take his tongue 
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out of his cheek, the layman might be less in- 
sistent on utility as a prerequisite for conserva- 
tion, more hospitable to the “useless” cohabi- 
tants of the earth, more tolerant of values over 
and above profit, food, sport, or tourist-bait. 
Moreover, we might get better advice from 
economists and philosophers if we gave them 
a truer picture of the biotic mechanism. 

I will first sketch the pyramid as a symbol 
of land, and later develop some of the implica- 
tions in terms of land use. 

Plants absorb energy from the sun. This 
energy flows through a circuit called the biota. 
It may be represented by the layers of a pyra- 
mid (Fig. 1). The bottom layer is the soil. A 
plant layer rests on the soil, an insect layer on 
the plants, and so on up through various 
groups of fish, reptiles, birds, and mammals. 
At the top are predators. 

The species of a layer are alike not in where 
they came from, not in what they look like, 
but rather in what they eat. Each successive 
layer depends on those below for food and 
often for other services, and each in turn fur- 
nishes food and services for those above. Each 
successive layer decreases in abundance; for 
every predator there are hundreds of his prey, 
thousands of their prey, millions of insects, un- 
countable plants. 

The lines of dependency for food and other 
services are called food chains. Each species, 
including ourselves, is a link in many food 
chains. Thus the bobwhite quail eats a thou- 
sand kinds of plants and animals, i.e., he is a 
link in a thousand chains. The pyramid is a 
tangle of chains so complex as to seem disorder- 
ly, but when carefully examined the tangle is 
seen to be a highly organised structure. Its 
functioning depends on the co-operation and 
competition of all its diverse links. 
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In the beginning the pyramid of life was low 
and squat; the food chains short and simple. 
Evolution has added layer after layer, link after 
link. Man is one of thousands of accretions 
to the height and complexity of the pyramid. 
Science has given us many doubts, but it has 
given us at least one certainty; the trend of 
evolution is to elaborate the biota. 

Land, then, is not merely soil; it is a foun- 
tain of energy flowing through a circuit of soils, 
plants and animals. Food chains are the living 
channels which conduct energy upward; death 
and decay return it to the soil. The circuit is 
not closed; some energy is dissipated in decay, 
some is added by absorption, some is stored in 
soils, peats and forests, but it is a sustained 
circuit, like a slowly augmented revolving fund 
of life. 

The upward flow of energy depends on the 
complex structure of the plant and animal 
community, much as the upward flow of sap 
in a tree depends on its complex cellular or- 
ganisation. Without this complexity normal cir- 
culation would not occur. Structure means the 
characteristic numbers, as well as the charac- 
teristic kinds and functions of the species. 

This interdependence between the complex 
structure of land and its smooth functioning as 
an energy circuit is one of its basic attributes. 

When a change occurs in one part of the 
circuit, many other parts must adjust them- 
selves to it. Change does not necessarily ob- 
struct the flow of energy; evolution is a long 
series of self-induced changes, the net result of 
which has been probably to accelerate the 
flow; certainly to lengthen the circuit. 

Evolutionary changes, however, are usually 
slow and local. Man’s invention of tools has 
enabled hini to make changes of unprecedented 
violence, rapidity and scope. 

6



One change is in the composition of floras 
and faunas. The larger predators are lopped 
off the cap of the pyramid; food chains, for the 
first time in history, are made shorter rather 
than longer. Domesticated species are substi- 
stuted for wild ones, and wild ones moved to 
new habitats. In this world-wide pooling of 
faunas and floras, some species get out of 
bounds as pests and diseases, others are extin- 
guished. Such effects are seldom intended or 
foreseen; they represent unpredicted and often 
untraceable readjustments in the structure. 
Agricultural science is largely a race between 
the emergence of new pests and the emergence 
of new techniques for their control. 

Another change affects the flow of energy 
through plants and animals, and its return to 
the soil. Fertility is the ability of soil to re: 
ceive, store and return energy. Agriculture, 
by overdrafts on the soil, or by too radical a 
substitution of domestic for native species 
in the superstructure, may clog the channels of 
flow or deplete storage. Soils depleted of their 
stores wash away faster than they form. This 
is erosion. 

Waters, like soils, are part of the energy cir- 
cuit. Industry, by polluting waters, excludes 
the plants and animals necessary to keep energy 
in circulation. 

Transportation brings about another basic 
change; the plants or animals grown in one 
region are consumed and return to the soil in 
another. Thus the formerly localised and self- 
contained circuits are pooled on a world-wide 
scale, 

The process of *altering the pyramid for . 
human occupation releases stored energy, and 
this often gives rise, during the pioneering 
petiod, to a deceptive exuberance of plant and 
animal life, both wild and tame. These releases 
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of biotic capital tend to becloud or delay the 
penalities of violence. 

This thumbnail sketch of land as an energy 
circuit conveys three ideas more or less lacking 
from the balance of nature concept: 

(1)) That land is not merely soil. 

(2) That the native plants and animals kept 
the energy circuit open; others may or may not. 

; (3) That man-made changes are of a differ- 
ent order than evolutionary changes, and have 
effects more comprehensive than is intended or 
foreseen. 

These ideas, collectively, raise two basic 
issues: Can the land adjust itself to the new 
order? Can violence be reduced? 

Biotas seem to differ in their capacity to 
sustain violence. Western Europe, for example, 
carries a far different pyramid than Caesar 
found there. Some large animals are lost; many 
new plants and animals are introduced, some 
of which escape as pests; the remaining natives 
are greatly changed in distribution and abun- 
dance. Yet the soil is still fertile, the waters 
flow normally, the new structure seems to func- 
tion and to persist. There is no visible stop- 
page of the circuit. PA Pee § 

Western Europe, then, has a resident biota. 
Its processes are tough, elastic, resistant to 
strain. No matter how violent the alterations, 

: the pyramid so far has developed some new 
modus vivendi which preserves its habitability 
for man and for most of the other natives. 
The semi-arid parts of both Asia and America 

display a different reaction. In many spots 
there is no longer any soil fit to support a com- 
plex pyramid, or to absorb the energy returning 
from such as remains. A cumulative process 
of wastage has set in. This wastage in 
the biotic organism is similar to disease in an 
animal, except that it does not culminate: in 
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absolute death. The organism recovers, but at 
a low level of complexity and human habit- 
ability. We attempt to offset the wastage by 
reclamation, but where the regimen of soils and 
waters is disturbed it is only too evident that 
the prospective longevity of reclamation pro- 
jects is short. 

The combined evidence of history and eco- 
logy seems to support one general deduction: 
the less violent the man-made changes, the 
greater the probability of successful readjust- 
ment in the pyramid. Violence, in turn, would 
seem to vary with human population density; 
a dense population requires a more violent con- 
version of land. In this respect, America has 
a better chance for non-violent human domin- 
ance than Europe. 

It is worth noting that this deduction runs 
counter to pioneering philosophy, which as- 
sumes that because a small increase in density 
enriched human life, that an indefinite increase 
will enrich it indefinitely. Ecology knows of 
no density relationship which holds within wide 

; limits, and sociology seems to be finding evi- 
dence that this one is subject to a law of 
diminishing returns. 

Whatever may be the equation for men and 
land, it is improbable that we as yet know all 
its terms: The recent discoveries in mineral 
and vitamin nutrition reveal unsuspected de- 
pendencies in the up-circuit; incredibly minute = 
quantities of certain substances determine the 
value of soils to plants, of plants to animals. 
What of the down-circuit? What of the vanish- 
ing species, the preservation of what we now 
regard as an aesthetic luxury? They helped 
build the soil; in what unsuspected ways may 
they be essential to its maintenance? Professor 
Weaver proposes that we use praitieX flowers 
to reflocculate the wasting soils of the dust 
bowl; who knows for what purpose cranes and 
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condors, otters and grizzlies may some day be 
used? 

Can the violence be reduced? I think that it 
: can be, and that most of the present dissensions 

“among conservationists may be regarded as the 
first gropings toward a non-violent land use. 

For example, the fight over predator control 
is no mere conflict of interest between field-glass 
hunters and gun-hunters. It is a fight between 
those who see utility and beauty in the biota as 
a whole, and those who see utility and beauty 
only in pheasants or trout. It grows clearer 
year by year that violent reductions in raptorial 
and carnivorous species as a means of raising 
game and fish are necessary only where highly 
artificial (i.e., violent) methods of management 
are used. Wild-raised game does not require 
hawkless coverts, and the biotically educated 
sportsman gets no pleasure from them. 

Forestry is a turmoil of naturalistic move- 
ments. 

Thus the Germans, who taught the world to 
plant trees like cabbages, have scrapped their 
own teachings and gone back to mixed: woods 
of native species, selectively cut and naturally 
reproduced (Dauerwald). The “cabbage 
brand” of silviculture, at first seemingly pro- 
fitable was found by experience to carry un- 
foreseen biotic penalties; insect epidemics, soil 
sickness, declining yields, foodless deer, im- 
poverished flora, distorted bird population. In 
their new Dauerwald the hard-headed Germans 
are now propagating owls, woodpeckers, titmice, 
goshawks, and other “useless’ wildlife. 

In America the protests against radical “tim- 
ber stand improvement” by the C.C.C. and 
against the purging of beech, white cedar, and 
tamarack from silvicultural plans are on all 
fours with Dauerwald as a return to non-violent 
forestry. So is the growing scepticism about 
the ultimate utility of exotic plantations. So 
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is the growing alarm about the epidemic of new 
Kaibabs, the growing realisation that only 
wolves and lions can insure the forest against 
destruction by deer and insure the deer against 

self-destruction. : 
We have a whole group of discontents about 

the sacrifice of rare species: condors and grizz- 
lies, prairie flora and bog flora. These, on their 
face, are protests against biotic violence. Some 
have gone beyond the protest stage; witness 

* the Audubon researches for methods of restor- 
ing the ivory-billed woodpecker and the desert 
bighorn; the researches at Vassar and Wiscon- 
sin for methods of managing wildflowers. 

The wilderness movement, the Ecological 
Society’s campaign for natural areas, the Ger- 
man Naturschutz, and the international commit- 

: tees for wildlife protection all seek to preserve 
samples of original biota as standards against 
which to measure the effects of violence. 

Agriculture, the most important land use, 
shows the least evidence of discontent with 
pioneering concepts. Conservation, among 
agricultural thinkers, still means conservation 
of the soil, rather than of the biota including 
the soil. The farmer must by the nature of his 
operations modify the biota more radically than 
the forester or the wildlife manager; he must 
change the ratios in the pyramid and exclude 
the larger predators and herbivores. This much 
difference is unavoidable. Nevertheless it re- 
mains true that the exclusions are always more 
radical than necessary; that the substitution of 
tame for wild plants and the annual renewal 
of the plant succession creates a rich habitat for 
wildlife which has never been consciously 
‘utilised except for game management and for- 
estry. Modern “clean farming,” despite its 
name, sends a large portion of its energy into 
wild plants; a glance at the aftermath of any 
stubble will prove this. But the animal pyramid 
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is so simplified that this energy is not carried 
upward; it either spills back directly into the 
soil, or at best passes through insects, rodents 
and small birds. The recent evidence that 
rodents increase on abused soils (animal weed 
theory) shows, I think, a simple dearth of 
higher animal layers, an unnatural downward 
deflection of the energy circuit at the rodent 
layer. Biotic farming (if I may coin such a 
term) would consciously carry this energy to 
higher levels before returning it to the soil. To 
this end it would employ all native wild species 
not actually incompatible with tame ones. These 
species would include not merely game, but 
rather the largest possible diversity of flora and 
fauna. i 

Biotic farming, in short, would include wild 
plants and animals with tame ones as expres- 
sions of fertility. To accomplish such a revolu- 
tion in the landscape, there must of course be 
a corresponding revolution in the landholder. 
The farmer who now seeks merely to preserve 
the soil must take account of the superstructure 
as well; a good farm must be one where the 
wild fauna and flora has lost acreage without 
losing its existence. 

It is easy, of course, to wish for better kinds 
of conservation, but what good does it do when 
on private lands we have very little of any 
kind? This is the basic puzzle for which I 
have no solution. 

It seems possible, though, that prevailing 
failure of economic self-interest as a motive for 
better private land use has some connection with 
the failure of the social and natural sciences to 
agree with each other, and with the landholder, 
on a common concept of land. This may not 
be it, but ecology, as the fusion point of sciences 
and all the land uses, seems to.me the place to 
look. 
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N pioneering times wild plants and animals In short, economic biology assumed that the 
l were tolerated, ignored, or fought, the atti- biotic function and economic utility of a species 

tude depending on the utility of the species. was partly known and the rest could shortly be 
Conservation introduced the idea that the more found out. That assumption no longer holds 

useful wild species could be managed as crops, good; the process of finding out added new ques- 
but the less useful ones were ignored and the pre- tions faster than new answers. The function of 
daceous ones fought, just as in pioneering days. species is largely inscrutable, and may remain so. 
Conservation lowered the threshold of toleration When the human mind deals with any concept 
for wildlife, but utility was still the criterion of too large to be easily visualized, it substitutes 
policy, and utility attached to species rather than some familiar object which seems to have similar 
to any collective total of wild things. Species properties. The “balance of nature” is a mental 
were known to compete with each other and to image for land and life which grew up before and 
cooperate with each other, but the cooperations during the transition to ecological thought. It is 
and competitions were regarded as separate and commonly employed in describing the biota to 
distinct; utility as susceptible of quantitative laymen, but ecologists among each other accept . 
evaluation by research. For proof of this we need it only with reservations, and its acceptance by 
look no further than the bony framework of any laymen seems to depend more on convenience 

j campus or capitol: department of economic ento- than on conviction. Thus “nature lovers” accept 
‘ mology, division of economic mammalogy, chief _ it, but sportsmen and farmers are skeptical (“the 

of food habits research, professor of economic balance was upset long ago; the only way to re- 
ornithology. These agencies were set up to tell store it is to give the country back to the Indi- 
us whether the red-tailed hawk, the gray gopher, ans”). There is more than a suspicion that the 
the lady beetle. and the meadowlark are useful, dispute over predation determines these attitudes, 
harmless, or injurious to man. rather than vice versa. 

Ecology is a new fusion point for all the nat- To the lay mind, balance of nature probably 
ural sciences. It has been built up partly by ecol- conveys an actual image of the familiar weighing 
ogists, but partly also by the collective efforts of scale. There may even be danger that the layman 
the men charged with the economic evaluation imputes to the biota properties which exist only 
of species. The emergence of ecology has placed _ on the grocer’s counter. 
the economic biologist in a peculiar dilemma: To the ecological mind, balance of nature has 
with one hand he points out the accumulated find- merits and also defects. Its merits are that it 
ings of his search for utility, or lack of utility, in conceives of a collective total, that it imputes 
thi: or that species; with the other he lifts the some utility to all species, and that it implies 
veil from a biota so complex, so conditioned by oscillations when balance is disturbed. Its defects 
interwoven cooperations and competitions, that are that there is only one point at which balance 
no man can say where utility begins or ends. No _ occurs, and that balance is normally static. 
species can be “rated” without the tongue in the If we must use a mental image for land instead 
cheek; the old categories of “useful” and “harm- of thinking about it directly, why not e ploy the 
ful” have validity only as conditioned by time, image commonly used in ecology, a4 the 
place, and circumstance. The only sure conclu- biotic pyramid? With certain additions herein- 
sion is that the biota as a whole is useful, and after developed it presents a truer picture of the 

| biota includes not only plants and animals, but biota. With a truer picture of the biota, the scien- 
} soils and waters as well. tist might take his tongue out of his cheek, the 
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layman might be less insistent on utility as a pre- soils, peats, and forests, but it is a sustained cir- 
requisite for conservation, more hospitable to the cuit, like a slowly augmented revolving fund of 
“useless” cohabitants of the earth, more toler- _ life. 
ant of values over and above profit, food, sport, The upward flow of energy depends on the 
or tourist-bait. Moreover, we might get better complex structure of the plant and animal com- 
advice from economists and philosophers if we munity, much as the upward flow of sap in a tree 
gave them a truer picture of the biotic mechan- depends on its complex cellular organization. 
ism. Without this complexity normal circulation would 

I will first sketch the pyramid as a symbol of not occur. Structure means the characteristic 
land, and later develop some of its implications numbers, as well as the characteristic kinds and 
in terms of land use. - functions of the species. 

Plants absorb energy from the sun. This en- This interdependence between the complex 
ergy flows through a circuit called the biota. It structure of land and its smooth functioning as 
may be represented by the layers of a pyramid an energy circuit is one of its basic attributes. 
(Fig. 1). The bottom layer is the soil. A plant When a change occurs in one part of the cir- 
layer rests on the soil, an insect layer on the cuit, many other parts must adjust themselves 
plants, and so on up through various groups of to it. Change does not necessarily obstruct the 
fish, reptiles, birds, and mammals. At the top flow of energy; evolution is a long series of self- 
are predators. induced changes, the net result of which has been 

The species of a layer are alike not in where probably to accelerate the flow; certainly to 
they came from, nor in what they look like, but lengthen the circuit. 
rather in what they eat. Each successive layer de- Evolutionary changes, however, are usually 
pends on those below for food and often for other slow and local. Man’s invention of tools has 
services, and each in turn furnishes food and ser- enabled him to make changes of unprecedented 
vices to those above. Each successive layer de- violence, rapidity, and scope. 
creases in abundance; for every predator there One change is in the composition of floras and 
are hundreds of his prey, thousands of their prey, faunas. The larger predators are lopped off the 
millions of insects. uncountable plants. cap of the pyramid; food chains, for the first 

The lines of dependency for food and other time in history, are made shorter rather than 
services are called food chains. Each species, in- longer. Domesticated species are substituted for 
cluding ourselves, is a link in many food chains. wild ones, and wild ones moved to new habitats. 
Thus the bobwhite quail eats a thousand kinds of In this world-wide pooling of faunas and floras. 
plants and animals, i.e., he is a link in a thousand some species get out of bounds as pests and dis- 
chains. The pyramid is a tangle of chains so eases, others are extinguished. Such effects are 
complex as to seem disorderly, but when care- seldom intended or foreseen; they represent un- 
fully examined the tangle is seen to be a highly _ predicted and often untraceable readjustments in 
organized structure. Its functioning depends on the structure. Agricultural science is largely a 
the cooperation and competition of all its diverse race between the emergence of new pests and the 
links. emergence of new techniques for their control. 

In the beginning, the pyramid of life was low Another change affects the flow of energy 
and squat; the food chains short and simple. through plants and animals, and its return to the 
Evolution has added layer after layer, link after 
link. Man is one of thousands of accretions to —_Y-streuit Down 
the height and complexity of the pyramid. Sci- Vi es bein ae 
ence has given us many doubts, but it has given 
us at least one certainty; the trend of evolution 
is to elaborate the biota. 

Land, then, is not merely soil; it is a fountain 
of energy flowing through a circuit of soils, 
plants, and animals. Food chains are the living 

channels which conduct energy upward; death G Ce, | 
and decay return it to the soil. The circuit is ee ea 

ney closed; eee ee a8 dissipated = decay, Fig. 1—Biotic pyramid, showing plant and animal com- 
some is added by absorption, some is stored in munity as an energy circuit. 

| 
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soil. Fertility is the ability of soil to receive, pyramid, or to absorb the energy returning from 
store, and-return energy. Agriculture, by over- such as remains. A cumulative process of wast- 
drafts on the soil, or by too radical a substitution age has set in. This wastage in the biotic organ- 
of domestic for native species in the superstruc- ism is similar to disease in an animal, except that 
ture, may clog the channels of flow or deplete it does not culminate in absolute death. The or- 
storage. Soils depleted of their stores wash away  ganism recovers, but at a low level of complexity 
faster than they form. This is erosion. and human habitability. We attempt to offset the 

Waters, like soils, are part of the energy cir- wastage by reclamation, but where the regimen 
cuit. Industry, by polluting waters, excludes the of soils and waters is disturbed it is only too evi- 
plants and animals necessary to keep energy in dent that the prospective longevity of reclama- 

circulation. tion projects is short. 

Transportation brings about another basic The combined evidence of history and ecology 
change: the plants or animals grown in one re- seems to support one general deduction: the less 
gion are consumed and return to the soil in an- violent the man-made changes, the greater the 
other. Thus the formerly localized and self-con- probability of successful readjustment in the 
tained circuits are pooled on a world-wide scale. pyramid. Violence, in turn, would seem to vary 

The process of altering the pyramid for human _ with human population density; a dense popula- 
occupation releases stored energy, and this often tion requires a more violent conversion of land. 
gives rise, during the pioneering period, to a de- In this respect, America has a better chance for 
ceptive exuberance of plant and animal life, both nonviolent human dominance than Europe. 
wild and tame. These releases of biotic capital It is worth noting that this deduction runs 
tend to becloud or delay the penalties of violence. counter to pioneering philosophy, which assumes 

This thumbnail sketch of land as an energy cir- that because a small increase in density enriched 
cuit conveys three ideas more or less lacking human life, that an indefinite increase will enrich 
from the balance of nature concept: it indefinitely. Ecology knows of no density rela- 

(1) That land is not merely soil. tionship which holds within wide limits, and soci- 
(2) That the native plants and animals kept ology seems to be finding evidence that this one 

the energy circuit open; others may or may not. __ is subject to a law of diminishing returns. 
(3) That man-made changes are of a different Whatever may be the equation for men and 

order than evolutionary changes, and have effects land, it is improbable that we as yet know all 
more comprehensive than is intended or fore- its terms. The recent discoveries in mineral and 

seen. vitamin nutrition reveal unsuspected dependen- : 
These ideas, collectively, raise two basic issues: cies in the up-circuit; incredibly minute quanti- 

Can the land adjust itself to the new order? Can ties of certain substances determine the value of 
violence be reduced? soils to plants, of plants to animals. What of the 

Biotas seem to differ in their capacity to sus- down-circuit? What of the vanishing species, the 
tain violence. Western Europe, for example, car- preservation of which we now regard as an aes- 
ries a far different pyramid than Caesar found thetic luxury? They helped build the soil; in 
there. Some large animals are lost; many new what unsuspected ways may they be essential to 
plants and animals are introduced, some of which its maintenance? Professor Weaver proposes 
escape as pests; the remaining natives are greatly that we use prairie flowers to reflocculate the 
changed in distribution and abundance. Yet the wasting soils of the dust bowl; who knows for 
soil is still fertile, the waters flow normally, the what purpose cranes and condors, otters and 
new structure seems to function and to persist. grizzlies may some day be used? 
There is no visible stoppage of the circuit. Can the violence be reduced? I think that it 

Western Europe, then, has a resistant biota. can be, and that most of the present dissensions 
Its processes are tough, elastic, resistant to strain. among conservationists may be regarded as the 
No matter how violent the alterations, the pyra- first gropings toward a nonviolent land use. 
mid, so far, has developed some new modus For example, the fight over predator control 
vivendi which preserves its habitability for man is no mere conflict of interest between field-glass 
and for most of the other natives. hunters and gun-hunters. It is a fight between 

The semiarid parts of both Asia and America those who see utility and beauty in the biota as 
display a different reaction. In many spots there a whole, and those who see utility and beauty 
is no longer any soil fit to support a complex only in pheasants or trout. It grows clearer
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year by year that violent reductions in raptorial _ soil, rather than of the biota including the soil. 
and carnivorous species as a means of raising The farmer must by the nature of his operations 
game and fish are necessary only where highly modify the biota more radically than the forester 
artificial (i.e., olent) methods of management or the wildlife manager; he must change the 
are used. Wud-raised game does not require ratios in the pyramid and exclude the larger pred- 
hawkless coverts, and the biotically educated ators and herbivores. This much difference is 
sportsman gets no pleasure from them. unavoidable. Nevertheless it remains true that 

Forestry is a turmoil of naturalistic move- the exclusions are always more radical than 
ments. necessary; that the substitution of tame for wild 

Thus the Germans, who taught the world to — plants and the annual renewal of the plant suc- 
plant trees like cabbages, have scrapped their cession creates a rich habitat for wildlife which 
own teachings and gone back to mixed woods of has never been consciously utilized except for 
native species, selectively cut and naturally re- game management and forestry. Modern “clean 
produced (Dauerwald). The “cabbage brand” farming,” despite its name, sends a large portion 
of silviculture, at first seemingly profitable, was of its energy into wild plants; a glance at the 
found by experience to carry unforeseen biotic aftermath of any stubble will prove this. But the 
penalties: insect epidemics, soil sickness, declin- animal pyramid is so simplified that this energy 

ing yields, foodless deer, impoverished flora, dis- is not carried upward; it either spills back direct- 
torted bird population. In their new Dauerwald _ ly into the soil, or at best passes through insects, 
the hard-headed Germans are now propagating rodents, and small birds. The recent evidence 
owls, woodpeckers, titmice, goshawks, and other that rodents increase on abused soils (animal 
useless wildlife. weed theory) shows, I think, a simple dearth of 

In America, the protests against radical “tim- higher animal layers, an unnatural downward de- 
i ber stand improvement” by the C.C.C. and flection of the energy circuit at the rodent layer. 

against the purging of beech, white cedar, and Biotic farming (if I may coin such a term) would 
tamarack from silvicultural plans are on all fours consciously carry this energy to higher levels be- 
with Dauerwald as a return to nonviolent for- fore returning it to the soil. To this end it would 
estry. So is the growing skepticism about the employ all native wild species not actually in- 
ultimate utility of exotic plantations. So is the compatible with tame ones. These species would 
growing alarm about the epidemic of new Kai- include not merely game, but rather the largest 
babs, the growing realization that only wolves _ possible diversity of flora and fauna. 
and lions can insure the forest against destruc- Biotic farming, in short, would include wild 
tion by deer and insure the deer against self- plants and animals with tame ones as expressions 
destruction. of fertility. To accomplish such a revolution in 

We have a whole group of discontents about the landscape, there must of course be a corre- 
the sacrifice of rare species: condors and griz- sponding revolution in the landholder. The farm- 
zlies, prairie flora and bog flora. These, on their er who now seeks merely to preserve the soil must” 
face, are protests against biotic violence. Some take account of the superstructure as well; a ) 
have gone beyond the protest stage: witness the good farm must be one where the wild fauna and 
Audubon researches for methods of restoring the flora has lost acreage without losing its existence. _ 
ivory-billed woodpecker and the desert bighorn; It is easy, of course, to wish for better kinds of 
the researches at Vassar and Wisconsin for meth- conservation, but what good does it do when on 
ods of managing wildflowers. private lands we have very little of any kind? 

The wilderness movement, the Ecological So- This is the basic puzzle for which I have no solu- 
ciety’s campaign for natural areas, the German _ tion. 
Naturschutz, and the international committees for It seems possible, though, that prevailing fail- 

wildlife protection all seek to preserve samples of ure of economic self-interest as a motive for bet- 
original biota as standards against which to mea-_ ter private land use has some connection with 
sure ib effects of violence. the failure of the social and natural sciences to 

Agriculture, the most important land use, agree with each other, and with the landholder, 
shows the least evidence of discontent with pio- on a common concept of land. This may not be 
neering concepts. Conservation, among agricul- _ it, but ecology, as the fusion point of sciences and 
tural thinkers, still means conservation of the all the land uses, seems to me the place to look.
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A BIOTIC VIEW OF LAND 
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be (Using a pyramid as the symbol of land, Professor Leo- 
ei pold shows the plant and animal community as an “energy cir-— 

Kix - cuit." He explains this in detail, as illustrated by the 
BS accompanying chart, then presents the following discussion. 
__—«-—-Editor's Note.) 
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Biotas seem to differ in their capacity to sustain vio- 
lence, Western Europe, for example, carries a far different 
pyramid than Caesar found there. Some large animals are 
lost; many new plants and animals are introduced, some of 
which escape as pests; the remaining natives are greatly 
changed in distribution and abundance. Yet the soil is 
still fertile, the waters flow normally, the new structure 
seems to function and to persist. There is no visible stop- 
page of the circuit. 

Western Europe, then, has a resistant biota. Its proc- 
esses are tough, elastic, resistant to strain. No matter 
how violent the alterations, the pyramid, so far, has devel- 
oped some new modus vivendi which preserves its habitability 
for man and for most of the other natives. 

The semiarid parts of both Asia and America display a 
different reaction. In many spots there is no longer any 
soil fit to support a complex pyramid, or to absorb the en- 
ergy returning from such as remains. A cumulative process 
of wastage has set in. This wastage in the biotic organism 
is similar to disease in an animal, except that it does not 
culminate in absolute death. The organism recovers, but at 
a low level of complexity and human habitability. We at- 
tempt to offset the wastage by reclamation, but where the 
regimen of soils and waters is disturbed it is only too evi- 
dent that the prospective longevity of reclamation projects 
is short. 

The combined evidence of history and ecology seems to 
support one general deduction: the less violent the man- 
made changes, the greater the probability of successful re- 
adjustment in the pyramid. Violence, in turn, would seem to 
vary with human population density; a dense population re- 
quires a more violent conversion of land. In this respect, 
America has a better chance for nonviolent human dominance 

than Europe. 
It is worth noting that this deduction runs counter to 

pioneering philosophy, which assumes that because a small 
increase in density enriched human life, that an indefinite 
increase will enrich it indefinitely. Ecology knows of no 
density relationship which holds within wide limits, and so- 
ciology seems to be finding evidence that this one is sub- 
ject to a law of diminishing returns, 

Whatever may be the equation for men and land, it is 
improbable that we as yet know all its terms. The recent 
discoveries in mineral and vitamin nutrition reveal unsus- 
pected dependencies in the up-circuit; incredibly minute 

quantities of certain substances determine the value of 
soils to plants, of plants to animals. What of the down- 
circuit? What of the vanishing species, the preservation of



which we now regard as an aesthetic luxury? They helped 
build the soil; in what unsuspected ways may they be essen- 
tial to its maintenance? Professor Weaver proposes that we 
use prairie flowers to reflocculate the wasting soils of the 
dust bowl; who knows for what purpose cranes and condors, 
otters and grizzlies may some day be used? 

Can the violence be reduced? I think that it can be, 
and that most of the present dissensions among conservation— 
ists may be regarded as the first gropings toward a nonvio-— 
lent land use. 

For example, the fight over predator control is no mere 
conflict of interest between field-glass Iminters and gun- 
hunters. It is a fight between those who see utility and 
beauty in the biota as a whole, and those who see utility 
and beauty only in pheasants or trout. It grows clearer 
year by year that violent reductions in raptorial and car- 
nivorous species as a means of raising game and fish are 
necessary only where highly artificial (i.e., violent) meth- 
ods of management are used, Wild-raised game does not re- 
quire hawkless coverts, and the biotically educated sports- 
man gets no pleasure from them, 

Forestry is a turmoil of naturalistic movements, 
Thus the Germans, who taught the world to plant trees 

like cabbages, have scrapped their own teachings and gone 
back to mixed woods of native species, selectively cut and 
naturally reproduced (Dauerwald). The "cabbage brand" of 
silviculture, at first seemingly profitable, was found by 
experience to carry unforeseen biotic penalties: insect ep— 
idemics, soil sickness, declining yields, foodless deer, im- 
poverished flora, distorted bird population. In their new 
Dauerwald the hard-headed Germans are now propagating owls, 

woodpeckers, titmice, goshawks, and other useless wildlife. 
In America, the protests against radical "timber stand 

improvement"! by the C.C.C. and against the purging of beech, 
white cedar, and tamarack from silvicultural plans are on 
all fours with Dauerwald as a return to nonviolent forestry. 
So is the growing skepticism about the ultimate utility of 
exotic plantations. So is the growing alarm about the epi- 
demic of new Kaibabs, the growing realization that only 
wolves and lions can insure the forest against destruction 
by deer and insure the deer against self-destruction. 

We have a whole group of discontents about the sacri- 
fice of rare species: condors and grizzlies, prairie flora 
and bog flora. These, on their face, are protests against 
biotic violence. Some have gone beyond the protest stage: 
witness the Audubon researches for methods of restoring the 
ivory—billed woodpecker and the desert bighorn; the re- 
searches at Vassar and Wisconsin for methods of managing



wildflowers. 
The wilderness movement, the Ecological Society's cam— 

paign for natural areas, the German Naturschutz, and the in- 
ternational committees for wildlife protection all seek to 
preserve samples of original biota as standards against 
which to measure the effects of violence. 

Agriculture, the most important land use, shows the 
least evidence of discontent with pioneering concepts. Con— 
servation, among agricultural thinkers, still means conser- 
vation of the soil, rather than of the biota including the 
soil. The farmer must by the nature of his operations modi- 
fy the biota more radically than the forester or the wild- 
life manager; he mst change the ratios in the pyramid and 
exclude the larger predators and herbivores. This mich dif- 
ference is unavoidable. Nevertheless it remains true that 
the exclusions are always more radical than necessary; that 
the substitution of tame for wild plants and the annual re- 
newal of the plant succession creates a rich habitat for 
wildlife which has never been consciously utilized except 
for game management and forestry. Modern "clean farming," 
despite its name, sends a large portion of its energy into 
wild plants; a glance at the aftermath of any stubble will 
prove this. But the animal pyramid is so simplified that 
this energy is not carried upward; it either spills back di- 
rectly into the soil, or at best passes through insects, 
rodents, and small birds. The recent evidence that ro- 
dents increase on abused soils (animal weed theory) shows, I 

think, a simple dearth of higher animal layers, an unnatural 
downward deflection of the energy circuit at the rodent lay- 
er. Biotic farming (if I may coin such a term) would con- 
sciously carry this energy to higher levels before returning 
it to the soil. To this end it would employ all native wild 
species not actually incompatible with tame ones. These 
species would include not merely game, but rather the larg-— 
est possible diversity of flora and fauna. 

Biotic farming, in short, would include wild plants and 
animals with tame ones as expressions of fertility. To ac- 
complish such a revolution in the landscape, there mst of 

course be a corresponding revolution in the landholder. The 
farmer who now seeks merely to preserve the soil mst take 
account of the superstructure as well; a good farm mst be 
one where the wild fauna and flora has lost acreage without 
losing its existence. 

--From a paper by Professor Leopold at a joint meeting 
of the Society of American Foresters and the Ecologi- 
cal Society of America, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, June 
21, 1939. Published in the Journal of Forestry, Sep- 
tember 1939,
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REPORT ON HURON MOUNTAIN CLUB 
By ALDO LEOPOLD 

PUBLIC RELATIONS OF THE CLUB 

The Huron Mountain property is of outstanding value for: 

1. Wilderness recreation. 
2. Scientific study. 
8. Wildlife conservation. 
4. Timber. 

The wilderness and timber values belong wholly to the members 
by reason of their ownership of the land. 

The wildlife values are shared with the neighbors by reason of 
mobile animals which range in and out of the boundary, and with the 
general public by reason of its legal title in all wild animals. 

The scientific values arise from the fact that the Huron Mountain 

property will soon be one of the few large remnants of maple-hemlock 

forest remaining in a substantially undisturbed condition. All earth- 
sciences must, in the long run, learn how to use land by referring to 

unused land as a base-datum or starting point. Whoever owns such 

land will one day find it in demand for scientific investigations. 

It is clear, then, that the Club has not only a unique property, but 
a large opportunity for public service in science and conservation. 

Conversely, the Club property is deeply affected by what the 
neighboring owners do with their timber, deer, roads, resorts, fires, 

and fisheries, and by the laws and policies adopted by public agencies 

in respect to wildlife, fires, and roads. 

These interdependencies clearly exclude as untenable any merely 
defensive policy on the part of the Club. 

This report attempts to sketch a policy for the simultaneous de- 

velopment of both the public and private values inherent in the Club’s 
lands. 

Wilderness, scientific, and timber values are treated in Section A, 

“Proposed Land and Timber Policy.” 

Wildlife values are treated in Section B, “Proposed Wildlife Pol- 

icy.” 

Section C deals with miscellaneous internal and administrative ad- 
justments. 

The appendix contains statistical data of possible use for future 

reference. 
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SECTION A 

Proposed Land and Timber Policy 
OBJECTIVES 

1. To “buffer” the lakes, streams, and lake shore against en- 
croachment. 

2. To block out the Club holdings into a solid area if possible. 
8. To preserve the wilderness flavor. 
4. To preserve as large a sample as possible of uncut timber. 
5. To create desirable conditions for wildlife. 

NEED FOR A POLICY 

The existence of a comprehensive written policy does not imply 
heavy expense or inflexible operations. It means that the management 

shall have a definite aim to work toward, and that modifications of 
that aim shall be made only by general consent of the members. I have 

the impression that lack of a clearly defined land policy in the past 
has been expensive in terms of both money and effort. 

SCALE OF HOLDINGS 

The land policy here proposed can be based upon either the con- 

solidation of the present holdings, or upon a larger holding, but not 
upon a smaller one. The present “ragged” boundary, if not consoli- 
dated, will probably be a source of trouble in the future. 

The proposed land policy is first sketched in general terms, and 

later applied to a consolidated holding of roughly the present exterior 
proportions. Modifications to fit a different scale can be made at will. 

BUFFERING AND BLOCKING OUT 

The need of buffering may suddenly become acute by reason of 
the recent completion of a logging railroad within two miles of the 
southwest corner of the Club lands, and a logging camp within a mile 
of Howe Lake. 

As interior owners cut their timber, it may be possible to contract 
for the cutover land with the stipulation that it be logged by “selective 
cutting.” 

It may be possible to trade certain blocks of Club timber for out- 
side land, and thus complete the buffer zone. 

The purchase of buffer property, and the recovery of part of the 

cost by selective logging of the purchased land, may also be possible. 

ROADS 

The present club road system is sufficient to allow access to re- 
mote parts of the Club property in a single day. More or better roads 
would detract from the wilderness flavor without any large compensat- 
ing gain. It is therefore proposed that the Club road system be not 

further extended. 
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The construction of public roads across the property should, as in 
the past, be opposed by all possible means. The scientific developments 
later discussed should greatly strengthen the “moral position” of the 
Club in resisting encroachment of this or other kinds. 

TIMBER 

The maple-hemlock forest in full stand is nearly devoid of game. 
A cutting grows game food for about 12 years, after which food plants 
are shaded out, or grow out of reach. 

Wild flowers are scarce in fully shaded woods. They occur in 
greatest variety where various intensities of sunlight are allowed to 
reach the ground. 

Songbirds in wide variety are particularly dependent on an alter- 

nation of shade, partial shade, and open spots. 

All these considerations call for openings. On the other hand, the 
uncut timber is itself one of the principal attractions. Timber policy is 

hence a question of reconciling the opposing pulls for light and shade, 
cut and uncut. 

Up to a few years ago the only known method of opening a forest 
like Huron Mountain was by clean cutting or “slash.” At present, 
however, selective logging makes it possible to open the forest in any 
desired degree without appreciable scars. The results of selective cut- 

ting are no longer conjectural. They may be seen at the Forest Ex- 

periment Station at Dukes, 22 miles east of Marquette. 
The best method of handling the Huron Mountain timber is be- 

lieved to be the reservation of an interior protected area, and the es- 

tablishment of a buffer zone of selectively logged areas. The smaller 

and the more frequent the selective cuttings, the greater the benefit to 
wildlife. 

The fully reserved area should surround the lakes, particularly 

the Mountain Lake Chain. It will thus comprise the interior of the 
property. It should also include some lake shore. The selectively logged 
areas will naturally lie adjacent to surrounding transportation, i. e., 
they should form the buffer zone already discussed. If possible the 
buffer zone should be large enough to sustain some logging each year. 

Since some of the selectively logged areas at Dukes regrow the origi- 
nal cut in 14 years, this does not call for a buffer zone of prohibitive 
size. 

The Salmon Trout lands are too narrow and already too much 
altered to serve as a reserved area. 

In no case should the additional roads used for selective logging be 
left open to motor travel. 

The salability of the various species and grades of timber varies 
with market conditions and with the presence or absence of outside 
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logging operations. At present hemlock is unsalable at a fair price. 

There also is a doubt about the permanence of the outlet for chemical 

wood at Marquette. With no market for chemical wood or hemlock, 
selective logging chances are poor. There is, however, no reason to 

believe that markets will always be poor, and the present depression 

creates an extra favorable chance for acquisition of lands. 

The Club has a better chance to practice selective logging than 
the average lumber company because its timber was acquired earlier 

and cheaper and the costs of holding it are properly chargeable at least 

in part to recreation. At least the converse is true, i. e., complete and 

sudden liquidation of the timber by slashing would defeat its purposes 

as a club, whereas it does not defeat the purposes of lumber companies 

as now organized. 

SCIENCE AND WILDERNESS 

The recreational values of wilderness should need no elaboration 
to members of this club. 

The potential values of the Huron Mountain property for scientific 

purposes, however, are probably little appreciated either by the mem- 

bers or by the public. By “scientific purposes” is meant research in the 
organization of biotic communities, including plants, animals, soils, and 

waters. Such research is distinct from that aimed at practical appli- 

cations to the Club’s wildlife, treated in Section B. Appendix F des- 
cribes its viewpoint and the need for “natural areas” on which it can 
be conducted. 

The size-scale of a wilderness area for scientific study greatly af- 

fects its value. A small area my be “natural” in respect of its plants, 

but wholly unnatural in respect of its mobile animals or water. How- 

ever, mobile animals greatly affect plant life, so that a small virgin 
forest may appear to be natural when actually it has been profoundly 

affected by forces applied to animals, waters, or climate at points far 

distant. (Thus the deer populations determined by laws passed at 

Lansing, by hunters camping at Big Bay, and by lumbering operations 
on the Little Huron, have apparently exterminated the ground hem- 
lock from the “virgin” forest of Mountain Lake.) 

In general, a small area is valuable for studies of vegetation and 

soils. Birds, mammals, and waters require larger areas by region of 

their mobility. 

CONDITION OF THE HURON WILDERNESS 

The Club property as a scientific wilderness area has suffered 
three major disturbances: 

1. The original pine logging. 
2. The extermination of important members of the mobile 

fauna (cougar, caribou, moose, wolverine, fisher, marten). 
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3. The alteration and transplantation of the fish fauna by 
artificial plantings. 

It is now threatened by three further disturbances: 

4. Undue increase of deer due to wolf control and outside 
slashings. (This is capable of so disrupting the flora as 
to injure recreational as well as scientific values.) 

5. cei ity of wolf and otter by excessive predator con- 
trol. 

6. Depletion of Lake Superior fish fauna by commercial 
fishing. 

7. Completion of a highway through or near the property. 
To avert or minimize these disturbances requires the cooperation 

of outside agencies. Such cooperation is possible if the Club assumes 
a scientific function; improbable if it merely stands on its private prop- 

erty rights. 

To preserve the remaining scientific values the following internal 

policies are called for: 

1. Cease all further introductions of exotic animals or plants, 
especially in the reserved area. 

2. Record all introductions so far made. 
3. Reduce to a minimum all controls of mobile fauna rang- 

ing in and out of the reserved area. 

These precautions are discussed in more specific detail in the wild- 
life section. 

How the research in a natural area at Huron Mountain might be 
conducted and financed is a question I cannot answer in advance. I 

can only record my opinion that demand for the use of the area, and 

eventually funds for using it, would develop. Most of the universities 

of the Lake States would be interested. 

LAND PLAN 

Map 1 shows the present boundary, and two alternative buffer 

zones based on consolidation of the present exterior boundary of the 

Club’s holdings. Map 2 shows reserved area and buffer zone based on 

the smaller of the two proposed boundaries. 

The detached reserved areas are for preserving a lakeshore habi- 

tat, which is of special interest to the botanist. 

Assuming that financial conditions within the Club preclude any 

heavy purchase program, it seems to me more likely that help could be 

obtained as a combination club and scientific area than merely as a club. 
The appraisal of this chance I must leave to the officers. 

It would not be necessary for the club to own the desired additions 

to the “buffer zone” if it had assurance of their being handled as a buf- 

fer zone, i. e., of their being kept free of roads and improvements, and 

not logged except selectively. 

This would be a favorable time for the enlargement of the buffer 
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zone because of the low timber values, especially hemlock, and because 
of the pressure of indebtedness on the owners. 

It is obvious, though, that any advertisement of an extension in 

boundaries would inflate prices. It is imperative, then, that this part 
of this report be kept confidential. 

Should such an extension be desired, it would be best to operate 
through a third party already in the timber and land business. 

Obviously all of the land policies suggested in this report are con- 

ditioned by the Club’s decision as to whether it wants or can contrive to 
get an extension of lands. 

If there is to be no extension, but if the “reserved area” idea be 

accepted, then there is little timber left for selective logging. 
If there is to be no extension and if the “reserved area” idea be 

applied only to scenery (i.e., no reserved area in the scientific sense), 
then there is a good deal of room for selective logging in the interior 
of the present holding, and an adjusted land plan can be drawn to fit 

these conditions. 

If there can be an extension and if the “reserved area” idea is to 
be tried, then either of the two alternative boundaries shown on Map 1 

would be logical. 

The addition of the entire watershed of Cedar Creek would be 
still better. 

The addition of the entire watershed of the Salmon Trout River 
is out, for its headwaters have already been slashed to such an extent 

as to destroy its value as a “natural area” for scientific study. 

RULES FOR ADJUSTMENT 

In the execution of this or any adjusted land plan the following 
general principles are recommended: 

1. Pine is scarcer than maple-hemlock and should be cut 
sparingly if at all, even outside the reserved area. The 
large mature pine veterans are of special value, and should 
not be cut. 

2. Undisturbed lake shore is relatively scarce. Both beach 
and cliff shore is needed. Acquisitions of more shore is 
desirable ; cuttings or improvements on lake shore are un- 
desirable. 

SECTION B 

Proposed Wildlife Policy 
HISTORY 

The wildlife conservation movement is divided over several basic 
issues, one of which is control of predatory species. 

Many (but by no means all) sportsmen set a higher value on game 
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than on other forms of wildlife, and are willing to sacrifice non-game 
to game species on a large scale in the form of “vermin control.” 

On the other hand, some sportsmen and nearly all ornithologists, 
mammalogists, botanists, etc., refuse to set a preferential value on 

game. They challenge the efficiency of “vermin control” as a means 

to increase game. They assert that improving food and cover is a bet- 

ter way to accomplish game increase, and that the way to improve food 

and cover may be found by scientific investigation. 
I adhere to the latter school, but by reason of a lifetime of hunt- 

ing and fishing am sympathetic toward the ends (if not the means) of 
the former. 

The Huron Mountain Club has naturally experienced this cleavage 

of thought among its members. Actual policy, however, has so far been 

dictated by the sporting group. This is natural in a club founded 
largely for fishing, and certainly no reversal of policy which disre- 

garded the interests of fishing would be either possible or wise. I per- 

sonally believe, however, that scientific investigation is capable of build- 

ing a more successful fish policy than the old rule-of-thumb formula, 

namely “stock heavily and kill as many predators as possible.” 

The fish research now entrusted by the Club to Dr. Hubbs is a 

search for new, more effective, and less destructive methods of fish 

management. The fish work is in competent hands and is not further 

discussed in this report. 

DEFINITION OF NEW POLICY 

The new wildlife policy which I recommend, and which I believe 

Dr. Hubbs is already working toward in the fish work, may be defined 
“in a nutshell” as follows: 

Game fish can be built up, by methods now under investigation, 
probably with little resort to predator control. 

Fish predators are of positive value for esthetic enjoyment and 
scientific study and are not to be lightly sacrificed to fish. The otters 
of the Salmon Trout River are unique, and in one sense more valuable 

than any amount of trout. 

Deer can be built up, but not by killing wolves. Deer are limited 

by winter food, and to allow them to increase without increasing their 
natural food supply would be a calamity to the timber, the flora, the 

birds, and the deer themselves. Artificial feeding is no answer. It 

simply exaggerates the discrepancy between the deer and the carrying 

capacity of the range. Deer food plants can be increased by selective 
logging. 

Deer predators, especially wolves, are of positive value for esthetic 

enjoyment and scientific study, and are not to be lightly sacrificed. 
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The wolves make the Huron Mountain property more unique and val- 
uable than deer possibly can. 

Ruffed grouse are governed largely by the game cycle. Predator 

control on their behalf is entirely useless. The average population can 

be raised by selective logging and by planting white clover in open- 
ings, but the level will fluctuate violently in any case. 

The forest, birds, and wild flowers are of positive value for es- 
thetic enjoyment and scientific study. They will take care of them- 

selves if the timber is conservatively handled and the deer kept down 
to normal numbers. 

The members. Much can be done to increase the total enjoyment 

derived from the club wildlife by encouraging members to enlarge 
their fields of personal knowledge and appreciation. The initiation of 

scientific work on the Club property will tend to have this effect. 

WHY IMPORTANT 

Quite apart from differing opinions on the right and wrong of 

wildlife questions, there are two reasons of self-interest which make it 
advisable for the Club to modify its former wildlife policy: 

1. Any irritation is exaggerated when it comes from a club. 
The old ideas of predator-control are particularly irritat- 
ing to many whose good will is valuable. 

2. Too big an increase in the deer herd will bring large 
physical damage to the club property. The deer herd will 
be easier controlled if its natural enemies are present in 
reasonable numbers. 

DISCUSSION BY SPECIES 

Deer. The Club property has a moderate but increasing population 

of deer. Fred Dunham’s estimate of 500 last winter means one deer 
per 30 acres. On good deer range this is a “normal” density. However, 
the carrying capacity of the Club land is very low due to the large pro- 
portion of heavily-shaded foodless terrain. The browse plants are al- 

ready over-strained, as evidenced by the existence of “plimsoll lines” 

on all white cedar bordering lakes, the absence of white cedar and hem- 
lock reproduction, the clipping of all striped maple, the absence of yew 
or “ground hemlock” except on cliffs and inaccessible rocks, and the 

browsing of balsam along snow-plowed roads. 

With the encroachment of lumbering to the west and south, the 
deer population will be artificially sustained on down tops, and hence 
may be expected to increase. This increase will intensify the strain on 

the Club range, perhaps to a dangerous extent. It is especially im- 
portant, therefore, to maintain at least the present wolf population. It 

may also become advisable to encourage deer hunting by the Club 

members on the Club lands, and public hunting on the adjoining prop- 
erties. : 
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The artificial feeding of alfalfa hay near the clubhouse is, from 
this viewpoint, unsound practice, but it has been very successful in 
decoying a few “tame” deer to the Club headquarters, where they fur- 
nish pleasure to members. I recommend that feeding on a small scale 

be continued, but only for this limited and local purpose. Heavy gen- 
eral feeding would be dangerous and should be discouraged. 

Wolves have been kept out of the interior of the Club holdings by 
the ingenious practice of firing snags. Fred Dunham deserves much 
credit for his resourcefulness in devising such a scheme, and its con- 

tinuance on other than the “reserved area” (see Section A) is approved. 
On the reserved area, however, if would tend to upset the natural con- 

ditions desired for scientific study, and should be discontinued. 

The objective of deer management is to preserve a safe margin 
between carrying capacity and population. The best method is to raise 
capacity. This can be done by selective cuttings, which, by admitting 

light to the forest floor, will increase the amount of palatable browse 

plants (list in Appendix B). The area available for selective cutting is 

the “buffer zone” between the central “reserved area” and the exterior 
boundary. This may be large or small, depending on the land policy 

adopted. Selective cuttings on adjoining lands will benefit the Club 
deer range almost as much as those on its own lands, provided they 

are made gradually. On the other hand, large sudden cuttings of any 
kind anywhere will damage the Club deer range by suddenly raising 

capacity and then, after a few years, leaving a heavy deer population 
without food. The “deer fortunes” of the Club are thus linked with 

those of its neighbors to an unpredictable but important extent. 

Deer research. Deer crises of one sort or another are impending 

all over the Lake States. No two local situations are alike, but they all 
consist of maladjustments between deer, feed, predators, and hunting. 

It is obvious, then, that deer administration must become a flexible 

thing, to be worked out by groups of landholders in cooperation with 
the State Conservation Department. The Club has an opportunity to 

become the pioneer in such an enterprise. The first move is to learn 
something about its own deer: their movements, their food habits, 

their mortality from wolves, hunting, etc. Such a study calls for a 

yearlong investigator working in the region of the Club. His work 
should be dovetailed with the deer investigations being conducted un- 
der Ilo H. Bartlett by the Conservation Department. Hence detailed 

specifications for the Huron Mountain deer research should await a 
conference with the Conservation Department. 

The cost of the work, however, can be clearly foreseen at this time. 

Tt will cost about $1,400 per year (stipend $800, travel $400, traps and 

supplies $200). 
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Deer tagging by the Club guards (recommended in Section C) 
should proceed in any event, and would be a valuable start toward the 
larger research program. 

Wolves. One of the most startling contradictions in current con- 
servation policy is the fact that every real student of the northern for- 

ests foresees heavy physical damage from local overstocking by deer, 

but nobody has as yet succeeded in undermining the governmental pol- 

icy of subsidized wolf extermination. The reason lies partly in the 

inertia of pioneering habits of thought, and partly in the assumption 

that the rifles can control the deer. Yet the fact is that rifles have 

never accomplished really satisfactory deer-control, even in Europe. 

There is a widespread rebellion against blanket predator control, but 

it centres in intellectuals who know nothing of administration, who are 
rarely offered administrative positions, and who usually shun them 

when offered as a wolf shuns a poisoned carcass. Natural resources, 

then, are one of many public interests which suffer from the current 

refusal of highly trained men to enter “politics.” 
Who will have the courage to “break the ice” by proposing a ra- 

tional policy toward the remnant of Michigan wolves? There are three 

possibilities: the Forest Service, the Michigan Conservation Depart- 

ment, or some group of private landowners. The first two cannot light- 

ly antagonize the “barbershop biologist,” but I suspect they are ready 

to move if they should receive even a little backing or encouragement 

from some citizen group other than the intellectuals. 

Who could better give them this backing than a group of land- 
owners whose forests and deer are threatened by the unwisdom of the 

present policy? 

By “backing” I do not mean abstract arguments, or sermons on 
ecological theory. I mean measured facts on deer and wolf populations, 

deer and wolf movements, deer and wolf foods. We end then with the 

same conclusion as in deer: put a man on the ground to gather the 

elementary data. He can be the same man as already proposed for the 
deer study. The local guards like Fred Dunham, with their woods 

knowledge of deer and wolves, can help such a study keep its “feet on 

the ground.” 

Otter. The role of the otter as a fish-predator has already been 
discussed, and is being studied by Hubbs. 

It may not be clear to the members, though, that to own an otter 

range carries (to my mind) the same public responsibility as to own 
a piece by Phidias or Michael Angelo. If the owner fails to appreciate 

the value of what he has, he is eventually “out of luck” with all think- 

ing men. If he does appreciate it, and can help the public to appreci- 
ate it, he performs a valuable public service. 
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The otter has been a rarity for so long that neither science nor 

art has touched him. His life history, his evolution as a species, his 
psychology, his physiology, are virgin fields for scientific inquiry, and 
the interpretation of his remarkable “personality” is a virgin field for 

literature and art. Williamson, in his “Tarka the Otter” has made a 

start toward literary interpretation. Only the beaver and the buffalo 

outrank the otter as “personifications” of American history. 
Research on otters must give place to more pressing and practical 

; problems like the deer-wolf-forest relationship, but the Club should 

never lose sight of the fact that as an owner of otter range, it is the 

custodian of a rare and irreplaceable natural resource. 

As in the case of wolves and deer, the otter is a mobile resource 

ranging over many ownerships. No one owner can effectively act 

alone. All these neighborhood responsibilities clearly dictate the need 

for eventual group action in the Huron Mountain region. The first 
move toward group action is club action. 

The moral responsibility for a wise otter policy is accentuated by 
the fact that the Club was “accessory” to the extermination of the fish- 
er in 1931 (see Appendix A). This, however, is spilt milk, and need 

not be discussed. 

Ruffed grouse, spruce hen, snowshoe rabbit. These species are 

grouped because they are known to be controlled'in their population 

levels by the 10-year cycle, and the Club need do nothing to conserve 
them except to conserve their habitat. 

The grouse habitat can be enlarged by selective cuttings and by 
planting openings with white clover. These improvements should, 

however, be excluded from the “reserved area.” 

The spruce hen, like the otter, is a species which is being pushed 

northward out of the United States. There are apparently three rem- 

nants on the Club holdings (see Appendix D). To conserve these 

remnants it is necessary to conserve swamp timber adjacent to jack- 

pine upland, Since this would be automatic even under the present pol- 

icy, there is no need for any action. 
Fortunately, the Club holdings do not seem to be a heavy. rabbit 

country, otherwise serious problems of damage to vegetation might 

arise during the 10-year peaks of rabbit population. 

The Club can render a valuable service to science by starting ac- 

curate yearly censuses of these three cyclic species, i.e., ruffed grouse, 

spruce hen, and snowshoe rabbit. This census work could, for the 

present, be done by the deer investigator. 

Miscellaneous. A complete list of rare species appears in Appendix 
Dd. 

An important future opportunity exists for the study of wild- 
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flower habitats, with the object of working out the technique for man- 
agement “in the wild.” The problem is not locally pressing at this 
time. 

It is likely that botanists will find plant rarities corresponding to 
the otter and the spruce hen. This is particularly likely on the lake 
shore beaches and cliffs. No lake shore should be “improved” without 
prior botanical exploration. 

SECTION 'C 

Miscellaneous 
REGISTRATION AS A “NATURAL AREA” 

The Ecological Society of America publishes a register of natural 
areas available for scientific study.* It also has a standing committee 
charged with promoting the establishment of natural areas (see Ap- 
pendix F). If the Club establishes a reserved area it should list its 
holdings with the society and seek its cooperation in protecting the 
area and developing scientific studies thereon. 

This would entail no obligations on the part of the Club, and 
might result in much valuable help in maintaining the integrity of the 

property. 
Cost estimate: No cost. 

LIBRARY AND MUSEUM 

The Club should establish a natural history library and museum 
for the benefit of its members and staff, whether or not it embarks on 

the scientific developments here recommended. This need entail no 

large expense; the collections would grow by gifts, and by accessions 

from scientific workers. Some one person, however, should be charged 

with maintenance and care. Cost estimate: A room or building to 
house the collection, plus $25 per year for materials, plus $100 for 

initial purchase of books. 

METEOROLOGICAL STATION 

Local weather records would be of great value to future scientific 
work, and probably of considerable interest to members. Probably few 
members appreciate the fact that the climate differs fundamentally 

from that further south in that the ground never freezes and the snow 

melts from below, not at the surface. This gives rise to a whole chain 
of phenomena in the plant and animal worlds. 

Some one person would have to be charged with the duty of mak- 

ing and recording observations. Cost estimate: $................ for initial 
equipment plus 1/20 of the time of one man. 

*See “Naturalist’s Guide to the Americas,” Williams & Wilkins Co., Balti- 
more, 1926. 
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? NURSERY 

A small nursery for native shrubs and trees for use on cottage 
grounds and buffer areas would be valuable. The following shrubs 
could be grown from cuttings treated in hormone solution to induce 

root formation: yew or ground hemlock, mountain ash, highbush cran- 

berry. The hormone is a commercial product called Auxlias. It is ob- 
tainable from Montgomery Ward & Co., and is accompanied by in- 
structions for use. Cost estimate: 1/20 of the time of one man. 

SCIENTIFIC WORK BY ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 

The guards have a considerable opportunity to contribute to scien- 
tific studies without additional expenditure of time or funds. 

Deer can be trapped at the feeding stations and salt licks and 
marked with ear-tags for subsequent recovery either when killed by 
hunters or predators, or observed at close range with field glasses. 

Fawns found in the woods can be likewise tagged. I will supply spec- 
ifications for trap designs and for tags. 

Feces of wolf, otter, coyote, bobcat should be collected as found, 

dried, labelled, and held for fecal analysis to determine local food 

habits. 

Pellets of herons, owls, hawks, and kingfishers should be col- 

lected if they can be found. 

Stomachs of predatory species killed for control purposes or found 
dead, and stomachs of game birds killed by hunters or found dead, 
should be preserved in formalin for analysis to determine local food 

habits. 

Suitable containers can be had at drug stores. Appendix C gives 
specifications for labels. 

Cost estimate $50 for traps, $10 per year for materials. Con- 
tributed spare time of guards averaging about one full-time man, but 

since this is already paid for it need not be calculated as expense. 

SCIENTIFIC VISITORS 

All of the above undertakings might be vitalized, and consider- 
able interest created among ‘members, by inviting selected scientific 
workers to pursue their respective studies on its property, offering 

board, or board and lodging. This scheme has already been in effect 

to some extent. I offer no recommendation, since the worthwhileness 

of the system depends so much on who is invited and what attitudes 

exist in the members. f 

STUDENT VISITORS 

A kind of “nature guide” service for young people is maintained 

by employing a student, who also directs the work of children in the 
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highly mechanized “carpenter shop.” I offer no recommendation be- 
cause I have not seen the system at work. I suggest, though, that let- 
ting the young people help in an actual scientific investigation might 

be a less artificial way of accomplishing the same thing. 

APPENDIX A 

*Census and Kill Estimates 

Predatory Animal Removals 

Huron Mountain Club 

Year Name Species Remarks, Area 

1930-31 __............ Bennett | Wolves 2 killed) 
(trapper head- Fisher 2 killed) 
quartered at Badger 1 killed) 
Club) Dog 1 killed) on or near Club 

Porcupine) ) 
Skunk) many ) 
Coyote  ) ) 

1935 Emarson Deer 100 estimated on Club 

1935 F. Dunham Deer 250-300 estimated on 
Club 

1985 ROCs OE) Beaver, Many poached from 
Club 

1935 LOUIS ccc | Coyotes 6 trapped on Cedar 
Creek 

F. Dunham Coyotes 1 trapped on Club 
Bobcat 4 trapped on Club 
Housecat 5 trapped on Club 

1936 F. Dunham Deer 400 estimated on Club 

1936 F. Dunham Deer 15 dead deer found in 
woods, 

1937 F. Dunham Blue Heron 90 killed in 1936 and 
1937. 

19387 F. Dunham Deer 5 dead deer found in 
woods. 

1987 F. Dunham Deer 500 estimated on Club, 
winter 1937-88. 

1937 F, Dunham Wolves 2 packs crossed Club at 
intervals. 5 in one, 4 in 

other. 
1938 F. Dunham Deer 100 feeding on cuttings 

Sec. 18T, 52R, 29W. 
1938 F. Dunham Blue Heron — 29 killed to June 1. 

*These are fragmentary and are preserved for lack of something better. 
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APPENDIX B 

Lists of Winter Foods 
(in order of preference) 

Deer—Fred Dunham Deer—Composite by J.R. Nietzel 
Ground hemlock and Aldo Leopold 
White cedar Ground hemlock 
Hemlock White cedar 
Birch buds, (white, yellow, Mountain maple 

black) Striped maple 
Maple buds Red dogwood 
Striped maple Yellow birch 
Red maple Beaked hazel 
Beaked hazel Hemlock 
“Lush grass” (Carex sp?) Sugar maple 
Sugar maple Balsam ; 
Pincherry 
Alder 
Balsam 

Beaver—Fred Dunham Grouse Budding Trees—Fred 
Aspen Dunham 
Mountain ash Aspen 
Sugar and red maple Black, white, yellow birch 
All birches Red maple 
Alder Sugar maple 
Ash Elm 
Elm Hemlock (browse) 

APPENDIX C 

Data for droppings collected (droppings of wolf, otter, coyote, bobcat 
desired). 

Species \ 
Date 
Collected by 
Locality collected 
Apparent age when collected 
Remarks 

Data for pellets collected (heron, owls, hawks, kingfishers desired). 
Species 
Date 
Collected by 
Locality collected 
Apparent age when collected 
Remarks 

Data on deer tagged 
Tag number 
Date attached 
How caught 
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Where caught (specify by section, range, township) 
Age 
Sex 
Condition as to weight and pelage 

Data on stomachs preserved (only dead animals used). 

Species 
Date 
Collected by 
How killed 
Where killed ( 
Sex 
Age ‘ 
Condition as to weight and pelage 

APPENDIX D 

Rare Birds and Mammals 
Huron Mountain Club 

(Special protection is recommended as part of the Club’s 
conservation policy) 

BIRDS 

Raven. Uncommon. Fast disappearing from Lake States; Club 
should serve as a refuge to insure against total exclusion from the 
state. 

Canada Jay. Rare since state poisoned carcasses for predatory 
animal control 1922-24. At road bridge of Salmon Trout River, 1938. 

Spruce Hen. Rare. Seen at Upper Mt. Lake 1934, Howe Lake 
1937. Fast disappearing from Lake States; Club should serve as a 
refuge. 

Double-crested Cormorant. Seven nests on Huron Island, 1937. 
Only known breeding colony in Michigan. 

Least Bittern. Seen at mouth of Big Huron June, 1936. Rare 
this far north. 

Bald Eagle. Nest near Beaver Lake 1936, on West Flatrock Point 
1937. Fast disappearing as a breeder in the Lake States; Club should 
serve as a refuge. 

Duckhawk. Nests on Huron Islands. Rare and in danger of ex- 
clusion from the state. 

Pileated Woodpecker. Uncommon. Depends on uncut hardwood 
forest, hence Club is a natural refuge. 

Chimney Swift. Huron Mt. Club is one of the few spots where 
this species still nests in hollow trees. One bird found in a hollow bass- 
wood near Trout Lake, May 31, 1938. 

MAMMALS 

Gray Squirrel. Club is one of the northerly outposts. Seen in 
1937 at Mountain Lake, Trout Lake, Mountain Stream. Seen in 1938 
at Salmon Trout Bridge, Howe Lake, Marshall homestead. 
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Otter. Breeding ’recently at both ponds of the Salmon Trout 
River, Spring Pond, Cedar Creek, Howe Lake, perhaps Trout Lake. 
Fast disappearing from United States; Club should serve as a refuge 
to insure against total exclusion. 

Raccoon. Rarely this far north. Caught at Jensen homestead 
about 1920, Deerton 1901. One seen at Club kitchen years ago. 

Timber Wolf. Yast disappearing from the United States; Club 
should tolerate this species in moderate numbers to prevent its exclu- 
sion from the state. Now found on Club property only in winter. 
Breeding den found at Mountain Lake about 25 years ago. 

Marten. Perhaps extinct in Michigan and fast disappearing from 
the United States. Club should serve as a refuge. Sign seen on Mt. 
Horner winter of 1936-37. 

Fisher. Perhaps extinct in Michigan and fast disappearing from 
the United States. Club should serve as a refuge. Sign seen on Sal- 
mon Trout River about 1936. 

Black Bear. A few on Huron Mt. Club. Visit guard camps on 
Cedar Creek and Salmon Trout River. Club should serve as a refuge. 
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The Farmer as a Conservationist 

Condensed from American Forests : 

Aldo Leopold 

ONSERVATIONmeanshar- tion of flora and fauna as in- 
C mony between men and_ evitable, and hence leaving them 

land. ‘ out of the account. The fertile 
When land does well for its productive farm is regarded as a 

owner, and the owner does well success, even though it has lost 
by his land; when both end up most of its native plants and ani- 
better by reason of their partner- mals. Conservation protests such 
ship, we have conservation. a biased accounting. It was neces- 
When one or the other grows sary, to be sure, to eliminate a 
poorer, we do not. few species, and to change radi- 

Few acres in North America cally the distribution of many. 
have escaped impoverishment But it remains a fact that the 
through human use. If someone average American township has 
were to map the continent for lost a score of plants and animals 
gains and losses in soil fertility, through indifference for every 
waterflow, flora, and fauna, it one it has lost through necessity. 
would be difficult to find spots What is the nature of the pro- 
where less than three of these cess by which men destroy land? 
four basic resources have retro- Most thinkers have pictured a 
graded; easy to find spots where process of gradual exhaustion. 
all four are poorer than when we Land, they say, is like a bank ac- 
took them over from the Indians. count: if you draw more than the 

As for the owners, it would be interest, the principal dwindles. 
a fair assertion to say that land When Van Hise said “Conserva- 
depletion has broken as many as_ tion is wise use,” he meant, I 
it has enriched. think, restrained use. 

It is customary to fudge the Certainly conservation means 
record by regarding the deple- restraint, but there is something 

Reprinted by permission from American Forests, Washington, D. C., June, 1939 
a
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else that needs to be said. It cut too fast or too slow. The real 
seems to me that many land re- ‘damage was not so much the 
sources, when they are used, get overcutting, it was the run on 
out of order and disappear or the soil-timber bank. 
deteriorate before anyone has a A still clearer example is found 
chance to exhaust them. in farm woodlots. By pasturing 

Look, forexample,attheeroding their woodlots, and thus prevent- 
farms of the cornbelt. When our ing all new growth, cornbelt 
grandfathers first broke this land, farmers are gradually eliminat- 
did it melt away with every rain ing woods from the farm land- 
that happened to fall on a thaw- scape. The wildflowers and wild- 
ed frost-pan? Or in a furrow not life are of course lost long before 
exactly on contour? It did not; the woodlot itself disappears. 
the newly broken soil was tough, Overdrawing the interest from 
resistant, elastic to strain. Soil the woodlot bank is perhaps 
treatments which were safe in serious, but it is a bagatelle com- 
1840 would be suicidal in 1940. pared with destroying the capac- 
Fertility in 1840 did not go down ity of the woodlot to yield inter- 
river faster than up into crops. est. Here again we see awkward 
Something has got out of order. use, rather than over-use, dis- 
We might almost say that the ordering the resource. 
soil bank is tottering, and this is Conservation, then, is keeping 
more important than whether we the resource in working order, as 
have overdrawn or underdrawn well as preventing over-use. Re- 
our interest. } sources may get out of order be- 

Look at the northern forests: fore they are exhausted, some- 
did we build barns out of all the times while they are still abun- 
pineries which once covered the dant. Conservation, therefore, is 
lake states? No. As soon as we a positive exercise of skill and in- 
had opened some big slashings sight, not merely a negative exer- 
we made a path for fires to in- cise of abstinence or caution. 
vade the woods. Fires cut off What is meant by skill and in- 
growth and reproduction. They sight? 
outran the lumberman and they No one dreamed, a hundred 
mopped up behind him, destroy- years ago, that metal, air, petro- 
ing not only the timber but also leum, and electricity could co- 
the soil and the seed. If we ordinate as an engine. Few real- 
could have kept the soil and the ize today that soil, water, plants, 
seed, we should be harvesting a and animals are an engine, sub- 
new crop of pines now, regardless ject, like any other, to derange- 
of whether the virgin crop was ment. Our present skill in the
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care of mechanical engines did a recipe without understanding 
not arise from fear lest they fail the mechanisms behind it. Sub- 
to do their work. Rather was it sides and propaganda may evoke 
born of curiosity and pride of the farmer’s acquiescence, but 
understanding. Prudence never only enthusiasm and _ affection 
kindled a fire in the human mind; ___ will evoke his skill. 
I have no hope for conservation Thus we have traversed a cir- 
born of fear. The 4-H boy who cle. We want this new thing, we 
becomes curious about why red have asked the schools and the 
pines need more acid than white government to help us catch it, 
is closer to conservation than he but we have tracked it back to 
who writes a prize essay on the its den under the farmer’s door- 
dangers of timber famine. step. 

This necessity for skill, for a Can a farmer afford to devote 
lively and vital curiosity about land to woods, marsh, pond, 
the workings of the biological windbreaks? These are semi-eco- 
engine, can teach us something nomic land uses,—that is, they 
about the probable success of have utility but they also yield 
farm conservation policies. We non-economic benefits. 
seem to be trying two policies, Can a farmer afford to devote 
education and subsidy. The com- land to fencerows for the birds, 
pulsory teaching of conservation to snag-trees for the coons and 
in schools, the 4-H conservation flying squirrels? Here the utility 
projects, and school forests are shrinks to what the chemist calls 
examples of education. The “a trace.” 
woodlot tax law, state game and Can a farmer afford to devote 
tree nurseries, the crop control land to fencerows for a patch of 
program, and the soil conserva- ladyslippers, a remnant of prairie, 
tion program are examples of or just scenery? Here the utility 
subsidy. shrinks to zero. 

I offer this opinion: these Yet conservation is any or all 
public aids to better private land of these things. 
use will accomplish their purpose Many labored arguments are 
only as the farmer matches them in print proving that conserva- 
with this thing which I have call- tion pays economic dividends. I 
ed skill. Only he who has planted can add nothing to these argu- 
a pine grove with his own hands, ments. It seems to me that the 
or built a terrace, or tried to raise pattern of the rural landscape, 
a better crop of birds can ap- like the configuration of our own 
preciate how easy it is to fail; bodies, has in it (or should have 
how futile it is passively to follow in it) a certain wholeness. We
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had to amputate many marshes, any reasonable man claim that 
ponds and woods to make the economics prevents us from get- 
land habitable, but to remove any _ ting a life, as well as a livelihood, 
natural feature from representa- from our acres? 
tion in the rural landscape seems Sometimes I think that ideas, 
to me a defacement which the like men, can become dictators. 
calm verdict of history will not We Americans have so far es- 
approve, either as good conserva- caped regimentation by our rul- 
tion, good taste, or good farming. ers, but have we escaped regi- 

Consider a single natural fea- mentation by our own ideas? I 
ture: the farm pond. Our god- doubt if there exists today a 
father the Ice-king dug hundreds more complete regimentation of 
of them for us. We have drained the human mind than that ac- 
ninety and nine. If you don’t be- complished by our self-imposed 
lieve it, look on the original sur- doctrine of ruthless utilitarianism. 
veyor’s plot of your township; in The saving grace of democracy is 
1840 he probably mapped water that we fastened this yoke on our 
in dozens of spots where in 1940 own necks, and we can cast it 
you may be praying for rain. off when we want to, without 
Many farm families once had severing the neck. 
ponds of their own. If some We have gone in for govern- 
drainage promoter had not sold mental conservation on a huge 
them tiles, or a share in a steam _ scale. Government is slowly but 
shovel, or some other dream of surely pushing the cutovers back 
sudden affluence, many of them into forest; the peat and sand 
would still have their own water districts back into marsh and 
lilies, their own bluegills, their scrub. A tendency to create 
own swimming hole, their own monotypes, to block up huge re- 
redwings to hover over a button- gions to a single land-use, is visi- 
bush and proclaim the spring. ble in many states. It is the result 

If this were Germany, or Den- of delegating conservation to 
mark, with many people and lit- government. Government cannot 
tle land, it might be idle to dream own and operate small parcels of 
about land-use luxuries for every land, and it cannot own and 
farm family that needs them. operate good land at all. 
But we have excess plowland; Stated in acres or in board feet, 
our conviction of this is so the crowding of all the timber 
unanimous that we spend a billion into one place may be a forestry 
out of the public chest to retire program, but is it conservation? 
the surplus from cultivation. In How shall we use forests to pro- 
the face of such an excess, can tect vulnerable hillsides and river-
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banks from erosion when the bulk snow-fences, hundreds of which 
of the timber is up north on the are peeping up this winter out of 
sands where there is no erosion? the drifted snows of the sandy 
To shelter wildlife when all the counties. Part of these plantings 
food is in one county and all the are subsidized by highway funds, 
cover in another? To break the but in many others the only sub- 
wind when the forest country sidy is the nursery stock. Here 
has no wind, the farm country then is a dedication of private 
nothing but wind? For recreation land to a community purpose, a 
when it takes a week, rather than private labor for a public gain. 
an hour, to get under a pine tree? These windbreaks do little good 
Doesn’t conservation imply a until many land-owners install 
certain interspersion of land-uses, them; much good after they dot 
a certain pepper-and-salt pat- the whole countryside. But this 
tern in the warp and woof of the “much good” is an undivided 
land-use fabric? If so, can gov- surplus, payable not in dollars, 
ernment alone do the weaving? I but rather in fertility, peace, 
think not. comfort, in the sense of some- 

It is the individual farmer who thing alive and growing. It 
must weave the greater part of pleases me that farmers should 
the rug on which America stands. do this new thing. It foreshadows 
Shall he weave into it only the conservation. It may be remark- 
sober yarns which warm the ed, in passing, that this planting 
feet, or also some of the colors of windbreaks is a direct reversal 
which warm the eye and the of the attitude which uprooted 
heart? Granted that there may be the hedges, and thus the wildlife, 
a question which returns him the from the entire cornbelt. 
most profit as an individual, can The landscape of any farm is 
there be any question which is the owner’s portrait of himself. 
best for his community? This Conservation implies self-expres- 
raises the question: is the indivi- sion in that landscape, rather 
dual farmer capable of dedicating than blind compliance with eco- 
private land to uses which profit nomic dogma. What kinds of self- 
the community, even though they expression will one day be pos- 
may not so clearly profit him? sible in the landscape of a corn- 
We may be over-hasty in assum- belt farm? What will conservation 
ing that he is not. look like when transplanted from 

I am thinking, for example, of the convention hall to the fields 
the windbreaks, the evergreen and woods?
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and it will always be synthetic. Yet Grove prairie for converting it to pas- a 

no one has heard the appeals of the ture. The public taxes him on the 2 PE rhe 
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of rare native flora, and set them _ lic institutions, from the public school C°PVertible into cash have any value 
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| na Lisa. 
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The song of a river ordinarily means There once were men capable of in- 
the tune that waters play on rock, root, habiting a river without disrupting the 

and rapid. harmony of its life. They must have 

The Rio Gavilan has such a song. It lived in thousands on the Gavilan, for 

is a pleasant music, bespeaking dancing their works are everywhere. Ascend any 
rifles and fat rainbows laired under draw debouching on any canyon and 

mossy roots of sycamore, oak, and pine. you find yourself climbing little rock 
It is also useful, for the tinkle of waters terraces or check dams, the crest of one 
so fills the narrow canyon that deer and level with the base of the next. Behind 

turkey, come down out of the hills to each dam is a little plot of soil that was 

drink, hear no footfall of man or horse. once a field or garden, sub-irrigated by 

Look sharp as you round the next bend, the showers which fell on the steep ad- 
for it may yield you a shot, and thus joining slopes. On the crest of the ridge 

save a heart-breaking climb in the high you may find the stone foundations of 

mesas, a watch tower; here the hillside farmer 

This song of the waters is audible to probably stood guard over his polka- 

every ear, but there is other music in dot acrelets. Household water he must 
these hills, by no means audible to all. have carried from the river. Of domestic 
To hear even a few notes of it youmust animals he evidently had none. What 

first live here for a long time, and you crops did he raise? How long ago? The 

must know the speech of hills and only fragment of an answer lies in the 

rivers. Then on a still night, when the 300-year-old pines, oaks, or junipers 
campfire is low and the Pleiades have which now find rootage in his little 
climbed over the rimrocks, sit quiet and _ fields. Evidently it was longer ago than 

listen for a wolf to howl, and think hard _ the age of the oldest trees. 

of everything you have seen and tried The deer love to lie on these little 

to understand. Then you may hearit— terraces. They afford a level bed, free 

a vast pulsing harmony—its score in- of rocks, upholstered with oak leaves, 

scribed on a thousand hills, its notesthe and curtained by shrubs. One bound 

lives and deaths of plants and animals, over the dam and the deer is out of sight 

its rhythms spanning the seconds and _ of an intruder. s 

the centuries. One day, by aid of a roaring wind, I 

The life of every river sings its own crept down upon a buck bedded on a 

song, but in most the song is long since dam. He lay in the shade of a great oak 

marred by the discords of misuse. whose roots grasped the ancient ma 

Overgrazing first mars the plants and sonry. His horns and ears were sil- 

then the soil. Rifle, trap, and poison houetted against the golden grama 

next deplete the larger birds and mam- beyond, in which grew the green rosette 

mals; then comes a park or forest with of a mescal. The whole scene had the 

roads and tourists. Parks are made to balance of a well-laid centrepiece. 

bring the music to the many, but by I overshot, my arrow splintering on the 

the time many are attuned to hear it rocks the old Indian had laid. As the 

there is little left but noise. buck bounded down the mountain with
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a goodbye wave of his snowy flag, I Every region has a human food sym- 

realized that he and I were actorsin an _ bolic of its fatness. The hills of the 
allegory. Dust to dust, stone age to Gavilan find their gastronomic epitome 

stone age, but always the eternal chase! in this wise: Kill a mast-fed buck, not 
It was appropriate that I missed, for earlier than November, not later than 

when a great oak grows in what isnow January. Hang him in a liveoak tree for 

my garden, I hope there will be bucks seven frosts and seven suns. Then cut 

to bed in its fallen leaves, and hunters out the half-frozen “straps” from their 
to stalk, and miss, and wonder who _ bed of tallow under the saddle, and slice 

built the garden wall. them transversely into steaks. Rub 
Some day my buck will get a 30-30 each steak with salt, pepper, and flour. 

in his glossy ribs. A clumsy steer will Throw into a Dutch oven containing 
appropriate his bed under the oak, and deep smoking-hot bear fat and standing 

will munch the golden grama until itis on live oak coals. Fish out the steaks at 
replaced by weeds. Then a freshet will the first sign of browning. Throw a little 
tear out the old dam, and pile its rocks flour into the fat, then ice-cold water, 

against a tourist road along the river then milk. Lay a steak on the summit 

below. Trucks will churn the dust of the of a steaming sourdough biscuit and 

old trail on which I saw wolf tracks drown both in gravy. 

yesterday. This structure is symbolic. The buck 
See lies on his mountain, and the golden 

To the superficial eye the Gavilan is gravy is the sunshine which floods his 

a hard and stony land, full of cruel days, even unto the end. 

slopes and cliffs, its trees too gnarled for Food is the continuum in the Song of 

post or sawlog, its ranges too steep for the Gavilan. I mean, of course, not only 

pasturage. But the old terrace-builders your food, but food for the oak which 

were not deceived; they knew it by ex- feeds the buck who feeds the cougar 

perience to bea land of milk and honey. who dies under an oak and goes back 

These twisted oaks and junipers bear into acorns for his erstwhile prey. This 

each year a crop of mast to be had by is one of many food cycles starting from 
wildlings for the pawing. The deer, and returning to oaks, for the oak also 
turkeys, and javelinas spend their days, feeds the jay who feeds the goshawk 
like steers in a cornfield, converting this who named your river, the bear whose 
mast into succulent meat. These golden grease made your gravy, the quail who 
grasses conceal, under their waving taught you a lesson in botany, and the 
plumes, a subterranean garden of bulb- turkey who daily gives you the slip. 

~lets and tubers, including wild potatoes. And the common end of all is to help 
Open the crop of a fat little Mearns’s the headwater trickles of the Gavilan 
quail and you find an herbarium of sub- _ split one more grain of soil off the broad 
surface foods scratched from the rocky hulk of the Sierra Madre to make 
ground you thought barren. These another oak. 

foods are the motive power which piisiee es 
plants pump through that great organ 

called the fauna. There are men charged with the duty
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of examining the construction of the great moral contribution is objectivity, 
plants, animals, and soils which are the or the scientific point-of-view. This 

instruments of the great orchestra. means doubting everything except 

These men are called professors. Each facts; it means hewing to the facts, let 

selects one instrument and spends his the chips fall where they may. One of 

life taking it apart and describing its the facts hewn to by science is that 

strings and sounding boards. This every river needs more people, and all 
process of dismemberment is called re- people need more inventions, and hence 

search. The place for dismemberment more science; the good life depends on 

is called a university. the indefinite extension of this chain of 

A professor may pluck the strings of logic. That the good life on any river 

his own instrument, but never that of may likewise depend on the perception 
another, and if he listens for music he of its music, and the preservation of 

must never admit it to his fellows or to some music to perceive, is a form of 

his students. For all are restrained by doubt not yet entertained by science. 
an ironbound taboo which decrees that Science has not yet arrived on the 

the construction of instruments is the Gavilan, so the otter plays tag in its 
domain of science, while the detection pools and riffles and chases the fat rain- 

of harmony is the domain of poets. bows from under its mossy banks, with 

Professors serve science and science never a thought for the flood that one 
serves progress. It serves progress so day will scour the bank into the Pacific, 

well that many of the more intricate or for the sportsman who will one day 

instruments are stepped upon and dispute his title to the trout. Like the 
broken in the rush to spread progress to scientist, he has no doubts about his 
all backward lands. One by one the own design for living. He assumes that 
parts are thus stricken from the song of for him the Gavilan will sing forever. 
songs. If the professor is able to classify 

each instrument before it is broken, he Aupo LroroLp 

is well content. University of Wisconsin 
Science contributes moral as well as : : j 

material blessings to the world. Its Madison, Wisconsin
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Tue Stare or THE PROFESSION! 

Aldo Leopold 

One of the ironies frequent in history heresies and doubts. We doubt whether 
is a group of men attempting one thing science can claim the credit for bigger 
and accomplishing another. We are at- and better tools, comforts, and securi- 
tempting to manage wildlife, but it is ties without also claiming the credit for 
by no means certain that we shall suc- _ bigger and better erosions, denudations, 

ceed, or that this will be our most im- and pollutions. We doubt whether the 

portant contribution to the design for good life flows automatically from the 
living. good invention. 

For example, we may, without know- The definitions of science written by, 
ing it, be helping to write a new defini- let us say, the National Academy, deal 

tion of what science is for. almost exclusively with the creation 

We are not scientists. We disqualify and exercise of power. But what about 

ourselves at the outset by professing the creation and exercise of wonder, of 

loyalty to and affection for a thing: respect for workmanship in nature? 

wildlife. A scientist in the oldsensemay _I see hints of such dissent, even in the 

have no loyalties except to abstractions, writings of the scientifically elect— 

no affections except for his own kind. Fraser Darling, for example. Of course, 

Moreover, some of us entertain we have always had such writers 

(David, Isaiah, John Muir) but they 
‘i Address of the President of The Wildlife were not scientifically elect; they were 

Society, Washington, D. C., March 18, 1940; 3 

directed to be printed in The JourNaL or only poets. Is Fraser Darling only a 

Witpuire Management by motion of the poet? 
Society in annual meeting assembled. The peculiar pertinence of this to our
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profession is that we deal with science, in four years a maturity which might 
but we have no prospect of inventing well have taken a decade. I refer, of 

new tools or powers. Our job is to har- course, to Tor JouRNAL oF WILDLIFE 
monize the increasing kit of scientific Management and the Wildlife Review. 
tools and the increasing recklessness in Some journal papers are still a bit thin, 

using them with the shrinking biotasto but the average is high and getting 

which they are applied. In the nature of higher. No other conservation pro- 

things we are mediators and moder- fession has the equal of the Wildlife 

ators, and unless we can help rewrite Review. 

the objectives of science our job is pre- eG 

destined to failure. One of the weak points in our pro- 
Meee coe We, fession is the low proportion of private 

I daresay few wildlife managers have employment. Even among the publicly 

any intent or desire to contribute to art employed the proportion dealing di- 
and literature, yet the ecological dra- rectly with practice on private lands is 

mas which we must discover if we are small. 
to manage wildlife are inferior only to I think there are more opportunities 
the human drama as subject matter for in private practice than we foresee. 
the fine arts. Is it not a little pathetic A few industries are already set to go 

that poets and musicians must paw ahead. The guano industry of Peru has 

over shopworn mythologies and folk- employed an American ornithologist to 

lores as media for art, and ignore the manage its birds, and thus to put guano 

dramas of ecology and evolution? on “sustained yield.” The number of 
There are straws which indicate that guano birds on these very small Peru- 

this senseless barrier between science vian islands is nearly as great as the 

and art may one day blow away, and number of ducks in North America. 

that wildlife ecology, if not wildlife This comparison may help convey the 

management, may help do the blowing. heroic proportions of this venture, and 

We have, at long last, an ecological incidentally, the low estate of our 

novel—Peattie’s “Prairie Grove.” Dar- ducks. 
ling is not the only ecologist whose The Hudson’s Bay Company is, I 

scientific writings have literary quality. think, about set for fur management in 
In our profession, and on its fringes, are the Canadian Arctic. They must be, for 
a growing number of painters and pho- the wild fur is gone. Canadians, I think, 

tographers who are also researchers. will do well to encourage the venture, 

These intergrades in human taxonomy else they will have more acres on relief 

are perhaps more important than those than we have. Incidentally, a boom in 

which so perplex the mammalogists and _ beavers will do much for the ducks. 
ornithologists. Their skulls are not yet Why do large private holdings retain 

available to the museums, but even a__ wildlife managers in the Southeast, but 

layman can see that their brains are not elsewhere? If our profession can 

distinctive. give valuable service on strings of quail 
Si tek preserves, why not to other game spe- 

In its external trappings of printed cies in other regions where large hold- 

knowledge, our profession has attained ings exist? At least one reason harks
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back, I think, to a lack of respect for low proportion of research groups which 
private property. In most regions the have as yet demonstrated capacity to 

public puts all landowners, large and execute more fundamental investiga- 
small, under moral suasion not to post. tions. So does the series of inter-bureau 
The public does not realize that this is treaties which confine federal research 

moral suasion not to manage. to a single bureau. Is it not just as 

Some day the hunter will learn that illogical to confine wildlife research to 
hunting and fishing are not the only a single bureau as it is to confine con- 

wildlife sports; that the new sports of servation to a single department? 

ecological study and observation are as If anyone doubts that we are trying 

free to all now as hunting was to Daniel _ to eat our research dessert before start- 

Boone. These new sports depend on the ing the soup-kettle, let him appraise the 

retention of a rich flora and fauna. national situation in terms of the fol- 
Management of private holdings to re- lowing questions: In how many species 

build the fauna and flora is one of the do we know the sex and age composi- 
opportunities offered our profession to- tion of a population, and its rate of 

day. There is a growing number of pri- turnover? In how many species do we 

vate sanctuaries, private arboreta, and have criteria of age? In how many spe- 

private research stations, all of which cies have we followed the behavior of a 
are gropings toward non-lethal forms of sample population for ten years? 

outdoor recreation. But few such grop- The research program is out of bal- 
ings are skillful. Wildlife managers, act- ance in other respects. One is the pau- 

ing in a consulting capacity, could help city of research of an ecological nature 

owners find what they are looking for. in such groups as rodents where the 

2 aay problem is to manage downward rather 
Some fear that we are getting too than upward. Stockmen and farmers 

much research and not enough manage- quite naturally want direct action in 

ment into our journals and (by implica- _ the form of control, while absentee con- 

tion) into our programs. I do not share servationists protest at any action at 

in this view; in fact, I think the shoe is all. It is probable that both are wrong, 

on the other foot. We know how to and that the eventual answer in ro- 
manage only a few easy species like deer dents, as in game, lies in indirect en- 

and pheasants. In other species we vironmental manipulation. But where 

know a few fragmentary treatments is the research aimed to develop and 

which are probably beneficial, but this implement this concept? Concepts do 

is not enough. Until we know more it is not help to manage land. 

proper that a high proportion of our The research program is out of bal- 
professional effort should go into re- ance in that certain kinds of wildlife are 
search. omitted altogether; for example, wild- 

Too much research, however, is flowers and other non-economic vegeta- 

superficial and aimed at quick returns. tion. It would be interesting to see one 

The high proportion of sporting funds of the Ten Units get into a huddle with 
in both the ten unit system and the new _ the botany department and propose to 

Pittman-Robertson structure tends to. the Director of Conservation that 
perpetuate this distortion. So does the something be found out about the
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management of lady-slippers in farm where are the local teaching materials, 
woodlots. Would the checkbook snap and whois to teach the teachers how to 
open or shut? use them? 

It is encouraging to note that one In those states which have wildlife 

erstwhile orphan, innocent of economic research units the production of teach- 
utility, is no longer high-hatted by his ing materials is presumably under way, 

useful conservation cousins. I refer to but what of the teaching of teachers? 

rare species. Why do so many universities spend 
Lastly, the research program pays most of their wildlife funds and use 

too little attention to the history of their ablest men in training professional 

wildlife, and our system of publications managers when the greater need is for 

makes no provision for historical mono- _ wildlife courses for the general student 

graphs. We do not yet appreciate how _ body and for prospective teachers? 
much historical evidence can be dug up, These are problems of educational 
or how important it can be in the ap- policy far wider than our own pro- 

praisal of contemporary ecology. Ihave fession, but the speed and skill with 

in mind such historical work as that of _ which they are solved will depend in 

A. W. Schorger in Wisconsin, most of large degree on the statesmanship of 

which is not yet in print. I would liketo wildlife managers. 

see the Society set up a basket to re- x ek ko * 

ceive funds for the publication of his- In this little list of unanswered prob- 
torical wildlife monographs. I believe jems and dilemmas there lies concealed, 
that both the monographs and the put I hope not undiscovered, a story of 
funds would eventually be forthcoming. almost romantic expansion in pro- 

A Oe Te fessional responsibilities. 
One problem which now faces the Our profession began with the job of 

profession is how to organize extension. producing something to shoot. How- 

lL use that word in its agricultural sense, ever important this may seem to us, it 

1.e., sending out trained men to help is not very important to the emanci- 

landowners to help themselves. pated moderns who no longer feel soil 

Most extension efforts in wildlife between their toes. 
have been aimed at helping sportsmen We find that we cannot produce 
to help themselves. It represents real much to shoot until the landowner 
progress to see states like Texas and changes his ways of using land, and he 

Missouri sending out young technicians in turn cannot change his ways until 

to deal directly with landowners. The his teachers, bankers, customers, edi- 
coordination of this new enterprise with tors, governors, and trespassers change 

the parallel enterprises in agriculture their ideas about what land is for. To 

and forestry remains to be worked out. change ideas about what land is for is 

The problem of teaching conserva- to change ideas about what anything 

tion to laymen is distinguishable from _ is for. 
extension only in name. State after Thus we started to move a straw, and 

state is legislating conservation courses end up with the job of moving a 

into the curricula of public schools. But mountain.
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Tue Brrps or Buckeye Laxe, Onto. By Milton B. Trautman. Univ. of Michigan 

Museum of Zoology Miscellaneous Publications No. 44, May 7, 1940:1-466, 16 

pls., 2 maps, $2.50. 

The value of any science lies not so much in its discoveries as in the number 
of minds which participate in its development. 

In Audubon’s day the cost of participation in ornithology was exile at ‘the 

physical frontier. During the ensuing century the theatre of activity moved grad- 

ually inward until Margaret Nice proved, in 1937, that any layman can find an 
ornithological frontier in his (or her) own backyard. 

The Nician explorations, however, call for the continuous use of precise eco- 

logical techniques such as banding, and a command of the latest researches in avian 

psychology. To this extent the rank and file are still in the status of admirers of 

pioneering, rather than pioneers. 

The significance of Milton B. Trautman’s “Birds of Buckeye Lake” lies in the 

fact that it explores the ornithology of a “backyard” region with the help of eco- 

. logical thinking and observation alone, i.e., without the use of precision techniques. 
Hence “Birds of Buckeye Lake” is something any ornithologist can do in his own 
region, given only the persistence, imagination, and field skill of Milton B. Traut- 

man. 
To me there is something comfortable in this. I admire and emulate the Nician 

techniques, but I love old-fashioned acumen in the field, and I welcome Trautman’s 
proof of how good a job it can do. 

Like Murphy’s “Oceanic Birds,” Trautman’s volume is outstanding not alone 
for its life histories of species, but especially for its introductory analysis of the 
region in which they live. Many local works on birds contain an introductory 

description of the locale, but most such descriptions are lame indeed compared 
with Trautman’s rich history of central Ohio. Geographers, historians, and agrono- 

mists can afford to own Trautman’s work for its history alone. Ecologists in par- 
ticular can glean new wisdom from his skillful interpretation of the retrogression 

| of soils, waters, floras, and faunas since the days of first settlement. 

The early history of Buckeye Lake is compiled from other authors and old 

settlers, but since 1906 Trautman has been eye-witness to the local pageant. His 

intensive studies cover the period 1922-1934, during which time 541 days were 
:spent in the field. 

Several of Trautman’s methods of study are original. No other ornithologist 
has followed groups of migrants cross-country by car to note their social organi- 
zation en route. No other ornithologist has recorded in such detail the character- 

istic flock formations and behaviors of arriving and departing waterfowl (and few 

other lakes lend themselves as well to such studies ag does Buckeye). Few other 
ornithologists know their fishes, mammals, and plants as well as their birds. 

Trautman’s graphic month-by-month record of changes in distribution and 

abundance is hardly original, but I. recall no other author who has applied it to 
so many species. 

So ambitious an undertaking could hardly be wholly free of slips and foibles. 

Thus Trautman, like the Audubon Society, calls a species list with numbers seen 

a “census.” I prefer to reserve the term “census” for an actual enumeration of the 

birds present on a given area. 

Not the least merit of Trautman’s volume is its simplicity and clarity, The 

reader is never befuddled, nor is he forced to swallow any needless ecological jar- 

gon. (One might even conclude that the absence of such jargon is becoming an ear- 

mark of ecological competence. The works of Charles Elton, Fraser Darling, and 

Margaret Nice would likewise support such a view.) 

A good bibliography and index add much to the reader’s convenience in using 

“Birds of Buckeye Lake,” and a series of excellent photographs add to his pleasure 

| in owning it. 

| I am puzzled by just one thing: Why did Ohio let Michigan bring out the 
Trautman volume? The average reader, however, will content himself with being 

| grateful that somebody brought it out—Aldo Leopold.
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The Status of Wildlife in the United States, 
Report of the Special, (Sen‘ate) Committee 

\ on the Conservation’ of Wildlife Resources. 
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I take pen in hand to review this latest pub- 
lication of the Senate Wildlife Committee because 
Ivam struck by a double meaning, doubtless un- | 
intentional, in its title. It does describe the | 
status of wildlife, but it describes even more 
faithfully the status of the wildlife field. Both | 
are a jungle of information, rich, exuberant, | 
boundless, and nearly pathless. | 

For the reader who has time to stop and ‘ex- | 
plore, the bulletin offers rich opportunity. For 
the reader who insists that his literature come | 
equipped with trails and signboards, it offers 
difficulties. There is, to be sure, an index to the ‘ intellectual loot which the bureaus have here laid | : 
at the Corimittee’s feet, but there is no table of 
contents, nor any orderly relationship to previous 

he af nt or ia has [Sp aa buh «plein a ro 
included materials, | et Poe ce oe ee. ctor Sntpor ee ane mt, MMMM toe of acing ony be ho buck for come yeara tovcome "Tarn, Senne ly tapped intellectual field is emitting a stream 

« ass Say of facts faster than the surface crew can handle 
term “encyclopedia” would be preferable, if \ them. There are shoutings and confusion and 

only the ponies were alphabetical. : i hasty attempts to connect tanks and pipelines. 
This is no satire, but rather a sympathetic at- i Mr. Ickes has the biggest wrench and loudest 

sida i commands. Whether the Interior pipeline can 
carry the whole flow remains to be seen. 

When some methodical scholar in the year 
‘ 2000 writes the history of conservation in Ameri- 

ca, his first chapter will draw heavily on Senate 
Report 1203. Perhaps conservation by that time 
will be a card-indexed affair, but perhaps it will 
lack the hurly-burly vigor of a youthful idea. 

Apo LEopo.p, 
; University of Wisconsin.
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Always in the distance lay the far, blue mountain—Escudilla USLOREABD bY Meare ee aurer 

LIFE IN ARIZONA was bounded under foot by grama green sea of pines, blew his doubts away. On the far 
grass, overhead by sky, and on the horizon by Eseudilla. shore hung Eseudilla. 

To the north of the mountain you rode on honey-col- The mountain bounded not only our work and our play, 
ored plains. Look up anywhere, any time, and you saw but even our attempts to get a good dinner. On winter 

Eseudilla. eyenings we often tried to ambush a mallard on the river 

To the east you rode over a confusion of wooded mesas. fl ts. The wary flocks circled the rosy west, the steel blue 

Each hollow seemed its own small world, soaked in sun, n rth, and then disappeared into the inky black of Es- 

fragrant with juniper, and cozy with the chatter of pinon evdilla. If they reappeared on set wings, we had a fat 

jays. But top out on a ridge and you at once became a drake for the dutch oven. If they failed to reappear, it 

speck in an immensity. On its edge hung Eseudilla. was bacon and beans again. 

To the south lay the tangled canyons of Blue River, There was, in fact, only one place from which you did 

full of whitetails, wild turkeys, and wilder cattle. When not see Hscudilla on the skyline; that was the top of 
you missed a saucy buck waving his goodbye over the Eseudilla itself. Up there you could not see the moun- 
skyline, and looked down your sights to wonder why, you tain, but you could feel it. The reason was the big bear. 
looked at a far blue mountain: Eseudilla. Satoeiaiae 

To the west billowed the outliers of the Apache Na- Old Bigfoot was a robber-baron, and Escudilla was his 
tional Forest. We eruised timber there, converting the castle. Each spring, when the warm winds had softened 

tall pines, forty by forty, into notebook figures represent- the shadows on the snow, the old grizzly crawled out of 

ing hypothetical lumber piles. Panting up a canyon, the his hibernation den in the rock slides and, descending the 

eruiser felt a curious incongruity between the remoteness mountain, bashed in the head of a cow. Eating his fill, 
of his notebook symbols and the immediacy of sweaty he climbed back to his crags, and there summered peace- 

fingers, locust thorns, deer fly bites, and scolding squir- ably on marmots, conies, berries, and roots. 

rels. But on the next ridge a cold wind, roaring across a I once saw one of his kills. The cow’s skull and neck 

Reprinted from AMERICAN FORESTS, December, 1940, The 
Magazine of The American Forestry Association, Washington, D. C. " a
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were pulp, as if she had collided head-on with a fast grizzly the chance to leave a good pelt as a memorial to 

freight. his race. All he left was a skull in the National Museum, 
No one ever saw the old bear, but in the muddy springs and a quarrel among scientists over the Latin name of 

about the base of the cliffs you saw his incredible tracks. the skull. 

Seeing them made the most hard-bitten cowboys aware of It was only after we pondered on these things that we 

bear. Wherever they rode they saw the mountain, and began to wonder who wrote the rules for progress. 
when they saw the mountain they thought of bear. Camp- We ee 

fire conversation ran to beef, bailles, and bear. Bigfoot 

claimed for his own only a cow a year, and a few square Since the beginning, time had gnawed at the basaltic 

miles of useless rocks, but his personality pervaded the hulk of Eseudilla, wasting, waiting, and building. Time 

county. built three things on the old mountain: a venerable as- 
Those were the days when progress first came to the pect, a community of minor animals and plants, and a 

cow country. Progress had various emissaries. grizzly. 
One was the first transcontinental automobilist. The The government trapper who took the grizzly knew he 

cowboys understood this breaker of roads; he talked the had made Eseudilla safe for cows. He did not know he 

same breezy bravado as any breaker of bronchos. had toppled the spire off an edifice abuilding since the 
They did not understand (but they listened to and morning stars sang together. 

looked at) the pretty lady in black velvet who came to The bureau chief who sent the trapper was a biologist 
enlighten them, in a Boston accent, about woman suffrage. versed in the architecture of evolution, but he did not 

They marvelled, too, at the telephone engineer who know that spires might be as important as cows. He did 
strung wires on the junipers and brought instantaneous not foresee that within two decades the cow country 
messages from town. An old man asked whether the wire would become tourist country, and as such have greater 
could bring him a side of bacon. need of bears than of beefsteaks. 

One spring progress sent still another emissary, a gov- The Congressmen who voted money to clear the ranges 
ernment trapper, a sort of St. George in overalls, seek- of bears were the sons of pioneers. They acclaimed the 
ing dragons to slay at government expense. Were there superior virtues of the frontiersman, but they strove 

any destructive animals in need of slaying? Yes, there with might and main to make an end of the frontier. 

was the big bear. We forest officers, who acquiesced in the extinguish- 
The trapper packed his mule and headed for Eseudilla. ment of the bear, knew a local rancher who had plowed 
In a month he was back, his mule staggering under a up a dagger engraved with the name of one of Coro- 

heavy hide. There was only one barn in town big enough nado’s captains. We spoke harshly of the Spaniards who, 

to dry it on. He had tried traps, poison, and all his usual in their zeal for gold and converts, had needlessly extin- 
wiles to no avail. Then he had erected a set-gun in a de- guished the native Indians. It did not occur to us that 
file through which only the bear could pass, and waited. we, too, were the captains of an invasion too sure of its 
The last grizzly walked into the string and shot himself. own righteousness. 

It was June. The pelt was foul, patchy, and worth- Escudilla still hangs on the horizon, but when you see 

less. It seemed to us rather an insult to deny the last it you no longer think of bear. It’s only a mountain now 
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WISCONSIN WILDLIFE CHRONOLOGY 

By Apo LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

(Reprinted from the Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, 
Vol. V, No. 11, November, 1940) 

The history of wildlife is too often regarded as the domain of old- 

timers indulging in nostalgic reflection, or of professors writing post- 

mortems on the wild pigeon and the buffalo. 

It has now become apparent that such history has other uses. 
Present-day problems in conservation and land use, viewed in the light 

of contemporary evidence alone, often baffle the investigator. The 

same problem, viewed in the light of history, may often be deciphered 

as the repetition of some historic pattern. 

This chronology records the changes in Wisconsin wildlife which 

occurred under the impact of civilization, and the responses of Wis- 

consin people to those changes. It also records the changes in land 

use, hunting practices, game laws, and weather which caused or con- 

ditioned the changes in wildlife, and the inception dates of wildlife 

enterprises (such as societies, publications, researches, restockings, 

and public works) which register trends in public thought. 

It is doubtful whether wildlife disappears under the impact of 

civilization. The rich variety of wildlife does indeed disappear, unless 
we take pains to preserve it, but the total volume of plants and ani- 

mals is in all probability an automatic expression of the soil on which 

they grow. As long as the soil is there it will grow plants, and these 

plants will grow animals, and such part of both as are not domestic 

will be wild. Our option in wildlife is a question of quality, not 

quantity. Shall the wild growths of the soil retain a large part of their 
original diversity, beauty, and utility? Or shall they consist largely 
of simple plant and animal weeds? Conservation is the intelligent 
exercise of this option. 

The decline of Wisconsin wildlife since 1840 is no simple process of 

recession. It is a process of ebb and flow, gain and loss, and it is 

comprised of at least two major movements in which a dozen groups 

of species played diverse and sometimes contradictory parts. 

One group of large mammals and birds retreated northward and 

westward because they could not exist in a settled countryside. The 
buffalo and the passenger pigeon, for example, must live as a wander- 
ing horde or not at all; hordes have no place on the farm. The 
cougar and the wolf damage livestock, which accounts for their 
demise, The eviction of the buffalo and the pigeon was inevitable, 
but hindsight shows us that the wolf and the cougar should have been 
retained in the north to keep the deer herd in check. 

Another group of southern species, the wild turkey and the Carolina 
paroquet, were exterminated because they could not retreat. Climate 
restricted them to the southern counties, and lack of timber cut off 
retreat westward. 

Another group were pushed out or decimated solely by reason of 
their value for meat or fur, and not because their presence was 
incompatible with settlement. The now evicted fur-bearers, marten,
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fisher, wolverine, could still be common in the north but for over- 

trapping and forest fires. The much reduced waterfowl (geese, ducks, 
swans, cranes, shorebirds) could still be abundant but for overshooting 

and excessive drainage of marshlands. 

Another group has suffered curtailment of range in the hard- 

pastured southern counties, but are still common elsewhere. The 
sharptailed grouse, the ruffed grouse, and forest-loving species like 
the pileated woodpecker are examples. 

The predatory hawks and owls are now being decimated, both in 

diversity of species and in numbers, because they eat game and 

poultry. They will probably become rare before the public realizes 

that their main prey consists of rodents and other competitors of 

game and poultry. A similar persecution of fish-eating birds and 

mammals is now in full swing. 

These four categories have all taken a loss; they collectively rep- 

resent one general movement: retreat. But there are other categories 

of wildlife which profited by the very changes in land use which 

evicted the first four, and which collectively represent an opposite 
movement: invasion. 

Some invaders came from the prairies to the south, occupying the 

man-made clearings, rich in food, which replaced the once inhospitable 

forests. Prairie chickens, quail, cottontail, cardinal, opossum, crow, 

and many open-land song birds are in this class. z 

One invader, the jack rabbit, came from the prairies to the west, 

but for the same reason. 

Some species at first retreated northward, but reinvaded their old 

southerly habitats when abandoned farms or better law enforcement 

gave them a toehold. The white-tailed deer and the beaver are con- 

spicuous examples. The black bear, the coyote, and red and gray 

foxes show a similar tendency. 
Some invaders are foreigners planted as substitutes for native : 

species. The ring-necked pheasant is a familiar example. Other 
foreigners got in as stowaways (Norway rat, house mouse) or 

escaped from captivity (feral house cat). 

Lastly, some invaders are native species which, once released from 

their natural controls, become pests. Wisconsin has been largely 

exempt from pest-like behavior in her native birds and mammals. 

The meadow mouse, however, reached pest levels in 1938, and in 

spots rabbits reach pest levels at each peak of their population cycle. 

Not all invaders have been able to hold their earlier gains. The 

prairie chicken, for example, is now being evicted from the southern 

counties. Others, like the opossum and the cardinal, seem alternately 
to spread and shrink in long cycles. 

The net effect of all retreats and all invasions to date is clearly 
this: fewer total species, more foreign species, larger numbers of 

small birds and rodents, smaller numbers of game, fur, and predators; 

general replacement of forest and marsh species by open upland 

forms, and more frequent pest-like behavior, i. e., less internal balance 

in the wildlife community.
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What, now, of human attitudes? The chronology exhibits the un- 

folding of a series of ideas. Each idea is in turn conceived, expanded, 

and poured through the sieve of practice, after which its permanent 

values are added to the reservoir of social experience. None of these 

ideas has been wholly discarded, but some have taken a heavy 

shrinkage. 

Wildlife conservation began with the idea of prohibitions. As early 

as 1838 the legislature prohibited dams without fishways. Prohibi- 

tions have no end; they give bulk to our statutes and recurrent hope 
to wishful thinkers, but after a century of trial it seems apparent 

that they give more aid and comfort to wildlifers than to wildlife. 

Prohibitions are a necessary springboard to positive action, but in ‘ 

and of themselves they are negative and accomplish little. 

Next came the idea of substitutions. It began with the introduction 

of the English sparrow in 1875. The first introductions were motivated 

by affection for the plants and animals of the European home land, 

but the motive soon shifted. As our native wildlife shrunk, we sub- 

stituted foreign species in the hope they would prove less shrinkable. 

Some, like the carp (1879) and the starling (1923), proved to be 

Trojan horses. Others like the pheasant (1893?) and the Hungarian 

partridge (1910) successfully filled a niche no longer tenable for 

native game birds. The substitution of artificial for natural propaga- 

tion may be regarded as an elaboration of the substitute idea; the 
first fish hatchery (1876) was the first expression of this still 
expanding notion. 

The whole substitution idea has obvious utility, but it also carries 
risks: the risk of introducing pests, the risk of neglecting native 
species, and the risk of forgetting that planted game, like wild game, 
needs food and cover. 

Next came the idea of public works and public lands devoted in 

whole or in part to wildlife. This began modestly with a state park 

in 1900 and a series of state forests in 1903. Crusades for wildlife 

refuges shook the public mind in 1910-1918, and again in 1924-1927 

and in 1933. The purchase of large public wildlife areas and their 

development by relief labor began with the C. C. C. and C. W. A. in 
1933 and 19384. 

The most recent idea to emerge is that of scientific cropping or 
management of wildlife. Inventories of wildlife resources were 
started by Dr. P. R. Hoy and Thure Kumlien as early as the 1840s. 
King, in 1872, began to explore the economic utility of wildlife, and 
Birge in 1878 the dependence of species on each other and on their 
environment. Van Hise in 1910 conceived an integrated cropping 
policy for all organic resources, but with no particular emphasis on 
wildlife. Griffith in 1908 began to apply the cropping idea to forests. 
The idea of cropping Wisconsin birds and mammals in the wild, by 
improving their habitat, was conceived in so many minds that it is 
difficult to assign and date its beginnings. Stoddard, between 1910 
and 1924, envisaged such a system but carried it to another state 
(Georgia) before it emerged from his pen as public property. The
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Conservation Department in 1927 definitely envisaged a statewide 

wildlife cropping system. The forest crop law of 1927 sought to en- 

courage private timber cropping. The first definite search for a 

technology of wildlife cropping began with the prairie chicken in- 

vestigation of 1928. Financial provision to extend that search to all 
species came with the Pittman—Robertson Act of 1938. 

A fifth idea, the idea of educating the citizen to understand and 

to practice conservation, runs concurrently with all the foregoing 

concepts. As early as 1867 the publication of game laws was 

prescribed in order that the citizen might know what new prohibi- 

tions had been laid down for his observance. A wildlife course for 

farmers was tried as early as 1910. A school for wardens was held 

in 1912, and educational work in schools started in 1912. Waves of 

emphasis on conservation education rolled across the state in 1914 

(Wisconsin Game Protective Association), 1922 (Izaak Walton 

League), 1929 (Women’s Clubs), 1986 (Wildlife Federation), and 

1940 (Conservation League). In 1935 the legislature compelled pub- 

lic schools to teach conservation. Despite the seeming finality of this 

law, the questions of how and what to teach and how to equip teachers 

are still largely unanswered. 

Conservation, viewed in its entirety, is the slow and laborious 

unfolding of a new relationship between people and land. Each 
seemingly trivial event in the following chronology is a part of this 

fe unfolding process. Each marks the birth or death of an aspiration, 

the beginning or the end of an experience, a loss or a gain in the 

vitality of that great organism: Wisconsin. 

1822-3, 1831-2 Cold winters (Miller). 

1832 Last buffalo east of Mississippi killed in Trempealeau County 

(Schorger). Perhaps buffalo on St. Croix River to 1833 (Hoy). 

1835-7 Cold years (Miller). 

1838 Fishways required in all dams “except mill dams.” Probably 

first conservation law (Scott). 

1840 Sharptails “extremely abundant” in southern Wisconsin (Kum- 
lien & Hollister). 

1840 Last woodland caribou seen at La Pointe, Ashland County 

(Hoy). Drifters from north reported in Burnett and Price 
counties in 1910 (Scott). 

1840 Sandhill cranes bred on prairies near Racine. Whooping cranes 
less abundant (Hoy). 

1840-5 Sharptails abundant in S. Wisconsin and Chicago region 

(Ridgeway). (Last southern breeding colony seen in Dane 
County, 1935.) 

1842? Prairie chicken entered Walworth County from Illinois (Kum- 

lien & Hollister). 

1842-8 March snow starved wild turkeys near Racine. Last turkeys 

killed there in 1846 (Hoy). 

1844 Thure Kumlien started studies which led ultimately to “Birds 

of Wisconsin” (Kumlien and Hollister).
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1847 Last turkey in eastern Wisconsin killed in Waukesha County 

(Kumlien & Hollister). 

1848 Last cardinal and last opossum taken at Racine (Hoy). (Both 

have since reinvaded the state.) 

1848 Lighteen sharptailed grouse shot by Hoy near Racine (Hoy). 

1849 John Muir emigrated to Columbia County (Muir). 

1849 First woodcock seen near Racine; later increased (Hoy). (The 

meaning of this is obscure.) 

1849-50 C. A. Orvis shipped 2 tons of quail to New York from 

Racine; scarce since (Hoy). 

1850s Last great flights of migratory sharptails when snow came 

in Rock County (Leopold). 

1851 First game laws. Deer closed Feb. 1-July 1; prairie chicken, 

quail, woodcock, and “pheasant” (ruffed grouse) Feb. 1- 

Aug. 1 (Palmer). 

1853 Ludwig Kumlien, co-author of “Birds of Wisconsin,” born in 

Jefferson County (Taylor). 

1851-53 Large goshawk migrations (Kumlien & Hollister). 

1954 Open season shortened 2 weeks (Jan. 1-July 15); trapping of 

quail, grouse, or prairie chicken prohibited except on owner’s 
premises (Palmer). 

1855-6-7 Cold winters (Miller, Mandeville). 
1856 Swallow-tailed kite last seen at Racine (Hoy). 
1856 Last Wisconsin turkey killed in Grant County. ‘Other ques- 

tionable records for 1872 and 1894. (Kumlien & Hollister). 
1856 Mockingbird last nested near Racine (Hoy). Has reappeared 

near Racine at various times recently (Scott). 
1857 Cougar killed in Outagamie County. Now in Lawrence College 

Museum (Schorger). 
1858 First crow seen at Racine; formerly rare (Hoy). (Meaning of 

this is obscure.) 
1858 Prairie chickens abundant near Racine up to this year (Hoy). 
1858 Elk killed in Dunn and Buffalo counties (Bartlett). 
1859 Drouth; 1859-60 an open winter (Schafer). 
1860 Great grey owl taken at Racine. Also in 1858 (Hoy). 
1863 Elk seen on Hay River; cougar shot on Black River (Hoy). 
1863-64 “Killing winter (Mandeville) killed all the quail and many 

partridges in Rock County” (Leopold). 
1864 Last bear killed in Buffalo County (Leopold). 
1864 First closed season for fur animals (Scott). 
1865 John Muir offers to buy wildflower sanctuary, Columbia County. 

Offer declined (Muir). 
1865 Caw-Caw Club established on Horicon Marsh; later moved 

to Lake Puckaway (Leopold). 
1866 Twelve elk seen, 9 killed, Dunn County ( Scott). Reported seen 

near Green Bay, 1882 (Cory). Reported killed Buffalo County, 
1868 (Leopold). 

1867 I. A. Lapham and committee report on “Disastrous Effects of { 
Destruction of Forests” (Scott).
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1867 County treasurer required to publish game law in some news- 

paper at the county seat (Palmer). 

1870 Wolverine taken in La Crosse County (Hoy). 

1871 Last great Wisconsin nesting of passenger pigeon; covered 

850 square miles and comprised 136 million pigeons (Schorger). 

First protection for pigeons came in 1877 (Scott). 

1871 Peshtigo Fire; also “Great Fire’ in Door County (Holand). 

1872-8 Cold winter (Miller). 

1872 FF. H. King started work on “Economic Relations of Wisconsin 

Birds,” published 1879 (King). 
1873 First state association for preservation of game. 
1874 Grouse and quail seasons closed or shortened. Low of cycle? 

(Scott) 
1874-5 Cold winter (Miller). 
1875 English sparrow planted at Milwaukee (Schorger). 

1875-79 Epidemics of chinch bugs, grubs, rust, and depletion of 

soils ended wheat farming in southern Wisconsin (Schafer). 

1876 First state fish hatchery established at Madison (Scott). 

1876 Hounding deer prohibited (Palmer). 
1876 Barbed wire fencing first available in quantity (Webb). This 

marks the demise of the rail fence and the reduction of fence- 

row wildlife. 

1876-(1880?) Irruption of jack rabbits, Trempealeau County 

(Leopold). 

e 1878 First state park set aside in Vilas County (Scott); sold 1897, 

repurchased 1925. 
1878 E. A. Birge started study of Wisconsin lakes. 

1879 First carp planted in Wisconsin by U. S. Fish Commission 

(Cole). 
1881-2 “The Big Snow.” Killing winter (Leopold). 

1882 Final small nesting of pigeons (Schorger). 

1882? Decline in prairie chicken in Pierce County (King, date 

circumstantial). 
1882-8 Last bear in western Wisconsin near Viroqua, Vernon 

County (Leopold). 
1888 Wm. A. Henry became Dean of Agriculture, University of 

Wisconsin. Short course started, 1886; dairy school, 1887 

(Schafer). 

1884-5-6-7 Cold winters (Miller). 
1885 Decline in sharptails began in Dunn County (Kumlien & 

Hollister). 
1887 Spring shooting and open-water blinds prohibited, also export 

of game and killing for millinery purposes. All game birds 

except woodcock closed Dec. 1-Sept. 1. Four wardens appointed 
(Palmer). Spring shooting was reopened provisionally in 1893 

(Scott). 
1880s New York hunters learned of canvasbacks in Lake Koshkonong 

and began to come there for shooting. 

1889 Drouth (Hoy).
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1890s Kansas quail liberated (Kumlien & Hollister). Following cold 

winters up to 1887? 

1891 First private duck refuge on Weber’s pond, Horicon Marsh 

(Leopold). 
1890-3 Prairie chickens declined in Horicon Marsh (Leopold). 

1890 Creation of the office of state game warden (Scott). 

1893 Closure on spring shooting made conditional on neighbor states 
following suit (Palmer). Open season on Mongolian pheasant; 

closed again 1895 (Scott). (The pheasant season was probably 

a legislative error; no pheasants had been planted.) 

1894 Drouth (Hoyt). Phillips fire (Scott). 

1894 “The Bluebird Storm” in spring (Barrows). (Anderson gives 

1893 as the year.) 

1895 Hinckley fire, drouth (Whitson & Baker). 

1895 Organized colonization of northern cutover lands begun 

(Schafer). 
1895 Quail closed throughout the state. Stayed closed until 1932 

(Leopold). 

1896-8 Many quail in Pine County, Minnesota, opposite Burnett 

County. Followed Hinckley fire of 1895? (Leopold). 
1897 Drouth (Whitson & Baker). 

1897 Forestry commission appointed; employ Filbert Roth to in- 

vestigate shrinkage of forests (Scott). 

1897 Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey established. 

1897 First bag limits established. Resident license established. 

Killing deer in water or on ice prohibited (Palmer). 
1899 Last Wisconsin passenger pigeon shot by Mr. Varney near 

Babcock, Wood County, between Sept. 9 and 15 (Schorger). 
1899 Wisconsin Natural History Society organized. Bulletin pub- 

lished January, 1900, to December, 1915. 

1899 Shipments of fish and game must be marked; boats, lights, 

swivel guns, rafts, and blinds in open water declared public 

nuisances; game officials of other states authorized to seize 

illegal game in Wisconsin (Palmer). 

1899 Interstate Park Commission appointed for St. Croix River 

park (Scott). 

1900 Ruffed grouse planted on Washington Island, Door County 

(Phillips). One of the few known transplantations of this 
species. 

1900? Last sharptail in Iowa County (Leopold). 

1900 First state park purchased in Polk County (Scott). 

1901 Non-game birds protected by Audubon model law (Palmer). 
1901 Drouth (Whitson & Baker). 
1902-8 Killing winter. Partridges found dead on snow in Door 

County (Leopold). 
1903 Appropriation for purchase of state forest “reserve.” State 

Forester Griffith appointed 1904 (Scott). 
1903 Quail planted in Outagamie County (Leopold). Probably to 

restock loss during winter of 1902.
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1903 Sale of protected game prohibited. Deer tag required (Palmer). 

1908-4 Cold winter (Miller). 
1904 Last ruffed grouse in Racine and Kenosha counties (Leopold). 

1905 General civil service law applying the merit system to game 
wardens (Palmer). 

1905-6 (or 1906-7) Goshawks killed many grouse in Sauk County 

(H. L. Stoddard, unpubl.). 
1907 State Park Board appointed (Scott). 

1907 Lynx killed in Dane County (Ed Ochsener, unpubl.). Probably 

a drifter. 

1908 Worst fire year; 1,485 fires reported; 1,209,432 acres burned 

(Scott). 
1908 Conservation Commission appointed (Scott). 

1908 Last Wisconsin cougar killed in Douglas County (Cory). 

1909 First oral examinations for deputy game warden held by Civil 
Service Commission (Palmer). 

1909 Soil survey started (Scott). 

1909 First drainage began in Horicon Marsh and last Canada geese 

nested there (Leopold). 

1909 First complete closure of spring shooting on all waterfowl. 

Spring duck shooting last open in 1904, geese 1908. Wisconsin 
was second state to close finally all spring shooting (Scott). 

1909 Wet year; legislature cuts forest fire appropriation (Scott). 
1909 Charles B. Cory’s “The Birds of Illinois and Wisconsin” 

published. 
1910 Drouth (Hoyt). 

1910 Van Hise published “Conservation of Natural Resources in the 
United States.” 

1910 Gustave Pabst began planting Hungarians in Waukesha 

County; continued yearly until 1927 (Leopold). 

1910 Dean Russell appointed A. C. Burrill to give a forestry-game 

course to agricultural short course students (letter from 
Burrill). 

1910 Jack rabbits planted in Sauk and Vernon counties by local 
sportsmen (Leopold). 

1910-24 H. L. Stoddard started work for Milwaukee Public Museum. 

There he conceived the ideas later (1931) embodied in his 

“Bobwhite Quail,” first American work on game management. 
1910 Refuge idea spread. Five refuges posted at Madison and at 

Green Lake, by A. C. Burrill, at instigation of Prof. Moody 

and State Game Warden Scholtz (letter from Burrill). 
1911 Second Conservation Commission appointed (Scott). Hunting 

license fees turned into general fund and expenses of depart- 

ment limited to receipts from licenses and sale of confiscated 
game (Palmer). 

1911 First state forest nursery at Trout Lake. 1911-12 were wet 
years; Griffith starts fire lanes, towers, and phone lines 
(Scott). 

1912 School for conservation wardens held; educational work in 
schools started; buck law passed (Scott).
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1912 Charles B. Cory’s “The Mammals of Illinois and Wisconsin” 
published. 

1918 State game farm started at Trout Lake; Yellowstone elk 

planted (Scott). 

1918 First federal bird refuge in Wisconsin on Gravel and Spider 

islands, Door County (letter from Burrill). 
1914 State Audubon Society, State Warden, and H. L. Russell 

planted 60 male quail on refuge on University Farm (letter 

from Burrill). 

1914 Wisconsin Game Protective Association active. 
1915 Federal migratory bird regulations in effect. Sunset rule for 

waterfowl. Mississippi River closed. No shooting from motor- 

boats (Palmer). Third conservation commission (paid, 3-man) 
established (Scott). 

1915 Supreme Court decision invalidates Griffith’s state forest pro- 
gram (Scott). 

1915 Bird reserves totalling 50,000 acres posted by State Forester 

Moody and Wisconsin Audubon Society (letter from Burrill). 

1916 Quail irruption in Adams, Wood & Juneau counties. Gone by 

1917 (Leopold). This seems contradictory to the Report of 

the Conservation Commission for 1916, which says 1915-16 
was a killing winter. 

1916 Pheasants first propagated by Col. Pabst in Waukesha County 
(Scott). 

1917 Conservation Commission given regulatory powers (Scott). 

1917-18 Drouth (Hoyt) and killing winter (Leopold). All grouse 

low and closed until 1920 (Scott). 

1917-18 Trappers required to report catch, which included 559 fisher 

and 48 marten (Scott). (Identifications faulty? These numbers 

seem large.) 

1919 “The Wisconsin Conservationist” published by Conservation 

Department March, 1919-Jan., 1921. 

1919 First open season on Hungarian partridge (Scott). 
1920 Friends of Our Native Landscape organized. 

1921 First open season on pheasants and Hungarians. 

1921-2-3 Ruffed grouse damaged Door County cherry orchards by 

budding (Leopold). 

: ~ 1922 “Big Sleet” in March. Killed quail in Winnebago, Vernon, 

Jefferson counties (Leopold). Also ruffed grouse (Scott). 
1922 Last known wolverine trapped, in Sawyer County (Scott). 

1922 First chapters of Izaak Walton League organized at Milwaukee 
and Fond du Lac. 

1923 Starling arrives in Wisconsin (Schorger). 

1923 Jack rabbits planted in Iowa County (Leopold). 
1923 Picking lotus prohibited (Fuller). 
1924 Congress established Upper Mississippi Wildlife Refuge. 
1925 Last known marten taken in Douglas County (Scott). 
1927 Passed commission-director plan for Conservation Department. 
1927 First National Forest purchase area set up in Wisconsin. Area 

500,000 acres; later increased to 2,000,000 acres.
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1927 Horicon Marsh made a refuge and ordered reflooded (Schafer). 

1927 Winter feeding program begun by Dr. Merritt L. Jones and 

_ . Wallace Grange for Conservation Department. 

1927 Forest Crop Law passed. Lands entered must allow free public 

hunting. 

1928 “Monthly Survey” published by Conservation Department 

Nov. 1928 to Jan. 1936. 

1928 First charging for shooting upland game near Sullivan 

(Leopold). 

1928 Conservation Commission again established a state game farm 

(at Fish Creek in Door County) and began statewide planting 

of pheasants. 
1928 Dr. A. O. Gross and F. J. W. Schmidt started Wisconsin Prairie 

Chicken Investigation. 
1928-9 Killing winter, Wisconsin and Michigan (Leopold). 

1929 State Federation of Women’s Clubs started conservation work. 

1929 Game Survey made by Aldo Leopold for Sporting Arms 

Institute. Quail research fellowship set up at University of 

Wisconsin. 

1929 Picking arbutus, orchids, trilliums prohibited (Fuller). i 

1929 Modern trespass law passed. Cashman woodlot taxation bill 
introduced. 

1930 Conservation Commission planted Hungarian partridges in 

Green Lake, Pierce, Richland, Monroe, St. Croix counties. 

“Wild” turkeys planted in Columbia and Sauk counties. 

1930 Drouth (Kincer). Peat fires in central Wisconsin (Leopold). 

1980 “Progress Report of the Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investiga- 

tion” by A. O. Gross published by Conservation Department. 

1931 Pheasant shooting preserve law passed. 

1981 Game kill reports required of hunters as well as trappers 

(Scott). 
1932 Conservation Commission started test plantings of chukar 

partridge, California valley quail, and raccoon. 

1932 Peak population on all grouse. Quail irruption. 

1932 Last known fisher. Carcass found by Barney Devine, Burnett 
County. Sight records up to 1937 (Scott). 

1938 C. C. C. camps established; started stream improvements and 

other wildlife work. 

1933 Soil Conservation Service starts erosion control at Coon Valley, 

La Crosse County. 

1933 Conservation Department given power to set all game open 
season dates (Scott). 

1933 Chair of Game Management established at University of 

Wisconsin by Alumni Research Foundation. 2 

1933 State game farms moved from Fish Creek, Moon Lake and 

Waupun to Poynette, Columbia County. Fur farm established 
at Poynette. 

1938 Drouth (Hoyt). 
1933 Fuller published “Orchids of Wisconsin.”
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1988 Electric fence comes into general use. A further loss of fence- 

row wildlife begins (see 1876). : 

1934 County game committee system for recommending seasons in- 

q 1934 C. W. A. funds available for conservation. Marsh survey 

started. First drainage ditches plugged in Portage and Leola 
districts. 

1935 Last breeding sharptail in S. Wisconsin seen in Dane County 

(memo from J. G. Dickson). 

1935 F. J. W. Schmidt died. Most of his findings on prairie chickens 
lost by fire. 

1934-5 Bow-and-arrow deer season opened in Sauk and Columbia 
counties. 

1935-6 Killing winter. Drouth in 1936. End of cycle peak in all 

grouse, quail, and rabbits (Leopold; Wade). 
1935 Teaching of conservation made compulsory in public schools. 
1936 Supreme Court decision of April 28 says state must pay farm- 

ers for reflooding Horicon Marsh. 

1936 Wisconsin Wildlife Federation organized. 
1936 “Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin” published by Conservation 

Department from Jan. 1936 to present. 
1937 Nursery for food and cover plants established by Conservation 

Department at Wisconsin Rapids. 
1938 Sheboygan Marsh reflooded, covering 12,000 acres (Scott). 
1938 Federal aid for wildlife becomes available through Pittman— 

Robertson Act. 
1938 Deansville Marsh Public Hunting Ground (Dane County) 

established by Conservation Department. 
1938 Ridges Sanctuary established in Door County for preservation 

of wildflowers. Financed as a non-profit corporation by local 
landowners. 

1939 State Planning Board issues bulletin on Horicon Marsh. 
1939 Summer and fall drouth. 
1939 Wisconsin Society of Ornithology organized; “Passenger 

Pigeon” started publication. 
1989 Necedah National Wildlife Refuge established by Biological 

Survey. 
1940 State Conservation Department and U. S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service begin purchasing Horicon Marsh lands. Conservation 
Department, with federal aid funds, begins research projects 
on deer, pheasant, grouse, and waterfowl. State takes 95-vear 
lease on Central Wisconsin Conservation Area. 
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ECHANIZED MAN, having rebuilt the landscape, is now rebuilding 
Me« waters. The sober citizen who would never submit his 

watch or his motor to amateur tamperings freely submits his 
lakes to drainings, fillings, dredgings, pollutions, stabilizations, mos- 
quito control, algae control, swimmer’s itch control, and the planting of 
any fish able to swim. So also with rivers. We constrict them with levees 
and dams, and then flush them with dredgings, channelizations, and 
the floods and silt of bad farming. 

The willingness of the public to accept and pay for these contradic- 
tory tamperings with the natural order arises, I think, from at least 
three fallacies in thought. First, each of these tamperings is regarded as 
a separate project because it is carried.out by a separate bureau or pro- 
fession, and as expertly executed because its proponents are trained, each 
in his own narrow field. The public does not know that bureaus and 
professions may cancel one another, and that expertness may cancel un- 
derstanding. Second, any constructed mechanism is assumed to be su- 

perior to a natural one. Steel and concrete have wrought much good, 
therefore anything built with them must be good. Third, we perceive 
organic behavior only in those organisms which we have built. We 
know that engines and governments are organisms; that tampering with 
a part may affect the whole. We do not yet know that this is true of 

soils and water, 
Thus men too wise to tolerate hasty tinkerings with our political 

constitution accept without a qualm the most radical amendments to 
our biotic constitution. 

Foop Circurrs 1n Sor AND WATER 

Soil and water are not two organic systems, but one. Both are organs 
of a single landscape; a derangement in either affects the health of both. 

We acknowledge this interaction between water and land after erosion 
or pollution makes them sick, but we lack a “language” for describing 
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their normal interactions. Such a language must deal, for one thing, 
with their exchanges of nutrient materials. 

All land represents a downhill flow of nutrients from the hills to the 
sea. This flow has a rolling motion. Plants and animals suck nutrients 
out of the soil and air and pump them upward through the food chains; 
the gravity of death spills them back into the soil and air. Mineral nu- 
trients, between their successive trips through this circuit, tend to be 
washed downhill. Lakes retard this downhill wash, and so do soils. 
Without the impounding action of soils and lakes, plants and animals 
would have to follow their salts to the coast line. 

The rate of retardation depends, for one thing, on the length and the 
termini of the food chains. A nutrient salt impounded in an oak may 
take a century to pass through an acorn, a squirrel, a redtail, and para- 
site before it re-enters the soil for another upward roll. The same par- 
ticle may take only a year to pass through a corn plant and a fieldmouse 
to the soil. Again it may pass through a grass, a cow, a pig, and a mem- 
ber of the Townsend Club, emerging not into the soil, but into a sewer 
and thence into a lake. Civilization shortens food chains, and routes 
them into lakes and rivers instead of fields and pastures. 

The rate of retardation depends also on the fertility of soils. Fertile 
soils wash slowly. They support long chains if we let them do so. Food 
circuits are intricately adjusted to maintain normal rates of retardation. 
A normal soil balances its intake from the decomposition of rocks against 
its loss from downhill wash. We now know, to our cost, the disturbing 

effects of too low a rate: erosion. A normal water balances its intake 
from the soil against its outwash to the sea. Pollution is an excess of 
intake arising from erosion, or from routing land wastes to water. Un- 
derfed soils thus mean overfed waters. Healthy land, by balancing the 
internal economy of each, balances the one against the other. 

The food balance between soils and waters is accomplished not only 
by circuitous routes of flow, but also by eddies and back-currents, That 

is to say, some animals pump food back uphill. These local reversals of 
the downhill flow have not, to my knowledge, been described or meas- 

ured. They may be important to science, and to land health, or conser- 

vation, 

Movements From Water To Lanp aNp FROM Lanp To WATER 

Back-currents are likely to be clearly visible in areas inhabited by 
some animal requiring a larger supply of a particular nutrient than the 
soil supplies. The red deer on the Scottish highlands is a case in point. 

Here nutrients are scarce because the soil is derived from sterile rocks. 

The red deer’s yearly production of new antlers calls for more calcium
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and phosphorus than his highland range can supply. Where and how 
does he get them? 

Fraser Darling (1) records the facts which I have arranged in Fig. 1 
as a calcium-phosphorus food chain. The deer gets a little, but not 
enough, of these horn-building salts from the native herbs and grasses. 
His supply increases when fires concentrate in ashes the dilute supplies 
stored in the heather. Hence gamekeepers practice rotation burning on 
the moors. To make good his deficiency in horn-building salts, the deer 
taps the aquatic food chain of the lakes and tarns, where rich supplies 
are concentrated in aquatic animals. He eats frogs immobilized by frost 
(1, 2). As his relative, the reindeer, is reported to do, he may eat duck 
eggs (4) and dead fish (5). By acquiring such unusual or “depraved” 
food habits, the deer requisitions from lakes what his terrestrial range 
fails to provide. 

That the stored salts are what the red deer is after is shown by cer- 
tain other extraordinary food habits which help balance his calcium- 
phosphorus economy. He eats the velvet from his own horns; the bones 
of dead deer left by hunters; his own cast antlers or those of other deer; 
the rabbit or vole which has extracted salts from these same materials 
and then chanced to die (1, 2). Direct ingestion of lemmings and mice 
by wild reindeer has been recorded (5) and may also be practiced by 

the red deer. 
The ingestion of aquatic animals by deer is an uphill movement of 

nutrients; a back-current of the downhill stream. Food which has al- 
ready “passed” the terrestrial deer but lies temporarily impounded in 
lakes is pulled back into the terrestrial circuit. On the other hand, the 
ingestion by deer of velvet, horns, bones, and dead rodents is not a 

back-current, but rather a short circuit in the usual roll of the food 

chain. The salts contained in these body parts would normally re-enter 
the soil and become (in part) available to the deer as plants, but by 
shorting this normal circuit he recovers them in less time and with less 
waste. 

The quantity of minerals involved in these movements is small, but 
even small quantities may, on poor soils, be of critical importance. Range 
managers now realize that the continued “deportation” of phosphorus 
and calcium in the bones of cattle and sheep may eventually impoverish 
grazing ranges (7). Darling hints that deportation in sheep may have 
helped to impoverish the Scottish moors. 

Many animals other than red deer tap aquatic food chains and re- 
store food to terrestrial circuits. Many also move food in the opposite 
direction, The net retardation, or preponderance of uphill transport, var- 
ies from zero upward. The length of uphill transport also varies from 
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short to long distances. Thus river ducks, geese, gulls, terns, rails, bit- 
terns, frogs, snakes, and muskrats eat in or at the edge of water and die 
or defecate inland, but they likewise eat inland and die or defecate in 

water. There is no clear preponderance of uphill transport. The first 
{ three range far inland, the others not far. Eagles, crows, swallows, bears, 

deer, caribou, and moose carry food both to and from water, but they 

probably move more food uphill than downhill, and to a considerable 
distance inland. River-spawning salmon which die inland perform a 
large and long uphill transport. Guano birds, penguins, herons, otters, 

minks, skunks, bats, and certain water-hatching, land-dying insects per- 

form a preponderance of uphill transport, but only to a short distance 

inland. 
Probably no other food chain concentrates so much food on so small 

an area as that ending in guano birds (6). The whole aquatic garden 
of the south Pacific ships its produce, via the upwelling Humboldt cur- 
rent, to the coastal guanays, which deposit it on their rainless island 
rookeries as guano. Here then is a bottleneck where the oceanic food 
circuit achieves a “voltage” of extraordinary intensity. The guano de- 
posits, however, lie so near the shore and in so dry a climate that until 
they are moved further inland by man they have little effect on terres- 
trial circuits. Antarctic penguins likewise carry oceanic foods inland, but 
their deposits are refrigerated and eventually slide back into the sea. As 
against the long list of higher animals which transport food in a preva- 
lently uphill direction, I can think of only two, man and the beaver, 
which get most of their food on land and deposit most of it in the 
water. Marsh-roosting blackbirds also do this, but only in autumn. 

Most animals merely circulate food within the terrestrial or aquatic 
circuit which is their habitat. Thus the diving ducks, except when caught 
by some land predator, feed from and die into the aquatic circuits. Gal- 
linaceous birds, except when shot by a hunter with modern conveni- 

f ences, feed from and die into the terrestrial circuits. 

Lono-Distance TRANSPLANTATIONS 

Migratory birds and fish move food to a distance from its point of 
origin. Until man began to ship foods and fertilizer, the only long- 
distance movers were water, air, and migratory animals. Migratory birds 
must move a considerable volume of food, with more than transitory 

effects. Thus Hawkins (3) points out that the plant community under 

passenger pigeon roosts was distinguishable for decades after the pigeons 

were gone. 
Transplantations by migratory animals have no clear orientation up- 

hill or downhill.
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Summary anv Discussion 

Soil health and water health are not two problems, but one. There 
is a circulatory system of food substances common to both, as well as a 
circulatory system within each. The downhill flow is carried by grav- 
ity, the uphill flow by animals. 

There is a deficit in uphill transport, which is met by the decompo- 
sition of rocks. Long food chains, by retarding downhill flow, reduce 
this deficit. It is further reduced by storage in soils and lakes. The con- 
tinuity and stability of inland communities probably depend on this 
retardation and storage. 

These movements of food substances seem to constitute, collectively, 

the nutritional system of the biotic organism. It may be surmised, by 
analogy with individual plants and animals, that it has qualitative as 
well as quantitative aspects. The recent history of biology is largely a 
disclosure of the importance of qualitative nutrition within plants and 
animals, and within land and water communities. Is it also important 
as between land and water? Does the wild goose, reconnoitering the 
farmer’s cornfield, bring something more than wild music from the lake, 

take something more than waste corn from his field? 
Such questions are, for the moment, beyond the boundaries of pre- 

cise knowledge, but not beyond the boundaries of intelligent specula- 
tion. We can at least foresee that the prevalent mutilations of soil and 
water systems, and wholesale simplification of native faunas and floras, 

may have unpredictable repercussions. Neither agriculturists nor aqui- 
culturists have so far shown any consciousness of this possibility. A pru- 
dent technology should alter the natural order as little as possible. 
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FAVILLE PRAIRIE PRESERVE 

By Dr. Atpo Lropotp 
Professor of Wild Life Management 

University of Wisconsin 

On May 15, 1940, cattle were turned to pasture on the Faville prairie, long 

known to botanists as one of the largest and best remnants of unplowed, ungrazed 

prairie sod left in Wisconsin. In it grow the white ladyslipper, the white-fringed 

orchis, the prairie clover, prairie fringed gentian, Indian plantain, Turk’s cap 

lily, compass plant, blazing star, prairie dock, and other prairie wildflowers which 

originally carpeted half of southern Wisconsin, but most of which are now rare 

due to their inability to withstand cow or plow. 
Thirty miles away a CCC camp on the University of Wisconsin Arboretum 

has been busy for four years artificially replanting a prairie in order that botany 

classes may know what a prairie looked like, and what the word “prairie” 

signified in Wisconsin history. 
Within the tract converted to pasture last year, the cattle demolished the 

prairie vegetation within a single season; if any of it was left, it was underground. 

By September the grazed area looked like any other pasture. 

The loss of this tract, however, called public attention to the question of 

preserving prairie vegetation. An adjacent tract, containing 60 acres, and 

botanically almost as good as the lost prairie, has now been purchased by Mr. and 

Mrs. Philip E. Miles of Madison, for the express purpose of protecting its flora. 

Mr. and Mrs. Miles are retaining the title to the land, but will allow the 
University botanists to use it for research purposes. 

In preparation for this hoped-for floral preserve at Faville Grove, the Botany 

Department and the Department of Wildlife Management of the University have, 

during the last three years, mapped the location of the surviving colonies of rare 
flowers, and each spring have counted the blooms. It is now proposed to experi- 

ment, on a 10 acre fraction of the 60 acre preserve, to see whether burning and 

mowing causes the colonies to expand or contract. It is already known that 
with the possible exception of ladies’ tresses, all the rarer species succumb to 

pasturing. That is why they are rare. Few of them succumb to mowing, hence 
the past use of the Faville prairie as haymeadow has not greatly injured its flora. 

John Muir, who grew up amid the prairie flowers in Columbia County, 

foresaw their impending disappearance from the Wisconsin landscape. In about 

1865 he offered to buy from his brother a small part of the meadow of the family 
homestead, to be fenced and set aside as a floral sanctuary. His offer was refused. 
This, in so far as I know, was the first attempt to establish a wildflower preserve 

in Wisconsin. The number of such preserves, either public or private, is still so 

small that many interesting species are in danger of disappearing for lack of a 
protected place to survive in.
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CHEAT TAKES OVER 

By Apo Lzoroip 

UST as there is honor among thieves, one fine spring to find the range dominated 
J so there is among plant and animal by a new weed. A notable instance was 

pests a sense of impartiality. Where the invasion of the intermountain and 
one pest is stopped by natural barriers northwestern foothills by downy chess 
another arrives to try anew approach. In or cheat grass (Bromus tectorum). 
the end every region and every resource Lest you gain too optimistic an im- 

gets its quota of uninvited ecological pression of this new ingredient of the 
guests. melting pot, let me say that cheat is not 

Thus the English sparrow, rendered a grass in the usual sense, i.e., it does not 
innocuous by the shrinkage in horses, form a live sod. It is an annual weed of 
was succeeded by the starling, who thrives the grass family, like foxtail or crabgrass, 
in the wake of tractors. The white pine dying each fall and reseeding that fall 
blister rust, stopped by the treeless plains, or the next spring. In Europe its habitat 
effected a new landing on the West Coast is the decaying straw of thatched roofs. 
and is now romping down the Rockies The Latin word for roof is tectum, hence 
from Idaho toward California. Thechest- the label ‘‘Brome of the roofs’. A plant 
nut blight, which had no passport beyond that can make a living on the roof of 
the west boundary of chestnuts, is being a house can also survive on this rich but 

followed by the Dutch elm disease, with arid roof of the continent. 
every chance to spread further. Today the honey-colored hills which 

Ecological stowaways began to arrive flank the northwestern mountains derive 
with the earliest settlements. Most of their hue, not from the rich and useful 

the European weeds arrived early; the bunchgrass and wheatgrass which once 

Swedish botanist Peter Kalm found many covered them, but from the inferior cheat 

of them established in New Jersey and which has replaced these native grasses. 
New York as early as 1750. Their spread The motorist who enthuses about the 

was from east to west, and proceeded no flowing contours which lead his eye up- 

more rapidly than the settler’s plow could ward to far summits is, of course, unaware 

prepare a suitable seedbed. of this substitution. It does not occur 

Others arrived later, from the West, to him that hills, like flappers, cover 

and found thousands of square miles of ruined complexions with ecological face- 

ready-made seedbed prepared by the tram- powder. 

pling hoofs of range livestock. In such The cause of the substitution is, in most 

cases the spread was often so rapid as to cases, overgrazing. When too great herds 

escape recording. One simply woke up and flocks chewed and trampled the hide 
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off the foothills, something had to cover starve. The habitable wintering belt 
the raw eroding earth. Cheat did. is narrow, and the further north you go, 

Cheat grows in very dense stands, the greater is the disparity between winter 
especially in years of good rains. Each range and summer range. Hence these 
stem heads out in a dense mass of prickly scattering foothill clumps of bitterbrush, 
awns, which render the mature plant sage, and oak, now fast shrinking under 
inedible to stock. If you want to ap- the onslaught of cheat fires, are the key to 
preciate the predicament of a cow trying wildlife survival in the whole region. 
to eat mature cheat, just try walking Besides, these scattered bushes often har- 

throughitinlowshoes. All field workers bor, under their mechanical protection, 
in cheat country wear high boots. Nylon remnants of native perennial grasses. 
is here relegated to running boards and When the bushes are burned off, these 
concrete sidewalks. remnants succumb to livestock. Perhaps 

These prickly awns cover the autumn the intense heat of cheat fires likewise 
hills with a yellow blanket as inflammable weakens the remnants of native perennial 
as cotton-wool. It is impossible fully grass. 
to protect cheat country from fire. In While sportsmen and stockmen wrangle 
dry weather the cheat blanket burns with over who should move first in easing the 
extreme speed. As a consequence, the burden on the winter game range, cheat 
remnants of good browse plants such as grass is leaving less and less winter range 
sagebrush and bitterbrush are gradually to wrangle about. 
being burned back to higher altitudes, Cheat gives rise to many minor irrita- 
where they are less useful as winter tions, most of them less important, per- 
forage. The lower fringes of yellow pine haps, than starving deer or cheat-sores in 
timber, needed as winter cover for deer a cow’s mouth, but still worth mention- 

and game birds, are likewise being singed ing. Cheat invades declining alfalfa fields 
back to higher levels. Fence posts and and degradesthe hay. When really dense, 
telephone poles ate scarred or burned. it blockades newly-hatched ducklings 
Suburban residents start cheat fires on from making the vital trek from upland 
vacant lots in self defense, for fear that nest to lowland water. It invades the 

fire will start unexpectedly and burn them lower fringe of cut-over areas, where it 
out. These suburban fires spread to the tends to choke new reproduction, and 

open country beyond. The citizen of the threatens older reproduction with the 
town, lifting up his eyes unto the hills, constant danger of quick fire. 
sees only a series of bald treeless domes. I experienced a minor irritation myself 

The more you burn cheat, the thicker when I arrived at a ‘‘port of entry’’ on 

it grows next year, for he seeds shatter the northern California border, where my 
early and harbor in cracks in the ground. car and baggage were seatched by a 

To an Easterner, the burning of a few quarantine officer. He politely explained 
bushes off the foothills may seem a minor that California welcomes tourists, but 
loss. He is unaware that, in winter, must make sure their baggage harbors 
snow excludes both livestock and game no plant or animal pests. I asked him 
from the higher mountains. Livestock what pests. He recited a long list of 
can be fed on valley ranges, but deer and garden and orchard afflictions, but he did 
elk must find food in the foothills or not mention the yellow blanket of cheat
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which extended from his feet to the far valuable native grasses? Are these natives 
hills in every direction. capable, with protection from grazing, 

As is true of the carp and the starling, of regaining dominance over cheat? The 
the cheat-afflicted regions make a virtue Forest Service Range Handbook is at 
of necessity and find the invader useful. least mildly optimistic. It says: “‘in 
Cheat clearly reduces the erosion which the better areas, where grazing is properly 
would otherwise follow the overgrazing regulated and fires prevented, cheat tends 
which admitted cheat. (This ecologi- eventually to be largely replaced by more 
cal ring-around-the-rosy merits long valuable perennial species’. (That this 
thoughts.) Newly-sprouted cheat is good is quoted from a government bulletin 
forage while it lasts. Like as not the can be told by anybody, “‘though he 
lamb-chop you ate for lunch was nurtured stand further off than the shot of a cross- 
on cheat during the tender days of spring. bow’’. Notice the saving words!) 
Just so is canned carp proving useful as On the other hand the Nevada Agricul- 
fish-food for hatcheries. What we forget tural Experiment Station is more than 
is that if we had no carp we would need midly pessimistic. After several years 
fewer hatcheries, and if we had no cheat of range tests it says that cheat ‘‘may be 
we might by now have been constrained capable of slowly replacing the native 
to reestablish some real native grasses perennial grasses. . .even on ranges where 
and shrubs. no grazing is permitted’’. 
When Russian thistle (tumbleweed) Cheat, like the sparrow, the carp, and 

invaded the Great Plains, we likewise the tumbledweed, is undoubtedly here to 
made a virtue of necessity. In fact when stay. The only question is the degree 
somebody discovered that this pest could to which its present dominance can be 
be used for ensilage, it was hailed as a reduced by more moderate grazing and 
kind of blessing, a life-saver for drouth- better fire control. 
stricken farmers. Even the Scotch broom, I listened carefully for clues on whether 
which is invading the burned slashings the West has accepted cheat as a necessary 
of the northwestern coastal forests, chok- evil, to be lived with until kingdom come, 

ing timber reproduction and useful forage, or whether the West regards cheat as a 
has its apologists. It is said that it challenge to rectify its past errors in 
prevents erosion. It does indeed. But land-use. I found the hopeless attitude 
who ever imagined an erosion problem almost universal, even among the technical 
before those forests were slashed and men. To me, this is an impressive in- 

burned, and thus made hospitable to stance of how the fighting spirit of con- 
invaders? servation becomes diluted as one reaches 

Like other invaders cheat has its out into ‘‘the jsticks’’, i.e., into those 

Achilles heel. It is attacked at intervals regions which have the greatest need of 
by a smut-disease which temporarily sound guiding principles. Indeed it is 
reduces the stand. On some soils it uncommon, in the West, to meet any 
fails to grow at all. layman who recognizes clearly the degree 

The crux of the question is whether to which the ranges have been overgrazed 
cheat is a curable or an incurable affliction. and thus reduced in producing power. 
Does it, like other annual grasses and Conservation, I fear, is still in large 

weeds, act as a nurse-crop for the more degree a parlor game. We tilt windmills
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in its behalf in convention halls and unravel land-use problems which are, at 
editorial offices, but we seldom discuss best, only partly soluble; how to become 
the concrete realistic problems of actual expert in one small technical field without 
land-use except for purposes of shocking losing the common touch with land as a 
an apathetic city audience. whole; how to translate technical knowl- 

The cheat problem reminds me, again, edge into land-use practice without load- 
how difficult a task has been laid ing the whole job on the government; 
upon the coming generation of technical these are tasks indeed! 
men. How to join the life of a local It becomes increasingly clear that a 
community without ‘‘going native’’ in- new breed of cats must own the land before 
tellectually; how to muster courage to much headway is possible. 
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and buried it in an underground nest, 

ODYSSEY as if to hide a bit of Indian summer 
from the thieving frosts. But a fox 

By Aldo Leopold detained the mouse, molds and fungi i 

: took the nest apart, and X lay in the 
e& HAD marked time in the lime- soil again, foot-loose and fancy-free. 

stone ledge since the Paleozoic Next he entered a tuft of side-oats 
seas covered the land. Time, to an grama, a buffalo, a buffalo chip, and 
atom locked in a rock, docs not pass. again the soil. Next a spiderwort, a 

The break came when a bur oak rabbit, and an owl. Thence a tuft of 

root nosed down a crack and began sporobolus. 
prying and sucking. In the flash of All routines come to an end. This 
a century the rock decayed, and X one ended with a prairie fire, which 
was pulled out and up into the world reduced the prairie plants to smoke, 

of living things. He helped build a gas, and ashes. Phosphorus and potash 
catkin, which became an acorn, which atoms stayed in the ash, but the nitro- 

fattened a deer, which fed an Indian, gen atoms were gone with the wind. 
all in a single year. A spectator might, at this point, have 

From his berth in the Indian’s predicted an early end of the biotic 
bones, X joined again in chase and drama, for with fires exhausting the 
flight, feast and famine, hope and nitrogen, the soil might well have lost 

fear. He felt these things as changes its plants and blown away. 
in the little chemical pushes and pulls But the prairie had two strings to 
which tug timelessly at every atom. its bow. Fires thinned its grasses, but 

When the Indian took his leave of they thickened its stand of legumi- 
the prairie, X moldered briefly under- nous herbs: prairie clover, bush 

ground, only to embark on a second clover, wild bean, vetch, lead-plant, 

trip through ‘the bloodstream of the trefoil, and baptisia, each carrying its 
land. own bacteria housed in nodules on 

This time it was a rootlet of blue- its rootlets. Each nodule pumped ni- 
stem which sucked him up and lodged _ trogen out of the air into the plant, 

* him in a leaf, which rode the green and then ultimately into the soil. 

billows of the prairie June, sharing Thus the prairie savings bank took 

the common task of hoarding sun- in more nitrogen from its legumes 
light. To this leaf also fell an uncom- than it paid out to its fires. That the 
mon task: flicking shadows across a prairie is rich is known to the hum- 
plover’s eggs. The ecstatic plover, blest deermouse; why the prairie is 

hovering overhead, poured praises on rich is a question seldom asked in all 

something perfect; perhaps the eggs, the still lapse of ages. 
perhaps the shadows, or perhaps the Between each of his excursions 
haze of pink phlox which lay on the through the biota, X lay in the soil, 

prairie. and was carried by the rains, inch by 

When the departing plovers set inch, downhill. Living plants re- 

wing for the Argentine, all the blue- tarded the wash by impounding 

stems waved farewell with tall new atoms, dead ones, by locking them to 

tassels. When the first geese came out _ their decayed tissues. Animals ate the 
of the north and all the bluestems plants and carried them briefly uphill 
glowed wine-red, a forehanded deer} or downhill, depending on whether 

mouse cut the leaf in which X lay they died or defecated higher or lower 

Raprnteteram uate eiapasinc May June, 1042, Vol LLIV No.3
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UPLAND PLOVER On one of its biotic excursions, X was lodged in a leaf, ‘ 
whose task it was to flick shadows across a plover’s eggs. 

than they fed. No animal was aware An Indian eventually inherited the 
that the altitude of his death was eagle’s plumes, and with them propi- 
more important than his manner of tiated the Fates, whom he assumed 
dying. Thus a fox caught a gopher had a special interest in Indians. It 
in a meadow, carrying X uphill to his did not occur to him that they might 
bed on the brow of a ledge, where be busy casting dice against gravity; 

an eagle laid him low. The dying fox that mice and men, soils and songs 
sensed the end of his chapter in fox- might be merely ways to retard the 
dom, but not the new beginning in march of atoms to the sea. 

the odyssey of an atom. One year, while X lay in a cotton-



wood by the river, he was eaten by He failed to see the downward wash 
a beaver, an animal which always of over-wheated loam, laid bare in 

feeds higher than he dies. The beaver spring against the pelting rains. When 
starved when his pond dried up dur- _ soil-wash and chinch bugs finally put 
ing a bitter frost. X rode the carcass an end to wheat farming, Y and his 

down the spring freshet, losing more like had already traveled far down 
altitude each hour than heretofore the watershed. 
in a century. He ended up in the silt When the empire of wheat col- 
of a backwater bayou, where he fed lapsed, the settler took a leaf from 

a crayfish, a coon, and then an In- the old prairie book: he impounded 

dian, who laid him down to his last his fertility in livestock, he augmented 

sleep in a mound on the riverbank. it with nitrogen-pumping alfalfa, and 
One spring an oxbow caved the bank, he tapped the lower layers of the 
and after one short week of freshet, X loam with deep-rooted corn. With 

lay again in his ancient prison, the these he built the empire of red barns. 

sea. But he used his alfalfa, and every 

An atom at large in the biota is too other new weapon against wash, not 
free to know freedom; an atom back — only to hold his old plowings, but 
in the sea has forgotten it. For every also to exploit mew ones which, in 
atom lost to the sea, the prairie pulls _ turn, needed holding. i 
another out of the decaying rocks. So, despite alfafa, the black loam 

‘The only certain truth is that its crea- _ grew gradually thinner. Erosion engi- 
tures must suck hard, live fast, and neers built dams and terraces to hold 
die often, lest its losses exceed its it. Army engineers built levees and 

gains. wing-dams to flush it from the rivers. 

> oF The rivers would not flush, but raised 
their beds instead, thus choking navi- 

It is the nature of roots to nose into gation. So the engineers built pools 
cracks. When Y was thus released like gigantic beaver ponds, and Y 

from the parent ledge, a new animal landed in one of these, his trip from 

had arrived and begun redding up the rock to river completed in one short 
prairie to fit his own notions of law century. 
and order. An oxteam turned the On first reaching the pool, Y made 
prairie sod, and Y began a succession several trips through water-plants, fish, 
of dizzy annual trips through a new and _waterfowl. But engineers build 

grass called wheat. sewers as well as dams, and down 

The old prairie lived by the diver- them comes the loot of all the far hills 
sity of its plants and animals, all of — and the sea. The atoms which once 
which were useful because the sum — grew pasque-flowers to greet the re- 
total of their coéperations and com- turning plovers now lie inert, con- 

petitions achieved continuity. But the fused, imprisoned in oily sludge. 
wheat farmer was a builder of cate- Roots still nose among the rocks, 
gories; to him only wheat and oxen Rains still pelt the fields. Deermice 
were useful. He saw the useless pigeons still hide their souvenirs of Indian 

settle in clouds upon his wheat, and summer. Old men who helped destroy 
shortly cleared the skies of them. He the pigeons still recount the glory of 
saw the chinch bugs take over the the fluttering hosts. Black and white 
stealing job, and fumed because here buffalo pass in and out of red barns, 
was a useless thing too small to kill. offering free rides to itinerant atoms.
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PACKRATTING 

To the Editor: dealer for 25c. That book is a trophy. 

I have a serious suggestion for the I like to think about it nights. When 

Wildlife News. I wish you would the pile of morning mail looks par- 

start a section, to be called “The ticularly dreary, I walk over to the 

Packrat”, in which collectors of wild- shelf to make sure it is still there. 

life literature can exchange gossip. Yours for packrats, 

I realize, of course, that the ave- Aldo Leopold. 
rage wildlife manager does not col- ae aia 

lect literature. He has access to an | 

official library, which spares him the | 

pains of jpackratting on his own ac- ‘ 

count. On the other hand, most of- 
ficial libraries are about. as well- | 
stocked as Mother Hubbard’s shelves. | 
Libraries suffer from the current 
American hallucination that to col- 
lect literature requires dollars rather 

than imagination and enthusiasm. The 

net result is that the average profes- | 

sional conservation office suffers from | 
pernicious literary anemia. | 

I hasten to add that McAtee’s “Wild- 
life Review” is a model guide to the | 
literature of our profession. But who : 
reads it? Certainly not the wildlife | e 

managers for whom it is written. We | 

need a Kindergarten Korner, conduct- | 

ed in a more personal vein, to edu- | 

cate us to appreciate the austerities 

of the Wildlife Review. The collecting 

instinct exists willy-nilly in many om 

vertebrates, including not only pack- | 

rats but also crows, squirrels, and | 
wildlife managers. It is the common s 
attribute which could be used to in- | 
duct us into professional literacy. | 

Not a month goes by without offer- 
ing some new and shiny tidbit to 

tempt the collector. At the moment, | 
for example, there is Dewey Soper’s 

“Northern Bison”, reposing solemnly | 

on the shelves of Ecological Mono- | 

graphs. How many takers? Is sit 4 

thinkable that we, as a_ profession, | 

are so engrossed with pheasants and | 
trout that we lack interest in the | . 
sole wild survivors of the thundering 
herd? Then there are such catch-as- | 
catch-can items as Lee Yeager’s “Bib- | 

liography of Fur Animals”, flashing | 
into brief visibility as a mimeograph, 
but soon lost to sight. He who muffs | 
it on the first throw will later do | 
without, or pay a pretty penny for j 

his awkward fingers. | 

Not long ago we all had a chance | 

at Trautman’s “Birds of Buckeye + 
Lake.” Doubtless many of us let it | 
pass as “just another bird-book.” 
Titles are tricky things. This title 

hides a thorough treatise on the 

ecology of a geographical pin-point. | 
Ten thousand pin-points are America, 
and ten thousand Trautman’s are, I | 
hope, the conservation movement. 

What I am driving at is that the | 
Wildlife News should foster packrat- 

ting as a sport. It is just that. It 
may be more than that, but it does 
not need to be. I feel a sporting glee | 
in being the proud possessor of Bent’s | 
Volume I, not because it is worth $50, 

but because one of my _ students 

wangled it from an, unsuspecting book- 
SE bie ai ids a CEES pS et EO Tt Me aie



THE ROLE OF WILDLIFE IN A LIBERAL EDUCATION. 

Axpo Lropoip 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 

Most of the wildlife education so far attempted is that designed 
to teach professionals how to do their job. I here discuss another 
kind: that aimed to teach citizens the function of wildlife in the land 
organism. 

The two kinds contrast sharply in their war status. Perhaps the 
output of professionals is now excessive, even if there were no war. 
On the other hand, wildlife teaching for laymen has the same war 
statts as any other branch of science or of the arts; to suspend teach- 
ing it is to suspend culture. Culture is our understanding of the 
land and its life; wildlife is an essential fraction of both. 

The bulk of our funds and brains are invested in professional edu- 
cation. In my opinion it is time to ‘‘swap ends’’ to curtail sharply 
the output of professionals, and to throw the manpower and dollars 
thus released into a serious attempt to tell the whole campus, and 
thus eventually the whole community, what wildlife conservation is 
all about. 

To see our predicament clearly, we must see its history. 
When wildlife education started a decade ago, three strong forces 

impelled us to our present course. 

One was the obvious preference for preparing men to earn a sal- 
ary rather than to live a life. 

REPRINTED FROM TRANSACTIONS OF THE SEVENTH NORTH AMERICAN 
WILDLIFE CONFERENCE, 1942, AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE, 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Printed in U. S. A. 
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The second was the depression. The pump-priming policy sucked 
at the conservation schools like a waterspout. Anyone bearing a 
sheepskin, wet or dry, could soar into the clouds as a paid expert. 

The third was expediency, It is easier to teach wildlife to a pro- 
fessional student in 3 years than to a lay student in a semester or two. 
Once a professional enrolls he must listen, be the teaching good, bad, 
or indifferent. On the other hand the lay student elects wildlife 

courses; if the teaching is not vital, he can elect something else. 
To what extent are these three pulls still pulling? 
Depression is dead. Expediency is no argument. The question, 

then, boils down to future jobs. Bureaus are now laying plans for 
another post-war pump-priming era, but it is a mystery to me where 

we are to find either the cash or the credit for a repetition of 1933. 
I do not anticipate a post-war boom in, ‘‘wildlifers.’’ If I am right, 
and the market for professionals continues poor, then the deans and 

the presidents and the donors of wildlife funds will have the option 
of either shrinking the present schools, or switching their emphasis 

from professional to liberal teaching. 
It is not likely that this switch can be made successfully if, post- 

poned until the eleventh hour. The time to start is now. 
Fortunately the process of conversion does not call for a complete 

abandonment of professional output. All-campus teaching cannot be 
vital without research, and research is not possible without assistants, 
experimental areas, and definite local projects. This residuum of re- 
search can be made to produce a small high-grade annual crop of 

professionals at the same time that it feeds the all-campus teaching 
effort with vital local facts and questions. 

In my own unit, I began this conversion 3 years ago, when the 

present overproduction of professionals first became visible. The 
response from the campus-at-large has been gratifying, I would rec- 
ommend the change to others, even if there were no war to force the 

issue, 
Liberal education in wildlife is not merely a dilute dosage of tech- 

nical education. It calls for somewhat different teaching materials and 
sometimes even different teachers. The objective is to teach the stu- 

dent to see the land, to understand what he sees, and enjoy what he 
understands. I say land rather than wildlife, because wildlife ean- 
not be understood without understanding the landscape as a whole. 
Such teaching could well be called land ecology rather than wildlife, 
and could serve very broad educational purposes. 

Perhaps the most important of these purposes is to teach the stu- 

dent how to put the sciences together in order to use them, All the 
sciences and arts are taught as if they were separate. They are sepa-
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rate only in the classroom. Step out on the campus and they are 
immediately fused. Land ecology is putting the sciences and arts 
together for the purpose of understanding our environment. 

An illustration of what I mean appears in Figure 1, which traces 

some of the lines of dependency (or food chains, so called) in an or- 
dinary community. These lines are the arteries of a living thing— 
the land. In them circulates food drawn from the soil, pumped by a 
» illion aets of cooperation and competition among animals and plants. 
That the land lives is implicit in its survival through eons of time. 

Who is the land? We are, but no less the meanest flower that blows. 
Land ecology discards at the outset the fallacious notion that the wild 
community is one thing, the human community another. 

‘What are the sciences? Only categories for thinking. Sciences can 
be taught separately, but they can’t be used separately, either for 
seeing land or doing anything with it. It was a surprise to me to 
find this was ‘‘news’’ to many well-trained but highly specialized 
graduate students. 

What is art? Only the drama of the land’s workings. 
With such a synthesis as a starting point, the tenets of conserva- 

tion formulate themselves almost before the teacher can suggest them. 
Basic to all conservation is the concept of land-health; the sustained 
self-renewal of the community. It is at once self-evident from such 
an over-all view of the community that land-health is more important 
than surpluses or shortages in any particular land-product. The 
‘‘famine concept’’ of conservation is valid mainly for inorganic re- 
sources, yet most teachers still apply it to all resources. 

There is no need to persuade the student of land ecology that ma- 
chines to dominate the land are useful only while there is a healthy 
land to use them on, and that land-health is possibly dependent on 
land-membership, that is that a flora and fauna too severely simpli- 
fied or modified may not tick as well as the original. He can see 
for himself that there is no such thing as good or bad species; a 
species may get out of hand, but to terminate its membership in the 
land by human fiat is the last word in anthropomorphic arrogance. 

Finally, the student can deduce, if he thinks hard enough, the pe- 
culiar nature of human economies. What we call economic laws are 
merely the impact of our changing wants on the land which sup- 
plies them. When that impact becomes destructive of our own tenure 
in the land, as is so conspicuously the ease today, then the thing to 
examine is the validity of the wants themselves. 

I have been sketching the end points, rather than the beginnings, 
of instruction in land ecology. To reach those end points, the teacher 
must of course construct a bridge of hard-headed factual materials
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drawn not only from natural history, but from all land-sciences. 
This of course raises the question: why is it our job to synthesize and 
orient; why doesn’t agriculture, or geography, or some other bigger 

and more important discipline do it for us? 
My answer is: it is not our job, but it is our opportunity. If this 

opportunity is real, it is fair to ask: why hasn’t it been seen and seized 
long ago? Why haven’t the bigger and more.important disciplines 
synthesized an ecological land concept? I am not sure of the answer, 
but I think I can see why in zoology and botany. Their pattern of 

teaching was set by the emergence of the theory of evolution. Some 
professors are still adding new findings to the evolutionary structure, 
but in the mind of the average student evolution quits growing, that 
is dies, when he receives his diploma. There is little opportunity ec 
for him to add to his classroom knowledge. Ecology, on the other 
hand, can lead to lifelong opportunities for study and even experimen- 
tation. Therefore, for purposes of a liberal education, ecology is su- 
perior to evolution as a window from which to view the world.
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LAND-USE AND DEMOCRACY 

We must prove that democracy can use its land decently. 
This brilliant article presents a new strategy for conserva- 
tion education and the citizen’s war to save the land. 

Ce ea education ap- not know the limits of what govern- 

peared, before December 7, to be ment can do, or that we don’t care 

making considerable headway. deeply enough to risk personal action 
Now, against a background of war, or danger. 

» it looks like a milk-and-water affair. When the Audubon Society killed 
War has defined the issue: we must the millinery feather trade in 1913, 

prove that democracy can use its land what was its real weapon, the prohibi- 

decently. At our present rate of prog- tory law or the refusal of intelligent 

ress we might arrive at decent land-use | women to buy wild bird plumage? 
a century or two hence. That is too ‘The answer is plain. The law was 
little and too late. merely the symbol of a conviction in 

Conservation education, in facing- the mind of a minority. That convic* 

up to its task, reminds me of my dog tion was so strong and unequivocal 

when he faces another dog too big for that it was willing to risk direct action, 

him. Instead of dealing with the dog, danger of ridicule, and even'danger of 

he deals with a tree bearing his trade- mistakes to achieve the common good. 

mark, Thus he assuages his ego with- I have no illusion that all of the 

out exposing himself to danger. products of‘ land-abuse are as easy to 

Just so we deal with bureaus, poli- identify, or as easy to do without, as a 

cies, laws, and programs, which. are the wild bird-skin on a hat. I do assert 
symbols of our problem, instead of that many products of land-abuse can 

with resources, products, and land- be identified as such, and can be dis- 

users, which are the problem, Thus criminated against, given the convic- 

we assuage our ego without exposing tion that it is worth the trouble, Con- 

ourselves to contact with reality. versely, the products of good land-use 

The symbols of conservation have can often be singled out and favored. 

become complex and confusing, but Back now to education: who is to 

its essential reality has the devastating be educated? By tacit consent it is the 

simplicity of the needle’s eye. If we coming generation; we have only to 

don’t like the way landowner X is teach them why and how to act. Here » 

using the natural resources of which is the dog again, addressing the sym- 

he is owner, why do we buy his prod- bol, walking around the problem in- 

ucts? Why do we invest in his secur- stead of facing-up to it. 

ities? Why do we accord him the same “Children are like grown-ups: they 

social standing as landowner Y, who understand what others do better than 

makes.an honest attempt to use his what others are saying. Unless the 

land as if he were its trustee? Why do grown-up world shows itself willing to 

we tell our government to reform Mr. practice conservation, that practice 

X, instead of doing it ourselves? The — will be hard for the younger genera- 

answer must be cither that we do tion to adopt.” With these two sen-
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Landowner Y makes an honest attempt to use his land as if he were its trustee. 

tences, Paul Sears demolishes the “let the legislature abate this nuisance 
posterity do it” school of education. while the voter rewards its impudence 

There is lacking only a simple for- with his custom? 
mula by which we, and posterity, may Again, a little less obvious: does a 
act to make America a permanent in- good American accept gifts of stolen 
stitution instead of a trial balloon. goods, or credit scores made by cheat- 

The formula is: learn how to tell good ing? ‘To wit: ducks bought from the 
land-use from bad. Use your own land pusher, or refrigerated beyond the 
accordingly, and refuse aid and com- legal date? Venison hung up by the 
fort to those who do not. guide? Wildflowers pilfered without 

Isn't this more to the point than consent? Can society prevent by law 
merely voting, petitioning, and writ- what it condones by social usage? 
ing checks for bigger and better bu- A little harder: Does one buy 

reaus, in order that our responsibilities Christmas trees that should have been 

may be laid in bigger and better laps? left to grow? How does one tell trees 
Such an approach may be imple- representing legitimate thinnings from 

mented with cases that present an in- trees representing exploitation and 

tellectual gradient suitable for all ages robbery? Both are for sale; neither is 

and all degrees of land-use education. labeled. Could they be? 
No one person, young or old, need feel Up a step: Dairy X buys milk from 
any obligation to act beyond his own steep eroding pastures, which spill 
personal range of vision. floods on the neighbors, and ruin 

For example, a case visible to all streams. It also buys milk from care- 

who ride and read: does a good Amer- ful farmers, and mixes the two, so that 

ican shave with soaps that plaster rock conservation milk is indistinguishable 
and rill with signs, hiding bad man- from exploitation milk, What should 
ners behind a barrage of puns? Can the conscientious buyer do? What can



If we don’t like the way landowner X is using the natural resources of which he is 
owner, why do we buy his products? Why accord him the same social standing as 
landowner Y? Why tell our government to reform Mr. X, instead of doing it ourselves? 

: Soil Conservation Service 
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the careful farmer do? Could farmers torial on conservation sends its addi- 
form pools to regulate their own pas- tional spurt of offal into the public 
ture practices, as they now regulate waters. Your cousin draws his pay- 

butterfat and bacteria? check from the mill, and your brother 
Still harder: Lumberman X claims draws his from the newspaper. ‘““There 

to practice forestry. His boards are ought to be a law”; in fact there is a 
necessarily knottier than those offered law, but it is not enforced; it can’t be. 
by lumberman Y, who is still skinning An extra penny for each newspaper 

the illimitable (?) woods where rolls would pay the cost of reclaiming the 
the Oregon, and hears no sound save offal, and thus break the whole vicious 

his own dashings. Which board do circle. Whose penny is going to break 
you buy? Should you buy the honest it? How? When? Has this anything 
board, even at a higher price? to do with the struggle between de 

Simple, but really tough: Should mocracy and fascism? 
one accept pay for doing the decent Finally: Nearly all American wheat 
thing to land, as most landowners do is the product of exploitation. Behind 

when the AAA pays them for lower- your breakfast toast is the burning 
ing their ratio of corn and cotton to strawstack, feeding the air with nitro- 

legumes and grass? If this is defensible gen belonging in the soil. Behind your 

for a year, is it for a decade? birthday cake is the eroding Palouse, 

Again: Newspaper X buys its paper the over-wheated prairies, feeding the 

from a sulphite mill which turns its rivers with silt for army engineers to 
wastes into the river that moves in push around with dredge and shovel, 

majesty. All other mills do the same, at your expense; for irrigation engi- 

and all other newspapers. Each edi- neers to fill their dams with, at the



expense of the future. Behind each knows no season of cessation, and for 

loaf of (inedible) baker’s bread is the the most part is paid for in love, not 
“ever normal” granary, the roar of the dollars. Husbandry of somebody else’s 
combine, the swish of the gang-plow, land is a contradiction in terms. Hus- 

ravaging the land they were built to bandry is the heart of conservation. 
feed, because it is cheaper to raise The second thing to grasp is that 
wheat by exploitation than by honest when we lay conservation in the lap of 
farming. It wouldn’t be cheaper if ex- - the government, it will always do the * 
ploitation wheat lacked a market. You things it can, even though they are not 

are the market, but transportation has _ the things that most need doing. 
robbed you of all power to discrim- The present over-emphasis on game 
inate. If you want conservation wheat, farms, fish hatcheries, nurseries and 

you will have to raise it yourself. artificial reforestation, importation of 

‘These are samples of the easy, the exotic species, predator control, and 

possible, the difficult, and the insolu- rodent control is here in point. ‘These 

ble realities of conservation, presented are things government can do. Each 
as problems for the citizen. Education, has an alternative, more or less devel- 
so far, presents them only as problems oped, along naturalistic lines, i.e., 

for his agents. c management or guidance of natural 
When the ecologist sees any given _ processes. Research shows these alter- 

force at work in the animal commu- natives to be, in general, supcrior.. But 
nity, he can safely predict that it will they involve husbandry, which govern- 

operate only up to the length of its = ment can do only on its own lands. 
tether, after which some other force Government lands are a minor frac- 

will take over. tion of our land area. Therefore gov- 
Conservation is our attempt to put ernment neglects the superior things 

human ecology on a permanent foot- that need doing, and does the inferior 
ing. Milk-and-water education has _ things that it can do. It then imputes 
convinced people that such an attempt _to these things an importance and an 
should be made, and they have told efficacy they do not merit, thus distort- 
their government to act for them. ing the’growth of public intelligence. 
Some other force must now persuade This whole twisted confusion stems 
them to act for themselves. from the painless path, from milk-and- 

Money-minded people think they — water education, from prolonging our 
are acting when they pay taxes. This reliance on vicarious conservation. 
hallucination, during the “defense” The end result is that ideas once 

period, nearly cost us the war. It will — wholly beneficial begin to boomerang 
cost us our natural resources if we on the user, a clear sign, to the ecolo- 
persist in it. : gist, that some new adjustment is in 

To analyze the problem of action, order. A case in point is the idea of 
the first thing to grasp is that govern- sanctuary. Sanctuaries and_ refuges 
ment, no matter how good, can only have done enormous good; we would 

do certain things. Government can’t have kept few rare species without 
raise crops, maintain small scattered them; but for them shootable water- 

structures, administer small scattered fowl would surely have disappeared. 

areas, or bring to bear on small local = Yet on every hand are signs that we 
matters that combination of solicitude, expect too much of them. Most public 
foresight, and skill which we call hus- _ forests are now shrinking or abolish- 
bandry. Husbandry watches no clock, ing their refuges because excess decr
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U. S. Forest Service 
Lumberman X claims to practice forestry. His boards are necessarily knottier than those offered 
by lumberman Y, who is still skinning the illimitable (?) woods. Which board do you buy? 

: and elk, in the absence of natural It seems to me that sanctuaries are 

predators, have become a scourge to akin to monasticism in the dark ages. 

the forest and to themselves. Some The world was so wicked it was better 
national parks are being eaten up, and to have islands of decency than none 
have no recourse except to shoot or to at all. Hence decent citizens retired 
shrink; a pair of sharp horns for any to monasteries and convents. Once es- 
park man to sit on. Many notably tablished, these islands became an 
successful sanctuaries are now ringed alibi for lack of private reform. Peo- 
by commercial shooting “clubs”; there ple said: ‘We pay the bills for all 

is a grave question whether the birds this virtue. Let goodness stay where 
would not be better off without both it belongs, and not pester practical 
the sanctuary and the clubs. When folks who have to run the world.” The 
administration is in the hands of poli- present attitude of some duck-hunters 
ticians who care more for votes than offers a close parallel. —The more mon- 
for birds, there is not even a question. asteries or sanctuaries, the grimmer 

Why these kickbacks? The answer, the incongruity between inside and 
I fear, is that sanctuaries are one of outside. 

the things government can do, but the We need more sanctuaries, but some 

growth of private ethics and natural- of them will boomerang until they 
istic management needed to go with serve a better public. This is particu- 

them is beyond the powers of govern- larly true of deer and elk sanctuaries 
ment. which are too big, duck or goose sawc-



tuaries choked in a noose of limit- themselves up as legal entities. In 
shooting clubs, or any sanctuary de- many states the district is authorized 

prived of its natural predators. to write land-use regulations with the 
One of the curious evidences that force of law. So far they dare not. But 

“conservation programs’ are losing _ if farmers once asked: “Why don’t we 
their grip is that they have seldom re- tackle’ our own erosion-control? I'll 
sorted to self-government as a cure for pull my cows off the hill if you will,” 
land abuse. ‘““We who are about to the machinery for action is at hand. 
die,” unless democracy can mend its Farmers do not yet ask such rash 
land-use, have not tried democracy as questions. Why? Probably because 

a possible answer to our problem. they have been led to believe that CCC 
I do not here refer to such superfi- camps, AAA checks, 4-H clubs, exten- 

cial devices as advisory boards, who sion, meetings, speeches, and other 

offer their wisdom to others, or such subsidies and uplifts will do the trick. 

predatory devices as pressure groups, Those who really know land know 
who exist to seize what they can. I this is not true; these milk-and-water 
refer rather to social and economic measures have indeed retarded the 
units who turn the light of self-scrutiny _ rate of soil-loss, but they have not re- 
on themselves. versed it. Thus we see that the pain- 
NRA was perhaps a start toward less path not only fails to lead us to 

responsible self-scrutiny in industry, conservation, but sometimes actually 
but the Supreme Court snapped the retards the growth of critical intelli- 
rising grouse before he ever got above gence on the whereabouts of alterna- 
the alders. tive routes. 

The present Soil Conservation Dis- No new device in human affairs is 

tricts are perhaps a start toward self- ever an unmixed blessing. The idea 
scrutiny in farming, but they dare not here proposed: hitching conservation 

use their powers for lack of voter-sup- directly to the producer-consumer re- 
port. These districts are self-govern- lation, instead of to the government. 

‘ing farm communities which have set entails some serious risks. It would 

Behind your breakfast toast are the over-wheated prairies, feeding the 
rivers and reservoirs with silt which must be dredged at your expense. 

Farm Security Administration 
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Dairy X buys milk from steep eroding pastures . . . and from careful 
farmers. It mixes the two, so that conservation milk is indistinguishable 

from exploitation milk. What should the conscientious buyer do? 

present the professional advertiser the top dawn, as-is now the case. 
with an opportunity for euphemized Conservation is a state of health in 
deception and equivocation vastly the land-organism. Health expresses 
larger than cigarettes. “The more com- the cooperation of the interdependent 
plex the product or process, the wider parts: soil, water, plants, animals, and 

the field for the trained hoodwinker. people. It implies collective self-re- 
This brings us to the real and in- newal and collective self-maintenance. 

dispensable functions of government When any one part lives by deplet- 
in conservation. Government is the ing another, the state of health is gone. 

tester of fact vs. fiction, the umpire of As far as we know, the state of health 
bogus vs. genuine, the sponsor of re- depends on the retention in each part 

search, the guardian of technical, of the full gamut of species and ma- 

standards, and, I hasten to add, the. terials comprising its evolutionary 

proper custodian of land which, for equipment. 

one reason or another, is not suited to Culture is a state of awareness of 
private husbandry. These functions the land’s collective functioning. A 

will become real and important as culture premised on the destructive 
soon as conservation begins to grow dominance of a single species can have 
from the bottom up, instead of from but short duration.
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WILDLIFE IN AMERICAN CULTURE 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 

The culture of primitive peoples is re-enacting the romance of the fur 

often based on wildlife. Thus, the plains trade. Ontogeny repeats phylogeny in 

Indian not only ate buffalo, but buffalo society as well as in the individual. 

largely determined his architecture, Second, there is value in any experi- 

dress, language, arts, and religion. ence which reminds us of our depend- 
In civilized peoples the economic base _ ency on the soil-plant-animal-man food 

shifts to tame animals and plants, but chain. Civilization has so cluttered this 
the culture nevertheless retains part of elemental man-earth relation with 

its wild roots. This paper deals with the gadgets and middle-men that awareness 

value of this wild rootage. of it is growing dim. We fancy that 
No one can weigh or measure culture, industry supports us, forgetting what 

hence I will waste no time trying to do supports industry. Time was when edu- 
so. Suffice it to say that by common cation moved toward soil, not away 
consent of thinking people, there are from it. The nursery jingle about bring- 
cultural values in the sports, customs, ing home a rabbit skin to wrap the baby 

and experiences which renew contacts bunting in is one of many reminders in 

with wild things. I venture the opinion folklore that man once hunted to feed 
that these values are of three kinds. and clothe his family. 

First, there is value in any experience Third, the conquest of nature by ma- 

which reminds us of our distinctive chines has led to much unnecessary 
national origins and evolution, ie., destruction of resources. Our tools im- 

which stimulates awareness of Ameri- prove faster than we do. It is unlikely 

can history. Such awareness is “nation- that economic motives alone will ever 

alism” in its best sense. For lack of any teach us to use our new tools gently. 

other short name, I will call this the The only remedy is to extend our sys- 

“split-rail value.’”’ For example: a boy tem of ethics from the man-man rela- 

scout has tanned a coonskin cap, and tion to the man-earth relation (1). We 
goes Daniel-Booneing in the willow shall achieve conservation when and 

thicket below the tracks. He is re-enact- only when the destructive use of land - 
ing American history. He is, to that becomes unethical—punishable by so- 
extent, culturally prepared to face the cial ostracism. Any experience that 

dark and bloody realities of 1948. stimulates this extension of ethics is 
Again: a farmer boy arrives in the culturally valuable. Any that has the 
schoolroom reeking of muskrat; he has opposite effect is culturally damaging. 

tended his traps before breakfast. He is For example, we have many bad hunt- 

2
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ers with good guns. Such a hunter  stractions. Theodore Roosevelt was a 

shoots a woodduck, and then tramples great sportsman, not because he hung 

the bejeweled carcass into the mud, lest up many trophies, but because he ex- 
he fall foul of the law. Such an expe- pressed (2) this intangible American 

rience is not only devoid of cultural tradition in words any schoolboy could 
value, it is actually damaging to all understand. A more subtle and accurate 
concerned. It does physical damage to expression is found in the early writings 

woodduck, and moral damage to the of Stewart Edward White (8). It is not 
hunter, and to all fellow-hunters who far amiss to say that such men created 
condone him. No sane person could cultural value by being aware of it, and 
find anything but minus value in such by creating a pattern for its growth. 
“sport.” Then came the gadgeteer, otherwise 

It seems, then, that split-rail and known as the sporting-goods dealer. He 

man-earth experiences have zero or has draped the American outdoorsman 
plus values, but that ethical experiences with an infinity of contraptions, all 
may have minus values as well. offered as aids to self-reliance, hardi- 

This, then, defines roughly three hood, woodcraft, or marksmanship, but 
kinds of cultural nutriment available to too often functioning as substitutes for 

our outdoor roots. It does not follow them. Gadgets fill the pockets, they 
that culture is fed. The extraction of dangle from neck and belt. The over- 

value is never automatic; only ahealthy flow fills the auto-trunk, and also the 

culture can feed and grow. Is culture trailer. Each item of outdoor equipment 

fed by our present forms of outdoor grows lighter and often better, but the 

recreation? aggregate poundage becomes tonnage. 

The pioneer period gave birth to two The traffic in gadgets adds up to astro- 
ideas which are the very essence of nomical sums, which are soberly pub- 

split-rail value in outdoor sports. One lished as representing “the economic 

is the “go-light” idea, the other the value of wildlife.” But what of cultural 
“one-bullet-one-buck” idea. The pio- values? 

neer went light of necessity. He shot As an end-case consider the duck 

with economy and precision because he hunter, sitting in a steel boat behind 
lacked the transport, the cash, and the composition decoys. A put-put has 
weapons requisite for machine-gun tac- brought him to the blind without exer- 

tics. Let it be clear, then, that in their tion. Canned heat stands by to warm 

inception, both of these ideas were him in case of a chilling wind. He talks 
forced on us; we made a virtue of to the passing flocks on a factory caller, 

necessity. in what he hopes are seductive tones; 
In their later evolution, however, home lessons from a phonograph record 

they became a code of sportsmanship, have taught him how. The decoys work, 

a self-imposed limitation on sport. On despite the caller; a flock circles in. It 
them is based a distinctively American must be shot at before it circles twice, 
tradition of self-reliance, hardihood, for the marsh bristles with other sports- 
woodcraft, and marksmanship. These men, similarly accoutred, who might 
are intangibles, but they are not ab- shoot first. He opens up at 70 yards, for
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his polychoke is set for infinity, and the I have the impression that the Ameri- 
ads have told him that Super-Z shells, can sportsman is puzzled; he doesn’t 
and plenty of them, have a long reach. understand what is happening to him. 

The flock flares. A couple of cripples Bigger and better gadgets are good for 
scale off to die elsewhere. Is this sports- industry, so why not for outdoor recrea- 
man absorbing cultural value? Oris he tion? It has not dawned on him that 
just feeding minks? The next blind outdoor recreations are essentially 

opens up at 75 yards; how else is a fel- primitive, atavistic; that their value is 

low to get some shooting? This is duck- a contrast-value; that excessive mecha- 

shooting, model 1943. It is typical of all nization destroys contrasts by moving 

public grounds, and of many clubs. the factory to the woods or to the 

Where is the go-light idea, the one-bul- marsh. 

let tradition? The sportsman has no leaders to tell 
The answer is not a simple one. him what is wrong. The sporting press 

Roosevelt did not disdain the modern _ no longer represents sport, it has turned 
rifle; White used frecly the aluminum _ billboard for the gadgeteer. Wildlife ad- 

pot, the silk tent, dehydrated foods. ministrators are too busy producing 

Somehow they used mechanical aids, in something to shoot at to worry much 

moderation, without beingused by them. about the cultural value of the shooting. 
I do not pretend to know what is Because everybody from Xenophon to 

moderation, or where the line is between Teddy Roosevelt said sport has value, 

legitimate and illegitimate gadgets. It it is assumed that this value must be 
seems clear, though, that the origin of indestructible. 
gadgets has much to do with their cul- Among non-gunpowder sports, the 

tural effects. Homemade aids to sport impact of mechanization has had di- 
or outdoor life often enhance, rather verse effects. The modern field glass, 
than destroy, the man-earth drama; he camera, and aluminum bird-band have 
who kills a trout with his own fly has certainly not deteriorated the cultural 
scored two coups, not one. I use many value of ornithology. Fishing, but for 
factory-made gadgets myself. Yet there motorized transport, seems less severely 

must be some limit beyond which mechanized than hunting. On the other 

money-bought aids to sport destroy the hand, motorized transport has nearly 

cultural value of sport. destroyed the sport of wilderness travel 
Not all sports have degenerated to by leaving only fly-specks of wilderness 

the same extent as duck hunting. De- to travel in. 

fenders of the American tradition still Fox-hunting with hounds, backwoods 
exist. Perhaps the bow-and-arrow style, presents a dramatic instance of 

movement and the revival of falconry partial and perhaps harmless mecha- 
mark the beginnings of a reaction. nized invasion. This is one of the purest 
The net trend, however, is clearly of sports; it has real split-rail flavor; it 
toward more and more mechanization, has man-earth drama of the first water. 
with a corresponding shrinkage in cul- The fox is deliberately left unshot, 

tural values, especially split-rail values hence ethical restraint is also present. 

and ethical restraints. But we now follow the chase in Fords!
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The voice of Bugle-Anne mingles with the techniques of science and of the 
the honk of the flivver! However, no pool hall insures the overfishing of many 

one is likely to invent a mechanical fox- an already exhausted lake, and brings 

hound, nor to screw a polychoke on the a glow of civic pride to many a village 

hound’s nose. No one is likely to teach Chamber of Commerce. 
dog-training by phonograph, or by It is idle for the profession of wildlife 
other painless shortcuts. I think the management to consider itself aloof 

gadgeteer has reached the end of his from these affairs. The production engi- 

tether in dogdom. ; neer and the salesman belong to the 
It is not quite accurate to ascribe all same company; both are tarred with the 

the ills of sport to the inventor of physi- same stick. 
cal aids-to-sport. The advertiser in- ce Ry 

vents ideas, and ideas are seldom as 
honest a8 physical objects, even though Wildlife management is trying to 
they may be equally useless. One such convert hunting from exploitation to 

deserves special mention: the ‘“where- cropping. If the conversion takes place, 

to-go” department. Knowledge of the how will it affect cultural values? It 

whereabouts of good hunting or fishing must be admitted that split-rail flavor 
is a very personal form of property. and free-for-all exploitation are histori- 
Perhaps it is like rod, dog, or gun: a cally associated. Daniel Boone had 

thing to be loaned or given as a per- scant patience with agricultural crop- 

sonal courtesy, or even to be sold man- ping, let alone wildlife cropping. Per- 
-  to-man, as in the guide-sportsman rela- haps the stubborn reluctance of the one- 

tion. But to hawk it in the marketplace gallus sportsman to be converted to the 

of the sports column as an aid-to-cir- cropping idea is an expression of his 

culation seems to me another matter. split-rail inheritance. Probably crop- 
To hand it to all and sundry as free ping is resisted because it is incom- 

public “service” seems to me distinctly patible with one component of the split- 

another matter. Both tend to de- rail tradition, free hunting. 

personalize one of the essentially per- Mechanization offers no cultural sub- 

sonal elements in hunting skill. Ido not stitute for the split-rail values it de- 

know where the line lies between legiti- stroys; at least none visible to me. 

mate and illegitimate practice; I am Cropping or management does offer a 

convinced, though, that “where-to-go” substitute, which to me has at least 

service has broken all bounds of reason. equal value, wild husbandry (4). The 

If the hunting or fishing is good, the experience of managing land for wild- 

where-to-go service suffices to attract life crops has the same value as any 

the desired excess of sportsmen. But if other form of farming; it is a reminder 

it is no good, the advertiser must resort of the man-earth relation. Moreover 
to more forcible means. One such is the ethical restraints are involved; thus 

fishing lottery, in which a few hatchery managing game without resorting to 

fish are tagged, and a prize is offeredfor predator-control calls for ethical re- 

the fisherman catching the winning straint of a high order. It may be con- 

number. This curious hybrid between cluded, then, that game cropping
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shrinks one value (split-rail) but en- Ornithology, mammalogy, and bot- 
hances both others. any, as now known to most amateurs, 

geet are but kindergarten games compared 

with researches in these fields. The real 

If we regard outdoor sports as a field game is decoding the messages written 
of conflict between an immensely vigor- on the face of the land. By learning how 

ous process of mechanization and a some small part of the biota ticks, we 

wholly static tradition, then the out- can guess how the whole mechanism 
look for cultural values is indeed dark. _ ticks. 
But why can not our concept of sport Few people can become enthusiastic 

grow with the same vigor as our list of about research as a sport because the 
gadgets? Perhaps the salvation of cul- whole structure of biological education 

tural value lies in seizing the offensive. is aimed to perpetuate the professional 

I, for one, believe that the time is ripe. research monopoly. To the amateur is 

Sportsmen can determine for them- allotted only make-believe voyages of 

selves the shape of things to come. discovery, the chance to verify what 

The last decade, for example, has dis- professional authority already knows. 

closed a totally new form of sport which This is false; the case of Margaret Nice 

does not destroy wildlife, which uses proves what a really enterprising ama- 

gadgets without being used by them, teur can do. What the youth needs to 
which outflanks the problem of posted _ be told is that a ship is a-building in his 

land, and which greatly increases the own mental dry-dock, a ship with free- 
human carrying capacity of a unit area. dom of the seas. If you are a pessimist, 

This sport knows no bag limit, no closed you can say this ship is ‘‘on order”; if 

season. It needs teachers, but not war- an optimist, you can see the keel. 

dens. It calls for a new woodcraft of In my opinion, the promotion of wild- 

the highest cultural value. The sport I life research sports is the most impor- 
refer to is wildlife research. tant job confronting our profession. 

Wildlife research started as a pro- eaiaries 

fessional priestcraft. The more difficult 

or laborious problems must remain in Wildlife has still another value, now 

professional hands, but there are plenty visible only to a few ecologists, but of 

of problems suitable for all grades of potential importance to the whole hu- 

amateurs. In the mechanical field, re- man enterprise. 

search has long since spread to ama- We now know that animal popula- 

teurs. In the biological field the sport- tions have behavior patterns of which 

value of amateur work is just beginning the individual animal is unaware, but 

to be realized. When amateurs like which he nevertheless helps to execute. 
Margaret Nice outstrip their profes- Thus the rabbit is unaware of cycles, 

sional colleagues, a very important new but he is the vehicle for cycles. 
element is added: the element of high We cannot discern these behavior 
stakes open to all comers, the possibility patterns in the individual, or in short 

of really outstanding amateur per- periods of time. The most intense 

formance. scrutiny of an individual rabbit tells us
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nothing of cycles. The cycle concept logues. For centuries this rich library of 
springs from a scrutiny of the mass knowledge has been inaccessible to us 

through decades of history. because we did not know where or how 

This raises the disquieting question: to look for it. Ecology is now teaching 
do human populations have behavior us to search in animal populations for 
patterns of which we are unaware, but analogies to our own problems. The 

which we help to execute? Aremobs and_ ability to perceive these, and to ap- 

wars, unrests and revolutions, cut of praise them critically, is the woodcraft 

such cloth? of the future. 
Many historians and philosophers To sum up, wildlife once fed us and 

persist in interpreting our mass be- shaped our culture. It still yields us 

haviors as the collective result of in- pleasure for leisure hours, but we try to 

dividual acts of volition. The whole reap that pleasure by modern machin- 
subject-matter of diplomacy assumes ery and thus destroy part of its value. 

that the political group has the proper- Reaping it by modern mentality would 

ties of an honorable person. On the yield not only pleasure, but wisdom as 
other hand, some economists (5) see the well. 

whole of society as a plaything for 
processes, our knowledge of which is LrreraTurn Crrep 
largely ex-post-facto. 1. Lzorotp, Apo. 1933. The Conserva- 

It is reasonable to suppose that our tion Ethic. Journ. Forestry, 31: 634-643. 

social processes have a higher volitional 2. Roossvaur, Taopors, T. 8. Van Dyxn, 
content than those of the rabbit, but D.G. Exuorr, and A. J. Sronz. 1902. 
sate The Deer Family. New York, Grosset 
it is also reasonable to suppose that we Bnd miner thee expecially chorintre: 

contain patterns of which nothing is duction by Roosevelt.) 
known because circumstance has never 3. Wurre, Srswarr Epwarp. 1903. The 
evoked them. We may have others the Forest. New York, The Outlook Com- 

meaning of which we have misread. pany. 
This state of doubt about the funda- 4. Leoronp, Anpo. 1938. Conservation Es- 

mentals of human population behavior r aati ee Lore, ae mea - 
$ ; 6 N? ‘ES, . e anagerial 

iste caenysontiiatoestnaut eee ee York, John aes 
tional value, to the only available lishing’ Co. 

analogue: the higher animals. Erring- 6. Errineton, PautL. 1940. On theSocial 

ton (6), among others, has pointed out Potentialities of Wildlife Management. 
the cultural value of these animal ana- Journ. Wildl. Mgt., 4: 451-452.
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P. 8. LOVEJOY? 

The parentage of ideas about egg-openers, room. My file of Lovejoyiana shows that this 

iceboxes, and cigarette-lighters is recorded in vernacular grew in extravagance and in wit 

the United States Patent Office. Inventors as its contents deepened with advancing age. 
are lauded in every schoolroom, and encour- Why did he, a master of the Queen’s English, 

aged to levy tribute on all who use their in- insist on expressing even the most profound 

tellectual progeny. The parentage of ideas ideas in this jargon? It represents, I think, 

about men and land is seldom recorded at all. reaction against pretense, and a contempt for 

By the time they appear in books they are all pious solemnities. 

usually step-children whose parentage has No greater error could be made than to 
been forgotten. regard the Lovejoy vernacular as mere 

I believe that P. S. Lovejoy sired more slang; it often carried figures of speech of 

jdeas about men and land than any con- poetical beauty. Two years ago, after he had 

temporary in the conservation field. I here recovered from an almost fatal illness, I re- 
attempt to sketch some recent and unpub- marked, in reply to a brilliant satirical letter 

lished chips from the Lovejoy block. Only a (9/14/40), that I was glad he had resumed 

fraction of his output ever reached print. his mental probings into the nature of things. 
Much of it is recorded only in letters, and He replied: “I’ve been living on borrowed 

these are couched in a vernacular peculiar to time. It’s fun now to work up wedge-stuff, 

him. In my office, and I fancy in many oth- and find season-checks to set ’em in, and 

ers, the arrival of a letter in Lovejoyeese was keep splitting more and more slabs of savvy 
always heralded by titters from the mail off the bug chunk.” Slang, yes, but also a pro- 

1 Parish Storrs Lovejoy was born at Michigan Land Economic Survey in 1922, 
Princeton, Illinois, January 23, 1884 and and took charge of it the following year for 
died at Ann Arbor, Michigan, January 20, the Michigan Conservation Department. This 
1942. His ancestors on both sides were min- led to the establishment of the Michigan 
isters and educators. refuge system, which Lovejoy undertook in 

In 1903 he enrolled as one of the first stu- 1925. He became chief of the Department’s 
dents in Filibert Roth’s School of Forestry at Game and Fur Division in 1927. After 1930 
the University of Michigan. Before obtaining failing health forced him to relinquish active 
a degree, he entered the U. S. Forest Service field work, but he continued to serve as ad- 
in 1905, and became Supervisor of the Medi- visor to the Department on land policy and 
cine Bow National Forest in Wyoming. In program. 
1910 he was transferred to the Olympic Na- He married Ruth Harrison of Detroit in 
tional Forest in Washington and in 1912 re- 1909, and is survived by his wife, a son, and 
turned to become Assistant Professor of three daughters. On June 7, 1942 a bronze 
Forestry under Dr. Roth at Ann Arbor. In tablet commemorating his services to_con- 
1920 Lovejoy became a staff writer for the servation was dedicated on Pigeon River 
Curtis publications, and had frequent arti- State Forest, one of his favorite areas, and a 
cles on land-use, mainly in “The Country monument in itself to his labors.—P. Ss. 
Gentleman.” He helped to organize the Hoffmaster.
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found and dramatic definition of scholarship, _ little is essential, but too much is toxic, and 

rendered in the mental imagery of the lum- induces pain followed by defensive reactions. 

berjack. Tolerance for reason may be increased by 
I once upbraided “‘P. 8.” for not publish- education, but only by slow degrees. Agricul- 

ing more papers. I told him he was like a tural -extension has developed techniques 
squirrel who buried his mental garnerings in _ which recognize the limits of public toler- 

letters, instead of planting them in print ance; it administers small doses of ‘“‘science”’ 

where they could grow in many minds. He heavily diluted with economic and social 

replied: “I’ve been watching those squirrels. persuasion. Conservation must do the same. 

They don’t even try to remember where they Lovejoy’s distinction between educator 
put acorns. They just cache them all overthe and extensionist is elaborated in a recent 

neighborhood, and then go and smell ’em up letter (3/8/39): 

again, as wanted. The squirrel that plants an “Educators smear all behaviors which are 
acorn is not always the one to smell it up. not dominantly rational. The standard cam- 
Meanwhile quite a lot of them have sprouted pus ae : yee He he oS end es 

; ; Sais panes educated so that he will not much, if any, (or and grown into trees. Caching things in print Basar auc mcublie behave HES ial. 

is not always the best way to get things Aji the while everybody knows he will. 
growing” (letter 9/14/40). In this homely Skillful advertisers, politicians, and evan- 
parable is compressed his own picture of his _gelists know in advance that most of the time 
service to society. people will react to stimuli and inhibitions 

are rate . . which have little or nothing to do with the 
Lovejoy’s early writings dealt with physi- campus formula. 

cal resource problems, and with land policy. The extensioner splits the difference. He 
The deflation of the lake states land boom, oes mar expect bie cue to be much or 

a1e _ otten rational. e uses fact-logic Only when 

Me ponogmvion of FOES by ¥ peaeueulural it seems to work. When it doesn’t work, he 
profession, and the realization that forest contrives bait and drift-fences and banana- 
lands as well as farm lands may be submar- peel arrangements which do. His job is to 
ginal are in no small degree Lovejoy’s per- prige he gap beprern the eieee dopanment 

; ‘ ation dope an © specific action-pro- 
none ete Bu ee pound largely gram. When the educator has done his stuff, 
to the recognition of wildlife as a land crop, the customer is due to be intelligent, but the 
and to the initiation of wildlife research. extensioner is content if he thereafter acts as 

In his later years, his thinking focused not _if he were.” 

on policy, but on people. He saw that the J] add from “Ecological Engineering”: 
average citizen had given nothing but lip- “Iti 1 mts rs 

pi a ULaP tones tens od wildliteaann ge: t is an almost universal assumption that 
service to ei y ' there is something pathological in politicians. 
ment, and he wanted to know why. Unlike This, assuredly, is a misconception. The 
most publicly employed conservationists, he politician has always been associated with 
did not mistake the growth of appropriations _¢“Vilization, and has a function correspond- 

hi liferati tb for th ing to that of leucocytes in the blood. The 
and the proliferation of bureaus for the ac-  spfitting of differences of interest among the 
complishment of the ends for which they governed is a perennial job. Our ecological 
were created. He became engrossed in ana- engineer may be glad to have someone tend- 
lyzing the reasons for the failure of “con- ig the minor chores while he himself is 

‘ d oss computing another social modulus, or tri- 
servation education. Sty 2 angulating to place another banana-peel 

His findings are expressed in “Ecological where it will do the most good. Our engineer 
Engineering.” I consider this one of the most — will beat ei pan te Home amen Ne 
i * ‘ considerably sap. The normal function of the 
reese pero aprememtileser e), °— politician is to take the public where he 
during the current decade, but like other thinks it wants to go; the function of our 
Lovejoy “acorns,” it was cached ‘at random engineer is to take the public where it will 
in an obscure spot. be glad to be when it gets there. 

Testing his materials in advance of con- 
ECOLOGICAL ENGINEERING str con a@ proper engineer will discover 

A ee * . that a very small quantity of clay impairs the 
Posner radon: Lavejoyisaye, 1s cues BY strength of his concrete. He will therefore 

plied to environment. Reason, to the mass — proceed to wash his gravel. He will not merely 
mind, is like oxygen to the animal body: a curse the clay. He will not try to educate it
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out of the gravel. So our eenloices engineer the legislature to “git mod- 
eu SEC EEIZS the Pe aay of Homo’s ae ern in re deer’”’...........- 2 years 
alizations, and that these are protective de- 7 eas r eaten ‘otal elapsed time in 
Mog used to dilute facts to non-toxic concen- idea succession, items 

3 2 to'7, to date, . <5... ———— 

IDEA SUCCESSION 17 years 

‘i During his last two years Lovejoy focused Lovejoy then projects the possible future 
his mind on a single problem: the succession _ sequence: 
in ideas about land-use. Just as there are pre- A aromteskine to actin 

dictable sequences in the development of legislative repeal of buck law 
plant and animal communities, knowledge of and authority for “local 
which is essential to agriculture and forestry, regulation”............... 4- 6 years 

so, he argued, there may be predictable se- t " From gerne authority, 5-10 ? 
quences in human thought about land-use, 710. Recbeniion beige: ice PL Ocvente 1) 

knowledge of which may be important to a tool forincreasing deer food 
good administration, extension, and research. on areas submarginal for for- 

Lovejoy postulated that ideas are con- say Peglitiee hee 10-25 years (?) 

ceived, born, grow up, have offspring, be- niques combining igenl door 

come senescent, and die, and that these de- regulation, forestry, and fire 

velopmental phases may have identifiable asa tool...............-. ? years 

characteristics useful in forecasting the fu- : : 

ture or in interpreting the past. The succes- I think Lovejoy regarded this sequence of 
sive phases may also have characteristic du- events as comprising & single stage in the in- 

rations, possibly amenable to partial control. _tellectual_ succession. Through it runs one 
In a letter (3/19/41) he cites the following idea: too many deer. It grew up under the 
history of the deer problem in Michigan asa 40minance of a preceding idea (too few deer), 
sample of the raw material from which a Just as the forb stage grows up under the 
theory of idea-succession might be deduced: ea one oe ee a “ill be up under the dominance of forbs. It will be 
pe omnes ee Gee succeeded by another idea: regulated deer, 

hay hauled. + - vereucsine 25-60 years locally adjusted to the needs and tolerances 

2. From this to first tech- of forestry and other land-uses. Too few deer, 
nical investigation of yards too many deer, and an adjusted deer herd 

paul ie gat post-mortems 5 are three overlapping stages in a succession. 
es eon this to competent wears Within the present stage, Lovejoy con- 

surveys of all yards (via in- sidered hay-hauling, trapping, and mercy- 
effective digressions such as bullets as digressions and evasions arising 

Hauling Bey oF Sauer oF from public abhorrence of factual truth, i.e., 
Pas RY ee ee errno as criteria of ‘“‘youth”’ in the idea of too many ning with “mercy bullets’’). 3 years 
4, From this to competent deer. Items 4~7 represent education of the 

censuses of deer populations public, by slow degrees, to accept the factual 

with tallies showing sex and truth already evident in item 2. Ecological 
age composition........... 3 years . é fs i : i 

5 From this to official engineering (i.e., “placing another banana- 

recognition that there must peel where it will do the most good”) might, 
be more legal kill or else he thought, have hastened ultimate public 
wholesale starvation; that acceptance. 
populations _ have _out- R h d L z i 
stripped their winter food esearch on excess deer, Lovejoy points 

and must go down........ 2 years out, began in item 2 and reached print in 

6. From this to start of item 6. But research, he says, has only begun 

pig are when published . rs 
hibits increasing the legal kill 2 years “Tt’s certainly urgent to get the infant- 

7. From this to first project born right, washed up, and crying 
sportsman-support in asking good, but that’s just a stage in raising a
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family. Field work is gestation, publication critics: “If they do it vicious-like, with teeth 
is parturition, but getting into action is showing, they are surprised and amused 
srowing up. Research is grown when it has to find that (the sacred cows) are easy 
reached self-tending status, along with other scared, and run away with even a little 
kids of that generation.” roughing. So a few of us have quite a 

little fun yapping and nipping ahd shag- 
LOVEJOYIANA ging (them) around, letting on we’re 

ae . 7 after hot blood right outa the neck.” 
For those unfamiliar with Lovejoyeese, I (letter 9/22/40) 

present a few selected idioms and afew char- carrying capacity: “The ultimate question is 
acteristic quotations: not how to step up human carrying 

i z Cn ‘ capacities per habitat but what sort of 
pack-raiting: collecting reprints “in the humans we want to have around at all.” 

standard campus manner” (letter 9/22/40) 
aL ie land-use expert 

arber shop biologist: a sportsman Perales aching: dellinwe tallitaled RECENT PUBLICATIONS BY P. 8, LOVEJOY 

rat-hole project: an ill-conceived official under- 1926. The worst-first theory. Journ. For- 
Laem estry, 24: 351-7. 

sacred sawloggers: forestry propagandists 1933. Concepts and contours. Journ. For- 
section 28: lower right abdomen estry, 31: 381-91. 
Novos, Demos, and Buros: researchers, poli- 1933. Fericulture. Univ, of Mich. Forest 

ticians, and bureaucrats; novos nest in School Annual, pp. 12-13, 33. 
litters of old papers, from which, at ir- .1935. Ecological engineering. Mich. Acad. 
regular intervals, they hatch out mono- Sci. Arts and Letters, Ann Arbor, Ann. 

graphic young. Repts., pp. 76-86. 
“‘Sic’em summa cum laude”; citation granted 1936. Harmonizing conticting interests in 

to able critics land management. Proc. First N. Amer. 
words with high muzzle-velocity: good writing Wildlife Conference, pp. 260-7. 
clubs: ‘‘There are three kinds of clubs. One 1938. [Letter to Silcox.] Journ. Forestry, 36: 

kind peels all its birches, another only a 628-34. 
few, another puts white paint on the 
scars of the old peelings.”’ (letter 7/24/38) ‘ 

research: ‘Hire a dozen techs. Turn ’em In conclusion, I venture the personal 
loose and they’ll smell out, trail, and opinion that the professions of forestry and 
flush facts, fetch em home, and lay em wildlife management, as now constituted, 
on the hearth all-same cat and field- win) one day be adjudged to have been de- 
mouse. When they lay another separate 3 > ee Bees : < 
on the Altar of Research, they have done ficient in critics. If I am right in this, then 

their stuff. It’s up to somebody else to _P. 8. Lovejoy, as one of our best critics, will 
uy, ae Ee Cain tee a) grow in stature with the years. 

appetite: “As a kid I often ate all the apples ‘ ed hi ; Lcouldjbut never as:many as I-wanted In-any case he did his valiant best to find 

to.” new wedges, and season-checks to set them 
theses: ‘“Theses for higher degrees in Ecologi- in, and to split new slabs of savvy off the big 

cal Engineering should weigh at least chunk.—A.po Leoprotp, Madison, Wis. 
three pounds.”
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oe Go cg nf | ‘ ‘Ee impending industrialization 

8 : ee * 1s of the world, now foreseen by 
Cee ee : (none ae Yo i ae everyone, means that many conserva- 

oe See a ee, ; = =e , tion problems heretofore local will 
oe ge ect oe. ie , day ) shortly become global. 

. : oe aa a Ms a, M | & > ig No one has yet asked whether the 
a aS ae a } 4 eee industrial communities which we in- 

a... ee ee” y | Bee " tend to plant in the new and naked 
a eee a. : 7 Je} d ad lands are more valuable, or less valu- 

oe ae ke — eo Ja LY able, than the indigenous fauna and 

Ee ' ® wa se 4 \ 4 flora which they, to a large extent, dis- 
a 1 a i tat place and disrupt. Such a question 

si - Pe OLNS : | Sg XN e requires a degree of objectivity not yet 

a - a .. aig cas » | mR P achieved, either by mice or by men. 
. : - es \ es | AD A We have, though, gone half way. 

et : : 9 o ey F The conservation movement is asking 

oS ‘4. x —_ i » whether the impact of industry on the 

—— - ~\, \ ai i biota cannot be made more gentle, 
. oro s a i i mf Hin hy more intelligent, less wasteful. 

pi aiittig . SS uN pe One defect in conservation is that it 
a a = ts . - Bai oi XK. | Fy 4 | 7 is so far an ex post facto effort. When 

ae ee } vee pe Bacay we have nearly finished disrupting a 
— 7 wn! | : “ i ‘> fauna and flora, we develop a nostal- 

ee Sees. / ~~’ fr 4 ee gic regret about it, and a wish to save 
i a ' s TA I A ee 
i ie gece =o &§ a ? Fe i the remnants. Why not do the regret- 
(Sie ee og i —) y/ SI | . 2 ting and saving in advance? 

i : >, | JX vy ‘There is little evidence, in the cases 
Q »  pPpPAyg PT ed now pending, of any such advance 

a “ ‘ ARG p , planning. 
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A ‘ \ * ¢ ; i 4 ee. tary necessity, but also a dismember- 
P78. P pow pie. a | ee ment of the last large wilderness in 
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f NS H aN Pigs Wa m probable effect on the grizzly, the 
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highway, which splits the wilderness will surely get them, both with and 
in half, will soon be followed by stub without guns. International treaties 
highways which split it into quarters, speak with less authority than oil 

sixteenths, etc. They do not realize wells and chilled shot. 

that air-highways to new mining Our internal problems were hereto- 
camps already traverse the land of fore problems of scarcity. The last 
little sticks; that air-borne trappers decade has now added new problems 
are using poison to harvest fur on the of excess. Excess deer and elk are eat- 
tundras. They are unaware of what all —_ ing up many national forests, national 
Arctic history hammers home: that parks and other forest and range 
outdoor ethics evaporate under the lands. There is little evidence that the 
midnight sun. public is learning to foresee and pre- 

Again, take the impending indus- vent these outbreaks, as distinguished 
trialization of South America and from attempting to cure them. When 
Mexico. Power machinery and guns the time for cure arrives, the damage 
have heretofore been scarce and local- _ to the habitat is already completed. 

ized in these countries. Will our good There is a prevalent assumption 
neighbors use these new toys any more __ that conservation education is making 
wisely than we did? headway, albeit slowly. It is assumed 

Siberia is being industrialized with that if we reach good people with 

dramatic speed. No one knows the de- _ good educational materials, that good 
tails, for the Russians hold their cards results will follow. I wonder if this 
close to their chests. If plan-wise con- does not over-simplify the problem. 

servation is possible anywhere in the The other day I noticed, on the 

world, it should be possible in Siberia front lawn of a successful doctor, a 
among the pioneers of planning. Si- | mountain ash tree in process of stran- 
beria has a rich resident fauna, and in —gulation by a wire which had been 
addition has long been a reservoir for wrapped around it years ago. The 
replenishing the migratory wildlife of doctor passes within three feet of this 
Europe, especially waterfowl. What tree four times a day. He either has 
the Siberians do with their newly ac- not seen the wire, or he has no con- 
quired guns, plows, cows, drainage cept of a tree as a living thing, or he 
machinery and roads will be felt from attaches no value to the tree, or he 
the Arctic Circle to the Nile. fears that a rusty wire might soil his 

Within the United States, wildlife gloves. This doctor would instantly 
problems seem to grow as fast or faster detect, and act upon, any human body 

than solutions. similarly threatened, nor would he 
We have been able to bring back spare gloves in doing so. My guess is 

the waterfowl part way because both that he, as an “economic man,” has 

ends of their migration route were in outgrown any consciousness of land, 

good shape; all that the birds had to plants, or animals, except perhaps 

do was to run the gauntlet between. during the hunting season, when he 
The gauntlet is now lengthening. shows brief interest in game birds. 
Sportsmen from my home town now The quality of this interest is on a par 
go to Churchill for goose shooting, to with his interest in golf balls. Both 
The Pas for ducks. Oil wells, already are objects to be pursued for sport, 
present in the winter home of the and then forgotten. 

blue goose, now look hopefully at the The concept of mountain ash as a 

Everglades. Mexico wants tourists,and —_ cog in the biotic mechanism of his na- 
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i tive state is, I fear, nonexistent in his of nutritive value that particular 

mind. He has no mental picture of bushel offers. Wheat grown on healthy 
( mountain ash as winter color, as a soil carries the potentiality of healthy 

. full dinner pail for the returning rob- — animals and healthy people: wheat 

ins, as a scent of blossoms on a May grown on abused soil is something less 

evening. Such concepts lie outside the —_ than wheat. 
boundary of his area of consciousness. This new concept affects conserva- 

His area of consciousness, and every- tion in many ways. First, it knocks the 

body else’s since the world began, is props out from under the prevalent 
moving. The prevailing direction is assumption that our relation to land 

away from the land. Can education is wholly economic. 
change this? I wish I knew. Secondly, it may ultimately explain 

While the post-war prospect is for many successes and failures in bird 
the most part a gloomy one, it is not | and mammal conservation which are 
wholly devoid of encouraging omens. now recognized as facts, but for which 

In my view the most encouraging is no reasons are known. The grouse 
the recent discovery that the fertility and rabbit cycle, for example, has 

of the soil determines the nutritional been suspected of being a nutritional 
value of the plants grown on it. We phenomenon. This lends new color to 
have heretofore assumed that it deter- the suspicion. 

mined only the size of the crop. Thirdly, and most important, it 
At first glance this may seem irrele- places on the landowner a new obli- 

vant to conservation. Actually, it may gation to conserve the soil, and one 

prove to be revolutionary. It means less easily evaded than the old and fa- 

that hereafter every plant, including _ miliar obligation to posterity. He who 
every agricultural product grown for _ erodes his field now erodes the health 
food, will have a qualitative as well as of his children and his neighbors. It 

a quantitative value. “A bushel of is ironical that chemistry, the most 

wheat” will no longer define anything. materialistic of sciences, has thus un- 
It must also be specified what vita- wittingly synthesized a conscience for 
mins, minerals and other determiners land-use. 
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only criticism of these will be that there are not techniques to recognized problems in the general * 

more of them. physiology and pathology of plants, and ends 

Drs. Fernald and Kinsey have produced a book with a well-balanced chapter on morphogenesis. 

which can be exceedingly useful, not only to for- A useful bibliography of 457 titles is segregated 

esters and others who spend long periods in the according to the numerous subjects pertaining 

backwoods, but also to others who might like to to plant tissue culture. 

supplement their conventional diet with easily _ Atpert G. Snow, Jr., 

obtained and appetizing, but less usual, plant Southern Forest Experiment Station. 

foods. Even a swivel-chair forester will enjoy \ 

reading it for the many interesting items with SES 

which it is crammed—for example, the reply of ; ver 

the little girl on the Gaspé Penhould when a The American Land. By William R. Van Der- 

tourist protested the high price of wild straw- sal. 215 pp. Illus. Oxford University Press, 

berries (p. 233): “It’s hard work. You see the New York. 1943. $3.75. ; 

little berry in the grass, you stoop down, pick This book is a history of land subjugation in 

the little berry, then bite off his tail, then put the United States, followed by a series of “hiog- 

him in the cup. Then you see another, stoop raphies” of the principal land crops, including ; 

down, pick the little berry, bite off his tail,” etc. range, forest, ard wildlife crops. E 

i WN. SPARHAWK. The author’s purpose is evidently to give, in - 
vee simple popular form, an account of this wide 

Ss tp field from the viewpoint of conservation. The — 

Me iisndhook of Plant Tissue Culture. By popular form is well sustained; the style is light 

Philip R. White. 277 pp. Illus. The Jacques and readable, statistics are used but skillfully ae 

Cattell Press, Lancaster!#Penri. 1943. $3.75. camouflaged, and the argument stays well within , 

the grasp of the nontechnical reader. The con- 

Many well-known scientists have commented — servation thesis, however, often lapses, especially — 

~ favorably on the excellent contribution made by _ in the crop biographies. ¥ 

White in presenting under one cover such a com- Perhaps the most notable feature of this vol- ._ 

prehensive survey of plant-tissue culture. The ume is its excellent account of the wild ancestry — 

presentation is so complete that those interested of agricultural plants. Here Van Dersal conveys 

in specific research problems can find the basic to his lay audience a vivid picture of the technical 

information and techniques described in suffi- processes by which improved crop plants have 

cient detail to enable them to select the method been created. I know of no equally good popu- 

best adapted to their needs and available equip- lar history. 

_ ment. This book has much of value to those en- The reader, however, is given no equally vivid 

gaged in fundamental investigations in silvics picture of the ecological and economic processes 

and should form an integral part of a well-bal- by which the land resource has been worn down. 

anced forestry library. The results of land abuse are made clear, but 

Following an introduction broadly outlining the interplay of forces producing those results 

various concepts of growing portions of biologi- is seldom elucidated. This defect is, in my opin- 

cal material apart from their host, White devel- ion, shared by all other books on conservation 

ops the history of plant-tissue culture in a man- so far written, whether technical or popular. 

ner that reads almost like an historical novel. In his style, the author conveys color without 

The next chapter contains a discussion of the liv- daubing,—an achievement by no means common 

ing materials that may be suitable for growing among translators of technical thought. He 

in culture, and the conclusion is reached that lapses frequently into whimsical or even salty 

those which possess a fundamentally meristemat- humor, but this is never overdone, and hence 

ic character are best adapted to this type of never cloys. ? 

handling. Chapters 4 to 7 inclusive are devoted In format, The American Land leaves nothing} 

to the practical details of technique from the ini- to be desired. There is a fair index. The photo- 

tial laboratory set-up through the final proce- graphs are superlative, the typography pleasing. 

dures of culture for indefinite periods. A critical Apo Leopoxp, 

discussion follows on . application of these University of Wisconsin. 
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deal with general concepts, nor in Chapter V on te¢h- | 

: niques. Chapter VI on land classification strikes me as_ | 

i pedantic, with a strong bureau flavor elsewhere absent. | 

. $3 Ques ay | The succeeding chapters on farms, forests, ranges, waters, | 

oe ; c . exotics, and control practices are the heart of the book. | 

BES NSAI REN Bey BLY psy Is any ate Bains Ce Rok ng REN I have seen no better sketch of forest ecology than Dr. 
peta rye pas oe f>.2) si oes B en es Graham presents in Chapter VIII. The materials are so 
ies PEAS: | ; 303 SE es Pr EP PN poy rich and varied that many a major field of inquiry gets _ 

Rae Cx: Bod Eas pas i oe) Bes8. oy only two or three sentences, nevertheless the net effect 
DEED ae ecu eer cere ernie Ate Me rea Pe | is coherent and convincing, and the reader is literally 
Sa eD DL Da pegua naire ANOS! | given the meat of the author’s wide erudition in this field. 

| Nevertheless there are a few distortions of fact. Thus the 

NATURAL PRINCIPLES OF LAND USE. By Edward | Kaibab is credited with protecting deer-predators after 
H. Graham. Oxford University Press, New York, 1944. | the 1924 irruption; not only is this not true, but the 
274 pp. | Kaibab tragedy was allowed to repeat itself on the 

During the last two decades, ecological science and land- i adjoining deer ranges of Utah without any diminution 

use planning have expanded rapidly. Each has become of predator-control. Again: Dr. Graham repeats the fond 

a self-conscious enterprise led by a professional class, | fancy that forest plantings can be interlarded between 

and each has claimed to be the necessary foundation for | highs of the snowshoe hare cycle. Just what tree can 

the popular movement known as conservation. | grow out of reach of hares in five years? 

There is obvious logic in these claims. The fly in the | The sketch of range ecology is equally effective. It cites 

ointment is that ecologists know little of land-use, land- _ the following gem of non-ecological reasoning: “Weeds 

planners know little of ecology, and lay conservationists | cause serious reductions in grazing capacity.” The shoe, 

know little of either. | Dr. Graham points out, is on the other foot: Weeds 

These three enterprises are not, however wholly iso- | do not cause reductions in grazing capacity, they are the 

lated from each other, for there exist in the forestry, result of such reductions; the cause is overgrazing. In 

range management, agronomy, and wildlife management this simple inversion of cause and effect is told the sad 

professions certain individuals who know something of | history of forty percent of the area of the United States. 

ecology, of planning, and of conservation. To these has I will not easily forgive the publisher for separating 

been offered an opportunity of almost terrifying -magni- two photographs of this chapter: Plate 22, showing ‘a 

tude: to write a book integrating all three into one logical Navajo village fifty years ago, and Plate 23, showing 

system. the same site now occupied by a yawning arroyo. Such | 

I doubt whether anyone who has not tried it can quite rare and valuable “before and after” photographs de- | 

grasp the sweep of such an undertaking. Dr. Graham, in | serve more respectful handling. 

the present volume, has wisely refrained from attempting — The chapter on pest control says more in twelve pages 

an exhaustive treatment, i.e. he does not close any circles than many an ecological writer has said in his lifetime. | 

of documented logic. He attempts, rather, a thumbnail Its philosophy is that of Hinton: “If you create a vacancy, 

sketch of the certain selected researches, land-use prac- it is your own very difficult business to keep it vacant.” 

tices, and conservation policies which illustrate modes of Its appraisal of the status quo is illuminating: “we have 

thinking, good and not so good, pertinent to his title: few universities and no governmental bureau which under- 

“Natural Principles of Land Use.” take specific research on numbers of vertebrates,” i.e. 
This title, to my way of thinking, is a very happy one. population problems. (I add my fervent amen.) This 

It implies clearly that there are natural and unnatural quotation, and this chapter, are appropriate examples of 

principles which may be applied to land, and that only how Dr. Graham achieves a very critical appraisal of* 

those harmonious with the inner merchanisms of the land | land-use practices and policies without scolding, without | 

itself can succeed in the long run. It implies that ecology, — erying over spilt milk, and without apocalyptic prophesies | 

and not economics, is the final arbiter of success in land | of doom. nF 

management. The final chapter, “The Land and Human Welfare,” is | 

Such a jumping-off point of course raises the question: | a remarkably concise sketch of the social implications 
What is ecology? How does one distinguish a natural of land conservation. It ends with this prophetic note:, | 

principle? The book is an attempt to describe the search — “Conservation is more than wise use of natural resources. 
for answers to these questions. It may well be the foundation of a new social philosophy. 

My impression is that Dr. Graham is successful to the Our [institutions] were developed around exploitation. 
extent that he deals with specific cases. I find nothing [Conservation] may well develop a way of life as different © _ 
particularly impressive in his first four chapters, which from the prevailing one as that is different from the 

cultures of the past.” 

Everything taken together, this is a remarkably good 

| book. It is certainly the best, and briefest, of the “con- 

| servation series.” Barring the first few chapters, it offers 
| the layman a clear picture of conservation, and many a 

JES professional biologist who has become cramped into some 

; narrow specialty will do well to read it for reorientation. 7 

i ALpo LEOPOLD, 
University of Wisconsin |
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By ALDO LEOPOLD 

Drawing by H. Albert Hochbaum 

IT IS the part of wisdom never to re- widgeons, and teal sprang skyward ‘in brown a kettle of quail, and warm the 
visit a wilderness, for the more golden “alarm. As the birds took the air they shins of man and beast. When you have 
the lily, the more certain that someone accumulated in a small cloud ahead, ladled a shovelful of mesquite coals 

has gilded it. To return not only spoils there to settle, or to break back to our under the Dutch oven, take care not to 

a trip, but tarnishes a memory. It is rear. When a troop of egrets settled on sit down in that spot before bedtime, 

only in the mind that shining adventure a far green willow, they looked like a lest you rise with a yelp that scares the 

remains forever bright. For this reason, premature snowstorm. ; quail roosting overhead. Mesquite coals 

I have never gone back to the Delta of All this wealth of fowl and fish was have seven lives. 
the Colorado since my brother and I not for our delectation alone. Often we We had cooked with whiteoak coals 

explored it, by canoe, in 1922. came upon a bobcat, flattened to some in the cornbelt, we had smudged our 

For all we could tell, the Delta had half-immersed driftwood log, paw poised pots with pine in the north woods, we 

lain forgotten since Hernando de Alar- for mullet. Families of raccoons waded had browned venison ribs over Arizona 

con landed there in 1540. When we the shallows, munching water-beetles. juniper, but we had not seen perfection 

camped on the estuary which is said to Coyotes watched us from inland knolls, until we roasted a young goose with 

have harbored his ships, we had not for waiting to resume their breakfast of Delta mesquite. 

weeks seen a man or a cow, an ax-cut mesquite beans, ‘varied, I suppose, by an Those geese deserved the best of 

or a fence. Once we crossed an old occasional crippled shorebird, duck, or brownings, for they had bested us for a 

wagon track, its maker unknown, and quail. At every shallow ford were tracks week. Every morning we watched the 

its errand probably sinister. Once we of burro deer. We always examined cackling phalanx head inland from the 

found a tin can;‘ it was pounced upon these deer trails, hoping to find sign Gulf, shortly to return, replete and si- 

as a valuable utensil. of the despot of the Delta, the great 
Dawn on the Delta was whistled in mottled jaguar, el tigre. 

by Gambel “quail, which roosted in the We saw neither hide nor hair of him, 

mesquites overhanging camp. When the but his personality pervaded the wilder- 
sun peeped over the Sierra Madre, it ness; no living beast forgot his poten- 
slanted across a hundred miles of lovely tial presence, for the price of unwari- 
desolation, a vast flat bowl of wilderness ness was death. No deer rounded a 
rimmed: by jagged peaks. On the map. bush, or stopped to nibble pods under 
the Delta was bisected by the river, but a*mesquite tree, without a premonitory 
in fact the river was nowhere and every- _ sniff for el tigre. No campfire died with- 
where, for he could not decide which of out talk of him. No dog curled up for 
a hundred green lagoons offered the the night, save at his master’s feet; he 
most pleasant and least speedy path to needed no telling that the king of cats 
the Gulf., So he traveled them all, and still ruled the night; that those massive 
so did we. He divided and rejoined, he paws could fell an ox, those jaws shear 
twisted and turned, he meandered in _ off bones like a guillotine. 
awesome jungles, he all but ran in By this time the Delta has probably 
circles, he dallied with lovely groves, been made safe for cows, and forever 

he got lost and was glad of it, and so dull for adventuring hunters. Freedom pee 

were we. For the last word in procrasti- from fear has arrived, but a glory has = 
nation, go travel with a river reluctant departed from the green lagoons. 
to lose his freedom in the sea. AN ee ® 

“He leadeth me by still waters” was When Kipling smelled the supper ee <=, See 
only a phrase in a bovk until we had smokes of Amritsar, he should have em. { Se 
nosed our canoe through the green la- elaborated, for no other poet has sung, ESE Pr © ee RES SE 
goons. If David had not written the or smelled, this green earth’s firewoods. : 
psalm, we would have felt constrained Most poets must have subsisted on an- 
to write our own. The still waters were _ thracite. 
of a deep emerald hue, colored by algae, On the Delta one burns only mes- 
I suppose, but no less green for all that. quite, the ultimate in fragrant fuels. 
A verdant wall of mesquite and willow Brittle with a hundred frosts and floods, 
separated the channel from the thorny baked by a thousand suns, the gnarled A 
desert beyond. At each bend we saw imperishable bones of these ancient wn see 
egrets standing in the pools ahead, each trees lie ready-to-hand at every camp, sms 
white statue matched by its white re- ready to slant blue smoke across the twi- 
flection. Fleets of cormorants drove _ light, sing a song of teapots, bake a loaf, 
their black prows in quest of skittering 
mullets; avocets, willets, and yellowlegs The snow geese were gobbling gravel in the 
dozed one-legged on the bars; mallards, lagoons—gravel worth forty miles of flying



When the Delta of the Colorado Was a Blank Spot on the Map 

lent. What rare provender in what ing through the blind, listening to the The dried-up mud flats bore an annual 
green lagoon was the object of their, small-talk. Those geese were gobbling grass, the grain-like seeds of which 
quest? Again and again we moved gravel. As one flock filled up and left, could be scooped up by the cupful. 
camp gooseward, hoping to see them another arrived, eager for their delect- There were great patches of a legume 
settle, to find their banquet board. One able stones. Of all the millions of peb- resembling coffee-weed; if you walked 
day at about 8 a.m. we saw the phalanx bles in the green lagoons, those on this through these, your pockets filled up 
circle, break ranks, sideslip, and fall to particular bar suited them best. The with shelled beans. 
earth like maple leaves. Flock after flock difference, to a-snow goose, was worth I remember one patch of wild melons, 
followed. At long last we had found forty miles of flying. It was worth a or calabasias, covering several acres of 
their rendezvous. long hike to us. mudflat. The deer and coons had opened 

Next morning at the same hour we Most small game on the Delta was too the frozen fruits, exposing the seeds. 
lay in wait beside an ordinary-looking abundant to hunt. At every camp we Doves and quail fluttered over this ban- 
slough, its bars covered with yesterday’s hung up, in a few minutes shooting, quet like fruit-flies over a ripe banana. 
goosetracks. We were already hungry, enough quail for tomorrow’s use. Good We could not, or at least did not, eat 
for it had been a long tramp from camp. gastronomy demanded at least one what the quail and deer did, but we 
My brother was eating a cold roast frosty night on the stringer as the neces- shared their evident delight in this milk- 
quail. The quail was half-way to his sary interlude between roosting in a and-honey wilderness. Their festival 
mouth when a cackle from the sky froze mesquite and roasting over mesquite. mood became our mood; we all revelled 
us to immobility. That quail hung in All game was of incredible fatness. in a common abundance and in each 
mid-air while the flock circled at leisure, Every deer laid down so much tallow  other’s well-being. I cannot recall feel- 
debated, hesitated, and finally came in. . that the dimple along his backbone _ ing, in settled country, a like sensitivity 
That quail fell in the sand when the would have held a small pail of water, to the mood of the land. 
guns spoke, and all the geese we could — had he allowed us to pour it. He didn’t. a Vic Ae tiees 
eat lay kicking on the bar. The origin of all this opulence was Camp-keeping in the Delta was not 

More came, and settled. The dog lay not far to seek. Every mesquite and all beer and skittles. The problem was 
trembling. We ate quail at leisure, peer- every tornillo was loaded with pods. water. The lagoons were saline; the 
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river, where we could find it, was too Once we had a plan to portage from here that we saw pearls in the sky. We 
muddy to drink. At each new camp we one green lagoon to a greener one. We __ were lying flat on our backs, soaking up 
dug a new well. Most wells, however, knew it was there by the waterfowl hov- November sun, staring idly at a soaring 
yielded only brine from the Gulf. We ering over it. The distance was 300 buzzard overhead. Far beyond him the 
learned, the hard way, where to dig for yards through a jungle of cachinilla, a sky suddenly exhibited a rotating circle 
sweet water. When in doubt about a tall spear-like shrub which grows in of white spots, alternately visible and in- 
new well, we lowered the dog by his thickets of incredible density. The floods visible. A faint bugle note soon told us 
hind legs. If he drank freely, it was the had bent down the spears, which op- they were cranes, inspecting their Delta 
signal for us to beach the canoe, kindle posed our passage in the manner of a and finding it good. At the time my 
the fire, and pitch the tent. Then we Macedonian phalanx. We discreetly ornithology was home-made, and I was 
sat at peace with the world while the withdrew, persuaded that our lagoon pleased to think them whooping cranes 
quail sizzled in the Dutch oven, and the was the prettier anyhow. because they were so white. Doubtless 
sun sank in glory behind the San Pedro Getting caught in a maze of cachinilla they were sandhill cranes, but it doesn’t 
Martir. Later, dishes washed, we re- phalanxes was a real danger which no matter. What matters is that we were 
hearsed the day, and listened to the one had mentioned, whereas the danger sharing our ‘wilderness with the wildest 
noises of the night. we had been warned against failed to of living fowl. We, and they, had found 

Never did we plan the morrow, for materialize. When we launched our acommon home in the remote fastnesses 
we had learned that in the wilderness canoe above the border, there were dire of space and time; we were both back 
some new and irresistible distraction is predictions of sudden death. Far huskier in the Pleistocene. Had we been able 
sure to turn up each day before break- craft, we were told, had been over- to, we would have bugled back their 
fast. Like the river, we were free to whelmed by the tidal bore, a wall of greeting. Now, from the far reaches of 
wander. water which rages up the river from the the years, I see them wheeling still. 

To travel by plan in the Delta is no Gulf with certain incoming tides. We ee 
light matter; we were reminded of this talked about the bore, we spun elaborate All this was far away and long ago. 
whenever we climbed a cottonwood for schemes to circumvent it, we even saw it I am told the green lagoons now raise 
a wider view. The view was so wide as in our dreams, with dolphins riding its ~ canteloupes. If so, they should not lack 
to discourage prolonged scrutiny, espe- crest and an aerial escort of screaming flavor. 
cially toward the Northwest, where a gulls. When we reached the mouth of Man always kills the thing he loves, 
white streak at the foot of the Sierra the river, we hung our canoe in a tree and so we the pioneers have killed our 
hung in perpetual mirage. This was the and waited for two days, but the bore wilderness. Some say we had to. Be 
great salt desert on which, in 1829, let us down. It did not come. that as it may, I am glad I shall never 
Alexander Pattie died of thirst, exhaus- The Delta having no place-names, we be young without wild country to be 
tion, and mosquitoes. Pattie had a plan: had to devise our own as we went. One young in. Of what avail are forty free- 
to cross the Delta to California. lagoon we called the Rillito, and it is doms without a blank spot on the map? 
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: Erosion As a Menace to the Social and Economic Future 

‘ of the Southwest 

Aldo Leopold’ : 

; This article by Leopold was the first statement by a member of the profession of forestry, so far f 
as known, which called attention to the magnitude and seriousness of soil erosion in the restricted 
areas of fertile valleys in the arid Southwest upon the intensive use of which. the agricultural 
economy of the region depends. The direct cause was indicated as overgrazing of the watersheds 
occtrring since recent white domination. His suggested course of action emphasizes the need 
for public regulation of grazing in. arid regions. Written 24 years ago and delivered as a public 
address but never published, the contents of this article stand as a landmark in the slow recogni- 
tion of the fact that the upsetting of delicately adjusted natural forces in critical areas may lead 
to destruction of resources on a scale’ which makes later attempts at restoration practically hopeless. ~ 

NE of the basic objectives of civilized man Mucu Pionerrinc Errort WASTED 

| is to modify and improve the physical By and large, whether or not our pioneering 
condition of the virgin earth so as to has been efficient, it has certainly been success- 

render: it suitable for building homes and sup- ful, But in certain semiarid regions like the 

porting families. This process of clearing, fene- Southwest, it seems not only to have been inefli- 
ing, breaking, and irrigating land for crops, or cient, but there is a doubt whether we are 
fencing, watering, and stocking land with animals, actually creating more useful land with the labor 
building roads-and houses, mills and mines, is of our hands than we are unintentionally de- 
styled the March of Empire—it is the forerunner" stroying with the trampling of our feet. : 
of ee is Lie pe! ce as If we saw a settler perspiring profusely to put 

One of the most meritorious ot all human occu: . 4 new field under irrigation while a flood was . 
ose : apa ie eating away his older field for lack of a few 
: Sn a a Sy ie eh f ie protective works, we should call that settler a 
Now ven t ec — Sa “1 Pape the fool. Yet that is exactly what we, as pioneers, : 
eae eee 1 a e ie foe are doing in trying to develop the Southwest. 
ae zope aa te to that we, the Nordics,, The only difference is that one owner is putting 

‘i he ae ea Slate! saa the new field under irrigation, another is losing 
& ae Ate aa ee cuIey pct cae uty the older field from floods, and a third is caus- 
toe call oy ears Ly Wie deci ee ing the floods through mis-use of his ranges. 
a = : hice, ae Baleita is tH Te sn This scattering of cause and effect, of loss and 

fi a a e fies 8 rh 4 a i v Sic. > gain among different owners or industries may 
fo oe a if a a HOTS oo = aoe vids, give the individual his alibi—we cannot label 

ff ei teals 
q F lice a . oe ee wey a ’ ee *> any one individual or industry as the fool— 

te ing their destiny of conquest and coloniza- tut it changes not one whit the inefficiency of 
: ye ‘ ‘ eae: eof OU joint enterprise in “developing” the South- 

1 i hes act ocr d boodsh e easy a west. We, the community, are the fools and 
BOT) ee sb) at Oodshed, It is worth- it is high time we realized it and mended our 
while to consider whether our methods of con- ways . 
quering the wilderness are efficient methods; 5. 4 

‘ i I have stated in effect that while our gov- 
whether they produce a maximum. of habitable ata ‘alia foot 
land for a minimum of effort and suffering. SEO EDT DPD fous cable isle (ate AvOHne «10, 
eee i : it bring new land under irrigation’ by the con- 

*Read at meeting of the New Mexico Association for each fh d . ke- flood 
Science, in 1922, at which time.the author was a mem-. Struchon 0: luge and expensive works, floods 
ber of the U.S. Horas! Service. ous is none PLOAOE are tearing away. in small parcels, here and 
at the University o isconsin, Madison. is.; Fellow, 5 
S.A.F.; and former associate editor, Journat or For. there, an aeereeste of old land, much of it al- 
ESTRY. ready irrigated, at least comparable to the new : 

This article was uncovered and submitted to the Jand in area and value. The opening of these 
Journat by H. H. Chapman, who prepared the leader. u 
Since 1922 the concepts of watershed infiltration capacity reat projects we celebrate by oratory and 
and a exes have broadened our understanding monuments. but the loss of our existing farms 
of the sources of erosion-producing runoff; and we have 3 be owas . 
learned much about erosion-control structures and other “© dismiss as an ack of God—like the storm 
remedial measures. Aside from these gains in physical or the earthquake, inevitable. It is not an act 
knowledge, however, Leopold’s statement presents erosion of God, but the direct result of our own mis-use 
problems and proposals for their solution as forcefully : z x 
and competently today as it did 24 years ago.—Eprror. of the country we are trying to improve. 
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Erosion Losses ALREADY HEAVY Here are the details for the first valley above 

Before proceeding to analyze this situation, cited—Blue River: : 
the facts of loss as stated probably demand Le Loss through 
proof. (It is in itself significant that proof is Original Present erosion 

. necessary. While the losses are huge and occur Cyjivable land 4052 acres 472 acres 3580 acres 
almost everywhere, they are scattered in such _ Est. value $100 $150 
small bits that the average citizen is not even ee $395,200 $70,800 $324,400 

aware of them.) No. homes 45 (1900) 21 (1920) 34 
The proof is manifest to anyone who will No. people 300 (1900) 95 (1920) 205 

ride the country, especially the mountain dis- 
tricts, with his eyes open. Here are a few in- * VattEy Farms Ke¥ to Rance Use 
stances. I quote only the national forests since This loss, -as cash, would pay for a tidy little 
that is the country with which I am familiar. It reclamation project. It would have paid for an 
is probably worsé outside. I also quote only expenditure of $100 per acre for protective 
valleys of demonstrated value for agriculture. It works. But after all, a cash value cannot express 
is probably worse on the unfenced valleys ‘used the loss actually incurred. Not only were 34 
only for range. established homes destroyed, but the land car- 

See entts ried away was a “key” resource, necessary for 
Forest Valley 1922 the proper utilization of the range, timber, and 
ae recreational -values on lalt-a-million’ acres ‘of 
Apache His Gack cule adjacent mountains. There is no other land, 

3 Little Colo. None generally speaking, suitable for homes, stock- 
Nutrioso Slight ranches, mills, roads, and schools. Let us get 
Bush Valley Slight aS fs eae 

Gank Tusas Started the full significance of this by examining each 
Vallecitos ° Slight item in detail. 

oe Nake an mind ee Take, for instance, the adjacent range. This 
Crook Pinal j Slight lost land was where the stockmen lived and had 
Datil y eoctiag oath euuied their little alfalfa fields, grain fields, gardens, and 

‘Talarosa Started orchards. With no fields, all feed for saddle 
Frisco Partly ruined and work horses and weak range stock must be 

Gila Aarabtce vay suined dispensed with or packed in 60 miles from the 
West Fork Ruined railroad at great cost. This may make the differ- 

Lincoln Ruidoso Slight ence between a profitable and an unprofitable 
Chiquito Started at a 
Penasse Giarted stock-raising operation. In one case where de- 

Manzano Tijeras Partly ruined » tailed figures were worked out, it was found that 

Tajique _ None the loss of 60 acres of farming land to a stockman 
Prescott Walnut Creek Started 3 

Upper Verde Partly ruined running 850 cattle caused a loss of 24 percent 
Hassayampa Ruined in gross income and increased his cost of pro- 

° Satta Fe Cae Cesk Runed duction $6.50 per head. Moreover a stock ranch 
Rio Las Bacas _ Started deprived of its garden patch, orchard, milk 

Sitgreaves phoma Greer Panty erie cows, and poultry is no fit place to establish 
Ténto TenteeCrcsk Parily riined a home and raise a family. Regardless of the 

Cherry Creek Partly ruined profit of the business, it is an unsocial insti- 
Tusayan None on forest — tution. . 

But this is not all. The destruction of the 
Summary bottomlands along Blue River destroyed the 

Nalleve Number Percent only feasible location for a road, connecting the 
:Ai7 7 Re a aaa See eae ranches with each other, with schools and with 

Binned oe 13 the outside world, and enabling timber and min- 
cee pained. eas : a erals to be put on the market. Children must 
Bligiemiane so ke ee iG. 20 ride to school on horseback, and during floods 
None : _ 3 10 they cannot even do that. The U. S. Forest 

~ 30 “300 Service and the counties are now actually
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spending half-a-million dollars on a road through in vigorous condition, the overgrazing of the 
this country but it cannot tap remains of the bottoms will destroy the bottoms. Floods occur 
Blue River community. It must clamber over anyhow, and always have occurred. When they 
the rocks and hills at huge expense. encountered a watercourse full of vigorous trees, 

To sum it all up, we the community, have Willows, vines, weeds, and grass, they may have 
“developed” Blue River by overgrazing the range, Swept and scoured iL pretty, severely, but the 
washing out half-a-million in land, taking the living roots remained, to spring up and recover 
profits out of the livestock industry, cutting the the land, and cause the next more moderate 
ranch homes by two-thirds, destroying condi- © flood to heal the scars instead of enlarging them. 

tions necessary for keeping families ‘in the other But when floods encounter a watercourse of bare ; 
third, leaving the timber without an outlet to the fields, timber grazed clear of all undergrowth, : 
place where it is needed, and now we are spend- and earth scars like roads, trails, and ditches 

ing half-a-million to build a road around this already built parallel with the stream, the gouges ; 
place of desolation which we have created. And left by one flood are enlarged by the next flood, 
to replace this smiling valley which nature gave 40 unprotected channel is excavated, the trees 
us free, we are spending another half-a-million merely act as levers to pry off the undermined ; 

to reclaim an equal acreage of desert in some banks, the process of ox-bowing destroys first 
place where we do not need it nearly as badly one side and then another, eating into the very 

nor can use it nearly sq well. This, fellow- _ base of the hills; side gullies caused by the deep- 
citizens, is Nordic genius for reducing to pos- ened channel cut at right angles into the remain- 
session the wilderness. It sounds more like ing bottoms and benches, draining the natural 
what John Burroughs said about the genius 6f ciemegas and haymeadows and changing the 
the potato bug, which, by exterminating the grasses to a less-resistant forage type, and in 
potato, thereby exterminates itself. the long run our “improved” valley becomes a 

Of course, Blue River is an extreme example. 4esolation of sandbars, rockpiles, and driftwood, 

But I repeat that the hundreds of valleys which SCAT on the face of nature, a sad monument 
floods caused by overgrazing are eating away '° the unintelligence and mis-spent energy of 
from year to year, are at least comparable in’ *> the Pec ta 
area and value to the new lands we are reclaim- This is what I mean when I say that in the f 
ing with great expense and loud acclaim. Southwest it is doubtful whether we are creat- 

ing more useful land with the labor of our 

Waar Causes AcceELERATED EROSION hands than we are unintentionally destroying 
i : with the trampling of our feet. But why is it that 

Just what is the nature of this process by ature is so quick to punish unintelligent “de- 
which overgrazing of the range destroys the val- velopment” in the Southwest? Why is it that 

leys necessary to make the range industry profit- other regions have not likewise quickly suffered 
able and to make the ranch a home instead of from unwise methods of reducing the wilder- 
3 habitation? In past years most engineers and ness to possession? This is a fair question and 

conservationists have believed that moderate one that lays bare the very fundamentals of 

grazing did not produce SEOBION and that if the the problems of securing development without 
watershed as a whole were in fair condition, destruction, which is in a nutshell what con- 
no harm resulted to either the watershed orkthe:. ferent yntmenre wake rcleo opens up some inten- 

watercourses. History and experience have sively interesting historical analogies, from which 
shown, however, that to graze the range at all we chould learn and profit. ; 
usually means to overgraze the watercourses and ; 
bottomlands. Some concentration of stock at ARID Recion Hicuty VULNERABLE To Erosion 
these points is unavoidable, even under careful Every region has a certain resistance to every 
management. History and experience have shown kind of use or abuse by man. The degree and 
that this unavoidable overgrazing of the water- nature of this resistance vary greatly between 
courses and bottomlands causes the first flood regions, and the variations seems to be determ- 
to begin tearing them out, starting a cumula- ined very largely by climate. The more arid 
tive process of destruction that ultimately re- the climate, the less the resistance of the region 
sults in ruin. Even though the watershed as a_ to abuse. History seems to bear this out. Europe 
whole be covered with grass, brush, or timber has a wet climate. Scores of centuries of use
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and abuse by man have altered but not destroyed Soil is not the only resource which shows a 
the land, vegetation, and animal life. The swamps lower resistance to use and abuse in arid coun- 
and forests of the Dark Ages have become mea- tries. Forests grow more slowly and are ex- 

dows and fields. The land is altered, but it is ceedingly difficult to reproduce after cutting, 
still there and_ still productive. The balance due to the inroads of fire, drought, frost, disease, 
of nature was upset, but it readjusted itself. yodents, and grazing animals in the seed and 
ee ee the Pov pe seedlings. Without the most careful manage- 
a ie West, endl oN ort Lae ate a y 1” ment, they disappear with cutting or revert to 
- mks oes aga ae a Rae: lower types. Desirable forage occupies the sur- 
eae ee ae ee ; ; ‘| ee face under ‘the most delicate ecological balance, 
wrought (by THe 1200 Sontinues, by Maud arees «ond under heavy use loses its vitality and re- 
to be beneficient to his use of her resources. GS A 

‘ 3 é bel verts to weeds, rather than to more resistant 

Palestine and Asia Minor, on the other Jan; grasses as is the casein wet countries. Great 
have a semiarid climate.. Scores of centuries of kill a 5 Ss 

: skill or very light use is necessary to conserve 
use and abuse by mén have not only altered, z * . 

‘ desirable forage. Game shows decidedly less 
but to a large extent destroyed the vegetation, ae z ; ‘i 

: : ys Zs résistance to hunting than in wet regions, and 
animal life, and even the soil itself. The Bible 5 
: : : 4 must be handled with much more skill than at 
is full of incontrovertible evidence that the moun- a il. Of il of 
tains of the Holy Land in the time of the a eae eee eae Al On Tee tae 
prophets? supported dense brush and real for- these ecological balances interact in avery 

ests; the range was abundant and excellent; complex er with each other and with soil 
many living streams found their source in the conditions, Seen the fullest and most 
higher lands. Great forest fires were allowed to skillful cooperation among the various profes: 
sweep the mountains unchecked. Grazing was sions in charge of conservation work. 

the principal industry and doubtless the range Coming back to soil: remember also that ero- 
was at least locally overgrazed, just as is hap- sion of soil is always*accompanied by disturh- 

pening today in the Southwest. The forests ance or damage to the usable water supply. 
have long since disappeared and the mountains J valleys like the Mimbres, the Sapello, and 

are too bare to support a forest fire. | I have. the Blue, what was’ once a trout stream has been 

- not the benefit of first-hand: observation, but entirely covered up by debris. While the water 
there is little doubt of the deterioration of the may be still thera, it eannot be easily used: 

range, erosion of athe poleane diminution of In streams like the Galisteo, Puerco, and Tijeras, 
the water. The Zionists are today negotiating 

i , the channel has so deepened that water cannot 
for the reforestation of huge areas to improve}. 4: : : : 

i : e diverted into the ditches which once sup- 
the watershed conditions and make agriculture orted orchards and farms. Ancient fruit trees: 
possible. The significant fact is that there have Boek Me 

: : ‘ left high and dry on a cliff of clay, topple year 
been countries which have reestablished denuded . 

* by year into the man-made abyss, the symbol 
forests—at huge expense to he sure, but with i i ye 

: a : of a fruitful land reverting to the aboriginal 
endless time, money, and patience, it can be 2 g 

. desert. In the Navajo country, geologists tell us 
done. But the Incas are the only nation who 3 

: 3 Fs that erosion has uncovered what was once under- ever carried soil to form farms. They packed i : 
Aa : 8 ground water and rendered it accessible for it in on their backs. We cannot easily restore j 

‘ +, use. But can there be a net gain to the state 
the soil to lands that have washed away. Soil y Sete 
: : ‘ when this water is likewise opened to evapora- 
is the fundamental resource, and its loss the most. 9 z 3 a 

, i eas tion? Also in the Rio Grande Valley, experi- 
serious of all losses. It is also significant that : e 

wed os ae A enced engineers assure us that the main cause of 
deterioration of semiarid countries has always 2 

; the seepage problem has been the clogging of 
been preceded by local or general overgrazing. 5 as 

: ‘i , ; the river with silt eroded from the watershed. 
This agrees with the present diagnosis of the 

: : . And finally let us not forget that every acre 
trouble in the Southwest. Overgrazing, especially ; eure : 

k eee of land destroyed on our watershed is being or 
of watercourses, is the determining cause of ee REC aes s 

: i will be dumped into our great irrigation reser- 
aero voirs, gradually reducing their storage capacity, 
5 and in some cases raising the question of whether 

a ldo. The forestry of th hets. . : . : 
fee eis: 1920. eyo the cnrepee en the investment can be amortized before they be-
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come entirely filled. After they are full of mud, streams, reservoirs, irrigation projects, or the 
then what? | lands of his neighbors, by allowing erosion to 

In these early and hopeful days, the loss of take place. Every piece of land will have to 
land by erosion can always be temporarily made pass inspection as to the adequacy of erosion 
good by reclaiming new lands to take its place. control. This control will cost the owner skill, 
The destruction of easy and cheap road routes vigilance, time, and sometimes money. But it 

can be met by rebuilding the road on the hills. is cheaper to prevent than to cure it, and the 
The filling of dams Can be staved off by building cost of such prevention must be passed on uni- 
them higher or building new ones. But mark formly by all landowners to all consumers of i 
this well! The total possible acreage of tillable ts products. 

te land, oe ae acre-feet of a But enforced responsibility of landowners is 
— le water, in is le me oe a of the future. What are the prevention methods 
aes se me oe ore Ee ve uture de- that can be used now by those owners sufficiently 

velopment of decent homes in Ss Southwest. progressive, or sufficiently menaced by impend- 
The virgin supply of each was limited; the ing loss, to do so? a 
subsequent losses, no matter with. what energy i ieee : ‘ 
poate > f 5 A diagnosis of the process of destruction gives 

we “replace” them, are steadily lowering the i 
a ‘ ; the most reliable pointers as to the best process 

pie paueeavescts Wears) dealing ay athe of prevention and cure. First and foremost, a 
question of whether we are here to “skin” the °. P : 2 : 

vigorous growth of grass on the watershed, and 
Southwest and then get out, or whether we are : : 

a more especially on the watercourses, is essen- 
here to found a permanent civilized commun- |. : ae ae 
sae = tial. Secondly, there is a striking coincidence 
ity with room to grow and improve. We cannot ‘ 3 : é 

; . between the inception of erosion and the eating 
long continue to-accept our losses without ad- 2 5 : 

sue out of the native willows by stock. Willows 
mitting the former, rather than the latter, as 5 

“i i ae formerly grew in most of our canyons. They 
real result, if not the conscious objective, of ' ; 
rec ; are a palatable winter feed, and soon disappear. 

sae: ; There is no doubt that the grazing out of the 
REMEDIES Mee been the direct cause of damage in 

So far little has been said about remedies, TUDGTEES OF Cases. 
which are, of course, the thing really worth It is very hard to maintain grass and willows 

talking about. It has been admitted that ero- oF both on watercourses used by stock. The 
sion is the unavoidable result of grazing. No- natural concentration of stock, especially in ; 
body advocates that we cease grazing. That winter and spring, destroys them. Therefore 
would be a merely negative solution; a confes- many bottoms will have to be fenced, and mere- 

sion of impotence and lack of skill. But we ly lightly grazed as reserve pastures, and the 
must recognize that the privilege of grazing use Willows artificially restored by planting cuttings 
carries with it the obligation to correct and in the banks of the stream. Experiments in such 

offset its effects by artificial works as well as Work indicate that banks can be willowed, cut- 
the obligation to minimize and control those tings two feet apart, for less than 50 cents per 
effects by more skillful and conservative methods. 100 ai The eat a such ae can 
Much could be written on the question of on be regarded as offsetting the cost of fencing. 
whom such obligation rests, the stockman or Of course, the fences must be so located as to 
the public? In my opinion, while public agen- leave sufficient watergaps to give stock access 
cies must develop and demonstrate the technical to water and as to provide for road routes and 
methods and perform certain actual work on traffic thereon. It is better ‘to open gates, how- 
rivers and reservoirs, the real control work must ever; than to have no bottom left to put a 

. be done by the landowner. The day will come road on. 
when the ownership of land will carry, with it Fencing will be practicable only in the wider, 
the obligation to use and protect it from ero- larger canyons. Willowing will be practicable : 
sion so that it is not a menace to other land- only on fenced, lightly grazed pastures or agri- 
owners and the public. Just as it is illegal for cultural fields. For watercourses that cannot be 
one landowner to menace the public peace or fenced, some plant to replace the native wil- 
health by the use he makes of his land, so will lows, but resistant to grazing either through 
it become illegal for him to menace the public having thorns or being nonpalatable, will have
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to be found. It must be subject to cheap propa- it is disregarding the public welfare and the 

gation by cuttings, have a fibrous root, and if principles of sound private business not to 

possible withstand more drought than willows, plug it. ; 

i so it can be used on the drier washes. The ma- In mentioning the general problem of ero- 

chinery of the Department of Agriculture has sion control on the range as a whole, there 

been set to work to find such a plant through must also be mentioned the outstanding abuse 
its plant exploration service. Possibly in Asia that cries for remedy—namely the competitive 

or some foreign country there grows the plant overgrazing of the unreserved public domain. 

we need. i The long and inconclusive struggle between 

Farming lands can often be economically pro- those wanting to give the unreserved public 

tected by inexpensive works. Felling trees into domain to the states, and those wanting it regu- 

the channel at strategic places and chaining lated by the federal government has not hurt 

them to their own stumps is a method that util- the contestants but it has nearly ruined the 

izes the up-to-date engineering principle of clog- public property over which they are contest- 

rae ging and making the flood divert itself, rather ing. Anything is preferable to a continuance of 

than to divert it by the sheer strength of ex- this struggle, as far as conservation is con- 

pensive walls and dams. Willows can often be cerned. Either this land must pass into private 

advantageously planted under the protection of control and be fenced and decently used, or it, 

such felled treetops. Clogging by woven wire must be regulated by its present owner, the 

fencing strung on green, spring-set cottonwood national government. It has been so chopped 

posts, which grow and form trees is a cheap and up by “homesteads” that it is almost too late 

good method. If parallel with a bank, such . for the latter to be practicable. Meanwhile 

fencing can be backed by brush, orchard prun- every year of delay further deteriorates the 

ings, weeds, straw, or tumble weeds, knitted range, unstabilizes the stock industiy, washes 

together with willow plantings. away the land, and dumps uncounted tons of 

Often it is necessary for landowners along a silt into the irrigation reservoirs of the West. 

creek to work out a unified plan, else there is As always, the public pays. 

danger of the diligence of one owner merely DuBLiC RECULATION (NEEDED 

passing the trouble down the creek to his neigh- 
bors. Here is a fine opportunity for leadership In concluding this discussion of erosion in 

and technical advice by county agents, forest the Southwest, it is well to look at the situa- 

officers, and similar officials. It is unfortunate tion as a whole and briefly state its significance: 

that our agricultural colleges Have not seized The long and short of the matter is that semi- 

their opportunity to develop erosion-control arid countries cannot be occupied and used by 

technique for the benefit of stockmen and ™an, and their resources acquired as private 

farmers. property, without serious damage to their ulti- 

All the foregoing suggestions for prevention ™&t€ capacity to support man and hence without 

Hey over Intec toe ar een ec steer ces crane gh ta public interest. To 

In addition there is the huge problem of gully ue this damage Cer reeoure ee aa 

control on the open range. Many ranges are TCm@m public ownership and the use 
being so cut up by gullies as to drain and dry of all resources must be put under public regula- 

the soil and change or reduce the value of the "0" This is the fundamental reason why the 
grass, or prevent access to the grass by stock, nation retains ownership of the mountain forests 

or access to the stock by range riders. Many a and why the ios builds and regulates reclama- 

fine glade, park, valle, or canada has a gully tion projects. But while partial provision has 

gradually eating along its whole length, where been made, through the Forest Service and Ree- 
; a few minutes throwing logs, stones, and brush lamation Service, to conserve the forests and the 

into its head would prevent its further spread. water supply, no provision has been made to 

: There is a best way, even in checking a gully Conserve that fundamental resource, land. This 

with’ logs, stones, or brush, and this best way Omission Is threatening the future welfare of the 

deserves the careful study of engineers. Where Southwest, and must be corrected by prompt and 

an acre of, grazing land worth $2 can be saved V180T0US action. 

by plugging a gully at a cost in time of 25 cents, Half-way measures will be of doubtful efficacy.
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It will be better to take radical action.and ob-- is to reduce the total possible ultimate develop- 
tain real relief. I would advocate that either ment, already limited by nature. : 

the state or national government put all land 6. In addition to the losses of agricultural 
under inspection as to the adequacy of erosion lands along stream courses, much valuable range 
control and force all owners, whether private is being cut up by gullies, reducing the forage 
or public, to conserve their lands or pass title and leaving the remainder inaccessible. 

to some owner that will. : 7. All of this erosion is silting up reservoirs 
and limiting the life and amortization of recla- 

: SUMMARY mation projects. It is also, by clogging of chan- 
1. Grazing of arid lands induces erosion. nels, a main cause of seepage. 

Overgrazing is worse than conservative graz- 8. This erosion has also covered up streams, 
ing, but any kind of grazing results in con- exposed underground waters to evaporation, and 
centration of stock on the watercourses and lowered channels so that water cannot be 
allows floods to tear them out. diverted for irrigation. 

2. Grazing of the Southwest has resulted in 9. The prevention of further erosion is an 
the loss of many of the smaller agricultural obligation which will someday attach to the 
valleys, and those which remain are threatened ownership of all land. In the meanwhile there 
with similar loss. are cheap methods by which further losses can 

3. These losses have been so gradual and so often be prevented. 
scattered that they are not generally known to 10. These methods need further demonstra- 
the public. Nevertheless they are comparable tion and development by ou. engineering, con- 
in area and value to the new lands artificially servation, and agricultural agencies, especially 

reclaimed. agricultural colleges. 
4. These losses are especially serious because 11. One of the outstanding abuses in the ero- 

these small valleys are a “key resource” neces- sion situation is the condition of the unreserved 
sary to the utilization of the adjacent range public domain. This must either be put under 
and timber. They are also often the only eco- regulated use or passed to private control. 

| nomical routes for roads and the only fit place 12. The Southwest, and other semiarid coun- 
to establish homes with proper living conditions tries, cannot be used by man without serious 
for family life. damage to its ultimate capacity for supporting 

| 5. These losses cannot, in any proper sense, man. This will necessitate government owner- 
be replaced by artificial reclamation of lands ship of some natural resources, and government 
elsewhere, because the irrigable land in the regulation of the use of all others. The use 
Southwest is all needed for future development of land, the fundamental resource, must be put 
and to reduce the total possible irrigable area under government regulation. 

\
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5" Have been for not publishing it at the time Would I think no longer’ 

es ae Sena apply, and the article ie as good now, or better, than it wes when «” 

5s thet T would like’t6’40, 4¢ I can get the permission of the = 
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RS EROSION AS A MENACE TO THE SOCIAL AND 
a I-3, D-3 ECONOMIC. FUTURE. OF THE SOUTHWEST* 

se Aha 122 
i Aldo Leopold 

; U. S. Forest Service 

Oe One of the basic objectives of civilized.man is to so 
modify and improve the physical condition of the virgin earth 
as to render it suitable for building homes and supporting families. 

- This process of clearing, fencing, breaking, and irrigating land 
for crops, or fencing, watering, and stocking land with animals, 
building roads and houses, mills and mines, is styled the "March 

; of Empire" - it is the forerunner of civilization - and is univer- 
Rx sally regarded as one of the most meritorious of all human occupa- 
% tions. 

: Pioneering a new country is hard work. It has absorbed 
the best brawn and brains of the Nordic race since before the : 
dawn of history. Anthropologists tell us that we, the Nordics, 

ee have a racial gerivis for pioneering, surpassing all other races 
and all other creatures in ability to reduce. the wilderness to 
possession. Pioneering is still one of our main occupations. 
From Alaska to Brazil, from Siberia to the Transvaal, from 
Australia to Labrador, the blueeyed pioneers are still toiling 
their way into the wilds, fulfilling their destiny of conquest 
and colonization. : 

Considering our incalculable investment of labor, hard- 
ship, and bloodshed, it is worthwhile to consider whether our 
methods of conquering the wilderness are efficient methods; : 
whether they produce a maximum of habitable land for a minimum 

. of effort and. suffering. : 

, By and large, whether or no our pioneering has been ¢ 
. efficient, it has certainly been successful... But in certain 

semi-arid regions like the Southwest, it seems not only to have 
been inefficient. but there is a doubt whether we are actually f 
creating more useful land with the labor of our hands than we 

; are unintentionally destroying with the trampling of our feet. — 

If we saw a settler perspiring profusely to put a now 
field under irrigation while a flood was eating away his older 
“field for lack of a few protective works, we should call that 
settler a fool. Yet that is exactly what we, as pioneers, are 

doing in trying to develop the Southwest. The only difference ‘ 
is that one owner is putting the new field under irrigation, 

another is losing the older field from floods, and a third is ; 
causing the floods through mis-use of his ranges. This & 
scattering of cause and effect, of loss and gain among different t 
owners or industries may. give the individual his alibi - we can \ 

~ not label any one individual or industry as the fool - but it 
: changes not one whit the inefficiency of our joint enterprise 

in "developing" the Southwest. We, the commnity, are the fools’ 
and it is high time we realized it and mended our ways. 

*ead at meeting of the New Mexico Association for Science. ;
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I have stated in effect that while our government 
and our capitalists are laboring to bring new land under irri- 
gation by the construction of huge and expensive works, floods 
are tearing away, in small parcels, here and there, an aggregate 
of old land, much of it already irrigated, at least comparable . 
to the new land in area and value. The opening of these great 
projects we celebrate by oratory and monuments, but the loss of 
our existing farms we dismiss as an act of God ~- like the storm 

* or the earthquake, inevitable. It is not an act of God, but the 
; direct result of our own misuse of the country we are trying to : 

improve. % : 

‘ Before proceeding to analyze this situation, the facts 
of loss as stated probably demand proof. (It is in itself sig- 
nificant that proof is necessary. While the losses are huge : 
and occur almost.everywhere, they are scattered in such small 
bits that the average citizen is not even aware of them.) 

The proof is manifest to anyone who will ride the 
‘ country, especially the mountain districts, with his eyes open. 

Here are a few instances. I quote only the Forests since that 
is the country with which I am familiar. It is probably worse 
outside. I also quote only valleys of demonstrated value for 
agriculture. It is probably worse on the unfenced valleys used 
only for range. i 
ea 4 State of Erosion 
os Forest Valley ~ 1922 #1945 i 

Apache Blue River Ruined Worse 

, Kagle Creek Started - 
: Little Colo. None - 

Nutrioso: Slight Bad 
: Bush Valley Slight ~ : 

Carson Tusas Started Worse . 
: Vallecitos Slight ~ 

: Coconino Oak Creek Slight * 
_ Coronado None on Forest — E Bad areas. 

Crook Pinal Slight Horse 
! Datil : Luna Valley Started Worse 

: Apache Creek . Started ~ 

‘ Tularosa Started - : ‘ 

Frisco Partly Ruined Ruined 
i Gila Mimbres Partly Ruined Bad 

: Gila Partly Ruined ~ 
; West Fork Ruined - 

: Lincoln Ruidoso Slight Bad 
Chiquito Started — Worse 
Penasco Started Bad \ 

Manzano Tijeras Partly Ruined Shot 

: Tajique None es 

*1945 Data added for comparative purposes. 
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s Peet oe ie State of Brosion 
: Forest “+ Valley 1922 ° #1945 ; : 

: Prescott Walnut Creek Started  - 
; Upper Verde Partly Ruined Worse 

: Hassayampa Ruined = 
: : : Cave Creek Ruined - 
‘Santa Fe Pecos - None. Slight 

é : f Rio Las Bacas - Started Fair 
Sitgreaves — Showlow Creek None os 

i ee “ Cottonwood Wash-Partly Ruined Ruined - 
ee Tonto. Tonto Creek Partly Ruined. Ruined | 
* Cherry Creek Partly Ruined - , 

Tusayan None on Forest - Serious 

Valleys : Number Percent 

Pieined eS. Ok aoa 
«...\Partly Ruine@d « .° 8 27 

Started 0 cee Y 30 
; Light. oe NO : 20 ; 

PR MONO Surge te Be aa 
20 100 : 

_ Here are the details for the first valley above cited - 
Blue River: Ks $ 

ee Original = —- Presdnt Loss Through Erosion 

. Cultivable Land 4052 acres ; 472 acres 3580 acres a 
; Est. Value $100 ; $150 - : : 

Pe cs Se $395,200 $70,600 $324, 400 

No. homes 45 (1900) 22 (1920) ade 
No. people 30..." Fe : 205 

- This loss, as cash, would pay for a tidy little reclama- 
ft tion project. It would have paid for an expenditure $100 per 

acre for protective works. But after all, a cash value can not 
express the loss actually incurred. Not only were 34 established 
homes destroyed, but the land carried away was a "key" resource, 
necessary for the proper utilization of the range, timber and 
recreational values on half 4 million acres of adjacent mountains. 
There ig no other land, generally speaking, suitable for homes, 
stock-ranches, mills, roads, and schools. Let us get the full : 
significance of this by examining each item in detail. 

ake, for instance, the adjacent range. This lost land 
was where the stockmen lived and had their little alfalfa fields, 

-% 1945. data added for comparative purposes. : : : 
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i grain fields, gardens and orchards. With no fields, all feed 
- for saddle and work horses and weak range stock mst be dis- 

pensed with or packed in 60 miles from the railroad at great 
cost. This my make the difference between a profitable and 

an unprofitable stock-raising operation. In one case where 
detailed figures were worked out, it was found that the loss 
of 60 acres of farming land to a stockman running 850 cattle 
caused a loss of 24% in gross income and increased his cost of 

~ production $6.50 per head.’ Moreover a stock ranch deprived 
of its garden patch, orchard, milk cows, and poultry is ho fit. ~ 
place to establish a home and raise a family. Regardless of ; 
the profit of the business, it is an unsocial institution. — eae 

But this is not all. The destruction of the bottom = 
lands along Blue River destroyed the only feasible location for... 

; a road, connecting the ranches with each other, with schools 
and-with the outside world, and enabling timber and minerals 
to be put on the market, Children mst ride to school on : : 
horseback, and during floods they can not even do that. The . ; 

; U. $. Forest Service and the counties are now actually spending 4 
half a million dollars on a road through this country but it 

- Can not tap remains of the Blue River community. It must 
clamber over the rocks and hills at huge expense. 

To sum it all up, wé the community, have "developed" 
Blue River by overgrazing the range, washing out half a million 
in land, taking the profits out of the livestock industry, 
cutting the ranch homes by two thirds, destroying conditions 
necessary for keeping families in: the other third, leaving the 
tinber. without an outlet to the place where it. is needed, and 

: now we are spending half a million to build a road around this 
place of desolation which we have created. And to replace this : 
smiling valley which Nature gave us free, we are spending another 
half a million to reclaim an equal acreage of desert in some 
place where we do not need it nearly as badly nor can use it~ 
nearly so well. - This, fellow-citizens, is Nordic genius for 
-reducing to possession the wilderness. It sounds more like what s 
John Burroughs said about the genius of the potato bug, which, 
by exterminating the potato, thereby exterminates itself. 

i «Of course, Blue River is an extreme example. But I 
repeat that the hundreds of valleys which floods caused by over- 
grazing are eating away from year to year, are at least compar- 

; able in area and value to the new lands we are reclaiming with : 
great expense and loud acclaim. 

Just what is the nature of this process by which 
overgrazing of the range destroys the valleys necessary to make 
the range industry profitable and to make the ranch a home in- 
stead of a habitation? In past years most engineers and con- 

~~ gervationists have believed that moderate grazing did not produce 
erosion and that if the watershed as a whole were in fair condi- 
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_ tion, no harm resulted to either the watershed or the water- 
courses. History and experience have shown, however, that 
‘to graze the range at all usually means to overgraze the 
watercourses and bottom-lands. Some concentration of stock 
at these points is unavoidable, even under careful management. 
History and experience have shown that this unavoidable over- 

_ Brawing of the watercourses and bottom-lands causes the first 
flood to begin tearing them out, starting a cumulative process 
of destruction that ultimately results in ruin. Even though 

“the watershed as a whole be covered with grass, brush, or : 
» timber in vigorous condition, the gvergrazing of the bottoms 

. will destroy the bottoms. Floods occur anyhow, and always : 
have occurred. When they encountered a watercourse full of 
vigorous trees, willows, vines, Weeds, and grass, they may 

‘ have swept and scoured it pretty severely, but the living roots 
remained, to spring up and recover the land, and cause the next 
more moderate flood to heal the scars instead of enlarging them. 3 
But when floods encounter a watercourse of bare fields, timber 
grazed clear of all undergrowth, and earth-scars like roads, 
trails, and ditches already built parallel with the stream, 
the gouges left by one flood are enlarged by the next flood, an 
unprotected channel is excavated, the trees merely act as levers 

i to pry off the undermined banks, the process of @x-bowing des- 
: troys first, one side and then another, eating into the very base 

of the hills; side-gullies caused by the deepened channel cut at 
right angles into the remaining bottoms and benches, draining 
the natural cienegas and haymeadows and changing the grasses to - 
a@ less resistant forage type, and in the long run our "improved" 
valley becomes a desolation of sandbars, rockpiles, and drift- 

; - wood, a scar on the face of Nature, a sad monument to the unin- 
telligence and misspent. energy of us, the pioneers. 

y This is what I mean when 1 say that in the Southwest 
it is doubtful whether we are creating more useful land with the 
labor of our hands than we are unintentionally destroying with 
the trampling of our feet. But why is it that Nature-is so 
quidk to punish unintelligent "development" in the Southwest? 

-. Why is it that other ‘regions have not likewise quickly suffered 
from unwise methods of reducing the wilderness to possession? 
This is a fair question and one that lays bare the very funda- 

- mentals of the problems of securing development without destruc- 
‘ tion, which is in a nutshell what consérvation means. It also 

opens up some intensely interesting historical analogies, from s 
which we should learn and profit. 

Every region has a certain resistance to every kind 
of use or abuse by mam. The degree and nature of this resist- < 
ance vary greatly between regions, and the variations seem : 
to be determined very largely by climate. The more arid the 
climate, the less the resistance of the region to abuse. 
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History seems to bear this out. Europe has a wet climate. 
_. Seores of centuries of use and abuse by man have altered but : 

not destroyed the land, vegetation and animal life. The ; 
-.- swamps and forests of the Dark Ages have become ‘meadows and 

fields. -The land is altered, but it is still there and still 
productive. The balance of nature was upset, but it readjusted 3 
itself. Britain, New England, Canada, the South, the Middle : 
West, and the Northwest are broadly in the same category. : 

- Nature does not become disorganized but adjusts herself to the i 
changes wrought by man and continues, by and large, to be 
beneficent to his use of her resources. —.. ; 

: . -' "Palestine and Asia Minor, on the other hand, have 4 
semi-arid climate. Scores of centuries of use and abuse by _ 
men have not only altered, but to a large extent destroyed the 
vegetation, animal life, and even the soil itself. The Bible 
is full of incontrovertible evidence that the mountains of the 
Holy Land in the time of the prophets* supported dense brush 
and real. forests; the range was abundant and excellent; many — 
living streams found their source in the higher lands. Great 

: forest fires were allowed to sweep the mountains unchecked. 
Grazing was the principal industry and doubtless the range was ; 
at least locally overgrazed, just as is happening today in the 
Southwest. The forests have long since disappeared and the 
mountains are too bare to support a forest fire. I have not 
the benefit of first hand observation, but there is little 
doubt of the deterioriation of the range, erosion of the soil, 
and diminution of the water. The Zionists are today negotia-~ , 
ting for the reforestation of huge areas to improve the water- 

-shed conditions and make agriculture possible. The significant 
fact is that there have been countries which have reestablished 
denuded forests - at huge expense to be sure, but with endless : 
time, money and patience, it can be done. But the Incas are. ; 
the only nation who ever carried soil to form farms. They : 

packed it in.on their backs. We can not easily restore the : 
soil to lands that have washed away. Soil is the’ fundamental 
resource, and its loss the most serious of 411 losses, It is : 
also significant that deterioration of semi-arid countries has : 
always been preceded by local or general overgrazing. This 
agrees with the present diagnosis of the trouble in the Southwest. . 5 
Overgrazing, especially of watercourses, is the determining 

<@ause of erosion. : 

Soil is not the only resource which shows a lower. . 
resistance to use and abuse in arid countries. Forests grow 
more slowly and are exceedingly difficult to reproduce after : 2 
cutting, due to the inroads of fire, drought, frost, disease, 

--podents, and grazing animals in the seed and seedlings. With- * 

: out the most careful management, they disappear with cutting 
or revert to lower types. Desirable forage’ occupies the sur- : 
face under the most delicate ecological balance, and under 

*See The Forestry of the Prophets, by the author, Journal of : 
Forestry, April, 1920. we : : 
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heavy use loses its vitality and reverts to weeds, rather than 
to nore resistant grasses as is the oase in wet countries. f 

Great skill or very light use is necessary to conserve desir- i 
able forage, Game shows decidedly less resistance to hunting 
than. in wet regions, and must be handled with much more skill i 
than at present to conserve it at all. Of course, all of 
these ecological balances interact in a very complex manner 
with each other and with soil conditions, necessitating the pase 
fullest and most skilful cooperation among the various pro~ i : 

fessions in charge of conservation works j 

. Coming back to soil, remember also that erosion of ‘ 
soil is always accompanied by disturbance or damage to the — : 
usable water supply. In valleys like the Mimbres, the Sapello 
and the Blue, what was once a trout stream has been entigely ae 
covered up by debris. While the water may be still there, ; 
it can not be easily uset, In streans like the Galistea, 
Puerco end Tijeras, the channel has so deepened that water can 
not be diverted inte the ditehes which once supported orchards . : 
and farms, fmeient fruit trees, left high and dry on a cliff, 
of clay, topple year by year into the man-made abyss, the symbol — 
of a fruitful land reverting to the aboriginal desert. In the 5 
Navaje eavetry, geologists tell us that erosion has uncovered = == , 
what was onee underground water and rendered it accessible for 
use. But can there be a net gain to the State when this water ‘ 
is likewise opened to evaporation? Also in the Rio Grande 
Valley, experienced engineers assure us that the main cause of 
the seepage problem has been the clogzsing of the river with 
silt eroded from the watersheds, 4nd finally let us not forget 
that every acre of Land destroyed on our watershed is being _ : 
or will be dumped into our great irrigation reservoirs, grad- : 
ually reducing their storage capacity, and in some cases 
raising the question of whether the investment can be amortized 
before they become entirely filled. after they are full of 
mud, then what? Lee ey f i 

In these early and hopeful days, the loss of land ii 

by erosion gan always be temporarily made good by reclaiming 

new lands to take its place. ‘The destruction of easy and 
sheap road routes can be met by rebuilding the road on the hills, 
The filling of dams can be staved off by building them higher 

om building new ones,. But mark this welll The total possible 
- goreage of tillable irrigable land, the total possible acre~ 

feet of accessible water, and the total storage capacity of 
dan-sites set the limits for the. total future development of 
decent homes in the Southwest. The virgin supply of each was 
limited; the subsequent losses, no matter with what energy we 
“replage" them, are steadily lowering the limits already set. 
We are dealin: with the question of whether we are here to 
"skin" the Southwest and then get out, or whether we are here . 

to found a permanent civilised community with room to grow and 
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improve. We can not long continue to accept our losses with- 
out admitting the former, rapher than the latter, as real result, 
if not the conscious objective, of our oocupancy. 

j So far little has been said about remedies, which aro, 
of course, the thing really worth talking about. It has been 

| admitted that erosion is the unavoidable result of grazing, 
Nobody advocates that we cease grazing. That would be a merely j 

: negative solution; a confession of impotence and lack of skill... 

But we must recognize that the privilege of grazing use carries 
with it the obligation to correct and offset its effects by 3 

artificiel works as well as the obligation to minimize and con- 
trol those effects by more skilful and conservative methods. 
Much sould be written on the question of en whom such obligation . 
rests, the stocknan or the public? In my. opinion, while public 
agencies must develop and demonstrate the technical methods and 4 
perform certain actual work on rivers and reservoirs, the real 
eontrol work must be done by the landowner. The day will come 
when the owmership of land will carry with it the obligation to 
so use and protect it with respect to erosion that it is not a 

menace to other landowners and the public. . Just as it is 
illegal for one landowner to menace the public peace or health 

by the use he makes of his land, so will it become illegal for 
him to manece the public streans, reservoirs, irrigation pro- 
jects, or the lands of his néichbors, by allowing erosion to | 

take place. Every piece of ‘land will have to pass inspection 
as to the adequacy of erosion control. This control will cost 
the owner skill, vigilance, time and sometimes money. Bat it ‘ 
is cheaper to prevent than to cure it, and the cost of such pret 
vention must be passed on uniformly by all landowners to all 
consumers of its produets, é 

But enforced responsibility of landowners is of the 
future, What are the prevention methods that can be used now 
by those owners sufficiently progressive, or sufficiently menaced 
by impending loss, to do so? t ; 

A diagnosis of the process of destruction gives the : 
most reliable pointers as to the best process of prevention 
and gure. First and foremost, a vigorous growth of grass on 
the watershed, and more especially on the watercourses, is : 
essential. Secondly, there is a striking coincidence between 
the inception of erosion and the eating out of the native | 
willows by stock, Willows formerly grew in most of our oe 

They are a palatable winter feed, and soon disappear. There is 
no doubt that the grazing out of the willows has been the direct 
case of damage in hundreds of cases. faee 

i i 

It is very hard to maintain grass and willows or both 
on watercourses used by stock. The natural concentration of | 
stock, especially in winter and spring, destroys them, There 

i 
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fore many bottoms will have to be fenced, and merely lightly 
grazed as reserve pastures, and the willows artificially : 

~yestored by planting cuttings in the banks of the stream, : 
“.  Bxperiments in sueh work indicate that banks can be willowed, ; 

“oubtings 2-feet apart, for less than 50¢ per 100 feet, The * 
usefulness of such pastures can be regarded as offsetting the ; 
cost of fencinz. Of course, the fences must be so located | 

_ as to leave sufficient water-gaps to give stock access to 
water and as to provide for road routes and traffic thereon. . 
its better to open gates, however, then to have no bottom 
left to put a road on. : ee 

2 Fencing will be practicable only in the wider larger 
canyons. Willowihg will be practicable only on fenced lightly 
grazed pastures or agricultural fields. for watercourses that. 

, '.¢an not be fenced, some plant to replace the native willows, : 
but resistant to grazing either through having thonns or being ‘ 
non-palateble, will have tbe found, It must be subject to... 

sheap propagation by cuttings, have a fibrous root, and if a 
possible withstend more drought than willows, so it can be usd 
on the drier washes. The machixery of the Department of — 
a&ricultuvc has been set to work to find such a plant through 
its pliant exploration service. Possibly in Asia or some : 

foreign country there grows the plant we need. 

ero Parming lands can often be economically protected by 
. inexpensive works. VPelling trees into the channel at strategic 
places and chaining them to their own stumps is a method that 

: utilizes the up-to-date. engineering principle of clogging and 
: making the. flood divert itself, rather than to diver it by 

the sheer strength of expensive walls and dams. Willows can 
often be advantageously planted under the protection of such 
felled tree-tops, Clogging by woven wire fencing strung on 
green spring-set cottonwood posts, which grow and form t rees 
is a cheap end good method. If parallel with a bank, such 
fencing can be backed by brush, orchard prunings, weeds, straw,  — 
or tumble weeds, knitted together with willow plantings. 

; Often it is necessary for landowners along a creek 
to work out a unified plan, else there is danger of the dili- 
gence of one ovmer merely passing the trouble down ‘the creek 
to his neighbors. Here is a fine opsortunity for leadership 
and technical advice by County ‘gents. Forest officers and 
similar officials, It is unfortunate that our Agricultural 
Colleges have not seized their opportunity to develop erosion 
control technique for the benefit of stockmen and farmers. 

- All the foregoing sugcestions for prevention have 

related to bank erosion of watercourses, In addition there 
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is the huge pro>lem of gully-control onthe open range, Many : 
“- ranges are being so cut up by gullies as, to drain and dry the 
. soil and change or reduce the value of the grass, or prevent 
-aeeess to the grass by stock, or access to the stock by range. : 

riders. any a fine glade, ‘park, valle, or canada has a gully 
_ gradually eating along its wuole length, where a few minutes - 

_. throwing logs, stones, and brush into ites head would prevent =. 
. ite further spread... There is a best way, even in checking 

‘@ gully with logs, stones, or brush, and this best way deserves 
the careful study of engineers. Where an acre of grazing land | 
worth {2,00 can be saved by rlugging a gully at a cost in tine ©. 
of 25g, it is disrogatding the public welfare and the principles — 
of sound private business not to plug it. : ie 

Ya mentioning the general problem of erosion control 
on the range as a whole, there must algo be mentioned the out-" - 
‘standing abuse that cries for remedy ~ namely the competitive =|. 

- @vergraging of the unreserved public domain. The long md = | 
~ dneonclusive struggle between those wanting to give the unreserved 

public domain te the states, and ‘those wanting it regulated by = — 
“the Pedetal Jovermment has not hurt the contestants but it has =~ 

co nearly ratped the public property over which they are contesting. ~ 
mything 1s preferable to a continuance of this struggle, as far 
a8 Conservation is concerned, Bither must this land pass into ~~ 
private control and be fenced and decertly used, or it must be i 
regulated by its present owner, the National Government. It 
has been so chopped up by “homesteads” that it is alnost too | 
late for the latter to be practiesable. Meanwhile every year 
of delay further deteriorates the range, unstebilizes the stock 
‘industry, washes away the land, and dumps uncounted tons of silt 
inte the irrigation reservoirs of the West. As always, the 
public pays. < vas i : 

: : In concluding this @iseussion of erosion in the South- 
‘west, it is well to look at the situation as a whole and briefly 
state. its significance. The long and short of the matter is é 
that semi-arid comtries can not be occupied and used by man, 
and their resources acquired as. private property, without serious 
demage to their ultimate capacity to support man and, hence with~ 
out serious damage to the public interest. To prevent this 
damage certain resources must remain in public ownership : 
and the use of all resources must be put under publie reculation, : 

’ Thies is. the fundamental reason why the Nation retains ownership 
. of the mountain forests and why the Nation builds and regulates 

. reolamation projects. But while partial provision hes been 
nade, through the forest Service and Reclamation Sergice, to 
conserve the forests and the water supply, no provision hes 
been made to conserve that fundamental resource, land. This 
omission ig threatening the future welfare of the Southwest, 
and must be: corrected by. prompt and vigorous action. 

Halfway measures will be of doubtful efficacy. It 7 
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‘ SUMMARY : 

i: le Grazing of arid lands induces erosion. Overgrazing 
'-i@ worse than conservative grazing, but any kind of crazing 
results in concentration of stock on the watercourses and 

 allews ‘floods to tear them out. : 

2. Grazing of the Southwest has resulted in the loss oe 
of many of the smaller agricultural valleys, and those which ee~ _ 
main are threatened with similar loss. ‘, Seon 

3. These losses have been so gradual and so scattered ee 
that they are not generally known to the public. Wevertheless Cae 
they @re comparable in area and value to the new lands arti- 4 
fieially reelained, i ‘ 

4. These losses are especially. serious because these eee 
small valleys are a “key resource” necessary to the utilization 
of the adjacent range and timber. They are also often the only 
economical routes for roads and the only fit place to establish 
homes with proper living conditions for family life. 

54 ‘These losses oan not, in any proper sense, be replaced . 
by artificial reclamation of lands elsewhere, because the irri- = 
gable land in the Southwest is all needed for future deve lonment 
and to reduce the total possible irrigable area is to reduce the 
total possible ultimate development, alroady. limited by Natures - 

6. In addition to the losses of agricultural lands along 
stream courses, much valuable range is being out up by gullies, f 
reducing the forage and leaving the remainder inaccessible. i 

fa ae All of this erosion is silting up reservoirs and ‘ 
limiting the life and amortization of reclamation projects. 
It is also, by slogging of channels, a main cause of seepage. ; 

“Ge This erosion has also covered up streams, exposed 
underground waters to evaporation, and lowered channels so 
that water can not be diverted for irrigation. 

ae Qe The prevention of further erosion is an obligation 
which will some day attach tothe ownership of all land, In - 
the neqrwhi ie there are cheap methods by which further losses 
can often be prevented ¥ : 

16, These methods need further demonstration and develop~ 
ment by our engineering, conservation, and agricultural agencies, 
especially d@gricultural Colleges.
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|. 1, One of the eabeiatinn abuses in the erosion situa- = 
_— tion is the condition of unreserved public domain, This * 

must either be put under regulated use or passed to privaté BS 

/ eontrol. Gee 
o SOx ae 
_- ~--«'12, «~The Southwest, and other semi-arid by a can 4 aa 

not be used by man without serious damage to its ujtimate = 
 gapacity for supporting man. This will necessitate govern- “ae 
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- RACIAL WISDOM AND CONSERVATION 
SI see it, the person who has developed some control of his greed, his vanity, 

A and his fears; who has developed to the limit of his brain the accumulated 
understanding of man and the universe and who thinks in terms of his fellowman 
—that is, the human race—not for the day, for tomorrow, or even the next hundred 
years, but for the future at least as long as our human past; and who at the same 
time uses all of his influence, without violence or coercion, to prevail on his fellow- 
man to follow his example, that individual is entitled to the connotation ‘wise.’— 
A. J. CARLSON. 

We people of the United States, on sion of “The Conservation Ethic,” by 
any particular day, are a segment of Professor Aldo Leopold.* The “Con- 
this species of ours in process and in servation Ethic” is envisioned as an 
progress from yesterday to tomorrow. emerging stage in the evolution of ethi- 
Only if we can become wise in the sense cal concepts. With increasing socializa- 
of Dr. Carlson’s definition can there tion and interdependence, there are pro- 
be any general constructive interest in gressive shifts in areas that have applied 
eugenics and the conservation of our to them the concept of “property.” At 
race. one time in this evolution, slaves are 

The development of such a broadly property to be exploited at the will of 
conceived, multi-dimensional outlook the owner. Later, human beings have 
must precede any awakening of a popu- been removed from this category. This 
lar interest in eugenics. Galton con- stage we have now reached, at least in 
ceived that the motivation of eugenics theory. A next step could be to stop 
must at least in part be an attitude akin _ the exploitation of the still unborn mem- 
to the religious. One major obstacle to bers of our race. It is a popular wise- 
the promulgation of such a new faith crack to ask “what has posterity ever 
has perhaps been the lack of a scheme done for us?” If we turn this around 
of concepts and relationships which and ask what are we doing to posterity, 
could form its background. The basis and if we face that question squarely, it 
for such a new ethic has never been very it not very funny. Asking posterity to 
clearly outlined. For this ethic must pay for our wars is only a small part 
base on the acceptance of the facts of of a heedless campaign of exploitation - 
man’s ecology—his relation to his fol- that makes the sorry story of our treat- A 
lows and to his total environment, in ment of our lands and forests seem posi- 
nature and in the social matrix of his tively benign. The Alhambra, says 
unique species. Professor Leopold, is being remodelled 

A novel approach to this aspect of with a steam shovel. And the temple 
the problem is to be found in a discus- of life is to be remodeled with festooned 

*First published in the Journal of Forestry (Vol. XXXI, No. 6, Oct. 1933), Dr. Leopold’s 
remarks have recently been reprinted in a news-letter of the Pan American Section’of the 
International Committee for Bird Preservation, 1000 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Except 
that ue Leopold does not mention The Bomb, most of his remarks might have been written 
yesterday.
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chain reactions. This horrid prospect is yardsticks. The first ethics dealt with the re- 
. so frightening that even the threat may lationship between individuals. The Mosaic 

produce a stampede as destructive as Decalogue is an example. Later accretions 

the dissolving atomic nuclei. And a dealt with the relationship between the indi- 

stampede, says Professor Leopold, is vidual and society. Christianity tries to inte- 

the action of organisms which have cen- grate social organization to the individual. 

tered their attention too closely on lim- There is as yet no ethic dealing with man’s 

ited features of the environment. But  telationship to land and to the non-human 

let him tell his story in his own words: animals and plants which grow upon it. Land, 

When god-like Odysseus returned from like Odysseus’ slave-girls, is still property. 
the wars in Troy, he hanged all on one rope The land-relation is still strictly economic, en- 

some dozen slave-girls of his household whom _ tailing privileges but not obligations. 
he suspected of misbehavior during his’ ab- The extension of ethics to this third ele- 
sence. ment in. human environment is, if we read 

This hanging involved no question of pro- evolution correctly, an ecological possibility. 

priety, much less of justice. The girls were It is the third step in a sequence. The first 

property. The disposal of property was then, two have already been taken. Civilized man 

as now, a matter of expediency, not of right exhibits in his own mind evidence that the 

and wrong. third is needed. For example, his sense of 

Criteria of right and wrong were not lack- right and wrong may be aroused quite as 

ing from Odysseus’ Greece: witness the fidel- strongly by the desecration of a nearby wood- 

ity of his wife through the long years before lot as by a famine in China, a near-pogrom 

at last his black-prowed galleys clove the in Germany, or the murder of the slave-girls 

wine-dark seas for home. The ethical struc- in ancient Greece. Individual thinkers since 

ture of that day covered wives, but had not the days of Ezekial and Isaiah have asserted 

yet been extended to human chattels. During that the despoliation of land is not only in- 

the three thousand years which have since expedient but wrong. Society, however, has 

elapsed, ethical criteria have been extended not yet affirmed their belief. I regard the 

to many fields of conduct, with corresponding present conservation movement as the embryo 

shrinkages in those judged by expediency of such an affirmation. I here discuss why 

_ only. this is, or should be, so. 

This extension of ethics, so far studied Some scientists will dismiss this matter 
only by philosophers, is actually a process in forthwith, on the ground that ecology has no 

ecological evolution. Its sequences may be relation to right and wrong. To such I reply 

described in biological as well as philosophical that science, if not philosophy, should by now 
terms. An ethic, biologically, is a limitation have made us cautious about dismissals. An 
on freedom of action in the struggle for exis- ethic may he regarded as a mode of guidance 

tence. An ethic, philosophically, is a differ- for meeting ecological situations so new or 
entiation of social from anti-social conduct. intricate, or involving such deferred reac- 
These are two definitions of one thing. The tions, that the path of social expediency is 

thing has its origin in the tendency of inter- not discernible to the average individual. Ani- 
dependent individuals or societies to evolve mal instincts are just this. Ethics are possi- 

modes of cooperation. The biologist calls bly a kind of advanced social instinct in- 
these symbioses. Man elaborated certain sym- _ the-making. 
bioses called politics and economics. Like Whatever the merits of this analogy, no 

their simpler biological antecedents, they en- ecologist can deny that our land-relation in- 

able individuals or groups to exploit each volves penalties and rewards which the indi- 
other in an orderly way. Their first yardstick vidual does not see, and needs modes of guid- 

was expediency. ance which do not yet exist. Call these what 
tor Arata sh a you will, science cannot escape its part in 

At a certain stage of complexity, the ou forming them. 
man community found expediency-yardsticks 
no longer ieee One by one it has evolved Ecotocy—Its Rote in: History 

and superimposed upon them a set of ethical A harmonious relation to land is more in-
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tricate, and of more consequence to civiliza- “fortuitous concourse of elements,” the inter- 
tion, than the historians of its progress seem play of which we now dimly decipher by 

to realize. Civilization is not, as they often hindsight only. 

assume, the enslavement of a stable and con- Contrast Kentucky with what hindsight 
stant earth. It is a state of mutual and inter- tells us about the Southwest. The impact of 
dependent cooperation between human ani- occupancy here brought no bluegrass, nor 
mals, other animals, plants, and soils, which other plant fitted to withstand the bumps 
may be disrupted at any moment by the fail- and buffetings of misuse. Most of these soils, 
ure of any of them. Land-despoliation has when grazed, reverted through a successive 
evicted nations, and can on occasion do it series of more and more worthless grasses, 

again. As long as six virgin continents await- shrubs, and weeds to a condition of unstable 
ed the plow, this was perhaps no tragic mat- equilibrium. Each recession of plant types 
ter,—eviction from one piece of soil could bred erosion; each increment to erosion bred 
be recouped by despoiling another. But there a further recession of plants. The result to- 
are now wars and rumors of wars which fore- day is a progressive and mutual deterioration, 
stall the impending saturation of the earth’s not only of plants and soils, but of the ani- 
best soils and climates. It thus becomes a mal community subsisting thereon. The early 
matter of some importance, at least to our- settlers did not expect this, on the cienegas of 
selves, that our dominion, once gained, be central New-Mexico some even cut artificial 
self-perpetuating rather than self-destructive. gullies to hasten it. So subtle has been its 

This instability of our land-relation calls progress that few people know anything 
for example. I will sketch a single aspect of about it. It is not discussed at polite tea- 
it: the plant succession as a factor in history. tables or go-getting luncheon clubs, but only 

In the years following the Revolution, three in the arid halls of science. 
groups were contending for control of the All civilization seems to have been condi- 

Mississippi valley: the native Indians, the tioned upon whether the plant succession, 
French and English traders, and American under the impact of occupancy, gave a stable 
settlers. Historians wonder what would have and habitable assortment of vegetative types, 
happened if the English at Detroit had or an unstable and uninhabitable assortment. 
thrown a little more weight into the Indian The swampy forests of Caesar’s Gaul were 
side of those tipsy scales which decided the utterly changed by human use—for the bet- 
outcome of the Colonial migration into the ter. Moses’ land of milk and honey was ut- 
cane-lands of Kentucky. Yet who ever won-  terly changed—for the worse. Both changes 

.dered why the cane-lands, when subjected to are the unpremeditated resultant of the im- 
the particular mixture of forces represented pact between ecological and economic forces. 

by the cow, plow, fire, and axe of the pioneer, We now decipher these reactions retrospec- 

became bluegrass? What if the plant suc- tively. What could possibly be more impor- 
cession inherent in this “dark and bloody tant than to foresee and control them? 
ground” had, under the impact of these We of the machine age admire ourselves 
forces, given us some worthless sedge, shrub, for our mechanical ingenuity; we harness 
or weed? Would Boone and Kenton have cars to the solar energy impounded in car- 
held out? Would there have been any over-  boniferous forests; we fly in mechanical birds; 
flow into Ohio? Any Louisiana Purchase? we make the ether carry our words or even 
Any transcontinental union of new states? our pictures. But are these not in one sense 

Any Civil War? Any machine age? Any mere parlor tricks compared with our utter 
depression? The subsequent drama of Amer- ineptitude in keeping land fit to live upon? 
ican history, here and elsewhere, hung in Our engineering has attained the pearly gates 
large degree on the reaction of particular of a near-millennium, but our applied biology 
soils to the impact of particular forces exert- still lives in nomad’s tents of the stone age. 
ed by a particular kind and degree of human If our system of land-use happens to be self- 
occupation. No statesman-biologist selected perpetuating, we stay. If it happens to be 
those forces, nor foresaw their effects. That self-destructive we move, like Abraham, to 
chain of events which on the Fourth of July pastures new. 
we call our National Destiny hung on a Do I overdraw this paradox? I think not.
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Consider the transcontinental airmail which fire accidentally created some scores of mil- 

plies the skyways of the Southwest—a sym- lions of acres of new second-growth. At the 
bol of its final conquest. What does it see? proper stage we find these thickets full of 
A score of mountain valleys which were green deer. For this we naively thank the wisdom 
gems of fertility when first described by Cor- of our game laws. 

onado, Espejo, Pattie, Abert, Sitgreaves, and In short, the reaction of land to occupancy 
Couzens. What are they now? Sandbars, determines the nature and duration of civil- 
wastes of cobbles and burroweed, a path for ization. In arid climates the land may be 

torrents. Rivers which Pattie says were clear, destroyed. In all climates the plant succes- 
now muddy sewers for the wasting fertility of sion determines what economic activities can 
an empire. A “Public Domain,” once a vel- be supported. Their nature and intensity in 
vet carpet of rich buffalo-grass and grama, turn determine not only the domestic but 
now an illimitable waste of rattlesnake-bush also the wild plant and animal life, the scen- 
and tumbleweed, too impoverished to be ac- ery, and the whole face of nature. We inherit 
cepted as a gift by the states within which it the earth, but within the limits of the soil 
lies. Why? Because the ecology of this and the plant succession we also rebuild the 
Southwest happened to be set on a hair-  earth,—without plan, without knowledge of 
trigger. Because cows eat brush when the its properties, and without understanding of 
grass is gone, and thus postpone the penal- the increasingly coarse and powerful tools 
ties of over-utilization. Because certain grasses, _ which science has placed at our disposal. We 
when grazed too closely to bear seed-stalks, are remodelling the Alhambra with a steam- 
are weakened and give way to inferior grasses, _ shovel. 
and these to inferior shrubs, and these to * Ok Ok Ok 

weeds, and these to naked earth. Because rain I will not belabor the pipe-dream. It is 
which spatters upon vegetated soil stays clear no prediction, but merely an assertion that 
and sinks, while rain which spatters upon de- the idea of controlled environment contains 
vegetated soil seals its interstices with colloidal colors and brushes wherewith society may 
mud and hence must run away as floods, some day paint a new and possibly a better 
cutting the heart out of country as it goes. picture of itself. Granted a community in 
Are these phenomena any more difficult to which the combined beauty and utility of 
foresee than the paths of stars which science land determines the social status of its owner, 
deciphers without the error of a single sec- and we will see a speedy dissolution of the 
ond? Which is the more important to the economic obstacles which now beset conserva- 
permanence and welfare of civilization? tion. Economic laws may be permanent, but 

eee eae their impact reflects what people want, which 
Unforeseen ecological reactions not only in turn reflects what they know and what they 

make or break history in a few exceptional are. The economic set-up at any one moment 
enterprises—they condition, circumscribe, de- is in some measure the result, as well as the 
limit, and warp all enterprises, both economic cause, of the then prevailing standard of 
and cultural, that pertain to land. In the living. Such standards change. For example: 

cornbelt, after grazing and plowing out all some people discriminate against manufac- 
the cover in the interests of “clean farming,” tured goods produced by child-labor or other 
we grew tearful about wild-life, and spent anti-social processes. They have learned some 
several decades passing laws for its restora- of the abuses of machinery, and are willing 
tion. We were like Canute commanding the to use their custom as a leverage for better- 
tide. Only recently has research made it ment. Social pressures have also been ex- 
clear that the implements for restoration lie erted to modify ecological processes which 
not in the legislature, but in the farmer’s happened to be simple enough for people to 
toolshed. Barbed wire and brains are doing understand;—witness the very effecitve boy- 
what laws alone failed to do. cott of bird skins for millinery ornament. 

In other instances we take credit for shak- We need postulate only a little further ad- 
ing down apples which were, in all probabil- vance in ecological education to visualize the 
ity, ecological windfalls. In the Lake States application of like pressures to other con- 
and the Northeast lumbering, pulping, and servation problems.
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For example: the lumberman who is now lems, is whether the mass-mind wants to ex- 
unable to practice forestry because the public tend its powers of comprehending the world 
is turning to synthetic boards may then be in which it lives, or, granted the desire, has 
able to sell man-grown lumber “to keep the _ she capacity to do so. Ortega, in his “Revolt 
mountains green.” Again: certain wools are of the Masses,” has pointed the first question 
produced by gutting | the le eee with devastating lucidity. The geneticists are 
couldn’t their competitors, ee os f a gradually, with trepidations, coming to grips 
nee sees Bee sous a e ae with the second. I do not know the answer 
Se eee Ge ory Cr. tne: ORY, to either. I simply affirm that a sufficiently 
educating our sons with paper, the offal of : i eae 

‘i : ¢ enlightened society, by changing its wants 
which pollutes the rivers which they need eal h i ae 

quite as badly as books? Would not many 9” he nee er cae : ens a 
peopiee pay eanwextcaspenny. for a “clean” ‘O'S Eating (on land. 9ot can! be sale oF na: 
newspaper? Government may some day busy tions, as of individuals: “as a man thinketh, 

itself with the legitimacy of labels used by 5° 18 he. ‘ : rare She 
land-industries to distinguish conservation It tay Secmy idle to project such nS etery 
products, rather than with the attempt to fem ee of ei ata of me mil- 
operate their lands for them. ions lack even the means of physical exis- 

I neither predict nor advocate these par- tence. Some may feel for it the same honest 

ticular pressures—their wisdom or unwisdom horror as the Senator from Michigan who 
1 oe my knowledge. ' oa that lately aesined Congress = ae mi- 
these abuses are just as real, and their cor- gratory birds at a time when fellow-humans 
rection every whit as urgent, as was the kill. lacked bread. The trouble with such deadly 
of egrets for hats. They differ only in the parallels is we can never be sure which is 
number of links composing the ecological cause and which is effect. It is not incon- 
chain of cause and effect. In egrets there ceivable that the wave phenomena which have 

were = ee rt “= as lately ae es ita sna eed 
saw, believed, and actet upon. n these oth- rates mig) it e less troublesome 1f the 1u~ 

ers there are many links; people do not see man medium in which they run readjusted 
them, nor believe us who do. The ultimate its tensions. The stampede is an attribute of 
issue, in conservation as in other social prob- animals interested solely in grass. 

: + 

SOVIET GENETICS 
z | ‘HE authors* have presented the his- is alogical, ie., derives its conclusions 

tory and psychology which has led not by logical argument from the facts. 
to the new school of genetics in the So- but by appeal to chosen authorities, by 
viet_ Union, They then survey the al- condemning views in opposition to these 
leged scientific contributions and attempt authorities, by analyzing the presumed 
to evaluate the claims of the non-Men- states of mind of its opponents, and by 
delian geneticists. estimating the value of theories by their 

The ‘school of genetics founded in agronomic usefulness.” 
1935. by Lysenko and Prezent became Lysenko’s rise to power seems to have 
dominant in 1940. Its basic tenets are been based upon Stalin’s demand for 
derived from the works of Darwin, practical results and upon political phil- 
Timirjazev, Micurin and Burbank as osophy. The philosophy of dialectical 
interpreted in the light of the philoso- materialism as developed by Marx, En- 
phy of dialectical materialism. “In con- gels and Lenin was made official after 
trast to western procedure, much of the the October Revolution. At the All- 
scientific discourse of Lysenko’s school Union Conference on Planning of Gene- 

*P. S. Hupson and R. H. Ricnens. The New Genetics in the Soviet Union. Imperial 
Bureau of Plant Breeding and Genetics. May 1946. School of Agriculture, Cambridge, Eng- 
land. Price 6 shillings.
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By ALDO LEOPOLD eS 

This is a condensation of the summary 4. It is pure evasion to say that the 
originally submitted to the Wildlife Man- _ states, or the private owner, could practice 
agement Institute, Washington, D. C. The conservation on these lands. Neither has 
Conference was held at San Antonio early demonstrated the capacity or the wish to do 
in February. so. To organize the practice of conservation 

on large areas takes decades of hard work. 
Wildlife and the Land oO: Now is the time for a critical self- 

fhe Conference has reaffirmed the basic _ examination by all federal land bureaus. 
interdependence of soil, water, crops, a 

forests, wildlife, and people, We Nee. The Waterfowl Crisis 
tionists have heard this before, but let no One of the most encouraging events of 
man forget that the average American has the year has been the new policy of the 
not heard it yet. To prove this, I need only Fish and Wildlife Service to defend the 

cite the thousand miles of sick land we ducks and geese, rather than to defend its 
have crossed to reach San Antonio. own past attitudes and methods. Everyone, 

I must confess that the session on wild- I think, respects and honors the Fish and 
life and the land left me with mixed feel- Wildlife Service for this change of front. 
ings. I was sad because we still fail to In my opinion one of the forceful 
distinguish between paper progress and papers of this Conference was given by 
land progress. On paper, we have done Albert Hochbaum of the Delta Waterfowl 
wonders; on the back forty we have done Research Station in Manitoba. He has 
little, and only an optimist can see it with- made it crystal-clear that: 
out a microscope. 1. Many small marshes were duckless in 

On the other hand, I was heartened by 1946 for lack of breeders. 
the wider mental horizons evident in many 2. The Canadian kill is increasing, partly 

papers. What speaker, two decades ago, by reason of American hunters. Some 
would have ventured to assert that human breeding marshes in 1946 killed far more 
health, as well as wildlife, depended on soil ducks than they raised. 
fertility? 3. The line of “burned out” marshlands 

Our program here has given scant recog- has crossed the border and is moving to- 
nition to the “Battle for the Public Lands.” ward the Arctic. 

Perhaps it couldn’t, for the opening gun 4. The black duck marshes of the mari- 
was fired only a month ago. time provinces, where drouth, drainage, 

1. It is perhaps the biggest conservation magpies, fires, and botulism are absent, 
battle since the Ballinger Controversy. show a 1946 depletion parallel to, but 

2. Let no man think that the issue is a even more severe than that of the prairie 
western affair of no consequence to other provinces. 
states. The defeat of public land conserva- 5. Local breeding stocks south of the 
tion in the West would be felt by every border are in some cases nearly extinct. 

state. due to the barrage on “locals” on opening 
3. Let no man think that this is a graz- day. 

ing district fight. Disrupt the public do- To offset the gloom induced by the 1946 
main, and the national forests will follow; counts, let me cite two papers bearing good 
disrupt the national forests, and the na- news. One is Cottam’s report that eel 
tional parks will follow. grass is coming back. The other is Sperry’s 
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report on botulism, which holds out hope icy has resulted from the contentions of 
that this disease can be controlled by the two opposing groups: the gunpowder group 
manipulation of water levels. and the binocular group. The binocular 

To sum up: I have attended this Con- group is a composite one consisting of 
| ference for 20 years, but this is the first ecologists, ornithologists, zoologists, mam- 

session that ever was unanimous on water- _malogists, protectionists, and artists. These 
fowl. Misfortune is a great leveler. viewpoints are weakly represented in fish 

Fish M ; management, which is too utilitarian. 
Bi enagemen As an example, I cite Cahalane’s paper 

The most significant feature of the fish on the national parks. In the parks, he 
program is the effort to get some one to points out, we not only go fishing, but we 
speak on “aquatic esthetics.” This effort have mongrelized the fish fauna. We have 
came too late to find a speaker. What is introduced exotics, and sometimes exter- 
meant by “aquatic esthetics”? I can only —minated natives. Equivalent policies in park 
give my own guess. In the game field, pol- mammals and birds would be shouted 

While the Alaska Highway is now closed to tourists, it is easy to foresee Tom, Dick 

and Harry bombarding every peak and canyon in the Canadian and Alaska Rockies. 

National Film Board of Canada 
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down. It is this disparity in view which less, a mountain valley more or less, an 
I wish to emphasize. Both professions, to Indian reservation more or less,—such 
be entitled to public respect, must be some- things are peanuts to the elephant. 

thing more than producers of wild meat. The news from Mexico is bad. The sur- 
f ‘ vey recently completed by Starker Leopold 

Wilderness and Wilderness Game sina ties Mente bie game ana 
The program of this Conference is silent on the skids—antelope, bighorn, and tapir. 

on what, to me, is the most vital of all our Viewing the whole wilderness field, one 

problems: the accelerating destruction of cannot escape the impression that con- 
wilderness wildlife and ildetitesusabstabiaeeruatton a oteaildemese saad: wilderiess 

The Alaskan Highway started the ac- species is becoming a pious wish. 
celeration; while the highway is momentar- 
ily closed to tourists, it is easy to foresee Ungulate Irruptions 
Tom, Dick, and Harry bombarding every It is now common knowledge that deer, 
peak and canyon in the Canadian and Alas- elk, bighorn and antelope are threatened 
kan Rockies. not so much by decimation of the herds, 

The development of hydroplane mining as by slow exhaustion of the winter ranges. 
camps in the Canadian Arctic gave it a big Only the southeastern states are still ex- 
shove, and the Arctic Institute now fore- empt from ungulate range troubles. In 
shadows the industrialization of the Arctic the West, livestock complicates the range 
seas and islands, as well as the tundra and problem. 
the land of little sticks. A mining railroad This threat to the winter ranges is as 
into Labrador is in the offing. Need I dwell dangerous as the former threat to the herds 
on the probable fate of the caribou, the themselves. Herd depletion had the ad- 
musk ox, the barren ground grizzly, and vantage of being visible. Range depletion 
perhaps even the walrus and polar bear? is apparently invisible to sportsmen, except 

One cannot blame the Canadians for when livestock does the depleting. In any 
this; it is the logical consequence of our event two decades of experience show that 
American dogma that nothing is as impor- sportsmen in most states lack the foresight 
tant as more industrialization. (I, for one, and the courage to forego easy hunting now 

can think of many things much more im- for the sake of permanence and quality in 

portant to me, and the survival of the the future big-game crop. Like the timber 
wilderness is one of them.) barons and the livestock kings of unhappy 

Nor is the invasion of the wilderness con- memory, deer hunters are quite content to 
fined to Canada. Hydroplane fishing re- clip coupons paid out of capital account. 
sorts have seriously disrupted the Quetico- The present forage and the future forest 

Superior International Wilderness Area, are the capital from which coupons now 

and promise to spread indefinitely north- too often are paid. 

ward. A cattle industry is spreading over Cowan’s paper shows clearly that the 

Kodiak, apparently with the blessing of the Jasper Park bighorns are being eaten out 

conservation bureaus. Ski-resorts and ski- by excess elk. Shall the park let these ex- | 

tows are making free with many wild moun- cess elk continue? If so, it may lose the | 

tain-tops, whether or no previously dedi- more valuable of the two competitors. Here | 

cated to wilderness use. Last but not least, is a poser. 

a veritable epidemic of new TVA’s, river Everybody is talking land use, but are 

authorities, flood controls, and impound- we getting down to cases? It is very hard 

ments for irrigation or power is spreading for wildlifers to modify agricultural abuses 

over our river systems, and will surely of land, but when game itself abuses the 

invade their headwaters. A wilderness land, the problem lies in our own “back 

area more or less, a salmon fishery more or yard.” 
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A PHENOLOGICAL RECORD FOR SAUK AND DANE 

COUNTIES, WISCONSIN, 1935-19451 

INTRODUCTION his reports. Hopkins (1918) was an entomologist; 

Each year, after the midwinter blizzards, there the Weather Bureau published his findings. EOE, 
comes a thawy night when the tinkle of dripping contemporary phenologists are botanists, foresters, 

water is heard in the land. It brings strange stir- S®™¢ Managers, ornithologists, range eee and 
rings, not only to creatures abed for the night, but zoologists. _Phenology, an short, 188 horizontal 
to some who have been asleep for the winter. The science” which transects all ordinary biological pro- 

hibernating skunk, curled up in his deep den, un- oo Whoever sees the _jand 4s a whole is 
curls himself and ventures forth to prowl the wet es to have an interest in it. pT Been 
world for breakfast, dragging his belly in the melt- henology is more ancient than the “vertical 
ing snow. His track marks one of the earliest categories which it transects; its first paper, pub- 

dateable events in that eyele of beginnings and ceas- lished about 974 B.C., cuts across three sciences, 
ings which we call a year. 2 then not yet born: meteorology, botany, and orni- 

From the beginnings of history, people have thology: 

searched for order and meaning in these events, For, lo, the winter is past, 

but only a few have discovered that keeping records The rain is over and gone: 
enhances the pleasure of the search, and also the The flowers appear on the earth; 
chance of finding order and meaning. These few ihe. Hime: or the singiag of tardeias: come 
are called phenologists And the voice of the turtle is heard in our land. 

‘ ae . 1 2:12 
The events comprising the annual cycle are in- Sloman aaa) 

numerable. Wisconsin, for example, has about 350 PURPOSE 

species of birds, 90 mammals, 174 fishes, 72 am- : + 

phibians and reptiles, 20,000 insets, and 1,500 higher The purpose of this paper is to assemble a com- 
plants. The life of each of these 22,000 species con- posite phenological record for the wild plants, birds, 
sists of a sequence of events, each a response to the and mammals of the region, with at least a sprinkling 

advancing season. No one phenologist can hope to f items relating to other animals, waters, crop 
recognize, much less to record, more than a very Plants, and plants used in landscaping. | 
small fraction of this prodigious drama. Such a record is useful for two main purposes. 

Many of the events of the annual cycle recur First, it permits one to interpolate, for any given 
year after year in a regular order. A year-to-year event or any given date, a background of con- 

record of this order is a record of the rates at which 'emporaneous events. For example: a game man- 
solar energy flows to and through living things. They °°" learns from the literature that in Dane County 

are the arteries of the land. By tracing their re- the most frequent date of first egg-laying in pheas- 
sponses to the sun, phenology may eventually shed *"¢ is May 6. What else of possible importance to 
some light on that ultimate enigma, the land’s inner "@Sting pheasants is going on at that time? A 
workings. glance at Tables 4 and 5 shows that spring grain 

Yet it must he confessed that with all its weighty [63] has been seeded two Werks 220 ond should pe 
subject-matter, phenology is a very personal sort well up on May 6; that Franklin ground squirrel? 
of science. Once he learns the sequence of events, [91] has already emerged; that bluegrass [142] will 

the phenologist falls easily into the not-very-objec- head out in eight days; that alfalfa hayfields [200] 
He sole Ge euncesstul seer and prophet. He may will be ready to eut in 38 days, which just about 

even fall in love with the plants and animals which equals the time esta to complete the clutch (12 

so regularly fulfil his predictions, and he may har- days) and incubate it (21-24 days). : 
bor the pleasant illusion that he is “calling shots” The second main purpose of a phenology table is 
for the biota, rather than vice versa. to permit one to correct for early or late seasons by 

‘| Phenologists are a heterogeneous lot, and have translating calendar dates into phenological “dates.” 

found shelter under diverse intellectual roof-trees. Assume, for example, that the same game manager 
Thoreau (1906), the father of phenology in this needs to find some pheasant nests, but that the sea- 

country, scorned any roof-tree but his own, hence son is very early, hence the average date of May 6 
his records (for the period 1850 to 1861) remained is invalid. How much earlier shall his search begin? 
unpublished for half a century. Hough (1864) was A glance at Table 5 shows the following contempo- 

a doctor of medicine, and the Bureau of Patents Tvaneous first blooms; sugar maple, chokecherry, win- 
published his tables. Henry (1881) was an agrono- ter cress, lousewort, white trillium, Jacob’s ladder. 

mist and a dean; the Board of Regents published 2 Scientific names of the animals and plants referred to in 
4 i S ¢ k Z the text are given after the common names in the phenology 
Journal Paper No. 8 of the University of Wisconsin tables. Numbers in brackets are serial numbers in the phe- 

Arboretum. nology tables.
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Lilae has been blooming three days, wild crab will Our arrival dates of migratory birds are confined 

bloom in three days. With these “cross shots” on largely to a few common, easily recognized species. 
his problem, the vegetation will tell him in any year, Complete lists of average arrival dates for the Dane 
early or late, about when to begin his search. Station have been published by Schorger (1929, 

Tt is strangely difficult to arrive at such correla- 1931), and for southern Wisconsin by Barger et al 
tions by comparing specialized publications. To (1942). 
facilitate them, we have merged all of our events— The phenology of birdsong is largely omitted, and 
plants, birds, mammals, insects, and weather—in one Will be covered in a separate paper. _The phenology 
common sequence (Tables 1-12). of leaf-fall is omitted because it is difficult to define 

It is not to be assumed, of course, that the se- ao and there is excessive variability between 

quence of averages repeats itself exactly each year, hess s ‘ 

and still less that the average sequence for our region References to the eee CMF AN AR 
is identical with that for other regions. Indeed the studied, plus a few nationally-known papers that 
whole concept of a sequence of average dates is in have influenced our work. The pre ane avers 
one sense an abstraction, for it can never be found that there is a large European literature, and that 

in toto in the field. Nevertheless it exists, and it is ™°7Y important American papers are not mentioned. 
an important characteristic of the flora and fauna. STATIONS 

Pe Teor Sec tan cent This paper records some 328 events at two stations, 
SCOPE herein called “Sauk” and “Dane.” The first includes 

two or three square miles around the Leopold shack 
No attempt is made in this paper to derive the jn See. 33, T. 13N, R. 6H, Sauk County. The second 

correlations which are its principal purpose. They js an area of similar size including the University 
are so numerous that the reader can best derive of Wisconsin Arboretum, and adjoining parts of the 

them for himself, if and when needed. An attempt city of Madison and University of Wisconsin cam- 
is made to suggest how to select items for phenologi- pus, in Dane County. The Dane station is 33 miles 

cal recording, and to deduce some responses of ani- south and nine miles east of the Sauk station. 
mals and plants to weather. In a few instances, a scattered date from outside 

It is unnecessary for a phenologist to record as one or the other station has been included in it with- 

many species as are given in this paper. A smaller out specifying the exact point of origin. Such dates 
number, well assorted as to site and season, would are considered eligible only when they fall within 
be equally valuable. the following geographic limits: 

East to West North to South 
Sauk Station.................Portage to Wisconsin Dells Summit of Baraboo Hills to Wisconsin 

(20 miles) River (10 miles) 

Dane Station................ Faville Grove (Jefferson Co.) to Poynette to south line of County 
Prairie du Sac. (40 miles) (30 miles) 

Whenever all of the dates for any item originated stations is taken mainly from “Climate and Man” 

ig eres than oe = the Leopold shack, their (Anonymous 1941), and is based on 17 and 40 
oint of origin is specified. ee 3 eg 

é Climate. The fallowing comparison of the two pare resoras cence ely: 

TEMPERATURES 

Sauk Dane Sauk is: 
(Wis. Dells Station) (Madison Station) 

Mean annual.........,...+++..44°-45°R, 45°-46°R. 1 degree colder 

January average............. 16.0°F. 16.7°R. 0.7 degree colder 
SUF. AVETALE sg cos so sseas ose MOowe 721°R. 0.5 degree colder 

Frosts, Growing SEASON 

Last frost in spring..........May 11 April 29 12 days later 

First frost in fall............Sept. 27 October 17 20 days earlier 
Growing season...............139 days 171 days 32 days shorter 

PRECIPITATION 

Average annual.............. 30.78 ins, 30.60 ins. 0.18 inches wetter 

eg 

The only large difference disclosed in these data During the decade here reported (1935-1945) the 
is in the length of the frostless period or growing growing season at Sauk was only 13 days shorter 

season, which is 32 days shorter at the Sauk station. [see items 79 and 323 of Tables 1-12].
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Lire Zonrs 3. Aldo Leopold, plants and animals of the Sauk 

No attempt will be made to describe our stations Station, 1935-1945, Bie 
in terms of the biotic provinces proposed by various All of the Sauk dates, and a majority of the Dane 
conflicting authors (Merriam et al, 1928; Weaver dates, were taken by these observers. The remaining 

& Clements, 1938). Both stations lie in the general dates for the Dane station have been generously con- 
region of confluence of prairie, oak-hickory forest, tributed by the following collaborators: 
and coniferous forest. The first two categories are 
represented within the area of both stations; the © = 
third occurs only within the area of the Sauk sta- : Reference 

tion. The Sauk station exhibits certain southern han eioda ok Hams | What Be at |e ears ee 
species like red birch, red bellied woodpecker and aise ee Oe RS | again oy ea RINE zZ ee : nderson, es , , 2 s prothonotary warbler, but it also exhibits certain Bee ae eee boreeume | geal G9, att a42) 

northern species such as red squirrel and hing three Barger, Norval R., | Bird arrivals | Dane County | 1935-1945 | (1942) 
native pines. All of these species are absent, or etal, t 
only casual, at the Dane station. Buss, Irven 0. Bau pia Faville Grove | 1937-1942 

mal 
cae one oe ae oa __ | Upland plover | Faville Grove | 1935-1943 | (1939) 

. Hawkins 
Lake Mendota at Madison is 849 feet above sea- Curtis, John T. Spring plants | Dane County | 1941-1942 

level; the Wisconsin River at Wisconsin Dells is fae Ee heen Arboretum | 1938-1939 | (1942) 
ORE Bas trow, Albert 1, Prairie di -1945 

815 feet. The more southerly station is thus 34 feet "Ne" eee peat eee eT 
higher. Hale, James B, Bird arrivals | Stoughton 1939-1945 

Hawkins, Arthur. | Birds, mammals,| Faville Grove | 1935-1938 
Lanp Use plants 

A Jackson, Arnold $. | Bird arrival Dane County | 1936-1942 The Sauk station and that part of the Dane station Keehjer, Ms Arthur | Birdarrvals | Dane County | 1936-1044 
comprising the University Arboretum are alike in Kumlien Omitho- Bird arrivals | Dane County | 1935-1945 
that both consist of reverted farms on which old logical Club 

fields, woods, and marshes are interspersed. Both McCabe, Robert A. salto Arboretam ~ 1048-1045 
are surrounded by active farms. The remainder of Robbins, Samuel D., | Bird arrivals | Dane County | 1940-1948 
the Dane station is suburban. Jr. 

Shands, H. H. Grain and hay | University | 1935-1945 
Soms crops Farms at 

i : 1 a Madison 
The soils of the Sauk station are Coloma sands and sows, Lyle K, Birds, mammala| Faville Grove | 1088 

Dunning sands, with local traces of red clay from the plants 
bottom of glacial Lake Wisconsin. All lowlands Sperry, Theodore M. eee Arboretum | 1938 (1942)5 

s A ‘ i plants have been reworked by river aetion. The soils of ‘Thompson, Donald B: | Planta eree lacs 

the Dane station are Miami silt loam and peat, the City 
latter underlain by marl. (Whitson, 1927.) Zimmerman, James | Plants, birds, | Dane County | 1944-1945 

mammals 
‘WATERS hg ee lek a ae 

The Sauk station lies on the south bank of the 
Wisconsin River and its lowlands are flooded yearly. PHENOLOGICAL TABLES 
It has few springs and only small lakes. The Dane 
station has many springs, several large lakes, and In the basie tables, in which the 328 events are 
no rivers. Its lowlands are never flooded. = assembled by months, each month bears its calendar 

AWanomeae a beginning with Table 1 and 2 for January 

: oa and February. 

ae Sank area 1s) walder,y retaining) deer, rufted Each event on which dates are available is called 
grouse, pileated woodpecker, and a few otters and a ¢ ‘ 

sear i an item, and each item bears a serial number (at 
prairie chickens. These species are absent from the 
Manel station, the left), and an average date (at the right). Dates 

for both stations are given when available. When an 
event has a definite duration (such as the bloom of 

Oe eS 1 ionble das ate ee a é ; . a plant), a double date indicates the duration. Few 
This paper embodies three main blocks of pheno- durations were recorded during the first three years 

logical data: of the decade. 

1. A. Carl Leopold, plants and animals of the The items are arranged chronologically, in order 

Sauk Station, 1935-1940.3 of the average date for the Sauk station. 

2. Sara E. Jones, plants of the University Arbore- 
Bese i 4 Also: Anderson, Harry G. 1936. Avifauna of the Uni- 

tum, Dane Station, 1944-1945. wersity of Wistonelnw Acborsrume Bachelors dads, Meee Dart: 
Zoology, Univ. Wis., 166. 

* Leopold, A. Carl. 1940. Phenology table for Fairfield S Also: Sperry, ‘Theodore M. Artificial establishment of a 
Township, Sauk County, Wisconsin, 1935-1940. Unpub. Ms.,  tall-grass prairie’ on the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. 
Dept. Wildlife Management, Univ. Wis., 30 pp. Ms., pending publication.
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TABLES 1-2. Phenology for January-February. 

pom Pea a a Species, Station, Item | 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 | 1944 1945 | Average 
Sean Sees BS ei 0 18 a ae | a ee Ss eee | cre 

1 SKUNK (Mephitis mephitis) Emerges from hibernation. (From Journal of Albert Gastrow.) 
Praise dipaotcsany slates [on 2/87) aoa EE Syde cl pyaar ee aris LS are aad U1 eane ayia | 979 
2 GREAT HORNED OWL (Bubo virginianus virginianus) First egg (or first seen incubating). 
Danereuneuae el/2b obs B/ite a a/te ae sens | Se ayis oe aie ceed i reye Ce ea oe ee a6 

Mostly from journal of Albert Gastrow, Prairie da Sac, Wis. In 1937, 1949, 1944, and 1945 uo nesting occurred in the area, though the usual number of owls 
was present. See Errington (7) p. 6. 

3 CARDINAL (Richmondena cardinalis cardinalis) First song. 

Daneniee tence el 2/18 1/28 1/18 _|(by 3/172)| 1/30 eo. 2/16 1/20 1/24 1/18 1/14 1/26 

TABLE 3. Phenology for March. 

4 PHEASANT (Phasianus colchicus torquatus) First crowing. 
ees ae | 3/19 | (by at Ses | os eee 3/1 ] 2/28 [ar 2/26 | 3/8 | 3/5 
Dane?......-00..0...| 2/18 ae 3/5 2/5 aul tby see cs 2/20 1/28 2/12 1/8 1/6 2/8 
5 MARSHHAWK (Circus hudsonius) Migrants arrive. 

Sauk: ed Liat | 3/14 | Lae | oe | 3/18 3/30 | 2/9 | 4/25 | 2/27 | 2/6 | 2/3 | 3/6 
Datiever es tessust | 09/6 3/ 2/25 2/it 3/4 3/17 3/14 3/8 3/20 3/2 3/8 3/5 
6 WOODCHUCK (Marmota monaz) Emerges from hibernation. 
Danesenrvs tiakeracs inatece ale byt in lance tae | aed uel Oya | sere cells Byae lea ise ea fa, ob epeg le 7ot 8/8 

7 BLUEBIRD (Sialia sialis sialis) Arrives. ; 
Ao Mae | 3/14 | 3/6 | 3/1 | (by 3/18) | (by Te 3/29 | 3/14 | 3/5 | 3/10 | 3/7 | 3/12 
Danerss catsceo tell 08/6 3/4 3/6 2/28 3/4 3/19 3/20 3/6 3/14 3/17 3/3 3/9 
8 GRAY CHIPMUNK (Tamias striatus griseus) Emerges from hibernation. 
Diane: sees oe eS lie ORs | OAS esl eo AGB Ieee | CaS ben eee beers el ree | Bae Lo BAG |! este 
9 EASTERN MEADOWLARK (Sturnella magna magna) Migrants arrive. 
a eae ee | 3/14 | 3/19 | mee | oar | 3/10 | 3/23 | 3/21 | (by 4/10) | (by 4/8) | (by 3/23) | 3/17 

Wiehe. 05 ues 3/il 3/21 3/20 3/1 3/3 8/17 3/1 3/6 3/13 3/14 3/10 3/11 

10 REDWINGED BLACKBIRD (Agelaius phoeniceus artolegus) Migrant males arrive. 
| re | 3/14 | Ue | ior | (by 3/18) | (by 3/30) | 3/23 | 3/21 | (by 4/2) | 3/12 | (by 3/23) | 3/18 

Danese ssin coc crene| 9/58 2/29 3/6 3/2 3/3 3/17 3/2 2/5 2/28 2/26 3/4 2/28 
11_BRONZE GRACKLE (Quiscalus quiscula aeneus) Arrives. 
Dee ee ea eae ee ee ae ee ee ey a Ee eee ae 
12 ROBIN (Turdus migratorius migratorius) Migrants arrive. 
Bae ee ey | 3/14 | ae | 3/ ores peel 3/23 | ee em | aes (ae (3/19) 
Dates. cctesntoneee |e 8/18 3/4 3/6 3/9 3/13 3/3 3/10 3/6 3/15 3/2 3/2 3/7 
13 PRAIRIE MOLE (Scalopus aquaticus machrinus) Active runs on surface. 
Sauleree Eanes oy ater feel esl ee eel ews /o0~ le ANB feed /0i22 || Bvt || va sarma| thy 4yaieleeeyians |p a a7al 

14 WISCONSIN RIVER (in Fairfield Township, Sauk County) 
Se te | 3/21 | 3/28 | 3/19 | 3/18 | 3/31 | 3/31 | 3/10 | 3/27 | 3/10 | ae | 3/21 
In flood:.............|_.-.. _| (by 3/29) | __3/30_| (by 8/27) | (by 3/31)|_.... cma none 3/29 none 3/20 | (3/26) 
15 KILDEER (Ozyechus vociferus vociferus) Arrives. 

| Bee | oy | ESE | ae | ann | 4/6 | ee | 3/6 | Ee | a aay | (8/21) 
Daren yeh aces |y 8/14 3/7 3/6 3/9 3/3 3/17 3/19 2/5 2/28 3/23 2/24 3/6 
16 CANADA GOOSE (Branta canadensis) Arrives. 
ee | Oss | 3/21 | 3/24 | 3/11 | 3/31 | 3/30 | 3/29 | 3/7 | 4/3 | 3/11 | (by 3/23) | 3/21 
Dane heres aes it| Orth 3/12 3/25 3/9 2/26 3/9 2/25 3/6 3/21 3/24 3/4 3/11 
17 EASTERN MOURNING DOVE (Zenaidura macroura carolinensis) Migrants arrive. 
poe ae | Tie | nee | aT | ae | 3/10 | Wis | 4/3 ee (by 4/8) | 3/24 | (3/23) 
Danes... 4... ss0e| BAS 3/12 3/19 3/18 3/21 3/21 3/23 2/21 3/24 3/24 3/11 3/17 
18 WOODCOCK (Philohela minor) Arrives. 

Darien aera ee] <2 8/16 3/18 4/1 3/11 3/24 3/29 3/27 3/3 oe 4/1 3/17 3/21 
19 FOX SPARROW (Pasarella iliaca iliaca) Arrives. 

Sauk ee es — | 3/19 | 3/27 | a | oe teas | 4/5 | (by 4/2) | on | 3/23 | 3/26 
Dane raens| | S/S 3/14 3/28 3/16 3/18 3/29 3/23 3/25 3/22 3/29 3/15 3/21 
20 LEOPARD FROG (Rana pipiens) First seen on land. 
Su ee Ey ee en ee ee een Ee Sa aa eee eee 
21 SPRING CANKERWORM (Paleacrita vernata) Adult moths ascend trees. 
Gaaike, lees eee week [cma all | ge pact eon ms [= teense AUG ay aDea stg |mm a /B let) 8 /a5-4/0)|-t-4/a5' | S7aeea st [= 8727 

Ascent is detected by trapping in rings of tanglefoot. Caterpillars descend to pupate during May.
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Species, Station, Item | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

22 LAKE WINGRA at Madison, Ice breaks. 
ye a ye a ea a a Fe ee faye) ome pe SY 

23 BROWN BAT (Myotis lucifugus lucifugus)Flying. 
Daaesiersoge cae ret al ena /8 oe | eda | meets ee ee [ITA ee roe [ie ee Wes | leon BO [uence eie joes 1 4s |ecas yee 

24 EARTHWORM (Lumbricue terrestris) On surface of ground. 
Doaigiece gee lente [okey soa [ree ag SO Ns 2 re toy 18) | cece et) a2) 

25 CRICKET FROG (Rana palustris) First heard calling. 
Se te | ue | 3/30 | 3/20 | 3/25 | (by 3/30) | 3/29 | 3/31 | 3/31 | 4/7 | ee | 3/29 
Dae: acai nerve .se| 8/20 3/18 4/1 me 3/28 ie 3/30 3/21 Bs see _| (by 3/18) | 3/24 

A live specimen taken at Prairie du Sac March 31, 1943, was identified as this species. It is believed the entire record is for cricket frogs, but in any event it 
represents the first audible small frog. 

TasLe 4, Phenology for April. 

26 SILVER MAPLE (Acer saccharinum) 
Sauk: 

flower buds a Ses | uae | are | 3/20 | 3/25 | 4/10 | 4/12 | 4/3 | 4/1 | 4/8 | 3/24 | 4/1 
ripe samaras fall... .... ome nak. .--. | 5/20-6/3 | 6/8-2_| 2-5/23 | 5/20-5/25] _5/20-2 | (by 6/27) | __8/18-? | _ 5/25 
Dane: 

in pollen tees wees ants 4/14-2 | 3/20-?| 3/25-? |... 4/10-2|  3/22-2 |4/1-4/20 | 4/16-4/23] 3/17-3/26| 3/31 
staminateflowersfall| .... | ee | ne | ae | ee | an | oe | Ben | oe | 4/27 | 3/25 | (4/11) 
ripe samarasfall....|__.... oe Sete noe Sous nes bite eo nae see | 5/18-6/1 | (5/18) 

In 1945 leafing began at the end of blooming and was completed a month later. In 1944 leafing began a week after the ead of bloom and was completed 
in 17 days. 

27 LAKE MENDOTA at Madison. 
Ice breaks:..........| 8/28 | 3/80 | 4/18. |. 8/22 | 4/4 | 4/6 | 4/9 | 9/24 | 8/81- | 3/29 | 3720 | 4A 

‘The average date for the period 1853-1940 was April 6. See Wing , page 158. 
28 SKUNK CABBAGE (Symplocarpus foetidus) 
Sagaks ich palate (te cee ere te | kee ae [Pee eae well ee Gene em come este Aid Orba| B/N Sa teyee [eaten alae ayaU sale CAI DD) 

29 STRIPED SPERMOPHILE (Citellus tridecemlineatus tridecemlineatus) Emerges . 
Daneinc een ee | eo nes 2 (aos [aes [aye aso ef efi le eae | aad 2 esas as 

30 YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKER (Sphurapicus varius varius) Arrives. 
ee Oe | aes | es | 3/1L | tie | 4/13 | Sts | 4/5 | Siva | 4/9 | 4/7 | 4/3 

DAnetice. ccs nt seers] a 4/8 3/24 4/4 3/30 4/8 4/1 4/4 3/26 3/30 4/2 3/28 4/1 
31 GREAT BLUE HERON (Ardea herodias herodias) Arrives. 

ee Sar ray | (by 4/9) | leet | 3/25 | 4/6 | 4/19 | ie | 4/2 | Ave | ie | 4/5 
DANG esses eeceene| 8/80 3/15 4/1 3/19 3/19 3/29 3/22 4/5 3/21 3/20 | 3/18 3/24 
32 MOURNING CLOAK BUTTERELY (Aglais antiope) First seen. 
Sauk & Dane:........| 3/26 | 4,15 | 4/18 | 3/22 | 3/2 | 4/16 | 4/12 | .... [(by4/9)| 4/8 | 3/28 | 4/5 

33 COWBIRD (Molothrus ater ater) Arrives. 
ne ome | es | Sree | ne | 4/20 | 3/30 | 4/12 | eee | oe | 4/9 | 3/23 4/6 

Danigezc ccs cc cosicsw a. (8/28 3/21 3/21 3/18 3/22 3/18 3/30 4/2 3/22 4/9 3/21 3/24 
34 PUSSY WILLOW (Saliz discolor)* 
Dane: in pollen (b)...|.... | 3/25-?| 3/30-?| .... | 4/6-2 | .... | 4/u6-2 | 418-2 |... | 4/17-4/30] 3/24-4/3 | 4/6 

35 WILSON SNIPE (Capella delicata) First migrants arrive. 
wo ak i 4/19) | (by 4/17) | (by eel 4/7 | 4/15 | 4/12 | 4/3 | 4/11 | San | 3/25 | 4/7 
DANG Secyahec dans ci 8/28 2/29 mses 3/27 3/IL 3/20 3/26 3/27 44 4/8 3/28 3/28 
36 FIELD SPARROW (Spizella pusilla pusilla) Arrives. 

| ee | an | 4/7 | 3/27 | 4/7 | 4/15 | 4/12 | 4/12 | 4/3 | 4/7 | 3/23 | 4/7 
Daterienne noes | 18/0 3/28 4/7 3/22 4/8 4/3 3/22 3/22 4/2 473 3/30 3/30 
37_ PHOEBE (Sayornis phoebe) Arrives. 
Lu Wee we | se | 4/9 | 4/2 | 4/7 | 4/18 | sta | ie | 4/3 | 4/20 | 3/24 | 4/7 
Danger ceseset |) 8/28 3/14 4/2 3/21 3/24 4/2 4/7 3/29 4/2 4/9 3/17 3/28 
38 HAZEL (Corylus americana) 
Sauk: in pies sae | Ss | Bis | 3/29-? | Sc | 4/13-? | 4/12-? | (by 4/3) | ae | 2-4/23 ee | (4/7) 
Dane: in pollen.......] _.... oe ees ee 3/25-t |... 4/i1-? | 3/31-2 | _4/9-2_| _4/9-4/23 |3/18-3/26| 4/2 

The catkins fall about a week after they have ceased to bear pollen. In 1945 the leaf buds enlarged when the catkins fell, and the leaves attained full size a 
month and a half later. 

39__RUFFED GROUSE (Bonasa umbellus umbellus) Drums. 
Sauk:..0.0c.ccc.] ee. | (by 4/19) | 3/29-2 | 3/27-2 | 4/16-2 | 4/14-6/2 | 4/5-6/14 | 4/12-6/16|(5/31) only| 4/8-7/3 | 4/7-6/16 | 4/8-6/16 
40 ALDER (Alnus incana) : 
Suak: in aa a | ay | oes | 3/20-? | ea | 4/13-2 | 4/12-2 | 4/13-2 | 4/13-2 | 4/8-4/23 | 2-3/23 4/8 
Dane: in pollen (b)...|_.... ace 4/14-2 | 3/27-2 | 4/a-? sess | (by 4/18) | _3/81-2 | 4/5-4/20 | 4/10-4/23) hea 4/2



88 Axpo Lropoty anp Sara Enizasern Jones Bcolietesy Monogrenlis 

Species, Station, Item | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

41 QUAKING ASPEN (Populus tremuloides) 

ee ls wd el asl le ele in:pollense sarees ea |o nes vate 4/20 Nan Pes 4/21 4/14 Saige 4/2 *4/il 3/23 4/10 

This species is genetically variable in blooming, leafing, and fruiting dates. We could not relate these variations to site, but clones often displayed uniform 
phenology. The earliest seeds in 1945 blew on April 28. The earliest leafing was completed April 21. 

42 EASTERN BELTED KINGFISHER (Megaceryle alcyon aleyon) First migrants arrive. 
ae Bei | Aes | 4/21 | 4/19 | 3/25 | 4/6 | 4/19 | 4/4 | 4/4 (by 4/8) | (by 3/29) | 4/10 
Dangserems come | = 8724 4/4 3/23 3/14 3/11 3/30 4/6 3/20 3/26 3/30 3/16 3/24 
43 FORSYTHIA (Forsythia suspensa) 
Dane: in bloom (b)...]_.... |... |... |... | 4/20-2 | (by 5/9) | 4/16-2 | 4/t2-2 |... | 4748-5717] 3/24-4/18] 4/10 
44 PASQUE FLOWER (Anemone patens var. Wolfgangiana) 
Sauk: in | Te | se | (by 5/1) | 2-5/12 | a | oe 2-5/3 | 4/12-5/1 | Hae eee bua 4/1 
Dane: in bloom......|__.... 4/20-? | 4/12-2| 3/29-2 | 4/10-7 |... | 4/20-5/1| _.... 4/11-? | 4/18-2 | 3/29-4/7 |_ 4/10 
45 COTTONWOOD (Populus deltoides) 
Dane: staminate cat- | | | | | | | | | | | | 
kins in pollen......|_.... TENS 4/9? |... wee aes an 4/16-2 | _.... | 4/28-5/4 | 3/22-3/29| 4/18 

In 1945 the staminate flowers and flower scales fell March 28-29, immediately after the cessation of pollen. Leafing followed blooming. The earliest seeds 
blew on April 28, but seeds were still blowing up to June 18. 

46 AMERICAN ELM (Ulmus americana) 
Sauk: : 

flower buds open...|.... ae at aa aes 4/19 4/19 ae 4/10 oe 3/23 4/10 
flowers in pollen....].... a ee, Bea se. | 4/26-5/4 | 2-4/20 ea 4/15-2| 4/20-2 | 3/26-t | 4/14 
fruit ripe and falling)... £6 se ins sess | 5/11-6/1 | (by 5/21) | 5/18-2 |... | 2-6/8—| (by 5/18) | (6/12) 

Dane: 
ay aoe css 4/19 ae Ay ae) 4/13 sae ps 4/9 3/17 | 4/2 

flowers in pollen....|_.... Rake 4/23-t |... Abe nbn she 4/1-2 | 4/14-2 | 4/16-4/26| 3/21-4/7 | _4/9 
47 BOX ELDER (Acer negundo) 2 
Dane:inpollen....4:| ene | eee | 4o-t] [oe | oe | 4ne-2 | 4te-2 |... | 4/93-6/6 | 8/28-4/5 | 4/14 

In 1945 the staminate flowers fell immediately after pollen ceased. Leafing begins with pollen and is completed in about 3 weeks. 

48 HEPATICA (Hepatica acutiloba and H. americana) « 
Dane: in bloom......|.... | 4/28-2 | 4/24-2 | 4/15-2 | 4/22-2 | 4/12-2 | 4/13-2 | 4/4-? | 4/28-5/16| 4/23-5/13| 3/22-4/17| 4/15 

: 49 UPLAND PLOVER (Bartramia longicauda) Arrives. (Dates up to 1943 from Buss and Hawkins.) 
Telersonsine ese esl| Aye | 4710 | ayia = |e asia | aan | aig | 4718 | ayia) | a? [Dearie |e | arte 

50 DOUBLE CRESTED CORMORANT (Phalacrocoraz auritus auritus) i 
ae Sane | ee | 4/9 | “4/17 | 4/19 | 4/14 | 4/12 | 4/12 | 4/16 | 5/6 | 4/6 | 4/16 
Daneiegec ss seuccsaee| 18/80. 3/28 4/28 4/19 4/21 3/29 4/21 sae 4/17 4/14 4/10 4/12 
51 DRABA (Draba reptans) 
Gadke fit bloomve gee mar ceuke | Mee aciec|omec ann al mcaet a | comeny os” [—uknae vel e SO ca /TOy alt ced abel woe ceews cine Baw eeiae 

52 RED CEDAR (Juniperus virginiana) 
\Sctiks in olen) (b)iee| sweet tee ee | ee | eS) Sie [cacao aos-t aa ae | a0) 

53 DANDELION (Tarazacum officinale) 
Dane:inblom......| .... |... | 4/29-2?| .... .|  47i7-? | 0... | 418-2 | 4/7-5/28 | 2-0/2 | 2-5/28 | 4/12-5/20| 4/17 
54 EASTERN HERMIT THRUSH (Hylocichla guttata faroni) Arrives. 
Sa ee Ges | 4/19 | Sab | me | ie | aes | et R en | 4/16 | 4/18 | ee | (4/18) 
Daten Gennes energy 3/29 3/27 3/22 3/26 4/5 4/4 3/25 3/30 4/14 3/14 3/29 
55 RED EYED TOWHED (Pipilo erythrophthalmus erythrophthalmus) Arrives. 
ee | 3/29 | ae | hiss | 4/20 | aie | 4/28 | eine | 4/18 | 5/1 | ae | 4/12 | 4/18 

Dane: screcssuen yet o/a) 4/15 4/18 3/27 4/il 4/14 4/19 4/1 4/1 4/15 3/25 4/7 
56 DUTCHMAN'S BREECHES (Dicentra cucullaria) 
Sauk: in bloom (b). a Nak | oe | 2-5/16 | ae | eae | 2-5/1L | 4/22-2 | 4/18-5/9 | He eat aaeLA| 4/18 

Dane: in bloom......| _4/17-? | _4/15-2 | 4/26-2 | 4/14-? | 4/25-? |... 4/20-t | 419-7 |... __| 5/1-5/16 | 3/30-4/29| 4/18 
57 PURPLE MARTIN (Progne subis subis) Arrives. 
psen ra | was | ma | Dene | 4/18 | 4,20 | ae | tant | 4/18 | (by 5/1) | sees | atte | (4/19) 
Dane! a ceend aes os| 8/8b 4/4 4/8 4/7 3/24 3/31 4/1 3/25 3/24 4/6 3/29 3/31 
58 PUSSYTOES (Antennaria fallaz)* 
Sauk: first bloom...) .... Teg ier Rae os 4/21 4/27 | 4/25 4/23 4/21 3/31 4/20 
Pere | as | one | ie | es | ane | es | 4/20-? | 4/26-? | ial | at | mand (4/19) 
59 HORSETAIL (Equisetum arvense) Tes 

Dane: spores blowing.|.... | cess | cere | eee | ee |e | 4e-t | afto-t |... | 4/80-8/24] 4/10-5/18] 4/20 

Dane:in bloom. [oe Tove Toe Tee Te Te TT aot || 576-5720 | 4/54/16 | (4/20) 

Sauk: in bloom Oy a | ae | vest | me | oe | oa.4 | a8 | 4/25-2 | eal 5/1-? | 4/3-4/22 | 4/21 
Dane: in bloom......| + 4/25-2 | 4/22-2| 4/14-2 | 4/20-2 |... 4/13-? | 4/12-? | 4/8-5/11 | 4/18-5/15| 3/26-4/14| 4/14
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Species, Station, | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

62 NORWAY MAPLE (Acer platanoides) 
Danerin pollenta.c.. |) Seta) oes) wl ayanet| ek. [ee ee arate avapro [5/9 28/16)|47o-4 71. | ayer 
63 SPRING GRAIN (oats and barley) Planted at University Farms. 
Dane eee yea | 4718 8/8 4/21 ata ds /20 a aad on lime ear dao elim le eyar | caval 

Data from Prof. H. L. Shands, Dept. of Agronomy, College of Agriculture. 

64 BROWN THRASHER (Tordpstoma rufum) Arrives. 
Sauk:.... eae | ae | 4/19 | ee | 4/16 | ae | 4/28 | 4/19 | 4/25 | 5/1 | (by 5/7) | 4/16 | 4/22 
Danese) css. oS 4/2 4/23 4/10 3/20 4/21 4/28 4/19 4/18 4/24 4/24 4/8 4/7 
65 CABBAGE BUTTERELY (Pieridae sp?) First seen. 
Gaull & Danbives sty] 4/20 ae a Ss feng a8 ne [ea | ab | Soa | as a ap | aye | eel edi |p 28 

66 CAREX (Carex pennsylvanica) 
See | wae | ee | as | ee | ae | ea | oe | ae | 5/7-2 wena 4/1-? | (4/23) 
Dane: in pollen......|__...- on he uae up nate 4/i4-2 | 4/i9-2 |... | 6/1-5/30 | 4/2-4/20 | 4/17 
67 EARLY CROWFOOT (Ranunculus fascieularis) 

inbloom..........|_ 5/1-? | _5/2-? wise | (by 4/26) | 4/25-7 |... 4/20-t | _.... 4/21-? | 2-5/28 | 4/6-5/24 | 4/28 
68 AMERICAN BITTERN (. lentiginosus), Arrives. 
eee wats om Sat | ae | 4/18 | 5/1 | 4/19 | 4/25 | 4/23 | 4/21 | 4/23 | 4/24 
Datelerscacaccandl: 4/10 4/19 4/5 4/9 4/9 5/8 4/6 4/18 3/30 3/25 5/3 4/13 
69 SHEPHERD'S PURSE (Capsella Bursa-pastoris) 
Rank: Arey bloomiachs |) este LY cea | Ue ON | PO B/BS7 o|e gesuste | fecasu ee oe APl8 fees abe Seb / 7s CBIR Lela Oral ee Bok 

70 BELLWORT (Uvularia grandiflora) 
Dane: in bloom......| 5/18-?| .... | 5/-? |... |... |... | 405-2 | 4/07-2 | 4/28-2 | 5/10-5/25] 4/12-5/21| 4/20 

71 MARSH MARIGOLD (Caltha palustris) 
Sauk: in | ae | aaee | ees | Pd eas | suse 4/27-2 | 4/22-2 | 2-5/15 | = | ae | 4/28 
Dane; in bloom......] _--- 4/25-2 | 4/20-2 | 4/12-2 | 4/25-2 | _5/3-? | 4/24-2 | 4/21-2 | _4/25-? | 4/29-5/30| 4/9-5/20 | 4/22 
72 JUNE BERRY (Amelanchier canadenis)* SSR 

Sauk: in bloom (b). . i ae | as | (by 5/8) | 4/22-5/2 | Re | 5/11-2 | 4/26-2 | 4/25-5/7 | 5/1-5/15 | any eal 4/28 
Dane: in bloom (b)...] _-.-+ ue ae MU SB Ey | ace ote no ae 4/25-2 | 4/28-5/23| 5/9-5/19 | 4/10-5/4 | 4/23 

The budding period as between years has varied from five days to two weeks, apparently depending on current weather. Leafing and blooming occurred simul- 
taneously in 1945, the leaves being completed before the end of bloom. 

73 BOBWHITE (Colinus virginianus virginianus )First “bobwhite” call. 
| sand | ae | Ce (by 6/4) | (by 6/3) | 4/21 | 5/2 | 4/25 | 5/29 | 4/25 | 4/12 | 4/29 

Dane cermeotees PL 8/18 3/29 4/19 oe 4/18 we 4/14 es ee 4/19 3/22 4/6 
74 ARABIS (Arabis lyrata) 

ee en | phae | eine | oe | a | 5/15 | 4/22 | ae | aes | 5/6 | 4/11 | 4/29 
Dane: first bloom.....] __.... gt 5 ws see | (by 4/28) | 4/20 4/19 res sees | (by 4/20) | (4/20) 

This species has no sharp terminal date, In 1945 straggling blooms occurred through July. 

75 WOOD ANEMONE (Anemone quinquefolia var. interior) 
Sauk: in fae | ae, | ee | As | (by 5/1) | sant | 5/11-? | 4/25-2 | a 5/5-5/30 | 5/7-5/23 | Sia] 4/29 

Dane: in bloom......] _4/30-2 | _5/9-2 Sai 4/ai-t |... a 4/25-2 | _4/21-? | 5/1-5/23 | 5/5-5/24 | 4/9-6/1 | 4/26 
76 PRICKLY ASH (Zanthozylum americanum) 
Sauk: first pollen.....[ :... |... | G4. | 3... [> 5. | sr | 472 |) 4/5. | fr | se | ana |i 4730 

Leafing in 1944 began three days after first bloom, and was completed 16 days later. 

Tase 5. Phenology for May. 

77_ HOUSE WREN (Troglodytes aedon) Arrives. 
Ree bole | tea | ce | ee | an eee 5/2 | 5/1 | (by 5/7) | 5/1 | (by 5/5) | (8/1) 
Danes toe Gersetee| 5 4/10 4/14 4/30 4/17 4/28 4/29 4/15 4/18 4/25 4/27 4/23 4/22 

; 78 SMALL FLOWERED CROWFOOT (Ranunculus abortivus) 
coal oe | Reha | a | in | ae | ee sue | oe | = | ae | ae | (6/1) 

Dane: in bloom......]_.... le 5/17-? | _5/1-2 se aoe 5/7-2 | 4/i9-t | .... | 5/9-8/27 | 4/13-6/14| 4/26 
79 LAST KILLING FROST (Record by U. S. Weather Bureau.) 
ae 5/23 4/16 4/16 4/12 5/2 5/4 4/25 4/20 5/1 5/6 | 6/4 8/1 
Da06.ca0scetens 021) 00/4 | 4/28 | 4/16 | 4/10 | 4/13 | 5/3 | 4/24 | 4/19 | 5/1 | 4/16 6/4 | 4/27 
80 HOARY PUCCOON (Lithospermum canescens) 
Sauk: in a a | te | pose | 5/1-? | ae | a vase 5/1-6/4 | 5/7-6/4 | 5/14-6/3 | 4/12-6/6 | 5/1 
Dane: in bloom (b)...]_.... 5/10-? | 5/11+2 | 5/10-2 |... tas 5/s-? | 4/30-?| _.... wae 4/10-2 | 5/3 

Straggling bloom occurred for a week to 10 days beyond the regular blooming period in each of the last three years. 

81_DOGTOOTH VIOLET (Erythronium americanum and E. albidum) 
Sauk: in eee ae | ee | 2-5/8 | 8/1-t | kane | 5/5-? | ae | 2-5/16 | a) es | 2-5/5 fl (5/2) 
Dane: in bloom......| | 5/11-? |... 5/7-2 | 5/1-2 aes oa 4/20-? | 4/25-2 | _....__| 5/8-8/15 | 4/10-5/20| 4/29
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Species, Station, Item | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

82. BIRD-FOOT VIOLET (Viola pedata var. lineariloba) 
Sauk: in bloom.......] 0... ee Ban 5/1-? | 5/1-6/4 | 5/12-6/5 | 4/30-5/23| 4/25-5/31|45/8-6/4 | 5/11-6/1 | 4/21-6/6 | 5/2 
Dane: in bloom......| _5/2-? | 5/9-? | 5/10-?| _.... sais oe 5/g-? | 4/25-2| .... coe | 4/16/21] 8/1 

A few autumn blooms were seen in Sauk County, Sept. 20, 1944. 

83 ARABIS (Arabis drummondi) 
Saukvinbloomcee|eeeercs. [estan ovale ewe enacts |i cawnale nse talard| a O/E% [ins b/ Patan G/I1e6 Sd yo9-6)20|) 28/8 
84 RIVER BIRCH (Betula nigra) 
Saukein bloamecse-|Ntee | aso [ieee ae ene eee eO/TL-OALT|- cone ae | T=B/0 5 oil deve (SO/ER B/E a8 =F | BB) 

Leafing began with blooming in 1944, and was completed by May 31. 

85_SAND CHERRY (Prunus pumila) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...] .... |... |... |. |... | 2-8/80_| 2-5/9 | 4/25-5/9 | 5/9-8/27 | 5/17-5/25| 4/22-5/20| 5/3 

‘The leafing period coincides with the blooming period. 

86_ EASTERN KINGBIRD (Tyrannus tyrannus) Arrives. 
Baki opie eee eas. Ba 5/1 | (by 5/14) | 5/4 5/2 | 3/1 5/2 | 5/2 | (by 5/11) | 5/18 5/4 
Dane:.............--| 5/6 5/3 4/17 4/21 4/30 5/5 4/25 4/29 5/6 8/7 5/12 5/1 
87 NORTHERN CRESTED FLYCATCHER (Myjiarchus crinitus boreus) Arrives. 
Sauce cree gee ee as vee | (by 5/14) | 5/4 4/29 5/1 5/8 5/11 | (by 5/18) | 5/4 
Dane ee ee el 5/2 4/17 5/2 5/6 5/6 5/11 4/21 63 °'| 5/8 5/13 5/3 
88 OAKS............ (Quercus velutina; macrocarpa; borealis var. mazima; alba) 
Sauk: in pollen eee Fele Sein (Cae A es eee 

Black, oe |e gee Aes a ma ae Pate seve | 25/9 Be 5/18-2 | 4/25-? | (6/4) 
Bure sc spaee'| ess ss ee ae = Bes a sees | 255/9 sae 5/20-2 | 4/20-2 | (5/5) 
Red ter cede | esas 5/10-2 | 5/8-? |... ve ae say pa ia 5/17-2 |... (5/12) 
Whites rates ue ai cs eke a soe ee ee ass aes tae 5/8-2| .... (5/23) 

~ Dane: in pollen 
Blakes; coal pat aes ae ee ee a sre 4/30-2 | 4/30-2 | .... | 8/15-5/19] 4/25-5/7 | (5/3) 
Buel oeises | eens “ite Apa ce mes cee sh ie see | 5/15-5/19| 4/20-4/30| (6/6) 

In general, black and burr oak bloom first; red and white later. In 1944, pollen developed in all species 4-6 days after the catkins appeared, whereas in 1945 
about three weeks elapsed before pollen appeared. In both years leafing began with the first catkins, but completion of leafing required oaly 2 weeks in 1944, 
but over a month in 1945, In 1945 the catkins and young leaves of many oaks were destroyed by frost. Some such trees did not complete releafing uatil June . 

89 STEMLESS BLUE VIOLET (Viola cucullata)* 
Dane: in bloom. y.0s(0 08/92 | ns | 8/O-P |S ae ee a eytdee | e7isee |] 8/18-0/1 | 4/68/81 | 6/4 

90 BELLWORT (Oakesia sessilifolia) 
Sauk hist bloga ss siaeece [ace Nees Ut ee all eee [a ee BAT rife ieee | AABN Sabet |e eiB/0a tun eu by Deal cera) e 

91 FRANKLIN GROUND SQUIRREL (Citellus franklini) Emerges. 
Diane sree ene ole aarti Ps /aie lle See w Re MIBE UI | lomtach clue estoy dace Ul eeepc [hee mene rac O/ Melee [neo tO | Sone 

92 WILD PLUM (Prunus americana) 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... Bes Sees aaa wees | 25/9 | 4/25-5/9| 5/8-2 | 8/18-2 | 4/16-2 | 5/5 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... este 8/2-? |4/12-4/29+| .... me 5/1-2 | _4/25-2 | 5/5-5/22 | 8/12-5/22| 4/26-5/14| 4/29 
Sauk & Dane: | 

fruit ripe......| _...- Sac 8/25 ao ee nous 8/29 or oes ee 8/25 | (8/26) 
Leafing begins with blooming, but is completed before the end of bloom. 

93 GEUM (Geum triflorum) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...].... cane ae ae ati | Oe eee sess | 5/19-5/27 [4/25-5/7 | (8/8) 
Daten te ea es ay ae eae Bae 4/28-t |... ae weve |5/1-6/14 | (4/30) 

: 94 PIN CHERRY (Prunus pennsylranica) 
Sauk: in blom......] 0 .... ae onan | mae | Ne | 5/17 | mas | eae | 5/7 | 5/12 | 4/13 | 5/5 
Dane: in bloom......| _...- 5/5-t | 5/i-t| .... we ee Teta waa. see | 25/17 | 4/10-4/29| 5/1 
95 BALTIMORE ORIOLE (Icterus galbula) Arrives. 
BaukiccicieessSuens| | epee | Coy6/10):| F 2 saecmiul py 8714) | ica | 5/L 5/2 | 5/1 | 5/2 | 5/11 5/7 5/5 
Dane:.........00000-| 5/7 5/2 8/7 5/2 5/4 5/5 4/29 4/29 5/1 5/2 5/6 5/3 3 
96 EASTERN WARBLING VIREO (Vireo gilvus gilvus) Arrives. 
BadkS i cttantees| peas Ses Pts 5/7 (es | sae | 5/2 | 5/1 | 5/9 | ae 5/5 
Danesncte rie tecatele (6/8 5/3 5/8 4/30 5/4 5/12 5/1 5/L 5/2 5/5 5/8 5/5 
97 SUGAR MAPLE (Acer saccharum) 
Danezin pollenisdyuss|'m evens [.0 vss sau c couse ue [ee pace | Mieeteueae | auto keets | Eraser | eo sete |)5/8-/t6 | ayret |. 8/8 

89 BOBOLINK (Dolichonyz oryzivorus) Arrives . 
Soukeee tee mel lessee aA aes 5/7 | Nae | 5/4 | 5/2 | te | 5/9 | 5/7 eee 5/6 
Danone scious |, 4/36 5/2 4/26 5/4 5/3 5/5 5/4 4/29 5/9 5/13 5/9 5/3 

Sake eerie see 5/10 es Bea | cane | 5/1L | 5/2 | 5/1 | eeee | 5/6 | sone | 5/6 

Dies sere tat sas et eg) G/T S| 6A SY OPO ENO ULS SSG SEN SOLU 5 |B ER ONO yl 88 | 25 LOE
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Species, Station, | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

100 CHOKE CHERRY (Prunus virginiana) 
Sauk: in ee Sees | | ie | ee | 2-5/20 | 2-5/31 | 5/2-2 | 5/1-5/11 | 2-5/29 | ae 5/1-? | 5/6 
Dane: in bloom......]_.... 5/8-2 | 5/11-? | 5/4-2 ae ons sion 4/a7-2 | __5/21-2 | 5/18-6/3 | 4/27-5/23| 5/8 

Leafing is completed just before blooming begins. In 1944 leafing took 19 days in both'Sauk and Dane. Flower buds became visible after leafing was one 
third completed. Fruit ripens at the end of August. 

101 WINTER CRESS (Barbarea vulgaris) 
eee sie | oie | ae | pias | Cs | ee | ie 3 | mee, | ss | Perak (5/6) 
Dane: in bloom......|_...- 0 ee few ae lass ee 5/9-2 ... | 5/16-7/9 |__4/21-2 | _ (8/8) 
102 LOUSEWORT (Pedicularis canadensis) 

Gauk: in (Bloons, <8 ays -aisees all eee eseesfa ates al Ieeeee” 2 |'(by BAZ): | obras Ghee t ai oae hi -| pee wal PaBeeO ea COTO) 
103 NORTHERN YELLOWTHROAT (Geothlypis trichas brachidactyla) Arrives. 
eee ate | ine | Wate 5/7 | er | aa | ey | cee | 5/8 | 5/7 (ee (6/7) 
Danser. 0c 4/27 5/1 5/5 5/2 5/5 5/6 5/1 4/30 4/24 4/30 4/26 5/1 
104 WHITE TRILLIUM (Trillium grandiflorum) 
Sauk: in | ey | aeee | Pine | (by 5/1) | 2-5/29 | 5/16-? | 5/2-5/18 | 5/1-6/1 | 5/9-6/3 | oe 5/1-6/5 | 5/7 

Dane: in bloom. .....] 2. ors 5/12-2 | _5/3-2 Greeters 5/6-? | 4/26-5/23| 5/6-2 | 5/7-6/25 | 4/15-5/26| 5/3 
105 CRATAEGUS* Pee hat Pee Acar eee ed 

Sauk: (one plant) 
_ in bloom a a | ae | a | = ee ue | alas | 5/1-? | 2-5/31 | oe Peas (5/7) 

Dane: in bloom......] _.... Ee ey Pee fs a soe Ee ..-. | 5/16-5/26] 5/1-2 | (5/9) 
106 NORTHERN WOOD THRUSH (Hylocichla mustelina) Arrives. 
ee ee ee a ee ee 

Diner cane elie 8/8 5/2 4/lt 4/30 5/6 4/18 5/4 5/1 5/5 5/5 4/12 4/28 
107 BLUEBERRY (Vaccinium pennsylvanicum) 
Sauk: first bloom (b).| .... |... Jou. Jo. [ee | pr | 8/2]. 8/8 | wind burn| no bloom| (5/8) 

108 INDIAN SWEET GRASS (Hierochloé odorata) 
Sauk: in bloom........ .... |... | 2... | 4/ez-t | 520-2 | 5/at-2 | 2-5/18 | 5/1-6/9 | .... | 5/19-5/31| 4/29-6/15| 5/8 

109 TRILLIUM (Trillium recurvatum) 
Danerin blooms |) oe aces | O/B P| ene [te | orcas OP Met I G/B? [ens oy (6/1082 | Apso Sb /e7In a8 
110 WILD CRAB (Pyrus ioensis) 
Dane: in bloom......| .... | .... | 5/15-? | 6/5-5/20| .... |... | 5/8-?_ | 5/7-5/25 | 5/24-? [5/19-/5/26| 4/19-5/24| 5/9 
111_ SCARLET TANAGER (Piranga erythromelas) Arrives. 
Dane:...........-.--| 5/8 | 5/6 |(by5/1e)| 5/7 | 5/14 | 5/12 | 5/2 | 5fe | 4/20 | sf | 5/2 | 5/9 

112. EASTERN WHIPPOORWILL (Antrostomus vociferus vociferus) Arrives. 
fe | ae | ee | Oi | Gil | eae | 5/17 | Rie | 5/9 | 5/8 | 5/6 ee 5/10 
Danes yncciccsence=t|) 6/5 4/24 5/4 4/18 4/28 5/2 4/21 4/15 5/3 5/1 3/28 4/24 
113 LILAC (Syringa vulgaris) 
Sauk: flower buds | | : | | | | | | 

Wisiblb eee: 2-. 2 ee Lit ies ges ane bass 4/12 | 4/15 | 5/7 | 4/1 | 4/16 
in bloom (b).|_.... ar ie ae ae 5/25-2| .... | 5/1-6/19 | 2-6/3 | 5/19-5/30| 5/5-5/25 | 5/10 

Nanette ac alt hs. tk wees | 4/28-5/25 |... ss. | 5/4-5/30 | 4/30-5/23| _5/20-? | 5/16-5/28| 4/12-5/16| 5/3 
The 1944 and 1945 record for Dane is for an early variety, S. V. Claude Bernard. Leafing begins 3-4 weeks before first bloom and is completed shortly after. 

114 PROTHONOTARY WARBLER (Protonotaria citrea) Arrives. 
Sauk:...............] 5/12 | 5/9 | (by5/16)| 5/14 | 5/14 | 5/12 | (by5/11)| 5/16 | 5/8 | absent | .... | 5/10 
115 INDIGO BUNTING (Passerina cyanea) Arrives. 
<a ae | mn | Aid | aes | seep, | 5/4 | sae | 5/9 | Fats (e 5/20 | (6/11) 
DANG: icensvessess| 6/12 5/9 5/16 5/6 5/6 5/10 5/5 5/8 5/5 5/17 5/14 5/10 
116 BLUE PHLOX (Phlox divaricata) 
Sauk: in | fees | ae | wy | ees | oe | ey 5/9-6/7 | 5/1-6/4 | Soa 2-6/15 | 5/5-6/10 | 5/11 
Dane: in bloom......| _5/27-2 | 8/17-? | 5/15-? | 5/15-2|_.... Tse ue 4/28-2 | _.... | 5/12-6/1 | 4/29-5/20] 5/12 
117_ JACK PINE (Pinus Banksiana) 
Sauk:inpollen.......J .... |... | ov. [ow |... |] 5ao-t | svar [57-573 |... | 5/18-5/28| 5/6-5/15 | 5/11 
118 _JACK IN THE PULPIT (Arisaema triphyllum) 
Dane:inblom......[ .... | .... |... |... |... | 5as-1'| syaa-r | 4ye7-2 | 59-2 | 5/20-6/1 | 5/15-6/4 | 5/11 
119 JACOB'S LADDER (Polemonium reptans) 

Sauk: | as | cs | a | roe | Fg | Fe | re | a Eee eae | (5/12) 
Dane: in bloom......] .... es ead 5/1-2 Ei ae 5/11-2 | 4/28-? | _5/22-? | 5/14-5/31| 4/14-5/18| 5/5 
120 WILD STRAWBERRY (Fragaria virginiana) 
Sauk: in | ee ae ee ie an ost ee 5/16-2 |... 5/20-? | 4/23-6/8 | 5/12 

fruitripe......) .... | ae | Ss | ee | ae | ee | ie jaar | Bue | vir | vara | (6/11). 
Dane: in bloom......|_.... 5/2i-2| 5/8-? | 5/10-?| .... 5/16-t | 5/7-2 | 4/30-t|_.... 5/17-2 | 4/14-6/15] 5/8 
121 _RED OZIER DOGWOOD (Cornus stolonifera) Es 
necsnenonmee eu eE ey lic eves [wees ta) CoBPIMet assoc af oeta. [Dp BTST S| eerewe bee ok = | 8/9000 /0en [87a ae
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122 CATBIRD (Dumetella carolinensis) Atrives. 
| aes ae | ek ay sas is ae 5/16 5/9 | (by 5/13) | (by 5/18) | (6/18) 

Dane:.......se--01-| 5/6 5/2 5/4 4/15 5/5 5/6 4/27 4/30 5/8 5/2 5/8 5/2 
123 ASIATIC HONEYSUCKLE (Lonicera tatarica) 
Danes iniblgoms terse |mee cael ek lo eeoe bate Pe | . | 5/11-? | 5/27-2 | 5/16-5/27| 4/29-6/1 | 5/13 
124 EASTERN NIGHTHAWK (Chordeiles minor minor) Arrives. 
Saulepeauvssaneenee | as | oie | pad | SE ae oon ae 5/16 | 5/7 ee (by 5/18) | (6/14) * 
Danen seb pe ees 6/12 5/7 5/l 5/4 4/19 5/12 5/3 5/4 5/4 5/1 5/20 5/6 
125 FALSS S)LOMON’S SEAL (Smilacina stellata) 
Sauk: in bloom........ 2... ce | es | ee | Ey | 5/17-6/3 | 5/23-2 | 5/9-6/2 | 5/21-6/5 | sea 5/7-2 5/16 

Dane: in bloom......] _.--- ihe 6/23-Tal eee ae ae at 4/30-? | _5/17-? | 5/16-5/27| 4/28-8/27| 5/11 

126 WILD CHERRY (Prunus serotina) 
Senne | es | nese | Aone ie ates | ee eee | 5/1-? ee ae Wee (5/16) 

Dane: in bloom......] _.... 5/15-2 | _5/18-2 | 5/10-? |... hae is ae ses | 5/26-6/8 | 5/19-6/5 | _5/14 

127 WOOD SORREL (Ozalis violacea) 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... | a5 | a, | mu | es ree 5/9-2 bee | 5/30-? | 5/20-6/5 | 5/5-6/17 | 5/17 
Dane: in bloom......] _...- is 5/15-t | .... | (by 8/29)|_.... 5/8-? | 4/30-2 | _5/22-? | 5/22-6/12| 5/14-6/16| 5/18 

128 VIRGINIA WATERLEAF (Hydrophyllum virginianum) 
Daneiin blooms | eee | oe [ee le ee eee) me ebyanet |) e/aaer [es | 5/1026/18) 6/176/aal siz 

129 COLUMBINE (Aquilegia canadensis) 
Sauk: in bloom... | a toe on we. | (by 5/19) | 6/1-2 | 5/9-6/11 | 5/9-6/23+|5/25-6/14+)5/22-6/13+| 5/18-6/28| 5/19 
Dane: in bloom......]_..- 5/17-2 | _5/20-2 | 5/22-? | 5/20-2|__.... 5/13-2 | _5/13-2 | _8/17-2 | __5/22-2 | 5/17-6/30| 5/18 

130 BLUE-EYED GRASS (Sisyrinchium campestre)* 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... Eh ane ee 5/20-2| 5/26-? | 2-5/23 5/9-? | 5/25-6/5 | 5/22-2 |5/13-6/17 | 5/19 
Dane: in bloom. ..... wna ara em 5/26-? Beet at's 5/12-? ater 5/30-? aan 5/15-7/6 5/21 

131 LUPINE (Lupinus perennis) 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... Aen os oe ra ses. | 5/9-6/29 | 5/17-6/7 | 5/28-6/17| 5/25-6/17| 5/21-7/4 | 5/20 

seed pods ripe, 
opening...) .... Ree na ay Fs ses | 6/21-6/25] 6/21-6/25| 6/25-? | 7/1-7/4 | 7/8-7/2 | 6/27 

Dane: in bloom......] .... Bien ae ee ae ites 5/24-2| 5/31-2| .... | 5/25-6/28| 6/21-6/24) 5/25 
seed pods ripe, : 

opening.....] _.... weak ies pats re ee tees ane To ses | 7/6-7/17 |_ (7/6) 
On July 8, 1945, on the University Arboretum about 2:30 P.M. a large patch of lupine was ripening its pods and projecting the seeds. The sound of popping 

pods could be heard while approaching the patch, and the projected seeds could be seen flying through the air to a distance of a yard from the parent plant. 

132. GOLDEN ALEXANDER (Zizia aurea) 
Tanesim bloom ee. [eae eal ees al eects eal Saves [es vale duh eaetew Nlae weer cal | cbr t [lane a) ee[ b/ 2020/17 | b/SOSO AAT | ney 0) 

133 SPIRAEA (Spiraea van Houteii) 
Dane:inblom........... |... |... | ow. Jou. |... | 56-2 | 5/13-2 | 6/1-6/19 | 5/24-6/4+ |5/16-6/12| 5/20 

134 BASTARD TOADFLAX (Comandra Richardsiana) 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... a a Aa ae 6/28- |... | 5/9-? | 5/31-? | 5/20-6/5 | 5/19-2 | 5/21 
Dane: in bloom......] _...- ee ne eat ns ee 5/s-t | 4a0-t | ° .... ... | 5/15-6/27| (6/8) 

135 WILD GERANIUM (Geranium maculatum) y 
Sauk: in blom......) .... ae | eee | fee Nae | 6/1-2 seve | 5/9-6/13 | 5/23-6/16| 5/21-6/15| 5/18-6/17| 5/21 

Dane: in bloom......| _5/20-?| _.... 5/18-2 | __5/3-2 oe ae 5/7-? | 5/2-? | 5/9-? | 5/15-2 | 5/7-6/22 | 5/10 

136 TOADFLAX (Linaria canadensis) 
Sauk: in bloom......) 2... ae 2-6/6 5/20-2 | (by 5/20) | 5/26-? | 5/23-6/25| 5/9-6/21 | 5/27-6/20| 5/29-6/15| 5/20-6/30| 5/22 
Dane: in bloom......) .... he ie ae ae ne 5/17-2 | 5/9-2 be see | (by 5/25- | (6/18) 

6/22) 

137 SHOOTING STAR (Dodecatheon Meadia) 
Sauk: in bloom......{.... | se oe ee ame 5/26-2 | (by 5/22)| 5/9-? | 5/25-? | 5/27-2 | 5/23-6/15| 5/22 
Dane: in bloom. ..... whe 5/18-? 5/20-? 5/14-? ia any. 5/13-2 5/9-? sale 5/19-6/10| 5/7-6/24 5/14 

138 YELLOW WOOD SORREL (Ozalis stricta var. piletocarpa) 
Sauk: in Neat | me re ae ye ae sme sess | 5/22-8/18) 6/2-8/18 | 6/11-8/5 | 4/21-2 | 5/22 
Dane: in bloom......] 2... es, 5/18-? |... a 5/287 |: ee co 6/1-t | 5/25-2 | 5/24 

139 TALL YELLOW LADY'S SLIPPER (Cypripedium parviflorum var. pubescens) 
Dane:inblom......J .... |... |... | gait]... |... | 5fa-2] .... | 5/20-6/19] 6/22-6/6 | 5/23-6/2 | 5/22 

140 MULBERRY (Morus alba) 
Dane: in bloom......) .... te aes PEN ate ae ee ay ves. | 8/21-5/26] 5/22-5/20| (6/22) 

To efeuit ripe cecca|| ess sn re G/i6et |) ees ne Le ne 7/1-?_ | 6/25-7/20| 6/26-2 | 6/24 

141 PUCCOON (Lithospermum angustifolium) i 
Dauesmbloombane se ater eonis|| Pave. P le sane bases [beep ace |e ee ee ONO =01| Ueeecron ane NUL B/ip4e/2 (6 /-a yan | (6/98),
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142 KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS (Poa pratensis) 
Sauk: first lawn mowed)... es ay pte mo sy 5/2 5/1 8/7 5/6 4/14 4/30 

in bud (headed).|_.... as ae 5/22 5/20 ats 8 5/1 ete 5/13 5/5 5/12 
inpallens sete. |e 5 on pie a oe as 5/18 5/29 Ace 5/25 6/8 (5/24) 

Dane: firstlawn mowed]... ae ce he at ee are Bers ai 5/L 4/it (4/21) 
in bud (headed).|__.... Lage ae 5/15 5/16 5/20 5/18 5/1 ee eek Ree 5/14 

143 PINK PHLOX (Phloz pilosa var. fulg ida) 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... nos ties | a-a/i7 5/26-? | 5/25-6/12| 5/23-6/11 | 5/31-2 | 2-6/13 | 6/1-6/30 | 5/26 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... ee seve | 5/28-7/8 | 5/20-7 |... 5/18-? | _8/2-? see. | 8/80-6/18] 5/12-7/16| 5/19 
144 MANDRAKE (Podophyllum peltatum) 
Sauk: in blom......) .... ee Ao ise Ree ae es | 5/16-? ee ee | frozen | (5/26) 

Dane: in bloom......| _ 6/1-? ay B(iSsh |e ce ae 5/13-2 | _5/14-2 __ | 5/30-2 |(by 5/26-2)| frozen 5/21 
145 NANNYBERRY (Viburnum Lentago) Sirens 
Sauk iaboage |. Sue a oS ae aoe oe 5/2 5/8 Re 5/13 | 4/21 | 5/4 

inbloom......] _.... on eos Sat es 6/1-? | _8/18-? | 5/23-5/31| _5/30-2 | 5/25-6/2|_.... 5/26 
Leafing: In 1944 leafing began 13 days before the flower-buds appeared, and was completed a week later, and 5 days before first bloom. 

146 SHEEP SORREL (Rumez acetosella) ee 
Sauk: in bloom,.....].... ee ae 5/19-? | (by 5/30) | 5/25-2 | 5/30-? | 5/25-7/2 | 5/29-6/25| 5 /30-? | 6/1-? | 5/27 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... Sei ie a ie cod B/17-t | 4/30-2 |... wees | 8/15-6/28 | (5/11) 
147 __ YELLOW STAR GRASS (Hypozis hirsuta) 
Sauk: in bloom,.....] 0... sie ay eee ie 5/26-2 |... 5/23-? hae ey ae 5/27 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... Res Gib lees ee ness see see | (by 5/80) | 5/29-?_|6/6-7/10 | (6/31) 
148 WILD GRAPE (Vitis vulpina) ee 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... Sa litey te en ren b/ss-s ee 5/23-? | 5/23-6/3 | 2-6/17 | 5/30-6/7| 6/5-? | 5/27 

fruitripes...2.) 2... 8/29 oe mie an ot ih 8/21 8/27 9/3 none 8/27 
Dane: in bloom......] 2... ates cs oer tie on OF pa s.se | 8/80-6/5 | 6/2-6/20 | (6/1) 
149 GOLDEN RAGWORT (Senecio aureus)* 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... et ae et Fame | Pine al oe neue Rees 5/28 
Dane; in bloom......] _..-. an Sie sala ee ee 5/i1-? | 5/5-t |... | 5/18-6/7 | 5/13-6/23| (5/14) 
150 BLACK RASPBERRY (Rubus occidentalis) Vite eeseeerice 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... ae ie Se ate ne sees | 5/23-5/30) 6/1-? | 5/30-P| .... (5/28) 

fruitripe......] .... ids Sree 7/20 | Mito ae see. | 6/25-7/12| 7/8-7/25 | 7/3-7/15 | 7/18-7/30| 7/4 
Dane: in bloom......} .... ae BCs ee at oe and a see | 5/28-6/11) 5/18-6/15| (6/23) 

fruitripe......|.... oni as Ee? ita Roi si eas cece | 1/1-7/15 | 7/4-7/18 |_ (7/2) 
151 _CINQUEFOIL (Potentilla simplex var. typica) see 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... es oe te ares rey ie 5/23-2 | 5/31-2 | 5/26-6/25| 6/1-2 | 5/28 
Dane: in bloom......]_.... Nee fase ae oS as sas ae 6/5-2 | 5/29-2 | 5/30-2| (5/31) 
152_ SHAGBARK HICKORY (Carya ovata) eseae see 
Danesan pollen ses 2|= ses o| eh /atet | 2b/ab=t ees eee) eee | eee [SS] b/s 5/28 (670-64 | 6/29 

The catkins appear with the leaves, but are not in pollen until leafing is completed. 

153 BLACKBERRY (Rubus allegheniensis)* 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... Aa ae vise | 5/25-6/11)  6/8-2 | 5/23-5/31| 5/26-6/7 | 6/1-6/17 | 5/29-6/15| 6/1-6/30 | 5/30 

fruitripes.../.) .... oie 7/23-2 | 8/1-8/31 | 8/1-8/29 | ?-8/25 | 2-8/10 | 7/26-9/5 | 2-8/21 | 7/20-9/4 | 8/17-9/5 | _ 7/30 
Dane: in bloom......} .... ahs Pid oe Batt |e 5/28-2 |... see. | 6/28-6/11| 5/18-6/16] 5/24 

fruit ripe......] .... iia CLE Wy ied ee ie aes see | 2-8/29 | 7/28-8/201 8/10-9/12| (8/2) 

TasiE 6. Phenology for June. 

154 PUCCOON (Lithospermum carolinense) eA ee 
Sauk: in bloom......) 2... sit cae cee Ses 6/13-2 | 5/18-6/30| 5/23-6/21) 6/14-2) 6/1-7/1 | 6/1-6/15 | 6/1 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... ae But ae ise sn SEM nee nee | 5/20-7/2 | 5/19-7/20| (5/19) 
155 _ WILD ROSE (Rosa blanda var. hispida) ee 
Sauk: inbloom......| 0 .... ieee fale (by 6/4) | 5/27-6/17| 6/9-? | 5/18-6/14 na 6/4-6/25 | as ve 6/1 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... iss Cia Es ee Bis eae etal aars 5/31-? | 6/2-7/20 | 6/1 
156 VETCH (Vicia angustifolia) er. aera 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... ae one ee Ries eee ote sees | 6/1-7/4 | 5/30-7/4 ee (6/1) 
Dade bisoa || ie a ee ANG Re hes ae ones --. | 6/6-8/20 | 6/11-7/2 | (6/9) 
157 ANEMONE (Anemone cylindrica) — 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...] .... Re idk ae dete sess | 5/28-6/14) 5/23-6/21|  6/3-2 |  6/13-? al 6/1 
Dane: in bloom......] 2... oe ae ral rs Gu ear ee sees | 6/6-7/15 | 6/17-7/16] (6/12) 
158 _BAPTISIA (Baptisia leucophaca) ee 
Beueseibicuaeeee | NUL [Maas a [cate cul CO/TA=7/101. 16/4=t [thoes oil B/dbsb/au Meenas Renee. gle ema NIRS amends 

159 _SPIDERWORT (Tradescantia reflexa)* ee 
Sauk: Bee -| Be Sie 6/7-? | 6/4-7/8 eae je ere ee an ea 6/13-7/20) 6/2 
Dane: inbloom......|_.... ae es G/B=PWolctecs mR eas 5/25-2 | .... | 6/5-7/28 6/1-7/29 | 6/2
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Dane: in bloom... [J | fo Pn Pe TT ater] ovat | 679-2 | 6/8-6/22 | 5/28-6/27|_ 6/2 
161 ALSIKE CLOVER (Trifolium hybridum) 

Sauk: first bloom....[ i. To. |. [oe | TT Tet | 6 | oes | 
162 PENSTEMON (Penstemon gracilis) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...[ .... |]... | ow | ow. |. | 6/a-t | 5/23-2 | 5/30-2 | 6/5-2 | 5/28-2 | 6/16-7/5 | 6/3 

163 CANADA MAYFLOWER (Maianthemum canadense var. interius) 
Sauk siicat Dino aarti ese rnr econ me pac eee seed aes eA / Len = | iosiahy sca | lau ce elon) 8c eck eben aE leer 

164 DEWBERRY (Rubus flagellaris)* 
Sauk: in | nage | ape | as | fone | teas | 6/8-? | el a 6/5-6/26 | 6/3-6/27 | 6/5-7/3 | 6/3 

fruit ripe......|_.... ee one NT/ATB/1B. i[iesewe | 8-80 a z/ai-t | _7/25-2 | _7/27-2 | 7/28-9/3 | 7/24 
165 DOMESTIC YELLOW IRIS (Jris flavescens) 
Gouksini blame | ann feed | ae eel ne [a [ee ia Ie eraers [ost lio ben a0ilin 678) 

166 ANEMONE (Anemone canadensis) 
Sauk: ia bloo.n. a ee oe | 6/13-2 | 6/4-2 | ees 6/13-? | 5/23-7/1 | a 6/3-7/21 | Se 6/5-7/25 | 6/3 
Dane: in bloom......| ++ ae na 5/8-t |... ae eee 5/30-? |... cae He (5/29) 
167 FROSTWEED (Helianthemum canadense) 

IDS a | a eg EN EN | a a ae ee ee) 

168 WHITE CLOVER (Trifolium repens) 
Sauk: | Soe | | a | te | toes | eae | 6/7 | 6/1 | 6/2 6/2 | 6/5 | 6/3 
Dane; first bloom.....] _..-- oe oa 5/31 5/29 6/3 5/27 5/30 sone 6/1 5/29 5/30 
169 YARROW (Achillea Millefolium) 
Sauk: in a os | Bie | = | aoe | 6/11-? | 6/9-2 | eee ae 6/2-7/21 | 6/1-7/15 | 6/5-9/3 | 6/4 
Dane: in bloom......|__.... nes me (IESSU ee reer Say 5/30-? |... __| 6/2-8/20 | 6/3-8/1 | 5/31 
170 WOODCOCK (Philohela minor) Last peenting. 
pe et: ae | nate | 6/7 | ee | 6/1 | 6/2+ | 5/31 | 6/1 | 6/3+ | 5/31 | 6/16 | 6/4 x 
Daeeen Geena tle oe cae 5/24+ | 6/5 nee os is os 5/28 wae (6/1) 
171 NINEBARK (Physocarpus opulifolius) 
Sauk: in ea Eee | Bree | Sa | ae | 6/4-6/11 | 6/13-2 ee 6/1-6/13 | ee 6/1-6/9 | vee 6/4 
Dane: in bloom......] «s+ sesh pee ae fe ae as eo we. | 6/5-6/15 | 6/8-6/28 | (6/7) 

Leafing is completed before blooming. 

172 HUDSONIA (Hudsonia tomentosa) : 
Seale in bloomi(h) see [oabae ae piece bance [eee lined Ol) ove eet) eee ie toys tl 6/o-8 Se /aewmls 0674) 

173 WILD PARSNIP (Pastinaca sativa) 
aries in PUGor eee sue Mess edad el [coe S/T <P | SLOOP [Nines eNO mery GON RG /OeTa0 Mees 

174 SPATTERDOCK (Nuphar variegata) 
Sauk: in ea Soe | Rae | cies | does | (by 5/19) | ue | eee | 6/5-8/13 | 6/10-9/7 | 5/29-8/5 | 6/5-8/15 | 6/5 

Dane: in bloom......] _..-. aa sae 5/3i-t| 5/27-?_ | .... 6/288 | ae eithr Sane ce (5/27) 

175 BLACK LOCUST (Robinia Pseudo-Acacia) 
Sauk: in ie Sh | oe | ee | ae | 2-6/3 | ia | 5/23-? | 5/30-6/7 | 6/9-6/13 | 5/29-6/3 | 6/16-? | 6/5 
Dane: in bloom......] _...» Bae ne 5/29-?| _.... Bos 5/3-2 |... wes. | 5/28-6/4 | 6/6-6/14 | _ 5/29 

Leafing is completed by the blooming period. Clones (thickets) differ from each other in leafing and blooming dates, but the trees within a clone, leaf and bloom 
together. 

176 _KRIGIA (Krigia biflora) 
Sauk: in | an | ESE | ae | es | a | sae | ee 5/31-7/2 | 6/15-2 | 5/30-7/3 | ae 6/7 
Dane: in bloom......]_--- aes tee 6/10-? | _.... eae 5/27-2 | _5/9-2 ses | 6/11-6/30| 6/15-7/13] 6/2 

177 LYCHNIS (Lychnis alba) et 

Sauk: in a shee | sab | on5 | ay | 6/17-? | (by 5/30) | 5/29-? | a 6/11-8/2 | ee 6/7 
Dane: in bloom......] _...- B sae ee on Beas Eis iat 6/9-2 | 5/29-8/21| 5/30-? |_ (6/2) 

178 RED CLOVER (Trifolium pratense) 
Sauk: fie Hg ae | ay | ais | SON | Ta | eae | ee, | wee | 6/5 | 6/2 | 6/15 | (6/7) 

Dane: first bloom.....|__...- ae as 6/7 6/7 hake fee 5/29 wae 6/5 6/5 6/4 

179 POTENTILLA (Potentilla arguta) 
Sasi in Bloom nee ena [ott toy le eee [eae | Sesat [pocorn emake | 6/13-7/4 | 6/1-7/17 | 6/12-7/1 | _ 6/7 

180_ASPARAGUS (Asparagus officinalis) 0 ______________ 
easy ae | Seas | sae | pee | for | wees | ae | 5/1-5/27 | SAO 5/15-? | 4/21-6/5 | 5/4 

fret ltt see |e | eed es na hy B/N a Le 0) 

181_YELLOW SWEET CLOVER (Melilotus officinalis) 
Sauk: first bloom...) .... noes ran tate Hi aa 6/7 6/7 | 6/15 a 6/4 | 6/8 

ee ee ais or 

Sauk: ae oh | "ee | as | a | a | fae | mee | ti | a 6/9-2 | (6/8) 
Dane: in bloom......] _-.-- ie er me oe oe ee ce. ses | 6/2-8/15 | 6/1-8/24 | (6/2)
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Species, Station, | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

183 AMERICAN BITTERSWEET (Celastrus scandens) i 
Sauk: in bloom... | tn | ei es | a | ee an | shee 5/30-2 | 6/6-? 5/31-? | 6/25-7/4 | 6/8 
Dane: in bloom......| _.--- as 5/30-? ee ee ae ake as tes aes 6/1-? | (5/31) 
184 MARSH BLUEFLAG (Iris virginica var. Shrevei) 
Sauk: in bloom. | Te | es ee | 6/19-? | 6/8-? | pees | 6/7-2 6/5-2 | 6/14-2| 6/1-2 | 6/12-7/4 | 6/9 

Dane: in bloom......| _.... ae Ss 6/4-6/26 | _.... fee 6/i-2 | 6/2-2 =... | 6/5-6/28 | 6/10-6/28| 6/4 
185 MOCK ORANGE (Philadelphus coronarius) 
Dano: in bloom (Bale eee | ee | ee [Ec Ss ee 088/27 | 1673280 | 6 aa 7a ent) 9) 
186 SCRIBNER’S PANIC (Panicum scribnerianum) 
Sauk and Dane: nis 

inhead........) .... oe eR at as os 5/22 5/22 5/29 5/28 6/5 8/27 
in pollen......| .... Bias nts Loa 6/2-2 os sae sae eS wee. | 6/17-7/8 | (6/9) 
seedripe......| aah oot 6/25-2 | _7/5-2 tee ses | 247/26 | 7/5-7/28| 7/5-? | 7/8-2 | 7/3 

187 FIREFLY (Family Lampyridae) First seen. 
Se es os | 6/13 tees | 6/ul | beth 5/31 | 6/7 | 6/14 | 6/15 | 6/12 | 6/11 
DAM op osus ceereee REE ses noes hie earn tka oe see 6/10 6/14 6/15 (6/13) 

188 DAISY FLEABANE (Erigeron ramosus) 
Sauk: in ae | ee | Sent | ey | ate | Sew | 6/13-2 | 6/7-2 | 6/7-8/13 | fs 6/13-8/7 | 6/16-9/10| 6/12 
Dane: in bloom.......] _..-- ae Ee 6/28-t'| hes sath ms s---__ | 5/28-8/21]6/13-8/102| (6/2) 
189 NORTHERN BEDSTRAW (Galium boreale) 

Sauk: puoi | hoa ae | Le | et Fake ae | eae | 6/19-7/11| 6/15-7/5 | 6/11-7/5 | 2-7/25 (6/12) 
Dane: in bloom......|_.... a ike ee fee ae 6/7-2 | 6/9-2 ses. | 6/7-7/16 | 6/15-7/23| (6/10) 
190 POISON IVY (Rhus radicans) 
Baikain blooms |) aes pene ene all tee LD ee ea oyB0 sd 7 an | oe serael e67ee || ayareee| e798 

191 BLUETS (Houstonia caerulea) 
Sauk: inblom......[ .... |... | .. [ .. [| .. [| 2-680 | 6/28-7/5 | 6/1-7/9 | 6/21-6/31| 6/1-7/15 | 6/12 

192 HAREBELL (Campanula rotundifolia) 
Sauk: inbloom......) 2... |... |e. | eee [by 6/11) | 6/13-2 | 6/7-8/24 | 6/7-8/9 | 6/15-8/31| 6/15-7/17|6/16-9/16+| 6/12 

193 LOBELIA (Lobelia spicata) 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... rer San os fe an ae. | tea | 2-7-10 | Sn ee (6/25) 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... et os oe Oss yee 6/7-2 ae .... | 6/18-7/26 |6/16-7/28| (6/12) 
194 WHITE WILD INDIGO (Baptisia leueantha) 
Sauk: in bloom. . | ete | ae 71-2 | 6/15-? | 6/4-? | 6/13-2 | 6/3-6/30 | 6/7-7/26 | 6/15-7/9 | 6/11-7/5 | 6/17-7/29| 6/13 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... aes see asa tae ides oa 6/3-2 see. | 6/4-7/2_|'6/14-7/25| (6/7) 

195 GREY DOGWOOD (Cornus racemosa) 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... | ae ae | se | 6/4-6/18 | 6/20-2 | 6/1-? | 6/7-6/22 | 6/17-2 | 6/15-2 |  6/25-? | 6/13 

Dane:inbloom....--| ++ | vee Pee Pe ee 6 1 8/46/19 | 6/15-7/5 |_(6/9) 
196 FLOWERING SPURGE (Euphorbia corollata) 
Sauk: in bloom......[ 2... ees ae | 6/25-8/20|  6/17-? | 6/16-? | 6/29-9/7 | 6/1-9/7 eae 6/2-8/31 | 6/16-9/10| 6/13 
Dane: in bloom......| 2... a a Ress ie ria bees 6/9- se. | 6/24-8/21|_ 6/17-2 | _ (6/13) 

‘This plant bears a few preliminary blossoms a month before full bloom begins. Failure to detect these may account for the large spread of dates as between years: 

197 QUACK GRASS (Agropyron repens) 
Sauk: inhead........) 0... i sen ane eae ve noe 6/3 6/13 6/10 6/25 6/12 

first pollen...) .... ave Ns ah Hes 6/8-? | 5/31 6/15 6/25 6/19 7/5 6/13 
Dane: inhead........),... Pa os 6/3 6/3 6/8 6/1 6/3 ee on yi 6/4 

in pollen......| 2... sae Sere BAU as nee aes Be Re sss. | 6/26-7/25| (6/21) 

198 GROUND CHERRY (Physalis virginiana) 
DanbeBloomess |e |e ee [eee ea Oe aa oot | ee | 0/1870 Brera e748) 

199 WILD CARROT (Daucus carota) 
Dane:inbloom,.....[ 0. |. | wee [eee | eee |---| 6/80-2 | 5/26-8/25| 6/9-7 | 6/23-8/81| 6/9-0/5 | 6/18 

~ 200 ALFALFA (Medicago sativa) ————— SS 
Jefferson: first bloom .| .... | a 6/9 | 6/11 | 6/14 | 6/16 | 6/9 | 6/22 | 6/17 | aay | 6/28 | 6/14 
Jefferson: first mowing] .... sss | 6/20-7/20| 6/17-7/8 |_....._| 6/15-7/7 | 6/10-7/10| 6/17-7/25|__.... Ae sees | 6/22-7/18 

Data from McCabe and Hawkins (Fig. 6). 

201_SILKY DOGWOOD (Cornus obliqua) ee eee eS 
Sauk: in bloom......[.... 0 | see. | cess | cess | 226/24 =| 6/8-2 | 6/7-2 | 6/7-6/28 | 6/19-7/5 | 6/15-7/5 | 6/25-7/20| 6/14 

202 _SOLOMON’S SEAL (Polygonatum biflorum) 
Sauk: in ee | A ae de ee Ea age oe a 6/15-7/4 | 6/9-2 |6/17-7/4 | 6/14 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... Dies Pes Sa snes ie hike nee ses. | 8/26-6/21 |6/12-6/28| (6/3) 

203 WAHOO (Etonymus atropurpureus) ai eee 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...[ 0... | 0... |... |... | 6/02-7/5 | _6/7-2_| 6/7-6/30 | 6/7-7/12 | 6/25-7/10| 6/13-7/5 | _7/1-t | 6/14 

The fruits turn pink in September, are red and open through October, and lose color about November 10.
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204 TALL MEADOW RUE (halictrum dasycarpum) 
Sauk: in bloom. . a ok | on | va | Rees | 6/17-? | Ste; | 6/14-2 | oe es vou a 6/15 
Dane: in bloom......] _.--- aoe Uae cs ee ee cae sas os 6/4-7/1_| 6/17-7/17| (6/10) 
205 HEDGE BINDWEED (Convolvulus sepium) : 
Sauk: in eee | suas | Eee | ane | Ares | Be | ee | 6/7-2 | yeas vee 6/15-2 | veal 6/15 
Dane: in bloom......] _..-- a aoe G/OBEt aos oe wack es me 6/5-2_| 6/23-9/23| 6/17 
206 FIELD BINDWEED (Convolvulus arvensis) 
Danpehe blooms |e eina| aes [een ei | [emsere errr |= her [oi Ble | rz eel isons | mec) 15) 

207 WHITE SWEET CLOVER (Melilotus alba) i 
Sauk: ae | Shen | wt | ee | eae | | Bie | at ee lee le (neal (6/17) 
Dane: in bloom......]_-.-- ea mee 5/3i-2 |... ey Nee ee w+ | 6/15-8/2 |6/13-9/5+ | (6/9) 
208 MOTHERWORT (Leonurus Cardiaca) 
Danefin(bloomiones| Mayecenn || tas | ovate Si laeROyadeth| See |e econ | Sree [liaeocee [ess [Be / ates 8 ie) teen 16) (6/17) 

209 CATALPA (Catalpa speciosa) 
Dane:inbloom......[.... |... | (by7/12)| 6/19-? | 6/i7-2| .... |... |... | -6/28 | 6/8-6/28 | 6/27-7/13| 6/18 

This is the collective record of 10 trees in Madison. In 1945 some individual trees in nearby villages bloomed 2 weeks later. 

210 NORTHERN VIRGINIA DEER (Odocoileus virginianus borealis) First record of full red pelage . 
aun Rete es ek lee LLU ODO al meee | Seteree IL ED case lease ivi [s/n |e Oy Lee eee 10 a [aed 8 

211_MILKWEED (Asclepias amplezicaulis) 
| Zin | = | ae | ae | saa | Bs | fo | re | i ee 7/1-7/20 eS 

Dane: in bloom......| ©... eo Rois eee ee oe Ee ee see | 6/14-7/4 | 6/25-7/18 | (6/20) 
212 ELDERBERRY (Sambucus canadensis) 

Sauk: iin Teen | oS | ie | ze | 6/17-7/9 | (by "| 6/10-7/1 eee emai an 7/1-8/10 | 6/21 
Dane: in bloom......] .... Dave ae 6/20-?| .... 8 ae .... | 6/23-7/14|  6/17-2 | 6/26-8/14] 6/21 
Sauk & Dane: fruitripe| _.... eee ECD tne ee as 8/8-2 | 8/13-9/11| 8/15-9/20] 2-9/15 | _9/7-2 | 8/18 
213 BLACK EYED SUSAN (Rudbeckia hirta) 
Sauk: in ee ae | ibe | aes | 6/25-2 | 6/17-2 | 7/6-2 | 6/14-2 | eee eae 6/28-9/3 | 6/22 
Dane: in bloom......|_---- OS See 6/23-2 |... nn 6/5-2 | (by 6/19) | _...._| 6/15-8/1 | 6/25-8/27| 6/17 
214 VENUS LOOKING-GLASS (Specularia perfoliata) 
Sauk/lin bloom s/s egal pees see cesses [ie ctue Le vere | UOMEER [TN cee [2 ING 718-2: [Fe/2827/20| SCE /22) 

215 CANADA THISTLE (Cirsium arvense) 
Dane: in bloom......[ 0.0. | vee | vee | eee | vee Te | tet |... | 6/80-7/20] 6/21-8/20|6/28-8/12+| 6/23 

216 SMOOTH SUMAC (Rhus glabra) 
Sauk: in wae | ihe | re | year | Ae | at | ee | 6/19-2 | 6/22-2 | 6/25-7/5 | val 7/8-2 | 6/24 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... ne ese vasa Roe ee ats re sie. | 6/28-7/1 | 7/5-7/22 | (6/29) 

Leafing and growing precede bloom. 

217 WHITE WATER LILY (Nymphaea tuberosa) 
Sauk: in bloom......) 0 | ee | eee | 6/28-2 |... | toy 7/12) | 771-2 | 6/22-2 | 6/26-0/7 | _ 6/13-2 | 6/25-0/10| 6/24 

218 CHICORY (Cichorium intybus) 
eae eee oe | ee. | re | aes | cand | ee | 6/24 | ae | 6/24 | 6/19 | 6/29 | 6/24 

wo Waite, ey I i ans NS oe Ne a ee 

219 SPREADING DOGBANE (Apocynum androsaemifolium) 
Sauk: in bloom ne Neos Bah | ees | sae | whet | on | 6/14-2 | 6/22-2 | 6/26-2 | 6/25-2 | 7/8-2 | 6/25 

Dane: in bloom. ..... ani Sine: on 6/21-? vows nore ose mene eave 6/25-? | 7/3-8/14 (6/26) 

220 DOG FENNEL (Anthemis cotula) 
Sauk: in bloom.) Le Lee | 0/8] |e] ovat-zyao]_.... | 6/28-0/4 | 6/28-8/15] 6/25 

221 ORANGE DAY LILY (Hemerocallis fulva) 
Sauk: in bloom a eae tee eal ee fees | Beh | 6/16-2 | ee a | 7/2-8/1 | 6/26 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... | Gets | ee | SG | as aes a ae 6/29-2 | 6/27-2 | 6/29-? | (6/28) 

222 ST. JOHN'S WORT (Hypericum perforatum) 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... ee aes | as | ee | we | 6/19-? ea 7/1-8/5 | 6/26 

et cae | ae | hte eer es ea Rae vee see | 6/29-7/24] 7/2-8/12 | (7/1) 

223 PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE (Lythrum alatum) 

Dane: in bloomscs[ we | eee | ee Dee Pee Te | Te] /08-7/20 6/28-7/80] 7/6-8/25| (6/27) 

Sauk: in bean | ae Ee ae ria ee | nie | — | 2-8/2 | ave ey 7/1-8/8 | (6/28) 

ten eb ee reel en. 

Sauk: in poe ae Ue mine oa Baas | 7/6-2 | ake [eaearist eee ee ee 6/28 

me cd pa ee he eee are 
In 1944, in Sauk, bloom ceased during an August drouth, but resumed Sept. 1-Oct. 17.
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SR Fi IA I ee 
226 TIMOTHY (Phleum pratense) 
Sauk: inhead........) 0... ee a5 ae Aue fen ae 6/13 6/15 6/15 6/16 6/15 

in pollea......] 0... a | oven ete 7/l-2 ee 6/29-? |6/22-7/21| 6/26-7/9+| 6/27-7/10+) 7/1-7/25 | 6/28 
Dane: in pollea.......| ae rae Bast lees ies ee oon see. | 6/18-7/10| 6/28-7/25| (6/23) 
227 BLACK BINDWEED (Polygonum Convolvulus) 
Sauk a blooms aceemmen lia teeetine [ome tee lise eerie Ve eces aU ee ae ll ga 7at ea te |e /8-8 | 806/80) 

228 NEW JORSEY TEA (Ceanothus americanus) 
Sauk: in bloom Or Rh | ee | eee | Gs | ie | Hes | (by 6/27) | STARE Ee 7/9-8/8 | 6/30 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... SS shu 1020 | sa ee dese eS 6/a7-?|_6/2i-2 | 7/11-t | 7/2 

TABLE 7. Phenology for July. 

229 RED RASPBERRY (Rubus idaeus var. strigosus) 
Sauk: fruit first ripe..| .... me aa | Be | Vacs | res | 6/29 | 6/22 Boek 7/1 | TAL WA 

Dane: in fruit...... spe 0st bebe ee as He se wees | 7/10-8/15| 7/1-7/15 | 6/28-7/22| 7/2 
This species blooms about June 1. The flowers are heavily used by bees. 

230 COREOPSIS (Coreopsis palmata) 
Sauk: in | Ses aa oe | as | ce | ace | 6/19-? | 7/1-8/5 | 7/5-? | T/A-T/17 | 7/11-8/9 | W/L 
Dane: in bloom......|_.... me cee (by 7/10); | ees oes ie ee cess | 1/1-7/22 | 7/7-8/18 | (7/4) 
231 FRINGED LOOSESTRIFE (Lysimachia lanceolata) 
Sauk: in bloom......] -... | a es aie ew ne 6/19-? | 2-815 | 7/9-8/23| 6/29-8/7 | 7/8-8/20 | 7/1 
Dane: in bloom......| _...- shee en gen ve ieee Fee eek w+. | 6/25-8/20+| 7/2-8/24 | (6/28) 
232 COMMON MILKWEED (Asclepias syriaca) 
Sauk: in blom......| .... ies | aoe | tie | 7/9-2. | 7/8-2 | aap | ees ca va 7/3-8/5 7/2 

Dane: in bloom......| _...- ae ten 7/6-2 eels vee ene Se se. | 6/21-7/30] 7/3-8/24 | (7/1) 
233 BASSWOOD (Tilia americana) 

Sauk: in bloom......|.... | Tale | RB ae | 7/A-? | ele shee ee 7/5-2 Wee ee (7/3) 
Dane: in bloom......|_..-- id accu OAMNET/B Nees ee oes o8 eee | 6/27-7/10| 7/7-7/19 | (7/1) 

At the Sauk station basswood is often so severely defoliated by cakerworm that no bloom occurs. 

234 RAGGED ORCHIS (Habenaria lacera) 
Serb ie UIoM MEE one [ats aetle vas [eee eel emene ince meall soba tae) wikoeeeeee| eee Sc meal im Meey aul “sien / dt Oey aieey 18 aay LO ey Inc 

235 HOLLYHOCK (Althaea rosea) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...] .... ak | a ene a 7/6-2 | 2k Meee 7/6- | 7/1-8/7 |7/3-8/15 | 7/4 
Dane: in bloom......| _..-- moe eae an eek iene aes Ca 7/3-? | 6/25-? |6/28-8/27| (6/29) 
236 VERONICASTRUM (Veronicastrum virginicum) 
Sauk: in bloom......{ .... mas See teeaL | 7/1-t. | 7/12-8/2 | 6/20-? | 7/1-8/15 | 2-8/22 | 7/4-8/7 ES 7/4 
Dane: in bloom......] _... oe ae 7/5-2 Ps a ee ae eee-_|_7/2-8/18 | 7/6-8/23 | (7/4) 
237 BLUE VERVAIN (Verbena hastata) 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... Ben Bee ar es AG 6/29-2 | 7/5-8/31 | 7/5-9/7 | 7/4-9/9 | 7/8-0/5 | 7/4 
Dane: in bloom ......| _...- ies 76-2 | 7/4-t | on sib 618-2 | 7/3-2 | 7/15-? | 6/26-8/21| 7/6-0/2+ | 7/4 
238 MILKWORT (Polygala sanguinea) 
Sauk: in bloom......] .... me ae Bis 7/l-? | 7/6-2 ae [ase 7/5-8/31+| 7/1-8/31+ os 7/4 
Dane: in bloom......| _...- as aes See ie ees ae one sees | T/1-8/20+] _7/14-2 | (7/2) 

A few blooms every year straggle through September. 

239 MULLEIN (Verbascum Thapsus) 
Sauk: in bloom......].... oe | = Se ee | 7/6-2 sees | 7/12-8/18]7/8-2 |2-9/5 Netra 1/5 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... nee Ee 6/2 | oes ve 7-1 | 6/30-2 | _7/5-2 __|7/2-9/17 |6/28-8/30+| 6/29 
240 GERMANDER (Teucrium canadense) 
Sauk: in bloom......) 02... eee Ss an an Os vee | 7/4-7/26 | 7/6-7/25 | 7/1-2 Eee 7/8 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... Be oS we Sh Sak an Ber sees [7/14-8/20+] 7/2-8/18 | (7/8) 
241 BUTTERFLY WEED (Asclepias tuberosa) 
Sauk: in bloom...... .... a? ies 7/2-? | 7/15-t| .... 6/29-2 | 7/1-8/3 | 7/5-8/21 | 7/1-8/7 eg 7/5 
Dane: in bloom......|__.... a ae AL eles as oe oe os s. _ | 7/9-8/8 | (7/10) 

This plant, like many other prairie forbs, does not emerge until late. The first sprouts appear about Juae 1 and are a foot high by mid-June. 

242 EVENING PRIMROSE (Genothera pyenocarpa)* 
Sauk: in bloom,.....{ .... Rats den as wise |(by 7/6-2) |... | 7/5-8/28+| 7/5-8/21+| 7/1-8/20+| 7/9-8/25+| 7/5 
Dane: in bloom......] 2... ae es Bee aa es Ee ane cess |7/12-8/20+] 7/11-8/29] (7/11) 
243 POINTED LEAF TICK CLOVER (Desmodium acuminatum) : 
Draneeam Doon eee ever |e cre fees SPREE |S cs | a ak eee SD Mr ea | 8 | 078 | eC) 

244 MARSH MILKWEED (Asclepias incarnata) 
Sauk: | age: es Bie sae 7/1-2 | yeu cera | 28/21 | 7/3-8/7  |7/11-8/20| 7/6 
Dane: in bloom......|_.... Ries eS en bus pe Wnts ah 7/8-? | 6/28-8/15 |7/13-8/24| (7/6) 

Robert A. McCabe (unpubl.) points out that the fibrous bark of this plant coastitutes the principal nesting material for alder flycatcher and gold finch on the 
University Arboretum. Only the dead stems of the previous year yield fibre, older ones being completely stripped.
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Species, Station, | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1949 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

245 HORSEMINT (Monarda punctata var. villicaulis) 
Sauk: inblom......| .... |... |... |. |... [by 7/20) |... | 7/1-8/28 | 7/5-8/22 | 7/1-8/7+ | 7/20-9/14| 7/7 
246 LEAD PLANT (Amorpha canescens) , 
Sauk: in be | eee | er | ie | ane | nese | ote | re | 7/5-7/31 | 7/7-7/25 | T/1-7/19 | vas 1/8 
Dane: in bloom......|_.... eps e cape ee ae see ues 7/12-2 | 6/26-7/21| 7/4-8/172| (7/4) 
247 MEADOWSWEET (Spiraea alba) : 
Sauk: im bloomesae al wrare case con allie Jou. | | 7/90/8-2 | 6/20-2 | 7/5-7/314! 7/9-2 | 7/18-2 | 7/3-8/16+l 7/8 

248 TURKSCAP LILY (Lilium michiganense) 
Sauk: in bloom. .... | bh | ae | 2-7/29 | 2-7/28 7/8-7/23 | 7/10-? | 7 | 7/1-7/28 | 2-8/1 | ee cee 7/9 
Dane: in bloom. ..... aa mace eas 7/8-? oe rae ei Sis anes 6/28-8/3 | 7/23-8/14| (7/9) 

249 LOPSEED (Phryma Leptostachya) 
Danes bloom sets |e eewes eee i ieee ety dbath [oka el Ne ean. de as eee SLM Semel opseeatey eal WUT eO Gc! eek Mee ral /0) 
250 SMARTWEED (Polygonum pennsylvanicum) 
Sauks\inblooms)e ose | esac ome le eee Pe | Faget ley. 2) 7718/8 4076 | 775-078. |7/2029/ 18] 7/10 
251 GREEN MILKWEED (Asclepias viridiftora) 
Gaulecan blooms 01 ee as [mas ea os reed S| Seaees Tal np Werle Mostar Lomit/Lets | R=B/18 rel eTV eran eer /aee tL nCe/ 10), 

252 HORSE NETTLE (Solanum carolinense) 
Sauce Dlaginceee | San eal gues mol | cbeactons all eee [tee eee | keener een Mear/AT Sh [amar /Oetolutemyanns putea en m0) 
253 PRAIRIE WHITE FRINGE ORCHID (Habenaria leueophaea) 
Danasin blccm(hiae | uae tate | ez O steel /4etellimincsee [neeye nian Mecry seen |ataruce i elu ses ste |Ma/tacryBilev/te-o/8 | 7710 

254 CATNIP (Nepeta Cataria) 
Sauk: in Hoa | ss | oye | Pee | ee | 7/8-2 (Bos | ee | ee 7/5-2 | 7/5-8/7+ | el 7. 
Dane: in bloom......) _...+ Bg oon 71-2 se aS ee 7/5-2 seve | 7/18/2041 7/18-2 | 7/7 
255 COMMON PLANTAIN (Plantago Rugelii) 
Gauikichrab bloom eos |e eye alas eel poses lnm lon ni ae ln epee [Be seeee es eeraIO UM lE(hy 770M ie/O tila eae eersat 

256 WINTER RYE (Secale cereale) 
Danes rine arid cute eee woul cies | eeu ele /She [uuryeir cel mT /LOuelluayy an ae Sia v/ baci VALS. llenwe ee al bs Td ale errkd 

257 PRAIRIE DOCK (Silphium terebinthinaceum) 

ee lee Toibloon. <<, 80) fates es an ee aes te nea sees | 7/27-8/20| 7/12-8/31].... (7/19) 
Dane: in bloom...:..|_.... 55 7/13-2 | 7/18-t |... nor ay 7/3-2 cee | 7/12-0/6 | 7/12-9/18| 7/11 
258 BOUNCING BET (Saponaria officinalis) 
Sauk: in | Nee | Bae | ee | = | eee | eee | ee | ya ee 7/1-8/3 | aa 7/12 
Dane: in bloom......|__...- see | (by 7/14) | (by 7/10) | _..-- oe ae 7/8-2 has 6/23-? |6/30-9/282| (6/30) 

This weed nearly always straggles. In 1944 in Sauk County it ceased bloom during an August drouth, but then straggled through September. 

259 WILD BERGAMOT (Monarda fistulosa) 
Sauk: in | See | ee | ak | nase | 7/-2 | (by 7/15) | Oh | nrg (by 7/13) | 2-8/9 ea 7/12 
Dane: in bloom......| __...- sab ae 7/8-2 jee SA 7/6-2 | 7/3-2 | 7/8-t | 7/3-7/16 |7/14-8/29+| 7/7 
260 WHITE PRAIRIE CLOVER (Petalostemum candidum) 

Sauk: ee ag | eat | sae Hise | TA-t | ees | se | 2-8/15 | 7/9-2 | 7/10-2 | area 7/12 
Dane: in bloom...... hae neon ae dtd Aer ania moss pie wines ine 7/2-7/25 7/18-? (7/11) 

261 PURPLE PRAIRIE CLOVER (Petalostemum purpureum) 
Sauk: in ae Tee | tae | Soe | oe | 71-2 | Pah | aan | 7/10-8/2 | 2-8/21 | 7/10-8/3 | eG 7/12 

Dane: in bloom... ... agate were re wits 2-8/1 eae Bees Gea ues 7/9-? 7/26-2 (7/17) 

262 HAIRY HAWKWEED (Hieracium longipilum) 
Sauk: in pate ares | ae | a | ne | ee | ie | ok | T/1-8/15 | a 7/4-8/15 | ee 7/A4 
Dane: in bloom......|__...» is iss min - ie Sich aes eee | 7/5-8/18 | 7/17-9/7 |_ (7/1) 
63 WHITE VERVAIN (Verbena urticaefolia) : 

bese nalts, foe | sea | iF s | cas | a | he | ne [ee | a aa | sue | Bes 
Dane: in bloom......] _.-.- es Hee T/Ob tle tee t8G3 es sek Ee 7/8-t_| 7/11-9/3 |_ (7/14) 
264 CUTLEAF CONEFLOWER (Ratibida pinata) 
Sauk: in oe ak | aia | on | as | ike | a | Eee | 7/20-? | 7/9-8/29 | 7/5-8/7 | ae 7/15 
Dane; in bloom......| _...- eh as mae en eee on we. | 2-8/2 | 7/5-8/25 | _7/13-2 | _7/9 
265 NORTHERN VIRGINIA DEER (Odocoileus virginianus borealis) First record of fawns travelling with doe. 
Biauics Soo Uns on Uae [Tp |B se | se NU ve sar ee Jee ae | eee an C78) 

266 CANADA NETTLE (Laportea canadensis) 
Saukiin blooms! .[ kav) res la aes | by/90)| ae |e. 8 Teal errbete [teary eraser [718 

267 CICADA (Probably Tibicen linnei) No specimen identified. First heard. 
Bue sate | ee | We | Src | ve | tee | a | 7/19 | 7/9 | 7/3 | 7/25 | TAT 
Danger he cnene | Uae mae ann me oe ee rane Ree 7/19 6/15 7/21 (7/8) 
268 PICKEREL WEED (Pontederia cordata) 
Sauk: in bloom. | es | nee | ae | (by 7/28) | 7/22-2 | a | vis | ca 7/25-9/7 | 7/1-9/9 | a 7/18 
Dane: in bloom......]_..-. ae hs oe ase a ee ne <-.. _ |6/28-8/20+| 7/13-9/9 | (7/3)
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Species, Station, to 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

269 BUTTON BUSH (Cephalanthus occidentalis) 
Sauk: in bloom (b) "| ae | ae | 8 | me | ae: | 7/23-8/3 | ons | 7/13-8/2 | 2-8/1 | 7/9-7/19 | 7/29-2 | 7/18 

Dane: ia bloom......] _-... cae ee ie is aan na wees _|7/15-8/1+ | 7/9-7/25+|7/20-8/25+ | (7/18) 
270 RATTLESNAKE MASTER (Eryngium yuceaefolium) 
Sauk: in bloom (one | | | | 
plant, introduced) (b).|_.... sails pote mike | ee | ee | een | 2-8/2 | ae | 7/15-8/5 | 7/20-8/28 | (7/18) 
Dane: in bloom....-.|__---- so Sh ee PBA ate bie ae 7/26-2 | 7/10-8/10| 7-19-9/4 | (7/18) 
271 RUDBECKIA (Rudbeckia laciniata) 
Sauk: in bloom (b)...[.... [wee | eee | 2-8/8 | 7718-2 | 720-2 |... | 7/12-8/28] 7/23-9/10| 7/17-9/9 | 7/25-9/16| 7/19 

272 OATS (Avena sativa var. Viekland) (See 62 for sowing dates). 
Dane: first ripes soe slkvasee se |e ee | a TRB ofa | 7/1as | L780. | 7 ners met |v as ea ae | e720. 

Data from University Farms by courtesy of Prof. H. L. Shands, Dept. of Agronomy, College of Agriculture. Cutting is usually about 2 days after ripening. 

273 IRONWEED (Vernonia fasciculata) 
ode eee Pare es 

Dane: in bloom......| _.--- ann a0 ke Rak eae [ast ene sss. |7/18-8/20+| 8/7-9/20 | (7/25) 
274 COMPASSPLANT (Silphium laciniatum) - 

Prairie du Sac: | | | | | | ; | | | 
in bloom (b)...|..-- Bs bs bee is ee ae a 7/9-2 | rie |r (7/23) 

Dane: in bloom......| _-.+» Seo) 7/20-8/25| oases as ee nee rales ak 7/10-2 | 7/17-9/16| (7/16) 
275 JOE-PYE-WEED (Eupatorium maculatum) 
Sauk: in bloom. od Bans | ante | ee | cm | T/15-? | eae | oe | gel yee 7/18-9/1 | aoe 7/23 
Dane: in bloom......| _-..» ee 730-2 | 7/11-2 |... ons iene ee. | to | 7/17-9/1 | 7/28-9/21| 7/20 
276 LIATRIS (Liatris pyenostachya) 
Sauk: in bloom. . Fal oes | okt | 7/23-2 | 7/23-2 | 7/15-2 | 7/27-2 | 2-8/24 | | ase 7/20-2 | 8/3-8/30 | 7/24 
Dane: in bloom......| _-.-- ae 7/25-? | _7/20-2| _.... = Sree 7/23-? | _7/25-2 | _7/11-2 | 7/17-9/2 |__7/20 

This species has visible buds for nearly a month before it blooms. 

277 EARLY GOLDENROD (Solidago juncea) 
Sauk: first | ce | alGee | (by aa 7/23-2 | 7/29-2 | 7/20-2 | ae | 7/19-2 | 7/25-2 | 7/27-2 | 7/25-2 | 7/24 

Dane: first bloom.....| _-... es 7/95-t | 7/20-? |... sas ae 7/22-2 | .... _|7/18-8/20+| 7/19/8-22| 7/21 
278 SUNFLOWER (Helianthus occidentalis) 
Reukenn blaomi(b) all tases loose Se eae) Aerese S| teen ee [SPG/B oe (7/20-0/7 [ay ato 10) 7/0 / 0 |nCte), 

279 CANADA TICK CLOVER (Desmodium canadense) 
Sauk: in al ee | eS | ABS | (by 7/28) | ees | 7/21-2 | nies | 7/19-2 | 8/1-8/21 | 7/17-8/7 | 8/5-8/26 | 7/26 
Dane: in bloom......] _...- ides wa ne ee te ser oe sees |-7/12-8/17| 7/19-9/4 | (7/11) 
280 MALLARD (Anas platyrhynchos platyrhynchos) Young seen flying. 

team tse (f ON ssc ills acucan calli eve colo U/ DUNN SRISAO LE sal ne-sE/ SD ca eeults sol cae ALO ede wT S| fee 7m re me) adele 20 

281 BONESET (Eupatorium perfoliatum) 
Sauk: in | ee | at | ae | 7/22-2 | co | Paes | ihe | ee 2-9/7 | 7/28-9/5 | 8/5-9/15 | 7/27 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... ae =: 7/3-2 bs nas Tiadstehenk see _ | 7/28-9/17| 7/28-10/1| 7/17 
282 BULL THISTLE (Cirsium vulgare) 
Sauk: in bloom. =| ton | ao | a | ea | ate | sate | Be | tae ae 7/27-2 eee | (7/27) 
Dane: in bloom,.....] _.... cs [25-0 | fiat ee Be 7/14-t| —.... | 7/25-9/22| 7/27-2 | _7/21 
283 TANSY (Tanacetum vulgare) 
Prairie du Sac: 

in bloom w. bad | ae | Ba | Bie | tke | oe | dine | 8/2-2 | vats 7/25-2 | vata 7/21 
Panes tu DlOOrn eS 2) en ens NMR Ye NE ca Sees SU ed TBSP cA ECT) 

284 PRAIRIE CORDGRASS (Spartina pectinata) sone ete ee 
Satenin pollenseaeca| o.ssen)| Mossue [ade | eres epaoe| ae [tear | t/at-eyis|tesyaie | ayiet si 7/23 | 7a 

285 ARROWHEAD (Sagittaria latifolia f. gracilis) 
Reibetise bloomer stale resus | [eee Lunde [Mby7/S0DL = been © [o- waceetncles bmecewu [eatO/ Mum (MMU ATaaeis aC e/ 03) [seme Ome iaiT/ 20) 

am a se ahi cid) 1 een ey 
Sauk: in bloom... [| TT taat | get | P| rso-sai| ter | [2-8/5 | en 

287 CARDINAL FLOWER (Lobelia cardinalis) 2 
Sauk: inbloom......[ .... |... |... | sf-t | 730-2 | 3/1-2 | 2-8/24 | 8/2-9/13 | t-9/17 _| 7/19-9/21| 7/29-9/15| 7/29 

288 SQUIRRELS (Fox and Gray) First eat burr oak acorns. 
PaUierMnnere ee een] eee Meee oS acs oD) bnshecic- [en ace aon Rete ce al nin UL a nae eno [tne 77 elo toaeeeer 780) 

289 CANADA FLEABANE (Erigeron canadensis) pee 
Sauk: | ees | tae | ste | 8/2 | toy | (by po So | 7/29 | 8/1 | 8/1 | 7/29 7/31 
Dane: in bloom......|_.... fe nae me ee fe oe 7/18-2 |... |7/24-8/20+| 7/312 | (7/24) 

290 BIG BLUESTEM (Andropogon furcatus) pera SS Se his sige ee 
Sauk: | Sees | aah | er | an | ae, | Ey vase | 7/26-8/13| ey 8/4-2 eee 8 | 7/31 : 
Dane: in pollen......].... Aes ae ta oie aes Les | eon | 2-8/29 | 7/21-8/26I AES (7/27)
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Species, Station, | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

201 WHITE PINE (Pinus Strobus) Bud scales first shed from new growth. 
Bauleseeeausse ie ealmoinnee [lace]. ts wecugeel [ie eemeena I ue t/O6 el ener Silene Ine /Sth Oo 8/8e. oh A val B/Oceel MeeT VBL 

TaBLe 8. Phenology for August. 
292 BURDOCK (Arctiumminus) | 
eee | aa | Ea | bee | a | ae | coe | ae | 8/2 | 7/27 | 8/1 | 8/10 | 8/1 | 
Dane: in bloom......| _.... nis sas anaes dese ae a6 8/1-? | 7/22-? | 7/23-8/8 | 8/2-9/30 | 7/28 | 
293 WHITE SNAKEROOT (Eupatorium rugosum) | 
Sauk: in ee | aes | mae | sai | eae | ee | es | 2-9/20 | 8/2-9/20 | nia ee | 8/5-10/1 | (8/4) 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... a We ene Hs co ihe ses | 8/23-9/28 |7/9-9/1+ | _7/23-2 | (7/29) . 
294 YELLOW FOXGLOVE (Aureolaria sp.)* 
Beuksin bloom saee |e ier cied foley fa ae om Riera [G/48/aRe | B7xR/ S01: On| B/aee aan tad / Tenis | eee |e te0/S ie len /4) 
295 GREAT RAGWEED (Ambrosia trifida) 
Dane; inbloom ex's | ossee) | Sees PR/LTAO/R lee ple? oly ceeae [Eee B/BAtS lores | erath (creo oye |b ae7ret |i 8/8 

296 AMERICAN EGRET (Casmerodias albus egretta) Wandering young first seen. 
Reukie tere: | oe | as | cm | 8/13 | 8/5 | none | none | none | none | none | none | (8/9) 
Dane and Jefferson: ..|__.... Bits 1/5 7/28 8/15 9/12 8/6 8/? te Roe 8/8 8/2 | 
297 SQUIRRELS (Fox, Gray, and Red) First eat hickory nuts. 
Gauksmr yer teecs umes lee nl by BOB tees len 6/106 [mesa nc|ir 8/aoue |e 8/18n > | 08/90: <2. 7/20' 2. [eno nuts 6/18 

298 LESSER RAGWEED (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) 
Sauk: in ee neue | waa | see | tans | 7/29-2 | 8/15-2 | 2-9/14 | eu 8/20-9/1 | 8/6-9/15 | 8/24-9/15 | 8/13 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... ee ees a mn oe ines sale 8/9-2_|7/30-8/20+| 8/7-9/28 | (8/5) 
299 BUSH CLOVER (Lespedeza capitata) ? 
Sauk: in eee os | mihi | Saas sae | ae | 8/24-? | 2 | 8/7-9/10 | 2-8/22 | 8/7-9/1 | 8/20-9/1 | 8/14 
Dane: in bloom......] _.... he ae peepee (bY R/U) rae sae ce ss. | 7/30-8/21| 8/8-9/6 | (8/4) 
300 LIATRIS (Liatris spheroidea)* 
Sauk: in oe | Bae | Ai, | Se | eons | S29) 8/20-2 | eae | 8/7-9/7 | 2-9/13 | 2-9/17 | eal 8/14 
Dane: in bloom......| .... es (by 8/1) 8/4-2 Peal ees TERY eee ae 8/9-9/25 | 8/10-2 | (8/6) 

301 INDIAN GRASS (Sorghastrum nutans) 
Sauk: in bloom......) .... ae a Ba BIN 8/31-2 | 8/29-? | 8/11-8/25| 8/17-8/29] ~.... | 8/15-8/26| $/21 
DEE Oe | aS | sul | Sak | ees | Soe | hie | Ee ae eee rege! (8/15) . 
302 FUNKIA (Funkia lanceolata) 
Banks iret Bloom (DM eum tll eeeteolrisasse les entre ly GR/2B= [ot weed ll .8/2k 9 | by 8/18) eget. | ns 2 | asyibl aes eal 
303 NEW ENGLAND ASTER (Aster novae-angliae) 
Date frst blognseee lieete ee eee GPa Ni B/E slicer neon lige selesta, el wane acer | a B/S |e) all ee ae (ere 

304 WHITE ASTER (Aster pilosus)* 
Saake imbloomey need |MaLea ely [ett Clee mean > ewes | tatog sr | ae [Pestoy to's |eatoa dg alis ease a (e/an) 

305 BLUE ASTER (Aster laevis) 
Soak: fret bloomieese luasa es eee |e ete Oe some tl ese | Pa10/9 5) '9-10786 |S eee [Ls e i litei0/14 |) 8/24? | w/e) 

306 PRAIRIE GOLDENROD (Solidago rigida) : 
Sauk: in Peon ae | ae | nee | en | eae | 9/3-9/25 | a | ea pata 9/1-9/20 | ve 8/25 
Dane: in bloon......] _.... ae ce le oes wat aes 8/l4-2 |... 8/15-? | 8/15-9/27| (8/15) 
307 BIDENS (Bidens cernua) | 
Sauk: in bloome-cer. [0 cese et es [eee a] ee al aati] Seen | Oyiea a7: | Bcoviet™ |8/26-10/1|, 8/28 

TaBLes 9-12, Phenology for September to December, 

308 CLOSED GENTIAN (Gentiana Andrewsii) 
Sauk: inbloon.....:] 2... |... | ue |... | 978-2 | 9/6-10/12| 8/232 | _9/1-2_| 9/1-10/15| 9/1-10/12] 8/30-10/5| 9/1 

309 SHAGBARK HICKORY (Carya ovata) Nuts ripe (hulls peel). 
ee en Ln ee ee eee ee ee een ee a ee eae ae moe 

310 POISON IVY (Rhus radicans) 
Sauk: leaves first a | | | | | | | | | | | 

fall color....] _.... vas met iN as tone 9/12 9/7 9/17 9/5 9/20 9/12 
311_OAKS (Quercus) Sauk and Dane. Ripe acorns first fall. 
wae | a | 9/20 | ate | 9/1 | ws | eis | nore | anc | 9/10 | 9/15 | 9/17 | 9/13 
White Ouleest ecdye | uni: 9/8 i ss Shs ee ieee one oe ore 9/10 (9/9) 
312_ WHITE THROATED SPARROW (Zonotrichia albicollis) First migrants arrive. 
Dandy eae OO noes le 0/10 [Be TOys [9/282 [> at | Softee 0/20 [San alae NO/Sh | 9720 

313 WHITE PINE (Pinus Strobus) Old needles die and fall. 
(before C 

Banke sess sii wae | es | ee | eer | ae | ake | 10/11) | 10/3 | 10/3 | 9/20 | 9/25 | 9/21 

314_ RED PINE (Pinus resinosa) Old needles die and fall. 

eres ee ed Gaakietc eae see nek sate ie 3 teins ion (OAD) dae 9/25 9/20 9/25 (9/23)
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Species, Station, | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1942 | 1943 | 1944 | 1945 | Average 

315 SuAT#-COLORE ) JUNCO (Junco hyemalis hyemalis) First arrival in fall. 
Daneisecereveusenee[ 0/2820 | 10/28, |) puee, (O/B [a9 288 |) 10/8 [etapa |e 5 ell 70 ee OG ees | 9/28 
316 RUFFED GROUSE (Bonasa umbellus) 

drumming...]_.... ee hans Sie fos tee ses ou 9/27 9/20 9/30 (9/25) 
317 _RINGNECKED PHEASANT (Phasianus torquatus) First fall cackling and crowing. 

cepobleles ci es| eats 9/10 els wees 9/19 9/1 ee 9/7 ae 9/3 9/8 9/8 
318 JACK PINE (Pinus Banksiana) Old needles turn yellow and fall. 
Banks Sie ease ea me eee re || eee |i (byel oyu) | les [21a Esl is fab one et See TS 
319 MUSKRAT (Ondatra zibethica zibethica) First house-building. 
Gatland Dacescac10 |i e10/ Lem |eeenenin [ive se tea eset | Set nare = 0 eave lee 0/ Sh ll meee Beg 7 ues |aeclOy oem OV on [On T0)d 
320 CANADA GOOSE (Branta canadensis canadensis) First migrants arrive. 
Baile. sy. eh weet | ie | es | tee | 10/14 | 10/21 | 10/11 | 9/26 | 10/16 | 10/14 | 10/5 | 10/11 
Dijeeeennems 2/1018 10/12 sek: 10/23 9/7 | 10/24 Ee as 9/28 9/20 10/3 10/5 
321 WAHOO (Etonymus atropurpurea) Fruits open. 
BASIS 27 netancoie: [i eee de chm ma lee we te [ee eral 90/10 Willl- Gee | LO Sg nO trans eLONU el alO/1 BTW meaty AOen UR IO/I8: 
322 AMERICAN ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK (Buteo lagopus s. johannis) Arrives. 
Sauk aad Dane:......|.... | m1 | .... | 10/27 | 10/10 | 10/27 | 10/8 | 10/28 | 9/9 | 11/4 | 10/14 | 10/16 
323 FIRST KILLING FROST—Record by U. S. Weather Bureau. 

Baul nce ctewna| 2 0/80. fe 10/L 10/8 10/25 | 10/14 | 10/15 9/29 9/25 | 10/17 10/11 9/29 10/7 
324 NORTHERN VIRGINIA DEER (Odocoileus virginianus borealis) Bucks first rub horns. 
Saukehe eee [oes (eea/i0 a) Tifie OTe czas eee [ee [ko pac eat | Mi/aitien| elt Dem TOL: 

The variability in these dates arises from the fact that there are two periods for rubbing: in September, to clean the velvet, and in November, at the begin- 
ning of the rut. 

325 FALL CANKERWORM (Anis opertyx poinetaria) Ascends trees. 

Llc Sy ale ee | ets eta lee a lager POURS treecrcae es seks wise Sabi face ae $53 aah: sian th 11/10 11/25 -11/10-?.| (10/26) 

326 WOODCOCK (Philohela minor) Last seen. 
tees os | ee | ve ee [ae Ee |e [ [una ee fe ley ee 

Ditters coeur. 0.| 10/81 11/12 ae us | uz 11/13 Ae et ees ios Bee u/9 
327 LAKE WINGRA AT MADISON. 

Hivosee over seein ss | ists | ecord ce 1 lite Seon |i (2B Pra | Soma | c41/E9- call Moreen eel] rec call = sees | atom [mat dene Lak 
(Average date 1887-1895 was November 26. See Wing, p. 156.) 

328 LAKE MENDOTA AT MADISON. Record by U. 8. Weather Bureau. 
Freezes over:........| 1/2 | 12/28 | 12/7 | 19/28 | 1/2 | 12/4 | 12/4 | 1/3 | 19/16 | 19/18 | 19/19 | 12/22 

(Average date 1853-1940 was December 20. See Wing, p. 155.) 

Sranparps AND Terms, NoMENCLATURE means the dates between which a perianth was found. 
Averages based on less than four years are given When only an initial date is available, the term 

in parentheses. Such averages are regarded as sub- “first bloom” is used. 

standard, and are computed only to place the item A plus sign after a blooming date means that a 

in the chronological sequence. Incomplete dates, few straggling blooms were observed beyond the 
such as “by 3/1” are not used in computing averages. closing date. Blooms on plants which have been 

Many dates for the-Dane station are based on daily mowed over, or in which bloom has been otherwise 
observations; few on less than tri-weekly observa-  artifieially deferred or renewed, are excluded. Thus 
tions. Most dates for the Sauk station are based weeds in stubble are artificially deferred by shading, 
on weekly visits. : E while those in lawns or mowed roadsides are arti- 
Dates for events occurring between field trips are ficially renewed by mowing. Valid phenology in such 

ee Fas but only es hina eases must be taken from fencerows which have been 

Brae gn ee crea eNIGEnCe, TOF See E as neither shaded nor mowed. The equivalent of mow- 
able date. The nature of such evidence is discussed . S 

‘later. Dates for bird arrivals, or for other animal 178 0¢eurs pun asec eevee ute sven pera . m e C ensis Canada tick clover behaviors,. were never interpolated because they lettuce (Lattice Sua) oo 2 
Ge-sent nol euchievidence: [279], or when deer decapitate Veronicastrum [236]. 

Blooming dates of plants are given in two ways. All these resprout, and the sprouts bear delayed 
For plants without a perianth, the term “in pollen” blooms beyond the normal termination dates. 

is used, and means the dates between which pollen “Leafing” means the span of time from the burst- 
was found. In other plants, the term “in bloom” ing of the first leaf-buds to the completion of the
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earliest leaves. Additional leaves of course continue it alike. Thus the first cricket frog [25] is much . 

to form as long as new growth continues. more likely to be noticed than the first leopard frog 

The budding period is given only in a few plants [20] because the latter is silent on first emergence. 
which exhibit extraordinarily long budding periods, Two observers could hardly avoid identical dates for 

or in which the period varied greatly from year to cricket frog if they worked the same region, but 

year. they might well differ on the leopard frog. 
“Ripe” means that a fruit has colored, become In some items sharpness is a matter of adequate 

edible, started to fall, or given other evidence of definition. Thus in breakage of ice in lakes [14, 22, 

maturity. Fruiting phenology is shown under the 27] several days may separate the first break from 

item for bloom, except when the two are separated the final dissolution, but when breakage is defined 
. by many months (as in acorns and nuts). as “when one ean row a boat across” the item be- 

Tn birds, the term “migrants arrive” means that comes sharp. 

some individuals commonly winter here, but the Fortunately the bloom of most flowers is sharp, 

arrival date refers to individuals which seemed to be but in those grasses which do not extrude their pollen 
migrants. In species which do not winter, the term it is more difficult to detect first bloom. 

; “arrives” is used without further specification. Ripeness in fruits is sharp only when it coincides 

The nomenclature of the following reference works with falling, as in silver maple [26]. A wild grape 

is followed, except for some recent revisions: is “ripe” on September 1 for jelly, but on October 
2 e ees 1 for wine. 
noe ae ieee SA Dane a ace Some items are inherently difficult to define sharp- 

Plants beyond June: Deam’s ‘‘Flora of Indiana’? ly. Thus Jin house-building by muskrats [319], 
(1940). variability in seeing or interpreting the evidence may 

Birds: Peterson’s ‘‘Field Guide to the Birds’? (1934). exceed the year-to-year variability of the event. 

This guide follows the American Ornithologists Union This item is also beclouded by the fact that house- 
Cheek-list. , : building dates differ by marshes, and this raises the 
serials: aren s ‘*The Mammals of Eastern question: how many marshes are represented in the 

te ees alan record? It is feared that the record embodies little 
Amphibians: Wright’s ‘‘Handbook of Frogs and 5 ‘ 

Toads’? (1933). year-to-year consistency in this respect. i 

An oceasional item is so sharp that it would be 

Herbarium specimens of most plants of debatable possible to record it to the nearest hour. Thus on 

identity have been filed either in the herbarium of August 18, 1946, Leopold found a single head of 
Sara E. Jones, Bellaire, Ohio, or in the herbarium Indian grass [301] which had extruded a single 
of A. Carl Leopold, 2222 Van Hise Avenue, Madi- stamen from its terminal flower. This was at 6:00 

son. A few residual items of debatable identity are A-M. An hour later he happened to pass the same 
asterisked in Tables 1 to 12. head and found it had extruded dozens of stamens. 

Acknowledgments are gratefully made to Pro- COMMONNESS 

fessors Norman C. Fassett, John T. Curtis, and H. The ch : firs ath 
C. Greene for checking many plant identifications, to Po ance Oe getecune tai a CccuiTenGe Of en 
Professor Kenneth J. Arnold for supervising the event, and especially of detecting it through ‘a series 

computation of standard deviations, and to James of Sean obviously greater in a common species 

Zimmerman, now phenologist for the Arboretum, for shanty: 8/376 one, 
many kinds of help both in field and office. VISIBILITY OR AUDIBILITY 

SeLecrion or Trems This specification is related to sharpness but is 

Most of these records were collected as an incident "0t identical with it. It often attaches to the ob- 
to other field work. Experience has developed cer- Server, rather than to the plant or animal. Thus 
tain criteria for the selection of items which are the nesting of horned owl is invisible to the unskilled 

“good” under these conditions. To illustrate these observer, but is easily detected if one is working 
criteria, Tables 1 to 12 are drawn upon for examples, ™ an owl territory, and looks for the ears and tail 

_giving each its serial number. (Serial numbers of the incubating owl silhouetted above a nest. In- 
appear in brackets, bibliographie references in Cubation and first egg coincide in this species. 

parentheses.) Likewise, the arrival of woodeock [18] is apt to be 
invisible to the observer without a bird-dog, and 

LABOR : x ats : 
coda raat ee es Th inaudible to the observer who is indoors during the 
EO ee aes EE PENOS : ERD EIO US us “song” period at dawn and dusk. 

iat Beane and cardinal song [3] were The first eall of the cricket frog [25] is an ex-~ 

detectable without labor, but during the same season ample of perfect audibility, but low visibility. 
it would have required tapping of trees to detect An tecample of fe ee Matta eett a f 
the first ascent of sap. An ee e of pertee Pils ity 1s he ascent 0 

the spring cankerworm [21], but the visibility de- 
SHARPNESS pends on ringing an infested tree with tanglefoot. 

A good item should be sharp, in the sense that When an event is difficult to see, cannot be heard, 
two observers looking for it will reeognize and date leaves no mark, and pertains to an uncommon
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species, it becomes highly probable that the first as is usual on first arrvial. Later Leopold found a 

occurrence is regularly missed. The record of emer- nest which hatched on April 14. Allowing 20 days 

gence of Franklin ground squirrel [91] may be for incubation and four for laying, the first egg 
late for this reason. must have been deposited March 21. A blizzard on 

RAGURREN OU March 10-13 crowds the Mareh 16 arrival from the 

ik 2 other direction; hence its substantial accuracy is 
Some otherwise good items do not recur yearly, Lasers 

and to this extent are poor. Thus horned owls did 
not nest in the Prairie du Sae observation area dur- DISTANT FACTORS 

ing four of the ten years covered. (See note after Arrivals of migrant birds are likely to reflect dis- 

item 2.) Some orchids fail to bloom in some years, tant as well as local weather. On the other hand, 

Fruits often fail to set by reason of frost, disease, the behaviors of resident birds (such as song), and 

or insect attack. Cankerworms by defoliating bass- all developmental phenomena in plants, are inher- 

woods [233] prevented all blooming and fruiting at ently local. The break-up of ice in lakes is probably 

the Sauk station in 1944 and 1945. Most of the the best example of the cumulative effect of purely 

flowers of the bush clover [299] in 1946 were blighted local factors. Other things being equal, locally-de- 

by some unknown cause at the Sauk station, and in — termined events are preferable as phenology items. 

parts of Dane County. ABNORMAL ITEMS 

Tn some items the question of yearly recurrence is In addition to the foregoing positive characters to 
confused and unanswerable at present. For ex- 5 4 5 A 

a ‘ A ” be sought in phenology items, there are negative 
ample: do skunks [1] in this region hibernate with 5 aha i 

5% F Gee : cautions to be observed in the acceptance of obser- 
sufficient regularity to give validity to a series of alias 

emergence dates, such as those presented in Item 1? Bloc inedendelionels3 lNottcneocuie MnmMarch 

Albert Gastrow, who recorded the dates, is sure that 5 3 
when the particular plant stands above a buried 

they represent the emergence of the bulk of the i ae 
2 ‘ i . 5 steam pipe, or hugs the south wall of a building. 

skunk population on south slopes in his locality. Ss 5 ; 6 : 
iss uch abnormal bloom is an interesting oddity, but 

Dens on north slopes emerge later. Individual 
: : a poor phenology. 

skunks emerge sporadically during winter thaws, but Th 3 
i : e development of plants on recently flooded 

never in such numbers as to becloud the main re- ecrits 
‘ ys areas is likely to be abnormal. 

corded date. It seems likely, from the literature, The bl £ stubbl a ead i] mid 

that these sporadie emergences are males, whereas . eae a . Re % cata, a z 
the recorded dates include both sexes. he ve ae fae ie a get a aay 

Tt seems possible that age, stored fat, and kind of es e F 2 es b y ae na SET, ae SrtpaGy. Eee 

winter dens (rock caves or burrows) may affect TREREDTED AS BDEGENANY ABtC. é 
hibernation phenology. The dens on Gastrow’s area Some abnormalities are too rare to be important 

are mostly caves in rock ledges. as phenology, but they are of interest as physiology. 
Puecoon [154] normally ceases blooming about July 

OONTINUILY, 1. In 1946 it ceased on July 6 at the Sauk station. 
Once an event occurs, it is a great advantage if it But on August 5 a one-year-old seedling in a nurs- 

is continuous or recurs daily. All blooms have this ery bed bore two flowers, and on September 10 
advantage of continuity. On the other hand most another bore one flower. No other seedling in the 

animal behaviors (such as birdsong or the emergence yow showed any sign of blooming. The plants were 
of hibernators) are liable to be interrupted by bad only half the height of mature plants, and had only 

weather, especially in early spring, or to oceur only single stems. The writers have never before seen 

at limited hours. blooms on immature plants. 

i Heating of - at eae We is, in Popunations vs. INDIVIDUALS 
See ee edie cae eee At least two variables, over and above weather, 

EVIDENCE OF NEWNESS affect the phenology of plants: (1) the site variable, 
The song of a bird carries no evidence of whether that is, differences in local environment, and (2) the 

it has been going on for a day or a week, but a genetical variable, that is, differences in response to 

freshly opened flower among numerous unopened the same environment due to different genetical con- 

buds tells its own story. A sidewalk littered with stitutions in the individuals involved. A clear men- 
fragments of squirrel-opened acorns [288], some tal image of these two variables is essential to in- 

fresh, others oxidized, tells its own story if the same _ telligent recording. 

sidewalk was clean a week ago. A developmental record for any given species, to 

Dates of events beginning between field trips can- be valid through a term of years, should either (a) 

not be interpolated without evidence of newness. embrace the entire gamut of site and of genetical 

In an oceasional instance, evidence of newness constitution, or (b) it should be limited to certain 

develops after the event, and one can check back individuals which have been selected in advance, and 

on the date. Thus woodeock were first recorded at in which site and genetics remain constant. Alter- 
the Sauk station on March 16, 1946. This was nine nation or mixture of the (a) and (b) types is fatal. 

days ahead of average, and the birds were silent, Most of the plant items embrace a wide range of
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ite and genetical constitution at the two stations. The sum of all disparities is 101 days for 39 pairs, sit g ) ’ I ) I 
Unless marked (b), the record for any given item an average of 2.6 days each. 

may be assumed to approach the (a) category. That These disparities represent the error of observa- 
is to say, items not specifically designated as (b) are tion plus any actual differences that may exist be- 
supposed to span the period from the earliest bloom — tween the two localities. There is no available means 
on the earliest site to the latest bloom on the latest for segregating these two components. 
site. This implies, of course, that the observer ex- 

amines an equal variety of sites for each date for INTENSITY OF OBSERVATION 
each ae ae hes this ideal ee ee Awinal Banavieks 

sually was, especia ‘or common a ; one out, but 10 u 3 cae J The writers have become convinced that most ani- 
Rete * mal behaviors in late wi > firs: ibi 

The choice between type (a) and type (b) is . = i % mrereure ew ce ibied bya : ‘i few precocious individuals, and become general in usually dietated by commonness. In some of the : 3 
pe ihe . the population by slow degrees. In 1946 some special species, the population was too small for a record ? : 5 e 

5 . records were kept to test this point. Many trained of the (a) category. Thus there is only one ljlac Pier iesetaened heen aniline oa bled 
bush [113] at the Sauk station. In such instances He Re CLUE CEL EOD IL LLAL Yeo acceCuaD ed US 

E 5 - to record not only the first occurrence of a behavior, 
the record is marked (b) and an appropriate speci- : ‘ . 

A “ spree ye but its gradual development. The following covers fication, such as “one bush” or “one clump” is added. % P 
s : the combined observations of a dozen men afield 

Byam lars spine (8) ety De oe ee ceU ma ea daily on the University Campus and Arboretum. common species, while rare or locally uncommon spe- 7 5 DE aporeuan. 
cies automatically assume the (b) type. The prac- Berane 
tieal point is to reach a decision, and stick to it, [tem Species Barliest Dates General 
in species of intermediate abundance. 8 Cardinal song............Jan. 5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 30 Feb. 17 

In aquatie and bog plants, whole ponds or bogs 4 — Pheesant crowing......Jan. 10, 18, 30, Feb. 25 March 1 
sometimes display uniform earliness or lateness de- = 5 — Marshhawk arrives...Feb. 16 Feb, 24 
pending on the presence or absence of springs. For 8 Chipmunk emerges..Feb. 8, 10, 18, Mar, 7, 8 March 14 
example: 23° Brown bat flying......Feb. 9 March 13 

with springs without 39  _Ruffed grouse drumsFeb. 9 March 16 
Skunk cabbage [28]..........-. 3/20/45 about 4/10/45 = x — Garter snake out.....Jan, 25, Peb.° 17 Early March 
Marsh marigold [71]........... about 4/10 /46 4/15 /46 ; 

: : ; The early dates for Items 3, 4, and 8 are believed 
For this reason a single specified pond or bog to represent a slowly developing frequency; those 

(phenology of the (b) type) is preferable for aquat- for 5, 23, and 39 are believed to represent isolated : 3 ee ¢ p ; 
ies, A single water (Lake Chapman) was used for early occurrences. In either case, a lesser intensity 
our Sauk records. of observation would have yielded later “first dates,” 

Sources or Error the degree of lateness and the selection of items 

The foregoing discussion describes certain particu- depending ao chance. SA 7 ‘ ; : 

lar sourees of error. There remain two more general It is believed that this intensity-error in animal 
questions : events diminishes rapidly as the Season advances, 

(1) How much difference will occur as between and that it is never large in plant items, except in 
two observers, looking for the same list of items in a few species to be discussed later. An intensity- 

the same area, through the same years? error also probably exists in autumn animal items 

(2) How much difference arises from differing in- such as 316, 317, 319, 322, 324, and 326. 
tensity of observation? Bi . i 

ird Migration 

: Pate cess en OBSERVERS . Even if an event develops nearly simultaneously in 
During parts of 1937, 1938, 1941, and 1942 Irven population, the chance of detecting its earliest oc- 

O. Buss recorded phenology at Faville Grove, Jetfer- eurrence depends on the number of observers afield. 
son County, 20 miles east of Madison. This 18 NM To explore the magnitude of this factor, the bird 

the eastern end of the area defined as eligible for arrival dates of one observer are compared with 
the Dane station. ee records ay ed until those of 10 observers at the Dane Station. 

he aes er oo vag : es ree For 16 years beginning in 1913, A. W. Sehorger 

Lee ee RE cis es pha enMt e eiuige tec rae Eee recorded the arrivals later published, as averages, in 
are found to be in common, covering 33 items dur- Sane hie 5 ; 
% : A i his “Birds of Dane County” (1929, 1931). He used 
ing eight months of the year. Of the 39 pairs of ia Mca icobeeeanl i 1 his skill 2 

dates, six are for birds, one for a mammal, and 32 ony re oye o Chie ae Oe ie ee a ee a 

for plants. The disparities classify as follows: thologist is national y nO wit Ser Re Aye to make 
. 2 ¢ few field trips during week days. His dates repre- Identical with ours ............. 13 pairs 33 percent : : : 

1-2 days difference ............. 12 pairs B1 percent Sent the best possible single-handed avocational effort. 
3-4 days difference ....._ T pairs 18 percent Schorger’s dates will now be compared with those 
Be GATE, SUR ERCR ES a vee sae, Descent gathered during the past decade by the writers and 
: 39 pairs 100 percent their collaborators:
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ean“ sss __ genetical, rather than environmental, variations for 
Average Average finer the following reasons : 

Trem Species VAlau 10 Men | Earlier by: (1) In annuals like the ragweeds, extra early 

Wee eee ee ey: eel are [Pn ane plants have never been found twice in the same 

ae Blue birds. saseeweekee B/1L 3/9 2 place. 

foe Red Wine scidavesatbave|- a S/Et 2/28 12 (2) In white snakeroot, at both stations, the very 
16:21 Canada goose..........) 8/16 AL 5 earliest blooms for three years have occurred at two 
a ee : ae a yi particular spots, both on a north slope and shaded. 

| i ig Paterna eel ___._. The two sites would seem to be cold rather than 
6 March birds, average. . (7) warm. 

49... Upland plover.........| 4/18 4/18: 2 (3) In chicory, at the Dane station, the earliest 
ae A ae Pe a ae 5 bloom for the last three years has occurred at a 

63... Greene ee oe 4/13 3 particular spot on a north slope which seems cooler 

Ties House wren............] 4/30 4/22 8 than the usual “curbstone” habitat of this species. 
Peta see a ae. (4) In willows and sumae earliness and lateness 

ee era fA ; seem to show a clonal distribution. At the junction 
Biase! Crested flycatcher. ..... 5/7 5/3 4 of two clones one can see wide disparity in earliness 
O50... Baltimore oriole........ 5/5 5/3 2 on identical sites. 
96....|  Warb‘ing vireo.........) 5/7 5/5 2 
99....| Rose breasted grosbeak .| 5/7 5/6 1 TOWN VS. COUNTRY ERROR 

ie oe yeas us das i _ It was suspected that in spring plant development 

112....| — Whippoorwill..........| 8/10 4/24 16 in urban habitats is commonly earlier than in rural 
115... Indigo bunting.........) 5/11 5/10 1 ones. To test this belief, Donald R. Thompson kept 
111....| Scarlet tanager.........] 5/9 5/9 0 records on 15 plants common to Madison and the 

a Pair tne an ie ; University Arboretum, spanning the period March 
oes Utes inti ayer oy to May, 1946. He found that 13 of the 15 species 

23 Birds, March to May... 5.6days were earlier in Madison: 

STi tr ae a OD ne Ee a ee Days Earlier in Town 

O LORDS e/a cities. seas vse Sy dg lye BU) a0, Old Cava 

Not all of the 15 observers covered all groups of ftendy plants... ...-4.+.4+.+..+2, 2, 2, 2-1, 6 gaye 
birds, but it would be fair to assume that our dates “Y°T®S® ----+-+--+ teeter tsetse seereeereee sed days 
are the earliest obtainable by 10 observers cover- Thompson’s data are certainly not conclusive, but 
ing all groups, and less confined to week-ends than they are consistent through March and April, the 
were Schorger’s. The span of years reported in the first instances of earlier rural bloom appearing in 
present study is shorter, but both spans seem to be May. 
long enough to avoid distortion by exceptionally early Until 1944 no conscious effort was made to avoid 

or late seasons. The five day difference is believed recording a plant in town one year, and in the coun- 
to represent the greater intensity of the ten-man try the next year. The bulk of our plant records 

effort. are therefore subject to this error. It cannot, how- 

ints ever, affect items of the (b) category (fixed stations), 

In flowering spurge [196] the first blooms are oa ae affect plas sau only aD the ae 

borne singly, and are so inconspicuous, as compared ou eae eat G ene oe Diane ie a aoe ER 
with the later massed corymbs, that one must learn re eee wild flowers in gardens and trees on lawns 

to look for them. During the process of learning, orsurrels. P 

they are likely to be overlooked. The result is that : BOHM OF EECORDS 
in a series of annual records, the early years are Phenological LOLS ca be greatly reduced by a 
likely to show dates which are later than they form of reeord which automatically reminds the oh- 

should be. server, while in the field (not afterward), what eur- 

There are some plants in which the very earliest coe ea pie pec On Ueland gen Bt Ton 

blooms are perfectly visible, but they occur on so ats are likely tondevelon, on he date of aaa teD 
few individuals that they are likely to be overlooked. ap . enon sue ee pone ie 

This group includes hedge bindweed [205], chicory observa 1s es likely, EO detent ae porliest a 

[218], bull ‘thistle [282], white ‘snakeroot. (2031, “encs O* Mew tems) andi terminations datesjare likely 
greater ragweed [295], lesser ragweed [293], Liatris uy be pyenocked es Poe E 
spheroidea [300], and Canada goldenrod. These type y record ae a ae a ce. He 

species are put in the variable category because the pea? TeCOnnE) Pruett a eee ay CT Uer 

records definitely sustain it. In addition, it is the than beginning dates. 

impression that all asters, oaks, hickories, poplars, GENERAL DISCUSSION OF ERRORS 

and willows likewise display wide variability, inelud- The following net conclusions ean be drawn from 
‘ng a small proportion of especially early individuals. the foregoing discussions of errors and of the pecu- 

The very early individuals probably represent  liarities of phenological data:
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(1) Any given aggregation of data is subject to species which are omitted from Tables 1 to 12 be- 

numerous possible errors, only part of which can be cause the record is too short. 

identified. The point of each arrow is the beginning date, and | 

(2) The more species, the more years, the more the length of the arrow is the duration of the event. 
stations, and the more observers behind any given By projecting a vertical line through any given 
deduetion, the greater the chance that errors will qate, the reader can tell at a glance hath species 

compensate. are likely to be in bloom (or in fruit) on that date. 

(3) During the decade here treated, the degree of It is perhaps of interest to note that all four 
error declines progressively. ; groups of flowers describe, in their succession of 

(4) Phenology of. the (b) type (fixed stations) Garrow points,” a reversed “S” curve. The groups 

avoids SOME CErOrns 5 i eS differ only in the degree of curvature, and the dates 
(5) Caution is necessary in attaching significance of jnflexion. Woods flowers inflect in May, prairie . 

to differences of small magnitude. and sand plants and weeds in June (with some minor 

@ undulations) and marsh plants in July. The shape 
: PLANT GROUPS - balers 

of these curves is of course affected somewhat by the 
Those who work with soil, crops, wild plants, wild local assortment of sites and species, and by the 

animals, or landscapes sometimes wish to know what degree to which all are covered. 

plants may be expected to be in bloom, or in fruit, 

at a given time. For their convenience such data Woops Frowers 

have been segregated in diagrammatic form, in Figure 1 assembles some of the wild flowers charae- 
Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. These assemblies present teristic of oak-hickory, climax hardwood, and. oak- 

an average of the two stations, and ignore devia- jack pine woodlands at their point of confluence in 

tions due to early or late years. They include some this region. 

April May June July sugust Sevtenber October 
1 5 10 15 202530 5 10 15 2025 304 8 14:19 24293 8 13 1623282 7 1217 2227 1 6 I 162126 | 6 It IGA 2631 

Bepatica| (Hevatica americana) 

Dutchmpn's Breeches (Dicantra Cucullaria) 

Bloodfoot_(Sanguinaria canadensis) 
Toothwort (Dentaria laginiata) 

Early Meadow Rue (THalictrom dioicum) 

food Anemone (Anemdne quinquefolia var.interion) WOOD FLOWERS 

Bellwort (Uvulariq grandiflora) LEGEND 

Dogtooth Violet (Erythronium albidum) < In bloom 

Arebis (Arabis Grummondi) -------- Straggling bloom 

Mhite Trillium (Trillium grandiflorum) 

Nodding Trillium (Trillium Gleason1) 

Wake Robin (|Trillium recurvatum) 

Jacob's Ladder (Polemonium repitans) : 

Blue Fhlox |(Fhlox divaricata)| 

Jack-in-tha-Pulpit (Arisaema [triphyllum) 

False Solqmon's Seal (Smilaciina stellata) 

Wild Geranium (Geranium maculatum) 
Waterldaf (Hydrophyllum vireinianum) 

Yella dy's Slipper (Cypripedium parviflorum var. pubescens) | 

ayapple (Podophyllum peltatum) | 

Sweet Cicely (Osmorhilza Claytoni) | 

Cryptotaenia (Cryptotaenia canadengis) | 

False Spikenard (Smilacina racemoda) 
Cenada Mayflo' i (Matanthemm caradense) 

Black Snakeroot (Sanicula marilandica) 

Solomon's Seal (Polygonatum bifloram) 
Anespne (Anemone virginiana) 

jun (Geum canadende) 
Enchanter's Nightshade (Ciregea 14tifolia) 
Tick Clover (Jesmodium acuminatuy) | 

Topseed (Phityma Leptostachya) 

A Jewelweed |(Impatiens pallida 

[cardinal Flower (Idbelia Cardinalis) 

patorium rico) 
BESET] 

Fic. 1. Average Blooming Periods of 34 Woods Flowers.
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April May Jane Joly August Septenter October 
1 5 10 15 202530 5 10 15 2025 304 9 14 :19:2429 3 8 13:18 23.282 7 12:17 2227 | 6 16 21 26 | 6 I 16 2 26:3) 

Pasque Floyer (Anemone pateng var, Wolfgangiana| 

Draba {Draba reptans) 
Afabis (Arabie lyrata) =| 

Bird-foot Violet] (Viola pedata var| Lineariloba) 
Hoary Puccoon (Lithospermum canescens) 

Geum (Geum trifflorum) 

Mood Sorrel (Oxalis violacta) 

Toedflak (Linaria canadenpis) 
Shootipg Star (Dodecathepn Meadia) 

Pink Phlox (Phlox pilosa ver. fulgida) 

Blue| Lupine (Iupimus pprennis) 
Arenpria (Arenaria stricta) 
Puccoon (Lithospermim angustifolium) 
Puccoon (Lithospermum carolinense) 

Bavtisia (Baptis4a leucophsea) | 

Spiderwort (Tradescantia reflexa) 

Penstemon (Penstemon gracilis) 

| Frootweed (Hel{anthomm canadense 
Erigia (Krigia|bifiora) 

Anemone (Anemjne cylindrica) 

Seneca Snakefoot (Folygala Senega) 

Potentilla (Potentilla arguta) 

Baptisia (B4ptisia leucantha) 
Scribner's Panic (Panicum Scritneriamum) 

Flowering Spurge (Euphorbia |corollata 
Ground Cherry (Physalis virginiana) 

lobelfa (Lobelia spicata) 

June Grass (Koeleria cridtata) 

Folygala (Polygala poly ) 

| Asclgpias (Asclepias amplexicanlis) 

| | Penstemon (Penstemon Digitalis) 

Pirsh Plantain (Planteco Purshii) 

Goat's Rue (Tephrogia virginiana var, |holosericea) 

lysimachia (Lysimadhia lanceolata) 

New Jersey Tea (Ceanothus americams, 

Coreopsis (Coreoysis palmata) 

Horsemint (Monarda punctata var. |villicaulis) 

Lead Plant (Amorpha canescens) 

Prairie White Fringe Orchid (dbenaria leucophaea) 

White Prairie Clover (Petalostemim candidum) 

Coneflower, (Ratibida pinnata 
Prairie Ibck (Silphium teretinthinaceum) 

Horsetaill Milkweed (Asclepias verticiliata) 
Purple Prairie Clover (Petalostemm purpureyn) 

Siilphihm (Silphium integnifolium) 

PRAIRIE € SAND PLANTS Compassplant ___(Siiphtum laciniatum) 
Canadaj Tick Clover (Desmddium canadense) 

oe, Rattlepnake Naster (Eryngium yucceefolinm) 
Se eee i Liatris (Iiatrie ryjenostachya) 

BETA OHag Bion Purple Cone Flower (Srquneria purpurea) 

ol rae Cutaieeteg ras 
Bluestem (Andropogdn furcatus) 

| Side-oats Gramq (Bouteloua curti pendula) 

| Bush Clover |(Lespedeza capitata) 

| Iiatrie (Liatris sphaeroides, 
Prairie 3 jerderase (Andropogon scoparius) 

Worumood (Artemisia caudata) 
Indian Grass (Sorghastrum mtans) 

Prairie Goldenrod (Solidago rigida) 

Fig. 2. Average Blooming Periods of 59 Prairie Plants and Sand Plants.
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A conspicuous character of this group is the early 255, 259, 282, 289, 298, 307], and are preferable 

bloom and short duration of bloom in the first 21 to the erosion which would be augmented by their 
species. Their average duration is 21 days. These absence. Winter animals are largely dependent on 
species bloom before the leafing of trees is com- weed seeds. 
plete, and thus contrive to receive at least partial The exotic perennials which comprise the bulk of 
sunlight, even when oceupying sites shaded by over- the weed list have certain phenological characters in 

head trees, and often by a shrubby understory as common. First, their period of bloom is long. The 

well. That this short early bloom is actually an average duration, exclusive of straggling, is 45 days. 

evolutionary adaptation for seizing sunlight is sus- By reason of straggling, the termination of bloom 

tained in some species by the fact that the leaves often lacks sharpness. Second, they commonly re- 

turn yellow and die as soon as fruiting is completed. sprout and rebloom after mowing, and also after 

For example, the leaves of Dutchman’s breeches and interruption of bloom by drouths. Examples: [53, 

dogtooth violet are yellow by the end of May and 182, 255]. Some display straggling blooms even 
dead by mid-June. This early death occurs even in when not interrupted by mowing or drouths. Many 

transplanted individuals with plenty of light and straggle until frozen. Examples: [177, 218, 255]. 
moisture. ‘The yellowing foliage of these two species iaveaver Wane 

is the earliest “fall color” of the year. s : 
There is a diserepaney between the development 

Prairie AND Sand Puants of pollen in the two ragweeds at the Dane station, | 
The average blooming dates of 59 forbs and grasses and the detection of aerial pollen by the Allergy 

are assembled in Figure 2. Of the 14 flowers which Laboratory of the Wisconsin General Hospital. In . 

bloom before June 1, nine are confined to hot dry two of the last three years the hospital has detected | 
sands and gravels. On such sites, in very drouthy pollen in the air before any phenologist could detect 
springs, snow water is the only moisture likely to general bloom in the field. 
be available. Pasque [44] and Draba [51] are ex- There is also a diserepanecy between first general | 
amples of sand plants which can bloom on snow bloom in ragweed, and first pollen in a few preco- 
water. cious plants. In two of the last three years one or 

In some early sand flowers, the blooming period more precocious individual plants have been found, 
is short regardless of the weather; thus Draba did not by accident, far ahead of the general population: 
span more than two weeks in any year. Other early 5.4, an Ghent Suey 

species are opportunist; thus Arabis lyrata [74] — pouon Plants Population Laboratory ‘ 
bloomed from April 11 to June 6 and straggled to 1944.00... x 7/30 7/28 
August 12 during the cool spring of 1945, whereas — 1945...............7/18, 8/1 (both lesser) 8 /7 8/1 
in normal years it ceases to bloom in May. ee een es Kergaten) pines ie ay 8t a Average difference... 15 day8.....--.---3 days 

Some prairie grasses and forbs start the season’s : 
growth very late. Could this be an evolutionary de- The question is: does the earliest pollen detected 

vice for avoiding damage from spring fires? For by the Allergy Laboratory originate in other regions, 

example, bluestem [290] grows no visible leaves or does it originate in these precocious local plants? 

until late May, whereas most other perennial grasses The present data yield no clue. 
become green in April. Butterfly weed [241] does The precocious plants are very scarce, and are | 

not sprout until June 1, whereas the other milk- doubtless genetical aberrations. Three years’ search 

weeds sprout a month earlier. has yielded only the three plants. | 

The prairie group is peculiar in its interspersion The average Dane County dates (August 5 for 
of long and short blooming plants. Its long ecollec- lesser and August 8 for greater ragweed) are later 

tive span, together with the tendency of prairie than the August 2 average for both species in this 

grasses to color in fall, gives it great value in wild region given by Wodehouse in “Hayfever Plants” 
landscaping. Every month from April to October (1945). 
offers something to see on a prairie. Marsu Puants 

‘WEEDS The average blooming dates of 28 marsh plants 
The average blooming dates of 46 common weeds are presented in Figure 4. This group consists, in 

are presented in Figure 3. As has often been large part, of conspicuous abundant perennials with 

pointed out, there is no objective definition of the long blooming periods (average duration 38 days). 
term “weed,” and none is claimed for Figure 3, ex- As in the prairie group, the collective span of bloom 
cept that it includes plants which somebody, for some includes the entire growing season. | 
reason, dislikes. The group might well be larger: As already pointed out, the date of first bloom 
thus Asiatic honeysuckle [123] is probably a greater in early marsh species is strongly affected by the 
threat to the native flora in this region than presence or absence of springs. 
any weed in Figure 3, barring quack grass [197]. Some marsh plants have highly specific animai 
Of the 46 species, not more than half a dozen are relationships. Robert A. MeCabe (unpublished) has 
dangerous in the sense of usurping land that has not found that the alder flycatcher in the University 
been abused. Most Wisconsin weeds are objection- Arboretum uses the dry stalks of Angelica [160] 
ably abundant mainly in overgrazed pastures [239, as a territorial pereh, and the shredded bark of the
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April May June July duguet Septenber October 
1 5 10 18 202530 5 10 15 2025304 9 4 192423 8 13 16 23262 7 12:17 23271 6 HI 16 2126 | 6 I 16 21 2631 

ee | Small flowered Crowfoot (Ranunculus 4bortivus) 

[ ‘Shepherd's Purse] (Capselle Bursa-Pastoris) 
Winter Cress (Barbarea vulgaris) 

Sheep Sorrel (Rumex Acetdselia) 
Rough Bedstraw (Galium|Aparine) 

Goat's Beard (Trdgopogon pratensis) 
Yarrow (Achilleg Millefolium) | 9 =f 

Wi14 Parsnip (Pastinaca sativa) | 

* _Bvening Iychnis (lychnis alba si a See oe 
Yellow Sweet Gores (ities of Moinalis) 
Ox-eye Daisy (Chrysanthemm leucahthemum var, pinnatifidum) 

— Daisy Fleabare (Erigeron ramosus) SUMS EES, 
Wid carrde Omens carota) | ee 
Maite Swe: aye |, 
Field Birdwood (Convolvalus bry ensis) . 

Hedge Bindweed (Convolvalus| septun) | 
Quack Grass (Agropyron reppns) 

Mothe: ay aca) 

Heal Blak eet 
Tat gulata) 

Caxjada Thistle (Cirsiup arvense) 

Bitter and Feze (Linahia vuzeris) | 9 
Soret Gee | 
| st Jonn's Wort (Hypericun perforata) 
| Black Bindwoed (Pobygomzn Convolvalud) 

clepias Byriaca) 
Great Mullein (Vprdascum Thapsus) | 

Bouncing Bet (Baponaria officinalis) 
Black tastard] CGressicn nigre) | _y 
Evening Primrose (Oenothera pydnocarpa)_ _ 

Catnip (Nepefa Cataria) == | 

Hoary Vervain (Verbena stricta) ____ 

Common Plantain (Plantago Rugeliii) | 
Horse Net}le (Solamm carolinense) 
Lamb's Quarters (Chenopodium album) 

WEEDS Sow Thistle (Soncmus arvengis) __> 

LEGEND Stineteg a 
Nood Nettle (Laportea canalensis) 

--------Straggling bloom Ba} Thistle (Cirsium vulgare) ___| 
Canada Fleabane (Erikeron canadensis) 

urdock (Arctium mis) __§____g 

Great Ragwoed (Ambrosia trifida 
sser Ragweo (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) 

Bur-Marigold (Bideng cernua) 

Fig. 3. Average Blooming Periods of 46 Weeds. 

swamp milkweed [244] as his principal nesting built. Such plant-animal dependencies, partial or 

material. The milkweed becomes “shreddable” only complete, are doubtless the rule rather than the ex- 

after spring sun and wind have loosened the dead ception, but few have been explored by research. 

bark, hence the relationship is conditioned by 
_ s Wi Fruits phenology. MeCabe suspects that the flyeatcher’s 

food supply, during the critical weeks of the nest- A chronology of 27 wild fruits, arranged in order 

ing season, hinges on the insects attracted by con- of first ripening, is presented in Figure 5. The 
current marsh blooms, and that shade for nestlings blooming periods are also given. Species without 
is tied in with the leafing phenology of the elder known food value, such as wahoo [203], are omitted. 

and red dogwood bushes in which most nests are Falling periods are indicated by dashed bars; inde-
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April May June July august September October 
| 5 1015 20 2530 5 /0 15 2025304 9 1/4 19 24293 8 13 18 23282 7 12/7 2227! 6 I 16 2/261 6 II 16 21 26 31 

Skunk Cabbazg (Symplocarms foetidus) 

F sh Marigold (Calthh palustris): 

Early Spxifrage (Saxifragh pennsylvanica) 
Goldpn Alexander (Zizip aurea) 
Goldpn Ragwort (Seneci? aureus) 

Angelica (Angelia atroprpurea) 
Marsh Blue Flag (Irie virginica var. Shrevei) | 

Tall Meadpw Rue (Thalictrum dasycarpum) 

Geum (Geum strictum) 
Showy fady's Slipper (Cypripedium reginae) 

Blue Vervain (Verbena hastata) 
Winged Loosestrife |(Iythrum alata) 

[tysimachia (Iysimaghia quadriflorum) 
Swamp Milkweed |(Asclepias incarnata) 

Mountain Mint (Pycnanthemum virginiamum) 

Jonelweed_(Tapations biflora) | 
Tark's Cap Pe eee 

Joe Pyp Weed (Eupatorium|maculatum) 

Borbact (Bupatorium phrfoliatun) __ 2 
Swamp Thistle (Cireitm mticum) ‘| MARSH PLANTS Seton 

LEGEND pbelia (Lobelia Kalmit) = 
Wbleon [ronweed (Vernonia fasciculata) 

=-—--- $1ragglingbloom Monkey Flowey (iimlus ringens 
Turtlehead (¢helone glabra var, linifolia) 

Gerardia (Gerardia pauperculla) 
Iobelia (fobelia siphilitica) 

Bottle Gentian (Gentiana Andrewsii) 

eared 
Fig. 4. Average Blooming Periods of 28 Marsh Plants. 

terminate fallings after November 1 by plus signs, The maximum variety of ripe wild fruits is avail- 

or by adding terminal dates of falling. able about September 1. 

These 27 fruits differ greatly in their ripening Table 5 may be useful for planning a sequence 

phenology, and in the degree to which they are con- of fruits for wildlife, or for determining the best 

sumed by animals. date for gathering wild fruits for eating or preserv- 

Thus among mast fruits, all oaks fall as soon as ing. The table is deficient in the phenology of edible 
they are ripe; walnuts adhere to the tree until frost; mushrooms, for which no records were kept. 
hazelnuts do not fall, but are gradually removed by ANALYSES 
mice and chipmunks. Burr oak acorns in the city ae Ae be 

of Madison are in most years completely consumed In the pages which follow, six sample analyses are 
by squirrels [see Item 288] a month before ripening; $1!Vven of the data in Tables 1 to 12. The DUEpOSe 

to get the date of natural fall one must search fence- 18 exploratory ; to show that analysis 18 possible, 
row oaks in rural areas where squirrel pressure is and if sound may shed light on a wide variety of 
less intense, questions. The number of questions is probably 

Juneberries at the Sauk station are completely limited mainly by _ techniques. The writers have 

consumed by orioles as soon as they turn red, and ?° illusion that their techniques are the best. 
before they are ripe. Hence it is impossible there Most analyses depend on comparisons with aver- 

to reeord the duration of ripe berries on the tree. ®8¢5, Means, or norms. It is of the utmost impor- 
Grey dogwood berries are consumed or knocked off tance to realize that the biota never conforms to 

hy mc bineepy. late. Octaber averages. The only, physical meaning of an aver- 

On the other hand, the proportion of the black- ah ete deaatons arom it meu eee 
berry, dewberry and elderberry crop consumed by Sc enh ce AS ra 

pea : ‘i 5 amplitude of the deviations. : 
animals seems very small in this region. 

Of the fruits which adhere to the tree after Novem- Year To Year VARIABILITY OF SPECIES 
ber 1, some fall or are consumed gradually (grape, As a means of visualizing the year-to-year devia- 

nannyberry) while others may be ignored until tion of plant and animal species from their own 
spring, and are then obliterated in two or three averages, the longest series of dates from Tables 
days by cedar waxwings (mountain ash). 1 to 12 are presented graphically in Figures 6 and
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April May June July anguat September October 

1 5 1015 2025305 10 15 2025 304 9 4 19 24 293 8 13 18 23282 7 12172227) 6 I 1621261 6 I /6 2) 263 
Asparagus spronts (Asparagus offi cinalis) 

ence eeceeceseeqeececens gilt Stramborry (Fragaria virginiana) 

milla Junevorry (Amelanchier chnadensia) 
Recess ful be: (Morus alba) 

Sawa ater Uae Refi Ozier Dogwood (Cofnus stolonifera) Peoria 
oe r ae 

ele ae Red Raspberry (Rhbus idneus var. strigosus) 
Be a cet Black Raspberry] (Rubus occidentalis) 

PR BH cata Depberry (Ruts flagellaris) 
eee Blackberry (Rubus| allegheniensis) 

Lessons acest Se: Wild Cherry (Prums serotina) 

ee i <= Durt_Qald (Quercus macrocarpa) 

eh Mountaih Ash (Sorbus decora) to3/t 
Pee al Elderberry (Sambucus canaensis) 

Se Grey Dogwood (Corms racemosa) 

eee Chokectbrry (Prams virgihtana) 
: A erceoies Mik Crab_(Mslue_compnaria) _ 

oactmesacncesese d_Plum (Prugus americana) 
eee ite ia, Wild Grape (Vitile vulpina) ___ |, 

cece te Bittersweet (Gplastrus scandens) |, 
ates Shagbark Hickory (Carya ovata) 

Dae Mite Oak (Quercus alba) 

Hannyberry |(Viburnum Lentago) <4} go) |, 
FRUITS Red Oak (Qhercus borealis vat. ee oes iy ae LEGEND Hazel (Corylus amerfeanus 

*} Black pees ——— Ripe Biskk Oak (Guereye 
= separate. Black Talaut smnmemnen Blooming Gnglane nigra} 

Fie, 5. Average Blooming Dates and Periods of Ripeness in 27 Wild Fruits. 

7, in groups by months. Points above the baseline A progressive decline in variability is clear in 
represent lateness (plus deviation) ; points below the animals from February up to the end of bird migra- 
baseline represent earliness (minus deviation). tion in May, after which there are no data. Plants 

Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that decline during April and May, but there is no large 
there is a seasonal decline in deviation, the early difference between months after May. 

spring curves being more “turbulent” than later The lumped data for both plants and animals show 

ones. At any given season, some species seem more ® progressive decline from February to May, fol- 
“turbulent” than others. lowed by a relatively stable period. The net con- 

In order to arrive at some measure of turbulence, pl fe aye ee | to ae ae ee 
“estimated standard deviations” were computed for ae an ae ence Ceaser eee SHC DL AntS 

: ee) : : Ss) au) . 
each of the species. The deviation, in days, is en- (1™mShed by nearly ha 

tered under each species name (for instance in LENGTH-OF-DAYLIGHT SPECIES 

skunk, s = 17.0 days). The formulae used to com- A few birds in Figure 6 and a few forbs in Figure 

pute one station, two stations, or averages of several 7 are conspicuous for close adherence to their own 
species will be supplied on request. averages. Their deviations compare as follows with 

he other species during the m in DECLINE IN DEVIATION ney averse. Oe fou E eee eau 
" 4 i which each occurs: 
To test the existence of a seasonal trend in the erin e 

variability of items, the deviations of all the ani- Deviation of 
mals and plants shown in Figures 6 and 7 are aver- Item Species Month Deviation others in 
aged by months as follows: same month 

49 Upland plover...................April 3.2 days | 9.1 days 
28 Animals 20 Plants Both 95 Baltimore oriole................May 3.6 8.4 

February-Mareh..........10.3 days x 10.3 days 96 Warbling vireo.............May 3.8 8.4 
April sont eeeenene (BD 9.5 days 9.2 99 Rose-breasted grosbeak.....May 3.1 8.4 
May scot soe (08 6.3 6.7 103 Northern yellowthroat......May 3.8 8.4 
ae cel Pe ne el Ae 7.0 7.0 114 Indigo bunting.........0...May 4.4 8.4 
July-August... X 6.7 6.7 oR aie nS Se ae ies ee Sa 6 birds above, April and May................ 3.7 days 
April-August..............._ 8.6 days 7.4 days 8.1 days 13 other birds, April and May..........2..... 8.7 days
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ie Average ANIMALS LEGEND: o——o Sauk 
Days early o-----0 Dane 

t 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44.45 35 36 37 36 39 40 4) 4243 44.45 35 36 37 38 39 40 4/ 42.43 44.45 35 36 37 38 39 404) 42434445 
a aaa en ee ae aia 

FEBRUARY — MARCH 
ae g & Marshhawk 7 Bluebird 3 & Chipmunk 

fi. 1 Skunk p 22 ie Lie 4+10.7 ® 4273 4°78 9 7S 
10 ! \ Pro / \ 3 a i 10 

Q Ne Aesiiallg (LUNGS SR GLENN me ¢ %o p 5 
5 View i i v we J x WN* co / “fs 0 We Apes) / 4 d ye 
5 Npaveih eo Nef 5 
20 8 Voy \l 20 

i 8 
20/0. Redwing /6. Canada Goose 18, Woodcock * 12 Fox Sparrow 20 
Bt 420.7 R 4210.6 aR 4=9.6 6 4°59 ‘6 ok Pe ior 
oles} Px, \ \b%, iy gp bs Ran ele 
ae y A % oF 4 5 pal ds 

10 \ y. \/ \ 10 
15 \ i \ 6 

20! ¥ 20 

APRIL = 
20 g 29.Spermophile 36. Field Sparrow 49. Upland Plover 50. Cormorant 20 
6 ane 4=7.8 A=3.2 470.0 15 

10) R NX 10 
5h ek / \ "f Ter, ¥ | 4 i 415 
o + i ‘ % . i A / a = es t i Me 6 

s t peter 20 i \ % ceeds, 24S) Ld PAE 
5 } : ong $ 6 

20! é 20 

20, 58. Towhee 64 Brown Thrasher, 68 Americ B sittern 9 77. House Wren 20 
ie 4=9.0 49.4 2/6 I i 45.8 15 

10} oR @ HH Q 10 

i i \ e oA K ee ae rN ten R i f | Yes INEAN a %, a a Ny ‘ . 4, aa 5 vs Yn \ ‘ Ma 1 os 5 
ie y a ‘ \ } ¥ \ | MS x ie 
1 ° \ I Q is 

20 \] NB 20 
UW 

MAY 8 

207 86.Kingbird 87 Crested Flycatcher 95 Baltimore Oriole 96.Warbling Vireo 20 
ie 2 477.0 4=8.0 4-36 273.8 5 
10 x ° 10 

a IT % \ EN . ‘ % % A P,\5 a eo o a7 4 . V 2 eNO oer | 
10 a . : 

IS o ¥ i 

20 20 

207 99. Rose Breasted 103. Northern 106. Wood Thrush 12. Whip poor will 5 
5 Grosbeak Yellowthroat 4-26 aoe 5 
10 4=3.1 423.8 a Q g m. 10 

: 4 pees NA ee A fh 
‘e EL Y P i WEA \ “6 q ea lon Z 

10 WSU \ Wie 
Is 8 s {4 

20) ‘ 20 

20, 15. Indigo Bunting MI. Scarlet Tanager 122. Catbird 124. Nighthawk b 20 
i 4=44 4-69 4:6.6 4~79 °0 14 

10 2 , / 40 
a. A Pe WNP RSs om Aye aG foie 
° %o — % ed % % 10 
5 Sy v / / 5 pe \} 1 10 vi \/ 10 
6 ¥ ¥ 6 

20 20 
Se ee eae ee eee ee eae ly a ee ae ee ee ee Oe led = 

$5 96.97 38 39 4041 42434445 35 36373830 404/ 42434445 35 36.37 38.39 4041 42434445 “ 35 3637 38. 30404) 4243 4445 

Fic. 6. Deviations from Average Dates in the Emergence or Arrival of 28 Animals, 1935-1945.
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Days late Weere PLA NTS LEGEND: °——o Sauk 
Days early o—=-0 Dane 
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Fig. 7. Deviations from Average Date of First Bloom in 20 Plants, 1937-1945. 

Tt is clear that in these six birds the deviation of-daylight, as distinguished from other factors of 
from their own average arrival date is less than current weather, is by now a familiar concept. The 

half that characterizing other birds arriving during phenology of these four forbs suggests that day- 

the same month. length is a heavier component in their timing mecha- 

Deviations in four non-turbulent forbs are ¢om- nism than in that of other contemporary plants. 

pared with other plants blooming during the same The six birds present a somewhat more puzzling 

month as follows: ease, for all of them winter in the tropics, where 

Avenige differences in day-length are much reduced. The 

(Sept.1) Deviation cf — plover, of course, winters beyond the tropics, where 
Item Species Month Deviation others ae the seasons are reversed. One can only conclude 

same mon : - 
146 Sheep sorrel.......... ae daya 6.6 days either that very small changes in day-length suffice to 

168 White clover.........May 2.4 7.6 move them, or that there is some seasonal rhythm 
277 Early goldenrod....June 3.6 5.9 controlled by some other foree. 
308 Closed gentian....July 3 = par aa is 

eee oe S a Of the 19 birds and 15 plants appearing in Figures 

a see above, May-August.............. 3.8 days 6 and 7, white clover deviates least (2.4 days), and is 

BE ee Ge NO ANNE 2 ohio mao VR EATS also probably one of our most reliable records. Its 

In these four forbs the deviation from their own Wide distribution and abundance makes for accuracy 

average blooming date is a little over half of that in detecting first bloom, and when bloom starts in 

prevailing in other plants during the same month. a single plant, the whole population soon follows. 
That some plants are governed primarily by length- It seems clear to us that, given enough data, both
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plants and birds could be graded for year-to-year baseline. An event earlier than average is plotted 

variability, and that such a gradation might throw  helow (minus deviation); an event later than aver- 

light on the biological distribution of physiological age is plotted above (plus deviation). ~ Symbols 

timing mechanisms. differentiate animals from plants, and also the two | 

Tue CHaracrer or SEAsons stations. | 
Visual inspection of Figures 6 and 7 shows that In the B graphs the deviations are averaged, for | 

certain years were prevailingly early, or late, during each five-day period, for plants and animals sepa- 

certain months. Thus most birds and plants were rately. These average curves -appear against a 
early in 1938 up to May. Again in 1940 birds were stippled background of current temperatures, like- 

late through April, and plants through June. This W'¢ expressed as the net deviation from average 
whole question will now be diseussed in detail. during each five-day period. In these temperature 

Each event has a normal or average date, from graphs, minus deviations (in degrees Fahrenheit) are 

which it deviates from year to year according to the solder, hence they ate plod atove noaraeune ie 
earliness or lateness of the season. This being true, correspond with lateness in phenology. Thus if the 
the character of a season can be expressed by a ™ean temperature for five days deviated from normal 

A Pp Reas OG? BER no 49° 19° __5° } 27° ‘ 
succession of deviations in its events through its by —12°, —10°, —6°, ae and A , the period 
component months. In Figures 8 and 9 the character '% plotted as deviating —28 +5 = 23 degree-days 

of two seasons, 1944 and 1945, is thus expressed. above the baseline. 
Each has two graphs, A and B, in each of which Curves of cumulative temperature deviation, in 
the horizontal baseline represents average or normal terms of degree-days, were tried as an addition to the 
date. B graphs, but they did not seem to explain anything, 

In the A graphs the actual dates of about 280 and hence are omitted. Cumulative curves are not 

events are plotted as deviations above or below the dismissed as of no value, but it is believed that 
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Fie. 8. (A) Deviations from Average Date in 280 Plant and Animal Events in 1944. (B) Average Devia- 
tion of Animals (solid line) and Plants (dashed line) in Relation to Temperature (Stippled). 
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Fig. 9. (A) Deviations from Average Date in 280 Plant and Animal Events in 1945. (B) Average Devia- 
tion of Animals (solid line) and Plants (dashed line) in Relation to Temperature (Stippled). 

accumulations must relate to some threshold temper- then have meanings opposite to their meaning in 

ature. Zero Fahrenheit is a meaningless threshold, spring. It should be noted that each item is plotted 

especially for plants. perpendicular to its average date. 
Precipitation curves are omitted from Figures 8 and When the weather changes (stippled area crosses 

9 beeause both years were normal except for a wet the baseline) the response to the change is subject 
June in 1944 ( + 2.62”), and a dry July in 1945 to a lag, and the extent of the lag is the horizontal 

(—1.74”), and a dry October in both years (—2.19”, distance from the weather crossing to the plant or 
—2.04"), The net deviation for the year was +0.13” animal crossing. 
in 1944 and —3.52” in 1945. Of the two seasons here presented, 1944 ap- 

The term “phenograph” is suggested as a short proached normaley in both weather and phenology, 
name for such seasonal summaries as are presented while 1945 was abnormal in both. 
in Figures 8 and 9. PHENOGRAPH FOR 1945 

INTERPRETATION OF PHENOGRAPHS After a normal winter, 1945 opened with an ex- 

Several precautions were observed in preparing  traordinarily warm March and early April. During 

Figures 8 and 9. Items with averages based on less the period March 1 to April 13, all but four days 
than four years are omitted. Sauk animals are were warmer than normal. Temperature deviations 

omitted because of the possibility, already discussed, ran as high as 28 degrees on single days, and for 
of late dates. five-day periods as high as 125 degree-days. 

Autumn items representing the onset of winter On April 14 the weather turned from warm to 
are omitted, because the terms “early” and “late” cold. It remained abnormally cold through the
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remainder of April and May, June, and July. Dur- behavior of particular species during the warm and 

ing this 77 day period, all but 17 days were colder cold periods will now be considered. 

than normal. Normal temperatures did not reappear Table 13 presents the items normally occurring 

until August and September. There was no drouth during the warm period March 5 to April 13. These 
to mask the effect of abnormal temperatures. are classified by groups in a time sequence. It is 

In short, 1945 was a “self-recording experiment” @pparent that the warm period produced the great- 
in which more than 50 animals and 100 plants at est earliness in forbs and woody plants, the least in 
two stations registered their responses to a mid- birds and mammals, with lakes in an intermediate 

April shift from warm to cold. Average dates for position. It is of some physiological interest that 
other years provide the “control.” subterranean mammals like moles and spermophiles 

Tannen thebeatl yiaprinee warmiaspell cineca cn) should have been early at all. The number of mam- 

birds arrived earlier and earlier until the weather a ae ee ie coe ie 1d 
changed, at which time most birds were appearing Ene ay ona Summary. © pace 

5 to 15 days ahead of schedule. The onset of cold Bene ea ue toll ihe dere han denumber 
brought a rather prompt change to lateness; there a cud pane the number) of items early or late; 

were no early bird arrivals after May 1. The many the xight (in parentheses) the average number of 

species due during the first ten days of May were days early or late) It je apparent tay earliness in 
All erontees tod dacs Tate ae i birds and mammals ceased in mid-May, a month 
Z nas a ee : : after the onset of cold weather, but that it persisted 
_In strong contrast to this prompt response of in some forbs into July. Woody plants, on the other 

birds to the mid-April shift in temperature, plants hand, lost their momentum by the end of May. The 

BL eae a ee ee ce ee of cold was very unequal as among species, 
: ae? i 2 ner * as evidenced by the simultaneous existence of early 

eae a ee - late seit especially in forbs during late May, 
: oe: Beate BY. une and July. 

ace ne op oe a ee later F Tt should be realized that some of the forbs per- 
ae e Bien oe or an - a hes sisting in earliness long after the onset of cold were 
Gevelopmiental mechanism In) pants seb in MoOuon — stil sungengrounc) woenmthescoldenitaeclbus, awhite 
by the early warm spell gathered a momentum which — tyillium [104] bloomed May 1 and April 15 at the 
expressed itself in early bloom through a month of two stations, six and 20 days early. It did not 

ee cold. emerge from underground at the Sauk station until 
So far 1945 phenology has been discussed in terms April 14, a day after the cold began. In short, 

of plants as a whole and animals as a whole. The momentum-earliness was in the root. 

TasLeE 13. The Warm Period, March 5-April 13, 1945. 

Mammals Lakes and 
Normal Date Birds Amphibians Forbs Woody Plants Rivers 

March 5-15 | Bluebird.....— 6 | Woodchuck...— 1 | ae oes 7 
Meadowlark. .— 1 
Robin. cee 
Killdeer......—15 

March 16-25 Grackle......—10 | Chipmunk. eps er Se Olesen iver — 6 
Dove........— 6] Mole.........— 8 Lake Wingra....—10 
Woodcock....— 4 | Leopard frog..— 3 
Fox sparrow. .— 6 
Cowbird......— 3 

March 26- Field sparrow.+ 3 | Bat..........—15 a) Silver maple..... | Lake Mendota. .—12 
April 5 Phoebe.......—13 | Cricket frog ..— 9 —8,—-14 

Kingfisher....— 8 | Spermophile..— 8 
Sapsucker....— 4 
Hermit thrush—15 
Purple martin. — 2 

April 6-13 Towhee......—13 Pasque..—18,—12 | Pussy willow. —13 4 
Cormorant. ..— 2 Hazel.......—15 

Alder. ......=16 
Aspen... 2. —18 
Forsythia....—17 
Cottonwood .—22 
Elm... —19,—19 

Average Fee pan, oe all Soe ey tee ERE Pe 

earliness: — 6 days — 6 days —15 days —14 days — 9 days
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TasiEe 14. The Cold Period, April 14-July 27, 1945. hibernating, are subsisting on last year’s. solar energy, 

———— IE | stored jeithereas ivine-s prey, /pody-tat,ceeds, and 
nee ia Forte ca fruits, or bark and buds. Winter phenology reflects 

4 2 |S soonly the rate and manner in which these stored ma- 
Petia Early | Late | Early | Late | Barly | Late | Barly | Late © terials are drawn upon. As already pointed out, the 

= a | eee el ec aber items: snow.-extremedeviation ain dates his 
Apriliid eae |S oeslog eseoelaueawe| DOUG) |e seule ACY) Sas ae i 
April-21 -30.....| 5112) | 1020) | 141) |......| 946) |......| 4a5)|...... May be due not only to fluctuating weather, but also 
May 1-10.....]1(5) | 8(5) | .....|1(6) | 1206) |......J1106)|....... to lack of simultaneous development among indi- 
May 11-20.....]....../3(10) |......]......] 121) | 2(@)| 4(7) | 14) viduals of a species, and this in turn perhaps reflects 
He ye Eee lel ecean| areal an ne Gy fe inequalities of storage or of access to stored foods. 

ater ie le dh le call eal Ge) becnelecon Of the four hard winters of the decade, 1935-36, 
July 1-14... fe ee fccee fee [eee] 3@) | 2508)| 24) | 39) 1939-40, 1942-43, and 1944-45, only the first shows 
July 15-27.....)......]......]-..++.] 108) | 3(2) | 1366) |.......] 28) consistent lateness in Items 1 to 4. This was also 
Se the hardest obstbeuiaur soranvintermaamunial se ( bic= 

vington, 1945). 
PHENOGRAPH FoR 1944 Winter snow cover may greatly advance the spring 

In 1944, temperatures displayed a succession of development of plants which winter as “rosettes,” 
short, mild deviations from normal, much less sus- or which otherwise retain green leaves. Thus in 1945, 
tained and less radical than in 1945, March and after nearly continuous snow cover, chickweed 
April were somewhat cold, May and June somewhat bloomed on March 20, whereas uncovered chickweed, 
warm, the shift from cold to warm occurring on being frozen, usually shows no bloom until May. 

May 12. However, neither of these major periods Late spring frosts may either destroy the bloom 

was intense enough, or free enough from temporary of plants, injure the buds so that no bloom develops, 
reversals, to allow one to feel sure just which change or injure the plant so that bloom is deferred. Thus 
in temperature produced any given deviation in all oak catkins on flat lands were killed by the frost 
phenology. of April 27-28, 1946. 

_In this climate, these short mild frequent devia- The same frost injured lilac buds at the Sauk 
tions in weather define normality. station so that further development ceased, and the 

In 1945 March birds changed quickly from lateness — hyds eventually died. An erroneous observation of 7 

to earliness in response to warmth; in 1944 they “not yet in bloom” might be made on such inhibited 
changed quickly in the opposite direction. bude . 

In mid-April both animals and plants returned The same frost injured a lupine plant at the Sauk 

very briefly to near-normal dates, for reasons not station. While other lupines bloomed normally from 
clearly visible in the temperature graph. It is possi- May 5 to June 23, this plant was yellow. Paice 

ble that birds were responding to the brief warm sized, and barren. On July 19, a Peale Prien unin- 

spell in early April, and plants to the preceding jured lupines had shed their last seeds, the injured 
one in late Mareh, which also opened the lakes. plant burst into vigorous bloom. Had it not been 

Early May birds were back to normal before the nder special observation, a completely abnormal 
weather turned warm; the antecedent cold was evi- blooming date might have been recorded as normal 
dently too mild to retard them. phenology. 

The emerging mammals in 1944 show the same Some frost injuries to trees are “stratified.” Thus 

Meso seet) Event weather as in. 1945 (Table 13), in 1945 and 1946 frosts killed the lower blooms and 

but only three species are of record: leaves of some black and white oaks, leaving the tops 
Deviation FAP ANT? of the same trees undamaged and able to bear mast. 

Woodchwek.....--scsccesseesneeees— 9 days eg In years of late spring frosts it is only the intra- 

Qhipmunk. 00 eee nce epecreeecseenssee-n.— 13 ays +300R, specific variability of blooming dates in oaks which 
Spermophille........-..------...-.....--—10 days +100R. saves any mast at all. This variability in oaks must 

The clearest fact in the March-May segment of have been of great importance to the passenger 

1944 B is the lag of plants behind animals after the Pigeon, which depended on mast of the previous 
shift to warm weather on May 12. The plant eurve Year for food during nesting. 
crosses the basel’ne on June 1, 15 days later than DrourH, TEMPERATURE, AND FLoop Errects 
the animal curve, and 19 days later than the general Once in a while a phenological record is accom- 

change to warm weather. panied by weather changes which seem to isolate 

The plant record for 1944 was analyzed by species, some factor in plant or animal development. When 
as in Table 13, for behavior following the general this happens there is a chance to deduce the response 
change to warm weather on May 12. The analysis of » whole community to its weather environment. 

discloses less decisive responses, and no point of The most important opportunity which arose dur- 

interest not already discussed, hence it is omitted. ing this study has already been deseribed in the dis- 

Coup, Frost, anp SNow Erreots eussion of phenographs. Some additional “natural 
Tt is well known, but perhaps not often enough experiments” on plants will now be considered 

emphasized, that winter animals, whether active or briefly. Laboratory experiments on single species
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under controlled conditions cover the same ground, average deviation was 1.2 days early. This diversity 

but much more accurately. The only claim for these among species again suggests a lag effect from a 

eases is that whole plant communities cannot be very warm May and June, the species having lost 
manipulated under laboratory conditions. their momentum-earliness at different rates, as they 

All deductions from “natural experiments” are did in 1945. 
beset with the difficulty of distinguishing immediate In short, five July drouths show no aberrations 

responses from lag effects. The weather often does in date of first bloom which are not more plausibly 

not permit the identification of lag effects. ascribed to antecedent temperatures. 

DROUTH AND FIRST BLOOM DROUTH AND LENGTH OF BLOOM 

The most intense drouth of the decade extended While no effect of drouth on date of first bloom 
from April 10 to August 10, 1936. Our dates for can be demonstrated, it is possible that drouth might 

this year are too meagre to yield any measurement affect duration of bloom. The best comparison is 
of how this drouth affected phenology. July 1945, which was cool and wet, with July 1946, 

Four milder drouths covered the month of July Which was normal in temperature but very dry 
in 1937, 1939, 1940, and 1941. The date of first (—2.65 ins.). Of 19 July forbs terminating before 
bloom in 20 forbs and grasses during these four the drouth was broken on September 5, 14 termi- 
Julys shows no conclusive retardation or acceleration nated earlier and five later than in the cool wet 
except in 1941, when July blooms were early. This 1945. The average deviation was seven days shorter 
was probably momentum-earliness from a warm bloom in 1946. Since the average temperature in 
April, May, and June in 1941. 1946 was normal, it seems likely that the prepon- 

July, 1946, while outside the period covered by deranee of shortened bloom was due to drouth. The 

this report, offers a chance to check on the conclu- diversity among species is worthy of note. No marsh 

sion that drouth as such does not change the date ‘Pecies were used. 
of current first bloom. The weather was very dry TEMPERATURE AND LENGTH OF BLOOM 
(—2.65 ins.) but the temperature was normal The hot wet June of 1944 is now compared for 
(+0.8°F.). At the Sauk station (used because its dnration of bloom with the cool somewhat dry June 
sandy soils ought to exaggerate drouth effects), 32 of 1945. Both stations are used. The comparison 
forbs starting bloom during July were half early is so striking that the detail for one group of eight 
and half late as compared to their own averages. The woods forbs is given as follows: : 

1944 1945 Difference 

June temperature, 
departure from mean... f-2.40P, —4,60F, 70°F. colder, 1945 

Precipitation, 3.1 ins. dryer, 1945 
departure from mean..............--....----+2.62 ins —0.49 ins, 

78 Small-flowered crowfoot......................18 days 62 days 

104 White trillium....c.....cecsesssseseesseeeeese 16, 18 36, 42 
118 Jack in the pulpit... 2..ce11 20 
LQ8e Watarleat ite cue arate aT 35 
2B Oolumbines : 222 er. eee ceo 41,44 
1B5 Wild geramium......c.cocccccceccsececcceeeseeees 25 30, 46 
189 Tall yellow ladyslipper....--.....200...--.15 10 
149 Golden ragwort.......seeccceseesseeeseeess-sn15, 20 17, 4taes 
Avergges-c..co0statedetie isc oon), sane O'dbya: ive Bolanys 84 percent longer, 1945 

Eight prairie forbs, analyzed in the same manner, FLOOD EFFECTS 

bloomed an average of 27 days in 1944 and 43 days On June 3, 1943, the Wisconsin River at the Sauk 
in 1945, again 60 percent longer during the cooler station overflowed the sandy old fields which are the 
June. habitat of Penstemon gracilis [162]. This species 

Ten woody plants bloomed an average of 14 days had developed flower buds by May 31, and the buds 

in 1944 and 24 days in 1945, again 71 percent longer were about to open when flooded. The flowers were 

during the cooler June. all killed, though the plants survived and bloomed 

In short, the cool June of 1945 prolonged the dura- normally in 1944. 

tion of bloom 60 to 84 percent in three groups aggre- Floods may have opposite effeets on the bloom 
gating 26 species. This prolongation is so pro- of different species growing at slightly different f 

nounced as to leave little room for doubt. Despite levels. Thus ragweed [298] on the sandbars of the 

abundant moisture, blooming periods were short dur- Wisconsin River may not bloom at all in drv years 
ing the hot June of 1944, but long during the cool unless sub-irrigated by a rise of the river in mid- 

June of 1945. It appears that heat was the prime summer, whereas the same rise of water may flood 
cause of short duration in June, 1944. and destroy such flowers as Mimulus ringens and
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Bidens [307] which have sprung up on the receding event was recorded at both stations during the same 

shoreline of the same sandbar. year are included. There are 241 such pairs from 

The two preceding paragraphs deal with the de- April to June, inclusive, and 96 in July and August, 
struction of blooms by floods. An even more common a total of 337. Because Hopkins specifies “spring 
ease is the distortion of blooming phenology in an- and early summer” it seems advisable to segregate 

nuals germinating on a receding shoreline. Poly- the midsummer data. All items lacking sharpness, 

gonum and Bidens often show a zonal phenology on such as budding, ripening of fruit, and harvesting 

such sites, the earliest plants oceurring on the higher of crops are excluded. What remains is entirely 
levels, with cumulative distortion progressing toward dates of first bloom. 
the lower levels. All phenology from such sites is _ 
eee ee SAUK VS. DANE STATIONS 

= Table 15 presents a summary of the eligible data 

CoMPARISON BETWEEN Srartons by months. For the period April to June, the Dane 

The dates of developmental phenomena are in- station averages 3.3 days earlier than the Sauk sta- 
fluenced by latitude, longitude, and altitude. The tion, and each of the component months shows a two 
direction and magnitude of these factors is expressed, or three day difference. In July, however, the differ- 

in mass data, by Hopkins’ (1918) law, which asserts ence is four days, and in August (on meagre data) 
that: “Other conditions being equal, the variation seven days. 
in the time of oceurrence of a given periodical event 

in life activity in temperate North America is at Taptm 15. Difference in 337 Pairs of Dates of First 
the general average rate of four days to each degree Bloom, Sauk and Dane Stations, 1935-45. 

of latitude, five decrees of longitude, and 400 ekeeh ooo 

altitude, later northward, eastward, and upward in | Dane Earlier in | Sauk Earlier in Total Avene 

the spring and early summer.” Meni >| sm an etechen)| ata [eager 

Tables 1 to 12 offer a suitable variety of events for Pairs 7 Pairs pu Pairs et Dane 

a mass comparison with Hopkins’ Law, but the dis- ae | gg ee eel ae eee tel eaee 

tance between the two stations is too small to be May.......| 81 519 19 153 100 366 3.6 
advantageous for this purpose. Nevertheless, as  June.......) 70 | 442 25 142 95 | 300 | 3.2 
Hopkins pots out; his tormula- maybe used nob. sale |e a | ee = one 

only to predict the average difference between locali- anne see [iar set ae a erauhaeaees ee es es 

ties, but to evaluate the intensity of the local factors July........| 66 434 15 68 81 366 4.5 
which cause local deviations from the law. From this August...) 14 7 1 4 15 113 7.5 

viewpoint a comparison of our two stations is worth Regen Cares eres |e Orca rere eae ears 

making. 

ELIGIBLE DATES 

All of the animal data are excluded, because of Hopkins’ Law 

the difficulty, already explained, of interpolating ani- The observed three-day difference for the April- 

mal dates between weekly visits to the Sauk station. June period is now to be compared with the expec- 

All pairs of plant dates in which a given plant  tation-difference under Hopkins’ Law. 

Latitude: Sauk Station 43° 36’ North 
Dane Station 43° 5’ North 

Difference SI 60! 0.529 x A days = oie cceeseiiewvaceesee eevusicene 0¢ 06 QOS ORYS IAtOr 

Longitude: Sauk Station 89° 40’ West at Sauk 

Dane Station 89° 25’ West 4 

Difference 6 00! = 0.259 X ——dayS = lock ccccaecevecvictis avis sels sciess QO Gaye curler 

5 at Sauk 

ON Ge rore ie ee ee he ei aGies ip.9. 05s cin w eco ei dies nisis Kb 4 s'0'4. Visible Wales 04 Sips Gaiele sieve sae s as se LOO GAYRUAter 

at Sauk 

Altitude: Dane (Lake Mendota) 849 feet above sea level i 

Sauk (Wis. R. at Dells) 815 fect above sea level i 

Difference 34 feet + 400 feet = .085 x 4 days = 0.34 days 

earlier at 

Sauk 

ANGE COX POCEALIOM Uinta ea ciae g ierrina a ratte ao era tls aisles sisivisieieiclaisiels'sin'ei¢ sie visinviey cadence sos se sedupeaayalater 

at Sauk
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The Sauk station, in short, averages about three through the spring and early summer. On the other 

days later than Dane according to our observed hand the writers have often received the impression 

blooming dates, whereas Hopkins’ Law would lead that the warm sands at Sauk, on certain sites and in 
one to expect only about a day and a half. This certain early-spring sand species, distorted the Sauk 
distortion of Hopkins’ Law either reflects some record in the direction of earliness. These contra- 

undetected error, or it measures the net strength of  dictory distortions probably exist, but their “va- 
unknown loeal factors which tend to make the Dane — lences” vary in such complex patterns that the mind 
station earlier or the Sauk station later than their cannot follow them. 
geographic positions alone would indicate. There is danger of over-simplifying one’s mental 

Since both stations lie on the common frontier of picture of a phenological formula like Hopkins’ Law. 
three biotie provinces, local factors might well be Table 15 shows that the Sauk station was by no 

more influential than within the interior of any one means always late; it was early in 70 cases (pairs 
province. ; : of dates) and late in 267. Moreover a single species 

Of the various possible errors, the one most likely often showed alternation between the two stations 
to affect Table 15 would be the “Town vs. Country” “in successive years. All this again indicates that 
error, for there is no urban area at Sauk. How- phenology reflects the interplay of many variable 
ever, the urban error is believed to be inoperative factors, rather than the continuous domination of any 
by June, whereas the earliness of the Dane station single factor. 

persists beyond June. Also the earliness of the Dane C 5 é * 

station is least in April (2.6 days). It should be omparison or 1880’s anp 1940's 

greatest in April if distorted by this error. It Three published phenology records were found 

seems unlikely, therefore, that this particular error for localities in or near the stations covered in this 
accounts for the difference between stations. study. These will now be compared with our records. 

Hopkins seems to have derived his formula from HENRY’S PHENOLOGY, 1881-1885 

a few plants and inseets in many loealities. We i 

derive our values from many plants in two loeali- This record was started by Dean W. H. Henry 
ties. Our data seem to indicate that species respond (1881) of the Wiseonsin College of Agriculture, and 

differently to the combination of local weather and Was carried through under his supervision by a sue- 
astronomie constants like length of day. If this is  ¢ession of his graduate students (Trelease, 1884 & 

true, one might expect some non-conformity with 1885). : 
Hopkins’ Law. In Table 16, 18 items common to Dean Henry’s 

In the ease of the Sauk station, the tendency to- Tecord are compared with those for the Dane sta- 

ward late spring frosts, working in combination with tion. It should be noted that his record ends with 
the prolongation or momentum effects demonstrated May, but that the items are well spread in time, and 

in this paper, might well have the effect of distort- are carried through the four-year period with con- 

ing Sauk phenology in the direction of lateness siderable persistence. 

Taste 16. Phenology for Madison (Dane Station) 1880’s vs. 1940’s. Data for 1881 from Henry (1881), 
for 1883-1885 from Trelease (1884, 1885). 

| Aver Deviations Average 
Species Item |Recent: | 1€81- \—_—_—_|_——_ |——— |— —— Lateness 

No. | Aver. | 1881 | 1883 | 1884 | 1885 | 1€85 | 1881 | 1€83 | 1884 | 1885 | 1881-85 

Marcu = 
Silver maple, pollen y..cn cmon SOE opOl lense) Leelee ye Hewes oo] cecil] cleo [LOS | ake letras a 

Apriu 
Lake Mendota, open...........| 27 | 4/1 5/1 | 4/18 | 4/15 | 4/20 | 4/20 | +20 | +12 | +14] +19 +19 
Hazel; pollene74. fo :44.'sseeod| 68 [ea/2 Beis) ease |, 4/17 -)24/23 | 4/20 | 2. Pace leseld [EOE +18 
American elm, pollen..........| 46 | 4/9 Soe AAD coe es] -4/26- | A/21: | Sa8 ee Ole ee +12 
ARDES pollenes its... ieee anc lee S/O elem eA COM etic ec tes| reactant |. cranes [ac a alee ee ee Nias 
Cottonwood, pollen............] 45 | 4/13 | .... | 4/19 | 4/28 | 5/3 | 4/27 | .... | + 6] +15 | +20 +14 
Box elder, pollen..............| 47 | 4/14] .... | 4/17 | 4/28 | 5/10 | 4/28 | .... | + 3 | +14 | +26 +14 
Fe loge oe aoe 92 | 4/29 | 5/18 \S/10 | sac] oe... [SB/LA | de | ieee +12 
Tay 
Black oak, pollen..............| 88 |(6/8) |... iY (2) Lapeer (Beer eae nil evraiatan ee) il 82 Faris a Seat 
Lilac, bloom. ctyene ee ysaek 3| 118 a|) 5/8 | eB/200 96/254) = |e es (8/22 Nal eet areal nae +19 
White oak, pollen.............| 88, |(5/5) | 5/182] 5/23 | .... | 5/21 | 5/21 | +18 |(+18)) .... |(+16)| (+16) 
Sugar maple, pollen............| 97 | 5/5 pire a 8 5/172), 5/19.| B/AB | een [hee | 22) 14 +13 
Chokecherry, bloom...........} 100 | 5/8 apaleoslo | 9/20.| 0/27 | 5/21 | ieee. oe Gale Leal 19) +13 
American elm, fruit........-...| 46 | 5/12 (Sauk)) ..... | 5/26 | 6/3 | 5/20)... | .:.. | +24 | +22) +18 
Asiatic honeysuckle, bloom.....| 123 | 5/13 | .... | 6/1 is Stse [eee] os scl Pees eae | ted Oe aergtem | eee ee 
Silver maple, trite, «ae. cose | > 20) |MD/LO) ae seelesices | ene | O/81. | eae anil mene) tamales Gt LO)l = ot. e 
Black raspberry, bloom........] 1&0 |(5/28)) 5/27 | 6/13 | ... wees | O/4 [C4 4)/(421)] 2... | -... | (412) 
Black locust, bloom............| 175 | 5/29 | 5/27 | 6/15 | .... | .... | 6/6 2 | PISe creas aed: 

Average lateness, 1881-1885, _———_J——_—_|__—_ | _-_—_—_, -—_|_—_ | -—_—_ |__| |-—— —|-—_|—__——_ 
inedageers ee eters: See cere faces [eee [ose Pore | ares | 18 fe SR Ress
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Of the 37 deviations from the average dates shown east of Dane, but on Lake Michigan, and hence not 

in Table 16, only one (black locust, 1881) bears a properly comparable). These stations recorded 26 

minus sign. That is to say, the early 1880’s were items common to our record, but few of these cover 

uniformly later in their spring phenology than the more than a single year, 1851. These 26 items have 

1940’s, and’ the magnitude of the deviation is pre- been analyzed by the same method used in Table 

vailingly large, averaging over two weeks (see 16. The analysis shows no large or consistent differ- 

bottom line of table). ence between 1851 and the recent average. The data 

Such a uniform deviation raises the question: was do not seem worth including in this paper, especially 
the weather also uniformly cold? The deviation from since there is no assurrance that the recorders were 

monthly mean temperature, according to the U. S. equally competent or adhered to any uniform stand- 

‘Weather Bureau were: ard. 

Mean of SUMMARY 
107 years 1881 1888 1884 1885 

Renan cea Se ieee Sion ecm A decade of dates of 328 seasonal events at two 

: stations, 33 miles apart, were analyzed and compared 
March.......319°F. —20F, —40F. —4oFr, — 60°F. with prior records: 

pe sia aye areese se een wire Pinon tere Spring events during the decade 1935-1945 were 
May.........-. 57 OF. a hOW ss — 4082 — 10m. 128: two weeks earlier than the same events at the same 

In short, only two months out of the 16 were euonay Ue - : 7 

above normal in temperature; all the rest were cold, The northern station is three days later in spring 
and some very cold. There were two warm months, than the aD one) which is twice the expectation 

May 1881 and April 1883. The former shows the under Hopkins’ Law. The difference between the 
only minus sign in Table 16; black locust was two Wo stations is least in early spring and greatest in 
days early. April 1883 was only one degree above ™idsummer. 
normal. Its phenology was uniformly late, no doubt The year-to-year variability of events, as compared 
due to the “momentum” of the preceding March cold. with their own averages, tends to be greatest in early 

The warm May of the cold spring of 1881 was spring, and decreases progressively through May. 
especially noted by Dean Henry, who says: “The Some plants show little variability in date of first 

large masses of snow .. . neutralized the rays of the bloom; they seem to be governed more by length of 
sun and long delayed the coming of spring, but daylight than by current weather. White clover, the 

when vegetation once started into life, it was with least variable plant, has a standard deviation of 2.4 

that celerity which is so characteristic of alpine and days, which is only a third of that prevailing in other 
polar regions.” plants during the same month. 

The coldness and lateness which prevailed during Some birds show little variability in arrival date, 
the early 1880’s raises the question: was this period despite the fact that they winter in or beyond the 
the low phase in a climatie cycle? The best answer tropies where changes in length of day are much 
is found in Wing’s (1943) graph of the opening and less pronounced. The least variable birds were rose- 
closing dates for Lake Mendota. During the entire breasted grosbeak (3.1 days) and upland plover 
period 1879-1886 Mendota opened late and closed (3.2 days), both only a third of the deviation pre- 
early. During the decade 1935-1945 Mendota opened  vailing in other contemporary migrants. 
early in nine out of 11, and closed late in ten out Bird migration responds to changes in tempera- 
of i Yeates Tt is clear that Dean Henry’s record ture much more quickly than the bloom of plants. 

coincides with a cold period, and that in this paper Tp 1945 the momentum of an early warm period per- 
with a warm period. sisted in plants through two months of subsequent 

Whether these fluctuations are segments of a re-  eold. This momentum. caused early bloom in white 
eurring cycle is another question which only time — frillium despite the fact that it was still underground 
can answer, during the warm period. 

HOUGH’S PHENOLOGY, 1851-1859 Duration of bloom in a cool dry June, as com- 

During this decade, the volunteer weather observers Paved with a hot wet June, was protracted 60 to 
of the Smithsonian Institution were asked, by cir- 54 pereent in various groups of plants, 
cular letter, to record a standardized phenology on Dates of first bloom in five dry Julys did not 
229 items covering “the date of putting forth and differ from average except in two years, which were 

fall of leaves, blossoming, ripening of fruit, [and] early, probably by reason of antecedent heat. In 

times of appearance and disappearance of animals.” one very dry July, drouth seemed to shorten dura- 
The data were compiled by Franklin B. Hough and __ tion of bloom. 

published in 1864. Phenological records are subject to many errors, 
Of some 300 stations at which observations were but these do not affect all species or seasons alike. 

recorded, three lie within or near the areas covered A comparison of two independent phenologists show 
in this study. These were Madison (Dane station), a third of 39 pairs of dates identical, a third up to 
Baraboo (Sauk station), and Milwaukee (50 miles two days apart, and a third up to 11 days apart.
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The Ecological Conscience 

By DR. ALDO LEOPOLD 
University of Wisconsin 

Department of Wildlife Management 

(Address at Conservation Meeting, Minneapolis, June 1947) 

. Everyone ought to be dissatisfied with the soil was slipping seaward. The farmers 
slow spread of conservation to the land. were told in 1933 that if they would adopt 

. Our “progress” still consists largely of certain remedial practices for five years, 
letterhead pieties and convention oratory. the public would donate CCC labor to in- 
The only progress that counts is that on _ stall them, plus the necessary machinery 
the actual landscape of the back forty, and and materials. The offer was widely ac- 
here we are still slipping two steps back- cepted, but the practices were widely for- 
ward for each forward stride. gotten when the five-year contract period 

The usual answer to this dilemma is Was up. The farmers continued only those 
.“more conservation education.” My answer Practices that yielded an immediate and 
is yes by all means, but are we sure that visible economic gain for themselves. 
only the volume of educational effort needs This partial failure of land-use rules 
stepping up? Is something lacking in its written by the ear led to the ee 

content as well? I think there is, and I that maybe farmers would learn more 
her ; quickly if they themselves wrote the rules. e attempt to define it. ‘ ¢ 

The basic defect is this: We have not Hence, in 1987, the Wisconsin Legislature bed the Gil ‘i ani crenl spec passed the Soil Conservation District Law. 
Scee Hae Seth o Soa ain 4s if he This said to the farmers, in effect: “We, 
Ses ale le Lae th increas sowie the public, will furnish you free technical 
Wig vote tae Op agate xd service and loan you specialized machinery, 
organizations, and practice what conserva- ff von gall orice youd ounirilestian land: 

tion is profitable = his Bs land, vot use. Each county may write its own rules, 
everything will be Ubvely gle eOy ered and these will have the force of law.” 

will do the rest, 2 4 Nearly all the counties promptly organized 
This formula is too easy to accomplish to accept the proferred help, but after a 

anne yee It calls rr ae Sore decade of operation, no county has yet writ- 
orsacrilice; NO change m our puesopay Ot tenia single ‘rule. There has been visible 
values. It entails little that any decent and progress in such practices as strip-cropping, 

peter ee oe ue Have oe a pasture renovation, and soil liming, but 
is own accord, under the late but not none in fencing woodlots or excluding plow 

lamented Babbitian code. and cow from steep slopes. The farmers, in 
_ No important change in human conduct short, selected out those remedial practices 
is ever accomplished without an internal which were profitable anyhow, and ignored 

change in our intellectual emphases, our those which were profitable to the commu- 
loyalties, our affections, and our convictions. nity, but not clearly profitable to them- 

The proof that conservation has not yet selves. The net result is that the natural 
touched these foundations of conduct lies in acceleration in rate of soil-loss has been 
oe fact that philosophy, ethics, and religion somewhat retarded, but we nevertheless 
ave not yet heard of it. have less soil than we had in 1987. 

I need a short name for what is lacking; I hasten to add that no one has ever 
I call it the ecological conscience. Ecology is told farmers that in land-use the good of 

the science of communities, and the eco- the eommunity may entail obligations over 
logical conscience is therefore the ethics and above those dictated by self-interest. 
of community life. I will define it further The existence of such obligations is ac- 
in terms of four case histories, which I cepted in bettering rural roads, schools, 
think show the futility of trying to improve churches, and baseball teams, but not. in 
the face of the land without improving our- pettering the behavior of the water that 

pie sleet eee caeee a a i falls on the land, nor in the preserving the 
state, because 1 am there surer ol my tacts. beauty or diversity of the farm landscape. 

‘ . ae Ns Land-use ethics are still governed wholly 
Soil Conservation Districts by economic self-interest, just as social 

About 1930 it became clear to all except ethics were a century ago. 
the ecologically blind that Wisconsin’s top- To Su uD, we Ae eee Semen 
Sy , do what he conveniently could to save his 

GU oh LNSHOT IBebtoHDen Ree gare soil, and he has done just that, and only 

(Publication 343, Reprinted from Vol. XII, No. 12, the December, 1947, issue 
of the Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin) t
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that. The exclusion of cows from woods clover come up under oats or rye. In the 
and steep slopes is not convenient, and is normal succession, the brush is eventually 
not done. Moreover some things are being overtopped by the forest tree seedlings, 
done that are at least dubious as conserva- and we have the start of a new forest. 
tion practices: for example marshy stream In anticipation of this well known proc- 

bottoms are being drained to relieve the ess, the state, the counties, the U. S. Forest 
Dreseare ol evonn yuu uplands. The upshot Service, the pulp mills, and even some lum- 
is that woods, marshes, and natural ber mills staked out “forests” consisting, 
streams, together with their respective for the moment, of brush. Large invest- 
faunas and floras, are headed toward ulti- jnents of time thought eeeheICCG: labor, 
mate elimination from southern Wisconsin. wpa labor, and legislation were made in 

All in all we have built a beautiful piece the expectation that Nature would repeat 
of social machinery—the Soil Conservation her normal cycle. The state embarked on 
District—which is coughing along on two a tax subsidy, called the Forest Crop Law, 
cylinders because we have been too timid, to encourage landowners to hang on to 
and too anxious for quick success, to tell their brushfields until they were replaced 
the farmer the true magnitude of his obli- by forest. 
gations. Obligations have no meaning with- But we failed to reckon with the deer, * 

out conscience, and the problem we face is and with deer hunters and resort owners. 
the extension of the social conscience from In 1942 we had a hard winter and many 

people to land. deer starved. It then became evident that 
the original ‘“nurse-trees” had grown out 

Paul Bunyan’s Deer of reach of deer, and that the herd was 

The Wisconsin Lumberjack came very eating the oncoming forest. The remedy 
near accomplishing, in reality, the prodi- serine 8 Pee ae the pea & enna 

gious pate a Woods desuractign ee ae didn’t reades the herd ua meation ould 
o Pau unyan. Following Paul’s depar- - 4 

tar for ‘points west there followed an "4 We would eventually tse bath the dee 
ene ae pe an ce ane wae but years the deer ‘hunters and resort owners, 

quite as dramatic as the original destruc- mo ‘ : s : 
tion of the pineries: there sprang up, al- plus ne poet ees a ee ee 
most over night, an empire of brushfields. dee ee LSS ESE eae Ee 

Paul Bunyan had tired easily of salt I will not tire you with all the red 

pork and corned beef, hence he had taken herrings, subterfuges, evasions and expe- 
good care to see that the deer of the original qients which these people have used to 

pineries found their way regularly to the efog this simple issue. There is even a 
stewpot. Moreover there were wolves in newspaper dedicated solely to defaming the 
Paul’s day, and the wolves had performed proponents of herd-reduction. These people 
any necessary pruning of the deer herd  ¢ajl themselves conservationists, and in one 
which Paul had overlooked. But by the sense they are, for in the past we have 
time the brushfields sprang into being, the pinned that label on anyone who loves wild- 
wolves had been wiped out and the state jife, however blindly. These conservation- 
had passed a buck-law and established ists, for the sake of maintaining an abnor- 
refuges. The stage was set for an irruption mal and unnatural deer herd for a few more 
of deer. years, are willing to sacrifice the future 

The deer took to the brushfields like forest, and also the ultimate welfare of 
yeast tossed into the sourdough pot. By the herd itself. 

1940 the woods were foaming with them, The motives behind this “conservation” 
so to speak. We Conservation Commission- are a wish to prolong easy deer hunting, 
ers took credit for this miracle of creation; and a wish to show numerous deer to tour- 

actually we did little but officiate at the ists, These perfectly understandable wishes 
birth. Anyhow, it was a herd to make are rationalized by protestations of chivalry 
one’s mouth water. A tourist from Chicago to does and fawns, As an unexpected after- 
could drive out in the evening and see fifty math of this situation, there has been a 
deer, or even more. large increase of illegal killing, and of 

This immense deer herd was eating brush, abandonment of illegal carcasses in the 
and eating well. What was this brush? It woods. Thus herd-control, of a sort, is tak- 
consisted of temporary short-lived sun-lov- ing place outside the law. But the food- 
ing trees and bushes which act as a nurse producing capacity of the forest has been 
crop for the future forest. The forest comes overstrained for a decade, and the next 
up under the brush, just as alfalfa or hard winter will bring catastrophic starva-
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tion. After that we shall have very few This grove is also an ecological landmark. 
deer, and these will be runty from mal- It is the nearest spot where a city-worn 
nutrition. Our forest will be a moth-eaten refugee from the south can hear the wind 
Remnant conse nS, largely of inferior spe- ae in tall = It harbors one of the 
cies of trees. est remnants of deer, ruffed grouse, and 

The basic fallacy in this kind of “con- Pileated woodpeckers in southern Wisconsin. 

servation” is that it seeks to conserve one My neighbor, who owns the grove, has 
resource by destroying another. These “con- treated it rather decently through the 
servationists” are unable to see the land as yeame. nen is eon sppaoar ried he sree 
a whole. They are unable to think in terms ‘furnished lumber tor the new house, an 
of community rather than group welfare, it could spare such light cuttings. But when 
and in ene of the long as ee a the short tanpidtan oe aes soared skyward, ihe 
view. ey are conserving what is import- 40n vo sla ecame too strong. Lo- 
ant to them in the immediate future, and day the grove lies prostrate, and its long 

yet ~ angry ee told oe this ome Bee ous a punery ae ee 
with what is important to the state as a e€ accepted rules of forestry, 
whole in the long run. neighbor was justified in slashing the grove. 

There is an important lesson here: the The stand was even-aged; mature, and in- 
flat refusal of the average adult to learn vaded by heart-rot. Yet any schoolboy would 
anything new, ie., to study. To understand ‘mow, in his heart, that there is something 

the deer problem requires some knowledge |W? nee pehont OS the jase ae o 
of what deer eat, of what they do not eat, Pine timber trom a county. en aa eed, 
and of how a forest grows. The average OWDS a rarity he should feel some obligation 

deer hunter is sadly lacking in such knowl- 28 its custodian, and a community should 
edge, and when anyone tries to explain the ee! some obligation to help him carry the 
matter, he is branded forthwith as a long- °Conomic cost of custodianship. Yet our 
haired theorist. This anger-reaction against present land-use conscience is silent on such 

new and unpleasant facts is of course a ‘Westions. 
boro psychiatric indicator of the closed The Flambeau Raid 

ind. 
. fore : The Flambeau was a river so lovely to 

b ne a glibly of eure es education, look upon, and so richly endowed with 
ind + a ey a eee A : canter forests and wildlife, that even the hard- 
aa eg ae HOB a e do ee Ses ee Pa bitten fur traders of the free-booting 1700’s 
; ARGU EDGAR CASY VC) SUC OSURLDE Ue ENA a enthused about it as the choicest part of the 
acies as with facts. If we mean to teach great north woods. 

we es ae icon Pee poen The freebooting 1800’s expressed the 
am appalled by the magnitude of the task. ame admiration, but in somewhat different 

The task is large mainly because of this terms. By 1930 the Flambeau retained only 
refusal of adults to learn anything Da one 50-mile stretch of river not yet har- 

The ecological conscience, then, is an essed for power, and only a few sections 
affair of the mind as well as the heart. It of original timber not yet cut for lumber 
implies a capacity to study and learn, as or pulp. 
well as to emote about the problems of con- During the 1930’s the Wisconsin Conser- 
servation. vation Department started to build a state 

Davis's Pi forest on the Flambeau, using these rem- 
Jefferson Davis's Fines nants of wild woods and wild river as 

I have a farm in one of the sand-counties starting points. This was to be no ordinary 
of central Wisconsin. I bought it because ‘state forest producing only logs and tour- 
I wanted a place to plant pines. One reason ist camps; its primary object was to pre- 
ion Frei aa parvenlat fei wes ae oe ang yess ths pe of yeaa 
it adjoine ie only remaining stand of water. Year by year the Commission boug! 
mature pines in the County. land, removed cottages, fended off unneces- 

This pine grove is an historical land- sary roads, and in general started the long 
mark. It is the spot (or very near the spot) slow job of recreating a stretch of wild 
where, in 1828, a young Lieutenant named river for the use and enjoyment of young 
Leen Davis cut sheeting dose to build Wisconsin. 

ort Winnebago. He floated them down The good soil which enabled the Flam- 
the Wisconsin River to the fort. In the ensu- beau to grow the best cork pine for Paul 
ing century a thousand other rafts of pine Bunyan likewise enabled Rusk County, dur- 
logs floated past this grove, to build that ing recent decades,.to sprout a dairy in- 
empire of red barns now called the Middle dustry. These dairy farmers wanted cheaper 
West. electric power than that offered by local
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power companies. Hence they organized a It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, 
cooperative REA and applied for a power for a farmer to drain the last marsh, 
dam which, when built, will clip off the graze the last woods, or slash the last grove 
lower reaches of canoe-water which the in his community, because in doing so he 
Conservation Commission wanted to keep  evicts a fauna, a flora, and a landscape 
for recreational use. whose membership in the community is 

There was a bitter political fight, in the older than his own, and is equally entitled 
course of which the Commission not only _ to respect. 
withdrew its opposition to the REA dam, 3 i J 
but the legislature, by statute, repealed It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, 

the authority of the Public Service Commis- for @ farmer to channelize his creek or 
sion and made County Commissioners the Pasture his steep slopes, because in doing 
ultimate arbiters of conflict between power 8° he passes flood trouble to his neighbors 
values and recreational values. I think I below, just as his neighbors above have 
need not dwell on the irony of this statute. Passed it to him. In cities we do not get 
It seals the fate of all wild rivers remain- Tid of nuisances by throwing them across 
ing in the state, including the Flambeau. It the fence onto the neighbor’s lawn, but in 
says, in effect, that in deciding the use of water-management we still do just that. 

rivers, the local economic interest shall have It cannot be right, in the ecological 
; blanket priority over statewide recreational sense, for the deer hunter to maintain his 

interests, with County Commissioners as | sport by browsing out the forest, or for the 
the umpire. : bird hunter to maintain his by decimating 

The Flambeau case illustrates the dan- the hawks and owls, or for the fisherman to 
gers that lurk in the semi-honest doctrine maintain his by decimating the herons, 

that conservation is only good economics. kingfishers, terns, and otters. Such tactics 
The defenders of the Flambeau tried to seek to achieve one kind of conservation by 
prove that the river in its wild state would destroying another, and thus they subvert 
produce more fish and tourists than the im- the integrity and stability of the commu- 
pounded river would produce butterfat, but nity. 
this is not true. We should have claimed : s 
that a little gain in butterfat is less im- tf We grant the premise that an ecologi- 
portant to the state than a large loss in ce pee ae Eat thi by een et jae 
opportunity for a distinctive form of out- ‘Ss rsp veney mua pe vile eCOnOme Doo 
Moc nironteaninns ocation is no longer a satisfactory excuse 

We lost the Flambeau as a logical con- ae unsocial cae on to a somewhat 
sequence of the fallacy that conservation Tees EGE re ae neice a oS i) 
can be achieved easily. It cannot. Parts of ata ee aa eee me R t 
every well-rounded conservation program ton ices arate Deelaiee 2 0 het 
entail sacrifice, usually local, but none-the- jand-use ge fC BECO EPS SOG or anre 
less real. The farmers’ raid on our last wild PTOPortionate to its social importance. 
river is just like any other raid on any I have no illusions about the speed or 
other public wealth; the only defense is accuracy with which an ecological con- 
a widespread public awareness of the values science can become functional. It has re- 
at stake. There was none. quired 19 centuries to define decent man-to- 

man conduct and the process is only half 
The Upshot done; it may take as long to evolve a code 

I have described here a fraction of that of decency for man-to-land conduct. In such: 
huge aggregate of problems and opportuni- matters we should not worry too much 
ties which we call conservation. This aggre- about anything except the direction in 
gate of case-histories show one common which we'travel. The direction is clear, and 
need: an ecological conscience. the first step is to throw your weight 

The practice of conservation must spring around on matters of right and wrong in 
from a conviction of what is ethically and land-use. Cease being intimidated by the 
esthetically right, as well as what is eco- argument that a right action is impossible 
nomically expedient. A thing is right only because it does not yield maximum profits, 
when it tends to preserve the integrity, sta- or that a wrong action is to be condoned 
bility, and beauty of the community, and because it pays. That philosophy is dead in 
the community includes the soil, waters, human relations, and its funeral in land- 
fauna, and flora, as well as people. relations is overdue.
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THE ECOLOGICAL CONSCIENCE 

Community ethics must be aroused without an internal change in our intel- 

: lectual emphases, our loyalties, our af- 

to tackle conservation fections, and our convictions. The proof 

that conservation has not yet touched 

Aldo Leopold these foundations of conduct lies in the 

fact that philosophy, ethics and religion 
Condensed from Bulletin of The Garden Club have not yet heard of it. I need a short 

of America, September 1947 name for what is lacking; I call it the 

ecological conscience. Ecology is the 
ke. ought to be dissatisfied science of communities, and the ecologi- 

with the slow spread of conserva- a] conscience is therefore the ethics of 
tion to the land. Our “progress” still community life. 

consists largely of letterhead pieties and The practice of conservation must 

convention oratory. The only progress spring from a conviction of what is 
that counts is that on the actual land- ethically and esthetically right, as well 

scape, and here we are still slipping two as what is economically expedient. A 
steps backward for each forward stride. thing is right only when it tends to pre- 

The usual answer to this dilemma is serve the integrity, stability, and beauty 

“more conservation education.” My of the community. The community in- 
answer is yes by all means, but are we cludes the soil, waters, fauna, and flora, 
sure that only the volume of educational as well as people. 

effort needs stepping up? Is something It cannot be right, in the ecological 
lacking in its content as well? I think sense, for a farmer to drain the last 

there is, and I here attempt to define it. marsh, graze the last woods, or slash 
The basic defect is this: we have not the last grove in his community, because 

asked the citizen to assume any real re- jn doing so he evicts a fauna, a flora, 

sponsibility. We have told him that if and a landscape whose membership in 
he will vote right, obey the law, join the community is older than his own and 
some organizations, and practice what js equally entitled to respect. 

conservation is profitable on his own It cannot be right, in the ecological 

land, everything will be lovely; the gov- sense, for a farmer to channelize his 
ernment will do the rest. This formula creek or pasture his steep slopes, be- 

is too easy to accomplish anything worth- cause in doing so he passes flood trouble 

while. It calls for no effort or sacrifice; to his neighbors below, just as his neigh- 
no change in our philosophy of values. bors above have passed it to him. In 

It entails little that any decent and intel- cities we do not get rid of nuisances by 

ligent person would not have done of throwing them across the fence onto the 
his own accord. No important change in neighbor’s lawn, but in water-manage- 

human conduct is ever accomplished ment we still do just that. 

Copyright, 1947, The Garden Club of America, 598 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 
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It cannot be right, in the ecological portionate to its social importance. I 

sense, for the deer hunter to maintain have no illusions about the speed or ac- 

his sport by browsing out the forest, or curacy with which an ecological con- 

for the bird-hunter to maintain his by science can become functional. It has 
decimating the hawks and owls, or for required 19 centuries to define decent 

the fisherman to maintain his by decimat- man-to-man conduct and the process is 

ing the herons, kingfishers, terns, and only half done; it may take as long to 

otters. Such tactics seek to achieve one evolve a code of decency for. man-to- 
kind of conservation by destroying an- land conduct. In such matters we should 

other, and thus they subvert the integrity not worry too much about anything ex- 
and stability of the community. cept the direction in which we travel. 

If we grant the premise that an eco- The direction is clear, and the first step 
logical conscience is possible, and needed, is to throw your weight around on mat- 

then its first tenet must be this: eco- ters of right and wrong in land-use. 
nomic provocation is no longer a satis- Cease being intimidated by the argu- 

factory excuse for unsocial land-use (or, ment that a right action is impossible be- 

to use somewhat stronger words, for cause it does not yield maximum profits, 

ecological atrocities). This, however, is or that a wrong action is to be condoned 

a negative statement. I would rather because it pays. That philosophy is 

assert positively that decent land-use dead in human relations, and its funeral 

should be accorded social rewards pro- in land relations is overdue. 

BOTTLE TECHNIQUE WITH 2-4-D 

Many are the gardeners who have had and produces a whole new plant. 2-4-D 

a raspberry runner grow in a clump of (with the bottle technique) will kill ef- 
blueberries, or a seedling box-elder or fectively; and such plants can then be 
other weed tree spring up in a spot where — snipped off without danger of their com- 

it could not be grubbed up without de- ing back. 
stroying an ornamental planting. 

2-4-D has come to the rescue. Fill a 
pint bottle three-quarters full of 2-4—D QJ 1) 
solution made up at two or three times SY) Vass All 
the strength recommended by the manu- ABIES, 
facturer for the usual  spray-to-kill aN QR \e 
procedure. Snip off the tip of the rasp- a \ renee y 
berry runner, or other troublesome plant, by OS Nt Pie AYO i) 
Ane SO ee INE tec) and insert the cut end into the 2-4-D LOS i ee -nas Kr 
solution in the bottle—making sure that ~ She ites te a 

the bottle is firmly set in the soil so that Oe aan he She NA Wa 
tebe ae SEARING Ae LS 
it will not tip over. The same method ONIN eA JAWS 
works with bindweed (“wild morning- 7 SCR AGW) glory"). ARES Ac 

The advantage? If the woody pests 59 NOR DPSS 
are cut off with clippers, or (often) even We ‘ ac oy \ 

if they are pulled out carefully, a frag- Ne EN) (i 2 ae ) 
ment of some underground part sprouts ee oa = :
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° 
Summary of the Twelfth North American 

° ° Wildlife Conference ae 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, JANUARY 31-FEBRUARY 5. / LO 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 
° 

a eee Our program here has given scant recog- 

C,DLUmUrmrr—O———“( oe nition to the “Battle for the Public Lands.” 

a rr———“‘“R.C OS re 
oo hhm!Dhmhmr,rr ee ts re fired only a month ago. I have this to say: 

- —COrtrt—<a ales w@tsSs=<SsstsrsiaseS 1. It is perhaps the biggest conservation 
 ———,r—“‘“‘i—s~i~sSC—OsOCOS:*~*~*~*~*~”~”:~”~O”C”~COC~C~C~C~C™C~C*”C~C*CSs=<“‘( Ce battle since the Ballinger Controversy. 
oo. lrr—“‘“‘“C‘“‘“(<“‘CSRCOCé*®™”?”COC*s*=C“‘“(“(CSRSC#*C;C : 2. Let no man think that the issue is a 

— rti—“—iULULUUDULOrUC—“‘i‘—COsCOSOsSCSCSCOSCsCsSsi“‘CiC™C™CO western affair of no consequence to other 
lr cc rtr— sst—‘“‘“‘<‘<‘<‘<i‘<‘“<‘“‘i‘“i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i“‘i‘“‘“‘ ‘aeSECSZ?] states. The defeat of public land conserva- 

 —,r—“‘_ii—O—O—O—OCO—O—O””:Cti<“( w.wr””®”m”srDmC™—OO”UCUCC™C™”C~C™~™~C—™OCO tion in the West would be felt by every 

| . = oe! 
i. ii... tf. : ac acid district fight. Disrupt the public domain, 

; UU ae SOE and the National Forests will follow; dis- 

em ENN gee a NY Re rupt the National Forests, and the National 

— en [EI = 4. It is pure evasion to say that the 
tas ee ee ye S states, or the private owner, could practice 
eg eee ae 7 donservation on these lands. Neither, by 

Sa Sn mer ies _— _ and large, had demonstrated either the ca- reas ce ewe A <— | 
ee ee eS  ecegr Be a pacity or the wish to do so. To organize the 

a eo ae practice of conservation on large areas takes 

lla al — decades of hard work. 
oa Ee, : x Z ae 
_.. . =. . o - 5. Now is the time for a critical self- 
eo ._ oe . examination by all federal land bureaus. 
— _ _ .. .* Professor Wagar’s paper adds weight to this 

LD » |. ~ _ assertion. 

Many small marshes were duckless for lack of breeders. The Waterfowl Cree 
One of the most encouraging events of the 

year has been the new policy of the Fish 
‘Ox a fool or an angel would attempt out a microscope. I for one am grateful to and Wildlife Service to defend the ducks 

to summarize this Conference. I need Melvin O. Steen for challenging our chronic and geese, rather than to defend its own 
not tell you in which category I belong. optimism. past attitudes and methods. Everyone, I 

Let me disclaim any pretense of complete- On the other hand, I was heartened by think, respects and honors the Fish and 

ness, impartiality, or balance in this presen- the wider mental horizons evident in many Wildlife Service for this courageous change 
tation. For one thing, only half of the papers. What speaker, two decades ago, of front. 
papers reached me before leaving home, would have ventured to assert that human In my opinion one of the forceful papers 
and my two ears unfortunately do not health, as well as wildlife, depended on soil of this Conference was given by Albert 
separate, as they should for a good job of fertility? Hochbaum of the Delta Waterfowl Research 

listening to simultaneous sessions. ; 

Since this summary is incomplete, biased, re — rr eee ieee ae 
and unbalanced in any event, I have taken a r—™”—“ rr  #}3&+=— 2 CCC 
the liberty of adding some points which were —lerrrr—“_—errr—~—s~s—Ss<a‘a‘Ca“‘(“a<‘<‘C‘=<“<a<=<a<‘<CSRN“SNCOCi‘C i‘CN‘(‘(SOCWCOCiC*CEECNF 
omitted from our program here. A good —  allmlté<“‘i‘i™ODUCUDLU®U™U™CmGUCUC~C~™~*~*~*~C~C~‘C‘“ “LCS 

wildlifer always watches for what is ab- sf @g« fF 
sent; it often tells a story. = —r—t—i“—i—s—OCs—<—s—<MNSrTCtCr”téi‘(<—~CS~SKS 

With these admonitions, I proceed to tell ie li “rr Cc UCU rt~i—“‘“C“‘CONSCO#COC# 
you what I think the score is. i th OOE.rC—~—“‘“‘“‘“‘“‘C‘“‘“C ;*; 

Wildlife and the Land eee 
OO  s—s—‘aa—Oe—s—SOOSOSCSsesss—s—ssCtis 

This Conference has reaffirmed, through ee Pet ee Ge Cae ee 
at ye half a dozen speakers, the basic interde- ee ong oT Pye 

pendence of soil, water, crops, forests, wild- ea a | ings be 2 a & | 
life, and people. We conservationists have n ee a Sane s oe Pe bs Lg ee 
heard this before, but let no man forget Pee RP oe Lage OE GN ake cag 
that the average American has not heard it ee me LL pe OS 

‘i ‘ . ees ee DL a a 
Pmiene Ove ley es Been calyactey We Oe i a ee 
thousand miles of sick land we have crossed aie” a cael , Se se Ree 

I must confess that the session on wild- ae Soe Oe, EO owt Geis ea ee a ee 
life and the land left me with mixed feel- SA Le eee LS ings. I was sad because we still fail to dis- OP sen aa Ee a ae rE ne RN 
tinguish between paper progress and land ES, ee eR “F 
progress. On paper, we have done wonders; Sa EEE a ck Re ee ee RS OR A ee Oe 

m the back forty we have done so little Ene are oe we have et aw nests aaversely: Above are pheasants 
i: imi: ;. a ured in a Onl} nm m4 leased nd only an official optimist can see it with- PEDlia muonetne is alow on enue of the ea eae Gs Coie wher
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/Station in Manitoba. He has made it crystal- Despite 20 years of game research, there on “The Pheasant Decline and Land-Use 
clear that: are still gallinaceous species about which Trend in Ohio.” Leedy says the tractor 

1, Many small marshes were duckless in little is known. Wing’s paper on the blue mower may have affected pheasant nests 
1946 for lack of breeders. grouse summarizes our meagre knowledge adversely. But the rub is that the decline 

2. The Canadian kill is increasing, partly of this bird. extends from New York to Montana, and 
by reason of American hunters. Some breed- Here is another news item on grouse: perhaps farther. It is hardly likely that 
ing marshes in 1946 killed far more ducks Gardiner Bump’s book on ruffed grouse re- these farming changes, or their equivalents, 
than they raised. searches in New York State is now in extend across the continent. Evidently we 

3. The line of “burned out” marshlands page proof, and will shortly be obtainable must dig deeper. 

has crossed the border and is moving toward from the New York Conservation Depart- Just how to proceed with digging deeper 
the Arctic. : f ment. is suggested in Irven Buss’ techniques’ paper. 

To this I will add two more points be- The most urgent farm game problem of Let me express in one sentence the new 
cause I have access to the facts: ie 1946 is the decline of the pheasant during the idea on which Buss and the Wisconsin group 

4. The black duck marshes of the maritime j44 three years. This outstanding question are working. It is the simultaneous appli- 
fread Ca ee draws only one paper: Leedy and Dustman (Continued on Page 30) 

depletion parallel to but even more severe 

than that of the prairie provinces. 7 Mf bit acy 
5. Local breeding stocks south of the < (WA ‘om ; ay oe 

border are in some cases nearly extinct, g>< KAT Tit aH 
due, I think, to the barrage on “locals” on e., BY Ky z i NE agent 

opening day. aa eet ee ‘ We \ Vee 
The whitebill epoch has indeed arrived, ges a Re aS tas f ye } 

and may stay unless we do something about EE MA cig lil hee A) BR, re 

To offset the gloom induced by the 1946 eos ode 
duck counts, let me cite two papers bearing ¢ ee caer ree 
good news. One is Cottam’s report that eel gh Fi yf iets é re seseceeat 
grass is coming back. The other is Sperry’s é : Reece a8 sc 
report on botulism, which holds out definite : I es 
hope that this disease can be controlled by ae . ‘é 
the manipulation of water levels. Curiously —_ : 
enough it is stabilized levels which appear oe : ee. 
to be the most dangerous. . : i 

Sperry’s technique is one of a dozen new i 2 aa 
waterfowl techniques ably summarized by _ ‘ : a ee 
Jesse Low. = ed : . 

The most important of all waterfowl tech- ee i Te ee 
niques is counting breeders. Lyle Sowls has po pe : oe ee 
given this Conference a convincing outline hh eae te : De 
of the proposed new method of counting ee a ; ee 
sample marshes during the territorial period. ee ee 
Incidentally Sowls brings out one new idea, ee Soo rr 
of potential importance to future breeding SS rr—™”.—C—CO"ENs—— = See ae 
ground management: the “par” breeding ee ee 
capacity of a given marsh depends not only mo ee ee 
on its food and cover pattern, but on the Be Sees eet aoa! REMAN 
territorial intolerance of the ducks species. 

Thus a given marsh may carry more pairs a BET x cay ah 
of the tolerant teal than the intolerant mal- te ‘ : oy 
lard or pintail. This is potent stuff. ae : age Ss Vy a 

To sum up: I have attended this Confer- PP cee a i/o 
ence for 20 years, but this is the first ses- 2 a oo NDbe . ——- é 
sion that ever was unanimous on waterfowl. Rn Sa aa . me tl Ff et eee 
Misfortune is a great leveler. SS i, et ea we 

Farm and Ranch Wildlife i 
Until very recently one of the weakest Pe ice ae “ae : 

points in farm-game management has been te : : E 
the absence of serious research in the a Nea ae 
regions of maximum abundance. Until Kim- d PO ena gees 
ball’s group began work, no one studied — a 
South Dakota pheasants; until Lay began, —— as 
no one studied Texas quail, and to this day ot page ee is 
no one has studied the Hungarian partridge po eis = ol 
in the prairie provinces.  * oa as oo ee oe 

Jackson’s paper on Texas quail is one of : — 8 yy ree pay sic ede 
the substantial contributions to this Con- ; Pe a ges ae 
ference. It is welcome news that Texas a oh et a 
is now banding and aging, as well as count- a ee Hoe ee 

ing. ee el a ee 
For twenty years there has been a run- ee ee Sa ee 

ning debate about whether valley quail need ee ee a 
water. Ben Glading has settled this argu- ee ee 
ment by showing that these quail summer on = . ee 
dry range only when succulent foods exist, _ ee ee 
and only in small numbers. He presents a ey a ee 
new design for water-catching which looks peaNMRG ee 
promising and valuable. Glading’s “guzzlers” 
seem to be a spectacular success. The’ “hefore? ina “ater” elements oF ceeam Racer piante Hae Beate:
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SUMMARY OF TWELFTH N. A. WILDLIFE CONFERENCE—from page 15 

cs 

Se 2% sis rss casa predators. ‘That this same idea may apply 
ia. E 2 Es to some terrestrial game has been demon- 

2 City 3 ay Rs oe strated repeatedly by Errington, and in a 
Perr Abe he ae tg Se oe 7 special case by Cartwright in 1944. It is also 
SR MS lh ee. Se es aes. iG being demonstrated on a continental scale 

ET a 5 aller Ege | coca: le ee by all irrupting deer herds. At this Con- 
wee Se ies ference, further augmentations of evidence 

: “ : are presented by George Bennett (Illinois) 
5 peat and Willis King (North Carlina). 

i : This Conference seems to have disclosed 
i : é great inequalities in the advancement of fish 

. + ah j i research. James Gowanloch has emphasized 
s ERSTE pear ater y= any the fact that one of the neglected areas is 

: o Egbonanena nied Gr or Ae ip our southerly doorstep—the Gulf of Mexico. 
pe 2 Nt Ws ED Poy Fur Management; Rodent Control 

“t ‘ ? aos ene Charles Vorhies of Arizona has presented 

. bed [a A te this Conference an able summary of new 
ee Rees IG Wh ra A auapisk eS ee ee techniques in these fields. Among the more 

2 peep NA ocd ica sncaip mete wa a Seen) A ete osm important ‘ ehie: ait mi 
i Pete Gt eee ih; eer aun wate portant are censusing ra y bait con: 

a ae See aa sumption, controlling reinfestation by de- 

: » Pg Te aR Tcl eae Sas | BiG stroying ground squirrel burrows, protecting 
an, Mk ENS Oe cat camper ein | ee birds from poisoned grains by dying the 

ays a aaa OT oe 1 ae per grain, stabilizing beaver colonies by control- 

fe i f eer ee 7 ee ee ling density. 
‘ f Pee cary et ey per hn, eye oe Vorhies does not mention one technique 

seg Le ie ee ee a eee which is new and, to my mind, of basic im- 

In Pennsylvania the deer problem exists principally because there are too many animals portance. This is the classification of the 
for the available food supply. fur harvest into young and old animals. 

Only by this means can we be sure of what 

cation to a sample population, through a It is significant that all of these instances We are producing. Thus Horicon Marsh, 
period of years, of census, banding, sexing, of decay apply to transplantations or in- in 1946, produced two young muskrats per 
aging, weighing, predation studies, food and _vasions, i.e., to new range. adult, while the Lake Erie marshes pro- 
cover studies, nesting analysis, and psyio- If decay is a fact, it is a blow in the duced five. 
logical measurements such as endocrine and _ solar plexus to future sport. Aging is of great importance, especially 

nutritional assays. Thus, and perhaps only i viMan idem ort to those states which have reflooded marshes 
thus, can basic population mechanisms be 5 eatin 3 in the hope that fur will pay the upkeep. 

discovered. tL eee ELAM oc: pen anything at Not reported at this Conference, because it 

Michigan’s Rose Lake Wildlife Experiment Shares that ane aru sie a ea aaa it not yet in print, is the discovery by 

Station has applied to the pheasant, and to Ae Bede tae tem ied tint a Niaiense taba James Beer of Wisconsin that muskrat pelts 
other farm-game species, virtually the same important, 6 ae id nl ae ae eee the de. coe be classified for age by the priming 
principle of simultaneous attack from many esas Tree Netie Aen earner ie, ee pattern. 
convergent angles. The first eight years at Conference hente t musk do the Beat T ean. The Canadians continue to lead in the 
Rose Lake are summarized in Harry Ruhl’s ye wash “organization of individual trapping allot- 

paper. rita ae indy Sieyioe, Penge iisatae ments for which the individual is respon- 

In this summary I have used the word Homans 4 ee eak on “aquatic esthetics.” ‘Sible. That good fur management and free- 
“decline” with the implied assumption that fapeetunately this « a ,  for-all trapping are mutually exclusive seems A ‘ortunately this effort came too late to ¢ 7 ¢ 
the population is capable of recovery. I deat pecker What is meant hy nauatic to be the gist of Canadian experience, as 
fear that we must now face the fact that this heti te I y teow Py ae reported by Harrison Lewis. 

assumption is sometimes false. We have had oa Tene € a a ea ae re oe ee ‘ s 
too many cases of complete or partial “de- e game field, policy has resulted from Wilderness and Wilderness Game 

e é a ‘he contentions of two opposin: ‘oups: the 
” of gallinaceou: ulations. Th: : POSING: LOUD i is si 

SAY Ole Beep opmeuons:, Enis is /2 gunpowder group and the binocular group. The program of this Conference is silent 
development of the first magnitude. The binocular group is a composite one con- 02 what, to me, is the most vital of all our 

The first instance was the decay of Oregon sisting of ecologists, ornithologists, zoolo- problems: the accelerating destruction of 
pheasants in the 1890’s. There are still gists, mammalogists, protectionists, Bad art- Wilderness wildlife and wilderness habitat. 

pheasants in Oregon, but they lack the ex- ists. It seems to me that these viewpoints The Alaskan Highway started the ac- 
plosive Dakota-like vigor which they dis- are weakly represented in fish management. celeration, while the highway is momentar- 
played during the 1800's. Fish management is too utilitarian, too “prac- ily closed to tourists, it is easy to foresee 

The second instance was the decay of tical,” too short on ecological inhibitions. Tom, Dick, and Harry bombarding every 
pheasants in New England. John C. Phillips As an example, I cite Cahalane’s paper peak and canyon in the Canadian and 
always insisted that, the early vigor of the oy the National Pacis: In the Parks, he Alaskan Rockies. 

New England plantings was later partially points out, we not only go fishing, but we The development of hydroplane mining 
lost. x zs have mongrelized the fish fauna. We have camps in the Canadian Arctic gave it a big 

: New York pheasants declined in 1936, and introduced exotics, and sometimes extermi- shove, and the Arctic Institute now fore- 

in parts of the state have not yet recovered. nated natives. Equivalent policies in Park shadows the industrialization of the Arctic 
Is this another case? mammals and birds would be shouted down. seas and islands, as well as the tundra and 

Lake States Hungarian Partridges have It is this disparity in view which I wish to the land of little sticks. A mining railroad 
been declining for nearly a decade, the old- emphasize. Both professions, to be entitled into the Labrador is in the offing. Need I 
est plantings going first. Is this another ta public respect, must be something more dwell on the probable fate of the caribou, 
case? than producers of wild meat. the musk ox, the barren ground grizzly, and 

Finally, the prairie chickens of northern Perhaps the most valuable contribution perhaps even the walrus and polar bear? 
Michigan and Wisconsin flared to a high which fish managers have made to conser- One cannot blame the Canadians for this; 
in 1985, but are now going or gone. If vation is the idea that predation, instead of it is the logical consequence of our Amer- 
this were an ordinary cycle, there should being the enemy of good management, is in ican dogma that nothing is as important as 
have been a high in 1945, but it did “not some waters essential to good management, more industrialization. (I, for one, can think 
materialize. the angler being just one of the necessary of many things much more important to me,
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and the survival of the wilderness is one This threat to the winter ranges is quite opinion, is the paper by W. L. Robinette and 
of them.) as dangerous as the former threat to the the late Orange A. Olsen called “Studies 

Nor is the invasion of the wilderness con- herds themselves. Herd depletion had the of the Productivity of Mule Deer in. Central 
fined to Canada. Hydroplane fishing resorts advantage of being visible. Range depletion Utah” (9th N. A. Wildlife Conference, 1944, 
have seriously disrupted the Quetico-Su- is apparently invisible to sportsmen, except pp. 156-161). I wish we had more such 
perior International Wilderness Area, and when livestock does the depleting. In any papers to deposit in the intellectual savings 
promise to spread indefinitely northward. A event two decades of experience show that account of the wildlife profession. 
cattle industry is spreading over Kodiak, sportsmen in most states lack the foresight This question of ungulate reductions de- 
apparently with the blessing of the conser- and the courage to forego easy hunting now gerves, I think, a larger proportion of this 
vation bureaus. Ski-resorts and ski-tows for the sake of permanence and quality in program. Some good papers were given 
are making free with many wild mountain- the future big-game crop. Like the timber }yt they are few in number. Einarsen shows 
tops, whether or not previously dedicated to barons and the livestock kings of unhappy that even the notorious Murderer’s Creek, in 

wilderness use. Last but not least, a verit- memory, deer hunters are quite content to eastern Oregon, is capable of rapid recovery 
able epidemic of new TVA’s, river author- clip coupons paid out of capital account. jn both browse and grass when completely 
ities, flood controls, and impoundments for The present forage and the future forest are protected from both deer and livestock. Un- 
irrigation or power is spraeding over our the capital from which coupons now too fortunately the area so protected was only 

river systems, and will surely invade their often are paid. one experimental area. 
headwaters. A wilderness area more or No indictment holds true for a whole i 

less, a salmon fishery more or less, a moun- class, state, or nation, and this one has its Bueclner as geabet shows, that Temes cows 4 2 z ene men are getting restive about too many 
tain valley more or less, an Indian reser- happy exceptions. In deer, it is the buck- i 

a e antelope in the Trans-Pecos country. These 
vation more or less—such things are peanuts law states that are in trouble. Among the ieetel: at visheula* tu 
to the elephant. buck-law states, the western ones are show- See ore eae ti ees fi i 2 

A decade ago we considered sky-line drives ing more foresight than the eastern ones; rs 7 coe ad CON: Ohio re Ney 
and fire roads quite a danger to wilderness. reductions by controlled shooting are now ORES (NEEDS Preise en wnportenwandicUne 
They seem like minor irritations now. standard practice in many Western States. solved problem. 

The news from Mexico is bad. The survey While the Eastern States debate whether, Cowan’s paper shows clearly that the 
recently completed by Starker Leopold shows the Western States are learning how. The Jasper Park bighorns are being eaten out 

three Mexican big game mammals on the professional skill exhibited in the planning by excess elk. Shall the Park let these 
skids—antelope, bighorn and tapir. and execution of ungulate reductions in the excess elk continue? If so, it may lose the 
Viewing the whole wilderness field, one West is one of the bright spots in wildlife more valuable of the two competitors. Here 

cannot escape the impression that conser- management. is a poser. 
vation of wilderness and wilderness species Let me here venture a digression which Everybody is talking land use, but are we 
lis by way of becoming merely a pious wish. is perhaps not wholly irrelevant because it getting down to cases? It is very hard for 

« deals with the techniques of ungulate reduc- _wildlifers to modify agricultural abuses of 
Ungulate Irruptions tion. At least two professional societies land, but when game itself abuses the land, 

It is now common knowledge that deer, offer an annual award for outstanding con- the problem lies in our own “back yard.” 
lik, bighorn and antelope are threatened not tributions to wildlife literature. Too often Our performance so far in reducing over- 
much by decimation of the herds, as by the only contributions considered are full- large game herds is slow and poor. In my 

low exhaustion of the winter ranges. Only blown books and bulletins. Sometimes a own state I suspect excess deer have al- 
e Southeastern States are still exempt from gem of technical thought and achievement ready destroyed half of our deer carrying 
gulate range troubles. In the West, live- gets buried in some transactions and goes capacity. You and I will not live to see the 

tock complicates the range problem. unnoticed for years. Such a one, in my _ recovery of the overbrowsed deer ranges. 

HE MUCH DESPISED CITY HUNTER—Conclusion 

jespised city hunter accepted the new laws expended, were responsible for a part of that cooperation of the persons who own the 
Imost cheerfully. He paid his license fees improvement, at least. land. And the landowners can’t do much 
(something that no landowner need do if Actually, instead of there being a con- Without the aid of the men of the cities. 
a detent wish ae leesn.t ree munting temptible class of persons known as “city There are objectionable characters both 
a oe a re a mace baat onsen hunters” or a backwoods group which could in the city and the country; but that is true 
an er a < ee ae sh. be termed “country hunters there is in this in any large body of men interested in any 

: : 2 a 3 st and then i State one really large and influential party— one thing. In all this there has been no 
incredible numbers; threatened birds and the plain hunters, the men who like the attempt to defend the city hunter or to 
small game were protected until they started woods and fields and all they hold. All our criticize the country hunter, but it has been 
to recover trout reappeared in streams that advances in conservation are due to their an effort to show that neither is all bad or 
hadn’t known them for decades; city men co-operation, whether they live in the cities all virtue. 
brought smallmouth bass east over the Alle- or the country. The city hunter’s license —_ 
ghenies and planted them in our streams. money and clubwork is useless without the 

I used to live in York County at a time THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW 
when there were no trout in the streams, 
when the sight of a rare deer track was The chipmunk likes the dry, sunny places 
something to marvel about, when there were ‘ piec near woodlands that offer a food supply of 
no pheasants or only a few and when small wes Ne ~ berries, nuts and seeds, but he also eats in- 
game hunting was mighty poor. I lived in mre wy ie ie bebe sects and an occasional bird egg if he can 

the country and the country dwellers did hax oe find it. He works and plays mostly on or 
nothing about the poor hunting and fishing,  ~“<“)\ S27 near the ground, but can scamper up a tree 

they only talked about the old times when Wes is to escape a foe or to gather food. And he 
it was possible to kill as many flickers as @ SSS |! SS ty & can swim if he must. 
you wanted or come home with a bagful of -@AKe, = \s Slee ayn & ett 5 
squirrels, : Gal~ yy 4 SIRS) & Ae aa 3 

‘els, S pS : wi) \ FT Diving ducks, variously called sea or bay 
Things have changed since then. Deer CL h. Lc yasS\ << ducks, divers or deep-water ducks, include 

are back, trout are in the streams, pheasants <Cay \ ~ ge |X Cenvasback, Redhead, Greater and Lesser 
are fairly abundant and conditions are gen- oes ed ! Scaup (Bluebill), Ringneck (Blackjack), 

erally better with some few exceptions such ce! | or a Ane ’ Golden-eye (Whistler), Bufflehead (Butter- 
as quail, City men with their influence, ag. wv ¥ ball), Harlequin, Eider, Scoter, Ruddy Duck 
their study of conservation and their money coe aa yf : and Merganser. The foot of the diving duck 
in the form of license fees or even privately has a broad lobe on the hind toe.
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Reprinted from THe Connor, Volume 49, November-December, 1947, Number 6, pp. 246-247 

Tue Rurrep Grouse: Irs Lire Story, Ecorocy instance, have been accurate within five or ten 

AND MANaGEMENT. By Frank C. Edminster. per cent. Thus (p. 213), “the brood mortalities 

The Macmillan Company, New York, 1947, [on two areas] were fifty-two and three-tenths 

xviii + 385 pp., 17 figs. and 56 plates, $5.00. per cent and fifty-six and three-tenths per cent 

This book is a puzzling interspersion of com- respectively. By calculation, the loss of adults 
petence and confusion. In many respects it is as 0M the trapped area was twenty-three and seven- 
good a book as could be written at this time, con- _ tenths per cent and that on the untrapped [area] 
sidering our limited knowledge of this baffling thirty-two and two-tenths per cent.” Later on 
grouse, and considering also the extreme diffi- the same page the author discreetly remarks that 

culty of learning anything fundamental about a “detailed accuracy of the results cannot be 
bird that cannot be trapped or banded in quantity claimed.” Why then the decimals? 
and that cannot be bred freely in captivity. On Again, on page 297, the writer compares grouse 
the other hand, some parts of this volume seem densities based on areas censused in various ré- 

foggy both in basic thought and in presentation. _ gions during different years, and he states, “These 
The author is at his best when he discusses ™maxima were: two and seven-tenths, three and 

predation. Here he possesses the unique advantage _five-tenths, four and seven-tenths, four and eight- 
ot having participated in one of the most im- tenths and seven and three-tenths acres per 
portant experiments so far made by American grouse . . . .” Who can census Ruffed Grouse on 
game managers: the alternation of control and 4m area with this accuracy? Misleading fractions 
no control on a pair of similar areas. He is weak- _ are often forgivable in tables where the total must 
est in parts of the chapter called “Biography,” equal 100, but they are not so easily forgiven in 

As Lake States grouse hunters, we must first text where they imply an accuracy that does not, 
of all question the ecological sufficiency of the and often cannot, exist. 
author’s assertion (p. 269), repeated in various Practically all the evidence shown in this book 

forms throughout the book, that “When wood- points to non-cyclic behavior of Ruffed Grouse 
lands are pastured it is detrimental to grouse populations in the northeast. This region is peri- 
and when this pasturing is intense enough to pheral to the extensive range of the bird. The 

create a visible ‘cattle line’ it renders the woods overwhelming evidence for cyclic behavior of the 
practically non-inhabitable to grouse regardless  Ruffed Grouse in the Lake States and Canada is 
of its other attributes.” Our question pertains not conspicuously omitted. It is understandable and 
to what is included in this assertion, but to what | expected that an intensive study like this one 
is excluded. To illustrate: in southern Wisconsin, will be restricted to a small part of the total 
where woods-pasturing has reached an advanced range, but it is less understandable that the 
stage and is nearly universal, it has already reader should be given only a provincial picture 

helped to extinguish the Ruffed Grouse from of a continental phenomenon like the cycle. 

most counties, and others become grouseless The field work for this book was done before 
year by year. Conversely, in parts of central the bursa of Fabricius came into general use as 
and northern Wisconsin, where the dairy in- an age criterion. It would have been becoming 
dustry is only a few decades old, and where dairy in the author to acknowledge this disadvantage, 
farms, successionally speaking, are still in the which detracts considerably from the finality of 

‘ pioneer stage, the best grouse habitat and the his conclusions on population mechanics. 
existing cow habitat are often coextensive. Graz- The author’s command of the literature is 
ing, in our opinion, is a question of degree. It is good. The bibliography is by chapters. There are 

just like cutting and fire: a little of it in part of | good photographs, but the publisher has crowded 

the woods is good for grouse; a lot of it all over them all into one central section. There is a fair 

the woods is lethal. index. The writing is fair, but some chapters are 
Wildlife research progresses partly by internal very difficult to read because data which belong 3 

pressure and partly by pulls applied at particular _in tables are recited ad infinitum as text. We sus- 
spots by reason of progress in related scientific pect this represents an effort to please the lay 
fields. At the present time a good test for the up- _ reader, but we doubt if it will do so. Nowhere 
to-dateness of any wildlife research is the auth- in this book is the reader enlightened as to its 

or’s awareness of recent upward pulls in animal __ relationship to the official report of the New York 

behavior, in physiology, and in the use of statis- | State Grouse Investigation, now said to be in 

tics. press, and presumably based upon much of the 
The present author in his discussion of terri- same field work. 

tory (pp. 50-52) does not limit the term to By and large, this book will be an asset to the 

defended area, and hence confuses the reader in professional worker in wildlife, and to other 

distinguishing territory, home range, and radius workers in the natural history field, but it has 

of mobility. A more irritating error, repeated in| many shortcomings which a little less haste and 

several chapters, is his use of decimal fractions a little better critical reading could have elimi- 

for measurements which could not, in the first | nated——Atpo Lropoxp and Irven O. Buss.
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CHARLES KNESAL COOPERRIDER 
1889-1944 

It is one of the ironies of human ecology _ livestock. No locality in the West provides a 

that if there be a spark of divinity in anin- more dramatic example, for some of these 

dividual it is invisible at birth, is mistaken lovely mountain meadows and sun-soaked 
for less important things during his life, and foothills have been over-sheeped and over- 

becomes completely visible only after his cowed since DeVargas unfurled the Spanish 

death. flag on the Santa Fe Plaza in 1610. 
In my opinion such a spark existed, in By the time I first met Cooperrider (about 

Charles K. Cooperrider. During the decade 1920) he was already one of the recognized 

that I worked with him, I mistook it for technical thinkers of the branch of grazing 
ordinary technical ability, gentle geniality, for the Southwest, and had already demon- 

and extraordinary tolerance and patience. strated his ability not only to criticize the 

I now realize that these were underestimates; stockman as a land-user, but to understand 
that Cooperrider, as much as any other indi- and sympathize with him as a human being. 

vidual of his generation, created the present In 1932 Cooperrider established and as- 

ecological concept of “Water, Land, and sumed charge of the Sierra Ancha Experi- 
People.” (This was the title of the last pub- mental Forest at Parker Creek, in the Tonto 

lished writing in which he participated.) Basin of Arizona. Here he made physical 

Whether or not we yet realize it, this concept measurements of streamflow and plant growth 

is destined to shape and delimit the destiny as related to various intensities of grazing, 
of the United States, and of every other and of soil moving seaward at various result- 

country where rain splashes, and where ant rates. 
abused soil moves seaward faster than rocks To create and apply a technology of range 

decay. conservation to the Tonto Basin was—and 

A new idea is, of course, never created by _ still is—a formidable task. It embraces three 
one individual alone. A prophet is one who altitudinal zones, each with its distinctive 

recognizes the birth of an idea in the collec- flora and fauna. All three had been over- 

tive mind, and who defines and clarifies, with grazed since the 1880’s by a system of com- 
his life, its meanings and its implications. petitive cattle ranches. Many of the herds 

In this sense Charles Cooperrider was a could not be counted because they occupied 

prophet. He saw that unkindly land-use was the range yearlong, and because they were 
leading the Southwest toward disaster, and screened from human view by interminable 

he devoted his career to the creation of tech- _ brushfields. Their owners led a dual life: to 
niques whereby we might use the western their bankers they magnified their holdings 

lands, and also keep them. to bolster credit, and to the Forest Service 

they minimized them to escape reductions. 
Raga The cattlemen tended, quite naturally, to 

Cooperrider was born at Brownsville, stock their ranges to what they could carry 

Ohio, June 3, 1889. He graduated in 1914 in a wet year; the Forest Service, as the 

from the University of Ohio, where his major custodian of the watershed tended to reduce 

studies were biology and chemistry, and livestock to what the ranges could carry ina 

where Sigma Xi hung the key of high scholar- dry year. The problem was further compli- 

ship on his vest. In 1915 he started his career cated by the fact that overstocked ranges 
in the United States Forest Service as an often produced fat cattle, especially in a wet 

assistant ranger on the Santa Fe National year, by reason of the heavy growth of an- 

Forest. Here he first encountered his life- nuals. In addition to these confusing aspects 
problem: the abuse of the range by too many of cattle grazing, the sheep of the Arizona 

337
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desert move north across the tontoeachspring in starting a new generation of pines can 

to the high mountain meadows of the Coco- understand the difficulty of this problem. 
nino Plateau, and back again in the fall. In 1937 Cooperrider took charge of flood 

For years the Tonto ranges had taken the control surveys for the Forest Service, ap- 
brunt of such devil-take-the-hindmost ex- plying to the Gila and Rio Grande the prin- 

ploitations. Cooperrider’s job was to demon- ciples he had worked out for the Salt River 

strate, at Parker Creek, how an orderly and at the Sierra Ancha Station. His reports on 

conservative system of range management these watersheds are listed in the bibliog- 
might be applied, and why its application raphy. 

was imperative. This he did, and in doing so, Each of these surveys had, perforce, to deal 

made many friends among the quarreling with a professional cleavage of long standing, 
groups whose grazing privileges were cur- as between foresters and engineers. In my 

tailed by his research findings. opinion one reason for this cleavage was that 

The soil that moves seaward from the many foresters, in the early days, had been 
incredibly jagged topography of the Sierra thinking too narrowly; they knew too little 

Anchas is destined never to reach the sea, about grass, brush, and cattle, and they 

for it lodges in the Roosevelt Reservoir, failed to appreciate fully that hydrology, as 
which waters the irrigated farms of the Salt _ well as forestry, had been making headway. 

River Valley. Every new acre-foot of soil Likewise many engineers were thinking too 

spewed into the reservoir reduces, by just narrowly; they lacked the concept of interde- 
that much, its capacity to store water. Coo- pendence between water, soil, plants and 

perrider’s constantly repeated message tothe animals. One of Cooperrider’s services to 
people of Arizona was that enough capacity conservation was to strive for a synthesis of 

had already been lost to threaten the future these diverging viewpoints. In the end he 

of the valley farms. Their response, or rather had the respect and confidence, if not the 
the response of some of them, is the saddest full agreement, of the leading thinkers in 

instance of ecological blindness and deafness _ forest ecology, range ecology, and watershed 

so far coming to my notice. This response engineering in the Southwest. 
was that conserving range plants to hold soil 
meant feeding the plants a part of the water * * * 
needed for irrigation, and that Salt River 
wanted more water now, regardless of future The published papers bearing Cooper- 
storage. In short, what has posterity done  rider’s signature by no means span the wide 
for us? bracket within which he worked, nor do they 

It is no small feat to live with such people, record all of the important data he had col- 
to like them, and to hope for their ultimate lected. This disparity between performance 
awakening. and print is almost inevitable when a research 

asia man pioneers a new field under heavy and 
It was during his Parker Creek days that I often hostile economic pressure. I cannot re- 

first became aware of the wide diversity of member Charles Cooperrider ever sitting 
Cooperrider’s intellectual life, He knew the down to a month’s uninterrupted writing; 
history, as well as the current dilemmas, of he was forever in demand to go and explain 
the Southwest. He had a deeper grasp of this, go and start that, or go and pacify so- 
wildlife than most wildlifers had. Silviculture  and-so, 
was within the orbit of his mind, especially Perhaps this same continuity of interrup- 
the problem of getting ponderosa pine to tions likewise explains why Cooperrider’s 
reproduce in grazed forests. Among other pen seldom carried as much force as his per- 
things he promulgated the idea, since proved sonality. The pioneering thoughts and facts 
correct, that lighter grazing during spring are in his publications for people to use if 
and fall drouths would enable newborn pine they know what is good for them, but the 
seedlings to survive livestock. Only those style hardly does justice to Cooperrider’s 
who realize how many throws of the repro- _ personal warmth and color. A list of his prin- 
ductive dice must fail before one succeeds cipal publications is appended to this paper.
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During World War II Cooperrider’s Cooperrider, C. K. 

deep knowledge of plants brought about his Recovery processes of ponderosa pine re- 

assignment to Mexico on the Guayule rubber production following injury to young 

project. There his health, never any too good, annual growth. Plant Physiology 13(1): 
suffered an impairment which finally resulted 5-27. Jan. 1938. 

in his death, at the Baltimore Marine Hos- Cooperrider, C. K., and Sykes, G. G. 

pital, on July 13, 1944, at the age of 55. His The relationship of stream flow to precipi- 

wife, the late Effie Hedges Cooperrider, had tation on the Salt River watershed 
died in 1936. Two of their children survive: above Roosevelt Dam. Arizona Agricul- 

Bill Knesal, now a forestry student at Colo- tural Exp. Station Tech. Bul. 76, 69 
rado A & M College, and Nancy Hedges, now pp., mimeo, illus. 1938. 

a student at the University of Arizona. Cooperrider, C. K., et al. 

To appraise justly the value of a career Water, land, and people. A report to the 

like ‘‘Coop’s” is a difficult task for a friend, Secretary of Agriculture about the 
but to remember vividly the warmth and Intermountain Region. Southwest-Inter- 

kindliness of his personality is no task at all. mountain Committee, H. G. Calkins, 

To me, and to a hundred others, he was, and Cooperrider, Kelso, M. M., and Omer 
will always remain, an ever-smiling guide Mills. 163 pp., proc., illus. 1941. 

and pioneer on that steep hard trail toward Chapline, W. R., and Cooperrider, C. K. 

conservation which still leads up and up. Climate and grazing. 1941 Yearbook of 
Agriculture, pp. 459-476. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY Cooperrider, C. K., Cassidy, H. O., and 
‘ Niederhof, C. H. 

Cooperrider, C. K. ‘ Forecasting stream flow of the Salt River, 
Forests. In Arizona and Its Heritage, pp. Arizona. Transactions, American Geo- 

53-60, illus. Univ. of Arizona General physical Union, Vol. 26, No. 11, pp. 

5 Dulee e6. : 275-282. October 1945. (Published after 
Cooperrider, C. K., and Hendricks, B. A. Mr. Cooperrider’s death.) 

Soil erosion and stream flow on range and 

forest lands of the upper Rio Grande The assistance of Bernard Hendricks, 
watershed in relation to land resources Raymond Price, and M. W. Talbot in gather- 

and human welfare. U. 8. Dept. Agr. ing these materials is gratefully acknowl- 
Tech. Bul. 567, 88 pp., illus. 1937. edged.—A.po Lropo.p.
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Putting the “AM” in Game Warden. came in their application after election—in the 
The S ¢ How Meer G actual selection of one man mutually satisfac- 

Bee ee eae the News Mexico same’ tory to the elected governor and the sportsmen. 
Protective Association Substituted Push In anticipating this critical stage in the cam- 

for Politics in Their State Game paign, the G. P. A. officers laid down five rules 
Department. for their guidance: 

By Apo Leopotp. 1, All candidates with an active record in 
Why is the big game of the West disappear- Partisan politics were barred, no matter how 

ing today? Principally for the reason that | 00d their other qualifications. 
the game laws are not enforced. And why 2. Candidates were to be judged entirely 
are they not enforced? Politics. Paper game regardless of whether they sought or did not 
laws and political game wardens are one and’ seek the office. 
inseparable. _ 3. To avoid even the appearance of “boost- 

Some may be inclined to question the blanket ing any one man, three men, named in order of 
assertion that the game laws have not been preference, were to be proposed, of whom the 
enforced. But we who live and work in the governor would be asked to select one. 
woods know it. In New Mexico, for instance, 4. The time was not ripe for a strictly 
not one violation in a hundred has heretofore non-partisan ticket; consequently three men 
been brought to book. nominally of the governor’s party were to be 

Others may be inclined to question the selected, leaving it to the appointee to avoid 
blanket rule that political appointees do not political entanglements during his term of 
enforce the law. It cannot be said that all office. 
political game wardens are no good. But it 5. All candidates must be sportsmen of 
can be said, and with truth, that there are so known _ integrity, of known enthusiasm for 
many such that when a good man is appointed, | game conservation, and of proven executive 
he is up against a psychological stone wall. ability. 
Neither the game law violators, nor the sports- As a matter of precaution, preparations 
men, nor the public, nor the legislature, nor his | were made to block the confirmation by the 
executive superiors are willing to give him Senate of any appointee not endorsed by the 
credit for being in real earnest about his job. G. P. A. as meeting all of the qualifications 
In the most cases the result is that he himself laid down in these rules.” 
soon ceases to be so. Before the election, two “slates” of three 

The attitude of the sportsmen themselves is | men each were duly made up by the G. P. A. 
the most important element in the above de- and stowed away for future use. Great care 

“scribed reaction. Man really prizes only those was exercised, not only to select the very best 
hings which he has earned by the sweat of men in the state, but to get the previous ap- 

~nis brow. Sportsmen do not really support a proval of each local association, thus commit- 
game warden until they have had to roll up ting the whole body of sportsmen to the future 
their sleeves in some common disinterested ef- support of every man on both slates. 
fort to. get a good one. With the vast terri- The day after the election, the “slate” of 
tory which a western game warden has to the winning party was hauled out of storage 
handle, this active aid of the whole body of | and duly presented to the governor-elect. 
sportsmen is the sine qua non of success. Then started the grand publicity campaign. 

New Mexico has applied and proven this | Every newspaper that would publish the G. 
simple theorem in psychology in her ‘success- P. A.’s arguments was supplied with all the 
ful experiment with “efficiency” game war- material it could use. All available organiza- 
dens. An account of he campaign and its tions in the state, including civic, livestock, 
results may prove useful to the sportsmen of | commercial, educational and scientific bodies, 
other states who are striving for better game — were asked to pass resolutions, while private 
wardens, or to the game wardens of other citizens of both parties lent their personal 
states who. feel the need for better support backing. The aid of eastern game protective 
from their sportsmen and better conditions organizations was freely asked for and freely 
under which to push their work. given. “Independent” candidates, who were 

FIGie NN CaaS reey and included all manner of persons, 

rom altruistic lady-conservationists to pie- 
The first shot was fired when the two eating politicians, only helped to advertise the 

political parties took the field'in the guberna- issue. By inauguration Day every intelligent 
torial campaign of 1916. A representative person in ‘the state knew about “Efficiency 
delegation of G. P. A. officers waited on each Game Wardens,” and wagers pro and con 

of the two candidates for governor and solic- were laid by onlookers in many sporting cen- 
ited his promise, if elected, to consult ‘their. ters.) The G. P. A. had not won the fight yet, 
organization before appointing a game warden put it certainly “had the floor.” ‘ 

and to make the selection solely on the basis At this point the issue was complicated by 
of fitness for the ‘office, Emphasis was laid the jiIness and later by the untimely death of 
on the law, which specifies the appointment of — Governor F. C. De Baca, who had previously 
some person skilled in matters pertaining to evinced every indication of meeting the sports- 

game and fish. These pre-election promises men half way. During his illness a temporary 
ptoved easy to obtain; in fact the two candi- appointment was made, but not confirmed. 

dates vied with each other invbeing “the. first imc Aaa trestue desta sstlbgucthor<, 

=xso-sccept the- Ge PAs proposal. Livery ste—Complcaad ty the fact that the Lieutenant 
in the process was, of course, given all possible ~— Governor was of opposite political party, 
publicity, but scrupulous care was exercised necessitating a substitution of the opposite 
to make the whole question one of progress “sJate.” 
for the future, avoiding discussion of any The question now came up of whether the 
shortcomings of the past administrations. new Governor, W. E. Lindsey, was bound by 

Justice, tact and expediency made this pre- the promise of his deceased predecessor in of- 
caution a very necessary one. To have neg- fice Tt may be fairly said, and to his lasting 
lected it would, among other things, have — credit, that he not only viewed this question 
been asking the then party in power to con- in‘a favorable light, but furthermore recog- 
demn its own past acts, and would have af- nized the essential soundness and justice of the 
forded pie-seeking onlookers an excellent op- Gp, A's contentions. As a result, and to 
portunity to obscure the issue by recrimina- make a long story short, he duly appointed 

tions. There: being no “charges,” there was the sportsmen’s candidate, Theodore Rouault, 
nothing for reactionaries to attack except the Jr., of Las Cruces, N. M. 
principle of the proposed change, and that 2 i s 
principle was, of course, unassailably sound. Noruinc Succeeps Like Success. 

So much for pre-election promises, which A new day has dawned in wild life conser- 
were, after all, a simple matter. The real test vation in New Mexico. The State Game De
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partment commands a new kind of respect. It 
is an honor to be a Game Warden. It is every- 
where evident that Mr. Rouault, his deputies, 
and the Game Protective Association feel a 
mutual obligation to work. There are healthy 
differences of opinion as to details, but on all 
questions of principle, an absolutely solid 
front prevails. 

License sales, which are a reliable index of 
law-observance, have in one year increased 
fifty per cent over the previous high record. 
Successful prosecutions have increased pro- 
portionately. And what is still more im- 
portant—education in sportsmanship, hitherto 
carried on only by the G. P. A., has become a 
recognized function of the State Game De- 
partment. 

Of course, the results so far constitute the 
making of a beginning, not the attainment of 
an end. New Mexico’s wild life is not saved, 
but there has been set up a machinery which 
brings the task within the bounds of pos- 
sibility. 

Is the reform a permanent one? That re- 
mains to be seen. The writer predicts, how- 
ever, that before the next gubernatorial cam- 
paign, the new plan will have so firmly estab- 
lished its success that it will be bad politics 
to attempt the re-establishment of the old 
order. 

Meeting Battle Conditions. 
An obstacle course which makes the ordi- 

nary hurdle race seem tame in comparison has 
been introduced at Camp Kearney, Cal., by the 
War Department Commission on Training 
Camp Activities at the suggestion of Dr, 
Joseph E. Raycroft, director of the athletic di- 
vision of the Training Camp Commission 
which he made on a recent visit to the camp. 

The obstacles have been arranged with a 
view to acquainting the soldiers with the con- 
ditions they will encounter in actual warfare. 
Among them are brush hurdles, a shallow 
trench seven feet wide, wire entanglements, a 
fence three and a half feet high, plank bridges 
over sixteen-foot trenches and a seven-foot 
wall which must be scaled within one minute 
after reaching it without assistance except 
when the rifle is used in the drill. Then the 

men may aid one another. 
According to John R. Case, athletic director 

of the Training Camp Commission at Camp 
Kearney, the obstacle course serves to take the 
fear out of the men and makes them tackle 
unusual barriers with more dash and resolu- 
tion. The wire entanglements and the 7-foot 
wall give them the most trouble, he says. In 
a recent test in which 121 men participated, 
17 per cent failed on the entanglement -obsta- 
cle while 10.7 per cent were unable to climb 

the wall.
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which supply the markets of Den- 6ur-readers answer the question. Pos- 
mark, Holland and Germany with wild  siby the Biological Survey may inves- 
fowl are very small when compared tigate the’subject and furnish an opin- 
with the vast areas frequented by*wild ion. The use of punt guns and the use 
fowl in America. The population in . of decoys are both permitted in Eng- 
the older countries, where always the land for the purpose of providing cheap 
migrating wild ducks are and where wild fowl for the people*to eat. Gun- 
probably always they will be a cheap ners also, who shoot wild fowl with 
food in the markets, is much larger’ ons fifed from the shoulder own thé 
when compared with the area suitable qucks after they shoot them and_ sell 

im ducks, Le ee So ee the food in the markets. Wild ducks 
merica is compar $ ‘ 2 es Thy? 

line. Why is it that the people in oo thay pone (vs hy one 
. * . : ossibly the game. protectionist may 

America can ‘not haye migratory wild _ “Ney She! Saba atts aa | 
ducks’ to eati with the sameé freedom, S@y., NCYeT Hunt the why and where | 

: which the people in the older countries fore, we ate for _ More protection 
enjoy? We have an answer to this and a big appropriation, hut*to us the» 
question which may or may not be question is intefesting. It has a de- 
right. We would like to have some of cided economic importance. 

cae oe 

A COMPLAINT 
By Aldo Leopold, Secretary New Mexico Protective Association. ~ ‘ 

. 

Editor Game Breeder: production as distinguished from game 
The following editorial note appears preservation, and 1 thought that this 

in your November issue: was the very point you yourself have 
“The states now have many large been ‘hammering on through your 

refuges ‘for game. We hope to see magazine. Game Refuges, in the 
these enlarged so that the public can proper sense of the word, consist of 
safely shoot in them. As it is they small areas closed to hunting, on 
simply are additions to the vast areas which a seed stock can be held over 
of posted farms.” to breed and produce shooting on the 

You seem to imply in the above surrounding hunting grounds. They 
statement that these game refuges are are an automatic restocker of depleted 
mere foolishness because hunting is coverts. Here in New Mexico we are 
prohibited within their boundaries. If working hard to get Congress to pass | 
that is your meaning, I believe you are a Game Refuge bill, so that we will | 
doing a serious injustice to the cause not have to put a permanent closed 
of “more game and fewer game laws,” season on our deer and turkey, which 
as well as to other sportsmen who are range principally on the National For- 

, striving toward the same end’ as you ests, over which Congress has juris- 
are, but who believe that game farming diction. It is absolutely certain that 
is not the only means necessary to at- unless Refuges are established and that 
tain them. quickly, a closed season will be the 

Game Refuges are often the only al- only alternative. It is a bit hard to 
ternative to closed seasons. It is very swallow, therefore, when your influ- 
plain that you do not approve of closed ential magazine makes an unprovoked 
seasons. Why then should-you go out attack on the refuge idea, which by all 
of your way to discredit the refuge your professed principles ought to 
idea, which is one of the few construc- have your hearty suport. 

_ tive devices so far invented to prevent Of course,. there. have been perver- 
the necessity for closed seasons? sions of the Game Refuge principle, as 
Game Refuges are a device for game also of the game farming principle, but 

° 

*
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these hardly warrant a blanket attack parks. New York has a big park 
on all moves which bear either name. where any one can shoot. The State 
Some states have closed a couple of can not look after the game on the 
counties and called it a game refuge. farms or sell the right to shoot on the 
Other states have closed entire moun- farms. It should provide some shoot- 
tain ranges and called them game _ ing for those who are negligent or un- 
refuges. In both instances the over- willing to be industrious. 
flow value or restocking value are If our New Mexican reader will run 
practically absent and therefore they back over his file of The Game Breeder 
are not game refuges at all, but simply he will find that we have said repeat- 
local closed seasons. But these per- edly we are for quiet sanctuaries for 
versions of the refuge idea are the ex- those who want them; that we are for 

' ception. If we had small closed areas posted farms for sentimental owners; 
in each mountain range, and cleaned that we are for closed seasons when 
the predatory animals out of them, the these appear to be necessary provided 
overflow would soon restock the they be not applied to game farms and 
Southwest and produce enough deer preserves so as to prevent production. 
and turkey hunting to go around. We Personally we do not care much for 
would like to have your support in- shooting of a highly artificial character 
stead of your-opopsition to this game on small areas. At best it is not more 
refuge plan—specifically to the Robinson than 50 per cent. better than shooting 
Bill (S. 2455) which will probably be clay birds. We prefer to shoot over 
reintroduced at this session of Congress. dogs. Freedom, it seems to us, how- 

This bill merits the active support of ever, embodies the right to enjoy all 
Eastern sportsmen and sporting papers. kinds of sport. 

= It seems peculiar to intelligent 
Our Answer to Aldo Leopold. sportsmen that state game officers 

5 should continually be advised by a well 
We have said repeatedly that we paid lobby to set aside the lands owned 

stand for anything and everything by the state for quiet refuges. The 
that will result in, “more game and people who go in strongly for quiet 

fewer game laws”; that there is plenty refuges, we find when we have them 
of room in America for all projects; interviewed, often are in favor of put- 

that we are not opposed to quiet ref- ting the quail and other game birds on 
uges but we prefer the noisy sanctuary the song bird list; they also favor pro- 
not only because it provides sport for yisions that game produced by indus- 

all the guns the land can carry safely) try must be taken “otherwise than by 
and without extermination, but also’ shooting” and even (as in Michigan) 
because it will restock the neighbor- that wild ducks produced for sport 

hood and provide some shooting for| must be so mutilated before they are 
those who are not industrious much_ sold by a game farmer that they can not 

more quickly than any quiet refuge ever fly. It seems to be an easy mat- 
will. The noisy Sanctuary should be ter for those interested in field sport 
more popular with sportsmen and they) prohibition and those interested in 
should not put in all of their time) keeping the game as a “political foot- 

creating quiet refuges and procuring’ ball” to divert the attention of sports- 
laws restricting shooting. men to the refuge idea which puts an 

Public lands, and waters and public end to sport on large areas instead of 
parks are the place for public shooting. to sporting ideas. It is well known 
Most of the farmers do not permit any that the farmers as a rule put an end 
shooting. The people who seek laws to sport by posting the farms. Put in 
creating refuges often propose laws) your time securing refuges if you wish 
prohibiting shooting on other lands for and we will devote our spare time to 
terms of years or forever. The State creating noisy shoots. Come and try 
sets a bad example when it prohibits them some time when you are down 
shooting on public lands and in public our way. ‘



6 ARIZONA ‘ 

Aya N THE course of a recent ex- G s for good work are enormous. Nature 
4 tended trip in Arizona, I had A Warning, also an Opportunity is‘ with us—only man and predatory 

4 opportunity to size up pretty z animals are against us. These asso- 
thoroughly the conditions of By ALDO LEOPOLD, U. S. Forest Service ciations have the evident opportunity 
the state’s game and fish sup- of persuading men to get on the other 

ply. 4 : ee ee Sate 2 £ ars ee RSS] side of the fence—in persuading the 
Trout are holding up wonderfully Tae eS oo es i es ae oes TD average citizen that it is his privilege 

well. They are catching good creels "2 OA Se be AIA. ws uf oly ;| and’ duty to assume a constructive 
of twelve-inch fish out of little iso- | a a Nee. SL) instead of destructive attitude toward lated heavily fished streams that look [ae alo as ne — a eee -4 beneficial wild things. Incidentally, 
hardly big enough to hold fingerlings. a ee ak Se ie ee . by co-operating with the stockmen, 
With frequent restocking and the ex- f Press eh ad ee = a Ap. Re en ‘| they can go a long way toward elim- 
tirpation of that most repulsive of NT Re Hh mp ay = oes a oe inating predatory animals also. 
all game hogs—the dynamiter— the ees atti VS eal = ae a Sea That a plentiful supply of gamé is 
trout are in no danger. i we is Saya ue 4 Rs rN . Sse =| a good business asset, as well as an 

With the game, the opposite is the LG : " Oya), a te EN, a) ‘aaeeees)| individual resource for public health 
case. Without any doubt four of Ari- |B ge at) Rei. As We aio gee and recreation, is admirably illus- 
zona’s most valuable species—the he ARERR aati ay Da an oy a trated in the case of the state of 
mountain sheep, the antelope, the ea SIRES , EP cg ated P a Feed §=Maine. Maine is said to take in $10,- 
javelina or peccary, and the Sonora ae Ned et Cae ae iB oa ReeK 7 a 000,000 per year from people who 
deer are hovering on the verge of ex- MOUNTAIN ae See Ab an Ss ae ie as come there to hunt, fish and enjoy 
termination. Moreover the blacktail cippp L a TAL ee Se f| the woods and waters. Why should 
deer and the turkey are about to be- Bee 4 ad 2 PON Daca te wd a fei} Arizona squander her God-given op- 
come extinct in the southern parts of IN THE | aoe Be ae ae Mae Uk onde portunity to do the same? 
the state. Turkey may indeed be said tyNcom. A r 5 ( Re ¢ Re a Ee Ra) 4 
to be totally cleaned out south of the ha wey Pi hg Ag iN, FI NBS 17 : 
Mogollon Rim. PAHGRE in Csl NN ing RAO SY NA i White-tailed deer are holding out NATIONAL ys ¥ WA Uses Ly mS Bo 
better. Like the rabbit, they live in popper ny yee FF Sy SN psd 
the dense brush and survive by hid- — fe smascl x Pas Bae ee YR ¥ 
ing out. Quali are doing well except COLO. acs : { pe Ne Se % 
near the larger towns, where they ae Sy - ie ai gee ie H Be 
are getting thinned out. Poo tL a SSG NE SES nn poy 

Arizona is capable of raising a per- Beekes - an a Yi P SPRES ‘ g SANs at 
fectly enormous supply of game. Two Pe AEE PS SOS _ 
things are needed to bring back the eee er ye aS NE pay Wee 
supply—law enforcement and game ec ess OER Aen ubboegs eee ea 
refuges. With vast areas of thinly ie se ae a 

: ee ee te a settled country the thorough enforce. om ee Soe oe et 
ment of the law is naturally a difficult ee Se oe ee ae ess 
matter. It will come only through a ee age ee 
public education. A thousand war- os a a = Seb a aes 2 
dens could neyer do the trick, un= [rangi onan, i ot ees ee S ey 
aided. But with the active co-opera- Se. a Sie _— 
tion of the public, especially the: oe 
stockmen, it can be done, and done ae ae le a “Rg eeal 
well. 

A bill to establish game refuges is Open season on deer and turkey abso- ture contains extravagant claims of 

now before congress. This is the lutely. ~ “superb hunting and fishing.” Some- 
Chamberlain-Hayden game _ refuge One of the sources of serious dan- times, of course, this is true, but more 
bill. Everybody wants refuges, es- ger to Arizona’s game exists in the often it is not. The danger lies not 
pecially the stockmen. Unless some- misleading statements sent out to the so much in disappointing sportsmen 

thing is done to establish them, how- public exaggerating the amount of who come to seek this “superb” sport, 

ever, and that quickly, the only alter- game in different localities. An im- but in blinding the.general public to 

native will be to close up the present mense amount of advertising litera- the real truth. It engenders a false 
sense of security as to our game sup- 

cm 5. ply. 
I : i ‘ For instance, the case of Arizona’s 
| a F * . deer. By actual figures, twenty 

4 2 ones a : om , | square miles of our mountain country 
: , Lt ae ne ae | produces one killable buck per year. 

. Ps Rear Cae > “ | In New England—full of cities and 
FIPS aid ye ee Re ge Se. me | teeming with men—every two square 

| bie terest ues aS eee camels : miles of deer country produces a 
| Brea fite, oi NA Nee aaa buck. In other words, New England | TY PAAR Os eke cate 8 a I ; | 

FONE oe | itt ‘ , has ten times as many deer per 
Pa Be : € Bee eS) ies ‘ square mile as Arizona. Shall we ask 

ae bag - e Gems e, A. New England sportsmen to come out 
a : oe oe ee here to hunt? Some day, perhaps— 

& “ees cote wy ry Ge after we get game refuges and law 
| ts aR : ; rs 4 ee enforcement, and hence deer—but 

_ per pe ? ee Pal not yet. 
iN i. oe ; Woe pit The most encouraging sign of the 

er ie) ee A, 4 oo times is the recent orgazination of 
| ey = \ he Fe tte four game protective associations, at 

ee - ese z . a : 2 ol | Flagstaff, Springerville, Tucson and 
| et Me cage FO . pase se Payson sosrest ey These = vol- 
Be ee we untary organizations of public spir- 

a wae PPS, oe ited citizens formed to push all avail- 
[ee ee Biot, esas SU ARE Sec ae Re able measures for bringing back Ari- 

Buffalo Cow and Calf on the Winter National Game Refuge zona’s wild life. Their potentialities
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FORESTRY AND GAME CONSERVATION 

By Apo Lroporp 

Secretary, Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce 

The technical education of the American forester aims principally 

to teach him how to raise and use timber. This is obviously proper. 
Handling timber lands is his major function. 

But when the forester begins actual work on a forest he is called 

upon to solve a much broader problem. He is charged with the duty 
of putting land to its highest use. 

When foresters took charge of the National Forests in 1908 they 
were not slow to see that they were responsible for the regeneration 

and development of the Forest ranges. The fact that large areas were 

overgrazed was considered no reason for letting them remain so. The 

fact that selfish interests stood in the way of reorganization and prog- 
ress was considered no obstacle against going ahead. ‘The fact that 
nobody had ever heard of scientific range management was considered 

no reason for the continuance of an obsolete system. Foresters under- 

took to regenerate the ranges on a scientific basis, and succeeded. To- 
day National Forest range management has the opportunity of becom- 
ing the most efficient in the world. 

When foresters took charge of the National Forests they found their 

game resources, like their grazing resources, to be in a depleted and 
non-productive condition. But instead of pushing the work of regen- 
erating the game, they have, by and large, met the situation only as it 

has pushed them. Today the game resources of the National Forests 

are, in general, in just as depleted a condition as they were ten years 
ago, when the Forests were established. Such real work as has been 

done has been based almost solely on the hand-to-mouth policy of pre- 
serving a little sport for the immediate morrow. ‘There has been little 
vision—little effort to lay broad foundations for an aggressive game 
policy dovetailing into the policy for the development of timber and 
range and the recreational needs of the public. In short, the job bears 

all the earmarks of defensive instead of offensive tactics. 

There are, of course, reasons for this anamolous bit of history— 

reasons no doubt already on the tongues of those who see no cause for 

dissatisfaction. But it is beginning to be suspected that these reasons 
will no longer hold water.
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First, there is the real and mutual handicap of dual authority over 

National Forest game. The Federal Government owns the land and 
has the men on the ground, but the State owns the game and makes the 

laws. This has resulted in the plan of dual administration under co- 
operative agreements. It has grown to be almost a habit to consider j 
these agreements fundamentally defective, and in the same breath to 

assume the absence of any remedy except the complete recession of 

the one party or the other, in either event raising the dread specter of 

“States rights.” This assumption of three ultimate alternatives, all 
hopeless, has naturally blasted initiative. But the writer believes the 
assumption to be incorrect. In the course of a series of future articles, 
it is hoped to present a new method of co-operative administration, 
supplemented by some very simple Federal legislation, which will afford 
a permanently workable plan. 

Second, foresters have lacked the stimulus of a strong local demand 

for better game administration, or, stated negatively, they have to some 

extent encountered local opposition to any administration at all. They 
have waited ten years for this demand to grow of its own accord before 

realizing that it is quite possible to deliberately go out and create it. 
In New Mexico this has been done, as indeed it was done long ago in 
connection with grazing administration, where the “will to do” was not 
lacking. 

' Third, foresters have labored under the vague fear that a real crop 
of game might interfere with both grazing and silviculture, as if graz- 
ing and silviculture might not also interfere with each other! The 
principle of “highest use” has evidently been more talked about than 
understood. i 

These, then, are the three reasons for the lack of an aggressive game 
policy on the National Forests. Assuming that they have so far made 
effective action impossible, they have certainly not made constructive 
thought impossible. Yet the lack of constructive thought seems, to the 
writer, to have been the greatest single obstacle to progress in this field. 
It is significant to recall that such really constructive ideas as that of a 
correlated system of National Forest Game Refuges were conceived by 
outside parties. It is the purpose of this paper to urge on foresters 
their special responsibility and special fitness for supplying constructive 
thought, and later an actual solution of the game problem on the 

' Forests. 
Foresters must consider themselves especially responsible for hand- 

ling the game problem because: (1) Their work gives them the oppor- 
tunity to be better acquainted with game conditions than any other
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class of men. (2) Their training in forestry especially fits them for 
the work. (3) They are the only large body of scientifically trained 

men on the ground. (4) If they do not devise means of saving the ‘ 
game, the recreational value of the Forests will be permanently and 

seriously reduced. 

That foresters ought to know game conditions is not open to argu- 
ment—it is obvious. ‘That a forester’s training especially fits him to 
supply the greatest present needs of the game problem, the writer hopes 

to establish by showing what those needs are. 
In the first place, it is strikingly true that the history of game con- 

servation in the United States has been exactly analogous to the history 
of forest conservation. Any new movement starts out as a “cause,” 
and the first few years consist mostly of propaganda in furtherance 

thereof. Forestry started out as a cause, and the first ten years of its 
history is a story of forestry propaganda. Game conservation has 
started out as a cause, and as such has about run its allotted course. 
What, judging from the history of forestry, is the next move? 

In answer, it may be well to state that the propaganda stage of for- 
estry was concerned with the question of whether our forests should 

be conserved. ‘The people having answered that question in the affirm- 
ative, forestry immediately entered its second stage. In this stage it 
was concerned with the question of how our forests should be con- 
served. Here the science of forestry took the floor, prepared to cope 

with the situation. Foresters had anticipated the need and had devel- 
oped at least the rudiments of American forest management. 

Reverting again to the game question, we may venture the statement 

that the American people have already answered, in a vigorous affirm- 

ative, the question of whether our game shall be conserved. Game 
conservation is ready to enter its second stage, and even the layman is ‘ 
beginning to ask how it shall be accomplished. Witness game refuges, 
game farming, and countless new departures in game laws. The time 

has come for science to take the floor, prepared to cope with the situa- 

tion. But has the need been anticipated, and at least the rudiments of 

American game management developed. ‘The writer believes it has not. 
If it is true that the country is confronted with the eleventh-hour 

necessity of developing the science of game management, what can the 

new science borrow from the science of forestry? In the opinion of 
the writer, a great deal. The following brief analogy, which for the 

sake of simplicity deals primarily with big game, is self-explanatory: 
The first step in undertaking the administration of a tract of game 

range is to make a game census. This corresponds to timber estimates
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or reconnaissance. A proper game census should give us the number 

of head by species (stand estimates), a game distribution map (type 

map), data by unit areas on predatory animal damage (fire and insect 

damage), data on water, cover, and foods (soils and site qualities), and 
figures by unit areas on past annual kill (old cuttings). 

The next step is, install a system of patrol against illegal killing and 

predatory animal damage (timber-trespass and fire damage). This is 

for the purpose of safeguarding needed breeding stock (growing 

stock), the loss of which would seriously impair the productiveness of 
our forest. 

We may assume in this analogy that we have an unlimited permanent 
demand for all the hunting we can furnish (timber market). This 

being the case, good management demands the immediate adoption of 

a system of regulation of annual kill (annual cut), with the aim of 

sustained annual kill (sustained annual yield). ‘lo determine the 
amount of breeding stock (growing stock) which is to serve as a basis 

of sustained yield, we first segregate as game refuges the ranges of 

rare or threatened species (protection forests). We also segregate as 

game refuges areas chiefly valuable for recreation and scenery (recre- 

ation forests). Next we take the breeding stock on the remaining 
hunting grounds and determine our annual limitation of kill (limitation 

of cut). 

From here on the analogy is suggestive rather than absolute. For 
present purposes it will suffice to point out that in the determination of 
annual kill we use kill factors, which will be explained in future arti- 
cles. They are calculated empirically and are analogous to yield tables. 
We may also adopt a killable age of game roughly analogous to a rota- 
tion. We also make use of game refuges, bag limits, and a limitation 
in the number of hunting permits, the combined effect of which is 
analogous to a combination of area and volume regulation of cut in 
forestry. 

Given a market, we make game laws (sale contracts) specifying 
certain license fees (stumpage rates). We may adopt limitations on 
age and sex of animals to be taken, which are analogous to marking 
tules. ( 

Before cutting begins we decide on the system of regeneration. In 
most instances this will be natural increase (natural reproduction), 
but this may be supplemented by artificial restocking (planting). If 
so, we may establish a game farm (nursery). It is again important to 
point out that in no case where we cannot restock should we allow even 

the local removal of more than a fixed minimum of breeding stock 
(seed trees). ;
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It is the purpose of the foregoing paragraphs to suggest, not to ex- 
plain, the analogy between game management and forestry. A full 

explanation must necessarily transcend the scope of this paper. It 
must be apparent to the reader, however, that the prime necessity for 

stock-taking, protection against damage, and management for sustained 

production under a fixed system of regeneration is common to both. 

Especially so is the principle. of guarding at all costs against the deple- 
tion of the normal breeding stock (normal stand). 

The skeptic may promptly rebut the foregoing analogy. American 
foresters, he will say, have preached the principles of silviculture, nota- 
bly sustained yield, but have as yet been unable to practice them. How, 

then, could they have practiced them with game? ‘True; but why? 

Because of lack of a demand for inferior grades and remote stumpage. 
Because of our old bugbear—inaccessibility. Does game management 

"labor under the same handicap? Emphatically it does not. There is 
a demand for every head of killable big game in the United States, 
wherever it may be. Five million sportsmen are looking for hunting 

grounds, and many in vain. Indeed, it may be said that, as far as a 
market is concerned, we are more ready to practice game management 

than to practice forest management. 

The next question is: To what extent have the principles of forestry 
been applied to game? 

The big outstanding fact which confronts us here is that absolutely 
no volume limitation has been applied to the annual kill except bag 

limits. Having failed to regulate the number of bags, we have really 
applied no volume limitation at all. There has been applied (but often 
not enforced) a time limitation (hunting seasons), and we have begun 
to discuss an area limitation (game refuges), but that is all. Hunting 
seasons and bag limits are essential, but they do not go far enough. 

They have necessarily failed to prevent depletion of the breeding 

stock ; consequently we are raising little game. What would we expect 
of a Forest wherein every millman who could pay a license fee were 

turned loose to cut ad libitum from September 15 to November 1, pro- . 

vided he did not haul to market more than 50,000 feet in any one day? 

Obviously mighty little. Such practice would end by stripping the 
accessible parts, culling the most desirable species, no matter how badly 
needed for seed, leaving other areas untouched, and in general creating 

the antithesis of a productive forest. Yet just so have we created the 

antithesis of a productive game supply. 

Granting that the present system applies no adequate limitation of 
annual kill, how are we to make good the deficiency? The following
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is a brief outline of a system of Federal hunting permits which would 
supply the necessary limitation of kill on the National Forests. 

First, take our unit area (in the National Forests this will be a ranger 
district) and find out what is left in the way of stock. On the basis of 

: game killed (figures, heretofore little used, happily on file for years 

past), and with due allowance for gradually bringing the stock back to 
normal, figure out for each species how many animals can be safely 
removed for next year. Multiply by two for unsuccessful hunters, and 

advertise the result as the maximum number Federal hunting permits 
which will be sold for that district for that year, no permit to be sold 
except on presentation of a proper,State license. Sale will take place 
at a specified time and place, first come first served. Each permit will 
bear tags, which must be attached to carcasses during possession and 
later mailed to the Forest officer for cancellation. Possession of car- 
cass without tag, or failure to turn in tags, will be grounds for refusal 
of permit during ensuing years. The canceled tags and a recensus 

will form the basis for next year’s limitation. The local game pro- 

tective association (an adjunct to our administration just as necessary 
as the stockmen’s advisory board)’ should help determine the number 
and allotment of permits. 

The foregoing paragraph is only a suggestive sketch of a system 

which will be developed in detail in a separate article. The legal basis 
for putting it into effect would consist of a simple Federal law author- 
izing the issuance of hunting permits. (Authority to issue such per- 
mits, by the way, is already vested in the United States, but it would 
require an act of Congress instructing the Secretary of Agriculture to 
exercise it.) It will be seen that no right, title, or interest of the State 
is in any way interfered with. The whole process consists in “raising 
the price” on big game, and thus creating a Federal fund to assist the 
State in its protection. A revision of the co-operative agreement with 
the State game department would complete the necessary machinery. 

It should be noted that the proposed system of Federal hunting per- 
mits leaves the fixing of open and closed seasons to the State, as here- 

tofore. The lack of Federal authority in the fixing of seasons has been 
one of the stock arguments against- the present co-operative plan of 
administration. But with Federal volumetric control of kill, who cares 

what the open season is, as long as it be within reason? With the 
annual kill under regulation, open seasons are no longer a vital factor. 
The necessity for long closed seasons is done away with. ‘The whole 
question of seasons becomes a mere matter of expediency and con- 
venience.
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We started out to prove that the undeveloped science of game man- 
agement can borrow its framework from the developed science of for- 
estry. It is hoped that the analogy between the two sciences and the 
sample system in which the analogy is concretely applied will throw 

some light on the writer’s contention that foresters can meet the big 

needs of the game problem by simply applying the principles with 

which they, and they only, are familiar. 

In view of the impending extermination of certain valuable game 
species, it seems advisable, before concluding this paper, to make a 

further comparison between forestry and game management in the 

matter of selection of species. In the writer’s opinion, this is a point 
which cannot receive too much emphasis. 

Forestry may prescribe for a certain area either a mixed stand or a 
pure one. But game management should always prescribe a mixed 

stand—that is, the perpetuation of every indigenous species. Variety 

in game is quite as valuable as quantity. In the Southwest, for instance, 
we want not only to raise a maximum number of mule deer and turkey, 

but we must also at least perpetuate the Mexican mountain-sheep, big- 

horn, antelope, white-tail deer, Sonora deer, elk, and javelina. ‘The 

attractiveness, and hence the value of our Forests as hunting grounds, 

is easily doubled by retaining our extraordinary variety of native big 

game. ‘This variety also adds enormously to their attractiveness for 
the summer camper, the cottager, and the fisherman. The perpetua- 
tion of interesting species is good business, and their extermination, in 

the mind of the conservationists, would be a sin against future genera- 

tions. 

Forestry does not face so acute a problem. Black walnut or yellow 

poplar may have become commercially:defunct in our hardwood for- 
ests, but they are not extinct and never will be. We may destroy them 
with fire and axe, and burn off the soil of their native habitat to the 

uttermost extremity of abuse, but some day, somehow; we can always 

have a walnut or a poplar forest if the demand is sufficiently urgent. 

But not so with most game. White-tail deer and rabbits seem to have 
an immunity to extinction, but the great majority of big-game species 
may quite conceivably become extinct. .One species of big game is ex- 
tinct, two species have already been exterminated from the Southwest, 
and five more are even now threatened with extermination. 

Foresters are quite properly concerned over the threatened. commer- 

cial extermination of chestnut by blight and white pine by the blister 
rust. But how much concern is felt over the impending extermination 

of mountain-sheep and antelope on the National Forests? I am afraid,
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very little. Yet a good stock of mountain-sheep alone would add mil- 
lions of dollars to the capital value of National Forest resources. Men 
go to Tibet to hunt the argali. Surely they would come to New Mexico 
to hunt Ovis mexicanus—if we had any left to hunt. 

In conclusion, the writer is sensible of the fact that in arraigning the 
profession of forestry for a passive attitude toward the game problem, 
he speaks from the standpoint of a game conservation enthusiast. But 
why, indeed, should not more foresters likewise be enthusiasts on this 

question? They should—in fact, they must be, if they are to act as 
leaders in launching the new science of game management. Enthu- 

siasm for forest conservation was a conspicuous attribute of foresters 

until long after the propaganda stage of forestry—and a very necessary 

one. Without it the tremendous first obstacles to launching the new 
science of ‘forestry would not have been overcome. Without it we 
shall not overcome the first obstacles to making American game a major 

forest product.
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The G Situation in the Southwest 
BY ALDO LEOPOLD, U. S. Forest Service 

HE Southwest has more possibilities and per- Gentlemen, it would be an affront to your intelli- 1,700 head; the drought has now probably reduced 
"Tiseee more difficulties in the matter of game pro- gence to add exhortation and argument to these the remnant to 1,000 head. We have about 150 

duction than any region I know of in the United statements. They show that the Southwest is in mountain sheep left, in three herds. There were 
States. I hope to give this meeting a few observa- a bad fix. As American citizens, we of the South- four herds a few years ago. We have one small 
tions as to these possibilities, to the end of awakening west are custodians of a unique national property herd of javelinas. Ptarmigan, found in two locali- 
a more active interest in our Southwestern problem, that is about to be permanently damaged. As _ ties a few years ago, are now reduced to one little 
and to get from you a great many ideas which will American citizens, you of the East share in part-our spot. Prairie chickens are on their last legs. Here 
help untangle some of its knots. responsibility to prevent that damage and to make 

Thad better state, in the first place, afact of which that property productive. As self-reliant sports- - ios = - 
even you sportsmen may not be fully aware; namely, men, neither of us will quit before the job is done. FY A er eee 3 hy 
that the Southwest contains a greater and more Now how are we going to do it? ¢ BY AS, re i ti rs ee 
interesting variety of animals, birds and fish, and Before scratching our heads too hard about ways = x hs rebel a Wiss agit ae fy 
a greater and more interesting variety of hunting and means, it is the part of good sense to first i BY ea) Sm ate ee Med a Gamer 
grounds and climates than any other part of Amer- calmly survey the Fie field and find out | areae “SS Se oe (aoe! bias ie 
ica, I can take you to Alaska and show you its whether we are bucking a hopeless proposition. | ea 4 K be Fda id ss ‘ 
timber-line lakes where there are bighorn and Fighting windmills is all very well for those who | tes r a rN yea oes F 
ptarmigan and alpine wild flowers and marmots have nothing else to do, but most sportsmen are | Seagate Rt » ey ae ee 
whistling from the slide-rocks—in New Mexico. — obliged incidentally to make a living, and we will a Sy Re a oo ewe Se 
I can take you to the jungle where parakeets chatter not get their full support for any program of work ceed e°) PAN eee ait Sree 
in the treetops and jaguars and peccaries roam in unless we can demonstrate that success is humanly ak ail e it ‘ Si he 
the thickets—in Arizona. I can take you to Louisi- possible. Is it possible then to restore the game of | SaS@apaye"s wr" ~ q Cae 
ana and show you rookeries of ibises and egrets and the Southwest? Or must it inevitably disappear me x ARE * tie ie a? uN oe 
all the waterfowl, or to Canada, and show you trout before the westward march of empire? be Stee ‘ al a3 
en) ae beaver dams a water prea and Koa re ee fi / is A a 

ragrant forests of spruce and aspen and balsam— ‘ : a Sider a. bo A 
all in the Southwest. In the East you have one Fogetbilities: For Improvement: Increasing tees Se ea} he wa Y = ; 
kind of deer—we have four, and antelope and I wish deliberately and emphatically to state that A OES. a Daag a3 eS. " i 
mountain sheep and elk to boot. You have one the settlement of the West is improving rather than NER WA py vy) Bae en Go j 
kind of quail—we have three. You have one kind destroying the possibilities for successful game pro- is ad ak AR See aN 

duction. Why? Because: (1) The stock industry Pekan mA ey Nice ip) Soe 
which covers the entire West is demanding the PO sha ae ae ide ne ies iy 

ee destruction of predatory animals, and the U. 8. sth 7a | wg Ve 
Biological Survey is doing the job, rapidly and tee Se E be SS al ee 

4 well. (2) The stock industry is placing water and | spa Maas aim a ns ace eats \ 
4 salt on millions of acres of range that were originally meee ae ees 

’ waterless and, therefore, largely gameless. (3) | Sagrar atthe ree jee aie 
y Forestry and agriculture are doing away with the | (357) Sieai-.e amr moments) caer ines t aay i 

; forest fire and the prairie fire. (4) Irrigation is GE he RS re Sb ee 
- pa spreading cover, feed and water over great areas y es ae de eae We if Le ; 

4 ee pe and improving them from the game standpoint. |3My. °° “ms POM ree mee | SO Ae 
i ee 4) era tn (5) Stock watering places and irrigation reservoirs Wo je) ae ES 4 se ae Bees / 
. aie oA agtad sortie ON are literally creating fishing and ducking grounds ya Nestle) PP Ben Aro iss et RUE BY 

? eet ah that in the old days did not exist. (6) Allindustries | yf. Gagaeets " Seo aN Ra | 
a i Se ernie) are evolving toward a fenced range, which means | ea ag Aa nt a ad Be Shae 

ete >” Rt a al the cessation of overgrazing, which in the past has | aay eS A A aN SBR 
3 RS cola an | been very bad for the game. Nei ea sama: ee iS Rae 

~o i ae ReGen eee It stands to reason, of course, that these artificial |? “ad. F ~ oN 
ee improvements involve an adjustment in the economy i ee ae e ch : aeas 

x SE ae AN of nature. Some species, like the elk and buffalo, ON ee Ca a TS Linh ma) nee 
Pies ie EE ke, are damaged and must be relegated to areas offering | 4 ERwin Ve SEAS pr fe 

Aer XS SPs tii Lal exceptional conditions. Other species are benefited nee — : 3 = ——— 
| | ae Sat Pe es a oe damaged in ie degrees. ea oe Photograph by Forest Service. 
a gens 7 Wyahy oe there are certain things we must do to aid in the \ 
We. ges ears A <9 adjustment. But the net result can be made a One of the Most Important Phases tee ' 

Mae ee eS fe. Ae benefit, not a loss. The march of empire, therefore, Game Protection—U. S. Forest Ranger Skinning 
% : i ‘= sae is no excuse for lying down on this job. Gray Wolf 

Wie. Always Room For Game Pe ed ; ur deer 2 > grous Os, +) are 
Peas al mocorco! County: Nae And now there is one more point which I advisedly of course, in Rb inerlinte danger of ceartitena tions 

segregate to emphasize its importance. The time put it is a serious question how long the deer and 
of grouse—we have three. You have one species will never come when even an appreciable fraction turkey can continue to endure an open season. 
of the family Columbide, which includes doves and of the Southwest will be actually usurped by the A very rough figure for our New Mexico deer (both | 
pigeons—we have three. And last of all, we have works of man. Cities and villages, ranches and blacktail and whitetail) would be about 15,000 head. — 
the lordly gobbler—there is no finer game anywhere. irrigation, mines and factories will cover millions Some eastern states report that many bucks killed 
There is no dodging the fact—the Southwest ought of acres in each western state, but each state each year, so that you can see our stock is very low. | 
to be a land of milk and honey for the sportsman. measures its area in scores of millions. There will There are problably as many turkey as deer. It is | 

always remain vast areas suitable only for forests, certainly a conservative statement to say that the 
Refuges Needed grazing, game and recreation. To raise game, both situation demands immediate constructive action. 

large and small, on these areas will always be ‘This brings me to the real subject of this paper, 
But is it? Iam afraid not. With all this abun- possible. To fail to do so will always be an economic namely, the problem of game administration in 

dance of species we have comparatively few plentiful and social waste. Our problem, 1 admit, is big and our southwestern country. 
enough to justify an eben aaEOE: oe of tee new sud compas ted| but its successful solution ; 
species are now protected by year-long closed is perfectly practicable. jee ; 
seasons, except deer, turkey, quail, waterfowl and Now as iewaye and means. It takes four things Limit the Annual Kill 
doves. Deer and turkey are getting scarce, and if to raise public game: land, breeding stock, good I look on game administration from the viewpoint 
game refuges are not obtained soon they will have administration and good sportsmanship. As I of a forester. Forests are kept per -ntly pro- 
to go on the “songbird list.” Quail are temporarily have already pointed out, we have land enough to ductive by finding how much matell ? 
very low—I think due to the drought, but will raise game for all time to come. We still have will produce per year, and then limit—— 
probably recover. But right now, of all our spven- breeding stock of all game species except buffalo cut to that amount. This is called si 
TEEN kinds of game, only two—waterfowl and doves and the native elk, but in the case of five species the Game ought to be handled on the stemy 
—remain sufficiently abundant to allow a man to _ breeding stock is almost gone. An antelope census but is not. How long would a fores Ci 
kill the limit with a perfectly good conscience. of New Mexico compiled four years ago showed ductive if we declared an open sez
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without specifying how many could be removed rae eae 
or where? Such forest management would be absurd, ‘ Bs ae 5 
but it is thus that we manage our game. Small co 
wonder, then, that our productive machinery is B i ae + 
out of order. 7 ihe. 

In forestry the annual cut is fixed by taking ” a a 
stock and calculating by previously determined yield e ot 
figures what amount of mature product that stock " ee 
will produce each year. I maintain that the time ois at 
has come when we can do the same thing with big el sill e ate 
game. Methods of taking stock, or a game census, F i a i Z 
are rapidly being developed. If we know how much j ee a Ro sere 
breeding stock we have, it ought not be difficult to ; ; : = pene i: aa 
determine how many mature animals per year that oe ee a ; a 
breeding stock will produce without diminution, SE ie ca Le ae 2 iv; . Pe 
and thus determine our annual kill. a li na ne - 6 ee MS 

A Kill F: | ee SS tl al | 
i actor f 0 ee aa % ee 5 es an 

Right here we can borrow a very workable prin- te) ve m eee ae al A ea 
ciple from the range cattle industry. Cow-men have oN ae 4| 
learned that in each locality there is a fixed ratio a Vr Ne eee jet $i 
between the number of breeding animals on the eee c ei i " | 
range and the number of steers that can be gathered B fe i Re a ea ~~ 
each year. The ratio in our southwestern country ares eX ~ a nl 
is about J to 6. This is called the steer factor. ne cd vi —— ee 
There must, of course, be a similar ratio between the Woes sy: ba a 
number of deer on the range and the number of ; ey AS % y oe 
bucks that can safely be killed. Let us call this the cet} “AD. ont La 
kill factor. The Forest Service is now determining Sarin. 5 TE Te <a - 
experimentally the kill factor for representative ; *. . ‘ a ee nts F 
areas in the scuthwestern forests. It will take three a ae a TAR Me . 
years more to gather the data, but so far it looks as sa a nN ‘ bot Lob my s ecard | 
if the ratio would be about 1 to 15, This tentative eee ON : Sa Ae i 
figure alone indicates plainly the unproductiveness CON Ns Nat 
of our breeding stock of deer. ae eee SNS ; . 

Now if we have a game census and a kill factor, peer rencelee Bt! . 
we past records of annual kill to check by, what Photograph by Forest Service. e 
is there to prevent the fixing of an annual limitation : : : ; : 
of kill on the National Forests? Nothing at all Ptarmigan in Summer Plumage in the Colorado National Forest 1 

except the administrative machinery for setting = ae 
and enforcing it. This question of administrative pose of hunting is an ample basis for any system of | decided that in case of overdemand, 75 permits | 
machinery has heretofore been considered a stum- regulation necessary. The manner of regulation out of the total of 125 are to go to local residents, |; 
bling block, because the state has jurisdiction over proposed is briefly this: requiring a Federal hunting and 50 to distant applicants. One hundred and |’ 
the game and the Federal Government over the permit and regulating the number and distribution fifty applications are received (an overdemand of I 
land. No one, of course, would advocate any move of such permits according to the desired annual kill 25) each accompanied by the number of the state {1 
which might impair the authority, responsibility, fixed for each unit of territory. hunting license of the applicant. (He must, of 
or revenues of the state game departments. But For example, the game census shows a certain course, have a state license before his application 
this question of state jurisdiction of the National National Forest district to contain 1,000 deer. The for a Federal permit can be considered.) One 
Forest, game seems to me a very small thing to _ kill factor of 1 to 15 indicates that 1,000 deer will hundred and twenty-five permits are issued, 75 
stumble over. Private landowners everywhere are stand an annual kill of 66 bucks. Estimating that locally and 50 to outside applicants (first come, first z 
helping restore state game on their lands. Why _ nearly half of the hunters will fail to get their buck, served, or possibly by lot). The other 25 are re- |) 
not Uncle Sam, the biggest landowner of all? the annual limitation is set at 125 permits to be ferred to other districts where there may be an’ ; 

issued for that district at a fe nominal ie each. underdemand. Hither the permits or the stag E 
iF The Forest Supervisor gives public notice that ap- license must, of course, include a tag system. Each |, 

Require a Federal Permit plications for Hee permits Bie due on a certain permit will bear a blank form for reporting the game {I 
In short, the fact that the government can regu- date. He also consults the local game protective actually killed. Any holder of a permit failing to {I 

late going upon the National Forests for the pur- association and the state game officials, and it is report his kill, or violating the game law or the \r 
forest fire laws, is denied future permit privileges {* 

= : for a period of years. This is a rough example of I 
we? RE ee nea ere vm ee the ponnes pt the mproposen system for quantita- |, 

{ WU aN RS OE Re eee ee FER Ce EPH er cg! ese Ree tive regulation of kill. \ 

Sie eas ee Ne RG ag, ie ae : State Laws Not Hampered I 
Bi ie —* Vga tee seen a a sy ae — It should be observed that the proposal embodies ‘ 

; 1G haley? ‘ . Ay aa 4 ial ple a Bone guts, sie the following points: (1) It does not interfere ail 2 
ee sei. SS f ieee ee an araa eS Cee the authority or jurisdiction of the state laws. | s 
ba een + a j a We ; ate pe se (2) It is to a degree self-supporting, although only a 
a, aa ae Se ee Aa ee _ ie vee aa a nominal fee is proposed. (3) The plan is of such} ;, 
hot ca ae ae j —S | 2 nature that it need not be adopted on any sweep- | ¢ 
a 7 on ‘ a bg é ? & _ | @ | ing scale, but can be applied where and when the : 

és, a “ . y Bs e a ue public and the state officials are ready to back itl : 
a a c - “ze of ap Po eee up. (4) It provides for limiting the amount and}, 

: ass 7 i —* 7 ss 4 2 6 distribution of the drain to what the game in call f 
itil bi : hn 4 ? eel 2 peace. locality can stand. (5) By lowering the annual ¢ 

hoe ae A , ee ae ’ a eee pen kill in any district the stock of game can be built} h 
/ a a ae b Cnr) Lf PS TE eI up; by raising the kill it can be reduced. (6) En-| : 
i ee eae 4 ‘ ae forcement, of the plan is in part automatic. The), 
fo ee fa , ae ee’ » | tisk of losing the hunting privilege is a pretty effec: |.) 
eer, ae gah " j 5 tive club to hold over wilful violators. (7) Nc| ¢ 

Ba (ee ae Phy a 4 ern legislation is required by the state. (8) Federa |I¢ 
b ee i : a4 &. ae legislation necessary will consist of a simple author-): ,, 

oe Mee: ae 5 ce a 2 ization by Congress to the Secretary of Agriculture ‘ 
ey = ide E ee Fad ? to regulate, for purposes of game conservation, the} Dp 

Ae ae : a om crossing of National Forest lands for hunting.) = 
ee 3 Ld me That authority, I understand, already exists, but; 

: it would be desirable to have an authorization by; 
% Cones for its exercise and use in such states as 

- lesire to co-operate. 
Neg hataley- The foregoing gives briefly the “running gears” is 
ain Lions. It Is Hard to Realize That When Grown These Kittens Will Each Kill Thirty of a proposed system of game management for the B 

Deer_per Year, as Estimated by Mr. Leopold National Forests. The proposal is neither official! tl
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nor final, but mercy .epresents my personal views. cated and more expensive to catch. It is going to Secondly, we need a thousand small state and private 
Neither is it entirely new—Wyoming has placed take patience and. money to catch the last wolf bird refuges for ducks and quail, containing small 
ja numerical limit on moose licenses and Arizona or lion in New Mexico. But the last one must be fenced areas for breeding grounds. Nature is kind 
roposes to use the same plan with her elk. I hope caught before the job can be called fully successful. _ to the sportsmen; when the stockman builds a reser- 

fhe plan will be found worthy of discussion and This may sound like a strong statement, but if voir the shallow end often bogs his cows, so he fences 
amendment. It must be recognized, however, that any of you have lived in the West and seen how the boggy areas. No game farmer could devise a 
ay proposal is pretty far-reaching and could hardly quickly a piece of country will restock with wolves better place for duck breeding. Thirdly, we need 
be adopted, much less put in full running order, or lions, you will know what I mean. Now the to anticipate and guide the inevitable commercial- 
in the immediate future. Meanwhile the condition point is: will the public back up the Biological - ization of hunting privileges and keep it as demo- 
pf our big game demands some sort of immediate Survey with funds until this job is finished? When cratic as possible. We could raise an enormous 
ronstructive action to keep it alive until: more the wolves are mostly gone, will the necessary ap- quantity of quail on the edges of our valleys, if 

frefined methods, such as scientific regulation of  propriations be forthcoming? They will only if the small groups of sportsmen would co-operate with 
<ill, can be adopted. What shall that action be? organized sportsmen and the more far-sighted stock- small groups of farmers to save and fence a bit of 

men throw their full weight into the balance at the  unleveled land for breeding, maintain a bit of hawk 
. strategic moment and insist that the Biological cover, kill off the domestic cats, limit the shooting 

Immediate Action Desired Survey be given the money so that a cers can and feed in ee ic the ae peenoDs. Eee, 
aera ace far standin neada ths > way be made. Unless this is done, it will only be a few we must find and plant duck foods in our refuges, 

of Hine Dl ee cee ott oe ee years before the job will have to be done all over clubs and state-owned ducking grounds. Fully 
o happens that these needs are not only imperative 282in. A clean-up will pay best in the end, but. it half of our present duck water fails to hold the 
ht present, regardless of what else is done, but will #8 going to take vision to see it and work to get it. birds because the alkali and fluctuations in level 
hiso be necessary io the-suceess. of the plan for the This meeting, I think, should not adjourn until prevent the growth of food plants. z 
egulation of kill whenever that plan, or something everything possible has been done to show Congress Gentlemen, I have tried to cover two of the biggest 
ike it, is adopted. These two Bede ante: that the sportsmen of America are behind this pred- states in the Union, containing more kinds of game 

(1) A well planned system of game refuges. atory animal campaign, and are going to stay be- than any other half-dozen states, in half an hour. 
(2) The eradication of predatory animals. hind it until it is finished. It has, of course, been impossible to do a thorough 

In a paper already submitted to this Association, The foregoing discussion of game management job. If I have convinced you that we have big 
have pointed out that ill-planned or unplanned i the Southwest has been confined to the big game problems, big possibilities and urgent need of the 
ame refuges on the National Forests are just about problem because it is the most urgently in need of co-operation of eastern sportsmen, | will have ac- 

ns bad as none at all. It is hardly necessary to ttention. I have tried to show that we need 2 complished my mission at this meeting. 

repeat here why, how and where game refuges should clean-up on predatory animals, a national oe a 
be established. If I may, however, be allowed to Tefuge bill and a system of regulation of kill based 
restate my conclusion, it is this: that a Federal game 00 scientific Bence In all three of Ene umee ate MR. H. L. HODGE OF NEW MEXICO: There 
refuge bill, similar to the Nelson Bill, is badly needed We need the TDORAS ae pt oo Bpor ae was a bill introduced into the United States Senate 
it once. I believe that if this Association ever thinks the tteunpot e fort eae fe all S es last July called the Robinson Bill. Down in New 
becomes fully persuaded of this fact such a bill the waste pag oes game gnouel or al anc Oe Nreical we are for it, as we believe the only solution 
will be passed. Beer: if ver here nee Re ShAvigame%On B PrO- GF thie problem of game preservation in the South- 

I have just stated that a well-planned system of ductive basis before it is all gone. west is in Federal game refuges. We cannot pass 
game refuges is not only a present necessity, but this measure without support from the eastern states. 
also a logical adjunct to any plan for regulation of Small Game: I want to know if this meeting is for it and if you are 
‘ll to be adopted in the future. Why? Because going to take any steps to get it out of committee. 
such refuges will act as a safety device for keeping Our small game problem can be covered here MR. JOHN B. BURNHAM OF NEW YORK: 
up the breeding stock, for protecting the ranges of only very briefly. We need first of all a system of I would like to say to Mr. Hodge that we prefer the 
rare species and for preventing buck shortages. state-owned and state-operated ducking grounds. Nelson Bill now before Congress to the Robinson Bill. 
The manner in which game refuges will fulfill these Some of these must be worked out in friendly co- I think every man here is heartily in favor of such 
functions is explained in the separate paper already operation with drainage districts. Our valleys are _ legislation by Congress and I would suggest that 
referred to this Association. rapidly being drained, but the tail-ends of these Mr. Hodge, as representing New Mexico, draw up 

drainage systems in some ne furnish admir- such a resolution and present tt to ie eens 
i i able opportunity for better duck lakes than nature committee. I am sure we all heartily favor this 

pregaeowy Apimals 27 Heal| Menace ever gave us, if that opportunity is seized in time. plan and are willing to get. behind it and work for it. 
| ; The euicetion of pred atary purple is 2 ete 
that is already being handled very efficiently by the ENE ——eEeEeEeEeEeEeHeEeeeeS 
U. S. Biological Survey with the co-operation of i . : 

the stockmen and the states. Remarkable progress 
has been made; in New Mexico, for instance, there see 
were about 300 wolves three years ago and these ‘ fee aos 
have now been reduced to 30. But there are two . pec ‘ Ee 
points about this work which I believe the sports- ‘ it Sa 
men as a whole do not yet fully understand: (1) Hane 
The real destructiveness of predatory animals to & : . hee 
game. (2) The fact that it will be more difficult io jee 
and costly to finish the eradication work than it : y He iy We Bee 
was to start it. po os { ‘ Gat “ Se gee dee 

As to the first point, take the single case of the io ee a ae : % ai SM is as Be 
mountain lion in National Forests in New Mexico. Aa ae Ks ‘Ripa: 
There are roughly 100 adult lions left in New Mexico, |: : : C i 
mostly within the National Forests. A special ¥ ; ie 
study is being made by Mr. J. 8. Ligon and Mr. yy ghen ay ee $ 

‘S. E. Piper of the Biological Survey, as to how many ba 2 _ acs 
deer per year each lion gets away with. This study ‘i a ‘ ; 
is not yet completed, but I have seen enough evi- go ha °. ‘ Bi 
dence to justify me in venturing on my personal x J al q b b Mh 
responsibility the statement that each lion kills tie k mit ‘ \ ne ae 
at least 30 deer per year, mostly fawns. Any of ¢ y BN 
our experienced lion hunters will, I think, call this , ARR ES a 
figure very conservative. This means a total loss # ea ~ 
through lions of at least 3,000 deer per year. The % mi 3 x 
hunters kill about 700 deer per year, according to our gl td: f ae + 
rangers’ reports. This means the lions are at least EY ; : % an ro 
four or five times as destructive as the hunters. pa | 
No plans for game refuges or regulation of kill will iN 

-get us anywhere unless these lions are cleaned out. z i 
‘Conversely, it is readily apparent that when they ’ 5 
are cleaned out, the productiveness and resistance * 
of our deer stocks, and the effectiveness of our 
proposed refuges and plans for regulation of kill 
will be very greatly increased. 

Task Should Be Completed 

I have already stated that the Biological Surve 5 = 7 a 
is making splendid progress in eradication Tone, PLOT DE aE aay PEOmaCe tate 
But let us remember this: as the work progresses Ptarmigan in Winter Plumage. An Unusual Photograph, as These Birds are Resting Temj 
the remaining animals become fewer, more sophisti- a Wind-swept Spot Devoid of Snow, Where Their Winter Plumage Makes Them Very C:
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cific Grove, on June 21, 1918. Each of these had a large squarish white blotch symmet- 

rically located near the angle of each wing, in some cases more. definitely and more 

extensively developed on the one side than on the other. It is probable that these vari- 

ants are “sporadically recurring” mutants, as suggested by Mr. Taverner.—Cart L. 

Husss, Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, Illinois, January 28, 1919. 

An Albino Black-chinned Hummingbird.—Albino hummingbirds are of compara- 

tively rare occurrence, and it seems, therefore, worth while to put on record an individual 

Archilochus alexandri of this character, It was taken at the ranch of Mr. Howard Lacey, 

on Turtle Creek, a few miles southwest of Kerrville, Texas, by Mr. Shirley Coppock, on 

July 20, 1913, and was presented to the Biological Survey collection, in which it is no. 

241043, U. S. Nat. Mus. It is an adult female and is entirely pure white without a dark 

feather anywhere.—Harry C, OsernoLser, Washington, D. C., February 8, 1919. 

ee ‘ 

Relative Abundance of Ducks in the Rio Grande Valley.—An observer who hunts 
ducks regularly, in the same general locality, by the same general methods, ought to find 

in the record of his daily bag a very reliable indication of the relative abundance of the 
various species. The following is such a record, based on two years hunting in that part 

of the Rio Grande Valley within 50 miles of Albuquerque, New Mexico. : 

e Relative 

eheclss Pas con tues 9 abandance 
of 100 (corrected) 

Mallard ae 43 40 
Green-winged Teal 28 16 18 

Pintail 20 a 12 
Spoonbill 19 41 10 

Baldpate 9 5 5 

Mottled Duck (?) 9 5 5 

Red-breasted Merganser 0 0 5 

Blue-winged Teal 7 4 1 

Gadwall 4 2 1 

Canvasback 2 1 1 

Redhead 2 1 1 

Golden-eye i a 1 

178 100 100 

In the third column I have made estimated allowances for certain extraneous 

factors. For instance: Mallards are reduced because they winter here, and hence are 

available for hunting during a longer period. Green-winged Teal are raised because they 

are mostly gone by November 5. Pintails are raised because only a very few winter. 

Spoonbills are reduced because they always occur in small flocks, and the number killed 

is for this reason relatively great as compared with the number seen. Their stupidity 

is about offset by the fact that when Mallards are abundant, they are not often shot at. 

Mottled Ducks pass southward early in the season and accordingly are not reduced, as 

was done with Mallards. Red-breasted Mergansers are not killed, but are common in 

winter,—their relative abundance is estimated. The remaining species are not com- 

mon. The table does not include the Cinnamon Teal, since this is a spring but not a 

fall migrant here, and is not seen during the hunting season. 

The hunting was done about equally over river, ponds, sloughs, and flooded fields, 

and about equally as pass shooting, jump shooting, and decoy shooting, so that the figures 

given should not be particularly affected by specific habits or habitat. 

This table is offered as a suggested method, rather than as a final conclusion. 

Based on five years instead of two, it ought to be quite the most accurate possible meth- 

od of determining relative abundance of species.—ALpo Leorotp, Albuquerque, New Mez- 

ico, February 1, 1919.
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do away with the restrictions, ere create 

‘ > uquerque, N. M., Chamber of Commerc sonia; aneident to making a distinction Wicca 

the general fi ; 

e le of wild game and game artificially rai 

| three things are sale merican sportsmanship vocates of restrictive game laws; th otro aie he ote hand regarwith ad 

1. There h : ‘ game the 28 ; the scarcer the * a opening of markets, ev ie 

of game all pee opener and growing scarcity eds 6 mere Temenos yan el apeicsae A sharks ae hie wah bees hee of a wide-open 
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imited markets 
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ig game farms—mi at tagged meat raised on licensed 
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recreation by the whole populati al amount of two factions. “The b etween these a system (which is i jame Farmer, under such 

Fe oan gee 08 Popo, Be oe er lente borhipacuiallment, nce ete ae wine oe ere effect. the one now bei 

‘ hicles, good artially right. Why not , adopted in most states) must f eing 

modern! bate will all Hata , good roads, and game as well as we S y not conserve the incident to in ust forever bear the cost 

TRS Co teeei ake for a greater annual kill. it, too! Let can with laws, and then breed _ taggi to restrictions, such as closed s 

A going facts can lead u game farming be a 1 i: agging, licensing, etc. It BERSONE, 

conelusion: we face a dwindli lead to but one stead of a substitut supplement to in- however, thi etc. It seems almost axiomatic 

abe demand for ee ai ida every will be Iavet game laws, and, presto! spell the crate dean wilt jen markets would 

about: it? 
ing to do This is coming to be thee 

edible non-gam rild game, and even 

_ “There is nothing to do about it. T! minded men, and the liv aF of many moderate- hints for a ake on cei Beers 
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vould have been t! 
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2 ppreciate the diff game and non- ‘ ple of all wild life 1 succeed unless the hunti 

these two answers? We h ifference between non-game. The one cat , is sold for money. It, ee, Duns 

? 
the other to caters to the gunner, pl y. It, therefore, inevitably i 

lees Det wo Roce wesc . ave not solved the prob- er the whole outd lov er, _ plies the sale or lease of shootii Pee y ane 

ey nave totackleit. Thi: + Inasmuch as th loors-loving public. so fi * of shooting privileges, and i 

ide determine ion tink leit. This nation- and e camera man, the sporting naturali ar as it supplants the present cane an 

is the greatest single ac ‘something must be done” Go other non-gunners are’ comi gnaturalist, the end of free hunting. I system) it moans 

; gle achievement of th considerabl 
ing to comprise a to-do will rai nting. It means that thi IL 

eration of sportsmen. It i of the past gen- of le percentage of the national fraterni o-do will raise their own game, whil le well- 

Extreme pessimists will d SePaahig /AUhIEVARERE, =the ae be admitted aternity will breed game and sell their shot while the farmers 

Y 
u thee Wildl Tat itted at the start that bidd sell their shooting to the high 

Tosinine fe ths o well to ponder it carefully. _Lifer represents, or att idder. Even should the f nghest 

mee : generation to evol sent, the interests : empts to repre- duce hi e farmer not actuall, - 

plan of action, and then e evolve a general jij ests of a larger group of citizens th: ice his game under hens, and even i oe 

Respian y xecute it. We are now ‘is Opponent. 
ens than migratory game, which i ) ven in the case of 

ee a general plan. Countless new Secondly, the Game Farmer, « __ Temain public the. ae in the nature of things must 

CIEeTIUAtHOUS, devot ae thousands of voluntary purely materialistic as to what hd ana ria is would soon result pe on be m eae eng 

: devoted to game protecti shoot” consists of. i something to  merciali: t im the--eneral spread of = 

Gre eece) pebicwucns aheeral protection, hun- consists of. If Chinese pheasant i reialized shooting privilege ent com: 

Ot 0 eorizing as to Ww! and easier to raise th: asant is cheaper would be left wi ges, and the poor man 

iidatie—all these ate evidense oF ays and and i an the American heath hi f eft. with a few navigable river 

great American public is s Si Ore any ine iane heath pavally good game, then, he says, let fhe sreeorn of the seas for his huntin, By aunts 

: 
ame, i F ; 5 ee Re ig. We may eve 

question) “Hew chal we pecneniats answer tothe diced statem hang! This may sound lik en er une a ae 

. What tenia oe coe eye game?” pices areon bee certainly jihere wa uile he jayare ss even the most extreme 

ze of gropings will emerge t' : oS about th anda that shows any concern Game Farming have provided, 

on cchoole ch@iotat a wo or more factions, On thi e perpetuation of native species as such paper, for the interests of the impecuni led, on 

tale the estas cmon will flock the radi- Setuati other hand, the Wild Lifer regard such. man. They tell him of the fi ee ous SEOn iS 

i A tion ofnati a gards the per- to be pick e fine overflow huntin, 

attack one another’s opi ey will begin forthwith to K ua ative species as an end in itself 1 picked up outside the poacher-proof e 

Guat of strenBintctwhien the gr Tie ABREGHIBes | Herre che een mabe nes eae , equal game preserves. This is well Pipe pone ot 

i : 

perpetuation who enj ; well and good, for th 

minded men will be int e great mass of moderate- something to shoot.” It may be saf 0 enjoy the idea of feast: 2 ose 
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DIFFERENTIAL SEX MIGRATION OF MALLARDS IN NEW MEXICO 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

WENTY years ago, in hunting ducks on the bottom lands of the Missis- 
ei sippi in Iowa and Illinois, I was taught by my father to ‘‘pick’’ Mallard 

drakes. It was our custom to measure a day’s sport, not merely by the 
number of ducks bagged, but by the proportion of greenheads to hens. A high 
percentage of drakes in the day’s bag was regarded not only as a special feat 
of skill, but as proof that the bag had not been attained by ‘‘flock-shooting”’, 

which was discountenanced as productive of cripples. We shot small-bore 
guns, used small shot, frowned upon long range shooting, and in general oper- 
ated on the principle of ‘‘pick your drake and kill him dead.’’ 

As a consequence, I have grown up with what might be called a special 
“‘eye’’ for Mallard drakes. Two years ago I started shooting on the Rio 
Grande in the vicinity of Albuquerque, and naturally tried to adhere to the 

old custom of shooting the male birds. It soon became apparent, however, that 
special conditions obtained here with respect to the relative abundance of the 
two sexes. The following table, based on my hunting journal, gives the per- 

centage of Mallard drakes to hens killed during weekly hunts over the same 
territory during 1917 and 1918. 

f Percentage of drakes killed ’ 
Date 1917 1918 Average based on 

weighted curve 

October 16 aS 25 10 
October 23 <> 50 15 
November 1 0 50 40 
November 8 42 ae 45 

November15 sass 65 55 
November 23 50 90 65 
December 1 ae 80 62 
December 8 50 — 60 
December 15 a eae free 
December 23 ——— oe ——— 

_ January 1 = ss = 
January 8 —- — —_— 
January 15 70 —_ —_ 
January 23 — 50 60 
January 31 — poms — 

Total number of birds 29 48 17 

The short period of time and the small number of birds killed necessarily 
renders the foregoing table inconclusive. As supplemented by careful obser- 
vation, however, I am ready to offer it as evidence in support of the following 
statement covering the last two years: 

1. When the season opened in October, there was a notable preponderance of hen 

Mailards in the Rio Grande Valley near Albuquerque. 

2. By the first week in November this preponderance of hens disappeared, and 
until the main flight was over, about December 1, there was a preponder- 

ance of drakes. 
3. Among the Mallards wintering here, after the main flight was over, the pro- 

portion of drakes to hens was normal.
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These conclusions could easily be offered on the basis of ocular observa- 

tions alone. During October one may see whole flocks of Mallards without a 
drake. During November I have seen many flocks without a hen, and have 

brought in bags of 7 drakes and 1 hen, 9 drakes and 4 hens, ete. Duck hunters 
will readily appreciate that, inasmuch as the bag is almost always derived 
largely from single birds and pairs, regardless of any effort to pick the green- 
heads the above figures indicate a preponderance of drakes. In fact the arti- 
ficial selection of drakes may simply be regarded as a constant factor which 

does not affect the conclusions here drawn. 
It may, of course, be suggested that the observed preponderance of hens 

in October is not reliable because of the obscure coloration of the birds early 
in the season. In this locality, however, the drakes on October 16 have the 
chestnut breast patch, white ring around the neck, and green head well devel- 
oped. There are still spots on the under parts and rusty feather-tips on the 
head, but the general effect is unmistakable. 

Two other questions might be raised as bearing on the significance of these 

conclusions. First, were the birds observed migrants or local? They must be 
migrants. Since the stoppage of spring shooting a few Mallards have nested 
here; but the movement of ducks begins in August, and by October 16 there 
are many more ducks of more species, more widely distributed, than could be 
accounted for as local birds. Second, may this not have been an accidental 

| phenomenon peculiar to 1917 and 1918? As to this point I have nothing to 
offer except an intended continuance of my observations. The testimony of 

\ hunters who do not keep written notes is valueless on questions of this kind, 
| no matter how extended their experience. 

| To sum up the foregoing discussion, the writer has concluded that there 
is a differential sex migration of Mallards in the Rio Grande Valley, the fe- 
males arriving first and the males afterward. A normal proportion of sexes 

| is not reached until the main flight is over and only the wintering ducks remain. 
How may this differential migration be accounted for? 

I have no answer to this question. A few tagged ducks so far reported in- 
| dicate that in general this part of the Southwest is on the same migration route 
| as Great Salt Lake. Is there possibly a difference between the sexes in the 
| time of completion of the plumage after the flightless period? Is there possi- 

| bly a differential routing of sexes? Does the migratory impulse seize the fe- 
males first? Has the phenomenon of differential sex migration been observed 
elsewhere, in this or other species? Any evidence on these questions might 
throw light on this very interesting problem. 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, February 1, 1919. 
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Wanted — National Forest Game Refuges 
BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

Assistant District Forester, Southwestern District, U. S. Forest Service 

i. the past five years about 1,500 deer of a large dog, but with incomparable heads, are very scarce or absent on the other nine-tenths. The 

per year have been killed in the National down to a mere handful. We need not dwell on heaviest hunting occurs on the accessible parts where 

Forests of New Mexico and Arizona. The area the elk and the buffalo, whose disappearance was the supply is already low. This places the greatest 

of these forests is 20,000,000 acres, of which about probably inevitable. Anyhow, they are gone. straia at the weakest point. As a result, tens of 

three-fourths, or 15,000,000 acres, is natural deer The significant fact about most of these nearly millions of acres of game country have been 

range. This is a production of one buck per year exterminated species is that the remnants occur in ‘‘cleaned” and are producing no game. With the 

per 10,000 acres, or 16 square miles. compact herds in certain well-defined localities. demand for hunting running far ahead of the supply, 

The New England States have recently been These herds are, of course, protected by the state it would certainly be the very negation of good 

publishing their estimated annual kill for 1919. laws, but these laws are not well enforced nor are management to allow these great gameless areas to 
New York claims 13,000. This is about as many hunters prevented from going after other game on continue unproductive. The problem is, how are 

deer as Arizona and New Mexico have produced in the ranges they occupy. Consequently, these rem- they to be restocked and kept restocked? Game 

ten years. 1 donot know the New York deer ranges, nants continue to be killed off. It hardly seems refuges are the only device so far suggested for 

but you could probably pack them all into one little necessary to say that the wiping out of a speciesis accomplishing this end, in which.men who know 

corner of our southwestern National Forests. What wanton barbarism, especially species of such high game have any confidence. It seems to be agreed 

is the significance of these figures? value, from both the sporting and esthetic points that the natural migration or “overflow” from a 
Before stating a conclusion certain allowances of view, as mountain sheep and antelope. It should properly designed system of refuges will constantly 

should be made. The eastern woods, because of also be remembered that both mountain sheep and tend to keep the depleted arcas stocked. 

greater rainfall and more vegetation, probably ought antelope are exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, 

to produce, acre for acre, twice as many deer as the __ to replace by artificial restocking. 

mountains of the Southwest. Bear in mind, though, The necessary conclusion is that the ranges of Relugesandaeuon Shortage 

that these mountains are not desert—they are first- nearly exterminated species should be closed to There are important incidental problems which 

class deer country. It might also be that our south- hunting altogether. How is this to be done? Mere will find their solution in a proper refuge system. 
western figures are too conservative and New York’s closed seasons have~ not accomplished the end in One of these is the problem of buck shortage. 

figures are too high. But the conclusion is never- view. I do not believe.it can be accomplished ex- Most states quite properly allow the killing of deer 

theless inevitable that there are mighty’ few deer cept by the establishment of game refuges. with horns only. In the Southwest this has resulted 

left in the Southwest. The second salient fact is that enormous areas in a noticeable shortage of bucks. In many locali- 
The conclusion is correct and no statistical 

calculations are necessary to prove it. Any stock- ‘ogi > - | P es 

man or forest ranger can point out stretches of lhe ae ee " = a5 
forest half as big as an eastern county that hardly a a ef pea: ¥ 

contain a single deer. Forest Service game census 1 < of. Re e.. rae | 

figures indicate that even the best southwestern Fal sive as EC , ; es 
deer country averages only about two deer per square —_| Maia Algor atereesacs. ; : | 
mile. Turkey are correspondingly scarce, while the cr erat ae he 5.” Ri Sw : 

condition of other big game is even worse. ms ee “ a ; ‘ 

Game Formerly Abundant sr ae ae on.andiilaasetih aca | | 

Of course, it was not always so. Any one who Me Mee Ne NS | ee : weer | 
has read the Spanish explorers, or the history of i ee an 4 | 
the Santa Fe trail, or who has talked to the old- i Ag ms Feat id ss 
timers who are still with us, is aware of the fact EB LENE toe | : 
that the Southwest once contained nearly as much : Es . c 4 Lee age wa Siig 

big game, and as great a variety of big game, as ae i wees a (ite R : i 
any other part of the Rocky Mountain region. Any ‘ Rah vere “sn esate 4 } 1 es 
one who has hunted for it is also aware of the fact . Pe ets oS a £ at Coben SM Be } , 
that this game is now largely gone. ' Renan. iia Pie Bo eas 2 Oh Meee 2 j 

It is not the purpose of this article to ery over ee eigen, nla oe iin : Hl - , 
spilled milk, nor to explain the reasons for the eee Oe egies | * 
spilling. We are here concerned solely with the si I | i 
constructive question of what can be done to remedy br be alg | 
the situation. se ; 

A glance at actual conditions on almost any , i 
southwestern forest reveals two striking facts. : ae | 

These stand out in such bold relief as to command = } 
immediately the attention of the observer. Be eerap er Forse Reeve 

First, certain valuable species are hanging on The Demand for Hunting and Recreation Grounds is Growing by Leaps and Bounds, and already 
the very verge of extermination. In New Mexico Vastly Exceeds the Supply. (North Fork of Whiteriver, Apache National Forest, Ariz.) 

at least five species are in this condition. Mountain 

sheep, formerly abundant, are reduced to about a — of good game range have become practically depleted _ ties hunters tell of seeing dozens of does, but not a 
hundred head. Antelope, formerly probably num- of breeding stock and, as far as game is concerned, single pair of creditable horns. It is not unlikely 

bered in six figures, are reduced to about fifteen are lying idle. The naturally uneven distribution that many does are barren through lack of males. 

hundred head. Javalinas or peccaries are all gone of game has thus become much accentuated. On If this is the case, the productive capacity of even 
but one little herd. Ptarmigan, one of the state’s the typical southwestern National Forest of, say, the miserable rermant of deer must be seriously 

greatest natural curiosities, are down to one or two _ one million acres, deer are to-day" abundant onone- reduced. Th > is, moreover, danger of actual 

small flocks. Sonora deer, little creatures the size tenth of the area which is often inaccessible, and physical des RoR through breeding of does by |
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immature males. It is said that this has actually of wild creatures. The first three he finds, and opposition, we had, for instance, on the Lincoln 

happened in European forests where too many abundantly, but does he see and enjoy game? Gen- National Forest in New Mexico, the almost amusing 

prime stags were continually killed off. erally not. What little game there is left is so wild spectacle of the stockmen and sportsmen engaging 

The problem of buck shortage is not a new one. that an occasional deer track is about all the ex- in a good-natured dispute over how much country 
It has been up before and as often as it arises citement in this line that Uncle Sam can offer his a certain proposed game refuge in the Guadalupe 

tome person advocates an open season on does. average guest, at least in the regions with which 1 Mountains should cover. This was in 1916 when 

When a man is trying to build up a herd of cattle am most familiar. a game refuge bill was before Congress. The 

and has a shortage of bulls, what does he do? Kill The particular regions most used by summer sportsmen recommended about one-half of the 

off cows? Decidedly not. He devises means to vacationists are naturally the rugged scenic areas, Guadalupe Mountains as a proposed refuge, where- 

get more bulls. Should we then open the season on and these, generally speaking, are the kind of loca- upon the stockmen held a mass meeting and de- 

does? In view of the already short supply, such a tions suited for game refuges.’ There is one thing manded that the whole Guadalupes be set aside 
solution is unthinkable. We must get more bucks. quite certain about the refuge plan—game will as a refuge. This was, of course, impossible, since 

become abundant and tame within the refuges them- _it was not and is not the intent of the plan to create 

z 4 2 selves. When refuges are established many recrea- very large or unduly numerous refuges. This in- 
ar tional areas will probably be within or near their cident shows that stockmen are not opposed to the 

gigas boundaries. Where this is the case the abundance _ refuge plan. 

wiped of fearless wild creatures will add not a little to the A second and gratifyingly rare argument against 
—_— “a sn = | recreational value of the forests. Lawful fishing game refuges is that they will unduly restrict 

iti ees Pe sre taal Bima a is to be left open on the proposed refuges. available hunting grounds. The only answer to 
4 gat of < = ney such an objection is this: Of what use are hunting 

e yi 3 Pe See See geese ' rounds if they contain no game? It is not intended 

/ aes wpe petuges and, Livestock ic include ee than a fecstink of the total area of 

i | ar Of course, there are arguments against game hunting grounds (probably about twenty per cent.) 

| + refuges in the National Forests, but they are mostly and the remainder is big enough for the whole 
eS fallacious. Take, for instance, the now-exploded country to hunt on, given the game. 
benny impression that these proposed refuges would in- A third argument which has been advanced 

i a terfere with the livestock industry and would against national game refuges is that the Act of 

ce be strenuously opposed by the stockmen on the Congress necessary to authorize their establishment 
| i ae Se grounds that the game might eat forage that is now would infringe upon “state rights.” Those who 

Re ka pete By > | raising beef and mutton. In the first place, our big advance this argument seem to feel, first, that any 

ne Bi ei ; wae!) game, generally speaking, does not consume much extension of Federal activity in game matters is 
i oe oe 8 ‘ e stock forage. With the exception of elk, game lives wrong in principle; and, secondly, that a Federal 

are aliens lg on plants which cattle do not eat. In the second 
2 ee A ae place, generally speaking, there is no stock range y g 

Ree ae E i: pee not actually overgrazed which does not have WY fies 1 A % 4 
ae is : Oe ad enough excess or inaccessible feed to support all the a oi a i| ®& a 

ee = is re Sale game any reasonable man would want to see. There ici ere 4 ‘ ; 

~4 oe | aint : is no appreciable conflict of interests, except in the —_ | RELIGS yy. A 
> ig a spent case of elk, and elk should, in general, be confined ma. j THE PAST | _< 

9 Vase | to the special localities where exceptional conditions A ee ee ae 
? exist. As a recent writer has said, “Bringing elk : ai FY 

Photograph by Forest Service into a ranching country is like getting a bear by i 

The Home of New Mexico’s Remnant of Mountain the tail and not knowing how to let it loose.” ‘ 
_ Sheep, an Ideal Location for a Game Refuge On the contrary, it may well be said that it is a : a 

positive asset to a stockman to have a game refuge df a be 
‘The writer submits that game refuges offer a per- established on his range. Firstly, it keeps off hunt- o/ IN t 

\ fectly practical way of getting more bucks. Fawns ers. Careless hunters not only accidentally cripple i ME Ry 
‘ . Suess Bi 4 te 

jare naturally born and raised, male and female, and destroy live stock each year, but by their indis- JF 

about equally. But it is well known that deer are  criminate shooting actually endanger the lives of the (a | 

polygamous and that the larger, stronger bucks stockman’s rangeriders and herders. As an in- F 

appropriate the does. Therefore, in a state of stance, the cowboys ih the employ of one of the hey ; 
nature where there are as many bucks as does and largest cattle outfits on the Gila National Forest Pe ares 7 4 ta 

where the males are not artificially reduced, there in New Mexico once served notice on the manager . a | id 

jis a constant excess of probably seventy-five per that they would do no more riding during the fall i) fy : 
| cent. of non-breeding males. months for fear of stray bullets. Ss a’ ; 

Now a game refuge is, with respect to this prob- Secondly, the very existence of a game refuge 

(lem, in a state of nature and will constantly pro- intensifies the necessity for keeping down predatory 
| duce excess bucks. The herd bucks and their does animals. The Government having in recent years 4 % 

ie naturally appropriate the protected refuge taken over this work, the stockman with a national E 

Tange and crowd the excess bucks into the surround- game refuge established on his range has a strong Photograph by Forest Service 

ing territory, where they will not only furnish hunt- argument for securing adequate help in keeping Rélics of the Past and Omeas ofthe Futures: dele 

ing, but tend to breed the barren does that exist | down predatory animals in his neighborhood. and Mountain Sheep Horns and Skull of Cliff Dweller 

there. In other words, refuges will constantly and To try and raise game in a refuge infested with from Apache National Forest, Arizona F 

automatically tend to correct the buck shortage. mountain lions, wolves, coyotes and bobcats, 

‘They are the logical and necessary means of cor- would, of course, be even more futile than to try game refuge system would be an “entering wedge” 

ecting the one weakness of the buck law system. and run a profitable stock ranch under similar con- which might ultimately weaken the state’s claim to 

Hundreds of thousands of people depend on the ditions. Predatory animals are the common enemy the non-migratory game within its borders. These 

National Forests as their principal hunting grounds, of both the stockman and the conservationist, and objections merit very careful consideration. 

ut an even greater number use them for summer the establishment of game refuges will further The objection to any extension of Federal ac- 

amps and cottages. The National Forests are strengthen the alliance between sportsmen and _ tivity in game matters on the National Forests seems 

_becoming the summer playgrounds of the West. stockmen and give new incentive against these pests. futile and academic. The Federal Government is 

What does the average American seek and ex- Stockmen have not been slow to see these ad- the owner and manager of 150,000,000 acres of 

ect to find in the National Forests? Climate, vantages and in the Southwest, at least, they have forests, and like any other land-owner, should take 

cenery, trout fishing and the sight and enjoyment come out strongly for game refuges. Instead of an intelligent and active interest in the produciion
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of game on its lands. If it fails to do so, the state any overflow value. Such distortions of the game is by no means conducive to that healthy public 

in which these forests lie, and whose citizens depend _ refuge idea are of little value. They serve to pro- sentiment necessary for successful law enforcement. 
on these forests for recreation, will be the first to tect the game within their borders to the extent Last but not least, year-long closed seasons are in 

suffer by its neglect. that the law is enforced, but they also serve to one sense a negation of the fundamental idea of 

The “entering wedge” argument also falls to concentrate the hunting on the mountain ranges use, which underlies the administration of the Na- 
pieces on analysis. The authority of the Federal remaining open, and where these open areas are tional Forests. They should not be used as a regu- 

Government to establish refuges rests not on any near cities all game is soon wiped out. Thus the lar device for game management, but only as a last 
title to the game, but on its title to the land which net benefit is about zero. No real refuge cuts resort where game management has failed. It 
must be crossed before the game can be taken. off all the hunting in any game unit, but rather hardly seems good business to resort to closed sea- 

If a private land-owner establishes a refuge on his prevents the cleaning out of any unit. In short, it sons where real constructive game management has 

lands, nobody construes his action as a subtle attack —_ puts the spigot in the side instead of at the bottom not even been tried. 

on the state’s title. Why should not the Federal of the barrel. It stands to reason that if the situation is not 
Government do at least as much as any other in- The foregoing conclusions apply only to the big- taken in hand, the game will be reduced to a point 

telligent land-owner, if it is for the public interest? game problem of the National Forests. There is where there will be no other alternative and closed 

A third and much more pertinent objection which little similarity between this problem and any other. seasons will be absolutely necessary. This is already 

has been advanced against the proposed Federal State refuges elsewhere are not only desirable but the case with some species. The whole point of this 

refuge system is that the states themselves can necessary. It should also be understood that the argument is that it should not be allowed to become 
establish refuges on the National Forests, and that foregoing conclusions are not a criticism of any the case with the rest. 
Federal action is, therefore, unnecessary. As a particular state or state game department. Many : 

matter of fact, most of the Western States have wardens are good men, but they are often working 

already done this to some extent. What is the with a millstone around their Sea What with Dicbacomenscruges Hatt 
answer to this argument? political pressure, unstable tenure of office and lack The establishment of game refuges on the National 

Let it be said at the outset that I care not a whit of funds, it is small wonder that good results are Forests is the first and most important step toward 

who establishes refuges on the National Forests, — not obtained. making these big public properties produce game 
provided only it be done quickly and done right. efficiently. The effect of a good refuge system will 

It is also absolutely essential that the refuges be be to build up the supply. Additional and more 
patrolled and enforced after establishment, but Refuges ve. Closed Seasons refined era will also ae needed to regulate that 

this does not really enter into the argument, since Many well-intentioned people have advocated to- supply in a manner consistent with its relative 

the forest rangers and the state’s deputy game tally closed seasons as an alternative for game refuges importance and to regulate the relative abundance 
wardens must in any event join forces to perform 
this function efficiently. They are already doing : ra 5 > 

this where state refuges have been established. p> ily line athe 
A oF 

State vs. National Refuges Ps > 

The real question is, Do state refuges “fill the % 

bill” on the National Forests? We need not theorize es, bike 

on this question—the answer can be given from ex- 
perience. The answer is that in actual practice Fi - i 
state refuges have proyed satisfactory only in those ie 

states having well-developed, well-financed, non- i 

political game departments. In those states where t , - 

the game wardenships are still political appoint- , F » coe a 
ments—this, unfortunately, means most of fe we a - vcs S * ne i . 

West—state refuges have not “filled the bill. Oo $ Phe (efi Sa ew ee in ’ 
The reasons have been as follows: fie ; eet Pi f, de ‘es Bis. Bon oa bate pe : 

(1) Poorly selected locations, often representing the * i i it te a : a, ee a ot ee : 
idea of some individual legislator or the desire c e Bb - y va Ee aa mad 

of some stockman to keep hunters off his range. he iets yf > ° Fit ‘ “ ae . 

(2) Poorly correlated locations. Most projects are WAL «Ges ne ‘ 
. handled piecemeal, without reference to any Fy ae aes ne Tce Gn ee 2 nae 

other project. : , My hy a PPR é ,! \ 
(3) No definite boundaries. Sometimes no boun- bg Ye) i ' MeN An. \\ hi PN ie Fea) 4). 

daries at all are given, the area being designated + ‘eA AH 4 A Re a \ o 
simply as a certain mountain range. — a | ABW) aie a) 'h ei a ANAM i) n 

(4) Boundaries constantly changed. Where loca- f ; i oP aeale ey AU Ea! NUE ) i bd, Fa iaaa/y 
tions are poorly selected in the first place, ’ fa Bh LA ay Melt } ie ghia’ a EA % 

stability can hardly be hoped for. os BE eA |) Ne | qe NN ae iid } iG eae Wid} j ; 

(5) No money for patrol. License money has even Bile Teo Ae Diy Fy, i h My rat Ay o [ 

been taken away from ‘‘political” state game | it Je Phan Nate \ (pal A iol i id y > 
departments and devoted to other purposes or , Gai (eS ent Be ne \ A gral uy F I 
“pork.” v Abe } ont APIA) "i } | f 

(6) Refuges too large and too few. The “over- “ it AG O ‘af Wd ‘i ew | 
flow” spltug ae pay ue locality and re- 4 f 49 ni Yates) | 

(7) gonial pongeuiond, Denes as political favors. Pngtoureniii by Foray beer 
Happily this has been rare, but the demoraliz- The Buck Shortage is Seriously Reducing the Annual Crop of Fawns in Parts of the Southwest 
ing effect on public sentiment is very great. 

It seems unnecessary to elaborate the above onthe National Forests. Personally, amconvineed of species. These refinements will follow progress- 
points. They are weaknesses inherent in any ad- that refuges would actually produce far better re- ively as they can be worked out and adopted. What 

ministration of scientific work not based on special sults. Under year-long closed seasons the game we need most now is to save the ‘“‘goose that lays 

knowledge. It is enough to say that in some cases becomes too tame, so that when the season is opened _ the golden egg.” 

the proposals made bid. fair to discredit the whole again the slaughter is likely to be very heavy. 

refuge idea. In Arizona, for instance, one well- Furthermore, while year-long closed seasons are Game Refuge ‘Legislation 

intentioned legislator wa sed to make a “game rather easy to enforce with respect to the city 

refuge” of Coconino Cour , an area twice the size hunter, they are next to impossible to enforce with The first effort to secure game refuges on Na- 

of Rhode Island. Most ct rizona’s refuges include respect to the people who live in the mountains. tional Forests was in the 58th Congress when, on 

whole isolated ranges of 1 1owntains, thus preventing. An appearance of pettiality is thus set up which Continued on Page 22
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‘ December 17, 1903, a bill for that purpose (H. R. 

°8135) was introduced by Mr. Lacey, the father of 
the Lacey Act. This bill failed to pass, and a 

considerable delay ensued until the 62nd Congress 

when, on April 26, 1912, a more comprehensive 

bill (A. R. 23839) was introduced by Mr. Kent. 
which provided fer co-operation with the states ir 

the establishment of such Federal refuges. Con-! 
prars aoa Taled ihn acne gress again failed to act, and during the 64th°Con- 

zress, on August 9, 1916, another bill (H.R. 17381) 
was introduced by Mr. Hayden This followed : 

closely along the lines of the bill introduced in the 

62nd Congress and met a similar fate. During the 
66th Congress, on June 21 919, a bill (S. 2182 

was introduced by Senator Nelson, and during the 

same Congress, on July 14, 1919, another bi 

S$. 2455) was introduced by Senator Robinson fo 
' the purpose of establishing game sanctuaries in 

National Forests. Both of these bills are similar 

uring the war period many states passed: bills, 
some of which merely served to complicate the 
situation. Either the Robinson or the Nelson bill 
is likely to be up at the present session of Congress 
and national legislation along this line is earnestly 

to be hoped for. The big problem differs from 

hat if cannot wait. It has already waited to 

Jong, and each additional year of delay will add to 
the difficulty of putting our game on a permanent 
productive basis. The game is going, and refuge 

bills will be of little avail after half of our most. 

i valuable species are gone. What are the American 

¢ 
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Ducki A Plea For State-Owned Ducking Grounds 
lO By ALDO LEOPOLD, Secretary New Mexico Game Protective Association 

6 RIVATE Property—No Hunting Allowed Under Penalty Petty squabbles are reported here and there between gun 
P of the Law.” These little’ ornaments of the shooting clubs and drainage districts. Cannot the public see that a 

grounds of America are increasing faster than the game. pond which furnishes inspiration, rest, and health to a score 

They are highly significant little ornaments, and deserve of tired workers has a higher social value than a patch of 
more thoughtful study than the average sportsman has given 6°" pyaien furnishes feed for an equal number of hogs oF 
them. They are the symptoms of a process which is daily steers? Of course not, if only millionaires can enjoy the 

gaining irresistible momentum—the commercialization of pond! When we take away the democracy of sport we take 

shooting privileges throughout America. away the only chance for fair public consideration of the 

Shooting privileges in Europe have, of course, been com- SPOnismena interest: 

mercialized for centuries. Robin Hood enjoyed about the last These things, fellow sportsmen, are signs of the times. 
free hunting in Europe, and his privileges came nearer being They are unhealthy signs. What are we going to do about it? 
de facto than de jure. Today European hunting is limited almost i : 
exclusively to the privileged classes. Do we want American HE only solution that I can see is for the public to own 

sport to drift into the same kind of a predicament? a part of the ducking grounds—at least enough of them 

The tendency toward commercialization is, in itself, an to give the average citizen a chance for a reasonable 
occasion neither for resentment nor for surprise. It is the @™ount of shooting. Under public ownership, the drainage 
inevitable tendency of every limited natural resource. Tim-  ‘estion, for instance, could be solved on the simple principle 
ber, grazing, minerals, water-power, and even land itself were of highest use. If a certain marsh is not needed asa public 
all free until the demand began to catch up with the supply. hunting ground, but is needed for farms, then let it be drained. 

Nobody is surprised, or offended, that they have now become On the other hand, ibat as; gear 3 large city, and will furnish 
commercialized. Hindsight teaches us, however, that in the MOT citizens with recreation than hogs with corn, let it be 

case of some of these resources, the process of commercializa- excluded from the drainage district, and let the Public bear 
tion was guided with much wisdom—in the case of others, the ee HSS of acquiring, developing, and sana e ee. it as a 
with much unwisdom. It is the present, duty of American public hunting ground. Let shooting privileges be allottea 

sportsmen to wisely guide the inevitable commercialization ©” application and on Payment ofa nominal fee per shooting 
of wild game and shooting privileges. Not the least of the day to cover maintenance, with priority to residents who have 

problems involved is to prevent monopoly, and to arrive at an no shooting privileges elsewhere. Let management Super: 
altimate solution compatible with our democratic institutions, *!S!0" and patrol be the function of a public warden, guided 

by an Advisory Board of local sportsmen. Let there be rest 
* i 1 * vermin. en- 

HE most rapid growth of commercialization has naturally oc- pana oun Lea aces ae Won eae 

curred where the most and best shooting is concentrated pirds, and strict limitation of shooting to what the law allows 
on small areas, namely, the ducking grounds. We can or the game will stand. Many golf courses, tennis courts, 

all remember when the first ducking clubs began to acquire recreation parks, etc., are now in public ownership and are 
lands. At that time nobody regarded these clubs as par- successfully operated in the interests of the rank and file. 
ticularly significant, much less as potentially dangerous. The Why not ducking grounds? 

dues were low; the membership was local; anybody joined, i i 
from the bricklayer to the bank president. But as the years HAT public agency should own these ducking grounds? 

went by, the clubs increased, the game decreased, outside Preferably the State. The State already has the 
hunting became hard to find, the voice of the automobile machinery and personnel and source of finances for 
was heard in the land, and club privileges increased in value, such work. Municipal ownership would not be generally 

Dues went up and democracy went down. Today the chain of | practicable because cities would have to set up new municipal 

ducking clubs extends from the Chesapeake to California, and departments and because it would involve many knotty prob- 

nasty rumors are abroad—rumors distasteful to the sports- lems such as non-residence, absentee administration, etc., 

man who prides himself in belonging to the Great Brother- which State ownership would avoid. 
hood whose hearts quicken to the sound of whistling wings A network of State-owned ducking grounds, from ocean 
and quacking Mallards. to ocean and from Canada to the border, would be a fine 

Illinois river sportsmen, we are told by the Saturday Eve- thing for the average citizen, a fine thing for the birds, a 

ning Post, are disgruntled with the Federal Bird Law because Wholesome influence of restraint on private clubs, a business 

there is no fall shooting save in ducking clubs. They tacitly asset to the local community, and a measure of permanent 
assume that the rank and file cannot afford to belong to a_ insurance against the undemocratic tendencies now manifest 

club, and state flatly that nobody can get lawful shooting at every hand, Nor need such State ducking grounds be a 

outside of a club. This does not sound good to one who heavy public burden—they would be tax-free and lease-free, 

was raised on cornbelt greenheads, in the days when the and it is not inconceivable that many might be self-supporting. 

makings of a duck hunter were a stout heart, a pair of boots, 

and a gun. Pocketbooks were not much of a factor in those N connection with a previous article entitled “Wild Lifers 

days, but apparently the old days are over in the Illinois | vs. Game Farmers,” read at the last National Convention, 
bottoms. the discussion on the floor brought out several statements 

to the effect that “Tom, Dick, and Harry” have no right to 
ALIFORNIA marshes, we are told, are now largely mo- participate in shooting developed by other people’s money on 

nopolized by clubs. California issues, we are told, hinge other people’s land. Of course they haven’t. In one sense 

more frequently on questions of pro or anti-club than they have no “right” to any shooting at all. But free shooting 
on pro or anti-game protection. Do we realize that the has helped make men out of Toms, Dicks, and Harrys by the 
nation-wide support for game conservation which we have million, and it would be a ational loss of no little moment 

now is the direct result of the nation-wide distribution of t© throw them back on the pool hall for their sport. The 
hunting privileges which we have had in the past? And that @estion is not so much one of private rights as of social 
the termination of universal hunting privileges is bound to ¢XPediency. 
affect the nature and extent of this public support? And What do other sportsmen think of State-owned ducking 
that the alienation of public support is the ultimate catastro- grounds? I would like to see the proposition discussed. To 
phe for any good cause? Again, I repeat, fellow sportsmen, me it seems a typically American solution of what is rapidly 
that these symptoms are dangerous. becoming a nation-wide problem.
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A. Turkey Hunt In the Datil National Forest 
2 ff 

By ALDO LEOPOLD, Assistant District Forester, U. S. Forest Service J | 

( Photos by J. 8. Ligon, U. 8. Biological Survey ) 

HERE were only four days left of the open season deep, with a fringe of large oaks and cottonwoods lining the 
| when my hunting partner and I made camp on the watercourse below. It looked promising. I dropped down 

evening of November 1 near the forks of Big Pigeon a steep hogback along a pretty well-worn cattle trail that 
Canyon. Big Pigeon is a long notch cut into the flanks of indicated water below. When nearly down I heard the 
the San Mateo Mountains, which comprise a part of the Datil familiar alarm note of a robin being chased by a sharp-shin. 
National Forest, Socorro County, New Mexico. The Datil A water-hole sure enough! Advancing with caution, I soon 
Forest, from the sportsman’s standpoint, is the cream of the came up on a beautiful sunny glade, containing fine water, 
Southwest, and there is no part of the Datil country as in- tall gramma grass, and an old deserted cabin—evidently a 
teresting to hunt in as the San Mateos. It is a very rough remnant of the good old days when dogeying, sleepering, 
region with a fair amount of water, and endless miles of and smearing brands were favorite outdoor sports in these 
yellow pine forest interspersed with oak and pinon. Any remote mountain fastnesses. Those days are over now. The 
year that the oak fails to produce acorns it is pretty certain National Forest ranges now carry only graded Herefords 
that the pinons will produce nuts, and vice versa, so that the worth fifty dollars a head, and the old-time rustler with his 
game is nearly always “hog-rolling fat.” Winter starvation, nimble branding iron has disappeared with the longhorn 
in spite of heavy snows, is almost out of the question be- steer. The modern cowman fortunate enough to hold a 
cause of the abundance of mast and of oak and mahogany grazing permit on the National Forest, is particular about 
browse. his neighbors and rides to town in a touring car. 
My partner and I had designs on the blacktail bucks and 

festive gobblers which were supposed to inhabit the rough N examination of the watering place showed a few old 
foothills surrounding our camp. After a quail supper (we A blacktail tracks, but no turkey sign. However, the 
had bumped into a fine covey on our way out), and a com- whole surroundings felt like game, so I advanced slowly 
fortable night, we were up and at it bright and early next up the creek, examining the cattle trails for tracks and 
morning. The first day was to be devoted to a general carefully scanning the canyon bottom ahead as the crooks 
reconnaissance of the situation. All day long we scoured and turns of the water course revealed new views to the 
the hills on east side of Big Pigeon, and succeeded in finding eye. Rounding the point of a little bench, I suddenly felt a 
a single turkey feather and a couple of deer tracks. We had shock that seemed to freeze my feet to the ground. (I’m 
to admit that evening that the prospects seemed to con- sure I felt that turkey in my knees quite as soon as I saw 
sists largely of fine weather and scenery. It looked like a him)! There he was, right over the point of the bench, a 
wonderful game country,—without game. Big bua backed gobbler, clipping the seeds off a stalk of 

wild oats, 
. VER the oak coals of the campfire we held a council I knew there must be more behind the point. My plan was 

O of war. There evidently had been a few deer and _ to slip forward a few steps to a little oak tree and get a rest 
turkey around during the summer, but where were they for the first shot. But I couldn’t make my knees behave! 

now? It was decided that my partner would spend the next I freely confess it, they were wobbling—wobbling like a 
day exploring a higher country in the Beartrap watershed reed shaken in, the wind. I can look the biggest blacktail 
to the north, and I was to go south into the rough breaks buck in the face without a tremor, but turkey? Never! 
of Whitewater and see what I could see. However, it didn’t last long. I had advanced almost to 

In the cold, frosty dawn, we set forth. We found hun-. the oak tree, and could now see at least fifteen birds that 
dreds of robins, bluebirds looked as big as elephants. 
and pinon jays pecs and ie were scratching in 
drinking in the half-frozen a} ow. 5 ¥ RN te esa the pine needles, and 
waterhole near camp. I ¥; he ya ez HAS Sei pea ae looked to be somewhat 
neyer could understand PRP Sle a hoe = ee oes “% ie aR Aaa over seventy-five yards 
why these little fellows ern vt ene Ss ak pee ST ie Rae ean away. I was almost 
should deliberately choose hae ah RS at We 5p ans ey dN ee OA) wholly hidden by the 
to get wet, inside and out, ma PY i se eae 3 : haa V6 fe Tan 3 point, and picking every 
so early in the morning. "= SUL Ge hee ESE ee Ss NC ve a _ step with all the caution in 
Sharpshinned hawks were | Say. “pete aed DE Se nS Soe mad 13 the world. But you can’t 
always hanging around eye Sob Yen ec Pa ama | wai, t fool a turkey. “Put!” and 
these water holes, but did eh me ce oe Bees aes [ Semen ha. So I saw the big gobbler’s 
not seem to do mitch exe- VoO ES Theat Boor q Te ae! A es head go up in the air. This 
cution, because of the B} Si. Fes ge Mie Ks Peg a Ce Pex was no time for rests, or 
handy oak thickets in SS. ee Re I eae ere hee * fA mS tae other fancy preparations. 
which the birds could take * ry hea 5 eee Bt pa TR ae | SAY iain I threw up the little car- 
refuge on _ short notice. a tad 7 bee: at eae fg Oh esa pe bine, drew down on the 
These hardy winter birds A oe pe Md Sim ¥ SoH | ee PoE Bese Mes 3 i big bird, and let go. I 
seemed to know their busi- ban ih Ree ae #1 is (wet) SO, ee es saw him collapse, and then 
ness, but we hunters were “He | MR iced paecmaact | ORC ieee paaaie ain BY nn the fun began! The 
not so sure that we knew : 1 N Pe | Btgeee: { —— | 2 ae : whole flock stretched their 
ours, after yesterday’s fail- ey aa i? SER a qa a 4 legs and started up the 
ure to make a strike. fi a h\ eR fae re 3 ORV, (Secale | hill on a high trot. The 

I traveled all morning PP rte egal Se png eV ee second shot failed to 
across a waterless dry- — “s ee a | a Ri Scare AS 3 score. At the third shot, 
wash, country covered with ie Bg eas ieeecreesnerond LY 5 tion ence Why a another fine big bird 
pinon,;., pine, and cedar, os arnt [Piacente or a LanetRe ay keeled over .just at the 
which afew small tracks Rin, Seas es aman a pi edge of the oak thicket 
showed to be inhabited by aye cee mee So ee eee which clothed the wall of 
white-tail deer. Hunting he es am GN aed et the canyon. Shot number 
whitetail in these cedar Oe remmmmet ia ateaaid : four was just a formal 
brakes is about like hunt- Ee eta y : good-bye as the last bird 
ing rabbits in a ragweed iii Pe eal disappeared into the oaks. 

patch—it is all hunt and no . = main” | 
get. The chance of seeing 3 Peis - ae O' course, I went af- 
the quarry is almost neglig- Ee eae ter them. I scram- 
a - Be er oe pK bled up that hill un- 
ible. So I kept right on go- ef RE il h a 
ing and about noon topped <a? fee te ge RN a ily heart poundedsuks A ea oo ‘ ger S = iNOS ee a triphammer. I got one 
out on a high ridge over- _ 4 S22 Ae SUN ee NN more glimpse of a running 
looking a wild narrow can- bird through an opening 
yon about five hundred feet WILD TURKEY, DATIL FOREST high up on the hill, but no



| shot. Exhausted, I slid back down the hill in a great hurry. we found the remains of an-old Indian meat camp. Around ~ 
1 was anxious to get back to my two birds. I had seen “dead” an old brush lean-to were scattered the whitening bones of 
turkeys before, and I will say for the benefit of the beginner at least a dozen deer. There were more bones than horns, 

“that they are not really dead till they have a rawhide thong by which hangs a tale—the usual tale of slaughtered does 
strung through the “hamstring.” and fawns. A tumble-down “clothes-line” of poles showed 

My fears were unfounded. Both birds were stone dead, where the jerkey had been hung out to dry. The horns 
each with a 30-30 soft nose above the butt of the wing. were all chopped off singly instead of in pairs. What does 
Neither bird had an ounce of flesh torn up—not even the a meat-hunter care about horns? And the worst of it is 
plumage was spoiled. Both were large young birds in prime that this meat-hunting still goes merrily on, in spite of a 
condition. Subsequent weighing showed that they tipped scattering of deputy wardens and’ Forest Officers. The 
the scales at 8% and 65 pounds respectively. The spreads fact of the mater is that poaching Indians are hard to 
were 57 and 47 inches. The spread feet (length of track), catch. In these days they make only dry camps, away 
measured 6 and 5 inches. The crops contained wild oats and from trails or water. The meat is handled in a separate 
very fine grass seed. camp, and the jerkey goes. forward by dead of night, via the 

Some people shoot steel bullets at turkey. This is a big burro route, as the crow fliés, to some far pueblo. There is 
mistake. I once knocked down three big birds with steel no noise—the hunters even Carry a wooden gun-rest so as 
bullets and to waste no 
two of them ammuni - 

got ww es Re oo = : aaa a tion. oer is 
ew ha a ay cee x fr _ eA mde ER RM oe no. traveling 
Be Wi never So a oak a oon i t A YS Fe tit eh / ° : beaten 
s a w them ipitaedo-< se oc Reh et ay ae A ee Fest AD eRe Y 5, trails —the 
again. The pn ae Le Oe A ry Pre aN ey kty Res Indian doesn’t 
same season, = pip ey eS Fata * R,  N AB a Toy need them. 
while turkey- , (a psoas hice A ie Cb ete ee Oe And even 
Aowin ti 2 S., og eee ee & CA \ ba ieee Oe PB jt when you find 
I knocked ae, isis ats . 3 atte peg 2 ae the main 
down three re oe ” eee tg ons i is EY a ‘ oe camp ‘there is 
Biz il 0: bio ee a 3 Paty A Bis er We no meat in it, 
wolves and eS ns ear ae, We cei a Bases and every In- 
two of them FS oes Fg at Aer eR I ae 3 | Ws. dian is waving 
got away. I ‘ ¢ eum Thea a | a cy a hunting li- 
am “cured” of 5 ~ ae Be hy oy ee cense! Let he 
steel bullets. ie om , 9 F & Wig, fey TT a ghee who thinks he 
Our state law ye. Mh Be , > i... = aianuaees eae is a_ pretty 
now prohibits aa Pel | & tie | bd oe ie ’ good hand in 
their use on A ae \¢@ Gn ne aN ov an Y ia the woods try 
big game. See) A esta) | =, rd Ce ee to catch an In- 

| fe mS eda | ced ale Og diaa 
2 : ‘i ett : rey a te cts ke ey : 

FELT like ee ae m Raber. ie une A 
I the king , He ae ae Ro erga eee ae UT after 

of Eng- Uar: i ea : Or He is ae Mea. B all the 
land when I Meo gee ee By Nae cal Dabs Set ee Indian 
Seh..o uw, tid. ‘ Nose peta a ea Sag a) Cee gsi is no worse 
ered those ¢ Leas eee Lea me ne te eee than the white 
t. wi 0. Pb ice ved ae oes Me ee PU: Ah ae Oe man. The ten- 
birds and derfoot who 

ee hs the WILD TURKEYS NEAR FOREST HEADQUARTERS, WICHITA NATIONAL FOREST Hoe ce i; 
camp. On the every = 
way back I had an amusing experience. About sunset, on thing that moves probably cripples as many deer as the In- 
top of a high ridge, a cottontail jumped up and hopped dian eats. The pseudo-sportsman who always comes back 

into some cedars. We needed him in camp, so I started with a whole buck (question: what did he eat in camp?) 
over to shoot his head off. A hawk beat me to it, and does not set hima very good example. Add to that the meat- 
chased him back to his back trail. I grabbed at him as hungry trapper or prospector, the occasional light-fingered 
he passed, but he hurdled my hand. A few yards further cowhand, and the sheepherder whose employer sometimes 
he bumped head on into the two turkeys, which I had _ tells him to eat deer and save mutton, and it is no wonder 
thrown down. He somersaulted, recovered, and sailed over that our hunting grounds have been “cleaned.” 
the two turkeys in a grand standing high jump, and on his Right here we have the meat of the whole question—by 
way he delivered a kick to tho top turkey with all the eclat what device can we prevent the “cleaning” of the hunting 
of a government mule. He dodged under a log, leaving a grounds? There is no question about the ability of the 
turkey feather sticking to the bark, and took refuge in a range to support plenty of deer for everybody. There is no 

hollow-butted live oak. It seemed to me that he had gone question about the ability of the deer to increase and multi- 
through enough adventures for one day, so I let him alone. ply if we can maintain an adequate breeding stock. How is a 

I arrived in camp very late, very tired, very hungry, breeding stock to be kept up? As long as the whole country 
and very much pleased with things in general. Unfortun- is open to hunting it cannot be done. The bung is in the 
ately my partner had seen no game. For two more days bottom of the barrel, and we need blame only ourselves if 

we scoured the country, but found nothing but some old the barrel drains dry. But why not put the bung in the side 
deer sign. My flock of turkeys did not come back to the of the barrel? Why not close about twenty or thirty per 
same water. I think they were travelers, and my stumbling cent of our territory to hunting, and thus insure the main- 
on to them was sheer luck. tenance of an irreducible minimum of breeding animals, and 

The strongest impression that we carried back with us thus automatically restock the surrounding territory? 
from our trip was the extreme scarcity of all kinds of 

game, as compared with what the country actually ought N short we need Game Refuges, and here in New Mexico 
to produce. The San Mateos contain 650 square miles of I our need is almost desperate. Every year of delay means 
forest, almost all of it as fine a game country as can be a ten per cent harder job in repairing the damage. The 
found anywhere. Yet the Forest Service game census figure organized sportsmen of New Mexico have been fighting for 
indicates only about 100 deer; one deer for each six square game refuges for four years. But Congress does not seem to 

miles. I think it would be easy for each square mile to fisten, and our fellow-sportsmen in the East do not seem 
carry three deer, or twenty times as many as at present, to care. As far as I know, hardly a finger has been raised 
without interfering in the slightest degree with the produc- to help the West get a refuge bill through Congress since the 
tion of timber, cattle, or any other forest product. Yet the Hornaday campaign in 1916. The Robinson Game Refuge Bill 
San Maeos furnish beter hunting than the average of New was introduced in last special session, but apparently received 
Mexico’s 8,300,000 acres of National Forest land. no support. Eastern leaders seemed actually unaware of its 

existence. Some day eastern sportsmen are going to come 
N our last day in the hills we found one of the “rea- out here for their big game hunting; but unless they lend a 

O sons” for the scarcity of deer in New Mexico. In a hand in giving us game refuges, they are going to have little 
hidden nook on the sunny side of Big Pigeon Canyon to shoot but scenery. 

(Continued on page 16) iain aa a



A Turkey Hunt in the Datil National Forest 
Continued from page 5 

Of course, it is easy to say that state game refuges are 
the solution of the problem. But in actual practice in the 
Southwest state refuges have proven nearly worthless. The 
state has no paid personnel on the ground, and a refuge un- 
patrolled had just as well not exist. The federal Forest 
Service has a paid personnel on the ground, and the Forest 
Rangers are not only willing but anxious to help. The legis- 
latures almost invariably make state refuges too few and 
too big and without clear-cut boundaries, and change them 
at each session. Federal refuges, on the other hand, would 
be selected by experts and established systematically and 
permanently. 

N New Mexico the sportsmen, though strongly committed . 
I to a federal refuge system, actually refused to support a 

state refuge bill presented before the last legislature be- 
cause they feared political manipulation. In Arizona thinking 
sportsmen are complaining that the state refuges, which 
consist mostly of entire mountain ranges, merely concentrate 
the hunting on the mountain ranges remaining open. These 
large refuges, consisting of separate topographic units, have 
no overflow value. While they preserve the game within 
their boundaries, to the extent that they are enforced, this 
benefit is about offset by the intensified drain on open hunt- 
ing grounds. In short, they are not game refuges at all; 
they are mere public preserves. The whole state game refuge 
business, as far as experience indicates in the Southwest, may 
be dismissed as unsatisfactory. 

I hope that the Robinson Bill will be re-introduced before 
the regular session of Congress, and that the readers of 
WILD LIFE will help put it through. The fate of big game 
on the National Forests—America’s last and greatest hunting 
grounds—hangs in the balance. Let no American sportsman 
forget that he is a part owner of these forests. They are 
going to become practically gameless unless something is 
done, and done quickly. Now is the time to act.
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: THE NATIONAL FORESTS: THE LAST FREE HUNTING 
, GROUNDS OF THE NATION 

By Atpo Lrororp 

Secretary, Chamber of Commerce, Albuquerque, N. M. 

In a previous article’ I have made the following assertions, which 
have so far not been disputed: 

1. The demand for hunting on the National Forests exceeds the 
supply. 

2. The practicability of increasing production by applying scientific 

principles is not hampered by inaccessibility, as with timber. Hunting 

is in demand and is marketable wherever found. 

3. Therefore the time is ripe for scientific game thanagement on the 
National Forests, and its development presents a duty and an oppor- i 

tunity to Foresters. ‘ 
The foregoing argument is premised on the present relation of Na- 

tional Forest game resources to the present hunting public. It is the 
a purpose of this paper to forecast the future relation of these resources 

to the future hunting public and to point out certain conclusions bear- 

ing on the present game policy of the Forest Service. 

What do we know about the future hunting public? ‘There are three 
points which may so safely be predicted that they require nothing more 

than a mere enumeration: 

First, the hunting instinct is a fixed character, and will continue to 

appear in a certain proportion of all normally developed individuals. 

The number of hunters will increase at least as fast as the population. 
Second, the proportion of hunters to whom the National Forests are 

, accessible will increase by leaps and bounds. Good roads, automobiles, 
and airplanes—what more need be said? 

Third, the leisure and the means to indulge the taste for hunting will 
grow with the growing recognition of outdoor recreation as a vital 
necessity, with the increase of wealth, and with the cheapening of indi- 
vidual transportation. 

In short, hunting on the National Forests will in the future attract 
more people, for more time, from a vastly greater territory. This much 
is self-evident, and all these factors will operate to intensify the demand 
for hunting on the Forests. : 

*“Forestry and Game Conservation,” JouRNAL or Forestry, April, 1918. 

150 
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There is only one condition which might operate to partially offset 

the growth of this demand, and that is the development of more attrac- 

tive hunting grounds on other territory—that is, on private lands. To 
correctly forecast the future of game management on the Forests, it is 

necessary to carefully consider the probable future relation between 

National Forests and outside hunting grounds. 

Game conservation in Ametica has now pretty well passed the initial 

propaganda stage and people are beginning to think about ways and 

means. It is no longer a question of whether, but of how. One of the 

most popular of the various proposed solutions of the “more-game” 

problem is the doctrine loosely designated as “game farming.” 

Game farming, as at present advocated by certain radical elements, 

includes a number of wholly vicious proposals, such as the wholesale 

opening of markets and the abandonment of restrictive game laws. 

But it also includes a number of fundamentally sound proposals which 

have both a direct and an indirect bearing on the question of game on 

the National Forests. Among these are the artificial control of vermin, 

the artificial establishment of food plants and coverts, the feeding of 

game during critical periods, and the maintenance of a stable breeding 

stock by liberating game artificially reared. 

It is axiomatic that as the natural production of a desired natural 

resource fails, it is supplemented by semi-artificial means of produc- 

tion. ‘This is the long and short of game farming. ‘This is the long and 
short of Forestry. ‘The aspect of this process which concerns the sub- 
ject in hand is the fact that these semi-artificial means of production 
always require an investment, and therefore must pay a return on that 

investment. In short, the product becomes commercialized and the 

free supply comes to an end, because even the remainder of the virgin 
supply acquires a sale value. 

Game farming, however carried on, requires an investment of money, 

time, material, or land. Therefore its product, hunting, will be sold to 
the highest bidder. More concretely, the farmers, who own the greater 

part of the hunting grounds of the nation, will maintain coverts on little 

odd corners of land, will winter-feed their birds, will set their boys to 

killing off vermin, and then will lease their hunting privileges, for cash, 

to individuals or groups of hunters. It follows that they will post their 
lands against trespass, and free hunting on farms will be a thing of the 

. past. 
It is hardly necessary to point out that this commercialization of f 

hunting privileges will take place first on lands of high value—that is, 
agricultural lands. It is already foreshadowed by the wholesale posting
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of such lands throughout the country. It will take place last, if at all, 
on lands of low value—forest lands. It is also evident that it will take 
place first with upland game and last, if at all, with migratory game. 
But it will, in the not-far-distant future, result in the end of free hunt- 

ing for a larger part of the five million sportsmen now dependent on 

wild game for outdoor recreation. 
Is it necessary to point out the effect of all this on the free recrea- 

tion grounds of the National Forests? I think not. It simply means 

that people will flock to the Forests in numbers we now do not even 
dream of. 

They will come there, too, for other reasons than mere inability to 
own a private shooting preserve or pay dues in an exclusive club. Re- 
gardless of cost, there is an ingrained repugnance in the heart of many 
sportsmen to having their sport served to them in a spoon. There is a 
certain rugged independence—I suspect inherited from generations of 
self-respecting yeomen—poachers of the feudal ages—which eschews 

“boughten” sport. These estimable throwbacks, regardless of financial 
ability, will choose to test their skill, not on posted preserves, but on the 

public hunting grounds of the National Forests, beholden to no man or 

his dollar, but only to the law of the land. 

In short, demand for hunting on the Forests will increase not only 
with population and with transportation, but especially with the rising 
price of hunting elsewhere. ‘The rate and extent of the increase will 

probably be greater than we are at present able to comprehend. 

This forecast, if correct, certainly contains some lessons in National 

Forest game policy. What are they? : 

First and foremost, it means we must do something. It means that 
the time is ripe for aggressive thought and action on the game question, ‘ 
lest we be overwhelmed by a demand for which we are unprepared. 

The development and perpetuation of the nation’s last free hunting 
ground—is that not an opportunity for service which should stir the 

imagination of more than a mere handful of “cranks’’? 
Secondly, it means that the Forest Service must hang tooth and nail 

to its traditional policy of keeping out exclusive privilege. The writer 
here and now pays his respects to the man who wrote into the Forest 
Manual the absolute prohibition of private game preserves. ‘The larger 
part of the United States will be a private game preserve in 1940, and 
to extend this form of monopoly, inevitable on private lands, to the 

. National Forests would be little short of a crime against democratic 
society. That the temptation will exist is evidenced by the pressure : 
ba brought to bear for fishing preserves on some of the western 
orests,
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Thirdly, it means that the Forest Service is directly interested in 
the system of differential State licenses as a regulator of the tide of 
hunters. Some well-intentioned sportsmen are advocating a flat license 

fee, applicable to residents and non-residents alike. They say it is not : 

justice to discriminate between American citizens, especially as regards 

federally regulated migratory birds and federally owned National For- 
ests. As a matter of fact, a non-resident license is not only justice, but 

common sense. It is a surtax on the man who can afford to travel out 

of his own State in search of hunting—that is, a surtax on the well-to- 
do. From the standpoint of the Forest Service, it is also plain self- 
preservation. A flat license at the present time would turn a flood of 
hunters into the Forests, under which our game in its present unpro- 

ductive condition would simply collapse. 

Fourthly, it means that as a fire hazard the National Forest hunter 

will occupy a position of increasing importance. This, of course, is no 

reason against developing the production of game, but rather a reason 

for better fire plans and more effective educational work among 
hunters. In any State without a live sportsmen’s association, it would 

well repay the Forest Service to go out and organize one for this pur- 
pose alone. In New Mexico, for instance, the State Game Protective 

Association, organized largely by the Forest Service, will next fall 
paste on every box of shells sold in the State propaganda for care with 
fire and observance of the game laws. 

Fifthly, it means that in those few places where game actually inter- 

feres with live stock, the question of meeting the future growth of 
demand for hunting must be intelligently considered in applying the 

principle of highest use. This by no means implies a wholesale exclu- 
sion of stock; on the contrary, it will generally mean that reliance will 

be had on species which do not interfere with stock, the production of 
which may be expanded without injury to other interests, and the rele- 
gation of troublesome species, such as elk, to National Parks and other 

regions where they can do no harm. i 

Sixthly, it means that it will be more than ever good business for the 
Forest Service to develop species on which it has a practical monopoly. 
These will prove especially attractive to hunters who will come from a 
distance. The mountain-sheep, the white goat, the ptarmigan, the Co- 
lumbian blacktail, the wild turkey, the javelina, the fantail, the Crook’s 
deer—all these will be worth ten times their weight in ordinary venison 
to the hunter from Iowa or Kansas who will come to seek respite from 
“No hunting, under penalty of the law.” é
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THE ESSENTIALS OF THE 

GAME REFUGE 

Sree and others interested in 

the preservation of game are agreed 

that the game refuge is one of the most 

effective means ever devised for increasing 

the production of wild life. Such a refuge 

| has to be properly handled, however, in 

| order to produce results. For instance, a 

| quail refuge containing twelve quail and 

| one tomeat would stand but a slim chance 

of increasing the quail in its immediate 

vicinity. Eliminate the tomeat, fence a 

few brush patches with woven wire, and 

feed during snow, and the same refuge 

may produce from 50 to 100 quail per 

year. To be a refuge, the place must | 

furnish protection and also mai enance 

to the animals and birds that seek it. 

It must be located in a place where the 

game has access to it, and its boundaries 

must be well defined. It is also necessary 

that the laws regulating it be rigidly en- | 

forced. For the guidance of persons in- || 
terested in game refuges, Aldo Leopold, 

secretary of the New Mexico Game Pro- || 

tective Association, in a recent number of 

All Outdoors (New York) furnishes the 

followimg hints: 

First of all, a refuge is not a refuge un- 
less it is surrounded by hunting grounds. 
The purpose of a refuge is to overflow. 
If there is nothing to overflow into, then 
it is not a refuge at all, but a game pre- 
serve. Thus when the State of Arizona 
created certain “game refuges” consisting 
of entire isolated mountain ranges sur- 
rounded by desert, the term ‘‘refuge”’ 
was misused. If, on the other hand, 
Arizona had closed only a selected part of 
each mountain range, so that the natural 

increase could overflow, breed, and be 
hunted on the remaining parts, then the |_ 
closed areas would have been refuges in 
the proper sense of the word. 

Secondly, a refuge is not a refuge unless 
the closed area is freéd from vermin and 
provided with the necessary food-plants, | 
water, fences, salt, ete., to make the 
breeding stock as productive as possible. 
The maximum possible rates of increase of 
various game stock is from 50 per cent. 

to 1,000 per cent. per year; the actual rate 
of increase where nothing is done to aid 
nature must, in the long run, approximate 
zero. Enough said. Of course, no refuge ‘| 

can hope to attain the maximum, but 
every refuge can be made many-fold more 
productive by the investment of a little 

; intelligent effort. 

| Thirdly, a refuge is not a refuge unless 
| it is enforeed. The law books alone do 
| not raise game. | 

Fourthly, the boundaries must be || 
| marked. You can not enforce a closed | | 

area unless hunters know where it is.g| | 
Pennsylvania’s plan of barbed-wire is an | | 
example of good boundary marking. 

Fifthly, the boundaries must be perma-* 
nent. Big game especially learns the loca- 
tion of refuge boundaries just as soon as the 
hunters do. If every passing legislature 
tinkers with the boundary-lines, the whole 

operation is seriously handicapped. =
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A HUNTER’S NOTES ON DOVES IN THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

INCE 1917 I have kept a record of weights, food, plumage, habits, and 
S percentage of squabs of about 400 Mourning Doves (Zenaidura macroura) 

killed during the hunting season in the central Rio Grande Valley near 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. The data has been plotted to show percentage of 
squabs killed at weekly intervals from August 16 to December 15, and also the 
average weight, old birds and squabs separately, for the same period. The data 

is as yet insufficient as a basis for smoothed curves, but it is sufficient basis 
for tabular expression as follows: 

Date Percentage Weight Weight 
of squabs old birds squabs 

Aug. 16 10% ee Sestercsnaas ane 
Aug. 23 15 Papeete tes eee eerrae 
Sept. 1 55 4.4 07. 3.7 OZ. 
Sept. 8 60 4.3 3.6 
Sept. 15 50 4.2 3.5 
Sept. 23 50 4.2 3.4 

The table shows first of all that there are few squabs abroad on the shoot- 
ing grounds until September, and that therefore the old opening date of August 
16 was too early. It shows that the present opening date of September 1 is 
biologically correct. The explanation of the rapid increase in squabs about 
September 1 appears to be as follows: The main crop of squabs stays near the 
nests in the cottonwood bosques and in the foothills, until well grown. The 
adults, however, make long flights to wheat stubble, where most of the August, 

- shooting used to be done. This August stubble shooting was wrong, because it 
killed mostly birds with dependent young. 

The table shows secondly that after the main squab crop has issued forth, 
the young birds are just as numerous, or slightly more so, than the adults. 
The yearly increase is therefore about 100%. This conclusion is nearly ines- 
capable, because there are no other factors that I know of which would prevent 
the proportion of squabs in the bag from pretty accurately reflecting the pro- 
portion of squabs in the whole dove population. .The only possible sources of 
a differential proportion of squabs would be: (a) Selection in shooting. Nearly 
all these birds were killed in pass and jump shooting, and the young birds are 
practically as hard to hit and to kill as the old ones. (hb) Wildness. - The 
squabs may “‘lay”’ a little better than the old birds, but on the usual clear days 
in normal cover both lay good enough to prevent an abnormal percentage of 
squabs in the bag. (¢) Distribution of young and old birds. The data covers 
a wide variety of sites, seasons, hours, feeds, ete., and there could be no differ- 
ential from these sources. (d) Differential migration. The general accuracy 
of the conclusion above stated could be impaired only by assuming a differen- 
tial migration of young as compared with old birds. There is some evidence 
to show that the grown squabs of the main crop go south before the late squabs 
and old birds (see decrease in average weight of squabs and percentage of 
squabs during September). However, to admit this as material to the ques- 
tion of yearly increase would raise rather than lower the estimated annual in- 
crease of 100%, and it seems nearly incredible that a bird which lays only two 
eggs could more than double its numbers each year. In fact, even the 100%
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inerease implies a high percentage of second broods and re-nestings. That 
second broods and re-nestings are common is strongly indicated by the evidence 
available. For instance, [ found a dove brooding eggs near Tucson, Arizona, 
on September 1, 1916; I have also found numerous eggs and fledglings near 
Albuquerque in August. Many very small squabs are killed very late in the 
season. 

The table shows that the weight of old birds decreases slightly after Sep- 

tember 1. This is probably accounted for by food habits. As already stated, 
the old birds congregate on the wheat stubbles in August and there fatten rap- 
idly. But these stubbles are generally plowed under about September 1, at _ 
which time the birds move to the doveweed patches along the foothills, mesas, 
and other sandy ground. The seed of the doveweed (Psoralea, sp.?), is pre- 
ferred above all other food, except possibly wheat and beeweed (Peritoma ser- 
rulatum and P. breviflorum). However, during backward years the doveweed 
seed is often not matured by September, and the birds must seek the hottest 
banks to find mature seed. In any event, feeding on doveweed requires more 
work and longer flights to water, which probably accounts for the loss in 
weight. During the winter the few birds that remain are found in wild sun- 
flower patches, where they eat sunflower seed, or around old strawstacks, 

: where they pick up waste wheat. During pinyon years doves are very fond of 
pinyon nuts. J. F. Mullen counted 60 nuts in one crop and H. B. Hammond - 
counted 72 in another. Pinyon nuts occur only at three or four year intervals. 

The decreasing average weight of squabs shown by the table is plainly due : 
to the fact that as the birds grow scarcer in September, the hunter must seek 
his birds instead of waiting on a flyway, or flush-shooting a doveweed patch. 
In doing this he hunts groves and trees, thereby killing many small late squabs 
not yet big enough to migrate. Such few big squabs as are killed during the 
later part of the season weigh nearly as much as the old birds; in fact, by No- 
vember, squabs are mostly indistinguishable from adults. 

The dove has several habits, as a game bird, which I have never seen de- 
scribed in print. High, fast-flying birds, especially on a stormy day, may often 
be induced to pitch down and light by firing a shot at them. A dove merely 
winged will fall down and walk away, but will not seek cover like other wounded 
birds. A dove with body wounds will not even walk. A certain kind of wound 
(probably lungs) results in the bird flying away and alighting on the ground 
or in trees in nearly natural manner, but when found the bird is stone dead. 
This manner of death is much commoner with doves than with any other game 
bird T know of. Many hunters do not watch their ‘‘missed”’ birds carefully, 
and this accounts for the large number of dead doves found on the shooting 
grounds, Head shots tower spirally, with sudden collapse, like quail. 

What are the doves’ natural enemies? I do not think they have as many 
as quail, else they could not double yearly on two eggs, but I think hawks get 
quite a few. On November 23, 1919, near Tome Hill I saw a Sharp-shinned 
Hawk (Accipiter velox) cateh an apparently healthy grown dove in a cornfield. 
I killed the hawk, and found the fresh blood and dove feathers on his claws, but 
could not find the dove. Two or three Marsh Hawks wheeling over a doveweed 
patch will sometimes flush many birds and cause them to flee to trees, but one 
Marsh Hawk does not worry them much. I never saw a Marsh Hawk actually 
pursue a healthy bird. 

The dove is a temperamental bird. On certain days the doves do not feed,
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but gather in trees and just sit around. On such days all birds show a de- 
creased weight, doubtless directly due to empty crops. When scattered over 
the open mesas feeding on doveweed, a rainy day interferes with their feeding. 
They simply sit around under the lee side of bushes, keeping dry. Nevertheless 

they make their regular evening flight to water although it would seem easy to 
gather the necessary water off the stems and leaves of plants. On such days 
the birds killed on the flyways to water show decreased weight due to empty 
crops. 

The daily flight to water generally starts between 3:00 p. m. and 4:00 p. M. 
and reaches its height just before dark. Sometimes, where long distances must 

{ be traversed, the birds do not arrive at water until after dark. When the wind 
parallels the water flight, the flight going and coming will be at different lev- 
els; for instance with the wind blowing toward water, the birds going to water 
will fly high and with tremendous speed, while the birds beating their way back 
against the wind will fly so low as to be nearly hidden by ordinary sage-brush. 
Some hunters take advantage of this and shoot only the easy birds beating into 
the wind. 

The dove’s choice of watering places is peculiar. In the hills they like 
springs, stock tanks, and open sandy creeks. On the Rio Grande bottoms they 
use waste irrigation water spilled along open roads, grassy vegas provided the 
cover is short, and ponds with bare shores. It is generally supposed that they 
seek freedom from cover which might harbor natural enemies, but if this is the 
main factor governing their choice of watering places, then the shallow rills on 
the big open sandbars of the Rio Grande ought to suit them exactly. But T have 
never seen a dove light on a river sandbar. Here is an interesting problem to 
solve. 

Many doves are killed yearly in New Mexico but no decrease in numbers is 
noticeable. The area adapted to doves is so enormous that the total population 
is probably very little affected by localized shooting. 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 13, 1920. 

CONCERNING THE STATUS OF THE SUPPOSED TWO RACES 

OF THE LONG-BILLED CURLEW 

By JOSEPH GRINNELL 

(Contribution from the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology of the University of California) 

N THE FALL of 1918 vertebrate collecting was carried on by a party from 
| the California Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at Morro, San Luis Obispo 

County, California. Among the birds of interest obtained there was the 
series of Long-billed Curlew listed in the table presented farther along in this 
paper. The acquisition of so many specimens (fifteen) of this Curlew, taken 
from one locality and within a period of less than one month in a single year, 
seemed to afford ground for looking into the standing of the recently proposed 
two races of the species, namely Nuwmenius americanus americanus Bechstein and 
Numenius americanus occidentalis Woodhouse, This separation was first pro-
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Wild Foll f the Forest (30)'* 
The Effect of Forest Fires on Game and Fish—The 

Relation of Forests to Game Conservation 

By Atpo Lgeoprotp 

i IS “a day of clouds and thick darkness.” A forest fire is raging through the hills “like the dawn spread upon 

the mountains. As a great people, set in battle array,” the flames advance, and “the appearance of them is as 

horses, and as horsemen, so do they run, Like the noise of chariots on the tops of the mountains do they leap; 

they run like mighty men; they climb the wall like men of war; and they march every one on his way. They 

break not their ranks; neither doth one thrust another; they march every one in his path.” 

“|. . O Lord, to thee do I cry, for a fire hath devoured the pastures of the wilderness, and a flame hath 
burned all the trees of the field. Yea, the beasts of the field pant unto thee, for a fire devoureth before them, 

and behind them a flame burneth; the land is as a garden of Eden before them, and behind them a desolate 
wilderness!” 

IZUS does Joel describe that scourge of all living important disturbances among the food plants on which 

things, the forest fire. Joel knew, as all woodsmen the game is dependent. 

know, that fire is the enemy of the wild. This Instances of outright destruction of game by fires are 
article attempts to set forth the manner in which fires numerous and reveal some unanswered and puzzling ques- 

affect game, fish, and other wild life, and to point out tions as to the actual effect of fire and smoke on the mind 

certain fundamental ideas which must underlie successful and behavior of animais. ‘The foliowing is quoted from 
conservation, both of forests and of game. a report by W. ‘I. Cox on the big fires of 1902 in Wash- 

Severe fires sometimes surround and destroy grown ani- ington and Oregon: 

mals or birds and kill them outright; but the greatest “In the dense smoke hun- 7 
damage occurs through the destruction of eggs and young, dreds of grouse, quail, , 

and the ruin of coverts, without which game falls aneasy and Mongolian 5 E x 

prey to vermin and hunters. Fire also causes . or oS: D 
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“FOR A FIRE HATH DEVOURED THE PASTURES OF THE WILDERNESS, AND A FLAME HATH BURNED ALL THE TREES OF 
THE FIELD”
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f* he a ie: 4 Peak fire in the Apache Forest in Arizona 
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|e 1 atl Bas wy Big ‘ run blindly into a fiercely burning tangle 

eae iat: r of down timber. Both were probably 
“ A‘ OY seed Sai 

i) 1 Y 4 et i a ‘ consumed, as we never saw them come 
yc ! > tS Fetes 4 _ } lpia : 
hott Sis \ Jane : bar “| out. This incident happened at night. 

§ " ee Sa a) ns . , 
F Py ee ag Ki | ‘The deer apparently were terror-stricken.” 

‘ Be. acs * ¢ This sounds like a plain case of stam- 

, : pede. But again it is not clear whether 

’ ' i the doe was stampeded by the fire only, 

! . or by both the fire and the fire-fighters, 

 Y or only by the approach of the men. 

wos In 1922, while fighting the Rawmeat 

re eee Cabin fire in the Gila Forest, in New pies a 

p a e? : a Mexico, the writer saw a blacktail doe 
Pe - ei " we % . . : 

ae ee an “wu i + come bounding down a mountain side 

unit aes a age ees » MS a parallel with the front of the fire and just 
ae See ee A A ane ; 
Pic ie NR Wed inside the unburned territory. Probably 

Re ie Sate Pe i nm NN A zs ee 
is es < ye pa a gt! a crew of men had frightened her. She 

se a \ self at on csi was heavy with fawn and coming straight 

Pe. e- Pumice. at me. When she got within ten yards 

5 a - I thoughtlessly threw up my arms. She 
THE SCOURGE OF LIVING THINGS i _ 3 

wheeled sharp toward the fire, leaped into 
A ground fire in longleaf pine. The greatest loss of wild life for the country as a whole results 4) | oe ith nesta ead? aie 

from the destruction of eggs and young by every fire, even light ground fires. the flames without hesitation, oe 
appeared. She may have survived the 

pheasant were surrounded by fire and roasted to:death. flames of the fire-front with nothing worse than a singe- 

Hundreds more had their wings scorched, and now upon ing, but there was at least a mile of hot smoking burned- 

the blackened forest floor fall an easy prey to prowling over ground to cross. She could never have crossed it 

verinin. Large and small mammals fared no better. without scorching her hoofs. If a horse or mule scorches 

Carcasses of deer, bear, cougar, and lynx have been found, a hoof it means a crack in the skin at the hoof-line, fly- 

and literally thousands of dead squirrels. Wolves and blowing of the crack, and slow but cruel death. It must 

lynx are appearing in unusual numbers since the fires, be the same with a deer. 

evidently attracted by the number of ready-prepared roasts In the case of the doe, it would seem that she knew 

to be had in the forest.” 

Evidence indicates that a big fire causes “.  "* es Be 
. .. 4 etl. Aa ry 

deer to become so confused that they ¥; 1 ‘“* Wi 34 1 So A yee aeeti 
allow themselves to be surrounded and » ps, ae gn! 
caught by the flames, but that when they ’ 5 ‘3 mee tas 

find an open place they know enough to 5 mits , 
stick to it. i 

Wuen Derr Become STAMPEDED 

J. H. Sizer, describing the Mazatzal 

fire in the Tonto Forest in Arizona in ‘ 

1921, says: “I encountered a bunch of ; " 

deer hemmed in by a fire against a rock C “ 
Re . : Z E — ; lle cneriite, ~ 

bluff. ‘These, however, escaped by jump- ca a ee / rm 7 : = 
Poy a Nel ae ny est gh ae’ % Metited ing high over the blaze as I approached, P 4 4° —¥ é Se to 

and ran away through the burned area, i ee , ia Poe Since 
apparently none the worse off.” Site hae ea Pe NON SR oe i ae p 

ee Pie ee Ree Ga tate ep ore 
Here again deer seem to have allowed BURR ot tee Ces ie a Ba eas Geeta #. 

x RENTS ie, SMe Re Ne aap ec oa. ; 
themselves to be surrounded by fire. |p So eae cer orgs SAD, ees Sebel a ee 

5 : PRS face ge PRT oe ACL. SoA LMR eNO i 
Would they have leaped over the flames |% Ser en ra oY es CANE avipwriee 

ae t . 3 cea PFS Ss aOR IEE fa PSOE BES ae 
and escaped if they had not been dis- = : 

turbed by an intruder, or would they have A FOLLOWER OF THE FOREST 
stayed on the spot and perished ? ; is : Bs a a This beautiful doe was snapped by flashlight while at a salt log, Lassen National Forest, 

Frederic Winn, describing the Rose California. Deer are often stampeded by forest fires and perish in the flames.
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where she was going until suddenly confronted by a new One writer suggests that the new ashes contain salts 

and unsuspected danger; whereupon she lost her head which the deer relish. I doubt this, because in the West- 

and perished. Maybe this indicates an answer to puzzling ern cattle country the deer are provided with plenty of 

contradictions in the behavior of animals in the pres- salt, which is put out for cattle. This is one of the im- 
ence of fire. Maybe confusion is not immediate, but provements which settlement has made in the potential 

cumulative. productiveness of our Western game fields. 
Henry Van Dyke, in “Fisherman’s Luck,” has this to If I were to attempt to piece together the evidence at 

say about fires and game: “Let but the trail of ‘smoke hand, of which the foregoing examples are typical, I 

drift down the wind across the forest, and all the game would say that deer do not usually flee precipitately from 

for miles and miles will catch the signal for fear and smoke; that they keep out of the way of advancing flames 

flight.” Since he is speaking of the north woods, his state- in a leisurely fashion, probably attempting to go around 

ment is probably meant to apply to deer. It implies that and upwind in the same way as they would do in cases 

y 5 ; - eS Aloe = 

f a re aie Seegbgoe: Ne eee {gr ae os 

oo Bane aA nas One a 3 s Sis ce dirt ee ef ota eh ‘ ‘i ee 3 , : ee een : eg oe ape ios ieee 
aa rte hae ne Rte tha Ea ae Ay Bee eR... wk ae ie ee dhe SRE sc See Bape ON tig ipaene HOPE REP ica ot ae act eee 

Bent peek 4 MES BER eRe eT fe ae ti par me Oe eM BT a 
Sele oP MR a tg i Recah tae Meebo Cobeye Pate Ne fs ee 4 BS can (Oa : 

ee Seca: het SPs Le Saher eA | ee es tc 

ian Bree Rope, TEs ceo, A SARS | fee ; E ee Tete oe tt ie cernh 
“thi ge ee pe ee Eg Vo Dee 4 A Spades Ame . Seg Shee od Prem ee eee ees ABI SS TONS Sean ae ere Ran tN SO gee LE Weg ae cea Renae Sl Pe he 

Sree Rag ann eas Mogae Lea ee CRG ee Shaeca tee es he eh gel Phe: 
marr ae Se eee SS sagan oS ME ees eos ae re ngaeteeee 
x ued eee S phate SN 9 PN ee hn We cE SN pagel ek 
Sen Mea ea a a Ee UMS AS a te rd A Pe ss ROR ak Laie dg “4 ee Se Bie calles ae aes SS OLS = GAINS Vi" ae 

ae E Reger 2 5 Fee act hate Sens gt sao 
. ¥ WE fot 2 SR os, “ie oh i Ce OR oa 4 ise Koo ee i ose 

Bcd Teh eee AG ears eS re teas ‘g 

si , Oe ge og aad a aoe Sa RP or, PRS HES en 
q “f Be Pe Se Ie r fin, He tions do Ss ee Se Pere AS 

wins BEES” ORC a eee Fh ae A ee a ee, goes 
’ a oe ah ae a Rest Pi ‘ me Kua: ORES AES i OT TEE EE AN an es er oP eon, at ae rms an De ae toe a Site gaara Ca ea : 

fi rs te eS x aS ERE Ms rag en eta 
Oe _ 2 ines Fi FN p OE Seth aA Pe eT nA oe Wine WER) 
E esha: eit 6 i a eI SERN Ea RON OE RRR Ree NG BNO 

: ae - rhe ee a BS Ms AE, Megs egcdn oJ. ae ep pee Rae” Sa ee es 
ed Yee ri ee Ete EI Byte ing 2 La ae TAN aS AERC aaa Te RIOT eo 

{\- pe De fore be AME mR nn oe Wendi Lear NN ak Gens an wae or 
Me de cae am ae =. ee PTR GS EOP NE eee Tiare ee TET 

te eeeey CB a Tey Rs a Ie Meni ON NAA SE Pn ee ee ae eee tS 
RE me * phe AO Se ee is aie nsw Soin SY Tea Oe ie oe, teal pai 

Mipice cesain DS Yih I i ERP ete Se ee Sica Pa 
ees te ee ion sy ake ON nen cases sO a em a a RY 

BaP eM Le Sen gg GIN Ps rs OO EQN ae ae. SNS SRAM SPC: py. seed sto Rene RN SOT re i nT od Rea ee aie EU Bn Bee, AE Ls mee PE SNC oe oat, ~ hla “Sage ee Ne te Re Ae ie roe > < ae) a a “ie” ge tn an 

Me lat oe eg Re Ae ga pe OAT: ase wa Fson OPN Oe a A one Ca cae 2 i ay a ag Bn Ce an 
Bode a! A a tyes Me es PR Key Moe gee eat we me Se AIT Beas Ne i eee oe 
i SNR Me PR pe ta AN BS Ge PO Sf a 

Courtesy Massachusetts Department of Fisheries and Game 

A TRAGEDY WRITTEN BY FIRE 

The mother instinct of this Canadian goose defied the oncoming smoke and flames of a forest fire. The result is tragic evidence of how the red 
scourge of field and forest is destroying our wild life. Eleven million acres in the United States are burned over annually. Consider the terrible 

loss of potential bird life through the destruction of eggs alone. 

flight begins as soon as the scent of fire is caught. This of other disturbance. In doing so they are, of course, 

may be true in the north woods, but is not the case with liable to be confronted with new fire-fronts in unexpected 

deer in the Southwest. I have seen deer feeding peace- places and even to be surrounded, ‘They then become in- 

fully within half a mile of a big fire that had been filling creasingly alarmed and often stampede, especially when 

the woods with smoke for a week. In fact, I have seen disturbed by human beings. When stampeded they lose 

where deer went to water across a newly burned area on their heads entirely and often perish. When _ badly 

which snags were still smoking, when they could just as harassed by a very severe fire they may lose their 

well have gone around it. The same tendency to cross fear of humans in the same way they are said to do 

new burns is noted by Show and Price in connection with when hard pressed by dogs, and seek refuge in places 

the Cuyama fire of 1922, in the Santa Barbara Forest of occupied by humans. But in ordinary fires this is not 

California. the case.
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r ee ie 5 ; ] spring burning of marshes and meadows makes a clean 
AN ane Bis RE eee _| sweep of the eggs and young of waterfowl. The U. S. 
a) See As a ee Sy je ~f| Biological Survey has protested this practice of spring A m 7 Re NESS yr seins ‘ burning of marshes and suggests that marshes be not 

it eh RY Se ~~ : burned or else burned before the birds mate. Spring 
geek. Le A ’ burning of stubble, brush patches, ditch banks, and waste 
Norints OR yf / corners of farms not only makes a clean sweep of the 
ey Ck VO ’ tne Z eggs and young of quail, but leaves the old birds without 
ee aed ie \ eee Et cover at the exact season when live stock has usually 

b rk = a : . grazed off all the cover on the unburned ground or else 
ee oes... a USS the farmer has plowed it up. Then comes the spring 
ia Se Re , migration of hawks and the spring activities of house cats 
ian. ; iy ox Pr Po a : | 7| and vermin. The birds are either exposed and defense- 

ieee 5 ee — f os 4 less or else so crowded into some little island of cover that 

se oe BR , | breeding is impossible. E 
SN Os Ba ee : ‘ 

7G a oS weep ey | Sotvinc THE ProsLEM oF Quam, PRopucTion 
a SMS | R a 

ae ie aes: ey ASUS, SENS — Sportsmen will not solve the problem of quail produc- 
= ‘ eee a SN : ee tion until every farmer is either persuaded or paid to leave 
Si ee LF , ee i LN ey cover, spring cover, on the waste corners of his farm; 
— oe eS ihe. wee Pee) until spring burning and vermin are controlled in the in- 

; so - : os. na fz: i ca 2 as terest of game, and until refuges are established and winter 
AF feed provided to insure the survival of seed stock. Uni- 

AN UNSUSPECTING BIRD versal appreciation of these truths would produce more 
But, because of the well-known low order of its intelligence, the “fool quail than a universal year-long closed season throughout hen” is easy prey to the common enemy of all wild life—fire. 

Wuy rue Iyprans Srv Forest Arie t ees eee ae sd ee ’ 
ie Co! aa ‘afi 

There should be considered in this connection the old 4 Rd Poe ite! in CaN wee 3 ae 
“Indian practice of setting fires for hunting purposes. i iS ae ae ANN Pde ft s H 

Most of the explanations of this practice are vague and i Bel - ay a e eo po re rt ee: } 
unsatisfactory. In some regions it probably simply dis- Peer ey : ape ¢ hae | Ys ae § i 
lodged the game and enabled the Indians to kill it at pass- ROE Ne TY Bat Set 6 eee 
ways. In parts of Arizona, however, the explanation is * % i Pea Be 9 ya Bf wes ; 
entirely different. Ff AS sae | 8 SIAM: ; 

Dr. E. W. Nelson, Chief of the Biological Survey, states ee RRA ee Be ae i Bey F 4 ee 
that on the White Mountain Indian Reservation the deer ets 5 Es oY Par gan | va ay 
actually sought refuge in the smoke of fires from the tor- A a est le rf . 1 eee 3 # att 4 is B | 
ment of flies which infest the country during the late Br, ‘Ne tetow y sth er sowie} Pe : 
spring, and that the Apache were accustomed to set fires ee it Coy a | ee P= matt " et 
for the purpose of thus decoying them. aoe Fd ie eb Coe eee ee ny fi 

It is safe to say that the direct loss of mature game is |igumme = a EE 3 ae ¥ DAY. 
heavy in large fiercely burning fires, but for the country —_ " 2 zt * = \ Phas | 

as a whole such loss is slight compared to the loss of eggs ff eee eas ee = == jo ee ria ee, 
and young which takes place in every fire, even the so- i a Wyo Pe prene W 
called “light ground-fires.” The salient point about loss sae RG a Bech 08 Mor" pape 
of eggs and young is that in most regions the fire season |Meat fi eR aoa y geen oer ae 
corresponds with the breeding season. In the Southwest, |B "fon a _ sae ee Pe co i 

for instance, turkeys and grouse breed in May and June, |B <@eueees caateee : 4 sneer aan tae : 
and deer drop their fawns in June and July. Practically | LSS See i). 2 The eee te = 44 
all of the forest fires in the Southwest occur between April Se aint, Geeuine oe Mes 
15-and July r5 and accordingly must destroy all the eggs - i=» 
and young of ground-nesting birds on the burned area, as , : : 
well as many of the fawns, which during that season are Sees 
so young that they are left “cached out” while their a — 

mothers seek water or forage. ee a ~ 
It is likewise important to note that prairie fires and Renee 

orca) Spee. ee fires about the farm BU AG aes ricevendl ballets fare nse vel etl iexterat-aiad ore ails turkey; but 
as destructive to breeding game as forest fires. Likewise this fine bird was “snapped” way down in New Mexico.
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the United States or any other elaboration of restrictive head “yard up” during the deep snows of winter in a 

game laws that could possibly be devised. certain locality, where they subsist on tree-moss and 

Fire-fighters often have odd experiences with breeding willows. During the summer of 1910, the Coal Creek- 

birds. One night a Forest Ranger, putting in the usual Anaconda fire burned over about half of this yarding area, 

“night shift” on a fire in the White Mountains of Arizona, destroying the moss and willows and green timber. Dur- 

stumbled upon a mother turkey brooding a dozen chicks. ing the following winter the deer yarded up as usual and 

The old bird attacked him furiously, pecking and striking about 70 per cent of them died of starvation before spring. 

sharp blows with the bend of her wing. 3 Many weakened animals were killed by coyotes before 

Another time in daylight a crew of fire-fighters found they had a chance to starve. When the snow melted off, 

a nighthawk brooding her nest directly in front of the Ranger Steppler found and counted the carcasses. 

flames. ‘They hastily raked a line around the bird, who In this case winter feed on the yarding area probably 

“sat tight” during the entire proceedings. ‘The fire did was and always has been the factor determining the local 

not jump the line and left her in possession of a little population of deer. 
island of leaves and pine needles, entirely surrounded THe LR een OC ee 

by bare blackened ground. 

A good sample of fire damage to nesting birds is cited The deer increase up to the carrying capacity of the 

by W. H. Aubrey, yards, and there the 

of the Higgins Lake o- e 7 — ee 5 i, oe increase must stop. 

State Forest in | ae . i \. es . 7 ad When fire cut the 
Minnesota. He |i r eo ££ ae ; i ‘ , capacity of the 
counted eight nests ek : FF = i. yards by half, it 
of ruffed grouse, 4 ne eem ‘ 7. ee ‘ likewise cut the 

containing a total of || BPs = \iee Sa ae ; _ number of deer. 
83 eggs, on a single ha Oe | ™ A It may be well to 

forty of brush land | Rag cs il cot : state here that a 

which had been |\ ae ‘pend 4 <i | proper conception 

planted to pine. A. | al nm, € th) # ; hy of limiting factors 

fire on this forty [Peas ° sek eS  é iN is a vital point in 

meant the loss of |B RSD Se iy i rs wes a ae ate Bs ay game production. 
eight coveys of ete oo ’ ic beet Nk genes ong Every species in 

grouse—enough to ps ee é : oS it < ane s every locality has a 
furnish a dozen |= ~~ atid Be Oe RS as mM : oN limiting factor. It 
men with recrea- PO hah e/a a a> GA pi By gs = ksaey| may be winter feed, 

tion—and potential | a ae yy ae. a ee ae or spring cover, or 
timber for building [Qj i bad al ‘ a alt Re eee | unlawful hunting, 
forty homes. ‘There Courtesy Minnesota Forest Service or overstocking, or 

are countless forties A RESCUED FAWN a certain kind of 
Forest Rangers rescued this fawn from fire in the Big Bog area of Minnesota. A number of ; 

needlessly burned these baby deer had to be killed by the fire-fighters because their feet had been all but burned off. vermin, or shortage 
every year in every of water, salt, dust, 

state. Who, then, can doubt that fire is the common _ grit, or what-not. Whatever it is, a skilled man can isolate 

enemy of game and forest? and identify it. A problem correctly stated is often a 

problem solved. If we can intensify the limiting factor 

Fornst Fires Ros Game of Foop by carelessness (as when somebody burned the deer 

Another and highly important relation between fire and yards), why can we not mitigate it by skill and care? We 

game is in the effect of fire on food plants. ‘There isa can. Artificial control of limiting factors is the essence 

great diversity of evidence and opinion as to whether the of practical game management. 
ultimate effect of fire on food plants is good or bad. After To return to our topic, a very striking but almost un- 
years of observation on this subject, I have come to the be- known example of the effect of fire on food plants is on 
lief it is nearly always bad. It is a pretty reliable rule of _ the delta of the Colorado in Sonora, Mexico. Here fires 
thumb that fire tends to eliminate the plants useful to game are steadily diminishing the open stands of big mesquite 
or forests and tends to encourage the plants useless to both. trees—highly useful for their fuel wood and fattening 

The net ultimate result is a loss, obvious in forest beans—and the accompanying stands of nutritious water 

values ; less obvious, but true, in game food values. From grass. Jungles of Cachinilla or arrow-weed, utterly use- 

the game standpoint, the browse which fire destroys is of _ less to man or beast, are replacing these desirable plants. 

great importance, because it furnishes the winter feed. It must be admitted, however, that in some regions for- 

As to the destruction of winter feed, Ranger George R. _ est fires cause an increase in food plants useful for game. 

Steppler, of the Blackfeet Forest, in Montana, cites a good A good example is in the north woods, where berries occur 

case. The whitetail deer of the North Fork of the Flat- in great abundance after fires and are, of course, valuable 

[Continued on page 568]
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Wild Followers of the Forest 
[Continued from page 519] 

food for bear and grouse. For this excep- duced by the existence of a common enemy represent production and may be—nay, must 

tion to an otherwise black record, let the fire is, however, only part of the story. There be—all grown on the same forest land. 

devil have his due. But this is not the whole are deeper and mare significant reasons why A certain technical competence must ac- 

story. The practice of forestry on these forestry and game management must work company it; the average citizen must be 

lands likewise provides berries and game food. together and learn from each other. enough of a forester to appreciate that 
Berries come in when sunlight reaches the The fundamental thing in both game and keeping our land productive does not mean 

soil, and the cutting of mature timber in any | forestry is that we, the public, must grasp huge capital investments. The often pro- 

producing forest lets the sunlight in upon | the idea of production. If conservation does hibitive cost of restoration always tends to 

the soil at the end of each generation of | not mean production, then it means nothing become an alibi for incompetence in conser- 
trees. Thus berries and other sun-demand- | at all. I do not mean production merely in vation. ‘To be sure, a blackened desert takes 

ing food plants are a normal cash to replant with trees, 

part of the producing forest, and the entire extinction of 

and are better distributed . el game takes cash to restock. 

from the standpoint of game is 3 ————— ae ‘ But the blackened burn and : 2 SS —— eS ae : 
production when they arise aay SG ii) empty covert are not the 

from cuttings than when they By ee ns fo “y normal concomitants of use. 
arise from whole regions Dred SEE SA a They are the abnormal, un- 

swept by fire. a ze ss eZee necessary results of ignor- 

In short, fire does no good Ee i 5 iy — \ . = Wd I ance. ; 

to game which forestry Fane, SSS \ \ WA H Also, a certain moral and 

would not likewise do, and a D ED 2 << iy [AA Fi | esthetic competence must ac- 

fire does enormous damage § v » =n pa company it. There must 

to game which forestry fe A EF a < p LM 5 | exist in the public mind that 

would avoid. 1 i Vi es 4 slap Be EN y fundamental respect for liv- 
i i 1 te) Big ove" 4 = ing things and that funda- 

Even Fis Are EEE Me : rt FZ a —S = | mental aversion to unjusti- 

NaTED BY Forest Fires Ls 4 ey) \-_ oe oes SY fiable killing and to unneces- 

aare there has i 4 Ee : \ sary ugliness which in all In recent years there has i a S/ go Zz Se h sary ug : 
been a growing realization ne Tide Se —s ze A lands and all times has been 

of the fact that even fish are es j . Ng Pa ae ES — ARS LAY Te a necessary foundation for 
adversely affected by forest , : 2 a ren} I good morals and good taste. 

fires. The Bureau of Fish- GY \ oa Nd In short, a little skill, a 

eries cites the case of Slip- RC) little care, and a little mod- 
pery Brook, a tributary of eration will keep both for- 

the Saco River in New ests and game productive, if 

Hampshire, where in 1900 (3/] ) ‘E SRREADS exercised habitually by the 
a severe fire was followed whole community. Wool- 

by a rain. After this rain sey, in his “French For- 

many dead fish were seen estry,” says that the habits 

in the brook, presumably i of mind of the peasants and 

killed by the alkaline ashes x i woods-workers of the 

washed into the water. Fires Landes have been as much 

must certainly upset the deli- \ responsible for the success- 

cee ec) RMA TORCSCUUCMOAUGTOABEEE ois ort pn 
thermal, and biological con- ince from the sand dunes 

ditions on which the pro- and the sea as has the tech- 

ductivity of our lakes and REPRODUCTION OF A RECENTLY ISSUED POSTER nical skill of government 

streams is dependent. foresters who have planned 

It has been suggested that fires may oc- the limited industrial sense of boards, meat, and supervised the reclamation works. 

casionally kill fish by the direct and im- dollars, or even tourists. I mean that atti- We will accomplish conservation when we, 
mediate heating of waters, But there seems tude of mind which will not tolerate the as a nation, scorn waste, pollution, and un- 

no basis for believing that even the worst existence of idle, lifeless Jand in America. productiveness as something damaging, not 

fires ever boiled any waters in this country. I mean that attitude of mind which regards eee s 
Q ae s ; oe p fi only to the individual reputation of the 

A survivor of the terrible fires in the North- the existence of such land as a challenge to * ia 

west in 1918 states that the temperature of the technical skill and social foresight of WAST: put 2 ye Sele respect oc 
creeks was raised “several degrees” only, the nation, and which feels the non-accept- and the society of which he is a member. 
Tie enieinieiow. because tie stayed in one ance of that challenge as something un- “Seemeth it a small thing unto you to have 

while the fire passed him. worthy of good citizenship. fed upon good pastures, but ye must tread 
Ainpetoreecine discussions may. convey a 5 ; down with your feet the residue of your 

general idea of why and how fires destroy Brack Burns Anp Empty Coverts Sper pasture? And to have drunk of, the clear 
game and wild life and why game conserva- GREE ANCE waters, but ye must foul the residue with 

tionists must ally themselves with forest There is a certain broad-mindedness that our feet?” 
conservationists before either can accom- must go with the attitude I am trying to 
plish much in the way of protecting our define—a certain ability to see that a land- [Photographs by courtesy of the United 
resources. This community of interest in- scape, a covey of grouse, or a saw-log all States Forest Service.] 
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rie uail Production— ©. Otis Wilson 

oe <i . 19) Wnehatu a A Remedy for the “Song Bird List 
Otis Wilson 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

URING recent years many states have placed year are ploughed, to provide nesting places and shelter for more 
ene closed sean le In sengial there have thee ns cove. 5; ‘ i 
been two reasons for this action. First, the farmers the five farmers, let us say that two are themselves 
have grown tired of promiscuous public shooting on sportsmen, one has boys fond of hunting, and the other two 

their private lands. Second, conservationists have feared for are eres in quail production as a source of revenue. 
the future of the birds. he ten men:go over the ground and find as follows: 

I have a lot of sympathy with both these viewpoints. A 1. That Farm A would probably produce two covies each 
considerable fraction of the hunting public, as we have known year instead of one if the ground under the grove of trees in 
it in the past, have acted like irresponsible vandals. If I were Farmer A’s pasture were not so bare. They decide that by 
a farmer I would not want them on my place. I can also see _ felling a couple of trees in this grove and leaving the tops un- 
how a bird-lover who is not a sportsman should quite naturally lopped and unburned the necessary cover can be easily pro- 
fun to soe seasons as ‘ Proper eemey for ual etn: a Lae ent pen Belge Pall provide ‘BlGhey at ie 

ut after a recent trip through a good many of our middle or the extra covey. ne treetops wul furnis! € birds shelter 

Western quail states, I am convinced that closed seasons are during the spring months when the fields are bare and ‘the 
an entirely insufficient remedy for the quail situation. Need- pasture grass is still too short to serve the birds. | 
less clearing of quail coverts, for instance, is doing the quail a Farmer A likewise agrees that when he cuts his stove wood 
great deal more harm than the closed season is doing them good. next winter he will leave his brush piles unburned. These as 
Obviously a closed season will not produce quail on a farm as _ brush piles will eventually produce a third covey. 
be ae billiard table, any more than it will produce fish in a be paves pre minis ah oars coves 
a dry lake. : each year if the willow patch on Farmer B’s creek bottom 

Any real remedy for the quail situation must deal with this . did not burn over each spring at the time the cornstalks are 
question of coverts. It is fundamental. Anybody who doubts ricked and burned preparatory to plowing. Farmer B agrees 
this should examine the State of Iowa. The quail-producing to watch his fires and keep them out of the willow patch. 
area is steadily shrinking with the disappearance of hedges and 3. That Farm C, which now contains no birds, would have 

Drusey Sn Before {ong ony the brokea my coun al ae ahte coe if ne Dean were Fete to ae es 
ave any quail, in spite of the year long closed season which long draws which he has cleared and tried to fill up so he cou! 

has been in effect for years throughout the state. plow across them, but which persistently form gullies and 
How can quail coverts be restored in Iowa? The farmer _ refuse to be filled. The five city sportsmen agree to turn out 

thinks it is to his economic advantage to clear off his hedges some nice Sunday and help Farmer C plant up these draws 
and fencerows. The hedges, he thinks, decrease his area of with willow, Russian olive, or other brushy trees that grow 
productive soil. Thesfencerows, he thinks, harbor rodents easily from cuttings. _ ae : 
and noxious weeds. Whether he thinks right or wrong can 4. That Farm D, which has two covies, is in danger of being 
not be answered by any sweeping yes or no. A part, at least, reduced to one by reason of Farmer D’s plan to grub out a 
of this clearing I suspect is economically unsound. Be that long Osage hedgerow. It is agreed that Farmer D will leave 
as it may, it is perfectly obvious that the farmer is going to the hedge provided he is paid a reasonable cash rental for the 
clear until it is to his advantage to do otherwise. Now whois narrow strip of land which is rendered unproductive by the 
going to make it worth while for him to do otherwise? roots of the Osage trees. — i 
_ The best way to answer this is to describe a sample case 5. That Farm E, which now has one covey with head- 
illustrating what I think ae be our future system of quail yer ete ne Rigule proven raise another in the 
production in the middle West. erry patch back of the barn if certain tramp cats were re- 

: A group of five sportsmen, let us say, gets acquainted witha moved, and two more if a couple of little cua ocr 
roup of five farmers owning five adjoining farms. These of the pasture were fenced off and left in long grass. Farmer 

fatit are supporting an average of one covey each. With D agrees to fix the cats, which kill about as many chicks as 
15 birds to the covey, this makes 75 birds. Although the rats anyhow, and to build gateless fences across the pasture 
season is closed year long, the birds can not increase because corners provided he is furnished the wire and a nominal cash 
coverts are not sufficient, especially in spring when the fields _ rental for the ground. de 

42 Big Chapters make a big Izaak Walton League—are you helping? *



= ew 
Under the above agreements, our farmer-sportsmen group 7. Each shooting member to put up a personal bond against 

have piled up the following cash liabilities for the first year: any damage to livestock or property and to forfeit the 
Ground rental on hedgerow, 1 chain wide x 10 chains , same-to cover any-such damage as determined by the 

* — Jong, 1 acre at $10'per acre. > 2.002.207.6300 8. tht; ($10.00 resident officer. ° ; ; 
Ground rental on two 14 acre pasture corners at.$10 8. Maintenance of coverts and-control of vermin as already 

PERCE Es SOS gis e'e aise oe o crrirec th ace ateah tt ane eapOLOU specified. 
“6 chains fencing for pasture corners at $1.25 per chain WHAT WOULD THE PLAN COST? 

.. This cash expense divided among the five non-farmers is less We have already listed covert improvements and ground 
ian $5.00 each. De rental ‘totalling $22.50 for the first year. Of this expense 

Let us say that the above described measures are actually $15.00 would recur each year so let us put down: : 
put into effect and as a result the five covies are increased as a - Per Year 
Seo COVIES Covert improvements and ground rentals............ $15.00 
"Rare Now 2np Year 4rH Year Now add the proposed license which would be about... 15.00 

Renee UMaine hs sat 2 3. Plus a charge for upkeep. and replacement of trespass i 
Fee in ee ree er cae ep ae 5 De BIGDEREAY ep sy nape ts ores eet cane ee 
Re er eee ee eee) gaa 3 Plus rental for shooting rights to the non-shooting farmer -) 

EO ee 2 3 ORE eo, sales es cae asc ee wold eee 
Se ae ena see a ee en 2 4 Pie winter feed 5). uu-3 sue Wel as.s ee nO 
Rotal NOW See ee ie Plus a fee to the resident officer of say... .@m.......... 15.00 
PU OL Al CXPECtANOYy yoru assay toe Be Dotal expense per years. -.-1c> eth cee eae): aoe EOD) 
Birds at 15 per covey average.. 75 120 210 Divide this among the five non-landowning members ; 

Let us say that by the second year and each would pay per year 15.00 
the expectancy of 8 covies has actu- ei dieste Now. what would each shooting 
ally materialized. (This is not only a - member get to shoot? Assuming the 
possible but almost certain if : ee ultimate production of 14 
the conditions on the ground : a ae ie we covies or 210 birds, the 
were properly handled.) The * an a ae annual kill would be three- 
next move is for our farmer- Oe os a fourths or 157 birds. With 
sportsmen group to invite a. ae 9 shooting members, each 
the State Game Warden and i ee is aL ‘ ) would have an allotted kill 
a representative of the bird- oo een is ey ee of 17 birds each year. Not 
lovers like, for instance the —. r a much to be sure, but enough 
president of the State Audu- a a meet to give the necessary incen- 
bon Society, to look over they 8 te oe a  . tive for a couple of days 
ground and see for them- (9 7 Sle ‘ oo afield. With better or larger 
selves what has been accom- Ve oe ee grounds, larger covies, or 
plished. Likewise let them MN E eee ‘ee fewer shooting members the 
see the planted coverts that g ° eee a individual allotment might 
are coming on, and ae wy PS n" & ye be much greater. 
them how the expectancy of . we) a a we 
14 covies (as compared with SS , i Pe i ae WOULD THE PLAN WORK? 
the original 5) is a reasonable prob- git Ae es As to the feasibility of increasing 
ability by the 4th year of operation. ieee quail by providing cover, winter 

Then broach to them the following feed, and vermin-control, there is no 
proposition, which might be called: APLAN FORLICENSED — doubt whatsoever. The “songbird list” states are producing 
QUAIL PRODUCTION. quail up to their supply of cover and feed, and no more. 

The Legislature to pass a law authorizing the State Game As to the feasibility of maintaining such an increase under 
Commission to proclaim an open season on quail for not to regulated shooting there is no doubt whatsoever. Illinois, 
exceed 60 days each year on any specified area within the an “open” state, maintains just as many quail on the east 
state, provided the person or persons who own such area or bank of the Mississippi as similar cover maintains on the west 
control the shooting thereon first present a satisfactory plan bank in Iowa, where quail are on the “‘songbird list.” I do 
for establishing and maintaining a productive stock of quail not believe there is any movement of Iowa stock to the 
upon said area. Illinois side. 

Provided further that the State Game Commission inspect The Plan would provide the farmer with shooting, a cash 
or cause to be inspected every such area at least once each revenue, protection against vandalism, and the services of an 
year to determine whether such plan is being actually and increased stock of birds as weed and insect destroyers. That 

. effectively executed. is more than he gets under a closed season. 
Provided further that the State Game Commission issue a The Plan would provide the city sportsmen with a little 

license for each such area stipulating in detail the conditions shooting. Now he has none. 
of the plan and charging for each such license the estimated The Plan would assure the bird-lover of an increased stock 
cost of the annual inspection. of quail, and incidentally the conservation of quail coverts 

Provided further that the State Game Commission revoke would be a tremendous benefit to other song and insectivorous 
such license whenever its stipulations are not met or whenever _ birds. 
the licensee shall violate the game law or fail to establish or The Plan would increase the revenues and enlarge the respon- 
maintain a productive stock of quail upon the licensed area. sibilities of the State Game Department. Some might object 

The Plan for the particular area we have been considering, to giving these departments the powers necessary for the 
which let us now call for short the ‘‘Spring Creek Quail Club” administration of the plan, on the ground that such powers 
would be roughly as follows: might be used for political patronage or otherwise abused. 

1. A quail census to be made each year before the opening The answer is that the best cure for incompetence in any 
of the shooting season. : public office is to thrust power and responsibility upon it. 

2. The annual kill to be fixed on the basis of the census, and One of the best features of the plan is its flexibility. It can 
never to exceed three-fourths of the census. be tried out on a small scale and improved with experience. 

3. The annual kill to be equally allotted among the shoot- Blanket game administration is out of date—no single rigid 
ing members. law can possibly fit the enormous variations in conditions that 

4. No covey to be shot below 5 birds. occur at various times and places in a given state. 
5. The Club to elect a resident officer, who shall keep a Of course, the plan can not succeed without real work, but 

journal in api each shooting member shall register his _ it provides the incentive for such work by giving the individual 
kill from tinie to time. the benefit of his own efforts. 

6. The‘resident officer to be responsible for winter feeding There is, of course, a certain kind of co: servationist who 
(feed to be purchased by Club), prevention of trespass, weeps about the good old days and who expccts good shooting 
maintenance of signs, and enforcement of covey limit. to be restored without any effort on his Pate <<. 

es Every Waltonian is expected to bring one new member into his Chapter this fall. ON Hi 43>) 
ss" ae Lust Taam b orearabtipervathd _/
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FORESTRY AND GAME MANAGEMENT 

By Apo Lrororp 

This is a plea to induce Foresters to show the country how its 

game resources can be put under sustained yield. 

The country learned long ago that forests cannot be grown by 

passing some laws and appointing some politicians to try them out 

and then write some new ones. 

- But the country, by and large, is still trying to grow game by 

legislative fiat. Can’t we Foresters help them out ? 

Game management problems are absolutely parallel to forest 

management problems, and the underlying principles are not merely 

parallel—they are identical. All the Forester has to do is to learn 

a few facts about game species and the people that are interested in 

them, and he is in a position to render effective technical services in a 

field that sorely needs them and so far, at least, has developed practic- 

ally no technicians of its own. 

The following brief analogy, which for the sake of simplicity deals 

primarily with big game, shows how closely game and forest manage- 
ment parallel each other. 

The first step in undertaking the administration of a tract of 
game range is to make a game census. ‘This corresponds to timber 

estimates or reconnaissance. A proper game census should give us the 

number of head by species (stand estimates), a game distribution map 

(type map), data by unit areas on predatory animal damage (fire and 

insect damage), data on water, cover, and foods (soils and _ site 

qualities), and figures by unit areas on past annual kill (old cuttings). 

The next step is to install a system of patrol against illegal killing 

and predatory animal damage (timber-trespass and fire damage). ‘This 

is for the purpose of safeguarding needed breeding stock (growing 
stock), the loss of which would seriously impair the productiveness of 

our forest. 

We may assume im this analogy that we have an unlimited perma- 

nent demand for all the hunting we can furnish (timber market). 

This being the case, good management demands the immediate adop- 

tion of a system of regulation of annual kill (annual cut), with the aim 

of sustained annual kill (sustained annual yield). To determine the 

amount of breeding stock (growing stock) which is to serve as a basis 

of sustained yield, we first segregate as game refuges the ranges of rare 

Twentynine-
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or threatened species (protection forests). We also segregate as 

: game refuges areas chiefly valuable for recreation and scenery (rec- 

reation forests). Next we take the breeding stock on the remaining 

hunting grounds and determine our annual limitation of kill (limita- 

ticn of cut). | 

From here on the analogy is suggestive rather than absolute. For 

present purposes it will suffice to point out that in the determination 

of annual kill we use kill factors, which are calculated empirically and 

are analogous to yield tables. We may also adopt a killable age of 

game roughly analogous to a rotation. We also make use of game 

refuges, bag limits, and a limitation in the number of hunting permits, 

the combined effect of which is analogous to a combination of area 

and volume regulation of cut in forestry. 

Given a market, we make game laws (sale contracts) specifying 

certain license fees (stumpage rates). We may adopt limitations on 

age and sex of animals to be taken, which are analogous to marking 

rules. 

Before cutting begins we decide on the system of regeneration. 

In most instances this will be natural increase (natural reproduction), 

but this may be supplemented by artificial restocking (planting). If 

so, we may establish a game farm (nursery). It is again important 

to point out that in no case where we cannot restock should we allow 

even the local removal of more than a fixed minimum of breeding stock 

(Seeduinees) 5) 

The skeptic may promptly rebut the foregoing analogy. American 

foresters, he will say, have preached the principles of silviculture, 
notably sustained yield, but have as yet been unable to practice them. 

How, then, could they have practiced them with game. ‘True; but 

why? Because of lack of a demand for inferior grades and remote 

stumpage. Because of our old bugbear—inaccessibility. Does game 

management labor under the same handicap? Emphatically it does 

not. There is a demand for every head of killable big game in the 
United States, wherever it may be. Five million sportsmen are looking 

for hunting grounds, and many in vain. Indeed, it may be said that, 

as far as a market is concerned, we are more ready to practice game 

management than to practice forest management. 

Thirty
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A SEVEN-YEAR DUCK CENSUS OF THE MIDDLE 

RIO GRANDE VALLEY 
WITH THREE SETS OF GRAPHS 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

INCE December, 1917, I have kept an ocular estimate of the number and kinds 
S of ducks seen per day during my hunting trips in the Middle Rio Grande Valley 

in the vicinity of Albuquerque, New Mexico. ‘The record ends with 1923 
because of my leaving the state. Inasmuch as the United States Biological Survey is 
now circulating a questionnaire as to increase or decrease of the duck supply, it may 
be of interest to publish my record. 

As to the accuracy of ocular counts, I made it a practice, in first developing the 
method, to compare totals at the end of the day with Mr. Ward Shepard, with whom 

« Oct x Nov * Dec. x Jan » I frequently hunted. We found 
ae eee aco that we nearly always checked 

: : ' { 1 H within ten per cent. One of the 
ait \ : ‘ 

i . A ' f possible sources of error in my fig- 
eae fe eels | eit elena eo, ures is the increased movement of 
i F ' \ ! a given number of birds due to the 
eee | (Se al (eee ee eee er eres OO increasing number of hunters in 

I ‘ i I t ' recent years. With 1000 birds in 

ia \ a given territory, they would give 
coal nGesomie tic Menveitin Dol esly year ea higher count if there were 
i 1 1 ' ! enough hunters to keep them mov- 
pee Ee aa Sete cee tee .-500 ing all day than if there were only 

' ' 1 ' : a few hunters and the birds settled 
Ue T 7 ; ; down in some unhunted spot. The 

t ' \ i ' increase of hunters would tend to 
trdd ineeade ht athe a Seen eee 
' \ ' \ 1 make the counts for recent years 

1920! ! Fil thm fn too high in comparison with the 
\ ! ! A ' earlier years. ‘This error would, 
beneepowep = 2 ---= q-p--- <-pr-l|------1--1000 however, tend to be offset by the 
\ 1 1 system of refuges which were in- 
rv calle anita aa -=-=--lle |ii--=-[-/--502 stalled along the Rio Grande in 

ide \ ' recent years, and gave the birds a 

: ' ; ' place to settle in spite of the in- 

Lud ailea uation <b ie ohul Bey ao nee tesco crease in hunters. I believe that 

i : ! 1 ' for averages through a period of 
'922_t a : i years the two errors compensate 

' ! ' ' ' each other. 
CE P| [ete et oe ae eter [eles as eee) haha 
' if ; 7 \ All the other conditions favored 

192 ' { : ' accuracy. For the most part, the 
thea ey fo} tenn hunting days were at weekly inter- 
fea eleal PN ce tects collet oes) vals throughout the open season. 

lar ' ! ! ! ' ' ' ! Each month, and sometimes even 
192. ; ; each day, I hunted the various 
Fig. 4. TOTAL DUCKS SEEN BY DAYS, 1917-1923. available types of territory, includ- 

Boge aunt TINS 2a ing slug ks ils ries 
ARE THE AVERAGE PER DAY DURING EacH Hatr- 2" Tiver poe: Hen DeeO Coy 
MONTH PERIOD, AND REPRESENT THE Normat _ ¢ted the principal shooting grounds 
SEASONAL FLUCTUATION IN ABUNDANCE. from Albuquerque to Socorro at
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least once. When I was out for fractional days the count was converted at the time 
of writing the journal to a per day basis, using my best judgment as to what a full 
day would have counted under the particular conditions prevailing at the particular 
time and place. An experienced duck hunter can do this and strike a better average 
than the fractional results would have given. 

Figure 4 gives the daily count, lumping all species. The blank spaces in early 
October, 1917-21, and late January, 1922-3, are due to shifting the open season fifteen 
days earlier in 1922. The other blank spaces are due to my absences from the region 
It is significant to note that the sudden decrease of birds after opening day is less 
noticeable in recent years. This probably is due to the installation of refuges and 
their gradually improved observance by hunters. The refuges prevent the birds being 
“burned out of the country” by the opening day crowd. 

The last graph in figure 4 shows the average per day for the seven years by half- 
month periods, and represents the seasonal fluctuation in abundance of birds. It 
coincides with my kill record in pointing out that during the average year we have a 
heavy October flight of mixed ducks, a November flight of Mallards, and then a sparse 
population of resident ducks during December, with the beginning of a return flight 
of Mallards and Pintail in January. 

While the average count per 

saneeeae epee a a= 1000 day is a better indicator of changes 
in abundance than the total count 

me esu es celle a= = 20000 per season, because of variations in 

the number and distribution of 
wane === |]--- = --= 9000 days, nevertheless I have shown 

the total count by years in the left 
Sere |e eae hand graph of figure 5. 

1000 The right hand graph of figure 
ST EraRtonean (acon 5 gives the final index to abun- 
Fi Waele | eel weton dance in the average daily count 

by years. Violent fluctuations in 
Te eee | || eto 500._____-.J---_-. both counts are of course to be 

expected, due to good and poor 
wsllellerele salt aoe0 4oa._-.__—f|—----- seasons. hus the extreme drouth 

of 1922, when the Rio Grande 
-- ||-|-|]-]] - --]]--3200 300.-f--.--f}—--§—- — went dry from Isleta down, shows 

in both graphs. 
elle | leila eee eA Nate While it would take at least ten 

years (the climatic cycle is said to 
Salli ielistiallallas 2 Oe IRRRaIch bezel ) to justify am e eleven years j y any 

| | | general conclusions as to whether 

eae ducks are increasing or decreasing 
2 S 3 = 8 2 2 3 8838 in the Rio Grande Valley, I think 

Fig. 5. Lerr: TOTAL DUCKS SEEN, BY YEARS. bie ate £0. ay that ny tease 
ase AVERAGE PER DAY, BY YEARS. THis °° far as they go, do not support 

GRAPH IS THE BEST INDEX AS TO WHETHER the claim frequently made in re- 
DUCKS ARE INCREASING. cent years that ducks are on the 

increase. 
Up to this point all the graphs and discussions have dealt with the count of all 

ducks, without regard to species. Figure 6 shows the seven-year average count, by 
half-month periods, for each species. Geese are included in figure 6 but not in 4 and 5. 
Species of geese are not differentiated because of uncertainty of visual identification,
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but they are mostly Canada and Hutchins, with a few Lesser Snow and possibly some 

Cackling geese, although I have never positively identified the last named species. 
Gadwall and Merganser are included in 4 and 5 but omitted from 6 because they are 

seldom abundant and would obscure the lower part of the graph. Canvas-back and 
Redhead are lumped because of the partial uncertainty of visual identification at a 
distance. ‘Teal are lumped for the same reason but can be safely said to be nearly all 
Green-wing because Blue-wing are scarce and leave early, and Cinnamon do not occur 
in fall at all, making their appearance in February, on the spring migration only. 
From February till May they are abundant, and some stay to breed. 

It must be said at the outset that the number of years covered was not sufficient 
to prevent exceptional “gatherings” of ducks, encountered on certain extra good days, 
from producing peaks on the graph. ‘Thus the Teal peak in early January I am sure 
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Fig. 6. AVERAGE PER DAY, DURING EACH HALF-MONTH PERIOD FOR SEVEN YEARS, 
BY SPECIES. THIS GRAPH IS THE BEST INDEX TO RELATIVE AND SEASONAL 
ABUNDANCE OF SPECIES. 

does not represent a normal seasonal flight, but a huge gathering encountered January 
3, 1922, on the Socorro Refuge. The early November peak for geese I rather suspect 
is caused by an accidental preponderance of poor days in late November, causing a 
depression which would disappear in a longer record. I also suspect the January 
decline of geese is too sharp; likewise the early December peak in mallards. On the 
other hand, I am convinced that the late January increase of mallards and pintail 
actually represents the spring migration and is not a bit too sharp. ‘The late October 
peak on all species is I think correct, but the universal depression in early October is
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too deep and was caused by only two years open season during that period, one a 
drouth year (1922) and the other containing some “hard luck” hunts in place of the 
usual fine shooting on opening day. 

I refrained from smoothing off the curves because in spite of their defects they 
seem more valuable as they are,—an absolutely mathematical reflection of the daily 
count. 

To my mind this census, however imperfect, is chiefly important in indicating how 
much pleasure and interest the average hunter loses in not keeping records, and how 
much valuable and authentic information could be gathered by hunters on practical 
problems of game conservation. If a hundred good hunters, well distributed, had 
each kept census on ducks for twenty years we should not have to be relying on 
questionnaires to answer the question of whether ducks are increasing. 

Personally I do not believe they are, and that a nation-wide program of acquisition 
and improvement of breeding and feeding grounds, plus a moderate reduction in 
federal bag limits, should be undertaken at once. 

Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, August 30, 1924.
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The Next M 
A Size-Up of the Migratory Bird Situation by Aldo Leopold i 

Cac having again denied the sportsmen permis- with municipalities. Why shouldn’t cities acquire or create | 
sion to finance a program of migratory bird conserva- refuges and public shooting and fishing grounds just as they I 

tion, we are confronted by the question: What is the next acquire or create public golf links, forests, or parks? By i 
i move, and who should make it? charging a nominal fee such grounds would easily pay their 

There is no doubt in my mind that the next move is the own upkeep or even return the original cost. [ 
same move contemplated by the bill which Congress re- States obviously have an even bigger opportunity than | 
fused to pass; namely, to buy marshlands. cities, especially those states which “didn’t need any help” i 

As to who should make it, my answer is: the states. in solving their duck problems, Let them now “shake a leg” 
The job of restoring marshlands is bigger than either the 2nd show what they can do. Maybe they can show that they | 

states or the Federal Government can handle alone, and ¢M meet not only their internal needs but also their inter- 7 
bigger than the two combined are likely to handle adequate- State obligations in conserving waterfowl. | 
ly. So why should all action be delayed until Congress learns In the latter respect they will of course fall down. Ore- | 
enough about ducks to see the necessity of a federal bill? gon is not going to restore the Klamath for California, Utah j 
Why shouldn’t the states roll up their sleeves and start is not going to protect enough marsh around eet Salt 
work? ‘ Lake to harbor ducks for Colorado and New Mexico nor do i 

Let us fix clearly in our minds the fact that there are two scientific research to find a cure for the duck disease which | 
kinds of marshland restoration projects crying for action. is depleting the entire West. Iowa is not going to buy Mis- i 

The first kind is interstate. Buying the Upper Mississippi _SiSsippi Islands for Illinois. Louisiana is not going to winter 
bottoms isan example. Putting the water back into Klamath enough ducks for Minnesota. These are interstate responsi- | 
Lake is another. These projects lie in two or more states, or bilities and even politicians will in time come to see that 7 
vitally affect the interests of two or more states, and obvi- they demand interstate action. = 
ously must be handled by an interstate agency like the Fed- When that time comes (and it will come), we shall have 
eral Government. . a federal migratory bird refuge act, backed by at least five 

The second kind is intrastate. Restoring Horicon marsh million a year, to supplement the work of the states and 
is an example. This obviously should be handled by the municipalities. In fact, the campaign for a federal bill 
state of Wisconsin. should be pushed right along with all the steam the sports- 

Since the states and the Federal Government have dis- men can put behind it. It is still on the calendar of both 
tinct joke, each necessary to a common purpose, why should houses. : b 
there be any “You first, my dear Gaston”? Meanwhile let us avoid the dangerous assumption that 

Let us also fix clearly in our minds the fact that so far only money is needed to solve the duck problem. Without 
we have all underestimated the ultimate costs of marshland 00d administration of game, lands, and funds, good scien- 
conservation. The federal bill would have raised maybe a __ tific research in game foods, game habits, and game diseases, 
million a year. What is a million a year when more than and good organized popular support of both administration 
that many acres are being drained or monopolized annually? and research, money will get us nowhere. Marshland con- 
What about the scores of millions of acres of drained lands servation is a land-buying job, and money in the hands of 
already lying idle? What about the southern boom which is 4D unskilful and unorganized conservation department may i 
eating its way into coastal marshes and the wintering be worse than no money at all. In this, as in all other con- 
grounds vital to the whole national duck supply? What servation problems, the fundamental need is for skilled and | 
about the western duck disease and the drying up of western 2ealous official leadership. i i 
lakes? A million a year would be merely a drop in the _Let us also avoid the dangerous assumption that inter- } 
bucket. If we really mean to conserve ducks, we have got to mittent gobs of money can be economically invested in 
think and act on a scale commensurate with the size of the marshlands. Driving good bargains for land requires a stable 
job. In my opinion a program aggregating less than ten mil- organization of surveyors and appraisers, and more than 
lions a year would merely be playing tiddledywinks. anything else it requires time. You cannot maintain a stable . 

I am speaking, of course, of a migratory bird program organization or bide your time in closing deals unless the™ 
aimed at not merely maintaining but at increasing and ez- funds behind you come in a steady stream thru a long 
tending the birds and the opportunity of hunting them in period of years. Ten million a year for ten years will buy 
proportion to the increase of population and the extension ¢wéce as much land as a hundred million for one year. This 
of transport. is the reason why direct legislative appropriations for buy- 

IT have been hunting for many a year in many a state for ing marshlands are liable to be less satisfactory than funds 
a place where there are too many ducks. I haven’t found it derived from an annual license or tax. 
yet, but I have found any number of places where there are Finally, let me warn against the danger of diverting too 
too many hunters. I have also found any number of places much of the present state license income to land buying. 
that looked like marshlands but which, thru over-shooting, Present income is usually all needed, and more than needed, 
lack of refuges, drainage and depredations of carp, were to maintain present activities. Diverting it to land buying 
practically duckless. is robbing Peter to pay Paul. To maintain new activities we 

* A must raise new funds. In my opinion there is no hope of 
How shall we set about to realize a ten-million-a-year maintaining game indefinitely on the present scale of license 

combined state and federal program for the increase fees. If the average sportsman expects to be furnished with 
and extension of ducks and duck hunting? three months’ good hunting each year for two dollars, he is 

I have said the states must get to work, but actually the fooling himself. License fees must go up, or game go down, 
work must begin even farther back than that. It must begin forever. 
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How the Anthony Bill Will Help Ducks and Duck Hunting. An 
ces) Ro ‘ ‘ 

Example of New Mexico’s Refuge System in Actual Operation 

By Apo LrEopoLp 

Former Secretary, New Mexico Game Protective Association 

E DUCK hunters have had much ado lately meanings. A refuge is a place where there is no shoot- 
about refuges and public shooting grounds. ing allowed by anybody at any time. The conserva- 
At first sight these two proposals, both pro- tionists who wear striped trousers sometimes call this 

vided for in the Anthony Bill, seem to have no par- sort of a place a sanctuary. Those who wear khaki pants 
ticular relation to each other; in fact, they seem to with a wet seat and barbed-wire knees sometimes call it 
contradict each a rest-hole. I 
other. As a mat- am taking mid- 
ter of fact, they HOW CAN AN AREA SERVE AS BOTH A GAME REFUGE dle ground. 

dovetail together AND A PUBLIC SHOOTING GROUND ? A public 
beautifull t : i d 
— . ge a The idea to many seems contradictory and it has been a source of much i 

flexible cae confusion and misunderstanding about important game legislation now before oe ae Gah 

able System ot Congress. In this article, Mr. Leopold not only clears up the unreal contra- aoe Beakon 

deciles wigaage: diction but gives the reader a new conception of how bird refuges operate to in- as disGn iatehed 

ment. The =e crease aquatic wildfowl and at the same time perpetuate the sport of duck fr ah = lub 

4 . shooting. = pose of this pa- ground, or post- 
per is to show The Anthony bill to which Mr. Leopold refers is pending in the House and ed ground, 
how and why if passed will provide a national system of permanent bird refuges where migra- where only 

this is the case, tory wildfowl may rest, feed and breed. These areas are to be leased or members or 

and how the An- purchased by the Government from funds secured by a tax of one dollar on owners can 

thony Bill pro- every hunter of migratory wildfowl. Early passage of the bill is predicted. shoot. It is ne- 

poses to employ cessarily owned 

them to improve the annual duck crop. or leased by the public. A refuge cannot be a shoot- 
First of all, we will have to define refuge and public ing ground, but it can be located in or near one. A s I sg 

shooting ground because some of those who hunt ducks shooting ground cannot be a refuge. So far so good. 

with fountain pens have gummed up their respective Now the point I want to demonstrate is that a system 

OQ”
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of refuges can be so fitted to a system of pubiic and enforce them. Passers-by on the bridges would be 

other shooting grounds that the result is mutually bene- likely to see trespassers or their blinds on the sand bars 

ficial to all concerned, including the ducks. In support below the bridge. It so happens that the bridges occur 

of this contention I will cite the actual workings of the at about the right distance apart for a system of refuges. 

Rio Grande refuge system in New Mexico. The lines of flight usually followed by ducks are in- 
I choose the Rio Grande because it is the only place dicated. Let us now follow the workings of the sys- 

I know of where a system of refuges has been actually tem through a typical day during the open season, on 

tried out on ducks for a period of years. To be sure a week-end when the hunting is heaviest. 

the Rio Grande system so far includes only refuges, the Daylight finds most of the ducks out feeding in the 

shooting grounds being public only because they were lakes, sloughs, and fields of the Rio Grande bottoms. 

open to the public, not because they were owned by The first shots at daybreak put most of the birds into 

the public. But the ducks behave the same in either the air and they head for the river. Under former 

case, so I am going to arbitrarily interpolate the public conditions, before the refuges were created, the birds 

shooting grounds in their proper relation to the exist- often flew up and down the iver for hours, looking for 

ing refuge system. I might add parenthetically that a hunter-less sand bar, but unable to find one. Now, no 

these open grounds are now rapidly being posted and matter how much they are bombarded en route, they 

clubbed. That is one reason why the New Mexico know they are safe on the refuges, and that is where 

sportsmen are strong for the Anthony Bill. they go. A flock of mallards, let us say, that spent the 

Figure I is a sketch of a 30-mile section of the Rio night feeding in Tome Lake, is routed out by hunters 

Grande refuge system as it now exists. The whole and starts for the Las Lunas refuge. Maybe some sand- 

system is about 125 miles long, but this sample is suffi bar hunter gets a pass shot at them just before they 

cient to illustrate its workings. reach it, so they are too nervous to alight. They go 

A two-mile stretch below each bridge is refuge. These on up the river. They hadn’t quite finished their break- 

locations were chosen because they are so easy to re- fast so they take a look at Las Lentes slough, but 

member and because public travel across the bridges helps find hunters there. So they go up to Isleta refuge, 

alight and spend 

the day in peace. 

e Maybe = during 

; | tines ds yan 
e “few adventurous 

" Ki : "pairs or singles 
" \ ’ may set off on 

‘ . . ‘ rn 2s ae an excursion 

ae an ' <i * , mm down the river 

ad ; | i on their own 

: cara Er ij } Nf ey account, but the 

ila \ chances are they get shot at 

I i and come promptly back, or 

ma We ue - settle on the Las Lunas ref- 

- dt " \ — page Pn si uge. This is where a refuge 

a ery “wee oF es i gh as ee system differs from individual refuges placed 
boae® Wad oped pe We 2 it c without reference to each other. The four 
m4 -: Tge ae mf so ‘ refuges on the sketch are more than four 

Ba ’ : ee a ae a times as effective as any one of them would 

e rei i ee be alone. 

— ae y op ge oS i a st f On an average November day there may 

Be Gg = 2s ise a oe Ds be 1,000 ducks in the region covered by the 

ia ta | { eee * r F ‘a a r ie 4) map, and by an hour after dawn 90 per cent 
> i | 4 Bae oR of them will be safely located for the day on 

a ‘i “ , rs the Las Lunas and Isleta refuges. The 

: , : . other two have never drawn many ducks 

= —— | ae E ae a a because they are unfavorably situated and 

oe ee ee a ee rather poorly enforced. 
aaa — : mee To complete our picture, let us now fol- : 

THE SUCCESS OF THE SYSTEM OF REFUGES HAS low a pair of hunters through the same 

eee ORE ene GURL eta rae HEESRHEN ERE typical day. The zero hour (half an hour 

SAFE, AND FEED FEARLESSLY, TAKING OFF IN before sunrise) sees them crouched on oppo- 

re atiade 2 CONINEXT REFUGE. Cabos eae site sides of Tome Lake. They hear our
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mallards 

talking out 

on the water. 

A  far-away 

shot and a 3 
glance at the ’ 4 . beat tl . : 

watch show ‘ m 

the time has ig 

come. By 

pre - arrange- q ce a id me 4 am , eo 
ment one [img wy £ raat Pg ie tak ha Aon i etd 
rises and puts +" oan ras ar — ‘ pe q —— SN ms ee vt 

up the ducks. Gy tli. one pt Aeon ee aN Ml ac j 

As they fy —A li i ee tee sh SRN 4 
out over the A ee 22s a te ie Oe a eo at eRe |< Br aH 
other hunter aoe Lae ime —— SS wees Sa ; i La eal i 

he drops one, ae eke oa ged ao i = ae ’ aE Sh 5) 
and the first -. Geah 2 pa a oh Ye ee a 2 ges — oe 5 es —= 
hunter picks aS Eee ee SS eae = 
up a single <aeeene = 2 + = = ee ee 
that circled i aa ie . eee ae ama ea a a 

back, — reluc- re : et 4 oe a 
tant to leave a Sahel Bier ata a, iar hn 
his breakfast = s — SS ~ 
of pondweeds. Photographs by Stanley Clisby Arthur 

After a while SAFELY ARRIVED AT THE REFUGE, THEY ALIGHT AND SPEND THE DAY IN PEACE. A 
FEW RESTLESS ONES MAY LEAVE THE REFUGE DURING THE DAY, OFFERING CHANCE 

they both get SHOTS FOR THE WAITING HUNTERS. WHILE THE REFUGES LIMIT THEIR TAKE OF GAME, 
an additional THE HUNTERS REALIZE THAT WITHOUT THE SYSTEM, THERE WOULD SOON BE FEW OR 

NO BIRDS IN THAT COUNTRY 
shot as a i 

flock makes a 

pass at the lake on its way to the river from some men at first doubted whether the Rio Grande system 

feeding ground. would be successful because there were no special war- 

The morning flight over, our hunters walk out to the dens to enforce it. It has turned out to be largely 

river and see the resting flocks gathered on the sand bars self-enforcing. The greater the congestion of hunters 

of the refuge. They know that at least a few restless in any given stretch of river, the more closely they 

birds will leave the refuge during the day, so they post watch each other and prevent each other from tres- 

themselves on a wooded point below the refuge line. passing. The poorest refuges turned out to be those near 

Toward noon, after a shot or two at such trading birds, larger towns like Albuquerque and Belen, where the 

they see that another hunter has posted himself on a regular hunters do not go and where the casual hunters 

point inside the refuge boundary. He will ruin all lack the individual incentive to improve their shooting 

their chances as long as he stays there, so with the law by keeping off the refuge and helping to keep others 

on their side they walk up to him and point out the off. Warden service would probably make these neg- 

error of his ways in no uncertain terms. Such a lec- lected refuges quite as good as the others. 

ture from a fellow hunter is just as effective as one from There is very little doubt that ducks would have 

a game warden because after all game wardens are been largely “burned out” of the middle Rio Grande 

scarce, while no trespasser can long avoid the watchful- Valley by this time, but for the protection offered by 

ness of his fellow hunters. The trespasser moves off, the refuges. They would go right on through to Mexico, 

convinced that it is a waste of time to pretend to over- and instead of several months of shooting, the local 

look the refuge line. sportsmen would enjoy only a few days of shooting 

Toward evening the ducks on the refuge get more during the main flights. 

and more restless, till at sunset they arise almost in a It is noteworthy that the exponents of the Anthony 

body and scatter in trailing flocks for the feeding Bill have failed to emphasize that a refuge system not 
grounds in the lakes and sloughs. Our hunters get sev- merely holds birds, but in so doing increases the terri- 

eral pass shots, and go home with a decent mess of birds ritory available for birds. One of the most. strik- 

and the memory of a pleasant day. While the refuge ing things observable throughout the United States is 

has prevented their getting many shots at the birds they the high proportion of “burned out” duck grounds— 

have seen, they realize that but for the refuge there grounds where the birds have been persecuted so re- 

would have been very few birds in the country. lentlessly that they refuse to alight unless impelled by 

A word about enforcerient: many thinking sports- storm. These burned-out grounds are idling. A na-
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tion-wide refuge system will help more than any other ence can add a sort of flavor to a whole county. 
thing to put them to work raising and supporting ducks. So far I have not mentioned public shooting grounds. 

I am a thorough believer in the necessity of public The Rio Grande being a public stream, its channel is 

acquisition of marshlands to prevent drainage. I even per se a public shooting ground. What is needed is for 

believe that in some regions we shall have to create new the public to acquire some of the outlying lakes and 
marshlands artificially on marshes, particularly the 

alarperscale tower wantiae (an! <li. Lins) Dieser loties,. which; igs 

really adequate duck sup- G ') HH = Fl URE L topographic reasons, are 

ply. But first of all we - RZ | He | FIGURE T conditions) undrainable. Then let the 

should put all our exist- = dw” e REFUGE remainder, the drainable 

ing marshlands to work ee A = ones, go their natural 

by restoring, by means of at J << -——Gun Club course as private duck 

refuges, the usefulness of ) = clubs, thus releasing the 

burned-out parts now idle. Buen C je Foothills ee. I 

As to geese, the refuge mn 3, a ier cla | drainage. Likewise “ee 
Se (plus an anti- a, ? tail end of drainage 

eas an bee tetas where drain 
ie eas eens) Tslernz A ———teeruse as a a 

has spelled the difference a ASS 4 ete es ue be 

De tween Boose oe 4 Ne Lines of FlighT quired as public shooting 

eee a LB ee 
io Gr ) EV é 

attractive to geese in that wy z ue era cy a 

it contains lots of alfalfa Sy fs SER COANAG ei : a ‘ o ae io BS 

stubble, grain, grass roots, be weve] ( : (Public shooting) oe err cine DU 

and gravel bars. The | me: a : . S 

geese can and do get their < ‘ : igure IT shows sev- 
é : eral proposed _ public 

food and gravel at night, E . E aesen ae re 

but they must have a big “hasterasith A see FUGE Be g grounds of the 
‘ anes ie a. = ail-end” type. Further 

open sand bar on which = 7 SS Se = on d the ri hi 
to spend the daylight ae fam ere) eae encion lown the river there 

: ae are some others of the 
hours. Before the crea- = Shee 3 

a S ‘ A undrainable type. 
tion of refuges, the ol Me & 

hunters were becoming so 2, Se ) tae ee Now let us look for a 

numerous that the geese = pa pore: Lin muunuteeat the whole ag- 

literally had no place to 2 Se" nl Jezeun Club ein of refuges and 
go for the day. Now, in E _ S = shooting grounds as a 

spite of the further in- 2 1B ae SCAG REL system. : 

crease of hunters, the ref- ae f 72 x The birds are bene- 

uges are providing a place eae ss o c = | fited because they are as- 
of safety. Especially dur- ere wa Ri sured of sand bars to rest 

ing the full moon period, = we Y, & oad fields and marshes 
when the geese can do e 3 to feed in. 
all their moving and = : The local hunter is 

feeding at night if they = J ae benefited because he has 

want to, do the refuges oe we eo a place to shoot and at 
provide almost absolute a SS least a chance for some- 

safety for the birds, Dure THIS IS A SKETCH OF A 30 MILE SECTION OF THE thing to shoot at. If he 
ing such periods there is RIO GRANDE REFUGE SYSTEM AS IT NOW EXISTS. is a club member, he gets 
only the slimmest kind of THE WHOLE SYSTEM IS ABOUT 125 MILES LONG albichance 2at mie heme 

a sporting chance of shoot- which tend to “trade” 
ing a goose. The geese have held their own. Every- from the refuge to his club. If he is not a club mem- 

body sees geese, but only the most persistent hunters ber, he gets a chance at the birds “trading” between the 

kill any. They make such effective use of the refuges refuges on the river or between them and the other pub- 

that a couple of geese per season is a good bag for lic grounds. 

a skillful sportsman, but that is a whole lot better than The general public is benefited because a whole river 

none at all. A goose is like a grizzly, his mere pres- valley has been kept out of the class of idle “burned-out”
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land, and kept in the class of useable winter range for Let me dwell for a moment on No. 1. The New 

waterfowl. Also, the number of local breeding ducks Mexico sportsmen along the Rio Grande have made an 

has been greatly increased, and thus made to contribute effective effort to help themselves, but the continued 

to both the local shooting and that of other points success of their local measures is absolutely dependent 

south. on what measures are taken on the “Key areas’ where 

What, now, has been the price of these benefits? the ducks come from. Break up the marshes on Great 

Up to the present time, F Salt Lake, and create a 

cactically nothing. (0he’ (7a Serr) “=o 01... | EW mote K lamat hs 

te Game Protective As- i ) ip ) HE F F | GUR ie ali among the northern breed- 

sociation performed, = Wy aire ve (future conaityns) ing grounds, and New 

through volunteers, prac- a KX\y ae REFUGE Mexico’s local work will 

tically all the work of se- = g A ‘ S be worth a little less than 
lection, posting, and pa- 2G) . a GenClub with Refuge | zero, 

trol of refuge areas. The ay \ nee Now who is going to 
state had no money for Se as MY RAN: clinch the safety of these 
special wardens and while ee 0 ee errs ste “Key areas” which serve 
the refuges will undoubt- a » UE ih age) whole groups of states? 

edly work better when the es \ < ‘ Obviously, nobody but an 
time comes that they can BB interstate agency like the 

be given a special patrol, Tale faut “Ss PuBLic sHooTivG GRouwp| ederal Government, with 

it is an undeniable fact = INWNE (endramable land) a continuous source of 

that they have worked 3 Ne funds such as is provided 

very satisfactorily without 4 ‘3 REFUGE by the Anthony Bill. 
it. The local Federal Par eeenete Now for No. 2. Even 
warden has done admir- wy = | after the Federal Govern- 

able work in helping edu- : i ——:___— RIVER CHANNEL ment has inaugurated suc- 
cate the sportsmen to ap- tapered) ( : (Public Shooting) cessful demonstrations on 
preciate the value of the ve sy : | the main key areas, the 

refuges, but naturally, 5 ae a job of restoring our wa- 

with a whole state to | - * | ter-fowl and waterfowl 

cover, has not been able jas tSnas tt _} 2 be REFUGE | shooting will _have only 

to act as resident patrol- | (Se RN ao 2 begun. Drainage and 

man. | Te festa} Se Gun Club with Refoye. monopoly have progressed 

The purchase of pub- | = “1 eae at such a rate that the 
lic shooting grounds will, SEN WE | Federal key areas will 

of course, cost money, but a ‘ = if e. | have to be supplemented 

they are urgently necded $i a Tome ae by thousands of state, 

to offset the steady in- i Siesae Bed) Pr urcieb th Refuge. county, municipal, and 
crease of privately leased Sees paca private areas, permanently 

ponds and sloughs. The LA nt Be dedicated to waterfowl, 

accumulated experience in 2 . cae Gun Club before the future of ducks 
the actual workings of the SN KS c g < and duck shooting can be 
refuge system will help ea te oN IM si called safe. The Anthony 

. ; 4 *. — . 7 BLIC SHOOTING GROUMD 5 
greatly in the intelligent a ee Condrainable lanot) Bill does not mean that 
selection and administra- ie SN \eiar the Federal Government 
tion of such public shoot- b NA Pings of Fuga is going to perform all 
ing grounds. = L of this huge task, it simp- 

The significance of the a : # REFUGE ly means that the Federal 
Anthony Bill, as I see it, an = Peleh Government is going to 
is as follows: lead the procession by per- 

(1) Te will enable PAE, SHOWS THE DEVELOPMENT oF THE eYSTEM 45 forming’ its proper and 
the Federal Govern- GROUNDS OF THE “TAIL-END” TYPE logical part. Refuges and 
ment to gradually ac- public shooting grounds 
quire suitable refuge and publie shooting grounds are cogs in a machine for raising ducks. That machine, if 
in the ‘“‘Key areas’’ of interstate importance. it is skillfully designed and fitted together, is a thing 

(2) It will demonstrate to states and to sports- vastly more effective and significant than the sum of its 
men’s organizations how they can help themselves by parts. The Anthony Bill is the foundation and the frame- 
applying the same principles of waterfowl manage- work for the whole mechanism, and every duck hunter 
ment to their local problems. should support it. !
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Pineries and Deer on the Gila t il 
By ALDO LEOPOLD 

The most important event in New Mexico game con- 
servation since the reorganization of the State Department 
has been, in my opinion, the widespread realization that it | Se 
is usually impossible for game or even fish to thrive in an - a 
over-grazed country. We have realized the same thing for ? ey 
some time as to burned-over country. ee a 

The purpose of this paper is to speculate on one in- 1 ; oe 
stance where grazing, fire, forestry, and game seem to. be we 
closely interrelated. ; i a 

Why have the deer shown such admirable recupera- i labalmlia 
tive capacity in even the heavily hunted parts of the Gila g P 
Forest? Refuges, law enforcement, and predatory animal agi , = or 
control of course, but may there not be additional reasons? i. o- is a ; , 

One possible additional reason impressed itself on =>. i eS 
me during my recent hunt on the Middle Fork. I noticed aw. a : 
that especially after the bucks had received their prelimi- ab , * _ 
nary “chousing” during the first few days of the season, Li . ue Po ee 
they left the rimrocks and relied very generally on sapling ly a 
pine thickets for cover, especially, of course, thickets on _ a oie = 
high points and hogbacks. (I might add that as to my Bi. =i a > 
bow and arrow, they relied on these thickets pretty suc- al " 4 
cessfully.) 

Now why are sapling pine thickets so prevalent on ‘< 
the Gila? Because the virtual cessation of fires under 
National Forest administration allowed the pine to seed in, , 
and thrive on the soil exposed by previous overgrazing. : ~ . : 

Everyone knows that these foothill ranges were 7 
severely overgrazed in the heyday of the cattle industry in 
the eighties and nineties. This thinned out the grass, and 
the subsequent fire protection produced just the right con- 
ditions for pine (and in some places juniper) to seed in on 
a big scale. These thickets run from 20 to 30 years old, 
showing that they date from about the end of the period 
of heaviest cattle grazing. A given thicket is often all 
of one age. Without the fire protection which began to be : : ‘ 
effective about 1910 the young pines would probably have oe oa teags ea ue eae eres hare aes ery ear ser Ne 
been largely destroyed or thinned out by this time. ment in this State, and is today a Nationally known figure. 

I suspect these new pine thickets are now one of the 
mainstays of our deer, and will continue to be for scores The typical Gila deer country, in which north slopes 

of years to come. I suspect Liebe iE HATS pe alein SY eas are thick with pines and south slopes abound in mast, 
open condition of the range obtained today, the deer would : = ae 
not be standing up under the hunting to which they are browse, and grass, is almost an ideal combination for pro- 

now exposed. ducing timber, grazing, game and watershed protection 

The Gila deer have the cover necessary for permanent simultaneously and without conflict on the same area. It 

productivity. If we can now bring back a better stand of is a lucky accident that overgrazing should have been fol- 

grass and herbage we will have a real deer country. On lowed by fire protection; it is not likely that any other 
the Middle Fork there has been a radical improvement in ombination could have produced such an excellent re- 

grass and herbage since I fought fire there in 1924. production of pine. The thing for conservationists to 
__I suspect that turkey are benefitted by the new pine worry about now is the condition of the watersheds and 

thickets in a manner similar to deer, although possibly the forage. These basic resources are still in precarious 
they have suffered more directly than deer from the old — shape, in spite of the recent improvement. With improved 
overgrazing of range grasses. Range conservation seems  iyestock markets there will be an almost irresistable pres- 
to me to be vital to thrift in turkeys. sure to again overstock the ranges, to the ultimate detri- 

The new pineries, when mature, will form a forest ment of all concerned, most of all the stockman. Sports- 
twice as thick as the present forest which has been thin- men in New Mexico will have to learn how to judge range 
ned by generations of repeated fires. As nearly as I can problems, and help the more farsighted stockmen and the 
see, the new pineries will be better game cover, provided Forest Service resist the impending temptation to over- 
the desirable grass, herbs, and browse are also conserved. stock. Game conservation without range conservation is 
Pines alone do not constitute game country. an idle dream.
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0 Environmental Controls On 
The Forester’s Contribution to Game i | 

Conservation V 

Aldo Leopold 

Every game crop is the resultant of two forces: (1) the 

breeding habits of the species, and (2) the enviroment in which 

it lives. 

Breeding habits are constant. Environment is the variable. 

If the environment is favorable there will be a crop; if un- 

favorable there is no crop, and even the capital stock may de- 

cline. 

Environment is the summation of many factors—food, 

cover, predators, hunting, disease, ete. 

Bird lovers, by and large, have made the mistake of seeing 

only one of them, hunting. 

Sportsmen, by and large, have made the mistake of seeing 

none of them. They insist on turning out stock without regard 

to whether the environment is fit to receive it. If the environ- 

ment were improved the constant planting of stock would be 

unnecessary. It is often cheaper to improve environment than 

to constantly plant game. 

Foresters are taught from the outset the futility of plant- 

ings in unfavorable environments. They are schooled from the 

outset to the broad idea of environmental controls. Foresters 

can render a great service to game conservation by helping to 

work out a technique of environmental controls for game. 

No state stands in greater need of such work eo Iowa. 

The prairie chicken has been crowded out of the stat®, probably 

by reason of the elimination of residual patches of prairie cover. 

The quail is being slowly but surely reduced by the grazing out 

of woodlots, the devegetation of creek banks and drainage chan- 

nels, and the elimination of fencerows. Waterfowl are shrinking 

before the advance of drainage. The only basic remedy is en- 

vironmental control.
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Most thinking conservationists realize this. What they 

do not realize is that favorable game environments in the past 

have been accidental, whereas from now on they must be built 

: by human hands and brains, for the deliberate purpose of rais- 

ing a game crop. 

Here enters the mission of game research. It takes more 

knowledge to put together than to take apart. Just how do we 

build a quail range? How much cover, and what kind, must be 

put into this gully to make it produce a covey every year? How 

ean that cover be arranged to give minimum interference to the 

adjacent crop and maximum erosion control to the adjacent 

ploughland? What cover-plants produce food as well as cover 

for the quail? What kinds and numbers of predatory species 

can be allowed to inhabit it? What supplementary winter 

feeding is necessary? When? What mechanical arrangement 

will prevent winter feed from being covered by snow or sleet, 

or eaten by less valuable species, when worst needed by the 

quail? 

The exact answers to such questions must be worked out 

for each species and each region, just as analogous questions are 

being worked out for each species and region in forestry. Some 

think a guess is good enough, but foresters know from experience 

in their own field that technique based on guesses is expensive in 

the long run. There is a best way. Foresters can help find it. 

Agriculturalists as well as foresters can help find it. The 

technique of environmental controls for game production must 

be dovetailed to both farming and forestry at every point, else 

it will never be practiced. Game is essentially a by-product of 

farming and forestry. If the system of raising the by-product 

interferes with the main crop, the by-product will not be pro- 

duced. *: does not interfere, but actually benefits the main 

crop, ecomomic as well as altruistic forces will eventually bring 

about its adoption. Most game crops can be made to benefit the 

main crop. 

Towa State College has the opportunity to do real pioneering 

in game conservation, for it is the center of agricultural and 

forestry leadership for that state.
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3. Washington with 1,115,000 acres, 
4. Idaho with 700,000 acres, 
5. Montana with 500,000 acres, 
6. Minnesota with 443,021 acres, 
7. Michigan with 350,000 acres, 
8. Wisconsin with 150,000 acres. 

It will be seen that New York has in State Forest Acres 
nearly 14 times as many acres as has Wisconsin. 

How the Country Boy or Girl Can Grow Quail 

By Apo LEOPOLD 

Most people think that growing game means putting it 

in a pen and taking care of it like chickens. 

Game can be grown in this way, but it costs money, it 
requires lots of care, and’ your birds may die of disease. | 

There is another way to grow game which is more inter- | 

esting, much cheaper, takes less care, and involves less 

risk of loss. This other way is to fix up the farm so the 

game will grow itself. 

It will work on any farm where there is a little “seed 

stock” to start with, and where the boy or girl has enough 

judgment to know what to do. 

I am going to tell how to grow quail by fixing up the 

farm so they will grow themselves. 
Things to Know Before Starting. You may not have 

much confidence in this method until you realize that a 

dozen pairs of quail will increase to over 3000 in 3 years | 

if given ideal protection, cover, and food. It is impossible 

and unnecessary to give ideal protection, cover, and food, 

but these figures show why even a slight improvement in | 

protection, cover, and food will greatly increase the number | 

of quail on the farm. | 
Protection. This is easy to understand. Do away with | 

all hunting cats, kill the sharp-shinned hawks, reduce the } 
skunks and nesting crows if abundant, and if you can, keep | 
down the foxes. | 

Cover and Food. This is what is most often lacking on ; 
Wisconsin farms. | 

Any farm has plenty of cover and food in surnmer and | 
fall. It is the winter and spring cover which counts. | 

|
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Imagine yourself to be a quail in February, with a cat or 

a fox on your trail. Where would you hide? What would 

you eat? 

Arbor day is the right time to begin providing winter 
cover and food for quail. 

First of all, don’t burn the grassy swamps, or the weedy 

bushy fence rows and thickets, unless the crops or cattle 
require it. Usually they do not. If they do, save an un- 

burned corner here and there for the birds. 

Secondly, select a few definite places, preferably on land 

that is too steep or too rocky to plough, on which to grow 

grapevines and other plants for winter cover. We will 

call these places refuge covers. There should be at least 

one refuge cover on every forty acres. Each cover should 

be at least as much ground as an ordinary house. The 

shape doesn’t matter. Creek banks, old gravel pits, gully 

banks, rocky knolls, and potholes offer good locations with- 
out using up good land. Refuge covers located on the edge 

of woods or in the open are better for quail than in the deep 

woods. 

If the places you select are grazed by cattle, see if you 

can get permission to enclose them with a gateless fence. 
Cattle thin out the cover and destroy their value. 

In each refuge cover plant a few wild grapevines. Let 

them run over the bushes and form tangles. Each tangle 

is a house for quail when deep snow comes, and the dried 

grapes are food. 

Also plant in each refuge cover several groups of Nor- 

way Spruce or White Pine of half a dozen trees each. If 

you can plant these under locust trees they will grow twice 

as fast as elsewhere because the locust puts nitrogen into 

the soil just like alfalfa. These groups of evergreens are 

for winter cover. 

If there are no locusts, plant some. The beans are a 

dependable winter food for quail. Next to grapes, they 

are the best stand by in storms. 

In severe weather, hang ears of corn under the grape 
tangles in each refuge cover, tying them by their own 

shucks out of reach of rabbits. The quail will get them. 

If possible, leave weedy bushy fence rows connecting the
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refuge cover with the grainfields and with the barnyard. 

These fencelines are “streets” for the quail to travel on. 

If you can build one refuge cover each year you will soon 

have lots of quail. They will benefit the farm crops and 

furnish you enough music and pleasure to amply repay 

your trouble. 

The foregoing method is advocated only for southern and 

central Wisconsin. Northern Wisconsin is too far north 
for quail. The principle involved, however, is just as good 

for other kinds of game if you can think out how to apply 
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Game as a Side-Line for Foresters 
By ALDO LEOPOLD, ’09 

The editor’s request to contribute a can get on combined management of be interested in the research fellow- 

few thoughts on the subject of game forests and game. A large area of ships recently established by the Sport- 

as a side-line for foresters leads me to cut-over and second-growth land is ing Arms and Ammunition Manufac- 
say, first of all, that it has two distinct already included in private game pre- turers’ Institute. These are allocated 

parts, (1) what foresters can do to serves, and some of these are deterior- to various universities for the purpose 

advance the cause of game conserva- ating, at least with respect to quail, by of conducting life history studies of 

tion, and (2) the possibilities of game lack of thinnings and cuttings. Many particular species under the technical 

management as a profitable side-line owners have feared to cut anything at guidance of the U. S. Biol»gical Survey. 

for foresters in consulting work or all, or to cut under ordinary commer- Fellowships are so far allotted to the 

private practice. cial methods, for fear of deteriorating universities of Wisconsin, Minnesota, 

the appearance of their properties. Michigan and Arizona. 

FORESTERS AND GAME Any forester who can prove that he 
CONSERVATION knows how to cut for both game and 

I have appeared in print so often on timber should be able to develop a FOREST WORK CAMP PROJECT IN 
this subject that I hesitate to do so jarge and profitable consulting busi- CONNECTICUT 
again. Even so, new possibilities con- ness. During the past summer a co-opera- 

tinue to open-up which may be worth Conversely, many lumber companies tive arrangement was worked out 

mentioning. holding cut-over lands are in doubt between State Forester Austin F. 
There must have been a time when whether they can hold them for for- Hawes, ’03, and the Connecticut Forest 

the country contained able botanists estry alone, but this doubt might be and Park Association, of which T. S. 

and dendrologists but no foresters, and  qissolved if they could be shown addi- Woolsey, Jr., '03, is President and R. M. 
when the public began to ask these tional and immediate revenues from Ross (formerly State Forester of Ver- 
gentlemen specific questions about how game and possibly also grazing. mont) is Secretary, whereby a number 
to manage timber lands, their predica- mheliteehnitelt tacts) aa ite quell) 4nO’ .of <needy wen adecttine. out-of: doers 
ment was parallel to that now con- this region will be available in the work were given temporary employ- 
fronting zoologists who are bein€ Report of the Georgia Quail Investiga- ment on the Peoples Forest. Sufficient 
asked how to make land grow game. tion, now on the press. The technical funds were made available by the 

It goes almost without saying that facts as to timber are of course avail- Association and the State to take care 
the experience and ideas accumulated apie from the experiment stations. of 15 men and the work camp was 
in converting dendrology to forestry some additional research work is opened on August 4th. 
are of great value to the present prob- needed on how to combine the two, The camp personnel ranged in age 
Jem of converting zoology to game which in my opinion should be from 15 to 50 and included a meat- 
management. These experiences and )yomptly undertaken under the Me- cutter, who had not worked for several 
ideas are the forester’s stock in trade. Sweeney-McNary Act. Meanwhile the months, a married man with a large 
He can make a large contribution to practicing forester will have to cover family who used to trim trees for a 
the public welfare by applying them this hiatus as best he can by ordinary nearby township, a high school gradu- 
to the game problem, but to do S80  jorse-sense and judgment. ate anxious to earn a few dollars 
effectively he must know some game The reason why this region is espec- toward college tuition, a census-taker, 
and some zoology. The latter can be  jaily promising is that a well-defined two or three college students, and 
acquired in schools, but the former is market price exists for good crops of several machinists and factory workers. 
a matter of personal aptitude and  yail, Accessible well-stocked quail They were all “green” as far as for- 
experience. lands brings from 10 to 15 cents rental estry work goes, but without exception 

One of the obstacles which has tO yer acre year in large blocks. By well- proved to be willing workers and under 
some extent prevented foresters from stocked I mean a quail per 1 to 2 acres. supervision did an effective job of cut- 
coming to grips with game manage- A similar opportunity for combined ting fire lines, clearing out woods and 

ment problems has been the absence of forestry and deer management may trails, and doing other needed forest 
a text on game management. Such @ shortly develop in the Lake States and, improvement work. In return for their 
text I am now writing. If it will 7 suppose, northern New England. In efforts the men received their board 
stimulate many people to shoot it full the Lake States there is a perceptible and lodging and a small wage. 
of many holes, and hang something pyrowth of private deer preserves, The camp was started with the 
better in each hole, it will accomplish Where deer management could be expectation of a three week season, but 
its purpose. A text on American game  ,qvantageously combined with forestry sufficient money was raised to keep it 
management at this time is about aS  {, the mutual advantage of each. open until the last of September. While 
easy to write and will be about as com- That knowledge of game manage- the camp this year was intended as an 
plete as a text on American silviculture jp ent is an asset in public service experiment, it has met with success 
in 1896. positions of course requires no com- beyond the fondest hopes of its 

Foresters studying in Hurope have @ ent. One of the least developed but founders. Té seems probable that 
splendid chance to bring back informa- jos pronounced relationships of game arrangements will be made next sum- 
tion on European game management 414 forestry is found in the woodlot mer not only to reopen this same camp 
and policy. Strange to say this has not 4,.1¢ of the prairies states, where game but also to establish similar camps in 
yet been done. as well as timber growth is gradually other forests located throughout the 

OPPORTUNITIES IN GAME approaching zero by reason of the State. The outstanding problem will 

MANAGEMENT grazing of woodlots. This fact has not be that of raising the necessary funds, 

Private foresters working in the Gulf been sufficiently capitalized by the but judging from the interest displayed 

States and in the Southeast have an  forestews working in this region. in the project this past summer, that 

excellent present opportunity of capi- Graduate foresters desiring to ac- should not be too great an obstacle to 

talizing any knowledge they possess or quire additional training in game may overcome.
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. ~The Game Sutvey and its Work 
BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge of Game Survey for the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute 

HE game survey is an effort to deter- “ribbons” extending beyond the glacier along think of no better move for the sportsmen’s in- 

ss mine the condition of American game the river bottoms of the Ohio river tributaries. terests here represented than to procure funds 

resources, and to find out what is being to explore for new facts on pheasants. Every 

done, and what needs to be done, to stabilize More Research Necessary sportsman is schooled to appraise the chance of 

and increase the game crop. Much work of course remains to be done be+ putting up a bird out of this or that particular 

The survey started last July, hence nothing fore it can be asserted, even for the north cen- covert. Exploring for new facts, like hunting 
but preliminary indications of its findings can be _ tral states, that pheasants thrive only on glacial for birds, is a sporting proposition. The game 

reported at this time. The survey was con- soils and river bottoms. That work should be survey has detected a scent, It looks like an 
ceived and is financed by the Sporting Arms of a careful detailed nature, and is therefore excellent chance of putting up a fact from the 

and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute. It Suited to organizations having a large and thickets of the unknown. Shall we run it down 

is a collective effort, by the arms and am- varied scientific staff. It is unsuited to the or go home? 

munition industry, to find out how it can most game survey which has no staff and can only Hungarian Partridge: This bird is even more 

effectively help to promote game conservation perform scouting work. There would seem in need of fact finding work than the pheasant. 

without duplicating the work of other agencies. to be an excellent chance for scientific organi- The game survey shows that in states like 
Five states have so far been surveyed: Michi- zations like the U. S. Biological Survey, work- Ohio, state-wide plantings have shrunk to five 

gan, Iowa, Minnesota, Ohio and Mississippi. In ing in cooperation with the state universities percent of the seemingly suitable area. On the 

each state the survey attempts to appraise the and agricultural colleges, to uncover new facts other hand, in seemingly mae parts of Michi- 
status of (1) the game, (2) land practice af- about pheasants of great value to game ad- gan and Iowa, Hungarians afe spreading with- 

fecting game environments, (3) public senti- ministration. In the course of such work a _ out the aid of plantings. T' is indicates that in 

ment and organization, (4) game administra- thorough life history study should also be the north central region this bird has a very 

tion, (5) game research. In this report only made, including the pheasants’ relation to agri- narrow range of tolerance @s to the kind of 

certain aspects of one and five will be covered. culture and to native game species. Such work, country on which it will thive. If we could 

Ringneck Pheasants: Methods of propagat- however, cannot be done without funds. I can only learn just what kind off range this species 

ing pheasant stock are being constantly im- Propose’ Demchetration in Wecerals uate ay 

proved, and men trained in such work will be : 

available in increasing numbers with the growth (A) Present Condition’ of Typical Farm 

of private and public game farms, and with the i 

growth of the game farming school established \ I 

by the Institute at Clinton, New Jersey. Pen eo Pane a ee one rea “| 

There seems to be a less rapid improvement, j | Ne a i 

however, in selecting ground on which pheas- a AR Weeodlo | Se o it 

ants will thrive in a wild state. Success varies | Ns | Naa | corn 

from zero to 100 per cent. Is it possible to more - re x % i 
closely define the kind of ground where pheas- i ‘ hr | Wheat : el a | 

ants will spread and multiply? If so, it would o ee i RY io i ¢ | 
reduce the risk of failure and thus stimulate - | < x / prays 

effort. { “Clover &Timothy ( { As i okcnai 
In Iowa, for instance, pheasants have been ‘ ( ‘ | 5 a th i | 

planted in all parts of the state. The northern | ; \ eae = 

plantings did so well that there is now a three- j / 4 2 el = 

day open season, reports of crop damage, and fn tt tt aft — 8 ta 

populations as high as a bird per acre. This a6 J 

approximates South Dakota conditions. ( ji Ag i 

Range Coincides With Glacial Drift ( 1 oe os | 
In Southern Iowa the plantings disappeared. : i} —— on? e | 

Why? ( (rene z S | 
When the boundaries 6f the successful Iowa : | if pes c8” PS es 2 

range were traced on a map, they were found \ an a a 5 ee Se, yy i 

to all lie within the area of glacial drift soils i i} \? | ‘ iN | 

except in one place where there is a projection oa a > | 

along the driftless but swampy bottoms of the { ee “AL eon NS | 

Missouri river. This distribution suggests | we | i 

some connection between the success of pheas- A I a nee cnae ah Dac ee a 

ants and glacial soils, or swamps, or both. 

Michigan is all glacial and pheasants are do- 

ing well all over the state up to the timber 

belt. “ue” Present Covies of Quail 
Minnesota is all glaciated except one small are ; 

corner in the southeast. Pheasants are thriy- i lis eterea etre covert 

ing north to the timber and south to this drift- Saye : Present Grass and Weed Coverte 

less corner, into which they extend, as in Iowa, Hyeates Pisaens coniferous Sheltortext 

on river bottoms. 

In Ohio, also, the success of pheasants was Aeooee pa enoe ico) 

found to be bounded by the limits of the old T 
: 4 vrees 

glacier, except for some very pronounced b&b
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more with what the legislatures, game depart- 

(8) oe earn reac on Cras g ments, and sportsmen can do for the quail, than 

f \ j with what the farmer can do. 

‘cgi ese Ce Land Owner Chief Factor 

j a ok ah eal iS Zi j , This indication is based on a comparison of 

; KH Coe eee ea | = ae j those efforts with the Georgia Quail Investi- 

« ‘h . &® i ft] ‘yf x corn | gation which has set a new standard in game 

+R Oy! J _ ¢ | | research. In a broad way its findings indicate 

j ‘ ‘ a g | Wheap @ 2s]. that the things the quail most need can be sup- 

x Ike ve | AN ee 1 plied best by the owner of the land. In an agri- 
| Je T /! yy pee cultural region like the north central states the 

| x Clover & Timothy ( [ Le Orchard | quail land is all owned by the farmers. New 
_ f us (ae i TUT ideas for farm practice are best developed by 

| j \ Re \y es the agricultural colleges. It might, therefore, 

j / x = \CS— help to get at the root of the quail problem if 
pe Ah x — x — > Se the agricultural colleges could be induced to 

&, ; “ undertake a quail investigation, patterned after 

} SS! 1 the Georgia standard,. 

- es ve i i F ( 1 eof 1 ( Quail Demonstration Fellowships 
: | ant - 1 ; To encourage such an undertaking, the Sport- 

{ | nex < 2 PS \ ing Arms and Ammunition Institute has financed 

nal a eee, ny “rik ; \ five fellowships, carrying a maximum stipend 

\ a Oh en en 1— a aK of $3,000 each, which are now offered to the 

A os | aN \ £ agricultural colleges (or universities) of the 
I © 3 oes ~ ) north central states. The U. S. Biological Sur- 

| 7) vey is further offering them the services of 

Be ee eg eae A amemee L Mr. H. L Stoddard, who executed the Georgia 

© investigation, as advisor to the graduate stu- 
—\ — Proposed Fencing . dents receiving the fellowships. The plan is 

for Mr. Stoddard to travel from one univer- 

axiie “Mestoret: Both Vovenss sity to another, supplying his expert knowledge 

@ Restored Treetop and Grass Coverts of quail and keeping each university in touch 

Ukuswe  Froposed Coniferous Plantings, with the others’ findings. _ 
- The work in each state is to be conducted on 

Proposed Erosion Controls a typical area of going farms, located within 

® Freopcsed| Feeding Stations easy reach of the university, and leased for that 

iS s ’ purpose at university expense. 

ad: Restored Grass Corevt! ©The keynote of the Georgia Investigation is 

demands in this region, it would result in a ~’ y 

great economy of effort. Analogies with its (CJsane Farm with Restored Coverts and Probable Increase in Quail Covies 

European range are helpful, but not enough, as 4 ee eee = ' 

proven by Ohio’s experience. i \ Yo \J 

Of the known successful establishments of or le ee aaa oh 1 cee ne — taka —a— — 

Hungarians in the north central states, all are 1 yor | VJ y 4 

on glacial soils. All are on rich level farming | \, Nees a 1 ee wt 

country. All, but about three, are on or near il # i a 2 x . ING a {/ 
original prairie. In England, the Hungarian is a Ni. ray") Ca | \ ¥ A con \ 

known to prefer sandy soil but in most of these ty she “ee i ae ee i Se 4 * | 

successful establishments the soil is heavy. | s io pf 0 wheat POR 
x Sa , WN -* 1 1 

An Unsolved Problem | Fe ' Ir SI 
I 3 4 : 4 

The only thing we can safely eonete is | yo Clover bTrmnuthy | Ge t jeard 

that here is an unsolved problem that will yield -_ « f Ke as Ne ‘ ou 

only to painstaking research. It is a problem on | j ue \ rs ‘ q : s i 

which ecologists and other scientific university Ld- . i a Ne 7 1S 

men should be utilized, and on which they are ¢ ‘ett Wrenn Slax — oak — ee ee ; 

anxious to serve, but again there is need of o (e4y x \ f 

funds. Would it not be wiser to expend a little i Wy \ \ i i 

money finding out where these birds belong, \ a ‘ SS # ee ye elt I 

than to continue spending a great deal putting ‘ ( * yi < ee woo ie | 

them in the wrong places? Me i = ont : 

As in pheasants, this is a problem demand- \ | « = vO | 

ing careful studies within the several states : j ee Sy RK @} 

(the natural function of the several state uni- \ rs = ee ey Wg ay ! 
versities) and also careful inter-state co-ordina- PR a | \i % nA o { 

tion and leadership, so that each state can learn t 5 x SAS ee 

from the others (the natural function of the i ®@ | corn > raareN 
U. S. Biological Survey). i a 1 

Quail: The findings of the game survey in- Soe are en Te aaa A ates Nee cea 

dicate that in the north central region the 

present efforts to conserve quail do not quite 

get at the root of the problem, in that they deal Probable Additional Quail Covies



to make the land so attractive for quail that 

they will thrive by reason of their own repro- 

ductive powers, rather than by reason of arti- 

ficial restocking. Just so, the keynote of the 

proposed new work will be to find out by actual 

trial how to make the average farm produce a 

quail crop. Coverts will be restored, methods 

of winter feeding worked out, natural enemies 

studied, and those found to be most destructive 

put under control. The results of each one of 

these manipulations of the quail range are to be 

actually measured in terms of the effect on the 

quail crop and in terms of the cost in land and 

labor. Such manipulations, when thus treated, 

ought to result in a workable technique for quail 

management in each state. Putting the work in 

charge of agricultural colleges will make for the 

development of a technique practicable of appli- 

cation on the average corn belt farm. 

In order to keep the public appraised of each 

step in the proposed demonstration, each univer- 

sity receiving a fellowship is asked to appoint 

an advisory committee, which will periodically 

look over the work on the ground, and on 

which will be represented the state grange, the 

state sportsmen’s organizations, the staté Audu- 
bon Society, etc. 

The proposed demonstration will, of course, 

extend over a period of years. It is hoped that 

it will produce not only useful facts but also a 

number of trained men.
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Wild G i C o 
3 Director National Game Survey 

By ALDO LEOPOLD | 

Wild game is one of the farm crops the natural enemies of the pea aphid ing crop of pheasants, in fact its yield 
ae the demand far exceeds the —namely the syrphid flies and Lady of pheasants and fur, undrained, may 

ga emery ct eM ve etn eure oly In such need vl 1 ple Gone 
according to Aldo Leopold, Divsctor Woodlots, and keep the nearby fields bi am oe eo condition. 

National. Game Survey. This is true Clear of aphids. omen ver Coes will: travel much 

whether the landowner wishes to The truth of the matter seema to further than quail to take advantage 
eon : ; f . A singl raise it for his own enjoyment ond be that brush cover . affects nearby of a swamp. A single ewan? may keep 

use, or whether he wishes to market tans incnnan d 1 fi the country for three miles around 
:. : : : : an 
it by disposing of the shooting priv- f . hich . Dea = WEE ne productive of pheasants, whereas a 
ilege to others. Oe NCD en es ave 2H ave Un reo * single thicket will spread its quail 

How does one produce a crop of At taey ce prey engiauy 200d: farming only half a mile. 
2 Most 1 a ‘ P ? to remove all the brush, but it is surely 

Pata, ss a uae allg Beet good game farming to leave some. If your pheasant swamp has a 
©: g yen ; ten dards 
chicken-wire pens and artificial meth- Of course, there is brush and brush, ‘Prine in it, so much the 
ods, Some kinds of game can be raised even from the game standpoint. The epOneen ee aoe ee E ae 
under wire, but it is an expensive really valuable kinds are those which ae = rae sane: en = Ate a 

method, and not nearly so satisfactory afford cover in winter and spring. Any f mie ne ae Saban ae ae 

as fixing up the land so that game will farm has cover enough in summer. It ee oat ee ot tothe lee. 
tuice itself.-Tt ia literally trus that if #90m! clear a : couple of etanevne 1. va muandie layed alicthe: tinzeed 
you provide the right kind of cover, tangles, or iS ittle er08? of pine or B . : 

pecially quail, rabbit, and pheasants— tenth of an acre, may do the game 

will raise themselves, in numbers far ™ore good than many acres of ordi- The thought I am trying to ex- 

beyond what the most persistent hun- pare: brush 20 thick to hide the birds press is that all the laws in the world 

ter has encountered in recent years. in winter. It is also true, especially as will not save our game unless the far~ 
Tak Genes atanine! ST Ao ube aE oe quail, that an acre of brush strung mer sees fit to leave his land in a hab- 

h Cece ae i tg Cae aieeeen out along streambanks, gullies, and  jtable condition for game. Fixing the 

pnere rete Fre Se ae y e ee aa cuts does the quail more good than the and to raise game is a matter of skill 
Bge = aa Ae nae ie eg . same kind and amount ina solid and experience. Well-farmed land, 
cently a "3 rae a ee 3 ue patch. This is because the quail has skillfully fixed up to raise game as a 

BELO OF. eG sunee 2 S ey ae is a very short cruising radius, and likes py-product, will yield a heavier crop 

for ee Tie Tee to have his sitting room and dining of small game than the virgin forest 

by ee ey Hite ee eee yoom close together, so to speak. Ar- yer yielded, because there is more 

eran ee ea z en eae of bor day is a good time to plant some feed. But well-farmed land cleared of 

eo, buneing at eee yea ere WaS little clumps of grapevines or ever- all cover will sooner or later lose all 

no cash cost except a little grain. greens for the sake of the quail. If you of its game. 

Winter-feeding and keeping down have the notion that evergreens are 

natural enemies of game requires no too slow-growing, try planting some 

explanation, but what about the brush under a locust thicket. You will be 

cover? Is it really good farming to amazed at the rapid growth an ever- 

leave brush along fencerows, stream green will make under locust. This is 

banks, and woodlots? because the locust belongs to the pea 

I personally do not believe there is family, and puts nitrogen into the 
ane Broieeale von tarend ancwer etiam soil, just like alfalfa or clover does. 

convinced that the wholesale anes Tncigeniely Locust Deas vare Tne aunt 

nation of brush cover was premature. oe ty oe ae 

Every year of scientific investigation ring last winter's “deep ane ahe 

is showing up new reasons for believ- il k a thei 5S 
é it~ 
ing that brush cover of the right kind, os mowayracre vein, breed 18 Pu 

in the right place, may be a valuable re id h Th 

farm asset. Some of these reasons s eu ue ee const er pheasants. ae 
A cutinende onl to the |weltare tor thing the quail most often lacks is 

game crops, but to the welfare of reg- bene oat te ne. ashe nueasan 
ular farm crops needs is grassy or reedy swamps. The 

Suck ' swamp is his refuge and his delight, 
Take for instance, the recent dis- especially in spring when the rest of | 

covery that the pea aphid is seldom the land is bare, and in fall when he | 
troublesome in the neighborhood of makes his getaway from hunters. A | 

ungrazed woodlots with dense under-  jjttle pot-hole swamp surrounded by | 

growth. Why? Apparently because  grainfields will often yield an amaz-
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By Aldo Leopold 

Director, National Game Survey 

Wild game is one of the few farm crops for which the 

demand far exceeds the supply. It is one crop of which there is 

no possible over-—production in sight. This is true whether the 

landowner wishes to raise it for his own enjoyment and use, or 

whether he wishes to market it by disposing of the shooting 

privilege to others, 

How does one produce a crop of game? Most people, when 

one speaks of raising game, immediately think of chicken-wire 

pens and artificial methods. Some kinds of game can be raised 

under wire, but it is an expensive method, and not nearly so 

satisfactory as fixing up the land so that game will raise itself. 

It is literally true that if you provide the right kind of cover, 

feed, and protection, most game—especially quail, rabbit, and 

pheasants--will raise themselves, in numbers far beyond what the 

most persistent hunter has encountered in recent years, 

Take quail, for instance. I doubt if there are many 

farms that will average a quail per acre. Yet I have recently 

seen a farm that raised 3 per acre—-or ten times the average 

crop--for six years running. How? Simply by leaving suitable 

brush cover, feeding in winter, and killing a dozen or so hunting 

cats each year. There was no cash cost except a little grain. 

Winter-feeding and keeping down natural enemies of game 

requires no explanation, but what about the brush outer? Is it 

really good farming to leave brush along fencerows, stream banks, 

and woodclots? 

I personally do not believe there is any wholesale yes 

or no answer. I am convinced that the wholesale condemnation of
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brush cover was premature, Hvery year of scientific investigation 

is showing up new reasons for believing that brush cover of the right 

kind, in the right place, may be a valuable farm asset. Some of 

these reasons pertain not only to the welfare of game crops, but to 

the welfare of regular farm crops, 

Take for instance, the recent discovery that the pea aphid 

is seldom troublesome in the neighborhood of ungrazed woodlots with 

dense undergrowth. Why? Apparently because the natural enemies of 

the pea aphid--namely the syrphid flies and Lady Beetles--find refuge 

only in such woodlots, and keep the nearby fields clear of aphids. 

The truth of the matter seems to be that brush cover 

affects nearby crops in many and complex ways, few of which are as 

yet fully understood, It may or may not be good farming to remove 

all the brush, but it is surely good game-farming to leave some, 

Of course, there is brush and brush, even from the game 

standpoint. The really valuable kinds are those which afford cover 

in winter and spring. Any farm has cover enough in summer. It seems 

clear that a couple of grapevine tangles, or a little group of pine 

or spruce saplings, occupying maybe a tenth of an acre, may do the 

game more good than many acres of ordinary brush too thin to hide 

the birds tn winter. It is also true, especially as to quail, that 

an acre of brush strung out along streambanks, gullies, and cuts 

does the quail more good than the same kind and amount in a solid 

patch, This is because the quail has a very short cruising radius, 

and likes to have his sitting room and dining room close together, 

so to speak. Arbor day is a good time to plant some little clumps 

of grapevines or evergreens for the sake of the quail. If you have 

the notion that evergreens are too slow-growing, try planting some 

under a locust thicket. You will be amazed at the rapid growth an 

evergreen will make under locust, This is because the locust be- 

longs to the pea family, and puts nitrogen into the soil, just like
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alfalfa or clover does, Incidentally loctst peas are fine quail and 

rabbit food in winter, Maybe you saw their tracks under the locust 

during last winter's deep snow, The quail know where their bread is 

buttered, 

Let us now consider pheasants, The thing the quail most 

often lacks is brush, but the thing the pheasant needs is grassy or 

reedy swamps. The swamp is his refuge and his delight, especially in 

spring when the rest of the land is bare, and in fall when he makes 

his get-away from hunters, A little pot-hole swamp surtounded by 

grainfields will often yield an amazing crop of pheasants,—in fact 

its yield of pheasants and fur, undrained, may exceed in value its 

possible crops or pasture in the drained condition. Moreover pheas— 

ants will travel much further than quail to take advantage of a swamp, 

A single swamp may keep the country for three miles around productive 

of pheasants, whereas a single thicket will spread its quail only . 

half a mile, ; 

If your pheasant swamp has a spring in it, so much the 

better, A sportsman was feeding some pheasants in a springy swamp 

last winter, When a blizzard came, the whole flock took to the 

spring and stood in the running water right up to their leg-feathers, 

and stayed till the blizzard was over, The pheasant knows where his 

foot-warmer is when it gets cold. 

The thought I am trying to express is that all the laws in 

the world will not save our game wnless the farmer sees fit to leave 

his land in a habitable condition for game, Fixing the land to raise 

game is a matter of skill and experience. Well-farmed land, skill- 

fully fixed up to raise game as a by-product, will yield a heavier 

crop of small game than the virgin forest ever yielded, because there 

is more feed. But well-farmed land cleared of all cover will sooner 

or later lose all of its game, 
Hittite
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h pay ORESTRY and game manage- cost technique. All other land crops raise 

Ee ment, like agronomy and ani- artificial varieties in a manufactured en- 

j Wei mal husbandry, deal with the vironment, by means of a high-yield, 

coérdinated production of plant and ani- high-cost technique. Game and timber 

mal crops from the same land. yields are based, to an exceptional degree, 

In the case of agronomy and animal on skill in giving slight and inexpensive 

husbandry it is universally recognized guidance to natural processes. Foresters 

that neither crop would return a profit to should, therefore, readily understand 

the landowner without the other. An game management. 

organized process of give-and-take has 2. Forestry from its very inception 

been built up between the two activities. adopted the quantitative method. Or- 

This process begins in the system of re- nithology and mammalogy have only re- 

search and education in the agricultural cently begun to shake off the incubus of 

colleges, and ends in the daily operations the merely descriptive method. Many of 

of the farmer. The two are one and the quantitative conceptions of forestry 
inseparable. ma can be transplanted directly to the game 

This paper is a plea for hastening the field. 

development of a similar organized proc- 3. The “ free timber” idea began to 

ess of give-and-take between forestry and disappear from American conceptions of 

game management. Measured against forest economics as early as the Revolu- 
zero, it is clear that such a process is tion, whereas the “ free shooting” idea 

already under way, but measured against has barely begun to be challenged as a 

the need and the opportunity, it is clear working basis for game production on 
that its development so far is much too private lands. In both fields, the funda- 

slow. mental present need is financial incentive 

There are three reasons why foresters for private production. Forestry has the 
have a special responsibility for speeding idea of salable crops needed by game; 

up its growth: game can furnish the additional revenue 

1. Game is the only land crop, aside needed for forestry. 

from timber, which is best produced by Hence my plea that foresters con- 

the use of natural species in a natural en- tribute more actively to the development 
vironment, by means of a low-yield, low- of game management. 

ae el al re eee ee Let me say at the outset that the repeti- 

Society of American Foresters, Des Moines, tion of formulas like “The forest is the 
Iowa, Dec. 31, 1929. home of the game” is not a contribution 
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to game management. It would be about cattle to thin the sedge without destroy- 

as helpful if agronomists said: “‘ Raise ing the quail food. 

plenty of crops and your livestock will A little further experimentation might 
prosper.” Even the layman conserva- solve this problem. There are two prom- 
tionist may eventually tire of such gen- ising leads. The first is to replace the 

eralizations, unless the revolving decades _ indigenous quail foods (whose vulnerable 

bring some differentiation of what we point is that they are upright annuals) 

mean. We must remember that “all gen- by procumbent exotic legumes, if possi- 
eralizations are false, including this one.” —_ ble perennial. Cattle would be less likely 

Progress in any field may be measured to prevent the fruiting of such plants, 

by the rate at which generalizations are which would not only feed the quail but 
broken down and reformulated. also the cattle and in addition enrich the 

In support of these assertions, I offer _ soil. 

four specific local problems illustrating The other lead is to offset the loss of 

the differentiation of the forest-game indigenous quail foods by the cultivation 
relationship. of small, fenced food patches, or by in- 

creasing the width or number of ploughed 

Quai Crops From Cut-OvEr fire lines. Ploughed fire lines automati- 

SouTHERN Pine Lanps cally grow weeds, most of which are quail 

Stoddard has shown that thick broom feed. i Both of these things can be done; 

sedge excludes quail and encourages cot- Oe aaa tony te needed only to deter- 
mine minimum costs. 

ton rats. 
4 3 

The trend of forestry seems to favor Here is f single research problem 

thinning the broom sedge to control fire vitally affecting any southern states, 
and admit reproduction, but to oppose and therefore on its face suitable for fed- 

doing this by light burning or hogs. eral initiative. It calls for the codrdina- 
Greene has shown that it can be done tion of three kinds of agriculture, and 

by cattle, but Stoddard finds that sum- therefore on its face it is suitable for at- 

mer cattle grazing excludes quail by ex- tack under the McSweeney-McNary 

cluding the native legumes which are Act. It is discouraging that appropria- 

their food. tions under that bill are not sufficient to 

Quail and cattle are possible by-prod- attack it, but still more so that effective 

ucts which will enable the owner to carry  Tequests for such appropriations are not 

cut-over land until pulpwood and saw- yet, to my knowledge, before Congress. 

logs are ready to cut. The quail crop Westill have quail in the southern cut- 

alone has an established market value up _ over lands, but only where grazing is acci- 

to 15 cents per acre per year gross, which dentally too light to totally exclude quail 

would pay for all fire control, or part foods, or where the presence of fenced 

of the taxes. fields accidentally provides enough un- 

We have, therefore, this situation: grazed area to replace them. Such acci- 

Quail and cattle would pay the costs of dental crops are not a satisfactory substi- 

starting forestry on southern pine cut- tute for management in either game or 

over lands if we only knew how to use _ forestry.
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One ramification of this same problem quirement, is certainly a great advantage. 

is to determine what intensity of thin- Does the range afford, within their daily 

nings in second-growth southern pine ad- and seasonal radius, these daily and sea- 

mits quail feeds. If quail are to be grown sonal needs? The trend will be for deer 

as a by-product of forestry, it is impor- to occupy only such ranges as do so. 

tant to know what crown densities must Of course nobody really knows their 
be classed as blanks, and whether stands needs or their radius. We may safely 
can be opened up enough to become quail guess, however, that interspersion is 

ground without sacrificing increment in usually too little rather than too great, 

volume or grade yield of lumber, or vol- and that lumbering and fire have made 

ume of oleoresin production, Quail-feed it more so. It is generally believed that 

quadrats established in existing forest the remaining yarding grounds do not 

sample plots ought to yield an answer to match the summer food supply. 

this problem at little cost. Plantations are, from the game stand- 
point, an artificial augmentation of the 

SHAPE AND S1zE oF PLantations as _ thicket type. If these thickets are a town- 
Arrrctinc GAME Crops IN THE ship, or even a section, in size, their 

denon centres will probably constitute blanks 

for game, being too far from the other 
A large planting program, at least on types to be usable. On the other hand, 

public forests, is I hope in the offing. evena single forty of such thicket might 
Every layman conservationist is using the become a new yarding ground if adjacent 
game-covert argument in its favor. to or interspersed with browse species. 
Planting plans are in the making. If we A more extreme case is that of ruffed 
are to make good on the covert argument, grouse. The cruising radius is unknown, 
these plans must take game into account. but it is certainly less than in deer, while 
Yet neither game managers nor foresters the environmental types which must be 
seem aware that the geographic pattern reached are probably similar in kind and 
of these plantings may vary their game variety, and include the coniferous 

benefits by several hundred per cent. thicket. Therefore the interspersion re- 

The theorem underlying this assertion quired for maximum population is prob- 
is briefly this. Maximum production of ably much greater—too great to be silvi- 
game is attained only where the inter- culturally attainable. In species like 
spersion of environmental types is such as_ grouse the covert theorem may probably 
to bring each of them within the “cruis- be stated in very simple terms: produc- 
ing radius” of the species. Thus deer ing capacity is proportional to the sum of 

may have a daily cruising radius of say the peripheries of the necessary environ- 

two miles, and a seasonal one of say fif- mental types. 

teen miles. They may require in summer We have here a problem in ecology 

cut or burned land for feeding, water for which cannot possibly be solved before 

fawning, thicket for “‘ bushing up,” and large-scale plantings begin. Any modifi- 

open land to escape flies. In winter they cation of the planting plan must therefore 

may require cedar swamp for yarding. be based on guesses. A guess, however, is 

In the fall, oak or beech mast, if not a re- better than to be unaware of the problem.
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Furthermore, a simple study of game into the future, we shall have a great 

foods would help much. Grouse foods thickening of pine and juniper coverts, 

have been studied in the East, and deer and an eventful increase of mast feed in 

foods in the West, but no adequate work the form of juniper berries and pifion | 

has been done in the Lake States on either nuts. But mast is not dependable as deer 

species. food because crops are sporadic and do | 

Later on, the interspersion of cuttings not last the winter. The bread-and-butter | 

will present the same problem as the pro- species are liveoak and mahogany, and 
posed plantings now do. these will be gone. In short, forest ad- | 

Obviously planting and fire costs will ministration to date has expanded game | 

increase with interspersion, but insect coverts but reduced the bread-and-butter 

and disease hazard will decrease. We deer feeds. 

must guess at a happy medium between For turkey, the outlook is better, be- 

these primary considerations on the one cause they do not need mahogany browse. 

hand, and game-producing capacity on Since much of the land is too rough 

the other. and poos to be clearly more valuable for 
forestry than recreation, should not the 

REPRODUCTION OF Browse SpEcIES IN. future balance of environmental ele- 
WESTERN YELLOW PINE ments for game be recognized in forest 

2 p administration? The resulting research 
Since the cessation of fire and the re- : i id 

5 no problem will be a baffling one, but one 
duction of grass competition through fire 5 

: well worth attempting to solve. The par- 
control and heavy grazing, great areas ‘ 
R . fi allel problem of how to reproduce pine 
in the national forests of central Arizona aula : 

: on grazed ranges was likewise baffling, 
and central New Mexico have estab- if 

: but is now well in hand. 
lished a fine catch of western yellow pine 

d juniper reproduction. The juniper in 
ee i aha GAME AND GRAZING IN CorN-BELT 
particular is invading miles of country 

Woop ots 
heretofore treeless. 

At the same time grazing has elimi- It is conceivable that more or less game 

nated reproduction of mountain mahog- could persist without any forestry in all 

any and live oak, and even killed the of the “real” forest regions, but it is 

smaller arborescent stock. The indefinite certain that no forest or brush game will 

continuance of present conditions will persist in the corn-belt without forestry 

clearly eliminate these species. in the corn-belt woodlots. Yet here 

Part of the present grazing is done by where the interdependence of forest and 

deer, although the original damage prob- game crops is greatest, where the cash 

ably came from cattle. Cattle have been value of each is most distinct, and where 

reduced to a point where the grass is each is menaced by a common enemy— 

coming back, but the deterioration of the grazing—neither game managers nor for- 

browse continues unabated. esters have progressed beyond the pious 

From the livestock standpoint, it is de- repetition of phrases to the effect that 

sirable but not necessary to reproduce the “‘ the woodlot is the home of the game.” 

browse. From the deer standpoint the What kind of woodlots? What kind 

browse is essential. Looking twenty years of game? Why?
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In the first place the corn-belt spe- staff of life for game, and the vines are 

cies which use timber at all consist, the only cover, except conifers, which re- 
with the exception of squirrels, of main usable in deep snow. 

brush-using, not timber-using species, Corn-belt foresters have rightly fo- 

namely quail, rabbits, and pheasants. cused their educational campaign on the 

Therefore selection forest has ne: game deadly effects of grazing on woodlots for- 

value oot in its brush periphery, ests. The specific effects of grazing on 

whereas coppice or group-selection for- timber production are actually being 

est has a game value not only in its j.easured. But would it not help to meas- 

periphery, but throughout every acre of ure also the effects on game? I found to 
the younger age classes. , : 

my surprise that no vegetational quadrats 
In the northern part of the corn- é i 

to determine the plant successions charac- 
belt the game value of any woodlot can ie os ne 1 
pee ekcty Gahenceds by Duneermantne teristic of various intensities of wood ot 

groups of conifers for winter coverts. grazing have ever been laid out in the 

The Michigan School of Forestry and cornbelt. Such quadrats have long been 
Goncetyatiog Husthourn (hac the (nical under Cpe enon in the national forests: 

height growth of such underplantings is Specifically: Errington (unpublished) 

doubled if they are put under locust. The finds that the quail-carrying capacity of 
University of Wisconsin is comparing the southern Wisconsin woodlots is largely 

attractiveness of various coniferous spe- affected by the stand of beggar-ticks 

cies. The Wisconsin Conservation Com- (Meibomia) and partridge pea (Cassia 

mission proposes to distribute special chamecrista). ‘These seem to disappear 

large stock at cost for game plantings, in with summer grazing, just as Stoddard 

the same manner as for forest plantings. found they disappeared in Georgia. The 

Other than these three preliminary exact measurement of the process would 

moves, I know of no attention being given doubtless reveal important details, as 

this subject by foresters. It happens to well as clinch the proof of what now rests 

be one of the few specific proposals as to on mere observation and belief. 

game value of forests which is techni- 

cally substantial and at the same time Conciusion 

easily visualized by laymen. 

In the northern part of the corn-belt, The long-asserted interdependence of 

the game value of any woodlot is greatly 4m and forests becomes realistic and 

enhanced by grapevine tangles along its convincing only as it is differentiated into 

periphery. Foresters in making improve- local and specific problems or rules of 
ment cuttings in woodlots valued prin- Practice. 
cipally for wild life sometimes carefully Failure to differentiate may lead both 

remove all such vines. This is good prac- game and forestry into costly local fal- 

tice in the case of high vines on crowded __lacies, and certainly deprives both of a 

interior trees, because such vines provide great volume of potential public interest 
neither feed nor cover and injure good and support. 
trees, but on the border the trees are In some localities the game relationship 

limby anyhow, the dried grapes are the _ is nearly a solved problem and needs only 

|
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a little additional research to become an of state conservation departments. I do 

actual means to profitable forestry over not overlook the dangers involved in such 

great areas. In others, the game relation- official codrdination; I merely call atten- 

ship is so complex, or so nearly unknown, _ tion to the possibility that failure to hang 

that impending forestry programs will together is sometimes occasion to ulti- 

have to toss up a penny. In all cases re- mately hang separately. There is no 

search should obviously proceed “full dodging the fundamental fact that tim- 

steam ahead,” although it is not yet doing ber and game, like crops and livestock, 

so. are the plant and animal products of the 

The slow differentiation of the forest- same land, and that thorough articulation 

game relationship may be due in part to in education, research, in governmental 

the separatist policy of many foresters— leadership, and in private practice, is the 

their refusal to become codrdinate parts price of progress.
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THE DECLINE OF THE JACKSNIPE IN SOUTHERN WISCONSIN 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

The purpose of this paper is to present evidence of a recent de- 

crease in jacksnipe or Wilson’s Snipe (Gallinago delicata), to the end 

of stimulating action for the conservation of this bird and its habitat. 

Its original abundance in the Mississippi Valley was probably 
beyond our present imaginative powers. Bogardus' (1874) killed 340 

in a single day on the Salt Creek bottoms of the Sangamon, River, and 
wagered to kill 100 straight in a day on this area. There were no 
takers. He says: “Our bag was seldom as small as seventy-five couple 

at the right time. . . . Snipe are vastly more abundant in the West 

. . . than in the East.” 

Kumlien and Hollister? (1903) say of the jacksnipe: “still com- 

mon... [but] ... we should be at a loss to express its numbers in 

former years.” This refers especially to Walworth County, Wisconsin, 

where Kumlien began his observations about 1868. 

Schorger* (1929) gives the jacksnipe as an abundant migrant in 

Dane County, but states that “a gradual decrease in numbers has taken 

place during the last fifteen years.” 

The extent of this recent decline may be roughly measured by 
means of’ the following table and chart, compiled from Schorger’s 

ornithological notes for 1919-1929, and my shooting journal for 1924- 
1929, 

The table reduces the number of jacksnipe seen and killed by each 

of us to yearly averages of the number “seen per trip” (Graph A) and 

the number “killed per hunt” (Graph B). The reason for distinguish- 

ing “trips” and “hunts” is that Schorger made many trips during 

1Field, Cover and Trap Shooting, A. H. Bogardus, J. B. Ford & Co., N. Y., 
1874, p. 136. 

*Birds of Wisconsin, L. Kumlien and N. Hollister, Bull. Wis. Natural Hist. 
Society, Nos. 1-3, April-July, Milwaukee, 1903. 

®Birds of Dane County, Wis., A. W. Schorger, Trans. Wis. Acad. Science, 
Vol. XXIV, Nov., 1929.
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which no hunting was done. In both cases trips and hunts varied 
from a quarter day to a full day in length, and all were made in or 
near Dane County. 

My journal records the length of each hunt, so that I was able to 

reduce my figures to terms of jacksnipe seen and killed per full day 

(Graphs C and D). The table, for simplicity, omits these calculations, 

but the greater smoothness of graphs C and D, as compared with 

A and B, reflects the removal of the disturbance due to varying lengths 

of time in the field. 

The downward trend of all four graphs is apparent at a glance. 

A median line, drawn by averaging coordinates in groups of three, 

has been added to Graph A in order to show its general trend, as 

distinguished from its temporary fluctuations. A downward trend is 

apparent in all the graphs except B, and is clear in this case when 

figures have been reduced to kill per full day on Graph D. The chart, 

therefore, indicates a progressive decrease in the abundance of jack- 
snipe in Dane County. Can this apparent local decrease be accepted 

as actual? If so, does it reflect a general decrease? 

A downward trend in birds killed might reflect poorer shooting 

rather than fewer birds. That there was no significant deterioration in 

my own shooting is indicated by data in my journal on shells per bird 

in bag up to 1926. As for Schorger’s shooting, my impression is that 

it has improved rather than deteriorated. Both of us have used the 

same guns and I used the same dog throughout the period covered. 

Even if there were no data on marksmanship, however, the downward 

trend of birds seen would still indicate a decrease. Moreover, the 

graphs make no allowance for increasing skill in where and how to 

seek birds. At the time our records begin I was new to the region, 

and Schorger had never hunted snipe systematically. That we have 

both learned something about their local habits is shown later on. In 

my judgment, even a horizontal trend in the various graphs would be 

reason for suspecting a decrease. 
Another explanation of the downward trend of all graphs might 

be that local shortages in food and water caused the migrating birds 

to pass over or around this locality. In so far as known, jacksnipe 

food is a function of water. The water in the remaining snipe marshes 
of Dane County is comparatively stable, because the marshes either 

lie at the level of artificially stabilized lakes, or are spring-fed. or 

both. Late summer and fall rainfall makes some difference, even in 

spring-fed or lake-level marshes, but not nearly so much as in marshes 

fed entirely by river overflow or by rain. Rainfall figures for August
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JACKSNIPE SEEN & KILLED 
A.W.SCHORGER & ALDO LEOPOLD 
DANE CO. WISCONSIN 1919-1929 
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Ficure 16. Graph showing diminution in number of Jacksnipes seen or 
killed from year to year during these studies.
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to October of each year are entered at the bottom of the chart. I do 

not recall any year in which there was either a great shortage or a 
great surplus of snipe-water throughout an entire shooting season. 

Insufficient grazing might have reduced the attractiveness of our 

local snipe grounds, and thus account for an apparent decrease in 

birds seen and killed. It is not likely to have affected these figures, 

however, because Dane County is in the heart of the Wisconsin dairy 

belt, in which both the number of cattle and the allocation of areas 

used as pasture are quite constant from year to year. Snipe ground 

must ordinarily be grazed in order to be good, apparently because un- 

grazed ground does not offer enough exposed mud. The muddy or 

boggy shorelines of receding ponds are used when available, especially 

early in the season, regardless of whether grazed or no, but this ex- 

ception merely proves the rule.. Late November birds often resort to 

floating bogs covered with heavy ungrazed vegetation, but this is dur- 

ing cold weather. Apparently under such conditions the shelter-value 

of the vegetation offsets its obstruction of free access to the mud. 
Moreover, these floating bogs are then often the only ground left un- 
frozen. (These are all things Schorger and I have learned during the 

period covered by the graphs.. If the supply of birds had remained 

constant, this added knowledge should have produced a rising trend 
both in snipe seen and snipe killed). 

Drainage might be another source of error. It is estimated that 

the available ground in Dane County has been shrinking at the rate 

of perhaps ten per cent per year by reason of new ditches. At this 

writing there are practically no large snipe grounds left except at 

lake-levels, where drainage can be effected only by pumping, and hence 

is seldom attempted. Numerous small upland potholes and spring- 
heads, however, still remain undrained. Ditched ground is usually 

worthless, even when wet by rains, and is avoided in hunting. Hence 

the only way for drainage to mave invalidated these figures is by 

switching the migration route. I cannot appraise the probability of 
such a change, except to say that since there is still enough ground to 

hunt on, there would appear to be still enough to detain a normal 

density of migrating birds. 

The actuality of the seeming decline in snipe is corroborated by 

the reports of local ornithologists on the spring migration, at which 

season the birds are not dependent on undrained marshes. For sev- 

eral years past the local bird-men, who each spring scour much country 

in search of other birds while the hunters are not afield, have been 

reporting a scarcity of snipe.
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Jacksnipr SEEN AND KILLED 

A. W. Schorger and Aldo Leopold, Dane County, Wisconsin, 1919-1929. 

1919 1923 
Schorger Schorger Leopold 

Date Seen Killed Date Seen Killed = Seen Killed 
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*The symbol x means no hunting done.
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1925 1927 
Schorger Leopold Schorger Teopold 
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9-26 certo 4 x B80 BRT ee I x 
oes 2a eo reer 
LQELO paseeee et DS wy. eae 640 GUO 003 eee 1G ke 1S 6 
LOSES eee een. 0 50 V4 9:04) eevee 80 5 

MO feces Og asl tN sereesseeeeceneee G it 

LOS Se Oe i at 
1022 eee BOP Fe 2 ier rqion temic 5 5 
T0240) 2 25, 8 fae: Bey ante aa 

10:25; se Seco 2 0 10 1 5 _ 166 15 190 QT 
10 oie ee eee 1 50 9 een per Trip. 21 63 
fice leon 5 25 10 Killed per Hunt We, en 

Loic ele ae ee 1928 
— — —_— as) 9:22 ek  ? x 1 Aj 
77 16 315 9D 928 cercreontne 1S x 

Seen per Trip.. 8 29 Oe tes eS 
a LOA 50 9 

Killed per Hunt 2 8 10:6: ee oe i) 

VO 1S) Sates! 80 5 
L226 10 aie cee! 40. 6 

8:28 2S x 1020 eee 1D 5 
8:20 gat eg: x NOD Titans 2 
OO ed 4 x USL peronsee seer ak 1 

Oe eae sO, 1 ore pe ao ae 
102 23 122 21 

9-25 eerseerernceene 7 1 20 7 Seen per Trip.. 15 24 
O26 Baseman or 20) x 12 3 Killed per Hunt 6 4 

: 10-25 Soe eS 4 1929 

10234 eee ess 3 9 : Oude sao ee ag. sag 
Se es 3 La AD LO tee 80) 7 
SO eee een 20 O02 se ee 0) 6 

10-6 Bee 20) 6 LO s4 te 00. 15 
. LO: Oost etn ioe 20 i. 109 nn De os 
* a es ot & MOTD ete sate 40 4 

NOS Ree 4 TO beeen ae Op) 6 
NOMG ate eae i iv Ve OO eso NBO: ll 

Ofer 30) 5 ee 30. 6 10-20 WE x 
: F Selle Agta 

NQ23 set ee tees 100 1 11.9 6 = 

Hes ae, 0k ae ae 
118, 22" 955 43 ie 60 160 11 

Seen per Trip.. 11 24 Seen per Trip.. 15 30 
Killed per Hunt 3 .4 — Killed per Hunt i 5
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All of the foregoing evidence pertains to Dane County and its 
immediate environs. In order to get a rough check on conditions else- 
where in the state, twelve selected jacksnipe hunters, all from different 
counties, were asked for their opinion on recent trends. Of these, five 
reported no perceptible change in recent years, six reported a decline, 
and one reported that recent flights have been more sporadic than 
formerly. 

Taking everything together it is my conclusion: (1) that the jack- 
snipe in the region of Dane County, Wisconsin, has decreased perhaps 
fifty per cent since 1924; (2) that this may be due to their passing 
over or around us, or to a temporary abundance cycle. or to an actual 
decrease in the available supply; (3) that the only reason for doubt- 
ing an actual decrease in the available supply would be positive evi- 
dence that they have increased or held their own in the rest of the 
Mississippi Valley. 

If there is any such evidence of increase, I have not seen or heard 
of it. Such slight evidence as I have for the remainder of Wisconsin 
indicates that the decrease here indicated for Dane County has been 
statewide, 

The possible causes of the decrease are a matter of conjecture. 
One likely cause is the shrinkage in southern breeding ranges, which 
were possibly the most productive. Bogardus! says that jacksnipe 
formerly bred as far south as the Calumet River and the great Winne- 
bago swamp in Illinois, whereas Schorger® is in doubt whether they 
still breed in Dane County. The twelve snipe hunters whom I ques- 
tioned concerning the status of jacksnipe elsewhere in Wisconsin re- 
ported their breeding in Sheboygan, Winnebago, Rusk, and Sawyer 
Counties. The most southerly of these is Sheboygan. From this, their 
present known southerly limit, to the Calumet River in Illinois, their 
probable southerly limit in 1874, is 120 miles. 

The only really comprehensive check against the further shrink- 
age of marshes would be to accord undrained marshes a special tax 
status in view of their public service to migratory birds, just as un- 
grazed farm woodlois and managed forests are beginning to be ac- 
corded a special tax status in view of their public value to watersheds 
and timber supply. 

Overshooting of jacksnipe doubtless occurs, but not so far in 
southern Wisconsin. The majority of hunters pay no attention to 
them as yet, but the number who do so is rapidly increasing. 

As nearly as I am aware, the diseases, parasites, and predatory 
enemies of the jacksnipe are unknown, and their food nearly so. An
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adequate life-history study would seem to be one of the obvious first 
moves toward a conservation program. 

Note: Since preparing this manuscript I obtained from Mr. D. 
H. Haines of Ann Arbor, Michigan, through the kind offices of his 

shooting companion, Prof. Kenneth McMurray of the University of 
Michigan, a digest of the former’s Shooting Journal by days. This is 

summarized by years as follows: 

Jacksnipr KinLep IN MIcHiGAN 
By Donarp H. Hatnes 

Year Place No. Killed No. Hunts 
1018 “Kalamazoo -2.2.22. ee 08 ay 
VOlO} Kalamazoo. i ee eae Ay, 26 

: 1920 (Absent from State) 
POD TSA TRS Arbor. steele ee, ae 
1990 Ann Arbors ee es 13 
1023 Swann Arbor 2.0012) 22 ee ea 14 
192d Ann Athor 222 eee ee oll 20, 
) OOS S TArin® Arbor ies ee Bile ee lG 15 
1O2Gs Ann Athore 2 oe eee 10 
NOD Taw Ann Arbor oa ee OO) als 
1028" Ann Atbor 2.222.255 2 ee LO 18 
TODOS Atma ATO 22h e ct tte eee OO) 18 

Total estat cee Pa seta 37d ee eee O Kl 180 
Average. hoe tee a i ee ee 16 

Mr. Haines’ bag of snipe was obtained in conjunction with and 

sometimes incidental to a good deal of marsh duck hunting, hence his 
figures are not so direct an index to abundance as Schorger’s or my 

own. For this reason they were not added to the graph. Nevertheless 
he assures me that whenever snipe were present in any numbers he 
usually hunted them. With respect to frequency, length, and regular- 

ity of hunts, his practice resembles Schorger’s and mine. 
: Mr. Haines’ Ann Arbor bag was above average in 1924 and 1929. 

(The exceptionally high 1929 figure was coincident with leasing some 

favorable marsh and hunting it oftener than usual). Our graphs show 

high in 1922 and 1924, and indicate an improvement in 1929. 
Mr. Haines’ bag was low in 1922, 1925, 1926, and 1927. Our 

graphs show low in 1920, 1923, 1925, 1926, possible 1927, and 1928. 

The comparison is contradictory in only one year, 1922, and 

shows enough correspondence to suggest that Michigan and Wisconsin 

may both feel the same fluctuations in abundance. 

Game SuRVEY, 

Mapison. Wis. ;
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° the National Forests 
By A.po Lropoip 

| >" HE administration of the National Forests of natural enemies to human hunters. It is not a new idea, In 
7 \ America has for its real purpose the per- various empirical forms it has been practiced in Europe since 

i petuation of life—human, plant and animal the Middle Ages, and in Asia since the days of Genghis Khan. 
life. Of first importance is human life, and The biological equation responsible for its success was prob- 
so closely related is this to tree and plant ably not understood, but this did not worry the Great Khan 
life, so vital are the influences of the forest, as long as his hunting was good. 

that their problems have been fashioned into the major prob- It should, however, worry us. Environmental control, 
lems of forest management and administration. like every other really potent idea, is a two-edged sword. It 

Of next importance—and ever increasing—is the problem _ is the only possible way of keeping alive the sport of hunting 
of animal and bird life. Driven from their once great range in the face of unregulated human population growth. ‘This 
by civilization the wild life that was at one time America’s is one edge of the sword. The other is that overcontrol is 
most picturesque heritage has found refuge in the National open to many abuses. A case in point is the bitterness which 
Forests. Under protection their numbers have multiplied, European nature-lovers feel toward the excessive and indis- 
and with it has come a new responsibility and a greater prob- _ criminate predator control practiced on private hunting pre- 
lem for the administrators of the National Forests. The serves. This should be a lesson to managers of both private 
wild life census of 1928 indicated there were nearly one and public hunting grounds in this country. Moreover, ex- 
million game animals within the boundaries of the National cessive manipulation of environment tends to artificialize 
Forests—748,000 deer, 78,000 elk, 56,000 bear, 20,000 sport, and thus destroy the very recreational values which the 
mountain goat, 14,000 mountain sheep, 9,000 moose, and conservation movement seeks to retain. 
lesser numbers of antelope, caribou and other animals. By and large, these abuses, as far as America is concerned, 

The National Forests were placed under management in are in and of the future. For the present, controls are not 
1905. Up to that time the game-conservation movement practiced at all except as the incidental result of other activi- 
had given birth to two major ideas. The first was the reser- ties. The question to be here discussed is: How do they, and 
vation or park idea—withdrawing samples of game range _ the other basic mechanisms of game management, bear on the 
from economic development with a view to the perpetuation future of game on the National Forests? 
of threatened species. This has since grown to include the It should first of all be observed that while the old ideas of 
refuge idea, The second was the idea of limiting the annual _ reservation and limitation can be put into effect through legis- 
kill on hunting grounds to the annual increment or “natural _ lative enactments, the idea of controlled environments has 
increase” of the game thereon. ‘This idea of limitation of _ little or nothing to do with law. Laws cannot restore life to 
kill was really contemporaneous with National Forests, and the overgrazed forage plants of the Kaibab National Forest, 
part of its development may be credited to the foresters who in Arizona. It is these dead mahogany bushes, and not the 
had them in charge. In the interim, however, one additional edicts of legislatures or conservation societies, which will 
major idea has emerged. ‘his idea is corollary to the idea shortly limit the deer population of the Kaibab, and this limit 
of limiting the kill to the annual increase. It asserts that will hold for several decades to come. 
the annual increment of any given game population may be The overgrazing of the Kaibab, though foreseen years ago 
increased at will by manipulating its environment. Such in- by experts, at this time represents the restoration of something 
crease is limited only by the carrying capacity of the range, gone. A much better example of the need for environmental 
or, more rarely, by the unimpeded increase rate or “breeding control is to be found on the Gila and Datil National Forests, 
potential”’ of the species. in New Mexico, where the deer-carrying capacity is now in 

For instance, a herd of twenty deer may now be holding process of being badly reduced by deer and cattle grazing, not 
its own under a kill of one buck a year. Under the “limita- through the destruction of the forage as a whole, but by the 
tion of kill” idea, the killing of only one would be allowed. elimination of two particular forage plants, live oak and 
But under the idea of “environmental control” some factor mountain mahogany. The same grazing has let in a vast 
such as food, cover, predators, disease, or parasites would be amount of coniferous reproduction, which will make splendid 
manipulated so as to allow of killing two or more bucks. additional deer coverts. Forest Service protection has re- 
However, no manipulation of factors can make it safe to stored the grass to a large part of this range, but not the 
exceed, or even approach, the breeding potential, which for browse. The net result a decade hence will be an un- 
twenty deer is about five bucks. balanced range, offering deer—and to a lesser extent, cattle— 

Environmental control, in its essence, and as applied to an excess of coverts coupled with a deficiency of winter feed. 
hunting grounds, is in effect the shifting of mortality from Here is a threatening situation so complex that even trained 

12a
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foresters may fail to see it. Successful restoration of grass allowed to progressively deteriorate from overcrowding. 

and conifers may seem to them a sufficient accomplishment, One basic question affecting the future is whether the 

as indeed it would be on any ordinary forest. But this region state conservation departments will improve rapidly enough 

is so rough and inaccessible that its recreational value seems to merit continuance of their primary control over National 

to me to far exceed its timber-producing value. It isdebatable Forest game resources. There has been improvement, but it 
whether creating here a balanced environment for game should is spotty and slow, and sometimes offset by relapses. If 

not be a primary objective of National Forest administration. National Forest game alone were at stake, I would say the 
One already familiar aspect of environmental manipula- ¢Vidence better supports a negative than a positive answer. 

tion in the interest of game is the predator control work But the game resources outside the National Forests demand 

undertaken by the United States Biological Survey in co- # revolution in the quality of state leadership in any event. 

operation with the states. Of course the primary interest In conclusion, it may fairly be said that game management 
is livestock, but this does not change the biological effect. has made a fair start in the National Forests; that the status 

Much of the reported recent increase in National Forest Of game in the gross or quantitative sense is less discouraging 
game may safely be ascribed to this work. ‘The future, than in the country at large, and that game activities on the 

however, must bring a greater recognition of the needs of National Forest have spread a valuable leaven of ideas into 

game, as distinct from those of livestock. the surrounding territories. ‘The National Forests are the 

By and large, future predator control must be localized largest public shooting grounds operated by any nation. 
and discriminate, with game management as one of its pri- Neither their present nor their potential social value as such 

mary objectives. There should probably, in most localities, are as yet appreciated. Their management is beset by many 

be more control of small and perhaps less of large predators. perplexing difficulties, due to accelerating human population 

It is possible that the low net productivity of many deer pressure and to lack of knowledge. The first cannot as yet 

herds is due to the nonremoval of superannuated females be helped. ‘The second demands facts and yet more facts. 
coupled with high fawn-mortality. Continuation of such a The next most important need, in my opinion, is a more 

tendency might easily overgraze a range with but a small flexible conception of the relative importance of game and 

net production of killable bucks to show for it. timber production respectively. ‘The National Forests were 

Intelligent manipulation of game environments is impos- founded on the assumption of impending timber famine. 

sible without research. In only a few cases are the main Under this assumption nearly every acre of National Forest 

factors affecting National Forest game as yet known. This land, no matter how much or what quality of timber it 
is no reason for a do-nothing attitude, but it is a powerful would grow, has been dedicated to timber production, with 
reason for a radical expansion in the game research program. all other possible “crops” relegated to second place. 

The foregoing sketch tries to show the potentialities and The ensuing twenty-five years of social and economic 

dangers of environmental manipulation as a means of enhanc- Behtetion have not undermined the validity of the timber- 
ing the crop of game on the National Forests. It is possibly famine idea, but they have split it up into certain component 

not very convincing, but this is because research has yet to Parts which differ from each other, and they have added 

disclose what to manipulate. It is nevertheless true, because _¢€ttain new ideas unheard of in 1905. The present situation 

the inexorable laws of mathematics decree that environmental i" ™y mind sums up as follows: 

factors alone prevent the realization of the enormous breed- 1. Timber famine is more a matter of quality than quan- 

ing potential inherent in each species. The only question tity. It is the large, high-grade timber which will be scarce, 

is: What are they? Which ones can be beneficially con- and least likely to be produced on private lands. 
trolled? These questions research must answer. 2. Timber competition is as important as timber famine. 

The “reservation” idea has enjoyed a satisfactory growth, Wood must battle for markets against wood substitutes. 

and requires no lengthy comment. A far-flung system of 3. In this battle, a complete realignment of wood uses 

refuges is gradually being built up. These, to be sure, may take place. The ultimate place of wood in the national 

differ somewhat from the original idea of preserving a sample economy will be largely determined by the skill with which 

of threatened species. Refuges are a machine to feed breed- wood is grown, advertised, harvested, and used. 

ing stock to the adjoining range; reservations are a museum 4. No one can predict the outcome, but it is daily clearer 

where specimens are set away for safe keeping. that, in this battle, wood grown on rich, accessible land under 

The limitation-of-kill idea has not developed rapidly. intensive forestry will have a competitive advantage over 

Since its inception, a new need for it has come to light, that grown on poor, rough land. 

namely, the need of regulating the mob of hunters as well as 5. Meanwhile, the existence of a wilderness-recreation 

limiting the kill of game. “There are already many localities famine has emerged as an incontrovertible fact. 
in the National Forests where the hunters are thick enough 6. The logical deduction is to concentrate silviculture 
to destroy the recreational value of the hunting ground, operations on the richer and more accessible portions of the 
quite regardless of their effect on the game. This is true National Forests with emphasis on high-quality timber, and 
even on some of the “‘wilderness areas’ set aside for wilder- to dedicate the remaining portions primarily to recreational 
ness recreation. Unfortunately many hunters are too thick- functions. These functions include game management and 
skinned to be annoyed. Nevertheless it is unthinkable that various forms of recreation, all the way from wilderness 

the public-service value of the national property should be areas on the one hand to tourist areas on the other.
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G Policy i Nutshell 

By ALDO LEOPOLD | 

Chairman, American Game Policy Committee 

EVERAL centuries ago a group of trial will demonstrate that fact much who thinks that game conservation is | 

doctors got into an argument over more quickly than pounding the table. “progressing splendidly,” let him vote 

the question of whether or no the If it is good, the same is true. no. 

blood circulates. They banged the table The writing of this policy, and its A vote for this policy is also an admis- 
long and mightily, proving to each other hoped-for adoption, is hardly a beginning sion that sportsmen are not the only 
it must be so, and that it couldn’t be so. of what needs to be done. There re-. group concerned with game conservation. 
When they were nearly worn out, one of mains the much bigger job of organizing If there be anyone who thinks that we 
them had the brilliant idea of trying an and executing the local demonstrations can solve the game problem without go- 

experiment to find out whether it were which the policy advocates. This is ing into full and equal partnership with 
so or not, Thereupon the argument where the real skill and leadership will be the landowner and the protectionist, let 
ended, and the doctors had time to tend required. The kind of demonstration I him vote no. 
their patients. have reference to is illustrated by the one If there are any hidden meanings in 

* We conservationists are the = of now under way in Ingham County, Mich- the policy, they are not intended to be 

our game supply. We have San ee there, and the purpose of the discussions 
as to what needs to be done, and these is to bring them out into the daylight. 
ideas quite naturally conflict. We are in T wane vomtuane the aembersvae. che 

danger of pouncing the table about them, Committee for the hard and often tedi- 
instead of going out on the land and giv- = ous work which they have contributed 
ing them a trial. The ares really a Ps ae during the last two years, and for the 
thing which this game policy ae = fe complete absence of haggling over petty 
that we quit arguing over abstract ideas, 3 La detail which has characterized their ne- 
and instead go out and try them. ee gotiations. 

The idea of settling mooted questions ; sae (ig, 3 a 
; : Boe a See, eee There will, of course, be opposition to 

by experiment is often ridiculously sim- adhe e E cc : 
aden tes ee a the policy. This is as it should be. If 

ple as a matter of hindsight, but it is not Ne An h Beavers : h fal 
i ees a Tt a : the opposition can point out enough fal- 

so simple as a matter of foresight. he eagle ine = Boas 
i . d os ie acies and errors .to warrant rejection, 

seems like a waste of time, and a dan- cs is ( j 
; h epatel f= as well and good. I will only add this: that 

gerous example, to give the other fel- fis A : ‘ 
mae : to reject the policy without undertaking 

low’s ideas a trial when we know to be- i ae : i 
. . to formulate a better one will be akin 

gin with that they are wrong. Never- ee 
s 2 = . to suicide. 
theless there is really grave danger that 4] j ; 
Wee da ant anaher these -concessions, I have four reasons behind this state- 

nothing at all will be tried, and there gees 
will be no progress. e The game stock, for one thing, is los- 

Game conservation is at this moment ; \ ing by delay. We are still losing stock, 

in a particularly difficult stage of its de- . - : range, and even species. 

velopment. The set of ideas which served Alda. Yeopold Second, this drouth allowed grazing 
to string out the remnants of the virgin and fire to shrink our coverts on inten- 

game supply, and to which many of us | sively used land as much in one year as 
feel an intense personal loyalty, seem igan. It seeks to develop a system of in five ordinary years. Some mechanism 
to have reached the limit of their effec- game management executed by organized for reversing the continued loss of our 
tiveness. Something new must be done. farmers and supported by organized  yichest game ranges must get under way. 
Nearly all of us are agreed what it is, but sportsmen, and to see whether such a Third, the agricultural depression rep- 
there are differences of opinion about system can actually produce game by resents a priceless opportunity to plant 
who should do it, what methods should paying the farmer for labor and mate- the idea of game as a secondary farm 
be used, and who should pay for it, and rials rather than for shooting privileges. crop, wholly free from any foreseeable 

_ how. The differences of opinion are not We have argued this question for a dec- overproduction. 
| so numerous, however, as to render it at ade, but I dare say that the Michigan ex- Fourth, we sportsmen are on the car- 
jseeal impracticable to try all of them. This periment will convince more people what pet. Many other groups are watching us, 

game policy simply enumerates some of the answer is than another decade of de- some with interest, others with something 
these differences, and urges that they be bate. nearing exasperation. I am afraid the 
subjected to the test of experience. A vote for the adoption of this policy farmers, without whom we can do noth- 

The Committee which drafted the ten- is, in my opinion, a vote for the idea of ing, are among these. Our present po- 
tative document for discussion at the experimentation, rather than a vote for sition is a defensive one. Our critics are 

Seventeenth Annual Game Conference any one of the particular systems to be no more reasonable than we are, but they 
| included almost as many diverse opinions experimented with. It must be freely tend to have the public ear. Our whole 
- as any other group of sportsmen. I admitted, however, that a vote for this situation demands a positive program; 

@think that we taught each other a good policy is an admission that things are not _ an offensive strategy. Shouting outworn | 
deal about not to be unduly afraid of the as they should be, and that radical formulas only makes matters worse. We 
other fellow’s proposition. If it is bad, a changes are in order. If there be anyone need a game policy.
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PREFACE 

The American Game Policy in a Nutshell* 

Several centuries ago a group of doctors got into an argument over the question 
of whether or no the blood circulates. They banged the table long and mightily, 
proving to each other it must be so, and that it couldn’t be so. When they were nearly 
worn out, one of them had the brilliant idea of trying an experiment to find out whether 
it were so or not. Thereupon the argument ended, and the doctors had time to tend 
their patients. 

We conservationists are the doctors of our game supply. We have many ideas 
as to what needs to be done, and these ideas quite naturally conflict. We are in danger 
of pounding the table about them, instead of going out on the land and giving them 
a trial. The only really new thing which this game policy suggests is that we quit 
arguing over abstract ideas, and instead go out and try them. 

The idea of settling mooted questions by experiment is often ridiculously simple 
as a matter of hindsight, but it is not so simple as a matter of foresight. It seems 
like a waste of time, and a dangerous example, to give the other fellow’s ideas a trial 
when we know to begin with that they are wrong. Nevertheless there is really grave 
danger that if we do not make these concessions, nothing at all will be tried, and there 
will be no progress. 

Game conservation is at this moment in a particularly difficult stage of its develop- 
ment. The set of ideas which served to string out the remnants of the virgin game 
supply, and to which many of us feel an intense personal loyalty, seem to have reached 
the limit of their effectiveness. Something new must be done. Nearly all of us are 
agreed what it is, but there are differences of opinion about who should do it, what 
methods should be used, and who should pay for it, and how. The differences of opinion 
are not so numerous, however, as to render it at all impracticable to try all of them. 
This game policy simply enumerates some of these differences, and urges that they be 
subject to the test of experience. 

The Committee which drafted the tentative document for discussion at the Seven- 
teenth Annual Game Conference included almost as many diverse opinions as any 
other group of sportsmen. I think that we taught each other a good deal about not 
to be unduly afraid of the other fellow’s proposition. If it is bad, a trial will demon- 
sree that fact much more quickly than pounding the table. If it is good, the same 
is true. 

The writing of this policy, and its hoped-for adoption, is hardly a beginning of 
what needs to be done. There remains the much bigger job of organizing and executing 
the local demonstrations which the policy advocates. This is where the real skill and 
leadership will be required. The kind of demonstration I have reference to is illustrated 
by the one now under way in Ingham County, Michigan. It seeks to develop a system 
of game management executed by organized farmers and supported by organized sports- 
men, and to see whether such a system can actually produce game by paying the farmer 
for labor and materials rather than for shooting privileges. We have argued this 
question for a decade, but I dare say that the Michigan experiment will convince more 
people what the answer is than another decade of debate. 

A vote for the adoption of this policy is, in my opinion, a vote for the idea of 
experimentation, rather than a vote for any one of the particular systems to be experi- 
mented with. It must be freely admitted, however, that a vote for this policy is an 
admission that things are not as they should be, and that radical changes are in order. 
If there be anyone who thinks that game conservation is “progressing splendidly,” let 
him vote no. 

A vote for this policy is also an admission that sportsmen are not the only group 
concerned with game conservation. If there be anyone who thinks that we can solve 
the game problem without going into full and equal partnership with the landowner 
and the protectionist, let him vote no, 

If there are any hidden meanings in the policy, they are not intended to be there, 
and the purpose of the discussions is to bring them out into the daylight. 

*This address was delivered to the 17th American Game Conference at its opening 
session to explain the objectives of the American Game Policy Committee. 
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I want to thank the members of the Committee for the hard and often tedious 
work which they have contributed during the last two years, and for the complete 
absence of haggling over petty detail which has characterized their negotiations. 

There will, of course, be opposition to the policy. This is as it should be. If the 
opposition can point out enough fallacies and errors to warrant rejection, well and good. 
I will only add this: that to reject the policy without undertaking to formulate a better 
one will be akin to suicide. 

I have four reasons behind this statement. 

The game stock, for one thing, is losing by delay. We are still losing stock, 
range, and even species. 

Second, this drouth allowed grazing and fire to shrink our coverts on intensively 
used land as much in one year as in five ordinary years. Some mechanism for reversing 
the continued loss of our richest game ranges must get under way. 

Third, the agricultural depression represents a priceless opportunity to plant the 
se of game as a secondary farm crop, wholly free from any foreseeable overpro- 
uction. 

Fourth, we sportsmen are on the carpet. Many other groups are watching us, 
some with interest, others with something nearing exasperation. I am afraid the far- 
mers, without whom we can do nothing, are among these. Our present position is a 
defensive one. Our critics are no more reasonable than we are, but they tend to have 
the public ear. Our whole situation demands a positive program; an offensive strategy. 
Shouting outworn formulas only makes matters worse. We need a game policy. 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
Chairman, American Game Policy Committee. 

“THE PROTECTION AND PROPAGATION OF THE USEFUL 

WILD LIFE OF THE COUNTRY IS OF MUCH GREATER IM- 

PORTANCE THAN IS GENERALLY REALIZED AND DESERVES 

THE MOST CAREFUL ATTENTION. THE BIOLOGICAL FACTS 

SHOULD FIRST BE ASCERTAINED AND MEASURES PLANNED IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH THEM AND WITH THE EQUALLY IM- 

PORTANT FACTS OF HUMAN NATURE. SUCH MEASURES CAN 

PROVIDE A PROGRAM THAT WILL NOT ONLY BE OF GREAT 

ECONOMIC VALUE, BUT WILL ALSO PRESERVE THE GREAT 

HUMAN VALUES OF SPORTSMANSHIP AND THE OUTDOOR 

LIFE. 5 

I AM GLAD TO LEARN THAT THE SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL 

MEETING OF THE AMERICAN GAME CONFERENCE IS ABOUT 

TO CANVASS THIS PROBLEM ANEW, AND I WILL BE OBLIGED 

IF YOU WILL EXPRESS TO THOSE PRESENT MY CORDIAL 

GREETINGS AND BEST WISHES FOR A FRUITFUL DISCUSSION.” 

Message from President Hoover to Seventeenth Annual American 

Game Conference held December 1 and 2, 1930. 
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Report to the National Game Conference 
on 

AN AMERICAN GAME POLICY 

Introduction. 

_ Demand for hunting is outstripping supply. If hunting as a recreation is _to 
continue, game production must be increased. Where? How? By whom? For 
whom? These are the questions with which a game policy must deal. 

_ In the case of ordinary economic products, the free play of economic forces auto- 
matically adjusts supply to demand. 

Game production, however, is not so simple. Irreplaceable species may be 
destroyed before these forces become operative. Moreover, game is not a primary 
crop, but a secondary by-product of farm and forest lands, obtainable only when the 
farming and forestry cropping methods are suitably modified in favor of the game. 
Economic forces must act through these primary land uses, rather than directly. 

It is axiomatic that timber and farm crops must be bought and sold, otherwise 
they would not be produced at all. Is this also true of game? Some say yes, but the 
majority adhere to the deep-rooted American pioneer tradition that hunting is a free 
price: and insist that it can be kept so, in spite of the contrary pressure of economic 
law. 

The two opposing schools of thought have so far nullified each other, because the 
proponents of each have insisted that the two ideas cannot co-exist; that one must 
prevail to the exclusion of the other. 

_ _ This Committee contends that they can and should co-exist, each on its appropriate 
kind of land, and often in close proximity to each other. 

We submit that public hunting under the license system is workable for game 
species inhabiting cheap land which the public can afford to own (or lease) and operate, 
but that compensation to the landowner in some form or other is the only workable 
system for producing game on expensive private farm land. 

We submit that recognition of this principle, and a spirit of mutual cooperation 
in acting upon it, will bend the two hitherto opposing schools of thought to a new 
and common direction. 

We do not pretend to foresee or prescribe all of the detailed actions necessary 
to accomplish this. This report, however, segregates certain fundamental moves which 
have this new and common direction. We urge all factions to cooperate in executing 
them, and to let experience dictate succeeding steps. 

We believe, in short, that experiment, not doctrine or prophecy, is the key to an 

American Game Policy. 
Seven fundamental actions are recommended (Part A) for adoption by the 

American Game Conference as an American Game Policy. 
An appendix (Part B) presents in additional detail how the seven fundamental 

suggestions were arrived at by the Committee, and describes such ways and means as 

are known to it for carrying them out. These particular ways and means are not 
offered as final. Better ones may be developed by experimentation. 

The proposed policy offers no panacea. We urge frank recognition of the fact 
that there is no panacea; that game conservation faces a crisis in many states; that 
it is only a question of time before it does so in all states; that the present order is 

radically unsatisfactory; and that mild modifications of it will not do. We are con- 

vinced that only bold action, guided by as much wisdom as we can muster from time 

to time, can restore America’s game resources. Timidity, optimism, or unbending 

insistence on old grooves of thought and action will surely either destroy the remaining 

resources, or force the adoption of policies which will limit their use to a few. 

COMMITTEE ON GAME POLICY 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 

S. F. Rathbun I. Zellerbach P. S. Lovejoy 
Wm. J. Tucker Seth E. Gordon Paul G. Redington 
John C. Phillips George A. Lawyer H. C. Bryant 
J. W. Titcomb John B. Burnham A. Willis Robertson 

R. Fred Pettit 
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(A) AMERICAN GAME POLICY 

Need of Game Management 

Game can be safely hunted only when the stock on each parcel of land 

is protected against overkilling and provided with cover, food, and some 
protection from natural enemies. These provisions constitute game 

management. 

The present system of restrictive legislation cannot prevent over- 
killing without prohibition of all shooting and never provides cover or 
food, except by accident. Continual restocking of range not provided with 

protection, cover, and food is no remedy. Hence in the long run the 

present system holds out no hope of conserving game, unless it is 
supplemented by game management on a large scale. 

Inducements for Landowners 

Only the landholder can practice management efficiently, because he 

is the only person who resides on the land and has complete authority 
over it. All others are absentees. Absentees can provide the essentials; 
protection, cover, and food, but only with the landholder’s cooperation, 

and at a higher cost. 
With rare exceptions, the landholder is not yet practicing manage- 

ment. There are three ways to induce him to do so: 

1. Buy him out, and become the landowner. 
2. Compensate him directly or indirectly for producing 

a game crop and for the privilege of harvesting it. 

8. Cede him the title to the game, so that he will own 

it and can buy and sell it just as he owns, buys, 

and sells his poultry. 

The first way is feasible on cheap lands, but prohibitive elsewhere. 
The second is feasible anywhere. 
The third way is the English system, and incompatible with American 

tradition and thought. It is not considered in this report. 

There Are No Other Alternatives 

Even if the system still prevalent in most states were effective in 

producing a game crop, it is increasingly ineffective in maintaing free 

public hunting on farms, because as hunters increase, trespass becomes a 
nuisance, and posting follows. Closed seasons, posting, or both, are the 

inevitable result on farm lands. 

The attempt to stave off posting by exchanging free public hunting 
for free public restocking is insufficient, because it gives the landowner 

no stake in the welfare of the game. The less the game thrives, the less 
will be the trespass nuisance he has to endure. Moreover, it is applicable 
only to species which can be restocked by artificial propagation or by buy- 
ing the excess wild stock of other states or countries. The end of purchas- 

able wild stock is in sight. 
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Moreover public restocking of private lands is prohibitive in cost. 
One license will usually plant just about one bird. 

Kinds of Land and Classes of Game 

Game land is of two kinds: (A) that which is cheap enough for the 

public to buy and manage, and (B) that which is too expensive for the 
public to buy in quantity, and which therefore must be managed by the 
present owners, or not at all. 

Game is of four classes: 
I. Farm game, which inhabits Class B land. It thrives best on farms 

with suitable cover. 
II. Forest and range game, which inhabits Class A lands. It 

thrives best on land partially farmed. 
Ill. Wilderness game, which inhabits very cheap Class A land. It 

is excluded by farming, or other economic uses. 
IV. Migratory game which inhabits both classes of land. It thrives 

on farms if marshlands are left undrained. 

Need of Facts, Skill and Funds 

Cover, food, and protection (i. e. management) do not increase game 
unless they are of the right kind. Game management may be unduly 

expensive unless skillfully dovetailed with the management of the primary 
crop. 

To select the right kind of management and to apply it skillfully re- 
quires biological facts and men who can advise the landowner how to apply 

them. The facts must be discovered and the men trained. In short, game 
management must be recognized as a distinct profession and developed 
accordingly. 

All these actions will require large additional funds, both public and 

private. 

Need of Cooperation 

The public, not the sportsman, owns the game. 

The public is (and the sportsman ought to be) just as much interested 
in conserving non-game species, forests, fish, and other wild life as in 
conserving game. 

In the long run lop-sided programs dealing with game only, song- 
birds only, forests only, or fish only, will fail because they cost too much, 
use up too much energy in friction, and lack sufficient volume of support. 

No game program can command the good-will or funds necessary to 

success, without harmonious cooperation between sportsmen and other 
conservationists. 

To this end sportsmen must recognize conservation as one integral 
whole, of which game restoration is only a part. In predator-control and 
other activities where game management conflicts in part with other wild 
life, sportsmen must join with nature-lovers in seeking and accepting the 
findings of impartial research. 
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HABITAT CLASSIFICATION OF AMERICAN GAME SPECIES 
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Program 

How can all the foregoing characteristics of the land, the game, the 
landowner, the sportsman, and the public be knit together into a feasible 

and effective program of game restoration? 

A detailed program cannot be predicted far in advance. The Com- 

mittee is convinced, however, that any program must begin with seven 

basic moves or actions. If these are adequately started, experience may 

be trusted to guide the more distant future. 

The seven basic actions now needed are: 

1. Extend public ownership and management of game lands just as 

far and as fast as land prices and available funds permit. Such exten- 

sions must often be for forestry, watershed, and recreation, as well as for 

game purposes. 

2. Recognize the landowner as the custodian of public game on all 

other land, protect him from the irresponsible shooter, and compensate 

him for putting his land in productive condition. Compensate him either 

publicly or privately, with either cash, service, or protection, for the use 

of his land and for his labor, on condition that he preserves the game seed 

and otherwise safeguards the public interest. In short, make game manage- 

ment a partnership enterprise to which the landholder, the sportsman, 

and the public each contribute appropriate services, and from which each 

derive appropriate rewards. 

3. Experiment to determine in each state the merits and demerits of 

various ways of bringing the three parties into productive relationship with 

each other. Encourage the adoption of all ways which promise to result 

in game management. Let the alternative ways compete for the use of the 

land, subjecting them to public regulation if this becomes necessary. 

4. Train men for skillful game administration, management, and 
fact-finding. Make game a profession like forestry, agriculture, and other 

forms of applied biology. 

5. Find facts on what to do on the land to make game abundant. 

6. Recognize the non-shooting protectionist and the scientist as shar- 
ing with sportsmen and landowners the responsibility for conservation of 

wild life as a whole. Insist on a joint conservation program, jointly 
formulated and jointly financed. ‘ i 

7. Provide funds. Insist on public funds from general taxation for 
all betterments serving wild life as a whole. Let the sportsmen pay for all 
betterments serving game alone. Seek private funds to help carry the 

cost of education and research. 

It is imperative that these seven basic actions be no further delayed 
by debates among sportsmen as to which of the alternative forms of 

relationship with landowners should be adopted to the exclusion of the 
others, or by futile attempts to manage game without the landowner’s 
cooperation, or to hunt it without his consent. 

Relations with landowners must of course be adapted to local customs 
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and conditions before they can be put into local operation. This is the task 
of local agencies, and it is a bigger and more important task than writing 

this policy. 
The following appendix contains definitions, classifications, and 

descriptions of recent developments which may facilitate the working out 
of local experiments in game management. 
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(B) APPENDIX 

An Analysis of the American Game Policy 

I. Definitions ' 

Game Management is the art of growing game crops for recreational use. 

Game Administration is the public function of fostering and regulating 
the practice of game management. It is the execution of a game policy. 

This committee seeks to define an American system of game manage- 

ment and administration. While it deals with game only, the actions 

necessary to produce and administer a crop of game are in large part those 

which will also conserve other valuable forms of wild life. 
Mechanism of Management. The wild game crop is the resultant of: 

(1) The breeding habits of the species. 

(2) The environment in which it lives. 

Breeding habits are biologically fixed and cannot be changed. While 

they differ as between species, all species breed at a rate which would 
soon over-populate any favorable environment, were it not for natural or 

artificial checks. 

Hence if there is any breeding stock at all, the one and only thing 
we can do to raise a crop of wild game is to make the environment more 

favorable. This holds true for all classes of game at all times and places. 

Game management is the control of food, cover, hunting, predators, 
disease, and parasites as a means of making environments more favorable 

and thus producing more adequate wild game crops. 

It also includes the artificial propagation of game in captivity. 
Restrictive Legislation is Not Management. Control of hunting is already 

well developed, in so far as the public, through legislation on seasons and 
bag limits, can do it. Control of the other factors, however, is not de- 

veloped at all, neither is there any control of the total annual kill from each 
unit of land. Daily bag limits obviously do not limit the total amount of 
the kill to the capacity of the land. 

Our present attempt to restore game by the control of hunting seasons 

and bag limits alone has failed, except where the other environmental fac- 
tors have accidentally remained favorable. ‘ 

The present problem centers on how to provide favorable environ- 
ments for each of the four classes of game; and to restrict the kill to the 
productive capacity of the land. 

II. Classes of Game and Land in Relation to Management 
Classification of Species. American game is of four classes. Each class 

differs from the others in its characteristics, and hence in its requirements. 
These differences are fixed and largely delimit any possible program of 
action. 

Class I. Farm Game: Non-migratory species which can be grown on 
farms, and therefore suitable for production as a by-product of 
farming. 
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Class IJ. Forest and Range Game: Non-migratory species compatible 

with forestry or livestock-growing, and therefore suitable for produc- 

tion as a by-product of managed forests and ranges. 

Class III. Wilderness Game: Species harmful to or harmed by economic 

land uses, and therefore suitable for preservation only in special public 

game or forest reservations, or in wilderness areas in National Parks 

and Forests. 

Class IV. Migratory Game: Migratory species which, in the course of 

their seasonal movements, always leave the land on which they were 

raised. By virtue of this fact, private incentive and even state in- 

centive for the conservation of migratory game is weak or lacking. 

Migratory game can be raised on private lands, but requires special 

public regulation for its conservation and welfare. 

The accompanying table further defines these classes of game, the 

species composing each, and the characteristics of each species on which 

the classification is based. 

Classification of Lands: Land Values and Game Yields. The value of the 

land for crops other than game is greatest in Class I, less in Class II, and 

still less in Class III. 

The potential per acre yield of game seems to follow the same order. 

The ratio of the value of the potential game crop to the value of the 

other crops, however, probably follows the reverse order; i. e., it is greatest 

in Class III and least in Class I. 

This is why Class I and II game must usually be a by-product, rather 

than the primary crop of the land on which it grows. Class III may be 

a primary crop. 

Class IV occupies land of such widely divergent values that no general 

statement can be made. The potential per acre yield is very high. 

Who Will Raise Game Crops? Most of the acts constituting management 

are of such a nature that they can be performed in conjunction with farm- 

ing or forestry, without separate expense. Moreover, they fall due at all 

seasons and all hours. This is why the landholder can practice manage- 

ment more efficiently than absentees. A few acts, such as replanting, can 

be practiced by absentees with nothing more than the landowner’s 

cooperation, but even these can never succeed against his wishes, or by 

his mere passive assent. 

Who raises game crops is therefore a question of who owns or can 

acquire the land. 

Farm land cannot be acquired in large blocks for game alone, because 

the ratio of game crop to land cost is too high. Thus $100 land raises 

about 25¢ worth of quail yearly, whereas $25 land (or even cheaper) will 

do as well. 
The initiative in farm game management therefore lies with the 

farmer. Others can encourage him by legislation, by fact-finding, and by 

paying for either the shooting privilege or the measures necessary to make 

the land produce shooting. 
Some forest and range land is cheap enough to be acquired for game 
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purposes by the public or by others. On the remainder, however, the initia- 
tive, as in farm game, lies with the owner, who is usually a lumberman 
or stockman. 

Wilderness game lands must in large measure be owned and managed 
by the public. Most wilderness areas are still in public ownership. The rest 
can be acquired cheaply. 

Migratory game uses everything from waters already public, to ex- 

pensive private farms. Its capacity for concentration, however, often 

makes public acquisition of even the most expensive farmlands feasible, 
while the lack of incentive for conservation, and the danger of drainage, 

makes the large-scale public acquisition necessary. 
In short, the farmer must take the initiative in raising Class I game, 

the public is solely responsible for Class III, while the initiative in Class 
II and IV must be partly public and partly private. 

Game, Land, and Population. It is estimated that 6 per cent of the popula- 

tion hunts in America, whereas 1 per cent of the population hunts in 

England. The number of licensed hunters in America is constantly 
increasing. 

Ill. Analysis of the Farm Game Problem 

Organizing Farmers and Sportsmen 

Needs of Farm Game. The management measures most needed for farm 
game are slight modifications of farm practice to provide cover and food 
control of those predators known to be injurious, and regulation of the kill. 

Voluntary regulation of total annual kill on each farm will tend ‘to be 

practiced as a matter of self-interest, once the farmer has been induced to 

invest land and effort in a deliberate attempt to produce a game crop. This ° 
voluntary regulation of kill will be particularly effective on farms, because 
the unit of ownership is small enough to allow of its thorough enforcement 
by the landowner himself. 

The farmer who hunts is now deterred from practicing game manage- 
ment because he is expected to share his game crop with the public, free 

of charge, and at the risk of damage to his other property. 
The farmer who does not hunt is now deterred by the same reasons, 

only he lacks even the reward of harvesting part of the crop himself. 
The obvious need is for some new relationship between sportsman 

and farmer, which carries with it the mutual respect and cooperation 

characteristic of any effective partnership enterprise. 

Farmer-Sportsman Relationships. Ways to Organize. Forms of Com- 

pensation. Sportsmen can establish working relations with farmers as: 
Private individuals (preserves). 

Closed groups (clubs). 

Public groups (associations). 

Collectively through governmental agencies (public shooting grounds). 

Farmers can establish working relations with sportsmen as: 

Individuals. 
Neighborhood groups or pools. 
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Compensation to landowners for the privilege of hunting may take the 
form of: 

Cash rental per acre (lease). 
Cash payment per head of game killed, toll system. 

Cash payment per man-day hunted, toll system. 

f Payment of part or all the taxes on the land. 
Service payment by hiring patrol to protect landowner’s property. 
Service payment by installing food, coverts, and refuges. 
Service payment by restocking game. 

Regulation vs. Inaction. Each possible combination of these alternatives 

has advantages and disadvantages. None is perfect. 
The committee contends that it is better to have several systems com- 

peting with each other, under state supervision, for a chance to practice 
management on the now idle farms, than to continue the futile attempt 

of the state to practice absentee management on farm land which it does 

not and cannot own, for the benefit of a huge group whose conduct it 
cannot control. 
Criteria of Sound Landowner Relationships. Tests rather than theory 
should be relied upon to determine what constitutes workable relationships. 

We suggest the following criteria for judging what is worth testing: 
1. The landowner’s compensation should be in proportion to his crop, 

so that he will have a personal incentive to improve the range and prevent 

overkilling of the seed stock. 
2. The landowner should determine the number, and if possible the 

names, of those allowed to hunt, so that responsibility for abuses can be 
fixed and the proposed total kill enforced. 

i 8. The operating unit should be large and centrally managed so that 
neither the sportsman nor the individual landowner will be burdened by 
the necessary routine of asking and giving permission to hunt. 

4, Each operating unit should be responsible to the state for the con- 
dition of protected and non-game species, for sensible predator control, 
for law observance, and for such other public interests as are involved. 
The state must retain the power to close the unit, or otherwise enforce 

care of the wild life which is its property. 
As a necessary foundation for any sound relationship, each state 

should have: 
1. Trespass laws making it illegal to hunt on enclosed, inhabited, 

or improved lands without the consent of the owner. (States should co- 
operate in the enforcement of such laws on groups of holdings which are 

practicing management under state supervision or license, and which are 

open to public hunting on reasonable terms). 
2. The states should make a more determined effort to eliminate irre- 

sponsible hunters through a system of examining license-applicants for 

fitness, and by denying renewals of license to law-breakers. 
Seed vs. Land and Care. Many sportsmen contend that the landowner 

should allow free public hunting in exchange for the seed stock which the 
public plants on his land. 
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This contention is sound when applied to fish because the seed grows 
in public water, and usually without further cultural care or cost. 

It is partially sound when applied to game which receives no care, 
does no damage, and requires no modifications of the landowner’s agricul- 

tural practices. 

As already pointed out, however, these conditions rarely obtain. Future 

management must rely more on modifying the condition of the land, and 

less on continual replanting. These modifications of the land contributed 

by the landowner outweigh the value of any seed contributed by the public. 
No one would claim ownership of an agricultural crop on the grounds of 
having furnished the seed. No one would expect any crop from merely 
planting seed. Seed is a small and sometimes negligible item in the total 

investment of land, labor, and materials necessary to raise any crop. 
Another defect in the exchange of shooting for seed is that it is 

applicable mainly to exotics like pheasants, and to this extent fails to solve 
the more important problem of native game. { 

For these reasons, the furnishing of seed alone is rarely a sound 
way of compensating landowners for the shooting privilege. 

Recent Developments in Farmer-Sportsman Relationships 

The Texas Shooting Preserve Statute (1924?) and Trespass Law 
(1929) are the most important practical experiments so far undertaken in 
paid shooting on farms. A state license is required to sell or lease shooting, 
renewable on condition that the licensee has enforced the laws and kept 
a record of the hunters and their kill. Furthermore, protection against 

trespassers is not extended to those who charge over 25¢ per acre for $4 
per man-day. The kill on these preserves has doubled without damage to 

the stock (American Game, June 1930). 

Another recent development is the Michigan “Shooting Preserve 
Statute” (Public Acts 249, 1929), which constitutes public recognition of 

a distinction between managed and unmanaged lands, with preferential 

privileges for the former. It authorizes regulated kill of pheasants, under 
a special long season, on licensed shooting preserves. To qualify for a 
license the owner or leasee must release twice the proposed kill under 
supervision of a warden. Renewal of license is contingent on satisfactory 
operation of the licensed area. 

The “Williamston Plan” for pooling farm shooting privileges and con- 
trolling trespass through group action is possibly the most significant re- 
cent development, because it represents the farmer’s own solution of the 
problem of trespass (and perhaps ultimately the problem of management). 
The farmers of Williamston township, Ingham County, Michigan, have 

pooled their shooting and issue tickets to each farmer-member represent- 

ing the number of (pheasant) hunters his land can carry simultaneously. 
A member can keep, give away, or sell his tickets as he pleases, but is 
responsible to his neighbors for seeing that no ticket falls into the hands 
of an irresponsible person. The Ingham County Chapter of the I. W. L. A. 

now proposes to finance food and cover improvements throughout Ingham 
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County, paying the individual farmer in cash for the food and cover 

agreed upon for his individual farm. A system of refuges will be laid out 
to conserve the seed stock. The city sportsmen will still be dependent 
upon receiving the courtesy of a ticket from some farmer friend, but when 
he gets a ticket there will (if the management is skillful) be something 

to hunt and a place to hunt it. (Michigan I. W. L. A. pamphlet “A Four- 

Point Game Program”). 

A farm pool nearly identical with the Williamston pool, but lacking 

the proposed management scheme, has been in effect in the Ahtanum 

Valley, Washington, since 1927. 

Connecticut Plan. The state of Connecticut pays farmers a flat rate 
(10¢ per acre) for public hunting rights on lands surrounding its game 
refuges. It restocks these lands annually (with pheasants) and polices 
them against abusive conduct or damage by hunters. It does not regulate 

the number of hunters or the total kill, or give the farmer whose lands 

produces a large crop of game any higher reward than one whose land 
produces a small crop. Nevertheless the statistics indicate a considerable 

productiveness (kill twice as large as the releases). Crowding is said to 

regulate itself. 
(The Committee doubts whether this plan would work where the 

farmer must be given an incentive to restore cover, or without heavy an- 
nual restocking. However, it represents a great advance over any and all 

schemes which leave the landowner out of account.) 

Pennsylvania Plan. The state of Pennsylvania leases its auxiliary 

(farm game) refuges from farmers at a nominal rate. The owners of the 
immediately surrounding land agree to allow public hunting (with permis- 
sion) in consideration of the service they receive from the state in the 

form of: (1) state patrol, (2) restocking, (3) laws regulating the conduct 

of hunters. The state does not regulate the number of hunters or the 

total kill, or give the farmer whose land produces a large crop any more 
service than one whose land produces a small crop. Nevertheless, the 

statistics, as is well known, show a large crop as compared with other states. 

They also show heavy annual restocking. 

(The Committee doubts whether this plan would work where the 

farmer must be given an incentive to restore cover, or without heavy 

annual restocking. 

These doubts should not be confused with the Pennsylvania system 
of publicly-owned refuges and shooting grounds for forest game, which are 
the model for our recommendations on that class of game.) 

IV. Analysis of the Forest and Range Game Problem 

How Different? There is an essential difference between forest game and 

farm game in the means available for getting management measures 

into practice. Forest and range lands are often sufficiently low in price 

to permit of public ownership. Public ownership often is necessary in 
any event to conserve timber, watershed, and recreational values. It 
already exists to some extent. 
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Another difference is that most forest and range lands are still used 
destructively, i. e. the primary “crop” is not yet a crop at all, but results 
from destructive exploitation of the remnants of a virgin resource. Crop- 
ping the game may help to bring about cropping the wood and grass. 

A major obstacle to the cropping (as distinguished from the exploita- 
tion) of forests is the lack of current revenue to pay taxes and fire pro- 
tection during the initial stages of forestry. Game responds to manage- 
ment much more quickly than forests. The game revenue, therefore, can 
help carry forestry enterprises, especially where quail, deer, turkey, or 
other non-cyclic species produce a dependable annual crop. 

Management of forest and range game boils down to getting: 

(a) Public acquisition of the greatest possible area of forest, 
watershed, and game lands, and the practice of game man- 
agement and public shooting on all of them. 

(b) Facts on how to modify silviculture and range management 

to produce a game crop, and how to make it help carry the 

primary crop. 

Recent Developments in Forest and Range Game. The McNary-Woodruff 
Act authorizes the extension of National Forests, but the actual appro- 
priations are as yet meagre in relation to the need. 

There are a few vigorous state, county, and municipal acquisition 
programs, but most states are doing little or no acquisition, in spite of the 
fact that reversions through tax delinquency present a splendid oppor- 
tunity to acquire large acreage at little or no expense. 

The McSweeney-McNary Act authorizes a research program for forest 
and range game, but actual appropriations so far suffice only for three 
out of several dozen needed investigations. 

State research on Class II game is thus far dormant in most states. 
There is as yet no action (as distinguished from plans) for the relief 

of overgrazing on the unreserved public domain — the largest and worst 
abused public game range on the continent. Sage hens, antelope, and other 
valuable species depend primarily on this area. 

V. Analysis of the Wilderness Game Problem 

Wilderness species, like other game, will stand hunting where the 
environment is ample and favorable. Their environment, however, has 
been increasingly unfavorable, for the reason that it has consisted largely 
of the accidental remnants of wilderness not yet appropriated for economic 
use. 

The salient point bearing on the future is the so-called “Wilderness 
Idea.” This postulates that wilderness remnants need not be accidental 
and temporary, but may be purposeful and permanent; that the recrea- 
tional value of the remaining wilderness is far greater than its economic 
value; that it should therefore be acquired by the federal government or 
by the states, and permanently dedicated to those special forms of outdoor 
recreation requiring a wilderness environment. 
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Such a dedication means primarily the exclusion of motor roads. 

A few wilderness areas have been officially established in National 

Forests and Parks, and these should be rapidly extended. There is an 

inevitable tendency for such wilderness areas to shrink, even after they 

are officially set aside. They can never expand, hence the system should 

be large and well-distributed, and should look to the future as well as the 

present need. 

The foregoing conditions, boiled down to a program, call for: 

(a) A vigorous expansion of life-history research on wilderness 

species under the McSweeney bill or otherwise. 

(b) Acquisition of winter range to balance the summer range. 

(c) Dedication of a more ample system of federal wilderness areas 

by both the Park Service and the Forest Service. 

(a) Acquisition of the best remaining wild private lands in each 

region not yet provided. The objective should be a publicly 

owned wilderness area within two days travel of each centre 

of population. 

(e) More intelligent support of the wilderness idea by those con- 

servationists who have a national, rather than local, point 

of view. (Local support means “booster” support. The 

booster spirit and the wilderness idea are incompatible and 

mutually exclusive propositions.) 

(£) Universal adoption of limitation of kill on wilderness species 

(i. e.) regulating the number as well as the season of 

removal. 

VI. Analysis of the Migratory Game Problem 

How Different? The problem of inducing conservative management 

of migratory birds differs from that of all other game in two fundamental 

(and counter-balancing) respects, both arising from a single outstanding 

biological characteristic: 

(a) The extreme mobility of migratory species diffuses the pen- 

alties of local abuse, and the rewards of local care, over the 

whole continent. 

(b) Their extreme mobility (combined with their tolerance of 

concentration) enables them, more than any other game, to 

benefit from refuges for breeding or resting. 

It is obvious strategy to overcome the great weakness (a) by the 

most vigorous possible action on (b). 

Major Needs. The first salient point of a management program igs 

(a) A Continental System of Refuges. 

The whole history of migratory game birds in this and other countries 

shows a surplus of effort to attract and hold more than the local share 

of the common crop, and a deficit of effort to enlarge that crop. The 

same motives of self-interest which make for local conservation of other 

game, make for local exploitation of migratory game. 
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The federal Migratory Bird Law and International Treaty were of 
course premised on this fact. Legislative enactments, however, do not 
repeal the laws of human nature, as is evidenced by the niggardly coopera- 
tion of most states in enforcing and extending those enactments. 

(b) Better State Cooperation in Migratory Bird Management. 

By cooperation is meant that the states should: (1) Assume their full 

share of law-enforcement; (2) Supplement federal refuges by a much larger 
system of state, county, and municipal refuges; (8) Assume the entire 

burden of establishing public shooting grounds around refuges and else- 
where; (4) License and regulate private clubs and commercial preserves 

to reduce abusive practices and induce (or if necessary, compel) them, 
where conditions allow, to install refuges, rest hours, and other progres- 
sive practices; (5) Reclaim or create marshlands on a large scale; (6) 
Help with fact-finding work; (7) Compile and publish an annual record of 
the total kill by species, and of the total kill on each preserve or club. 

The recent evidence that wheat farming is invading the best remain- 
ing breeding grounds on the Canadian prairies suggests the third salient 
point, namely: 

(c) More International Cooperation in Migratory Bird Management. 

The Canadian treaty recognizes, and to a certain extent fills, this need 
with respect to restrictive legislation. There is an even greater need, as 
yet unfilled, for international action in preserving and restoring and improy- 
ing habitats. Land purchases to prevent drainage of Canadian breeding 
grounds, and control of nesting mortality on them, are international better- 
ments deserving of international financing and support. 

The execution of all of the foregoing proposals must rest on a founda- 

tion of biological fact. Those facts are only in part available. Our knowl- 
edge of migratory birds is still largely rough preliminary knowledge of 
groups of species, rather than detailed knowledge of the status and require- 

ments of individual species. 

Diseases of unknown cause still take a large recurrent toll. Discovering 

their cause might readily reveal cheaper or surer control measures. 

Huge areas of second-class marshlands and waters are practically idle 

as breeding and resting grounds, and must be improved. How? Huge 
areas have been deteriorated by carp, and must be improved. How? All 
these unanswered questions call for: 

(d) More Fact-Finding. 

This should include not merely the life history of each species, but 

a quantitative evaluation of each factor determining its abundance, and 

possible means for controlling it. 

Fact-finding should include the evaluation of the toll taken by human as 

well as wild enemies. For instance, the toll by hunting (including both 

kill and cripples) is undoubtedly affected by the equipments and methods 
used by hunters. These equipments are continually growing in complexity 
and deadliness. There is a grave question whether some of them do not 
constitute competitive evils, i. e., they are adopted by sportsmen, not be- 
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cause they represent better sport, but because they represent the only 
means of competing with other hunters. 

In the past, the answer to questions of what equipments and methods 
are unduly destructive has been sought wholly from opinion unsupported 

by evidence. 

Some of such questions may possibly be answered in part by con- 
trolled experiments, and these are the legitimate province of fact-finding 
agencies. 

Status of Action on Migratory Game. At this moment there is a 

dangerous tendencey to assume that the newly passed Norbeck-Andreson 

Act is a solution of the migratory bird refuge and research problem. It 
is only a start, since it does not set up a program for state, county, muni- 
cipal, and private action. Federal action cannot do much more than set 
up at strategic points a few samples of what states, counties, municipalities, 

corporations, clubs, and private landowners should undertake throughout 
the continent. : 

The slow spread of refuges as a means of improving duck-club hold- 
ings is especially notable. If waterfowl clubs do not of their own volition 
set aside refuges in their own interest, the public interest clearly demands 
that they be put under state regulation and forced to do so, under pain of 

closure. 

VII. Controversial Issues 

This report refers frequently to the process of mutual nullification 
which follows the abstract debate of controversial theories, as distinguished 
from the process of mutual education which follows actual tests. 

Some sample controversial issues are given in the following captions 
together with a few indications of the approach which the Committee 
believes would result in a workable solution. 
The Predator-Control Issue. The word predator-control as here used 
does not include rodents or exotic species. 

There can be no reasonable objection to predator-control as such. 

Justifiable differences of opinion arise over the questions of where, when, 
what species, and how much control. 

Such differences will never wholly disappear, because differences in 
human interests and viewpoints will never disappear. It is clearly the 
trend of actual experience, however, that the grounds for difference shrink 
as new facts become available through our expanding knowledge of 
ecological relationships. 

It is futile to maintain that there should be no predator-control until 
these relationships are all determined by research, because complete under- 

standing will never be attained. It is believed, however, that mutual 

recognition of something like the following standards would make for 
greater harmony among conservationists, and sounder practice by public 
agencies and private owners: 

1. All policies, laws, rules of practice, advertisements, or other 

public pronouncements for or against predator-control should 
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differentiate between species (as distinguished from larger 
generic groups). 

2. No public agency should practice control in any region with- 
out establishing adequate fact-finding service in that region. 

38. No predatory species should be exterminated over large areas. 
4. Each public agency engaged in predator-control should seek 

periodic review of its policy and operations by some inde- 
pendent scientific body without administrative or financial in- 
terest in control work. 

5. Rare predatory species, or species of narrow distribution and 
exceptional biological interest or aesthetic value should not be 
subjected to control. Where such species occur on private 
land, or interfere with private enterprise, it is the duty of 
public agencies to recommend appropriations to either buy out 
such lands or interests, or to compensate the owners for 
damage. 

6. Use of poison, bounties, national advertising, organized 
competition, or other methods unlikely to discriminate between 
species or between varying local conditions should be resorted 
to only in emergency or under careful safeguards. 

7. Predator-control operations based on adequate local research, 
safeguarded as to method and degree of control, and other- 
wise evidencing a regard for sound biology and the public 
interest should be praised and held up as examples, not only 
by sportsmen but also by protectionists. 

The Excess Game Issue. Where the available range cannot be ex- 
panded there is nothing more harmful (short of extermination of a species) 
than to allow the indefinite continuance of overstocking, especially on arid 
lands. It is imperative that the non-scientific protectionist be made to 
realize that an overgrazed range may take longer to recover than a 
decimated herd of game; that excess population always ends in disease, 
starvation, or new enemies; and that prompt control is always more humane 
than delay. In every important case so far of record, control has lagged 
5 to 10 years behind discovery of overstocking, due primarily to senti- 
mental objections. 

“Protection” vs. Management. Underlying the foregoing issues is the 
fundamental question of whether game should be killed at all. 

If the cessation of legalized hunting offered a sure means of per- 
petuating all classes of game in abundance, it might be the part of wisdom 
to fall back on it as a last resort. The opportunity to see and study game 
is just as valuable as the opportunity to shoot it, and half a loaf is better 
than none. 

It is a biological and economic certainty, however, that farm game 
tends to disappear, even under complete protection, without deliberate 
and purposeful provision of cover and feed. 

It is also a biological and economic probability that migratory game 
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would tend to be seriously reduced, even under complete protection, with- 
out artificial offsets to the drainage of marshlands. 

It is furthermore probable that universal prohibition of hunting could 
not be enforced without large funds. 

Where are the funds for habitat-control and law enforcement to come 
from, if not from the privilege of harvesting the excess game crop? 
Native vs. Exotic Species. That native species should be given prefer- 
ence in management is a self-evident principle of game esthetics. 

It is an equally evident fact that there is an unreasoning human in- 
stinct to try exotics, often quite regardless of their probable success or 
their effects on native wild life. 

It is academic to discuss those opposing forces in the abstract. The 
real questions are: Where will exotics succeed? Where is it justifiable to 

resort to them? What policies should govern when they are found to 
interfere with native species? Our belief is that: 

1. Success with the species so far tried is much more limited 
than is generally supposed. Public funds should not be spent 
on large-scale plantings until experiments have indicated 
success. 

2. It is justifiable to resort to exotics only where the environ- 
mental changes necessary to restore native game are too ex- 

pensive, or where cyclic fluctuations make native game unde- 

pendable and unresponsive to management. 

3. Whenever material interference with native species is shown, 

native species should promptly receive the benefit of differ- 
ential seasons, of public areas kept free of exotics as far as 
possible, and all other advantages which management can 
devise for their benefit. 

VIII. Fact-Finding and Education 

Trained Men. The first requirement of any undertaking is leadership. 
Proposals of the kind herein listed will become reality, not so much by 
writing new policies, as by training new minds. 

The present man-power of the game conservation movement is almost 
wholly self-trained and accidental. The administrative man-power is 
usually without science, and the scientific man-power is usually without 

experience in management or administration. Moreover, the supply of 

man-power is short, as evidenced by the large number of men without 

either science or experience holding responsible administrative positions. 

Three kinds of training are required: (1) scientific training for re- 
search, (2) technical training for administration and private practice, 

(3) vocational training for field workers. 

Research Men. The quickest way to meet the dearth of trained 

scientific leaders is to take selected men who have already received 
thorough training in natural science, and offer them additional training 
in applying their science to specific game management problems. All of 
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the industries affected by the game supply have an opportunity to benefit 
themselves and also the public by financing fellowships for such training. 
This also offers a fundamentally sound way for wealthy private citizens 

to advance the game conservation movement. 

_ Administrators require the same training as research workers, but less 

of it, and with more emphasis on game policy, economics, and land manage- 
ment. Schools of game administration are thus far lacking. 

Field Workers. Vocational training to produce skillful game wardens 

and game keepers is just as necessary as scientific training to produce 
leaders. It should be equivalent to the “short courses” for the farmers 
already developed in many agricultural colleges, and to training camps for 
forest rangers. Such short courses serve not only to produce new men, 
but also to stimulate the development of field officers already in service. 

The financing and organization of training should be undertaken 
jointly by the state conservation departments and universities, with the 

technical guidance of the U. S. Biological Survey. 

Fact-Finding. National leadership in fact-finding is the natural func- 
tion of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, especially its Bureau of Bio- 
logical Survey. The immediate need is for the large-scale expansion of 

the Department’s game research appropriations. These should be used 

not so much to perform the fact-finding job for the whole country, but 
rather to help states and local agencies perform it. The anti-federal bias 

which accounts in part for the excessive difficulty of financing federal 
work on game in the past, might be dispelled if it were understood that 
such work is aimed to stimulate local activity, and does not constitute a 

mere extension of federal functions. 

In addition to formal research projects conducted by scientific workers, 

there is great need for the systematic collection of useful statistics and 
observations by state conservation departments and by individual sports- 
men, naturalists and hunting clubs. 
Public Education. The public now knows of only one way to conserve 

game: restrictive legislation. 

Three additional ideas must now be firmly planted in the public mind: 
(1) that the basic thing the public can do for Class I and II game is to 
compensate the landowner for raising it; (2) that the basic thing the 

public can do for Class III and IV game is to buy land and practice game 
management on it; (3) that for all classes of game the public must under- 

take fact-finding. 

Much machinery lies ready at hand for the execution of this educa- 

tional program. Some of it, such as the public schools and the press, is 
already being employed. The enormous and powerful machinery for agri- 
cultural extension has so far not been employed. This includes not only the 

agricultural high schools and the county agent system, but also the farm 
press. These agencies, being already geared up to the agricultural colleges, 
can effectively disseminate the facts discovered by the colleges through 

game research. 
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The sporting magazines and conservation associations are the natural 

agencies for undertaking the education of the sportsmen themselves. So 
far they have, with rare exceptions, tried to cater to existing ideas rather 
than to stimulate thought on new ones. Unpopular changes, such as break- 

ing down the fallacy of free-for-all shooting on private farm lands, are sel- 
dom or ever discussed. ‘ 

In urging a larger educational machinery, it is sometimes assumed 
that all its parts must preach identical and prearranged doctrine, and that 

central authority is necessary to formulate such doctrine, and to see that 

it is not departed from. Such a machine would be dangerous, un-American, 

and undesirable. The only reason for centralized educational machinery 
is to exchange experience and secure funds. Local agencies, such as 

universities, are competent to formulate their own policies, and these will 

be reasonably conformable to each other if each is brought into active con- 

tact with the others, and with the facts as they exist on the ground. 

IX. Organization and Finance. 

Reorganization of Conservation Departments. Policing was originally 

the sole function of game officials. While this function must continue, it 
is being rapidly overshadowed in importance by their new function as 

public leaders of a highly technical form of applied biology. Organiza- 
tion must change to fit this new function. 

The minimum requirements of a properly organized state conservation 
department are believed to be: 

(a) Sufficient freedom from political overturns and high enough 

salaries to compete for the services of the ablest executives 
and research experts. 

(b) Sufficient freedom from political influence to entrust the 
department with full power to lay down its own policies, and 
with full regulatory powers in matters of open and closed 
seasons, land buying, operation of landed properties, and 
other acts necessary to put those policies into effect. 

(ce) Sufficient stability to allow of following a given policy through 
at least a decade. 

(d) Close coordination between game, forestry, and agriculture 
in research, administrative, and educational work. 

No particular form of organization meets these requirements in and 
of itself. The attitude of the public, the governor, and the legislature 
counts for more than the form of organization. Nevertheless, given the 
right attitude, there is such a thing as a best form for a state conservation 
department. 

One form which may not be the best, but which seems to be working 

well is that long since adopted by industrial enterprises. It has two essen- 

tial parts: (1) a policy-making body; (2) a chief executive appointed by 

and responsible to it. 
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The policy-making body (called in industry the Board of Directors) 
is usually called the Commission. It is essential that its members serve 

without pay (so that job-hunters will not seek appointment) and that they 
be appointed by the governor for staggered or over-lapping terms (so 

as to avoid sudden reversals of policy). It is vital that they appoint their 
own chief executive officer. If this vital point is compromised, the whole 
idea breaks down. 

The chief executive officer should direct and be responsible to the 
Commission for all the work, including the selection of the personnel. He 
should, ideally, be a technical man with administrative ability, but in any 
case he should be inclined to use technical men to head up the various lines 
of technical work. 

Coordination of forestry, game, fish, and parks, and other related 
activities, is necessary. Some states get coordination by setting up two 
or more of these activities under a single commission, with a single chief 

executive officer, called Director of Conservation. 

It is idle to expect efficiency from any form of organized state leader- 

ship unless the salary scale is comparable to that of an industrial enter- 
prise of like magnitude. This is so far nowhere the case. Adequate salaries 

are often blocked by rigid Civil Service procedures, and by law standards 
of pay and performance existing in other state departments. Few 

governors receive what capable directors of conservation ought to get. 

The political rewards incidental to other state offices make it exceedingly 
difficult to get fair salaries for non-political game officials. 

All regulatory powers should be vested in the Commission. All execu- 
tive responsibility should lie with the executive. The most frequent cause 
of failure in the Commission-Director form of organization is for the 

Commission to let political interests dictate the selection of an incom- 
petent Director, and then attempt to offset his deficiencies by themselves 

meddling in executive detail. This is always fatal. 

The conservation department should look to the state university or 
agricultural college or scientific societies (including medical centers) to 
do its game research. These institutions are not yet contributing to the 

stock of usable facts about game, because they have seldom been asked 

to do so. 

The conservation department should look to the sportsmen’s organi- 
zations and other public bodies for criticism of its policies, legislative back- 
ing, and cooperation in public education. 

Finance. A dollar or two a year may have sufficed as the average 
sportsman’s contribution to the job of policing the remnants of the virgin 
game supply, but it is unthinkable that the present job of creating an 
entirely new mechanism of game production can be accomplished on such 
slender means. Game licenses must be pushed upward and additional 
revenues must be found. 

It goes without saying that in no case should the sportsmen tolerate 
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diversion of a single dollar of state game license funds for general state 
purposes. 

We believe that the public should help bear those costs which affect 
the public interest. Thus research work, purchases of marshlands, forest 
refuges, winter feeding stations, general law enforcement, and general 
educational work do not benefit shootable game alone nor sportsmen alone. 
They benefit wild life as a whole and the public as a whole. They are public 
betterments, and hence proper as general treasury liabilities. 

On the other hand sportsmen, through licenses or otherwise, should 
pay all the “sport betterments” which deal with something to shoot, such 
as game farms, game plantings, predator control, public shooting grounds, 
etc. 

Some new activities, such as regulation of clubs and preserves, can be 
made to carry their own cost by licensing them. Moreover, it seems fair 
that small fees, in addition to the usual hunting license, should ultimately 
be charged against those who use special public game lands, in order to 
help defray the costs of their acquisition and management. 

No license system, however, can carry the whole load laid out in this 
program. Federal and state treasuries most contribute to the “public 

betterments” aside of the game program, to make up for the great sums 

of game license income diverted to other work in the past in almost all 
states. ; 

Moreover private funds on a large scale, such as are obtained for public 
health and education, must carry much of the cost of fact-finding and 
training. 
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Reprinted from Journat or Forestry, 

Vol. XXIX, No. 1, January, 1931 

THE FORESTER’S ROLE IN GAME MANAGEMENT" 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey, Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute 

Game management is not receiving the active attention it deserves. Foresters are 
in a good position to aid the art of game management. They can evolve some 
mechanism for regulating the “kill”; control environment to enhance game; en- 
lighten governments, private organizations and individuals in game management 
needs and technique; and study game on the areas they are administering and 

write up their observations. 

N November of this year there was lar tract of land can be practiced only 

l submitted to the American Game by its owner or occupant. It consists 

Conference a game policy for the primarily of modifying the methods of 

United States. The purpose of this cultivating the primary crop, so as to 

paper is to sketch briefly the réle of for- procure a secondary crop of game. 
esters in the execution of that policy, or If this assumption is correct, the ques- 

of any policy based on a similar concep- tion of who shall practice game man- 

tion of the game problem. agement is immediately answered. Man- 
It will first be necessary to summar- agement of forest and migratory game 

ize its provisions. is a public function, to the extent that 
their respective habitats can be brought 

Came Porrcy Faorosey under public ownership. Management 
Game, when regarded as a land crop, of farm game, on the other hand, is a 

falls into three distinct classes, each Private” function. This results in two 

differing from the others in its charac. ™@JOF J obs: 
teristics, and hence in its requirements. 1. Acquisition of forest and migra- 

1. Farm game inhabits land too ex- ‘ory game lands. 
pensive for the public to own. It is 2. Extension of game management 
relatively immobile, and thrives on a_ methods to farmers. 

heavy interspersion of farm crops. The policy also deals with the prob- 
2. Forest game inhabits land cheap lem of how to compensate the farmer 

enough for the public to own. Itismore for his game crop, and how to organize 
mobile, and tolerates a partial inter- research and education so as to develop 
spersion of farm crops. a management technique, and a person- 

3. Migratory game inhabits all kinds nel competent to apply it. 
of land, and is exceedingly mobile. Ac BGIEOn On Cau Bata 

The policy starts with the assumption 
that game management on any particu- Before plunging into details, let us 

Presented at 30th annual meeting of the Society of American Foresters, Washington, D. C., 
December 29-31, 1930. 
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view the proposal to acquire large areas must be controlled to increase the in- 

of public game land with such philos- crement and hence the kill. 

ophical detachment as we can muster. Some of the national forests, and 

The proposal meets with little or no state forests and public shooting 

opposition, even from conservative grounds of Pennsylvania, meet the sec- 

thinkers. This is curious, because it is ond criterion, but none meet the first. 

really a very radical experiment in so- A few national forests, such as the Gila 

cial engineering. It is even more radi- in New Mexico, have evolved coépera- 

cal than the acquisition of public for- tive expedients whereby the hunters on 

ests, because wood is an economic ne- each unit of range are registered, 

cessity, whereas hunting must be frankly checked in and checked out, but the 

admitted to be a true “luxury,” in that total number of hunters allowed on any 

it is not needed for mere physical exis- unit territory is so far left entirely to 

tence, but rather only to round out “the ‘chance. 
good life.” Furthermore, as all forest- This brings us to the first major con- 

ers know, the movement to acquire tribution which foresters can make to 

public forests derives no small part of game management. They can evolve 

its impetus from the fact that those for- some mechanism for regulating the kill 

ests will augment “the good life,” in on public forests. As pointed out in a 

addition to producing wood. We need previous paper” they can also go a 

not linger further on these philosophi- great deal farther in controlling en- 

cal observations, except to venture the vironments to enhance the game as well 

conjecture that fifty years from now the as wood and grass crops. 

arumaton oF pune Ben fends ae EXTENSION OF GAME MANAGEMENT 
be recognized as a milestone in the evo- M 

fi ETHODS TO FARMERS 
lution of democratic government. 

While the idea of public game lands The assertion of the game policy that 

is acceptable in the abstract, its concrete game management on farms is a private 

execution will hardly get very far until function, rather than a public one, runs 

the public can be shown that it works. directly counter to the actual practice of 

The outstanding present need is for most states. To put the whole thing in a 

demonstrations. nutshell, the states are telling the farmer 

When one scans a map of the United that they will re-stock his farm if he 

States, it is apparent that only a very will refrain from posting it against the 

small fraction of the public forests (or public. This might be a good formula 

other land under public administra. if it worked, but its failure is increas- 

tion) is under deliberate and successful ingly notorious. Expensive farm lands, 

game management. under the “slick and clean” cropping 

Real game management has two es- methods advocated by our agricultural 

sentials, 1. the kill must be limited to colleges, are losing their woodlots and 

the increment, and 2. the environment  fencerows, and the cover on their drain- 

2“Environmental Controls for Game Through Silviculture,” Jour. of Forestry, March, 1930. 

“Game Management in the National Forests,” Amer. Forests & Forest Life, July, 1930.
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age channels, to such an extent that they interlocking machinery of the state agri- 

are no longer fit to be planted with cultural colleges, already maintains a 

game. Moreover, each license, which large field force in every state for the 

theoretically entitles the hunter to extension of ideas and technique to farm- 

shoot from a dozen to several hundred ers. This force is increasingly active in 

head of game, will actually purchase extending forestry, rodent-control, and 

only one head for re-stocking. Fur- predator-control. Is there any escape 

thermore artificial re-stocking empha- from the fundamental logic of asking it 

sizes exotic species, against which fact to extend to farmers the ideas and tech- 

the non-shooting bird lovers are in- niques of game management? 

creasingly inclined to protest. The A comparison between the numerical 

whole curious muddle reduces itself to strengths of field man-power now main- 

the basic fallacy that an absentee (the tained by various agencies is here in 

state) is trying to cultivate a game crop order. Wisconsin is probably a good 

for the farmer, instead of inducing him sample, because it rates as an important 

to cultivate it himself. state for farm, and also for forest, game, 

Who will undertake to correct this and fish resources. The field man-pow- 

fallacy? Obviously the primary obliga- er of its governmental agencies classifies 

tion rests on the state game departments. as follows: 
They must reverse their own conception Wi eriogiurd @eteneton 980 inen 

of their own job. They must be brought C. d fish 65 

to see that on farm lands their true func- eit SUC Mar aR TRC 
uv : orestry, co 30 men 

tion is to foster and regulate private ante 

enterprise. 

a of all, however, the states them- Tote a en 

selves must be persuaded that they are Just how to gear up the field forces 

now on the wrong track. Who shall of agriculture, game, and forestry for 

persuade them? Volunteer conserva- game extension, I make no pretense of 

tion bodies-must do the most of it, but knowing. That such a process of gear- 

experience has shown over and over ing up is vital to the future of farm 

again that sehen conservation bodies game, I assert without hesitation and 

make very slow progress without the without qualification. 

codperation of paid public officials. One The bearing of this discussion on the 

naturally thinks of the U. S. Biological _réle of foresters is simply this: there is a 

Survey as the leader. proposal to divorce federal leadership in 
Furthermore the whole question of game and forestry from federal leader- 

extension is not so much a question of _ ship in agriculture by transferring game 

whose job it is in theory, as a question and forestry to the Department of In- 
of who has the field personnel to do itin terior. Foresters know that forestry and 
fact. Farm game is a land crop, and as agriculture cannot be divorced, and this 

such is naturally within the province of should enable them to see more clearly 
the Department of Agriculture The than other conservationists see it, the 

Department of Agriculture, through the fallacy of divorcing agriculture and
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game. If they see this fallacy, itis their bining game, fish, forestry, and park 
duty to advertise it. activities under a single director of con- 

servation. This would indicate that 

Taamine NEEDED combined training in forest administra- 

There is need of professional training tion and game administration would be 
in game administration. Present school- especially advantageous. 

ing facilities for game men are lop- Vocational training in game manage- 

sided. Several forest schools offer grad- ment is also needed, but this is less 
uate work in game research, but no clearly a possible function of the forest 

institution as yet offers professional schools. The agricultural colleges, with 
training in game administration. (I use their proved success in short courses on 

these terms as follows: Game research agricultural subjects, seem better adapt- 
is finding out things to do to the land toed to fill this need. 

make ae produce pp era ea SEQUENCE OF RESEARCH AND 
ment is the art o doing these things; NE eee 
game administration is the public func- oi : i 
tion of fostering and supervising the ere seems to be a current tendency 
practice of game management.) to assume that management is something 

Reversal of the fallacious conception '° be fabricated out of the findings of 

of state game administration described — sp pi nee to 7 
in the preceding captions will come i Sgt Panes. Ene BC CDI Au On \Giy® 
about not so much by writing new ideas, He ined Ae pres : 

as by training new minds. ARR eke) PRP CL Bie e h8 | ASeutnp- 
The difference between training in '%0M sign . is miele and Hag 

ini i ; —iIn the abstract. m more thor- game administration and that in game ‘8—2 ; p 
research will parallel the differences al- ough ckagoaal pe I ay its 
ready ably pointed out in forestry by Practical validity. Forestry, with an 
Bailey and Spoehr.* The courses will be dually logical reason for research to 

shorter, and give emphasis to game precede silviculture, actually followed 
lands, game economics, and game fin- the reverse order. Silviculture was 
ance, practiced in Europe long before re- 

The self-made personnel now admin- Search entered the recognized category 

istering game in nearly every state is oe activities. i ( 
analogous to that administering public ‘ x cc my ibid wery 
forests two decades ago. The latter © ha y o us oot One Fomme- 
either acquired technical proficiency, or W##t analogous field of forest soils: 
were replaced by technically trained 6 PR Te SATIN co Meine 

men. The same process must occur in Fahl i 
dnint 5 may be a hope to arrive at some clever 

ee aes : short-cut to the most profitable silvicul- 
The form of state conservation depart- ture, without the necessity of putting in 

ments seems to be evolving toward com- scores of years collecting empirical data 

*Bailey, I. W., and Spoehr, H. A., 1929, “The Réle of Research in the Development of For: 
estry in North America.”
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from actual silvicultural operations. It would not know how to use them. This 

might seem from a hasty look into Eu- conclusion is further corroborated by 
ropean literature that this hope is war- the historical fact that research zodl- 
ranted. I think that such a view is es- deiate aca fabLd cial inanth ceived Menon 
sentially wrong. Nowhere . . . is Eu- a i 1 ne f sl ‘cal 
ropean silviculture built upon research; Par ace acu a BOONE 
rather has successful research always knowledge, any concrete technique for 
built upon accumulated practical ex- use in game management, except in those 
perience. The keen and interested for- rare cases where research and applica- 
esters in the silviculturally prominent tion went hand-in-hand. In those cases 
countries are the men who really have 4 very large and important synthesis of 
laid the foundations. The help which tech ne di . | Stod 
research has yielded to foresters has SS ETH En ee 
mainly been to explain and correlate dard’s forthcoming report, Georgia 

facts which would otherwise have been Quail Investigation is a case in point 
isolated or not understood, to direct the I conclude we are getting nowhere 
ideas and formulate useful working hy- with game management until we begin 
potheses. Will it be possible, in this to practice it. Without it schools, fel- 
country, to reverse the order and create lowships, and research bureaus may 
a good American silviculture with very ae ' ‘ 

nee . 9 contribute much to science, but little to 
little silvicultural experience? Frankly, A aclteats Th eae 
T doube it servation. moral is that every 

I hope it is unnecessary to explain game school should have a piece of land 

that this assertion in no wise lessens the 0” which its research findings are tried 
urgency of, or necessity for, game re- Ut, and from which the subject matter 

search. It simply means that research Ff its research projects is drawn. 
is the lantern for guiding practice, rath- Gitte Limeaceae 

er than the material of which practice is 
originally compounded. There are certain very specific con- 

It also means that we must have prac- tributions to game literature which for- 

tice before we can intelligently decide esters, jointly or individually, can make. 

what questions research should try to To define these, it is first necessary to 
answer. My brief experience in game outline what literature is needed and 

research has taught me this: the field what is available. 

to be covered for each of our dozens of By analogy with forestry, we may set 
species is so enormous that it would re- down the present need for game litera- 
quire at least a generation to accumulate ture as follows: 

findings enough to suffice as the sole 1. A professional periodical on Amer- 

materials for a system of practice. Even ican game management, equivalent to 
if we had such an accumulation now, I the JourNAL or Forestry. Purpose: 
doubt if we should know how to use current dissemination of new knowledge 

them. A tremendous mass of silvical and experience. 
findings, with no previous silvicultural 2. A text, “Principles of Game Man- 

experience, would be in like case. We agement,” setting forth the biological 

‘Romell, L. G., “Forest Soil Research in Relation to Forestry.” Jour. of Forestry, October, 
1930.
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mechanism of game crops, and samples with the regrettable lack of texts (2) 

of the technique available for producing and (3). The present opportunity for 

them. This would combine the equi- them lies in the need of a journal, and 
valents of elementary silviculture and the need of studies of particular species 

mensuration in forestry. Purpose: to of game. 

serve as a foundational text book. While American Game has done pio- 

3. A text on “Game Administration” neer work in interpreting management 

setting forth the accumulated experience to the layman, it hardly fills the need 

of administrative agencies in fostering for a technical journal. It is roughly 

and supervising the practice of game equivalent to American Forests and For- 
management. est Life, an indispensable cog in the 

4. Monographs on the management machinery of the forestry movement, 
of particular species or groups of spe- but no substitute for the JouRNAL OF 
cies, or the practice of management on Forestry. Where, then, is a journal of 

particular types of land. game management to come from? 
5. A treatise on “Game Farming,” If game management were ornithol- 

setting forth methods of artificial pro- ogy or mammalogy, the answer would 
pagation. This would be the equivalent be simple. But it is neither of these. 
of works on forest nursery practice and It is a specialized branch of applied 

planting. ecology, and deals with forestry, agron- 
Of these five present needs, three are omy, animal husbandry, and all other 

partially met. land-cropping activities, quite as much 

American Game is a semi-popular as with birds and mammals. Moreover 

periodical dealing to a large extent in _ its practice will have an important effect 

game management and administration. on watershed conservation. 

It is the only American periodical which The answer seems to be that the 

has made a systematic attempt to pre- JourNAL oF Forestry, the Journal of 

sent papers on any other phase of man- Mammalogy, and one or more of the 

agement than artificial propagation. ornithological periodicals should be- 

Stoddard’s Georgia Quail Investiga- come vehicles for the dissemination of 
tion is an admirable species monograph, current accretions to our thought and 

and the only single item in American experience in game. 

game literature which may, without re- The Journat oF Forestry has carried 

servation, be described as dealing in the occasional papers touching on manage- 

management, as distinguished from the ment, but most of them (including my 

zodlogy, of wild game. We need a doz- own) have dealt with the appraisal of 

en like it. things thought by people, rather than 

A series of pamphlets by various with the measurement of things done to 

writers, a periodical, “The Game Breed- land. This preoccupation with human 

er,” and Job’s book, Game Propagation, attitude is no longer necessary. Many 

answer the fifth need to a considerable foresters, especially in the federal ser- 

degree. vice, are in the enviable position of 

Foresters can of course not be charged actually doing things to definite units
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of game land. If they will only meas- We have a game famine, but salty tears 

ure the results on the game, and report will not relieve it. Only two things 

them in the Journat, they will be ren- wit}: reducing the population, or in- 
dering a service comparable to that ren- ‘ : i 

dered by those early foresters who first creasing the increment. Since we do 
brought the caliper, the yield table, the not stomach the first, somebody must 

sample plot, and the marking axe into Start finding out how to practice the 

the tide of talk about timber famine. second.
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Game Restoration By Co-operation 
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Cl LF lltlti“‘i—iO SO 
Where Farmers And Sportsmen Plan Together—By Aldo Leopold a co a 

HERE is no shootable farm game left in they can grow again. If we attempted to har- e & Me a nk Os ae Pe yo 

| southern Wisconsin except rabbits. In vest the same or even a lesser tonnage of hay by SA se A a Foe ot fe v ft 1 

spite of year-long closed seasons, our digging out the roots in one place, but not taking AE dL RoR fy 
game birds are losing ground, or at best, hold- even the tops in another, we would not be sur- a = fi: Vos & ou 
ing their own. prised if our hayfield soon quit producing. Yet a V7) ON Rees ont hi 

We have ‘only a tenth to a third the human we are surprised when seven million gunners, if Ae Ewe aS Nee | | 
population density of other countries which have turned loose at random to get what game they |F \ 24 Bi 8: ie Se 7 LG 
game in abundance, and where the problem is can during a specified season, with no limit ex- | _\y Ecc al} por EY al = en } 
often to keep the game shot down sufficiently in- cept what they kill in a day, succeed in damaging 2 ao Ne, . on ne ees ly 1 
stead of preventing it from being shot too much. the productivity of our game resource. Game wee te “\ Meee, | 
This shows that something must be radically management should limit the kill on each parcel ns Nes a Be ES latins See AE 
wrong with our past efforts at game restoration. of land to its productive capacity. Our present {¥ Sn 1 ie eee a A 
What is it? system of game administration cannot possibly i geste MEO fT ei RE tel 

Some of our scientific game men are beginning _do this and hence is not game management. We ag A Nae Serie. bo ae 
to tell us that we lack shooting because we do have so far deluded ourselves by the supposition [3 OZER bse ae, | 
not practice game management. I agree with that by pouring back a sufficient amount of plant- [e/a M ge i 3 fe ta 
them and wish to present in one sentence a de- ing stock from our game farms we can over- H Ny er a IA. rl 

finition of what game management is. It con- come this fault. It might if the range were in [P ee Sve ers oy Le ) i ad Ym = vs » 
sists in keeping the range “in balance,” and limit- balance. South Dakota happened to be in balance, Patera ae Lem oe Ze Le fin i di 
ing the kill on each farm to its productive hence planting actually restored a game supply. 
capacity. Any piece of land is habitable for a The laws of probability, however, often prevent Hungarian Partridge 
given species when it offers, within the cruising this from being the case. 

ee ee Law OF Terns The mast secant fact fal than 1650 
the welfare of the game during the critical sea- Just why is it so important to balance the paces cote) etc use Tene pupported ins about the 
ons range and limit the kill? The reason is this;  S4me number of birds as we now have in central 

The critical season with us is obviously late A balanced range with proper seed stock is Maseonsiny: mae aaa expt porary Justa 
winter and early spring. “Balancing” our range tually benefitted by an annual kill of two-thirds Be wee ne a me peo that I am not 
means providing/or each unit of land what our 7 even three-fourths of the total crop, while an e eee ced spine of European customs for 
various species d to get through that season unbalanced range is injured by any kill at all. The che Sas Boe ee eting game crops. I am 
Ser cnerh ARE. —Our-soutner—wisconsm —Ki#-on-e-meneged-range-is-sometimes-from 19 —only_advocating_that_we_learn from Scotland _______ 

range is out of halgnce in two essential particu- to 200 times as great as on an unmanaged one. iatte dole coe dando ee ibgalee:-aetop, 
lars: The grain is nearly all siloed or taken to Take the grouse ranges of Wisconsin and Scot- eee sual ee Cone ae noe ade De, 
the barn in the fall and hence is inaccessible to land. Scotland has 213 red grouse per square ee the English partridge ee and the 

the birds when they need it; the cover is shrink- mile and kills 160 of them, or two-thirds, with- partridge range of southeastern Wisconsin. The 

ing due to the grazing of wood lots and clean out injury. We have, in our sand plains, perhaps everae scuare mile produces 2 stand of from 

cultivation of fields, and fence rows; and while 16 prairie chickens per square mile. Our open 400 to 600 birds, whereas Wisconsin possibly pro- 
it is often ample to go with the present deficient seasons are so few and so short that it is hard duces 50. The kill is about 200 to 300 birds per 

feed, there would soon be a radical shortage of to tell what we kill, but it cannot average more square mile, or one-half eo one-third of the an- 

cover if the feed deficiency were supplied. than one per square mile per year, or 1-160 nual Cs whereas our kill is een: In spite of 
Limiting The Kill of the Scotch kill. Even this extremely low ‘his fact our partridge population is going down 

In short, our range is out of balance because kill probably injures our stock. It all boils down |” Some counties and: barely holding, its own: in 
the current agricultural practices do not happen to this: unmanaged game is not shootable after pea einer) pera, can Reno ea doubt 

to be of a kind to keep it in balance. Instead of | the demand for hunting catches up with unex- a es AEST ESS oie peeulaane cea 
seeking for ways to modify those practices, we — pended balance of the virgin supply. There is Bee ou suc SE haus pac UCHING Aer cnOee 
try to restore game by pouring more planting no way to produce shootable game in a settled of Enelent each wy la Bes nes more aro 
stock onto the land and by further tightening up country except by management. ductive than they are now. 
the game laws. Neither has the slightest effect There is no artificial propagation involved in’ Again, there is absolutely no artificial propaga- 
on the fundamental trouble. the Scotch grouse crop, and no replanting. The tion involved. The crop is raised by balancing 

When we mow a hayfield, we take off the part crop results entirely from balancing the cover cover and food, protection from natural enemies, 
which the plant can spare, namely the top, but and food, controlling natural enemies, and limit- and killing not to exceed two-thirds of the fall 
we leave the roots on each square foot so that ing both the kind and the amount of the kill. stand, including as many as possible of the old 

The cover and food are regulated by regulating birds. Again, these measures are not applied by 

the age and size of the heather, and the area of the government, but by the landholder, although 
wo the patches, so that there is both food and cover the government establishes open seasons just as 

iA ke : oR on each few acres. The regulation of the kill is | We do. The difference is that they know that the 
rib Rnd Sete Cspscig ees wba 4 “~~. | accomplished when the landowner stops shooting  ¢nactment of legislation is where management 
bee eee eek fase Peg ONG Bj| after the natural increase has been removed, or begins, whereas we delude ourselyes into think- 
ea a Og yA] insists that shooting: shall continue until the ing that it is where management ends. In Europe 
f eS DO a ee RS natural increase has been removed. Please note the landholder takes over the job where the 

: rf Us ae SE a x Re Shed a roe a that the government does not and of course state leaves off. In — - leer think 

anes, Sy AY eS 1% oY Pee g,.| cannot accomplish this regulation, even though that the state can ae Seat ening: 
tee dee Var is Cort: a) @.| it establishes seasons just as we do. The method Partnership With Farmer 

ke 5 oe. le ee ee eae: em) of hunting is regulated so as to remove as much This is why the American Game Policy, passed 

| eee a De ee, Ngee oo as possible the old birds, and leave young birds by the American Game Conference last Decem- 
| gee eae eee <3 is for seed. This is another thing which only the _ er, asserts that sportsmen must go into partner- 
| tae amet Lx Rig ye us a a) es landowner can do. Each unit of land is rated ac- ship with the farmer if game restoration is to 
| ap See ny Sia ase eee ty cording to the kill which it will sustain, and the be made a fact in this country. It is increasingly 
- ‘ple ise : i, Sos Ss oa shooting rentals are based on the kill and not evident that our whole system of game adminis- 
eat ee Pere eee wy.'| the acreage. tration is of no avail, as far as farm game is 
agree eo Ne SAS ae concerned, until the farmer is given a reason for 
— wes Ry WR ae ee taking up the job at the point where the state 
SF econ, dll Te eR a - must necessarily drop it. 

ie, e ‘ The farmer is not going to do this simply be- 
——— cause we want him to. In fact, under our present 

so-called system, the farmer who produces a 

game crop is subjected to unregulated trespass, 

- v 4 Hungarian Ringneck Pheasant. There Are ee a cd a does not : - pee 
Al partially free from this nuisance. nder this 
} . Also Black Neck Pheasants Found Among set-up, can we expect any other result from what 

“ Fond ihe The Flocks In Southern Wisconsin Counties we are now getting: the steady increase of post- 

Drag eye (To Page 16)
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Game Restoration 
By Co-operation 

(From Page 5) 

ing and closed seasons, and the steady fall. The Lansing chapter raised a 
decrease in game? fund, including donations from out- 

This brings us to the gist of our side sources, in order to give the pro- 

problem as to what kind of a set-up posed work the character of a demon- 
would give the farmer an incentive stration which would show what 
for practicing game management. could be done. They asked the Uni- 

Plan Followed In Michigan versity and the Agricultural College ‘ 
T thet in Wil- for technical advice on what should 
a hale ee IA be done and how to do it. They asked ed 
ve. aie a eee the non-shooting protectionists and 

ae bird-lovers for advice and support, 
rope with the present system: one realizing that anything which was 
farmer woke up at daylight qn the done to improve the game range, 

ppening Gay of the pheasant season ould ikewise benet the non-game 3 im birds. At the present time we have . . 
opel eae ae Ne the extraordinary spectacle of all Editorial 

z four parties at interest working in 
plone ee highway ody ona partnership to practice game man- GAME RESTORATION ON page 5 of this 

Todor Rte nis (aad pecitae he liked 28°ment in Williamston Township. BY CO-OPERATION ON _ issue appears a very 

joo hunt nnieeicm andere felt aspera bor ee ene | armor the WISCONSIN FARMS sensible and ap- 
sonal reluctance in denying the hunt- Ae the scientist and the pro- parently practical 

ing privilege to decent sportsmen who = ss é plan for restoring game on Wisconsin farms by 

came and asked for it. He had to do It so happens that the University co-operation between the farmers and the sports- 
something, however. It was not even 0f Michigan had just completed three men of the state. It was written by Aldo Leopold 
safe to walk to the barn. He thought ee oe neice ee ecu as of the United States Forest Service, a man who 
the matter over and gave birth to an 0 do to the land to make it raise SM 5 deal of i 
idea, which is now called the Wil- Pheasants. The Williamston co-opera- Je Blends Bice acel © oe Gage tor pare 
igcnetonebian: tive is applying this information to preservation. We have in Wisconsin the so- 

All the farmers in Williamston the management of the range even called Trespass Law, which prohibits any one 
Township formed an association in before it has gotten into print. While hunting on land without the owner’s express per- 

which they pooled their hunting it is too early to predict the result, . mission. Michigan has a_ similar law and 
privileges. The association posted 1 Personally am confident that there Nebraska has introduced a bill in its legislature 
the entire township, but issued to 8 going to be more shootable game in modeled on similar lines, the purpose of it being 
each member an allotment of hunting auierae son dlownshin Chee eer nes to encourage the propagation and protection of 
tickets representing the number of fore. This game will have been pro- 
hunters his farm could carry simul- duced without the necessity of resort- game. ste 7 

taneously without undue damage to in& to either clubs or preserves. Out of the Michigan law, as mentioned by Mr. 
either game or livestock. The usual Maybe the farmers will continue to Leopold, is developing a practical plan for game 

number of tickets per farm was four. ive away their tickets, or maybe restoration through co-operation between the 
The man with a ticket pinned to his they will charge for them by the day. farmers, the sportsmen and the general public 
hunting coat could hunt anywhere in i ctther event, the average cen is that bids fair to solve the problem of how to in- 
retired 7 pavacuiae hunt than he ever had before and this crease the game of the state ae ae re 
ach farmer. was allowed ctoldo as includes the farmer. such a paemee as to accrue tot ie enefit of : e 

he pleased with his allotment of Law violations are estimated to farmer instead of becoming a nuisance to him. 

tickets. He could keep them for him- have decreased 90 per cent last fall as This plan, as he mentions, has been evolved un- 

self or his boys, or he could give ¢ompared with previous years. There der the Michigan game law by the farmers them- 

them to sportsmen, or he could sell ‘8 2° artificial propagation involved, selves. The same can be done in Wisconsin un- 

them, but in actudl-practice no tickets not even any restocking. All parties der our Trespass Taw. i 

were sold. The visiting hunter was re enthusiastic about the prospect. We in the United States have been in the 
obliged to get a ticket from some farm- Wisconsin Co-operatives Ten ebahiniane that as our oe nbeyahecones 

ee mene ae He parce Romenaee Is there one ee why similar ex: more thickly settled, wild game must inevitably 
satisfied himself as to his responsi- periments involving the co-operative fnally di Hiopethi 
bility before giving him the ticket. enterprise of the four parties at in- peces BCBICE and Dally. BBD Dea Ae HOSeUIEE: 
The bearer of the ticket could hunt terest should not be started in Wis- This, however, is an erroneous conclusion as is 

anywhere within the township, and at consin? Wisconsin has three oppor- proved by the fact that in European countries 

the end of the day had to turn it in tunities for doing this which are where the population is much more dense than 
to the farmer who gave it to him. every whit as attractive as Michi- in this country they have much more game than 
This ticket system proved to be an gan’s. First would be a demonstra- we have. In fact in many sections there farmers 

effective cure for the mob of trespass- tion in prairie chicken management find it greatly to their financial advantage to 
me hunters in Williamston Town- somewhere in the central part of the encourage the raising and protection of game. 
ship. state. i After one year’s trial it became The second opportunity lies in a Scotland, England, Germany, Czechoslovakia are 

_ evident to both farmers and sportsmen demonstration of Hungarian par- noted for the large amount of game on their 

that while the ticket system presented tridge management in one of the farms, affording much sport for the farmers 

a satisfactory remedy for the trespass southeastern counties. My institute themselves as well as for others who pay for the 
nuisance, it did not produce any maintains a fellowship at the Uni- privilege of hunting at certain definite times of 

game, except in so far as the regula- versity of Michigan which is digging the year as regulated by law. 
tion of the mob somewhat lightened up facts applicable to such a demon- Read Mr. Leopold’s article and let us have 
and spread out the kill. The Lansing stration. These are at your disposal. your reaction to his suggestions. Whether the 
chapter of the Izaak Walton League The third opportunity is for a demon- plan he suggests can ever be put into effect will 
now gave birth to another idea. They stration in pheasant management d the f . athens ail t 
went to the Williamston farmers and somewhere in southeastern Wiscon- depend upon pslarmers ay ein Willingness: tO 
said “Let us pay for the improve- sin. This could hardly be on the same co-operate, provided it can be made profitable 

ments necessary to balance the food area as the Hungarian demonstration, to them. 
and cover on your farm, so that you because the same ground is rarely 
will have some game, as well as pro- favorable for both of these species. 
tection from trespass. We will do The technical help of the Univer- 
this without asking any exclusive sity, of the U. S. Biological Survey, 

privileges for our membership.” and other research agencies is yours 
The farmers accepted the offer and for the asking. 

the job of rebuilding the game range My plea is that the Wisconsin 
in Williamston township began last Izaak Walton League start some ex- 

See periments in game management by 
a a i , farmer-sportsmen co-operatives. I 

heii ca See have of course hit only a few high 
ie ed | oe places in this presentation. The con- 5 
fe, oe a . clusions are not an inspiration arrived 

SS i ow at overnight. They represent the re- 
os a sult of a three-year game survey of 
ee 3 Foc this North Central region, searching 
Lg : Vx for game facts, and for a game sys- 
Soy gel y = tem which would work. If you are 5 

ee interested in the facts, they will 
shortly be available from the Ameri- 

a can Game Association in the form of 
= = a published report. 

— anil



The Quail Short fF 1930 © 
By ALDO LEOPOLD AND JOHN N. BALL. 

b HEN the quail season opened last fall, sportsmen appraising the effects of the drouth is the possibility that 
found themselves confronted with a radical short- the previous year’s crop was overkilled. It should be noted 

; age in the quail crop. The shortage was especially that Iowa and Ohio, both of which are closed states, show 
severe in the southern parts of the north central decreases. This would seem to exclude overkilling as a 

region, but was also felt acutely in some of the gulf states. general explanation of the shortage. That the quail stock is 
The purpose of this paper is to present an ex post facto locally overkilled admits of no doubt, since it is inherent in 
analysis of the shortage in the north central region. our present almost universal failure to restrict the kill on 

It is hoped that the analysis will help show the need for each parcel of land to its productive capacity. 
a continuous game survey in each state, one of the duties In appraising the effects of the drouth, we must start out 
of which would be to measure the game crop while it is in with the assumption that the surviving breeding stock in 
the making. the zone of shortage was decidedly below normal, because 

The extent and degree of the shortage is shown roughly of the hard winter, and about as spotty as usual due to un- 
on the accompanying map. Some of the symbols on the map regulated kill. : : 
are based on personal investigation, but most of them repre- The weather during the early part of the nesting season, 
sent reports received through correspondence. While these according to the table of Weather Bureau records ® appear- 
reports are doubtless inaccurate as to the exact degree of ing in the upper right-hand corner of the map, would ap- 
shortage, their testimony is unanimous in showing some de- pear to have been favorable rather than unfavorable. In- 

: gree of shortage everywhere south and west of a line drawn diana was the state farthest below normal in spring pre- 
from Indianapolis to St. Paul, and from St. Paul to Sioux cipitation (54 per cent of average) with Illinois and Mis- 
City, Iowa. The testimony indicates that south of this line  souri close seconds. : 
the available crop at the beginning of the 1930 shooting During the latter part of the nesting season, the table 
season was from 10 to 90 per cent shows Missouri, Ohio and Illinois to 

smaller than the available crop at have been exceptionally dry, while 
the same period in 1929. Soe throughout America are vi- Missouri, and to some extent Illi- 

The Game Survey?! indicates that _tally interested in the quail situation nois also, were exceptionally hot. 

1929 was, generally speaking, a nor- hich prevails today. The game fields of ike Missouri had 50 days during the 
mal quail year in this region. cee are facing a sertous crisis ‘and the ~ summer of 1930 with maximum tem- 

: . . portance of a continuous game survey to :, ° G 
It is our impression that south of been @ close check on hemupply ie very: eve peratures of 100° or higher, reported 

this line the quail crop averaged less dent. The article which appears herewith is from poe Cee Sara 
than half of normal, and that the de- the result of a recent survey made by Aldo The fall sr aes. continued dry, ex- 
ficiency instead of being spotty (as Leopold and John N. Ball, both of whom are °¢Pt in Missouri, where the fall pre- 
the Game Survey shows most quail noted authorities on upland game. The sit- cipitation was above normal. 
shortages to be) was surprisingly uation is clearly reviewed and presented in a In general, the weather record 
continuous. The map shows only form that will give a true picture of the shows that the drouth was worst in 

two reports of increase south of the necessity of further conserving the quail that part of the region where the 
line in question. supply of this country. Do not fail to read quail crop was poorest. In what 4 

During a short year there are al- this valuable analysis EDITOR. ways, however, did the drouth injure 
ways rumors among sportsmen that the quail? 
the quail are really not short, but 
simply hard to find. In the southern states with their large Oe is a widespread belief among sportsmen that 
tangles of thick cover, and the known tendency of quail to young quail need drinking water, and that the drouth 
range entirely in the woods for temporary periods, judg- simply killed the young birds by drying up the drinking 
ment may well be withheld as to the actuality of a shortage places. Stoddard, however, has shown* that in Georgia 
until the birds have had time to reappear in the open bobwhite quail bring off a highly successful hatch in the 
country. In the north central region, however, failure to total absence of drinking water provided that dew and suc- 
find quail at the opening of the season, must, I think, be culent food be regularly available. The question, therefore, 
accepted as final evidence, except in the Ozarks of Missouri boils down to the effect of the drouth in withholding dew 
and possibly parts of the hill country of southern Illinois and in decreasing the normal supply of succulent plant and 
and Indiana. No evidence has come to hand from this part insect foods. On this we have no information. Several 
of the region that the apparent initial shortage proved to observers reported finding young quail drowned in water- 

é be anything but actual. ing troughs. It seems likely that a deficiency of dew, if it 
The drouth of 1930 is universally accepted as the cause occurred, would force the young broods to seek other water- 

of the shortage. Ordinarily a dry year is considered more ing places, and that disaster would follow if these were 
favorable for quail than a wet one. Most sportsmen did not absent or mechanically inaccessible. 
anticipate a poor crop, but were plainly surprised when their Another theory prevalent among sportsmen is that the 
early hunts failed to show any birds. Accordingly it seems drouth addled the quail eggs by drying out the soil and 
advisable to analyze as best we can the probable ways in thus making it impossible for the eggs to retain their nor- 
which the shortage actually came about. mal moisture content. The map shows three observers find- 

ing nests of unbroken abandoned eggs, and these reports all 
pee! of all, it must not be forgotten that the south- come from the region in which the drouth was most severe. 

western part of the region experienced a killing winter in The addling theory and also the drinking water theory are 
1929-30. Leopold was in Missouri engaged in the field work supported by the observed fact that “squealers” (partly 
of the Game Survey most of the winter, and knows from grown young birds which peep when flushed) were reported 
personal observation that the ground was covered with snow absent from the fall crop in many localities (see map). 
and sleet for weeks at a time in all parts of the state. Similar The weather record would also sustain the assumption that 
conditions are said to have prevailed in southern and central _ early hatches were less severely affected by lack of drink- 
Illinois. In southern Wisconsin, however, the winter was ing water or damp ground, than were late hatches. 
only normal. Its effect on the quail crop was accurately A third theory, less widely entertained, is that the quail 

| measured by Errington? in south central Wisconsin, where hatched normally and were seen in normal numbers during 
in various groups of covies the survival varied from 25 to the summer, but succumbed to disease before the season 
95 per cent, and we estimate averaged as high as 60 percent. opened. An effort was made to obtain specimens. Two 
This is a good survival for the northern edge of the quail birds picked up dead in south central Illinois at the begin- 
range. No equally accurate measurements are available for ning of the shooting season proved on examination by the 

~s ae {the more southerly states. Careful observers in Missouri _U. S, Biological Survey and U. S. Bureau of Animal In-___ 
Sh estimated that where heavy winter feeding had been prac- dustry to show no symptoms of disease, while one of them 

ticed as high as 80 per cent of the normal number of breed- showed shot marks. It is by no means impossible that 
ing birds was observed in spring, whereas without winter drouth conditions induced disease, but affirmative evidence 
feeding the mortality was much heavier. It is our general that such was the case is as yet entirely lacking. Again 
impression, based on several months in the field, that the it seems a pity that each state should not be equipped with 
survival in Missouri was on the average not greater than competent scientific men to make prompt field investigations 
50 per cent. (It seems too bad that each state does not immediately upon receipt of a disease rumor. In the case 
measure the actual survival of definite groups of covies each _ of any other plant or animal crop this would be done by the 
winter. On what other basis can we hope in the long run _ state agricultural college as a matter of course, but in the 
intelligently to manage our quail crop?) case of the game crop nobody is prepared to make an ex- 

\ Another factor which must be taken into account before amination, and it does not even occur to most sportsmen 
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or farmers to ask for such service from their state insti- use of quail weights as an index to size and thrift of the 
tutions. crop will be treated by the authors in a separate paper. 

A fourth theory is that the drouth may have affected the ‘the main conclusion to be drawn from the evidence here 
food supply. It is hardly likely, of course, that a quail could _ presented is that the drouth caused a quail shortage, but we 
actually starve in summer, even in the most severe drouth, do not know just how. All other important crops are con- 
but the drouth might remove certain foods necessary for stantly under scrutiny of trained observers. Our scientific 
the maintenance of health. That the drouth apparently did institutions and state game departments missed a wonder- 
decrease general vigor is attested in at least one case, not ful opportunity for adding to our useful knowledge of quail 
lying within the region here reported on, but nevertheless so management by not having trained observers in the field in 
interesting as to merit mention. Henry P. Davis reports 1930. We cannot prevent drouths, but we could have learned 
that 386 quail killed during the season before the drouth many things about the machinery of quail production by 
(1929-30) on the R. N. Carrier shooting preserve at Bates- observing them during the crisis. 
ville, Mississippi, at various times during November, De- aA 
cember and January, weighed on the average 6.24 ounces. REFERENCES 
During the season after the drouth (1930-31) 126 quail (1) Leopold, Aldo. “Report on a Game Survey of the 
killed on the same ground during the same months averaged North Central States.” Now being published by the 
6.17 ounces or nearly 1/10 of an ounce less than during the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ In- 
preceding year. stitute. Will shortly be available from American 

If, as seems probable, there were no squealers on this Game Association, Investment Building, 15th and K 
plantation on account of the drouth, and if the proportion Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C. 
of old birds in the bag was higher, the bag should, other (2) Errington, Paul L. “Corn on Cob Saves Wintering 
things being equal, have weighed more, rather than less, Quail.” American Game, November-December, 1930. 
than the year before. The fact that it actually weighed less (3) Kincer, J. B. “The Drouth Situation Up to February 
is at least a strong indication that the birds were less vig- 17, 1931.” U. S. Weather Bureau. 
orous. Again it seems too bad that each state does not have (4) Stoddard, H. L. “The Bobwhite Quail: Its Habits and 
an official agency for collecting on a large scale these use- Preservation.” Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, 
ful indices to the thrift and vigor of the game crop. The 1931. a 
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AMERICAN GAME, 

Game Metuop _ 
¢ 

meek The American Way be " 
By Aldo Leopold Europe has many people but little land. ’ Leas a 

America has much land but compara- ro a) 
(Who is chairman of the American Game tively few people. To supply any given ae " 

Policy Committee, and who conducted proportion of the population with any 7 fsa 
the Game Survey of the North given amount of game, Europe must p (ats 

Gontral (States) raise a denser stand of game per acre, and | 
hence practice a more intensive form of é 
game management, than America. This J 

ee game policy adopted by the 1930 is the first theorem which conditions f 
American Game Conference begins our problem. 

with this assertion: To illustrate: The Scottish moors sup- Me ala 
“With rare exceptions, the landholder port about one grouse per three acres on 

is not yet practicing management. There the average, and one per acre as a maxi- ‘Alde. Leoheld 
are three ways to induce him to do so: mum. This is a very dense stand, obtain- i - 

“1. Buy him out, and become the land- able only through intensive management. nature and economic accident. Art can- 
owner. The Wisconsin sand plains support about not raise the upper limit. Delay can de- 

“2. Compensate him directly or indi- one grouse per 40 acres. This is a very press the lower and exterminate the 
rectly for producing a game crop and for thin stand, occurring “naturally” with- species. The two limits constitute the 
the privilege of harvesting it. out any management at all. Section (b) upper and lower edge of our game policy 

“3. Cede him the title to the game, so of the chart illustrates the contrast. “slate”. The two limits are far apart. 
that he will own it and can buy and sell A crude or extensive system of game Between them lie a wide range of choices, 
it just as he owns, buys, and sells his management would raise the Wisconsin The denser the stand, the larger the 
poultry. grouse density to (let us say) one per proportion of it which may be safely 

“The first way is feasible on cheap eight acres, or five times the present killed. In fact, in Scotch grouse stands lands, but prohibitive elsewhere. stand. On the other hand, a complete or nearing the upper limit of density, it is 
“The second is feasible anywhere. intensive system of game management imperative to kill two-thirds. If our pres- 
“The third is the English system, and would doubtless raise the Wisconsin ent stand permits of a forty-fold increase, 

incompatible with American tradition grouse density to that of Scotland, or 20- our present kill could be raised much 
and thought. It is not considered in this 40 times the present stand. more than forty-fold. Section (c) of the 

report.” As nearly as we now know, disease graph would indicate 160-fold. 
The Game Breeder, in a recent editorial would frustrate any attempt to raise the 

asks the committee which drafted the density higher than this in either place. Wee second theorem is aesthetic and 
policy to explain what it means by “‘in- We are working, therefore, between an therefore debatable. It is this: The 
compatible with American tradition.” upper and a lower limit set by biological recreational value of a head of game is 

Captain Percy R. Creed, inverse to the artificiality of 
in his “Rambling Thoughts its origin, and hence in a 
of a Perverted Britisher,” also broad way to the intensive- 
takes humorous exception to Populations of People & Grouse in Scotland (MM) & Wisconsin (ZA) ness of the system of game 
some recent discussion of “the In Relation to Intensity of Management Aldo. Leopold 3-23-31 management which produced 
abuses of the European it, I may be presumptuous 
Game System.” in calling this a theorem. It 

This paper is to express a : 213 is my personal feeling as a 
personal view of what the 29 : pee oasttie sportsman. That does not 
policy means in its references : increase Prove it is true. I suspect, to the European practices. In Saat es 160 oS though, that many feel as I no degree does it commit the 150 5 is oa ee do. Possibly more people in other members of the com- i yearly America feel that way than 
mittee, or any person or 5 peeten in Europe. I have never been 
group. i intensity not to Europe and hence do not 

100 - needed in Wis. know. If so, maybe this is 
N°? comparison of Ameri- 2 where “Americanism” begins 

can and European prac- 2 to enter our definition. Even tices is worth while unless it ee oe py 52 times present if it be so, I do not imply first contrasts the biological %° ° Y GY i any “superiority” for my 
and po Ong CHECUTIStANCES . YZ Z idea. Wild nature is only 
obtaining in the two conti- Z pyre Z one generation behind us 
nents. Just how do econom- e Z mee mink h ‘i a ; ‘ ee ere —in Europe centuries 
ics and biology condition oo (a) People (2) Grouse (c) Kill per (a) Kill increase have elapsed. Aesthetic stand- problem of game conservation ** per sq. per a. ais ei Recetecey 40 oF € livi I 
in America and Europe? nde ni. Grouse give Wis. same Perma vans Ate supp Our definition must begin Range per capita shoot more or less delimited in 
with present and prospective anG eecs comand their range by the actualities 
human population densities. of experience.
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‘ I will not try to illustrate this theorem, other land crops do. That is to say, a Those who would have us adopt the 
nie @ because it does not lie within the field dollar or an hour spent in quintupling European idea scoff at the notion, preva- 

of logic. It is either true or not true, the present accidental stand of grouse lent in our one-gallus circles, that it 
according to one’s personal views. I would be expected to go farther than a would be undemocratic. ‘Produce the 

me have often wondered whether the moral dollar spent to quintuple it again. Why? game as Europeans do,” they say, “and 
fervor of the “one gallus” element in this Because we are then approaching the bio- there will be shooting for all; certainly 

| country may not be explained as a blind logical upper limit of density, where it there will be a lot more than there is 
groping to reconcile this feeling, of takes more work to add a bird than lower now.” That this rejoinder is mainly true 
which they are sure, even though they down on the bio-economic “slate”. I say - must be admitted without cavil or quali- 

| have not formulated it in words, with “‘presumably” because I have not the fig- fication. It carries one implication, how- 
| the practical limitations of the American ures to prove it. We have had so little ever, which needs to be brought out in 
| game problem of which they are not sure, management in this country that com- the open for a clearer view. All Euro- 
} because these limitations have only re- parable figures do not exist, and Euro- pean countries, as nearly as I can find out, 
} cently been isolated and defined. pean figures are hard to convert. These market the meat as well as the shooting 

_ The third theorem follows from the first cheaper costs for the lower scale of game privilege. When the European sportsman 
two: A game policy should seck a happy populations constitute the fourth theorem. eases (or builds) his shooting ground, 

} medium between the evident necessity of Whether this would also be true of yields he intends to recover a part of his ex- 
| some management, and the aesthetic de- or kill may be doubtful, because yield in- pense by selling the meat which he does 
| sideratum of not too much. We would be creases more rapidly than density. not need for his own use. Consequently 
| foolish not to take advantage of a rela- This fourth theorem has an important ¢ leases more land, spends more money, 

tively low human population density. On corollary which is true within certain 4/4 shoots a larger bag, than he needs for 
the assumption that about one-third of limits: a dollar spread over a large area bis own use. Consequently there is less 

5 both Wisconsin and Scotland constitute will raise more game than the same dol- land, and less game, left for the other 
grouse range, and that on this range the ar spread over a small area. This is over- fellow of lighter purse. In short, open 

| Scotch kill 160 grouse per square mile looked by those optimists who would markets, in Europe, make for a marrow, 

| (see Section c) could, with intensive shortcut the farmer because “the state tather than a wide, distribution of the 
management, be duplicated, to what de- can raise game for all” on small public shooting privilege. It seems pretty clear, 

: gree would it need to be duplicated to shooting grounds, leased or owned for , likewise, that they make for intensive 
furnish Wisconsin citizens with the same the purpose. It is also overlooked by rather than extensive management. There 
per capita shooting as Scotland? Section those game farmers whose operations have Seems no reason to believe that open mar- 

} (c) indicates a fifty-fold increase in kill been confined to private estates which kets would make for anything different 
| would suffice. This, as best I can see, did not care about costs, or whose own- here. 
| would necessitate about a six- or ten- ers want lots of shooting on their own Many defenders of the one-gallus in- 

fold increase in the stand. (It should be small area, regardless of cost. terest condemn these large bags on ethical 
: oe that our present stand is so grounds. They do not realize that large 

sacs mmr ml RNS Tae eh eam sandy te bape cay con Boop 
game policy: Only the landholder game economics. They also forget that 

UR total kill could doubtless be in- 64% Practice game management cheaply. Die oa Ba bags, eae ees 
O creased 160-fold before reaching This is because it normally consists of migratory game is not overkilled, as it is 
the biological upper limit. In short, we PY small jobs scattered through the here. It seems to me footless to argue 
need to use only one-third the possible whole gamut of the seasons. The farmer which system is the more ethical. They 

scale of intensity of management (see © forester can perform these jobs “on are simply different, due to the accident 
Section d). The third theorem would in- the side,” often without any separate of historical evolution. Which do we 
dicate this is better aesthetics than to C#Sh cost. want? The American idea was born on 
blindly copy the Scotch stand through So much for the bio-economic laws the homestead, and is based on the basic 
complete control of all factors. Again, that limit the slate on which our picture idea of a “mess of game for the family.” 
absolutely no “superiority” is here im- is to be drawn. It is always easier to cite I suppose the European system harks back 
plied. If we had as many people per laws than to identify the conditions to to the idea of a mess of game for the 
square mile as Britain, we too would be which they apply. What next? feudal community, to secure which the 

forced to practice intensive methods, or The present game policy sketches the lord or baron did all the hunting for his 
do without our shooting. (If there be picture, at least in some of its broader Whole desmesne. Regardless of ethics, our 
any question of “superiority” involved at present outlines. It proposes low-inten- System is an indigenous growth, or as 
all, it is whether we will prove capable sity management on all lands (rather Doyle says, “an American folkway, not 
of regulating our own future human than high intensity management ona few to be discarded with impunity.” I pre- 
population density by some qualitative lands) in order to take*advantage of the fer it for this reason. There is nothing 
standard, or whether, like the grouse, we lower costs and lesser artificiality thus to prevent us from adopting the Euro- 
will automatically fill up the large bio- obtainable. It proposes that the public be pean technique for producing a game 
ogical niche which Columbus found for its own manager wherever it can own Crop, and at the same time rejecting the 
us, and which Mr. Edison and Mr. Ford, the land, but admits the necessity of European customs governing the inten- 

| through “management” of our human working through the present owner where sity of the operation and the European 
environment, are constanty making it cannot. The signers of the policy do system for its harvesting and distribution. 
larger. I fear we will. The boosters fear not deceive themselves by believing that The game policy, by and large, proposes 
we will not, or else they fear there will it can map an exact route to these ob- just this. To this extent, and no farther, 
be some needless delay about it.) jectives, or that it can be fully applied does at “advocate the European system,” 

Some, but not too much, management over the whole country. They do believe and it does this only for farm lands too 
is good aesthetics, but what may interest that this, or some other policy, can be expensive for public ownership and op- 

| some readers more is that it appears to applied to the extent that the public un- ¢ration. 
be also good business. Game management derstands and supports it, and that the The most radical prophet of the one- 
is a form of agriculture, and like the details of the route must be worked out gallus camp has never publicly urged so 
other forms it presumably obeys the Mal- a step at a time by some “try and see” huge a program of socialized public 
thusian law of diminishing returns. All procedure. recreation.



cy thorn has festered in the heart luck, in that our biology preceded our about European driven game, to clinch 
of European naturalists and nature- management. the proof of our superior ethics. It would 

lovers for years: the ruthless suppression take a braver man than I to press this 
of predators which goes with game man- Sj hes h ves point today, in the face of our pell-mell 
agement in most European countries. W. ] ab too mae ae ee that the mechanization of equipments, our whole- 
T. Hudson has voiced his protest over Fi ne Wh " e aces sale organization of lures and baits, and 
the disappearance of one predatory species ee i the en ey aye Ee the wellnigh universal attitude that the 
after another, and his resulting contempt ee ae ve a a sae bag limit is the minimum proof of prow- 
for the aesthetic horizon of sportsmen ee a ators, pase a ue met ess, rather than the maximum limit of 
and sportsmanship. He who runs may ae an Nee ee i nature-lover respectability (for which it was orig- 
read that American protectionists mor- “@ Tarmer, an as as a ae, as inally intended). On this matter I can 
tally hate and fear the impending (?) He Hanne eee ‘ 5 vk ee only express the personal hope that this 
American counterpart of ‘this sacrifice. ye Ree eaCt cee ea 4 . He has been a temporary stampede. In 
Are their fears justified? ae te eae a Beil PY Pe er or American camping, in fishing on both 

I am no prophet. I would point out the farmer, the spiritual impoverishment sides of the water, and in the new Amer- 

eo ; of the farm as the place to raise a boy, ican sport of hunting with a bow and however, that stringent predator control 44, Phas d Pp 8 ie 
. e . the end of hunting as a sport, and the arrow, the idea of voluntaril ki aay «e - ’ wy making is usually unnecessary save in the upper emt pean 1 bird om : 

a = Oss O millions 0: additiona songbirds, diffi 1 1 | a h h - 
| f Tf ‘ ‘ % sport difficult sti ives, even though it scale of intensive game management. hicl fd. tile fill ! E 

oe i$ which would, like game, increase to | cannot be said to revail 
the third theorem is true, then we do not 44 d hee ay : B y . the coverts and eat the food created by Porkancnies cha FAu Deets 
need that kind of management. ake aecavenieau The ty aps 1b ean vel tly Eeme wiepacs 1s 

een ue se, or the Euro- moral trenches in the field of sport with 
When I say that stringent predator pean system with another Hudson. The oun and dog. 

control is unnecessary for the lower scale aspirants for this job are already whetting ~ Q 
of ee aang Tam ee ay oe their pens. The outcome in this country Ce management in both America 

Sone eee ae Hee biol ye will depend on bee all parties spend and Europe has one obligation in 
eens a a c ae © Eee ah an es the Teel Te eae thinking and learning common: it must be the art which con- 
Beene Re ante au Bae ‘tele ue and trying things oer land, or whether  ceals art. Our chance of concealment is 
f A is eis 2 ae irds are they spend it bandying Phrases. The the better, because we have lots of land, 
a Eo ey that s00e, rae owns soe whole thing is relatively simple aad real “,44d fo need of resorting to intensive 

oS ee een ace Agter ee : Fd oe on the land. It is abstruse OF fearsome forms. There are of course those who 
a rst, an eS a a nae ot mainly on paper. The basic trouble is scoff at any degree of management what- 

. C Ao ae read ae will that the great majority of both our  soever, To them I would only say: “Look 
= 8° oo estar a eA OULSEE: if 48 a ie sportsmen and protectionists are. people to the beam in your own eye.” Most of 

say that no ae ator control is = led. 4 who push a pen, not a plow. Tohim who our. atavistic instincts, including hunt- 

does mean’ that ea or low-grade reads fencerows, thickets, and fields aS ing, find their exercise only through the | 
ee Reread 5 cy be a ae the letters of a great and tragic history, frank acceptance of illusion. It isn’t really 

ihe nee eal yes A handli Y the direction to go is clear. necessary to see the lady home—in most 

lig a pee Dee an ee eee eee Ten years ago I would have said that communities she is quite safe anyhow. 
o : ee ee BEtOE: ie Bae ane there is still another distinctively Amer- To keep a dog to guard the “‘castle” ex- 
wats Bis) oe 18¢ ee e oe i a irs, ican idea in game management. The vol- presses our love for dogs, not our solici- 
and it i earer in the northern than IN untary limitation of too-effective equip- tude for the family. To kill a mess of 
the southern states. ments and  too-destructive practices game “by strength of hound” or quick- 

Furthermore it should not be over- seemed to be making greater headway ness of trigger, and bring it home to the 
looked that European predator-policy is here than in Europe. We made great family, is just about as necessary to most 

empirical, not scientific. Its standards parade of our “code” concerning closed grown Americans as for their very young 

were set before biological science was markets, small guages, non-potting, sons to go fishing in the family washtub. 

born. Our standards can be better. This “rather-watch-the-dog-than-shoot,” et And that, in my opinion, is very neces- 

is not Europe’s fault, but our own good cetera, and we cast in a snoofy remark sary indeed. ,
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Our -Advisory Board Our Platform 
BROOKE ANDERSON, ex-president Campfire Club of Chicago, 
member Federal advisory board Migratory Bird Treaty Act. 
J, P. CUENIN, journalist, trapshot and champion caster, aggres- | More state game refuges. | +] ‘give in the proteation of wild fowl! on Pacific Coast. Save the last of our grizzly bears—our antelope—our sage grouse| 
J.B. DOZE, ex-game warden of Kansas, sportsman, conservationist Better protection for all bears. 
GID GRAHAM, state senator, author present Game Law Okla- Stop needless pollution of fishing waters. 
hhoma. More of state game funds used to rear feathered game. 
GLENN GRISWOLD, officer Izaak Walton League, sportsman. Stop diversion of state moneys from game fund to general fund. 
ALDO LEOPOLD, conservationist, author, sportsman. Stop wanton drainage of wild fow! areas. 
JACK MINER, author “Jack Miner and the Birds’? and other More fish fry, and more state and Federal nursery ponds in which 
works, conservationist and wild fowl protector. it can attain proper growth. 
JOSEPH D. PENDER, organizer, conservationist, sportsman. Safeguard our forests by widespread reforestation. 
DR. R. FRED PETTIT, author, scientific collector, organizer. Limited open season on all birds and animals, up to danger limit EDMUND SEYMOUR, President American Bison Society, conser- of their extinction, in preference to protracted closed seasons. 
vationist, sportsman. More funds, both state and federal, for game law enforcement. 

: ate : : 
Universities in Game Conservation 

By Aldo Leopold 
Reprinted from the Du Pont Magazine 

HE successful production of game 1, Conservation departments. In Mich- By game commissions.........22...00..0.....11 
crops depends less on the manipula- igan, for instance, the department has By industrial fellowships.................. 4 
tion of game laws by legislators than financed a series of fellowships in fish man- By universities themselves.................. 2 

on the manipulation of game environments agement. Privately or by associations................ 5 
by landowners. 2. Special legislative appropriations. No — 

The realization of this fact is rapidly examples yet. 22) 
changing the subject matter of game con- 3. Industrial fellowships. Many indus- 
servation programs. They are becoming tries with a financial stake in the success In drawing the map, some arbitrary 
less and less a matter of what laws are of game conservation might establish fel- definitions of what constitutes a “project” 
passed by legislatures, and’‘more and more lowships similar to those now financed by had to be followed. Much worthy and 
a matter of how farms and forests are op- the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Man- valuable work is under way which does 
erated by their owners. ufacturers’ Institute. not appear on the map because it does not 

With this change in subject matter has 4. Private donors. In Michigan some meet these definitions, and in some cases 
come a realignment of functions. The new $25,000 has been underwritten for a dem- possibly because the author does not know 
job of finding out how to modify farming onstration in game and fish management, about it. The map is as of July 1, 1930. 
methods in favor of game cannot be di- by private donors. Possibly this acceleration would have 
rectly performed by game departments. It 5. Game foundations, such as “More been greater did not many university ad- 
naturally belongs in the agricultural col- Game Birds in America, Inc.” ministrators judge the present opportunity 
leges, forest schools, and universities— 6. Scientific foundations. The more fun- for game research by outworn standards. 
hereinafter referred to collectively as “uni- damentally scientific game problems ought Until recently ornithology and mammalogy 

versities.” to qualify for fellowships and grants from were something different from what is here 
These institutions already have their such organizations. advocated. They were not fundamental sci- 

hands more than full. Should they volun- It is my impression that the conserva- ences, in that they did not deduce laws, or 
teer to work out methods of game crop- tion public is willing to support direct gen- use quantitative methods. Neither were 
ping? Are the landowners asking them to eral treasury appropriations for game re- they practical, in that they did not tell 
do so? This is a very perplexing question. search on a larger scale than the universi- what to do to land—although they occas / 
It may be well to remember, however, that ties have as yet asked for. sionally concluded what to do to laws. 
the job of working out improved farming Money and scientific facilities are not Happily, the more recent work has set 
methods was not thrust upon our state in- usable without the guidance of game ex- an entirely new standard which will ap- 
stitutions by farmer-demand. They grasped perts. Some universities have obtained peal, I think, to both the fundamental 
it as an opportunity, and later showed the qualified men directly from the U. S. Bio- biologist and the agricultural administrator 
farmers why. Neither, to my knowledge, logical Survey, such men being assigned to when they became acquainted with it. 
has been sorry since. field headquarters at the university. The Stoddard’s Georgia Quail Investigation 

The working equipment necessary for a Survey also offers advisory service for spe- has set the pattern for the new method. 
game research program may be roughly cific activities such as game fellowships. His report, just coming off the press, will 
classified as follows: The fellowships will eventually create an illustrate my meaning better than I can 

1. Man power in the biological sciences. additional supply of game experts suit- explain it. His technique consists of an 
2. Experts in the other land crops, such able for the guidance of university pro- alternation of field observation to get 

as forestry, with which the game crop grams. : “leads,” and controlled experiments to test 
must be dovetailed. There has been a perceptible acceleration their validity. As far as I know, his was 

3. Field man power, such as county of game research in the past few years. the first attempt to weigh all the factors 
agents, for extension to and education of Three years ago there were only two or which determine the abundance of an 
landowners. three full-time workers outside the U. S. American game species. He ends with al- 

4. Land for demonstrations. Biological Survey, which was and is, of most an equation for the abundance of 
5. Game experts. course, the natural clearing-house for such quail. This, as nearly as I know, is funda- 
6. Funds. work. Today—see map—the universities mental ecology. On the other hand, he 
It is clear that the first four items are alone have at least twenty-two men, with also ends up with a distinct system of 

found in almost any university, whereas new accretions every few weeks, while a practice for the landowner. This, as nearly 
the last two are almost always lacking at total of projects—full or part-time men— as I know, is applied ecology or agricul- 
the outset. How can they be obtained? under way is thirty-one. The financing of ture. 

Experience has so far disclosed six the twenty-two university projects is as Some universities are starting to teach 
sources of funds: follows: game management as well as to conduct
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game research. This is admirable, pro- may be said to have already found one in [nt i 
vided it be not overlooked that facts about her idea of farmer-sportsman codperatives. roduction of t 
game must be found before they can be The technique of farm game manage- in Idah 
taught. Writing curriculums for game ment consists, by and large, in devoting THe development of t . 
courses is as easy as pasting labels on a the less valuable parts of each farm unit tridge for a field bird i 
row of bottles, but is important only when to game cover or food. It seems to me that js rapidly being realized, 1 
there is something in the bottles. this presents a timely opportunity to reduce game departments making’ 

Game education can avoid one of the the present overproduction of farm crops, the propagation of this int 
mistakes made in forestry. It should fore- without depopulating any particular farm- James Marshall, superi | 
see the desirability of an early choice be- ing area. I have already admitted that no J[daho State Gank Farm 
tween the various possible degrees of edu- orderly system for the marketing of game looking forward to being 
cation, Training for game research, game crops is as yet perfected, but one would jn the Northwest to make 
administration and game keeping are three soon develop if the over-demand for shoot- this bird that they may 

very different things, not necessarily com- ing privileges were geared up to the Idaho. 
bined to advantage in a single institution. existing under-demand for marginal farm Marshall is very. enth; 
In addition, there is a very definite place. siiccess with the Chukar, 4 
for what might be called “orientation IN OUR NEXT ISSUE bird has proven very ez | 
courses in ei) tie to give the Bre: Pare We ot with its apparent hardines 
pective farmer, forester, county agent, or ood a bird for Idaho a: 
“liberal arts” student an intelligent appre- Elephants of the Kenya Colony ingean: 
ciation of game management, without quali- By Bup Corrar Starting this year wit 

gS ee a LB ae oe rtical jae The memorable experiences of an African has been able to set 255 
cee paneer guide and hunter placed under hens for 

leges are deterred from undertaking a game) _ i  SCs« Mays 23 ‘he: had placed 
program by too superficial an appraisal of first setting, 127 of 
what the farmer wants. I have heard it lands. In the solution of these problems of From this hatching fror 
argued that inasmuch as trespassing hunt- game economics it is by no means necessary weeks of age he only | ' 
ers have in some places become an intol- for the university to take an ex parte atti- birds. 
erable nuisance on farms, it would be im- tude. Why not regard the farmer-sportsman Marshall’s observation 
politic for an agricultural college to relationships as a research problem, and the following facts conci 
encourage the production of more game. undertake experiments to find the answer. they are polygamous; v‘ 
This viewpoint fails to realize that the Even in the absence of an orderly has found that he cann 
hunter-trespass nuisance is simply one of method for the farmer to dispose of his birds in a pen together— | 
the proofs that the demand for game crops game crop, there can be no doubt that birds seem to take c 
has outstripped production, and that no game management on| farms tends to add much better than the j 

orderly system of disposing of the crop to beauty of the landjand the variety and prolific. Comparing tl 
is as yet in existence. A similar under- interest of farm life. From my viewpoint, with that of Idaho, M: 
production in other farm crops would be this alone warrants full steam ahead on them to thrive once the $s 
regarded with anything but alarm. Game the part of the agricultural colleges. state. He expects to li 
is the one farm crop of*which there is no If the reader thinks well of this argu- of these birds this year. 
present or prospective overproduction. The ment, and if his state university is not yet The Idaho state farm 
evolution of a mutually profitable relation- lending a hand to game conservation, let dition and they expect 
ship between sportsman and farmer is a him clip this article and send it to some 5,000 and 6,000 phea 
relatively simple matter. Indeed Michigan acquaintance on the faculty for an opinion. DuPont Conservation |
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THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES IN 

Te successful production of game the U. S. Biological Survey, such men 
crops depends less on the manipulation Research work and practical being assigned to field headquarters 
of game laws by legislators than on training courses in at the university. The Survey also 
the manipulation of game environ- game management offer some offers advisory service for specific 
ments by landowners. : : ities activities such as game fellowships. 

The realization of this fact israpidly RC TETE ST pene Cee Ted The fellowships will eventually create 
changing the subject matter of game ry an additional supply of game experts 
conservation programs. They are be- suitable for the guidance of university 
coming less and less a matter of what By ALDO LEOPOLD programs. 
laws are passed by legislatures, and Sportinc ARMs anD AMMUNITION There has been a perceptible acceler- 
more and more a matter of how farms MAN Ueber mead MenEaTE ation of game research in the past 
and forests are operated by their few years. Three years ago there 
owners. whereas the last two are almost were only two or three full-time 

With this change in subject matter always lacking at the outset. How workers outside the U. S. Biological 
has come a realignment of functions. can they be obtained? Survey, which was and is, of course, 
The new job of finding out how to Experience has so far disclosed six the natural clearing-house for such 
modify farming methods in favor of sources of funds: work. Today—see map—the universi- 
game cannot be directly performed 1. Conservation departments. In ties alone have at least twenty-two 
by game departments. It naturally Michigan, for instance, the de- men, with new accretions every few 
belongs in the agricultural colleges, partment has financed a series of weeks, while a total of projects— 
forest schools, and universities— fellowships in fish management. full or part-time men—under way 
hereinafter referred to collectively as 2. Special legislative appropria- is thirty-one. The financing of the 
“universities.”’ tions. No examples yet. twenty-two university projects is as 

These institutions already have 3. Industrial fellowships. Many in- follows: 
their hands more than full. Should dustries with a financial stake By game commissions.......11 
they volunteer to work out methods in the success of game conserva- By industrial fellowships..... 4 
of game cropping? Are the landowners tion might establish fellowships By universities themselves... 2 
asking them to do so? This is a very similar to those now financed by Privately or by associations... 5 
perplexing question. It may be well the Sporting Arms and Ammuni- — 

to remember, however, that the job tion Manufacturers’ Institute. 22 

of working out improved farming 4. Private donors. In Michigan In drawing the map, some arbitrary 
methods was not thrust upon our some $25,000 has been under- definitions of what constitutes a 

state institutions by farmer-demand. written for a demonstration in ‘‘project’’ had to be followed. Much 
They grasped it as an opportunity, game and fish management, by worthy and valuable work is under 
and later showed the farmers why. private donors. way which does not appear on the 
Neither, to my knowledge, has been 5. Game foundations, such as_ map because it does not meet these 
sorry since. “More Game Birds in America, definitions, and in some cases possibly 

The working equipment necessary Inc.” because the author does not know 
for a game research program may be 6. Scientific foundations. The more about it. The map is as of July 1, 1930. 
roughly classified as follows: fundamentally scientific game Possibly this acceleration would 

1. Man power in the biological problems ought to qualify for have been greater did not many 
sciences. fellowships and grantsfromsuch university administrators judge the 

2. Experts in the other land crops, organizations. present opportunity for game research 
such as forestry, with which the It is my impression that the con- by outworn standards. Until recently 
game crop must be dovetailed. servation public is willing to support ornithology and mammalogy were 

3. Field man power, such ascounty direct general treasury appropriations something different from what is here 
agents, for extension to and for game research on a larger scale advocated. They were not funda- 
education of landowners. than the universities have as yet mental sciences, in that they did not 

4. Land for demonstrations. asked for. deduce laws, or use quantitative 
5. Game experts. Money and scientific facilities are methods. Neither were they practical, 
6. Funds. not usable without the guidance of in that they did not tell what to do 
It is clear that the first four items game experts. Some universities have to land—although they occasionally 

are found in almost any university, obtained qualified men directly from concluded what to do to laws. 

Pace E1cur
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Happily, the more recent work has Some universities are starting to tion of what game management is, 
set an entirely new standard which teach game management as well as without necessarily qualifying him 
will appeal, I think, to both the to conduct game research. This is for professional practice. 
fundamental biologist and the agri- admirable, provided it be not over- I am afraid that some agricultural 
cultural administrator when they be- looked that facts about game must colleges are deterred from undertaking 
come acquainted with it. Stoddard’s be found before they can be taught. a game program by too superficial 
Georgia Quail Investigation has set Writing curriculums for game courses an appraisal of what the farmer 
the pattern for the new method. His _ is as easy as pasting labels on a row wants. I have heard it argued that 
report, just coming off the press, will of bottles, but is important only when inasmuch as trespassing hunters have 
illustrate my meaning better than I there is something in the bottles. in some places become an intolerable 
can explain it. His technique consists Game education can avoid one of nuisance on farms, it would be im- 
of an alternation of field observation the mistakes made in forestry. It politic for an agricultural college to 
to get ‘‘leads,’’ and controlled experi- should foresee the desirability of an encourage the production of more 
ments to test their validity. As far as early choice between the various pos- game. This viewpoint fails to realize 
I know, his was the first attempt to sible degrees of education. Training that the hunter-trespass nuisance is 
weigh all the factors which deter- for game research, game administra- simply one of the proofs that the 
mine the abundance of an American tion and game keeping are three very demand for gamecrops has outstripped 
game species. He ends with almost an different things, not necessarily com- production, and that no orderly sys- 
equation for the abundance of quail. bined to advantage in a single insti- tem of disposing of the crop is as yet 
This, as nearly as I know, is funda- tution. In addition, there is a very in existence. A similar underproduc- 
mental ecology. On the other hand, definite place for what might be tion in other farm crops would be 
he also ends up with a distinct system called ‘‘orientation courses’ in game, regarded with anything but alarm. 
of practice for the landowner. This, aimed to give the prospective farmer, Game is the one farm crop of which 
as nearly as know, is applied ecology forester, county agent, or “‘liberal there is no present or prospective 
or agriculture. arts’’ student an intelligent apprecia- (Continued on page 24) 
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By Aldo Leopold 

NE of the outstanding phenomena in bits. Fish experts reported the same fluc- | 
O North American wild life, and one tuation in salmon. Astronomers reported | 

almost ignored, until recently, both a fluctuation of similar period in the radia- 
by the conservation movement and the tion of the sun, with accompanying fluctua- ‘ 
scientific world, is the alternation of abun- tions in weather. The missing link seemed 
dance and scarcity in northern animals. to be some way in which the sun affects 
Save for the Ruffed Grouse Investigation, the numbers of game, fish, and fur. 
the researches of Seton, Hewitt, Criddle No final theory was evolved, but an ex- 
and De Lury in Canada, and some data tremely suggestive possibility was broached 
gathered incidental to the Game Survey, by Dr. R. G. Green, bacteriologist of the 
little or no published information has been University of Minnesota. He has found 
available on the mysterious force which that the probable agent of decimation in 
periodically sweeps across the northern grouse and rabbits is bacterial disease, and 
two-thirds of the Continent and leaves it that a probable reason for their alternating 
almost bare of the smaller forms of wild abundance and scarcity lies in the varying 

life. virulence of their diseases. 
In Canadian Labrador the cycle severely It remained conjectural as to whether or 

affects human as well as animal economy. not the sun varies the virulence of bac- 
The Indian, who goes inland for the win- terial infections. 
ter’s trapping and there finds no fur to trap While the Matamek Conference arrived 
and no grouse or rabbit to eat, is liable to at no solution of the cycle problem, it did 

\ starve. The coast fisherman who for sev- arrive at an orientation of its parts, and 
2 eral years on end finds his nets empty is clearly segregated the known from the un- 

i a social problem. known. “A problem formulated is a prob- 
Can cycles be predicted? What causes lem half solved.” A great impetus to both 

them? May they ultimately be mitigated the quantity and quality of research on 
or controlled? If so, how? These ques- cycles will certainly follow. 
tions formed themselves in the mind of If there are any people left who conceive 
Mr. Copley Amory of Boston, who orig- of wild life conservation as largely a mat- 
inally visited the Labrador Coast for its ter of passing laws on facts already known, | 
salmon fishing, and later became personally or who suspect that wild life research is a 
interested in the welfare of its human in- “stall” against the enactment of further 
habitants. Finding that no individual scien- prohibitions, they should have been at | 
tist could give him more than a small frac- Matamek. They would have returned sad- | 
tion of an answer, Mr. Amory decided to der but wiser men. On no single occasion 
convene a group of many kinds of scien- have I observed a more overwhelming dem- 
tists, to see if they could piece together a onstration of the absolute interdependence 
more satisfactory explanation of the cycle, between conservation and biological science, 
or, failing that, to see if they would start or more convincing proof that scientific 
the job of finding out its cause. effort from now on needs to be focused, 

During the last ten days of July, thirty not merely on the understanding of environ- 
men of five nations, representing thirty dif- mental forces, but also on practical meth- 
ferent angles of the cycle problem, gath- ods for their manipulation and control. 
ered at. Mr. Amory’s fishing station at The time has come for wild game manage- 
Matamek River as his guests. Dr. Charles ment, wild fur management, wild fish man- 
Cumsell, Deputy ‘Minister of Mines, repre- agement. The mechanisms of nature, like 
sented the Canadian government, and acted any other engine, can be driven, if we know 
as chairman. Few of the visiting scientists which levers to pull. Only science can tell 
had previously met each other. The first us which levers, and why. The Matamek 
week was spent in hearing the conclusions Conference is one of the outstanding evi- 
of those who had assembled information dences of the last decade that scientists 
on the cycle. are beginning to understand their respon- 

Charles Elton, the English ecologist, re- _ sibilities to wild life conservation, and that 
* ported a 10-year periodicity in the fur trade conservationists are beginning to realize 

of the Hudson’s Bay Company. Game men _ that their further progress in one field after 
reported the same fluctuation, at substan- another is being blocked by lack of knowl- 
tially the same dates, in grouse and rab- edge. 
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This article constitutes the first chapter in Mr. Leopold’s forthcoming book, ‘Principles 
of Game Management.” He will welcome any corrections or extensions of the material 
sent him by our readers.- His “Report on a Game Survey of the North Central States’ is 
now obtainable from National Headquarters of the Izaak Walton League of America. 

Price one dollar per copy, postpaid. 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

AME management is the art of producing sustained its beginnings in the control of the hunting factor. Other 
annual crops of wild game for recreational use. It controls are added later. 
is a means by which game conservation may be The sequence seems to be always about as follows: 
achieved. 

Its method is similar to that of the other agricultural 1. Restriction (for control of hunting factor). 
arts: It controls the factors which hold down the natural 2. Predator control. 
increase, or productivity, of the seed stock. 3. Reservation of game lands (as parks, forests, refuges, 

Degree of Control. In its degree of control of these etc.) ‘ 
factors, game management is like forestry, but unlike hor- 4. Artificial replenishment (restocking and game farm- 
ticulture, agronomy, or animal husbandry. Game manage- ing). 
ment and forestry both employ natural species,—the others 5. Environmental controls (control of food, cover, spe- 
employ artificial varieties often far removed from natural cial factors and disease). 
forms. North America has reached the stage where the fifth class 
Game management and forestry grow these natural of controls is becoming necessary. The present game con- 

species in an environment not greatly altered for the pur- servation movement is groping toward the realization of 
pose in hand, relying on partial control of a few factors to this fact. 
enhance the yield above what unguided nature would pro- Chronology of Controls. The practice of game manage- 
duce. Hence their success depends more on the exercise ment, as thus defined, dates back to the beginnings of human 
of skill in the selection of the right factors and the right history. Taverner (1930) has pointed out that laws for 
controls, than on heavy investments of labor or materials. the regulation of hunting have their origin in the tribal 

The other forms of agriculture, on the other hand, more taboos which grew up in the early stages of social evolu- 
or less completely rebuild the environment by cultivation, tion. The tribes observing taboos which were biologically 
so that the crop competes with nothing but itself, and must effective in preserving the game supply were more likely 
usually be replanted each year. Most of the domesticated to survive and prosper than the tribes which did not. In 
plants and animals employed in the agricultural arts are short, human customs as well as wild animals were evolved 
incapable of survival in the wild state, much less of per- by a process of selection, in which survival value depended 
petuating themselves as wild populations. on successful competition. Game laws grew out of these 

Game farming is an intensified form of game manage- hunting customs. 
ment which propagates wild species in confinement, usually Controls of factors other than hunting are of much more 
for later release as wild seed stock or as a supplement to recent origin. The earliest instance of food and cover con- 
the wild crop. trol which I have encountered is Marco Polo’s description 

In game, as in forestry and agriculture, there is no sharp of the game food patches and winter feeding practiced by 
line between the practice which merely exploits a natural Kublai, “the Great Khan” (1259-1294), near the city of 
supply, and the practice which harvests a crop produced by Changanoor in Cathay: 
management. Any practice may be considered as entitled 
to be called game management if it seeks to control one “At this place ... there is also a fine plain, where 
or more factors with a view to maintaining or enhancing are found in great numbers, cranes, pheasants, par- 
the yield. This is the most liberal definition. A stricter tridges and other birds. He derives the highest de- 
definition is that the control of at least one factor must be gree of amusement from sporting with gerfalcons and 
not only sought, but perceptibly accomplished. hawks, the game being here in vast abundance. . . . 

The definition of game management which opens this “Near to this city is a valley frequented by great 
chapter specifies wild game for recreational use. The pur- numbers of partridges and quails, for whose food the 
pose of attaching these specifications is to introduce, at the Great Khan causes millet and other grains suitable to 

| outset, a qualitative as well as a quantitative criterion of such birds, to be sown along the sides of it every sea- 
what constitutes successful practice. The production of son, and gives strict command that no person shall dare 
tame game for use as meat is regarded as animal hus- to reap the seed; in order that the birds may not be in 
bandry, and not as “a means by which conservation may be want of nourishment. Many keepers, likewise, are 
achieved.” Its harvesting is not recreation; in fact, the stationed there for the preservation of the game, that 
recreational value of game is, in my opinion, inverse to the it may not be taken or destroyed, as well as for the 
artificiality of its origin, and hence in a broad way, to the purpose of throwing the millet to the birds during the 
degree of control exercised in its production. There are all winter. So accustomed are they to this feeding, that 
degrees of control. What degree represents the best com- upon the grain being scattered and the man’s whistling, 
promise between quantity and quality is a perplexing prob- they immediately assemble from every quarter. The 
lem in aesthetics and social engineering which this paper Great Khan also directs that a number of small build- 
does not pretend to answer. It seems reasonable to believe, ings be prepared for their shelter during the night; 
however, that the acceptance of some moderate degree of and, in consequence of these attentions, he always finds 
control is preferable to losing species, or restricting sport abundant sport when he visits this country; and even in 
to those able to follow the truly wild game of the shrinking the winter, at which season, on account of the severity 
frontier into other lands. A discussion of these questions of the cold, he does not reside there, he has camel- 
will follow in the chapters on policy and economics. loads of the birds sent to him, wherever his court may 

History shows that game management nearly always has happen to be at the time.”
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eee management in feudal Europe, a century after the  orchardists had caught from the falconers the contagious 
days of Kublai Khan’s food patches, had not yet learned idea that vermin were responsible for their short crops. 

to control food or cover. It had, however, developed the Thus do proscription lists tend to grow during the pre- 
regulation of hunting (in the interests of the ruling class) biological stage of management. Later they tend to 
to a high degree,—so high that the rebellion of the “one shrink. 
gallus” yeomanry (as personified by Robin Hood), ulti- To revert to Edward and the fifteenth century: If there 
mately constituted one of the forces which overthrew the were any controls of cover and food in those days (over 
feudal system. These hunting controls began as customs and above the reservation of hunting parks or forests) he 
rather than laws. A complete account of these customs does not tell us about them. The idea of setting aside land 
is given by Edward, second Duke of York, Master of Game for game apparently always precedes the idea of detailed 
to his cousin, Henry IV, in his litel symple book, “Master environmental manipulation to increase the game crop. 
of Game,” written between 1406-1413. (Incidentally this The idea of “setting aside” areas for the benefit of privi- 
same Edward appears as villain in Shakespeare’s “Richard _leged hunters goes back into the remote past, and appar- 
Il.” He met his death as leader of the English vanguard ently grew by slow degrees into the idea of setting aside 
at Agincourt in 1415.) areas for the benefit of the game, and finally into the idea 

Edward clearly shows that custom (not law) more or Of protecting all landowners against trespass so that each 
less definitely delimited the open and closed seasons for the would have an incentive to manage his own game. Tres- 
larger game species. Thus the hart (red deer) opened at Pass penalties of almost savage severity mark the begin- 
St. John’s tide (June 24) and ended Holyrood Day (Sep- ning of the process. Penalties only heavy enough to sustain 

tember 14). This season was based on the period when the the landowner’s incentive mark its later stages. Public 
hart was “in grease,” i. e., when fattest and best fit for meat. _ Teservations for conservation purposes appear at a very late 
The season evidently ended with the rut, when the meat stage. u : ae i. 

became strong. The idea of conservation was absent or  , ‘Hunting reservations for the privileged, Maxwell says, 
subordinate. ‘go back in England to days of William the Conqueror 

Written laws establishing closed seasons for conservation (1066-1087) Ce canter: They adateel! ae kinds. A ‘for- 
purposes go back, in England, at least to Henry VIII, who ¢St’ Was the exclusive prerogative of royalty, and was gov- 

: f ; erned by special forest laws.” A forest consisted of: 
decreed protection of waterfowl and their eggs from May 31 Za pane t 3 
to August 31. James I added pheasants and partridges. .,, 2 cireuit of woody grounds and pastures, known in 

aR 5 ea its bounds as privileged for the peaceable being and 
Non-game birds were apparently first protected in 1831. abiding of wild beasts and fowls of forest, chase, and 

Hunting custom in Edward’s time decreed something warren, to be under the king’s protection for his 
equivalent to the modern buck law. A “warrantable hart princely delight, bounded with irremovable marks and 
was defined as a “hart of ten” (points). Lesser stags (stag- meres, . . . replenished with beasts of venery and 
gards), yearlings (bullocks), fawns (calves) or does chase, and great coverts of vert for succor of said 
(hinds) were either not killed at all, or only during the beasts; for preservation thereof there are particular 
great drives in which the King participated. All of these laws, privileges and officers belonging thereunto.” 
lesser sex and age classes collectively constituted “rascal” A “chase” might be held by a subject and was protected 
or unwarrantable deer. A distinction was drawn between only by the common law. 
“dry” and “wet” hinds—the former being warrantable, but As early as 1229 the number of forests began to be cur- 
during the winter (September 14 until Lent) rather than tailed, while by 1617 most of them had dissolved. 
during the hart season of summer and fall. * i 

Hunting custom definitely limited permissible methods Hee VII (1485-1509) seems to have first recognized 
and equipments. Edward points out that “beyond the sea” that the common landowner might wisely be granted 
(France) deer were taken with protection from trespass. He forbade the taking of pheas- 

“hounds, with greyhounds and with nets and with cords, ants and partridges on other people’s land without the per- 
and with other harness, with pits and with shot (bows) mission of the owner. James I (1603-1625) extended this 
and with other gins (traps). . .. But in England they to all shooting on all land. Here was the first “owner’s 
are not slain except with hounds or with shot.” permission” trespass law. When our modern state legis- 
It is not clear whether the English taboo on “other gins” ators in solemn conclave debate whether such laws are 

was a game conservation measure or a class distinction. necessary, or democratic, do they realize that they are cop- 
Whichever it was, there rings in Edward’s “But in Eng- ing with no new question, but one which came up, and 
land” that same clear note of sportsman’s pride which still was settled in England, three centuries ago? 
adorns the hunter’s tale. James I was apparently the first to apply the reservation 

By the time of Henry VII, the limitation of equipments idea for the benefit of the game, as distinguished from that 
had gained definite legal form. Herons could not be taken of the hunter. An act passed in his reign decreed that “hail 
except by hawk or long bow. Limitation of hours began shot in hand guns” (to wit: a shotgun) might not be dis- 
with Elizabeth’s prohibition of night hunting of pheasants. charged within 600 paces of a heronry. Here was, in effect, 
The gradual restriction of equipments and practices ended a publicly established breeding refuge. 
in England with the prohibition of poletraps in 1904, and Henry VIII had long before, in 1536, closed an area near 
of bird lime in 1925. his Westminster palace in what is now metropolitan Lon- 

Did management in feudal England control any factor don, to shooting of pheasants, herons and_partridges. 
other than hunting? Edward leaves us in doubt. He says Whether this was just a little shooting preserve for his own 
that wolves, foxes, wildcats, etc., were hunted as vermin, use, or whether it was a real refuge, is not disclosed. 
but there is no clear statement that vermin-control was for The first breeding refuge for non-game birds was decreed 
game management purposes, or merely for sport or for the by Parliament in 1869. 
protection of livestock. Otters, however, were evidently Artificial rearing of game for restocking coverts may have 
hunted for the protection of fish. Edward points out that: begun as early as 1532, when Henry VIII’s privy purse 

“No fish can escape them. ... They do great harm accounts show that on December 22 he paid a small sum to 
specially in ponds and in stanks, for a couple of otters the “french preste the fesawnt breeder for to buy him a 
. . . Shall well destroy the fish of a great pond or great goune.” It is clear enough that this “french preste’ was 
stank, and therefore men hunt them.” the keeper of the royal pheasantries, but Maxwell points 
Public bounties as a means of controlling predators came out that these may have been maintained for aviary or 

into use much later. “Game and Gun” (Feb., 1931) points culinary, rather than restocking purposes. Maxwell says 
out that Henry VIII placed a bounty on crows, choughs and (1910), “It is less than a century since the practice of 
rooks. He assessed the bill against the local landowners. rearing pheasants became at all well known in this country.” 
Elizabeth, however, empowered church wardens to levy a Deliberate controls of cover and food in Europe can be 
tax on land, and thus publicly pay bounties not only on these _ assigned no definite date of beginning. The first absolutely 
birds, but also pie, stare, martyn hawk, fursekyte, moldkyte, clear instance I know of is the beginning of heather control 
buzzard, shag, cormorant, ringtail, irin, rave, kingfisher, on the Scotch grouse moors, which the Grouse Report and 
bullfinch, fitchew, polecat, weasel, stoat, wildcat, or other Maxwell agree occurred between 1850 and 1873. This em- 
“ravening birds and vermin.” Evidently fishermen and braced control of both cover and food for enhancing pro-



ductivity in wild populations. 1904 and 1908 but not passed until 1913. controls, but the production idea is as yet 

Cover control for facilitating shooting is These bills, having been questioned on still in its infancy. 

clearly much earlier, at least on the conti- grounds of constitutionality, were finally This evolution of technique from custom 

nent. Malmesbury mentions well-developed anchored to the Constitution by the Cana- toward law, and from restriction toward 

remises on Hungarian estates in 1799 or dian treaty of 1916. production, does not of itself suffice for 

1800, also grain-baiting of wild boars to This partial review of the sequence of an understanding of the game movement in 

decoy them within range of blinds. The American ideas deals, it will be observed, America today. Of even greater impor- 

idea of controlling vegetation to enhance wholly with restrictions on when, what, and tance are the evolution of the objectives 

the game crop was evidently not absent, how one might hunt, and with the organi- toward which the technique is applied, and 

however, from these remises, Malmesbury zation and financing of enforcement agen- the evolution of science as a tool for its 

mentioning “a small remise sown with cies. improvement. 

broom and high grass,” in which he and We have next to trace the sequence of The Conservation Idea. European game 

his party killed 96 partridges and 16 hares. development in America of the comple- management for centuries appears to have 

The italics are mine. Possibly all these mentary idea of production or cropping of had one simple and precise objective: The 

remises were to a large degree “hand game, either by propagation or environ- improvement of hunting for and by the 

made.” He describes one (in which only mental control. It seems to have had no private landowner or lessee. 

408 pheasants, hares, and partridges had fixed point of origin. In America the dominant idea, until about 

been killed on November 25), as “an The first American plantings of exotics, 1905, was to perpetuate, rather than to 

English mile long, and about half as wide as traced by Phillips (1928) took place in improve or create, hunting. It sought by 

—covered with high grass, clumped with 1790, They were doubtless motivated not restrictive measures, to “string out” the 

copse wood, fern, and broom—so that the so much by a shortage of native game as remnants of the virgin supply, and make 

game lay well.” There is possibly an ob- by mere curiosity, or else by that queer it last as long as possible. Hunting was 

jective inference in the word “clumped.” desire to possess something new which all thought of as something which must even- 

(Incidentally, 1,200 head had been killed in flesh is heir to. tually disappear, not as something which 

this remise the year before, or a kill of The first state game farm would be a_ might be produced at will. 
four head per acre, if his dimensions are defensible point of origin for the produc- Game laws under the restrictive idea 

right.) tion idea. This, according to Palmer, was were essentially a device for dividing up 

European game management today seeks established in Illinois in 1905. something which nature, rather than man, 

to control all of the factors determining The first refuge would be another had produced, hence it was natural enough 

wild populations, and in the case of logical point. The word “refuge,” as a that the policy of division should reflect 

pheasants further augments wild produc- device for game management, did not the democratic ideas underlying our polit- 

tion by artificial rearing. Its practices come into use until 1910. The group of ical system. Here was something new un- 

antedate the origins of biological science, ideas now associated with that word were der the sun—a game system based on an 

hence they are to a large extent empirical jin practice much earlier. For instance, equally-distributed citizenship, rather than 

rather than scientific. That they are, in the whole modern mechanism of a refuge (as in Europe) on an unequally distributed 

the main, effective, is known to all. for ducks, including a strand of wire for a landownership. It gradually became ap- 

Many American sportsmen have the boundary, feed placed inside, and a sunset parent, however, that this admirable system 

mistaken impression that European game rule on the surrounding shooting ground, had failed to halt the accelerating decline 

management relies largely on artificial was in effect on Weber’s Pond, in the in the game supply. Public-spirited citi- 

propagation. Artificial propagation is Horicon Marsh, Wisconsin, in 1891. Penn- zens groped around for new formulas. 

widely used for pheasants, but in eastern sylvania established her first state refuge Better law-enforcement and prohibition of 

Europe, and probably also elsewhere, wild in 1905. market-hunting became current dogma; 

management or “environmental controls” The first national park closed to hunting game “protection” became a “cause.” 

are used exclusively for all species, includ- (Yellowstone, 1894) or the first national Came then Theodore Roosevelt, with the 

ing pheasants, with entire success. Even game reservation (Wichita, 1905) or bird idea of “conservation through wise use.” 

in England a few landowners produce their reservation (Pelican Island, 1903) might Wild life, forests, ranges, and waterpower 

pheasants entirely by wild management. also be selected as marking the American were conceived by him to be renewable 

Although management in Europe came origin of environmental controls for wild organic resources which might last for- 

first and biology afterward, there is plenty life. Refuges, parks, and reservations, ever, if scientifically harvested and repro- 

of evidence that biological guidance is now however, may more truly be considered as duced. 
increasingly sought as a means of making half-way points between the restrictive The Roosevelt doctrine determined the 

management more effective. “The Grouse idea and the idea of environmental controls. subsequent history of American game man- 

in Bee and Disease” a) replacers eee half-way idea is that of limiting agement in three basic respects: 

an able attempt to apply science to the the kill to the annual increase. The first : « ” 

disease factor (Scottish grouse cycle) public attempt to apply this principle ve pone tices all mee pulaoor we 

which empiricism had failed to control, (doubtless borrowed either from foresters Sources as Cue eera ae 5 
and which science, too, as yet fails to un- or stockmen) was Wyoming’s “limited li- 2, It recognized their conservation 

derstand. cense” on moose around 1915. through wise use” as a public respon- 

American Chronology. The history of their private ownership 

American management is until recently al- Piste first public control of food supply 3 a Ban ee | foe di 

most wholly a history of hunting controls. by artificial food patches occurred on . It recognized science as a tool fof dis- 
The sequence and direction of their devel- : ‘ charging that responsibility. 

: *” the Pennsylvania refuges in 1917. By. 

opment from the Revolution up to 1911 1S 1920 state food patches were being in- It left cloudy, however, the question of 
set forth in Palmer’s admirable “Chro-  statted on a considerable scale. whether game could best be renewed un- 

nology and Index (1912). Palmer points The first public control of a game disease der public ownership, or by public regula- 
out that at the time of the Revolution, 12 Sa aeat ‘ _ tion of private initiative. Subsequent evo- 

. epidemic was the stamping out of hoof skeen # rs A 
of the 13 colonies had enacted closed sea- a44-mouth disease by the Bureau of Ani- lution is gradually answering this question. 

sons on certain species, while several had yay Industry in California in 1924. The trend is toward recognizing land-value 

also prohibited certain destructive equip- The first public predator control for and mobility as the criteria of public vs. 

ments and methods, and the export and sale game purposes is so thoroughly fused with private game management. Migratory 

of deerskins. The first closure for a term  jjy, i: birds (mobile, and often occupying cheap 
; ™  jivestock predator control that no dates 1 is) bi ti 1 chi 1916. 

of years occurred in Massachusetts deer in B : d ie peHonalsCuar ee: tt B 
ane can be set. Bounties on predators go back The present moment is seeing the emer- 

1718. The beginning of a warden system indefinitely. Appropriations for govern- i 
+ seta and New Hamp: oe gence of the idea that forest game (mobile, 

appeared in Massachusetts ai : P- ment trapping date from 1915. and on cheap Jand) can be largely a pub- 

shire about 1850, The first protection for The first large-scale private practice of lic charge, whereas farm game (non-mo- 
non-game_ birds appeared in Connecticut game management (in the sense of a_ bile, and usually occupying expensive land) 

and New Jersey in 1850. ; rounded-out system of control of all ac- can only be managed by private initiative 

Game laws followed the retreating tionable factors based on a preceding under public regulation (American Game 

frontier and reached the Pacific (in Cali- scientific life-history investigation) was Policy of 1930). 
fornia) in 1852. By 1880 all of the 48 instituted by Herbert L. Stoddard on the Science as a Tool. It may be well for 

states had game laws. The first bag limit Georgia Quail Preserves during the period the reader to be reminded of the human 

(25 prairie chickens per day) appeared in 1924-1928. history behind the present idea of using 

Towa in 1878; the first rest day in Mary- The first large-scale practice of public science as a tool for the accomplishment of 

land in 1872. Market hunting was first game management on  publicly-owned conservation. 

tabooed by Arkansas in 1875. shooting grounds began on the national The early naturalists regarded a species 

A hunting license was first required by forests at an indeterminate date (since as one of the phenomena of nature which 

New York in 1864; a non-resident license 1910) and in Pennsylvania about 1919. needed to be discovered, catalogued, and 

by New Jersey in 1864. In short, during the last two or three described. 

Federal supervision of interstate game decades restrictive legislation has been They realized, and marveled, that 

began with the Lacey Act in 1900, followed gradually reinforced by the growth of the “For it the Earth lay preparing quin- 

by the migratory bird bills introduced in idea of production through environmental tillions of years



Vithout one single animal or plant. Game management is merely an attempt regulatory measures, and of course knew 
or it the revolving centuries truly to answer the corollary question: “How of its use for environmental controls in 

and steadily rolled.” shall we avoid doing so without evicting forestry. The idea was doubtless conceived 
“Gentlemen, look at this wonder,” they ourselves?” by someone long before it was successfully 

said, and then set about to catalogue it, The crusaders wrote many volumes, but applied by the Biological Survey to quail 
comfortably assuming that only the same these told us why rather than how wild management in Georgia, and by the Penn- 
blind forces which had caused it to be life and civilization should be adjusted to sylvania Commission to deer management 
there could, in the fullness of time, cause each other. These men were mostly in that state. 
it to perish from the earth. biologists, but strangely enough their tech- The early attempts to apply biology to 

But it soon became evident that a species nique was not biological, but rather took the management of game as a wild crop 
did not continue or discontinue its existence the form of an intensification of the pre- soon disclosed the fact that science had 
like a planet or a geological stratum or a existing idea of protective legislation, accumulated more knowledge of how to 
sunset, regardless of what the scientist which experience has now shown does not distinguish one species from another than 
thought or did about it. alone suffice, even when enforced. It re- of the habits, requirements, and inter-rela- 

This civilization which at one moment tards, but does not reverse, the forces of tionships of living populations. Until re- 
held up a new species, saying, “Gentlemen, destruction. cently science could tell us, so to speak, 
look at this wonder,” might next throw it Our sporting literature fell in line with more about the length of a duck’s bill than 
down and destroy it with all the non- the crusaders, but pioneered no extensions about its food, or the status of the water- 
chalance of a glacial epoch. of their ideas. It consisted for a long time fowl resource, or the factors determining 

The naturalist’s first response to the of mildly pleasant hunting yarns, some- its productivity. It has now become more 
realization of this anomaly was to heave a_ times of literary merit, which hoped with realistic. Scientists see that before the 
sigh and hasten the completion of the varying degrees of fervency that there factors of productivity can be economically 
cataloguing, lest by chance some species would be some game left for our sons, and manipulated they must first be discovered 
disappear before receiving the baptism of recommended with varying degrees of skill and understood; that it is the task of 
a Latin name. In some instances, like that more laws to retard the day of reckoning. science not only to furnish biological facts, 
of the Arizona elk, this actually happened. One periodical broke away at an early date but also to build on them a new technique 

and pioneered the idea of game production by which the altruistic idea of game con- 
Ae the Rooseveltian era, however, through private initiative, but it proposed servation can be made a practical reality. 

came the crusader for conservation, to use artificialized game farming tech- These, briefly, are the mental paths which 
a new kind of naturalist who refused to nique, and insisted upon open markets to led to the present American idea of game 
stomach this anomaly. He insisted that reinforce the private production incentive. management. The fact that hindsight 
our conquest of nature carried with it a These two unnecessary corollaries clouded shows them a bit crooked should not de- 
moral responsibility for the perpetuation the intrinsic merit of the central idea. tract due credit from those who broke 
of the threatened forms of wild life. This This faction, must, however, be credited the way. Both scientists and sportsmen 
avowal of human responsibility was a step with the origin of the private initiative mow see that effective conservation re- 
of inestimable importance. In fact, to idea in America. It had the outstanding quires, in addition to public sentiment and 
anyone for whom wild things are some- merit of a realistic program, arising out of laws, a deliberate and purposeful manipula- 
thing more than a pleasant diversion, it constructive discontent with pious phrases. tion of the factors determining productivity 
constitutes one of two great milestones So far we have the scientist, but not his —the same kind of manipulation as is em- 
in the moral evolution of the human race. science, employed as an instrument of game ployed in forestry. They are also begin- 
At the first a man asked, “Am I my conservation. I have no clear picture of ning to see that in game, as in forestry, 
brother’s keeper?” At the second a man who first used science creatively as a tool this manipulation can be accomplished only 
asked, “Have we the right to destroy a to produce wild game in America. Roose- by the landowner, and that he must have 
species?” velt had it in mind as a guide for game some kind of an incentive for undertaking it.
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BRITISH AND AMERICAN GROUSE CYCLES 

By ALDO LEOPOLD AND JOHN N. BALL 

IHINKERS about game conservation have Sourcns or DATA 
usually been skeptical about the feasibili- A. Nort AMERICAN GROUSE AND RABBITS.— 

yy) ty of applying management to American This curve is the summation of some 540 reports 
~ grouse, especially American prairie chick- gathered during the Game Survey? on the status 

ens. It has been assumed that the violent fluc- of grouse and rabbits, by species, in various 

tuations experienced by all species of grouse made __gtates and provinces, during particular years. 
the potential crop uncertain, and efforts to pro- The data become scattered behind 1909, and 

duce a crop correspondingly unattractive. The very thin behind 1898, hence the curve stops 

average sportsman has probably not reasoned the there. Some of the 540 reports are from the 
matter out in exactly these terms, but when he game and ornithological literature, but most 

speaks of prairie chickens, as “hopeless” or the were made to Leopold verbally or in correspon- 
ruffed grouse supply as beyond human control, he gence by sportsmen, game wardens, and natur- 

probably means much the same thing. alists, totalling nearly 200 persons. It is regretted 
The authors recently read for the first time the that this number is so large as to preclude indivi- 

monumental work of the British Committee of dual acknowledgments. 
Inquiry on “The Grouse in Health and Disease.”’! The geographic distribution of the reports and 
If more American sportsmen and ornithologists the species to which they pertain, are as follows: 
would read these volumes carefully, they would Busw. Cotten: 
soon be convinced, as we were, that the manage- Region Ruffed Other shoe tail Total 

ment of cyclic grouse is anything but hopeless. Grouse Grouse Hares Rabbits 
That property in grouse which causes them to fall Far North...... 5 20 20 a 45 

ready victims to disease epidemics is apparently Se era 60 44 48 “3 152 

offset by a corresponding facility in recovering aa Rae 143 61 26 9 239 

their normal numbers, provided only the environ- Central U.S..... 7 15 a 40 62 
ment be favourable and the shooting on each Southern U.S... 24 18 a bs 42 

parcel of range under strict and intelligent control. Tie ME. Le ee 
The British success in increasing and stabilizing =, ues v4 2 PAO 
grouse is an obvious fact, backed by a century of | The vertical ordinate has no numerical validity, 
experience, and is not altered by any like or dis- Curve A simply connecting the most frequent of 

like for their methods of harvesting the crop, five grades of abundance reported for each parti- 

once it has been produced. The latter question cular year. The spread or dispersion of the-re- 

is not here under discussion. mainder of the reports is indicated by the hatched 

A digest of the Grouse Report, comparing 2°?® which covers 90 per cent of the total reports 

British and American grouse from the viewpoint for each year. 
of management, has been published by the The number of reports of course decreases as 

authors in a separate paper. It ishere desired to the dates recede. The time-distribution is: 
present a companion study comparing their re- 1926-1930... .135 reports 1911-1915. . .56 reports 

spective fluctuations. The data available to us 1921-1925....131 “* eee At 

are summarized on the accompanying chart, peeves SA Boece: 8c 
consisting of three sets of American curves and These data are separate and distinct from those 

two sets of British curves. entering the Wisconsin curves (C-1 and C-2),
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although obtained and compiled in the same The kill on each moor for each year was first 

manner. They are also separate from both the computed as a per cent of its own average. The 

B curves. The source and exact locality of each average of all the percentages available for each 

report is available in Leopold’s records. year was then calculated and plotted. Hence the 
Curve A is heretofore unpublished, although curve represents the departure from average (100 

the graphed data for the separate states have per cent) for all four moors collectively, during 

been circulated privately in the form of a blue- each year. The rising trend of the curve repre- 
print entitled “Cumulative History of Game _ sents the increasing success of management. 

Cycles in North America.” E. ScorcH GRouSsE DISEASE (INVERTED).—E-1 

B. CANADIAN GROUSE AND RABBiTs.—B-1 is the frequency of reports of red grouse disease, 
(sharptail) and B-2 (ruffed grouse) were published as mapped by years in Vol. II of the “Grouse in 

by Norman Criddle! in The Canadian Field- Health and Disease.” The dots on these yearly 

Naturalist for April, 1930. They represent the maps representing the number of localities re- 
numbers of grouse on his place at Aweme, Mani- porting disease (these maps occur in the limited 

toba, as estimated by his father and himself. edition only) were counted, and plotted as per 

His original graph contains a curve for grass- cent departures from the average number, but the 
hoppers, and a rainfall record, which are here vertical scale was inverted, so that any parallelism 

omitted. Asin my own curves, Criddle’s vertical with the kill curve’(D) could be the more readily 
ordinate has no numerical validity, but is based visualized. Since E-1 is inverted, its peaks rep- 

on a judgment-comparison between years, but resent disease-free years, and its troughs years of 
since these comparisons have been all made by numerous diséase reports. 
one man from his own field observations, they E-2, which occurs in numerous fragments, is a 

are doubtless superior to mine in accuracy. compilation by Leopold of the textual references 

B-8 is the Hudson Bay Company’s purchases to high and low red grouse crops, high and low 
of rabbit skins, as published by Ernest Thompson- _ kills, record bags, and disease years occurring in 

Seton in “The Arctic Prairies,’ page 102. Seton’s the Grouse Report, in Malcolm and Maxwell’s 
curve goes back to 1821, but the section behind book, and in MaclIntyre’s paper on “Cycles of 

1850 is here omitted. The number of skins in Game Birds,’ appearing in “(Game and Gun,” 

the section here reproduced runs up to 150,000in June, 1930, page 286. The vertical ordinate is 
the high year 1865, but the numerical scale is an arbitrary judgment (in three abundance 

omitted for simplicity. classes) on the consensus of textual references 
C. WISCONSIN GROUSE AND RassBiTs.—C-1 available for each year. Usually where more 

(pinnated and sharptail) and C-2 (all grouse and than one reference was available, they all agreed. 

rabbits) were published by Leopold in the Game E-3 (Black Game) consists of a few fragments 

Survey, Chart 8, page 142. They are summa- of textual references by Malcolm and Maxwell, 
tions calculated in exactly the same manner as A, and by Maclntyre, graphed in the same manner 

from similar data. The spread of the data for as E-2. Both of these writers consider this 
C-2 is here added for comparison with the spread species as synchronizing with red grouse in its 

in A, the hatched zone including 90 per cent of fluctuations, hence its admission here. 
the total reports for each year. 

A much more accurate and thorough study of INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

we fuguisHens eoetine es jonger penog 5 AMERICAN FLUCTUATIONS.—There is an ines- 
now being made by Ralph T. King, of the Univer- Gana Beara G 

sity of Minnesota, under a fellowship of the capable cere lpusm Detweenl sy a) at i i 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ . The low of 1927 shows on all three, coy unas 
Tnstifite: in the North American curve (A) it falls in 1926 

D. Scorcu Grouse Kitn—D is the kill of rea °F 1928. Interpreted in the light of the hatched 
2 zone, 1928 appears to be the preferable date for 

grouse from four moors as follows: i : 
Period the all-American low, as compared winth 1927 for 

Moor Covered Author Wisconsin and Ontario. 

1. Douglas Castle (Lan- 1858-1909 Malcolm & Maxwell The high of 1928 is apparent in all three curves 

arlahire): “Grouse and Grouse as a broad flat-topped “mesa” of four years’ dura- 
. Moora, $B 213: tion, beginning in 1920 or 1921, and falling off in 2.A moor in Inyerness- 1897-1909 British Committee, , . 

shire. “Grouse in Health and 1924 or 1925. 
Disease,” p. 474. The low of 1918 is apparent in all three, except 

8. A Seotch moor, ...... 1866-1886 Same, p. 456. that in Wisconsin it came a year late (1919) 

Micarron Mooi. (hroraye ferdsts Samé, p. 888, except in prairie chickens, which followed the all- 

shire). American date, 1918.
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The preceding high shows the first blur. The Seton likewise deduced a 10-year period from 

years 1910 to 1915 are all relatively high in all B-3, plus his corresponding curves for other fur- 
three curves. The all-American curve shows a hearers. He says (p. 109) “The high points for 
major peak in 1910 and a lower one in 1912-13. each species are with fair regularity 10 years 
Criddle peaks in 1912, 1913, or 1914, with ruffed apart.” This independent conclusion for an 
grouse peaking later and falling later than sharp- earlier period carries the extremely important 
tail. Wisconsin shows peaks in 1909, 1912, and inference that the period of the American cycle 
1915 both for pinnated and all species, the ruffed is not growing shorter, as MacIntyre claims it is 
grouse (being the heaviest component of all in the British Isles. 

species) again lagging behind in the final drop. It is not here intended to imply that the Amer- - 

Taking everything together, the Years 1912. or ican cycle has a uniform period, or that it has not. 

1913 would ee to be the mean high. An average is in any event needed for prediction 
The preceding low Criddle and Seton fix at in game management and administration. 

1907, with the projection of the all-American a : 
curve in agreement, although now so meagre as BritisH FLUCTUATIONS.—There a parallelism 
not to be given great weight. The Wisconsin between the various British curves comprising D 

curve, interpreted with due weight for the hatched and E. It is apparently greater than would 
zone, would indicate 1905 or 1906. The year C°°UT by chance alone. 

1906 may be taken as a rather blurred median A certain lag between D (kill) and E-1 (disease 
date for this low. frequency) is to be expected. The literature 

We now climb back to a pronounced high in makes it clear that heavy kills are often made 

about 1902, unanimous except for Seton’s Hudson uring the first year of an outbreak of disease, 
Bay rabbits. Again we have the flat-topped the heavy population being assumed to induce the 

“mesa” 2-4 years in duration, with a doubt as to Outbreak. Accordingly E ought to precede D 

its true centre. Criddle would have it 1903 or in both trough and peak. This will be called 
1904 in both grouse; Wisconsin 1901 in both the “anticipated lag.” 
prairie chickens and all species. This time The British curves for 1909-1929 are too 

ruffed grouse show no lag in any of the curves, meagre to support conclusions. It is hoped that 
but click with the other species. some British author will compile and publish the 

Preceding this is a pronounced low, but with kill since 1910 on the four moors covered by the 
Criddle and Wisconsin at variance as to its date. Grouse Report and Maxwell up to that date. 

Criddle says 1897 or 1898, Wisconsin 1899. There are possible highs about 1923 and 1915, 
_ Wisconsin, backed by Seton, climbs back toa and lows about 1929 and 1914. 

eo ot ea wae Criddle e Ball low. There is a partially substantiated high about 
The number of observations in the Wisconsin 1909 and a low about 1908. 

curve has by now become meagre, whereas Criddle ele i r 

and Seton are presumably as well-supported as Beginning cad with the full pata, there ABS 
ever. Since they conflict, the date of this low clear high in the Idll for 1907, E-1 showing the 
must be left unresolved! anticipated lag to the left, to the extent of two 

To sum up, the available data on North Ameri- Y®4™S- , 

can grouse (but possibly not rabbits, especially There is an unanimous low in 1903. 
Hudson Bay rabbits) substantially synchronize There is a clear high in the kill for 1901, E-1 
in their fluctuations back to the high of 1902, at showing the anticipated 1-year lag to the left. 
which point the data become too meagre for fur- There is a low about 1897, E-1 lagging one year 
ther comparisons. The periods and intervals are _ to the left as anticipated. 

as follows: There is a clear high in 1894, E-1 lagging one 
NORTH AMERICAN GROUSE CYCLE year to the left as anticipated. 

Tateeval 40 ona 10°6R 14 There is a blurred low in 1889 or 1891. 
' es There is a clear high in 1886, H-1 lagging 1-2 

Sa There is a low in 1888 or 1884, a unanimous high 
si : in 1882, and a low in 1878, but contradicted by 

Evidently 214 periods have elapsed between /-2, which shows a high. 
1927 and 1902, which gives an average of a There is a high in 1876, and a unanimous low 
fraction over 10 years, as compared with the in 1873. 
9-year figure arrived at by Leopold in the Game By all the literature and tradition, 1872 was a 
Survey for Wisconsin. record-breaking year.
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There was a low in 1867, a high in 1865 or 1866, BLACK GAME AT HERON COURT 

a low in 1862 or 1863, and a moderate high about Some Killed — Max. Kill Interval None Killed Interval 
1858 or 1859. Management and kill records 4go2-6......... 1802 ) 
began during this period, so our data end, and f 7 years 1807 \ 

hence our inquiry. 1808-10........ 1809 evears 

To sum up, the data on British grouse available byear 1811-12} 

to us show periods and intervals as follows: 1813-17........ 1814 J 
} 6 years 

BRITISH GROUSE CYCLE | 

Interval 7 Tor8 4 6 I Syears «1818 

eee eo ees 1819-24 1s20° | 7 years 

High 1868 or 9... 1865 or 6......1872....1876....1882 (except 1821) J 1825-26 J 

Low —...-.... 1862 or 3.... 1867... .1873........1878? It is only the extreme regularity with which 

Treen nae OnE eR Malmesbury shot over this region which war- 
Interval 4or5 6 5 : 2 ‘i 

rants the inclusion of so meagre an aggregate kill. 

To the extent that the data can be credited with 
tnenyel 8 r cy f oh any significance, they corroborate the 6-year 

; cycle. 

se dass or 4 1880 or 91... i807... 1908.....1908 ‘The footnote on Chart B cites five lows and 
SSE eee highs in red grouse gathered from various authors, 

Interval Gors Gors 6 5 which synchronize with Malmesbury’s black game 
in about half of the instances, and contradict in 

Evidently seven periods elapsed between 1908  pajf. 
and 1863 (45 years), an average period of 614 
years, as compared with the 10-year period ar- CONCLUSIONS, BRITISH-AMERICAN COMPARISON. 

rived at for American grouse. —Both British and American grouse fluctuate 

ie i rhythmically. 
With markedly differing periods, the one not The internal synchronism in each country is 

constituting a multiple of the other, the occasional sufficient to show clearly when mass data are 

synchronism on the chart between British and plotted as either means or spreads, the lags 

American curves must be ascribed to chance. between localities not quite obscuring the general 

The statement of the Grouse Committee that trend. — ee v 
the British cycle consists of “the good year, the There is no significant synchronism between 
very good year, the record year, the bad disease Britain and America, the periods being different. 

year, the recovery, the average, and the good average” This would seem to refute the theory that ey cles 
(7-year eycle), is approximately correct in the 9 basically due to fluctuations in solar radiation 

light of this analysis of their own records. or sun-spots,, unless such fluctuations operate 
through entirely different biological channels in 

The bag on the four moors covered by Curve D America and Britain respectively. 

fell lower than 50 per cent of the normal or average The recent periods in each country are nearly 

during only 14 years out of the 51-year period of constant length, the British period varying 
covered. Crop failures, in other words, occur from four to eight years and averaging 614; the 

only one year out of four. American period varying (less conclusively) from 
nine to 14 and averaging 10 years. 

OLpER British Recorps.—A thorough search There is no evidence that the periods in either 

would doubtless reveal old shooting journals country are growing shorter, as one author thinks 

which would make possible the extension of the _ is the case in Britain. 

British curves behind 1850. One such journal Recovery is faster in British than in American 

by James Edward, the second Earl of Malmes- grouse, but the peaks are longer (i.e. have flatter 

bury,? has come to our notice, but the killsrecorded tops) in America. Both of these characters 

include mainly partridges and waterfowl, with a probably reflect the difference in period. There 

few black game. Evidently his estate (Heron is some indication that management, which began 

Court in Hampshire) was marginal for black game, about 1870, has lengthened the British peaks (or 

the kill never exceeding 10 head, and aggregating shortened the depressions). 

81 head. The intervals at which any were killed, The degree of fluctuation in British kills often 

however, are suggestive, as shown in the table exceeds 90 per cent of the average kill. Probably 

in the next column. the fluctuation in actual population density is as
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great or greater. There are no comparable no grouse management in America, on either 
American figures on degree of mortality, but this public or private land. It presents a virgin field 

agrees with the conjectures advanced in the Game _ for pioneer work by biologists, administrators, and 

Survey. sportsmen. 

In spite of these fluctuations, game management - BIBLIOGRAPHY 
i iti ‘i 1'The Grouse in Health and Disease.” Final Report of 

as applied to British grouse is a great success tne Committee of Inquiry on Grouse Disease. 2 vols. Lon- 
with no undue proportion of lean years. Why don, 1911. . 

i 2 Leopotp, ALpo, and BALL, J. N., ‘‘British and American then should not equal success attend the hoped-for — g,ouse linia = Apatan Go fol-aunae acd 
management of American grouse? Sept.-Oct., 1931. 

* LEOPOLD, ALDO. ‘Re t Gi Si f the North 
It hardly seems necessary to add that the Central Region” 1931. . 

development of an American, biological technique 4 CRIDDLE, NorMAN. ‘‘Some Natural Factors Governing 
ft the Fluctuations of Grouse in Manitoba.” Canadian Field- 

‘or grouse management, patterned after the Euro- Naturalist, 44: 79, April, 1930. 
pean experience, does not imply the adoption of ®Spron, E.T. ‘The Arctic Prairies.” New York. 1923. 

i ili- ® MALCOLM, GEORGE, and MAXWELL, AYMER. ‘‘Grouse European laws and customs concerning the utili avid’ Gennes Moors? Londons tote. 
zation of game or the distribution of shooting  Mactwryite, Ducat. “Cycles of, Inerease of Rodents 

Sof : ‘ and Game Birds.” Game and Gun and the Country Estate privileges. On the contrary, as pointed out in Fane, 1980, p. 286. 

the Game Policy,$ grouse usually occur on cheap *‘An American Game Policy.” Adopted by the Ameri- 
land suitable for public acquisition and manage- mee aia papers ae Te esi 
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British and American Grouse Management 
By Aldo Leopold and John N. Ball 

HE game policy’ last year adopted This paper aims to digest the manage- 
' by the prides: ee ment materials in the grouse report for 

opposes the adoption of European handy reference by American students and 
laws and customs governing game lands and sportsmen, and to interpolate certain com- 
crops. In this we concur. We believe, parisons with American grouse. (29 
however, that much can be learned by a Material from Malcolm and Maxwell’s # 
closer study of the biological techniques “Grouse and Grouse Moors” is also in- < es 
used in Europe for increasing the produc- cluded to the extent that it goes beyond, or ioe sey Se ] 
tivity of wild game on the range. Unfor- sheds light upon, the grouse report. Max- 4 ed ay Ce & hog ny oF 
tunately these techniques have usually been well’s writings, while not “scientific,” are f i ef 2 AN, WS A 
interpreted for us by estate owners or game- regarded by us as far sounder biologically Wow" Ria bik f Vay ] 
keepers who possess an empirical knowl- than the run of European game literature Vea aes ae a. ed 
edge of what is done in Europe, but who so far circulated in America. \ er ~ S/o 
lack a scientific understanding of why and A wider appreciation of what the British Se — oe tip Vis he 
how it works. Conditions are too different have done in red grouse management ought CEES BLY 4 Gy 
to make it wise merely to copy methods, but to help break up the prevailing pessimism NSEZG prt Gis 
never too different to make it wise to ignore as to the feasibility of restoring prairie i Wo 
already discovered biological principles. chickens and other grouse in this country. 

One of the outstanding European works General Comparison.— The red, pin- Sharptail Grouse 

on the biology of game production in the nated, and sharptail grouse are fundamen- 
wild is the report of the British Committee tally alike in that they are all cyclis, all the ruffed grouse is here only incidentally 
of Inquiry on “The Grouse in Hiedith ands! 7iopile totheextentiot being semimigratory, discussed. 
Disease.”* This work is none too frequently and all gregarious, and they all inhabit The red grouse differs fundamentally 
found in American libraries, and still less open land rather than forest. from his American counterparts in being 
frequently known to American game men. They are also alike in that each possesses. ™0nogamous, whereas the American spe- 

While aimed primarily to explain the grouse specialized digestive capacities which en. “1c8 a7€ probably promiscuous. the 
disease, it also contains an exceptionally abled Rabe ‘oarseweectable fande The red grouse and the sharptail differ 
complete evaluation of all other environ. *?” ay oo Sup EIaL On Ce eae eee. fromthe pinnated in that they are both 
mental factors. The only more complete unsuitable for other gallinaceous ee abe poor land species, whereas the pinnated 5 : . degree and nature of this specialization, ae A life equation of a game bird known to us a es : was originally a rich land species. How- 
is Stoddard’s “Bobwhite.”* however, is different in each _ The red ever, as pointed out in the Game Survey,° 

Unfortunately the grouse report is out of — STOUSe IS a browser, the sharptail ae bud- it has accomplished a northward shift 
print. The limited edition sells in our  4¢> while the pinnated is what might be from rich to poor land, but only by reason 
bookshops for upwards of $30. The popu- called a limited budder. of changes in cover and food making the 
lar edition is much cheaper but lacks com- The ruffed grouse is, of course, also a former less habitable and the latter more so. 
plete maps and tables. Hence a wide dis- budder, but being nonmigratory and non- The European and American grouse 
tribution in this country is hardly to be gregarious, and inhabiting timber, it is climates are not so dissimilar as one might 
hoped for. hardly similar to the red grouse. Hence suppose. The Scottish moors are a snow 

country, although doubtless subject to less 
é ie ee aa extreme cold than our chicken and sharp- 
gas deal tail country. The rainfall of parts of east 
to a cat, 7 at ; et os Scotland is less than 30 inches, which is like 

ae CG OTA Bos he eet our corn belt. West Scotland is much 
Sa Se aoe em oe BNR AS 2 Pe wetter. 

Sire Bae aa i Bee AW * Gs ate oe Medes a re ci. ‘Si The grouse report contains frequent hints 
. Pe fil NY we AS See BS ts Dn Ra aegge ye ah en that the red grouse is more responsive to 

Hi pa ea FNS i eA) 0 all Be A. ASA SS4@) +s management in the dryer rather than in the 
aa NY { 1 atl HNMR ie Mey ISS N\ wetter parts of its British range. This may 

Py i % ) af i \e Kw ‘y! YY WN correspond to the earlier shrinkage of our 
. & ud i | i veh | Sy t N as: = pinnated grouse and the heath hen on the 

a . ‘ yA ae i; ot i wetter end of their joint range. 

a 4 ie > ) POPULATION YIELDS 
ries ati ea : ! H a, Af British vs. American Definitions.— 

/ o> Wi nd " y or 4, It is the British custom to use the breeding 
m \ eS i / ol} F ‘ \ Sas population in spring as the standard for 

ve "lh stiaioncalia | ! De measuring population density, whereas it is 
i | Oe i we es fi mews | our custom to express population in terms 
a é ef i) . fig Rem tis re of the fall crop at the beginning of the 
7 f AB ee i ” rae Fea ts shooting season. This frequently requires 

foie.) Pecan tre ene pe, nN - a Ln | adjustment of the British figures before 
y Rig as Say re Fer Hy 7 song oe ya i comparisons are possible. (The reason for 

OBO U  ED Se am: ae oral My, ‘s Ro a nal Peat «oth eas) : oe Grouse shelter and feeding station in Wis- 
2 vat a a 4 Ae M VE on ane ii ete ai Se " { consin—an American eauiaient of British 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission Photo e 4 
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this is that the British “keeper” makes his In a normal season the bag will usually That there is probably some uniform 

principal census in spring, whereas our be about double the numbers of the winter upper limit of population density is indi- 

census figures come mostly from dog work stock and in a very good year it may be  catted by the phrase, already quoted: “The 

by sportsmen during the fall season.) Bogetbles to et ase five birds for umber of birds to the acre is curiously 

The report gives British grouse kills in Serv nesane yeu constant over wide tracts.” 
“brace” and spring population in pairs, but 
both are here converted into number of Evidently the kill : stock ratio is about 

birds. 2:1 GROUSE RANGE, FOOD, COVER 

Breeding Populations.—The report 

summarizes the breeding densities prevail- The report also says: Area.—Maxwell says there are 9,000,000 

ing in 1910 as follows: acres of “moor and mountain” in Scotland. 
It takes a very bad year to reduce the Most ofothi ; dentl 

Broadly speaking, the number of birds to average yield of a pair of birds below 3.5 S is area is evidently actual or 

the acre is curiously constant over wide of young brought to the gun, and only in potential grouse range. The range, of 

tracts of similarly situated ground. In very exceptional years does the average course, extends into England, Wales, and 

Yorkshire and Lancastershire there are covey exceed 5.2 of young birds. Treland. 

exceptional moors which Heather.—The usual grouse 

carry a pair of grouse to 2 moor consists of an acid up- 

acres; but in the north of TABLE 1.—KILLS ON SAMPLE MOORS land, sometimes poorly 
England, generally, one pair Acres per drained, on which heather 

to Aifo 0) acres {8 jeonsideeed Place Period eet irae (calluna vulgaris) constitutes 
safe winter stock on fully A moor in Ivernesshire ..... 1908 20,000 10,000 2.0 the dominant plant and the 

developed moors. In Scot- Bolton Abbey moor Works f 1893-97, per ott 14,000 § 10,4007 1.3 principal cover and food f 

land, the proportion is about ee ee avaee ; { 6,500 2.1 a Ba ood for 

one pair to 8 or 10 acres, ex- cb, 8 eaiosayehicgs gg, UOETO et vem 4,000 5,000 0.8 ae fecal ata Sie 
‘on the west coast, where ‘atron moor (Morayshire) (p. sists largely of controlling the 

wo se winter stock is cay Toor Gvaimnshire) Co! 1907-1940, :pervear = <=,000 oon proportion and dispersion of 

real one ean 29. | crac” Meme ome) RR 61 44 |) Aes altace te the Doaier 2 
or 40 acres. x fae, in oa jon 3,000 {1860 A such a had as Mi provide oo 

= are " timum f00 an cover at ie 

Notice that it is considered eee noo Ear ee a Cee 10,000 7300 40 various seasons. This control 

tsa A Sd peas iM “This was. the highest S-year average since 1808. is accomplished mostly by care- 

breeding stock. (The italics TAn additional kill of old cozks averaging 500 per year has been made by fully tended fires. 
are ours.) the Keepers of this ‘moor during the last 24 years. | erin eteanwar patches foi 

ged to arise from extensive trespass by netters. > 

Management on the west 3 Highest known yield. young heather are “dragged” 

coast of Scotland appears to to expose the foliage as food. 

be less intense and less suc- The red grouse’s ability to 

cessful than elsewhere. One pair per 40 The average grown young per breeding subsist on heather alone in winter prob- 

acres (or one bird per 20 acres) is only pair may be assumed to be between these ably accounts for the high carrying ca- 

about twice the density found by the Game _ two figures or about 4.0, or the total crop pacity of what would otherwise be rated as 

Survey to prevail for unmanaged prairie brought to the gun 4.0+2=6.0 per original poor soil. 

chickens on the sand plains of Wisconsin. pair, of which 4 are killed. Heather appears to be the second stage in 

In general, British management seems Applying the kill : stock ratio of 1 : 2 to the plant succession, since an overburned 

to have brought about up to 20-fold in- the kill for the “average moor” given in ™00r reverts to grass (called white land) in 

crease in breeding birds, as compared with Table 1 (2,500 birds) we interpolate as which the heather must be reestablished by 

unmanaged populations in both countries. follows: seedling reproduction. Too heavy a burn 

Maxwell estimates the increase in England Ean “Seanad sometimes throws the succession to bracken, 

from 300 to 800 per cent, but doubts if there 000 (10,000 and under other conditions moss becomes 

has been any in the Scottish highlands. eyes mode acres) acres) dominant. Both bracken and moss, fur- 

Kill from Sample Moors.— The in- Total spring breeding tock nishing neither food nor cover, are regarded 

crease in kill has been much greater than on moor (kill of 2500-2) 1,200 1,200 as a sign of bad management. 

the increase in breeding population. A low Acres per breeding bird In the Lake States of this country the 

population cannot safely be shot at all; the (area+1,200) .... 4 8 sharptail, and to a large extent also the 

report insists repeatedly that a high popu- a Ft eotg (2000) pinnated, likewise occupy land in the sec- 

lation must be shot to remain healthy, and é ae T2003) 8/1005 502/100 ond stage of succession from grass to the 

cites much convincing evidence in its sup- Actes ae bird, fall (area i. climax type of timber. The optimum for 

port. Cie ae cs ae > ae our sharptail occurs when fire has not quite 

The accompanying table gives samples per cent Be tall panalation 7 B reduced the forest from brush to grass, or 

of maximum kills and those current at the killed (kill (2,500) +fall when the grass stage has come back partly 

time the report was published in 1910. population (3,700)) .... 66 66 to brush. 

By and large, these kills run a bird per i Grouse and Grazing.—Previous to 

1 to 5 acres, which is as high as our best Saturation Point.—Table 1 indicates 1850 there was no grouse management. 

quail lands, and probably over a hundred occasional kills in excess of a bird per acre. After 1850 the moors were used principally 

times as high as our average chicken range. Thus on Broomhead Moor in 1908-10, 1.2 for sheep. During this pastoral stage they 

Bolton Abbey accomplished a 32-fold in- birds per acre were killed, indicating a fall were burned on a rotation of roughly ten 

crease in kills since 1908; Broomhead, a population of nearly two birds per acre. years. 

13-fold increase since 1858; Carron, a 10- Ina mobile species like grouse, we feel that From 1850 to 1873 the sheep crop became 

fold increase since 1897; Cawdor, a 7-fold such occasional extremely high population gradually subordinate to the grouse crop. 

increase since 1860. figures must be referred to influx or tem- This was before the widespread prevslenes 

Fall populations are not given in the re- porary concentration. It should be observed _ of driving, hence the keepers desired plenty 

port, but may be interpolated by applying that all these extremely high kills occur on of heavy heather in which the birds would 

the proper ratios to the kill figures in the smaller moors, which support this sup- lie to dogs. (Such heather is still called 

Table 1. The report says: position. “keeper’s delight.”) During this stage as 
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jittle as 1/100 was burned yearly, and The crops contain during the winter ANGE Rentals and Keepers.— 

grouse declined, followed by a great die-off months: A keeper should be the owner’s, not 
in 1873. Dec. Jan. Feb. March the tenant’s, servant. One keeper 

The period of 1873 to 1910 saw the grad- Jo Jo To ie can properly trap and burn 1,000 to 2,000 
ual replacement of dog hunting by driving, Hence shoot ee Pag 2 es 5 2 acres, but is frequently assigned as high as 
accompanied by heavier burning and inten-  Bjaeherry stalks and ‘hide, 1013-15 10,000 acres. 
sive management. Sheep are still found, Various we Se 2 eee The report makes a distinction between 

however, on many moors, and are not con- ' S the gross rental of moors (which may in- 
sidered injurious if properly run. They are The average weight of 150 CROPS MBB 60 clude the use of real estate and resident 
said to prevent the spread of bracken. The grains, the maximum weight 599 grains. servants) and game rental, which represents 

present rates of sheep stocking are not The average crop ona winter eveMIne which _ the value of the shooting as such. The game 
given in the report. Broomhead Moor had is the heaviest feeding hour, weighs 250 rental is often about one-third of the gross 
one sheep per four acres until 1877, but now grains; on a summer evening, 50 grains. rental. Gross rentals are based on the num- 
has no sheep. A 250-grain crop is 2.7 per cent of the gross _ ber of brace in the recent yield or kill, and 

Grazing rentals were originally higher weight of a 21-ounce grouse. vary from one to two pounds per brace per 
than shooting rentals on the same land, but Red grouse have been known to bud year. ‘ : 

are now much less, due to the rising price of birch and bog myrtle in severe winters. It Table 2 is a condensed presentation of 
the latter. is clear, however, that it is not a budding V@Tous data on the economics of grouse 

Burning.—The importance attached to species, but rather a browsing species. It ™0rS from the report and from Maxwell. 
skillful burning is indicated by the follow- burrows freely in snow to reach heather. 
PT URL MOUS In severe weather red grouse descend BREEDING HABITS, AGE, 

Moors in Yorkshire which 100 years ago from the moors to the grain stubbles, but WEIGHTS 
were unable to carry 300 brace to 10,000 oe niet ru 
acres without a certainty of disease, have, Pinion is divided as to whether grain is Pairing and Nesting.—The red grouse 

by careful burning, been made to carry ten really beneficial. Oats especially are sus- is not polygamous as is our pinnated and 

times that stock without risk. pected of irritating the intestinal tract be- probably our sharptail. The winter packs 

Maxwell does not think there has been cause too many hulls are eaten with the break up into pairs aeyearly as December. 
any increase in the Scottish highlands, and kernels. The red grouse is not skillful in The earliest eggs occur March 30, and oan 

ascribes the increase on the more southerly picking out sound grain, and has not from 5 to 12 per clutch, casually 7 to 10 

moors to driving rather than burning. Jearned to be a grain-eater to the extent Tnedbation takes 23. 24 daeore an 

The authors of the report hold throughout that the pinnated has (see Game Survey). tise real ans if i; 

to the opinion that the limit of improvement He is not even as much of a grain-eater as_. Oe eine ce eae, cae Me Bumper 
hi been reached on any moor, and __ the sharptail. in the clutch varies with the propitiousness 

ae none ° 2 p : i f the season. This, if true, is of extr that the dispersion of grouse accomplished Water Requirements.—Water is “not ora i ? é ome 

by proper dispersion of age classes in the _ necessary in the earlier stages when there is significance. The Tenor pecetls that old 
heather is vital to a heavy stand of healthy _ plenty of young heather and insects.” “The °°CKS fight worst, claim a larger Le 

birds. hatching season can hardly be too dry so and hence are less valuable for breeding. 

Disease is rare, less hurtful in its inci- long as there are dewy nights.” The grown The object of every moor-owner is to re- 
dence, and quicker to pass away on the birds at other seasons, however, appear to duce the number of old cocks by every 
well-managed than on the badly burned water regularly. Nesting hens are cen- ™eans within his power.” “A bird five years 

moors. sused by counting the clocker droppings old lays fewer eggs and of smaller size than 
A burning rotation of 15 years is advised (characteristic of incubation) which are 2 bird one or two years old.” 

by the grouse report, and of 10 years by left along the watercourses as the hens Three different hens, successively paired 
Maxwell. The distribution as well as the come to drink. with the same two-year-old cock during a 

proportion of burns must be watched. For Grit.—The crops of cock red grouse con- single season, produced 10 eggs, all fertile, 
instance, one must never burn more than tain more and 

one-third of a hillock; one must use special Jarger grits than —— 
care in burning steep south banks which the crops of hens, 
are the winter feeding grounds; one must and all adults con- TABLE 2 
burn “flow” lands (flats subject to standing tain more and Scotland cad Wiles Total 

water) every six years instead of every 15; Jarger grits than eee Ui eyOMede el Se 8 aiacdi goo 640,000 2,440,000 
one must burn all “gray” heather killed by chicks or young. Average gross rent, pounds*............... 1,000,000 270,000 1,270,000 

frost or snow. A cock ordinarily Se Ea tage ee ae 330,000 90,000 420,000 
The open season for burning is Novem- contains grit equal Mee ee eee ie Beg ‘ Aon 600 

ber 1 to April 11; the burned spots should jn bulk to an Additional wages paid drivers, pounds... . 40,000 30,000 70,000 
not exceed 10 acres. We gather they are ounce of shot, SOU NBN Griese ootlng,  potniisss : " 2,024,000 
usually much smaller. moet aquarty cad * Value of one pound = $4.87. 

Drainage.—*“A well-drained moor is less felspar. Quartz is 
liable to dangerous infection.” Drains nearly always 
should have sloping banks so as not to present in crops even when it is not found _ eight eggs, four-fertile, and eight eggs, none 
trap the young grouse. The grit exposed in in the local soil, the birds evidently flying fertile, respectively. 
digging drains is a benefit. to get it. Quartz has been successfully Eggetinsadyancadtincubation arerction 
Grouse Food.—The report emphasizes added to grouse range (and also pheasant damaged*by late trots, but, before incu: 
repeatedly that grouse population is pri- range) as a management measure. Subse- bation has qdvanced eet tana i 
marily determined by the condition of the quent crop oo show that : is neither frost 'toe ae Neste Have ioe 

breeding stock as determined by winter promptly consumed in preference to other meee 

food, and by the vigor of the breeding stock native grits. When confined birds are de- oat to Be reg sta ae hatched! after 
as determined by the removal of old birds. _prived of grit they immediately conserve 7°78 covered with mane inches of snow, o1 
Winter food is determined by the kind, their supply by passing less of it. One bird after being encased in ice, or after the hen 
amount, and distribution of heather age died when half of its grit was gone on the has been absent as much as three days 
classes with respect to topography, winter twenty-third day. This may have been due If, in this non-polygamous grouse, pro- 
snow conditions, and probably contamina- to decreased food consumption, as indicated ductivity is so greatly benefited by the sys. 

tion. by loss of weight. tematic reduction of old cocks, are not 
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such measures even more likely to benefit TRANSPLANTATION, ARTIFICIAL The above description might well pass 
our polygamous prairie chickens? REARING for a description of prairie chickens 
Nesting Grounds.—There is an alti- : _,  vather than red grouse, except for the ob- 
tudinal movement in the wake of the melt- The red grouse differs from our prairie — yjous fact that the British know a great deal 
ing snow, the birds appearing to prefer as chickens in that more instances of success: more detail about their bird than we do 

high an altitude as possible for nesting. ful transplantation and successful rearing about ours. The evidence gathered by the 

Long heather is never used as a nesting 1 Captivity have been known. Game Survey indicates that in the pinnated 
site. Heather of about one foot high at the Transplantation.—Plants are known to only the hens migrate. 

edge of an opening is preferred. This cor- have failed in Shetland in 1858, 1883, 1901, The only American instance known to us 
responds with Stoddard’s conclusion that and also in Surrey, Norfolk and elsewhere. where the sexes in a game species appro- 

quail decline high or dense nesting cover. Successful plants are reported from Got-  priated separate geographic areas at cer- 

It also corresponds with Gross’ findings to tenberg, Sweden, from Hohe Venn, Bel- tain seasons occurs in mule deer on the 

date on prairie chickens. gium, 1893, and Icklingham, Suffolk, 1903. Gila National Forest in New Mexico (un- 

Late-hatched birds (equivalent to our Also Tentsmuir, Fife, 1872. The last- published réport by Leopold). 

“squealers” in quail) are considered a named plant now sustains a kill up to 120 Flight Limits.—It is dangerous to flush 
menace to the health of the moor because _ birds yearly. young grouse during a high wind because 

they emerge from the winter weak and a All these successful plants are on heather they are likely to dash headlong into the 
fit host for diseases. land, although red grouse occasionally heather. It is “not at all unusual for 

Weights, Ages; Sex Ratio.—Adult occur on land devoid of heather. grouse to cross the Solway Firth . . . 
cocks weigh 21 to 25 ounces and are Artificial Rearing.—The artificial rear- 92 miles in breadth.” Flights of 5, 11, 6 

heaviest in August, December and Febru- — ing of red grouse is said to be “almost as and 6 miles are also recorded. 

ary. Hens weigh 19 to 23 ounces and are easy as pheasants,” but the evidence as The Game Survey records flights of 7 

heaviest in April. Both sexes gain weight — given hardly sustains this assertion. Grouse miles in pinnated grouse and circumstan- 

during the winter until March, when the were reared on a small scale in Surrey in tial evidence of flights of much greater 
breeding season causes the cock to lose connection with the researches of the com-  {ength during migration. 

heavily, with the result that many die in mittee, with survivals up to 50 per cent at 

May. The cock drops in weight in Sep- six weeks, but no other successes are DISEASE, ACCIDENTS, PREDA- 

tember due to a special moult which the known. It was necessary to feed heather. TORS 

hen does not share. 

As in our quail, the dying weights vary MOBILITY; FLIGHT, FLOCKING Disease.—The authors of this paper are 

with the season. A 24-ounce cock may die HABITS not competent to give a comprehensive 

at 20 ounces in February, 19 in March, 18 Seasonal Mobility.—The red grouse is review of the evidence and conclusions on 
in April, 17 in May, and 16 in June. A 24- evidently semi-migratory, or rather migra- disease. In general, the report ascribes the 
ounce hen may die at 16 in May. tory-on-occasion, in about the same degree _ bulk of the losses to coccidiosis during the 

The problem of sex ratio, disturbances as our prairie chickens. The breeding and juvenile stage and strongylosis in adults 

of which seem to accompany disease in wintering ranges are often 10 to 15 miles during the breeding season. Strongylosis 

ruffed grouse, is unfortunately so far unex- apart, and in hard winters packs of red is concluded to be “the grouse disease.” It 
plored in both red grouse and prairie grouse are seen 20 or 30 miles from the is caused by a menatode worm infesting the 

chickens. The report does not mention it. nearest inhabited range. The Game Sur- caecum. This worm is normally present 
Maxwell likewise says nothing of sex yey shows that our pinnated formerly had in 95 per cent of all grouse, but becomes 

ratio, but in his pheasant book indicates a seasonal mobility up to 200 miles, and virulent when heavy contamination of the 

that there are at least a few deliberate that sharptails may have shared this char- winter food supplies is followed by reduced 
inbreeders among European game men, one acter of the prairie grouse species. Even vigor and bad weather during the nesting 

of whom says it “maintains a race which is the inexplicable early-fall movements de- season. The life cycle is accomplished as 

most fit for the conditions prevailing in scribed by the Game Survey have their follows: The larve leave the droppings, 

the locality.” British counterpart. Are these referable climb a heather stalk in the presence of 

The report gives various criteria for dis- to Elton’s “sense of disharmony with the dew, encyst themselves on the foliage, pass 
tinguishing young from old birds, includ- environment”? uninjured (due to their protective coat- 

ing the shape and blood content of the Packs; Relation to Sex.—Packs are ing) through the gizzard when the foliage 
primaries, the strength of the jaw, and the sometimes formed soon after shooting be- is ingested by the grouse, and thus re- 
stiffness of the skull. A groove onthe claw gins on August 12. These early packs established themselves in the caecum. 
in August is an infallible sign that the bird consist of young birds, the old birds join- The largest mortality in cocks occurs in 
is over a year old. ing the packs later. This is why the old April and May, at which time there is a 

A marked cock is known to have lived birds (coming over the guns in singles or much lesser mortality in hens. The bulk 
nine years. small groups) are more readily killed by of the sickly birds in autumn are hens, 

Inbreeding.—The report seems to accept driving than the large packs of young which are at that season convalescent from 

the traditional belief that inbreeding is which cross the butts in large groups, with the effects of the breeding season. “In 

injurious. It repeatedly indicates, how- a much smaller percentage of loss. sick hens there is no development of the 
ever, that the remarkable increase in popu- In bad years shooting is sometimes con- ovaries or enlargement of the oviduct 

lation and kill can be accounted for by the fined to old birds. and cloaca. . . . Such birds are bar- 
improvement of the environment, the re- There are hen packs and cock packs, or yen . , , but pair nevertheless.” 
duction of breeding stocks to the capacity at least each pack is likely to contain a “Grouse disease has always been con- 

of the range, and to reducing the propor- majority of one sex. Hens pack more sidered to be intensified by artificial con- 
tion of old birds from such stocks. It readily than cocks. divine “(hak ae dnteneive ina: 
further admits that the great mobility of It has been noted that certain hills are te Foie nee ne 3 - t is doubtful whether this view is correct. 
the species would largely prevent inbreed- frequented by hen packs and others by cock Liehtl Contrteracad 
ing, even without the shuffling accomplished packs. During storms all birds join packs ueBtly stocks une. ate pAOOTS Bre U0E 

by driving. It further cites successful except the old cocks, which stay on the exempt from vie disease. This corrobo- 

plantings which have spread from the in- high ridges and are there killed by the cates the endemic character of the infec- 

breeding of a small original seed stock. keepers. Disease is rare in those localities "0. 

One must therefore conclude that the re- | where packing is the exception rather than “The ordinary sequence of events is one 
port does not contain the evidence to sus- the rule. Maxwell notes occasional packs year of disease, one or two years of re- 
tain its acceptance of the inbreeding theory. up to 3,000. covery, two or three average seasons, one 
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or occasionally two bumper years, followed icy towards the golden eagle, osprey, and some other way of accomplishing the same 
by disease in the following spring.” several others has for some time gen- thing. What system of shooting prairie 
Disease control in red grouse consists of oes Preece: a at Hee be nee chickens, for instance would accomplish 

regulating the age and density of winter pa te ne ULUre: ey pjecting animas i+ We have here a problem which Amer- 
stock and providing it with fresh uncon- of prey to compression, as it were, it will z di tatiinatedujeater for earls andi vicin never be permitted to crush them altogether ea eane ie ee i‘ F not ha ae have 

orous . . . ° a 
out of existence. in their minds, much less have they set 

breeding. A similar regimen adapted to our about to solve it. ‘i 
prairie chickens would seem to be merely There of course remains the question ; ; : ‘ c a = The American equivalents of the environ- a matter of intelligent experimentation. whether such enlightened policies are 5 ental aaneels a a Brien 

Denes As 28 aesisie chickens, ae actually followed on the moors. In gen- hard to veces Heather control ae fences and telegraph lines are a frequent eral, there is probably no escaping the eae cause of injury to red grouse. Broken f 1 1 f 5 for our prairie chickens, food patches and se. : e 50 ane i 
wing bones sometimes reunite and heal. ea Set pera So i-  coverts. Dragging snow off heather means 
Chicks are often drowned in jheavy rains Ka sie He yee a aaa We feeding stations with us. Artificial grit and “necessitates a stringent policy of predator ,,, ‘ E Predators.—The report rates risk of loss a i re o ae ) a water supply may, with us, not be neces- from predators by species in descending control. fe by De meags 70 Ows, however, — sary, but we should be sure before discard- 
order Seutelliowes that such intense management is necessary jing them. 

F ae ad this rae This 7 Predator contrul and brushing wires 
om Rook BORIS te Rte Cyt em Cparate mab ay enecol no explanation. All of these con- 

Stouy Jackdaw Leopold. trols need research and actual trials: to Peregrine Rayen A Be “ 
Hooded ore Coldeneaeln Conclusions.—The British methods of | work out American counterparts. In each 

conducting and regulating shooting are of case we must find out not merely some- 
The report indicates that stoats, hooded course a part of their system of grouse thing which works to accomplish the im- 

crows and rooks are rarely killed down to ™anagement, but the subject is not covered mediate end, but something which de- 
an extent which would threaten their local im this paper, partly for lack of space, creases, rather than increases, the disease 
extermination: partly because an excellent description is risk. Disease is apparently the béte noir 

Tt takes the enlightened attitude. that available in Maxwell’s book which is in of all grouse. 
g ci pri i i 5 s = # feve uiies of peregrine andl beet ee Biko oeceiecs tapi) eee on the most inaccessible parts of the moor sidered adanteds th Ashen é ditions, “An American Game Policy.” Adopted by the Seven- hetauceto rahe bi anterest sidered adapted to American conditions. teenth Annual American Game Conference, Decem- aus eauty ani terest of the heer 5 th | : 1 thod bee 1930 SK ies, riving is now the nearly universal metho er, 1930. species, and that the golden eagle is “too ef shooting. Tt began in 1805, but has  °L0pold, Aldo: ““Game Methods—the American Way.” noble to rank as vermin.” It recommends 8 a : : American Game, March-April, 1931. 

that hawks in general should not be de- Decome general only during the last 60 «The Grouse in Health and Disease.” being the final 
’ report of the Committee of Inquiry on Grouse stroyed. Even Maxwell, as sportsman, 8" _ i anti Disease, 2 vols. Smith, Elder & Co., 15 Waterloo says: Driving accomplishes one biological con- Place, London, 1911. 

trol, for which some alternative technique ies, Bee a Bole es as ele : E reservation. arle: Sons, New York, No one, presumably, not even the sports- may have to be invented here: it tends 1931. 
ee a sate ae ee ae e to eliminate the old breeding stock. This ea, Gyan Maayan a eee na Grouse 

‘ation . : Sa . C, K, ey ion, . Sn oe many of the Deantitw 806 is because the olf birds came over the butts ie Bs a agile creatures comprehensively classed es 4 Leopold, A.: “A Report on the Game Survey of the ae coormint cn veltnbn di Gaile a Ge Sa singles or small groups, while the young North Central States.” Sporting Arms and Ammu- 

vocate their total extinction. That, it is Come over in flocks or packs. If this redue- Suen ee mee Sa 
feared, has already been accomplished as tion of old stock is as important as the 7 Maxwell, A.: “Pheasants atl Covert Shooting.” A. 
respects several of the species aboye report would have us believe, American Res and C. Black, London, 1913. re 

i i . ‘Elton, Charles: ‘Animal Ecology and Evolution.’ named. But a reasonably protective pol- grouse management will have to seek Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1930. 
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GAME RANGE 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey, Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers Institute, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

In this meaty article the author, well known as a forester and authority on game 
management, calls attention to the environmental requirements of game to assure 
their thrift and welfare. He emphasizes the variation of needs according to species, 
season and circumstance, and the necessity of balancing the dispersion of the 
elements making up each environmental type for each species. The article plainly 
indicates the reason for the differences in game population in specific areas and 

suggests how the productivity of a game range may be enhanced. 

OR A PIECE of land to be habit- only in the most general terms. We 
Pine by game it must offer places call them, collectively, food and cover, 

suitable for feeding, hiding, rest- and often think of them as a constant 
ing, sleeping, playing, and raising property of the species with few varia- 

young. tions in time. Yet a little observation 

The essential difference between a shows at once that the needs of each 

deer and a man is that man builds species vary greatly both according to 
farms, factories, and citiés to provide season and circumstance. The menu of 

himself with the elements of a habit- most animals looks like a calendar— 

able environment, whereas a deer must a new food for every month. Likewise 
accept the random assortment laid their enemies and their coverts. Nearly 

down by nature (as modified by hu- all species have two critical seasons; 

man action) or move elsewhere. the season of winter storms, and the 

In both cases that endless competi- breeding season. Many game ranges 
tion which we call society consists ate adequate for more species or 

essentially in a struggle for the best greater densities’ than now inhabit 
assortment of places to feed, hide, rest, them, but for particular deficiencies 

sleep, play and breed. during these critical seasons. The prac- 

If the assortment of environmental tical problem of game range may be 

types in any one locality falls short approached and examined from this 

of being adequate to maintain vigor, standpoint, and it can usually be as- 

the species succumbs to internal and sumed that all other seasons and con- 

external competition. ditions are satisfactorily provided for. 

For bobwhite quail, for example, in 

ENVIRONMENTAL TYPES the northern half of the United States, 

Each species requires its own assort- feeding places are usually adequate 
ment of specialized places. In our except during winter snow or sleet 

present state of almost total ignorance storms. Under these conditions a corn- 
we can list and classify these places shock, or a patch of seed-bearing rag- 
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weed protruding above the snow, is a For resting, the requirements are 
requirement for survival. similar except that during the fly sea- 

Places to hide or rest are likewise son an open and preferably elevated 

usually adequate except during winter, place is needed in order to obtain 
when the snow makes every bird visible the assistance of the wind in fighting 

to predators. Under such conditions a _ insects. 

thorny bush like osage, or a dense For sleeping, the requirements of the 

tangle of grapevines, represents the species are not radically different than 
quail’s only chance to dodge his for hiding. 

enemies. For play, open places are needed. 

For a sleeping place quail require at For fawning, the doe prefers to be 
all seasons a rather open and prefer- near water in order that she may 

ably elevated spot, from which, if satisfy the thirst consequent to nursing 
attacked at night, they may take wing without undue expenditure of energy 
without striking mechanical obstacles. in travel. 

If the quail requires a special place Deer have a special requirement for 
for play, we have no knowledge of it. salt, which should be available without 

For nesting, quail require moder- undue travel. 

ately thin grass or brush on a well- These two illustration will suffice to 

drained spot with bare ground nearby show that each species has its own 
on which the young may dry out after particular environmental requirements, 
rain. Stoddard (9) thinks this ac- that there is usually a critical season 

counts for the frequency with which during which each of these is most 
nests are found near paths and on deficient, and that the probability of 

roadsides. surviving this critical season depends 

Quail are commonly believed to re- on the availability of certain types of 
quire grit. If they do, then ledges or vegetation, topography, or soil with 
rock or gravel, or windfalls bearing which the critical requirements are 

gravelly soil, may be necessary during associated. In other words, a game 
snows. range, to support a given species, must 

Let us now contrast these environ- have a certain composition in which 
mental requirements with those of deer. the essential environmental types are 

In the Lake States a deer range re- Tepresented. 
quires first of all a cedar swamp which NUH Teva 'Tspn? 
combines food and shelter for yarding 

during deep snow. The use of the terms “food” and 

For hiding, a deer prefers an.ever- “cover”, while convenient categories 
green thicket on the point of a “hog- for general discussion, carry with them 
back” or saddle, where one or two a constant danger of loose thinking, 

jumps will carry him out of sight, no which may lead the game manager 
matter from which direction the enemy into false or unsuccessful efforts to 

approaches. improve range. Just as the term
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“house” or “restaurant” are inclusive require for thrift and welfare. If, how- 
terms for hundreds of quite distinct ever, all the kitchens were situated 
human desires or needs or facilities, within one quarter of a city, all of 
not more than one of which may the bedrooms in another quarter, all 
determine the whereabouts of a given of the restaurants and dining rooms 

person at a given time, so the terms in a third, and all of the parks and 
“cover”, “food”, and “type”, fall far golf courses in the last quarter, the 

short of describing particular realities. human population which it would be 
A quail sits under a hedge on a snowy capable of supporting would be con- 
morning, not because it is “cover”, but siderably reduced. The extent of the 

because a Cooper’s hawk visited the reduction would vary with the mobility 
covey yesterday, and the quail has of the inhabitants. In fact, it is only 

need of the protecting thorns. For the artificial extension of the human 
another enemy he might seek another cruising radius by means of mechani- 
kind of shelter. A prairie chicken may cal transportation that would allow 

perch on the same hedge for an en- such a city to be inhabited at all. 
tirely different reason—to get the early Likewise with game. The maximum 
sun; a rabbit for yet another. So with population of any given piece of land 

food. A covey of quail is in the oak depends not only on the environmental 
woods, not because they like oak woods types or composition, but also on the 

as such, hut because a squirrel has interspersion of these types in relation 

been dropping acorn crumbs from a to the cruising radius of the species. 

particular oak. A grouse brood seeks Composition and interspersion are the 

an aspen ridge out of no interest in two principal determinants of potential 
either aspen or ridges, but because it abundance on game range. 

is oF place to seek an ant hill for The environmental requirements of 

eggs”, or for a dust bath, as the case quail, for instance, are associated with 
may be. This is enough to show the fou, principal environmental types, 
point: the service rendered by any namely woodland, brushland, grass- 

environmental type not only varies by land, and cultivation. If a square mile 
species and season, but is likely to be of quail range consisted of 25 per cent 
contained within a very small fraction gach of these types, it would probably 

of the type. We must understand some- ogra, somewhere near optimum com- 

thing of what these services are before position. 

we know what a “type” ey eos even Tf, however, each 25 per cent lay in 
ye eo ger ae holly different things a single solid block of 160 acres, it is 

for: different species. quite probable that the square mile 

INTERSPERSION OF Types; RELATION yo eupport anly ne coven et ana), 
nb MositEe and this would be located at the junc- 

ture of the four types. This would be 
A city includes all of the environ- the only place where a bird of short 

mental “types” which human animals cruising radius could reach each essen-
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tial type each day. In other words, for an optimum unit range. In special 
the juncture of the four types would cases, however, one, two, or even three 
offer that combination of composition of these may be dispensed with, pro- 
and interspersion which constitutes a vided the remainder be of the right 
range for game of low mobility. kind and in sufficient quantity. Thus 

Tf, however, a square mile of land in the Ozarks some quail inhabit a 
of the same composition had its types range composed entirely of woodland, 
so interspersed as to offer many places but only when the woodland is open 
where quail could reach each of the enough to offer the brush, grass, and 

four types each day, it would support weeds characteristic of the other three 
many coveys of quail instead of one. types. Furthermore, such “woods quail” 
This effect of interspersion is illus- exist only in relatively thin popula- 

trated in Figure 1. Management of tions. In short, the exception may be 

game range is largely a matter of said to prove the rule that quail have 
determining the environmental require- four essential type requirements. 

ments and cruising radius of the pos- On the other hand, in Kansas, fairly 

sible species of game, and then ma- dense quail populations occur on range 
nipulating the composition and inter- entirely devoid of either timber or 

spersion of types on the land so as brush. The grass and weeds are so 
to increase the density of the game yigorous, however, as practically to 

population. constitute brush, while the kaffir corn 

and wheat fields offer exceptionally TOLERANCE OF VARIATION IN Compost- E 
abundant food. No real exception to 

TION AND INTERSPERSION ne y A 
the quail’s ordinary requirements seems 

Quail ordinarily require woodland, to be involved. 
brushland, grassland, and cultivation Some species attain normal popula- 

Z y ci Somme cevoTecce Loe YY Wy 1 EET ek seca eek 
LW rth Oo ate ay YY 
NEWS foto EheCt IY 
GU Li ects Ye 

WOODS CULTIVATION HOE COM ia Me ei 

wo iN Yj, 
$c yy 

yy a jj s cowes ZY 
V7 ~. COVEY i BN Yy jb ae Bee Z Z he etd ec VEE \ esa 

Cee ie ee eee Rp fat RE eR Ea Be Rea Sree eee CY MRSC CER ou een pee eeok  Gletccee Rao, fetta 
BESS ERE CN oe ) PNG eee ate © OU GY CG Ome Meee ts Sout en Pe Bee GEO LE © us 06 WEEE 
fescue toub cece ciccicniie)  BENiu Meerseceets pees eS oSBRUSH Sco Seis fide GRASS ose LE GRECO CMY sie a agg) SCE Ley Ce CLG CO ne iiihie ste se fetid ated fig eis Yi) CSG CRG COS Gee Osea titcn es nets goog 1 Bye ir 
COE Coe Oi COGS En eRe eet ES ps Feet / Bee cise: U/ OG Oe BCE Mo CUO S Ccta thar rs cites cas clineay pain deo Seiya UU 
ee eC  C EO Oe SFist Pane rn ery SS ee oe Y 7 pee fe ec Ses Gre cei Mircette oe VME 2 

A: Poor interspersion (1 Covey) B: Good interspersion (6 covies) 

Fic. 1.—Intersrerston or Types—ReE.ation To Mosiuiry anp Density oF Quam. 
(Same Types and Same Total Area of Each)
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tions in ranges composed of one, or at old; Stoddard (9) and Maxwell (8) 

the most, two types. Thus antelope say that bobwhite and Hungarian par- 
characteristically inhabit range com-  tridge often nest at the edges of open 

posed entirely of grassland. They will roads or trails. Even wild turkeys 
accept, however, ranges composed of show a curious tendency to nest at the 
up to 50 per cent woodland, provided edge of trails. We do not understand 

this be open. the reason for all of these edge-effects, 
While we are only at the threshold but in those cases where we can guess 

of an understanding of the ecology of the reason it usually harks back to the 

game species, it may be said that each desirability of simultaneous access to 

species requires from one to four en- more than one environmental type, or 

vironmental types of each unit of hab- the greater richness of border vegeta- 
itable range, and that most species tion, or both. It will also be observed 

require three or four. that edge-effects are most numerous in 

game of low mobility and high type 
Game as AN Epce-Errect; Law oF requirements. 

INTERSPERSION I know of few convincing instances 

The preceding caption asserts, in where edges attract mobile, one-type 
effect, that game is a phenomenon of species like geese, or buffalo, or ante- 

edges. It occurs where the types of lope, or plover, or sea-ducks. 

food and cover which it needs come The linear mileage of type edges 

together, i. e., where their edges meet. available in any block or ee 18, 
Every grouse hunter knows this when °* @ matter of Beometty, proportional 
he selects the edge of a woods, with its iy ie degree of interspersion. Case 

grape tangles, haw-bushes, and little A ie Figure 1, for example, has 
grassy bays, as the likely place to two miles of edge within the oe 

look for birds. The quail hunter fol- boundary of the map, while Case “B 
lows the common edge between the has 10 miles. An acre of fencerow or 
brushy draw and the weedy corn, the hedge, consisting, so to speak, entirely 

snipe hunter the edge between the of edges, usually has more game (and 

marsh and the pasture, the deer hunter songbirds also) than many acres of 
the edge between the oaks of the south unbroken woods, or wheat, OF Cory 

slope and the pine thicket of the north Abundance of non-mobile wild life re- 
slope, the rabbit hunter the grassy edge Ting two or more types, appears, 

of the thicket. Even the duck hunter im short, to depend on the degree of 
sets his stool on the edge between the interspersion of those types, because 
tules and the celery beds. Wight (10) this determines the length of the edges 

finds that pheasants nest in the outer Of those types, and this in turn their 
edge of the hayfield where it adjoins vegetative richness and simultaneous 

the fencerow; the Grouse Report (2) availability. 

finds that grouse nest on the edge The same thing may be stated mathe- 
where the young heather adjoins the matically as a law of dispersion: The
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potential density of game of low ra- large or so’ variegated or so nearly 
dius requiring two or more types is, alike that mental impressions alone do 
within ordinary limits, proportional to not suffice to show which is the better, 
the sum of the type peripheries. or what the precise condition is. In 

I am not sure that the scientific such event some systematic method of 
ecologists know this law as well as sampling, such as a timber cruiser or 
woodsmen do. Texts on ecology all crop estimator uses, is necessary. 
recognize that certain species are asso- The per cent composition of a large 
ciated with certain types, but I have block of country may often be easily 
found few which recognize the need obtained by tallying the types at fixed 
for diverse types in juxtaposition, and  jntervals while riding across it in a 
none which state clearly that the fre- car or train. Aerial photographs taken 
quency of such juxtaposition depends from airplanes are an ideal way to 
on interspersion. measure composition, position, and in- 

The foregoing background constitutes terspersion simultaneously. 
the basis for the classification of Ameri- A more laborious but better method 
can game species, with respect to their for the simultaneous measurement of 
range requirements, laid down in the composition, position and interspersion, 
American Game Policy (1). is actually to “cruise” the range, as 

The practical question of improving was done by McMurry and Guthe (7) 
game range deals almost invariably at Williamston, Michigan. 
with the question of balance between If no map is needed, and it is de- 

types. Every range is more or less out sired to measure directly the .propor- 
of balance, in that some particular tion of a large range which is habit- 
aspect of food or cover is deficient, able for a given species, it can be done 
and thus prevents the range from sup- by means of a tally from a motor or 
porting the population which the other train during the critical season, pro- 
aspects would be capable of support- vided the range is open enough to see 
ing. Management consists in detecting and identify all the essential types for 
that deficiency and building it up. This at least two cruising radii from each 
once done, some other aspect will be point of ‘observation, or station. A 
found to be out of balance, and in recent paper (3) shows the combined 
need of building up. Thus, one move result of five such habitability tallies 
at a time, each skillfully chosen, does fo, quail in the cornbelt. 

the manager attack the job of enhanc- Foresters in America have pioneered 
ing the productivity of a game range. the idea of range conservation, but 
Medcunentenalor Gone pstron ann there is as yet little visible evidence 

Teen that they have comprehended the idea 
of deliberately manipulating range 

The game manager must frequently composition or interspersion to increase 
vompare the value or appraise the game productivity (4). Such manipu- 
ondition of blocks of game range so lation is a far more potent way of in-
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creasing the yield (5) than regulation 5. ————. 1931. Game methods the 

of kill alone, and is widely practiced American way. American Game. 
in Europe (6). March-April, p. 20. 

6. ———. 1931. A history of ideas 
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Rebuilding the Quail Crop Wt 

By Aldo Leopold | 

L AST fall’s quail crop was shy almost 1873, after returning from a long trip 

4 throughout the central states, and through Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, 

spotty even in the gulf states. The surviv- and Tennessee, he wrote: “There was not | 

"| ing breeding stock this spring is none too one quail (there) to a hundred in Illinois.” | 

ample. What can be done to assure the He was speaking of this same prairie now | 

restoration of quail abundance next fall and two-thirds devoid of any quail at all. " 

in succeeding years? Bogardus ascribed this former abundance 

| It may be a surprise to many quail-lov- of quail to the thick hedge fences which 

| ers when I assert that in the prairie states, then surrounded nearly every cornfield. He | 

| the survival of quail in the winter depends affirmed that quail were scarce until the 

largely on what the landowner and his cows hedges were planted. 

do to the cover and feed in summer. While Illinois lacks cover to go with the | 

Spring, therefore, is the time to start the feed, in other regions like southern Wis- | 

crop. consin the shoe is on the other foot: There | 

Many and many a brushy creek-bank, is no feed to go with the cover. The rea- | 

ravine, fencerow, or woodlot which used son is that all the grain is siloed or cut and | 

' ©) to harbor its big thrifty covey year after hauled to the barn. In such case rebuilding 

year can no longer do so because pasturing the quail crop is a matter of leaving some | 

has thinned out the brush or weeds to the shocks of corn in the field next fall—near 

. point where quail will no longer accept it enough to the cover for the quail to use 

| as winter quarters. We cannot, of course, them, but not so near that the squirrels 

expect landowners to quit running stock, will clean them out before hard weather 

but I can and do urge them to fence off arrives. 

their least valuable bit of rough land to In any case, it of course goes without 

grow up in brush or weeds and thus pre- saying that the quail must be protected 

serve a wintering-place for their quail. In from overshooting, else cover and feed will , 

these days when other farm crops are over- do them little good. Our present_system 

produced anyhow, there ought to be room almost invariably fails to do this. Half of 

on every farm to dedicate some such odd each covey is the limit of safety under most 

corner to the game which helps make the conditions. Any kind of game birds with | 

farm an attractive place to live. 4 plenty of food, cover, and protection will, I 

| “In recent trips across northwest Illinois, am convinced, increase faster under limited 

| I roughly inventoried 400 farms and found shooting, than they will under a totally 

that less than a half had any winter quail closed season if cover and feed are de- 

cover, while only a quarter showed the cient. 
| 

combination oe ith feed nee Rebuilding the quail crop, then, is a mat- | 

for winter susie ie i fo woe "The ter of balancing the cover and feed by bol- 

quarters were not hal Hable tor aaa €  stering up whichever one happens to be de- 

pity of it is that over half had feed in fici d ofetimiti he et 2 

the shape of standing corn—enough to win- cient, ari cf imiting the s! ROME Grae 

ter millions of quail in the state—but no to leave a safe margin for seed. There is 

cover to go with it. nothing mysterious or difficult about these 

In northeast Missouri a winter inventory things. Any farmer can do them on his | 

of 260 fields showed about one-third as hav- own land, but absentee legislatures or game 

ing the requisite combination of cover and commissioners cannot do them at all—all 

feed, and therefore habitable. No wonder they can do is to encourage the farmer to | 

Missouri has more quail than Illinois. take care of his birds as he would any 

In northwest Missouri an inventory of other crop. | 

164 fields showed 35 per cent habitable by 

reason of the combination of cover and 

feed. 
In eastern Kansas an inventory of 125 

fields showed 38 per cent habitable for quail 

—as good as northern Missouri. In none | 

of these prairie regions, however, have I 

found as much as 40 per cent of the coun- . 

try with enough cover to winter any quail 

at all. 
If anybody thinks these Prairies never 

were quail country, let him read Bogardus, 
3 

an old market hunter who lived in Logan | 

County, Illinois, and operated all through | 

this region in the seventies. He regarded | 

the prairie with its osage hedges and corn | 

as the best quail country then extant. In |
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/ THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN \ chickens disappeared, because there was not enough The main thing that needs to be done is to take 

( MeTaet THopeior an Opnontunts 4 \ grass cover to go with the food. Our remedy for a tractor, tear up patches of sod here and there 

\ ie ve \ this was closed seasons, These were, of course, throughout these enormous grasslands, and put 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD \ justified, but to expect closed seasons alone to bring them into grain food or food-bearing weeds. Fire 

“The prairie chicken is slipping. Hevea de ood back the prairie chicken is about like petting a starv- control, of course, is essential, and possibly mod- 

as gone.” , ing dog, instead of feeding him. It makes the petter erate predator control. It is also essential that the 

Wherever sportsmen gather, one is likely“to hear feel virtuous, Dat it hardly helps the doe ; sportsmen be willing to pay the landowner a mod- 

this funeral oration, either in these words or others In short, prairie chicken conservation has failed erate fee for the privilege of chicken hunting. At 

to the same effect. Is this pessimism justified? because it has never been tried. ( the present time the open season is too short to 

I think not. If anything is “slipping,” it is not so This is a Dlea for some well-to-do bird lover and harvest a decent chicken crop, for the reason that 

much the prairie chicken as in our ability to think dog lover to build a living monument for himself there is no crop. Once build up the chickens, how- 

and act in his behalf. in the form of a healthy, thrifty old-time stand of ever, and the open season could be easily adjusted. 

The prairie chicken thrives wherever grain and prairie chickens. It is a plea that Someone: before There would, of course, be occasional lean years 

ungrazed grassland exist side by side in approxi- it is too late, prove to the world that prairie chicken when the game cycle decimates the chicken stock, 

mately equal acreages. In presettlement days the pgpseraion een pee aie uae Spo cence a detaas Wid cumgates (ie meds crouse oecagana Oa 

chicken was probably relatively scarce, because exact practical methods of doing it. After all, the what true sportsman or dog lover would not forego 

there was no grain and not enough other food to average sportsman needs to be shown, not told, what his shooting occasionally in order to enjoy the out- 

balance the enormous areas of grass cover. to do. Few piconey get anywhere until they are standing quality of this native game bird? There 

When the prairie sod began to be broken up by proved in practice. will never be grain enough on these lands to make 

farms chickens became incredibly abundant, because It is impossible, of course, to reestablish a 50-50 them either pheasant or quail country. It is chick- 

the food and cover were “in balance.” Those were ratio between grassland and grain on $100-per-acre ens or nothing. In the brushier parts sharptail 

“the good old times” which our fathers so fondly cornbelt prairie. It can and should be done on a_ grouse instead of chickens could be substituted, 

remember. small scale, just to save aj few chickens to look at, The AmERICAN Frecp is in a position to obtain an 

When the prairies had all been broken up the but it cannot be done on such a scale as to restore impartial and scientific appraisal of this opportunity 

the species as a shootable jbird. for any readers who feel that they would like to 

Farther north, however, there are millions of acres investigate it further. 

‘ 

‘ 
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CURRENT DISCUSSIONS 

GAME AND WILD LIFE CONSERVATION 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 
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CURRENT DISCUSSION explanation of this one lies, I think, in 
the fact that Mr. MeCabe’s game policy, 

Se ee ena whether he realizes it or not, consists of 
This is a reply to Mr. T. T. McCabe’s a system of personal wishes which might 

well written and persuasive exposé of two be realized if America consisted of 120 
recent manifestations of the sportsman’s million ornithologists, whereas mine is a 

movement: my “Game Survey of the North system of proposed public actions designed 

Central States,” and the several publica- to fit the unpleasant fact that America 

tions issued by “More Game Birds in consists largely of business men, farmers, 
America.” Both are, I take it, inclusively and “Rotarians,” busily playing the na- 
condemned as “a framework of pernicious tional game of economic expansion. Most 
doctrines, too often speciously glossed of them admit that birds, trees, and flowers 
over.” are nice to have around, but few of them 

Mr. McCabe’s attitude raises what seems would admit that the present “depression” 
to me a fundamental issue. I hope that in waterfowl is more important than the 

it may provoke some badly needed cerebra- one in banks, or that the status of the blue 
tion among both protectionists and sports- goose has more bearing on the cultural 
men, and especially among those inter- future of America than the price of U. 
grades like myself, who share the aspira-_ S. Steel. 
tions of both. Now if Mr. McCabe and I had the cour- 

There are many sportsmen who laugh age to challenge this universal priority 
at any attempt to embody the protec- for things material and things economic, 
tionist point-of-view in any game pro- we might consistently hoist the banner 
gram. “Whatever you do the protectionists “Not For Sale” and die heroically under 
will be against it.” Mr. McCabe’s paper the heels of the mob. But have we not 
furnishes scant comfort to those of us who already compromised ourselves? I realize 
have been holding out against this atti- that every time I turn on an electric 
tude, because we see in it the indefinite light, or ride on a Pullman, or pocket the 

continuation of the present deadlock, from unearned increment on a stock, or a bond, 
which the sharpest pens gain much glory, or a piece of real estate, I am “selling 
but the game gains nothing except a fur- out” to the enemies of conservation. When 
ther chance to disappear. I submit these thoughts to a printing 

“More Game Birds” on the one hand, press, I am helping cut down the woods. 
and the “Game Survey” (as further de- When I pour cream in my coffee, I am 
veloped in the “American Game Policy”) helping to drain a marsh for cows to 
on the other, represent the opposite wings graze, and to exterminate the birds of 
of the sportsman’s camp. From their very Brazil. When I go birding or hunting in 

4 inception they agreed to disagree on the my Ford, I am devastating an oil field, 
very issues with respect to which Mr. Mc- and re-electing an imperialist to get me 
Cabe presumably finds them both “per- rubber. Nay more: when I father more 
nicious,” namely: predator control, exotics, than two children I am creating an in- * 
degree of commercialization, and arti- satiable need for more printing presses, 
ficial propagation. This divergence, great more cows, more coffee, more oil, and more 
enough to seem fundamental to two groups rubber, to supply which more birds, more 
of hardened sportsmen, would, I had trees, and more flowers will either be 
hoped, be perceptible to readers of the killed, or what is just as destructive, 
Condor. evicted from their several environments. 

I do not imply that Mr. McCabe should What to do? I see only two courses 
agree with either “More Game Birds” or open to the likes of us. One is to go live 
myself on these moot questions. I ask, on locusts in the wilderness, if there is 
though, whether it is good for conserva- any wilderness left. The other is surrepti- 
tion for him to dismiss both, with one  tiously to set up within the economic Jugger- 
breath, as equally subversive of what he naut certain new cogs and wheels whereby 
considers sound policy. (I think this is not the residual love of nature, inherent even 
too strong a statement, since Mr. McCabe in “Rotarians,” may be made to recreate 
says “these proposals are an offer...to at least a fraction of those values which 
the nation, for its game birds,” to which their love of “progress” is destroying. A 
he would reply, “Not for sale.”) briefer way to put it is: if we want Mr. 

Of course, no disagreement is ever as Babbitt to rebuild outdoor America, we 
simple as it looks on paper. A partial must let him use the same tools where-



with he destroyed it. He knows no other. Let me admit that my cogs and wheels 
I by no means imply that Mr. McCabe are designed to perpetuate wild life to 

should agree with this view. I do imply _ shoot, as’ well as wild life to look at. This 
that to accept the economic order which is because I believe that hunting takes 
is destroying wild life disqualifies us from rank with agriculture and nature study 
rejecting any and all economic tools for as one of three fundamentally valuable 
its restoration, on the grounds that such human contacts with the soil. Secondly, 
tools are impure and unholy. because hunting revenue offers the only 

With what other than economic tools, available “coin of the realm” for buying 
for instance, can we cope with progres- from Mr. Babbitt the environmental modi- 

sive eviction of game (and most other fications necessary to offset the inroads 
wild life) from our rich agricultural lands of industry. 
by clean farming and drainage? Does any- I admit the possibility that I am wrong 
one still believe that restrictive game laws about hunting. The total cessation of it 
alone will halt the wave of destruction would certainly conserve some forms of 
which sweeps majestically across the con- wild life in some places. Any ecologist 
tinent, regardless of closed seasons, paper must, however, admit that the resulting 
refuges, bird-books -for-school-children, distribution and assortment of species 
game farms, Izaak Walton Leagues, Au- would be very irregular and arbitrary, 
dubon Societies, or the other feeble pallia- and quite unrelated to human needs. The 
tives which we protectionists and sports- richest lands would be totally devoid of 
men, jointly or separately, have so far game because of the lack of cover, and 
erected as barriers in its path? Does Mr. the poorer lands nearly so because of the 
McCabe know a way to induce the aver- lack of food. The intermediate zones might 
age farmer to leave the birds some food have a great deal of game. Each species 
and cover without paying him for it? To would shrink to those localities where 
raise the fund for such payment without economic accident offered the requisite 
in some way taxing sportsmen? assortment of environmental require- 

I have tried to build a mechanism where- ments. That same condition—namely the 
by the sportsmen and the Ammunition In- fortuitous (as distinguished from purpose- 
dustry could contribute financially to the ful) make-up of wild life environments— 
solution of this problem, without dictating shares, with overshooting, the credit for 
the answer themselves. The mechanism our present deplorable situation. 
consists of a series of game fellowships, The protectionists will, at this point, 
set up in the agricultural colleges, to remind me of the possibilities of inviolate 
examine the question of whether slick-and- sanctuaries, publicly owned, in which hab- 
clean agriculture is really economic, and itable environments are perpetuated at 
if not, to advise farmers how they can, public expense. Let us by all means have 
by leaving a little cover and food, raise as many as possible. But will Mr. Babbitt 
a game crop, and market the surplus by vote the necessary funds for the huge ex- 
sale of shooting privileges to sportsmen. pansion in sanctuaries which we need? He 
This mechanism is, I take it, specious. hasn’t so far. It is “blood money” which 
Haye the protectionists a better one to has bought a large part of what we have. 
offer? Moreover, sanctuaries propose to salvage 

Another mechanism which I have tried only a few samples of wild life. I, for one, 
to build is the committee of sportsmen and demand more. I demand of Mr. Babbitt 
protectionists charged with setting forth that game and wild life be one of the 
a new wild life policy. Has Mr. McCabe normal products of every farm, and the 
read it? enjoyment of it a part of the normal en- 

These things I have done, and I make vironment of every boy, whether he live 
no apology for them. Even if they should next door to a public sanctuary or else- 
ultimately succeed, they will not restore where. 
the good old days of free hunting of Mr. McCabe taxes me with omitting any 
wholly natural wild life (which I loved mention of game production on public 
as well as Mr. McCabe), but they may re- lands, where the one-gallus hunter will 
store something. That something will be have free access to it. I can only infer 
more native to America, and available on that he has not read the American Game 
more democratic terms, than “More Game Policy. Has any group ever proposed a 

Birds” pheasants, even though it be less larger public land program, and called for 
so than Mr. McCabe’s dreams of days more wild life production thereon? The 
gone by. Policy admits, to be sure, the unpleasant



fact that lands must be cheap in order way in which our two factions can point 
to be public. It advocates the paid-hunt- out each other’s sophistries and blunders, 
ing system only for those lands too ex- without losing sight of our common love 
pensive for the public to own. for what Mr. Babbitt is trampling under 

Finally Mr. McCabe taxes me with too foot? Must the past mistakes of each 
much interest in exotics. Modesty forbids group automatically condemn every future 
me to refute this charge in detail. I have effort of either to correct them? 
persuaded two states to go out of the To me, the most hopeful sign in the 
pheasant business, and several others to sportsman’s movement is that several little 
limit it to half their area. I devised the groups have publicly avowed that the old 

v “glaciation hypothesis” which seems to ex- program is a failure. Each is struggling 
clude pheasants from about a third of the to devise a new formula. I am conceited 
United States. On the other hand, I have enough to believe that the formula my | 
recommended the continuation of pheas- little group is trying to put together comes 
ants and Hungarians in certain regions as near meeting the ugly realities of eco- 
where economic changes have so radically nomics on the one hand, and the ideals of 
altered the environment as to make the the protectionists on the other, as any yet 
restoration of native game prohibitive in devised. Mr. McCabe’s paper will neither 
cost. Just what native species would Mr. help nor hinder its future acceptance or 
McCabe recommend for east-central Wis- rejection among sportsmen, but it may | 
consin, or for northern Iowa, or for farm hinder its thoughtful consideration by the 
land in Massachusetts? protectionist camp, and thus prevent what 

Let it by no chance be inferred that be- I had devoutly hoped for: their active par- 
cause I speak as a sportsman I defend the _ ticipation in its development, modification 
whole history of the sportman’s movement. and growth. 
Hindsight shows that history contains any Lest this be construed as an idle boast, 
number of blunders, much bad ecology, let me point out that as chairman of the 
and not a few actions which must be con- Game Policy Committee, I asked the A. O. 
strued as either stubbornness or hypocrisy. U. to appoint a representative to sit on 
For every one of these, one could point out or with the Committee, and to pull the 
a counterpart in the history of the protec- reins whenever the Committee got into | 
tionists, only there has been no “Emer- proposals subversive of the protectionists’ _ 
gency Committee” with either the means point of view. He has not yet pulled. I 
or the desire to compile and advertise hereby invite Mr. McCabe to sit with him. 
them. Fifteen years ago, for instance, the In short, I beg for a little selectivity 
protectionists closed the prairie chicken in weighing the new departures proposed 
in Iowa, and then sat calmly by while by the other fellow. I also pray for the 
plow and cow pushed the species almost day when some little group of protec- 
to the brink of oblivion. Was this a tionists will publicly avow that their old 
blunder? Yes—but what of it? Is there formula of restriction is not the whole 
any human aspiration which ever scored Alpha-to-Omega of conservation. With 
a victory without losing to some extent both sides in doubt as to the infallibility 
its capacity for self-criticism? The worthi- of their own past dogmas, we might 
ness of any cause is not measured by its actually hang together long enough to 
clean record, but by its readiness to see save some wild life. At present, we are 
the blots when they are pointed out, and getting good and ready to hang sepa- 
to change its mind. Is there not some rately—ALpo LEOPOLD. 
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REPORT OF THE Regaet Septet ea 

CHAPTER ONE 

The Fall of the lowa Game Range 

The lowa Legislature directed the Iowa Fish and Game Commission and the lowa 
Board of Conservation to prepare a Conservation Plan. Surveys to gather the basic 
facts on which to base such a plan are being made under the direction of J. L. Crane, 
Jr., Planning Engineer. 

The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold, who was loaned to lowa for the 
f purpose by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute. His recom- 

mendations have been published by the Commission in “The Iowa Handbook of Game v 
Management.” How he arrived at those recommendations will be told in this report, 

s which will run serially in Outdoor America, No equally thorough analysis of game 
conditions has ever been made in any state. Prices for bound copies of the complete 
analysis will be announced later. Place your order early so we can determine the num- 
ber of copies necessary to publish, Editor 

What Is a Game Survey? by the inroads of our own competition, and Conservation and Corn 
4 i an insistent public demand that they be con- * 

‘ N studying the behavior of human popu- served. This demand is expressed in an Mes people think that we cannot have 
lations—which we call history—we imposing array of people and papers, which husky corn and abundant wild life on 
were once taught to memorize the we call the conservation movement, but it the same land. They are exactly wrong. 

names of kings and the dates of battles. has as yet scored scant success in increasing lowa could support five times as much 

He who could recite the longest list of the crop of thrifty birds, clean waters, and game today as she possessed when the first 
such facts was accredited a scholar, who surplus trees. Why? beaver trap was set in her rivers, and corn 
might one day be entrusted with some post Possibly because it has not employed the is the reason. Acre for acre, the fat black 
in the prediction or control of population new tools made available by science for loam of Iowa is capable of producing as 
behavior—which we call sociology and controlling the forces which determine much or more wild life than any other 

politics. abundance. parcel of the American continent. But 
It is now apparent that such “knowl- as oe our haste in its exploitation has brought 

edge” gave no clue to the underlying forces about such a wholesale destruction of coy- 
which caused races to rise and empires to The Iowa Game Survey is an attempt to erts, marshlands, and breeding stocks that 
perish; that we were studying merely the appraise the status of her bird and mammal __ the state at this moment is producing very 
froth on the surface of a swirling tide, the populations, to point out the forces respon- little wild life. This is the Iowa situation 
cause and direction of which remained un- . sible and the means available for their con- in a nutshell. Every other rich farming 
known. The real task of the historian is trol, and to mobilize the leadership and laws _ state is in similar straits. 
to explain the tide; of the statesman to needed to induce the citizens of Iowa to This survey is a search for ways and 
control it for beneficial ends. use them. means of unlocking Iowa’s latent capacities : 

The study of animal populations—natural The Iowa Conservation Plan is an at- for producing a rich and varied abundance 
history—is in like case. For too long it has tempt to integrate a series of similar sur- of wild things. 
been a matter of baptizing species and de- veys with each other, and with the social 
scribing feathers and bones. There is now order. Types of Game Range 
_emerging a new sci- 
ence which explains Fi 0. (eee offers six 
wild life populations in igure Une fields in which to 
terms of an equilib- —— ee grow game, each dif- 
rium between the ex- ‘SOIL AREAS OF IOWA fering from the others 
ternal forces of the SSO DeRINGOT EUMET | ROSTOTA FY meee Y HOWARD sen POL in soil, vegetation, and 
environment (food, S| a DRIFILESS topography, and hence 
cover, predacious ene- SSS Star [mus ATO =o AREA. in the kind and 
mies, disease, and acci- WSS WISCONSIN HO WiAN— TREE |S ] amount of game crops 
dents), and the force SSS See See vi they are capable of 
of natural increase in- Ee MISSOUR) NS ee etme LD producing. i ‘ RE pe EEE : 
herent in the species. WSS Ta oa The boundaries of 
If the net toll of the WSS oe a = —— the six fields appear in 
external forces is less SS SS DRIFT Ze aaa Fig. 1. 
than the increase rate ~ SY ga eZ The white field 
we have abundance; if Ss EsisassronrP— Ze LP | labelled “Wisconsin 
greater we have ex- ASS’. BAZae se | Date was once 
tinction. These exter- RS TY POR | PPT Some ot SNC NS mar mostly prairie, 
nal forces, and hence SSS | AEE sprinkled with lakes 
the equilibrium, are ~ ISS iS TN a Eee eA and swamps, now Z SRRTRRTeaY TY ART TT CBD : 
subject to a large de- SSN eA drained to form one 
gree of human control, RE ince nearly continuous 
but the new knowledge SS SPF TT fe TT Rae ft Let reer i Led cornfield. It has no 
of such controls is still SSE Sport TBAT Of Y tl YJ bluffs or rock out- 
largely entombed in SS“ rea tet oo crops, the ancient Wis- a SS Sin an ce eee 
Meanwhile there ‘ . - : ground them to pow- 

has likewise emerged 3 der, the surface of 
a realization that which the innumerable 
many animals and aa ae generations of prairie 
plants are threatened Types of game range in lowa (from ‘‘Soil Survey of lowa’’). grasses have since



’ on 8 
BMA BAAD eo teee. He aA 

2 . , ‘ ee Figure Two 4 Each of our dozens of game species 
aay? (> S099 3s BB G re Se 5 Bac a thrives best on a particular combination of 

eee Di = Te ee ee ae sox food plants, cover plants, and water. The 
L i_Jefee hort ee Aline _ us r af’ body of skill which American game men are 

Sa ae YP raf racer framers slowly building up, and which enables them 
| La O}6 rojep | Naa acs Ah alt i 3 ey rolhs 4 | to guess what these combinations are, and 

Sen ee nS Nt Ess \\ how to get and maintain them economically 
ioe lead is ra eran 3 er Wat \ | 1 3/24 | is called game management. What is 

fe Naet his | oy 6 ct bap = needed is the practice of game manage- 
a Ge if = Se tee: 4 C7 I cs Y ment on Iowa farms. 

hie Slee] } wont i Ye boi bl i meet Cover Tally 
ao 67a eae — Ti ae 

YW aig ya Te | " el as! | k ince { ty Ayes it was apparent at the outset 
% Ef 4 : = AN ie io iT eT s/22 , that cover-shortage is responsible for 

\ ial ere kare (lin ll a pte Towa’s lack of upland game, the survey 
. See yrol2 3 el a [A presented an opportunity to measure the 

| Paarels aa J | a, peed comparative severity of that shortage as 
ecm asia Ngee between different localities. 

| | & 4 ey The yardstick used for this measurement 
yi pe eceuti hss t Sy was a count or tally of the number of 

eae eat \ au = 4 ovens slong. cach road travelled during 
NO ce EI Oee ltl won ie om melo { J the survey. The roads travelled appear in cba Pitas eps ~~ : ie id | i : Ty Lp A separate count was made ¥ each 

See etek SIE eae Pe S| acts Aes Ea We, ¢3 ‘6 township crossed. In order to “ompare 
§ counts it was necessary to use the same 

Routes travelled during lowa Game Survey. unit throughout the state. The unit was 
that quantity and quality of cove, neces- 
sary to ee ae of quail, Quail 
cover was select i 

converted into loam. The abrasives used wide, all very deeply covered by a different cover Ce eas a wn 
by the ice sheet—gravel and boulders— kind of loess, which is notable to the game definite thing. A given unit of cover either 
may still be seen wherever a stream, or a manager in that pheasants and Hungarians carries a whole covey, or none at all. This 
highway crew, have stripped away the thrive on it, particularly on the north end. jg not true in pheasants ; a patch of aver 
black topsoil. There is little timber, but The lime content of this Missouri River may carry one ora hundred bicds: 
probably more than in the old days of loess is high, and this is possibly the reason. The count deals with winter cover only. 
prairie fires. This was once a part of the We shall examine this question further in In summer there is an infinite quantity 
great nursery for waterfowl and prairie later chapters. In the Missouri River everywhere. 
chickens which each fall spilled its millions Bluffs erosion has carved the deep loess The count was confined to a strip % mile 
to the southward. It was also the main into small badlands, in which Lewis and on each side of the road, or \% mile wide in 
Towa range for buffalo and elk. It now Clarke found mountain sheep, and in which all. In a township Bronsedionte iniateare 
Bence: oe fe Me its northern ener ar persisted until a few dinal, ese ce oe on was thus 
arts, Hungarian par : S i mile wide mi mn y 

e To the east lies another field, the Iowan These, then, are Iowa’s six fields for a For eenetedte Cnet ee ane 
Drift, laid down by an earlier ice sheet. cropping game. Why is their present out- duced to a common denominator of cover 
It differs Boa Ue | WViscone an that it 48 put so meagre? units per square mile. The results appear 
covered by a blanket of wind-blown soil, in Table 1 and Fig. 3. 
called loess, which has buried most of the General Diagnosis To interpret ote of these summaries 
glacial gravels, and contains little lime. As of what cover there is, we must adopt some 
will appear later, these chemical differences IB requires no “experts” and no formal rough standard of what cover there ought 
in the surface soil may profoundly affect “game survey” to find the reason—any to be. Every quail hunter, and every com- 
certain species of game. The Iowan Drift competent naturalist who has looked out of, petent naturalist who knows quail, will 
has few lakes, but once abounded in springy a _train window at this endless succession agree that to get a full stand there should 
draws, often hummocked, for the delecta- of rich cornfields and grazed-out wood- be winter cover, as well as winter food, on 
tion of jacksnipe. It now supports pheas- lots, or any sportsman who has followed a at least each forty. There are 16 forties in 
ants, but Hungarians have so far failed. bird-dog through them, could tell the a square mile, so there should be about 16 
To the undiscerning eye it looks exactly reason at a glance. The range is out of coverts. The table shows that only one out 
like the Wisconsin Drift, but the more balance. There is an excess of food and of a hundred Iowa townships approaches 
penetrating observer will notice that its a dearth of cover. A city consisting of or exceeds 16 coverts per square mile. The 
boulders are fewer, pinker, and much endless restaurants and dining rooms, with pulk of the townships either have none at 
larger, and its gravels are less frequently no bedrooms or living-rooms nearby, would aj}, or from a sixteenth to a fifth of the 
exposed. support about as many people as Iowa sup- statidacd number 

In the northeast corner of Iowa is the ports upland game birds. Birds cannot Ox level toe hee 
“Driftless Area,” a high prairie table- rest, breed, or dodge their enemies in one i ee Prairle country the farmer 
land which the ice never touched. It is continuous soup-kitchen, nor will a rising would ave to sacrifice 2 per cent of his 
cut by deep timbered ravines carrying flood of tears from their sympathetic tillable acreage to Provide 16 coyetts pes 
spring-fed trout streams flanked by lime- friends, nor increasingly rigid laws against Sduare mile of one acre each, but in the 
stone bluffs. White pine once grew in shooting, help them to do so. Until the Tougher portions this and more could be 
these ravines, and the remnants of un- other elements of a habitable range are provided without appreciable sacrifice of 
grazed woodland still carry ruffed grouse. provided, tears and laws are simply be- valuable land. 
For some reason neither pheasants nor - side the point. Protection has helped a few The use of quail as a standard is of 
Hungarians thrive here. There are no up- birds to persist in spite of this unbalanced course severe on the pheasant and Hun- 
land lakes. Erosion is severe, and may range, but it will hardly restore the condi-  garian range. Many townships which 
some day spoil the streams for trout. tions necessary for increase. Iowa’s prob- scored zero for quail had many small 

In the southeast corner of the state are lem is to induce the farmer to let some patches of slough grass, or small grazed- 
two blocks of range covered so deeply by a__ grass and brush grow. Gu eroves, sulicient to winter pheacanie. 
loess blanket that the underlying glacial de- In waterfowl, the range problem is simi- 8 . P i 
posits have little or no effect on the life lar, but simpler to understand. The breed- Table 1 
of the soil surface. As one eye sou ing waters have been drained, and the nest- aoe 
ward, gravels grow scarcer, surface lime ing cover necessary to make the remaining 4 
content sewers timbered he yeu deeper wee eto has been grazed, mowed, Sarematy of Quail Cover Tally 
and more frequent, and upland prairies ploughed, or burned away. 2 . 
smaller. This region was the turkey coun- There is, of course, no hope of restoring pS) townelins, ae eo a oa of the town- 
try of days gone by. It is now quail coun- as much grass, brush, or water for game SHAD S Sega Lee i Soe 
try. Neither pheasants nor Hungarians as Kearney found in his first march across The tally Strips cover 631 x 15 ie 946 
have so far proved their ability to persist Iowa, nor is there any need for it. The square miles, or 17% of the state’s area. 
in it. Erosion is bad, and in spots has led Iowa range in those days was nearly as Of the 631 townships : i 
to the abandonment of fields and farms. badly unbalanced in the direction of food 306, or 49%, had 0-2 cover units per sq. 

Paralleling the Missouri River is a strip shortage as it is now unbalanced in the mile (1/16 sufficient) 
of prairie country about three counties direction of cover-shortage. 150, or 24%, had 2-4 cover units per sq.
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ae ys fee: A Figure Three been “spurlos verzenkt,” which is to say 
wg is —————— that the actual loss in count hee been 

el. ( 2 1eeet coos 7 Geol ON ek CL perhaps twice as great as Fig. 4 indicates. beg et 4 7 od oe Bae Wes 02 912mg0 0m Sa 2.988 ara The critical mind unfamiliar with Iowa 
Se A ase te PP We ON. Maeno ill see this loophole in Fig. 4: th nt So Seem th - i oe L3o9 Waal aie ra i Roe Melee will see this loophole in Fig. 4; the prese 
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bE eS. ose a epee So | anew foot the southeast corner, shifting is of negli- 
Se me D/ (ae B88 me ayer mae ou oO oletgo mest gible magnitude as compared with true eg y ~ dey eal eh tone OO OE a ~- tS -2Zmms* || shrinkage, and even in these three or four oi go rp Ve 1850 e+ | QOSNT COG, erneei OF Os | counties the untracked loss of hedges more 

jo oe een Vy wowed O05 @eQ $00 Cina Or than offsets any error arising from growth 
ee Feta 6 S povcy t @.91 Bloons i e aS ae SO Gee of new coverts. 

ny ‘ ean if at eg [oniiais TAGGQOO- OW @v-w To sum up: Only one out of a hun- 4 fir APE UE eter oe Rel e 16 Secs dred townships in Iowa shows a sufficient 
oO s : c . a y 5 z to number of cover units to support’a normal ee a stand of quail, and three-quarters of the 

ees hs eee prac as cy than a fifth a the eee eey 
Ueseto 2 *y : ' ; ver units. In Sa eee Fs ty Game Is Scarce in lowa—The darkest circles are townships with 2% or Begs AEE uae he eeriace fe 
“aed ey + the number of winter coverts necessary for a full stand of quail. The less severe, but nevertheless positive 
Rak + ‘ollow circles have Ys enough, or less. The others are intermediate. Of rine traces ile intake COMER UHL TR 
Se avail are rigid protective laws, or expensive replantings of seed stock, until poe HGCA Skit cas © OF COVE! ut ake aaa preva lise) BIC IP! Hiss beer, d to thi 5 southern Iowa during the last decade has 
toa he ea 1 he Gove Gesgpeelptestoled Os ie alee! been nearly as great as the number now 

% ve remaining. - 
3 nd 1/5 sufficient) thicket. Likewise when a farmer chops With this background of what has hap- 
77 oe (2%, had 4-6 cover units per sq. out a woodlot and converts it to pasture, pened to Iowa as a home for all wild life, 
mile (1/3 sufficient) the stumps not only tell of former timber, we shall better understand the separate 
91, or 14%, had 6-10 cover units per sq. but the kind of stumps and the size and analyses for each game species which fol- 

e mile (% sufficient) age of their dead sprouts, tell at a glance, low. The next chapter will deal with that 
bites? or 1%, had over 10 cover units (suffi- i conjunction with other vegetation and game bird on which Towa has lavished so cole cient, or nearly so) topography, and whether it was formerly much sympathy and so little understanding oe It is unnecessary to discuss the geo- sai ale oe aaa and by what processes —Bob White. 
graphic distribution of cover, since a glance si ee Th pede: 
“at the map shows this more clearly than ° ee Icinds a : 
words can describe it. enly twou kinds Figure Four f ; é 4 cover destruction in In making this tally, I realized at the Towa whicheldom Se 
outset that there is a tendency for the leave legible rec- errr aa par psn — faci ~pame— be pmeae'y | comme Mose farmer to “clean up” fields adjoining a ords: grubbing out I i { Pa r \ i i \ PLN highway. To minimize this error I trav- 5 hedges, and eT ae tet eee! [pe tear, heey | Dp | cee elled the back roads as much as possible plowing Be raz. i | ! | i Fa —-hare | Po-var 1932 
until the weather prevented. I also made ihe dowmotroemee / “fossa oar | sepa thoes tea food | \| i a double tally of the route from Des grass and weed | | | ! ! i \ i | | \ 

a Moines to Burlington, one by highway and patches. The loss Se eee ee! fee —— | Pe ty the other by railway. The railway tally i) these could not OSM ab oat sear Scary a Wiens + was only 10 per cent greater, a difference Hewaerenead ‘ ee ik slice cee oe sas laa! ee ge \ 
pan too slight to invalidate the highway tally. Pi. 4 compares t i eel ! jek aula: i 5 Ww 2 the present an ae Pea laa glad gh eee f 
frig! Cover popah ase ney former numbers of Te sy ihe. wal ; tt al | ban Pe draw up sound policies for cover res- quail coverts tal- asi) Voi | OL I Neat —% 

aye toration, it is necessary to know not fied in each of the err an ee (| ear tte na ES + only what cover there is left, but at what southern coun- a ™ | ui HO fer ( Reis rate it is disappearing. A fairly definite ties, The present ee MAmoe 7 | Pa el 
____ and very conservative measurement of this umber is the tally \_\ea ae ee Sait isp : 

«rate of shrinkage was obtained in the on which Big 3 is: Stas yeaa i 7 oa a 
- southern half of Iowa, and is shown in based, the former BTS ete] ee ft 

a » Fig. 4. i é number is the pres- SenIMADE OF quuATL commats fend Gio ) 
vaRed The measurement was made in this man- ent number plus the SOUTHER Yom Fee es ese 1 en lenient 

ner: When cattle graze out a brush patch, tally of vestiges or ee lan tlt if he certain vestiges persist for perhaps 10 non-habitable rem- rv 
years. Thus a haw bush pruned up at the nants. The com- Why Game Grows Scarce in lowa—The dark part of each “‘bar’” " base, or a few puny remnants of buckbrush, parison is conserv- is the number of units Of cover left, the white part the ves- or a clump of hazel or briar sprouts trying ative to the extent tiges of former coverts which have disappeared or become , o keep alive in spite of repeated brows- that hedges and non-habitable during the last decade. The lines are the routes ci gs—all these are evidences of a former grass patches have travelled in making the count. 
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CHAPTER TWO | 

' IOWA QUAIL | 

The 1931 Legislature directed the Iowa Fish and Game Commission and the State Board | 
of Conservation to prepare a Conservation plan. Surveys on which to base such a plan 
are being made under the direction of J. L. Crane, Jr., Planning Engineer. 

The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold. His recommendations have been pub- 
lished in “Management of Upland Game in Iowa,” obtainable from the Iowa Commission. 
How he arrived at those recommendations is told in this report. 

Bound copies of the complete report will be available at a very nominal cost. Place your 
order with OurpooR AMERICA now, so we can determine how many copies to print. 

The Editor: 
eee By ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Virgin Times 
E know nothing of Iowa quail in None of the imported weeds and grains checked the sweep of fires, and promptly 

W rressettiement days. The early ex- which now support quail were present then. the border shrubs romped outward up 
plorers apparently regarded them In the woods the quail found trefoil beans every draw and coulee, with bobwhite at 

as “small birds,’ too unimportant to men- and acorns, and in the border shrubbery their heels. Moreover the upland settlers 
tion in their journals. We may, however, they found wild fruits, but only when the _ planted thousands of miles of hedge around 
piece together our present knowledge of vagaries of frosts and insects allowed a their new-broken grainfields, converting 
quail requirements with what ecologists crop to mature. In the prairie grew par- vast reaches of the hitherto forbidden prai- 
have deduced about the virgin range, and tridge peas and other seed-bearing herbs, rie into quail-heaven. All these simultane- 
thus reconstruct the original picture. but subject to the vagaries of fire and ous augmentations of both food and cover 

Such a picture tells us that quail were drouth. When a hard winter followed a induced such an increase in quail as Iowa 
usually scarce in virgin Iowa; probably as_ seed failure, the quail were wiped out. had never seen, nor will ever see again. 
scarce as now. The prairie had none, and When an easy winter followed a plentiful This was the golden age for sports afield. 
the forest only a few coveys around such seed-crop, the quail increased and spread, Quail spread not only locally uphill over 
temporary openings as were effected by but these periods of abundance were rare the prairie farms and downhill into the for- 
fire, tornado, or Indian cultivation. The because the range was out of balance. est clearings, but the species pushed its 
greatest numbers occurred where the forest There was an excess of cover, but no de- boundaries geographically northward and 
“fingered out” into prairie. In this border pendable food supply to go with it. westward into the adjoining states. Coues 
zone grew those same light-loving quick- The battle-line of forest_and prairie has (p, 431) records quail as already abundant 
sprouting shrubs and vines—plum, haw, been mapped by Shimek (Game Survey, p. at Fort Randall, South Dakota, in 1874. 
crab, hazel, sumac, rose, grape—which still 18). It twisted in infinite convolutions up Roberts (1932, p. 408) seems to lean 
invade our fencerows to form quail cover. most of the creeks and rivers in the state. toward the belief that most of the present 

Year by year and foot by foot they crept Hence every Iowa county probably had Minnesota quail range represents north- 
outward over the sod, a leafy vanguard for quail, except the extreme northwestern ward spread from Iowa. 
the forest in age-long battle with the prai- counties. These were pure prairie, and had The abundance of quail lasted, except as 
rie. In wet years the massed oaks en- none. interrupted for short periods by killing 
trenched themselves behind their fireproof The Golden Age winters, until the advent of clean farming, 
greenery, smothering the grasses under te steer-fattening, and over-hunting in the 
sodden leaves and shade. In dry years the Came now the settler, bringing axe, hineties and the opening decade of the new 
grasses countercharged, withering the plow, cow, rail fence, hedges, weeds, and century. Clean farming and steer-grazing 
oaken ramparts with blasts of flame. grain, The axe converted shady woods threw the range out of balance by reducing 

Back and forth through the centuries the into brushy stumplots. The plow flanked winter cover. Heavy hunting tended to 
tree-line advanced and retreated, and in the them with weedy stubbles, bearing bumper — decimate the birds even in such odd coverts 
scars of this perpetual conflict grew those crops of strange but nourishing seeds with a5 happened to remain. Then came the 
native seeds and fruits which gave sus- a regularity hitherto unknown to quaildom. hard winters of 1907-8 and 1911-12, and 
tenance to the quail. Plow furrows further out on the prairie close on their heels the automobile, with its 

arbor te i Ercan eet we attendant abuse of hunting privileges on 
hs ae on roel tied Ce Tae a farms. This was the straw which broke the 
eee Sue Sat [gue | fa i% msrouctor)) camel’s baal ‘1 dee Ae Tegislatite 

yearn! le yee Dobie P| closed quail ti 3 in the closure 
2 be ae neon | ia prams Zl | was extended to 1927; in 1926, at the com- 
eer teases hematite hee She | MO pony bined insistence of farmers and protection- 

io nae 24a ppthdie abujdance of| quail td forner fears, bj quatl to I, N ists, the quail was declared a songbird un- 
[xgum som 7.701 “Pp ffAr conejand tant) too exdasive tolrestore yy st | ee der permanent and complete protection. 

er | Goria — tam — Nha — he — ae if a R There has been no legal quail shooting in 
Cae ee i] 1 Sy Loin Vy yl L L > Towa during the sixteen years which have 
ihe ee ik | |_ Oh wir! ey SOARES elapsed since the first closure in 1916, 
CAEN aT = PR Te | \ % YYW» All this history which lies behind us 

; CZ IW t | ae YY, Zo | CLL et) should offer some clues to our present 
| LACS LAE TAN, Sar KRESS Aa ae A IV L09 Wt) question: What policy will best conserve 

ats aot hae spl me I % Y Wa OI N LO, 7 4 Lp Iowa quail? The known past is, in fact, a 
Cfo i eet or x Dy YY Vy ai AV VA, Sb laboratory, in which quail have been suc- 

i rf Sein — -te ¢ ib Mba ates ON VF” cessively exposed to four sets of condi- 
vi * Goin R7%. IT bp! “OF Are tions : 
i | oan ¥ WY Eee mane / W772, Vd {| 1. Scant food and excess cover with no 
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Z ) cover |rdateat: A / 4 3. Good food, but shrinking cover wit! 
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) 4. Good food, shrinking cover, and no 
¢ legal hunting (1917-1932). id 

Fig. 9: Where is quail restoration possible? What responses to these conditions 
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throw light on the present question? The . x 3 . . i 

CT On piohtaately tasked by an Fig. 7: Quail Census of lowa During Winter of 1931-32 

additional variable which we shall have to ee 

disentangle before we can read the evi- i 
{ 

dence. That variable is the periodic onset | pepe eit ee tee suet 

of quail-killing winters. me | der ta Ae. gi | eh a le eee he ‘i i \ men i 

ieee ena oa Liege i Tee ie ee lioain “hp © see 
ee ne a oie a ae 5 

Quail-Killing Winters eee sae ig ee Ae tee pee | OM owe ey 

4 2 ee | 1 [Fase cl te f-__¢____f 

The main outlines of this phenomenon in 1 teege ee ee [argue es] comm feo N " 

nearby states are already known (Game joe ved emcee ead pae, Taare a i 

Survey, p. 74). The recent history in Iowa i al [eal ai ete, tte ca [serine (peal CS Tree 

is summarized in Table 2. a a ses él Coral ae sy! Be 

OF 15 killing winters clearly of record es es) se ee iz Neale Olin ie TOS 

since 1863, 7 were felt both in Iowa and i Ne: eI le leseure tel ila ones o-Ee—t ye biBs \ | 

nearby states. Five were felt in nearby ; oo. = oll aa iS oT | @ | | le © oN . 

states but are not remembered in Iowa, in- ; OS ee eee \ {| jog o | “od @ 1, “ie eit 

sofar as my data show. All of those re- | (Elan Fg ae ee ea war a eer I 

membered in Iowa had been previously en- Ye er uate ee we Glen rel ates eb ae ne 

countered in one or another of the nearby i (eee ul Ooo ie Pie Sint lev ele Peeing de oes 

states. ; | G2 @. lo No 8 | gh Sta eee cries rept || 

Killing weather is usually spotty. Even } Oe hte |S aa | fee pj Baise og I i 

when a given storm is felt in a series of ‘ elo TO col elog® Payee eo ee) | common cowry H 

ae i does a necessarily kill off quail ; pam eet regs a Bn Gh ete ar 8 os Simbd* Rompe 

throughout each of them. The nearest to hf Se Pa Sad Ai ee ba) 2 yore 5-10 

a universal catastrophe was the winter of i ie (@. ple 3g ab, S18 deg ah ods vie rs} 

1917-18, which left destruction in its wake 4 ve a rl . ee - ‘o-6| Sees *! ret | Sore 

in all of Missouri, Ohio, Indiana, and Wis- i ». lee! ne [ee 16. at eo oles? | e *J ae 

consin, and all but southern Illinois. Its Neo a 0! @te eeS ol) eo. — o ee aaah 

ravages in Iowa were recorded only in But- i \ Aj 8. Sah 

ler and Guthrie counties, but it was doubt- NS [i Aces oH 

less felt elsewhere. <= ro 

_Spottiness is further indicated by the  jgo45 ate - 

simultaneous existence of highs and lows 2 ie ELIDA Ge Sarto SUE feupndantin lowing 1890-1. On the other hand recoy- 

in eae cae ae Berwecn A la Ind., Wis., Mo.? None? Abundant in Fy of normal abundance in one or two 

an quail were high in Crawford, Sa ROR | : Greene, 1900. years is the rule in the better coverts of 

but “extinct” in Cerro Gordo as a result of 1008S ee oe cope ened Ine Rramcord: southern Iowa. oe 

te sinter oF ere iat ey were like- 1904-5 Mo., Ind., Wis.. “None? Common in As cover became still scarcer, the effects 

er mos @ - ancock, g . 

Heneed by the belated ates We tictenea +*1907-8  Wis., Ill., Mo,...Killed in Bremer, a herd see ee semi-permanent. 

season during 1884 and 1885. Again they 1911-2 Mo., Ind., Wis... ? Humboldt, 1881.2; oe ars en bea net eet a 

were high in Clay from 1908 to 1912, but 1916-7 West Wis. ....-. ? : SW ay CAs Eee 

: 4 ” eigte§ Me" Unio, Ind.) Killed in Butler?, Humboldt, Winnebago, Hancock, Tama ? 
very low in Bremer and Humboldt as a re- iil., Mich., Wis. Guthrie, Carroll, ” doch A Bs a ? r 

sult of the winter of 1907-8. sige Mor Wis u.  Killed in Seott, da? Guthrie Zi Ko ae 2 poten aut - 
1924-5  Mo., Ind., Ill....? : uthrie and Kossuth ¢ in -18. Wit 

Table 2 *1928-9  TIl., Wis. Sees Killed in Hardin) the exception of Guthrie, none of these ae 
alo 0, Kos- ‘i * ae 

Quail-Killing Winters in lowa and Other North- suth. Counties aye (woe aenee regained more ‘ 

Central States ne : ed coveys. 

Where. Recorded Effects on lowa Quail  ~ (sil losses common to Téwa and other states, _ Previous to the onset of these terminat- 

isos!) Michy Wis) ¢<c-0None? “Abundant ta ‘ : ing winters, quail in the north were abund- 

BRE ne ee Cerro Gordo, 1867. It is very clear that the effects of a win- ant sporadically, and in a few especially fa- 

183 Mo," (PGola i fer eta ake i  ecn bce ile oloade eee heise: 
Beeline, , Le, wh - retch. st C 

#1 881-2 Win aha aa entey in Floya, vere, and conditions for recovery adverse. “steady spots” seem to coincide Sith the 

Washington. Sea. Thus Cerro Gordo reports no quail for a periods when timber was being cl 
son closed 1884 : i ; ie cleated 
eon igee, decade following 1881-2, while Anderson from river bottoms, or when brush, with 

*1890-1 ‘Ill, Mo. ......+Killed in Hancock, (p. 232) records an even longer period of the cessation of sweeping fires, temporarily 

Winnebago, Wash, scarcity in Hancock and Winnebago fol- invaded the prairie fencerows and pastures. 

= a < Thus Humboldt observers claim there were 

J quail every year until a shrinkage in hazel 

aR Ty Yamal 77 Tom Hoes BORG TIPE TT a thickets was followed by the hard winter 

| | Earl Be ETS ae { ey of 1907-8 uy 

Loh Se el BM TNT 74 goat no} ey GAME COVER ‘Ns in Michi Fs 
einer iy a ee becca ee ia s in Michigan, market hunting some- 

feeaiek rere eee oe i f peas times accentuated the fatal effects of re- 

} Si S inn pisces dee eae ee faye er duced cover and hard winters. Thus Craw- 

[aa |“ haa i ee A ser re| (awk ford experienced heavy market hunting 

Approx, lortetngl Inorth Ff - ae bee 7000 4 eek from 1885 to 1900. The storms of 1901-2 

Limit, of osage| | arene beat ‘contre wi: bias / $70 oa . * 

i KSSH Peak somites xing filmes ce te finished the job. 
ey Ni Ba aero Leet 22 Léa lariat zy oe 5 : 
Eye em “Tamm — lee eee sot 1 I . This history will help us, in appraising 

pee + ries’ oe 4 i | aa queso Or ual policy, to aiscneaels the 

fae j ae pak fee Me See aver mn UL ‘acts 0 0 rom those of lowans. 

z i Ge eb ly | Le eae Maximum Former Abundance 

- =e dina Te Shea re J ae of the golden age in Iowa 

} ns Peat ebay, xle® | [o | INS NG quail is pertinent to present problems in 

: Living < Ae 5 | : 

Nee =. wey ae Ce ‘ ee ese 1 | te ROY one other respect: it ought to tell us what 4 

aes hati = aha ea eo LS maximum abundance we can hope for on 4 

é xl i | i i beware o ER the very best of reconstructed quail range. 

be a claw ale G YX \ | "Feb. | 4902 Whatever limit of population density ob- a 

ee oe a ie. ae 
i WN TRE Keep» NN } lection of the exact number Of lageys | 

HE RNNN /7// \NY Sy) found in the best years on their home 

_ MSs Xi iw VY YIN \ ae or Hatt eae were their favorite 

Roh aaa . hunting grounds. Some even remember 

Coane Gaieee NV counting the birds in each covey. In those 

\ f days we were a land-conscious people, so 

| weap east { f that farm acreage is invariably remem- 

FEM ee planed “gente coveraintlowa pee haa 3 summarizes a few such 

2A b recollections. 
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Taste 3: Maximum Oxp-Time Quai _ shows the north line of the hedge country, ing buds of osage “were as long as squir- 
PoPULATIONS approximately bisecting the state. North  rel’s ears.” 

: Pop. ae of tus the fume peonced the use of other (One speing Art Waiter for ie Oe to 
an ‘ more frost-hardy plants. te im when to plant, but no buds came. 

i ee av pee se The string of crosses on the map shows Hence he was three weeks late in his seed- 
oan tas ap EE BG “the present northerly remnants of hedges ing. Hence the frost caught his crop. 
Bia Groves oy irest os 250 1905 12 180 14 as mapped during this survey. Some of Hence the bank foreclosed. Hence Art 

Tetoy farm .....ss+:s 160 1900 10. 180 1a Bole sopna nts are merely. dead vests ne ue sa for Canada. 
Greene * 5 3 in the form of stumps, which on being rs. Jean Breitenbaugh, when ques- 
ieee fees ROO Ne kicked open reveal the tell-tale yellow tioned, remembered that it was 29 wears 

Herman Snow farm... 300 1907? 15 300 (est.) 10 ood) almost proof against decay, the bois ago when Art’s family came to bid her 
e d’arc of buffalo days. Others are living goodbye, so it must have been the winter 
. This table tends to confirm for Iowa bushes which resprouted in the wake of the of 1901-2 which killed the hedges. 

what the Game Survey (p. 41) says of ad- hedge-puller, for an osage, like a quail, has She also recalls that winter was at first 
joining states: “Quail never did exceed a nine lives. Some are merely old roots seen mild and snowless, but followed by 36° 
bird per acre... there were more quail jin the bank of some road-cut, still easily below, with great cracks gaping elbow- 

a in the past than at present .. . because deep in the naked flinty ‘ground. 

saturated areas were more frequent and z Oe pee a Ole nen The osage hedge will not come back. 
there was a greater total acreage inhabited 3 wait § PS gE Pe Like the spinning wheel, it has seen its 
by quail. Serer Tiere ‘Southlowa day. To some it was beautiful, because it 

Dilution of Stock t ri brought birdsong to the prairie. To most 
iy Pi ie Northlowa it was wasteful, because it used up labor 

In other states there were many attempts |s ya bt and land. To all, however, it must be sig- 

to offset the deterioration of the quail 8 SA Ae nificant, because it was one of those tools 

range by heavy plantings of exotic races ene isk a e which our fathers snatched from the wil- 

of quail, which mixed with the indigenous aati tse | derness to build an empire. Shall we prove 

birds, thus risking the deterioration of the ee R/S B f equally adept at finding ready-to-hand the 

stock itself. It is fortunate that few such Ab 3 7 i¢ gh te A ways to keep that empire fit to live in? 

plantings were attempted in Iowa. This is |.’ * Sood ie ae AS ey 

because Iowa quail were closed during time —> eee The Rise and Fall 
most of the period when other states were — < (crmy‘graauynctonng "SC ecy mang 3c Pouring > 
engaged in their futile efforts to mend a, g : History tells us, in short, that crude agri- 
sick range by dumping imported birds upon Fig. 6: Rise and fall of quail. culture, by balancing food and cover, 

it. fi brought about a prodigious expansion in 

After the die-off of 1881-2 Jerry Currow  yecognizable by their deep orange color and the habitable range, and hence in the 
planted 24 Kentucky quail in Washington parchment-like bark. abundance, of Iowa quail. | 

County. The hatchures along the Missouri bound- Clean farming, by reducing cover, has 

In 1920 the State Game Warden pur- ary show the counties where children may upset this balance, and thus brought about 
chased 1,000 Mexican quail for distribu- tit see a hedge, and where a quail covey, 2 gradual shrinkage. 
tion in Iowa, possibly to restock localities stuffed with warming corn of a cold win- Both the rise and the fall of quail were 
still feeling the effects of the winter of ter morning, may still sun itself under the interrupted by sharp local declines due to | 
1917-18. All or nearly all of them, how- gure protection of its thorny twigs. To hard winters. These declines lasted long- : 
ever, died in shipment, presumably of dis- this same solarium all other wild life, from - ace es unbalance was greatest, or | 
ease. junc iri i the over-shooting most severe. | 

In 1931 Charles Horn furnished 76 esa ae pa ee ne ee The whole of this history can be visual- 
Mexican quail for planting near Ida Grove safety for the See days. ized in the .two hypothetical abundance | 
in Ida County. Osage is an Oklahoma tree. Its man- Curves shown in Fig. 6, representing north- 

There were doubtless many other unre- given foothold on the Iowa prairie was ¢r™ Iowa prairie and southern Iowa river- | 

corded local plantings of southern stocks, precarious. Every once in a while there breaks respectively. 
but their aggregate volume is negligible came a bitter-cold winter without snow, With this background, we are now ready 
compared with such states as Illinois, root-killing most of the hedges on millions © appraise the present status of Iowa quail, 
where 10,975 Mexican quail were planted of acres. The dates and scope of two such and the available means for its betterment. 

by the state in 1925 alone. winter-killings (1902 and 1915) are re- ; 
We may safely conclude that Iowa’s Quail Census 

present quail stock is more nearly of pure “ = St 

original indigenous blood, and hence more Been The field wardens were asked to count 

nearly adapted to local climate and range, * 7 oe the quail coveys on five farms, representing | 

than the stock now found in most other pal ae ae Peper good, medium, and poor stands, in each of | 
states. » i am Towa’s 100 counties. The first farm in | 

Requiem to Hedges /\ ea beds each county was to be either worked with 
25 dogs or by counting tracks in snow. For | 

The early farmers of the Iowa prairie aN Biles ah. [a aheel the other four, the farmer’s estimate was | 

were lords of large acreage but slender y Zooey accepted, after first being compared with 

purse. Each settler on a quarter-section Hl coheed da (ede the actual count. All sample farms were | 

needed from 3 to 6 miles of fence, but he AN ! selected for the owner’s knowledge of and 

lacked the cash to buy wire, and often the WA eels interest in quail. 

timber to split for rails. The way out of __,,| aoe \ A total of 316 sample farms were thus 
this dilemma was found in the osage hedge A a NI censused. Fig. 7 shows their locations, and 
—tens of thousands of miles of as fine a We the abundance of quail on each in terms of 
quail cover as ever grew, planted on the V4 ee acres per bird. In addition over a hundred 
hitherto quail-less prairie, and all within ke ace peal farms (marked “N” on the map) were 
ten steps (ie, quail steps) of the laden si 12 24 46 8 e2 a2 23 sovo se counted for pheasants, but were found to 
corn. That was game management, even x 2 f contain no quail. 
though nobody knew it. The quail re- Fig. 8: Frequency of density classes. As a check on the warden’s counts, sev- 
sponded in millions. eral dozen counts and farmer estimates | 

Then came efficiency, the land-boom, gas corded on the map. Judging from the were obtained by me independently. As in | 
) tractors, and county agents. Hedge-pull- present survivals in the 1915 area, the kill- Previous surveys, farmer-estimates were 

ing became a vocation and a cult. To still ing was more severe on low than on high found to be reliable when confined to se- 
possess a hedge was to confess oneself a ground. lected individuals. | 

a sloven. To pull all hedges was the badge How does a game survey resurrect. the The breeding season of 1931 had been a 
of modernity. — dates of such “trivial” events, now lost in good one, and had been preceded by two 

There are children today who have not the limbo of forgotten things? mild winters. Fig. 7 is therefore believed 
seen a hedge. Every lowa arboretum This is how: Art Dotey was a farmer to show the best stands which are likely to 
ought to exhibit one, just as some city zoos in Clear Creek township, Keokuk County. occur under present food and cover condi- 
tell us: “This is a cow, once one of our He was in arrears at the bank, and like tions on the 316 sample farms counted. 
institutions, but now vanished from this many others in like case, harbored a secret These samples, however, are not a true 

neighborhood.” a ambition to retrieve his fortunes in the cross section of Iowa, but rather a true | 
_It is high time that the former distribu- new wheatlands of the Canadian prairie, cross section of those spots which still con- 

tion of hedges be recorded, for some day then booming. tain any quail at all. 
such historians as really understand the Art’s father had taught him that the cor- For example: Des Moines County, 
epic of Iowa will want to know. Fig. 5 rect time to plant corn was when the burst- (Continued on page 30) cs 
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Ez Pere e Trut out Rogue River - | PoE ee, Conti 7 | Ai os vl a Ad (Continued from page 8) 

ay ? ry 3 | would almost immediately return the fly The visitor on his first trip to the Rogue ; | ae * yy oa to the angler’s lap. will, quite naturally, want to know where ; ne ee he : i | The strike comes with such terrific im- ‘® fish and he will find, scattered along | ey ny (4) | pact that no thought need be given to the banks of the upper river, numerous > | : i i) | hooking the fish. He will hook himself ¢@™P, grounds, inns and_ hotels, _ Whose . Le of 3 Mi | without any assistance from the angler P¥OPprietors will be glad to show him the ; en Le LF __| and immediately start down the river on Adjacent riffles and also how they may be Te if | | a series of long runs, interspersed with fished. On the lower river there are guides o / - La || leaps into the air. In fact during this and boatmen to perform the same serv- . 1 uy : Ls ___| Stage of the battle, there is little the light 1°¢ The local game wardens should not : os q | tackle fisherman can do, except hold the be overlooked as sources of information 
- oad rod in an upright position, and pray that @8 they are thoroughly conversant with ; | everything will hang together. After some fishing conditions and will be found cour- 7 / ‘ =@ | mirutes the spring of the rod and the ten- ‘€0us and pleasant. io : iE | sion on the reel will make the fish more , There is no lack for places to fish as | . 2 . ___| tractable and then the angler may slowly title to the waters-of the Rogue is vested L ag! . | Tegain some of his lost yardage and grad- in the State of Oregon and it is a high- 7 ip a sor ___| ually work the fish toward a convenient way for fishermen for over one hundred ERE anding place on the shore, where the and fifty miles. Much of the lower course  Ff> «| A ..esesesSBS| trout, when completely played out, can be Of the river flows through government Jo / vz the Rar . Cross” safely beached. The agility of the steel- owned lands, always open to the public, A OD || Head, the Iength of his runs, the breaking and in the highly cultivated and settled Oe — strength of the leader and the numerous sections of the Rogue River Valley proper; Ss me “—~~"~*| boulders and ledges, around which he may there are dozens of side roads leading to 

| foul the line, combine to make the landing the river, where the angler may leave his ELEPH, BUEFALO process highly problematical and satisfac- car and proceed to fish either up or down ah tion is expressed if half the hooked fish stream. Many summer cottages and a few SAFARILAND LIMITED are landed, pre paeous pune dpeizes are maintained 
The average steelhead is averse to leay- 2% tig Tver but anglers come and go at Nairobi Kenya Colony || ing the pool where he is hooked, probably Will along the banks of the stream. British East Africa because of the shallow water usually .. No description of Rogue River condi- found at the break of these pools and were tions would be complete without mention OUTFIT BIG GAME it not for this fact, very few would be of the political situation regarding this 

EXPEDITIONS caught. The wiser, occasional steelhead ‘eam. Sportsmen contend that this river 5 which, upon being hooked, sets out on a ‘8 t00 small and the commercial pack of By special appointment to T. R. H. || non-stop flight for the ocean, with the fish is decreasing too rapidly, to permit of the Prince of Wales and the throttle wide open, may be kissed a fond COHtinued net fishing, without danger of Duke of York farewell. Once in awhile, a large trout Ultimately exterminating the _various Write for pamphlet which gives full will allow himself to be reeled in, almost SPecies. The coming November will again information to the angler’s feet, without offering much S€¢ 0 the Oregon ballot, a measure to de- RHINO LION resistance, but these tactics should be ‘ide, whether commercial fishing shall be 
yiewed with suspicion; as chances are he coeueued a se ation Waster the _e ne hen en em em els only studying his plan of campaign, shal! be closed to all net fishing. SEB RB 2 eee By which will later result in material fan that It must be borne in mind that steelhead a BASS MUSKIES TROUT | old story about the big one and, etc. as pees ecaueet tackle which t 

may best be purchased right on the banks a = a of the stream. This is not an adverti A s tise- : Chabot’s Lake of the a Bip teh ihe Boe ne ment for local sporting goods stores but is 
2 Woods Lodge | ing, although when a school of newly ar- a simple Ree of fact. The mer- ; rived steelhead have just commenced to fonts in las carey eae kind of cloth- gw and Surrounding Camps | feed, they will often rise throughout the iD that the climate necessitates and the 
a Also Houseboat Accommodations a whole day. Fly fishing will be found ma- tackle merchants on the Rogue carry the and Wilderness Canoe Trips terially better on the occasional cloudy tee a that the soaatons cena: a . 9 FISHING MM} days that occur during the summer months Heer en bee Ry WortUe = North America 's Best Be | Of July and August, which contain long ee pede any thing tern ToT Write for Descriptive Booklet to successions of hot clear days with only an : ie . c *t see tee ce 2 eH put a DENIS CHABOT FORTFRANCES Ml] infrequent cloudy one. Perhaps the sud- a aii Secon eu auius Gietoe cubyennd ONT., CANADA den cooling of the atmosphere influences 5 = eee oad “Gselees ex Dera tay @ DEER MOOSE BEAR ® the appetite of the fish or maybe they can eae avotded: = BSE S88 88 2 2 8 BB BSc the lure better when the sun is under _, 1 conclusion, anyone contemplating a ee a” hoe cover; but whatever the reason, “natives” Steelhead: fishing trip to the Rogue should Birds ope ice vecreisss; | fully ‘agree on this point and’ will bend come in July, August, September and Oc- singing Canaries, ete. Buy direct from every effort to spend the day on the river, tober, even November if colder weather pinetice a cence aie tree Ranch as soon as a cloudy morning is observed. re not pel caenate. should plan to stay at 

it's a Bird, we have it.” Write for Catalog O. It is characteristic of the steelhead that ae en a ee nent eas BIRDLAND, No. Hollywood, Cali. | he will’ harmo f gt] Rev 6 Roe eg oi Pome Out atta, and oe ees Nes onimeod COuh ae wn Sane eee presumably in boy to fish; and should buy his tackle on > an mparatively easy to learn the ground. If these conditions are com- k ea SEO ve of their presence in a riffle by simply plied with, the visiting angler may become watching the water for an hour or two, so enamoured with steelhead fishing that 3 Give him—or her—an Izaak Walton Radiator || especially during the evening. The in. h ill in ti teaean Emblem. Finished in dark blue enamel, on a | | stinct th Pio migrate | 17 (oe Will im time become a “native! silver background. Write National Head- ct that causes these trout to migrate, quarters, 222 North Bank Drive, Chicago. || keeps them moving upstream all season Teal eS and ieee should not be felt if R f ‘Ere rwrrreaprpemrerewan | 2 well recommende riffle fails to produce bahia Vial a thalla Me. results on the first day it is ted A “por 0 the lowa Game Es x PERFECTION Doe ar school of fish may TOY in at any time Survey ORME Soorsine cn scavenuent sizes, by Pet Shon, | and perseverance will eventually brin; . Re ca eee alice Se aras home Bs bacon. Following a good te. (Continued from page 13) cry | to any point in the United States, all < on one day in a particular pool or section i i | = £00 eee sie Sec raee ie of the river, “natives” move upstream a a know alee one 4 za a EM RA | mile or two for the next day’s fishing, in acres or better. This means 3 eS per 5 2 paced Devt. 12 IS | order to keep up with the run. farm or better, which is a good stand. Yet 
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to my personal knowledge at | il Restorati 
cent of the county is totally devil oe mheg a Qual beating Possible’ mild increase. It seems likely that i 
ter cover, and hence devoid of quail. Quail This raises the basic question: In what the Missouri River counties oie 

are largely confined to a few remaining parts of Iowa can quail be restored and ‘*#Watomie and Cass we are confr a 
stringers of brush along the main creeks counted upon to produce a reasonably de- with some special obstac eee ly le to quail incr 

and rivers, and the wardens selected their pendable annual crop? In what parts is which holds them down, even i sibs 
‘good, medium and poor” samples in these this doubtful? In what parts is it certain SP0tS where there is still good cauet The 

stringers. Hence Fig. 7, unless correctl that. dependence must be placed o' obstacle must be identi 7 : ly p m other identified b: 

ue eroteted, gives too optimistic a picture, SPecies? fore plans for its removal can ee 
e quail restoration problem is largely The answer, in so far as I There remaii iftle : 1 : OUlAcRHA ains the so-called D. 

one of re ducing the present high propor. @Ppears on Fig. 9. one, = poe Iowa, which ee 5 

" ; 4 A glance at the il i roblem only slightly less i 
What is this proportion? Estimates plus what ereryioy Babes oe dee? 5; yee Ses We Slec iitra Aree LOn, Pants of 

; were made by Wm. Schuenke, Superin- exclude from debate the entire south half a ail uel cover, but ini only. a few gare 
endent of Game, and myself, which indi- of the state. In this southern half it i quail abundant, One reason is that the 

Y ae that in the southeastern counties from Certain that quail respond with vigor a: id feces saemets leave little grain in 
é ‘6 75 per cent of the farms are blank; promptitude to any favorable change q joe fields in winter, but even where grain in the southwestern counties 75 to 95 per their environment. ge in ie erailabls) quail do not seem to respond 

| cent, in the northwestern counties 90 to 100 The northern half presents fi isti ak soos) promptitude which char- 

per cent. A less thorough series in north- regional problems, one peat distinct acterizes a range “all ready to go.” Foxes 

coe Iowa indicates around 90 per cent. considered senate) Ce ae ie ee 
; e north central portion was not esti- Tt 8 , whole answer, because there are likewise 

mated on the ground, but doubtless runs i a eee northwest corner is ac- ae cone in the southern counties. 

: from 75 to 100 per cent blank in the vari- an range on which quail were never ,, 18, dtiftless area had abundant quail 
: ous counties. te UP eene and eaely enc be made so. ae to Overs ago, at least in places. I 

: These dry figures are of t ee a ven over to pheasants and pect that these quail were hit by 
| RS ae ee Hungarians, for which it is well suited. 1927 cycle, and have not generally Re 

tempt to lay a yardstick on that constantly, The large north-central region, as we at al honeiiine sulted grouse aves Lig 

growing biological desert in which there is ave already noted, experienced sporadic ce Wise 
literally no game left to conserve. Yet un- Bericds of abundance, but its present popu- ide vie spn i ete, at nary Ue 
derneath lies that long-suffering drudge, Sete as very, lowageye:. Lint te previous fa be eG sue ey 0st) eine 
the fertile loam, ready and eager to resume q apter shows why: the cover shortage is isch some peculiarity of this region 

Her fecundity of wild thinesat the ned of here Cree to an extreme degree. Maes accentuates the ravages of epi- 

i este, Aniaehec, bate agena winters we now The quail of thi ie 
Be cat at eed =o : counties in this region carryin is northeast corner should 

ject: “All well and good but het a fewer quail than a single farm should sup not, however, be given up as a bad risk. It 

average stand of quail in Iowa?” is the port. Kossuth, Clay, and Dickinson, for S11! good pheasant country. Quail 
pea pre stand et in Iowa?” To strike instance, had in 1931 only a half-d gn Still our “best bet,” and research yet 
See ee Cee ae Soe coveys each, and Butler scarcely tigre than discover how to produce dependable qa 

ae ize their im- adozen. Thi i in crops all over th 
port. A far more significant way t - ere ligase uve DOL mene po Ou 
marize the census is to give the velase the northern prairie which stand as excep- To sum up: Quail should be the staple 

A Petia or tee ca ate ive tions because in cover and topography they 4° bird of southern Iowa. In north ce 

. ance, or density class i eThis is abund- resemble the quail range farther ah tral Iowa quail restoration is impractic: ble. 
. Gees ohh we oe is is done in ne Story County, most of which is quail- In northeastern and northwestern Towa un- 

} 1. None of the 316 f. ___ less, shows populations approaching satu- known obstacles impede recovery of nor- 

v REE Gere in dene ‘arms exceed a quail ration in two spots on the bottoms of the mal numbers, even where cover occurs, but 
per a = ensity. That is to say, Iowa Upper Skunk. these obstacles, after being identified, ‘ma: 

ve oes the same “saturation point” of It is my opinion that the general Pee vernal ae 
Ae i other Le already found to ob- tion of quail in these Moen central hela Q 

. is impracticable. This is th mail Management 
2. The most frequent density i sive | i Becta cacteuee! 

ee ee ie Ge sees ae ava eee Geaat 
coveys per farm. Thirty per cent of the quail cover do not exi: a hetaee i foe fii en eaene 
samples fall in this class. In north Io evcow cage exist, and human beings fuail-bearing farms in southern Towa is a 

s. tituted will not d . bird 2-4 HRA treqidete dete a wa as cons v ot donate expen per 2-4 acres, but over half the f: 
1 y is 12-20 acres sive plowland for this purpose. are blank. i Sictane” 

per bird, or about one covey per farm, and Hungarians are the eae fecibic eee density cen ee Hee cel le 

peng our per cent of the samples fall birds for the bulk of this region © game more than pee ie oa ren Teenald 
in i és c 

eae er ee wee eorclsicns The Missouri River counties of west- SUPPort 8 times that, many if ‘cover and 
eee pet of the sample farms central Iowa present a problem too di food were balanced. The present probl 
ae See az a a Eley for diagnosis through a brief visual ae a boils down to this: how can southern 

arms vey such as this one. For Bass owa farmers be induc: i 

= a ae: southwestern Crawford and the: ae pOven Brow t es 
ele pes dearth of samples parts of Monona and Harrison, there are I do not mean two or three farmers, or 
ee ate grade. As will appear later, 12 townships (see dark spot on Fig. 7), "0, OF three hundred, but tens of tho : 
Her = ae pt lows Daan and pearing the best-looking quail cover to be sence poset cannot be crowded Thou- 

5 ning of this “dip” in found in western Iowa. E sands of farmer: i “voi 
ine ae a seo po It _ be naa still abounds with mnie = pebble is again ys heard in ees 

n cident, or it may reflect el, plum, and grape. Ther 0 conservationist, wheth ith 

some hitherto undiscovered principle whi 1 i n een en fitdce cat oe 
und ich plenty of weedy corn. Yet a detailed i field-glasses 0} h : 0 I : ailed in- : r with dog and gun, should 

sons the distribution of game bird pop- eae °F covey pets for ie survey by He nuded to consenye merely aay speci- 

; 1 John Holst, Jr., showed only 38 MMS De thev al ive or dead. How 
For those whose mental apparatus is un- ¢Veys in the whole of Crawtard County go about it to restore abundant quail , Le 

aa tone to frequencies, the following 1” 1931-32. Assuming this to represent The way for farmers to organize to this 
roug! : average can be calculated: Three two-thirds of the actual total, and convert- end, and the leadership and legislation 

* out of four Iowa farms are blank, and the 8 the coveys at 15 birds each, the prob- needed to encourage their efforts, are de- 
ee onincs stand on the fourth is a bird able population of the county is only 855 Scribed in the Iowa Commission’s leaflets : 

j per acres, The “average stand,” there- quail on 715 square miles, or a little over Game Management Program for Towa” 
oe isa bird per 9 acres, or one covey per a quail per square mile. The dark spot and “Game Policy for 1932-3.” 

> as or te whole state. This is a tenth canes 2.3 quail per square mile or one The technique for restoring cover and 

0 . at the best quail range now carries, ail per 270 acres, about 1/50 of the stand providing food is available to the public in 

and of what all of southern Iowa could which similar food and cover would pro- the new booklet, “Management of Upland 

as duce in the ne counties. Pheasants Game in Iowa.” 
© seogeatiie. distribution toredens! are scarce in Crawford, especially in this The demonstration far i = 

classes as shown in Fig. 7 corres minds, sen spot, so the dearth of quail cannot be as- ing and developing that techie il Be 
closely with the distribution of cover, > cribed to competition. Law-violation is reported on next year, after the first year’s 
shown in: Hig) dof the previoustebabter, probally no worse than in many localities Tesults have been measured. 
BOE Adiccotaremtyo. noble ereetions in the southeast where cover looks no bet- The needed changes in public attitude 
sorthiwest Slowamend uoriheiee Tose: Te ter, but where quail are abundant. The and official policy will be described in later 
DArisdGE GOL UTEES is ened icaveMat: a Deedator pepuaten is unknown. Weather chapters of this report. 
podeeaed onde ae Ff ie season, te pieitia Chapter Three will appear in the December- 

ought only a January number of Outdoor America. 
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Deeewther <2 REPORT OF THE pe 

CHAPTER THREE 

' Bound copies of this extensive survey will be available after the series has been 
completed in OuTpoorR AMERICA. Distribution will be made at a very nominal cost. 
Place your order now, so we can determine how many copies to print. 

—THE EDITOR. 

i i cessful plant was made in Kossuth, and in ords previous to 1930 are subdivided by 
History of Plantings 1908 another in O’Brien. Early plants, un- counties, and hence they give no cue to dis- 

HE first successful pheasant planting dated but both failures, were also made in tribution. On the other hand, the recollec- 
| in Iowa was made by accident. Jasper and Marshall. tions of local people are fragmentary, and 

William Benton was the agent of As in other states, the earliest plantings hence give no cue to total volume. By 
Fate in this enterprise. Benton was an in Iowa were all private. Just when the piecing together the two sources, however, 
Englishman who had settled in Cedar Falls, state began planting was not ascertained. we get some idea of the planting program. 
where he plied his trade of carving tomb- The state records go back only to 1921, Table 4 gives the state records on vol- 
stones. Being English, he doubtless treas- but it is certain that by 1913 large state ume. Allowing for the gaps in the record, 
ured recollections of well-stocked coverts Plantings were being made annually. Thus it seems probable that the state has lib- 
at home. At any rate, he conceived the Butler County received 500 state birds in erated in Iowa, from about 1913 to 1932, a 
idea of propagating pheasants and selling 1913, and 400 in 1915. Bennett says the total of between 100,000 and 150,000 pheas- 
them to the game department for libera- first state game farm was authorized in ants. This includes both trapped and pen- 
tion. 1913, probably at Spirit Lake, because lo- raised birds, plus a quarter of all eggs dis- 

It is uncertain in what year Benton al residents recall that in 1915, 200 wing- tributed for hatching. .The heaviest re- 
started operations, or just what constituted clipped state birds which had been placed corded plantings were in 1925 and 1931. 
his original stock. Local residents say he in a holding pen resprouted their pinions The records on distribution are too 
got his birds from Gene Simpson of Cor- and went over the fence. lengthy to be given here. They are com- 
vallis, Oregon, in 1899, but Mr. Simpson’s Between 1915 and 1918, all the north- plete back to 1928, but behind that increas- 
books show no sales to Benton until 1906 eastern counties were covered by standard- ingly incomplete. Their principal present 

t and 1908. Others say that stock was im- ized plantings of 200-800 birds each. One bearing is on the question of whether the 
ported directly from Asia. mammoth planting of 2,500 birds was made pheasant “has been given a fair trial” in 

Mr. Simpson questions 1899 as too early, at the Pilot Knob State Park. Each stand- southern Iowa. Pheasants have not be- 
. but there may have been even earlier plant- atd planting was made on a “game pre- come well established in the southern coun- 
i ings: a bill was introduced in 1894 protect- serve” leased by the state from private ties, and many local sportsmen feel that 

ing pheasant plantings (Bennett, 1926), Owners. Hungarian partridges were also this is because plantings have, until re- 
There were plenty of Oregon pheasants Planted on these “preserves.” The preserve cently, been heaviest in the north. 
available by 1899, the original O. N. Denny idea was borrowed from Indiana, where it The records show: i 
importation having spread over the Wil- was widely practiced in 1908-10. Illinois, (1) That some southern counties were 
lamette Valley and been opened to shooting Missouri, and Michigan also started a sim- planted from 1905 to 1917, many around 
by 1892, ilar system. Most of the preserves were 1924-5, and almost all have been heavily 

Benton’s pheasants prospered, but not for timbered land. planted yearly from 1928 to 1930. The 
long. In September, 1900 or 1901, a severe In 1915 the state etsablished a central average southern county has received over 
windstorm wrecked his pens. Rumor has 8@me farm at Clive, in Polk County. In 500 birds since 1928. This is heavier than 
it that vandal hands aided the elements, 1928 a duck and pheasant farm was estab- the average northern county ever received. 
Be that as it may, the entire stock of birds lished at Lansing, in Allamakee. Both re- (2) Six northern counties have appar- 
escaped and scattered over the countryside. mained in operation until 1931. ently never been planted. They all lie in 
An anonymous “Iowan” (1926) says that Our ‘Present information on the volume the northwest corner, and all have abun- 
“in the neighborhood of 20,000 birds” were 2nd distribution of pheasant plantings dant pheasants. \ 
thus inadvertently planted, but this seems COmes from two sources: state records, (3) The number of birds so far put 
an unreasonable figure. Few game farms Nd recollections of local people gathered 
carry any such stock, even today. Local uring this survey. None of the state rec- a 
residents estimate 1,000 to 2,000 birds es- 
caped, at that the largest single planting, Table 4 oi ge ote ade Stas Borne eate Volume of State Pheasant Plantings as Indicated by State Records 

Iowa, josing her native game Bide be a (includes trapped Pores wild eggs) D 
rocess of protecting them wii i Tota istribution 

fad Sac lowing them with Her Hehe Year Birds Eggs (Birds + % eggs) Entire state, but heaviest in 
and home with her left, should likewise northeast - 
gain this new game bird by a left-handed 1913-20 .. No record No record stnistatel 
quirk of the elements. Iowa paid William 1921 ..... 166 4,170 1,208 (F) 
Benton a few hundred dollars and a com- 1922 ..... 95 816 299 Heaviest in east 
mission as Deputy Game Warden for his 1923-24 .. 163 465 279 
losses, and forgot the incident. 1925-5 .5.. *7,000: *60,000 22,000 Southern and eastern counties 

Benton’s birds spread west and north, 1926..... 153 7,059 1,918 Southern counties 
but not east or south. They constitute the 1927 ..... *2,387 6,716 4,066 Intermediate district and eastern 
foundation stock of the north-central coun- counties 
ties. 1928 cea 538) 3,360 1,378 Intermediate district (1928 Sur- 

Another game farm started in western vey, p. 15) 
Greene County about 1900. It encountered 1929 ..... 867 8,000 2,867 
no tornado, but there is always leakage Southern counties 
from a game farm. This was the second 1930 ..... *5,887 11,725 8,818 (1930 Report, p. 5) 
Iowa planting, but ineffective. Pheasants 1931 .....*11,224 12,995 14,473 Southern counties 
did not become established in Greene 
County until drift birds from the north ar- 1932 ..... 0 16,000 4,000 Intermediate district (Game 
rived about 1924. aa ae --— Policy, 1932-3) 

In 1904, only three years after the Ben- 28,480 131,306 61,207 
ton episode, an unsuccessful planting was © —— 
made in Keokuk County. In 1907 a suc- * Mostly wild stock removed from areas of undue abundance. 
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down per county, while not known, is prob- eee 
ably greater in the south than in the north. | i | L ke - 

Le ae ee —| i 

(THE right hand column of Table 4 |] 5» of Pde bole oo Lele eclpel of oa 7 SS 
shows the ebb and flow of optimism |} “e@- Lee bs, eee % |p e ee gl oo 5a Soe oe eee 

about southern Iowa. Around 1905, when i 1M oe [Pe lo ea! li i ¢ re tat ae Se 
pheasants first entered the public mind, it oft pet Eels \ eee Sieh SSR 
was assumed that southern Iowa was as i re eat an -- 98-4, SB | &e 
good or better range than northern Iowa. |} fee (i gs leo ioe \e| et Fe OL ! 
The existence of this belief is supported by |, ( eo! tL 34 le-eu fle | % ot rot SED 
the fact that up to 1913 it was customary So Enh ae ie ool aera ar e! |e ris" Wes | 

to make releases in timber. Then the suc- || ° Nees) lee] i Jo Ae el, 0 JK RRS F 
‘ % 1o%@ 9 | orl sie wat hee ee ae i 

a cessful spread of the northern plantings, || \ @ @°°€ “illo 4? Jig ae Af Tare epee % 
and the disappearance of most of the south- |, fe j ol] Pr. Tle ey 3. | i | sis 2 | | 
ern ones, brought a period of pessimism. = p—12 at Ste, ae ol tbo — rie feo i 
Southern Iowa was probably given a new |’ ee ee ae Ss fat? SSROOLY a 

3 but apparently half-hearted trial about bree ee dl ween. <i [eae an sine dow “lee | Ba 
1924, but by 1928 experience had again i ¢ ct poo Se peal “ie [ © lo Plow toms) a 
brought the conviction that pheasants were 4 fs elo) eo TB fet ote se —8 rey 
a Pee the a This was the view 1 ir Py iG Sees lem | ee pt | ie tee a4 Seal 
expressed to me when I visited the Depart- | : Heo leases ot [208 2454 at etd |y 
ment’s office in that year. Plantings were i ye! beet = ane tt Ue 9, ne es , 
then being concentrated in the intermediate |} — Cees ps Ee et To rea 6 ire 
zone. From 1928 to 1930 public demand || | ego eee | AS ok a fo 78 ce Hf 
brought about the concentration of all | od Bi > ” i | i ot ee oft ORFS ee 

plantings in the south, but in 1931, at my i | a 4: Lh apo poe site Oats ‘te hen Ciena bases Oa eel 
recommendation, all were again concen- ' ae aoe ee “ 13 joo | 
trated in the intermediate zone. The rea- ¥ | ee eee . Dose ent 
sons for this will appear later. =a SEN si LE sk ee Tae eS kal fk Note Jp 

Trapped Pheasants and Wild Eggs (Fig. 13) Pheasant census of lowa during winter of 1931-32. 

BY 1925 pheasants had become so abun- I 5 
dant in certain northern counties that inson County as early as 1919, but these within the established range. The birds 

the state began to trap them and gather may have been birds spreading east from have held their own on the soils of the 

their eggs for distribution further south. the 1908 O’Brien County plant. Wisconsin glacier and the Missouri River 
This work began in Winnebago and But- loess, but there has been a visible decline 

ler in 1925. There is a discrepancy be- Behavior of Plants; The Problem ©" the soils of the Iowa glaciation since 
tween local reports and the official records f South I shooting began in 1925. This area of de- 
a e its pnaenitade, Ect residents say of southern lowa ae oie a Balle ang GEanay: Hes 

4 ,000 wild eggs were taken out of Winne- LMOST all of the original plantings anything to do! Probleme 
bago alone, the farmers who gathered them A in the northern half ne tie a Wee southiyata nica avynet ia 
receiving $1.00 per dozen. “Iowan” says a success from the outset. Widespread It is also worth noting that in five known 
10,000 dozen (120,000 eggs!) were gath- abundance was first attained in Winnebago 355° (Marshall, Story, Greene, Sac, and 

, ered in 1925, but this seems unreasonably and the surrounding counties near the Min- Ida) early plantings failed on ground the 

high, He adds, “Tt did not seem to reduce fesota line about 1916. Abundance was at- Subsequent occupation of which by the 
the birds in any way.” tained in Dickinson by 1917, Floyd by 1919 wave of natural drift proves it to be hab- 

The official records show: Humboldt by 1920, Hardin and Hamilton ‘table, but, the ripple has stopped not far 
Willd Bane Wild Birds PY teat Sac a eee, Rhee cates wick There is no visible obstacle to the fur- 

Year County Gathered Trapped plotted on a map, are lke the ripples trom ther spread of the birds. The simplest the- 
1925... Butler, 60,000 7,000 ory is that they have struck some invisible 

Winnebago - barrier, which impedes or stops their fur- 
1O27ere ecco) none 2,000 ther spread. What could it be? 
1930°.:... (G3) none 5,800 = ‘ mt inane Most of the plantings in southern Iowa 
1931... North none 11,000 » we disappeared within three years, or were 

central v0 w\ J _fomsomony masked by new plantings before the re- 
: . 1 PN Ze sults could be finally weighed. There are 

The discrepancy in eggs may represent af HE ES ee Ie er ae some exceptions, however: Ross Blye, in 
partly incubated eggs gathered but dis- z HUN IK 1 MW jccemmon| Marion County, has 50 birds on his farm 
carded. . sia iE Neen JN ea which he believes date back to a planting 

The 1931 trapping was done by contract, ; oT] Vat / uA.“ \empotimersuee made over 20 years ago. He knows of no 
the state paying private prapoete $1.00 each js} / NL i AL PAX mz subsequent releases near his farm. In gen- 
for live birds delivered to the local warden, Poe ney AK LD JERK eral, though, southern Iowa stocks, where 
who shipped them to the state farm at Wh NNEC eo ay they survive at all, have in no case shown 
Clive for redistribution to the southern "f /j/// / Cue SS | the spreading power of the early northern 
counties. A total of 11,000 (or 11,600) i, if Sf Vi ‘f Me plantings? Why? 
birds was delivered to the restocking point Fy f// v/ ae 

for $1.65 each. IY SL, nage Ym il Theories on Pheasant Range 
sit te ae 8a to eH : 

x Drift from Other Stat As already pointed out (North-Central 

- (Fig. 14) Frequency of Density Classes. Survey, pp. 122-129), the south boundary 
Southern Minnesota, by and large, was of established pheasant populations not only 

stocked by northward drift of Iowa birds. in Iowa, but in Illinois, Indiana, and parts 

a Large-scale state plantings were not begun a pebble dropped in north-central Iowa. of Wisconsin, coincides closely with the 
there until 1920, at least five years after The present southern boundary of the rip- south boundary of the soils laid down by 

the pheasants of north-central Iowa had ple is the heavy-dotted line on Fig. 13. It the more recent ice sheets. It therefore 

begun their aggressive spread to the north, traveled rapidly at first, but has now slowed seems as if the nature of the soils had 

south, and west. up. It speeded up a little when the first something to do with it. 
A reciprocal drift back into Towa was open season scattered the birds in 1925, As shown in Fig. 13, the present Towa 

noticeable in 1931, when the Minnesota but not much. It has hung since 1922 in pheasant boundary is identical with the 

season opened before the Iowa season. All Tama, since 1915 in Story, since 1926 in glacial boundary from Winneshiek County 

the coverts on the Iowa side of the line Dallas, since 1924 in Greene, and since 1929 southeast to Delaware. Then comes a gap 
were full of birds. Birds were also pushed in Crawford. In Story the spread from where there is no clear pheasant line, but 

east into Wisconsin. 1915 to 1923 was two miles per year, and in Tama it again becomes clear and paral- 

Minnesota and Iowa receive a heavy an- since then less than a mile per year. Plant- lels the glacial line westward across the 

nual influx of South Dakota birds during ings in these border counties have not vis- central counties to Carroll. Here the 
the Dakota shooting season. This Dakota ibly accelerated the rate of spread. Abun- pheasant line departs sharply southwest to 

drift is a conspicuous annual phenomenon dance, as will appear later, fades out as the the Missouri River and crosses into Ne- 

in the Sioux City region. Dakota drift is frontier is approached. Why? braska, while the sista boundary turns 
said to have arrived as far east as Dick- Abundance has not remained stationary north. All of northwest Iowa has abun- 

ay
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‘nae s re = dance extending from Winnebago east to ecigmecnecteee Sereno GREER 
tac —thel Gees accumawsnans rene | ) Butler, and lying mostly on the soils of the RAR RR ei lo el) ie Coa mene, Hen * Towan glacier. ae aa = = 
POT) — Sch sonar me 7] 1 The subsequent open seasons, as depicte CV] m7 een IS Nea thd ae SS tr ‘ in Fig. 11, moved steadily westward. The SS ob = AM, ry. | Peete ieee! present center of endangers HO SHEER BX a Tore “xfs Recess acer | oe Winnebago west, and lies wholly on Wis- i! sshatberhee +} + —} — bard \ “Tas =e fee consin and Missouri loessial soils. re fel ll ool a rH s lay? 
‘rr | ! Ls T. | Cas The trend of the game law thus clearly Li fl Sane ee 
\ “£1 at mis Oy, e checks the conclusions already drawn from ; a SR 3 0 jee ped \esebtst UE ‘ as Sh) the behavior of plantings, with this excep- peepee = Pee } 8 pete Lead 

ath Spear te err ff tion: in 1930 the Department, in a grand Sipe curler” jienoml 
_-}_-4 Oo a a i fi splurge of liberality, re-opened the weak —1 Liat” 

counties of the eastern border. _This was a (Fig. 11) 0 dbee liminen 
(Fig. 10) Lime contents of road gravels drouth year, the corn had all been cut for ig. 11) Open eles and bag 

used in southern lowa. fodder, and slough cover was short. The lowa pheasants. 
result was calamity. One warden estimates 

dant Dheea ona i) soil not jad aowa 80 per cent of the stock was killed. pay of 7 oe for Bone sushed oe by the ice. hat is the meaning of this? pheasants in jours in Hancock County, Nobody knows, but geologists Bet out The 1931 Open Season a rate of Ph bet art HOU Fagin hat this Mi i loe: sembles the ice- ee Bags: Of the easants flushe: 
laid cab eat Pel) high in lime. UESTIONNAIRES were distributed by the reporting hunters, 124 were bagged, The south-central and southeastern loess to selected sportsmen and farmers in or somewhat less than one out of five. The 
on which pheasants have so far failed has pas the open season of November average bag for the two-day season was 
less lime than any of the Iowa soils on ~ * 4 22.6 per party, or 5.3 birds per hunter. 
which they have " uceesded The Iowan The replies from farmers had to be dis- js feal ant for the two days was 6 
glaciation, on which pheasants have de- carded, because most farmers were unable  pirds. 
clined since shooting began, has less lime to keep track of the number of hunters on The bag per hunter for the three weak- 
than the Wisconsin glaciation where the their farms, or the bags made. est counties was one bird less than for the 
birds have held their own. The replies from sportsmen covered the three strongest counties, but even in the 

If lime affects the welfare of pheasants, operations of 182 parties, hunting in 21 weakest counties the average hunter bagged 
then the surfacing of roads and the ballast- counties, and averaging 4 guns each. They over two-thirds of his limit. 
ing of railways with lime-bearing rocks hunted a total of 8,504 man-hours, or about He had to work nearly twice as hard, 
ought to have at least a local effect on the 6 hours per man per day. The 182 parties however, since it took him 2.8 hours to bag 
survival of southern plantings. Fig. 10 flushed a total of 18,115 pheasants, or a bird in the weak counties, but only 1.6 
shews the eanecontent of iupiovay Eee SeuB Ny 100 pheasants per party, or 50 per plas the eecne The arrrene one re- 
so far used in southern Iowa, and their lay. 5 uired to bag a bird was 2.1 hours of ac- 
relation to the southern counties seeming Flushing Rates: The method of hunting aa hunting. This should rebut the as- 
to carry the most pheasants. Until plant- pheasants is the same everywhere: “walk- sumption, common among swivel-chair 
ings have been withheld for another year, ing in line.” The hunting cover is the moralists, that all pheasant hunting is too 
however, it is impossible to say which same almost everywhere: large fields of easy to constitute sport. 
southern counties show the strongest evi- standing corn. Hence the Various open Sex Ratio in Bag: The bag averaged 10 
dence of permanent establishment. counties present a substantially uniform cocks to 6.4 hens. It is legal to shoot hens, 

The lime theory is, of course, only a condition as to ease of flushing. Accord- put many hunters voluntarily abstain from theory, but the existence of some obstacle, ingly the number of birds flushed per man- doing so. Since hens are undoubtedly 
partial or complete, temporary or perma- hour is a pretty reliable index to the easier to get, this ratio reflects credit on 
nent, approaches nearer and nearer the “strength” of the pheasant crop. Fig. 12 the Iowa hunter. Unfortunately it was 
status of an established fact. Meanwhile compares the flushing rates in various coun- not practicable for hunters to tally the sex 
biological science is constantly widening the ties. The most frequent flushing rate was of birds flushed. 
range of possibilities of (vhat the obstacle about one bird per man-hour, or 4 birds per One would expect that the temptation to might be. The latest and most curious dis- party per hour. The strong counties show shoot hens would increase in poor territory 
covery peere on As se Gee as Fame very high rates in a few localities. One where birds are hard to aoa Sr does 
species of animals fail to thrive in an not seem to be the case. The 6 counties otherwise eed? Ge clerey it has above the average flushing rate ey an been “conditioned” (i.e., polluted) to a cer- average bag ratio of 10 cocks to 6.2 hens. saab actier et Mitecte "X[yuas SP SPADES he same pronation of he wa a certain density o € same species. / fmet an ee ee shot in the good counties as in the poor popular penaioay this phenomenon is | oechaieed (Nec ones. No explanation for this somewhat given by Allee oe age POR unexpected fact can be called to mind. It Has some native animal “conditioned” faintly suggests that the proportion of thern I but not southern Iowa, for bao A Sn her in th ti I 
northern Iowa, but not e , ee cocks runs higher in the poor counties. In pheasants? What species? How? What eer SEN Al bobwhite, cocks apparently run higher in can be done about it? What species “con- S82 poor years. An excess of cocks is believed ay fe aue pheasant ange The Fp oe io accompany cycles in ee i BLOUrEs ‘uropean : ese are questions which may ere is reason to suspect that adversity well busy the next generation of biologists. eee in general, whether in the bird’s range, cli- There is a natural and healthy difference ang | mate, or health, results in the differential of opinion among game managers as to the eer a survival of cocks. ' ‘ Probable netute of ihe obstacle to pheasants eae | et cock-hen bag ~ ae ent in southern Iowa. In order to get the bene- Hs by soil types. The result shows 5.7 hens fit os oe eu one wenpoint themes leer | per 10 sole the bag on the Iowan glacia- 
Biological Survey was asked to assign ae tion, and 6.5 on the Wisconsin. 
Wallace B. Grange to make an independent eee A further comparison was made between appraisal of the problem. His report fol- as a s four north-interior counties and four south- lows this chapter. | Dickinson | _ border counties. The bag ratios run 10 to All game managers who have seen the ee 6.2 and 10 to 7.0, respectively. 
ground agree that a real test of the south- jBoward _1. These comparisons establish nothing, but 
ern pheasant range requires (1) the tem- pare they suggest that census counts should look porary cessation of all planting until the == —— for sex differentials in the wild living birds. results of the heavy 1928-1930 Plants ae Vimeias | In Kossuth County where I hunted there known; (2) the inauguration of mass Foe was a noticeable tendency for the sexes to plantings under controlled conditions at se- Lrroyd segregate after the early bombardment of lected spots to find out what happens under opening day. After this segregation took the oes eae ly set-up. Grange |Eranklin place, peered ou run mast cok 
sets forth plans for such experiments. while another would run mostly hens. It a wees is improbable, however, that this affected History of Open Seasons the aggregate bag ratios for large areas 

HE first open season followed com- i ike counties. nih 
Te of crop damage in 1925. It in- (Fig. 12) Average Flushing Rate Per Man- CREDiing Lost: aut ou to 4,124 
cluded 13 counties, with the center of abun- Hour by Counties, (Continued on page 
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four others. These censuses were made in the first need on most of the Iowa range 
Report of the lowa Game the manner already described for quail, ex- is nesting cover to prevent the denon 

Survey cept that the eens were pbesinied by nas of nests in hayfields. 
~ - ing a crew of volunteers through the fields, 

(Con tinted from Pagert2) instead of by dog-work or tracking. Many F. Attitud : i armer A\ttitude 
pheasants bagged by the reporting parties, hundreds of sportsmen and farmers served 
1,441 were RengTIEG as hit but not recov- on these crews. Fogs, rain, and muddy Before the first open season in 1925 
ered. This was supposed to include not roads prevented getting the best distribu- pheasants had become so abundant in many 
only birds knocked down and not found, tion, but a total of 340 farms were never- places that crop damage, actual or poten- 
but also birds which flew off showing evi- theless covered. Fig. 13 shows their loca- tial, rightly caused apprehension in the 
dence of being hit. It is suspected that tions, and the abundance of pheasants on minds of many farmers. 
many reporters failed to include the latter each in terms of acres per bird. Over a Since then the annual stampede of tres- 
class. Such hit birds probably die, or fall hundred other farms (marked “N” on passing hunters has caused much justifiable 
victim to enemies. Accordingly the re- map) were censused for quail, but were irritation. In order to escape this nuisance 
ported ratio of bagged to crippled and loss found to contain no pheasants. some counties with abundant birds have 
birds, which was 10 to 3.5, is probably in All samples were taken after the hunting refused to ask for an open season. 
error. The crippling loss is larger than Season had taken its toll, and most before In some open counties farmers have 
this. abnormal winter concentrations of pheas- killed off the breeding stock in spring, evi- 

About a third of the reporting parties ants had formed. dently as combined insurance against dam- 
had one or more dogs, but they show no Fig. 13 is a truer cross section of pheas- age to corn and invasion by hunters. One 
lower crippling loss than the parties with- ant abundance than Fig. 7 is of quail, for warden counted 160 dead pheasants hung 
out. Most of the “dogs” used on pheasants _ the reason that within the established range on two miles of fence. Another estimates 
in Iowa are entirely untrained, and even (north of the heavy dots) pheasants are that a majority of the farmers in his county 
trained dogs are likely to be so demoral- uite uniformly distributed, totally blank trampled all nests found while discing in 
ized by the hectic atmosphere of gang farms being non-existent. spring. 
hunting, especially on the first day, that Fig. 14 presents the conclusions from Such extreme attitudes, while once prev- 
they are as good as useless. census. Hungarians are-added for com- alent in the heavier pheasant counties, are 

Nevertheless, the use of dogs should be Parison. It tells us that: becoming exceptional. Of the hundreds of 
encouraged. Small parties with dogs pre- 1. None of the 340 farms exceed a farmers I talked with during the survey, 
sent the only alternative to gang hunting, pheasant per acre in density. The same only one openly avowed that he “shot all 
and the best future antidote for the too- Upper limit of abundance as already found pheasants on sight,” while the great ma- 
heavy crippling ratio. in quail seems to hold. (Later on, in se- jority joined with interest in the discus- 

Pheasant-Quail Ratios: Quail were Vere weather, temporary concentrations oc- sion of measures for their conservation and 
flushed by reporting pheasant hunters in ali CUr- As high as 500 pheasants have been management, 
but the following counties: Clay, Dickin- seen on 160 acres, and as high as 250 in But there is no blinking the fact that the 
son, Emmet, Osceola, and Sioux. These Sight at one time.) free-for-all scramble so far called pheas- 
counties constitute the quail-less area de- 2. The most frequent density was, as in ant hunting grows increasingly intolerable 
scribed in Chapter I. The average pheas- quail, 2-4 acres per bird, or 50 pheasants to all concerned, and contains within itself 
ant-quail flushing ratios per county run Per farm. On the Upper Missouri 34 per the seeds of its own destruction. The 
from no quail to one for every five pheas- cent of the samples fell in this class, on the modifications needed are: 
ants (Humboldt), In no county were quail Wisconsin glaciation 33 per cent, but on 1. Recognize that the farmer must post 
more than one-fifth as abundant as pheas- the Iowan only 7 per cent. The most fre- his land and regulate who hunts, how 
ants in the open pheasant zone. quent density was 6 acres per bird on the many, how long, where, and how 
Pheasant-Hun_ Ratios: In the pheasant Iowan soil. This checks the rating already much they kill. 

zone as a whole about 5 pheasants were given these three types of soil on the 2. Strengthen the present law against 
flushed for every Hun, but in the counties tounds of spread-rates and ability to stand unauthorized trespass. 
inhabited by both the ratio was 4 pheasants P_under shooting. 3. Recognize that the farmer who takes 
for every Hun. This sheds some light on 3. The most frequent density of Hun- pains to improve his stand of birds 
whether it would be safe to open the sea- §atians is 8-12 acres per bird, which checks is entitled to compensation from the 
son on Hungarians. Since no coveying the relative abundance (4 to 1) already hunter who is permitted to enjoy the 
monogamous bird can stand as much pun- deduced from the flushing rate. result. 
ishment as the pheasant, and since the 4. As in quail, both pheasants and Hun- 4. As management gains headway 
pheasant is barely standing up under the @tians show a curious dearth of samples lengthen the open season on organ- 
present very short open season, it seems in the 6-8 acre grade. The meaning of this ized areas and enlarge the open terri- 
hardly likely that a bird only a fourth as _ is still entirely mysterious. tory. This will decrease congestion ; 
plentiful could stand up under such unreg- The geographic distribution of abundance lessen the need for “gang hunting,” 
ulated hunting as now obtains. need not be described, since Fig. 13 shows hectic hurry, and cripples; extend 

In the counties which are especially good it more clearly than words can. farm revenues from hunting privi- 
for Huns, such as Dickinson, O’Brien, Os- Many old-timers think there are more leges; allow leeway for such farmer 
ceola, and Winnebago, the two species were pheasants in the best counties of north Iowa to adjust the hunting on his place so 
flushed in equal numbers. today than there were prairie chickens in it will not interfere with corn-husk- 
Farmer Relations: More than half of the old days. _I know of no grounds for ing. 

the farms hunted by the reporting pheasant Challenging this belief. 5. Reduce pheasant concentrations and 
hunters were posted. The farmer was paid The average abundance on the inhabited the attendant risk of crop damage by 
for the hunting Terie by 7.1 per cent of | farms sampled is evidently about a pheas- wider and more uniform distribution 
the reporting parties; 7 per cent also paid ant per 6 acres, or 1/6 of what the best of winter cover and food. 
for board. Two-thirds of the reporting range now carries, and what most of north- All of these needed changes are obtain- 
parties had made advance arrangements for ern Iowa could carry. This accurately able through organized cooperation between 
permission to hunt. measures the length of the game manager’s farm groups, sportsmen, and the Commis- 

Ph C tether: he can improve the stand a maxi- sion. Various alternative forms for such 
easant Census mum of 600 per cent. How? cooperation are outlined in the “Hand- 

ees the winter of 1931-32 the field A preliminary answer appears in the book,” and are already being tested on the 
wardens made a pheasant count on pheasant chapter of the “Iowa Handbook series of demonstration areas which have 

one farm in each county, and estimates on _ of Game Management,” which asserts that been organized in various counties. 

GREETINGS FOR THE NEW YEAR! 

National Headquarters extends a hearty greeting to all members of the Izaak Walton League of 
America for the new year. The year 1932 proved one of the most difficult in the League’s history— 
but we have weathered the storm of depression and are now looking forward to increased member- 
ship, additional accomplishments and a greater League for 1933. The cause of conservation is more 
important than ever and your League is dedicated to protect America’s natural resources and wild life 
for posterity—so let us make 1933 the banner year of conservation accomplishments—it can be done! 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Bound copies of this extensive survey will be available after the series has been 
completed in OuTpoorR America. Distribution will be made at a very nominal cost. 
Place your order now, so we can determine how many copies to print. 

—THE EDITOR. 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

History of Plantings Table 5: Hungarian Plantings in Iowa 
(Asterisks Show Successes) 

HERE is no written record of where, 
"Twn, and by whom the first plantings County— 1900-05 1906-10 1911-15 1916-20 1921-25 1926-32 Total 

of this species were made. The files Allamakee .................55 200 
of the Department show the total number APPAnOose BMGs te tn a 52, 

purchased during certain years, but not Blackhawk ................... 50 
where they were sent for release. The fol- Bremer .............-.s005005 64 
lowing account pieces together these frag- Butler .....................55 | 200 
ments of records with the recollections of Carroll ...............2-+-+++ yes 
local residents gathered during the survey. Cerro Gordo ................. *24 
The condensed result appears in Fig. 15 Chickasaw ................55 40. 
and Table 5. CARR ee seinen sas nace meme 12 

According to these recollections, the first Clayton ............++++....5. 40 
Hungarian planting was made by State Des Moines .............-.... 14 
Senator H. W. Grant of Waterloo, in Dickinson .................--. 24 
northeast Blackhawk County, in 1902. Dubuque ...................55 200 
These birds (about 50) were presumably Fayette ....-........sssese0ee 11 
furnished by the state. They disappeared Floyd .........--+.+.s00e.e0++ 40 
during the hard winter of 1902-3. Franklin .............+..0005+ 12 

This must have been one of the earliest  Hancock-Winnebago .......... *20 

plantings made in the United States. Phil- Henry .............eeseeeee+++ yes 
lips (1928) says the first commercial impor- Howard ....-........-++-+e0++ 20 

tation from Europe was made in 1899, Humboldt ..........-.-+-.+.+. *25 
which is three years before the Waterloo Ida ..........--.05+seee serene 24 
plantings, but Palmer (1922) records no Keokuk .............0e0sse+++ yes 

large importations until 1906, four years Kossuth .......:...+++sesse00+ *14 #48 

after the Waterloo planting. The Game Lucas .......-....+-sseeeseeee 24 

Survey (p. 104) records one earlier plant- Lyon ....-....++00+- sees scene *24 

ing made in Wisconsin in 1900. Matrowiewe: cs cnse sce s inne tcus 36 | 

In 1905, small plantings were made in Mitchell ..............++-00+++ 20 

Palo Alto and Carroll counties. The Car- Monroe ..........++0++ses000+ yes 

roll County planting disappeared. The O’Brien ..........-..ssseeeeee #300 2 #100: 

Palo Alto planting, made by a Mr. Carter, Osceola ........--+0s++eeee ete *24 

survived and spread, and constitutes Iowa’s Palo Alto .......-...+++++++++ *24 *48 *48, 

first wild stock. This first success with Sac ........++++eeeeeeeeeee eee 24 

Hungarians came five years later than the Sioux ...........+-.e+eeeee eee *24 

first success with pheasants in Blackhawk Webster ......-.-.+++e++++000+ 12 

00, " WWOrthimasinaes search ce caiecreiens *40, 

uring the period 1906-10 plantings have eS Ties a arate = om, ae 

been traced in six counties, and during Totals traced by game survey.. 75 131 1235 100 72 1613 

1911-14 in 24 counties. The second suc- Purchases shown by Department 

cess came in Humboldt in 1906, the third PECOLAS P: Wutinen aigw scree ge 10,000 13,782 23,782 

in O’Brien in 1909, the fourth in Kossuth ene re Eee et 
in 1910. Plantings ceased abruptly in 1915, 

when importations were interrupted by the tracts, it having been at first assumed, both by comparing the totals and dates of plants 

war. Only four post-war plantings have jn Iowa and the neighboring states, that traced by the game survey with the totals 

been traced: two made by Wm. E.C. Saun- the Hungarian was a timber bird. Some and dates of the stocks known to have been 

ders in Palo Alto County in 1920 and 1921, of the old “State Game Preserve” signs are purchased. 

and one by the Orange City Gun Club in still to be found, all in woods, and often The biennial reports of the Department 
Sioux County in 1924. These are said to still legible. Many local residents recall at Des Moines were searched back to 1879, 

have been state birds, but do not appear heir surprise when the planted birds and show the following purchases: 

on the states records. promptly moved to the nearest prairie up- Q 
About 1914 all the northeastern counties and. Hungarians 

were systematically covered by standard- Biennium — Purchased Liberated in _ 
ized plantings of 20 pairs each, each made Was Southern Iowa Planted? yee ae Spring of 1911? 

on a “game preserve,” leased by the state : 7s ” ‘ 
irom (eee eilere and pofted ageuat Be Some ur Was inecete 1915-14 5,450 March, 1914 

A aaa during 5 different years in the southern ee 
hunting. Beginning about 1915 pheasants . ; 
were) aise lanted@on ese preserves”? counties. Were there any others? This 23,782 

The preserve idea for eieaiaEne bane dueeren ee ee f0n fae tae 

ie eel eres ge Pape ee is tel ore i a 
WAGE ee ae praca a 1908-10. by enough plantings in enough different is probably complete for the period 1910- 

issouri also started a similar years, to test their suitability for this spe- 1918, but it seems certain that there were 
system for Hungarian plantings. cies. additional purchases, either private or state, 
ie preserves were frequently wooded We may gain some light on this question before 1910 and after 1918.
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a Fig. 15—-Census and distribution of Hungarian partridge in lowa during winter of 1931-2, with a history of plantings. 

vy In Table 5 (bottom) the known state ever since. Note that this move was north- may exist about the adequacy of the south- 
purchases are compared with the totals of ward. eastern plantings, there can be no doubt 
plantings traced in the field. The compar- Within the region of success in north- that the northeastern ones which failed 
ison indicates that over 20,000 purchased western Iowa, the Hungarian, like the were far heavier than the north-central or 
birds are unaccounted for. They must have pheasant, has spread in the manner of rip- the northwestern ones which succeeded. 
either died in shipment, or been planted ples from pebbles. The biggest pebbles In fact 8 of the 21 counties within the pres- 
somewhere. Experience taught me over were dropped in Palo Alto (1906), O’Brien ent range were never planted. 
and over again how quickly old plants (1909), and Kossuth (1910). By 1915 That the initial behavior of the Iowa 
which failed are forgotten by a majority widespread establishment was attained in plants often reflects differences in range 
of local people. Even after allowing for a Kossuth, and drift into Minnesota must not visible to the layman’s eye is suggested 
high death loss in Iowa’s importations, it have begun. Smaller pebbles fell all around by the history of the 1914 release in Cerro 
seems highly probable that thousands of this big one (Humboldt in 1906, Webster in Gordo County. This has spread westward, 
Hungarians were liberated in the southern 1910, and Worth, Cerro Gordo, and Han- southward, and northward for scores of 
as well as the northern counties. cock in 1914) but their ripples were soon miles, until its offspring have merged with 

& merged in the larger wave from the centre the advancing birds from the centre of 
Behavior of Plants of abundance in Palo Alto. The combined abundance, but it has not spread eastward 

LMOST all of the planti eae wave spread westward to Cherokee by aft all; in fact, after nearly two decades of 
A all of the plantings in the 918 or earlier, and must have reached the opportunity, it still constitutes the easterly 

northwestern counties seem to have Missouri by 1920, for about 1921 an east- vanguard of the species. 
been a success from the outset. In only ward rebound appeared in southern Wood- Likewise. the 1914 plant in Worth 
one known case (Ida County) did a plant- bury, reaching central Ida in 1927. This County has spread east only two townships 
ing fail on ground, the subsequent occupa- rebound is the toe of the “boot” now vis- in 17 years. 
tion of which by natural drift has proved ible in northwest Iowa (see Fig. 15). The Cerro Gordo planting lies on the 
it to be suitable for the species. In this The Hungarian populations of south- boundary between the Wisconsin and 
case a planting, made near Ida Grove in central Minnesota clearly originated by lowan glaciation. The Worth planting has 
1913, disappeared in 1916, but the same drift from the expanding populations of spread only to that line. This behavior, 
ground was reoccupied by drift from the northern Iowa. There were no Minnesota together with the failure of all the plant- 
west in 1927. Natural drift of healthy wild plantings until 1926. The border counties ings further east on the Iowan soils, sug- 
birds, repeated over a series of years, is of along the Iowa line contained aggressive gests the conclusion that these soils, al- 
course a “stronger” method of stocking Hungarians over a decade sooner than though suitable for pheasants, are not suit- 
than the artificial release of birds which these earliest Minnesota plantings. able for Hungarians. 
have undergone a long shipment. If the big wave had spread southward Oo 
_In all parts of the state the plantings with the same velocity as westward, it jutposts 

either failed at once, or within three or would now be nearing the state of Mis- apes preceding caption deals entirely 
four years (see stippled circles on Fig. 5). souri. If it had spread eastward it would with extensions of the range which 
Only 14 of the 39 local plantings recorded long since have entered Illinois. Asa mat- subsequent history has shown to be perma- 
in Fig. 15 and Table 5 were a success. — ter of fact there has been no spread at all nent. There has come to light another 

Plantings sometimes moved long dis- to either east or south, except to consoli- kind of extension, which may or may not 
tances before settling down. Thus in Web- date the gaps between the original points be permanent, but which must be consid- 
ster County there is reason to suspect that of first success. ered before conclusions can be drawn as to 
the birds released in the south part in 1910, This upholds the assumption that the the ultimate possible range of the species. 
and disappearing the same year, are the early plantings in northeastern and south- In 1931, single coveys or individual birds 
same birds which first appeared in the eastern Iowa were failures because the made their appearance at five different 
north part in 1910, and have persisted there range was unsuitable. Whatever doubt spots from 10 to 25 miles in advance of the 
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Webster County salient of the main line ing 57 sample farms. Fig. 15 shows their the border counties, especially those of the 
(see arrows in Fig. 15). locations, and the abundance of Hunga- eastern border. Such blanks show as 
Between 1927 and 1931 five outpost-col- rians on each in terms of acres-per-bird. “N’s” on Fig. 15. 

onies appeared from 5 to 15 miles in ad- Many other farms on or near the Hunga- The “average” abundance of Hungarians 
vance of the Woodbury salient. rian range were counted for pheasants, but on the 57 inhabited farms counted is evi- 
Two outposts of over 100 birds each ex- found to contain no Hungarians. These dently about a bird per 8 acres, or % of 

ist in Franklin and Hancock counties, the are marked “N” on the map. what the best farms now carry, and what 
former first appearing in 1928. The density symbols on Fig. 15 are be- much of northwest Iowa could carry. This 
More surprising still, three outposts ap- lieved to present a substantially accurate accurately measures the maximum length 

peared in 1930 and 1931 in the extreme cross-section of Hungarian abundance. of the game manager’s tether; he can im- 
northeast corner of the state, on soil where The frequency of the various grades of prove the present stand on inhabited farms 
artificial plantings have consistently failed. abundance has already appeared in Fig. 14. a maximum of 800 per cent. How? He 
These birds must have come from Minne- From these two summaries we may draw can also doubtless bring about an even j 
sota, where heavy plantings have been made these conclusions: greater increase by making blank farms ; 

recently, 1. None of the 57 samples exceed a bird habitable. How? i 
_ This same phenomenon of outpost colo- per acre in density. The same upper limit A preliminary answer to this question, 

nies was observed in Wisconsin (Game of abundance already found in quail and based largely on Yeatter’s study of this 
Survey, p. 107, 126). In 1928 the Rock pheasants seems to hold. It likewise seems species in Michigan (partly published, 
County salient threw three outposts forty to hold on the partridge manors of Eng- 1932), appears in the Handbook: “Manage- 
miles southwest into Greene County, while land (Leopold, 1932). ment of Upland Game Birds in Iowa,” 
in the same year three colonies appeared on 2. The most frequent Iowa density (8-12 which points out that the first need on 
the east bank of the Mississippi, opposite acres per bird) is distinctly thinner than most of the Iowa range is nesting cover. 
heavy plantings on the west bank in Min- that for quail and pheasants (2-4 acres per Leaving uncut grass of the preceding year’s 

nesota. bird). This checks the pheasant: Hun growth will tend to prevent the building 
There are two possible interpretations of _ ratio of 4:1 already deduced from the num- of nests in hay fields where they are de- 

these outposts. They may represent the ber flushed by pheasant hunters (see Chap- stroyed by agricultural machinery. 
natural spread-mechanism of healthy ex- ter III). 
panding populations, in which event, if the 3. The density of Hungarians increases Watchful Waiting 
environment resembles that of the main northward and westward. It is probably a 
“front,” they will probably prove to be per- highest in the neighborhood of O’Brien Few Iowans, however, have ae oc 
manent, and will eventually fill the gap County. grasped the concept of deliberate manip- which separates them from the parent body. 4. As in quail and pheasants, Hungarians ulation of range conditions as a means for On the other hand, outposts may repre- show a curious dearth of samples in the building up abundance. The usual belief sent restlessness due to adverse conditions 6-8 acre-per-bird density class. If this were iS that even if there are not enough Hun- within the main range, in which event, if a meaningless and accidental quirk of the arians to shoot now, a policy of continued 
the new environment be similar, the colony figures, all three species would hardly show Protection will, in time, produce the requi- will probably prove to be short-lived, and a deficiency in the same grade. Cards do Site gain in abundance. 
even the main front may retreat to better not shuffle that way. All of the evidence gathered by the sur- 
ground. vey directly controverts this belief. Twenty 

The 21 instances of outposts here de- Combined Abundance years of waiting have indeed produced an 
scribed may include both categories. The N thi : expansion of the area occupied (and this increase or decrease of the outpost is the [N this and the preceding chapters we expansion is still progressing slowly, espe- best test, but unfortunately no follow-up have reviewed the census results for cially on the west end), but density is not observations have been made. Most de- uail, pheasants, and Hungarians sepa~ making a corresponding gain. In many ! 
partments are too busy planting new birds ately, and found that the maximum abun- places where the birds arrived fifteen years 
to keep track of birds which plant them- ance of each approaches, but never ex- ago, the present density was attained selves. ceeds, a bird per acre. Does this seeming within five years; and there has been no 8 

The dates of first appearance might be Saturation point hold for the combined change since, except the small annual ups of diagnostic value if we knew them with 0umbers of bwaier more species co-habiting and downs which we expect in any game 
certainty. A date coinciding with pros- the same farm? If you have 160 acres of bird exposed to variable weather and range 
perity on the main range would indicate ‘ange good for two species, can you build conditions. It is improbable* that mere 
permanent colonization. However, the fact UP both of them to 160 birds each, or only waiting will ever produce a shootable stand. 
that the five outliers of the Webster sa- 80 each? It has not done so in any other state, ex- lient were first seen in 1931 does not prove From the mass of almost 500 censuses, cept in the northwest. Ohio is open, but that they first moved in that year. It is 17 were selected as representing the great- the stands are very thin. 
equally credible that the stimulus to obser- €St combined densities of two or more spe- vation arising from the game survey is ac- cies. All had pheasants, 6 had Hungarians, Wild Stock for Planting 
countable for the date. and 12 had quail. Of these 17 farms: 

Eleven of the fifteen known present out- Three show a combined density of ieee larger the area of range, the safer 
posts in Iowa are on Wisconsin drift and 9-6-0.9 acres per bird. _ a0 sto, shoot a etand eau nouaple Missouri loess soils, which the history of Four show a combined density of 1.0 density. As already pointed out, there 
plantings indicates as habitable. The other 2¢tes per bird. seems to be a good chance to hasten the four occupy Iowan and “driftless” soils Seven show a combined density of 1.1-1.5 southwesterly extension of the Hungarian 
which history indicates as non-habitable. acres per bird. range by plantings. 6 

My conjecture is that these colonizations Three show a combined density of 1.6- The "pte depression) cost gat imported have always occurred, but heretofore sim- 2-4 acres per bird. Planting stock was $9 per pair. It is now ply went unnoticed; that they represent Of the three farms denser than an acre ower, but there is always the risk that the 
both categories of motivation; that yearly per bird, one is known to have carried a birds may arrive sick or dead. American 
observation of each outpost, as well’as of temporary winter concentration of pheas- game farm stock is not available in quan- 
the adjacent main range, will soon disclose ants. Hence only two out of 500 farms ity, and costs even more than imported how to interpret them. I further suspect Show a combined density greater than an stock. If wild Iowa pheasants can be 
that the Hungarian is mildly cyclic, and acre per bird; a negligible proportion trapped and delivered for less than $2 each, that “prosperity outposts” tend to occur readily ascribed to error in the count, error Why not wild Iowa Hungarians? The exe- 
during the high of the cycle (as in 1931). in the acreage, or temporary congestion. cution of this plan awaits only the develop- This, however, is only conjecture. Apparently the “bird-per-acre” limit ap- ment of a trapping area with a sufficient 4 Meanwhile there is no reason to reject Plies almost as rigidly to combined species abundance of birds to justify the annual 
planting history as our best present guide 3 to any one species. removal of, let us say, 25 per cent. Such 
to potential distribution, This history tells ye) a an area cat teadly Bes Cena uy at 
us that where food and cover is suitable, Distribution of Abundance; Need of agement, and would provide not only stock, 
Hungarians are a “good bet” on the Mis- Management but a much needed test of management 
souri loess and the Wisconsin -glaciation methods which could later, be used! to pro; but not elsewhere. The southern half of REAING now to Hungarians: the duce shooting. * 
the Missouri loess (southwest Iowa) has thinning-out of density as one ap- This idea of trapping the surplus of apparently never been planted. Until more Proaches the boundary of the range is even healthy, wild, acclimated stock from man- is known, all plantings should be concen- ™ore noticeable than in pheasants. In Ida aged farms was conceived and recommend- 
trated in this region. County, Dr. E. S. Parker made a complete ed to the Wisconsin Commission by Wal- 

inventory of the four townships compris- lace B. Grange, but never acted on. The 
Census ing the toe of the “boot” in Fig. 15. It Iowa Commission, however, has informally 

ee shows 20 conveys, or one bird per 300 agreed to purchase the excess stock from 
| meee. present abundance within the es- acres, for 1931. a selected area of 16,000 acres in O’Brien 
. tablished range was measured by count- Totally blank farms are frequent in all (Continued on page 21) 
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PREFACE 

The day of plenty of game for everybody at any time has 
gone. If in Iowa there is to be any game for hunting in the 
future, there must be provided some plan of managing game 
asacrop. The simplest plan might be for Iowa to open up the 
state to unrestricted shooting and shoot until the present gaine 
supply is gone. But that is not desirable, and it is not game 
management. A second plan might be to establish enough 
game farms to produce an annual crop of game to distribute 
for hunting. But to do that would require an expenditure so 
large it would be prohibitive. The sound plan and the one 
which will be permanent, if it works at all, is to recognize the 
farmer as the custodian of the game, recognize that in Iowa 
practically all land is owned privately and that any method 
of producing and maintaining a game crop, to be successful, 
must show the farmer how he can provide food and cover for 
game, and must also provide recognition of the fact that the 
farmer is entitled to consideration for any effort he makes ; 
toward providing a supply of game. This handbook attempts 
to give suggestions as to how this latter idea of game manage- 
ment may be accomplished. 

The principles of such management are equally applicable 
to all wild life, and improving conditions for game species 
improves them as well for many non-game species. 

The Iowa Fish and Game Commission wishes to express its 
appreciation for preparation of the greater part of this hand- 
book to Mr. Aldo Leopold.
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Upland Game Birds in Iowa 

CHAPTER I. ORGANIZED GAME MANAGEMENT 

There are two steps needed in carrying on game management : 
(1) The improving of cover and food conditions so that an 
increased game crop can have a home in which to survive; 
(2) The making of arrangements so that the landowner and 
farmer can prevent trespass and poaching, and ean control 
authorized hunting in some orderly way. 

ORDERLY CONTROL OF HUNTING 

If a plan of game management, recognizing the land owner 
as custodian of the game, is to be successful, the land owner 
and farmer must conserve the seed stock. To do this he must 
control: (1) who is permitted to hunt; (2) how many are 
permitted to hunt; (8) where hunting is to be done; (4) how 
much game may be killed. 

Methods of Control. There are several types of control of 
game management areas. The one most applicable depends 
upon conditions. 

Pheasants and Hungarian partridges usually range over more 
_ than one farm, hence group control is better than individual 
management. Quail do not range so widely, hence a single 
farm is a practicable unit for quail management. However, 
where trespass is bad, group control is best even for quail. 

Tenant communities are harder to organize than those where 
resident owners have a permanent interest in the land. In 
nearly all cases control is easier and more effective if a whole 
neighborhood or group of farmers acts as a unit. 

Suggestions for Organized Control of Areas. Existing local 
farm organizations may often take on game management, mak- 
ing it unnecessary to form new organizations. It may not be 
necessary to sign up every farm in the neighborhood, provided 
the farms which stay out do not create conditions which permit 
hunters to overrun the organized territory. 

The simplest form of management merely limits the total 
number of hunters on the area at any one time. The next 
step is to limit both the number of hunters and the amount of 
game taken. From this on many more detailed plans could 
be worked out. The lowa Fish and Game Commission is trying 
out a number of these and will be able to furnish interested 
groups additional detailed suggestions. 

All groups or organizations should require: (1) that the 
‘ hunters carry a card or other visible evidence of permission
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While the average Iowa farm usually provides some food and cover for game birds, 
present agricultural practices leave extensive stretches of country like the above where 
only a minimum number of birds at best can find protection and nesting ground. 
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In contrast to the above picture note what might be afforded game birds if some 
thought were given to their management as a crop. Here is a secondary road where 
the brush is kept cut back but not cleaned off and where the grass and weeds are 
not burned except after the winter is over. Elder berries and wild blackberries are 
growing in abundance at the edges of the woodland. Next to the brushy roadside and 
woodland patches and grass fringe is corn, in the middle foreground, and small grain ‘i 
in the foreground. In the distance is an osage hedge. This is a real home for game 
birds. Two quail flushed just ahead of the camera when this picture was taken,
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to hunt; (2) that the hunter leave his car at the farm issuing 
the permit card; (3) that the hunter check in and check out 
through an authorized member of the group so that the place 
where hunting is done and the amount of game killed can be 
checked and controlled. 

Farms which are under game management should be posted 
with proper signs along roads and entrances against hunting 

and trespass without permission. These signs must inform the 
hunter as to where to apply for such permission. 

COMPENSATING THE FARMER FOR CARING FOR THE GAME 

As will be explained later, game management seldom requires 
withdrawing any valuable land from agricultural use. The 
necessary food and cover can usually be provided on odd 
corners and waste places. Game management does require, 
however, that farmers invest a certain amount of time, care, 
skill, and materials in fencing, patrol, signs, food patches, plant- 
ings, ete. If farmers are to make this investment freely they 
must receive some return on it, else it will not be made and 

- there will be no game. 
If the farmer is himself a sportsman, he may get this return 

in the form of shooting for himself or family. If he is not, he 
is entitled to get it from the sportsmen to whom he gives per- 
mission to hunt. If he permits no hunting, he may get it simply 
from the pleasure he derives from having abundant game en 
the place. 

There are many ways for sportsmen to compensate farmers 
for their investments in game management. A sportsman’s 
organization may pay a farmer’s organization either by reim- 
bursing it for improvements to the game range, or by paying 
a rental or lease for the hunting privilege. An individual 
sportsman may pay an individual farmer in the same ways. 
Probably the simplest way for farmers to market surplus shoot- 
ing is to charge a fixed rate per man per day for hunting or 
per head of game killed, and personally to select the hunters.



CHAPTER II. IMPROVING GAME COVER AND FOOD 

The average Iowa farm automatically provides some food 
and cover for upland game, but unless proper cover and food 
are present at critical seasons, game will not survive. These 
critical seasons are winter, when snow buries most cover and 
food at a time when livestock has been continually reducing it; 
spring, when the birds must nest after all the fields have been 
plowed and fence rows cleaned up. 

The essentials, therefore, in completing the cover and food 
requirements for game, are to provide wintering cover and 
food which snow cannot bury or stock graze out, and to provide 
nesting cover which will tend to keep nests out of hayfields, 
where they are liable to be destroyed in mowing. 

HOW TO GROW GAME COVER 

Many people think game cover must be planted. Fortunately 
this is seldom necessary, and planting is expensive. Cover 
usually comes in automatically on any spot protected against 
grazing and fire. How quickly it comes in depends on the 
condition of the soil, the competition of other plants, and the 
presence or absence of seeds or roots. How long it takes to 
reach useful size depends on the kind of plant. How long it 
remains of useful size depends on the kind of plant and the 
subsequent treatment. 

Grass Cover: Protection of any sodded area against grazing, 
mowing, or fire usually results in grass cover during the next 
growing season. In pasture, grass coverts must be fenced 
to exclude stock during the growing season. In plowland which 
is grazed only during the winter, special fencing is unnecessary. 

Even in pastures, grass cover may be established without 
fencing by covering patches of sod with piles of brush. . 

Grass cover may often be secured without labor of fencing 
by excluding stock from a sodded area already fenced. For 
example: an abandoned orchard already in bluegrass, fenced, 
and not needed for stock. 

‘Weeds are a temporary equivalent for grass as cover. 
Brush Cover. The quickest way to grow brush cover is to 

clean-cut a small area of timber and protect the stumps against 
grazing, so that the sprouts may grow freely. Such ‘‘coppice”’ 
or sprout growth makes cover within one or two years. Oak 
coppice has the special advantage of holding its dead leaves 
over winter. Coppice loses its game value when it reaches 
tree size, and must then be re-cut or else new ground must 
be coppiced.
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Most draws and fence rows and even some pastures will 
come back to brush if left undisturbed. If such brush gets 
too large, it may be clean-cut and allowed to resprout. This 
improves it as cover. 

A temporary equivalent for brush is fallen, untrimmed tree- 
tops, or unburned brushpiles. 

An unpruned osage hedge is excellent brush cover. It is of 
greatest value when the hanging branches reach down toward 
the ground. 

Where time does not allow waiting for natural brush to 
come in, willows can be planted. Plant ‘‘cuttings’”’ about 18 
inches long and one or two inches in diameter. These can be 
driven into the ground, but it is better to open a hole with a 
stick or rod, place the cutting into it and tramp it in firmly. 
Cut back the sprouts each spring, preferably not over two 
feet above the ground. This produces annually a dense ‘‘ros- 
ette’’ of vigorous sprouts which afford good cover. Willows 
thus headed back are called ‘‘pollarded willows.’’ Willows are ‘i 
especially good to check erosion in gullies. 

Another good way to use willows is to let them grow to 
sapling size, twelve to fifteen feet high, and then cut them, not 
quite severing the stem from the stump. <A ‘‘jungle’’ is soon 
produced. 

Wild plum, black locust, wild rose, hazel, or buekbrush roots 
may be planted instead of willow cuttings. These should not 
be cut back as with the willows. 

A quick brush cover ean be built up by cutting a tree bearing 
a grapevine, not cutting the vine. The treetop is soon a dense 
grape tangle, provided it lies in full light. It will not work in 

i shaded woods. 
A slow-growing but long-lived covert is obtained by planting 

evergreen trees as windbreaks or in clumps in waste corners. 
Evergreens must be fenced against grazing, and, if possible, 
against poultry. They lose their game value when the lower 

| branches are,pruned up or browsed off. Cedar and spruce 
are better for game than pine. 

Sweet clover is a quick substitute for both grass and brush. 
A seeding lasts only two years, since the plant is biennial, 
unless two seedings are made in successive years. 
Brush cover seldom attains its full game value unless there is 

grass in or near tt. 

HOW TO PROVIDE GAME FOOD 

The various kinds of winter game food are valuable in pro- 
portion to their lasting qualities. There must be some left 
when the late winter storms hit, and what is left must be 
accessible in spite of snow.
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Berries and Fruit. Wild berries and fruits will not, by 
themselves, winter game. They are valuable as ‘‘salad,’’ but 
the game must also have weed seeds or grain. Berries and 
fruits should be protected wherever possible, and many of them 
can be planted. They are excellent for insect-eating birds also. 

Summer Berries. These do not take the place of winter feed 
but a good berry crop in or near the nesting cover will breed 
more birds than one without, especially in dry years. This is 
especially true for quail and ruffed grouse. For Iowa, wild 
blackberry patches or a few planted mulberry trees, are the 
best source of berries. One of the above to every fifteen or 
twenty acres is desirable to make first class quail range. 

Weeds. The valuable food-bearing weeds include ragweed, 
wild hemp, smartweed, pigweed, partridge pea, and false climb- 
ing buckwheat. Foxtail is good, but the seeds shell out early 
and are easily covered by snow. 

The quickest and surest way to grow weed food is to omit 
the last cultivation on the outer rows of a cornfield, where it 
borders on cover. 

Overgrazed or thin pastures often grow enough small rag- 
weed or hemp to provide weed seeds. 

Small grain stubble often grows much ragweed or foxtail 
as an aftermath. Simply leaving a strip of such stubble un- 
plowed over winter adjacent to brush cover provides food for 
game. 

To provide smartweed, omit the last cultivation in low spots 
of a bottomland cornfield. 
Weed food-patches can be ‘‘grown-to-order’’ by merely 

plowing or harrowing the surface soil. Such plowed patches 
bear food-weeds for several years thereafter. 

It is doubtful whether leaving weeds for game ‘‘contaminates”’ 
the soil. In the case of the weed species here mentioned, the ; 
seeds are probably present in all soils. The question of whether 
these weeds grow is probably not a question of the presence 
or absence of seeds, but of whether the physical condition of 
the soil favors germination and whether the competition of 
other plants favors survival. 

Grain Food. In Iowa standing corn, even if husked out in 
fall and grazed over winter, usually offers enough waste grain 
and weed seed to winter game, if supplemented by artificial 
feeding during deep snows. If this were not true, Iowa would 
be gameless today. 

Weedy standing corn. This offers an ideal combination of 
winter foods if there is enough of it, and if it is not all grazed 
out and trampled down when late winter arrives. It is also 
fair winter cover, except during deep snow. If some late weeds 
are objectionable, a strip of cover crop, such as buckwheat, 
may be sowed at the last plowing of corn.
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Machine-picked corn. Corn fields that have been harvested | 
by machine pickers are of little or no value during snow be- 
cause the grain and weed seeds are crushed down to ground | 
and hence easily covered up or frozen in. | 
Legume Food. Most woodlands, if left ungrazed, grow wild | 

beans, peas, or trefoils of very high food value. Summer | 
grazing.eliminates these plants. | 

Soybeans are excellent game food, but part of the crop | 
should be stacked to insure a supply during snow. The stacks 
should be opened a little with each storm. Soybeans under 
silage corn are good, except during snow. 

Black locust trees grow good beans, but sometimes the beans 
are not available in sufficient quantity to be relied upon for 
winter game food. 

Sweet clover seed is not good game food. Sweet clover is 
valuable mainly as cover. 

Feeding Stations. The best artificial feeding station con- 
sists of a few cornshocks, set up in or near winter cover, and 
opened a little during each successive storm. 

A feedlot is a good artificial feeding station, if situated near 
ungrazed cover. So is a strawstack, if near cover, and if new 
straw is constantly exposed by stock. 

Sometimes it is easier to put food near cover than to put 
cover near food. Large brushy pastures or woods remote from 
standing corn are cases in point. Food can be provided in 
such places by plowing a small patch and seeding it to sorghum 
or some other grain requiring little or no cultivation. If the 
place is grazed, the food-patch must be fenced. To insure 
against the grain being all eaten up in the fall, shock half of 
it and open a shock with each winter storm. 

Roadsides and Railway Rights of Way are capable of adding 
valuable game food and cover to that produced on farms. Offi- 
cials in charge should be persuaded to let the food and cover 
grow in appropriate places. Cutting roadside brush every three 
to five years, instead of every year, makes the difference 
between good and poor game cover, and most roadside brush 
will not grow to a damaging height in that period. If road- 
side grass or woods must be burned, the burning should be 
done in March, after serving as winter cover, but before nesting 
begins. If roadside grass or weeds must be mowed, the mowing 
should be done in August, not in June or July when nesting 
is at its height.
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; CHAPTER III. QUAIL MANAGEMENT 

Even though at present quail cannot be hunted legally in 
Towa, it is useful for landowners to know how to make quail 
thrive and increase. The pleasure of having them about, and 
their value as insect-destroyers, are alone sufficient to justify 
“quail management.’’ 

But beyond this, if through management there can be restored 
such an abundance of quail that the threat of quail scarcity is 
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eliminated, there should be no reason why a resumption of 
some form of limited legal shooting cannot be hoped for. De- 
tails of a suggested plan for such shooting are outlined in a 
special circular issued by the Fish and Game Commission. 

Quail Range. Quail occur wherever ungrazed brush and 
grass lie adjacent to corn or small grain. Quail management 
in Iowa is largely a matter of allowing such patches of brush 
and grass to grow up near corn or small grain. Northwestern 

Iowa (District 1, Fig. 1) is not favorable for quail management. 
An ideal quail range consists of an ungrazed woodlot, flanked 

on the south side by a strip of oak sprouts interspersed with tall 
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bluegrass and patches of buckbrush or briars, and this strip in 

turn flanked by a corn field or small grain. 

The ungrazed woodlot provides refuge. The strip of grassy 

brush provides winter loafing ground. It should include a few 

hogbacks bearing low grass or weeds only, for roosting and 

nesting. There should be patches of briars, or a few planted 

mulberry trees, for summer berries. Here and there should be 

a low-branching thorny redhaw or osage, or a dense grape 

tangle, for hawk-cover during snow. 
The brush strip should be separated from the corn by a fence, 

so as to exclude the stock which grazes the corn in winter. 

Tf there is ragweed in the corn, or in a draw winding through 

it, or in a pasture nearby, so much the better. Ragweed is 

the fall food. The waste corn is winter food. 

Possible Density of Quail Population. The above combina- 

tion of cover and food constitutes a covey range, and seldom 

fails to produce a covey. You can have as many coveys on a ; 

farm as you can ‘‘make’’ combinations of this kind, up to a 

maximum of one bird per acre. Hach separate combination 

of grassy brush and corn constitutes a covey range. Thus on 

a 160-acre farm, if you can ‘‘make’’ 10 covey ranges, you 

may have 10 coveys of 15 birds each, or 150 quail, but on a 

farm of this size you could not have 20 coveys by making 20 

ranges. For some unknown reason quail coveys seem not to 

tolerate crowding beyond an average population of a bird 

per acre. 
: Making Covey Ranges. This is a matter of, first, examining 

the farm to spot the places which come the nearest being covey 

ranges as they stand, and then adding to each place the par- 

tieular thing which it lacks, and, second, of establishing new 

coverts up to the maximum in probable places. 
The ‘‘makings’’ of a covey range are refuge cover (brush), 

loafing and nesting cover (grass) and food (grain and weeds). 

BUILDING UP A FARM FOR QUAIL 

The 170-aere farm pictured in Fig. 2 is taken up in detail to 

illustrate how quail range and number of quail can be in- 

creased. It is an actual Iowa farm on which management has 

started and at present has two coveys. 

Covey No. 1 makes its headquarters in an abandoned road 

cut at the northeast corner of the farm (see solid circle with 

the figure ‘‘1’’ in its center). The old road is flanked by an 

osage hedge. Its thorny branches overhang the steep south- 

facing bank, the top of which bears a ‘‘whisker’’ of bluegrass 

and sweet clover. Such a place is wind-proof and hawk-proof. 

It offers dry dusting spots even in wet weather, and sunny 

loafing ground for winter days. In the ‘‘triangle’’ of the road 

(marked la) is grass which the road crew should be asked to 

leave unmowed on unburned for nesting. To the east (off
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the map) is standing corn. To the south is a pasture slope 
bearing ragweed. Such a combination is irresistible. There 
will be quail here as long as there are any in the country. 

Covey No. 2 makes its headquarters in the ungrazed woodlot 
_nhear the southwest corner of the farm, adjacent to a feedlot 
where hogs are being fattened. The food supply is further 
strengthened by a cornfield to the west. The woodlot offers 
plenty of brush but no grass. This range is weak on grass, 
and hence might not be occupied in years of a short quail crop. 
It can be strengthened by cutting next winter’s cordwood from 
the south slope marked 2a. The timber on this slope is limby, 
and its removal will benefit the woodlot. Here the brushpiles 
should be left unburned, and grass, brambles, and oak sprouts 
allowed to come in. Cattle must be kept out. 

These two present coveys total 30 birds in 170 aeres, or a 
bird per six acres. This is a thin stand. 

BUILDING FOR NEW COVEYS 

Go back to the center of the north side of the farm in Fig. 2. 
In and near the dashed circle marked ‘‘3’’ we ean build a 
range for covey No. 3. 

Covey No. 3. The corn to the north offers food, but there 
is now no grass whatever, and no brush save the grazed out rem- 

4 nant of a hedge. At the corner of the clover field, marked 3c, are 
a few wild plums pruned up by cattle, and also a group of big 
limby cottonwoods. Fell one of the cottonwoods, and let it 
lie unlopped. Fence off the dotted area marked 3a so the 
grass and clover ean grow tall and the plums ean spread. In 
the pasture at 3b is another corner, already partly isolated from 
grazing by the creek channel. Fence this, and fell a couple of 
the large scraggly willows on the creek bank. Let them lie 

: with the grass growing up through the unlopped tops. 
3a and 3b together will have a new covey next fall or the 

fall after, and in good years, after the growth gets good, pos- 
sibly two new ones. Two small coverts, by the way, are often 
more effective than one large one. 

Proceeding southward, we have a series of steep timbered 
banks facing north along the south side of Spencer Creek, which 
are of slight value for pasture. They are of slight winter value 
for quail, too, because of their north exposure and the distance 

| from corn. They will serve as nesting ground only. An ocea- 
sional unlopped treetop, in which long bluegrass can grow, 
would increase their value for this purpose. 
Now proceed southward down the center of the farm to 

covey No. 4. 

Covey No. 4. A new winter headquarters can be located in 
the woodlot at 4a by eutting cordwood on the bank of a side- 
draw. facing south. There are a few haw trees in the present |
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undergrowth. Preserve these carefully; when the sun has been 
let in they will develop brushy tops. 4a will have to be fenced, 
because unlike 2a, this woodlot is grazed. Let the grass grow, 
and leave the brushpiles unburned. 

At 4b is a hogback in a pasture already bearing some haws, 
osage seedlings, and clumps of hazel and buckbrush. Fencing * 
this to let the grass grow up will make a perfect nesting ground. 
In winter this patch will also cateh the early morning sun on 
its east-facing bank, and thus supplement 4a as winter quarters. 

Range No. 4 is weak in that the prospective covey will have 
to fly southwest across a pastured draw to reach corn. <A line 
of osage, which will resist grazing, or of brushpiles strung 
across this pastured draw would act as a ‘‘street’’ to let the 
covey walk to the corn, and would thus increase the attractive- 
ness of this covey range. 

Covey No. 5 can be located to the east of No. 4 in two fence 
corners at the heads of side-draws where their forks offer south 
exposures. These fence corners are at present pastured bare. 
There is a little ragweed. Fencing will bring in long blue- 
grass, and in time, brush. Corn lies just south of the fence. 
Tt will help make this range habitable the first year after fenc- 
ing if some temporary cover in the form of unlopped treetops 
or brushpiles is provided. hs 

The weak point of this covey range is its general northerly 
exposure. Only the south-facing sides of the east-and-west 
side draws at the edge of the upland are usable in winter. Sim- 
ilar side draws lower down the slope might also offer south- 
facing banks, but these banks would not get the sun. 

Covey No. 6 is to be located just southwest of No. 5 in a small 
pasture lying on a steep south slope, now ruined by erosion. 
This pasture now offers neither grass nor brush cover, but it 
is already fenced, and both grass and brush will grow up 
when grazing ceases. Its larger gullies are to be planted with 
black locust seedlings and willow cuttings to stop erosion. Cut 
back the willows, each spring, throwing the clippings into the 
gully to stop wash. 

There are a few haws or thornapples already started in this 
pasture. A few osage seedlings planted on the hogbacks would 
hasten the restoration of brush. 

Range No. 6 will hardly make a covey the first year, but it 
ought to be a ‘‘sure bet’’ by the second or third year of pro- 
tection from grazing. No pasture will be lost, because the | 
present washing and gullying has left the soil too poor to have 
pasture value. This steep impoverished slope, on being pro- 
tected, will likely come up to brome grass, rather than blue- 
grass, but this is equally good for quail. 

Covey No.7 is to be located on the west side of the farm where 
several steep eroding gullies are eating back into a cornfield. 
Fencing the heads of these gullies and planting them to wild
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plum, buckbrush, locust or cut-back willows will protect the 
soil as well as the quail. Fencing a corner of the adjacent 
grazed woodlot will provide additional brush and grass. While 
this is in general a north-facing slope, the steep heads of the 
side draws offer several south-facing and west-facing banks, 
which, when grown to long bluegrass, plum, and buckbrush, 
will offer good winter shelter and good nesting cover. 
Range No. 7 may not make a covey the first year, but it may 

be depended on for the second. | 
Covey No. 8. The east end of the draw in the ungrazed wood- 

lot, at the south-center of the farm, offers a south-facing bank 
which may be treated the same as 2a. But, range 8 differs 
from range 2 in this respect; it is surrounded by permanent 
pasture, instead of corn. It is the only one of the present or 
prospective ranges which lacks food. Accordingly, a narrow 
bench along the draw should be cleared and plowed up and 
planted to sorghum, or some other small grain not requiring 
much cultivation. Shock half of this and open a new shock 
with each snowstorm. This food-patch will insure an eighth 
covey, especially if a boundary ‘‘fence’’ of uncut timber is 
left between range 8 and range 2. 

To sum up: Within 2 years after rebuilding this farm for 
4 quail it should carry annually thereafter 8 coveys, instead of 

» 2. Eight coveys at 15 each would be 120 birds on 170 acres, 
or 1.4 acres per bird. This will be a very fair stand. 

The rotation of crops on the farm may leave certain ranges 
cornless during particular years, but this loss will be offset by 
new corn in new possible covey locations, or it can be artificially 
offset by food patches. 

Substitutes. In building covey ranges, the following are 
substitutes for the particular foods or coverts cited in this 
example: 

A heavy aftermath of ragweed on stubble, or a heavy growth 
of ragweed in pasture, or a smartweed swale, or a few corn- 
shocks opened from time to time, or cut of small grain left 
along fence rows, are substitutes for standing corn. Weedy corn 
carries more birds than clean. Omitting the last cultivation " 
on the outside rows increases the available food. 

There is no substitute for grass, unless it be weeds. Ungrazed 
grass is the element most frequently lacking in Iowa quail 
ranges. 

An osage hedge flanked by grass or weeds, or very heavy tall 
grass or weeds or sweet clover, or unlopped treetops, or loose 
large brush piles, are substitutes for brush. 

The higher the ‘‘quality’’ of the brush or grass or grain, the 
less acreage of each is required to hold a covey. 

Maintenance. - If any burning must be done on a farm where 
quail are to be built up, do it after winter weather but before 
April when pairing begins. On a good quail range there should
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be left each spring in the fenced patches and in fence rows 

enough ungrazed bluegrass of the preceding year’s growth to 

make it unnecessary for the quail to nest in hayfields. If they 

do nest in hayfields, use the flushing rod (see Chapter V). 
Water is unnecessary for quail as long as dew falls or berries 

are available. 
Predator-control is usually unnecessary in Iowa, except where 

deficient cover forces the birds into the open or where deficient 

food leaves them weak. On such ranges it is necessary to 

destroy any Cooper’s hawks and Sharp-shinned hawks which 
attend the coveys during the winter or spring. 

Excessive abundance of foxes may cut down the quail popu- 
lation, especially where rabbits and mice are short. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROPAGATING QUAIL 

I. Handling quail eggs. i 
a. When taking quail eggs from an abandoned nest handle very 

carefully. 
b. If eggs are to be held for setting they should be stored in a 

cool place. (Temperature about 65° F.) On most farms a cellar 

will do. Place small end down, in sand or fine grain, on a shelf. 

A layer of about one-half inch of sand or fine grain is sufficient. 

c, Do not hold eggs longer than absolutely necessary for setting, 
and turn once a day. 

II. Hatching quail eggs. 
a. Bantam hen may be used. 
b. Make sure brood hen is healthy and in good, plump condition. 

ce. Use a hen free from lice. (De-louse with any good commercial 

powder before placing eggs under hen, giving special attention 

to head and anal region.) 
d. Do not de-louse brood hen just before hatching. 
e. Set hen on hen eggs or glass eggs for at least twenty-four hours 

before placing quail eggs under her, Eliminate any hen failing 
to set properly. 

f. ‘Set from 14 to 16 quail eggs under each hen, 
g. Eggs should hatch in 22 or 23 days. 
h. When chicks hatch, make sure there is no way for quail chicks 

to escape from the nest box. Do not disturb hen during time 
eggs are hatching. 

Ill. Hatching box. 
a. Use a bottomless, well ventilated box. 
b. Set nest up in an orchard or other shady place on high ground. 
ce. Use a nest of dirt with shallow lining of dead grass, ete. 
a. If ground is dry, moisten ground surrounding nest. (Not too 

much.) 
e. Make sure rats, moles, ete., cannot get to the nest. 
f. Encourage quietness in the hatching area and check each brood 

hen twice daily to see that she is sitting properly. (Replace all f 

bad hens.) 

IV. Feeding Coop. 
a. Any good chick feeding coop of simple construction is satis- 

factory. 
pb. Feed and water hen at regular time every day. When being fed, 

the hen must be placed in feeding coop, given a mixture of whole 
grain and water in an earthenware dish. (Do not feed hen green 
stuff.) R 

e. Hen should have access to grit while feeding.
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V. Feeding young quail. e 
a. Place the first day’s feed in the pen, if Bantams are used. 
b. Feed consists of clabber, (sour milk), special quail starting mash. 

Succulent green material such as lettuce, chard, Dutch white 
clover or alfalfa (cut fine) may be fed in separate containers or 
sprinkled over the clabber and mash. Feed clabber not more 
than once a day unless it is entirely eaten up. 

e, Clear up the dishes at evening and wash thoroughly. (Scald in 
boiling water.) 

d. Continue the above feed until about the eighth week, then make 
a gradual change from starting mash to laying mash. Add oyster 
shells and charcoal to grit on about the fourth day. 

e. Start feeding German Millet and baby chick grain mixed in the 
mash, and rolled oats at any time. As the birds grow older, 
larger grains such as Kaffir corn and wheat can be added. 

f. Judge the amount to feed by the way the chicks take it. To 
start, two teaspoonfuls per coop will be sufficient. (Ten or twelve 
chicks to a coop.) 

g. It is important that all food and water equipment be kept sani- 
tary by sterilizing as outlined above. 

h. Do not permit chicks to run with poultry. 

VI. Releasing quail. 
a. After chicks are twelve weeks old place them in a crate or box 

lined with cloth or burlap inside. 
b. Select a place for release where there is suitable cover and food 

supply. An ideal place is a thicket adjoining a stubble or weed 
field, or corn field. 

¢. From four to six pairs should be released in each place selected. 
d. Place box or crate with birds gently on the ground in or near 

thicket or brush heap, with a small flap door in crate or box 
facing the thicket or brush heap. Pull the flap door back quietly 

Q and secure it. Go far enough away so as not to alarm them when 
they come from the box. They may sit in the crate or box for 
some time before they come out. Do not hurry them. 

e. Do not remove the box or crate until the following day. 
f. Under no circumstances should birds be allowed to fly from 

boxes or crates. This would scatter the birds, and it is doubtful 
if they would get together again. si 

g. Scatter a little grain at or near the point of release every day 
or so as long as the birds come for it. All feeding should be done j 
either in the thicket or prepared feeding shelters where hawks 
cannot surprise the birds easily. 

By WILLIAM SCHUENKE, Superintendent of Game. 

Iowa Fish and Game Commission, Des Moines, Iowa. 

, 
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Where game management and soil management go hand in hand. The upper 
picture shows what is happening to thousands of acres of valuable Iowa land because 
the heavy vegetation is removed from the draws, they are overgrazed and there is 
but one result. Why not encourage these draws to come back to brush and heavy 
grasses, thereby saving farm land, while at the same time furnishing excellent game 
cover, as shown in the lower picture?
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CHAPTER IV. PHEASANT MANAGEMENT 

There are still many problems to be worked out relative to 
suitability of pheasants for various conditions and sections in 
Iowa. To date, pheasants are a proven success only in Dis- 
tricts No. 1 and probably No. 2 (see Fig. 1). Studies are under 

| way to determine their success in other parts of the state. 
The following information is presented in the light of present 

\ knowledge. 

PHEASANT RANGE 

Pheasants are like quail in that a successful range must 
include certain definite elements or ‘‘makings,’’ but pheasants 
move about more freely than quail, hence it is not necessary, 
as in quail, for each element to occur on each small parcel 
of land. 

There is one universal requirement for good pheasant range 
in Iowa: a liberal acreage of strong standing corn, preferably 
weedy. Fortunately in most parts of the state, there is ample 
corn, 

The additional ‘‘makings’’ of pheasant range are nesting 
cover, winter cover, and refuge cover. Of these, nesting cover 
is much the most important. 

Nesting Cover. Pheasants nest earlier than quail, well before 
the new green growth has made much headway. Hence nest- 
ing cover of the previous year’s growth must be on the ground. 
If it is not available, or if the amount is so meager that the 
nests are too easily found by natural enemies, then the new 
green growth of hayfields is resorted to, and many hayfield 
nests are destroyed in mowing. Hence, leaving cover for early 
nests so the birds will not have to nest in hayfields is probably 
the most important single item of pheasant management in lowa. 

Any kind of grass of the previous year’s growth, not too tall 
or rank, is nesting cover for pheasants. Fencing off a corner 
of a pasture, or leaving a strip of uneut hay or unplowed weedy 
grain stubble along a fence, makes nesting cover. If the grass 
is sprinkled with old sweet clover stalks, weed stalks, or low 

| seattering brush, so much the better. Dry sloping ground such 
as a ditch bank, the shore of a swale, or the edge of a roadeut . 

| is better than ground where water may stand during heavy 
) rain, 

In the two successful districts, pheasants oceur on rich level 
land wherever weeds or grass lie adjacent to corn. They also 
oceur on corn alone without any additional weed or grass 
coverts, but on such range they do not stand up well under 
shooting. 

A given acreage of nesting cover will nest more pheasants 
if it lies in strips or patches than if it lies in a large block, but 

'
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narrow strips along fences are unsatisfactory because the posts 
give an undue advantage to egg-hunting crows. The strips 
should be at least 10-15 feet wide; the sparser the growth the 
wider the strip needed. 

The ideal arrangement is to have on each forty acres two or 
three patches or strips, each sufficient for a nest, and also a 
small clump of brush. As far as now known, the clump of brush 
serves as a ‘‘crowing ground’’ where the cock makes his ‘‘head- 
quarters.’’ Each separate patch or strip of grass serves to 
nest one of the hens in his ‘‘harem.’’ There are usually 2-3 
hens in each harem, hence the need of two or three separate 
nesting sites. A nesting range thus laid out probably holds 
more harems with less fighting than a range without distinctive 
locations for the cocks. 

Winter Cover. Iowa pheasants survive the winter without 
cover other than standing corn, indicating that winter cover 
is not an absolute necessity. However, when sloughs or other 
rank growths are available, the birds concentrate there during 
severe weather, indicating that pheasants prefer good winter 
cover, and we may infer that they thrive better where it exists. 

Winter cover differs from nesting cover in that the former 
must ‘‘be there’’ during snow, whereas the latter need not. 
Any growth rank enough to stand up during snow will serve 
as winter cover. Ungrazed marshes or lake shores, thickets 
of low willows, wild plum thickets, and patches of rank grass, 
weeds, or sweet clover, are all good. 

Winter cover should furnish wind protection and sunny 
exposure, as well as hiding places. The lee side of a gravel 
pit, strawstack, fallen tree, or windbreak, is a good location. 

This does not mean, however, that hilly districts are good 
winter range. They usually are not. 

Lacking rank growth, any kind of growth is better than 
nothing. Thus a row of cut-back willows, with the grass 
allowed to grow through the fallen branches, along a creek or 
a few clumps of brush along a fencerow will winter many 
pheasants, especially if flanked by at least a narrow strip of 
uneut sweet clover or rank grass or alfalfa. 

While nesting cover should be provided on every forty, win- 
tering coverts need not be so widely distributed, provided each 

4 is large enough to hold the birds from its surrounding territory. 
One winter covert per square mile is often sufficient. One large 
winter covert per township would do a lot of good in much of 
the Iowa pheasant range which now has none at all. 

Of course, no winter covert is effective unless food (usually 
corn), commensurate to the number of pheasants in its territory, 
is available nearby. 

No winter covert can nest within its own boundaries as many 
birds as it can winter.
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Refuge Cover. Where the number of hunters and the maxi- 
mum kill per year is under control, refuge coverts are unnec- 

essary. However, in range open to an indefinite number of 

hunters, each entitled to kill his legal limit, it is very desirable 
to provide some place which cannot be shot out, either because 
the cover is too dense to permit flushing, or because hunting is 

prohibited. Such a place serves as a reservoir of breeding 
stock for the ensuing year. 

The ranker the growth and the larger the area, the less the 
percentage of pheasants which can be flushed. Large dense 

willow thickets, boggy or hummocky marshes with rank growth, 
or even woodlots with dense underbrush, all constitute refuge 
coverts. 

POSSIBLE DENSITY OF PHEASANT POPULATION 

The maximum density of pheasants recommended for Iowa 
is one per acre, or 160 birds per quarter section. 

Winter cover and food are two essentials in pheasant management. When snow 
covers the ground, feeding stations often save many birds from starvation. 

| Heavier stands than this often occur in concentration areas, 
and in such areas sometimes do damage to crops. The remedy 
for such damage, however, is usually better dispersion of cover 

| (with resulting dispersion of birds) rather than fewer birds. 

MAKING PHEASANT RANGE 

As in quail, this is a matter of examining the land to find 
out what is lacking, and then adding that thing. 

Because it deals with such large areas, and because each of 
the ‘‘makings”’ of a range need not occur on each small parcel 
of ground, it is much more difficult than with quail to offer a 
sample development which can be copied anywhere in the state.
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Fig. 3 depicts a sample tract of nearly 2,000 acres to be 
‘ developed for pheasants. It consists of rich black upland 

prairie, nearly level, farmed for corn, steers, and hogs. All 
the side-drainages are tiled. Neither the field division fences 
nor crops are shown on the map—only the farm boundaries 
and the present and proposed developments. 

Standing corn covers such a large proportion of the area 
that there is an excess of food, except during deep snow. On 
the other hand there is now no cover whatever, except for a 
strip of grass along the two railroad lines, and a single ragweed 
swale (in black) near the southwest corner. | 

The land is so valuable, so level, and so intensively farmed 
that spots offering opportunity to develop cover are scarce and 
small. Hence proposed cover (see hatched and stippled areas) 
is primarily for nesting. New fencing needed is shown by 
dotted lines and crosses. Proposed ecoverts are of ten types as 
to location: 

1. Haymeadow Corners. Six corners of swale-grass hay 
meadows (labelled a) are to be fenced off and left uncut and 
ungrazed. The winter value would be enhanced if some of these 
were also planted with a row of cottonwoods or willows, to be 
cut from time to time and left untrimmed, or to be cut back 
for brushy growth. 

2. Pasture Corners, ive corners of bluegrass pasture 
(labelled b) to be fenced off and left ungrazed. These are pri- 
marily for nesting, but to give them some winter value, pol- 
larded or topped-willows are to be added in several cases, 

3. Field Corners and Swales (labelled ec). Plowland is to be 
used in only three places; two where a draw leaves a small cor- 
ner hard to get at with agricultural implements, and one where 
a wet swale runs through a field. The sacrifice of such places 
involves no large values. No fencing is necessary, because they 
are automatically protected from grazing in summer. 

4, Waste Corners or ‘‘Triangles’’ (labelled d). Only one was 
found. It occurs where the railroad cuts off a small corner of a 
field. This is now in grass and needs no treatment except to 
induce the highway officials to cease mowing or burning. 

5. Old Orchards (labelled e). In this region the remaining 
orchards are untended and grown to bluegrass. Being already | 
fenced, they require no treatment except to be left unmowed 
and ungrazed. A bluegrass orchard is perfect nesting cover for 
either pheasants or quail. Two were found on this area. 

6. Strawstacks (labelled f). Strawstacks are good winter 
feeding stations, if flanked by cover such as sweet clover, hemp 
or corn. Stock, of course, also needs access to them, but this 
can be given by placing the stack immediately adjacent to a 
fenced patch of sweet clover, or a fencerow. Three such deyel- 
opments are called for. 

7. Groves (labelled g). Fenced groves around farmsteads
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are often quite large, with trees only around the edge. By par- 
titioning open parts of the grove and planting them to sweet 
clover, coverts are created with the barnyard nearby as a feed- 
ing station during winter months. ‘ 

i 8. Windbreaks (labelled h). Dense young windbreaks of 
conifers are of little use in winter, and of no use for nesting, 
unless strips of grass or weeds border the windbreak or unless 
the windbreak contains open patches grown up to grass or 
weeds. Therefore, three clover plantings are called for, next 
to present or proposed windbreaks. ; 

9. Fencerows (labelled i). Two strips of weeds or grass are : 
ealled for along fencerows already bearing remnants of osage 
hedges or cottonwood trees. 
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10. ‘‘Arbitrary’’ Coverts (labelled j). After providing for 
all the foregoing developments, there remained three large bare 
spots on the area too wide for a pheasant to fly across. In each 
of these it is proposed to seed a patch of sweet clover, alfalfa 
or clover arbitrarily cut out of some corner of a plowed field, as 
combined winter and nesting cover. This will not need to be 
fenced unless grazing is permitted on the adjoining area. 

The sparing use of cover here recommended would hardly 
result in a stand of over one bird per two acres, of which not 
to exceed half, or one bird per four acres, might be safely 
killed. The full cost of producing a pheasant in the bag on this 
area might be estimated at about 20¢. The cost would be less 
on range offering more waste land, or more pre-existing cover. 

PHEASANT REFUGES 

Where it is impracticable to develop cover and food over the 
whole pheasant range, it will help to establish here and there 
a special refuge or ‘‘Game producing area’’ of the kind shown 
in Fig. 4. This is designed as a combination refuge, winter 
feeding station, winter covert, and nesting covert. There 
should be at least one in every township, and preferably several. 

The refuge is best built around some gravel pit, slough, 
marshy lakeshore, ditch junction, or other parcel of idle or : 
cheap land where some cover already exists and more can be 
developed. In Fig. 4 the gravel pit offers cheap land and a 
south-facing bank, while the willow thicket and cat-tail bogs 
offer cover. 

The pit is first of all fenced to exclude grazing (h). The level 
part is planted to (a) sweet clover or alfalfa for snow cover and 
nesting, (b) kaffir, sorghum, corn, or other grain for food, and 
(ce) soybeans or weedy fallow for more food. A, b, and ¢ are 
rotated from year to year. Half of the grain is left standing 
for fall food, and the other half shocked so that a new shock 
ean be opened with each winter storm. Without this precaution 
the food is likely to be eaten up before the winter ‘‘pinch 
period’’ arrives. 

No refuge can nest as many birds as it can winter. In order 
to extend the nesting capacity as far as possible, small clumps 
of brush (e) are developed in corners of surrounding fields, 
each next to fencerow strips, for crowing ground, and small 
patches of uncut hay, small grain, grass, or weeds are left for 
nesting (f). This system of crowing ground and nesting strips 
should be extended into the surrounding farms as far as pos- 
sible. 

If the expense is not too great, a coniferous windbreak should 
be added along the west side of the refuge for winter cover and 
wind protection.
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PLANTING PHEASANTS 

Planting pheasants is unnecessary and unprofitable where 
wild seed or breeding stock is already present. Most Iowa 
pheasant range needs additional cover, rather than planting 
of stock. 

Planting in any event is of little or no use unless preceded by 
the development of the range. It is literally impossible to build 
up a shootable pheasant population by planting alone where 
cover or food are deficient. 

Where planting is to be done, freshly trapped wild birds are 
preferable to pen-raised birds and pen-raised birds should not 
come from ground polluted by poultry. 

On range of doubtful suitability large repeated plantings 
stand a better chance than small, scattered, or intermittent 
ones. 

Releases should, if possible, be made by penning the birds for 
several days on the covert they are to occupy, and then quietly 
opening the door before dawn, so that they can leak out slowly 
and without alarm. 

Planting is of little use where poaching is prevalent, espe- 
cially on range without refuge coverts. Experience in other 
states, however, indicates that poaching tends to decrease when 
a whole farm community begins to invest time and effort in the 
systematic practice of game management. 

» DRIFT AND SCATTERING 

When a good range becomes overpopulated, the excess birds 
drift to surrounding localities. Such natural spread is especially 
noticeable in pheasants, and is the best and surest way of 
stocking new range. 

When pheasants are planted on unsuitable range, or range 
poorly provided with food and cover, they scatter indefinitely. 
Overshooting, or any shooting in the absence of refuge cover, 
also induces seattering. 

Drift and seattering are, thus, quite different things. The 
best and only insurance against seattering is food, cover, pro- 
tection against poaching, and moderation in shooting.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROPAGATING RINGNECK 
PHEASANTS 

1, Turn eggs on receipt of shipment and once each day until ready for set- 
ting. 

Set as soon as possible, as the fresher the eggs the better the hatch. 

Put them in cool place until ready for setting. 

Set from sixteen to eighteen eggs, according to size of hen, but small hen 
or bantam is best. 

i Eggs should hatch in twenty-two to twenty-four days. 
2, Protect hatching boxes and rearing area from rats, cats, dogs, ete., pref- 

erably by means of vermin-proof enclosure. 

3. Pheasants must not be reared on ground frequented by turkeys or 
chickens. 

4. Make sure brood hen is healthy, in good, plump condition and not lousy. 
(De-louse by using any good commercial powder before placing eggs 
under hen, giving special attention to head and anal regions.) 

5, Set hen on hen eggs or glass eggs for at least twenty-four hours before 
placing pheasant eggs under her. Any hen failing to set properly to 
be eliminated at once, 

6. Construct nest in protected, well-drained spot where it cannot be flooded 
or disturbed. Use a bottomless box, well ventilated, and a nest of dirt 
with shallow lining of grass, straw, etc. Place nest level above ground 
level. If very dry, moisten ground surrounding nest enough to permit 
very moderate absorption of moisture by dirt used in the nest. Make 
sure no rats can get to the nests. 

7. If the hen does not have free access to an exercising coop, remove her 
daily (at same approximate hour) to an exercising and feeding pen 
where she is supplied with mixed scratch feed, greens and water, as 
well as grit and charcoal, 

8. Encourage quietness in the hatching area and check each brood hen twice 
daily to see that she is setting properly. Replace all bad hens. - 

9. Keep nest clean, Remove manure, broken eggs and stones and recon- 
struct nests (during daily exercise period) if necessary. 

10. At the end of the 23-24 day incubation period leave the hen in the exer- 
cising pen no longer than she will feed and drink. Previously she may 
be left off from ten to thirty minutes, depending on weather, 

11. If weather has been very dry, slightly moisten eggs on the twenty-second 
or twenty-third day. 

12. If hens are good, quiet brooders, leave chicks in nest until hatched and 
dried. If hen is restless, remove chicks to warm brooding box as soon 
as hatched. 

Check up on lice at least two times during incubation, dusting if neces- 
sary. 

13. Locate rearing field on a clean lawn, in an orchard or on a hayfield, eut- 
ting grass or hay off in immediate vicinity of rearing coops. 

Brood coops should be at least 30 feet apart (all directions), 

14, Move coops (any good hen brooding coop which has just been disin- 
fected) daily, spading under all manure on the old coop spot. Birds 
should have a dry place to roost at night. 

15. Feed and water young birds four times daily for the first ten days. 
a. Never leave feed or water down more than half hour. Remove ex- 

cess food: (prevent dampness). 

b. Feed on a clean board: (never on ground).
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ce. Feed custard: (Baked custard as for eating, but without sweetness) 
or hard-boiled egg (finely grated) and plenty of green stuff, 
(chopped) ground lettuce, alfalfa, ete., plus some charcoal, fine 
limestone grit and oyster shell. 

16, After first ten days, feed any standard commercial chick feed as recom- 
mended for chickens, but always have plenty of green food available. 

17. Do not tame your pheasants. Encourage them to be wild. 

18. If pheasants are reared under wire, release at twelve weeks. If reared 
without wire, permit them to go wild by dispensing with feed and by 
not permitting them with poultry. Instructions for releasing the birds 

fh are given under ‘‘ Planting Pheasants’’ above. ‘ 

By WALLACE B. GRANGE, U. 8S. Biological Survey, 

Washington, D. C.



CHAPTER V. HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE MANAGEMENT 

Hungarian partridges are not yet a proven success except in 
the northwest corner of the state (the double-hatched counties 
in District 1 of Fig. 1). 

There has never been any open season on Hungarian par- 
tridge in Iowa, and it is doubtful whether their present numbers 
could stand up under shooting. On the other hand, it is equally 
doubtful whether the birds will increase any further without 
the improvement of cover and food conditions. The one sure 
way to get legal partridge shooting in Iowa is to build up an 
abundant stand through management. 

Within their established range, Hungarians usually occur on 
the same kind of land as pheasants, except that they have little 
use for heavy marsh cover, timber, or large areas of dense 
brush. ‘ 

Rough hilly land, or poor soil, or districts long on timber or 
pasture, or short on grain, will not hold Hungarian partridges. 

Hungarians are intermediate between pheasants and quail in 
their freedom of movement, therefore the ‘‘makings’’ of a 
range should be more uniformly distributed over each farm 
than is necessary for pheasants. 

Need of Nesting Cover. Partridges need standing corn, 
which is usually present, and nesting cover, which is often 
absent. The thinness of the stands now prevalent in north- 
western Iowa may probably be ascribed to the scarcity of nest- 
ing cover. Hence, building up a good population of Hungarian 
partridges consists first of all in providing ample nesting 
ground. 

Partridges mate very early and are ready to nest before the 
new green growth has made much headway. On range which 
offers no cover, therefore, they must nest in places subject to 
a maximum of damage, either by predatory animals and birds 
or by mowing. 

Bluegrass of the preceding year’s growth, with scattering 
dead stalks of sweet clover or weeds, is ideal for nesting par- 
tridges. Nests are often built under a thistle in a grain field, 
but where thistles are hoed out by hand, this usually means the 
destruction of the nest. 

The best location for nesting cover is along the edge of a 
slough, diteh bank, sodded draw, or other postless strip of 
grass. A fencerow is good, providing it be at least 10 or 15 feet 
wide. Very narrow fencerows, or very narrow strips of any 
kind, give natural enemies an undue advantage. 

Nesting cover should occur on every forty; the more widely 
distributed the better. Strips and patches are more economical 
than solid blocks.
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; Winter Cover. Hungarians have less need of winter cover 
than either pheasants or quail. They are reputed, however, to 
seek protection from wind. Long grass or weeds on the lee 
side of a ditch bank is recommended for winter cover. 

Winter Food. Standing corn provides sufficient food except 
during periods of deep snow, when artificial feeding must be 
resorted to. The refuge and feeding station described under 
pheasants would also be suitable for Hungarians, except that 
the brush cover is not so necessary. 

Possible Density of Hungarian Population. By providing 
nesting ground and ample food, Hungarian stands ean be built 
up to about 1 bird per acre. This means 160 birds, or ten 
coveys per quarter section.



CHAPTER VI. PRAIRIE CHICKENS AND RUFFED 
GROUSE MANAGEMENT 

There is no prospect of increasing either of lowa’s remaining 
species of grouse to a degree which would warrant shooting. 
The immediate problem is to prevent their extermination. 

Closed seasons alone have failed to halt their progressive 
decline. What they need is management, in the sense of delib- 
erate and skillful provision of food, cover, and protection. 

It is hoped that the Iowa landowner who enjoys the enviable 
distinetion of having a remnant of these birds on his place will 
follow these directions for their protection and increase. 

Cycles. All grouse become searce every ten years. These 
periods of scarcity alternate with periods of comparative abun- 
dance, 

Iowa grouse, especially in the north, may show a period of 
searcity beginning about 1935 or 1936. This should not be 
regarded as a reason for the landowner abandoning his efforts 
to inerease them, but rather as a reason for redoubled efforts 
to conserve the slender remaining stock. They will come back 
if the seed is preserved, and if a favorable range is provided. 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS 

Cover and Food. Prairie chickens, like other upland game 
birds, need ungrazed uncut grass adjacent to corn, but the grass 
should lie in larger blocks. Unlike other game birds, chickens 
tolerate crowding of the nests. Hence it is unnecessary to dis- 
perse the cover in small strips and patches, as is advocated for 
pheasants, Hungarians, and quail. : 

The decline of prairie chickens since the prohibition of shoot- 
ing in 1916 may be ascribed entirely to the plowing, cutting, or 
burning of the remaining large blocks of grass. 

Native prairie grass (also known as ‘‘native bluestem’’ or 
“ramrod’’) is best, but any kind of medium-tall grass or weeds 
is good. An inter-mixture of ragweed or patches of low willows 
is good. A patch of from 10 to 20 acres of grass, or several 
patches of not less than 5 aeres each and not more than half 
a mile apart, is recommended as large enough to headquarter 
a flock of chickens. Chicken cover need not necessarily con- 
sist of valuable farm land. Peat land, sloughs, ditch-junctions, 
or land covered with boulders may be used. : 

The best foods for holding or attracting chickens are buck- 
wheat, ragweed, corn, and soybeans. Buckwheat in the shock 
is more accessible in winter than uncut buckwheat. Ear corn, 
standing or in shocks, is better than shelled. Prairie chickens 
will not open a cornshock, the outside ears of which have been 
exhausted. The shocks must be opened from time to time, or 
else fresh ears should be added to the outside of the shock.
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Chickens fly freely to their feeding place, hence any food 
within a mile or two of the grassland headquarters is available. 

Prairie chickens resort to buds during periods of food short- 
age. As emergency insurance, it is desirable to have a few 
isolated cottonwoods or aspens within flying distance of the 
grassland headquarters. 

Attracting Migratory Chickens. Considerable numbers of 
chickens migrate into northern Iowa each winter. These north- 
ern birds often stay and breed where they are offered suitable 
nesting range. 

The attractiveness of a given farm, on which cover and food 
for chickens have been provided, is much enhanced if the whole 
neighborhood follows suit. The chicken moves even more freely 
than the pheasant, and likes a large area of suitable range. 

Booming Grounds. In any attempt to increase an existing 
flock, first of all locate the booming ground, which remains fixed 
in location over long periods. The booming ground is usually 
a grassy knoll or an open bump in a slough. Protect this boom- 
ing ground from any radical change in condition by plow, fire, 
or grazing. If the booming ground is in a plowed field, it is 
probably an ancestral location used before the land was broken. 
Letting it come up to low grass would probably improve it. 

In the light of present information the booming ground should 
not be in the nesting cover. An ideal set-up is a booming 
ground with one 40-acre and several 5-acre grass patches lying 
around it, within a half-mile radius. 

Overhead Wires. The more telephone and telegraph wires 
or power lines that cross a chicken range, the less likely it is 
to be permanently inhabited by the birds, which suffer serious 
mortality by flying into wires. As between two alternative 
localities for managing chickens, choose the one with the few- 
est wires. 

Pheasants should not be allowed to become very abundant on 
range to be developed for chickens. In this respect, the south- 
ern Iowa chicken ranges have an advantage over the northern 
ones. 

RUFFED GROUSE 

The ruffed grouse or ‘‘native pheasant’’ needs ungrazed tim- 
ber and thickets of ungrazed coppice or brush. The gradual 
disappearance of this species from most of Iowa is due almost 
entirely to the pasturing of woodlots. The present remnants 
are found only in ungrazed woods and brush patches. 

Any landowner having a remnant of these birds on his prop- 
erty will do well to see that at least part of his timber remains 
ungrazed and unburned. Cuttings do no harm—in fact the 
dense growths of oak sprouts which follow cuttings, and which 
retain their dead leaves over winter, are a favorite range.
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The sprout thicket should, if possible, lie adjacent to hazel- 
brush, the catkins of which are ‘‘budded’’ in winter; as like- 
wise are aspen and hornbean buds. There should also be briars 
nearby for summer berries, wild grapes for fall and winter food, 
and white clover for ‘‘greens.’’ 

Units of less than 40 acres of ruffed grouse range are prob- 
ably insufficient, even though they contain the right cover and 
food. Thickets on limestone bluffs seem to be particularly 
attractive.



CHAPTER VII. THE USE OF THE FLUSHING ROD 

A surprisingly large number of all our game birds nest in 
hay fields and damage to eggs, parent birds and young is con- 
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This device is a cane pole extended out from the neckyoke with a burlap sack 

fastened to it and weighted slightly to hold it down, The outer end is supported 
by a strap running up to the hame on the collar. 
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This device is a one-half inch iron rod bolted through the double-tree and bent as 
shown in the picture. The forward bend at the double-tree is to carry the bar 
farther ahead of the sickle so that the hay will straighten up and fall properly after 
passing under the rod. The point of the V extends out as far as the end of the 
sickle. The end being held by the man is fastened to the hame of the harness. The 
weight of the bar holds it down, and Mr. Raymond Petticord, who has worked one of 
this type on his farm, reports that it operates nearly 100 per cent efficiently.
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siderable. The chances are that with ample nesting cover pro- 
vided elsewhere damage at mowing time will be reduced. How- 
ever, the use of a simple device to flush nesting birds, and the 
raising of the sickle bar when such birds are flushed will save 
a large proportion of game birds. 

A device of this kind is the flushing rod. It consists of a’ 
light rod of some sort attached to the mower or harness of the. 
horse and which, in passing over the hay ahead of the cutting 
bar, rustles the hay so that the bird flushes. This gives time to 
raise the sickle bar and not only save the nest but also leave 
a small patch of uneut hay to protect the nest. 

Two of the simplest devices which have been used in Iowa to 
date are illustrated in the accompanying photographs.
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‘ HOW RESEARCH AND GAME SURVEYS HELP 

| THE SPORTSMAN AND FARMER 

Atvo LEopoLp 

You have called me here for an exchange of experiences between 
New England and the Middle West on that subject which so vitally 
concerns us both: the rebuilding of the game supply. I will begin with 
a little history. 

The midwestern region, since 1920, has made three attempts to 
solve the game problem. The first two largely failed; the third is just 
getting under way. 

The twenties opened with the restrictive-legislation movement in 
full swing. By choke-boring the open season, we hoped to bring back 
the game. It is needless to recount what by now everybody knows: 
restriction accomplished little except where the range was already 
favorable, and hence where restriction was least needed. 

Next came the idea that by changing the form of conservation 
‘ agencies, the happy hunting grounds would return. Many a state 
ig “cleaned house” at the capitol, putting tremendous quantities of 

KI moral energy into the effort. Where the new set-up happened to draw 

some skilled executives, as in Michigan, a real advance was scored. 
Elsewhere little was gained except political respectability, and that 
often temporary. It is interesting to look back on these reorganization- 
crusades. They exactly suited the national sweet-tooth for fiat reform. 
Most of them were accoutered with all time-honored trappings for 
moral-wave generators, including one or more speech-making heroes, 

and always a devil or villain in the person of the outgoing administra- 
tion, — the age-old drama of “‘scapegoat”, in repertoire. When 
something goes wrong, and we lack the mentality or experience to see 
the reason, we select somebody associated with the phenomenon, 
make him the reason, and ride him out of town on a rail. The only 
recent advance is that the rail is commonly a new bill rather than a 

piece of wood. 
The third stage harks back to the publication of Herbert L. 

Stoddard’s first report! on the first American venture in wild game 

{ 1 Stoddard, H. L.: “Progress on Cooperative Quail Investigation: 1924” U. S. 

f Biological Survey, 1925. 
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management: the Georgia Quail Investigation. By 1928 Stoddard’s 
idea had taken root in our region. We began to realize that however é 
choke-bored our laws, however respectable or bi-partizan their ad- 
ministrators, game could not increase without food and cover. Of } 
even greater import was the converse theorem, first demonstrated 
on actual soil by Stoddard, that improved food and cover automati- 
cally increases game, and allows of harvesting a larger crop. 

Let me not leave the impression that this idea was new — it had 
been known abroad for a long time. The new thing was proving that 
wild game could be increased without artificial restocking, without 
putting away the gun, and without abandoning public ownership and 
control, by simply improving the carrying capacity of the range. 
Nobody had ever done it in this country. Stoddard did, and showed 
how and why it worked. 

The realization of this fact at last brought us face to face with 
what had been our real problem for years, only we hadn’t seen it. 
Public officers could make laws and plant pheasants, but by no stretch 

of the imagination could they plant food or prevent cows from eating 
brush. Who could? The farmer. Who could tell the farmer how? ; 
The Agricultural College. Who could make the farmer want to know ' 
how? The sportsman, by offering some form of compensation. i 

The first definite attempt to test the workability of this chain of 
ideas was the now well-known Williamston Project, in Michigan. Its 
inception in 1929 was spontaneous, and sufficiently extraordinary to 
relate in detail. The Williamston farmers had been irked beyond 
endurance by promiscuous hunter-trespass from the nearby auto- 
mobile town, Lansing. The Horton Trespass Bill, requiring owners’ 

permission, had just been passed. These farmers organized and 
posted the whole township against hunting without tickets. 

At the same time the legislature had passed a Shooting Preserve 
Law, which had become unpopular. The holders of a nearby shooting 
preserve wished to show that the protesting sportsmen, by co- 
operating with farmers, could create free shooting for themselves, and f 
might well busy themselves in so doing, rather than in attacking 
shooting preserves. Hence they donated to the School of Forestry 
and Conservation, through the Isaac Walton League, a sum of money 
to demonstrate the possibilities of managed public shooting on the ; 
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Williamston area. This courageous and far-sighted strategy might 
well be emulated by other ‘‘well-to-do” sportsmen’s groups. 

The gist of the “Williamston Plan” is that the sportsmen pay the 
, farmers for food and cover improvements, while the farmers regulate 

the shooting by means of tickets. No fee is charged. The technical 
development, led by H. M. Wight!, has been thorough and able. 

This idea of encouraging farmers to take the initiative in game 
production was promptly copied in other states. Indiana started a 
similar project. The Du Pont field force organized a dozen quail 
demonstrations in the South under Biological Survey guidance. Iowa 
then followed with fifteen projects, guided by a trained man in the 
agricultural college. Wisconsin is now organizing a series of projects; 
likewise, I am told, Ohio and Minnesota. All told there are forty or 
more farmer-groups, aggregating from a thousand acres to a county 

each, embarked upon their maiden voyage into this thing called game 
management. 

A healthy diversity prevails in their economic set-ups. Some are 
based on free shooting under tickets; others are public shooting pre- 
serves open for a fee; the southern areas are partly on private grounds. 
All are alike, however, in three particulars: (1) recognizing the farmer 

and the posted farm; (2) range improvement; (3) regulation of the 
kill. These are the: “three R’s” without which game management 
never gets from print to practice. 

Paralleling this trend toward farmer-initiative, and more or less 
interlocked with it, is the trend toward rewarding initiative by more 

liberal shooting privileges. So far the shooting preserve laws extend- 
ing such recognition apply only to artificially-propagated pheasants. 
The high cost which attends artificial propagation of any sort will 
doubtless limit the growth of such preserves, just as it limited the 
growth of state game farms. But the principle of rewarding land- 
owner initiative is capable of indefinite expansion. Iowa is already 
projecting a plan whereby any farm-group, producing any kind of 
game by any method, may shoot for a long season, subject to state 

1 Wight, H. M., “Pheasant Management Studies in Michigan” Proc. 17th Ameri- 

F can Game Conference, December, 1930, pp. 220-231; “Learn About Pheasants from 

the Williamston Project” American Game, May-June, 1931, pp. 37-38, 44-45; “Quan- 

\ titative Methods in Upland Game Bird Investigation” The Auk, Vol. XLVIII, No. 4, 

October, 1931, pp- 553-558- 
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inspection. If Iowa can make this work, then the wholesale restora- 
tion of all upland game on a farm-crop basis becomes an immediate f 

possibility. ‘ 
This, briefly, is how the Middle West proposes to handle the moot { 

problem of farmers and guns, food and cover. But will the birds re- 
spond? Will the three R’s restore abundance of game as well as per- 
mission to shoot? It is, of course, too early to be sure, but the indica- 
tions are good. Wight, on the Williamston area, has doubled the 
pheasant stand in the face of continued shooting and without artificial 
restocking. One small Iowa area which had four coveys of quail when 
laid out in December, 1931, and which was slated for an eventual 

stand of eight coveys, had seven coveys already ‘on deck” in Decem- 
ber, 1932. A Wisconsin area, containing two coveys in 1930, now has 

eight or ten. Snow has been lacking for census-taking this winter, 
and since most of the areas are of the vintage of 1931 or 1932, it is too 
early to report results. It is possible that the increases here mentioned 
should be credited to favorable weather, or the game cycle, rather 
than to management. Time will tell. 

Let me say with all possible emphasis that these laws, farmer ; 
organizations, research projects, and game policies are all of slight 
consequence compared with the as yet unproven ability of the game 
manager to take a piece of land and restore its game, within a reason- 
able time, by natural methods, at a low cost. Theoretically, we can 
do it. Practically, we must now prove our contentions. The time is 

coming, and that shortly, when personal participation in the produc- 
tion of a wild game crop (on a piece of land, not a piece of paper) will 
be one of the qualifications for a seat in conservation councils. 

I go out of my way to say this because it is by now all too clear 
that not every venture in game management achieves so happy a 
balance between theory and practice, science and use, biology and 

sport, conservation and utilization, as Stoddard hit upon in Georgia. 
Telling the other fellow how may become a vice. There is no stabilizer 
like a piece of land. It is time for “dirt-farming” to begin. 

I speak, of course, of farm game. The cyclic game species con- 
trolled mainly by the disease, and the migratory species which are 
everybody’s and hence nobody’s business, are perhaps another matter. 

What now does this thumb-nail sketch of the Middle West mean | 
to New England? This, of course, is for you who live here to say. 
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I was once familiar with parts of your region, but that was long ago, 
while we still sought salvation at Capitols. 

In the Mid-West our basic farm-game problem is over-shooting, 
plus the grazing-out of cover and food on a rich soil; yours is over- 
shooting plus the shrinkage of agriculture on a poor soil. We must 

; curb guns and cows, you must curb guns and restore food. You have 
plenty of cover, but I suspect its quality and dispersion is faulty. 

Superficially, it is easier and cheaper for you to install food patches 
on marginal farms than for us to restore grass and brush to over- 
grazed farms. Ploughing costs less than fencing. But deeper down 
you are beset by a much more fundamental handicap: the exhaustion 
of soil fertility. Quail and pheasants, like tall corn and clean-boled 
oaks, are at bottom an expression of soil-health, of exuberant activity 
in that little-known universe which lies beneath the sod. We of the 
prairie states are doing our best to kill our soil, but it was stronger 
than yours to begin with, and we have had less time than you to 
finish the job. 

There is no such thing as conserving life without conserving soil 
and water also. We of the outdoor fraternity have two basic assets: 

the land, and the good name of the pleasures we seek upon it. Con- 
servation must deal with both, or risk achieving neither. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. Leopold’s remarks were followed by a question from Mr. William C. Adams 

of New York: 

“On the Williamston plan does the landowner get out of this enterprise what he 
could if they all threw in together as a Land Associates Group and charged a fee?” 

Mr. Leopold: “I do not think so.” 

Mr. Adams: “Is not this arrangement which you describe merely temporary, say a 

preliminary step towards the ultimate end where the landowner through codperative 

groups can carry on that management at a price?” 

Mr. Leopold: “I think in many cases it will turn in that direction. That does not, 
however, apply to Williamston. They have an intense dislike of charging for this 

privilege.” ' 

Mr. Adams: “But suppose that somewhere in the United States the landowners of, 

let us say, twenty-six thousand acres of land get together, perfect their organization, 

employ a practical game manager who will demonstrate to them that they can operate 

} the shooting privileges on that area as a really substantial source of revenue. Then 
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suppose that this news is broadcast over the United States, isn’t it only a question of 

time before the landowners will all want to get in?” f 

Mr. Leopold: “1 think that is so.” 
“Towa wants to have a training school for young farmers who will be game man- 

agers. They have already had a training camp. We already feel a demand from young 7 

farmers who say ‘I think I can promote this in my neighborhood. I think they would 
like it, but I do not know how to go about it.’ If we can offer such men the opportunity 

of attending a training camp held not in a school room but on the demonstration areas 
where they can see the physical act and the resulting game, we can send these boys 

home with enthusiasm. 
“Next week I speak in Wisconsin to a group of farm boys who are studying animal 

husbandry. I will try to tell them about game management. We have just issued in 

Towa a booklet which is an A B C of what to do with food and cover, a recipe for what 
to do on a farm to make it raise quail. All these are things frankly centering on the 

matter of encouraging the farmers to take the matter into their own hands. In other 

words, organized game management, and we hope it will get to where the ordinary 

shooter will have to pay for that privilege.” 

Mr. Bradbury: “On these three areas is predator control practiced?” 

Mr. Leopold: “No, strangely enough nothing so far indicates predators as one of 

the important leaks. In the forty or more areas so far under way, predators do not 

seem to count much. They are a leak, of course, but not the big leak. Research shows 

that food is the worst leak.” f 

1 
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A B C’s of Winter Feeding Birds 
Food-Patches and Hoppers Prove Best on Wisconsin Farms, Says 

Aldo Leopold 
Game Manager, University of Wisconsin 

HIS paper aims to contribute to are subject to amendment by the findings in all weathers, and who choose this 
the common store a few frag- of research in breeding physiology. method for pleasure and exercise, rather 
ments of skill in one important than for economy of effort. 

a of game management: winter Patchestor Hoppers é 

These fragments apply mainly to quail What systems, then, combine low cost POE an ree 
and pheasants in Wisconsin. They are with maximum insurance against wan- As between food-patches and hoppers, 

gleaned from two 

sources: (1) the ex- 
ri ee perience of the Ri- 

ger a ley Game Coopera- b 
ae , tive, which jhas fed / a 

\ y 1,300 acres near Ri- e 3 ‘ 
CN ; ley, Dane County, a ie a ae” “ , 
ae under the direction Pi os, (i = 

of R. J. Paulson My t ° 
and myself, since } ee — 

LEOPOLD 1931; (2) the ex- 7h ™~! 4 hh 
perience of a dozen eT Th : 

new farmer-cooperative ventures in south- aL % 4 aN 
ern and central Wisconsin, feeding 600- Ta, i es ‘ » 
2,000 acres each, under the advisory di- . _ AL | ” oF 

tection of W. F. G\immer, Gilbert Gig- a. i Cote, : - we f oN 

stead and myself during the winter of paar a Oe oe inna ~& 
1932-33. These ventures were “serviced” a tric 

by us in behalf of the Wisconsin Con- : 
servation Commission. Fig. 3: Sharptails Feeding at 3-Wall Hepper~ 

(Photo by Faukibcr Slut) Shell, 
Four Major Objectives dering and starvation? In this region I my conelusion is: use a food-patch where 

First of all, what should winter feed- re sued Ree core id es you can; where you can’t, use a hopper. 
ing accomplish? It should do four ea eT a spreisatet The food-pateh holds birds better in fall, 

things, and they are often quite distinct. Be ve haeien tho ahuartain io he ek: but may tend to play out or get covered 
It should: ‘i ne : in winter. Because of its superior hold- 

fective, or both. Usually both. ing power it has a special advantage for 
Sn esa ey, Srpeeieliy eee Let me specifically challenge the prev- pheasants, which are much more likely 

iD Prevenuaueva lonuduring <winterienowes alent practice of throwing some grain than quail to wander off the managed 

‘ : a we te ee seo for springs under a bush or a shelter, and calling area and fail to come back. 
Beer ere it a “winter-feeding station.” I did this What are the specifications for a sue- 
Wandering is much more troublesome myself at Riley for one whole winter, cessful food-patch? Some of them are 

in pheasants than in quail, especially on and have observed dozens of farmers, Shown in Fig. 1. There is required, 

shooting preserves open to hunting while game wardens and sportsmen do it. In first of all, a spot free from hogs, cattle, 
adjoining Teupe 3° closed. ie often o¢- rabbit or squirrel country such a feeding horses or deer at all seasons. eurs while natural food is still abundant. i ee ee e Second wn. coil ‘en paple se moe neath 
Where this is true it requires early feed- |@sts only two or three days, hence the Fe cee Re ea - 
ing with food as palatable, or more so, stations should be visited twice a week, “ght grain. Standing uncut gorn is the 
than the natural food. In nine cases out of ten the feed fails Standard. 

Starvation is more likely in quail than of renewal whenever the weather gets Third, a maximum inter-mixture of 

in pheasants. The outstanding require- really nasty, or whenever the roads are food-bearing weeds, such as ragweed, 
ment is a system which will not break blocked. The gasoline needed to visit a pigeon grass (foxtail) and smartweed. 

down when the snow comes. series of stations, and the labor entailed These weeds not only add to the fall 

Breeding condition is a matter we as in frequent renewals, are inordinately holding-power and coyer-value, but also 

yet know nothing about, except the ob- expensive. I can recommend this method to the total volume of food. To bolster 
vious fact that a bird must come through only for individual farmers or owners of the weed crop in corn, omit the last 
the winter not only alive but vigorous. estates who live on the area to be fed, cultivation in the part to be left uneut 
All of the recommendations here made who can depend on themselves to get out as a food-patch. 

Reprinted from September-October, 1933, AMERICAN GAME
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Weed Seeds Hold Quail have wintered, with the help of acci- Specifications for Hopper 
7 dental weeds in a nearby fallow, a full i 2 : 

Pheasants begin to eat corn as soon covey of quail, plus a dozen pheasants What are the specifications for a suc- 

as it is ripe, quail not until weed-seed 04 ‘There was plenty of corn left cessful hopper? First of all, the exelu- 

gets scarce. Hence weeds probably add on the stalks in March. You could see sion of hogs, cattle, or deer. These can 
more holding-power for quail. To bol- how the birds had gradually “worked be fenced out by a small gateless fence, 
ster holding-power for pheasants, add a up” from the lower to the higher ears. or the hopper can be placed where they 

strip of buckwheat, sweet corn or pop But this was after a very open winter. do not occur. Beware especially of the 
corn to the pateh. For a normal winter I would feel safer practice of turning stock loose in the 

Where the farmer cannot spare any stubbles in late fall to glean the waste 

corn, leave a big patch of uneut stalks, grain and fodder. Such unexpected vis- 

earless, but filled with weeds. In the FOOD PATCH STATION FOR QUAIL AND PHEASANTS itations have blasted many a hope—and 

hi a ee ‘ a as a ee ‘A = Uncut corn (or row of corn-shocke)———————_. Many a hopper. 
winter you WL ave to eke out wl a AVA. - Future corn as crops rotate — = == = Cattle ean sometimes be excluded by 

hopper. 5 Gosctal tootepatc 45 open) atabble £5 loetets building a stout lean-to, placing the 
Corn shocks are almost as good as Plantings and present brush “2t°o8°s" hopper well under it, and then stuffing 

standing corn but must be periodically  °~ Spruce oF cedar plantings # * for quail. the space in front of and around the 
opened, shock by shock, through the UW that hopper with an entanglement of thorny 

winter. The big disadvantage of shocked Y/p 4 a 1s J brush. This, however, excludes you as 

corn is that the food-bearing weeds are Ge || @ Th it rs well as cows. When you refill the hop- 

cut and hence wasted. Bile ae We per, prepare to go in on your hands and 
SCOURS ibe knees. This was done at the hopper in 

Holding Power of Feeds ils E Fig. 2, which is in a pasture. 

é De Sope Sarak The second specification is the exelu- 
The greatest drawback to standing Meee eae Pal | a sion of moisture and snow, so the hop- 

corn in this region is the custom of turn- ok ae eee a per will never be buried or frozen up. 
ing stock loose on the fields after the a teh Put it under a stout south-facing shel- 
harvest. If field? f, for example, is Uy, Ce ee ® 8. ter, lean-to, or tepee, roofed with hay, 
hogged after harvest you can’t leave Y CMe LN tate eo cornstalks, or straw. Weight the roof- 
standing corn at A. The answer is a Wi Ge es ste ing-thatch with heavy poles, else the first 
permanent separate feneed patch for the ZP7°.. 2:32:11: :| |Measdy south wind will blow it off, admit rain 
birds, such as at (a) but unless this is WY CS a : | ees) to your hopper, and freeze up the whole 
large you can’t raise corn in it because / ph coca ATE ETS galt ‘ «x works, Fig. 3 shows a 3-walled corn- 

of the difficulty of cultivation. What “(ides els $y Sees ~~ stalk shelter with hopper and a flock of 
foods, then, can be grown without eul-  p- nbabby see les> Gr eran, tancles() fer sensi sharptails “on the job.” Where wind is 

oe. a fee oe . f a 1 > Wooke 2/5 far for saovele to get cor) oh bad, the side-walls are not needed. 

8 ji 7 zat e eee OR eee s an additional precaution against 

eee cee ate eye and ae Fr iitee pee ne eels. ee drip, tack a sheet of ae roofing paper 
poorly under a hence must be cut on the lid of the hopper, so as to project 
and stacked. There are two exceptions: FIG. 1 eight or ten inches on all sides. 
the Kaffirs and sorghums, and Sudan 

grass. i 
= Not all of the small grains and leg- With 14 acre. (Mr. City-dweller, a Build Durable Frame 

umes have fall holding-power. ©. M. Pal- quarter acre is 60 by 160 feet, or 20 by It is well to build the shelter-frame of 

mer, Jr., at Carney’s Point, New Jer- 50 paces.) heavy durable poles so that it will last 
sey, gave pheasants in winter-pens their How many patches? At least one to several years, and to wire or spike each 

choice of a dozen foods in hoppers, and each covey of quail, or to each dozen pole in place so that stock eannot wreck 
then weighed the consumption of each. pheasants. Most beginners radically un- the frame by rubbing. 
These foods included sunflower, buck-  derestimate the number of stations re- Sometimes the game cover is so dis- 
wheat, wheat, cowpeas, red millet, bar- quired. Pheasants will bunch up on a_ tributed as to force you to place hop- 
ley, oats, oat groats, rice, soy beans, few feeding-places if they have to, but pers on ecreek-banks, in potholes, or in 
corn and Kaffir. Consumption was prac- jt is bad practice to let them do so, both other spots subject to overflow during 

tically uniform in all except soy beans from the standpoint of predators and winter thaws. In such event set the 

and oats, which were two-thirds lower disease. Quail coveys, except when hopper on a pole or plank platform 
than the others. Presumably these two hard-pressed, refuse to “double up” on above the reach of water. It’s no fun 
are low in fall holding-power. either patches or hoppers. to chop frozen grain out of a flooded 

Wight has experimented with Sudan Another way to measure the question hopper, and meanwhile your birds may 
grass in Michigan, and rates it first as a of “how many patches?” is to put one have starved. 

combination food and cover patch for patch near each covert thick enough to The third specification is to give your 

pheasants. winter birds. At Riley we have eight hopper enough capacity to more than 
Wm. Schuenke found Kaffir worked  sfations, each consisting of a hopper or equal consumption during the maximum 

well in small separate fenced patches in a food-patch for 200 quail and pheas- interval between refillings. This involves 

Towa. It offers dense cover as well as ants, on 1,300 acres. This is at the rate the question: how much grain does a 
food. It should be broadeasted, but of 25 birds per station, or one station bird eat? 

not too thick; not over 60 pounds per per quarter section. There is much 
acre, blank ground, i. e., areas devoid of cover H{ow Much Grain Per Bird? 

and hence useless to feed. We will need 
What Size Food-Patch? many more as soon as this blank ground Otto Beyer of the Beyer Game Farms 

is filled in with coverts. The ultimate at Portage, Wisconsin, and Harry F. 

How big should a food-patch be? I aim is a covert and a station on each Johnson of the State Game Farm at 
know several 1%-acre corn-patches which forty acres. Fish Creek, agree that pheasants in win-
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ter pens consume 0.7 pounds of grain clover stubble nearby, I shall add some Beware of Squirrels 
per bird per week. If we assume that alfalfa meal to the grain, for greens. All ¥, : : 
wild pheasants wintering on hoppers find feed-dealers have it. Never place a station, especially a 
wild food equivalent to the hopper Don’t feed birds any kind of grain ¢orn food-patch, near squirrel-inhabited 
wastage by rabbits, mice and squirrels, with which they are unfamiliar, and ex- woods. Put it in brush too small for 
then the hopper consumption for a pect them to eat it immediately. The squirrels, or in weed or grass cover. 
dozen wild pheasants ought to be Riley quail took a month to learn to eat Squirrels will riddle a food-pateh of 
0.7 * 12 = 8 pounds per week. wheat, with which I filled the hoppers standing corn before the winter blizzards 

My actual experience at Riley is that one day when I had no corn. No wheat  eyen begin. They are less severe on 
consumption at a hopper feeding a hoppers because the shelled corn is 
dozen pheasants is three times larger harder to earry away. 
than this, so either the wild birds eat HOPPER STATION FOR QUAIL AND PHEASANTS cir Reis 
more than the tame ones, or else rodent Mey eee _ Other things being equal, pct on 

wastage is much larger than the supple- Be eter ee eee Trew ‘brush (sate) tions where they are visible from the 
mental wild food. Probably both. > - "Cubby-holes" to help quail ingress (X) farmhouse window or the road. It is 

Beyer thinks penned pheasants eat _° ~ 1nérese for pheasants from mar ah (i8:003% ) better to see a poacher, pig, or predator 
more | heavily in fall and early winter :)°°8°2.!::7] a x than to find his tracks later. 

than later. ay my ee ‘g 4 Make the corn-patch big enough. Re- 
A covey of quail ought to eat much ae es Xe Ld gSaeee member that excess corn-ears, uncon- 

less than a dozen pheasants, but at Riley 2° :!.:/.":: Ege Ye Lee sumed in spring, can be gathered and 

I fail to find a large difference. As a oe a Ba FF amet tess used the same as in fall. ri milecons wei ieeeerece Laan eae HER AI, : 

owe ek oo 8 eg as Lae Be é yj" Watch the hopper-tray for evidence of 

of quail or each dozen pheasants, and 222). )2{[5, BENE cone At Gy mice, and move the hopper if you are 
refilling it every three weeks whether <:::::. |; Be AO a ina veges . ae have re 
or not empty. EE scare a tray full of what looked like corn, bu 

be @»-E “2M ab Le on close examination the heart of each 
“Mammoth” Hoppers Out! a fea A Ys kernel was found to be an ae ; ie 

age GF “empty” kernels are unpalatable to birds. 
Do not build “mammoth” hoppers and t vy eS y 

forget them for the duration of the z Rs ny 

a. It isn’t safe. Something may t Ga Valuable Suggestions 

clog, freeze, raid, or otherwise cripple Pntiuees concauelig bok ten eee Dee In so far as the needs of the birds 
the mechanism; beside the evidence you - Shelter visible from farmhouse. allow, locate your stations for accessi- 

ee ee periodical visits is your 7 - Meine pee ee bility by car. It is cold work carrying 
best bet for improved management next 4g - Foote ZU too far for squirrels to heauy, grain-sacks to distant hoppers. 
year. eR 2 : } e 

Conflict between pheasants and quail Tr: Gorn seabele [iti sith eeyeense fon Where a food-patch 1s a part of what 
using the same station is more serious if pheasants. was a cornfield, its location must of 

that station be a hopper than if it be a FIG. 2 course rotate from year to year, with 
food-patch. I cured one such case by the normal rotation of crops. 

ee bg ea pes is raised there, and they didn’t recognize If the pals i, Le oe 

the quail have used No. 2, and the it as food. food-pateh HET IIIS PA Ik 
pheasants No. 1. by piling hay “ straw pe = 

It is unnecessary to spend hard cash Start Feeding Early ee nie ae ee Al 

wa ee AG to tte on Start pheasant hoppers not later than huddle in them like Boy Scouts in a 

pounds andeeoes nothing. “November first, just as “legal notice” to pup-tent. Still better is to plant a wild 
Tack heet of thin strap-ir . the birds that they ave going’to be fed. grape on the brush pile. See D in Fig. 
ct Saeco Ry ED Ons Or They may wander away anyhow, but 7 and b in Fig. 2 several courses of hay-wire, around the e me 9 ’ gee and b in fg. 2. 

edges of the feeding-tray of the hopper GLU MSR ALGER pe ay While making the round of your sta- 
to discourage rabbits from eating the In early November quail are not yet tions in severe weather, leash or heel 
wood for dessert. Lace a few soft wires eating corn. To notify quail where the your dog in the immediate vicinity of 

over the tray to prevent rabbits or hopper will be, go to a corn-shredder the station. “Chousing” is bad for birds 
pheasants from raking the grain with in September and shovel up the pile of in hard weather, especially quail, and 
their fect. weed-seed_ underneath. Dry and_ sack especially oka evening. “Te the covey 

this material, which is usually about two- cou cnOe rananai hla Latonelidani nie 
Use Quarts Grit thirds pigeon grass and one-third rag- freaia rn 

f ‘ A : weed seed, plus a little corn. In Octo- or 

Mix a little quartz grit with the poy dump a sack of this*ideal mixture 
shelled corn in winter. All feed dealers under each shelter. Nothing will more New Type of Feeder 
keep it for poultry. Wild birds do not creatly please bobwhite. He will scratch : 
seem to eat oyster shell. Toward spring in it daily until it is time for the hop- I have recently heard of another feed- 
add a little dried beefserap to the corn, per in late November. This mixture has ing device which sounds to me just as 
just on the theory that the protein en- the additional merit of not attracting good as a hopper, but not having per- 
hanees egg-production. pigs. , sonally tested it, I cannot certify its 

Don’t imagine that quail hesitate to Now for certain remarks about any merits and demerits. This is the woven 
eat whole corn. and all feeding stations, whether food- wire corn-crib or basket originally de- 

This year, unless there is alfalfa or patch or hopper. vised by W. Gard Conklin for feeding *
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Pennsylvania turkeys. Ray Steele has well as a very necessary chore. Like hears, and learns more when afield with used this on the upper Mississippi hunting, it calls for foresight, wooderaft, dog and grainsack in the winter snows. Refuge, with or without a shelter roof, persistence, and hardihood, and for the Like seed-time and harvest, the two are with good success. Ordinary hog-wire, exercise of these virtues it offers large, integral parts of one whole sportsman’s in the form of a cylinder a foot or two uncertain, and often unexpected rewards. year. One of the moral debits of the in diameter, is set on the ground and “good old days” was that they were all filled with ear corn. It has the merit Paradise Enow! harvest, unearned harvest. We are of extreme simplicity, ample capacity rightly reluctant to see them go, but 
and (presumably) automatie operation. To be afield with dog and gun when there are compensations. One of them Last of all, let me assert that winter- the frost is on the pumpkin is of course is the fun of feeding and “raising” a feeding is a high-class outdoor sport, as the cream of the year, but one sees, wild game erop. 
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Woven Wire Corn Crib for Feeding Birds 
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Forestry and Sport. By N. A. Orde- partridge manors, because the soil is too 
Powlett. | Scottish Forestry Journal, good to be used for anything but agri- 
Vol. 47, Part 2, Oct. 1933, pp. 93- culture. 

107. He in turn eliminates game as a serious 

Tt has besa an annual event, as sure possibility in the belt of forest land sub- 
as the return of the swallow, for some Amer- joining the high moors, because this land 
ican forestry journal to repeat the pious is not attractive to game, though it offers 
maxim that the forest is the home of the the main chance for the expansion of for- 
game, and that therefore the forester and ests. 
game manager should embrace and dwell The zone of overlap, therefore, simmers 
together in amity. down to the low-lying hardwood “wood- 

Seldom, however, has this annual hom- lots” now used as pheasant coverts under 
ily contributed any specific suggestion as a coppice-with-standards system. Game 
to what game, what forest, where, why, keepers, he points out, fear that foresters 
and how. Nor has it admitted the disturb- will convert these coppiced hardwoods 
ing fact that considerable give-and-take now productive of game into coniferous 
must often precede the aforesaid embrace high forests worthless for game. 
if it is to be genuine. The validity of this fear depends, in the 

It is refreshing, therefore, to encounter opinion of the author, on the intelligence 

a Scottish forester who asserts, with dis- of the give-and-take process. Conversion 
arming frankness, that some forests are of to larch, ash, poplar, or sycamore may 
no account for game, that some game actually benefit pheasants, but conversion 
ranges are of no account for forests, and to Douglas fir, Norway spruce, or Sitka 
that on properties where there is a chance spruce may have the opposite effect be- 
for both timber and game crops, that cause these species become too thick for 
chance lias often gone begging because driving. 

the two parties at interest, like Czsar’s All coniferous plantations, he believes, 
Langobards and Helvetians, “were sep- become blanks as game range after the 
arated from 7 other by mutual fear canopy closes. The value as game cover 
and high mountains.” all lies in the young plantings. The main 

The Honorable Orde-Powlett’s paper concession needed from foresters is the 
is explicit. He taxes foresters with ignor- widespread dispersion of the annual cut- 
ing the possibilities of game cropping in tings (and hence plantings) over the 
forestry operations, and gamekeepers with forest, as distinguished from their con- 
needlessly fearing the interposition of for- centration in large blocks or strips. (The 

esters in game operations. reviewer might here remark that this 
On two classes of land now valuable identical issue of dispersion looms large 

for game he dismisses any serious pos- in New England and the Lake States pine 
sibility of afforestation: (1) the high plantings, but no concessions to the game 
grouse moors, because the soil is too interest seem to have been so far made 
poor for forests; (2) the rich low-lying by foresters.) 
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The author likewise pleads that small For the purpose of tracir 2 

“woodlots” are better for game than large consumption our own Coj 

ones, and that foresters can afford to (A National Plan for Amey! 

concede a place in the sun for nut-bearing has been heavily drawn w 

trees like beech (page the CCC!), and for doubtful whether many A 

border zones of shrubbery needed as game analyzed these statistics a 

cover. has Dr. von Monroy. Nev \ 

We in America may well ponder the terial has also been addec } 
fact that this entire discussion deals with Parison has been made be 
game crops in private (not public) for- and American conditions. 

: ests. It will be a happy day when we presented very clearly in 

have enough private forestry in America which should be seen in i 
to give us something to disagree about. be appreciated. This revie 

The paper concludes significantly: the most important obsey 

“Sport is not only a recreation .. . but author on the results of hi y eee In G d 
(an economic) asset (to the) rural land- nia Sernany) Wood ia 

owner. Anything which might militate aapttethes been tlarrly coud) 
3 ets 2 - From 1900 to 1913 ther’ ‘ 

against the sporting interests will receive . ; i 
short shrift from them; so that, if they jeep Upeics folloy 

can be convinced that good forestry, so a bone Tom 
far from harming the shooting interests, t. ih By ane ULE Wes H 

will be of inestimable benefit to them, 1°° 54 stantially Acces 
; : s ied the financial depression. FE 

a great step will be taken in attaining... iho : h 

the advancement of forestry in this coun- lenilapressions the cong 
ay.” has remained more stable. 

Ano teonotn: sumption of pig-iron an 
Thiers aU conte: stable than that of coal anc 

After presenting the n 
statistics on world wooc 

BEB from the Copeland Repor 
comes to the conclusion th 

Entwicklung des Holzverbrauchs in {he substitution of other ra 
verschiedenen Staaten. (Devel- places, wood consumption 

opment of Wood Consumption jot generally decreased. 

in Various Countries.) By Forst-  jnteresting the trends in Ru 
meister Dr. von Monroy, Berlin. Der United States. Since the i 

Deutsche Forstwirt. Vol. 15, Nos. 96 the five-year plan in Rus 

and 98, pp. 621-623 and 633-635. sumption has increased trel 

Investigations of past trends in wood to the use of wood in the ir 

consumption are valuable for the light process. In the United St ‘ 

they may throw on possible future ten- consumption per capita | 
dencies. They are particularly timely in declined since the peak ir 
a period, such as the present, when a has heen due, according to 

spirit of pessimism prevails in the forest to the development of the 
industries, and when so much is heard existence of large areas of 
about a permanent decline in the use of fostered wasteful utilization 

wood. Such a study is this one made by days and resulted in a lar, 
Dr. von Monroy. consumption. With destruct} 

Ny
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ciple of the Whole” as the gestalt school is sometimes described. Using the 

cuttlefish Octopus vulgaris, Baerens de Haan showed that a crab creeping 

along the bottom would be attacked and devoured whereas a stispended 

from above would provoke only an attempt at removal by means of a stream 

of water on the part of the cuttlefish. The implication here would be that 

the cuttlefish had been accustomed to react to a total situation involving a crab 

crawling along the sea bottom. A crab suspended from above brought about 

a new and heretofore unfamiliar configuration in which the crab was not per- 

ceived as such. Lastly the theories of 1 olman are considered, theories which 

are based on the gestalt principle 

Considering the paper as-@ whole, Russell has made a very excellent at- 

tempt at summing up a-vast and divergent literature upon a subject which 

Lashley considers tobe in a state of confusion. As a result of this con- 

densation many-theories appear absurd or unreasonable which would doubtless 

be more convincing if dealt with at greater length by their respective authors. 

The review should prove a valuable reference-source for biologists interested 

inthe psychological interpretation of animal learning. 

D.C. G. MacKay 
UNIVERSITY OF CHIcaco 

‘ Ecotocy oF JACKRABBITS * 

{ This publication exhibits the physical form of a technical bulletin but / 

‘ carries the mental atmosphere of an ecological monograph. Barring such 

books as Stoddard’s “ Bobwhite” and Friedman’s “ Cowbirds,” few recent 

works have described a single species (or, in this case, a pair of species) from 

so many and such diverse angles. 

The Biological Survey’s “ Outline for Mammalian Life Histories” evi- 

dently furnishes the framework for the text, but the writers have somehow 

clothed its dry bones with living tissue. Few pages will escape the reader’s 

pencil, checking some noteworthy new viewpoint or new fact. The treatment 
is quantitative in a sense quite beyond the usual weighing of stomach con- 

tents. Ratios, indices, densities, and frequencies, as well as averages, abound. 

One has the impression that enough mental tools have been assembled to build ~ 

a much larger structure, which will, I hope, be forthcoming. 

It is fitting that such a work should end with no ‘ conclusion’ to settle the 

moot problems of rabbit and predator control. Poisoning is granted no abso- 

lution. Neither is there any dogma of letting nature alone. Control is 

viewed.as a local problem. ‘‘ Man can never destroy the balance (of nature), 

any more than he can prevent the conservation of energy. The new balance 

may be more to his liking, or it may be extremely harmful to him. It is man’s 

job to understand the balance well enough to be sure, when he changes it, that 

the new . . . will be to his advantage.” While the authors repeatedly assert 

1 Vorhies, C. T., and W. P. Taylor. 1933. The life history and ecology of jack 

rabbits in relation to grazing in Arizona. Univ. Arizona Tech. Bull. No. 49, Tucson.
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that their viewpoint but mirrors the Biological Survey's official policy, one 

cannot suppress the thought that it unduly flatters its actual field practice. 
. One gathers a clearer picture of Arizona, as well as of jackrabbits, from 

this work. Particularly impressive is the evidence of a neo-tropical ecology 

as indicated by yearlong breeding and the absence of cycles. The authors 
have likewise augmented the growing array of evidence that overgrazing by 

livestock lies at the root of most of the ecological retrogressions so far suf- 

fered by the biota of this teeming ‘ desert.’ 

No student could approach a subject from so many angles without some 
exhibiting weakness: in this case it seems to me the section on parasites and 
diseases. As in the case of many older investigations, the emphasis is on gross 
pathology, with no avowed realization that bacterial and virus diseases may 

play a coordinate or even greater réle, a probability which should not go un- 
acknowledged because it remains unexplored. The biological Survey's own 

work on the bacterial diseases of rabbits (Green), is not cited. This ‘ blind 
spot’ may likewise explain the (to me) uncalled-for disparagement (on p. 

555) of the findings of the Matamek Conference on disease cycles. 
Be this as it may, Vorhies and Taylor have made a large and welcome 

contribution to desert ecology, and have laid one more foundation stone for 

southwestern conservation. 
Apo LEropoLp 

University or Wisconsin 

Backcrounps or Brora * 

Tn dealing with distribution and succession of major faunas and floras, as 

well as in tracing the development of environments and habitats, the ecologist 
must use geological data. For some of these, he may consult sources; for 

many (and especially, for viewpoints and syntheses) he must use summaries 

which are, or approximate, textbooks. 

Schuchert and Dunbar provide much information of a thoroughly modern 
nature. Organizing even historical chapters about principles, they both trace 

the evolution of the earth’s surface and stress the underlying factors. They 
treat relief, climates and drainage systems. By good illustrations, many of 
which are new, they link both life forms and faunas with changing conditions. 
Plants receive less attention, but for them an adequate review may be found 
in Seward’s “ Plant Life through the Ages.” Ecologists in doubt about 
geologists’ methods will find these well developed. 

1 Schuchert, Charles, and Carl O. Dunbar. 1933. Textbook of Geology, part II. 

Historical Geology, 3d edition. Pp. vii+ 551, 332 figs. John Wiley and Sons, New 

York. $4.00. 
Moore, Raymond C. 1933. Historical Geology. Pp. xiii+ 673, 413 figs. Mc- 

Graw-Hill Book Company, New York. $4.00. 
Field, Richard M. 1933. The Principles of Historical Geology from the Regional 

Point of View. Pp. xii-+- 283, 108 figs. Princeton University Press, Princeton. $3.50.
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teries, is fastened to one end of each wire and then pinched onto a post ! 

of the battery. The other end of each wire is fastened to a plug that | 

fits onto the prongs of the lantern that conduct the electric current to | 

the light globe. It is important that the wires be large enough and short 

so the resistance to the electric current will not be so great as to use 

up the juice and wear out the battery too rapidly. The wires should 

be just long enough to reach from the battery to the lantern. It took | 

some time and experimentation to work out these details satisfactorily. 

One of the greatest values of this whole ECW-CCC program is the | 

education of these men in forestry matters, and it is up to those who 

know forestry to do the educational work. The work these CCC boys 

are doing is important in itself, but let us not forget that the educational 

~ and recreational features are important too. These boys properly in- | 

structed in simple forestry activities will carry the knowledge to the | 

people at large. If we fail in our part, a great opportunity has been lost, 

and the cause of forestry will suffer. But if we make full use of this 

opportunity, the cause of forestry, and hence the welfare of the country 

as a whole, will be greatly enhanced. a 
csi Saiepiiainam mean tt ea 

eA@O(JOr? 

GAME AS A LAND CROP IN THE CENTRAL STATES 

4 Apo Leovoip, Proressor or GAME MANAGEMENT, COLLEGE OF 

Aaricutrurr, UNtversrry or Wisconstn, MApison 

) j eee 

THE LAST DECADE has seen the emergence of a new land cropping tech- 

nique called game management. We can now produce by slight altera- 

tions in the many environments offered by this region, certain species 

of wild game appropriate to each. The cost, risk, yield and value vary 

as in other crops. Game differs from other crops, however, in six 

respects: ° 

1. Value is determined by esthetics as well as utility. 

2. Value inheres in the harvesting rather than the harvest. 

3. ‘The landholder is not the owner but the custodian. 

4.. In certain migratory species the crop has a continental rather 

than local dispersion. 

5. Certain “weeds” involved in game cropping have economic and 

esthetic values of their own which must be respected. 

( 6. The lowest costs occur when game cropping is incidental to 

‘other operations, i. ¢., agriculture or forestry. 
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The problem confronting us today is this: how and by whom can 

the new technique be applied to actual land, with due regard for the 
peculiarities mentioned ? 

GAME CROPPING ON PRIVATE LANDS 

Most states still persist in the fallacy that farm game, if planted 
and policed by the state, will grow itself without the participation of the 
private owner who furnishes the range and hence determines its habit- 
ability. Game officials admit privately that this old idea is obsolete but 

their public policies remain in status quo ante. Except in Iowa there 

has been no clear official public admission that the state cannot crop 
game ; that all it can do is help the farmer to crop it. Except in Iowa 
(and to a lesser extent in Michigan and Wisconsin) there has been no 

revamping of state policies to this end. 

The reason is clear: game officials hesitate to face the hunter’s dis- 

taste for farmer controlled shooting privileges. I suppose the transaction 

must actually be completed before game officials admit it is under way. 

This is too bad because such changes need guidance. he agricultural 
colleges, who have no need to be popular with sportsmen, have the oppor- 

tunity to supply it. 

This lag in revamping state policy has many unfortunate conse- 

quences unsuspected by the layman. For example, game cropping tech- 
nique for farmers needs research. Game departments have no funds for 

research ; all the money is needed for wardens and game farms. The  ‘ 

less farmer participation is available, the more wardens and game farms 

are needed. Thus we have the sad spectacle of one obsolete idea chas- 

ing another around a closed circle, while opportunity goes begging. + 

What can foresters do to break the deadlock? First, urge the states 

to get and use a technical game personnel. Second, modify their own 

farm forestry programs so as to call for game cover and food as well as 

"saw logs and fence posts. Third, get the sportsmen to help lighten the 
tax status of the farm woodlot. Fourth, develop the rudiments of shrub, 
weed and grass “silviculture” on farms. There is an enormous hiatus 

here in our ecological knowledge, which neither foresters nor agronomists 

have so far deigned to notice, but which I daresay will one day be just 

as important as the mathematics of jack-pine yield tables. For instance, 

what easily propagated shrub has game cover value, grazing resistance, 

and erosion rootage for southwestern Wisconsin pastures? What soils 
will carry it? This is one of a thousand farm questions dealing with 

non-saw log vegetation to which we have paid no attention. The “worst 
first” fallacy applies to managing as well as buying land. \ 
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What is the silviculture of ironwood for grouse? Those of you 

who are read at all on ornithology, know that for ruffed grouse, ironwood 

is the most valuable species for budding. If we can regulate white pine, 

white oak and all saw timber trees by judicious use of the axe, by the 

knowledge of ecology of these plants, why can’t we regulate ironwood to 
increase the game yield of a woodlot? 

WINTER GAME COVER AND FOOD PROBLEMS 

Are thorns or evergreen foliage the best and cheapest way to provide 

winter cover for game? Ninety-five per cent of such little game cover 

as we have remaining in the prairie states is good for all of the year ex- 

cept those two weeks when the January or February blizzard comes along, 

at which time it is not habitable by reason of the absence of little spots 
of vegetation dense enough to carry the birds through the critical two 
weeks. We know that a little spot of evergreens is one way to make the 
average hazel brush patch carry quail. A grape vine tangle or a thicket 
of thorny material evidently serves the same purpose. ‘There is a lot of 

weighing to be done there as to which of these two alternatives is the ; 
most feasible on a given farm in a given state on a given soil with a 

given amount of money, labor and other tools to work with. Nobody 
has paid any attention to those things. 

What is the best plant for winter green food in food patches in these 
central states—clovers, sheep sorrel or fall grains? We know we have 

three ways to get winter greens. One is to plant alfalfa and sweet clover. 
Another way is to plant rye, wheat or other stuff that comes up in the 

fall, and they eagerly eat the leaves during the winter. It has recently 

been discovered in Wisconsin that the ordinary weed known as sheep 

sorrel is also valuable. Nobody knows which of these three things is the 

best. If we are going to perfect game management to anything like our 

technique in silviculture, we have got to know not only what could be 

done, but which of the various things that could be done is the best. 

No such comparisons have ever been made. 

Do leguminous trees such as the locust inoculate soil for clover and 

alfalfa and other foods? There may be agricultural professors some- 

where that can answer that. I can’t. As a matter of fact, our technique 
in building game food and cover would be very greatly affected by that 

kind of question because you have numerous soils where clovers would 

be excluded because of the high cost of liming those soils. Tf you can 

accomplish the same result by putting on some locusts, that is another 
story, and might be entirely feasible. 

Here is one that may shock you. Is light burning a feasible means 
for propagating climbing buckwheat, ragweed, and so forth? It is a 
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conspicuous fact that in the marshes of central Wisconsin a large per 

centage of the food supply of the most valuable game bird in that region, 

the prairie chicken, grows in the wake of little light fires that happen 

to spread where a farmer has burned brush. I saw the other day a marsh 
where a little insignificant fire had made little spots in the edge of an 

alder thicket, and there was a perfectly incredible growth of false climb- 

ing buckwheat. This bears a tremendous quantity of a little triangular | 
seed that looks just like buckwheat. Nothing could be more ideal game 
food, because you could have 6 feet of snow without covering up all of 

that buckwheat. It stays in good condition all winter and it is an ideal 

game food plant. 

We need a technique for the artificial inducement of those growths. 

GAME CROPPING ON PUBLIC LANDS 

Since the beginning of conservation history we have heard that “the 

forest is the home of the game,” but I am still looking for a public forest 
in this region with a game management program visible on the ground. 
I did see one in Michigan, so there must be at least one other forester 
who believes that the forest-game relation is not quite as automatic as a 

slot machine: put in a tree and out pops a grouse or a deer. 

Game management on existing public forests I will pass up for lack 

of time. TI will discuss the even more pressing problem of what beside 

trees to raise on the “new public domain” which is being dumped into 

the public lap by tax-delinquency and reversion. 

We hear a rising flood of conversation about state forests, county © 

forests, and public shooting grounds on such lands. The invariable im- 

plication is that they must be either the one or the other, and that they 

must be free. Why can’t they be both and pay their upkeep, or part of 

it, by charging recreational users at the gate? 

There is a basic fallacy in exclusive dedications of public lands other 

than parks. Veach of Michigan has recently reémphasized the jumble of 

soils and sites which comprises the average square mile, especially in the 

glaciated region. No two forties may find an identical highest use, 
much less any two townships. Why clap on them an exclusive name, 
such as forest or shooting ground, which pretends otherwise? Why not 

have conservation districts, and let each forty grow what it is fitted to 
grow? 

As for free public use, it is idle to hope for an indefinite increase 
in state conservation funds. The lands we now administer free are but 
a pin point. Why not face reality and put new projects on a pay-at-the- 

gate basis for the use of all their resources? Is a fee public conserva- 
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Central States Forestry Congress, 
Proceedings of Fourth Anmal Confer- 
ence, Sept. 21-23, 1933, Chicago 

‘ fi 
‘ion district any more repugnant to the Daniel Boone tradition than a fee 
Wublic golf course ? 

I believe there are good opportunities for such partially self-sustain- 
ing conservation districts on: 

1. The lake states sand plains suitable for prairie chickens, fur, 
fish, waterfowl, timber and deer. 

%. The Ozark-Ohio river hills suitable for quail, turkey and timber. 
3. Drained marshes which can be reflooded for waterfowl, fishing, 

fur and watershed purposes. 4 
There are plenty of tax reversions on all three types of ground. 

All are near enough to population centers to make their wild life as well 
as their timber marketable. On the first two types the main item of cost 
in game management would be food patches. ‘These might I think be 
obtained free on a share cropping basis. 

olor 

THE NEED OF NATURE SANCTUARIES IN STATE AND FEDERAL 
FORESTS FOR PURPOSES OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

Victor E. SHetrorp, Proressor or ZooLocy, DEpartMENT or ZooLoey, 
4 University or Inninois, UrBana ‘ 

(Read by Leo R. Tehon, Botanist, 
1 Lilinois Natural History Survey) 

Tur Ecotoarcar Socmry ov AMERICA has developed a plan for the 
setting aside of areas within parks and forest which will be left entirely 
alone as regards both plants and animals. Following the suggestion 
afforded by the European reservation of a similar character, these pro- 
posed reservations have been referred to as “nature sanctuaries.” 

Complete understanding of forest problems can be had only when 
practically all the animals native to a given forest are present. Many 
foresters believe that it would be better for the forest to have an 
abundance of carnivores, bear, ete. Objections to this seemed to be con- 
nected principally with second growth timber and with certain problems 
that arise in reforestation. Usually where foresters object to animals 
there is an abundance of herbivores, deer, elk, ete., and no large car- : 
nivores. 

The natural biotie community is an assemblage of organisms—a 
\\living thing which after a period of stress will never be exactly the 
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Bailey, Vernon. Cave Lirn or Kentucky, Marnuy 1n THe Mammotu Cave Ruaron. 

The University Press, Notre Dame, Indiana; pp. 256, figs. 8, 1938. (Reprinted from 

the American Midland Naturalist, vol. 14, no. 5, pp. 385-635, 1933.) 
This handy little volume provides an authoritative and timely guide to the animal 

life of Mammoth Cave and its immediate vicinity. The mammal part of the report 
occupies 53 pages, with 13 illustrations,.Yorty-five species are treated in Mr. Bailey’s 

pleasing style, with emphasis primarily on the habits of the animals. The 12 species 

of bats known from the region are given somewhat fuller treatment than the other 

mammals, and there isa key to the species, all of which should prove helpful to visitors 

desiring to learn-to know these interesting cave dwellers. 
The value’of the book is greatly enhanced by a chapter on “Some of the Birds of 

the Marimoth Cave Region’? (112 pages, 95 species, 60 figures) by Florence Merriam 
Bailey, and by shorter papers on the fishes, the reptiles, and the amphibians by Mr. 

_~ Bailey, and on the invertebrates, by Leonard Giovannoli.—Arraur H. Hower.. 

C Townsend, M. T., and M. W. Smith. Wuitn-raILED DEER OF THE ADIRONDACKS. 

| Bulletin of the Roosevelt Wild Life Experiment Station, vol. 6, no. 2, New York State ' 

College of Forestry, Syracuse, October, 1933. 
The white-tailed deer and the cottontail rabbit are two game species of which it may 

be said that they are important everywhere, but so far studied nowhere. Any new 
contribution to the ecology of either is, therefore, a welcome addition to the literature 

of conservation. 
This new bulletin on the white-tail appears in the sumptuous format usual to the 

Roosevelt bulletins. One is disappointed, however, after noting its wealth of illustra- 

tion and maps, to find no index. There is a good bibliography. 

Part I contains the summer field observation of the two authors during a three-year 
period, and includes some genuinely new material, including a description of the curious 

but as yet unexplained habit of “grubbing’’ by deer in search of rootlets, bulbs, or pos- 

sibly of chemical substances. The habit of eating algae is another newly observed pecu- 

liarity. 
Following the usual estimates of population density, the authors forge ahead of 

precedent and give us an analysis of the composition of the deer herd by sex and age 
classes. (It may be remarked here that most of the big game statistics so far in print 

are useless to the game manager because yearlings are not differentiated. The present 

authors have happily avoided this mistake.) 
; The winter habits of the deer are sketched briefly by compilation of previous authors, 

but it is notable that the western writers (such as Dixon, Hall, Locke, Robinson, Gold- 

man, Ligon, Musgrave), as well as the work of the Michigan Conservation Department 

(Lovejoy, Bartlett, and Stephenson) are ignored. The western work, of course, has 
dealt principally with species other than the white-tail, but is nevertheless pertinent 

to the subject in hand. 
The concluding chapter, by Charles J. Spiker, covering winter observations in the 

Adirondack region, shows a somewhat surer touch. Spiker analyzes winter mortality 

by sex and age, and throws new light on the sequence in which the various sex and age 

classes succumb to adverse winter conditions. He describes a healthy buck that was 
unable to arise from smooth ice and hence had perished—a form of accident hitherto 

unknown to me. He apparently disagrees with Townsend and Smith on the compara- 

tive palatability of conifers, especially on the question of whether balsam is an emer- 
gency or staple winter browse. A number of alleged deaths from pneumonia in deer 

yards are passed over without a guess as to what might have caused the pneumonia. 
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This is regrettable, because it has been current talk among game managers for several 4 

years that the pneumonic condition in deer may be induced by parasites, food poisoning, i 
or other causes. i 

In general, I am left with the impression that here is a valuable piece of work which i 

all game managers must keep at hand for ready reference, but it carries an air of intel- ge 
lectual isolation which should not obtain in so firmly-rooted an institution as the Roose- a 

velt Station—Atpo Lzoponp. 4 

— } 
is 

Amscuiur, Woureana. Uber das Vorkommen der letzten Wisente im Kauskasus und i 

in der Mongolei. Ziichtungskunde, vol. 5, no. 4, pp. 157-160, figs. 3. April, 1 
1930. 4 

Anverson, C, The skull of Sthenurus occidentalis Glauert. Records Australian Mus., g 

vol. 18, no. 7, pp. 383-387, figs. 1-6, pls. 45, 46. June 21, 1932. 5 

Anprews, Roy Cuapman. The fate of the rash Platybelodon. Nat. Hist., New York, r 

vol. 31, no. 2, pp. 115-128, figs. 18. March-April, 1931. i 
(Anonymous.) Australia’s only big game. Migratory buffalo. Field, London, vol. Hi 

161, no. 4184, p. 413, illus. March 4, 1933. t 
Antuony, R. La théorie dentaire de la “multituberculie.” Revue anthropologique, a 

Paris, année 43, nos. 1-3, pp. 95-101. January-March, 1933. a 

Arampoura, OC. Révision des ours fossiles de l’Afrique du Nord. Ann. Mus. d’Hist. i] 
Nat. Marseille, vol. 25, pp. 249-299, pls. 1-6. 1933. } 

[Aytmmr], E.A, Muntiacus lacrymans, the barking deer or muntjac. Hong Kong Nat., A 

vol. 3, no. 1, pp. 69-70, pls. 12, 18. March, 1932. q 
Barctay, Enaar N. The lechwe of South-Central Africa. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., 

London, ser. 10, vol. 11, no. 63, pp. 334-339. March, 19338. (Kobus leche Gray i 
=K. smithemani Lydk., K. robertsi Roths.) 

Brncutey, Bette J. Mbongo and Ngagi. Two gorillas who live far from their native ; 

mountains. Nature Mag., vol. 21, no. 5, pp. 217-222, illus. May, 1933. 
Benson, Sera B. Description of a race of the Mexican vole, Microtus mexicanus, from 

southeastern Utah. Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, vol. 47, pp. 49-50. February 
9, 1934. (New: Microtus mexicanus navaho.) 

Brrutoz, J. L’élevage et l’hybridation du bison au Canada. Bull. Soc. Nat. Acclimat. } 

France, vol. 80, no. 2, pp. 47-53. February, 1933. i 
Brmrens dE Haan, J. A. Die Baukunst eines niederen Affen (Cebus hypoleucus Humb.). 4 

. Tijdschr. Nederland. Dierk. Vereen, vol. 2, no. 1, pp. 28-27, pl. 1. 1930. s 

———. Uber das sogenannte “Waschen” des Waschbiiren (Procyon lotor), nebst i 
einigen Bemerkungen tiber die Formen und die Bedeutung der tierischen Spiele. 

Biol. Zentralbl., vol. 52, no. 6, pp. 329-343. 1932. 

Breauxe, R. Anatomical studies, no. 37: On a hybrid duiker. Union 8. Africa, Dept. ; 

Agric., Dir. Vet. Serv. and Animal Indust. Rept., no. 18, pt. 2, pp. 1093-1094, a 
fig. 1. August, 1932. di 

Brruua, A. A preliminary report on the rodents from the Quaternary deposits of } 

Crimea. Comptes Rendus Acad. Sci. URSS, ser. A, 1930, no. 23, pp. 617-622, é 
1930. (In Russian.) yi 

Bopz, Francis D. Characters useful in determining the position of individual teeth é 
in the permanent cheek-tooth series of merychippine horses. Bull. Geol. Soc. 3 

America, vol. 43, no. 1, pp. 287-288. March, 1932. (Abstract.) % 

———.. Anchitheriine horses from the Merychippus zone, North Coalinga District, 4 

California. Bull. Geol. Soc. America, vol. 44, no. 1, p. 219. February 28, 1933. i‘ 
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i Being the adventures of a farmer and a sportsman who produced their own shooting ground 

By ALDO LEOPOLD and REUBEN PAULSON 

HE senior author of this narrative spcrtsmen and farmers must be based on vate donation, to chalk up to the credit 

is a sportsman who had grown personal confidence, and nobody can of its restocking program. 
tired of asking suspicious farmers have that if the crowd is so large as to We of the cooperative are no more 

for permission to hunt, hike or need identification tickets. We of the interested in pheasants than in other 

train dogs on gameless farms. The junior cooperative can name any other member game, and still less in shooting pheasants 

author is a farmer who had grown tired across the marsh by noting the decrep- recently let out of a coop. Be it noted, 

of spending his Sundays ejecting miscel-  itude of his particular hunting coat, or however, that the new law restricts shoot- 

laneous unpermitted “rabbit hunters” by watching the gait or ear-floppings of ing to three-quarters of the number re- 

from his quail coverts. his particular dog. leased, not to three-quarters of the iden- 
Like other outdoorsmen, both of us Now it so happens that in that same tical birds released. We saw in this a 

had listened patiently to the fair words winter of our discontent, when the first chance to build up a wild population and 
of the prophets of conserva- to do our shooting on these wild birds, 
tion, predicting the early res- ee releasing sufficient tame ones to satisfy 

toration of outdoor Wiscon- S: the requirements of the law. 

sin. We both had_ noticed, we ; Therefore, we took out a shooting- 

though, that as prophecies be- ii Where pheasants were reserve _ license, 

cae thicker and thicker open |... oh pte iuctto= How 0 Preserve Boundary cieeed the seven 
seasons for hunting became iti) member farms, and 

shorter and shorter, and wild Pars ES 78 3 ie released  twenty- 
life scarcer and Sr i five pen-raised 
scarcer. CS fis ee Jee phesdaale as a 

Three years ago, SEES Ed) ‘e Soi starter. None of 

when we first met, “Hee han LES us shot them, or 

to flush a rabbit Marsh cover NL Dispersion of as? wanted to, but we 

was the biggest ad- eee “Artificialss 38" all had a lot of fun 

venture one might Nios Ee that first winter 

hope to fall upon - Ra 8) os Je maintaining feed- 

in a day's hike on YY J eh ing stations “for 

the Paulson farm. EEE 7 YY SI//f the succour of said 
One snowy Sun- ON pipe pee ahaa beasts,” and, to be 

day, when we were 6 YK LL Ee Where ABC honest, for the 
bemoaning this i QML. purpose of holding 

scarcity of living How @Refuge confines shootingon \ |* fo LIEN, them on our 
things on the land, 4 Sonn semen aN, grounds. It was a 

there came to us an artificially stocked preserve to Wmeiaiiene mild winter, and 
jointly a flickering wild birds. EOE Tir ate these “tame” 
recollection of that me He, pheasants soon 
first theorem of so- RILEY GAME COOPERATIVE a ey grew too big and 

cial justice: The RILEY,WISCONSIN. ee wild to be in need 

Lord helps those Pe of much “succour.” 

who help them- Sia It was, however, 

selves. Whereupon the patronage ex- 

was born the “Riley Game Cooperative.” theorem of social justice was revealed to tended to our feeding stations by non- 

Riley, be it known, is a flag-station us, some senator or assemblyman like- shootable game which made them fun. 

and a post-office near the Paulson farm. wise saw the burning bush. We admit Paulson had planted soy-beans under his 

This definition of Riley is meticulously that legislators seldom do this, either in silage corn. An aftermath of these beans 

and literally correct. Wisconsin or elsewhere, but this one did. had matured after the corn harvest. At 

The term “game cooperative” was not There emerged, as out of a cloud, allduly the very first heavy snow these soy- 

quite so accurate. It was a “cooperative,” enacted, the “Wisconsin Shooting Pre- beans drew, out of nowhere, a pack of 

all right, with one farmer and one sports- serve Law,” which declared that citizens forty big, husky prairie chickens. No 

man constituting its then membership. who owned or controlled land and chicken had been seen on the Paulson 

But it was more than “game,” both of planted pheasants thereon might shoot, farm for a decade. 
us contributing to the enterprise an in- when duly licensed, three-quarters of the 

curable interest in all wild things, great number planted, during an all-fall open eee out of nowhere came a 

and small, shootable and non-shootable. season, provided there be affixed to the covey of quail. They tried to estab- 

However, we both had an eye cocked on leg of each pheasant so shot a non- lish legal residence at one of the pheasant 

the future, and decided to title only the reusable metal tag, to be issued by the stations, but it was soon evident, from the 

main issue. Conservation Commission, etc. Further- lawsuits recorded in the snow, that the 
Paulson gathered unto himself six more, the law prohibited trespass by pheasants disputed their emigration pa- 

contiguous neighbors. Leopold gathered other citizens on the premises so licensed. pers, and not always by peaceable means. 

up five Madison sportsmen, all mutual The law specifies pheasants, because So we promptly erected an additional 

friends and of the sort whose game these can be raised artificially; and when station for the quail, and henceforth 

pockets contain no quail feathers in they are counted out of the coop by the each species stayed in its own bailiwick. 
pheasant season. Then we moved that local game warden, the state knows what Before the winter was over a second 
the nominations be closed. The idea is three-quarters is. The state gets the quail covey, doubtless starved out of 

,> <4. that any enduring relationship between other quarter “on the hoof,” as a pri- some near-by farm, appeared and waxed 
/ 
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Helping Ourselves 

fat at our expense. Only it shouldn’t be year’s plantings. It was these wild birds ber or his wife raises pheasants, he or 

called expense—none of us for years that we hunted when our season opened she is to be paid, by the town members 

had so enjoyed our winter Sundays. As in October. By late fall the “artificials” jointly, for each pheasant counted out 

for rabbits, every one within a mile of had gone wild and spread, by slow de- by the warden, half the game-farm price. 

. our boundaries promptly applied for grees, off the refuge, and we probably When a farm member leaves grain for j 

membership in the corn supply of the shot some of them, but at no time had a feeding station, he is to be paid, by 

* Riley Cooperative, and when winter was we cither the desire or the opportunity the town members jointly, half its 

over they stayed to set up housekeeping. to shoot an immature or tame pheasant. market value. All this proceeds on the 

Our refuge automatically prevents it. theory that about half the “keep” of a 

ie was a pleasant thing that first spring, The sketch map on the opposite page game crop is the land on which it ranges, 

as we strolled over these formerly shows how this refuge works. which land the farm member is furnish- 

gameless farms, to hear quail whistling At this writing, our stock of game _ ing free. 

in every fence-row and pheasant cocks compares with the three preceding years All shooting privileges are pooled and | 

crowing all over the Sugar Creek marsh. as follows: equally divided among those members 

We estimated that our first six months Hi who wish to shoot. Some of the farmers 

of operation had netted us a respectable Nov. 1930 | Nov. | Nov. | Nov. do not care to shoot, but they are none 

pheasant population (some strayed to pe nen) tet) nee | tea the less enthusiastic members of the 

the “public domain,” as predicted by the Gua) “ts | 30 90 | iso Cooperative, by reason of the pleasure | 

law) plus an unearned increment of Praitie Chickens none} 40 60 30 they derive from seeing the game, the 
* i ‘ : = (winter only) s. : 2 | 

thirty quail, plus bunnies ad infinitum. Rabbits (estimate) 50 | 100 | 125 | 125 insect-control services rendered them by | 

Our chickens left us for parts unknown Total head 65 | 195 | 375 | 430 the game, and the protection from ir- 

after the last snow had melted, but we ~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~~~,~_- responsible trespassers derived from the 

knew that they would be back. Our main loss of pheasants was due posting of the preserve. Nor should it 

Tt was now time to do our stuff under _ to birds flying off the preserve when shot be forgotten that the state is likewise a 

the preserve law. Buying grown pheas- at. In 1932 we killed twenty-five, but beneficiary. Its tangible reward is the 

ants at $2.50 each was too expensive; doubtless lost twice that number from $10 we pay the Conservation Depart- 

so we bought 150 eggs, and Mrs. Paul- scattering. Last year we seem to have ment for a preserve license, plus at least ) 

son hatched them under hens. When the partly overcome this by more refuges, fifty unshot pheasants, worth $2 apiece, ) 

game warden came around in August, he more feeding stations, and postponing which have spread over the country. Its 

counted 70 half-grown birds, which had _ the shooting till November and Decem- intangible reward is the manifold increase f 

the free run of the orchard but returned ber. At this season the outside range is we have brought about in the quail and } 

to roost in the brooder-coop with their bare and unfed, and hence less attrac- song birds which use our feeding stations 

foster-mothers. This count entitled us tive to the birds. and coverts. We of the Cooperative have 

to 53 shooting tags (three-quarters of Feeding is our main bid for perma- likewise decreased by twelve men that 

70), plus those unused last year. These nent residence. We have had no luck growing army of shooters who have no 

tags are equally distributed among all with food-patches because our farmers place to shoot and nothing to shoot at. 

our members who care to shoot, includ- turn their hogs loose in the fall, and they 

ing farm members. make short work of any grain left stand- S° far we have found it unnecessary to 

At this point we hear our sporting ing. However, a dozen lean-to shelters, control any predators except cats. We 

readers emit a loud snort at the prospect built of poles and thatched with marsh encourage local trappers to trim down 

4 of shooting these half-tame “artificials.” hay and each containing a hopper or a our foxes and minks, but select those 

Just a minute, please. These tame hen- wire crib, are on duty all winter as feed- individuals whom we think can be 

raised birds were all headquartered near jing stations. A hundred-yard circle trusted to let feathers alone. We have 

4 the farmhouse, around which we blocked around each feeding shelter is closed to horned owls and red-tailed hawks, but 

off an 80-acre refuge on which no shoot- shooting. there is no evidence that they are get- 

ing is allowed. Outside this refuge, ever We settled, by a tribal moot held under _ ting birds. Our abundant rabbits seem to 

since the corn was cut last fall, we had Paulson’s oak tree, the financial relations serve as buffers. Skunks are plentiful, but 

been training our dogs on several coveys of town and farm members. All costs are their droppings in summer are a solid 

of big wild birds, the progeny of last to be shared equally. When a farm mem- mass of June- (Continued on page 56) 

One of these scarlet-jowled white-collared cocks is enough flavoring for any day afield 
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HELPING OURSELVES 

(Continued from page 33) 

bug wings. Hence our farmers, whose 
pastures suffer from the grubs, want the 
skunks left undisturbed until actual nest- 
robbing becomes evident. 

As our bird stock builds up, the predator 
situation may change, but we will molest 
no predators until they molest us. If and} 
when we take measures against them, it{ 
will be with genuine regret. It is pleasant} 

. to hear the owls hoot as we tramp carward 
from a day’s hunting, and on winter San 
days the fox tracks in the snow add inter- 
est to our rounds of the feeding stations. 

During the years we have shot over our 
preserve, the total of pheasants killed 
has never reached half of the number we 
were entitled to shoot. The birds killed 
were nearly all cocks, although our own 
rules allow one hen for each two cocks. 
Nobody has killed more than one bird in 
a day, although perfectly free to shoot 
his whole quota. All this goes to prove 
the astonishing conservatism of the “blood- 
thirsty” hunter once he begins to feel a 
proprietary interest in the future game 
crop of a particular piece of land. 

To kill one’s first cock on one’s own 
grounds is a memorable experience. This 
cock, according to the trail unraveled by 
the spaniel pup and the food later found 
in his crop, had breakfasted in the corn- 
field and then repaired to a willow-bush 
in the marsh to repose in the mild October 
sun, Was this a “tame” pheasant? Not 
very. He hurtled out of that willow-bush, 
in all his bronze and violet glory, like 
some indignant Genghis Khan disturbed 
at his nap, the marsh resounding to his 
profane cacklings and the great tattoo of 
his broad, strong wings. It took both bar- 
rels before he collapsed into the marsh, 
and when the pup proudly emerged from 
the grass bearing his limp and shining 
burden you could see only his eyes and 
paws. The rest was all pheasant. One of 
these big, wild scarlet-jowled white-col- 
lared cocks is enough flavoring for any 
Sunday afield. 
We want other farmer-sportsman 

groups to set up game production around 
our boundaries. This cooperative idea has 
all outdoors to spread in. We have not so 
far been accused of monopolizing shooting 
privileges, but we will be; and when we 
are accused, this will be our answer : 

“There are 12,000,000 acres of farmland 
in southern Wisconsin, capable of carry- | 

ing at least 6,000,000 game birds, of which 

2,000,000 to 3,000,000 could safely be shot 

annually, if and when they are brought 

into existence. There are possibly 100,000 | 

shooters on this area, which means that 

each could shoot 20 to 30 birds per year, 

if and when the farmers and sportsmen 

will get together, under shooting-preserve 

licenses or otherwise, and provide food 

and cover so that the birds can multiply. 

The state cannot provide food and cover. 

Farmers can. The Lord helps those who | 

help themselves.”



Reprinted from JourNAL oF Forestry 

Vol. XXXII, No. 7, October, 1934 

Notes on German Game Management, acreages, and the delegation of responsi- 
Chiefly in Bavaria and Baden. By bility for details, subject to state inspec- 
Ward Shepard. Senate Committee on tion, on large ones. Our present “farm 
Wild Life Resources, 1934. coéperatives” and “shooting preserve 

laws” seem to be taking us in this gen- 

Of the several documents so far ap- eral direction. ‘ 

pearing under the aegis of the Senate In the biology of ee, CRORD Ne: how- 

Committee, this is the briefest and most ©V°™ the Germans Caer ee ee ports 
. . er, the most striking of which is their ex- 

valuable. It is a digest of field observa- : i nS 
f ‘ perience with sex ratios in deer. Under a 

tions made by the author for the Biolog- : 3 ‘ 
{ buck-doe ratio of 1:6, the roe deer in the 
ical Survey and the Carl Schurz Founda- : id A 

. Ree. A Black Forest deteriorated in both weight 
tion, incidental to his study of German . ‘ 
k ‘ : and antlers, but under a revised ratio of 
forestry. It deals entirely with forest : : 

1H 1 md 1:1.5, supplemented by deliberate culling 
Piste i be Cee er Stee of inferior individuals, weights have in- 
PECSIIe meus gen tt Cduay YP) creased 20 per cent and antlers have im- 
analysis of farm game. With such a com- : i 

iy proved. Most American deer herds are 
es ere peck Aiea pve drifting toward low buck ratios. We 
p rounded’ picture of this thing called “cull” the best, rather than the worst. 
game management, which is done all over Vid ce conve 4 orice: wreceurion ote E 

Caan, eeu hs Amie measure the result? Yet no state, except 
ica, as a matter of ancestral habit. ee i ‘ 

ee perhaps Michigan, is doing so. Of our 
On state forests the hunting is done by several attempts to “study” deer, only one 

forest officers, hence the economic return oy two have even attempted to formulate 

from game crops comes only from the normal sex and age composition. for 
sale of meat, and is less than one per eer herds. 

cent of all forest revenues. On com- The deer food situation, in relation to 
munal and private lands, however, both population density and forest damage, 

the hunting and the meat are sold. Small throws a flood of light on our current 

holdings, in order to hunt, must pool problems. The pure-conifer silviculture 
their game and entrust its management to prevailing in Germany for a century has 
the commune. It is only on large private made artificial winter-feeding a universal 
estates that the owner shoots and manages necessity. Hardwood plantings, whether 

his own game, subject to state seasons for timber or for deer-browse, must be 

but not kill limits. fenced to survive, even under moderate 
In its net trend this system contravenes deer densities. Likewise clover meadows 

the usual assumption that “game in Ger- planted for deer must be fenced and can 
many is private property.” It seems to be opened only at intervals. Stripping of 
be very much public property, but is sprucebark by deer is a widespread 
managed for public revenue rather than trouble ascribed to unbalanced nutrition. 
for public recreation. On small holdings, Felled conifers of all species are prompt- 
at least, the public asserts its ownership ly stripped by deer. On the Kaibab or in 
almost to the exclusion of the private Jackson’s Hole we would call these symp- 

landowner. I see little for us to copy in toms of radical overstocking, but the 
German game economics except the com- moderate densities of the German herds 
ulsory pooling of management on small indicate that they are merely symptoms P y P s iS! y y 2ymup
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of unecologic forestry,—of single-track good for nothing else should, but will 
silviculture. The present strong trend to- not, ponder this lesson.) The private and 
ward mixed stands will eventually relieve communal districts of Bavaria yield one 
this situation, but has not yet done so, mammal per 36 acres and one bird per 
We have here simply one more instance 62 acres per year, whereas the Bavarian 
of the crying need for naturalism in con- state forests yield only one mammal per 
servation,—one more proof that the for- 100 acres, and one bird per 400 acres. 
ester with a single eye for sawlogs, or the The highest aggregate kill, as compared 
game manager with a single eye for fur with our forest states, arises not from 
or feathers, is an anachronism. In the high density, but from the absence of 
long run we shall learn that there is no blank areas, and from the high kill-ratio 
such thing as forestry, no such thing as per unit of population. That is to say, 
game management. The only reality is Bavaria gets a game crop because all 
an intelligent respect for, and adjustment the land is working and all the breeding 
to, the inherent tendency of land to pro- stock is productive. 
duce life. Of great import to us is the evident 

German predator policy, as described fact that German game biology is em- 
by Shepard, is refreshingly naturalistic. pirical, not scientific. Game managers 
Martens, otters, and eagles, long since ex- receive only routine training as foresters. 
tinct in all but our “backwoods” states, An effective and vital system of conserva- 

are not only suffered to exist, but are tion has been built, not upon a found- 
managed like the deer. Foxes, despite ation of research, but upon a foundation 
their depredations, are cropped in proper of experience. That system is of neces- 
density for fur. A vigilant bird-lover sity encrusted with the political and eco- 
group insists on the rational protection nomic barnacles of feudalism, but it de- 
of raptors, and the sportsmen, either out livers results, despite the handicap of a 
of intelligence or necessity, acquiesce. The man:land ratio vastly less favorable than 
culling function of predators seems to be ours. Is it a rosy dream to envisage the 
universally recognized as a biotic neces- ultimate emergence of an American sys- 
sity. Will this happy day come to Amer- tem, founded upon ecological science, un- 
ica before, or after, our magnificent pred- encumbered by too much history, utiliz- 
ators are gone? ing to the utmost our basic advantage of 

German game yields, as sketched by elbow-room, and so integrated with our | 
Shepard, are higher in private and com- sociology and economics as to perpetuate 
munal districts than in state forests. This indefinitely the opportunity for contact 
reflects the fact, so hard for American with natural beauty? It seems to me not 
conservationists to learn, that high -al- a dream, but a challenge. 
titudes and poor soils yield light crops, 
whether of corn, deer, or sawlogs. (Those Apo LEopo.p, 
who habitually relegate wild life to land University of Wisconsin. | 

/ 
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/ The Game Cycle---A Challenge To Science _ 
i By Aldo Leopold, Game Manager, University of Wisconsin 

INETEEN hundred thirty-four radiation, or “sunspots”. It is too early vancing frontier. 

N will go down in history for to pass on the validity of this theory. Just what animals are affected? J. 

something more than droughts, If I had to guess the “cause” of the have already mentioned all grouse, a! 

strikes, and blood-purges. It is a year cycle I would say the present evidence rabbits, and most fur-bearers north of $ 
of biological eclipse. Such eclipses favors disease, operating not alone, but the Lake States. Many northern rod- 

have occurred before, but this year, for in conjunction with a drop in the re- ents are affected, but some at least run 

the first time in history, we know that productive rate. King of Minnesota, ona different and shorter schedule. Let 
it is coming. Between 1933 and 1935 has now in press some startling evi- us now reverse the question: What 

perhaps half a billion grouse, rabbits, dence of such a drop. But what times species are exempt? None of the water- 
and fur-bearers will die or disappear in this whole stupendous process? What fowl, none of the horned mammals, and 
northern North America from causes mysterious force could simultaneously none of the quails, pheasants, or part- 

still largely mysterious. We will lose induce sickness and small broods in a_ ridges are known to be affected. There 
more game then was ever produced by score of species over half a continent? is some slight recent evidence, however, 
all the game\farms of the world. How? Evidence of some connection with some indicating a mild fluctuation, corres- 
‘Why? Has this thing happened before? aspect of solar radiation continues to ponding to the cycle in length of period 
Will it happen again? What kinds of pile up, but there is also contradictory but not in date, among southern quail. 

wild life are affected? Can it be con- evidence. These “sunspot” speculations There is fairly strong evidence that 

trolled—now or ever? These are ques- are merely that place in the long dark northern quail, where they come into 

tions which now challenge not only the cave of exploration where our candle actual contact with ruffed grouse, are 

scientist, but every layman-conserva- of knowledge goes out. affected and follow the regular northern 

tionist on the continent. I once claimed that the cycle hit schedule. There is incontrovertibie 
I can’t tell you what the cycle is be- everywhere at once, but IT am now not evidence that northern cottontails, in 

eause nobody knows. We know that a certain to just what degree all regions actual contact with grouse and snow- 

die-off comes about every 10 years: follow on identical schedule, The sever- shoe rabbits, go up and down with ther, 
1925, 1913, 1905, 1895. . . . Behind ity of the cycle is known to taper off but as one proceeds southward the die- 

that the traces grow dim, but that isno southward, there is little trace of it be- offs in cottontail become patchier, mild- 
sign cycles did not occur, there are peo- Jow the Lake States, but in the high- er, and more irregular in date until, in 
ple today, who, unaware of conditions mountains violent fluctuations extend the latitude of central Illinois, they fin- 
beyond their own narrow horizon, be- south to the Carolinas. But on what ally disappear. In 1927 the most 
lieve that when the grouse disappear schedule? Does the Carolina schedule southerly die-off in cottontails was on 
they have “moved out,” or “had a bad goincide with that for Canada? An an- the Kankakee. 

hatch”. There are records of local dis- swer might enable scientists either to In other words, the cottontails, and 
appearances of grouse as far back as  orroberate or reject the solar theory. possibly the quail, share in general the 
the Revolution, but we cannot be sure We sadly need dates of die-offs from the population behavior of their neighbors 
that these were cycles. Southern Appalachians and from the —which supports the conjecture that 

Each die-off is preceded by a period Rockies. This much we know: Sick- cycles somehow inhere in the environ- 

of abundance, or population peak. Thus ness hit the partridges and rabbits in ment rather than in the species. 
in Wisconsin in 1923 we had an abund- aj] the northern Wisconsin counties “at This raises the query: Does the non- 
ance of grouse and rabbits, but between the tick of the clock” in August and cyclic behavior of cottontails below Il- 
1924 and 1927 ruffed grouse fell off as September, 1933. Wallace Grange, a__linois hold good for the high Appalachi- 
much as 90 per cent, while snowshoe hpiyersity of Wisconsin investigator, is ans, or do cottontail fluctuations, like 

rabbits nearly disappeared. Prairie eeping accurate account of its spread those in ruffed grouse, extend south 
chickens and sharptails were affected, in that state. Since it normally requires along the high mountains? This is ob- 

but less severely. two or three years to complete the deci- viously a key question on which we 
We know that diseases occur at the mation, further and more severe mortal- need light, but have none. It offers a 

time of the die-off. Dr. Green of Min-  jty will presumably come during August virgin field of inquiry to southeastern 

nesota, has discovered at least two— and September this year. The remain- naturalists. 

tularemia and ulcerative enteritis. A ing 8 years of the decade will be re- Are cycles confined to North Amer- 

great variety of parasites also increase. quired again to build up the population ica, or are they circumpolar? Again 

It lately seems open to question, how- to the peak, or breaking point. we don’t know. The records of grouse 

ever, whether diseases alone are the sole We are frequently asked the ques- killed on the grouse moors of Scotland 

“cause” of the cycle. Even if they are, tion: Is the cycle something induced indicate a cycle, but shorter than ours. . 

it still remains to be explained why vast by civilization? Probably not. It is This would seem to destroy the solar 

regions are hit simultaneously. In certain, at least, that violent cycles oc- Tadiation theory, unless, as has been 
former die-offs, cold wet nesting weath-  cyy in the grouse, ptarmigan, and rab- suggested, the Scotch cycle is half of 

er was considered contributory. This its of the Canadian and Alaskan hint- OUrs—‘“double quick”, as it _ were. 

die-off, however, falls squarely upon a  yJands—these birds have never seen a ‘There aré cyclic diseases in Siberia, but 
period of unprecedented drouth, so I gyn; or-been within a hundred miles of nobody has had the time to run down 
need hardly say the wet weather idea diseased poultry. If the cycle is man- the literature and make scientific com- 

is now “out”. caused at all, it is so by reason of some Parison. I have questioned game man- 

There has been much talk of some influence, such as fire or disease, which ers from Continental Europe, and 
connection between the cycle and solar has jumped far ahead of the still-ad- (Continued on page 14)
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THE GAME CYCLE—A CHALLENGE] note that the upland game birds which we have not even begun to ponder why 

TO SCIENCE are least affected by the cycle—quail any particular species is abundant or 

a and pheasant—are the most subject to scarce. How a species maintains its 

(Continued from page 4) that limit of population density which population level is certainly not the 

find they have difficulty understanding) game managers call the “saturation least vital question in the great enigma 

what we mean by a cycle, so presw point”. Quail especially simply “refuse” of evolution, but it has received the 

ably they have none. In short, pa to tolerate a density greater than one least attention from science. 

of northern Eurasia have a cycle, bat bird per acre, and this limit is appar- As for conservation, the question of 

its extent, its timing, and its distriJu- ently about the same in all states, re- population levels is the very core of it. 

tion among species, as well as its réla- gardless of how ideal the food and Conservation is the control of popula- 

tion to our cycle, are all still obsewre. cover. Likewise, in such ideal food tion levels, to the end that we may not 

Elton at Oxford is studying cycles,/but and cover, the quail density seldom lose our opportunity for personal con- 

mostly in Canada. drops very far below saturation. On tact with natural beauty. Our ignor- 

Granted we do not know what the ideal grouse range, on the contrary, ance of the cycle means that we do not 

eycle is, what might it. be? Gtanted the fluctuations are if anything more yet know how wild life population levels 

we do not know how far back it goes violent than on poor range. Apparent- are determined. Yet the U. S. Govern- 

in history, is it likely or unlikely that ly the eycle and the saturation point ment, which js spending scores of mil- 

a species might change from a level to are two alternative modes of guarding lions on conservation projects this year, 

a bumpy population level? If civiliza- against over-population, but the mech- has one man actively engaged in cycle 

tion did not induce the cycle, does it anism of both is equally obscure. research, and he only part-time. The 

follow that it always took place and It is also worthy of note that the great scientific foundations and mu- 

that it will always continue? These cyclic grouse can subsist on buds and seums, which yearly send scientific ex- 

three questions possibly reach back to hence are usually incapable of starva- plorers to all the far corners of the 

one common question: Can a species tion, whereas the non-cyclie quail sub- earth, are not yet interested in this 

change from non-cyclic to cyclic behav- gist on seeds, and often die off in hard great tidal wave of death which every 

| iour without a change in its own make- winters. The cycle thus appears to be, decade sweeps their very dooryards. 

up? That is to say, can the same spe- jn/a certain sense, a substitute for star- The conservation foundations may have 

cies exhibit both stable and unstable yation as a mode of population control. heard of the cycle, but they have cer- 

population levels? ‘Also noteworthy is the fact that the tainly done nothing about it. 

The answer is yes. Chapman in Min-  eyclic birds are exceedingly difficult to So here we are on the verge of an 

nesota, and also Nicholson in Australia, propagate in confinement, while the epochal event, and only three scientific 

have demonstrated mathematically that pon-cyclie birds are comparatively easy. institutions have vouchsafed their men 

a slight change in the impact-point of ] suppose this means that grouse have so much as a piece of smoked glass. 

environmental forces such as natural an extreme susceptibility to disease, There are dozens of game managers 

enemies or disease, as related to the which is why they are hard to raise in and biologists who want to work on 

sex and age classes which make up a captivity, and why they have a cycle. the cycle, but they lack funds for field 

population, may throw it into violent Who can fit all these disjointed frag- studies and laboratory experiments. 

fluctuation, just as a slight change in ments of fact and fancy together into Our scant existing knowledge is partly 

rudder pressure may throw a plane into one unified picture, one comprehensive locked up for lack of publication. The 

a tailspin, or out again. Chapman, by and consistent theory of cycles? Cer- handful of men who have funds, got 

altering environment, induced actual tainly not I. Who is trying to do so? them by passing the hat. In short, the 

cycles in confined samples of laboratory To my intense regret, I am obliged to captains and the kings who officiate at 

insects. Apparently we must learn to answer: A mere handful of men. I scientific money-bags are not yet cycle- 

think of fluctuation, not as an abnormal said to begin with that 1934 is a year conscious. Another decade must go by 

population behavior, but as a thing all of biological eclipse, yet I know of only —another score of millions of conser- 

flesh is heir to, given the right set-up four scientists who are prepared to ob- vation funds must be spent blindfolded 

of environmental forces. serve the event, and learn something before the work of deciphering this 

These forces are constantly chang- from it. I ask you to contrast this great enigma can effectively begin. 

ing, so that the population level of any with the solar eclipse of 1933, when Thus, and not otherwise, does conserva- 

species, including ourselves, may go in- there was hardly standing room for the tion muddle through. 

to violent “vibration” at any time. It scientific expeditions. a 

is not unthinkable that the present The difference is one of education BUILD NEW LAKES 

world-wide /disturbances which we call among scientists. Since dawn of civil- SSS 

revolution, / depression, and real-politik jzation we have been learning to use Through the federal government with 

are the preliminary rumblings of Na- our imaginations about the movements its CCC Camps, Nebraska hopes to ob- 

ture over) an. unhealthy population- of stars, but it is only in the last two tain two new lakes. 

density. the machines whereby we decades that anybody has studied the Public spirited citizens of Hayes Cen- 

hope artifitially to maintain or increase yps and downs of animal populations. ter, recently donated the state 80 acres 

that density are really a contravention For two centuries science has been so of land and are negotiating for more. 

of ecological laws, nature is capable of pusy pasting labels on species that it Here, a dam will be built by one of 

sweeping/them into the discard with all has forgotten to study the animal itself. the CCC Camps operating under the 

the nonghalance of an advancing gla-~ geience has written tons of learned Forestry Service. 

cier. hat Ijam trying to say is that yolumes telling us the color, size and Another lake will be built on land 

the study of cycles may ultimately shape of every feather and every bone now owned by the Commission near 

throw jlight on sociology, as well @S jin each of a thousand species, and re- Ravenna. This lake will be about 20 

conservation. cording the distribution of each and acres in extent and is well wooded and 

In ths connection it is worthy of whether it is abundant or scarce, but should be a popular fishing resort.
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Game Cropping 

in Southern Wisconsin 

Game CONSERVATION during the past forty years 
has made one discovery: that the stupendous decline in 
game abundance has been brought about, not alone by 
the increase in gun powder, but also by the deterioration 
in food and cover. 

This is true in this degree: if you exclude gunpowder 
from a farm, but let the cows eat up all the cover, you 
have no game, whereas, if you limit gunpowder to the 
natural increase or surplus population, and exclude the 
cows from a few skillfully selected spots of food and 
cover, you have an abundance of game, and also other 
wild life, 

Game conservation, then, resolves itself into a ques- i 
tion of vegetation control. The game conservation move- 
ment, however, has so far equipped itself only for gun- 
powder control. Our system of wardens, game laws, 
and leagues is equipped to regulate conduct but not cows. | 
They are the husbandmen of plants who have mistaken | 
themselves for policemen. 7 

Yours is one of the few organizations dealing directly | 
with the public interest in plant life. A peculiar respon- 
sibility, therefore, attaches to what you say and do on 
questions of conservation policy. 

Nature-lovers are of two degrees of aspiration. Those 
of the lesser degree aspire to see conservation practiced 
on a system of public reservations: — parks, preserves, 
refuges, and the like. Conservation to them is a kind 
of public sacrifice, to be offered up for them vicariously 
by bureaus on certain public altars, in propitiation for 
the atrocities which are assumed to be unpreventable 
(or in any event prevail universally) on private or un- 
conserved land. 

Those of the greater degree insist that conseryation 
is not merely a thing to be enshrined in outdoor Mase. 
ums, but a way of living on land; that it must ultimately 
prevail on all lands, public and private, or go down in 
history as a pleasant but futile pipe-dream. 

I speak here as of the latter viewpoint. What, then, 
is a way to begin on these farmsteads which we, seeing 
or unseeing, now look upon?



First of all, it is self-evident from my premises that 
most of what needs doing here must be done by the 
farmer himself. There is no conceivable way by which 
the general public can legislate crabapples, or grape 
tangles, or plum thickets to grow up on these barren 
fencerows, roadsides, and slopes, nor will the resolutions 
or prayer of the city change the depth of next winter’s 
snow nor cause cornshocks to be left in the fields to feed 
the birds. All the non-farming public can do is to pro- 
vide information and build incentives on which farmers 
may act. 

As to information, it so happens that more is known 
about one game bird — quail — in this particular local- 
ity (Dane, Columbia and Sauk counties) than any other 
in the United States except parts of south Georgia. The 
University last year completed a three-year study of 
quail in this vicinity. We have a mass of information on 
what needs to be done to these farms to build a perma- 
nent and abundant quail population. But no test of these 
findings has ever been made to see how they work when 
actually applied to the land. This means two thousand 
dollars a year for three years to provide a supervising 
game manager. 

There is need of haste. The present stock of quail is 
much larger than usual — thanks to the accident of three 
mild winters in a row. But if we wait a year the next 
February blizzard may catch them and they will be all 
gone, after which we must start anew from zero. 

I insist that many farmers, once shown how to mod- 
ify their agriculture to provide food and cover for game, 
would do so voluntarily. If all farmers were actuated 
solely by the profit-motive, few would continue to be 
farmers. 

It takes all kinds of motives to make a world. If 
all of us were capable of beholding the burning bush, 
there would be none left to grow bushes to burn. Doers _ 
and dreamers are the reciprocal parts of the body politic: 
each gives meaning and significance to the other. So also 
in conservation. Just now, conservation is short of _ 
doers. We need plants and birds and trees restored to 
ten thousand farms, not merely to a few paltry reserva- 
tions. I would rather see a few feathers flying in the 
well-stocked fencerows of the future, than to see the 
paths of young men lead forever through these phantom 
coverts, grassless, foodless, birdless, inviolate and deso- 
late. —ALDO LEOPOLD
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| 
Nea HUNDRED THIRTY-FOUR will go Conservation is the control of population | 

down in history for something more than i th i 
droughts, strikes, and blood-purges. It is a levele. Our Senoranee of Gh gems aiscaas 

year of biological eclipse. Such eclipses have occur- cycle means that we do not yet know how 
red before, but this year, for the first time in his- wild life population levels are determined 
tory, we know that it is coming. Between 1933 and 
1935 perhaps half a billion grouse, rabbits, and fur- 
bearers will die or disappear in northern North 
America from causes still largely mysterious. We We know that diseases occur at the time of the | 
will lose more game than was ever produced by all die-off. Dr. Green of Minnesota, has discovered at 
the game farms of the world. How? Why? Has least two—tularemia and ulcerative enteritis. A 
this thing happened before? Will it happen again? great variety of parasites also increase. It lately 
What kinds of wild life are affected? Can it be con- seems open to question, however, whether diseases 
trolled—now or ever? These are questions which alone are the sole “cause” of the cycle. Even if they 
now challenge not only the scientist, but every lay- are, it still remains to be explained why vast regions 
man-conservationist on the continent. are hit simultaneously. In former die-offs, cold wet 

I can’t tell you what the cycle is because nobody nesting weather was considered contributory. This 
knows. We know that a die-off comes about every die-off, however, falls squarely upon a period of 
10 years: 1925, 1918, 1905, 1895. Behind that the unprecedented drouth, so I need hardly say the wet 
traces grow dim, but that is no sign cycles did not weather idea is now “out.” : 
occur. There are people today, who, unaware of There has been much talk of some connection be- 
conditions beyond their own narrow horizon, believe tween the cycle and solar radiation, or “sunspots.” | 
that when the grouse disappear they have “moved It is too early to pass on the validity of this theory. 
out,” or “had a bad hatch.” There are records of If I had to guess the “cause” of the cycle, I would 
local disappearances of grouse as far back as the say the present evidence favors disease, operating 
Revolution, but we cannot be sure these were cycles. not alone, but in conjunction with a drop in the re- 

Each die-off is preceded by a period of abundance, productive rate. King of Minnesota, has now in 
or population peak. Thus in Wisconsin in 1923 we press some startling evidence of such a drop. But 
had an abundance of grouse and rabbits, but be- what times this whole stupendous process ? What 
tween 1924 and 1927 ruffed grouse fell off as much mysterious force could simultaneously induce sick- 
as 90 per cent, while snowshoe rabbits nearly dis- ness and small broods in a score of species over half 
appeared. Prairie chickens and sharptails were a continent? Evidence of some connection with some 
affected, but less severely. aspect of solar radiation continues to pile up, but 
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either to corroborate or reject 
the solar theory. We sadly need dates of die-offs This raises the query: Does the non-cyclic be- 

from the Southern Appalachians and from the havior of cottontails below Illinois hold good for the 

Rockies. This much we know: Sickness hit the part- high Appalachians, or do cottontail fluctuations, like 

ridges and rabbits in all the northern Wisconsin those in ruffed grouse, extend south along the high 

counties “at the tick of the clock” in August and mountains? This is obviously a key question on 

September, 1933. Wallace Grange, a University of which we need light, but have none. It offers a 

Wisconsin investigator, is keeping accurate account virgin field of inquiry to southeastern naturalists. 

of its spread in that state. Since it normally re- Are cycles confined to North America, or are they 

quiries two or three years to complete the decima- circumpolar? Again we don’t know. The records 

tion, further and more severe mortality presumably of grouse killed on the grouse moors of Scotland in- 

came during August and September this year. The dictate a cycle, but shorter than ours. This would 

remaining eight years of the decade will be re- seem to destroy the solar radiation theory, unless, 

quired again to build up the population to the peak, as has been suggested, the Scotch cycle is half of 

or breaking point. ours—‘double-quick,” as it were. There are cyclic 

We are frequently asked the question: Is the diseases in Siberia, but nobody has had the time to 

cycle something induced by civilization? Probably run down the literature and make a scientific com- 

not. It is certain, at least, that violent cycles occur parison. I have questioned game managers from 

in the grouse, ptarmigan, and rabbits of the Canad- continental Europe, and find they have difficulty 
ian and Alaskan hinterlands—these birds have understanding what we mean by a cycle, so presum- 

never seen a gun, or been within a hundred miles of ably they have none. In short, parts of northern 

diseased poultry. If the cycle is man-caused at all, Eurasia have a cycle, but its extent, its timing, and 

it is so by reason of some influence, such as fire or its distribution among species, as well as its rela- 
disease, which has jumped far ahead of the still- tion to our cycle, are all still obscure. Elton at Ox- 

advancing frontier. ford is studying cycles, but mostly in Canada. 

Just what animals are affected? I have already Granted we do not know what the cycle is, what 

mentioned all grouse, all rabbits, and most fur- might it be? Granted we do not know how far back 

bearers north of the Lake States. Many northern it goes in history, is it likely or unlikely that a 

rodents are affected, but some at least run on a dif- species might change from a level to a bumpy popu- 

ferent and shorter schedule. Let us now reverse the lation level? If civilization did not induce the cycle, 
question: What species are exempt? None of the does it follow that it always took place and that it 

waterfowl, none of the horned mammals, and none will always continue? These three questions pos- 

of the quails, pheasants, or partridges are known to sibly reach back to one common question: Can a 

be affected. There is some slight recent evidence, species change from non-cyclic to cyclic behavior 

however, indicating a mild fluctuation, correspond- without a change in its own make-up? That is to 

ing to the cycle in length of period but not in date, say, can the same species exhibit both stable and 

among southern quail. There is fairly strong evi- unstable population levels? 
dence that northern quail, where they come into The answer is: yes. Chapman in Minnesota, and 

actual contact with ruffed grouse, are affected and also Nicholson in Australia, have demonstrated 

follow the regular northern schedule. There is in- mathematically that a slight change in the impact- 

controvertible evidence that northern cottontails, in point of environmental forces such as natural 

actual contact with grouse and snowshoe rabbits, go enemies or disease, as related to the sex and age 

up and down with them, but as one proceeds south- classes which make up a population, may throw it 

ward the die-offs in cottontail become patchier, into violent fluctuation, just as a slight change in 

milder, and more irregular in date until, in the lati- rudder pressure may throw a plane into a tailspin, 

tude of central Illinois, they finally disappear. In or out again. Chapman, by altering environment, 

1927 the most southerly die-off in cottontails was on induced actual cycles in confined samples of labor- 

the Kankakee. atory insects. Apparently we must learn to think 

In other words, the cottontails, and possibly the of fluctuation, not as an abnormal population be- 

quail, share in general the population behavior of havior, but as a thing all flesh is heir to, given the 

their neighbors—which supports the conjecture that right set-up of environmental forces. 

cycles somehow inhere in the environment rather These forces are constantly changing, so that the 

than in the species. (Continued on Page 14)



THE GAME CYCLE—A CHAL- | vee eae th ientifi di | 
LENGE TO SCIENCE | aan ng room for e scientiiic expedi- 

(Continued from Page 3) | ! The difference is one of education 
population level of any species, including | among scientists. Since the dawn of civ- 

ourselves, may go into violent “vibration’™ | ilization we have been learning to use | 

at any time. It is not unthinkable that | our imaginations about the movements 

the present world-wide disturbances of stars, but it is only in the last two | 
which we call revolution, depression, and decades that anybody has studied the ups 
real-politik are the preliminary rum- and downs of animal populations. For 

blings of Nature over an unhealthy pop- two centuries science has been so busy 

’ ulation-density. If the machines where- pasting labels on species that it has for- 

by we hope artificially to maintain or gotten to study the animal itself. Science 
increase that density are really a contra- has written tons of learned volumes tell- 

vention of ecological laws, nature is ca-. | ing us the color, size, and shape of every 
pable of sweeping them into the discard \ feather and every bone in each of a thou- 

with all the nonchalance of an advancing sand species, and recording the distribu- | 
glacier. What I am trying to say is that tion of each and whether it is abundant 

the study of cycles may ultimately throw or scarce, but we have not even begun to 
light on sociology, as well as conserva- ponder why any particular species is 
tion. , J abundant or scarce. How a species main- 

In this connection it is worthy of note tains its population level is certainly not 

that the upland game birds which are 1 the least vital question in the great 

least affected by the cycle—quail and | enigma of evolution, but it has received | 

| pheasant—are the most subject to that the least attention from science. 
) limit of population density which game As for conservation, the question of 
managers call the “saturation point.” population levels is the very core of it. 
Quail especially simply “refuse” to tol- Conservation is the control of population 

erate a density greater than one bird per | levels, to the end that we may not lose our | 
acre, and this limit is apparently about. opportunity for personal contact with | 

the same in all states, regardless of how natural beauty. Our ignorance of the | 
ideal the food and cover. Likewise, in cycle means that we do not yet know how 
such ideal food and cover, the quail den- wild life population levels are deter- 
sity seldom drops very far below satura- mined. Yet the United States govern- 
tion. On ideal grouse range, on the con- ment, which is spending scores of mil- 
trary, the fluctuations are, if anything, lions on conservation projects this year, 
more violent than on poor range. Ap- | has one man actively engaged in cycle 
parently the cycle and the saturation research, and he only part-time. The | 
point are two alternative modes of guard- great scientific foundations and muse- | 

ing against over-population, but the ums, which yearly send scientific explor- 

mechanism of both is equally obscure. ers to all the far corners of the earth, 

ees leo worth oritote fhaciite are not yet interested in this great tidal | 
cyclic grouse can subsist on buds and wave of death which every decade sweeps 

hence are usually incapable of starvation, their very dooryards. The conservation 
whereas the non-cyclic quail subsist on foundations may have heard of the cycle, | 

seeds, and often die off in hard winters. | but they have certainly done nothing | 
The cycle thus appears to be, in a certain about it. | 

sense, a substitute for starvation as a So here we are on the verge of an 
mode of population control. epochal event, and only three scientific | 

Also noteworthy is the fact that the | institutions have vouchsafed their men so 

cyclic birds are exceedingly difficult to much as a piece of smoked glass. There | 
propagate in confinement, while the non- are dozens of game managers and biolo- | 
cyclic birds are comparatively easy. I | gists who want to work on the cycle, but | 

suppose this means that grouse have an they lack funds for field studies and | 

extreme susceptibility to disease, which laboratory experiments. Our scant ex- 
“is why they are hard to raise in captivity, isting knowledge is partly locked up for 

_ and why they Have a cycle. lack of publication. The handfuls of 

: Who can fit all these disjointed frag- men who have funds, got them by pass- 
: ments of fact and fancy together into one ing the hat. In short, the captains and’ 

unified picture, one comprehensive and the kings who officiate at scientific | 
consistent theory of cycles? Certainly money-bags are not yet cycle-conscious. 
not I. Who is trying to do so? To my | Another decade must go by—another | 
intense regret, I am obliged to answer: | score of millions of conservation funds, | 

A mere handful of meti. I said to begin | must be spent blindfolded—before thé 

with that 1934 is a year of biological ) work of deciphering this great enigma 
__. eclipse, yet I know of only four scien- | can effectively begin. Thus, and not oth- 

, tists who are prepared ,to observe the | erwise, does conservation muddle through. 

* event, and learn sométhing from it. I | im ae 

, 2sk you to contrast this with the solar 

+ eclipse of 1933, when there was hardly | 
it



Reprinted from JouRNAL oF MAMMALOGY 
Vol. 16, No. 1, February, 1935, pp. 74-75 + 

Dixon, Joseph S. A srupy OF THE LIFE HISTORY AND FOOD HABITS OF MULE DEER 
i Canirornta. California Fish and Game, vol. 20, no. 3, July, 1934, pp. 181-982, and 
No. 4, October, 1934, pp. 315-354. (Contribution from Wild Life Division, U. 8. Na- 
tional Park Service.) 

From the viewpoint of either the game manager or the ecologist, this is the most 
important paper so far published on any species of American deer. It represents several 

decades of field study by a biologist who is also an expert woodsman. The author, I 

infer, has accomplished the transition from the ideology of the old-time field naturalist 

to that of the modern ecologist without losing the good points of the one or adopting 
the fussy trappings which sometimes go with the other. 

The title of Dixon’s paper accurately describes its scope. Part I treats of taxonomy, 
characters, habits, breeding, enemies, and diseases, with an average penetration far 

above the usual. Each page exhibits a wealth of field observations, boiled down, 

pertinent, and arrayed in support or contravention of moot questions with both dis- 
crimination and justice. I can offer only one criticism, The author does not conceive 

of population as an entity with characteristics of its own. He does not habitually 

attempt to translate the observed character of the individual animal into its more 

elusive population characters. For example: Within what characters of the individual 
are we to seek the explanation of such population behavior as the irruption on the 

Kaibab? Despite the excellence of Dixon’s data on the individual deer, there is a 

significant scarcity of speculation on characteristics of deer herds. ‘The sketchy treat- 
ment of sex and age composition of populations corroborates the conclusion that in 

| this respect Part I falls somewhat short of the ‘‘ecological viewpoint.’’ 
| es No such criticism can be made of Part II on food habits. Nearly every page elicits 

| (from me) ejaculations of pleasure on how far the author has gone above and beyond the 
| old-fashioned concept of cross-sectioning a species and then announcing “here is a list 

of its foods.’”’? Only Stoddard, McAtee, and Errington have gone as far as Dixon in 

exposing that intricate network of forces through which time and circumstance influ- 

ence diet. For each of dozens of food items Dixon has dug out the ‘‘ifs and ands” 
which determine consumption, and in not a few instances he speculates briefly and 

keenly on the effects in terms of population. For example: Weaning requires green 

grass in September. If there be none, weaning is not accomplished. Both doe and 
fawn enter the critical winter season in subnormal condition. Here the reader is led 

up to the very brink of the canyon of the unknown and given a real glimpse of one of 

the many forces which determine ‘‘the presence or absence of animals.’’ Here is dy- 
namic ecology. ts 

| Again, does are observed to stuff themselves on willow leaves just before fawning, 

but not earlier norlater. Thisis at least a hint that willow leaves have some definite 
physiological function. Immediately the reader can visualize the millions of acres of 

mule deer range from which cattle have eliminated willows, but to which willows could 

be restored by grazing-control or fencing. However speculative now, this is the stuff 

that game management will ultimately be made of. 
The short section on management policies is disappointing. One may, in fact, feel 

actually skeptical about such assertions as: “I feel that the control of hunting is fairly 
well provided for under existing California game laws.” Actually, this is outside the 

scope of the work and had as well been omitted. 
Dixon’s work on deer so far includes no controlled experimentation, no banding 

studies. In this respect it falls short of the standard set by Stoddard in his quail 

studies. Many of his observational deductions, however, could be experimentally 
verified. If thus rounded out, the present paper could become the foundation of a 

species monograph comparable in character to Stoddard’s “Bobwhite.” 
Dixon’s photographs are, as always, superb in quality and always to the point. 

The California Commission is to be congratulated, first on their discrimination in 

| making room for this admirable paper in their sportsman’s periodical, and second, for 

their foresight in reprinting the two parts in a single cover, with index, and making 

| the volume available at a nominal cost. 
| The Park Service also merits commendation for the now obvious quality of its re- 

| search output. Following close on the heels of its “Fauna of the National Parks,” 

this paper definitely establishes the Park Service as one of the groups which are building 

| American game management.—A.Lpo LEopoxp. . 

| 

eee ET The maintenance of such farm establishments as this, will depend
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$; Ill GAME 

| | AN OUTLINE PLAN FOR GAME MANAGEMENT IN WISCONSIN 

© BY 

ALDO LEOPOLD, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

OBJECTIVE AND DEFINITION 

Mechanized society promises to provide the leisure and transportation needed for contact with 

natural beauty, but at the same time it destroys that beauty or pushes it back so that many cannot 

reach it. 

| Conservation seeks to maintain, as one of the "standards of living" essential to social welfare, 

the opportunity for personal contact with nature, 

f Management is an inclusive term for the technique to be used in aenie ne conservation, 

These techniques are still rudimentary in their development, For convenience in the formula- 

tion of plans, the techniques for various classes of animals and plants may be regarded as seprate, 

although the genuineness of their success depends largely on their Coordination and unity, ; 

This plan arbitrarily segregates that group of birds and mammals known as game, and dealsonly, 

with it. It does net deal with the equally important categories of non-game birds and mamnals, nor 

with fur, fish, plants, or soils. 

This arbitrary limitation in scope is imposed by limitations of time, space, and knowledge, 

The present plan is regarded as merely a preliminary outline, 

PLANNING TRENDS 

Plans for land resources usually take the form of a definite geographic expression of acreage 

needed, or a numerical expression of products needed, for certain desired purposes, 

Geographic projections are believed to be largely unsound as applied to game at this time, 

One reason is that game is largely a secondary crop or by-product, hence the kind of game manage- 

ment possible for any particular place depends on the kind of agriculture which there obtains.The j 

only exception is on lands held primarily for game, 

While it is impossible to foresee just where or how far the various game techniques should go, 

it can be clearly foreseen what trends in policy or practice are indicated by present conditions, 

Hence this plan deals largely in the selection and projection of desirable trends, It is assumed 

: that any given trend can be checked when it has gone far enough, 

. Trends can be conveniently considered in terms of the consecutive steps in applying game man- 

agement to land under the leadership of a public agency. 

These are: 
# 

/ 1, Research 

| 2. Demonstration 

3. Regulation 

The distribution of Wisconsin game species is shown on PLATE I and a set of regional units is 

shown on PLATE II, 

WISCONSIN REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE - DECEMBER - 1934
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DISTRIBUTION. OF WISCONSIN SPECIES 
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‘ GAME AREAS OF WISCONSIN 
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RESEARCH 

Game management, like other cropping operations, depends for its permanent success on a sound 

foundation in biological science. Game populations are maintained by controlling the factors which 

inhibit their increase, The identification of these factors is often difficult and requires skilled 

population measurements. Controls require constant adjustment to shifting conditions and to t he 

interests of the primary game crop. 

Research aimed to these ends is recent and very incomplete. A distinctive technique for each 

species must be built up, and then differentiated to fit local conditions, To build the rudiments 

of a technique for a species usually requires a sequence of three steps, totaling 3 to 8 man~years, 

These are: (a) A survey of the factors and their probable weights; (b) a test of the findings of 

the survey on a sample area; (c) running down side-lines or questions bearing on related organisms 

or problems. 

STATUS OF RESEARCH 

TABLE I indicates the present research status of Wisconsin game species. The totals indicate 

that probably a fourth of the rudimentary work now needed is so far done, 

TABLE I: STATUS OF GAME RESEARCH IN WISCONSIN 

MAN-YEARS MAN=YEARS 

CLASS SPECIES SPENT NEEDED TOTAL, 

FARM GAME QUAIL 3 2 5 

PHEASANT o* 3° 3 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE O° 3° 3 

COTTONTAIL 0° 5° 5 

FOREST AND RANGE GAME PRAIRIE CHICKEN 3 ei 5 

SHARPTAIL GROUSE 3 2 5 

RUFFED GROUSE 0° 3° 3 

DEER 0 5 5 

SNOWSHOE 0 3 3 

MIGRATORY GAME MALLARD 0 3 3 

BLUEWING 0 3 3 

WOODCOCK 0 1 1 

JACKSNIPE or esa ad 

9 36% 45° 

° COMPETENT WORK AVAILABLE FROM NEARBY STATES REDUCES THE TOTAL TIME NEEDED. 

* THE COST PER MAN-YEAR, USING GRADUATE STUDENTS, IS COMMONLY ABOUT $2,500, INCLUDING STIPEND AND’ 

TRAVEL. AT THIS RATE 36 X $2500 = $90,000, THE PROBABLE COST OF WORK NOW NEEDED. 

It should be noted that TABLE I omits fish, fur, and non-game species, each of which calls for 

a program of comparable volume and difficulty, 

Should the trend be for Wisconsin to spend a greater or a lesser proportion of its public game 

budget for research? The present proportion, exclusive of indirect contributions and expenditures 

WISCONSIN REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE - DECEMBER - 1934
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for relief labor or land, is roughly as follows: 

GAME BUDGET GAME RESEARCH BUDGET 
CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT. .cccceccecccccccccssesscsscseccces $125,000 2 0 

UNIVERSITY oo lls sce ccclaicisies wi ciernlatere'able's tie oi sit's ie ie: nm 6 nie siwiaranate 10,000 $4,000 

SOIL EROSION SERVICE. .c.ccccesc cere ceercceserenresenscvece 10,000 2 0 

Wis: Ss BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 6 6 02.0% cic eS sce ee ssc basco sieien “va gO00 2 0 

AAA, LAND POLICY SECTION. 6.0.0 ci vce eccsece ssc cedevesaens 4,000 0 

FOREST SERVICE 10,000 ? 0 

$181,000 2 $4,000 

PROPORTION FOR RESEARCH. .occcecccccccescccccsccnevcsesvescesectevcsssccseseveces & PER CENT 

THE QUESTION MARKS SHOW ITEMS IN WHICH IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO SEGREGATE CLEARLY THE EXPENDITURE 

FOR GAME ALONE, 

TREND NEEDED. 

It may be concluded that since much of the present game program has no scientific base, 2 per 

cent is too low a proportion for research, The trend should be toward a larger proportionate ex- 

penditure for research, at least until an adequate scientific base has been built up. 

If the 36 man-years of rudimentary work now needed is to be completed in 5 years, the present 

expenditure should be quadrupled, 

DEMONSTRATION 

As rapidly as cropping methods become available through research, their efficacy should be de- 

termined by applying them to suitable tracts of land, : 

Such demonstrations are now impending on a large acreage; in fact, they seem to be out-running 

the research program, especially on public lands. It is difficult to record their exact geographi- 

cal boundaries, or the degree to which the present paper plans will actually be applied. PLATE III 

assumes that all plans now approved will be carried out, The principal species (but not the inci- 

dental species) are indicated for each area, 

TREND NEEDED 

The map shows clearly a strong trend toward public as against private and toward federal as 

against staté demonstrations, For reasons which will appear later, game cropping must be extended 

to private farms as well as public lands. Hence it seems safe to conclude that a heavier propor- 

tion of the present demonstration activity should deal with farm game and farm lands, 

REGULATION 

Game is the property of the state. The private manager of unconfined game is the custodian 

rather than the owner of his stock. It is good public policy to encourage him to make that stock 

productive, but it is also good public policy to regulate and control the means he uses to this 

end, Regulation is the guidance and control of both public and private game cropping in the public 

interest. 

POSSIBLE PRODUCTION 

It is an obvious fact that the present production of game is insufficient to meet the demand, 
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GAME MANAGEMENT DEMONSTRATIONS 
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and that the immediate trend should be toward a larger annual crop. But how far should this trend 

go? Is ultimate over-production probable? Any sound plan must take account of this question. 

Localized projections of cropping operations, for reasons already pointed out, are impracti- 

cable, but a blanket prediction of maximum output is thoroughly feasible, especially for upland 

birds, by reason of the existence of a "saturation point" or maximum population density common to 

most gallinaceous species in this region. This saturation point is about one bird per acre, 

The acreage available for each species may be roughly estimated by reducing the gross area 

shown in PLATE I to the estimated percentage of the gross area good for cropping, This is done in 

the first two columns of TABLE II. 

TABLE II: POSSIBLE PRODUCTION OF UPLAND GAME BIRDS 

GROSS AREA OF RANGE AREA FOOD ACRES TO YIELD POSSIBLE YIELD 

SPECIES (ACRES) PLATE I FOR CROPPING I_ HEAD PER YEAR 

PRAIRIE CHICKEN & 

SHARPTAIL 15,000,000 ‘7,000,000 10 700,000 

RUFFED GROUSE 20,000,000 10,000,000 10 1,000,000 

QUAIL 10,000,000 7,000,000 9 800,000 

PHEASANT 10,000,000 5,000,000 9 600,000 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE) 5,000,000 3,000,000 9 300,000 

3,400,000 

NUMBER OF ‘LICENSED HUNTERS 6 0ics'ccesiccie'viccveccescesatccclegcsociscdaceeseeecestiovvcseces 200,000 

POSSIBLE, “HEAD OF BIRDS \PER) HUNTER. . satis bois ccigis ce Feeble cb cbse oes esee ee ieebeecseeaees 17 

The safe kill in birds is usually about one-third of the stand. If a perfect stand is a bird 

per acre, then the stand probably attainable on the average holding may be arbitrarily set atabird 

per 3 acres. If a third of these can be killed, it will take nine acres to put a bird in the hunt- 

ing coat. 

Such computations are made in the last two columns of TABLE II1. They indicate a total annual 

yield of 3,400,000 upland birds, or 17 per hunter, This is a very moderate annual bag. The pre- 

sent kill in the best years, according to Conservation Department figures, is around 500,000 upland 

birds or 2 or 3 per hunter, 

We may conclude that there is little possibility of overproduction in wild upland game, On 

the contrary, it is apparent that all available areas must be made productive if even the present 

hunters are to be provided with a moderate amount of sport, 

By a similar but less accurate computation a possible annual yield of 25,000 deer, or 1 per 8 

hunters, is indicated, 

In waterfowl, no basis for computation as yet exists, No self-respecting state within the 

breeding zone should kill more than it produces, yet it is highly probable that Wisconsin does just 

this, The reports gathered from licenses indicate a kill of a million ducks, The federal banding 

records indicate that the duck supply is declining under an annual kill of 20 per cent, hence Wis- 

consin's production, to be self+sustaining, should be more than 5,000,000 ducks, Our actual pro- 
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duction is probably only a fraction of this, The improvement and enlargement of our duck breed- 

ing marshes is clearly indicated. There is no prospect of the waterfowl supply ever catching up 

with the demand, 

These computations do not imply that dead game birds are the objective of wild-life planning. 

The production of a shootable surplus, however, is the acid test of the sufficiency of a conserva~ 

tion system, If a system is suificient to produce a shootable surplus of game, it is automatically 

sufficient to produce enough wild life (game and non-game) for other forms of outdoor recreation. 

MEANS OF ENLARGING PRODUCTION 

There are so far available only two means of enlarging game production: 

1, Public ownership and management of game lands. 

2, Public encouragement of private management on private lands. 

PUBLIC GAME LANDS 

These are of three classes: 

(a) Public areas owned for other purposes, but suitable for the incidental production of 

game. National, state, and county forests are examples. Class (a) lands lie largely 

in the Forest Belt, PLATE II. 

(b) Public areas acquired especially for game purposes, For example, it is evident from 

the preceding caption that the larger duck breeding and resting ground should be ac- 

quired, enlarged, and improved. Class (b) lands will lie in strategic locations all 

over the state, 

(c) Tax-reverted lands not suitable for other crops but suitable for game, Class (c) lands 

lie largely in the Transition Belt. (MAP II). 

No quantitative projection of the acreage of public game lands is as yet possible, Class (a) 

and (c) lands are increasing rapidly. How large they will become will be determined by forces out~ 

side the scope of this plan, A survey of duck mavanes is now under way, and will throw light on 

the possibilities of and need for Class (b). The pertinent fact about Class (c) is that tax rever- 

Sions in Wisconsin accrue to the county, which has no field force, and hence cannot crop its hold- 

ings. A solution seems to lie in entrusting the administration of county lands to the State Con- 

servation Department, the county to share in the revenue, At the present time federal funds are 

available to clear such areas of submarginal farms, and to construct necessary improvements. Such 

a pooling of county and federal holdings for a state game area is now being tried out in the "Cen- 

tral Wisconsin Conservation District", See PLATE III, If successful, the idea can be very greatly 

extended, and may prove to be the best disposition of Class (c) holdings. This is another t rend, 

of which the direction but not the extent can be laid down as an element of this plan, 

PRIVATE GAME LANDS 

There are four known ways in which the public may encourage private game cropping: ‘ 

1, By developing technique (already covered under Research), 

2. By allowing more liberal shooting privileges to managed lands, . 

3. By encouraging private landholders to charge for shooting privileges, 
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4, By subsidizing land-uses which have a special public value for game or other purposes, 

DIFFERENTIAL PRIVILEGES 

Short seasons and low bag limits are necessary to prevent the extermination of game on unman- 

aged areas, but they tend to destroy the incentive for management. Thus a farmer who crops his 

game must crowd his harvesting into the same short period as is set up to safeguard the farmer who 

ignores his game, This shrinkage in privileges is progressively increasing. In Wisconsin the av- 

erage upland game season was: 

Bak POO ca tein aie ts 5 pa ee ace,® «ce OMY 

VOUS. eiivics tee buisness e9e GAYS 

DO Zb Sciiinecs os ese diie soca ays 

ROSH ele araiuipary ais bw sioieiniare A COA 

The way out seems to lie in the establishment of differential seasons - a long season for 

lands on which managed game crops can be shown, a short season for other lands, 

The Wisconsin Shooting Preserve Law establishes such a differential for artificially raised 

pheasants, The ordinary pheasant season is 5 days, but on lands licensed under this act it is 120 

days, The ordinary bag limit is 2 cocks per day, but on lands licensed under this act, the bag 

limit is 75 per cent of the pheasants liberated, Tags are issued to identify and legalize preserve 

killed birds, 

The shooting preserve principle so far extends only to artificially raised pheasants, because 

these can be easily counted by the warden, The censusing of a wild crop is equally feasible, but 

requires more time and skill. One of the trends essential to this plan is the gradual extension 

of the shooting preserve principle to all kinds of farm game, The state must make it possible for 

landholders to earn more liberal shooting privileges by creating a crop of game capable of with- 

standing shooting. 

CHARGING 

The mounting aggravation of farmers over trespass by hunters, and the consequent rapid exten- 

sion of posting, makes it certain that most private lands will shortly be closed to public hunting 

unless some new and more satisfactory relationship between farmer and sportsmen can be established 

Posted. lands destroy all incentive to game production, except for home use, 

The way out seems to lie in encouraging the farmer to charge outsiders for shooting privileges, 

This is an unpopular but necessary innovation in public policy. Charging for shooting on unmanaged 

lands should be discouraged, as at present. 

SUBSIDY FOR PUBLIC SERVICE 

The Wisconsin Forest Crop Law establishes a subsidy, in the form of a deferred and reduced 

tax, on lands devoted to private forestry. This subsidy is grounded on the assumption that grow- 

ing a forest is a public service as well as a private enterprise, and that to the extent that pri- 

vate landholders can be induced to render that service, public agencies will not have to render it 

at public expense, 

The dedication of certain key areas on private farms to game cover, erosion control, preserva- 
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tion of rare plants, or landscape beauty, is a public service in the same sense as their dedica- 

tion to commercial forestry. 

The recognition of this service is even more essential than in the case of forests, because 

commercial timber-growing can, if necessary, be relegated to public lands, whereas erosion-control, 

landscape conservation, and game cropping must be spread over both private and public lands in 

order to be effective. 

It may be set down, then, as essential to a rounded conservation program, that private lands 

dedicated to a public purpose be given preferred economic status, either in the form of a subsidy, 

a differential tax, or some other form, 

SUMMARY 

The salient needs of a game cropping program are: 

1. More résearch, 

2. More emphasis on private lands in demonstrating cropping techniques. 

3. Extension of cropping operations over all suitable range, 

4, Putting waterfowl on a sustained yield basis. 

5. Organization of county tax-reversions into "Conservation Districts”. 

6. Encouraging private landowners to "earn" their shooting by 

(a) Differential seasons for managed lands. 

(b) Revenue from shooting privileges. 

7. Subsidizing private lands used for public purposes., 
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LAND UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILD LIFE REFUGES (PRIVATE OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL: POSTING, ETC.) 

cou ren NAM OF aru ici 
BAYFIELD LAKE OWEN 1,020 | OCONTO ARCHIBALD 3,420 

OCONTO CALDRON FALLS 640 
BROWN ONEIDA GOLF & RIDING CLUB 740 | OCONTO MORGAN 680 

CLARK GRANTON LEGION 640 | ONEIDA LAKE JULIA - WHITEFISH 750 

CRAWFORD STOEHR'S RESERVE 220 | OUTAGAMIE | ELLINGTON 1,600 
OUTAGAMIE | LAIRD 1,080 

DANE FOXHALL 285 
DANE HARKER 493 | PORTAGE IZAAK WALTON CHAIN O'LAKES #200 1,100 
DANE MENDOTA STATE HOSPITAL 538 
DANE UNIVERSITY BAY 402 | RACINE ROOT RIVER 1,150 

DOOR HOTZ REFUGE 2,209 | ROCK OVERCREST 1,147 

DOUGLAS TAMARACK FARM 3,840 | ST. CROIX | ST. CROIX PRESERVE #1 320 

DUNN WILSON 1,200 | SAWYER ROUND LAKE 490 

FOND DU LAC] CAMP BYRON 790 | SHAWANO SENECA 1,080 
FOND DU LAC] RANDALL 2,240 

SHEBOYGAN | PIGEON RIVER 1,265 
JUNEAU ELROY GUN CLUB, 2,450 | SHEBOYGAN | NORTH BRANCH 1,420 

KEWAUNEE KROHN'S LAKE 1,697 | VILAS FOREST LAKE 1,160 
KEWAUNEE UNCLE JOE'S 1,463 | VILAS LITTLE TWIN LAKE 1,000 

VILAS CONSTANCE LAKE PRESERVE 1,159 
LAFAYETTE LAFAYETTE COUNTY REFUGE 970 | VILAS ST. GERMAIN 640 

LANGLADE KRAFTWOOD 460 | WASHINGTON| CAMP MINIKANI 187 

MANITOWOC FISH & GAME PROTECTIVE ASSN. #1 520 | WAUKESHA RED BRAE FARMS 503 
MANITOWOC FISH & GAME PROTECTIVE ASSN. #2 735 
MANITOWOC IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE #1 640 | WAUPACA SPRINGVALE 1,080 

MARATHON IZAAK WALTON GAME PRESERVE 920 | WINNEBAGO | WINCHESTER 800 
WINNEBAGO | NORTHERN HOSPITAL 650 

MARINETTE WHITE RAPIDS 2,118 
WooD LAKE BIRON 1,650 

MONROE VALLEY FARM 830 | WOOD TRI-CITY 3,500 

3 TOTAL ACREAGE 55,884 

STATE GAME REFUGES (STATE MAINTENANCE, POSTING, ETC. - SOME STATE OWNERSHIP) 

COUNTY NAME OF REFUGE ACREAGE | COUNTY NAME OF REFUGE 

BAYFIELD BAYFIELD 650 | MARINETTE | MARINETTE COUNTY 3,080 

DANE LAKE WINGRA 500 | ONEIDA THREE LAKES 2,400 

DODGE HORICON MARSH 40,000 | PRICE SAILOR LAKE 18,000 

DOUGLAS DOUGLAS COUNTY 24,960 | SHEBOYGAN | KOHLER 2,200 
SHEBOYGAN | FOREST PRESERVE 2,102 

FOREST FOREST COUNTY 46,080 
VILAS CLEAR-CROOKED LAKE 8,000 

LANGLADE LANGLADE COUNTY #1 10,880 
LANGLADE LANGLADE COUNTY #2 14,080 | WOOD SOUTH BLUFF 2,560 

LINCOLN LINCOLN COUNTY 7,600 | TOTAL ACREAGE 190,772 
LINCOLN | CORNING 7,680 

GAME SANCTUARIES (RARE SPECIES, ETC.) 

Sa OF SNE Mo OF SANA 
GREEN LAKE | MASCOUTIN COUNTRY CLUB 160 | SAWYER OJIBWA WILD LIFE 300 

OZAUKEE, SHORECLIFF WILD LIFE 60 | WAUKESHA PABST FARMS WILD LIFE o1 

OUTAGAMIE MARTHA BOYD GAME 40 | TOTAL ACREAGE 691 

OUTAGAMIE TELULAH PARK GAME 40 

SOURCE:> ‘WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT - JULY 1934, 
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CONSERVATION 

GAME 

At the present time both public and private groups working through the vehicles of public own- 

ership, statutory control, and public inducement collaborating with voluntary action, see PLATE III 

CHAPTER on Recreation, are engaged in the setting aside of public and private lands for game prop- 

agation use. PLATES III and IV. In addition to the setting aside of specified game lands the Wis- 

consin Conservation Department is actively engaged with the many responsibilities connected with 

the development of a game conservation policy, The present responsibilities together with the ma- 

jor projects facing the game division during the next five years are outlined by W. F. Grimmer, Su- 

perintendent, Game Division, Wisconsin Conservation Department: 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

General game administration. 

Co-operative projects, federal government, state game departments, educational institutions. 

The state game farms. 

The stocking program. 

The experimental fur farm. 

The responsibility for the regulation of game seasons. 

The game and wild life refuge program. 

A waterfowl program, including surveys and management necessary to marsh and lake restoration 

The planting of aquatic plants and food and cover and establishment of inviolate waterfowl 

sanctuaries. (This includes co-operative work with the federal government and educational 

institutions such as the University of Wisconsin), 

Fur bearing animal surveys. 

Game food and cover restoration. 

Winter feeding. 

Public hunting grounds, 

Commercial game farms, deer farms, and fur farms. 

Licensed shooting preserves. 

Deer and beaver damage complaints and claims, 

Game and trapping census reports. 

Game publicity. 

General game research. 

Miscellaneous game projects. 

MAJOR PROJECTS 

The game division will concentrate principally on the following major projects during the next 

five years: 

1. Co-operative game management projects with the federal government, state game departments, 

and educational institutions, 
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2. Adopt a definite policy relative to public hunting grounds, free shooting, and licensed 

shooting preserves to be tied in with the general refuge and sanctuary plan, 

3. Increase its stocking program. 

4. Develop definite research projects at the state game farm and experimental fur farm. 

5, Simplify the regulations pertaining to the taking of game in Wisconsin, 

6. Develop a clean-cut waterfowl program relative to the marsh and lake restoration and the 

establishment of inviolate waterfowl sanctuaries, 

7. Institute a fur bearing animal survey with particular emphasis on muskrat and beaver, 

8, Encourage cover restoration and winter feeding, 

9, Endeavor, through publicity, to develop a public consciousness of the problems of game 

management in Wisconsin in order to secure the full support of the public and the sports- 

men in carrying out the projects outline above, 

) 
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Colorado State College, 1935 

Forerunners of Game Management 
By Apo LEoro.p 

‘ We who are so preoccupied today with developing the technique 

of game cropping should not forget that our work is but one step 
in a sequence of labors, and would have no significance if a previous 
generation had not performed the preceding steps. 

Look up the “outdoor” literature of the 1870’s, or even the 
1880’s, and you will find that every writer on natural history, no 
matter how many tears he shed about the disappearance of wild life, 
was ready to accept that disappearance as the inevitable consequence 
of advancing civilization. Conservation, in short, was (in those 
days) whipped before it was fairly born. ° 

Today the attitude of even the most ill-informed lover of wild 
life is one of protest over an unnecessary loss. | 

This about-face of the public mind did not take place auto- | 
matically. Somebody brought it about. The labor of bringing it 
about was just as arduous as that we are now expending on cropping 
techniques, and on new policies to encourage their use. Who | 

brought it about? Many people, of course, but of that many, none | 
has labored as long, as consistently, as fearlessly, or to better effect | 
than Dr. W. T. Hornaday. It seems to me, therefore, that the 
“Colorado Forester” displays extraordinary perspicacity in dedicat- 
ing this issue to him. Too many of the present generation have 
already forgotten who gave them a field in which to work. 

No such job is ever finished. We may have passed into a new 

phase of conservation policy, but the task of hammering home the 
basic truth that wild life decimation (barring a very few species) is 
an unnecessary waste is just as important as ever. 

Dr. Hornaday’s challenge to the Victorian fatalists is of wide 
philosophical significance. It is one of a series of challenges which 
have gradually undermined the glib assumption that all economic 
expansions are beneficent. We are now waking up to the fact that 
it is sometimes necessary for the public to protect itself against the 

unguided play of hostile economic forces. ' 
-~ @ a —-



Reprinted from the Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts 
and Letters, Vol. 29, pp. 203-208. 1935. 

WILD LIFE RESEARCH IN WISCONSIN 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

HISTORY 

Wisconsin has always been a stronghold for ornithology. In 

the 1840s, before the state was half settled, the two Kumliens 

(1) at Delavan, and Dr. P. R. Hoy at Racine, had started their 

painstaking inventories of our avian species. 

Then followed the era of “economic ornithology,” the inven- 

tory not of bird species but of bird foods. In 1873 F. H. King 

(2) started exploring the economic relations of Wisconsin birds, 

a field which was later developed nationally by Judd, Fisher, 

Beal, McAtee, and other naturalists of the U. S. Biological Sur- 

vey. King’s undeviating rigor in applying the economic yard- 

stick tells us much, not only about birds, but about the natural 

philosophy of his generation. With all the circumspection of a 

cautious radical expecting short shrift from his contemporaries, 

King suggests “the preservation of animals to some eatent de- 

trimental, i.e., to some extent at cross purposes with the sacred 

economy of Homo sapiens. Apparently it was dangerous in those 

days to assert flatly that a beautiful animal is his own justifica- 

tion. 

King discovers, evidently with surprise, that an actual count 

showed more birds per square mile near Ithaca, New York, than 

in the more recently settled regions of Jefferson County, Wiscon- 

sin. He shared in, or at least had to deal with, the then uni- 

versal assumption that wild life must disappear with the ad- 

vance of settlement. This should be of special interest to the 

modern game manager, whose life-work rests squarely on the 

opposite premise. 

At the turn of the century it became fashionable not only to 

love birds, but publicly to avow the fact. The amateur move- 

ment, as expressed in Bird Clubs and Audubon Societies, was 

strong in this state. Bird-lovers lacked both the botany and 
the entomology necessary to pursue economic studies, and of 

course also the dead specimens for study. Their energies turned 

203
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to expanding the species inventory, to migration records, and 

latterly to banding. It may not be generally known that one of 

the pioneers in large-scale banding was Dr. L. J. Cole (3) of 
Wisconsin. Desultory banding had, of course, been practiced 

since the Middle Ages (4). 

Wild life research in the modern sense began in this state 

when Herbert L. Stoddard, an “incorrigible” young naturalist 

from Sauk City, was retained by the Milwaukee Public Museum 

as taxidermist and collector in 1921. Sometime during that ap- 

prenticeship he must have conceived what is today the founda- 
tional theorem of wild life management, namely: 

A species can be decimated by throwing its environment out of bal- 

ance. Conversely, it can be restored by restoring the balanced assortment 

of environmental features required for its welfare. 

Stoddard first applied this theorem to his now famous Geor- 

gia quail investigation (5). The idea, however, must have been 

born during his work here. It is significant that its birthplace 

was in the mind of a man who had never seen the inside of a 
High School. A whole new profession is now engaged in follow- 

ing down its ramifications. 

Stoddard cast his intellectual pebble in Georgia in 1924. By 

1928 the outermost ripples had travelled back to the state of his 

nativity. In that year two projects, patterned after the Georgia 

model, were started here. Alfred O. Gross began the Wisconsin 

prairie chicken investigation (6), under the auspices of the Re- 

search Bureau of the State Conservation Commission. Paul L. 

Errington, under a grant to the University from the ammuni- 

tion industry, started the Wisconsin quail investigation (7). 

THE QUAIL INVESTIGATION 

It is now three years since the completion of Errington’s 

work, and perhaps not too early to attempt a summary of his 

discoveries and an appraisal of their significance. This may 

seem unbecoming in one who enjoyed daily association with his 

work, but those who understand the degree to which he was 

“his own man” may find it not improper. 
Errington’s most valuable findings relate to predation and 

its interrelations with food and cover. It has long been known 

that fitness determines survival, but we have only dimly realized 

that environment determines fitness. Errington worked out, for
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Wisconsin quail, the details of just how and why. He qualified 

the usual supposition that species have certain inherent apti- 

tudes for capture or escape, by showing that those aptitudes are 

operative only within certain narrow limits of circumstance. 

Thus the Cooper’s hawk catches quail, but given a suitable vari- 

ety of food and cover, the covey promptly changes its habits and 

becomes hawk-proof. On the other hand, if without alternative 

foods, it is annihilated either by the hawk or by starvation. 

A corollary of this is that predation falls heaviest on coveys 

occupying marginal ranges. These may be wiped out while near- 

by coveys with good food and cover go unscathed. Predation is 

never uniformly distributed among population units. 

All predation has been considered as selective of the unfit. 

Errington discovered wide variations in selectivity. Certain pre- 

dators catch quail by chance, i.e., non-selectively; others catch 

only misfits, and are highly selective. The predators of high 

“economic” value, such as the Buteo hawks, are the most se- 

lective. 

To get the data which yielded these conclusions, Errington 

invented new technique for field studies, supplementing the 

techniques previously devised by Stoddard. For example, by 

tethering young hawks and owls and forcing them to regurgi- 

tate the food brought them by parents, he obtained their daily _ 

menu without recourse to killing, and secured a continuity im- 

possible under older methods. By feeding captive raptors vari- 

ous animals and then collecting their pellets, he found the rate 

of pellet formation and the degree to which the smaller bones 

- are digested, thus allowing more and sounder conclusions to be 

drawn from the pellets of wild birds. 

Stoddard and Errington jointly are probably responsible for 

the discovery of the food sequence, a concept unknown to the 

economic ornithologists with their composite cross-sections of 

stomachs gathered at diverse times and places. The daily menu 
of quail in winter was found to follow a sequence representing 

a descending scale of palatability. Winter survival was found 

to be a question of how low on the scale the last blizzard came. 

That low-scale foods do not sustain weight and fitness was ex- 

perimentally verified. 
Errington now promulgates, for Wisconsin quail, the general 

theorem (8) that predation varies with the degree to which a
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population falls below or rises above carrying capacity. A range 
when over-stocked loses heavily, apparently regardless of the 

number or kind of predators or buffers. The same range when 

under-stocked loses lightly, regardless of the number or kind of 

predators or buffers. That is to say, quail populations on any 

given range fluctuate about a norm representing carrying ca- 

pacity. It follows that enhanced carrying capacity, ie., food 

and cover improvements, is the only effective predator-control, 

also that surplus over capacity had as well be used by hunters 

as by natural enemies. 

In general, Errington created a coherent, though necessarily 

tentative, theory of predation which so far applies only to Wis- 

consin quail, but which may ultimately have far-flung conse- 

quences to ecological science. It is a timely contribution, be- 

cause predation continues to be the prime cause of dissension 

between gunpowder and field glass hunters. 

RESEARCH SEQUENCE 

Wild life management research projects are so far of several 

types, which occur in a rather definite sequence. By projecting 
this sequence a little into the future, we can gain a rough idea 

of the volume and kind of work which lies ahead. For any one 
species the sequence is: 

1. Survey of the species, to find the most important chances for im- 

proving its environment and thus raising population levels. 

2. Tests of the findings on actual range, to see if the higher levels 
are obtained. 

3. Ecological exploration of key plants. 

4. Physiological and pathological studies. 

5. Economie vehicles for encouraging management. 

Species surveys have been made by Errington of Wisconsin 

quail and by Gross and Schmidt of prairie chickens. Deer, wa- 

terfowl, shorebirds, fur animals, and cottontails remain virgin 

fields as yet untouched. Michigan surveys of pheasants by Wight 

(9) and of Hungarian partridge by Yeatter (9a) will probably 
suffice for this state; likewise Minnesota’s survey of ruffed 
grouse by King. 

Errington’s findings on quail are now being tested on the 

Coon Valley Erosion Control Project by Holt. The findings of 

Schmidt and Gross on prairie chickens are being tested on the
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central Wisconsin Game Area. Some less thorough tests of 

Wight’s, Yeatter’s, and Errington’s findings are being conduct- 

ed, in cooperation with the University, by volunteer farm 

groups at Faville Grove in Jefferson County, Monroe Center in 
Adams County, and Riley in Dane County. 

Tests nearly always disclose deficient knowledge of some key 

plant, but this type of research is as yet lacking in Wisconsin. 

For example, we need to learn how, by ecological manipulation, 

to control the supply of wild rice, wild celery, trefoil, ragweed, 

and false climbing buckwheat. Stoddard induces a growth of 

legumes in Georgia by plowing furrows in sod, or by controlled 

burning. In Scotland the grouse crop—some 2 million birds 

per year—rests squarely on the ecological manipulation of 

heather (10). 
Physiological and pathological studies have begun. A cycle 

study was recently inaugurated by Grange (10a) and Wing 

(10b) under a grant of funds to the University by a group of 
sportsmen. Wisconsin also enjoys close cooperative relations 

with Dr. R. G. Green’s study of cyclic diseases at the University 
of Minnesota. There is crying need for a study of vitamin and 

mineral nutrition as affecting disease and reproduction in game 

birds. 
To accomplish conservation, game research must not stop 

with its “layette” of biological facts. There remains the prob- 

lem of economic adjustments to encourage their use by land- 

owners. Some current aspects of conservation economics have 

been treated in a separate paper (11). 

OPPORTUNITIES 

Wild life research offers a new field for service, not only to 

the larger universities and agricultural colleges, but also to col- 

leges, agricultural high school teachers, county agents, forest 

officers, game officials, and private naturalists throughout the 

state. The first criterion of vitality in such a program is its 
degree of dispersion among many investigators of diverse points 

of view. There are so far ten times more challenging problems 

than investigators to attack them. 

It may also be proper to ask why any scientific institution 

in this state, confronted by so many unanswered questions of 

vital import to our future, should have to seek outlets for its
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brains and energy in expeditions to foreign lands. The era of 
geographical exploration of the earth is about over, but the era 

of ecological exploration of our own dooryards has just begun. 
Wild life research is one of many virgin fields of inquiry in 

which any persistent investigator may contribute not only to 
science, but to the permanence of the organic resources on which 

civilization is dependent. 
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[Reprinted from the Witson Buterin, XLVII, December, 1935, pp. 300-303] 

Zur Biotocit pes Repuunns (Biology of the Hungarian Partridge). By Dr. W. 

Nolte. Published under the auspices of the Reichbundes Deutsche Jiger- 

schaft (National German Hunters’ Association). Publisher, J. Neumann, 

Neudamm, Berlin, 1934. Pp. 105. 

This new booklet on the biology of the Hungarian Partridge (Perdix perdix) 

in Germany should be of particular interest to American ornithologists and sports- 

men for two reasons. vik 

First, it parallels the University of Michigan’s recently published study of 

this bird by Yeatter,) and the Oxford University study now under way by Mid- 

dleton,2 without any awareness of similar work under way in the English-speaking 

countries, or vice versa. 

Secondly, it illustrates certain basic differences in game management research, 

organization, and methods, from which mutually profitable deductions may pos- 

sibly be drawn. 

Dr. Nolte’s study was undertaken because the 1932 partridge crop was bad, 

and the 1933 crop spotty. (This illustrates an important point: game research in 

Germany is a matter of finding the cause of specific difficulties encountered in 

actual practice; with us it is an attempt to build comprehensive biological foun- 

dations for a practice which is hoped for, but does not yet exist). 

1Yeatter, Ralph E. The Hungarian Partridge in the Great Lakes Region. Bul. 

No. 5, School of Forestry and Conservation, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 

December, 1934. = 

2Middleton, A. D. The Population of Partridges (Perdix perdix) in 1933 and = 

1934 in Great Britain. Jour. Animal Ecology, Vol. 4, No. 1, May, 1935, pp. 
137-145. 
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The project was sponsored and financed, not by universities or by bureaus, 

as with us, but by the national sportsmen’s association (Deutsche Jigerschaft). 

Membership in this is now universal, being paid for as part of the hunting license 

fee (which, by the way, is the substantial sum of $12). There is now only one 

national association, and it is strongly affiliated not only with the Reichsjagdamt 

(Biological Survey), but with its official mouthpiece, “Die Deutsche Jagd”, pub- 

lished by the publisher of this booklet. 

The technique of the study follows from these premises: funds were limited 

and an answer needed quickly, so the technique consisted not (as with us) of a 

field study in a limited locality to decipher the basic ecology of the partridge, but 

rather of a compilation and analysis of hunters’ reports and weather data for all 

Germany. The technique, in short, is an attempted correlation starting with an 

inferred premise (that weather governed the crop). This is the method of my 

“Game Survey”, not the method of Stoddard, Errington, Schmidt, Wight, Yeatter, 

et al. 

Dr. Nolte’s findings are in many respects startlingly similar to Yeatter’s. I 

here give his own summary, supported by interpolated explanations from the text, 

and from the American and English studies in so far as published: 

1. The partridge is a prairie bird (Steppentier), which finds its optimum 

range on loessial soils, which are “warm” soils. 

2. On “cold” soils heavy populations are attainable only by drainage. 

3. Heaths and moors are “cold”. They delay the nesting. 

(Maxwell, Page, and other English authors point out the unsuitability of 

heavy soils. Yeatter found fair populations on heavy lake-bottom in Michigan 

and Ohio, but these are all tiled and drained, as is much of the northeast Illinois 

and TIowa-Minnesota range. The outstanding confirmation of Nolte’s assertion, 

however, lies in the superior density of partridge in the Canadian wheat prairies, 

and in the semi-arid regions of eastern Washington and northern Montana). 

4. Small management units are not favorable. 

5. Breaking new land damages the partridge stand. (I think he means the 

breaking up of the remnants of grass cover). 

6. Feral dogs and cats are had. The worst predator is the free-ranging 

sheep dog and his progeny. 

7: Weasel, iltis, and fox have no effect on the partridge crop. 

8. Raptorial predators have virtually no effect. The goshawk and perhaps 

the female sharpshin, are definitely damaging, and in winter the migrant roughleg. 

9. The horned owl kills partridge, but because of its rarity such depredation 

is to be endured (see American Game Policy on rare predators!). Whether 

swamp owls, when abundant, influence tke crop remains undetermined. 

10. All these predatory birds were too scarce in 1932 and 1933 to produce 

appreciable damage. 
11. The raven is too scarce to influence the crop. 

(It is interesting to note that all these conclusions on predation are drawn 

from geographic correlations, not from food habits research. Thus, if a good 

partridge crop eccurred where these predators were present, and also where ab- 

sent, the conclusion is that they have no effect. I see here also the influence of 

the strong German movement for “Naturschutz” (nature protection), one of whose 

tenets is, of course, moderation in predator control).
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12. Mouse years are partridge years (an interesting side-light on the wild 
life cycle). 

13. Food shortage during the vegetative period can occur only during drouths. 
14. It is improbable that the partridge needs drinking water when there is 

enough dew. 

15. Poisoned wheat, properly put out, may not be dangerous, but arsenicals 
are probably (always) dangerous. 

16. The influence of pheasants on the partridge is still controversial. 
(Dense mixed populations are alleged to cccur in Bohemia, but in many other 

localities increase in pheasants shows decrease in partridge. Nolte thinks the 
competition may occur only during nesting, and only when both species are dense. 
He pleads for special research on this question). 

17. The existence of contagious diseases is not proved. 

18. Dangerous fighting between cocks during mating is doubted. 
19. “Peepers” (immature young) should he shot off. The question of 

whether they in turn breed “peepers” (because of immaturity and consequent 
late nesting) is unsolved. 

20. Small coveys of well-grown birds are perfectly good breeding stock. 
21. Albinos should be preserved for their research value (i. e. as marked 

birds whose behavior and longevity can be observed). 

22. Old and young hens are equally valuable as breeders. The latter may 
lay more eggs, but the former are safer mothers. 

23. Longevity is unknown. One white hen is known to have raised a large 
normal brood for four successive years. 

24. Migration in partridge is not proved. 

(But in October, 1911, partridges appeared in the mountains at a point 
thirty-nine air-line miles from an inhabited range. Partridges are known regularly 
to evactate southwestern Memel. Drowned partridges haye been found far from 
land. In 1932 drifting flocks appeared on the shores of the Main in Bavaria, and 
later disappeared. Some lecalities have partridges in winter only. I am reminded 
forcibly of Audubon’s descriptions of the fall shuffle in quail, and the endless 
subsequent discussions on “migration”). 

25. The alleged migration is a “shuffle”, 

26. The spread of “technical” agriculture is injurious to partridge only 
whee it affects environment (a truism!). 

27. Grazing is always injurious to partridge. 

(This T think is an unscientific assertion. It might, in too-heayy cover, be 
beneficial). 

28. Vineyards and nurseries of large size can serve as refuges. 

29. The partridge crop depends on which field crops start growing first. If 

grain springs up before clover and alfalfa, they nest in grain and are safe. If, 

however, the clover or hay springs up before the grain, there is heavy loss (of 
nests) in mowing. (This is precisely Yeatter’s conclusion). 

30. Partridges are not adaptable to climatic fluctuations. 

31. Planting steck is best obtained from less favorable climates. 

32. Every range has an optimum breeding density determinable by experi- 

ence. It is useless to hold over more steck than this optimum. (This fails to 
assert that the optimum can often be raised by environmental control, and coin- 
cides with the rarity of actual range-improvement measures in Germany).
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33. Plantings on empty range are best made in dry years, and have no great 

effect until the second of a succession of good years. In wet seasons the birds 

evacuate “cold” soils. 

34. On bare agricultural areas the partridge must he winter-fed. 

35. Satisfactory dog-hunting is possible only in good cover. Without cover 

the birds “pack” and are wild. 

36. The welfare of partridge is directly proportional to sunshine, warmth, 

and dew, and inversely proportional to rainfall. ¢ 

(Nolte elaborates this in the form of a mathematical formula: 

A=wt.C 

Bea 
where A is population or yield, w is solar energy as expressed in sun and warmth, 

t is dew, n is rainfall during the breeding season, and C is a constant represent: 

ing the optimum breeding density for the particular range). 

Taken all together, this piece of work exhibits a keen insight into ecological 

fundamentals. One can not help but wish that such a man might have the benefit 

of the inductive method initiated in America by Stoddard, as well as financial 

support for a trial of this method in Germany. This otherwise over-long review 

is to give American game managers at least a bird’s-eye view of his conclusions. 

—A.po Leorotn, Berlin, October 12, 1935. 

r
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A Proposal to the Wildlife Conference 
ce 27 for an Inventory of the Needs of Near- 

: Extinct Birds and Animals 

we aii “= By ALDO LEOPOLD ata a ~ 
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ae ) 2 a el 

Bae  . » | | 
dee ’ - 3 (8 HE volume of effort expended on wildlife conserva- BS ~~ es 8 tion shows a large and sudden increase. This effort 
EC Ch, MM ea originates from diverse sources, and flows through 
a Re Cate, ps diverse channels toward diverse ends. There is a wide- 
ete ee “ e io spread realization that it lacks coordination and focus. 

ee ae hao = 7 - Government is attempting to secure coordination and 

ae oe Pa focus through reorganization of departments, laws, and ap- 
ee) Gud i ae ee propriations. Citizen groups are attempting the same thing 

ae AM ‘ ry . through reorganization of associations and private funds. 

es ate po But the easiest and most obvious means to coordination 
ee. Farr LANG .~ " has been overlooked: explicit definition of the immediate 
PGR oh ERE 6 needs of particular species in particular places. For ex- 

fs Rost aN ee | ree \ Ses, ample: Scores of millions are being spent for land pur- 
AAC CE WR : * hase, C.C.C. labor, f ds, trails, planti redator- EK te Ma ae : chase, C.C.C. labor, fences, roads, trails, planting, predator 

‘ Tee iat rat i. Te ae “ a control, erosion control, poisoning, investigations, water de- 
P ae a ae a Le SSS a velopments, silviculture, irrigation, nurseries, wilderness é chi eRe Fone : Se ye areas, power dams, and refuges, within the natural range | 
a eine is FS " of the grizzly bear. | 

FRE . Se A Few would question the assertion that to perpetuate the 
ro Rea eS Se ee ge grizzly as a part of our national fauna is a prime duty of 

oe eh cry : the conservation movement. Few would question the asser- 
SER ES Sas, 4 tion that any one of these undertakings, at any time and 
OE eR ey ee eS i place, may vitally affect the restoration of the grizzly, and 
oes ee ee co “ make it either easy or impossible of accomplishment. J Yet 
Bee At oh Ss ee se at no one has made a list of the specific needs of the grizzly, 
pee IS es So eed by : in each and every spot where he survives, and in each and 
ee we age Sys Se . ae “9 every spot where he might be reintroduced, so that conser- 
wee SS epee aS vation projects in or near that spot may be judged in the 

ew eth. Ne. Gwe Zenl Game 4 light of whether they help or hinder the perpetuation of 
on a i ye a es i the noblest of American mammals. 

a be aBwS ed we FR 4s a \ B.S : On the contrary, our plans, departments, bureaus, asso- 

yt so ish eA | 2g Le ay ro ciations, “ movements = all ae on ee - 
Pa < - Ss Aero Ry) = a gories such as recreation, forestry, parks, nature education, 
Ye a, ee Se Pee (eee wildlife research, more game, fire control, marsh restora- 
Se BS Sy -« Gieeilad Be eA AS ) tion. Nobody cares anything for these except as means to- 

| Rp ERT Nae a » ward ends. What ends? There are of course many ends 
> ; SPS eS Yee ae which cannot and many others which need not be precisely 
> a re SPR Wee ee defined at this time. But it admits of no doubt that the 
~. ae Tek Ce ES immediate needs of threatened members of our fauna and 

4 > SS ee : os aa a bad Ns flora must be defined now or not at all. 

cai. | ee Vey ie Until they are defined and made public, we cannot blame 
ae oe eee att public agencies, or even private ones, for misdirected effort, 

4 3 en crossed wires, or lost opportunities. It must not be for- 
An Hagle’s eyrie on Sheep Mountain in Rocky gotten that the abstract categories we have set up as con- 
Mountain National Park, Colorado. His race servation objectives may serve as alibis for blunders, as 
threatened, he hovers protectingly above his nest. well as ends for worthy work. I cite in evidence the C.C.C. 
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crew which chopped down one of the few re- . | maining eagle’s nests in northern Wisconsin, in 
the name of “timber stand improvement.” To 
be sure, the tree was dead, and according to the 7 rules, constituted a fire risk. 

a ee Most species of shootable non-migratory game phe 3 have at least a fighting chance of being saved mye through the process of purposeful manipulation : of laws and environment called management. oo However great the blunders, delays, and confu- - sion in getting management of game species un- peas Bes ae der way, it remains true that powerful motives a | Se of local self-interest are at work in their behalf. whe: . SA 
European countries, through the operation of ay ~ 
these motives, have saved their resident game. a : It is an ecological probability that we will z ' 
evolve ways to do so. ven 

The same cannot be said, however, of those “ae bt species of wilderness game which do not adapt . ay en yy themselves to economic land-use, or of migra- : oe? 7 eee 
tory birds which are owned in common, or of A a ry 4 be} ? Ee = ~ 

a m eae ke nee forms cen as predators, or rare Photograph by Arthur Stupka, Courtesy, The National Park Service 
Foti lant and Tee eee a) This is the Giant Mink of Maine—a sea mink of ancient origin wild native forms which fly at large or have and now a relic type—prominent in the group of eastern mam- 
only an esthetic and scientific value to man. mals that have become extinct. These, then, are the special and immediate con- 
cern of this inventory. Like game, these forms depend for ments. Many agencies are or would be willing to use it, their perpetuation on protection and a favorable environ- if it were laid under their noses. If for a given problem ment. They need “management”—the perpetuation of good no information exists, or no agency exists, that in itself 
habitat—just as game does, but the ordinary motives is useful inventory. 
for providing it are lacking. They are the threatened ele- For example, certain ornithologists have discovered a ment in outdoor America,—the crux of conservation remnant of the Ivory-billed Woodpecker—a bird inex- 
policy. The new organizations which have now assumed tricably interwoven. with our pioneer tradition—the very the name “wildlife” instead of “game,” and which aspire spirit of that “dark and bloody ground” which has be- to implement the wildlife movement, are I think obligated come the locus of the national culture. It is known that to focus a substantial part of their effort on these threat- the Ivory-bill requires as its habitat large stretches of vir- ened forms. gin hardwood. The present remnant lives in such a for- 

This is a proposal, not only for an inventory of threat- est, owned and held by an industry as reserve stumpage. ened forms in each of their respective places of survival, Cutting may begin, and the Ivory-bill may be done for 
but an inventory of the information, techniques, and de- at any moment. The Park Service has or can get funds 
vices applicable to each species in each place, and of local to buy virgin forests, but it does not know of the Ivory- human agencies capable of applying them. Much informa- bill or its predicament. It is absorbed in the intricate 
tion exists, but it is scattered in many minds and docu- problem of accommodating the public which is mobbing 

its parks. When it buys a new 
Remar i Cs ts SID a Nea park, it is likely to do so in 

rer a ee ee OT ie eet % ™. a | some “scenic” spot, with the 
a oa ae Foe oa as aie general objective of making Se ee i i ie Lo re Fe a Ee —— em ot room for more visitors, rather be oe 2a ais ii i Ege i PR ia, “ than with the specific objective i oa st La pew, ets ~~” of perpetuating some definite ra ie 2 2. a as es, a, Pee ate thing to visit. Its wildlife be aes Fe iat De tad ; ta 5 ists - 4 program is befogged with the 
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ts Fn mae P Pes ee en ra Ge hee sanctuary. Is it not time to Seog oP] yi rea eee 17 if ee tee a an establish particular parks or ng LE ae an ee 4 me cy ee heir equivalent “for particular gee sy fips Be Mc EL me Meee ee, = their equiva ie a pra ee a es, Le ett = natural wonders” like the ina ix ae ao MI ee ea — Ivory-bill? 
eS pee eS ea (IM "% fe oe ai You may say, of course, that “3 “er a Be ee ne one rare bird is no park atte bts ree: “ <0 ; project—that the Biological oo : oe ato oe oe Survey should buy a refuge, ee ‘ A iy cea 8 rae ee or the Forest Service a Na- - a pe Gotan, Deter Gaus penn Hotel Forest, to take care of i : the situation. Whereupon the Last of a vanished race, the Heath hen or Pinnated Grouse. One of the most question bounces back: the interesting and common of game birds from Cape Ann, in Massachusetts, to Vir- Survey has only duck money; ginia and inland for two hundred miles, it made its last stand on Martha’s Vine the Forest Service would have 

yard where the species vanished in 1932. to cut the timber. But is
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Eee ; : i there anything to  lications might well : 1.2 
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ee plan. that closed seasons 
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The Great Auk—long gone. of the items which without personnel The Passenger Pigeon—not 

Wiped out by reckless kill- need to be covered are of no avail. one left out of the millions f 

ing and the shortsighted are wilderness and Here is where asso- that in romantic flight once i 

greed of men. other game species, ciations with their darkened our skies. 
such as grizzly bear, far-flung chapters, 
desert and bighorn _ state officers or de- # 

sheep, caribou, Minnesota remnants of spruce partridge, partments, or even private individuals can come to the 

masked bobwhite, Sonora deer, peccary, sagehen; predator rescue. One of the tragedies of contemporary conserva. ~ 

and allied species, such as the wolf, fisher, otter, wolver- tion is the isolated individual or group who complains of 

ine and Condor; migratory birds, including the trumpeter having no job. The lack is not of jobs, but of eyes to 
swan, curlews, sandhill crane, Brewster’s warbler; plant see them. 
associations, such as prairie floras, bog floras, Alpine and The inventory should be the conservationist’s eye. Every 

swamp floras. remnant should be definitely entrusted to a custodian— 

In addition to these forms, which are rare everywhere, tanger, warden, game manager, chapter, ornithologist, far- 

there is the equally important problem of preserving the mer, stockman, lumberjack. Every conservation meeting— ~ 

attenuated edges of species common at their respective national, state, or local—should occupy itself with hearing 

centres. The turkey in Colorado, or the ruffed grouse in their annual reports. Every field inspector should con- 

Missouri, or the antelope in Nebraska, are rare species tact their custodians—he might | 

within the meaning of this document. That there are often learn as well as teach. I 

grizzlies in Alaska is no excuse for letting the species La am satisfied that thousands of 

disappear from New Mexico. we enthusiastic conservationists 
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extra cost. To sift out any possible im- i in the war of the inkpots, more _ 
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the National Research ‘Council, Yee Coe 4 effect, a vehicle for putting Jay 
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Transactions of the 2lst American Game Conference, 
‘4 Jan. 21-23, 1935, New York City. 

| WHITHER 1935?—A REVIEW OF THE AMERICAN GAME 

¥ POLICY 

By Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Game Management, University of Wisconsin 

Cuamman Lioyp: Beginning our Game Management Roundtable discussion, 

we call on another old friend, Professor Aldo Leopold, Professor of Game Man- 
agement of the University of Wisconsin. He has probably done more to help 

game restoration and to help the philosophy of wildlife conservation than anyone 

else in this country. We all know that work. We know of his work in the 

American Game Policy, the Committee of which he is Chairman, and we welcome 

him this afternoon, knowing he will discuss some fine and constructive thoughts. 

Any review of American wildlife conservation today must begin 

with the waterfowl problem. The ducks desperately need two 

4 things: more marsh and less killing. They need not the one or the 

1 other, but both, and right away. 

*, Our marsh situation is this: We began in 1934 to apply the refuge 

* and restoration policy recommended in 1930, but needed long before 

that. Jay Darling and his crew have made a valiant start, and that is 

something. But it should be realized that the greater part of the re- 

lief funds originally slated for marsh restoration got derailed. They 

were derailed by fiscal regulations and competitive projects which 

fell, or were laid, across the tracks. Shall this happen again in 1935? 

Public support for the marsh program is still too much of the 

bleacher variety—we buy our duck stamp and shout for the team, 

but Jay Darling has to do all the playing. 

Nor Enoucu Ducks to Stock MarsHEs 

As rapidly as we restore marshes, we will need ducks to stock 

them. The breeding surveys unanimously and independently reported 

insufficient ducks to stock even the drouth-shrunken remnants of 

1934. Artificial restocking is no answer,—the banding returns show 

{ that artificial stock does not survive. We are, then, face to face 

| with the necessity for a decisive curtailment of the bag. 

5 Doubtless we should have had a continental closed season in 1934. 

It is clear, though, that many states and many clubs were not ready 

49
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to support and enforce any such move, partly because it would have f 

disrupted the fiscal structure of state conservation departments. Ex- 
: 5 es % 

pressed in terms of game policy, 1934 taught us that our adminis- 
trative engine, being dependent on shooting revenues, stalls when the 

mix gets too thin. This, of course, is when we need it most. 

To risk the further decimation of the waterfowl resource because 

we lack a few dollars for enforcement is unthinkable as a national 
policy, especially at this time when millions are freely spent on each 
of a dozen other emergencies arising from misuse of natural resources. 
I see no recourse but to close, and to pay the costs of enforcement 

out of the Federal treasury. 

Eacu BLAMES THE OTHER FELLOW 

If total closure is not acceptable as a way to curtail the bag, what 

is? The duck hunters’ favorite answer is to blame the overkilling on 
some other state. I know marshes in Wisconsin where hardly a live 

duck has wet a leg during legal daylight for the last decade, but where a 
the hunters nevertheless plead with almost tearful intensity that their 

duck troubles all arise from the slaughter-pens of Illinois and Ar- 4 

kansas. This little comedy has been repeated annually for two gen- 
erations. It delayed the passage of the migratory bird law ten years. 

It should not be allowed again to delay action in the present emer- 

gency. 

Too Late For Trimminc KILy 

Tf we don’t close, how else shall we cut down the kill in 1935? 

We can further trim the season, or the bag, or the armaments, or all 

three. I for one, though, fear it is too late for trimming alone to 

suffice. Trimming will be in order when it is time to re-open. 
There is one basic defect in migratory bird administration which is 

not mentioned in the 1930 policy, but which must some day be recog- 

nized and dealt with. All states now have equal privileges. I think 

that privileges must some day be put on a sliding scale basis. The 

state which merely scrambles for more than its share of the annual 

crop should be given some incentive for internal reform. The criteria 

of state cooperation should include not only marsh-building, refuges, } 

law enforcement, and research programs, but an actual showing in 
reducing the kill. This implies an annual federal computation of the . 

kill by states, which in turn implies the licensing and regulation of * 

clubs, and a compulsory kill report from each club and each hunting
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license holder. The present “baiting permits” should perhaps be re- 
» garded not as an official recognition of iniquity, but rather as an 

entering wedge toward this distant but important goal. States are 
already required to qualify for federal dollars, why not for federal 

ducks? 

Farm GAME RestoraTIon Proptem UNSOLVED 

The idea of rewarding the farmer for game cropping has made 
some headway. I am not convinced, however, that shooting revenue 

alone is a sufficiently powerful incentive to bring thousands of farms 
under management. I now incline to believe that the full development 
of game cropping on farms, as well as most other kinds of conserva- 
tion, must await some rather fundamental changes in rural culture 

and in land economics. 

As long as the average farmer believes there is more social dis- 
«tinction in driving a new car than in harboring a flock of prairie 

chickens, the cars will increase and the chickens decrease. But when 
, he realizes that any ordinary person can drive a new car, but that 

“the trusteeship of natural beauty is a distinction open only to land- 
owners, then there may be a real change. Conservation, in short, 
is at direct variance with the moral and esthetic standards of our 
generation, and until those standards change, we can have only such 
fragments as happen to “come easy.” 

Getting Some Crumps From Erosion Taste 

One such fragment is the new farm-game program of the Soil Ero- 

sion Service, which may in time spread to other New Deal bureaus 
dealing with land, perhaps even to the AAA. The significance of the 
Soil Erosion game program is that it cooperates with the farmer in 

practicing conservation on his farm, instead of buying the farm and 
operating it as a public property. Thus in Wisconsin, on the Coon 
Valley Erosion Project alone, more farms were put under manage- 

ment last year than had resulted from the combined efforts of all 
other agencies in a decade. 

® I recently tallied food and cover conditions on 160 samples of farm 
land strung across southwestern Wisconsin. Each sample contained 

60 acres. Only 9 per cent of the samples had food and cover enough 
* to winter even a single game bird. In other words, our producing 

plant is running at less than one-tenth capacity. It seems that on
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our better soils for every inch so far gained by management, we are 
losing a foot through the blind forces of drouth and economics. % 

Forest AND WILDERNESS GAME Berne EvicTep 

The outstanding development of recent years is the growing moun- 
tain of evidence that the big game of most National Forests and 
Parks, and especially of the public domain, is being gradually evicted 
by overgrazing, and by the diseases and abuses which accompany it. 
I say this regretfully, and in full knowledge of the fact that the an- 
nual inventories of breeding stock are trending upward. These gains, 
however, are usually in the less threatened species, such as elk and 

deer, and in many instances represent dangerous concentrations on 
range previously weakened by too much stock, or by over-large ref- 
uges combined with excessive predator control. 

I am too keenly aware of the complexities of public land adminis- 
tration to attempt any allocation of blame, or any inventory of reme- 
dies. Underneath all the welter of superficial facts, however, lies the 
basic inference that the schools which trained the administrators of . 
these public properties failed to impart to them that perception of 
dynamic ecological forces, without which damage to land remains in- 
visible until after it has occurred. Let no layman crow over this 
statement as an indictment of technicians, until he himself learns how 
hard it is to foresee and prevent the abuse of land. It merely reflects 

~ something we have learned about human ecology. We know almost 
as little about the ecological mechanism of these United States as a 
hen knows about the cosmic chemistry which controls her life and 
her productivity. 

TECHNICALITIES OF LAw AND Ecorocy 

Most laymen assume that local administrators of national properties 
have the authority to reduce grazing if they want to. This is only 
partly true. They are often confronted by obstacles which hark far 

_ back into national law and policy. One of these obstacles is the iso- 
lated ranch. The grazing permits issued on the basis of such prop- 
erties cannot be reduced below a subsistence level without virtually , 
confiscating the ranch. Hence they are re-issued year after year, | 
despite the fact that they may be wrecking the range, the watersheds, | 
the game herds, and the irrigation reservoirs. The unnecessary ex- * — 
tension of roads and the unnecessary reduction of bears and other
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| _ livestock predators also often results. The logical remedy is to buy 

out such ranches. The President’s Committee recommended this. It 
* is, I think, the most urgent single item in big game and wilderness 

policy. 
We can offset this discouraging picture by the recent and indisput- 

able revival of game management in both the Forest and Park Serv- 
ices. A new technical overhead, specifically charged with responsi- 
bility for wildlife, is being installed. This augurs a better future. 

We must, in my personal opinion, further debit the account by the 
plethora of new roads and fire-lanes now spun like a spider-web over 
public properties, both national and state. Some of these are soundly 
conceived; some, I fear, reflect the same mental qualities as account 

for overgrazing. Both phenomena have a common denominator—the 
limited ecological imagination of administrators. 

HeAttHy GrowtH oF ResEarcH ACTIVITIES 

x There has been a healthy growth of research activities, especially 
in the universities. Probably no other item in the 1930 policy comes 

, as near being on schedule time in its development, and this despite the 

progressive tightening of purse-strings for all purposes except relief. 
The crux of the present situation is that not a cent of the millions 

now being spent for game projects is available to search for better 
methods. This is biological wildcatting, and again denotes the eco- 

logical blind-spot in the public eye. If it be politically necessary to 
tighten the usual research purse-strings, then let a percentage of relief 
funds spent for game be available for finding out what the game needs. 

The technical literature of game management is growing apace, and 
is welcomed by the scientific journals. I think we may be proud of 

its quality. There is just one thing lacking: criticism. No researcher 
can keep a sharp edge on his own faculty for self-criticism unless his 
contemporaries nail down such loose thinking as may escape his own 
vigilance. 

We now have some rudiments of ecological information about bob- 

white quail, California quail, gambel quail, ruffed grouse, pheasant, 
Hungarian partridge, prairie chicken, sharptail, woodcock, mule deer, 

* and elk. We still largely lack a rounded picture of the other species. 
Waterfowl, fur, and forest game still present many important gaps. 

* Prepator Poricy 1s Deap LETTER 

The American Game Policy on predators, though passed unani-
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mously by this body in 1930, remains a dead letter in that it has not _ 
changed what sportsmen and game officials actually do, think, or say i 
about non-game wildlife. Meanwhile most species of hawks and owls 
have become almost as scarce as ducks. The ornithological literature 
of the past year presents a series of censuses which leave little room 
for doubt that the scarcity is actual and serious. Apparently we are 
about to repeat what has already happened in England: exterminate 
our breeding raptors in the alleged interest of game. 

The zoophile has exactly the same affection for his hawks and 
owls as we have for our quail, partridge, or woodcock. I ask you to 
picture your own feelings if some group, such as farmers, set about 
to quietly exterminate your game birds in the alleged interest of corn, 
apples, or earthworms, meanwhile voting for pious policies of toler- 
ance. 

ResearcH Proves Raptor Controt FurTiILe ‘i 

Much water has run under the bridge since 1930. While the guns 
and pole traps have been trimming down the raptor stock, research 
has piled up more and more evidence that such control is futile, ex- * 
cept on game farms and during invasions of Accipiterine hawks. On 
overstocked range it may be actually damaging to game. In the case 
of game farms, we must, I think, learn to deduct from their service 
to game their inevitable damage to otherwise harmless predators. The ; 
same thing is true of licensed shooting preserves releasing artificially 
propagated stock. It is an unwritten law that the day after a shooting 
preserve starts, the redtails and roughlegs appear on the barn door. 

This is serious, because the legal principle of rewarding private 
game production with liberal privileges is of basic importance to the 
future. The preserve principle, when extended from artificial to wild 
propagation, is our most promising legal vehicle for executing the 
American Game Policy. What chance for such extension when the 
very name “shooting preserve” carries the odium of indiscriminate 
hawk-killing ? 

Must Teacu Ecotocy or Prepation 
” 

I think I have a right to raise this question because I personally 
operate a shooting preserve of 3,000 acres on which we have killed 
one raptor during four years of moderately successful operation. ‘ 

I see no easy remedy for the abuses of predator-control. Some
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_ think a solution lies in laws protecting the species ordinarily harmless, 
» but what chance to enforce any law the reason for which is not un- 

derstood and admitted by thinking citizens? I see no recourse except 
the slow and painful process of teaching sportsmen and farmers the 
ecology of predation. Of this we know little enough, to be sure, but 
that little is growing rapidly. In addition to understanding, there 
must exist a willingness to take nominal losses of game or livestock 
for the general good. I confess such an intellectual and moral growth 

seems only a hope of far-distant future. 

SportsMEN ReFusE To Face THE TRUTH 

The relations of sportsmen and zoophiles continue bad. The game 
research group has, perhaps, gained some respect in both camps, and 
thus gained a position as possible mediator, but who can mediate when 
each monthly batch of sporting periodicals contains fresh offense 

x against those who should be our natural allies? 
There are two main sources of friction: Our refusal to face the 

} consequences of past mistakes in waterfowl policy, and our refusal 
‘ to learn anything new about predator-control. Both have already 

been discussed. 

Reat Enemy 1s Pusiic INDIFFERENCE 

| I repeat the assertion, made in 1930, that sportsmen and zoophiles 
| have a common enemy of vastly greater importance to both than any 
| real conflict of interest over hawks, ducks, or the legitimate uses of 

gunpowder. That enemy is public indifference. The basic issue in 
wildlife conservation is whether machine-made man, who outnumbers 

us five to one, really cares enough about wild things to steer the in- 

dustrial juggernaut around our interests. We and the zoophiles are 
like two small boys quarreling in the street over marbles, unmindful 
of what is coming down the hill. Unless we make common cause, 

we bid fair to make only a common grease-spot on the broad highway 
of progress. 

; a 

»
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Naturschutz in Germany 
By Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

With Photographs by the Author 

I WAS QUIZZING a high official stand this nostalgia of the German 
of the German game adminis- for wildness, as distinguished from 

tration about Pheasant manage- mere forests or mere game. We 
ment. He listened politely to my Americans, in most states at least, 
questions, but his mind would not have not yet experienced a bearless, 

‘stay put.’ His thoughts were else- wolfless, Eagleless, catless woods. 
where. He had just returned to We yearn for more deer and more 
Germany from a stag-hunt in the pines, and we shall probably get 
Carpathians and he was ‘all in a them. But do we realize that to 
glow’ about it. He wanted to talk get them, as the Germans have, at 
Carpathians, not Pheasants. So I the expense of their wild environ- 

switched the subject. ment and their wild enemies, is to 
Had he killed a stag? No. He get very little indeed? 

had declined half a dozen invitations I recite this as a kind of frame for 
to shoot the finest stags in Germany, my sketch of the Naturschutz move- 
had gone to Rumania instead, and ment, which is embarked on a very 
killed nothing. But such tracks as positive and aggressive program of 
he had seen! And by whata narrow wild-life restoration in Germany. 
squeak he had missed a shot at a A traveling fellowship from the 
truly wild stag in those truly wild Carl Schurz Foundation made it pos- 
mountains! What's more, he had _ sible for me, during the past sum- 
heard a wolf howl! He had seen a mer, to gather the information here 
bear track! LEagles—flying about presented. 
camp every day. Horned Owls, : 
serenading his lonely tent every Rare Species 
night. A lynx, too, had left his The most pressing job in both 
footprint by the spring. AIl this Germany and America is to prevent 
in a virgin forest, as yet untouched the extermination of rare species. I / 
by the forester’s axe, and full of here present the score of the two 
blackberry jungles and wild feed! countries in conserving the larger : 

“Thus, and not otherwise, do birds and mammals. In interpreting 
hillmen desire their hills.”’ this, bear in mind that our job is 

I suppose it is difficult for the much the easier, our human popu- 
American reader, who, through no __ lation being just a tenth as dense. 
fault of his own, can still hear a The Great Bustard (Grosser Trappe) 
Horned Owl if he wishes, to under- corresponds in size, wildness, and 
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appearance to our Wild Turkey, the under the onslaught of both grazing 
difference being that he inhabits and guns, while the Auerhahn is 

fields instead of woods. He is hold- shrinking only slowly, if at all, we 
ing up well, especially in Branden- will have to yield the conservation 
burg; a recent census shows 2000 score to Germany. 

Bustards within fifty miles of Berlin. The Birkhahn is strikingly similar 
While legally classed as shootable to our Sharp-tailed Grouse in size, 
game, very few Bustards are actually habits, and habitat. He differs 
shot. If we had 2000 genuinely mainly in his black color. Both 
Wild Turkeys in and near the Dis- Birkhahn and Sharp-tail are, with 
trict of Columbia (which, of course, local exceptions, shrinking by rea- 
we have not), we might claim equal son of drainage, grazing, or re- 
performance. forestation of their habitats. Both 

Despite centuries of shooting, and countries lose in this instance. 
spring shooting at that, the Auerhahn The Haselhuhn is the counterpart 
or Capercailzie is still found in all of our Spruce Partridge, except that 
large German forests of suitable he inhabits hardwood underbrush 
composition. However, only males instead of spruce swamps. Both 
are killed, and the total bag from species are shrinking rapidly, the 
each forest is very carefully regu- former under too much forestry, the 
lated to fit the reproductive capacity latter under too little. Both coun- 
of the local breeding stock. The tries lose in this case. 
Auerhahn is so deeply entrenched The Black Stork is not the tradi- . 
in German tradition that one gags tional stork of the village housetop, 
at comparing him with any non- but rather a woods-nesting species 
German bird, but he is like our corresponding roughly to our Egrets. 

Sage-cock in being a very large, He is rare and shrinking; our Egrets 
highly specialized Grouse. Since decidedly expanding. The European 
our Sage-cock is shrinking rapidly Egret is gone from Germany. We 

“The German rivers — confined in their strait-jackets of masonry—will bear for 
centuries the scars of that epidemic of geometry ‘which blighted the German mind in 
the 1800's.” 

Fee 
ae . : uP elec Ny 

ge ee alle 

ee 4 i —- Sf 

ee : @e 

Se One oe pea. a 
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G mi a PAN Mie «Cranes are in the Lake States and 
ye S Rs oes Florida-Georgia. Cranes are shrink- 

eae ee ing in both countries through drain- * CT ety ANS i 
c pome be tt Oe age and highways. If we build a aye , TERS ae : & & Di 

aes ky VF ie F ee road through the Okeefinokee Crane- 
a a) PoE ¢ i» Rpm ange, we certainly deserve to lose 
Ags XG ene My =sthis play. If not, we might, after 
go EP een. hE the Resettlement Administration has 

sf pee MG bes § completed its purchase of Crane- 
“Ce ae nd bit B  tanges in the Lake States, claim an 

4 : eleeaal agrees, §=6 even score. 

a — y é Fe aS The Wisent, or European bison, 
si — By ls Oh Meas is at such a low ebb that the Ger- 

\.- oa | Pee man remnant, preserved at the 
p\,. ep Ed / ne ee, Schorfheide, has been cross-bred 
Cage tae Dlg hs oes with our buffalo in an effort to 
ca pee oy 5 Secmmunea = bring it back. This is equivalent to 

The Great Ubu, or European Horned Owl, is being Bee ae 
Smee eee ee ie ae 
Germans now realize that “to get more came at the Chicken. The intent is to gradually 
Garver kitle Indeed (Vee then toercmies weed out the buffalo characters by 
Tol faem ottibe Schone hee Galen em ee ; li Oar wuaaioienee 
Prussia are raised to maturity for later distribution as selective culling. Our buffalo obvi 

ously is in better case. 
The Elch (moose) is still shootable 

can chalk ourselves a mark here, game in Germany, but is rather nar- 
and break the chalk if we feel like towly localized, mostly in East 
it. Prussia. A strong effort is being made 

The Hockerschwan, one of the three 0 establish a new herd at the Schorf- 

European Swans, still breeds in num- heide, but the severe overgrazing of 
bers in both Mecklenberg and East this range by deer makes this an up- 
Prussia, whereas, our only breeding hill job. Great areas of pine are being 
Swan has been lost save for one artificially underplanted with hard- 

small remnant. I think the Ger- woods to make moose-feed. The 
mans have the edge in this case. German moose problem really cor- 

The four Eagles once breeding in tesponds, in point of difficulty, not 
Germany are either pushed out or tO Our moose, but rather to.our strag- 
back to the Alps. We are, of course, gling remnant of caribou in Minne- 
doing our best to lose our two Eagles Sota. Until the Resettlement Admin- 
but have not yet had time. We istration recently took up the job of 
score on a fumble. consolidating a range, this, our sole 

The Gray Crane, corresponding to temaining herd of caribou, had been 

our Sandhill Crane, breeds in num- 0toriously neglected for years by 
bers at the Schorfheide, within an ll parties concerned. If we admit 
hour of Berlin, and in several other this comparison, we must chalk up 

spots. Our only remaining breeding 4 mark for Germany. 
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CI cannot here forbear to inter- bs 

ject a remark made to me some years 
ago by a state game warden of be 
Minnesota, in response to my ques- (ie : 
tion: ‘“What luck are you having in : mr N 
building up your caribou?’ “We be Yh es es 
don’t bother with them much,”’ he ye patex | apa. 
replied. ““They are tooscarceto hunt, . "EAS: Seay Pei 2 
and they stay so far back from the Sed ene nee 
roads that we can’t show them to fat y PY ORs fas 
tourists, so, after all, what good are ~ ae - A ike 
they?’’) , Pe SSO A 

The Chamoix is still managed as FA pares 
huntable game in the German Alps. Mo , 
Except where run out of his winter / 
range by the growing horde of ski- ) 
parties, he is doing well; compared 
with our shrinking Bighorns, very . 
well; compared with our mountain . ; 

goat, as well. We may score this, Great Bustard, or Trappe. A recent census shows 2000 
to vary the monotony, even up. Been Vile TOAOE oad tear tie Dimes of 

Bears are exterminated in Ger- Columbia, we might claim equal performance. 

oe bia dase Pes wes elles ot Summing up these 13 larger birds 
estphalia in 1752 and in Bohemia 

; and mammals of the rare or threat- 
in 1856. In such cramped quarters, fel Gals ll 
it may have been impossible for poe Sa Mae aticaner haere eA antaee 
Gem erica Sie aici reais ioe the German handicap in human 

o earns lation density, we have: 
It seems incongruous, though, for us oe Vo 
to accept the better score for bear 5 drawn scores 
conservation when our Government 4 better survivals in Germany 
has just finished eradicating the 4 better survivals in the United States 

grizzly from all but a few of our iB 
National Forests. I did not attempt any study of the 

Otter and Marten are still widely conservation of rare plants. In 
distributed, the latter particularly general, the rare forest plants of 
furnishing a regular annual fur crop. Germany have suffered severely un- 
There are certainly more otters and der the pressure of too many deer 
martens harvested each year in Ger- and too much spruce, while the rare 
many than remain alive in the marsh plants have largely succumbed 
United States. German Beaver, on to drainage. Germany had no 
the other hand, are reduced to one prairie, and hence has no prairie 
colony, whereas our beaver are flora to worry about. 
thriving. In respect of the three fur- An analysis of the German deer 
bearers collectively, we may possibly problem will appear as a separate 
claim a drawn score. paper in the Journal of Forestry. 
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The human line-ups are thus sub- 
Predator Control stantially identical, but I think that 

The status of and attitude toward research in the ecology of predation 
predators is, of course, a sensitive is farther advanced in America, 
index to the power and quality of while officialdom in Germany leans 
the Naturschutz movement in any more toward the ecological view. 
country. Germany is today experi- The reason for this official leaning 
encing the same conflict as we are lies partly, at least, in the fact that 
between the game keeper, with his Naturschutz, as an expression of 
traditional beliefs in rigid control, nationalism, is one of the very ex- 
and the ornithologist, with his plicit tenets of the ruling party. 
striving toward an ecological inter- Our political parties espouse ‘con- 
pretation of predation. servation’ in general terms, but they 

Each of the two countries has carefully avoid commitment on its 
two kinds of sportsmen, those who _ internal contradictions. Hence when 
reason with the eye and believe the occasion arises to split a wilderness 
only good Hawk is a dead one, and with a road, or sacrifice a salmon 
those who reason with the mind stream to power dams, they may do 
and perceive that the vulnerability so without embarrassment. 
of game to predators may be deter- While the dispersion of attitudes 
mined by forces other than the shot in Germany is similar to ours, the 
gun or pole-trap. Each has two _ status of predators is worse. This is 
kinds of ornithologists, those who to be expected, in view of the denser 
recite ‘more good than harm’ statis- human population and the longer 
tics, and those who see in predation period during which intensive game- 
a complex mechanism as yet little keeping has been practiced. Some 
understood, but probably definitely predatory species, such as weasel 
related to and necessary for a and iltis, are resistant to abuse; 
healthy biota. Each has two kinds these continue common in Germany, 
of game-management—the kind even after centuries of ruthless con- 
which builds up such an unnaturally trol. Others, like raptors, are non- 

high game density that vulnerability resistant. During three months’ 
to predators is inevitable, and the travel in Germany, I saw only 45 
kind which prides itself ona natural Hawks, and no Owls. The Hawk 
(and usually quite invulnerable) tally follows: 
game-stand. Finally, cutting across g age 
each of these classes, is the mental oad 2 3 a 
category which asserts that preda- Bi jee fons ere 
tors, like game, have a positive Angusti530 7 4 #1 2 14 
value as a form of natural beauty, September TKO be 7g 21 

and, on the other hand, the cate- October oer) 1A 

gory which brands the recognition November1-15 1 i 
of all values, save only that of gun- Posy hk eed 
fodder, as chicken-hearted senti- 
mentality. This represents 50 days afield, an 
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average count of about a Hawk per arrive at what might be called the 
day. The travel distance varied ‘predator-cost’ of game-keeping 
from local foot-trips up to long operations. Records proved easy to 
rides in open cars. get, but comparable records not so 

Mrs. Nice} in 1933 counted 53 easy. It proved to be impossible to 
Hawks in 37 days’ driving across iron out all variables (see footnote), 
the United States, an average of 1.4 but below are the data, such as 
Hawks per day, but her count was _ they are. 
made in midsummer, whereas my In general, we may say that it is 

§ count included the September migra- the practice in Germany to kill one 
tion, with its influx of Scandinavian predator for each 2-15 head of 
and Finnish birds. Eliminating small game bagged, or one Hawk 

4 September, my German count is 0.4 for each 7 or more game-birds 
Hawks per day, as against Mrs. bagged. This is the ‘predator-cost’ 

PREDATOR-COST PER HEAD OF GAME KILLED * 

, i | 2 3 4 ' 5 6 
Area . Total Tota! 

pete i Acres Period small or Ratio | game ro Ratio 
game Precators birds 

A ___| Saxony 5000 _| 1911-1933 |_ 13,448 | 4081 3.3 | 4126 | 586 | 7.0 
B | Mecklenburg 2 1880-1926 | 6302 1036 4.6 | 939 x x 

(mammals 
and Crows 

only) 

C | Mecklenburg 2 1876-1925 | 1450 1064 140700 | Ga5a| ox 
Hawks 

; and 

Eee PRES ai eas Bl esi} ee Pies Me cts oe eh ate gf Goes) | ka 
D Lettland 

—__|_State Forests 3,750,000? | 1922-1929 | (118,799) | (245,577) | (0.5) |_? | 2 |? _ 
E  |Silesia 2800 | 1924-1934 | 12,197 883 7380/8107) NOs7 | = 

Hawks 
and 

ES a ee re eS EA te Ded SE | Coe) a 
F | Silesia 150,000? 1934 58,066 3498 18.6 |35,980| 245 | 147.0 SS Eso ac | ee eaeh a OO Sa, SOO Heap en | ee T AO 

*Variables in table: Col. 1 excludes water-fowl and big game in all cases except D. Col. 2 includes 
dogs, cats, and Crows, as well as predatory mammals and raptors, except that raptors are missing from 
B, and in D squirrels and bears are fecladed: Col. 4 includes the bag of birds only (i. ¢., it excludes 

‘ tabbits and hares). Col. 5 is Hawks only except in C and E, where Crows and Magpies are included. 

Nice’s American count of 1.4 per of game-keeping as conceived by 
4 day. keepers. How much this might be 

It occurred tome thatthe German reduced by ecologically-minded 
habit of keeping records of game game-managers remains to be seen. 
and predators killed on particular Muchas Germany has lost through 
areas presented an opportunity to indiscriminate predator-control in 

Nice, M. M. “A Hawk Census from Arizona to Massachusetts.” Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XLVI, 
No. 2, June, 1934, pp. 93-95. 
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, ie ne Bird: Forest Bah bee Mo RA ante irds vs. Forestry 

A an meat Sy bs ne In America nearly all ornitholo- 

A] Gea i . ‘i gists are advocates of forestry, and 
Ee Best ee ee at least an occasional forester is an 

Hl Swiss eer ornithologist. It may come as a 
i + SM == shock to both when I say that, in 

i ; beac! Germany, over-artificialized forestry 
i { } is now recognized as having un- 

‘ e i" knowingly inflicted a near-disaster 
pate on forest bird-life. We are here ac- 

inte op ir ies customed to regard wild-life con- 
- Atti ge, servation and forest conservation 

ere ee eG 
tandreds stags of pie wos are bing mace. __jectives, and, of course, this is still 

Blewle 0 oak, ash, and other hardwoods good for true. The German experience, how- 

ever, indicates that it is true only 

the past, the present attitude is by when the system of forestry is of the right 
no means one of crying over spilt kind. In other words, we must con- 

milk. A very definite predator- vert an indiscriminate into a dis- 
restoration policy has been begun. criminate enthusiasm. 
Thus the great ‘Uhu,’ which is the The trouble in Germany all arose 
counterpart of our Horned Owl, is from planting spruce and pine in 
being replanted in the Schorfheide pure unmixed stands over great 
National Park, and I understand in areas. In Saxony, for example, one 
several of the national forests. It forest which contained 2 per cent of 
had been exterminated except in spruce in 1822, had, by artificial 
East Prussia. planting, been converted into 73 

Nests of Eagles and rare Hawks per cent spruce in 1932. 
are, as a rule, zealously guarded as Space does not here permit ex- 
‘held in trust’ for the nation—on plaining why this was done, or 
one estate even Goshawk nests are what penalties forestry itself has 
treasured. I can personally attest suffered therefrom. These questions 
that this estate had a good stand of are being treated in a separate paper. 
Pheasants and Partridges. I would, The present point is that the native 

of course, expect trouble ifGoshawk bird fauna cannot thrive, or even 
nests were allowed to become really survive, in a forest so utterly unlike 
numerous, but that is another ques- the natural forest. 
tion. It is not the regretful trim- This is of great import to America. 
ming down of a too-abundant rap- Our forestry is still so new that we 

; tor, but rather the zestful eradi- can select the right kind if we want 
cation of any and all raptors, and to. We have many regions where 
the implied assumption that only fire has reduced the per cent of coni- 
game has value, which discredits fers far below the natural level, and 
the game movement in any country. where wild life would benefit greatly 
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from moderate conifer plantings. I 

The German experience, however, 

is a plain warning that forestry 

willy-nilly involves more public in- 

terests than just timber supply, and ‘ 

that those interests may be injured ~<X 

or aided by the forester, depending } . 

on the broadmindedness, skill, and ’ 

foresight he brings to his job. 

Many Germans are aware of the 

birdlessness of pure spruce and pure 

pine, and a few have actually begun 

to measure the extent and nature of 

the damage. A brilliant example of 

such research has recently been pub- oy Woadpuchetr"e calience aihinkeble 
lished by Vietinghoff,* who owns ‘ormer years.” 

and lives upon an estate, Neschwitz, 

mostly pine forest, which has been The optimum surviving sample area 

in his family since 1763, and which shows 18 species, 7 hole-breeders 

he is now converting from pure pine and 11 open. Artificialization of 

to mixed pine and hardwoods, with the forest, in short, has cut its bird 

the double objective of improving fauna at least in half, and distorted 

both wild life and timber. the composition adversely to the 

The fact that he derives his liveli- hole-breeders (as would be expected 

hood from the timber, and only where dead, down, and hollow trees 

pleasure from the wild life, adds a have been anathema to foresters). 

unique authority to his findings. The density of this optimum sur- 

We landless American foresters in viving sample was 0.95 pairs per 

public employ are, after all, talking acre (well under most American 

about what somebody else ought to breeding censuses). 

do. Another very old (150-year) pine 

Vietinghoff finds that there are 40 forest had about the same density 

species of birds which could (and in (1.0 pairs per acre) but a normal 

former times did) breed in the pine composition, due, no doubt, to 

type of his region (east Saxony). more holes. 

: Of these, 19 nest in holes and 21 in Contrasted with these optima, a 

the open. These figures represent typical clear cutting replanted arti- 

the inherent richness and compo- ficially to pine (the kind heretofore 

r sition of the ornithological com- standard in Germany forestry) sup- 

munity. ports 3 species, all open breeders, 

Of this potential 40 species, with a density too thin to measure. 

several—notably the Black Stork— After 5 years this rises to 5 species 

have already been exterminated. with a density of 0.4 pairs per acre. 

*Vietinghoff-Riesch, Frhr. v. ‘Die neve Bestrebungen des Forstlichen Naturschutzes in Deutschland, 

mit beodderer Berticksichtigung des Vogelschutzes.’” Weltforstwirtschaft Bd. II Heft 4/6, Berlin, 1935. 
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After 15 years it may rise to 10 right to be fruitful in a natural way.” 
species with a density of 0.7 pairs. Now a shock for bird-lovers: The 

Not until the fortieth year do the erection of bird-boxes, while in- 
hole-breeders begin to appear at all, creasing the variety and density of 
and their normal ratio is not ap- birds, by no means insures an arti- 
proached until 100 years, by which ficial forest against insect epidemics. 
time the tree harvest is ripe for the It merely opposes a regimented bird 
axe, whereupon the hole-breeders population to a regimented insect 
are again expropriated. food-supply. Both are unbalanced, 

It is apparent, then, that under the both internally and in relation to . 
old-style German silviculture the each other. The insect problem, 
bird fauna of the pine forest suffers Vietinghoff believes, is insoluble ex- 
a strong impoverishment in both cept by a return to natural ecological 
variety and density, and also such safeguards. The ideal set up by 
a distortion of composition as to be Vietinghoff* for German forestry is 
tantamount to the exclusion ofhole- a complete and natural flora and 

breeders. fauna ‘‘from the bacteria in the soil 
All of the foregoing refers to to the Eagle in the air.”’ 

forests without artificial nest-boxes. 
By means of such boxes, a nearly The Landscape 
normal variety and density of bird It is a far cry, of course, from this 
species has been maintained, not ideal to the actual landscape of 
only at Neschwitz, but in many Germany. There is no Eagle in the 
other German forests. Vietinghoff air, and the flora and fauna are far 
has elaborated and refined the nest- from natural. No man can doubt, 
box technique originally developed, though, either the intensity or the 
by von Berlepsch, with whose trans- power of the German revulsion 
lated writings} many Americans are against over-artificial land-use. In 
already familiar. some respects the landscape already 

The Natutschutz movement, how- expresses that revulsion. There are 
ever, aims at something far higher no billboards. The roads and trails 
than such synthetic substitutes. disfigure the countryside less than 
Vietinghoff regards his own con- ours. The retreat of the conifers 
tributions to artificial nesting as has begun—clumps of beech and oak 
nothing better than a stop-gap to dot the sombre green of the hereto- 
bridge the period of transition from fore ubiquitous spruces. Once in a ' 
artificial to natural forest. ‘‘Parallel while a dead tree is left standing— 
with the building of artificial nest- a negligence unthinkable in former 
ing-sites,’’ he asserts, ‘‘there must years. 
develop the objective of making them Not all of the mistakes of the 
superfluous by restoring to the forest its engineering era, however, can be 

tHeisemann, M. ‘‘How to Attract and Protect Wild Birds.” Witherby & Co., London, 1908. 

*Since this was written, Vietinghoff has been appointed as Professor of Naturschutz in the Tharandt 
Forest School of the University of Dresden. His job will be to work out by research the ecological 
questions raised by the Naturschutz movement. 
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retrieved, even with time. The were necessary, but not many. As | 
German marshes are gone. TheGer- in America, the landscape is a | 
man heaths are fast going. And the human document written upon the 
German rivers—confined in their page of geological history. In a | 
strait-jackets of masonry—will bear truly “mathematical sense, it is an 
for centuries the scars of that epi- integrated expression of all the 
demic of geometry which blighted virtues, foibles, and fallacies of its 
the German mind in the 1800's. successive generations of human 
Some of these distortions of nature occupants. 

| 
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Ihe Wi in River Marsh 
By ALDO LEOPOLD 

Herein the author describes a typical marsh area which has been 

ditched, drained, and burned until now a hundred thousand acres f 

lie in ruin. Can you provide solutions to some of the unanswered | 
questions which must be solved before a ruined marsh area can be 

rebuilt for wildlife? 

N INSTRUCTIVE example of how economic the soil, augmented the growth of weeds, and thereby { 
forces and public sentiment play basketball with benefited the chickens—until the first severe drought | 
conservation is found in the marshland district allowed the dry peat to burn. From then on, during 

of central Wisconsin. each dry period, fires literally consumed the peat beds. 
These marshes are strung out on both sides of the In 1930 a single fire lifted two or three feet of peat from | 

Wisconsin River and cover about half a million acres in an area of several townships. f 
five counties. They consist of peat-filled basins which These deep-burning fires present a new and puzzling 
represent the deeper parts of an ancient glacial lake. problem. For the first two years after a fire the ashes 
The lake was originally formed when an arm of the produce an exuberant crop of smartweed and ragweed, 
glacier plugged the Wisconsin River at its previous out- which in turn produces an exuberant crop of prairie 
let through the Baraboo Hills. In the course of cen- chickens and sharptails. The weedy interlude following 
turies the lake gradually drained, choked with vegeta- the 1930 fires happened to fall on the high of the cycle. 
tion, and became a series of sphagnum bogs. These It is doubtful if these marshes ever carried such a stand 
finally filled up with peat, which, in part, grew up to of birds as was found there in 1932. If they did, no 
tamarack. Interspersed with the tamaracks were open hunter of the present generation remembers it. Ruffed 
bog-meadows, representing the deeper peats, and nu- grouse also swarmed along the unburned stream bot- 
merous sandy oak-covered ridges, representing bumps in toms. Apparently the golden age of abundant game 
the lake-bottom. Such was the marsh as the first white had come back. 
man found it. But not for long. The ashes were soon leached out 

Contrary to popular belief, the virgin marsh was or blown away, whereupon the food-bearing weeds dis- 
probably not very productive of wildlife. Prairie appeared, and in their place sprang up uncountable mil- 
chickens had not yet entered Wisconsin. There were lions of aspen seedlings. Aspen is apparently the only 
doubtless a few sharptailed grouse, deer, and partridge plant capable of growing in the raw peat after the ashes 
on the oak “islands,” but the solid tamarack stands are gone. By now these aspens which followed the 1930 
were probably devoid of game. On the treeless bog- fire are tall enough to exclude both chickens and sharp- 
meadows, however, sandhill cranes and waterfowl tails. The raw peat on which they grow does not carry 
nested in considerable numbers. enough undergrowth to make a partridge range. It is 

The optimum conditions for game came after settlers doubtful if deer can thrive on aspen without tamaracks 
had begun to farm the surrounding hill country. The to winter in, and the tamarack remnants were of course 
settlers burned large openings in the tamaracks and used largely wiped out by the post-drainage fires. So here 
them as hay meadows. Every farmer who owned a quar- we are with nearly a hundred square miles of aspen 
ter-section in the hills also owned a forty in the marsh, thicket which threatens to become, for at least a gen- 
where he repaired every August to cut his hay. In win- eration, a wildlife desert. To burn out the aspen would 
ter, when frost had hardened the marsh, he hauled the only aggravate the trouble—in fact, it would consume the 
hay to his farmstead. remainder of the peat, expose the underlying sand, and 

The open haymeadows, separated by stringers of grass, thus create a sand dune, which might engulf the sur- 
oak, and popple, and by occasional remnants of tama- rounding counties. : 

rack, were better crane, duck, and sharptail range than Not all of the marsh area, of course, is in such dire 
the primeval bogs. The grain and weeds on the farms straits. There is much good range left, but until the fires 
abutting the marsh acted as feeding stations for prairie are stopped, the entire drained area is threatened with 
chickens, which soon became so abundant as to take ultimate destruction. What to do? 
a considerable part of any grain left in the fields. These It is clear that the first move is to plug the ditches so 
were the golden days of wildlife abundance. Fires as to raise the water table, and thus prevent any more 
burned parts of the marsh every winter, but the water deep-burning fires. But this cannot be done without 
table was so high that the horses had to wear “clogs” money, men, and the consent of the organized landown- 
at mowing time, hence no fire ever “bit” deep enough to ers or drainage districts. 
do any lasting harm. i 

Then in the gay nineties came the drainage dredge, the Marshland Economics 
land shark, the urge for more acreage, and all the other Most of the drained lands have passed through several 
paraphernalia of what we fondly called “the march of salesman-farmer-sheriff cycles of ownership, and now 
empire.” Ditches ten feet deep were cut through the peat, repose in the lap of the county. Some are still held by 
lowering the water table many feet. Farming, except in actual farmers, some by cranberry growers, some by 
the northeast corner of the area, failed. Drainage bonds absentee investors. The remaining farmers are so scat- 
sank about as low as the water. There was, however, no tered that it is excessively costly for the counties to sup- 
immediate serious damage to the game. Drainage as ply them with roads and schools. It would be to every- 

such, of course, eliminated the ducks, but it sweetened body’s advantage if these farmers holding down poor



land could move to some really good Clark Co. diaren | Dancy Marsh 
} land in some compact community, es j ee et 

where road and school service would lax | vic eke see Rg es ee an : (> CLARE Gad ; 
be less expensive. It would be actual Fe 3\ 8) Omaratiela (,) Ye 8 
economy for the public to offer them Fao a Ics 9 fh 
a good improved farm in exchange BEL ONS 1% | @o i O 
for the one evacuated. The AAA frie) OWeileville | aN . oe aces R 
now offers the machinery for accom- iva ' ‘\ FooD ! O 
plishing just such evacuation and re- KER Former outlet | Shan esovens 

/ settlement, if the farmers wish to use pe /3 sleet a eraie Peerless J 

| it. The CCC and FERA camps offer Se errr eta Pe ORCL Re egy cet Be Porters 
| the labor necessary to dam _ the Tri NA et (Kirk Ore ay (25 AWwtecbnsin (2/25: 2\ March 
| ditches, reflood the marsh, and install [GED Te ye E>) ps7 Pools ieee ean 

the food patches, plantings, and other -{#1ack fie CP A l, . i Cis TaAO siamane 
improvements needed to check fire a Bale oe ey ee S50 7 Co. iS + eye 
and restore wildlife on the evacuated See SEE Mh _ Agueres 2 Soe 
lands. The Biological Survey offers oer erg Ess cranbepey Cr. (5 S-eteole March 

\ to buy out the odd parcels of unoc- cack = ‘ iret: ‘ Aap drained 
) ; : sox \S 3 Cites Poy eA ) cfrhstie( ¢  varned cupied holdings, but all federal par- ee ee eat CS ES 

ticipation is contingent on the State MONROE . ~ ep s iY fc AUSHARA 

Conservation Department agreeing, : 4 £ (EB Roche a 
| once the area is completed, to oper- Tat accede: De £ er S| Ord Marsh 

{ ate it at its own expense. This will half deeply barnéd) Ly Li}tle Yellow Ney j edrerent 

call for a tri-lateral “treaty” whereby o * ke i) by A is. VOSA leas 
the federal government and county {{Ofomah leer . erent) 
pool their holdings, for administration  O Sparta seer oe ane Vy 
by the state, as a great public “Con- Ro eter : SB hy ofa 
serves Dietrict’” : eraniat | "ORS" as . Maley 

Overtures looking to the consum- L, Weconsin LO 3 Aen Me 
mation of this great reorganization of : : 8 Oke $ . 
land-use on 100,000 acres of marsh WISCONSIN | * > . 
are now under way. The federal RIVER =e" a eteee 3 
government and the Conservation AMEE VERNON 2 ne : 
Department are already committed. It and proposed fe * & : 
remains to be seen whether the coun- CENTRAL WISCONSIN ieee es ea ee 

| ties and the farmers are willing to GAME AREA _ +) pleas : cs 
erform their respective parts, and : ae peeeeas o ofBrortage 
ade what oie It is 5 less ex- cone canal aia ees Ne, pasvacet Q 
pensive, less paternalistic, and more cooperating, g, Seale.Miles 4 cose aoe . 
flexible plan for creating public game Olde Bopetd 31:0/4¢9—$—— $$ a £0 
areas than the out-and-out federal Map Showing Central Wisconsin Game Area 
purchase employed in such projects as 
the Upper Mississippi Refuge. But being a cooperative are no aspens the engineers must do it, also on all lower 
enterprise, it also requires the participation of many reaches where gates are needed to regulate the level of 
diverse groups, and this may not be forthcoming unless the impounded water. Can all aspen-lined headwater 
local conservation groups interest themselves in the en- ditches be left to the beavers? 
terprise. Will cattails tend to choke the pondage above each dam 

Many details are still obscure, even in the minds of and spoil it for duck-nesting? If so, are muskrats a 
those in charge. It may, for example, be unnecessary to remedy? If so, what precautions are needed to prevent | 
evacuate all going farms; some scattered farms may be these muskrats from puncturing the dams? | 
needed to put in food patches, patrol the area, etc. Again, With higher water-levels, will grass again get a foot- 
if the state assumes all the operating expense, it may hold on the burned area now lost to aspen? Could snow- 
have to seek some income from wildlife crops, especially shoe rabbits be reintroduced to thin the aspen thickets? 
fur crops, not so much to recoup itself as to give the What about hay meadows? Isn’t a partly-hayed coun- 
county some income for the use of county lands. Will try more favorable to prairie chickens than one entirely 
the public be willing to pay some nominal fee for the uncut? 
use of a public area? If not, there can hardly be any Do the deer need tamaracks for winter cover? If so, 
expansion of the idea in the shape of additional districts. can such wintering thickets be artifically planted? 

The local people will of course benefit, not only from What grain can be used for food patches in “frost- 
the direct revenues from wildlife crops, but from the holes” where buckwheat is liable to summer killing? 
tourist trade which the existence of such crops will cre- White birch is necessary for winter budding of grouse, 
ate. The precarious national situation in waterfowl will but in the heavily burned marshes is all gone. Will it 
make it inadvisable to allow any duck shooting for a grow in burned peat or sand, even if planted? 
long time to come, but the upland game and fur ought to What can be done to build up the remnant of breed- 
return a legitimate harvest soon after actual management jing sandhill cranes? No one knows what they eat, or 

begins. what is the weak spot in their present environment. 
F Certain grasses, notably “rip-gut,” are now known 

Management Questions to form ideal chicken roosts. Where such roosts are lack- 
It sounds simple to reflood a marsh and let the wild- ing, how can the vegetation be manipulated to build up 

\ life take it, but it isn’t. Here are some of the unan- this particular grass for chicken-roost purposes? 
swered questions : With higher water levels, will the acidity of the soil 
How shall the dam-building job be divided between again increase? What changes in vegetation and animal 

the engineers and the beavers? Obviously where there life will this induce?



It is easy to foresee that the administration of this unusual, so that rules-of-thumb will oftener than not | 
great area will be a technical task of no mean magnitude, prove wrong. But I can think of few tasks more worth- | 
requiring not only executive capacity, but exceptional while. It means restoring 100,000 acres, now destined to | 
skill in diagnosing these and a hundred other ecological become a sand dune, to the varied productivity which it 
questions. The soils, climate, plants, and animals are all enjoyed in the old hay-meadow days. { 
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N SOLVING the wildlife way to forget our zero score 
restoration problem of the in private conservation to 
nation, the role of private x, date. I say ‘zero’ because if 

and state lands in wildlife f =. ’ all the private game manage- 
management ae y FONTS se ment undertakings in North 
importance. le following Ch pide ie America were plotted to scale 
papers, eee were [AIS ery beat on a map, a microscope 
Bogen c roost pate lienre i would be needed to find one, sented at-the North American ‘ (oe " : ated) . Ce aren aN hat tf ; and even then one would Wildlife Conference. i ae Se ceased ia %y “a 

‘ p 4 erie a nae a pm Pdi have to know where to look. 
Dealing with the role of A Fe ee EE I he * “Rn, A pie ee Z ean Oo ihe, Q ew people as yet under- | private land in wildlife man- '. ih ae ee “+ stand that wildlifemis best 

t, Aldo Leopold, in. je Sam ; A a Sooene iy ke Pp sdalis \ er Pe ¢ produced as a thin crop. To 
y apa Ls he U ee BS ‘ol i OR ae, her a get either quantity or variety 
7 ority of # a niversity oe. EN = Poe nit’ at. low costs it must be 
0 ee said: is mag eg Se Pe spread over large areas. In 

; No rounded program for Los Rie, Ge tae ar Ie my opinion, the entire farm 
wildlife is possible unless it BRM, ROE. Ce ee and forest area is none too 
is applied on private as well Photograph by Gardiner Bump large to provide our ten per 
as on public lands. The Steutting Cock Grouse. cent of sportsmen, and our 
truth of this assertion is ob- : unknown but equally impor- 
vious. It underlies the Amer- tant army of non-shooting 
ican Game Policy of 1931, and has since been elaborated hunters, with wildlife. I have estimated that the farm and 
for the whole conservation field. The object of rehearsing forest area of Wisconsin would yield seventeen upland 
it here is to remind us that the present expansion in pub- birds per licensed hunter a year. To stretch production 
lic undertakings is lop-sided. beyond this would mean costly artificial method and un- 

“I have said before, and here repeat, that there is dan- necessary sacrifice of valuable predators. I think Wiscon- 
ger of using the present scramble for public dollars as a sin is about an average state. 

ee z ; ‘ ave ; Bk adn : i oe ‘ e 

a] $y PCE 7 Aa ad s ; 
_ 5 «we ae é . : ES ag odo aie = mare ae 4 4 ‘ ¥ ' eae 7. eR * be Yt sa . Sen aid -. 4 * |e ate oe ae Ton 4 : : ~ . |e ae , a 
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ui | r 4 a as p / . ae aa) 

cd « @ ee | 7 : = ee ieee) BSS ig Aad Whe oR os | a ele 
oe, a ¥ ” go F ~~ S . ae Ree Maen Sito 
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~~ 2 : _ | ES ae eat BERT 
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Where habitat is destroyed, wildlife is exposed to natural enemies and faces food shortage. Here the Game Conservation | 

Department of New York has developed concentration feeding for deer in the Moose River section of the Adirondacks. 
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“I cite this estimate because there are still a few ill- kept undrained, ungrazed, and otherwise productive? I 
osted land-planners and sportsmen who have rosy dreams can’t see anything but a public subsidy, scaled to reward 
bout accommodating the whole shooting public on a few productivity, and certified by field inspection. 
ublic shooting grounds. Let us by all means have pub- “We have no legal or fiscal mechanism for such a 
ic shooting grounds, but let us keep firmly in mind that subsidy. That is to say, our conservation organism has in 
ame management must also accompany the greater part it a big hiatus which, in our excitement over buying ref- 
f all private farming and forestry if we are to have a uges and poisoning crows, we have overlooked. The inter- 
ufficient game supply. To shrink the area ultimately national aspect of the problem also needs special consider- 
means to shrink the per cent who can participate. To ation. 
xpand the human population, of course, has the same “Even if it were geographically possible for public 
effect. We can measure this in Germany, where despite agencies to cover the needs of conservation, I am afraid 
xcellent management, only 300,000 out of 62,000,000 it is humanly impossible to build a public organization 
eople hold hunting licenses, or half of one per cent. That equal to the task. I see in the history of the last three 

iis to say, Germany, with ten times our population density, years much evidence that there is a maximum velocity 
san furnish only a twentieth as many of her citizens with ‘for expansion of a bureau, beyond which more money 
hunting license. ceases to deliver more results. There may also be a 
“Now if the greater part of our farms and forests must maximum size; mere bigness may in itself kill that inner 

produce, it follows that the public must own or operate something essential to effective work. I also suspect that 
the greater Federal - State 
part of our fi A i cooperation 
farms and for- ON z ic < aN = Sia Gy & a — } / an y 4 has often been 
ests if it is to Ar teehee \ Ls Sey i “& i \ \ ) inverse to 

be the pro- Se t Ry 's ue <4: wae Y 4 Ny aN > ne BY rate of growth | 
ducer. No- [Wit - SH ey ee * hs y TA i of the bureaus | 
body can op- a ei PAV 7 ig a ANI 5 NB S f concerned. We 
erate a prop- : / . | f ei ~ \/ Wa IN oe must not for- 
lerty without f RU | Rd) oe rene X ye . N get the prob- 
living on it. "4 ie NA ee ag "i bh \ Se wi } ability that 
I think the ts . ie f- A iss ] yO »' > of i | there are in- 
vital role of ES INS ale fey yy WAN De (APam teliectual sat- 
the private | S Cs V2 Bn Shc Sh nea y \Y if KS ‘ieee = uration points, 
landowner a Ny) 1 A> / Mae, oie tsa Se Vb 4 ie ae|)) carrying ca- 
needs on fur: PAN sy y A: VR Ves (fH 1 & ’ ¥ pacities, vul- 
ther elabora- j We = IG a a ae ese aN |) a Wie SAV; nerability 

tion. CaN re, a) Jj) 1 ie y aS ASS ee ns A \| Py, curves, and 
“What par- oe TA FT RRAGANS TREES N K PD td/) peck-orders in 

ticular lands + i VA RE RRSS ON ae S ( ; ON) (| Ras i that aspect of 
should be or Gk) Cex AN AN We oe ¢ / y a human ecolo- 
remain private inci SA A aS NEN pS : /ee gy which we 
is of course f UL @ Gt a a ae BY y V, ar call govern- 
another ques- be LEAN oe Y Ras WAR “4 1 allan i ment. All this 
tion. The rare ra SO, a ate. N any ites = C2 2 ates is mere ob- 

species are of- ia = EE SS SE Sram S servational 

ten vitally af- Nesting Bob-white. A complete inventory of all wildlife, both actual and poten- opinion, but 
fected by mis- tial, is the first step in State game management, for quail and ground-nesting birds I offer it for 

placed private may be re-established only where habitat is restored. what it is 
land. Take the worth, 
grizaly: Why “To sum up: 
have the Federal conservation bureaus extirpated the The present program is lop-sided. The inherent prop- 
grizzly from all but a few of his last stands in the erties of wildlife and land-use call for moderate stands 
National Forests? Usually because some isolated private on large areas, rather than heavy stands on small areas. 
rancher lost some sheep or cows. Why didn’t they remove Management on large areas means management on pri- 
the ranch rather than the bear? Because, until recently, vate lands. 
io appropriation was available for moving ranches. It is “Some misplaced private ownerships must be extin- 
now about last call for evacuating a suitable grizzly range guished to save rare species. The grizzly is an example. 
in each of the western National Forest regions, and re- There is need for a new mechanism to reward private 
stocking it if need be. No conceivable success in multi- conservation of small waterfowl breeding areas and other 
plying ordinary game, or in building bear refuges in spots which the public cannot buy, which must be man- 
Alaska, would extenuate our failure to save the ‘white aged, but which should not be shot. There are inherent 
bear’ of Lewis and Clark. One key is the removal of limits of speed and size in the building of public con- 
misplaced private lands. servation agencies.” 

“Not all of our important problems can be solved by Elliott S. Barker, State Game Warden of New Mexico, 
readjustments of ownership and the stimulation of man- and president of the International Association of Game, 
agement-for-shooting. Take, for example, the waterfowl Fish and Conservation Commissioners, dealing with wild- 
|and the thousands of small potholes on which they depend life management by state agencies, said: 
|for nesting. The bulk of these are so scattered that public “There are six major questions which must be dis- 
|purchase is impossible, and certainly private management cussed in presenting any sort of picture of the states’ 
for shooting would be a doubtful gain over no manage- wildlife regulation and management problems. The juris- 
|ment at all. By what means can these breeding ponds be  dictional question comes first. (Continuing on page 147) 
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DEER AND DAUERWALD IN GERMANY* 

I. HISTORY 

By ALDO LEOPOLD : 

University of Wisconsin | 

OST American foresters have history. It cannot be understood without 
M heard that German forests are knowing when and how it grew. 

overstocked with deer. But it The Urwald—tt must first of all be 
requires a trip to Germany to get an ade- understood that the Urwald which saw 
quate picture of how severe the deer dam- the march of Caesar’s legions was pre- 
age is, and how widely it is distributed. dominanatly hardwood. All authorities 

In the German forests there is no live. agree on this fact. At high altitudes the 
stock to befog the issue. The observer is Composition tended toward spruce and fir, 
soon forced to the conclusion that better and on poor sands toward pine, but even 
silviculture is possible only with a radi- these coniférous stands had hardwood 
cal reform in game management. Later, admixtures or understory. 
as he learns to decipher what silviculture Secondly, the Urwald had many open- 
has done to the deer range, he also ings. This is attested by the numerous 
grasps the converse conclusion that better forest place-names ending in “heide” 
game management is possible only with (heath), at which no heath or heath-like 
a radical change in silviculture. openings are now to be found. 

Germany, in short, presents a plain case Such a mixed open forest had a high 
of mutual interference between game and carrying-capacity for game. Oak and 
forestry. The situation flatly contradicts beech offered abundant browse and mast; 
the uncritical assumption, dying but not young conifer-groups offered thick winter 
yet dead in America, that the practice of cover. In the openings grew a profusion 

forestry in and of itself, regardless of of intolerant food-bearing herbs and 
what kind or how much, promotes the shrubs. The native predators automati- 
welfare of wildlife. cally adjusted the density of the game to 

An analysis of this predicament should the carrying-capacity of the vegetation. 
be rich in lessons for all countries whose Our hunting progenitors, who plied this 
conservation policy is still in the making. ame with spear, sling, snare, and broad- 

head, were, ecologically speaking, simply 

Deer AND Forestry tHroucn Nine — the predator who had learned to prey 
Cenrunims with tools. 

The game fauna of the Urwald in- 
Our problem thrusts its roots deep and cluded not only the present red and roe 

wide into the rich alluvium of German deer, the wild boar, and the Elch (moose), 

*This paper is based on studies made in Germany and Czecho-Slovakia, August to November, 
1935, under the auspices of the Oberlaender Trust and the Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation, 
For help in gathering the data presented in the charts I am especially indebted to Prof. Franz 
Heske, Prof. A. Roéhrl, and M. Biasius of the Tharandt Forest School; to Dr. Adalbert Ebner 
of the Bavarian Forest Service, to Oberforster F. Yaerisch of the Prussian Forest Service, and 
to Prof. Geo. Kartzke of the Carl Schurz Foundation. 
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but also the Auerochs (ox), the Wisent had never seen, and will never see again. ' 

(bison), and the wild horse, all dependent The practice of management began with 

on openings and hardwoods for feed. agreements or treaties between adjoining 
We shall never know the equilibria which domains. The ideas of national federa- | 

prevailed in this aboriginal biota, but it tion which culminated under Bismarck 

is safe to assume that the big game popu- may well have had their origin in these 
lation levels were both stable and high. simple deer-treaties between local rulers. 
Had they been either fluctuating or low, By 1545 we find the professional game 

| our gunless, farmless ancestors would have manager firmly entrenched in the over- 

starved. head personnel of each petty court. He 
On the other hand, Caesar’s descrip- was called a forester, but had only game 

tions show us that the herbivores did not and military duties. A contract of em- 
destroy this original forest, nor had they ployment between the Archbishop of Tol- 

altered its mixed composition. lenn and one Thysenn of Thylge, his for- 

The Feudal Forests (1100-1400).— ester, describing the latter’s emoluments, 
These three critical centuries saw hunting perquisites, and duties, is given by Feaux 
evolve from industry to sport. They also de la Croix and affords the modern for- 
saw the gradual diminution of the game ester much information and not a little 
stand, including the extinction of the. amusement. The clergy as well as the 
Auerochs and wild horse (about 1364 nobility were the huntsmen of this period. 

and 1425, respectively), and the virtual Systematic kill records appear only at 
elimination of the Wisent. As an offset the end of the period, i.e. about 1600. 
to these losses came the introduction of Game management took the form of 

the fallow deer from Asia, via France. yigid patrol, savage penalties against tres- 
There was as yet neither forestry nor pass, deliberate preservation of mast trees, 
game management, but there was a delib-  \ojuntary restraints on the kill, and pred- 
erate effort to! conserve|oak |and beech’ 460% control! | ‘These measures were ap- 

mast trees, for the combined benefit of plied to a forest still natural in its com- 
game and domestic swine. position; a forest probably cut, burned, 

Deer hunting was done with bows and and grazed in just that intermediate de- 
nets. The use of nets dates back to 1100. gree favorable for the release of the accu- 
They were set in the openings of planted mulated energy of the Urwald. Just so, 

hedges, and the deer were driven into jn America, the period of maximum wild 
them with dogs. life abundance came just after (not be- 

No statistics of kill exist, but a general fore) the ecological disturbances resulting 

downward trend in deer may be inferred from settlement. Yet despite the high 
as the natural consequence of the spread density of deer, it is not until the end of 
of agriculture, the mania for hunting, and the period that we find records of forest 
the lack of both restrictive laws and man- damage—a fact which speaks volumes 
agement. This inference is sustained by for the carrying capacity of the hardwood 
the absence of recorded complaints over forest. | 
deer damage. The “Big High” and the system of man- 

The Big High (1400-1618).—Sometime agement which produced it toppled to an 

about 1400 was born the idea of deliberate abrupt end with the outbreak of the | 

organized Wildbestandhebung (lifting the Thirty Years War (1618-1648). 
game stand) which marks the advent of The Exploitation (1718-1700).—The 
game management in Germany. There Thirty Years War decimated the game in 
resulted such high of deer as Germany two ways: by the disorganization of man-
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agement and patrol, and by filling the which stands, silviculturally speaking, as 
woods with outlaws, military fugitives, the first wonder of the world. 

and evicted peasants, all of whom turned The north slope of the Spessart, which 
to venison for a livelihood. Heske also js intrinsically a better site but had no 
notes a reinvasion of bears and wolves hunting bishop to watch over it, fell a 

during the Thirty Years War. victim to exploitation during the 1600’s 
The shrinkage in deer of course ter- and 1700's. This was later followed by 

minated the deer pressure on the forest. pure-conifer silviculture. This north slope 
This continuous interaction between game, now supports only a mediocre stand of 
forest, and politics is beautifully illus- Scotch pine, which, when compared with 
trated in the famous oak stands of the the Spessart, would hardly be recognized 
Spessart, which owe their origin to the as belonging in the same region. 
following fortuitous succession of events Systematic records of deer bags begin 

(see Forstverein Jahrbuch, 1935, pp. 23- with the 1600’s. (See Fig. 1.) These rec- 
24): ords take the form of a combined Journal 

1. The Bishop of Mainz, like most of and Guest Book for each estate. Some- 

the ecclesiastics of his time, loved hunting. times the Journal records the kill of a 
His favorite hunting ground was the south personage or a court rather than of an 
slope of the Spessart. Up to 1605, he area (Fig. 1A). Sometimes the kill of 
protected this forest against both agricul- the ruling family and guests is separated 

tural exploitation and cutting. The deer, from that of its employees. Some Jour- 
while thus protected, became so abundant nals begin in the 1300’s, but either these 
as to make oak reproduction impossible. early data are too indefinite to compile or 

2. The good bishop also desired a new 0 one has ever taken the trouble to go 

castle which should outshine all the other back that far. The best game Journals 
castles of Germany. This impelled him are in Bohemia and Saxony. Official 
to cut out, in one great felling, for tim- statistics of political subdivisions also 

bering his castle (Aschaffenburger Schloss) furnish kill data, but do not appear until 

all but the old, short-stemmed, large- 1855 (Fig. 2, B, ¢, D): 

crowned oaks of the Spessart. His draft- The old Journals show that some for- 

oxen, in the course of the logging, grazed ests recovered their deer-stands imme- 
out the undergrowth, and scuffed the diately after the Thirty Years War (Royal 
freshly-exposed soil of the new slashings. Forests of Saxony, Fig. 1A); most, how- 

3. A prodigious mast-year came along ever, remained depleted until the early 

and seeded the slashings thus accidentally 1700’s (Wittingau, Fig. 1 C). 
prepared with millions of acorns. The close of the 1600’s saw nets and 

4. At the same moment the Thirty bows replaced by firearms and the final 

Years War broke out, causing the game extirpation of bears (1693) and wolves 

“by reason of the increase in predators (1742), even from large estates like Wit- 
and the disturbances in the forest by tingau. (While it has nothing to do with 
fugitives” to decrease. This enabled the deer, there may also be noted the intro- 
new seedings to grow into a jungle of duction of pheasant culture (Krumau, 
young oaks. 1687) and the appearance of protective 

5. The game stayed down long enough Closed seasons on threatened _ species 

for the oak seedlings to grow out of its (Auerhahn at Bastenberge, 1684). 
reach. Hence the towering, slender shafts, The 1600’s were a period not only of 
fine-grained wood, and small, compact game scarcity but of forest exploitation. 
crowns and roots of the modern Spessart, There was a wide prevalence of new
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clearings and slashings, and probably of A whole series of ideas pertinent to the 
destructive grazing. forest-game relationship had their birth 

The Timber Famine, 1700-1810.—This during this century. There were, in Sax- 
is a period of high deer and low forests. ony at least, earnest but unsuccessful 

It opens with a general rise in all deer efforts to reorganize forest administration 

curves, which is sustained, except as tem- for better coordination of game and for- 

porarily interrupted by wars and hard estry. There was a timber famine, and a 

winters, until the Revolution of 1848. consciousness of worse to come unless 

Two especially hard winters came in 1726 offset by deliberate timber-cropping. The 

and 1729. cropping took the form of coppice, and 

About the middle of the century the later of birch. Both were intended as 

roe curve crosses the red deer curve. silvicultural short-cuts, and perhaps rep- 

Henceforward the little roe is to be the resented the equivalent of the present 

more abundant of the two species, where- American idea of “cellulose forestry.” 

as during the Middle Ages roes were (The human mind seems to recoil when it 

scarce, and in low esteem as game. first faces the time element in forestry, 

a2 Di vrrreenstEIN= BERLERERG WESTPHALIA IN eae a 

s00 B-BRUNSWICK STATE FORESTS pa rh i os i | 

“Vf DY 
neo cen y 
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Fig. 2—Shorter records of deer killed. Each data point represents a single year. Fallow deer . 

are omitted. 

(A) Wittgenstein-Berleberg. An estate of Westphalia. Area unknown. (For description 
and data see Feaux de la Croix, p. 296.) 

(B) Brunswick. Area uncertain, (Data from Bieger, p. 21.) 

(C) Bavarian State Forests. Area, including leases, about 1,375,000 acres in 1910, somewhat 
larger later, smaller earlier. (Data compiled from original records by A. Ebner.) 

(D) Prussian State Forests. Area about 7,000,000 acres. Data compiled by M. Blasius from - 

“Amtliche Mitteilungen aus der Abteilung fiir Forsten des Preussischen Ministerium fiir Land d 

wirtschaft, Dominen, und Forsten.”
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| 
but today the Germans calmly execute per twenty acres. The Schorfheide, thanks 

rotations of 100 and 300 years, secure to deer, remains to this day the most open | 

in the knowledge that they represent good forest in Germany. It contains savannas 
economics. The present German appraisal of good forest soil (too good to revert | 

of the birch-bonanza 1s implied in Le to heather) which could actually be called / 
Roux’s derisive term “Betulamania.”) meadows or parks. | 

_The wolf of timber famine at the door _., E. Carter tells me the Romintenheide, | 
did ee put an end i. slash- in East Prussia, also has large deer-made | 

) ings, either in Germany or America. savannas, but in this case the original 
Frederick the Great, in order to pay his « _ 1” : slashing” was made not by an emperor, 
debts of the Seven Years War, cashed in A 

: ‘ but an insect. It was cleared by nun- 
on all the good oaks in the Schorfneide, ths in 1855 
floating the logs to tidewater. The old ™"* 7 he 
oaks now remaining are the “unmerchant- The Schorfheide savannas furnish us 

able” residue. But unlike the Bishop of another curious example of the inter- 
Mainz, he proceeded to build up a heavy dependence of game, forest, and politics. 

deer stand on the slashings, which conse- They are interspersed with glacial lakes 
quently could not reproduce except to a containing sphagnum bogs. Outside the 

few unpalatable birches and hawthorns. forest are grainfields. When one com- 

This area became the favorite hunting bines savanna, sphagnum-bog, and fields, 
ground of subsequent rulers, including one has a breeding range for cranes. The 

the Kaiser, and now of Reichsjagermeister cranes are there—eight pairs—one of the 

Goring. The present stocking is a deer few remaining colonies in central Europe, 
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Fig. 3—Conversion of mixed forest to conifers since 1591. These two Inspection Districts of 
the Saxony State Forests have a combined area of 85,000 acres. Grimma (A) consists of 7 

: lowland reviers and was originally hardwood. Eibenstock (B) consists of 9 mountainous reviers 
and was originally part spruce. Data from Dissertation of Dr. Kienitz, Tharandt Forest School.
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Fig. 4—Conversion of mixed forest to conifers since 1822. The Saxony State Forests (A) had 
an area of 410,000 acres at the last census. Considerable conversion had evidently been accom- 
plished prior to 1838. Data from Deutscher Forstverein. The two reviers (B) lie within the 
Grimma Inspection District (see Fig. 3A). The graph shows the details of conversion since 
1822. Even pine has shrunk at the expense of spruce. Data from Leroux. 
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and now happily protected by the equiv- ditz by 1860. Such a radical change | 
alent of a National Park. could hardly have been completed in less | 

In the central Wisconsin marshes we than one rotation. On dry sands where 
also have breeding cranes, but here the spruce would not grow, pure pine was 
savanna was created not by the war debts used instead. In both species the silvicul- | 

E of an emperor, but by the drainage boom {ural system was clear cuttings (Kahl- 
of the inglorious 1890’s. Fires, instead schlag) followed by planting. Mixed 

of deer, keep the timber down. The tim- forests and natural reproduction both be- 
y ber is oak and tamarack instead of oak came archaic relics of an unenlightened | 

and pine. But the two areas, to a crane, past. Data on this conversion appear in 
are alike, as attested by their survival in Figs. 3 and 4. | 

both. As early as 1810 we find mention of a ! 
The 1700’s saw the final eradication of decrease in all game, and in 1829 heavier 

the remaining large predators, the lynx in deer kills are ordered throughout Saxony. 
1727, the wolf in 1742, and the wildcat [t seems likely that this reflects a shrink- | 
in 1775. The era closes with a sharp age in feed, and a growing solicitude over 
downward trend in deer, and a growing deer damage, due to conifer plantings. 
effort toward serious long-time forestry, The spruce mania, in short, probably had 
both of which are further discussed below. much to do with starting that decline in 

The Spruce Mania (1810-1914)—In deer to which the Revolution gave the 
and around the Revolution of 1848, Ger- final coup de grace. 

man deer fell to an extreme low, com- Hot on the heels of the revolution be- 
parable to that during the Thirty Years gins another big rise in deer, which cul- | 
War. The sharpest part of this decline minated in two peaks, one just before | 
reflects the brief and unsuccessful demo- 1900 and the other just before the World 
cratization of hunting privileges arising War. The accomplishment of this Wild- 
out of the revolution itself. There was bestandhebung, spruce or no spruce, must | 
also the usual breakdown of patrol and be ascribed to artificial feeding: In its 
management. American foresters are ater stages, I suspect it can also be as- 
doubtless aware that the heaviest German cribed to the amelioration of deer damage 
immigration to America was caused by by factory-made wire. (When we invent | 
the political persecutions of this period. a new machine, we usually assume that | 

The early 1800’s brought a revolution its use makes us immune to the ecological 
in forestry as well as in politics. There penalties which other flesh is heir to. | 
was a general stampede toward the plant- This mechanistic arrogance is, to a con- 
ing of spruce, which the Germans, in servationist, the keynote of the century.) 
retrospect, call “Fichtenomania.” Never The nature of the struggle to reconcile 

\ before or since have the forests of a high deer with pure conifers is indicated 
whole nation been converted to a new by a few thumbnail sketches of typical 
species within a single generation. Spruce items. In 1854 Crown Prince Albert ups | 

; was pushed downward and outward far his deer and tries to offset this by ad- 
beyond its natural range. The beginning ministrative coordination. In 1857 the | 
of the spruce era is usually dated as 1820, remaining servitudes for litter and grazing 
when Cotta, who had started the move- are bought out at Birenthoren (perhaps | 
ment, took over the Tharandt Forest the rising tide of deer and conifers creates | 
School. The actual plantings, however, an impulse to clean up other and less | 
must have begun earlier, for we find the immovable forest troubles). In 1873 heavy . 
conversion to spruce completed at Col- deer damage leads to the leasing-out of 

|
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many reviers in Saxony, which the King ly understood as podsolization—an ac- 
alone could not keep properly shot down. cumulation of surface acids due to the 

At the end of the century we find the lack of hardwoods to pump up bases from 

first rumblings of reconversion to hard- the subsoil. Windfalls increased, due to 

woods. The Kaiser, viewing the deer- shallow anchorage. Insect epidemics 

made savannas of his hunting ground at swept through the unbroken regiments. In 

the Schorfheide, orders them planted to short, pure spruce, the precocious child 

oak. But he will have no tiny seedlings of timber famine and “wood factory” 

such as pottering foresters use; he wants economics, grew up into an unlovely and | 

action, quick, in the true imperial manner. unproductive maturity. 

So large oak transplants, duly fenced, The inevitable reaction against these 
are installed. It is said to be a char-  gijvicultural excesses—the return swing 

AcleHene of German oak that large plant- 4¢ the silvicultural pendulum—is labelled 
ing stock grows scrubby, even on good Haueroale (litaeally spe Sweeney 

oak soil. The young trees were also cut Th. a ie - r anes 

back, preparatory to the removal of the if pera ce serections syece nal 

fence, so as to grow stiff stems which the MEd CP LOGuCHOU, and indirectly hard- 
deer could not browse by “riding” them. woods. The main principles of Dauer- 

Today we see, plumped down upon that wald BEC) ROW legally mandatory, and 
lovely landscape, a series of square, their practice has begun in some degree 

scrubby, deer-pruned oak thickets, a mon- 1” ™any forests, but the main proving 

ument to the collision between imperial ground for its techniques—the focal point 

impatience and the laws of nature. of its ideas—is, by common consent, the 

Dauerwald (1914-1935)—The spruce Forest of Barenthoren, in Anhalt. The 

mania arose out of Cotta’s discovery, initial departures from the reinkultur 

about 1810, that massed stems of spruce, idea at Barenthoren date back to 1884. 

even though individually fine-ringed, out- The definite national recognition of the 

yielded in the aggregate the less numer- superiority of mixed forest may be dated 

ous stems of the natural forest, and re- 4S beginning in 1918. The first formal 

turned a higher land rent. publication of silvicultural measurements 

The second and third rotations, how- _Barenthoren_ was in 1924. A new 
ever, failed to repeat the superior incre- Series of decennial measurements appeared 

ment realized from the first. Yields pro- in 1934 (Krutsch and Weck). These mea- 

gressively declined, especially in forests surements; roughly speaking, show double 

outside the natural range of spruce. Lit- the Increment set as standard for this 

ter failed to decay, piling up on the for- ae) quality by Schwappach. In general, 

est floor as a dry, sterile blanket which 1 18 now conceded that mixed forest, 

smothered all natural undergrowth, even naturally reproduced, outyields pure coni- ; 

moss. Roots ceased to penetrate the soil, fers in the long run. Speed of reproduc- 
lying in a tangled mat between the soil tion, decay of litter, self-pruning of trees, 

and the litter, with so many root grafts Ate of stump-rotting, and other indices 

that cut stumps formed healing calluses to ecological health are speeded up to 

by reason of their connection with nearby °" almost phenomenal emjent. oat 

uncut trees. The topsoil developed exces- But no reform is ever without its irony. 

sive acidity, became bleached, and was Even Birenthoren has_ its deer per 9 

separated from the subsoil by a dark acres. The beech is brought in, labori- 

band. These conditions became known ously, under fence. 

as “soil-sickness,” and are now technical- Some forests, though, have made really
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substantial reductions, and are reproduc- a red deer represents perhaps four times 

ing beech naturally, in the open. Thus the grazing pressure of a roe, there was 

Birenfels, in Saxony, cut its deer by two- no way to add the two without knowing 

thirds between 1919 and 1935. In 1919, the areas of each. For these reasons the 

75 per cent of the spruce poles showed deer curve in Fig. 5 is hypothetical in re- 

Schiilschade (bark-peeling) ; now there is spect of the comparative elevation of the 

| no damage, and carrying capacity is pat- several highs. In all other respects it 

ently on the up-grade. may be regarded as mathematically valid. 

/ The nine centuries of history which we We have dealt, so far, with the his- 

have now sketched in broad outline are torical trends of deer and forests; end- 

summarized in Fig. 5. An effort was ing with the simultaneous rise of deer 

made to express the deer curve in Fig. 5 and conifers during the past century. 

as a mathematical summation of the We have raised the question of wheth- 

recorded kills in Figs. 1 and 2. This, how- er and how these two incompatible cul- 

ever, proved to be impossible because it tures can continue to coexist on the same 

involved reducing all kill data to a land. The ecological evidence bearing 

common denominator of area. The gross on this question, together with a discus- 

areas are known, but not the areas of sion of policy, will be covered in the next 

range for each of the two species. Since issue of the JouRNAL.
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II. ECOLOGY AND POLICY 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

N THE preceding paper we have the actual feed on the ground, it is ap- 

I traced through a period of nine cen- parent at once that preferred browse foods 

turies the slow but inexorable growth (Class I) no longer occur in deer forests 
of a system of silviculture incompatible except under fence, although most are 

with a natural and healthy game stand, common enough in detached deerless 
and of a system of game management woodlots. In deer forests even the sta- 
incompatible with a natural and healthy ples (Class II) are often scarce or ab- 
silviculture. We have also traced the Tiles Lhe b ever ene eeb deo Glass 

new movement, called Dauerwald, which ian ee A 8 é ao 
: 5 II) show browsing, sometimes even sum- 

aims to bring about a mutual reform. We , ; 

have sketched the difficulties and delays ™™ browsing. 
which impede its realization. Conversely, the “stuffing” species are 

We have now to deal with the ecologi- common wherever the prevailing silvicul- 

cal evidence of this conflict, the human re allows enough light. They occupy 
motives involved, and the lessons which the space in which the better foods should 

American game managers and foresters STOW. 

may draw from Germany’s experience. Such evidence, when it holds consis- 

tently for dozens of scattered localities, 

Ecotocy admits but of one interpretation: the 

palatable species have been run out by 
The present nature and trend of the deer, and by the prevailing system of 

conflict between deer and forestry can, silviculture. 
of course, be inferred from the vegetative Why Foodless?—It is highly important 

evidence alone, without recourse to his- that the mechanism of this interaction 
torical data. The most reliable evidence } 4,een deer and silviculture be under- 

for cursory inspection is the low woody  gtooq, Palatable foods are, as a rule. 
vegetation, which records the grazing jitolerants, A stand of Ao erraeel 

pressure not only in its composition as after the crowns have once closed ode 
to species but also in the configuration : i : ae 

a mits no green living thing to grow in its 
of its browsed stems. shade except moss. On “sick soils” 

Table 1 presents a list of German deer where raw duff has accumulated, not even 
browse species arranged in a descending moss can subsist. The forest floor is an 

sequence of palatability. The ratings are ecological desert bare of all macroscopic 
based on my own observations and on  Jife (and now soil science finds that even 
the off-hand opinions of German foresters. jt, microscopic flora is impoverished). 

They seem to check substantially with Under the prevailing 100-year rotation, 

Eck’s pamphlet on browse plants, but followed by artificial reproduction which 
he does not attempt to set up any se- closes at 10 years, only 10 per cent of 

quence. such a forest can, at any one time, be 
When such a table is compared with stocked with deer food plants, even where 

460
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a seed stock of such food plants still for the forest of Justingen, in Wiirttem- 

exists. berg, written in 1865, mentions that “Tax- 

If now, by artificial winter feeding and us is to be preserved wherever it will 

predator control and fencing, an abnor- come in.” Now, however, the species is 

mal density of deer be maintained in such absent. I saw one yew plantation, made 
a nearly foodless woods, it is easily seen from seeds distributed by a “Naturschutz” 

how an intolerable pressure is brought society, but the deer were eating it up. 

to bear against all palatable plants, and Some German foresters think yew  suc- 
| how, in the course of time, they have cumbed to the bowstave trade, but to those 

been eradicated from the deer ranges. who know what a small percentage of 
| It is also clear that such eradication is yew trees contain any staves, this sounds 
| the result not of deer alone, nor of silvi- unlikely. I think a more plausible hy- 

culture alone, but of an active and mu- pothesis is that deer have prevented re- 

tually destructive interaction between the production. 

two. The expropriation of palatable woody 

In spruce with natural reproduction the browse plants must be paralleled by a 
situation is ameliorated to the extent of similar expropriation of palatable herbs 

an additional 10-year period of prepara- and annuals, but since many herbs are 

tory thinnings. In such a forest perhaps invisible at certain seasons, and since the 
20 per cent of the forest area might bear pressure on nonwoody plants is not “self- 
feed, consisting half of thinned mature recording,” as in the nipped stems of 
spruce, and half of reproduction the browse, the field evidence cannot be ac- 

crowns of which have not yet closed. curately read by one visiting the country 

In pine the vicious cycle is milder, in for only a single season. It may not be 

that a few tolerant emergency foods such 2™ss to remark, however, that on clear 
as heather, juniper, blueberry, and brack- cuttings in both pine and spruce I re- 

en can exist under the older stands. The Peatedly noted a visible shrub and herb 
intolerant preferred and staple foods, flora comprising only five species, where- 
however, are equally conspicuous by their #5 nearby check areas accidentally pro- 

absence from pure pine in Germany. tected by railroads or creek bends I noted 

The percentage of feed-bearing area in ** ingh ee ares: This indi- 
gttt aA elesti on tore Sothasd ab aan) camesran impoverishment of the floral list 

mate, due to its dispersion in many small in deer forests by at least 66 per cent. 
patches. If artificial pure spruce has a It is a noticeable fact that in farm 

possible 10 per cent, and natural spruce woodlot country, even if there be a heavy 

20 per cent, I would estimate mixed selec- Stand of roe deer, the pressure on palat- 
| tion forest to have a possible 33 per cent able browse is much lighter, presumably | 

in food-bearing plants. because agricultural plants absorb the | 

Some of the expropriated palatables are !024- | 
of special interest. Yew, for example, is Artificial Feeding —Most deer forests 
now virtually extinct as a wild plant, are artificially fed in winter, and many in 

whereas early records show that the Niirn- summer as well. 

berg region, and probably other parts of The winter feeding is done at stations | 
Germany, once supported a thriving trade provided with hay-racks, feeding boxes, | 
exporting yew bowstaves to England. It salt trays, and sometimes root cellars. | 
must have been plentiful at that time. The hay-racks are usually roofed against 
E. E. Carter tells me that a working plan snow. Sometimes a separate rack is main- | 

}
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tained for roes, being fenced with palings in turn gives rise to a great variety of 

so spaced as to exclude the larger deer. protective expedients. These, while not 

The feeds used at stations include hay, always effective, are always expensive and 

shocks of small grain, potatoes, rutabagas often ingenious. 

and other root crops, horsechestnuts, and For example, red deer during the 

aes The last two are gathered in the spruce era formed the habit of stripping 
fall for winter use. bark from young spruces of pole size. 

Some winter stations also have adjacent The stripping is done with the teeth, and 
food patches AOE BANG, ACHES planted to is called Schélschade. It probably ex- 

Topinambur” (Jerusalem artichoke, Heli- presses a vitamin or mineral deficiency. 
anthus tuberosa). This sunflower offers To protect spruce from deer, bundles of 

not only a palatable top, but numerous dead spruce twigs are wired around the 
potato-like underground tubers, which are trunks at an appropriate height. Thou- 
plowed up in fall to make them available sands of such “bundled” trees can be 

to the deer. This plant is also used at seen in some forests. It must represent a 
pheasant stations. The tubers are not cost comparable to fire and insect pro- 
injured by frost. Enough of them re- tection. 
main in the ground to grow successive Newly planted spruces are tarred 

crops for several years without replant- against browsing. Young larches and 

NBs Douglas firs are bundled against brows- 

The summer feeding consists of “game ing, and also against horn-rubbing by 
acres” planted to oats, rye, or clover. yoes, Planted hardwoods, where unfenced, 
Fences are opened at the appropriate sea- must always be bundled with dead spruce 
son to give access by game. stems, unpruned so as to form a sort of | 

Intermediate between artificial and nat- bristle of stiff dead twigs. 

ural feeding is the draining, plowing, The most universal protective expedi- 
liming, and reseeding of natural meadows, ent is, of course, the game fence. The 

to increase the proportion of clovers and mediaeval nobles started the fencing habit 

raise carrying capacity. Such meadows may hy building stone walls, within which 
be fenced to furnish hay for stations, or game drives could be conveniently con- 

left open for summer grazing. ducted. Wire or pole fences now attempt 
Another semiartificial means of meet- to keep the deer out of a large percentage 

ing the deer feed problem is to under- of all reproduction areas. Fences also 

plant mature pine forest with oak, ash, often parallel the exterior boundaries of 
blackberry, or other browse plants. This the forest to keep the deer out of the 

has been done to build elch range at the adjoining fields. The deer are thus 
Schorfheide and in East Prussia, but in ground between the upper and nether mill- 
general such artificial extension of natural stone by fences which keep them out of 
game foods is surprisingly rare in Ger- all feeding areas. A prohibitive pressure 

many is exerted on any hapless forage plant 
Damage.—Artificial feeding, by keeping attempting to gain a foothold on the 

alive deer which would otherwise starve, ange which remains open to deer. 
of course enlarges the discrepancy be- Density, Kill Ratio—Some sample deer 
tween game density and natural forage, densities, as now maintained under vari- 

and thus also enlarges the variety and in- ous degrees of overgrazing, are indicated 
tensity of game damage to forest vegeta- in Table 2. On a rich range many of 

tion and to adjoining agriculture, which these would rate as by no means exces-
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sive. But the range is not rich, and can- It is to me not unthinkable that this 

not become so as long as the deer are _ little side-light on the German attitude to- | 

there, nor as long as pure-conifer forestry ward the things of the land may touch | 

prevails. upon an asset in the national character | 

The percentage of the deer stand re- which outweighs, in the long run, the | 
moved yearly is hard to get. Good kill present liability of the deer problem. | 

data are common, but good censuses scarce. | 
Accepting the censuses of local forest offi- PONS ECUENG ES | 

cers, the kill-ratios for some of the areas The Dauerwald movement hopes to mix 

in Table 2 are as follows: Area A, 18 hardwoods into the conifer stands as indi- 
per cent; Area C, 18 per cent; Area E, vidual trees. The actual effect of the 
33 per cent. The kill ratio for the Thar-  }jttle fenced hardwood plantations will, 
andterwald (not in Table 2) appears to jn pine at least, be clumps and spots of 
be about 38 per cent. pure hardwood. Intolerant pine can never / 

MaouaS be reproduced under tolerant beech. In 

spruce the parity in tolerance removes | 

It is now time to meet the reader’s in- this difficulty. 

evitable question: Why are these condi- Thus deer will make the pine mixtures | 
tions allowed to persist? of 1975 lumpy instead of smooth, and | 

It should be said, to begin with, that thus somewhat reduce the soil benefits. 

the new official policy calls for fewer and Deer and spruce jointly are exterminat- 
stronger deer. The ultimate extent of the ing as forest plants the raspberry, black- 
necessary reduction remains, however, un- berry, and other palatable berries which 

defined. On some forests reductions have are necessary to good Auerwild, Birkwild, | 

already been carried out (see Remarks, and Haselwild range. Thus deer are 

Table 2). Probably few Germans are being maintained at the expense of the 
aware of what we in America have learned forest game birds. 
on scores of millions of acres of Nation- The combination of wood-factory silvi- 
al Forest: that a range once down tends culture and deer has been ruinous to | 
to stay down, even after radical cuts in many species of songbirds and flowers. 

grazing herds. Vietinghoff has begun accurate ecological 
By and large, it must be said that the measurements of the effect on songbirds, 

prevailing policy is still in some degree and has devised techniques for its amelio- 
a temporizing one. Why? ration. This and other questions pertain- 

The easy answer for visiting Americans ing to “Naturschutz” are treated in a 
is to assume that the forest officers (who Separate paper. 
exercise most of the forest hunting privi- Lastly, the damage to the deer stock 

leges) are unwilling to curtail their pri- arising from generations of unnatural 

vate pleasure for the public good. What food is not to be overlooked. Most Ger- 
I think is a much more accurate answer man foresters admit a gradual deteriora- 
was given me by one German forester, tion in antler size and quality. That this 

who said simply: “It’s a love affair.” He js partly due to culling prime males, and 

was speaking not only of forest officers, can be reversed by culling the defectives 
but of all Germans. In other words, the and by a more natural sex ratio, has been 

Germans would rather put up with dam- already explained to Americans by Shep- 
age than forgo their pleasure in having ard. That it is also due to nutritional de- 
and seeing deer. ficiencies, and can be reversed by arti- 

| 

|
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ficial diets, is proven by certain prodigi- for three years. Fireweed is rare in 
ous heads recently grown in a small en- spruce forests because there are no fires, 
closure in Czecho-Slovakia. That it can and cuttings come quickly to grass. 
also be reversed by restoring the natural Roe deer were seen to concentrate on 
foods of the mixed forest, stands to rea- this new food, where they unexpectedly 
son. A measured instance of heads im- developed “capital” antlers, whereas the 
proved by scientific feeding has been locality had previously yielded only weak 
described by Vogt. heads. The “capital” heads lasted as 

Degeneration of deer within fenced long as the fireweed, but after that were 
game parks has been statistically estab- no longer seen. 
lished by Bieger. He shows that both Fireweed (not necessarily following a 
red and roe deer under fence are from fire) is probably one of many nonwoody 
10 to 18 per cent lighter than animals plants now excluded from German forests 
on adjacent free range. The annual kill by too many deer and the wrong kind of 
per unit area is greater under fence for forestry. 
red deer, but less for roe deer. It seems 

self-evident that the biological penalties AMERICAN APPLICATIONS 
of overgrazing the open range differ in 
degree, but not in kind, from the over- The “wood factory” concept fell on 
grazing of fenced game parks. friendly soil when transplanted to pre- 

The following observation made by W@? America. It would be foolish, of 
Prof. Dr. Réhrl is illuminating: In 1895, CUrse. to infer that it contains no truth. 

the nun-moth devastated a large area of [t would be equally foolish to overlook 
spruce forest in Oberpfalz. A thick growth the degree to which it has been amended 
of fireweed, Epilobium angustifolium, 24 superseded in its place of origin by 
seeded in on the bare area, and persisted "eW and broader concepts of forest land 

use. The Germans now realize that in- 
anes crement bought at the expense of soil 

PALATABILITY OF GERMAN DEER BROWSE health, lee Beant) eens Aa 
poor economics as well as poor public 

Class I. Preferred food (very palatable) ie 
Oak Wild apple and pear penny 
Beech _ Raspberry What specific amendments of American 
aoa Ash (Sorbus) Binckbeuy practice are indicated by the German ex- 

Maple Mistletoe perience? 
Yee First, I would say that a generous pro- 
Sisee ee II. Staple ele ean portion of each forest must be devoted 
Larch Broom (Surothamnus entirely to floral and faunal conservation. 

Aspen scoparius) The National Resources Board has sug- 
Rice lecust (Robinia) Elder gested 3 per cent. This seems to me 

Cina iT Omens toaae much too small. After seeing German 

(eaten only when hungry) silviculture in practice, I have the impres- 
Spruce Juniper sion we would do well to develop an in- 

TRE ie pinelicrry tensive silviculture on the better half of 
Class IV. “Stuffing” our forest soils, and leave the other half 

(seldom eaten, or only when starving) primarily to other uses. In other words, 
Birch 3 Hazel (catkins palat- pull our working plans down out of the 
Vn ae? leas cliffs and rocks, and let those places grow 
serotina) Buckthorn (Rhamnus) game and scenery.
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Secondly, I would point out that the artificially converted to pure hardwood 
German impasse is probably exaggerated by fire. But to extend such plantings 
by the fact that deer predators are ex- over large solid blocks would be to re- 
tinct. Where hunting is the only available produce the German forest, and the Ger- 

control of deer population, every error man problem. 
in regulating the size or nature of the I view with less equanimity the “timber- 

kill carries an immediate penalty. Where stand improvement” cuttings, both of weed 
predators are present they may “cushion” trees and dead material. This work has 
the mistakes of the game managers, i.e., expanded too fast, and men to execute 
there may be an automatic adjustment jt judiciously are not available. 

between predation and carrying capacity, Fourthly, I plead for some hard think- 

such as that found by Errington in quail. jing on the problem of dual jurisdictions 

He finds that when quail exceed the carry-over game. If the German foresters, with 

ing capacity of their range, the predation sole jurisdiction, can get themselves into 
rate goes up, thus mowing off the excess, such a fix, what can we expect when au- 
whereas when they fall below, the rate thority and responsibility are divided? I 
goes down, thus conserving the breeding personally doubt whether a satisfactory 
stock. There are few American deer answer to this question has as yet been 
ranges where the total removal of deer proposed. 
predators seems justifiable or necessary. Lastly and in general, I plead for a 

A third and obvious lesson is a deep generous policy in building carrying ca- 
respect for natural mixtures, and deep pacity, and a stingy one in building up 
suspicion of large pure blocks of any stock. Lucky is he who has a comfortable | 
species, especially species not indigenous margin of safety between the two. | 

to the locality. The extension of conifers R ; 
now being undertaken through the C.C.C. Beane CES 
seems sound if not carried too far. In 1. Bieger, W. 1928. Die Deutsche Jagd- 

the Lake states, for example, such plant- wirtschaft. Neumann-Neudamm, Ber- 

ings will provide winter cover in stands lin. 

TABLE 2 
SAMPLE BIG GAME DENSITIES IN GERMANY 

Red Fallow Roe Acres per Remarks 

Area\icuitese “State 2s Acres iden Edeersidecr sBoartstotaliaheads 8 eee 
A Saxony 7,300 100 18 600 718 10 Severely overbrowsed | 

B Bavaria 5,000 200 200 25 Unfenced, not seriously | 

Bohemia browsed | 

Cc Baden 6,200 W* 400 W* 400 15 Unfenced, not severely | 
browsed | 

D Wiirttemberg 5,000 W* 500 W' 500 10 Unfenced 
E Wiirttemberg 1,250 120 120 10 Unfenced, been severely re- | 

duced 
¥ Saxony 4,500 80 60 140 32 Unfenced; deer recently re- 

duced 80 per cent 

G Silesia 62,000 550 200 1,000 50 1,800 34 Fenced, heavily fed, poor soil. 
Badly overbrowsed. 

H Anhalt 2,200 20 «80 150 50 300 7 Unfenced, probably use fields. 
Overbrowsed 

uf Brandenburg 2,400 60 30 300 70 460 5 Fenced. Deer now being re- 
duced Re Ue ee SORE CN SS yu 

Total 95,850 4,638 21 

“WW” indicates “Wechselwild,” i.e., occurrence of casual or drifting individuals. 

Covers both April and May articles; authors’ names in text unaccompanied by reference | 

number. | 

|
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2. ————_.. 1931. Beitrage zur Wild 11. Report of National Resources Board. | 
und Jagdkunde, Paul Parey, Berlin. 1934, Govt. Printing Office, Wash- | 

3. Deutscher Forstverein. Jahresbericht ington. | 
1928 and 1935. 12. Rohrig, Fritz. Undated. Das Weid- | 

4, Eck, Julius. 1929. Wald und Wild- werk in Geschichte und Gegenwart. | 

hege. F. C. Mayer, Munich. Potsdam. P | 

5. Feaux de la Croix, Karl. 1913. Ge- nS) Bae 1808) Bescra Rune aen 
‘ 3 First Adolph Joseph zu Schwarzen- | 

schichte der Hohen Jagd in Sauer- : i i 
| berg’schen Domaine Krumau. Boh- | 

land. von W. Triiwell, Dortmund. : 
Heske, F Beschreih a mischen Forstverein, Prague. | 

e eee nal escarerung. Cer 14. Shepard, Ward. 1934. Notes on Ger- | 
First Schwarzenberg’schen Fideikom- Eitad os | 

i H haft Wittingau. Béh- man game management, chiefly in | 
TES eae i Bavaria and Baden. Senate Res. 246, | 
mischen Forstverein, Prague. qed Cane 

7. Krutzsch und Weck. 1935. Biren- 45, Vietinghoff-Riesch, Frh. von. 1935. | 
thoren 1934—der naturgemisse Wirt- Die neuen Bestrebungen des forst- | 

schaftswald. Neumann-Neudamm. lichen Naturschutzes in Deutschland | 

8. Leopold, Aldo. 1936. Naturschutz mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung des 
in Germany. Bird-Lore, 38: 102-111. Vogelschutzes. Zeitschrift fiir Welt- | 

9. Le Roux, H. H. 1934. Reinbestand forstwirtschaft, 2: 249-279. | 

und Mischwald als internationales 16. Vogt, Franz. 1936. Kapitalhirsche 
Forstwirtschafts - problem. _ Disserta- des Galters Schneeberg. Deutsche 

tion, Technische Hochschule, Dresden Jagd, No. 43, Jan. 24, pp. 778-780. 
(mimeogr.). 17. Wagner. 1876. Das Jagdwesen in | 

10. Putscher. 1934. Forstwirtschaft und Wiirttemberg. Tiibingen. 
Jagd in Sachsens Staatsforsten seit 18. Yaerisch, F. 1934. Die Auslese der b 
1800. Tharandter Forst. Jahrbuch, deutschen Kapitalgeweihe. Deutsches 
85 Bd. Weidwerk, 11: 305-311.
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Ecology and Life History of the Por- their environmental adjustments, seem to 
cupine (Erethizon epixanthum) be simpler in their composition as to 

as Related to the Forests of species than the associations which they 
Arizona and the Southwestern replace. The weed is often a member of 
United States. By Walter P. Taylor. the preexisting association, but in it oc- 
Univ. of Arizona Bull. VI-5 (Biologi- cupies a circumscribed niche. It is the 
cal Science Bull. 3) 177 pp. Illus. process of resource-exploitation which 
1935. presents weeds with the opportunity for 

dominance. It may reflect some profound 
Those who still hope for blanket yes intuitive understanding when we auto- 

or no answers to questions of pest-control matically resent the dominance of weeds. 
will be disappointed in Walter Taylor’s (These speculations are not the author’s, 
bulletin. It is, in my view, an extraordi- but my own.) 

narily complete demonstration of the fact In the Southwest overgrazing is sus- 
that such answers are usually, by their pected to be the underlying “cause” of 
very simplicity, spurious. Even to one too many porcupines. 

whose daily business deals with the un- Like all good jobs, Taylor’s work raises 
ravelling of complex ecological relation- more questions than it answers. Just how 
ships, the reading of this work leaves a_ effective is the mountain lion as a por- 

feeling of astonishment that so simvle an cupine-control? What is the role of the 
animal as the porcupine should be in. porcupine as a consumer of and at the 
volved in such a multitude of interactions same time a vector for mistletoe? To 
with his environment. what extent does the porcupine delimit 

The bulletin is more than a competent the lower edge of the timber type? Are 
life-history study; it is an elaboration of porcupine gnawings a cause. or an effect, 
the new concept of “animal weeds.” Just of bark beetle attacks? To these and 
as destructive land use seems to give a many other queries, Taylor adds new data 
competitive advantage to “worthless” and fresh interest, but not final answers. 
plants, so also does it seem to encourage No life history, however well rounded, 

abnormal abundance of troublesome ani- is devoid of weak spots. One of the weak 
mals. Both seem to be associated with spots in this one is, I think, the treatment 
a retrogression in the plant succession and of population cycles. A cyclic rise in por- 
a decline in that stored-up ecological cupines is postulated as a possible alter- 
energy which, in agriculture, we call fer- . native for the weed theory, but the dis- 
tility, in forestry site-quality, and in wild- cussion does not dig very deev. Historical 
life productivity. data on past fluctuations in abundance 

The animal weed theory had its origin are naturally scarce, but it seems at least 
on the Santa Rita Range Reserve in Ari-  thinkable that ring-counts of calluses on 
zona, as a possible explanation of the old gnawings might have yielded evidence 
dominance of jackrabbits and other ro- of fluctuation. However, such counts would 

dents. admittedly be very laborious. There is 
Weed associations, however complex in no discussion of the inherent probability
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of cycles in porcupine. In my opinion none too certain that the alternate-year 
the animal’s coarse vegetable dietary and postulate in bears is correct. 
freedom from starvation losses would in- In discussing the recent reduction in 
dicate a probability of cyclic behavior. mountain lions as a possible reason for 
Tt is in such animals that the cycle is porcupine increase, the author consistently 
usually prominent. ascribes it to “hunting for sport . . . and 

One wishes that the study might have 8 a protection to the stock industry.” 
included some banding to check against If this implies an order of importance, I 
the interesting circumstantial evidence on would take issue. Excessive reductions 
seasonal migration. in lions have more commonly followed 

The author seems to have tripped up Biological Survey predator-control than 

on one:minor question of fact: he asserts sport-hunting. Elliott Barker, State Game 

that “the porcupine has a slower breeding Warden of New Mexico, has recently Pues 
rate than any other mammal in North gested that the eee ey lions on mod- 
America, 'so far as known.” The breeding erate-density sustained-yield basis is to 
age) is twowyeare: the nimbereo? youn withdraw government control entirely, and 

i per year is one. The breeding index is put the whole job on a pO basis. Bar- 
thus 2:1. The black bear, however, is Ke? Points out that motorized dog-packs 
slower. The breeding age, according to ?°W sive the sport-hunter sufficient mobil- 

Seton, is three or four years and the litter ay tO Aes the lion TONES: and that the 

one to four, average two, but litters are law of diminishing returns ae 
born only in alternate years. The breed- ™0" promptly on sportsmen than on paid 
ing index on this basis is, at fastest: hunters. 

By and large, we may confidently add 
2 Taylor’s Porcupine to that growing list 

3:—., or 3:1, of first-rate ecological life-histories which 
a constitute the foundations for wildlife 

a slower rate than porcupine. Grizzly management. 

bears likewise have a 3:1 index, and pos- Apo LEopotp, 

sibly elk and buffalo. It is, I suppose, University of Wisconsin. 
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Governmental Problems in Wild Life ects of the Survey are described in the 
Conservation. By Robert H. Con- manner of its own familiar “Annual Re- 
nery. Studies in History, Economics, port,” those of weak accomplishment 
and Public Law No. 411. 250 pp. being indistinguishable from those which 
Columbia University Press, New have helped write scientific history. For 
York, 1935. Price, $3.25. example, the animal-disease project at 

; $ Minnesota, which I think would rate in 
When Serene who is neither @ sports: the latter category, is barely mentioned. 

man, nor a biologist, nor an administrator Achowt the: Bucoeinet Bickers 

undertakes to write a book about wildlife fi ec a z 
tien : ae ollows, but this I will not discuss for 

conservation, it should pique the curiosity | leat renttnch toatl 
of all who bear one or more of these “~~ > “ompetence to Co So. : 
labels. Dr. Connery tells us nothing . a nape: nae nace rae a tes 
about himself except that he teaches gov- |” ie Taher ag eritT eis nine 
ernment in Columbia, but his book sup- et ARPES ee eae 
plies the missing information. He handles * heal benno eae alan 
his conservation law and economics with °° Eu vege, SMteyetas one] Chaat 
competent lucidity, seems to have ar. Ine sae cra ae aoe af 
adequate grasp of administration, is no borane woe ang porate ator 
sportsman (and does not need to be), but Coordination, he thinks, can and ey be 
I cannot escape the conviction that his built eB eh without teorganization. He 
biology is of the previous century. implies that coordination depends on peo- 

As a consequence of this unbalanced ple rather than blueprints. With these 
equipment, the outstanding value of the ‘@¢ Views the reviewer heartily BBICE: 
book lies in the parts which do not hinge The chapter on state departments gives 
upon biological interpretation, especially an, adequate sketch of legal theory and 

the first four chapters on land economics organization, but fails to mention the 
and conservation law. I do not recall] central issue: Is the state conserving wild- 

any equally clear or complete analysis of life, or helping its landholders to do so? 
the legislative history of wildlife. (“Wild The author, by inference, accepts the for- 
Game—Its Legal Status” was equally mer view. But what about the uncom- 

clear on legal theory, but included no fortable fact that the former view has 
history. Palmer’s “Chronology of Ameri- failed to conserve wildlife, except in those 

can Game Protection” included much his- states where economic accident has kept 

tory but no legal theory.) This section food and cover in a favorable condition? 
of the book alone gives it a high value There is no mention of the pressing 
to the serious student as a reference work. problem of state administration of game 

The succeeding chapter on the Biologi- on federal properties such as the National 
cal Survey lacks color and discrimina- Forests. A review of this issue by a dis- 
tion. It is all too evidently “as told to interested student of government would 
the author” by the staff of that Bureau. have been particularly welcome. 

A truly critical appraisal would have There is a meaty discussion of law en- 
been more valuable to the Survey, as forcement, couched in terms of illustra- 

well as to the reader. The nearest ap- tive “cases.” It begins with an apt quota- 
proach to a critique is the statement that tion from that patron saint of poachers, 
“during most of its history, the Survey Robin Hood. The author tracks down the 
has not been particularly aggressive in residual trouble to politically appointed 
undertaking wildlife conservation mea- district attorneys. The reviewer would 

' sures.” The various divisions and proj- like to share the author’s optimism about
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the status of state and federal cooperation vironment is applied ecology, or crop- 
in migratory bird law enforcement. ping. The governmental machinery of 

By and large, Dr. Connery’s book is a conservation, built to police a resource, 
"valuable record of the chain of logic open now finds itself called upon to crop it. 

to a good mind well versed in law and Government, except on its own land, can- 
government, but blind to ecology. There not crop anything. What to do? 
are ecological works listed in the bibliog- This is certainly a “governmental prob- 
raphy, but they fail to register in the lem in wildlife conservation.” Its omis- 
underlying thought of the text. The author sion from this otherwise able work shows 
conceives of wildlife as something which how long it may take before conservation 
will grow if not destroyed. The ecologist emerges from its invisible empire of ideas, 
conceives of wildlife as something which and becomes physically visible upon the 
cannot be destroyed if the environment is American landscape. 
favorable, but which will inevitably dis- Apo LEopotp, 
appear if it is not. Manipulating en- University of Wisconsin.
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TuoMAs BaRrBour AND MARGARET DEWAR Porter. Notes on South African Wild 
Life Conservation Parks and Reserves: A Report Prepared for the American 

Committee for International Wild Life Protection. 34 pp.; map, diagr., ills. 

Special Publ. Amer. Committee for Internatl. Wild Life Protection No. 7, 1935. 
9% x 6 inches. 

Agriculture and industry seldom require more than a part of any country. Is there 
a way in which a self-sustaining use of this occupied part can be dovetailed with a’ 

deliberate retention of the natural fauna and flora of the unoccupied remainder? 

Can the engines wherewith we subjugate land be used with discrimination? Or is 

their momentum so great that we must sacrifice, willy-nilly, the natural beauty of the 
whole in order to gain the occupancy of the parts we need? This question is an- 

swered, in words, at every conservation meeting, but we conservationists are not the 

ones who go forth to settle new and naked lands. We make, but do not use, the 
engines for land subjugation. We turn them over ad libitum to the pioneer. How 
does he answer our question, in action, on the actual frontier? 

The colonizations of the nineteenth century were perhaps not a fair test of this 

question, because they were nearly completed before we discovered that the things 
being destroyed were comparable in value with the things replacing them. The new 

| extensions of settlement in south and south-central Africa, however, were seemingly 

| “staged” as a test of the conservation idea. Here the earth’s most advanced human 
societies are extending themselves into the habitat of the earth’s richest remaining 
fauna. With what result? 

The document here under review is one of a series describing the successes and 

failures of the conservation idea in various continents. (The musk ox of the Arctic, 
the wood buffalo of Canada, and the waterfowl flights of North America are examples 
of the problems discussed in previous bulletins.) My outstanding impression of the 
present paper is that a whole century of history—in particular the history of the | 
American West—is repeating itself in a day. We have in Africa, simultaneously | 

| enacted, the whole sequence of events from the exploration of the hinterlands by Jim | 
Bridger to the discovery of “recreation” by the motor tourist. The contradiction | 
most clearly common to both countries is the assumption that conservation must be | 
justified in terms of tourist traffic. To get this traffic we riddle even our roughest and | 
most inaccessible wild-life ranges with roads and thus destroy the esthetic, if not the 
physical, substance of the thing to be conserved. Result: ‘empty tins, banana | 
skins, orange peels, paper bags, candy boxes—these betoken the fact that lions may 
beseen . . . regularly” in the Kruger National Park. 

} That a genuine conservation movement exists in the African provinces is not open | 
to doubt. A well developed national park system, such as the one described by | 
Barbour and Porter, could hardly spring into existence from tourist-baiting motives | 
alone. As in America, however, the growth of that movement is beset by curious 
contradictions, reversals, and inconsistencies, marking the clash of opposing ideas. 
Thus our authors report a border patrol of dried-meat (biltong) hunters operating | 
openly, and presumably legally, on the very boundaries of the African parks. One is | 

reminded of the cordon of elk-tusk poachers that once patrolled the boundaries of 
the Yellowstone. | 

Governmental policy toward the large mammals seems to have swung like a 

pendulum from official killing to clear land for settlement to official sanctuaries for | 

saving the unshot remnants on the same areas. This is at least faintly reminiscent 
of American bear policy and may, I feat, end with the same result. | 

In Africa, as in our West, the stockman plays a dual role. Politically he seems to | 

be the chief opponent of conservation policy, but individually he often gets things | 
done while government is only talking about them. Thus the bontebok, we are told, | 

was saved from extermination by the initiative of private stockmen. So also was the | 

pronghorn antelope in some of our Western states. The beautiful springbok, our | 

authors fear, may be damaged by a new conservation law prohibiting market hunting. | 
Certain stockmen, it seems, have built up a profitable business in managing wild | 

springbok herds on their ranches for annual harvesting as meat. The new law would 

dampen this commercial but effective conservation enterprise. | 

It was only a few years ago that our national parks abandoned the systematic || 
control of predatory animals. It is hardly surprising, then, to find the African parks | 

controlling predators, both to protect game and to protect tourists. It is easy to } 
imagine that the question of the African-park predator presents a real puzzle, espe- || 

cially in view of the many rare herbivores and the wholesale upset of natural balances | 

outside. Furthermore, Africa presents certain biological puzzles entirely indigenous _|| 
to her own soil. The most serious of these is the role of game mammals as reservoirs _| 

of disease. Atpo Lropotp 

3! : ‘ |
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1 Paul L. Errington and F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 1936. The Northern a 

White’s Winter Territory. Iowa State College of Agriculture, Research Bull. 201. e Ecology, 
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oe Errington’s studies of quail populations, appearing in various journals 
ae, 33 since 1930, have probably been something less than clear to some readers. 
October, The first thing to be said for the present bulletin is that it dissolves most, if 
1936, not all, of the ambiguity whichslimitations of space and continuity: imposed 
pp. 680-661. on his less comprehensive publications. 

Stoddard’s “ Bobwhite,” based largely on studies in Georgia, has been 
generally accepted as the most successful attempt to explain in ecological 
terms what determines the population level of an American upland game 
bird. This bulletin easily takes rank as the second. In fact, the superior 
censusing facilities offered by northern snows makes this, from the viewpoint 
of population measurement, perhaps a more satisfactory work than Stod- 
dard’s, — r: 

The bulletin presents winter survival data on more than 11,000 quail in 
about 800 coveys followed through six winters in Iowa and Wisconsin. The 
field methods by which the census and mortality data were obtained are for 

: the first time described and explained in detail. It was, of course, impossible 
to do this in each of the shorter papers. This may be one of the reasons why 
the present bulletin is more convincing than its predecessors. To reduce to 
paper and ink the woodsman’s skill in “ reading sign” used by Errington and 
his assistants is perhaps not the least of his contributions to science, especially 
in an age when this skill has been atrophied in most laboratory workers. 

What happened to the 11,000 quail? Our authors interpret their survival 
. data in terms of this hypothesis: There exists for each unit of territory a 

norm or limit of population density which its food and cover combinations 
are capable of supporting through a normal winter. Interplaying with this. 
external inhibitory force is an internal intolerance of concentration, tending, 
by current movements of coveys or individuals, to adjust population to carry- 
ing capacity. The net resultant is a tendency for each unit to emerge from 
the normal winter with not more than so many birds, regardléss of (1) how 

» many it had in fall, (2) what kind or how many predators operated on them. 
In other words, population fluctuates about a norm by reason of superior 

survival or reproduction below it, and accelerated mortality above it. The 
surplus, or population above carrying capacity, seems to be vulnerable, i.e., 
it either leaves, starves, freezes, or gets caught, but the secure population 
below suffers only nominal mortality, except in years of exceptional snows 
or other emergencies. When reduced below capacity, population quickly 

: rebounds to normal. 

The authors do not purport to understand just how carrying capacity 
limits survival with such apparent exactness for successive years. They do, 

Se however," believe that their data support the hypothesis, and that, while it 
applies most clearly to larger units of territory, it also holds good for sur- 
prisingly small units, even some single covey ranges. 

Can the critical reader agree with these conclusions? This vital question 
is conditioned, first of all, by certain adjustments and selections of data made 
to segregate abnormalities. These are made partly on a basis of personal 
judgment, but the data seem to support the hypothesis fairly well without 
them. Especially reassuring is the simple fact that variations in mortality 

-exist as between a series of adjacent territories and these variations, by per- 
sisting through a series of winters, indicate that each ere character 
of the territory as related to the bird. This. characteristic is called carrying 
-capacity. z ert: eee ae 

Some critics will doubtless question the hypot hesis on the ground that 
* the data are observational, and the conclu ns unchecked cc ex- 
periments. Undoubtedly the investigato: hould next attempt to raise the 
carrying capacity of more of their sample areas by food and cover manipula- 
tion, and then see what happens. But to “see what happens ” is again ob- en —_... _-ervational. science. We are confronted, in short, by the obstinate fact that 
the wild relationships of wild populations are in general not susceptible to 
controls in the laboratory sense. Moreover, a certain amount of fortuitous 
manipulation has already occurred through changes in farm practice, CWA 
debrushing, and other disturbances. These, as the authors point out, have 
been as good, and cheaper, than deliberate manipulations of carrying capacity 
by. the investigators, 

The deductions from this study may be tentative, but the fact that it 
breaks new scientific ground is hardly open to debate. Nor is there any 
doubt that other countries have felt the identical and simultaneous impulse 

"to explore the same general subject. Elton and Middleton in England, 
: Vietinghoff in Germany, Nicholson in Australia, Severtzoff in Russia are 

among those seeking to unravel population behavior in the birds and mammals. 
There is, of course, a larger number working with lower organisms subject 
to laboratory experimentation, and their work is further advanced. Some 
day the two fields must -be related to each other. It is such work as the 
present bulletin which will enable this to be done. 

The Errington papers have always been conscientiously ‘constructed, but 
the present work shows evidences of a developing clarity, simplicity, and 

-Stace not found in the earlier publications of either author. 

Apo LEopotp 
University or Wisconsin, 

Mapison, Wisconsin
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Farmer-Sporrsman Ser-urs in tHe Norra Cenrran Recion 

By Apo Leoproxp, University of Wisconsin 

Since 1931 I know of at least 350 farmer-sportsman areas which 
have been tried in the North Central States. Perhaps 50 are offi- 
cially sponsored as demonstrations or experiments; the rest are 
officially supervised shooting areas operating under preserve laws or 
special regulations. Most of the 350 survive, at least on paper. 

’ I will try to derive some conclusions from this experience. 
There are six types of organization known to me, and three choices 

of legal status, ce 18 types of set-up are possible. If we add 
| hybrids and shifts, the possible combinations are more numerous. 
| For brevity, I will discuss mainly such of the 18 types as I have 
| tried, or seen tried, in our State, with incidental reference to others 
| in nearby States. ‘The 1935 distribution by types and States appears 
| on the diagram.* 
| 1a, 2a. Commercial areas.—In these types the farmer simply leases 

his shooting to an individual or group. The farmer has no duties 
and no privileges. The shooter does the management or hires it 
done, or else he pays a fee to an intermediary operator who does 
the management and pays the lease. In Wisconsin the intermediary 
is usually a game farmer who operates a shooting preserve, con- 

sisting oh leased farms, in conjunction with his game farm. 
About 65 such areas have sprung up in Wisconsin, of which 59 

survive, In Michigan these developments were cut off by the repeal 
of the law. 

In my opinion these commercial set-ups have a place in upland 
game (as distinguished from waterfowl) management. There is 
room for more of them, but I cannot profess to any great personal 
enthusiasm over this fact. My enthusiasm is dampened, first, by the 
rigorous predator control which usually goes with them, and second, 
by the frequent difficulty of adjusting them to public equities. 

Some have stocked vacant range, in which case the public has 
no just. complaint. Others have settled upon wintering marshes 
which draw pheasants from the adjoining township despite shoot- 
ing, in which case their public relations are dubious at best. Others 
have settled upon what looked like wintering marshes, but from 
which the pheasants disperse at the first. smell of powder. In such 
marshes the costs per bird run high. 

Some preserves feed all winter, respect protected species, and have 
really been a benefit to quail, chickens, Hungarians, and even deer. 
Others quit feeding as promptly as a duck club, and there have 
been some suspicious disappearances of rare species within their 
boundaries. 

1 Paper delivered with the aid of a chart showing 18 kinds of farmer-sportsman coopera- tive set-ups. 

187449-39—37 (a)
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Preserves on marshes which draw birds can make money, but 
those on poorer marshes have to charge around $3 per bird to 
break even. 

In general, I think the future of pheasant preserves in our State 
is dubious unless the State furnishes more rigorous inspection and 
more positive guidance. Lacking this, the careless minority will 
permit abuses, which will lead to a blow-up, as in Michigan. 

3a, Cooperatives—Most people assume that all preserves are either 
private clubs or commercial, They overlook the opportunity which 
a preserve law offers to a group of farmers and sportsmen to produce 
birds noncommercially for their own pleasure. We have only one 
such preserve in our State, the Riley Cooperative, of which I happen 
to be a member. Its operations have been described elsewhere. (1) 
Farm and town members share the shooting on equal terms, but the 
dues of the town member are cash, while those of the farm member 
are the use of his land and grain. The cash goes to buy signs and 
license, and to pay one of the farmers for rearing. We set about 
200 eggs and get thtough with 100 birds, of which we are permitted 
to kill 75, but actually are able to kill 40. Our birds cost the town 
member fully as much as if he shot them on a commercial preserve, | 
but the atmosphere is far different. Our group is so small that all 
relations are personal. Our “common stock”, namely, the wild birds 
on the area, is growing yearly. No valuable predators need die that 
we may shoot; we have never had to control anything but cats, and 
once in a while a Cooper hawk. We have the satisfaction of carry- 
ing, unshot, a stock of quail, and a few chicken and ruffed grouse. 
No member ever shoots more than a bird a day, or at most two. 

It is theoretically possible for just such a cooperative to operate | 
under the ordinary law (type 3b), but you will notice this space 
is blank on the diagram. Apparently the regular open seasons are 
simply too short to offer the requisite inducement. That is to say, 
this particular set-up is operative only on artificial pheasants, I 
think a slow and cautious extension of the shooting preserve princi- 
ple to wild propagation of other species is in order, but apparently 
no State save Iowa has so far had the courage to try this. 

5A, 6A, 5C. Iowa farmer pools.—lowa has on its books the incredi- 
ble total of 279 areas, 14 already with special seasons (5A, 6A), many 
of the rest trying to qualify for one (a3, 5C). Iam out of touch, 
and not competent to interpret these figures. Bode (2) gave a 
good description of the Iowa system in 1934. 

I have the impression, though, that the Iowa experience has dis- 
closed some important warning signs. The Iowa Department not 
only pushed the organization of these many areas, but undertook 
a positive advisory function as game manager for each. Most of 
the field wardens proved unable to help much; hence an impossible 
load fell back on the shoulders of the overhead staff. The commis- 
sion refused to expand that staff, which has now further suffered 
political disruption. 

Perhaps this indicates that it is impracticable for a State to assume 
such positive functions for such a large number of areas. Perhaps 
a much slower and more selective growth, with much more responsi- 
bility carried by the local warden and the farmer, is faster in the 

(2)
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long run, Perhaps more training of both farmers and wardens is 
needed. At any rate it is impossible to load 279 areas on two or three 
staff biologists. I myself find it impossible to run more than half a 
dozen, even with the help of my students. 

I cannot here refrain from taking an anticipatory shot at any 
attitude of merely scoffing at the Iowa attempt. Whether Iowa suc- 
ceeds or fails, it takes courage to attack this difficult problem of how 
to make the transition from the old system, which is bankrupt, to 
some new system, which is as yet only dimly defined. 

2B. Private individual areas.—These present no particular compli- 
cations, and are almost a certain success where the individual farm 
is large enough to hold the species in question. There are probably 
many more than the diagram indicates. The Elkhorn area, near 
Elkhorn, Wis., is unique in two respects: The owner supports a . 
University Fellow (Douglas Wade) to operate the area, and the 
object of management is to restore the exterminated ruffed grouse 
and quail, not to shoot but to look at. Quail range has been built 
to order before, but not, I think, grouse range. 

4B. Farmer-sportsman associations—In my State we have tried 
~ three, two of which promptly failed due to quarrels between tho 

farmers and the local village sportsmen. The other, which has had 
no official steering or nursing since the day it was organized, has been 
an astonishing success. It lies at Brillion, Wis. It is the essence of 
simplicity; any outsider who wants to hunt has to join the association. 
The officers do the work. The management is mainly for cottontails, 
which I hear responded wonderfully to the simple device of alfalfa 
haycocks set on brush. I doubt if this would work in a larger town, 
or without one or two drivers to keep the wheels turning. 

5B. Farmer pools—Open for a fee, have failed in this State so far, 
doubtless for lack of local leaders. The now famous Plain Church 
area in Ohio is of this class, and has been described by Horace Lytle 
(3). The device of turning shooting revenues into some community ’ 
enterprise, such as a church neatly solves the otherwise knotty prob- 
lem of “whacking up” revenue. 

6B. Farmer pools, open for a ticket, include the well-known Wil- 
liamston (Mich.) area described by Wight (4) and also the northwest 
Kent area, described by English. (5) I have no new comments. 

6C. Farmer pools not yet opened.—This is of course merely the 
preliminary stage of 6B. It includes the Faville Grove area at Lake 
Mills, Wis., which is unique in several respects: 

(1) Its objective includes the restoration of prairie and marsh flora, 
as well as game. 

(2) A deliberate effort in “nature education” is to accompany the 
game-management program. ‘This is to include the village as well as 
the farm schools. 

(3) This is the first Wisconsin area to be operated by a graduate 
student in game management (Arthur S. Hawkins). 

(4) The whole project is built around the outstanding personality 
of a veteran farmer-conservationist, Stoughton Faville, of Faville 
Grove Farm. 

In such a iplaeaiomie any effort to rest the game-management 
program on a revenue basis is not only unnecessary, but would be 

(3)
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obnoxious. So far the Hungarians, pheasants, and quail have not 
reached shootable population levels, but when they do, it is clear 
that the farmers will want to do their own shooting, and any out- 
siders will be on a guest, not a customer, basis. 

The management plan includes the reintroduction of the extermi- 
nated ruffed grouse and the building up of a prairie-chicken remnant. 
There is no prospect of ever shooting either species. 

The present viewpoint on farmer cooperatives is vastly different 
from that of 1931. 

It was then hoped to evolve a standard set-up which would spread 
all over a State in a decade. In fact, the Nebraska plan (6) proposed 
to dispense even with the decade; it short-cut all such pottering non- 
sense and forthwith established a State-wide coupon system by one 
magic stroke of the administrative pen. We are now more modest. 
If the present generation, within its lifetime, can get this job fairly 
started, we may be proud of our record. 

The search in 1931 was for a standard mechanism, a mimeo- 
graphed constitution and bylaws which could be stuck into the mail- 
ing machine, and presto—every “no-hunting” sign would read “shoot- 
ing to let”, with a covey of birds scratching dust at the post. I still | 
get a letter a week asking for a copy of “the best” way to organize { 
farmers. I no longer worry much about mechanisms—they will | 
come when the farmer is as proud of his prairie chickens as he is 
of his silo. It may well be said that the search today is for “the best” | 
way to change the land philosophy of America. 

The objective in 1931 was to contrive something to shoot and per- 
mission to shoot it. Cash revenue was an important ingredient of 
“the bait.” I no longer believe that a farmer is going to bother with 
performing his own game management unless he enjoys game, and 
if he enjoys game, the chances are he also enjoys, or can be taught 
to enjoy, the profile of an old bur oak, the wheel of a screaming 

; redtail, the purple of winter willows, the gleam of a ladyslipper in 
the marsh. To such a farmer game revenue is not a profit, but 
merely a way to help offset costs. } 

On the other hand, the indifferent farmer is more than willing to 
pocket his’ lease money if somebody else does the work, but such 
absentee work is poor at best. 

These conclusions are accurately corroborated by the experience of 
Germany and Ozechoslovakia. The farmer who does his own game 
work does it well and does it for love, not profit. He also does his 
own shooting, and outsiders are guests, not customers. The farmer 
who leases out his shooting leaves the work to the lessee, and co- 
operates passively or not at all. Such leased shootings are at the 
mercy of adverse economic trends like slick-and-clean farming and 
slick-and-clean forestry. The German sporting press is full of 
laments over the farmer who sells you the shooting and then chops 
out the fence row and mows the slough. To raise game on such land 
you resort to overartificial propagation, which in turn kicks back 
at the health of the game and the very existence of the predators. | 
It is a vicious circle; and I hope we stay out of it wherever we can. 

In short, we thought, in 1931, that we were dealing with a de- 
tached problem in the mechanics of game production and use. We 
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find, in 1936, that our problem also involves many other land uses 
and also many motives, tastes, and attitudes, and that it cannot 
be detached from the larger and slower question of establishing the 
role of conservation in American farm life. 

In 1931 we aimed to feed out technical advice to university-spon- 
sored farm areas by occasional visits. In Wisconsin we have found 
this to be not only insufficient, but wasteful of opportunity. Each 
professional game student is now required to live on and operate his 
own area for at least a year. This is an apprenticeship, the success- 
ful completion of which is a prerequisite to further research work. 
I will not belabor the obvious advantages of this plan. One perhaps 
unexpected advantage is that the farmers like it. Its disadvantage 
is the temptation to do the farmer’s game work for him. We try to 
avoid this, except as it is necessary for the conduct of research 
experiments. 

The big question in any and all officially sponsored farm game 
areas is how long they will last after the official stimulus is with- 
drawn. I simply do not know. I feel very strongly that in agri- 

| cultural colleges there ought to be a direct connection between game- 
demonstration areas and farmer short courses, but I as yet lack a 
way to make this connection. That is to say, I have yet to find a 

| way to use the short course as a training school for young leaders 
| of farmer conservation groups. Short courses are indoor affairs, 
| but you cannot teach much fume management to farm boys indoors. 

We try to offset this by field trips to nearby demonstration areas, 
but when you start to teach game you immediately get a large en- 
rollment. Large classes are hard to transport and hard to teach, 
and their duration is too short to weed them down to small ones, 
Written quizzes are patently a worthless way to weed for genuine 
interest in game. Perhaps the way out is to make membership in 
and oo by a farm group a prerequisite to the short-course game 
work, . 

Tn conclusion, let me express a—to me—new thought about why we 
| find ourselves organizing farm-game demonstrations, and why we 

find ourselves ascribing more importance to half a dozen microscopic 
| specks on the State map than we do to our more comprehensive 

strokes of propaganda which sweep in graceful arcs from Lake 
| Michigan to the Mississippi, or from the Sierras to the coast. It is 

the difference between vertical and horizontal planning. 
When we build a bureau or a department to promote game, or 

| forestry, or parks, or Seahio bolita we are trying to spread an 
idea over an infinite horizontal expanse. We soon tae that such 
an expanse is bumpy with variations. Some spots are absorptive, 
others are slick and hard as glass. Our idea flows out very thin 
or will not spread at all. The poor administrator with the paint 
brush is distraught. His difficulties tax the endurance and reach of 
his mental arm. | 

Now when we try to spread two partially complementary and 
partially opposing ideas over the same expanse, the two adminis- | 
trators with their paint brushes are soon at their wits’ ends. He | 
who wields the hailed finds that the spot he is working on is already | 
full of varnish, or vice versa. The two agree on a division of | 

(5) 
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ground, but these divisions blur at the edges or scale where super- 
imposed. Both then run to Congress for more paint. Congress 
grants not only more paint but a whole platoon of more painters, 
together with sermons on bureaucracy and blue prints for reorgan- 

d ization of departments. The party isn’t over yet, so I can’t tell you 
how it finally ends. : 

Now this all comes from trying to cover too big a surface all 
at once. If we could focus the minds of a whole battery of con- 
servation experts simultaneously on one spot, they would, I think, 
often reach an agreement on its condition, its properties, and its 

needs. They would know how to prepare it, and how much of what 
to put on it. Result: An intelligent, effective, and relatively durable 
job of painting. It may take a long time to cover the country 
spot by spot, but that is preferable to a smear. The farmer-cooper- 
ative is spot no. 1. It is the beginning of vertical planning for the 

: application of conservation ideas. 

Farmer-sportsman set-ups for upland game management, Wisconsin and nearby 

States, 1935 

CURSOR BRN” AMINES. SE Li SS ROL NEE SOL SER IL 
Legal status of area 

Organization Me 1 i perice ( ‘ 
. Preserve law or » Refu; or Ti 
special season | B+ Ordinary law yet opened) 

1. Commercial, fee.------------------------| Wisconsin 30 (?)---|-.----------<------- 

2. Club or privates ect. -cseessonsise| dole. 2 Wlagonsla bese: 
8. Farmer-sportsman cooperative.....-.----| Wisconsin 1.-.----|------------.------- 

4, Farmer-sportsman association..-..------ | -------------------|{Ty sem ye 
5, Farmer pool, fee..-----------------------| Iowa 7 (?)---------| Ohio 1 (?).---.----| Iowa 100 (?). 

6. Farmer pool, tickets...-.--.------e-2-+--|/----00.s---------4 {Michicat aon } Wisconsin 1. 
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Wuoutre Management py Private AGENCIES 

a By Atpo Leopotp, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 

Mr. Atpo Lxorotp. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, no rounded pro- 
gram for wildlife is possible unless it is applied on private as well 
as on public lands. 

The truth of this assertion is obvious. It underlies the American 
Game Policy of 1931, and has since been elaborated? for the whole 
conservation field. I suppose the object of rehearsing it here is 
. ae us that the present expansion in public undertakings is 
opsided. 

I have said before, and here repeat, that there is danger of using 
the present scramble for public dollars as a way to forget our zero 
score in private conservation to date. I say zero because if all the 
private undertakings in North America were plotted to scale on a 
map, you would need a microscope to find one, and even then you 
would have to know where to look. 

Few people as yet understand that wildlife is best produced as 
a thin crop. To get either quantity or variety you have to spread 
it over large areas. In my opinion, the entire remaining farm and 
forest area is none too large to provide wildlife for our 10 percent 
of sportsmen, and our unknown but equally important army of non- 
shooting hunters. I have estimated elsewhere? that the farm and 
forest area of Wisconsin would yield 17 upland birds per licensed 
hunter per year. To stretch production beyond this would mean 
costly artificial methods and unnecessary sacrifice of valuable preda- 
tors. I think Wisconsin is about an average State. 

I cite this estimate because there are still a few ill-posted land- 
planners and sportsmen who have rosy dreams about accommodating 
the whole shooting public on a few public shooting grounds. Let us 
by all means have public shooting grounds, but let us keep firmly in 
mind that game management must also accompany the greater part 
of all private farms and forests if we are to have even a sufficient 
game supply. To shrink the area ultimately means to shrink the 
percent who can participate. To expand the human population, 
of course, has the same effect. We can measure this in Germany, 
where despite excellent management, only 300,000 out of 62,000,000 
people hold hunting licenses, or half of 1 percent. That is to say, 
Germany, with 10 times our population density, can furnish only a 
twentieth as many of her citizens with a hunting license. 

Now, if the greater part of our farms and forests must produce, 
it follows that the public must own or operate them if it is to be 
the producer. Nobody can operate a property without living on it. 
I think the vital role of the private landowner needs no further 
elaboration. 

The question of what particular lands should be or remain private 
is, of course, another question, and one which involves the quality, 
as well as the quantity, of wildlife: By quality I mean particularly 
that wide range of species, including the rare ones, which constitute 
the particular charm of our native fauna. The rare species are often 

1 Leopold, Aldo. Oonservation Economics. Jour. Forestry, vol. XXXII, no. 5, May 1934, 

BP, Sesatts Aldo. An Outline Plan for Game Management in Wisconsin. Wis. Regional 
Planning Committee Report for 1934, pp. 243-255. 
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vitally affected by misplaced private land. Take the grizzly: Why 
have the Federal conservation bureaus extirpated the grizzly from 
all but a few of his last stands in the national forests? Usually 
because some isolated private rancher lost some son or cows. Why 
didn’t they remove the ranch rather than the bear? Because, until 
recently, no appropriation was available for moving ranches. It is 
now about last call for evacuating a suitable grizzly range in each 
of the western national forest regions, and restocking it if need be. 
No conceivable success in multiplying ordinary game, or in building 
bear refuges in Alaska, would extenuate our failure to save the 
“white bear” of Lewis and Clarke. One key is the removal of mis- 
placed private lands. 

Not all of our important problems can be solved by readjustments 
of ownership or by the stimulation of management for shooting. 
Take, for example, the waterfowl and the thousands of small pot- 
holes on which they depend for nesting. ‘The bulk of these are so 
scattered that public purchase is impossible, and certainly private ’ 
management for shooting would be a doubtful gain over no manage- 
ment at all. By what means can these breeding ponds be kept un- 
drained, ungrazed, and otherwise productive? I can’t see anything 
but a public subsidy, scaled to reward productivity, and certified by 
field inspection. We have no legal or fiscal mechanism for such a_ 
subsidy. That is to say, our conservation organism has in it a big 
hiatus which, in our excitement over buying refuges and poisoning 
crows, we have overlooked. The international aspect of the problem 
also needs special consideration. I hope the new institute can start 
a process of experimentation to find ways to fill up this gap. 

Even if it were geographically possible for public agencies to cover 
the needs of conservation, I am afraid it is humanly impossible to 
build a public organization equal to the task. I see in the history 
of the last 3 years much evidence that there is a maximum velocity 
for expansion of a bureau, beyond which more money ceases to de- 
liver more results. There may also be a maximum size, i. e., mere — 
bigness may in itself kill that inner something essential to effective | 
work. I also suspect that cooperation between Federal and State | 
agencies has often been inverse to their rate of growth. We must not 
forget the probability that there are intellectual saturation points, 
carrying capacities, vulnerability curves, and peck-orders in that 
aspect of human ecology which we call government. All this is mere 
observational opinion, but I offer it for what it is worth. 

To sum up: 
1. The present program is lopsided. The inherent properties of 

wildlife and land use call for moderate stands on large areas, rather 
than heavy stands on small areas. Management on large areas means 
management on private lands. i 

2. Some misplaced private ownerships must be extinguished to 
save rare species. The grizzly is an example. ; 

3. There is need for a new mechanism to reward private conserva- 
tion of small waterfowl breeding areas and other spots which the 
public cannot buy, which must be managed, but which should not be 
shot. 

4. There are inherent limits of speed and size in the building of 

public conservation agencies. Thank you. [Applause.] 

(2) U. 5. GOVERNMENT PRINTING eFFIcE: 1937 
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Farm Game Management in Silesia* 
Here Farm Practice and Game Management Are Dovetailed 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

HE American outdoorsman, hear- marily on local effort, there is a general 

ing tall tales of abundant game in trend for effort to reap greater rewards 

Germany, is likely to form a mental as one moves inland. This is because the 

picture of a whole country hopping with soils grow better inland. The same is 
furred and feathered wildlife. Such is true with us. 
by no means the case. In Germany, as Unlike America, abundance does not 

in America, one finds farming regions depend on shiftless farming. There is no 

which are gameless, and others which  shiftless farming. The most abundant 

have abundant game of many species. farm game often occurs on the richest, 
Why? The difference lies mainly, I most intensively cultivated farms. (Hlli- 

think, in the local people. Some locali- nois and Iowa take notice.) 

ties are willing to work for their sport, While there are gameless farm regions, 

Remise system. Remise system on newly-cut hay 
meadow. 

and have plenty. Others are willing 

merely to take what comes easy, and there are ue gameless forests. nee 
have little or none. In no case does sportsmanship gt Germany foresters As 

government raise game for the shiftless ap aioe pia ane long be- 
community. Game officials have learned, PLS AASV SAD Be EY Poe ae ai 

through long experience, that the onlv ra pal ae Beane bo ou a 

thing they can do to improve shooting BAT DAL eLe LOTGs es + AB PTE ORY ces 

is to help those who help themselves. MOveyes, sf oreal games (in ja, bad way. 
Whil Heer th a a . The carrying capacity of the range has 

, ue abundance thus depends Pptl- declined due to planting too many pure- 
tte a Tk conifer stands, which afford an excess 

_*This paper is based on studies made in of cover but no food. f 

| Gormeny gud Cigsoslovakie, Anguel, No” A heavy population of deer is car- 
laender Trust’ and Carl Schurz Memorial Foun- ried by means of artificial feeding, but 
expecaliy™ dndebted ie SGaujagermetster Preihert without natural foods the deer herd has 

Se ee eee ieee erate pie oan aan aud woeor, Lhe Ger 
Forstmeister Wilhelm Blume of Heinrichau, Graf man foresters now wish to restore a nat- 
yon, Rotiirch und. Panthen of Massel ort goog ural mixture of hardwoods, but the deer 
of Puschkowa, Silesia; also Prince Carl von won’t let them,—hardwoods must be 
Hohenlohe-Langenburg ‘of Domane Rothenhaus, 3 
Gorkau, Ozecho-Slovakia. fenced to survive the hungry animals.



The deer pressure also tends to destroy partridge, hare, rabbit, and roe deer. 

the berries and mast which are the food Pheasants predominate on the heavier 

supply of grouse. wetter soils; partridges on the lighter 

There is much for American conserva- warmer loesses and sands. A heavy crop 

tionists to ponder in this situation, the of both pheasant and partridge is seldom 

details of which have been described in found on a single property. Combina- 

another paper.’ tions of pheasant, hare, and roe prevail 

The reason for gameless farms is the on rich soils. On light soils the usual 

same as with us: intensive agriculture, combination is partridge and hare. 

where conducted without regard for wild- One of the regions most productive of 

life, has destroyed the cover and food. A both agricultural crops and game is 

few hares and Hungarian partridges may Lower Silesia, which lies on the upper 

persist on such unmanaged areas. They reaches of the River Oder, and com- 

prises that eastward projection of Ger- 

4% = many abutting on southern Poland and 

: é vg eastern Czecho-Slovakia. The rich plains 

pense ee around the capital city, Breslau, are “the 

EP Pas best soil in Germany,” and correspond 

age ee to our cornbelt. Sugar beets are the cash 

i r crop. The fields are traversed by a sys- 

«y tem of small portable tramways to haul 

= BS, ea the beets and the heavy machinery used 

ei for their cultivation. Potatoes, small 

. grains, clover, and alfalfa comprise the 

remainder of the rotation. There is some 

dairying but no pasture, the wetter mea- 

Clipped spruce backed by tall spruce dows being worked for hay, rather than 

on edge of a remise. grazed directly by stock. 

On this rich central plain there is no 

are leased and hunted for what little timber except the remises planted for 

shooting they afford, but as with us, the game cover, but as one climbs into the 

crop is thin and uncertain, being de-  gandier rolling uplands timber progres- 

termined wholly by accidental combina-  gively increases until finally, on the 

tions of weather, gunpowder, and agri- mountains, the country becomes solid 

cultural practice. forest. 

As with us, the shiftless sportsman on The Silesian land-holdings are both 

unmanaged range blames the game short- Jarge and small, but even where small 

age on “vermin,” which, we are soberly the owners are congregated in villages. 

informed, hunt year-around. (I wonder fence the landscape in either case is 

when this profound deduction was first one of wide horizons, broken only here 

made, and in what century it will cease and there by densely clustered habita- 

to be regarded as news.) tions. There are no fences and hence no 

The German farm country productive fencerows. The frequent drainage ditch- 

of game is remarkable for three things: eg are lined with a very narrow fringe 

(1) the detail with which farm practice of alders and willows. All highways are 

and game management are dovetailed, ined with small fruit trees. In neither 

(2) the variety of species co-existing on ase, however, is there any tall grass 

the same area, (3) the low per cent of cover, the ditchbanks and roadsides being 

artificial propagation. kept short by frequent hand-mowings for 

Managed farms yield a large and de- hay. 

pendable game crop consisting of vari The climate of the Silesian plain is 
ous combinations of pheasant, Hungarian gimilar to that of Ohio; the ground is 

MRT Ge usually bare most of the winter, but in 

1S0ee Deer and Dauervald in Germany, Jour- exceptional years several feet of snow 
Se rea Vol. 34, Nos. 4-b, 1950, pp. 3OT- may lie for months.



Where, in such a highly cultivated acres, or one per 80 acres. On this es- 

landscape, shall one find shelter for tate the area in remises, park, and food 

game? The answer is the remise—a patches was 8 per cent of the cotal. The 

small concentrated spot of cover planted average size of a remise was 2 acres. 

especially for pheasants, but used also The average distance between remises was 

by hares and roes. On an October eve- a long pheasant-flight, i. e., about one- 

ning I have frequently seen, on the third mile. Fig. 2 shows a typical estate 

fields adjacent to a single remise, as in relation to its remise system. 

many as 75 pheasants, half a dozen roe When the spruce in a remise gets too 

deer, and a dozen hares. large for good cover, either a new out- 

A typical remise covers an acre or side belt is planted, or the big trees are 

two, and consists of an outer belt of chopped down and replaced by young 

hedged Norway spruce, next a belt of ones. Such replacement is commonly 

taller unhedged spruce, then a belt of done by stages, so as not to sacrifice the 

alder, and finally a central core of hard- utility of the remise during the period 

woods, or—if on wet land—willows and when the new trees are small. Such a 

cane (phragmites). Fig. 1 shows the de- thing as grazing livestock in a remise 

sign and operation of a typical remise. is unheard of. 

Remises are located on haymeadows or Some remises are laid out in un- 
on waste spots if there are any; pot- pleasing geometrical squares and trian- 

holes, gravel and sand pits, old slough gles, but usually enough irregularity is 

bottoms, banks, and the like. Failing maintained in shape, size, and content so 

such spots, they are planted on good beet that the system of remises greatly en- 

land. The Silesian farmer uses his land hances the beauty of the farm landscape. 

more intensively than we do, but he does The photographs include a farm land- 

not begrudge a few acres of good soil Spe with its remise system. 

for wildlife remises, or for a woodland The remise is usually designed to fa- 

“park” around his farmstead. cilitate drives as well as to shelter the 

The best remise system I examined birds, of which more later. 

had 10 cover units on an estate of 780 Most remises have a food patch ad- 
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Ditchbank hand-mowed for hay with Kreisjagermeister and owner discussing 
wooded “park” in background. One a millet food patch for pheasants (at 
hundred pheasants, as well as hares, left). Remise in background. 
rabbits and roes, were feeding in sight 

when this picture was taken. : 
known (a reflection of the lesser labor 

jacent or nearby. These patches consist ee oe) E 

of standing corn, and a perennial sun- All game gets winter greens from the 
flower called Topinambur tuberosa (Jeru- alfalfa and clover stubbles, and in most 

salem artichoke). The stem of this plant Ye@™S, acorns from the oaks in the parks. 

bears no seed, but the roots bear a whit- The outstanding peculiarity of the 
ish potato-like tuber, about the size of a Silesian pheasant range, and for that 
hen’s egg, which, after the corn is ex- matter all other German game ranges, 

hausted, is eagerly eaten by pheasants, as compared with our Middle West, is 
roes, and hares. ‘The tubers are exposed _ the lack of high-class food-bearing weeds. 

by plowing during the fall. They are Weeds not only tend to be excluded by 

not spoiled by frost. Even after plow- the intensive farming and the frequent 

ing there are enough tubers left in the mowing of all grass, but even where they 
ground to form next year’s crop. A are deliberately encouraged (as was the 
topinambur patch may last as long as case on one estate), they are of inferior 
ten years, after which the ground must quality—not above the grade of pigweed 
be rotated to legumes and small grains (Chenopodium). Some day we in Amer- 

to replenish soil fertility. Topinambur  jea will learn to appreciate our small na- 
is also used in forest food patches for tive prairie ragweed, which comes un- 

deer. invited into our stubbles, pastures, and 

In certain regions this plant may be waste spots, and the seeds of which sus- 
the answer to the question repeatedly tain not only all farm game birds, but 

asked by American game managers: a host of songbirds as well. Europe 
What perennial can one plant for winter has no weed food of comparable quality, 
bird food? It cannot be recommended and must make up for it by a more 
for use in agricultural regions, however, liberal use of grain and other cultivated 
because in this country it escapes and plants. 

becomes a weed. It should be planted The Silesian remises, then, offer an 

only in food patches surrounded by a artificial but not wholly unnatural win- 

wide belt of heavy sod. ter cover. I now already hear the ques- 

The food patch alone does not suffice tion which springs to the lips of the 
for winter feeding. Its funetion is to American game manager: what about 
hold birds, rather than to prevent starva- nesting cover? It is self-evident that 

tion. As soon as the corn is exhausted, the 50 pheasants which one sees feeding 

hand-feeding begins. In selected remises on the bare alfalfa stubble or newly 
straw is spread under the dense spruces, sprouted small grains around a one-acre 
and into this wheat or barley is thrown remise cannot possibly nest in that 

by hand. “Automatic” hoppers are un- remise, even after their number has



been trimmed down by the November The first consists of systematically dog- 

shooting. ging the alfalfa, clover fields, and hay 
The answer is that there is no nest- meadows just before the first eggs are 

ing cover, and furthermore there is no laid. The purpose is to drive the nesting 
attempt to provide any. The pheasants birds out of the hay and into the grain. 
nest. in the alfalfa, clover, and grain Any early nests found are lifted and the 
fields, often at a great distance from any eggs transferred to the artificial propa- 

remise. In alfalfa and clover they of gation plant. 

4 course sustain a heavy loss from mowing The second system is to dog the hay- 

machines, just as with us. The grain, fields just before the hay is eut for the 
however, offers a safe nesting place, since purpose of locating nests, and to trans- 

) most of it is planted in fall, grows early fer the eggs for artificial propagation. 

in spring, and stands uncut till July, by Such eggs are, of course, already partly 

which time all except repeat-nests have incubated, and must be transferred speed- 
safely fledged. Consequently manage- ily, set by set, to avoid heavy loss. 
ment seeks either to force the birds out The third is to dog and mark the hay- 

of the alfalfa and into the grain, or to field nests, and to leave islands of uncut 
salvage the hayfield eggs for artificial hay so that the pheasant can complete 

rearing. There are three systems in use her hatch. This system has, of course, 

for accomplishing one or both of these been tried in America, but with pretty 
solutions of the hayfield problem. heavy crow losses. I am assured that 
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crows are kept low enough in Germany ence is for a cross between the ringneck 

that the system is reasonably safe, and (P. torquatus) and the Mongolian. This 

that it is wisely used by small farmers change in species is being accomplished 

who lack time to operate propagation by the periodic release of outside breed- 

plants. ing stock for “new blood.” 

Flushing bars are unknown. The present prejudice against black- 

i Propagation systems in Silesia are necks is grounded on the alleged wan- 
identical with ours, except that mechani- dering tendencies of this species, but I 

cal incubation and brooding are rare, and think the greater meat poundage of the 

turkeys as well as chickens are used as larger birds also comes into play. De- | 

foster mothers. Rearing fields are com- spite the introduction of the larger spe- | 

monly not placed on clover, but rather cies, the average pheasant one sees in 

on haymeadow. Pens contain live grow- the fields seems to me distinctly smaller 
ing spruces as cover. The turnips grown than ours, i. e., to run heavier to black- 

as a soiling crop in pens come right up neck blood. 
to the stems of the hedged spruce trees. To an American one of the most sur- 

Usually only hayfield eggs are arti- prising and least pleasing aspects of 

ficially propagated, but a few holdings Silesian pheasant management is that 

produce and propagate additional eggs, most of the pheasant shooting on each 

and I saw at least one which operates as holding is concentrated into a single big 

a commercial game farm. Other large one-day drive, during which very large 

holdings depend wholly on natural prop- bags are made. If any small hunts are 

agation. The commercial game farm made, they are made sparingly by the 

which I saw used turkeys for foster- owner, and usually after the big shoot. 

mothers, reared in open fields with “A” This custom of concentrated shooting 

coops, let the young go wild, shot only ests on experience: it has been found 

cocks, and then trapped the eacess hens that to make frequent small hunts pushes 

for sale. This wild stock is preferred the birds over the boundary to the 

for restocking purposes. neighbors, so that the landowner fails 

In the Breslau district the ratio of to realize on his own crop. Our states 

released artificial birds to annual kill which have enacted shooting preserve 

averages 1:10, i. e., the bulk of the kill laws are, of course, experiencing this 

is wild stock. Holdings operated by identical difficulty. 

small farmers, of which there are 186 This tendency to embark for parts un- 

units or shoots in the Breslau district jnown at the crack of a gun constitutes, 

alone, never resort to artificial propaga- [| think, the basie weakness of the pheas- 

tion, but many of these nevertheless have ant as a game bird for America: he 

good stands of pheasants (see Unit B, tends to be inherently unsuited to our 

Table 1). preference for small-but-often dog-hunts. 

Up to a few years ago the blackneck In Silesia where there is no standing 

pheasant (P. colchicus) was standard corn, no grass, and no marsh to help hold 

stock in Silesia, but the present prefer- the birds, the scattering tendency is prob- 

TABLE 1. KILL ON SINGLE ESTATES, SILESIA 

ARR, SRG on Art. Prop. | 
Estate Area Kill Pheas. Acres per bird _ Per cent in 

or Unit Acres Pheas. Part. Hare Roe _ Release Stand Kil Remises 

A 5,500 3,500 ? ? t Hayfield 05 1.6 8% 
eggs only 

B? 900 200 500-280 2 none 2 13 2 
E ce 23,000 3,442 107 1,549 131 many 2 65 large 

(1934-5) 
D 2,800 654 126 206 4 500 2 3.6 large 

(1933-4) 

—- 2.4 “cooperative” owned, managed, and shot 
by: small farmers. 

13,000 cocks, 500 hens. The fall stand on 2 Poor, sandy soil. Figures are for season 
this ‘estate is 8,000 pheasants, 800 partridges, 1934-35, a poor pheasant year. Part of kill is 
the kill a little under 50 per cent. trapped birds sold for restocking.



TABLE 2. 1934 KILL IN KREISS BRESLAU 250,000 ACRES 

Game Kill Acres per head Predators and fur Kill Ratios 
Race) aalsawves cAOSO SANE a iin Ades ex Sihisticte 49 
Hares wisn 19,114 | Badger. ..sccsssssseeees 3 
Pheasants cece 225878) cece 7.0 Marten snsssene 11 
Partridges ........ 13,602 ; Weasel vsisccscin 882 

Woodcock ...... 26 895......Game per mammal 
64:1 

Jacksnipe 15 Accipitrine Hawks 176 
Pigeons... 207 Buteo Hawks........ 69 
Ducks won 1,055 — 

—— 245.....Game birds per 
Total gaaiue ST)AGS . . ssinthillliiicnsisses 44 raptor 142:1 

Crows and Mag- 
I Glen  ierdaiis ROL 

Total csseaee 3161 snnGame per predator 
18:1 

ably even worse than in the unmanaged to cut at one time, the outer is always 

ranges of Ohio, Iowa, or Wisconsin. cut first. 

Sometimes a landowner, in order to To sum up, the birds are pushed in- 

drive his birds inward, does a little ad- ward by peripheral shooting and cutting, 

vance dog-hunting on his outlying boun- by centripetal feeding and cover, and, 

dary-line fields which have no cover, but during the big shoot, by centripetal driv- 

he is always careful to burn no powder ing. 

near the remises until the big day of the Table 2 shows the average kill in the 

annual shoot. On that day the birds are Breslau district, which is as large as a 

so herded from remise to remise by skill- small county. The kill is one bird 

ful beaters, that to the pheasant one di- (pheasant or partridge) to each seven 

rection probably seems no better than eres. The average kill on the intensive- 

another for get-away purposes. I imagine Jy managed estates shown in Table 1 is 

that, to a pheasant, a Silesian drive is on one bird to each two acres for rich land, 

all fours with Opening Day in an Iowa and one per five aeres for sandy land. I 

cornfield. am assured that just about half the fall 

This brings us now to an important population is shot, so one may say the 

point. The “big drive” consists in push- fall density on the best estates is a bird 

ing the birds from one remise to an- per acre, counting both the summer and 

other, over the heads of the intervening winter range. The density in the winter 

line of guns. The remise system, how- range or remise area is of course much 

ever, may cover only a fraction of the greater; I saw 448 pheasants shot in one 

hunting unit, and lies usually at its cen- day out of 11 remises of not over 3 

tre. That is to say, the hatch of birds acres each, a kill of 15 birds per acre, 

from the whole unit is, by virtue of of remise cover. Silesia, in other words, 

the distribution of remises, crowded into achieves a stand of pheasants equal to 

a small winter range, on which all drives, South Dakota and better than north 

all winter cover, and all winter feeding Towa, without the standing corn and long 

are concentrated. This winter range is grass which make a heavy stand in those 

always the lowest, wettest, flattest ground. lucky states nearly automatic. One may 

Tt follows that the outlying borders of a say further that this heavy stand is 90 

hunting unit are usually bare fields per cent natural, and grows on machine- 

habitable during summer only, and that farmed land in the face of a human 

this bare zone tends to act as a barrier population-pressure heavier than. we 

to discourage scattering during the fall know anything about. This, I submit, 
hunts. Fig. 2 illustrates such a central is a substantial achievement. 

system of remises. TI cannot help adding that this achieve- 
Agricultural practice is also modified ment must be credited not to sportsmen 

to push birds inward and to discourage passing laws and resolutions for each 
dispersion. Thus of any two fields ready other’s governance, but to landowners
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Gathering up after a drive. “Hochsitz’”’ or shooting blind for roes. ; 

who go out on their land and practice population. Wild trapped stock, rather 

game management as a natural and wide- than game farm stock, is usually used 
spread adjunet to good agriculture. for new blood. It is acquired sometimes 

The Silesian landowners and officials by purchase, sometimes by exchange of 

seem unanimous in the opinion that a trapped birds between estates. 

breeding ratio of 1 cock:5 hens or 1 On the big estates managed intensively 

cock:6 hens is right for wild pheasants. for pheasants there are few partridges. 

They believe in this so explicitly that On the sandier lands, however, partridges 

when more cocks than this are left over are sometimes more numerous than 

they often—with the permission of the pheasants, especially where there are no 

state warden or jdégermeister—go out in remises and hence no pheasant cover. 
spring to shoot off cocks which seem to For the Breslau district, the partridge 

be without harem. This belief seems to kill is about half as large as the pheasant 

run counter to the earlier conclusions kill (see Table 2). 
reached by Wight, who found in Michi- The partridge crop fluctuates much 

gan that harems of over 2-3 hens per more violently as between years than the 

cock are rare. His later work, however, pheasant crop. This fluctuation will be 
seems to leave the maximum hens per discussed in a separate paper on the 

cock as an open question, and one prob- game cycle. A German study of this 

ably without any fixed and uniform an- fluctuation has recently been made by 

swer. Nolte.’ 

During the big drive, it is the usual It is my impression that the partridge 
practice to shoot only cocks. In certain crop is more of an accidental crop than 

remises, however, the owner may pass the pheasant crop. The only manage- 

out word to shoot hens; this is because a ment measure generally practiced is win- 
previous census has shown that particu- ter feeding. In remise country, partridge 

lar remise to have more hens than are feeding is combined with pheasant feed- 

needed. Later in the season the owner, ing by placing the straw-beds already 

his game manager, or a few invited offi- described near the edge of the remise, 
cials—all experienced men—may hold where partridges will not hesitate to en- 
one or two small shoots in which old hens ter. In open country without remises, 

are trimmed out. special straw-beds for partridges are 
The total kill is about half of the fall placed in the open. 

population. The resulting sex-ratio after Partridge shooting is done mostly in 

the hunting season may be 1:6, but the late August and early September, be- 

winter losses falling heavier on hens fore the pheasant broods have separated, 
will make the spring ratio 1:5. As al- hence the partridge shooting does not 
ready stated, new stock is often released seatter the pheasants, which at that sea- 
during the winter for “new blood,” but 
this is done in the desired ratio, and does _? Nolte, W. | Zur_Biologio des Rephuhns. Re- 
not change the sex composition of the aise) GEO Fore ern
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son are not much disposed to wander. beets, clover, and alfalfa, are ideal roe 

Some partridge shooting is individual range. On several evenings I counted 
dog-work, the rest of it “walking-in-line.” 10 to 40 feeding in the fields. : Roes feed 

Rarely both pheasants and partridges are 0m the pheasant food. A special kind of 
shot together in October and November leafy non-freezing cabbage is also plant- 

line-hunts. This, however, is resorted to ed for their benefit. Roes rut, fawn, 

only by landowners who do not hope to and shed much earlier than other deer, 

hold their pheasants, but on the con- hence the bucks are hunted in summer, 

trary want to shoot a few before they penal by palune yee eros anne 
have all departed for their neighbor’s hochsitz’”” or elevated blind on the edge 

/ remises. of woods: 

I saw one walking-in-line partridge c : a oA pare uae = 

hunt in Czecho-Slovakia in which about 7" ss a pe eg unm ala arc te 
1,000 birds (not counting reflushes), 180 SOE hues Sc fs cere REE eueons 
Reet ai eneniat airer nner olen sider that small woods in Germany have 
aiouk Wled0 heres. a (he bad wasie7s 2° really first-class game bird like the 

A f g 
partridges. I think this stand was about sab oe. eae ieee na f 

a bird per acre, and represents the best pean pa ee ian panies a 
pf the range on the Bohemian plain. Silesia some twenty years ago, but failed. 
‘There, is nd winter cover! The (birds Table 2 indicates no excessive kill of 

nest in alfalfa and winter wheat. They predators: 1 hawks Walled yer 2 aueaiae 
are fed during snow, but there is no birds killed; 1 predator per 18, head! of 
other management except predator con- game for Silesia as a whole. I fear, 

trol and regulation of the kill. though, that in pesperh of ou a 
Pacestmay peveulledsan iredertalengs least, the explanation lies in their near- 

product of pheasant and partridge man- ee i a ee bas ne 
agement, although they occur even where ie SON OCES VANE) Ao Once (and only 

there are no birds. They eat the topi- panes a ASD a Gommany). 

nambur and grain set out for pheasants, Ue eo eos Diag nat 0 mini iny rele 

and benefit by the remise cover, but their HASOAS eo) AE (Boas chit the sae 

mainstay is the clover and alfalfa. TEBE May G0 Saey On then preda- 

Most hares are shot in separate line- Seen game tpredaict il rane 

hunts or enclosing-drives, the latter re- t aides ial pak outdid — zi ome ets in which most o: e entries pre-date 
sembling the jackrabbit drives of our 4p, : 

western states. Just as with our rabbit, Ae a : Pas an ke 

ee po ai, egige | killed per predator killed. In these books 

comedy, which forms an agreeable con- a enced fe a ae 

inarese ieee job of hitting question is more fully discussed in a | 
c separate paper. 

The American reader must grasp the The bulk of the predator kill con- 
unfamiliar fact that the roe deer in gists of crows, of which there are two 

ae 7 7 oe oe a woods, common species. Eyery spring the Ger- 
fa a : epen envy ony vnerm: ere are man sporting magazines bristle with ad- 

eld roes’ _ which never see the inside  yertisements of crow poisons, used most- 

of the remise or) any other cover for ly in eggs. Despite such ruthless con- 

months at a time, and which wander trol, crows continue numerous. One re- 
lal ae Be aie a. like gion cent writer thinks the extermination of 

m the tawns may be dropped im tree- horned owls has given v d 
less clover fields, and when thus cached advantage. If a tindéig anit 24 ib 

in hay they get caught in the mowing poison its crows, the game officials may. 
machine like partridges or pheasants. é 

The Silesian pheasant remises, scat- Leopold, Aldo. Naturschutz in Germany. 
tered over a fertile fenceless plain of Pe ev Ol ote) Bp: Oday Mara ey



i SSM ER FA pee ay sort of renaissance of ingenuity in kill- 

HY Fa Van eet | ing foxes without steel traps. Every is- 
if Se 5 aT sue of the German sporting press now 
ia cae P| i met brings forth new legal traps, new calls, 
FT egliae ‘ Oe sua new baits, and new methods of driving or 

et Gea ae ae! stalking foxes. Fox shooting is coming 
ke wees = into its own as one of the really difficult 

a". eee | high-class field sports. A parallel trend 
‘ i sani’ < 9 A toward sporting fox shooting is clearly 

: apparent in Ohio, Iowa, and Wisconsin. 
Lf ae It must be conceded, I think, that the 

SEROTEC ill production of a heavy game stand on 
Winter Feeding Deer in a Pure Pine such a nearly coverless range as Lower 

Forest without natural food. Silesia probably requires a more radi- 
cal predator control than is necessary 

under the new game law, require that oy even desirable on well-covered mod- 

this be done. erately-populated game ranges in Amer- 
The German attitude toward foxes is ica. This is merely one of a dozen basic 

in process of change. On some proper- points where we, by reason of our good 

ties foxes have long been managed on a Juck in having more room, can improve 

sustained-yield basis. A new law now on European conservation practice, pro- 

prohibits the use of steel traps. The first vided our landowners can muster the 

result was an alarming rise in the fox persistence and enthusiasm which has 
population, and a loud hue-and-cry about made a sportsman’s paradise of Lower 

loss of game. The second result was a_ Silesia. 

Reprinted from AMERICAN WILDLIFE for September-October, 1936
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Upland Game Restoration _ It's a good sample of what we all ENS 
i : to learn sooner or later. Why not 

Western Cartridge Co. and Winchester > 
Repeating Arms Co., 1936 Seer 

: r : 5 The farmer-relations advocated in the 
__ This attractively printed pamphlet is pooktet are at least sounder than those | 
important because it exhibits the present ¢4;1) preached in many sporting maga- 
attitude of the arms industry toward Jines The wholly obnoxious “give- 

upland game management and telated him-a-cigar” philosophy nowhere raises 
problems in agriculture and wildlife 4, ugly head, nor is any other form of 

conservanon: patronage apparent in or between the 
That it represents an advance is fines. It may be doubtful, though, 

hardly open to question. For the first whether the personal cooperation rightly 
time the industry admits, over the “'sig- advocated for individual farmer-sports- 
nature’ of its own advertising mana- man setups can be extended to group) 
gers, that game restoration is not to be setups quite as easily as the booklet be- 
accomplished by artificial propagation or ljeves. One may likewise entertain 

predator control alone. On the con- some skepticism as to the acceptability 
trary the booklet positively asserts the to farmers of the legalistic agreements 
indispensability of food and cover res- offered as samples for farmer-sportsman 
toration, to be brought about by mutual enterprises. 

and cooperative effort of farmer and By and large, this is a better formula 
sportsman. It presents a number of fo, solving the game problem than any 
diagrams and photographs which grap- 59 far offered the public by the ee 
ple with questions of food and cover industry as advertising. Certainly in 
technique. These are, in general, tech- respect of the predator issue it is far in 
nically sound for the cornbelt region, advance of some of the advertisements 
despite the rather naive admission that gti! run by individual companies. The 
the experiments to test their results were thoughtful observer will do well to 
begun in 1936. I dare say that neither ead it, | 
industry's ballistical engineers, nor game —Atpo LEopoLp. 
managers outside the industry, have the 
knack of completing tests qyith equal piggy ESREUE 0 Saag 

facility. | } 

The booklet is technically unsound | 
mainly in its assumption that predator | 
control must accompany any and all ef- 
forts to manage game. Nowhere does | 
it admit the proved fact that game can | 
often be restored to satisfactory popu- | 
lation levels without any predator con- | 
trol. Nor does it recognize the grow- | 
ing conviction, universal among non- | 
shooting conservationists, and not un- | 
known even among sportsmen, that 

predatory species have an esthetic value 
equal to that of game, which value the 
sportsman is in decency bound to re- ! 
spect and in no case to destroy. That : | 
the industry is still oblivious of this 
conviction is indicated by the inclusion | 
of the fast-disappearing duckhawk in its } | 
proscription list. 

The booklet does admit that marsh- 
hawks have a function in holding down 
cotton rats, and that hawk control in 
such a case may prove to be a boom- 
erang. It overlooks the existence of a 
similar inter-predatory relation as be- 
tween horned owl and crow; also the 
fact that the proscribed woodchuck digs 
the burrows which, in cleaned-farming 
regions, furnish the only winter cover 
available to rabbits. 

Unfortunately, even when we reach 
the stage of teaching the public these 
“minor” niceties, the public can prob- |} 
ably be counted upon to overlook them | | 
in the general urge to shoot something. 
But shouldn’t the industry think about 
the woodchuck-rabbit boomerang be- | ( 
fore, rather than after, throwing it? 

\
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Foreword 

H The success of any practical effort, especially one con- 
cerned with the restoration of wildlife resources, depends 
upon a solid foundation of accurate information and a clear 
understanding of the task at hand. Learning what not to 
do is just as important as learning what to do. 

The American Wildlife Institute has initiated, in coopera- 
tion with the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey, the game 
and fish departments, and the land grant colleges in nine 
states, a research and demonstration program which is de- 
veloping accurate facts and effective methods which may be 
profitably applied by the interested public in increasing the 

annual crop of wildlife on the land itself. These projects 
are in operation at Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, 
Alabama; Connecticut State College, Storrs, Connecticut; 
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa; University of Maine, 
Orono, Maine; Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio; 

Oregon State Agricultural College, Corvallis, Oregon; A. 
and M. College of Texas, College Station, Texas; Utah State 
Agricultural College, Logan, Utah; Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. Lack of basic information 
concerning wildlife and its needs is one of the greatest han- 
dicaps to restoration. More knowledge of this nature is es- 
sential to the organization of productive national effort. 
To this end the Technical Committee of the Institute has 
prepared the most comprehensive wildlife research and dem- 
onstration program ever offered for public consideration. | 
The Institute has adopted this program, subject to securing 

adequate financial support. Funds contributed may be “ear- | 
marked” for the inauguration of all or any part of it. | 

In presenting this document the Institute desires to express | 
its deepest appreciation to the Committee, the members of | 
which are serving so untiringly and unselfishly in the in- | 
terest of wildlife restoration.
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Preparing skins for study at the Cooperative Research and Demonstration Project 
at Texas A. & M. College. 
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Providing emergency cover for wildlife by cutting a haw tree half way through 
and bending it over to continue to grow horizontally on the ground, at the Texas 

Research and Demonstration Project.



WHY RESEARCH? 

™ The shortage of game, fish, and other wildlife can be remedied by 

taking less, or by growing more. 

Regulating the take is the job of the legislator and administrator. 
Growing more is the job of a new profession: wildlife management. 

Some species can be grown in confinement, but this is expensive, and 

the crop is inferior in esthetic quality. It is an adjunct to, but not a 

substitute for, wild production. 

All species can be produced in the wild by improving their environ- 
ment, i.e., by increasing the carrying capacity of their range. Natural 
increase is rapid, and automatically builds up the population to what 
the range can carry. Beyond this point, the increase either does not 

occur, or it fails to survive. 

To improve range there must be exact knowledge of what each species 
requires, i.e., what kinds and amounts of food and cover it needs during 

each season, and what enemies and competitors it will tolerate. For any 
given species, the treatment needed in two localities is seldom the same. 
The existing knowledge of how to appraise and improve range is enough 
for a start in a few species, but radically insufficient as a base for a 
national conservation program. As in agriculture, the more exact the 
knowledge of what a crop requires, the larger and surer the yield. 

To learn how to appraise and improve range is the job of research. 

Research, in short, can furnish the facts for management, and man- 
agement can furnish abundant wildlife wherever it can control the con- | 

dition of the range or environment. 

This is the fundamental theory of conservation by wild management 
and regulated use. It is applicable not only to animals but also to 

| plants, not only to land but also to water, not only to game but also to 
other species wanted for esthetic enjoyment, or scientific study. 

Winter-feeding a covey of quail, throwing a snag in a troutstream, re- 
flooding a duck or fur marsh, erecting a martin house, or fencing cows 
out of a ladyslipper bog are all management operations, but they deal 
only with the corrective of visible and obvious defects of range. Many 
defects of range are equally potent in reducing wildlife populations, but 
they are inconspicuous or unknown. Research can find them. It can 
also find and test the means for their correction. 

5
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HOW RESEARCH? 

Wildlife ranges are now good or poor by reason of changes incident 
to economic use. 

Many detrimental changes have been accidental, unforeseen, and un- 
necessary, and can be reversed by slight and inexpensive modifications 

of farming, forestry, or grazing practice. 

Examples: (1) Quail are being run out of the cornbelt by the 
grazing, plowing and burning of winter cover, but can be restored 
by retaining such cover on waste spots. 

(2) Pheasants are held down in the Lake States dairy belt by 
burning of marshes and siloing of all corn. Marsh burning is usu- 
ally unnecessary, and by leaving 2 per cent of the corn standing, a 
good population can be fed. 

Some detrimental changes have been inevitable, but in destroying 
range for one species they produce or can be made to produce, range 
for another. 

Example: The intensive cultivation of prairie soils has evicted 
the prairie chicken, but in doing so made new range for Hungarian 
partridges and pheasant. At the same time the cutting and burning 
of forests has made room for the chicken farther north. 

The manipulation of range to make it produce, being usually a modi- 
fication of agriculture or forestry, can be best studied and tested in the 
agricultural and forest schools, where equipment, consultation and land 
are already available. This has also the advantage of dovetailing wild- 
life management technique with agricultural technique at its origin. 

As in agriculture, the job of digging out facts, and the job of training 
a professional group to apply them, can be combined in a single opera- 
tion: the execution of research projects by graduate students. Nine 
wildlife research units, each consisting of a project leader and several 
graduate student fellowships, have already been established by the In- 
stitute at nine agricultural colleges (see Fig. 1) with funds donated by 
the sporting arms and ammunition industry. This system is adminis- 
tered by the U. S. Biological Survey. 

These preliminary units, however, deal mostly with game. The sys- 
tem needs to be extended to cover fish, fur, non-game wildlife, and also 
to cover other states and the uncovered remainder of the game field. 
There is also especially urgent need to develop non-professional courses 
for young farmers and other students interested in wildlife. The size 
and cost of a rounded program are given on pages 22 and 23. 
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| 
| WHAT RESEARCH? 

This is, in brief, a proposal to apply biological science to a new art 
of wildlife cropping. For some wildlife the biological base is ready to 
build upon, for others it must first be laid down. The science founda- 
tional to cropping or management develops through a fixed sequence of 
stages. The present “scientific front,” in terms of these stages, is shown 
for each class of wildlife in Fig. 2. Thus game is shown to have a rap- 
idly developing technique of management, but a meagre base. Fish has 
a broader base but less technique. There is as yet a scanty base for fur 
and for non-game wildlife, and only isolated “islands” of technique. 
Floral conservation has little base and no technique. 

This is a program for advancing the “scientific front” for each class 
of wildlife to the point of applied biology or management. It is pro- 
posed to do this through the institutions best equipped to handle each 
problem. The final objective is to build the beginnings of a technique 
of conservation for all wildlife resources in all states. 

Research, of course, is never completed. It is believed, however, that 
once given a fair start, local initiative, backed by public demand, will 
supply the motive power for continuing such a program. 

What is a fair start? Experience indicates that usable techniques be- 
gin to accrue as soon as research on any species completes the first 
rough measurement of its mortality factors. The following program 
aims to: 

1. Finish the first rough measurements of mortality for the important 
species already worked upon. 

2. Begin such measurements for important species or groups not yet 
worked upon. 

3. Make field tests to determine the workability of all techniques so 
far devised, or accruing from this program. Develop samples of 
management for each class in each region. 

4. Strengthen the scientific base for cropping each class of wildlife. 
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Fic. 2. Scientific Base for Teaching Wildlife Conservation 
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i PROGRAM OF RESEARCH 

Farm, Forest, AND RANGE GAME 

These groups are treated together because there are many borderline 
species which occur both in farmed and partly-farmed localities. 

Fig. 3 shows the status of conservation knowledge in these species. 
The graph disregards who did the work, and deals only with the degree 
to which it has been done and made available by publication. A large | 
volume of work is projected, or partially completed but unpublished. 

The graph somewhat overcolors the impression of work already cov- 
ered, because a species studied through all four stages in a single re- 
gion shows as “done,” whereas in fact many adaptations of technique in 
other regions remain to be worked out. Thus the bobwhite quail has 
been pushed to the fourth stage in the Southeast and in the north central 
states, but much work remains to be done there, and no bobwhite work 
has been done on the southwestern and northeastern parts of the range. 

Some urgent research needs are roughly sketched in the following. 

Western Quails. The excellent life history work on California and 
gambel quails needs to be tested in practice. The scaled quail needs to | 
be extended at least through the third stage. The management of all | 
these western quails will probably be found to be basically limited by 
overgrazing, and can make headway no faster than range conservation 
makes headway. To this end, however, it will be of great value to 
know in detail just how livestock limits the productivity of quail range. 
The Oregon and Texas units are starting work on these species. 

Bobwhite. The main need is to get existing knowledge into practice. 
The Alabama, Connecticut, Iowa, and Texas units will attempt this. 

It is urgent that the basic studies of population vulnerability and 
range carrying capacity, under way since 1924 in Georgia and since 
1929 in Wisconsin and Iowa, be continued. They are disclosing funda- 
mental laws probably applicable to all gallinaceous birds. 

j The degeneration of bobwhites in New England is still to be ex- 
plained. 

The Grouse. All the grouse are harder to manage than quails, due 
largely to the cycle. Hence the emphasis so far given to basic scien- 
tific work, and the lack of emphasis on testing of techniques. So much 
land, however, is now coming into public ownership, and so much 
grouse range is being modified by CCC crews, that tests of technique 
should be no longer delayed. 

The loss by fire of the accumulated results of the Wisconsin Prairie 
Chicken Investigation calls for the repetition of this work. 
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| Except for going ruffed grouse work in New York and Minnesota, and 
some incidental work in the Utah and Virginia units, the whole grouse 

| research field is still vacant. The western grouse, in particular, have 
| never been studied. 

| Turkeys. Until the Texas and Virginia units started turkey work, 
| this important bird was almost entirely overlooked by research, al- 
| though practical management has made headway in the Southeast. The 
| southwestern or Merriam turkey still remains untouched by science. 

It is a pity that more has not been done with turkeys, especially when 
millions of acres of southern forests are being modified for forestry 

with no guidance as to the affect on the turkey crop. 

The large volume of semi-scientific work on the artificial propagation 
of turkeys is so far largely nullified by the lack of pure wild stock. 

Pheasant and Hungarian. Despite the near-completion of the pre- 
liminary research (see Fig. 3) on these species, much remains to be 
done. In pheasants, there is need of a study to show the spread from 
shooting preserves, and how it differs among sexes, ages, species, and 
birds of natural vs. artificial origin. The seeming recession of popula- 
tion-vigor in Oregon and New England needs investigation. It is not 
impossible that a similar decline might occur in the now thrifty stands 
of South Dakota, Minnesota, and Iowa. The general failure of pheas- 
ants in the South is still a mystery. 

In Hungarians, nobody has ever broken the low-density deadlock 
which prevails from Ohio to Minnesota, and which contrasts so strongly 
with the dense stands of the Canadian wheat belt. The general failure 
of Hungarians in the South is also a mystery. 

Incidental work on pheasants is being done in the Iowa unit, but 
there has been no full-time worker on Hungarians since 1934, 

Cottontail. Two starts have been made in studying this bulwark of 
the one-gallus hunter, only to be dropped before coming to fruition in 
management. New work is now starting in the Connecticut and Iowa 
units. The ratio of research insurance to popular value is lower in this 

than in any other wildlife species. 

The Deer. In the last decade, research has disclosed one fact about 
deer and other browsing mammals worth a hundred times the total sum 
ever invested in all scientific wildlife work. It is this: browse-eating 
game can and does ruin its own range, seed-eating game does not. All 
over the country valuable spots of deer range are now threatened with 
grave injury to both range and deer. These trouble-spots are worst 
where no predators remain to keep the herd in balance with the carry- 
ing capacity of its range. Popular sentiment, stimulated to value wild- 
life but not to think in terms of its ultimate welfare, always interferes 
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Fic. 3: Stratus or RESEARCH Farm, Forest, AND RANGE GAME 
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Soil erosion controlled by the planting of quail foods (Korean lespedeza) at the 
Cooperative Research and Demonstration Project at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. 

with the prompt adjustment of these trouble-spots. Moreover, intelli- 
gent adjustment demands local knowledge of local food habits which so 
far exists in only a few states. For all these reasons, deer research is of 

critical importance at this time. 

Deer studies are under way in the Alabama, Oregon, Texas, Utah and 
Virginia units, but deer management is still a rarity, and the Pacific 
coast blacktail remains without even a life history study. 

Antelope. The pronghorn is like the waterfowl: many scientists have 
compiled and published observations made incidental to other duties, 
but none has ever spent a year measuring exactly what happens to a 

given unit of population. Hence we are still unable to explain why a 
few antelope remnants have increased and eaten themselves out of house 

| and home, while the others continue to dwindle and disappear. Un- 
| doubtedly livestock competition is the main trouble, but just where, 
| when, and through what food plants does it operate? 
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Growing really wild wild turkeys is one of the studies of the Virginia 
Research and Demonstration Project. 
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PROGRAM OF RESEARCH 

Micratory GAME 

| It is a singular fact that the mortality factors have never been weighed 

for a single species of waterfowl, despite the immense importance of the 

resource, and the intense popular interest in its welfare. (Fig. 3 shows 

at least seven upland species so measured.) 

The ink spilled yearly on ducks alone would pay for a respectable 

life history project. 

It is admitted that the ornithological knowledge of waterfowl is large, 

that overshooting and drainage are obvious without research, that an 

exact weighing of mortality is difficult except on the breeding range, 

that international conservation programs must move more slowly than 

internal ones. Yet it is true that at least nine big research jobs, each es- 

sential to success, remain unfinished and some not even begun, as: 

1. To determine the status and population trend of each species. 

2. To weigh the mortality factors in each species, at least on the 

breeding grounds (i.e., the exact toll of predators, disease, fire, 

grazing, shooting, etc., including the crow question). 

3. To study the predictability of drouths, and the possibility of miti- 

gating their effects by engineering works, land purchases, etc. 

4. To lay out a continental refuge plan. 

5. To enlarge and extend the study of migratory movements and 

routes, and of the annual kill, by banding. 

6. To measure the shooting and crippling loss, its relation to shooting 

methods and equipments, and the feasibility of new mechanisms 

for the control and regulation of the kill (such as a tag system). 

7. To study duck clubs, their status in the local land economy, their 

balance between damage and benefit to waterfowl, their adjust- 
ment to shrinking seasons and limits. 

8. To study drainage and power projects and the means of coordi- 

nating them with waterfowl conservation. 

9. To study the ecology of breeding waters, and the possible means 

of converting the immense area of idle waters north of the present 

breeding belt by chemical fertilization. 

: Jobs 1, 4, 5, and 6 belong to the Biological Survey, and are not here 

| discussed. Some are well under way. 

Jobs 2, 3, and 9 lie geographically in Canada. Such work should 

| preferably be executed by Canadian scientists, but the international in- 

terest in its results suggests mutual financing by some cooperative mech- 

anism to be mutually worked out. 

Jobs 6 and 7 present the reverse problem; they lie geographically in 

the United States, but with a strong Canadian interest in the results. A 

similar mutuality of treatment is suggested. 

Job 8 falls naturally to some disinterested body like the National Re- 

sources Board. 
13
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| club must of necessity read- 

just itself to these changed 
conditions. In some cases. such readjustment may be found difficult, 
impossible even. A serious shrinkage of waterfowl habitat would ob- 
viously result if many of these clubs were to go under and give up their 
extensive marsh and water holdings. This cannot be permitted. 

Instead of debating clubs in terms of praise or blame why not study 
them objectively as a problem in land economics and ducks. 

Job 9: It has been known for a long time that most species of water- 
fowl do not breed in the arctic lakes, and that the probable reason lies 
in the infertility of their waters, which arises from the infertility of the 
underlying rocks. It has also long been known that fish productivity 
of infertile waters can be enhanced by chemical fertilizers. There would 
appear, then, to be a chance for enhancing duck productivity by the 
same means. If so, the possible extensions of range would be large. 

Tampering with the natural ecological mechanism of waters, how- 
ever, is a risky and exceedingly complex operation. It is also obviously 
an operation to be conducted only by the owner of these waters (Can- 
ada), and at first only on an experimental scale. Important limitations 
of cost may develop, also possible difficulty in inducing the ducks to 
occupy new breeding range. Possible penalties, such as displacement 
of native fauna and flora, would also have to be watched for. The pos- 
sible benefits are so large, however, as to warrant careful discussion. 

A simultaneous attack on all nine problems would deserve the name 
of an international migratory bird plan. Donated research funds are 
needed for such a plan. Public appropriations are radically insuffi- 
cient, even for the jobs obviously suitable only for government agencies. 
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PROGRAM FOR FISH RESEARCH 

It has been realized only during the last decade that there is any way 
to restore fish other than replanting them. 

Research for fish management technique is newer and less developed 
than in game, but the need is equally great, and the base science avail- 
able as foundation is distinctly superior (Fig. 2), especially the base 
science on lakes. That for streams is less fully developed. 

The nature of fish management technique is exactly similar to that 
for game: finding what weak point in the environment inhibits natural 
increase or cuts down survival, and then strengthening that point. 

A research program for fish management differs, however, in the 
availability of strong pre-existing scientific centres, at which basic fish 
science and hatchery problems have long been studied. The following 
sample program is stated in terms of problems suitable for such pre- 
existing centres, rather than in terms of particular species to be studied. 

Fish Cropping in Lakes. An immense accumulation of basic data on 
the life and behavior of lakes is ready for use in fish cropping, but its 
conversion for management use requires careful experimentation. For 
example, Birge and Judy at Wisconsin have found that fertilization of 
unproductive lakes with phosphates may increase the fish crop by in- 
creasing plant foods. A series of experiments is now needed to find out 
where and how this method may be safely and beneficially used. 

Experimental Streams. During the past few years the idea of using 
dams, covers, and other structures to improve the carrying capacity of 
streams has been tried out by CCC crews in many states. The original 
Michigan structures yielded an increase in catchable trout, but until it 
is known just how the increase comes about, it is not possible intelli- 
gently to adapt the technique to other states. It is uncertain, for exam- 
ple, whether and how the food supply is increased. Until this is known, 
it is not possible to judge whether it is best to plant an improved stream 
with large trout for short periods of growth before catching, or small 
trout for long periods. Experimental streams in various regions, care- 
fully measured and censused, would throw light on such problems. 

Lake and Stream Improvement. The analysis of how structural im- 
provements affect the fish population must go hand-in-hand with the 
further elaboration of structural designs and materials. The technique 
for lake structure needs further development. A technique for small- 
mouth bass streams is especially needed. Existing techniques should 
also be adapted to fit the swift mountain streams of the western states. 

Erosion, Silting, and Pollution. Silting and warming of streams has 
pushed the southern boundary of the trout belt steadily northward in 
the same manner as slick-and-clean farming has pushed the native game 
birds out of their original range. To this shrinkage in fish habitat has 
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been added the destruction of reproductive capacity, or even the direct 
poisoning of adult fish, by various forms of pollution. Artificial re- 
stocking has masked but in no wise reversed this fundamental deteriora- 
tion in the fish resource. None of these basic changes has as yet been 
adequately measured and analyzed. Until this is done the whole fish 
restoration program must be a mere dabbling with superficialities. The 
entire budget of the Institute, however large, might well be applied to 
this one problem. The Institute cannot handle it, but it can encourage 
the constituted authorities to initiate a thorough attack upon it. 

Carp Study. Despite the tons of newsprint annually devoted to airing 
opinions and desultory local researches about carp, there has been no 
comprehensive analysis of the carp problem since 1904, when Cole pub. 
lished his “The German Carp in the United States.” Still less has there 
been any controlled experimentation to determine the exact manner in 
which carp affect vegetation, duck feed, or other fish. Carp can be con- 
fined and observed in underwater pastures. It is time for some scien- 
tific institution to devote a couple of decades to carp and carp control. 

Fish and Power Dams. The best brains in the civilized world are be- 
ing focused on the harnessing of streams for power, storage, navigation, 
and irrigation, but the effect of the harnessing on native wildlife, and the 
means for dovetailing the use of the two resources, receive only the in- 
cidental attention of a few overburdened administrators and volunteer 
conservationists. On the heavy side of these already unbalanced scales 
has lately been dumped the crushing weight of work relief on subsidized 
engineering structures. We have imagination enough to employ the 
idle in pouring concrete, but when we seek to employ them in building 
conservation, they usually end up in pouring more concrete. 

One fundamental remedy for this accelerating destruction of biolog- 
ical resources is to build up local centres of research in which the bio- 
logical aspect of local engineering works can be developed, and a local 
opposition to ill-considered projects brought into existence. Experience 
shows that the momentum of the rolling pork-barrel is otherwise irre- 
sistible. The local university is usually ideal for such a development. 

Rare Species. Many rare species of fish are threatened with exter- 
mination, either through destruction of their habitat, or (more frequent- 
ly) through hybridization following artificial stocking of closely related 
forms. The latter is especially true of some of the rarer trouts. The 
preservation of these rare forms requires the same kind of systematic 
plan as is set forth subsequently for non-game mammals and birds. 

Organization of Fish Research. No bureau corresponding to the 
Biological Survey in game research is available for administering fish 
research for the Institute. A wider latitude in the use of funds is 
accordingly necessary. For the present, fish projects must be limited 
to such universities as are able to supervise their own projects. 
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PROGRAM FOR FUR RESEARCH 

In the early stages of game management, the popular interest in arti- 
ficial propagation or game farming entirely obscured the much more 
important opportunity for management in-the-wild. It is only recently 
that artificial propagation has assumed its proper place as an adjunct 
to management, a way to get planting stock for depleted ranges, rather 
than as a substitute for management. 

In the early stages of forestry, the popular interest in artificial tree 
planting likewise obscured the more important opportunity for manage- 
ment in-the-wild of existing timber stands. 

Fur management in-the-wild is still entirely eclipsed by popular in- 
terest in artificial fur farming. Not a single fur animal has as yet been 
subjected to the kind of ecological life history study which must precede 
the manipulation of the range for wild crop production (see Fig. 2). 
Some states sink a large proportion of their wildlife budget into dem- 
onstration fur farms, in the vain hope of restocking a range which de- 
teriorates steadily from year to year in carrying capacity. This im- 
passe can be broken only by a counter-demonstration of the greater 
returns and lesser costs of management in-the-wild. But such a counter- 
demonstration must be accompanied by research for technique. 

Some species (mink, for example) play the dual role of furbearer 
and predator. Research is needed to find a rational balance between 
the two conflicting interests. 

Other species (racoon and fox, for example) play the triple role of 
furbearer, game and predator. Others, like the badger and skunk, 
function as furbearer, pest control, and predator. Some important fur 
species as the muskrat and mink play the role of prey and predator to 
each other, with important external relations to fish and to marsh cover. 

Research with a view to rational cropping or management is needed 
for each of the following species: 

Fur Species Fur-Predator Species Fur-Game-Predator Species 

Muskrat Mink Raccoon 
Beaver Skunk Foxes 

Weasel 
Badger 
Opossum 

Rare furbearers such as otter, marten, fisher, and wolverine are in 
such precarious status that they must be built up before cropping would 
be justified. Hence they are treated in a later caption as “rare species.” 

There follows a single illustration of the research opportunity open 
for each species of the above list. 

Ly. 
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Sample Project: Raccoon Management. In heavily settled regions, 
raccoons survive in numbers only where rock outcrops or drain tiles 
furnish caves, or ditch banks furnish deep dens. This in itself indicates | 
that the species would respond to the restoration of cover in the form of 
hollow trees. It is almost tragic to see a group of enthusiastic farmers, | 

assembled for a coon-dog field trial, dragging a tame coon over a | 
“course” for the dogs to follow, and then going home next day to cut 
down the last hollow snag in the woodlot which once supported abun- 
dant wild coons. It is nearly as tragic to watch CCC crews, in the name | 
of forestry, fire control, or roadside “improvement,” demolishing snags 
and down logs oblivious of their value to furbearers and other wildlife. 

There is every reason to believe that raccoons would respond to food 
patches and to wild fruit plantings just as quail or pheasants do, and to 
“stream improvement” just as fish do. Those interested in coons, while 
less articulate than the bird-hunters, are equally in earnest about their 
sport. The cash returns to the landowner are even more certain than in 
game and fish, because of the double value of the crop for both fur and 
sport. It remains only for some enterprising research institution to 
find out the weak points in the local coon range, and to try out practical 
techniques for building up carrying capacity. 
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Dr. Walter P. Taylor, in charge of research project at Texas A. and M. College, 
explaining work of a demonstration area, on a field trip during the regular 

Farmers’ Short Course of the College. 
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PROGRAM OF RESEARCH 

NoN-SHOOTABLE GAME 
Rare oR THREATENED NON-GAME SPECIES 

The emphasis accorded these two classes will be a critical test of 

whether the “conservation public” is capable of supporting a genuine 

wildlife conservation program, or whether it is merely interested in | 

something to shoot at or fish for. No previous national program has 

given anything more than lip-service to the outstanding esthetic and 
scientific values at stake in these species which, for one reason or an- 

other, have become too scarce or too localized to afford legal hunting, 

and are threatened with complete or local extermination. This group 

includes* (exclusive of marine species) : 

Wilderness Game— Predators or 
Other Rare Game Fur Species 

Grizzly Bear Wolf 
Desert Sheep Fisher | 
Bighorn Otter — 
Caribou (in U. S.) Wolverine 
Sonora Deer Carolina Beaver 
Peccary Blackfooted Ferret 
Sagehen 
Spruce Partridge 
Masked Bobwhite 
Mearns Quail : 

Migratory Birds 
Non-Game 

Trumpeter Swan 
Condor Sandhill Crane 
Ivorybill Woodpecker Whooping Crane 
Carolina Parakeet Curlews and other 

(if alive) shore birds 

Each of these species needs, at the earliest possible moment: 
(1) An inventory of the location, condition, and size of each surviv- 

ing remnant. 

(2) An inventory of lost remnants which might, by restocking or 
otherwise, be re-established. 

(3) A life-history study aimed directly at isolating the weak points at 
which their position needs strengthening (i.e., the environmental 
factors, including hunting, which need to be controlled to allow 
the population to build up). | 

(4) A program of adjustments in hunting laws, land-ownership or | 
land-use needed in order that the conclusions derived from (3) 
can be applied in management practice. 

(5) An assignment of each such adjustment to some particular public 
agency capable of carrying it out, and an annual report to the | 
public on the results of its custodianship. | 

=e | 
*Rare fish are treated under the Fish Research caption. 
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| There is little hope of private initiative in building range for rare 
species, and no time to be lost. Hence item 5 aims at direct fixation 
of responsibility for each remnant on some public agency. Despite the 
unprecedented expenditures for conservation now being made, hardly 

| a penny is being devoted to these species, whereas large sums are being 
spent for roads, power dams, and other things which directly threaten P P 8 My 

| their existence. 

One sample project is offered as an illustration of the kind of action 
needed for each species on the list. The costs for everything over and 
above planning and research should be obtainable from public ap- 

| propriations. 

| Sample Project: Grizzly Inventory and Plan. There are 11 remnants 
totalling some 1,000 bears in the United States. Six of these contain 
ten animals or less, i.e., are about to go under. Five remnants seem to 

have gone under in the last decade. 

| Each of the 16 ranges on which remnants are now surviving or have 
been recently lost should be studied by the most skillful men obtainable, 
and a complete plan drawn for: 

) (1) The complete closure of hunting and trapping on all small rem- 
| nants. 

| (2) The removal, by purchase or exchange, of all grazing permits and 
| ranches on all parts of the grizzly range damaged by grazing, or 

hard to protect by reason of the presence of stock or herders. 

(3) Provision for compensating stock losses on those parts of the 
grizzly range not evacuated under (2). 

(4) The restocking of the five ranges recently lost. (Planting stock 
to be obtained from the nearest large remnants.) 

(5) Thé proclamation of “Wilderness Areas” covering the critical : 
parts of each range. (This implies the abandonment of projected 
roads and the closure of “fire trails” to public travel.) 

(6) The designation of some one public agency (usually some local 
office of the Forest Service or Park Service) as custodian of each : 
grizzly remnant. The publication of a restoration plan for each 
remnant, in which each projected job is allocated either to the | 
custodian or to some designated cooperator. 

(7) Annual progress report at the Wildlife Conference from each | 
custodian, including a report on legislation and appropriations 
needed to carry out the plan. 

Such a procedure would definitely “smoke out” an answer to the | 
question: Does the conservation public really want to conserve rare | 
species, or does it merely enjoy talking about it? 

| 
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WILDFLOWER RESEARCH PROGRAM 

In every state in the Union, plants of great esthetic and scientific 

value are becoming rare by reason of the same accidental changes in 

environment as are responsible for the depletion of animal wildlife. 

As in animals, a “don’t pick” campaign has been the logical first 

move toward a conservation program. As in animals, however, the 

“don’t pick” program does not, as a rule, succeed in arresting the 

shrinkage in the resource. No species can persist whose environment is 

no longer habitable. The next move is to examine each threatened spe- 

cies, to analyze its requirements for reproduction and survival, to build 

out of this knowledge a technique of conservation, and to bring this 

technique to the attention of landowners who can apply it. Wildflower 

conservation can, by such means, be spread so that it covers more than 

a few microscopic public reservations. It can be made to become a 

normal accompaniment of civilized agriculture. 

Those who think it impossible to interest any considerable number of 

farmers in wildflower management simply display the fact that they 

have never entered into the life and thought of a farm community. There 

exists in many farm communities not merely a receptivity to but an 

actual demand for such ideas. 

No brief list of species to be managed can be drawn, because of the 

differing floras of various soils and regions. The ladyslippers, however, 

furnish a good example of the need and the opportunity for research 

work. Of this, a single species is selected. 

Sample Project: Small White Ladyslipper Study. John Muir was | 

one of a long list of naturalists to admire the beauty of this little orchid, 

once abundant in the peaty haymeadows and marshy prairies of the 
Lake States, but now rapidly shrinking to the status of a rarity. Why 
shrinking? Nobody knows or has ever tried to find out. 

Four “destructive” forces have been widely applied to its habitat: 
drainage, grazing, fire, mowing. It is highly improbable that all four 
are equally destructive; it is not impossible that some are not destruc- 

tive at all. The separate effects of each could be readily segregated by 
observing survival on areas to which only one or two have been ap- 

plied. It is also probable that this ladyslipper is associated with other 

plants which must be present for it to thrive, just as quail are associated 

with ragweed or burr-oaks with prairie grass. The identity of these 

necessary plant-neighbors can be established by systematic observation. 
The resulting deductions as to range requirements could then be tested 
on sample areas, and if found workable, made a 4-H Club project in 

hundreds of communities. 
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ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE 

In the opinion of the committee, the general soundness of the fore- 
going program is unquestionable. The most probable limitations on 
its success are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

. Balance. To command public confidence, each of the diverse com- 
ponents of the conservation movement must be represented in both the 
work to be done and the support given. The going program, consisting 
of the nine agricultural college units already established, necessarily 
deals mainly with farm game. Corresponding support for the other 

| classes of game, for fish, fur, and non-game species is urgently needed. 

Supervision. Neither this committee, nor any other committee, can 
directly supervise any large part of this program. The policy is to 

| delegate supervision of particular work to agencies especially compe- 
| tent for such work, and able to contribute supervisory personnel. Many 
| institutions already know how to do this work, but simply lack the 
| means for its expansion. Going research projects are shown in Fig. 2. 

Earmarked Funds. Particular individuals or groups naturally have 
a special interest in particular classes of wildlife, or particular aspects 
of conservation or species to be conserved. It is believed to be sound 
policy to allow the “earmarking” of funds for particular work, subject 
to the approval of the Technical Committee as to general balance, and 
subject to a 10 per cent deduction for the support of work on the 
scientific base. 

Costs. The arrears in research work are so large that it would prob- 
ably be inadvisable, even if funds permitted, to undertake all needed 
jobs simultaneously. A slower program will make possible the neces- 
sary weeding among operating agencies and personnel. The following 
annual budget, if increased progressively from year to year, would 
arrive, in the course of a decade or two, at the “fair start” already de- 
fined under “What Research?” 

For each project the cooperating agency would be expected, as in the 
case of the nine units already established, to furnish an equal sum either 
in cash or in contributed services and materials. The total cost, in 
short, would be at least double the sums called for in the budget. 

The budget item for fish should, for the reasons explained, for the 
present be exempted from the requirement of local “matching” of funds. 

Much of this needed expansion should be obtainable from Congress 
and the states, once the public has been given a sample of what really 
vital questions research can deal with. The present penury of research 
budgets is in part a reflection of timidity in selection of projects. 
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WitpuirE REsearcu BupcEeT 

“Nine Units” 
already started New work Total 

Farm, Forest, and Range Game... $20,000 $10,000 $30,000 
Migratory Game inane: — 0,000: 20,000 25,000 
DET) CR erate amet atin ets co rete eee 61 1) 40,000 41,000 
hac ee 000 10,000 14,000 
Rare or Threatened Animals ........... aN 5,000 5,000 
Wildflowers: jcnncecnseinc mers ees anon 5,000 5,000 

$30,000 $90,000 $120,000 

CONSEQUENCES OF DELAY 

We have heretofore depended on laws and appropriations to accom- 
plish conservation. 

It is the opinion of the committee that facts and methods are even 
more important, and must be developed before laws and appropriations 
can be made effective. 

To develop facts and methods by experience alone will take too long 
and cost too much. The more valuable forms of wildlife will be gone 
long before trial and error techniques can come to their rescue. 

We particularly emphasize the fact that this program is aimed di- 
rectly at the farmer and landowner. Once give the agricultural colleges 
a usable body of knowledge on wildlife cropping, and they will not 
overlook the opportunity to tell the farmer about it. If farmer-initiative 
can once get started, conservation practice will no longer be wholly 
dependent on government, as is now the case. 

There is, to be sure, no guarantee that the public cares enough about 
wildlife to use research findings even after they become available. But 
there is the certainty that without such findings conservation will fail. 

We as a committee know of no other way, certainly no other way of 
equal promise, in which to attack the basic problem of conserving 
outdoor America. 

ee ene. ee 
i po ies eee -_ 

Pee ee meme J ie cn lit ll ate 

Be - as ok bec ge ea - Be ay) a hs e oe res : 

Graduate students at V. P. I. preparing Food and cover producing plants being de- 
feed patch on protected area. veloped for quail at V. P. I. 
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z aCe fects population levels rema 
ee 59 ° A : 2 : mystery. ee 

How to Bui ame rop: | A cycle i migration dates sha) 
Se een found. ae THE UNIVERSITY SETS OUT TO FIND THE ANSWER, orGanizaTION ois 
a Many University department: 

S By ALDO LEOPOLD Pheasants have increased from none Soe eae oe eae re 
University of Wisconsin to an annual kill of 50. Quail (un- vegetation which is of direct \ 

shot) have increased from 3 coveys to game. They also help to ide: 
O wish for abundant wildlife|to 10... and study weed foods. Zoology | is the first and most important) Faville Grove Area (Jefferson Botany help in many ways, inclu step in wildlife conservation. ~.|County). On this area we have tried supervision of Arboretum studie, 

To learn how to get it is the sec-|to build up the Hungarian partridge, Nearly all’ the game work to q 
ond. On it are focused the Univer-| but so far without success. We first is financed by a grant of the W 
sity’s present efforts. tried feeding alone. It didn’t raise consin Alumni Research Foundati’ 

Universities hove learned how to|the Hun stand, although the quail, and by private gifts to the regents 
get abundant alfalfa and corn—why | pheasants, and chickens benefited as A recent report by a factulty cor 
not prairie chickens and quail? The| usual. Last summer we suspected mittee recommends the establis’ 
method is the same: find out what|mowing machine losses, but a care- ment in addition to the present che) 
makes them grow. ful survey of 378 acres of hay re- of game management, of three ne 

Finding out consists of three steps:| vealed practicaly no nests. professorships: fish z managemr First, learn their habits and needs Methods of winter feeding are be- wildflowers, and ornithology. 
(research). Second, supply those | ing tested. Consumption per bird per COURSES 
needs, and see if they grow better|week, and preference as among a Ke 
(tests). Third, tell the landowner | dozen kinds of grain, have been de- In addition to the research \ 
(education). termined. Many experimental covers of graduate students already \ 
We have barely begun the first|have been planted, but many were scribed, two short undergradu, 

two steps, and have as yet little to|lost in the drouth. courses in game management i 
offer on any of them, but it may| Elkhorn Area (Walworth County). given, one for short-course farme, 
interest Wisconsin conservationists to| A large grazed-out woodlot is being and the other for biological student 

There is, however, still a grea 
00 he eae Panely pe were aua courses in 2 ot Wi e general natural history. The need a _ A Be alae is accentuated by the recent law We i shia ay di, requiring the teaching of conserva ON Gowee e ° tion in public schools. Where sha’ 

the teachers be taught? 
Research Area = & a The present work of the Unive’ 

. sity promises no immediate and cc Beh SS s rect solutions for the wildlife pri ere Siewert Sd lems of the state. It does pron y : = me) the gradual development of soun 
|POuK Ney L eA gh nt ees, OP pe oN 1 reer and better methods of mal” Q al for wildlife and a slow 

& 3 ea o the number of citizens Sew — Tae i! apply those methods ir 
Cea x MARATHON f Ze ye 

OO Od af i 

lake states F.E.Ss rs A\ La ; 
Pest f 

ee) ae \ {1 teenie ( 
x Resettlo~ Se ype Zo 

Upper Miss. © A sHORSH =O Z Cay { f Refuge © S041 Conser-|Admin. “7 meas 8 vation Servide Ki 4 Qy E \ 

: ry aan Nr ice 
Pr. du Sao 6 ‘fon Po] 

CRF O Stato et 
z J WY : 

wh. O Vs tenon (em | Seo7? (iu.6. Poresv Service 
School i \ 

— eae ax i 

ee ie Blkorn|_ jens {{ g 

lows Belcie : 
are College 

know what we are trying to do,|underplanted with cover and fitted 
where, how, and why. with drumming-logs in an effort to 

Most of the research is focused on|re-estblish ruffed grouse, now ex- 
six definite samples of land (see| tinct in this county. Quail have also 
triangles on map) the owners of | been replanted. 
which have offered to let us study University Arberetaat This is an 
their game and make tests of prom-| «outdoor laboratory” for natural his- 
ising ways to build up the stand. A| tory studies by the University. It is 
graduate student is assigned to each | ysed by many departments. The de- 
area and does the work. His findings | velopment work is done by a CCC 
constitute the thesis from which he | camp, 
may eventually get his degree. . * ig 

as is evident trom the map, we by |actones ‘has ‘been Tamed’ fou. thes no means cover the state. Some of | P to Ane th Ht demerits ies needed but. so-far-not-be-|.Yee's fo Gnd the merits and’ demeri the sipsdies nee of various food plants and nus gun are indicated by rectangles. methods of raising them. To find 

Some of the other agencies which | 15+ the birds are eating, specimens + > mune help undertake them show @5\/. re shot and their stomachs analyzed. 
oe: Pheasants are now so thick that 100 
RESEARCH PROJECTS are being trapped, to be banded, 

Here is a summary of the work on|marked with colored feathers, and 
the six areas: released elsewhere for a study of 

Prarie du Sac Area (Sauk County). | their movements. 
This is deliberately left unimproved. A game census and also a songbird 
On it, we “let nature take her course.” | census is made yearly. 
The main species is quail. A careful} A large waterfowl refuge, includ- 
census of all game is taken each fall|ing a shorebird beach, is under con- 
and each spring, and the causes of| struction. Its main purpose is to en- 
mortality traced as far as possible. |large the facilities for ornithological | 

The population levels on this area | study by university students . 
serve as a base datum or bench- University Farms. Like the Ar-. 
mark, against which to measure “im-|boretum, part of this area is over-' 
proved” range. Our records go back | stocked with pheasants, and is being’ 
to 1929. Iowa State College main-|reduced by trapping. The marked 
tains similar areas in Iowa, and has|birds are being released elsewhere 
incoroprated our records in a recent|for a study of movements. 
bulletin, “The Northern Bobwhite’s Mowing-machine losses were stud- 
Winter Territory.” ied last summer. They were found to 

Riley Area (Dane County). This | be heavy on the overpopulated part, 
is a shooting preserve operated jointly | and absent elsewhere. 
by the farmers who own the land, Cycle Study. Not all of the re- 
and a group of Madison sportsmen. | search work is attached to particular 
The object is to find out whether a|areas. A statewide study of the pop- 
farmer-sportsman preserve, operated | ulation cycle has been under way 
inexpensively by their own labor, | since 1932. Cycles of various lengths 
can be a success. The University | have been found in various species, | 
measures the game stand and advises | all coinciding with the various cycles | 
on_ methods of improving the range.|in solar radiation. How the sun af- 

The experiment began in 1930. (Continued on page 3) |



Notes on Game Administration 
. 

in Germany 
Old World Methods Vary Greatly from Those of the New World 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

ERMAN game administration has, Game on publie forests is administered 

(5 under the present regime, been by the forest service, not by the game 

entirely centralized. Each state administration. This division of au- 

still has an individual game department, thority is not without its difficulties. 

but it is not a separate entity. It is, To hunt in Germany one must either 
rather, a branch of the game department own land, or lease it, or administer a 

of the Reich or central government. public or private forest or other game 
There are separate departments for game range, or be invited to hunt by one of 

and forestry, but both services head up the foregoing. Officials, of course, re- 

in a single minister or Cabinet member.  peive many such invitations. 

It is an astonishing and noteworthy The landowner’s privilege of exer- 

fact that the personnel of the game ad-  ¢ising his hunting right on his own 

ministration, from the bottom almost to land is limited to parcels of over 375 

the top, consists of “dollar a year” men  aeres. This limit may, in special cases, 
who serve without salary, and even with- he set as high as 1,250 acres or as low 

out adequate expense allotments. They as 187 acres. Smaller parcels, to be 

are selected from a large array of vol- either hunted or leased, must be pooled 

unteer applicants. They are not “idle to form a unit above these limits. All 

rich.” Some draw military pensions. hunting leases must be approved by 
Few or none are biologically trained, but 

the ones I saw are highly educated, in- ee 
telligent, and intensely devoted to their < ee Bey Le 

ios. a 2 
There is a head officer for each state ? a3 ao 

or Gau, whose title is Gaujidgermeister. rs a 
Under him is a head officer for each + ae -. er A 
Kreis, or “county,” called Kreisjdéger- i eee ~) 
meister. Down to this point all are : i a c . 

full-time officers. In each Kreis are a Ae 

series of Fiihrers (leaders), one for each Jot , 
Hegering (protection district). The Fiih- i ed 
rer carries out his duties incidental to — eae 

other employment. He may be a large ere 
! farmer, or a police chief, or a landed rie oe. me 

proprietor. ee ee 
All these officers wear a distinctive bs dae as i 

olsen (gray) me poe TNSIEMIOS This beautiful trout stream was posted 
for each rank, and of course have the by a fishing club, and thus closed to the 

powers of police officers. villagers living on its banks. 

Reprinted from American WitpLiFe, November-December, 1936



the administration before they are valid. must meet on a designated day with all 

The net result is that hunting is the other new applicants from his Kreis, and 
privilege of landowners, foresters, offi- stand an all-day oral examination, fol- 
cials, and people of means. Men who lowed by a practical test of whether he 
hunt by virtue of their position or pro- knows how to handle and shoot his 

fession are more numerous than those Weapon safely and effectively. 

who hunt by virtue of their wealth. I sat through one of these examina- | 

It of course follows that the per- tions. The examining board consisted 
centage of inhabitants who hunt is of the Kreisjigermeister, the supervisor 

smaller than with us. In the Kreis of the local forest, and several local 
Breslau, for example, only 887 out of sportsmen selected for their knowledge. 

550,000 inhabitants hold a license—a The oral questions dealt with the identi- 

sixth of one per cent. In the Gau fication of the local game and predatory ' 

Silesia 10,352 out of 4,500,000 hold a species, their habits and life history, 

license—a fourth of one per cent. The game foods and feeding, the game and | 
Biological Survey credits about 5 per nature protection laws, the laws gov- 
cent of our population with licenses. erning leases, trespass, and arrest, the 

In the Kreis Breslau these 887 li- dressing and handling of carcasses, and 
censed hunters bagged 61,502 head of the evaluation of trophies. Such a quiz 
game in 1934, or 69 each. In Wiscon- is said to comprise some 700 questions, 

sin in 1934 the average licensee bagged each to be answered by one of the 
19 head. It is thus clear that the dis- “class.” Of the class of 30 I saw ex- 
tribution of the hunting privilege is ®mined, only about 22 were passed. 
much narrower in Germany than with The open seasons fixed by the cen- 

us, but the annual bag per hunter is tral administration (Reichs-jidgermeister) 
over three times larger. are very long, and there are no bag 

A license in Germany costs 50 reichs- limits. Regulation of the kill is ac- 

marks ($12.50). Getting a license is no complished by limiting the number of 

mere matter of applying at the gun store head shot on each hunting unit each 

or the County Clerk. The applicant year, rather than by limiting the length 
who has not heretofore held a license - the season or the kill per man per 

day. 

LL DR The hunting year begins in May with 
eee roebucks. This is followed by ducks in 

Pe ee ee August, partridges in September; red 
ee a deer during the October rut; pheasant, 

3 See ne hare, rabbit, and roe does in November; 

ee wild boar during winter; and Auerhahn, 
: p ri. ee Birkhahn, and woodecock during the balz 

sx A ‘ or spring mating season. This spring 
ne peaks] shooting of Auerhahn (Capereailize) 

ae a ee =6hcand Birkhahn (Black Game) is allowed 
ee ee | on cocks only, and corresponds to the 

— chy ti spring shooting of turkey gobblers 
4 ae) ae bh tis yb he formerly prevalent with us. These birds, 

Pe a as Yes sei like turkeys, are highly polygamous, ‘ 
LA Vea ; and a heavy kill of males is not re- 

-< J garded as injurious. 

Permits may be granted to shoot 

Castle pond at Morritzburg. Full of atest en spmng, provided there | 
pondweed, duck potato, and well stocked 38 evidence of a sex ratio higher than 1 

with ducks. cock to 5 hens.



While there are few restrictions on gai | cua Su? 
season or bag other than those im- pate. |g Beet OO eu 

posed by nature, the restrictions on to- fe - Su SR aris asset cd 

tal kill per year per unit are stringent. eae e 13 se oa 
It should here be recalled that except : ec nes : Best 
on shooting preserves we have no re- a! Tt pe Ge 
strictions on annual kill per unit. We , Vigo 7, ee 

can shoot all the game that remains & Fae 2i-C) ee 

alive, provided we stay within the limit Sit ual eg i i 
and the season. In this fact lies the ey ey 

basic difference between American and ce an J Fi: 
European game policy. 5 , | | ay if : | ee 

Each hunting unit (estate, forest, or 5 y Hes — Pee 
farmer cooperative) is required to re- Se ee | eo 
port yearly its total bag of game and jaeamiereee gm 0 So 
predators, by species. In the case of were pes eA Pe 

deer and other big game this report CSREES ee 
must include also the quality of the Gaujugermeister (State Game Warden) 

animals killed (sex, age, and antler of Silesia. Freiherr von Reibnitz and his 
class). The idea is to require culling favorite dachel. 
of the weak and unfit, to maintain a 

favorable sex ratio, and to postpone ed big game (schweisshund), as well as 

the killing of prime males to the age dogs suitable for retrieving small game, 
at which the antlers begin to “go back” may be required. The Silesian game 
in points and weight. In big game the administration in 1935 sponsored a se- 

annual report must also include an ries of field trials and demonstrations 

abschuss plan, ie., a plan specifying in each Kreis to encourage the develop- 

the number, sex, age, and quality of ment of suitable dogs. It may interest 

the animals to be killed during the com- American dog men to know that the 

ing year. German pointer (both long and_ short- 

During 1935, as a means of educating ea : used both tonemalgameand 
the hunters to this idea of culling, each Gere CG OR or ae 
hunting unit was required to exhibit the PUR Oe dog) Teg antiless aoe peeedea ts 
heads and jawbones of all deer killed called Gebrauchshund (utility-dog). 

at a regional “exposition” where the The law makes no attempt to define 

trophies were analyzed and rated by and enforce game management prac- 

game officials. At this exposition it tices other than those dealing with regu- 
was soon self-evident, by a comparison lation of kill, but the Hege (care) of 
of trophies, who had allowed his stock game is enjoined on the owner by law. 
to deteriorate and who was culling the The local game official, in order to im- 

wrong kinds or sexes of deer. prove management practice, freely uses 

The wide latitude allowed in seasons b's power of approval or disapproval of 
and limits does not extend to armaments. the “abschuss plan,” the annual kill re- 

Regulation of armaments and equip- Dery, and the hos png. es oe Ete 
ment is both negative and positive. Thus unit which leaves all its winter feeding 

one is prohibited from shooting roes to the neighbors, or which takes undue 

with shotguns. On the other hand each advantage of strategic boundary situa- 
hunting unit is required to have as part tions, is brought into line by official 

of its equipment a trained dog suitable Pressures. 

to its game. The Kreisjigermeister de- The local wardens with whom I tray- 

cides whether a dog is trained and suit-  elled were constantly being consulted 

able. Dogs suitable for trailing wound- by the public, seldom on questions of



Bly Hy We, Yd The net effect of the administrative 
a i Bah: Bees Guat ys . «= system in terms of classes of game has 

PT nit eg 8 aera biveit been described in three special papers. 
WN ST Atte ae SN ORR In general, farm game’ is holding its 

Soe) vk x own despite the inroads of mechanized 
Ah agriculture. The species involved are 

Re, oe a * all secure. Forest game” is threatened 
te i . chiefly by its own too-great abundance 

. P on a range deteriorated by over-artificial 
Rese ao _. yee forestry. Rare species,* except predators, 

a i ee % have been preserved with astonishing 
as sos ve success. 

‘ <i Migratory game, however, is in a 

Rad ‘is = bad way. The future is black, not only 
BOR: 5, for waterfowl but also for species like 

the migratory quail. Drainage is nearly 
complete, and the seasons are un- 

Cernantshoruhancdecatitecmergaticial reasonably long. I was told with almost 

deer-trailing field trial. His owner is Pious pride of the recent shifting of the 
dressing the deer he has just trailed and opening date for ducks from July until 
found. Such a dual-purpose pointer is August. The other countries on the 

Fad sic brguchaiand”Cauliy-doe)- migratory route maintain a. corespond- 
ing attitude of “you first,” just as our 

ley entoreeeniilctten@cnbanaercnsgae states did before the migratory bird law. 

management technique. Is my food patch I was told with pride that it is now 
suitably located? Do you think I should P¥ehibited to shoot off the old hens, in 
shoot any hens this fall? Have I left duck broods so as to better “hold” the 
too many rabbits to breed? Should I Young, but that this system still prevails 
plant a remise in this gravel-pit? Was i Some other countries. If Lincoln’s 
this buck (showing the head) “going banding returns (showing that ducks 

back” or still developing? Why do these return to their breeding place, not to 

oaks bear no mast? I remember only their birthplace) holds for Europe, it 

one discussion of law: whether the new +8 small wonder that breeding stocks 
“abschuss plan” would corner a certain have diminished. But it sounded like 

nearby landowner who had boasted that home to hear the duck-decline attributed 

“the best way to raise roebucks is to 0 food competition by coots! 
have good neighbors.” Many castles have ponds constructed 

Wardens are constantly plied with centuries ago to store water for their 

invitations to shoot, and a shooting date ee ao re pen ae 
is religiously kept regardless of weath- POMGS + Saw ratts 0. Loman pepe er, Although he may be mouse-poor, a ato, and other duckfeeds that would 

warden attending a shoot brings two make your eyes water; also I admit, 
guns jisinbesver: ands dress -untformitor lots of ducks. These ponds are usually 
seca Sécasions s Mavechbearer he eiten shot hard and long. One that had passed 

uses a student from the local vocational ao owmeraltp 3 Bune Un ee 
school who is studying to become a str bis gees a sy sort of 

berufsjéger (professional hunter or game een a cave a oen Cae: 

keeper). Harm Game Management in Silesia. American The local wardens impressed me as Wildlife, Sept.-Oct., 1936, pp. 67, 68, 74-76, 
literate and biologically curious. One — poets, Wa si No Ce yeare onrael of 
assistant warden I met had written and 451-466. ' a 
published a book on winter feeding. AGrdeaptisaehe. or esa oe Vas:



I suspect that but for the heretofore both game and non-game. These ques- 

nearly gunless reservoir of migratory tions have been discussed in separate 

game in Russia and Asia, waterfowl  papers.*” 
would long since have been cleaned out Game associations were once as abun- 

of Europe. dant and varied as game in Germany, 
I lacked time to get a comprehensive but have now been absorbed into one 

picture of current fish law and policy. all-inclusive officially-sponsored Deutsche 

I was struck by the fact that one trout Jédgerschaft. The license-holder auto- 
stream running through a National For- matically joins when he buys his license 
est was being netted by the local forest (a sort of “check-out” in reverse). 

employees, and the fish sold as meat to This national body not only functions 
local tourist hotels. I was told that a as a vehicle for expressing collective 
forest officer might, if he were sufficient- opinion and for member-edueation, but 

ly passioniert, have the privilege of jt sponsors a technical literature, pub- 
fishing in this stream, but that the pub-  lishes a central journal (Deutsche Jagd), 

lie might not. and conducts a Research Institute—all on 

In another case a trout-stream run- very slender funds. Its educational pro- 
ning through a village in a National gram includes the development of an 
Forest had been leased to a private ethical code, infractions of which may 

group from a neighboring city. The be tried in an officially constituted “court 
villagers could not fish in their own of honor.” The program also includes 

ereek. This must have been somewhat the reestablishment of ancient hunting 

tantalizing for the villagers, for on a customs (such as blowing the hirschtod) 

moonlight night one could walk down and the ineuleation of correct manual 
the main street and hear the resounding procedures (thus, in drawing a deer, 
“plunk” of some big lunker “gathering the knife is always laid on one side and 
his meat from God.” When I asked why the plucks on the other). 
the lessees did not catch these big fel- The whole system is manifestly a 

lows, I was told they were industrialists surrender of individualism to the com- 
and not very good as fishermen. munity. There is no real distinction 

Fish culture in artificial ponds is a between government (organized from the 

widely distributed industry in Germany, top down) and the popular voice (or- 

and has been since the Middle Ages, 

when most monasteries had their own 7) BBA SSS PO ar i 

fish ponds. The location of old monas- a os ot AA fie 
. 3 5 il cei eee teries seems often to have been deter- ue ‘ Ney fea } 

mined by topography suitable for im- 4 “ht au » 
pounding water. SS UE el ON cA - 

Commercial fish ponds often bring y es z 
more revenue to a landowner than he ea y i a 

receives from his much larger area of Pe aes | . & 
forest or farm land, but this produe- 7 Aas r & : 
tivity is achieved at the cost of a rigor- | eek \ 
ous warfare against herons, grebes, mer- “7 P’ Ve be ‘ f : 
gansers, and water mammals. This illus- pf ApS, = 7 A. rd Py 
trates how success in the too-artificial [pss cers Hie guages 
culture of one wildlife resource is usu- eae as a a ng 
ally, in the last analysis, bought at the Ce ae Py 

expense of some other wildlife resource. eas 4K nes ae 
So also has the success of the former pn ee ee | MoT A 

pure-conifer forestry in Germany been Blowing the “Hirschtod” at a deerhound 
bought at the expense of forest animals, field trial.



ganized from the bottom up). I offer procedures is incredibly complete and 
the following personal observations on  jnternally harmonious. 
detail : There is no doubting the genu- I sometimes wonder whether, in as- 

ineness of popular enthusiasm for the eribing merit or demerit to differing 
new system. The official journal is not | 

: 2 systems, we do not relegate to our- 
the only journal; all are better written 1 Pl ahioiea th 

than ours; none is “written down” to Selves) more “POWers (OF) Gnolcey aan, we 

the lowest intellectual level among its actually BOseese: In any given animal 

subseribers. Many of the old customs the system 18 profoundly conditioned 
now being revived seem to me charming by population density and environment. 
and meritorious. Many of the standard- Are we exempt from these forces exter- 
ized manual procedures are sound and nal to the individual? If not, then our 
— ee be Ae S fish out most pee oppose for as ae 

is skinning knife from under a mass cise of choice lies not so much as be- 
of bloody entrails will get my point.) tween systems, as between the various 
The combined spread of the system of ranges of population density which limit ~ 
law, administration, ethics, customs, and their operation. y y D i 
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FOREWORD 

In this bulletin the Science Inquiry turns to the problem of conserv- 

ing wildlife. A rich variety of interests is involved—the esthetic inter- 

est of those who are lovers of nature, the scientific interest of those 

whose researches enable us to understand our natural environment, 

and the economic interest of those who capitalize this environment for 
human enrichment. 

The objective of this study, as of past and future studies in this 

series, is to appraise the nature of the problem and its significance 

to the State, to examine the facilities available for its study at the 
University, and to sketch the outlines of a more comprehensive attack 
upon it. 

The suggested program for expansion has not been considered or 

adopted either by the administration or the Regents. In common with 
like suggestions of other Science Inquiry committees, the projected 

program should be regarded as part of the process of staff discussion 

that precedes policy-making at Wisconsin. 

em 

Late in 1934 I asked Professors C. K. Leith, E. B. Fred, C. L. 

Jones, and Harry Steenbock to serve informally as the stimulators and 

guides of a review of the research work of the University in terms of 

its relation to the political, social, and economic problems of the time. 

Later Professors L. R. Jones and Noble Clark joined the Inquiry, 

and many others have from time to time cooperated. I did not ask them 

to make the review, but to bring the scholars of the University together 

in successive groupings around problems of common interest so that 
the scholars themselves might cooperatively make the review. 

For the purposes of internal identification, this informal survey 

was called the Science Inquiry. Its purpose was clear, its method 

simple. It sought to bring together into a series of correlated research 
programs all the work then being done through the University on 

various problems and in various fields. It disregarded college and de- 
partmental lines in its analyses. In each case, the problem was the point 

of departure. Its purposes were: (1) to see that alongside its ventures 
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in pure science investigation the research resources of the University 

were employed on problems most urgently vital to State and Nation, 

(2) to see that every scholar engaged in research knew what other 

scholars elsewhere in the University were doing in the same field, (3) 

to see what, if any, gaps or duplications existed in the University’s re- 

search fields then under investigation—such as conservation, child 

development, technological unemployment, transportation, plant im- 

provement, public utilities, international relations, reorganization of 

local government, social delinquency, public health, and so on, and thus 

(4) to see that wherever possible the University make its attacks upon 

problems comprehensive so that instead of fragmentary findings there 

might emerge from its research enterprise at least the beginnings of 

integrated programs of action. ‘ 

A significant aspect of these Science Inquiry discussions was the 

fact that the traditional distinction between the natural and the social 

sciences was disregarded. It was not assumed that natural scientists 

should dissipate their energies in trying to become amateur social scien- 

tists or vice versa. It was assumed that, in view of the revolutionary 

impact of natural science discoveries upon the political, social, and 

economic orders, advance collaboration of natural and social scientists 

in the discussion and planning of research programs could not but 

enrich and bring to better focus the work of both groups, emphasizing 

afresh in the minds of both the social implications of natural science 

research and the importance to social science research of the methods 

and materials of the natural sciences. 

One of the fields considered by the Science Inquiry was conserva- 

tion of natural resources, and its constituent problems of erosion con- 

trol, soil maintenance, forestry, water resources, minerals, wild life, 

game control, recreation, administration, laws, and economic aspects. 

Earlier bulletins in this series have dealt with the relation of the 

University to the problems of soil erosion and water resources with 

which the State is confronted. In this third publication the Science 

Inquiry takes up the problem of the conservation of wildlife as one of 

the State’s important resources. 

eae 
DeceMBER 15, 1936 ; President



SYNOPSIS 

We hold these facts to be self-evident: 

1. That primitive Wisconsin was richly endowed 
The with wildlife—game, fish, fur, birds, and flowers; 

Decline 2. That in the process of economic development, a 
part of this great natural resource is being de- 
stroyed ; 

The 3. That many thinking citizens bitterly regret the 
Protest loss. 

We hold these facts to be demonstrable: 

4. That this loss is largely unnecessary ; 
5. That many kinds of wildlife can be made to 

The thrive on land in economic use; 
Oppor- 6. That the rest can be accommodated on land not 

tunity needed for economic use; 
7. That the ways to dovetail economic use with wild- 

life conservation can be found by research, and 
made known by education; 

8. That such research and such education are an op- 
The portunity for, and a responsibility of, the Univer- 

Program sity. Only minor adjustments are needed to start 
both; 

9. That the time for action is now. 
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Silent Wings, 1947 
Published by Wisconsin Society for Ornithology 

ON A MONUMENT TO THE PIGEON 

Aldo Leopold 

We meet here to commemorate the death of a species. This monu- 
ment symbolizes our sorrow. We grieve because no living man will see 
again the onrushing phalanx of victorious birds, sweeping a path for 
spring across the March skies, chasing the defeated winter from all the 
woods and prairies of Wisconsin. 

Men still live who, in their youth, remember pigeons; trees still live 
that, in their youth, were shaken by a living wind. But a few decades 
hence only the oldest oaks will remember, and at long last only the hills 
will know. 

There will always be pigeons in books and in museums, but these are 
effigies and images, dead to all hardships and to all delights. Book- 
pigeons cannot dive out of a cloud to make the deer run for cover, nor 
clap their wings in thunderous applause of mast-laden woods. They 
know no urge of seasons; they feel no kiss of sun, no lash of wind and 
weather; they live forever by not living at all. 

* * * * 

Our grandfathers, who saw the glory of the fluttering hosts, were less 
well-housed, well-fed, well-clothed than we are. The strivings by which 
they bettered our lot are also those which deprived us of pigeons. Per- 
haps we now grieve because we are not sure, in our hearts, that we have 
gained by the exchange. 

It is a century now since Darwin gave us the first glimpse of the ori- 
gin of species. We know now what was unknown to all the preceding 
caravan of generations: that man is only a fellow-voyager with other 
creatures in the Odyssey of evolution, and that his captaincy of the 
adventuring ship conveys the power, but not necessarily the right, to 
discard at will among the crew. We should, in the century since Darwin, 
have achieved a sense of community with living things, and of wonder 
over the magnitude and duration of the biotic enterprise. 

For one species to mourn the death of another is a new thing under 
the sun, The Cro-Magnon who slew the last mammoth thought only of 
steaks, The sportsman who shot the last pigeon thought only of his prow- 
ess. The sailor who clubbed the last auk thought of nothing at all. But 
we, who have lost our pigeons, mourn the loss. Had the funeral been 
ours, the pigeons would hardly have mourned us. In this fact, rather 
in Mr. Vandevar Bush’s bombs, or Mr. DuPont's nylons, lies objective 
evidence of our superiority over the beasts. 

* * * * 

We who erect this monument are performing a dangerous act. Be- 
cause our sorrow is genuine, we are tempted to believe that we had no 
part in the demise of the pigeon. The truth is that our grandfathers, who 
did the actual killing, were our agents. They were our agents in the 
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THE DECLINE 

A Vest Pocket History of the Resource 

GAME 

Exodus 

In 1871, 135 million passenger pigeons nested in the triangle be- 
tween Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin Rapids, and Black River Falls. As 

many as a hundred nests were reported in a single tree. Stout oaks 

crashed to the ground under their living burden of nests, eggs, young, 

and roosting adults. Sixteen tons of shot were sold to pigeoners that 

year in Sparta alone. 
By 1882 the Wisconsin nesting had shrunk to a fraction of the 

former host. 
In 1900 Emerson Hough killed the last wild Wisconsin pigeon at 

Babcock. 
* KOK x 

The pigeon is usually considered a type case, illustrating extin- 

guishment of a species by the advance of settlement. Other kinds of 

wildlife are spoken of as gone, or going, like the pigeon. 

Yet the demise of the pigeon was not typical. Only a few Wiscon- 

sin species (buffalo, elk, turkey) were extinguished, in place, like the 
pigeon. A far more common case was for a species to be pushed north- 

ward to a new range. Some, like the moose and caribou, were pushed 
northward out of the State. Others, like prairie chicken and quail, were 

pushed northward into the State. 

For example: The first prairie chicken entered Walworth county 

from Illinois in 1846. Some may have been native to the upland prairie 
of the southwestern counties and some may have migrated into the State 
in summer, but there is no conclusive record. Our common prairie 
grouse of the pre-settlement era was not the prairie chicken but the 

sharptail, which extended south to Chicago. The zone of overlap was 

northern Illinois. 
Settlement cleaned out the brushy “oak openings” and thus pushed 

the sharptail northward, but grain pulled the prairie chicken in its wake. 
The chicken has now entered Michigan and Canada, a northward 

shift of 300 miles, and is perhaps still moving. It will move until it 
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reaches the limit of its climatic tolerance. The sharptail has retreated 
north to Adams county. The zone of overlap is now northern and cen- 

tral Wisconsin. 

When settlers ploughed all of the prairie, they burned the chicken’s 
bridges behind him, but in its wake came the quail. The quail has en- 
countered its limit in the central counties—the northern limit of rag- 
weed. Its northern boundary ebbs and flows with hard and mild win- 

ters. It, too, is a species pushed against a climatic wall. 

Meanwhile clean farming likewise burns the quail’s bridges in the 

rear, and lets in the pheasant, which in turn encounters a climatic wall 

—the northern boundary of the corn—and is in turn attenuated at the 

rear by over-cultivation. 

All these birds followed the conversion of forest into field, oi 

prairie into ploughland, and of tall timber into brush. A similar shift, 
as between the ruffed grouse and the spruce hen, followed the conver- 
sion of conifer swamps into hardwood thickets. The spruce hen is now 

all but pushed out of Wisconsin. 

As with the birds, so also with the mammals. The deer, once most 

abundant on the southern prairies of Wisconsin, was pushed north into 
the former range of the moose and the caribou. There were once no 
deer on the shore of Superior; now they are pushing the moose toward 
the ultimate wall of the Canadian tundra. So also the cottontail pushes 
the snowshoe, and as we convert natural forest into artificial prairie, 

the jackrabbit comes in from the west and overlaps the cottontail. 

Even the migratory waterfowl suffered a northward constriction 
of their breeding range. The main breeding belt once extended from 
Indiana and Iowa north into Canada to the northern boundary of sedi- 

mentary rocks. This is also the northern limit of the Canadian wheat 

belt. Drainage and drouth have now clipped off the south half and 
thinned out the north half, but the ducks cannot move further. The 

vast marshes which extend from the wheat belt to the Arctic sea are 
underlain by sterile archaic rocks, and cannot support a heavy breeding 
population. Drainage, in short, has pushed the breeding belt north- 
ward out of the prairie states against this immovable wall of sterility, 

just as clean farming has pushed the quail against a wall of climate. 

The result is the same. 
_* + 

In this mighty flight of the fauna, we say one species “pushed” 

another, but it is not implied that the two fought for possession of the
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range. It is implied rather that changes in the flora herded the fauna 
to new locations where their plant requirements could be met. 

Neither is it implied that plain killing played no part. It is com- 
mon knowledge that overshooting hastened and accentuated most of 

these evictions of species, but it is not here discussed because even the 
total cessation of shooting cannot restore a species to range no longer 

meeting its requirements. 

It is not to be assumed that game in pre-settlement days was abun- 
dant everywhere and at all times. W. H. Keating travelled from Chi- 

cago to Prairie du Chien in 1823 without seeing any game mammals 
except a deer, a wolf, and a badger. Gameless landscapes were, how- 

ever, probably local and temporary. 

The forces which circumscribe the habitability of game ranges are 
all associated with economic land-use, but they are by no means all the 
inevitable accompaniment of civilization. For example, the clearing 
and ploughing responsible for the original northward extension of the 
prairie game birds was inevitable and necessary, but the draining, burn- 
ing and grazing of all waste spots, which is steadily clipping their 

ranges in the rear, are now seen to be not only unnecessary, but often 

actually harmful to sound economic development. We are burning the 
bridges behind these birds out of sheer thoughtless momentum. Many 
of them can be rebuilt by the deliberate restoration of small bits of 
food and cover. 

Some species gained rather than lost in area of habitable range. 

Thus the deer annexed the former moose range in the north, but still 
holds forth, in spots, almost to the southern boundary of the State. 
The reason lies in the untillable rocky bluffs and unsuccessful drainage 
projects along the lower reaches of the Wisconsin river. 

Forest fires have converted an enormous acreage of former pin- 

eries into brushlands and heaths suitable for deer, ruffed grouse, and 

sharptails. This force was not applied in the interests of economic 
development; it escaped despite its obvious disadvantage to economic 
progress. The same fires consumed the fertile surface peats on vast 
areas of marsh recently productive of prairie chicken, sharptail, and 
sandhill crane, leaving them as thickets of scrub popple useful only for 
beaver. 

+ * 

Let the reader now try to divest his mind of the welter of com- 
plicating detail, and grasp the main plot of the great drama of Wiscon- 
sin game:
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1. The northward spread of settlement has carried with it a suc- 
cession of game species, in ascending order of their tolerance of culti- 
vation, and in descending order of their need for wilderness habitat. 

2. As their inherent range tolerances overlap in degree, so do their 

acquired ranges overlap in geographic boundary. 

3. Many species have encountered a northern limit, climatic or 

otherwise, against which they are being pushed by constriction from 
the south. 

4. The remaining zone of habitable range is for some species nar- 
row, for others wide. The rate of change determining habitability is 

for some species slow, for others rapid. The nature of change is for 
some species accidental and unnecessary, for others deliberate and un- 
avoidable. The direction of change has been sometimes a net gain, but 
usually a net loss. 

5. Wildlife has never been considered, even in those changes easily 
susceptible of control. The technique of controlling range in the inter- 

est of wildlife is called wildlife management. 

6. These characters of the animal, the land, and the land-use col- 

lectively create, define, and limit the opportunity for wildlife conserva- 
tion. 

Inventory 

Now that we understand how and why our game wealth has been 
simultaneously augmented and destroyed, what is our residual capital 
stock as of this year of grace 1937? 

There are three yardsticks for measurement: the number of spe- 

cies in the State, the number of species in single localities, and the 
abundance or population level within each species. 

Wisconsin began with: 

7 species of big game, of which 2 are left. .....sssissecssosssssscsssssessanrse 2 

11 species of upland game, of which 9 are left, plus 2 added ......11 

21 species of breeding waterfowl, of which 18 are left ..............:18 

39 species, less 10 lost, plus 2 introduced oo... dl 

There are more species now threatened than are so far lost, espe- 

cially among waterfowl. A more detailed inventory appears in Table 1.
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Table 1.—Inventory of Game Species in Wisconsin 
deeee eee ee eee es 

Original New Present 

Class Species species status 

Big game Whitetail deer ...c.cscceesesessseesseeesee SOCULE 

(7 species, DMO0S€  ssviisssssonssesnecorsissrsesstessrnssesseeonseses One, Straggler in Burnett 

2 left) county, 1927 

CarIbOU siscciatesyscoresarsnsgsastoroness GOD, seraggier near 

Burnett county, 1910 

BEM sessesectscscteveseeonssssertsessicoonsonennnsssoseeee east killed Buffalo county, 

1868 

Buffalo cessissecststenuserseerressosvsseneecosseooeessrod ast) Killed » Trempealeau 

county, 1832 

DBUBGKe Dear | pasestssisittanssatsl Seas acatcaientassete re AED, 

Western elk ...............Introduced in Vilas county 

Wild turkey ecceseseeseseeeeGone, Last killed Grant 

county, 1872 

Upland game Bobwhite quail 0.00... Slowly shrinking 

(11 species, 2 Prairie chicken ...........ssseesesee-Shrinking in southern 

lost, 2 new) Wisconsin 

Sharptail grouse ......csssssscsssecssserneeseeS@CULE 

Ruffed grouse oocsc..sscesssssssseccsesoresseeser SCCULE 

Spruce BEN ....eesecsweesseeeee GOing, A few in Sawyer, 

Ashland, Vilas, Forest 

counties 

Ringneck pheasant......Secure 

Hungarian partridge...Secure 

Cottom tall aie ceesospasssscosostonnteesasscspeoqeess SECUTE 

Snowshoe hare .....sssccssssssseesssesseeseseeeee SCCUTE 

Jackra wpe | iis peateee ceelessssootasvesssteestee SOCULE 

2 species of squirrel ............ssseeeeS@CUre 

Passenger PigeON -rvecseecseeesseeeeeGone. Last killed in Wood 

county, 1900 

Migratory game 17 species of ducks .........0nes15 species, mostly insecure 

(breeding) 1 species Of ZOOSE «0.0... GOne as a breeder 

(21 breeding 2 species Of SNIPE .......csseeeeeeeee2 Species, both shrinking 

species, 18 1 species Of CraMe veel species, shrinking 
left)
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In single localities, as high as 11 game species are known to breed 
on single farms, and combinations of 9 or 10 on a single farm are not 

uncommon. For example: 

On the university demonstra- On a farm in Sauk county are 

tion area at Faville Grove, Jef- found as breeders: 

ferson county, there are found 

as breeders: 

1. Prairie chicken 1. Whitetail deer 

2. Quail 2, Prairie chicken 

3. Pheasant 3. Quail 

4, Hungarian partridge 4. Ruffed grouse 

5. Mallard 5. Pheasant 

6. Bluewing teal 6. Mallard 

7. Woodcock 7. Woodcock 

8. Upland plover 8. Cottontail 

9. Jacksnipe 9. Fox squirrel 

10. Cottontail 10. Gray squirrel 

11. Fox squirrel 

12. Gray squirrel 

Few other states possess much over half of this variety of resident 

game in single localities, although some states of low and high altitude 
exceed our total list of breeding species. To the real sportsman or 
naturalist, the importance of retaining this rich local variety needs no 
emphasis. Without it, the Wisconsin landscape would become the dead 
image of a living thing. 

Population density measurements are as yet imperfect, and vary 
widely with time and place. Hence only a rough sketch can be at- 
tempted. In “slick and clean” farming districts the combined density 
of all resident game is often as low as one bird per 40 acres. Where 
marsh or other cover is interspersed with good farms, a common den- 

sity is one bird per 5-10 acres. Where deliberate game management 
has begun, or where exceptionally favorable circumstances are acci- 
dentally combined, a density of one bird per 2-3 acres is found in the 

best years. 
The extent of range made gameless by removal of the last ves- 

tiges of food and cover is indicated by a survey of 1,180 sample areas 

of pheasant range made during the winter of 1932. The samples lay 
one-half mile apart along highways from Oshkosh, Stevens Point, and 

La Crosse to the southern boundary of the State. Each sample com- 
prised 40 acres. Each may be considered as representing a farm. Of 

these 1,180 samples: 

15% had cover enough to winter some pheasants, but no food. 

; 16% had food to winter some pheasants, but no cover.
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41% had neither food nor cover enough to winter pheasants. 

28% had both food and cover to winter pheasants. 

Each sample was separately classified as habitable or non-habitable. 
Twenty-five per cent of the samples were found habitable and 75 per 
cent were not. Our pheasant “factory,” then, is apparently about 75 
per cent idle by reason of unbalanced or defective range. Of this idle 
capacity, nearly half could be made productive by adding food to exist- 

ing cover, or cover to existing food. 

In the winter of 1934, with 10 inches of snow, 161 samples of quail 

range were taken between Madison and La Crosse. Of these, 9 per 
cent were found habitable for quail and 91 per cent non-habitable. Sev- 
enty-two per cent lacked food, 25 per cent lacked cover, 50 per cent 

lacked both. 

FISH 

The Wisconsin fish resource has suffered no outright extinguish- 
ment of species corresponding to the buffalo and the passenger pigeon. 
(Such losses have, however, occurred in other states—witness the Mich- 

igan grayling.) 

The northward recession of fishes has been almost as prominent as 

that of game. The native brook trout is being rapidly squeezed out of 
the southern streams by the imported brown and rainbow trouts, and 
these in turn by the European carp. Both shifts reflect the warming of 
water temperatures by reason of grazing and deforestation, and the ac- 
celeration of silting through erosion. Many headwater streams in the 

driftless area, which carried large native trout a generation ago, are 

now too irregular in flow to carry even carp. 

This slow death of streams is especially insidious because it is 
often masked by an actual increase in productivity during the death- 
struggle. The warming water produces more food, and hence more 
fish, up to a critical temperature, beyond which reproduction becomes 
impossible. The illusion of productivity is then further sustained by 
artificial restocking, and by the refusal of the fish to rise during over- 
warm periods. Finally we have only a few large “lunkers,” and then a 

carp-stream. 

The lakes and non-trout rivers have suffered a spotty deterioration, 

but the northward shift of species boundaries is less prominent than in 
trout or in game. The invasion by carp shows a clear northward thrust
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which is still in process; the shrinkage in small-mouth bass shows a 
clear northward recession, especially in streams suitable for fly-fishing. 

Sewage, paper mill wastes, cannery wastes, and creamery pollution 

have killed the fish in many waters, and destroyed the habitability of 

many more. 
In many sterile sand-bottom waters plain overfishing may be large- 

ly responsible for retrogression in the fish resource. In some fertile 
southern lakes no great retrogression is visible. 

The artificial flowages behind power dams sometimes show an ap- 
parent net gain in fish productivity, just as drainage districts do in 
game, but some of them “play out” in time, perhaps, for one thing, 
because the stumps prevent control of carp. On the other hand, drain- 
age ditches sometimes support trout where no fish previously existed. 

The impact of economic development, in short, has resulted in a 
mixture of gains and losses similar to that already described for game, 
but with a somewhat less clear-cut northward recession of species. Arti- 
ficial production of fish in hatcheries has prolonged the life of many 
waters not yet fundamentally spoiled by environmental changes, but it 
has also masked the process of retrogression, and has yielded no per- 
manent gains except by stocking new or empty waters, and by intro- 

ducing new species in waters no longer suitable for the original species. 
That the net result of the whole complex is a large and continuing loss 

admits of little doubt. 

FUR AND PREDATORS 

The ‘commercial exploitation of the Wisconsin fur resource has 
pushed three species across the north boundary of the State: marten, 
fisher, and wolverine. A fourth, the otter, persists here in greater num- 

bers than in any other state, but its position is nevertheless precarious. 
Like the moose and the woodland caribou, all four of these valu- 

able fur-bearers occupy a steadily narrowing zone bounded on the north 
by the tundra, shrinking on the south by the extermination of outlying 

remnants, and shrinking internally by the gradual thinning of popula- 

tion density. 

On the other hand, the beaver, once in like case, has achieved a 

dramatic comeback, due no doubt to the indefinite multiplication of its 
main food—popples—in the wake of forest fires. The beaver has not 
extended its north boundary like the deer and the prairie grouse, but 
it has benefited by the same accidental improvement of its habitable 

range through fire and logging.
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Raccoon and mink have suffered a severe shrinkage in density but 
not in area. Their decimation may be ascribed mainly to overtrapping, 
drainage of marshes, and the elimination of hollow trees suitable for 
dens. Drainage ditches and flowages have created some new range. 
Drainage tiles and rock outcrops have offset in some degree the lack of 
den trees. The net trend, however, has been steadily downward. As 

with fish and pheasants, artificial restocking can delay and mask but not 

check the shrinkage in habitable area. 

The muskrat, like the raccoon and mink, has shrunk in density, and 

for similar reasons, but in less degree. No range has been lost. The 
shrinkage is masked by cyclic fluctuations. Badgers have shrunk both 

in range and in density. 
Skunks and weasels persist in generous numbers throughout the 

State. Like the cottontail, their high breeding capacity, underground 

dens, and the increase in agricultural foods make them almost immune 

to serious decimation. 
The opossum, formerly absent from the State, has lately invaded 

the southern and central counties in increasing numbers, and may be 

destined to become the starling of the fur-bearers. 
Foxes and coyotes have achieved a comeback not unlike that of the 

beaver, and probably for a parellel reason—that is, an increase in their 

rodent food supply as a result of settlement and forest fires. The status 

of foxes is masked by local fluctuations in density, and by the alternating 

dominance of reds and grays. Neither of these shifts is as yet under- 
stood, but they are probably associated with epidemic disease. 

Timber wolves, on the other hand, have shrunk northward like the 

moose, caribou, marten, fisher, and wolverine. They persist only in the 

border counties. 
The lynx has shrunk northward like the wolf, but the bobcat per- 

sists over about the same range as the coyote. 

The cougar or puma disappeared with the first settlements. 

The general fur picture is again one of mixed gains and losses, but 

with an overwhelming predominance of loss. 

SONGBIRDS AND OTHER NON-GAME ANIMALS 

Three hundred and fifty species of birds, mostly non-game, breed 
in or pass through Wisconsin. No less than 269 are found in: Dane 
county. Nearly 90 species of mammals occur in the State. A total of 
about 400 species of birds and mammals are not game, but are never- 

theless an equally valuable part of the native landscape.
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The northward spread of settlements has changed the distribution 

and abundance of these as well as of the game species, but the net 
change has perhaps been less damaging. The robin, for example, with- 

out suffering curtailment on the south, has spread far to the north as 
dairying developed new lawns and earthworms for his foraging. The 

cardinal, originally absent, now occurs throughout the southern half of 
the State. It is reasonable to ascribe his spread to conifer plantings, 
corn, and winter feeding. The range for field-loving species like the 

meadowlark and the dickcissel has been indefinitely extended. 
Forest-loving birds like the pileated woodpecker have, of course, 

suffered a corresponding shrinkage; marsh and shorebirds a severe 
shrinkage because of lowland drainage. 

In general, though, the net effect of settlement has undoubtedly 
been to expand, enrich, and diversify our small bird life. In June, 1878, 
F. H. King saw an average of 33 birds of 17-35 species per mile of 
travel in Jefferson county. We cannot check his figures today because 
we do not know his exact route, but his “census” could probably be 

equalled or exceeded in many localities in that county today. 
The most precariously situated non-game group is that of the 

raptors, which includes hawks and owls. Some species have suffered 
shrinkage in their breeding habitats, but this is perhaps offset by an in- 
crease in their food supplies. The real threat to the raptors lies in their 
being blacklisted by hunters and farmers as enemies of game and poul- 

try. The decimation of raptors grows with the spread of firearms, 
despite the accumulating testimony of science to the fact that most of 

them are’a net benefit both to crops and to game. 
Not all Wisconsin raptors are as yet dangerously reduced in num- 

bers, but three species are: the duckhawk or peregrine falcon, the bald 
eagle, and the redtail hawk. The first two are about to be pushed north- 

ward out of the State, as is also the raven, which is persecuted because 

related to the crow. The herons and terns are likewise blacklisted be- 

cause of their assumed depredations on fish. 
All these flesh-eaters, despite their indispensable function as mem- 

bers of a healthy fauna, are helped to acquire undeserved reputations 

as pests by forms of game and fish management in which unnatural den- 

sities of helpless prey are assembled in pens or hatcheries. Even the 

clumsier raptors, ordinarily unable to catch wild game, are drawn to 

such sources of “easy meat,” where they must of course be controlled. 

A game or fish propagating plant for this reason is not only an asset but 

also a liability to wildlife.
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Some species of game have, by virtue of extreme scarcity, been 

accorded year-long legal protection and have thus entered the non-game 
group. Of these, none is more outstanding in esthetic quality, or more 

characteristic of Wisconsin, than the sandhill crane (not to be confused 

with the great blue heron, a common bird often called “blue crane”). 

The sandhill crane is the epitome of wilderness. The presence of 
one in a region, like the presence of the grizzly bear, flavors the whole 
countryside. To hear the bugling of a sky-bound flock is an outstand- 

ing experience. It is a sound which converts a monotonous peat-marsh 
into a place of ineffable distinction. 

The Wisconsin and Michigan peat-marshes contain the largest 
breeding crane remnants in the United States—a few score pairs in all. 

Until 1934 no specific action was ever taken, in this or in any other 

state, for the perpetuation of any particular habitat for cranes. Yet this 

is a job calling for very definite treatment of very definite spots. 

This fact is diagnostic of the whole history of our native animals— 
they have been evicted by the blind action of economic forces, and the 
rescue expedition got lost in the fogs of wishful generalization. 

WILDFLOWERS 

This term is used loosely as inclusive of all native vegetation other 
than forest trees. Forestry is treated in a separate report. 

Only such groups of plants as present an urgent problem in con- 
servation are here discussed. 

Prairie Vegetation 

The southwestern quarter of Wisconsin was once largely prairie. 
Prairie was not mere grass, but rather a ‘highly organized plant com- 

munity comprising nearly a hundred species of grasses, herbs, and 
shrubs, many of them of exceptional beauty, which through the cen- 
turies built their own soil and a complex and delicate equilibrium be- 
tween that soil, each other, and the animal community. 

The prairie flora was inured to drought and fire, but it succumbed 

to ploughing; and for some reason as yet unexplained, it could not 

withstand grazing by stock. Some species were probably injured by 

mowing. Agriculture has come nearer exterminating the prairie flora 

than any other group of native wildlife, either plant or animal. Except 

for its trees, the present vegetation of the Wisconsin farm landscape is 

largely exotic. Prairie remnants are confined mostly to ungrazed, un-
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ploughed rights-of-way. The widening of highways is rapidly destroy- 

ing most of these roadside relics. 

Many prairie plants, although nearly extinguished in their original 

habitat, have, like the prairie animals, been able to follow the northward 

spread of clearings. The central marshes and the northern jack-pine 
barrens now harbor many prairie species no longer found in the prairie 

counties. There is geological evidence that ever since the great glacia- 
tion the prairie boundary may have ebbed and flowed into northern 

Wisconsin in response to climatic fluctuations. 

One peculiarity of the prairie grasses is that they color in fall, like 
the native trees. Most exotic grasses and trees, being not quite attuned 
to the climate, simply freeze without coloring (lilac, apple, Norway 

maple). Hence the present generation, having never seen the native 
grasses, think of fall colors only in terms of trees. Reservations of 

native prairie would, for this and many other reasons, have a particular 

educational value. 

Bog Flora 

The peat bogs of southern and central Wisconsin originally sup- 

ported a highly specialized plant community which included many spe- 

cies of exceptional beauty or scientific interest. Orchids, pitcher plant, 

sundew, yellow-eyed grass, bog phlox, leatherleaf, Labrador tea, and 

cottongrass were found under the tamaracks which formed the over- 

story in most bogs. Grazing, drainage and fire have converted most 

of these bog-gardens into monotonous wastes of nettle, giant rag- 

weed, cattail, aster or popple. 

Few people realize, as they ride through some dreary nettle-field, 

that it ever was anything else. Many of these conversions to weeds 

represent an economic as well as an esthetic deterioration of the land- 

scape. In those which do have economic justification, the reservation of 
small islands of the original flora would often have been entirely prac- 
ticable. The basic trouble is that neither the conservationist, nor the 

landowner, nor those who teach land-use have any understanding of 

the plant-succession and how land-abuse operates upon it to produce 
these retrogressions. Until 1934, no scientific study of the plant suc- 
cession in Wisconsin marshes had ever been made. 

The Orchids 

This group originally inhabited bog, prairie and woodland. Forty- 

six species of orchids were native to Wisconsin. Grazing, drainage,
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ploughing, mowing, and collecting have extinguished some, and reduced 
many to the status of rarities. It is probable that rodents, which feed 

on the roots, have also contributed to the decline. 

Orchids are sedentary and unable to escape by migration. They, 

are, as a group, so rare that the average citizen has never seen one. 

Like the prairie, they have gone under unseen, unheeded, and unsung. 

Woods Flora 
The rarer ferns have been reduced in a manner and degree similar 

to orchids, as have also many of the spring wildflowers such as arbutus, 
bloodroot, trillium, Dutchman’s breeches, and Pasque flower. Grazing 

of woodlots accounts for the greater part of these losses. A few rods 
of fence would often save at least a sample. 

Plant-Relics 

Wisconsin abounds in plant-relics of the geological past—plants 
which were rare when the first settler arrived and must so continue. 

Some of these relic-species are inconspicuous and known only to 
botanists. Thus on the shore of Pigeon Lake, in Bayfield county, is 

found an herb (Astragalus alpinus) belonging to the pea family, and 
found nowhere else between Newfoundland and the Rocky Mountains; 

also a pea (Oxytropis chartacea) found nowhere else in the world ex- 
cept on another lakeshore near Plainfield, Waushara county. The 
existence of both these plants hangs by a thread. The building of a 

summer cottage, a change in a pasture fence, or the construction of a 
lakeshore road or CCC camp, might wipe them out of existence. Yet 
each has large scientific importance as a key to problems in geology, 

plant migration, and climatology, and large educational importance as 

an example of plant evolution. 
Other relic-species of Wisconsin are of outstanding beauty. There 

is, for example, a rare rhododendron surviving south of Hudson’s Bay 

and west of Mt. Marcy only as a few dozen individual bushes in one 
spot in Wisconsin, and that a tourist resort. One shrub-collector might 
annihilate this remnant in a day, all unaware of its importance as the 
culmination of millions of years of earth-history. Such rarities are 

subject not only to the same risk of theft as a rare jewel, but unlike the 
jewel, would almost certainly perish if moved. 

Collectors 

As the native wildflowers acquired a scarcity-value, their decima- 
tion was further accelerated by commercial collectors, who sold the wild-
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pulled plants to private gardeners. Woodlots were leased from farmers 
and systematically sacked of their wildflowers for commercial sale. This 

bootlegging of rare plants is now prohibited by law, but of course is not 

necessarily stopped. 
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THE PROTEST 

The public reaction to abuse of natural resources is called the con- 
servation movement. i 

This movement cannot be understood if judged solely in terms of 

its present size and content. It must be thought of as a snowball 

rolling down hill which began as a small thing, but picked up new ideas 
in the course of its own movement. It will pick up more as it goes, and 

also lose its softer parts by melting. 

Like many other new ideas, its growth follows a definite sequence. 

Expressed in psychological terms, this sequence is roughly as follows: 

1. Realization of something wrong; 

2. Negative action; protest and prohibition; 

3. Comprehension of opportunity for positive action ; 

4. Positive action—analysis, research, education. 

Expressed in terms of technical ways and means, all wildlife con- 

servation movements, from Kublai Khan to the New Deal, seem to have 
followed this sequence: 

1. Restriction of the “take” or harvest ; 

2. Control of natural enemies; 

3. Establishment of reservations (later sanctuaries) ; 

4. Artificial restocking ; 

5. Control of environment (improvement of range). 

The successive stages of thought and action of course overlap. 
That is to say, new ideas usually do not displace older ones, but rather 

supplement and modify them. 

There follows a chronology of the Wisconsin wildlife movement, 

arranged in four overlapping stages. Such a chronology is requisite as 
a background for the present topic: the role of the University in wild- 

life conservation. 

21
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CHRONOLOGY OF WISCONSIN WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 

Stage 1. Realization of Loss, Protest, Prohibition, Restriction, Legislation. 

1851 First closed seasons (on deer, prairie chicken, quail, woodcock, and “pheasant” 

or ruffed grouse). 

1854 Seasons shortened. Trapping of game birds prohibited except on cwner’s 

premises. 

1866 Office of Fish Inspector established. 

1867 Commission appointed to investigate forestry conditions. 

1876 Hounding deer prohibited. 

1887 Law prohibiting spring shooting of waterfowl, sneakboats, export of game, 

killing birds for millinery trade. Four paid wardens appointed. 

1891 Office of State Game Warden established. 

1893 Prohibition of spring shooting was made conditional upon like action by adja- 

cent states (which was never taken). 

1895 Quail closed throughout state (not modified till 1932). Office of Commis- 

sioner of Fish and Fisheries established. 

1897 Resident and non-resident licenses required. First bag limit established. Killing 

deer in water or on ice prohibited. 

1899 Labelling of game shipments required. Swivel guns, etc., declared public nui- 

sance. 

1901 Passed Audubon Society “Model Law” protecting non-game birds. 

1903 Sale of protected game prohibited. Deer tag required. 

1905 Wardens put on Civil Service. (First examination held 1909.) 

1907 State Park Board established. 

1911 State game expenditures limited to license revenue. First Conservation Com- 

mission established. 

1915 Second Conservation Commission established. 

1923 Office of Conservation Commissioner established. 

1927. Commission reorganized on “commission-director” plan. 

1929 Modern farm trespass law passed. 

Stage 2. Reservations, Preserves, Sanctuaries 

1865? John Muir offered to buy a prairie meadow in Columbia county as a wild- 

flower sanctuary. Offer refused. 

1865 Caw Caw Club established on Horicon (later moved to Puckaway). 

1878 First state park set aside (Vilas county; sold 1897, repurchased 1925). 

1891 First private duck refuge established. (On Weber’s Pond, Horicon Marsh, by 

A. G. Langenbach.) 

1899 Interstate Park Commission appointed (St. Croix River Park). 

1900 First state park purchased (Polk county). 

1903 Appropriation for purchase of state forest reserve. 

1915 Adverse decision of Supreme Court on state forests. 

1915 First state refuge established. 

1923 Picking lotus prohibited. 

1924 Congress established Upper Mississippi Wildlife Refuge. 

1927 Forest Crop Law passed; listed lands reserved for public use.
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1927 Horicon Marsh made a refuge and ordered reflooded. 

1928 First farmers charged fees for upland game shooting privileges (near Sullivan). 

1929 Picking arbutus, orchids, trilliums prohibited. 

1933 Fuller published “Orchids of Wisconsin” and urged wildflower sanctuaries. 

1934 First drainage district reflooded, Portage county. 

Stage 3. Artificial Propagation and Restocking 

1875 First state fish hatchery established, at Madison. 

1875 English sparrow introduced into Wisconsin. 

1879 Carp introduced into Wisconsin by U. S. Fish Commission. 

1890-1900? Kansas quail liberated (in southern counties, probably following hard 

winters of 1881-2 and 1885-6). 

1900 Ruffed grouse planted on Washington Island. 

1900 J. W. Foster planted 12 Hungarian partridges near Fond du Lac. 

1903 Quail planted in Outagamie county (probably following hard winter of 1902- 

3). 
1910 Gustav Pabst began planting pheasants and Hungarian partridge in Waukesha 

county. Continued yearly till 1927. (First open season in 1921.) 

1910 Jackrabbits planted in Sauk and Vernon counties by local sportsmen. 

1919 First state rearing pond built, at St. Croix Falls. 

1923 Starling spread into Wisconsin. 

1923 Jackrabbits planted in Iowa county by local sportsmen. 

1928 Conservation Commission established game farm at Fish Creek in Door coun- 

ty. 

1928 Commission began statewide public planting of pheasants and distribution of 

eggs. 

1930 State planted Hungarians in Green Lake, Pierce, Richland, Monroe, and St. 

Croix counties. 

1930 Commission replanted wild turkey. 

1931 Shooting Preserve Law passed. 
1932 Commission started test plantings of Chukar partridge, California valley quail, 

and raccoon. 

1933 State game farm moved to Columbia county. State fur farm established. 

Stage 4. Natural Propagation by Management; Research, Education. 

1844 Thure Kumlien started study of “Birds of Wisconsin” (published by Kumlien 

and Hollister, 1903). 

1867 Statute requiring county treasurers to publish the game laws yearly in local 

papers. 
1873 F. H. King started research on “Economic Relations of Wisconsin Birds” (pub- 

lished 1879). 
1878 Dr. E. A. Birge started study of Wisconsin lakes. 

1897 Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey established. 

1899 Wisconsin Natural History Society organized. 

1910 Van Hise published “Conservation of Natural Resources.” 

1920 Friends of Native Landscape organized.
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1921 H. L. Stoddard employed by Milwaukee Public Museum. There he probably 

conceived the ideas carried out in Georgia quail investigation, first American 

wildlife management research, started in 1924. 

1922 First Izaak Walton League chapters founded at Milwaukee and Fond du Lac. 

1927 Research committee appointed by Conservation Commission; winter feeding. 

program started by Grange and Jones. 

1928 Gross and Schmidt started prairie chicken investigation. 

1929 Sporting Arms and Ammunition Institute started game survey of Wisconsin. 

Quail research fellowship set up in University. 

1929 State Federation of Women’s Clubs started conservation work. 

1933 Coon Valley erosion project started game management demonstrations in co-~ 

operation with LaCrosse county farmers. 

1933 Stream improvement work started in CCC camps. 

1933 Chair of Game Management established in University. 

1934 Marsh survey started. First drainage ditches plugged, in Portage county. 

1935 Teaching of conservation made compulsory in public schools (Bill 319S.). 
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THE OPPORTUNITY 

The discerning reader will detect in the foregoing the gradual 

emergence of these ideas: 

1. It does little good for the wildlife conservationist to cry 

over spilled milk. 

2. The spillage cannot be gathered up by legislative fiat, and 
only to a limited extent by legislative appropriation. 

3. Much more milk was spilled than was necessary, and the 

spilling is still in process. 

4. One fundamental remedy, as yet barely tried, is to find out 
how to minimize the spillage—that is, how to dovetail wild- 
life conservation with economic land-use. This is research. 

5. Another fundamental remedy is to give more people the 
desire and the skill to avoid spillage. This is education. 

The same trend may be paraphrased thus: 

1. Protest, prohibition, and restriction have retarded but not 

reversed the processes of retrogression in the wildlife re- 

source. 

2. On a defective range, restocking gives only temporary, and 

sanctuaries only local, results. 

3. The real job is to induce landowners to keep the greatest 
possible area of land habitable for as many species as pos- 

sible. 

4. To do this the landowner must want to, and must know 

how. 

5. To cultivate the desire is education, to find the means is 

research. 

If, then, the next basic move in wildlife conservation is education 

and research, it follows inevitably that the University has a vital func- 

tion in promoting and guiding their development. 

25
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EDUCATION 

Interest in wildlife is a racial inheritance. It does not persist in 

all individuals. Where it does persist, its cultivation and development 

are generally believed to be conducive to “the good life.” Many leaders 
of thought from Zenophon to Theodore Roosevelt have expressed this 

belief. 

Stated in terms of current sociological trends, avocations in wild- 
life have a special function as 

1. An absorbent for expanding leisure ; 

2. An antidote for excessive mechanization. 

The individual may express his interest in a wide variety of ways: 
hunting and fishing, nature study, photography, biological research, arti- 

ficial propagation, literary or artistic description, or even the training of 
dogs and perfecting of equipments. These alternative channels of ex- 

pression, while often regarded as mutually antagonistic, are actually the 
individualistic elaborations of an identical impulse. They have as their 
common denominator the inherited interest in wild things. For present 

purposes they may be regarded as all good, or capable of becoming so. 

There are strong reasons for believing that the development of 

this impulse is being inhibited in many individuals by lack of oppor- 

tunity for its exercise. The pell-mell invasion of the countryside which 

followed the motorization of the urban populace is evidence of such in- 

hibition. 

There is also reason for believing that rural people with abundant 

opportunity for wildlife avocations are inhibited from developing them 

by the sheer momentum of the stampede toward the mechanical and 

the synthetic. Agricultural colleges, in equipping the farmer with power 

machinery and an industrial concept of his vocation, have inadvertently 

equipped him with urbanized recreations and hobbies. Whatever may 

be the merits of the rural golf course, the rural movie, and other pur- 

chased rural recreations, it may fairly be questioned whether they 

should displace the enjoyment of wild things available to any farmer 

on his own land without cost. 

The thinning out of wildlife populations has tended to shrink the 

opportunity for wildlife avocations, even among farmers. In teaching 

game management to short-course farmers, the University finds most 

of them unfamiliar with even the common game birds. The gameless
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farm, in short, is a cause as well as an effect of urbanized tastes in 

recreation. 
The net deduction to be drawn from these cross-currents of change 

is probably expressed in the recent Wisconsin statute (319 S., 1935) 

requiring the teaching of conservation in the public schools. It appears 

obvious that the situation reflected by the new law offers the University 
—the State’s central teaching agency—an opportunity for service. 

University Courses on Wildlife 

Students interested in wildlife fall into three categories: 

Class 1. Those who wish to develop private avocations in this 

field. 

Class 2. Those preparing for professional work as teachers, 

and hence affected by the teaching law. 

Class 3. Those preparing for professional work as wildlife 

managers. 

What does the University as now organized offer these students? 
What should be added to take care of their needs? 

A detailed classification of courses has been made. It shows, broad- 

ly speaking, and omitting minor exceptions, that the University offers 

To Class 1: A wide choice of cultural background in the sci- 
ences underlying wildlife and its conservation, 

but no courses in wildlife as such; 

To Class 2: A wide choice of scientific courses, but no 

courses to expand either their own ability as 

field naturalists or their capacity to teach na- 
tural history avocations to their future pupils; 

To Class 3: Ample professional graduate research work in 

game management; the same in fish and in 
plants, but not including management; no work 

in non-game wildlife or in fur. 

That is to say, the University does not encourage the student who 

comes here with an interest in natural history, but no intention of mak- 

ing it a profession, to develop that interest as a field of personal scholar- 

ship and as a source of personal recreation. It merely offers him the
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sciences basic to his field. In other words, it offers him only the first 

chapters of the professional book. 

It is important, for example, that the budding layman-ornitholo- 

gist be taught to grasp the principles of biological science, but it is also 

important to show him the personal satisfaction to be derived from the 

scholarly development of his hobby. These are two jobs, of which the 

University has so far performed only the first. 

The need, then, is to initiate non-professional wildlife courses, and 

to fill up the gaps in professional courses for teachers and managers. 

The present status is depicted graphically in Fig. 1. 
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Fic. 1. This shows very roughly the present development of university instruc- 

tion in the wildlife field. The organization proposed in Fig. 4 should in time enable 

the University to develop its instruction so as to cover the whole field to the degree 

above labelled as “sufficient.” 

RESEARCH 

Status of Science . 

Any subject matter to be taught must first exist as science. The 

scientific base for teaching wildlife is not yet complete. Its status in 

Wisconsin is roughly depicted in Fig. 2. 

The body of science underlying the conservation of any given 

species or group advances through a rather uniform sequence of stages.
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Fic. 2. The “Scientific Front” shows the degree of advancement of the research 

requisite for wildlife management at the present time. The graph would hold true 

both for Wisconsin and for the country at large. 

The stages in unravelling the exterior relationships of any given spe- 

cies are: 

1. Its form and origin as a species (taxonomy) ; 

2. Its behavior as an individual (natural history) ; 

3. Its relationships as a population in an environment (ecol- 

ogy) ; 
4. Its control by manipulating the environment (manage- 

ment). 

Game science in Wisconsin has, by reason of the establishment of a 

chair of game management in 1933, advanced into the fourth stage, 
but stage 3 is insufficiently rounded out to support the growth in stage 4. 

Fish science, on the other hand, is strongly developed through 
stage 3, but stage 4 has barely begun. In other words, there is a large 
accumulation of basic information which awaits application to fish con- 
servation problems. In a sense this information is lying idle until so 

applied. 
Fur science, but for a detached body of skill in artificial fur farm- 

ing and control of diseases, has not advanced beyond stage 2. De- 
spite its large economic importance, there is as yet no general public 

concept of wild fur management. 
Songbirds and other non-game animals are not yet thought of as 

subject to management. The fact that the objective is something to
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look at, rather than something to shoot, catch, or trap is, from the sci- 

entific point of view, irrelevant. It remains true that population levels 
are determined by environment, and the environment of non-game spe- 

cies is subject to manipulation or management just as in game or fish. 

Botanical science as applied to forestry is strongly developed 

through the fourth stage, but as applied to wild flowers only through 

the second, and weakly the third. Botanical conservation still leans en- 

tirely on prohibitions. To be successful it must learn to manipulate 
environments. 

“Weed” Problems 

For the moment, the majority of wildlife problems deal with build- 

ing up populations, rather than reducing them. Yet it must be remem- 
bered that both animals and plants are capable of becoming “weeds,” 
that is, of increasing so aggressively as to threaten other and more 
valuable forms. The ultimate objective of management is the control 
of population levels. 

There are local weed problems today, even among the depleted 

game animals. Snowshoe hares are, in spots, and at times, a menace to 

forest plantations. Pheasants occasionally pull corn. Too many deer 
on thin range may eat themselves out of house and home and thus suffer 
physical deterioration, as well as making their range still thinner. In 

general, overstocking with browsing mammals is much more serious 
than overstocking with seed-eating birds, because the mammals exter- 
minate the plants on which they are dependent, while the birds do not. 

Crop-destroying rodents such as gophers and mice present a “weed” 

problem familiar to all. Few conservationists realize, however, the ex- 

tent to which rodents damage game crops by destruction of their food 

and cover. 

Research as a Tool 

To hold a species down or to build it up requires the same research. 

Both operations require the same detailed knowledge of life history and 

relation to environment. Moreover, the history of species like the carp 

and the starling, originally introduced as new assets without such knowl- 

edge, and now recognized as “weeds,” shows the need for extreme cau- 

tion in adding or removing species. Research, in short, is an indispen- 

sable insurance against losses arising either from too much wildlife, or 

too little.
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The utility of research in finding out how to manipulate wildlife 

populations is best pictured in terms of sample cases. Two samples are 

presented: one of success in increasing wildlife by using available re- 
search findings, and one of failure due to insufficient research findings 

being available. 

Sample Case: Building up Quail and Pheasants 

In 1930 a group of ten farmers at Riley, in Dane county, asked the 

University to guide them in an effort to build up game on their lands. 
At that time the area supported a very thin stand of quail, virtually 

no pheasants, a few rabbits, and a remnant of ruffed grouse. The in- 

itial stipulation, still adhered to, was that limited amounts of land, 

materials and effort were available, but not cash. 

Table 2 shows a steady increase in game population and game kill 

obtained up to 1936. (The drop in 1936 may be ascribed to the excep 

tionally hard winter which preceded it.) 

This successful conservation effort may be summarized in terms 

of applied research as follows: 

1. Research had indicated that food limits the population in 
winter. The growing of sufficient natural winter foods called 

for more land than could be spared. Hence a system of 

feeding stations (brush shelter with hopper feeder) was 

installed and maintained. 

2. Research had indicated that cover limits the population in 
winter. Brushy spots in marshes were needed for winter 

cover, also fencerows for nesting. Grazing and marsh fires 

accounted for the lack of cover. The wire and labor needed 

for an adequate system of fenced coverts were never forth- 

coming, but a few especially valuable spots were fenced. 

Marsh-burning was discontinued. The railroad (Chicago 

and Northwestern) running through the area cooperated 

by discontinuing the annual burning of its right-of-way. 

3. Research had indicated that overshooting limits the popu- 

lation. The members met annually and fixed a limitation 
of the year’s bag of pheasants, which is then equally ap- 

portioned among them, and enforced by a register and tag 

system. Quail and ruffed grouse are never shot. There is 

no limitation on rabbits and squirrels except the state law.
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4. Research had indicated that predation does not limit popula- 

tion as long as it stays at low or moderate levels. Hence no 
predator control was undertaken (except wild housecats). 

5. Research had not predicted, but experience soon proved, that 

pheasants tend to disperse under shooting and leave the 

area. At first this loss was very heavy (see ratio of num- 

ber planted to number killed). It now seems to be growing 

less. 

The significance of the Riley experiment lies not in the perfection, 
but rather in the imperfection of the work on the ground. It shows 

that despite heavy handicaps the persistent application of simple in- 

expensive cooperative effort, duly guided by rudimentary scientific find- 

ings, has produced results. 

Table 2, Increase of Quail and Pheasants on the Riley Game Area, 

Dane County (1700 acres). 
sss 

Fall Census r Pheasants " 
Density: Acres Feeding 

Year | Pheasant Quail Total Per Bird Planted| Killed |Stations 

1930 2? 45? 47? 35 0 0 0 
1931 24 45? 69? 25 24 0 2 
1932 50 75 125 14 70 18 7 

1933 78 135 210 8 0 5 9 
1934 200 180? 380? 5 119 52 9 
1935 200? 180? 380? 5 110 46 9 
1936 100 50 150 11 70 30 7 

Sample Case: Failure to Build up Hungarians 

In 1933 the Faville Grove area in Jefferson county had a thin stand 

of Hungarian partridge, quail, prairie chicken, and pheasant. For brev- 

ity, only the Hungarian will be here discussed. 

Research done in Michigan had indicated the loss of hayfield nests 
during mowing as chiefly accountable for the thinness of the Hun- 
garian stands in the north-central states. Wider fencerows, to enable 

the birds to keep their nests out of the hay, were indicated as the 

remedy. 

It seemed impracticable, in an intensively farmed area like Faville 

Grove, to ask the farmers for wider fencerows. Hence an attempt
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Fic. 3. Research centres and management areas more cr less active in 1936. 

The system of farm groups cooperating with the University in game cropping is 

shown by black triangles. 

was made, from 1933 to 1935, to build up the birds by winter feeding 
and protection alone. No increase was forthcoming. 

Accordingly, in 1935 and 1936, a survey of hayfields was made to 

determine the extent of nest losses. Virtually none were found. 

The cause of the thin stand hence remains a mystery. The next 
move should be guided by more research. There are plenty of clues to 

other possible causes, but until each is unravelled any attempt at cropping 

remains a shot in the dark.
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For each of a hundred Wisconsin wildlife species, problems equiva- 

lent to this one await solution by research. The strategy of attack of 
course differs in each case, but follows in general this sequence: 

1. Survey of habits, distribution, history, and population 
status ; 

2. Measurement of mortality to isolate important and action- 

able mortality factors ; 

3. Tests to try out promising methods of reducing mortality 

from such factors; 

4. Extension of findings for use by landowners. 

GOING WORK 

Fig. 3 shows the principal research centers (existing and poten- 
tial), the research areas, and the areas under partial management in 
the State. Hatcheries and game farms not doing research are omitted 
for simplicity; likewise CCC camps and private properties doing inci- 
dental or unpublished work in wildlife management. 

Most of the going work is taking advantage of such research find- 

ings as are so far available, but all of it is handicapped by: 

1. An insufficient research base; 

2. Insufficient discriminating public interest and support. 

It is also true, of course, that the great preponderance of land- 

owners, both private and public, are not yet using available research 

findings. This might be construed as an argument against more re- 

search, but hardly as against more education.



THE PROGRAM 

How shall the University, within the physical limits of existing or 

obtainable manpower and plant, utilize its opportunity to contribute to 
the wildlife conservation movement? 

There may first be set down certain general specifications which 

represent fixed points deducible from the preceding discussions. 

Representation of Viewpoints 
The love of nature is a matter of affection and esthetics. The 

understanding of nature is science. The use of natural resources is 

economics. 

The conservation movement is composed of people in whom these 
three elements are mixed in widely varying proportions. It follows 
that there must be internal controversy. History abundantly fulfills 
this expectation. 

The controversial nature of this field simply sets up this specifica- 
tion: All three elements must be represented in a sound university pro- 

gram. A university may be defined as a place where controversies are 
conducted at such close range that they have a superior chance of smelt- 

ing out usable truth. 

Dovetailing Land-Uses 
Farmers own the most of Wisconsin. Forestry seems destined to 

become the second largest land-use. This specification naturally fol: 

lows: University activities in wildlife, wherever allocated for purposes 

of internal administration, must be kept in direct and intimate contact 

with agricultural and forestry research, education and extension. Fail- 

ing this, the requisite dovetailing of land-uses cannot follow. 

Using Existing Structure 

There is available in the university structure a vast accumulation of 
knowledge in the earth-sciences, and experience in their application to 
human affairs. A large experience in wildlife is also available in the 
State Conservation Department. A new activity, if set up in the form 
of a separate school or university department, tends to compete with 

and duplicate these pre-existing activities. 

30
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On the other hand, if set up as a new function of the pre-existing 
departments, it tends to grow less rapidly but more soundly and eco- 
nomically. 

This same question came up in organizing the new work in erosion 
control. As in that case, the slower, sounder form of organization is 

preferred. 

Researchers Must Teach 

As in the case of other questions involving morals and esthetics, 

there is a dangerous tendency for laymen to conceive of teaching as a 

process of indoctrination with pre-determined truth. Only those 
charged with the discovery of facts through research can appreciate the 
tentative nature of the conclusions on which many conservation policies 

are now based. 
It follows that in organizing the primary university conservation 

structure, teaching and research should never be divorced. Teaching 

should be entrusted only to productive research workers. University 
teaching without research soon becomes sterile. 

In the outlying ramifications of the structure, it becomes impossible 
to adhere to this principle, but even there the objective should be to 
create a body of public opinion capable of critical support of conserva- 
tion policies. The principal present defect in the conservation move- 
ment is that public enthusiasm has outstripped public discrimination. 

Organization 

The University has already tried out, and found to be reasonably 

effective, a device for mobilizing and focusing brain power on conserva- 

tion subjects. The Chair of Game Management, established by the 

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation in 1933 for a period of five 

years, represents a type of mechanism capable of meeting the specifica- 

tions set forth above. 

It is suggested that there be established a series of four chairs to 

cover the wildlife field. 
First, a Chair of Fish Management to apply to aquatic conserva- 

tion problems the great accumulation of basic science on Wisconsin 

waters collected during the past 50 years by the Wisconsin Natural 

History Survey. This chair should attach to the Zoology department. 

Second, a Chair of Floral Conservation to work out techniques for 

conserving non-commercial plants. “‘Wildflower Management” would 

be an alternative name for this chair. It should attach to the Botany 

department.
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Third, a Chair of Ornithology and Mammalogy to work out tech- 
niques for conserving non-game birds and mammals. This should at- 

tach to the Zoology department. 
Fourth, the existing Chair of Game Management to work out the 

techniques for conserving game birds and mammals. This properly 

attaches, as at present, to the College of Agriculture. 
The four incumbents of these four chairs should constitute, col- 

lectively, a Wildlife Conservation Institute, through which cooperative 
relationships are maintained with the State Conservation Department, 

with other state and federal bureaus, with the lay movement, with other 
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Fic. 4. Proposed organization of wildlife conservation in the University. Of 

the four chairs or professorships, only one is available at the present time.
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educational institutions, and especially with other departments of the 
University able to contribute to conservation. The proposed organiza- 
tion is shown in Fig. 4. 

The conservation fields not covered by this report (soils, waters, 

forests, and the like) are probably susceptible of similar treatment, and 
may be aggregated either in a separate institute, or by merger with 
wildlife in a single institute. 

Duties 

Each of the four chairs should: 

1. Teach cultural courses to non-professional students ; 

2. Do research with the help of graduate students aiming at 
professional careers ; 

3. Build up demonstration areas and other physical equip- 
ment for research and teaching. 

The result should be a large volume of high-grade teaching for 

future citizens, a small but steady output of highly-trained professional 
managers and research men, and competent technical advice on wild- 

life for the conservation movement within the State. 

The chair mechanism lends itself readily to slow growth from 
small and fragmentary beginnings. It also provides, through the Board 
of Regents, a definite channel for outside contributions of earmarked 
manpower or funds. It furthermore avoids, in most cases, any initial 

expenditure for buildings or physical plant. 
One of the important items of physical equipment requisite to this 

proposal is the University Arboretum. 

The Upshot 

Expressed in terms of opportunity for students, this proposed ex- 

tension of university facilities would mean: 

1. That the student who comes here with a bent for some 
aspect of wildlife would receive the stimulus of personal 
contact, through courses and otherwise, with faculty mem- 
bers who have developed the same bent along scholarly 

and scientific lines ; 

2. That such a student, in the course of such contacts, would 

develop a critical understanding of questions of wildlife 

conservation policy ; 1
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3. That the student studying some one field of wildlife as a 

profession would, through the proposed institute, receive 
a broadening contact with all other fields. 

In time there should also become available teachers able to carry 

out the new compulsory teaching law, and a group of citizens able to 
contribute discrimination as well as enthusiasm to the conservation 
movement. 
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KILLING TECHNIQUE OF THE WEASEL \, 

The following observations were witnessed by Prof. G. M. Longenecker, Mr. Donald | 
McBeath, and myself. On June 3, 1935, we were driving very slowly along an unfre- i 

quented road on the University Arboretum near Madison. From the grass 20 feet ahead | 

of us at the side of the road a cottontail rabbit, about one-third grown, appeared and 
came hopping toward us. On his trail and about 10 feet behind him was a weasel. I 

hurriedly stopped the car and we all leaned out of the open windows, but barely in time 

to see the action, which took place when the cottontail was directly alongside the car and 

4 feet away. At this spot he turned again into the grass and just then the weasel over- 
took him. Evidently sensing our presence, the latter struck the rabbit on the run, and | 

without any pause continued out of sight into the dense growth. The cottontail 
squealed, collapsed, and lay kicking, a small patch of blood showing at the base of its 

skull. The incredible swiftness of the action is still vivid in our minds. | 
The weasel returned several times within 4 feet of the expiring rabbit to size up the | 

situation, then finally moved in to its kill. The rabbit squealed a second time, evidently | 

as he received the final coup de grace. Then came the blood-licking, the weasel sucking | 
or licking the wound and the blood which had spilled on the rabbit’s fur. This lasted | 

several minutes, but was conducted with such swift dexterity that it was hard for the eye 
to follow the details. | 

Apparently the weasel was not satisfied with our presence, for he picked up his prey 
and loped off about 15 feet to the base of a roadside tree. This was an amazing feat. | 

The rabbit must have weighed twice as much as the weasel. One might liken it to a | 

terrier loping off with a sheep, but there was no indication that the load placed the slight- 
est strain on the weasel’s speed or strength. 

The blood-sucking now continued, but not in plain sight. One of us, in an effort to 

see, made a slight noise, which caused the weasel to rear up for a look around. By this 

action one could clearly see that his snowy chin and throat were entirely free of blood 
stains, another evidence of the skill with which the whole job was executed. The situa- 

tion evidently was unsatisfactory to the weasel, for again he picked up the rabbit and | 

with effortless bounds disappeared into a dense patch of nettles—Atpo Lxopotp, 
College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. 

| Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 18, No. 1, 

February, 1937, pp. 98-99.
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CONSERVATIONIST 

THE predatory Apache IN. MEXICO are with National For- 
of our Southwest was ests, National Parks and 
early rounded up and all the other trappings 
confined in arrailled By ALDO LEOPOLD of conservation, are so 
whereas across the line badly damaged that only 
in Mexico he was, until tourists and others eco- 
his recent near-extinc- } logically color-blind, can 
tion, allowed to run at — ee look upon them without 
large. Therefore our we 2. ... a feeling of sadness and 
southwestern mountains ee 8 _ ee oma s: regret. ’ 
are now badly gutted ees ae ss ee Let me hasten to add 
by erosion, whereas the So ee. that this enviable con- 
Sierra Madre range ; ee — trast holds good only for 
across the line still re- i Be the mountains. The low tains the virgin stability Se c... country on both sides of 
of its soils and all the Se oe oe the line has been equally 
natural beauty that goes ' é eee Se | gree: abused and spoiled. The 
with that enviable con- Pees cau hesiceny’ Waal eae Sierras escaped because dition. 2 ? of the mutual fear and 

This seemingly dis- ny ! hatred between Apaches 
connected reasoning will + : and Mexicans. So great 
appear absurd only to was the fear of Indians 
those who still believe : that the Sierras were 
that the world is com- never settled, hence 
posed of a number of : never grazed, hence 
things, the inter-rela- Soa never eroded. This holds 
tionships of which are true up to Pancho 
obvious or nearly so. Villa’s revolution of 

As a matter of fact, 1916. During the revo- 
the statement is substantially accurate. This lution bandits performed the same ecological func- 
article aims to explain why and to philosophize tion as Indians. Since then, depression and un- 
on the irony of it. For it is ironical that Chihua- stable land policies have served to keep the moun- 
hua, with a history and a terrain so strikingly tains green. 
similar to southern New Mexico and Arizona It is this chain of historical accidents which 
should present so lovely a picture of ecological enables the American conservationist to go to 
health, whereas our own states, plastered as they Chihuahua today and feast his eyes on what his 
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A Mexican experiment in resettlement Ungrazed, the Sierra Madre holds its soils



own mountains were like before the Juggernaut. Near the colony I visited—Colonia Pacheco— 

To my mind these live oak-dotted hills fat with side overgrazing and erosion have not progressed as 

oats grama, these pine-clad mesas spangled with far as they had in the White Mountains of Ari- 

flowers, these lazy trout streams burbling along zona in 1910. But the colonies are microscopic 

under great sycamores and cottonwoods, come near when compared with the bulk of the mountain 

to being the cream of creation. But on our side of area, which from my observation is for the most 

the line the grama is mostly gone, the mesas are part ungrazed. 

spangled with snakeweed, the trout streams are Very recently the Mexican ‘‘Resettlement Ad- 

now cobble-bars. ministration’? has seattered landless voters over 

Somehow the watercourse is to dry country what many a non-irrigable mountain valley, to dry- 

the face is to human beauty. Mutilate it and the farm if the Lord sent rain and to get along some- 

whole is gone. The rest of the organism may how in any event. The only improvement over 

survive and even do useful work. The economist, our own Act of June 11, 1906, is that the scat- 

the engineer, or the forester may feel there has tering is done only where there is enough land 

been no great loss and adduce statistics of pro- for a community and that the settlers have no 

duction to prove it. But there are those who guns. 

know, nevertheless, that a great wrong has been These forest homesteaders are ‘‘deadening’’ the 
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The traveler finds everywhere check-dams, centuries Lazy trout streams bubbling amid the trees come 

old. Who built them, when and why? near to being the cream of creation 

committed—perhaps the greatest of all wrongs, pines, scratching corn into the thin soil and day- 

and the sadder because both unintentional and ir- herding their goats on the nearest hillside, a type 

retrievable. of agriculture intermediate between an Appala- 

The Chihuahua Sierras burn over every few chian hill-farm, a Philippine caigin, and a New 

years. There are no ill effects, except that the Mexico ‘‘Small Holding Claim.”” I recognize 

pines are a bit farther apart than ours, reproduc- the land pressure which forces the adoption of 

tion is scarcer, there is less juniper, and there such a policy, but I also recognize the inevitable 
is much less brush, including mountain mahog- ruin which will follow. One can tell when near- 

any,—the cream of the browse feed. But the ing one of these settlements by the thinning sod, 

watersheds are intact, whereas our own water- the thickening weeds, the browsed-off willows, and 

sheds, sedulously protected from fire, but merci- the oaks skinned for tanbark. Just so were our 

lessly grazed before the forests were created, and own dry canyons sent to their death. 

much too hard since, are a wreck. If there be those But these resettlements are also as yet micro- 

who do not yet know they are a wreck, let them scopic when compared with the bulk of the moun- 

read Will C. Barnes’ history of the San Simon tain area. They occur only near roads, and roads 

valley of Arizona in the October issue of AMERICAN are as yet poor and far between. Engineers 

Forests. would call the mountains roadless. 

The Chihuahua Sierras have been grazed only In Arizona and New Mexico there are in gen- 

near the Mormon colonies. The Mormons were not eral two kinds of deer range, the overstocked and 

afraid of Apaches and they sprinkled many a the nearly empty. Most of the herds are very 

mountain valley with their brick ranch houses. thin, but every few years some new spot flares



up with a sudden overpopulation of deer. The Not infrequently a 200-year-old pine is found 
Kaibab was the first of these, but there has been a growing behind the dam, its root-collar flush with 
new one every year or two for a decade. Often, the surface of the impounded soil. Obviously the 

before the heavy wheels of legislative adjustment dam is older than the tree. Unless Coronado and 
ean turn, the range is severely injured. Most lay- his captains had an unsuspected weakness for lay- 
men have no comprehension of what a serious ing rock, and also more time and manpower than 
thing it is to overtax a browse range, especially their journals indicate, these dams were built by 

in an arid climate. Recovery is a matter of dec- prehistoric Indians. 
ades, rather than of years. Some ranges wash In one ease I saw the rocks of the dam clutched 
away before they can recover. tightly in the roots of a great tree. Nobody stuck 

Deer irruptions are by no means confined to them there to fool tourists. Moreover there are 
the Southwest. They are breaking out from dams in spots no white man has ever looked upon. 
Georgia to Wisconsin, and from California to What were the dams for? This question is not 
Pennsylvania. Why? Have deer always fluctu- so easy to answer. Some local residents say 

ated from scarcity to overabundance? History “erosion control.’’ It might be conceivable that 
would hardly so indicate. the Indians built dams to protect their more 

In Chihuahua one can glean, by comparison, a valuable soils—say in irrigated valleys—against 
hint of what may be the matter with our deer. erosion. But many of the dams I am describing 
Whitetail deer are abundant in the Sierras, but are found around the edges of high mesas a thou- 
not excessive. So are wild turkeys. In nine days sand feet above the nearest permanent water. If 

of hard hunting, two of such a spot ever showed 
us saw 187 deer, fifty of erosion, the natural thing 

them bucks of two or more THE WESTERN RANGE: AN EPITOME would be to seek a new 
prongs. Deer irruptions WLIe ee ile ieeeaiked ie rein eases spot, rather than to labori- 
are unknown. Mountain Eeeaiatite the priest. ee ously check a gully with 

lions and wolves are still The grass sprang proudly back erect, released rocks. 
common. I doubt whether eee One is forced back to 
the lion-deer ratio is much Unbowed by those first steps that left no path. the theory that these dams 
different from that of were built to create little 

Coronado’s time. There Be fields or food patches. 
are no coyotes in the flop erase The purpose was to im- 
mountains, whereas with pone ae: pound soil where it would 

us there is universal com- Mile upon mile I ride the used-up range, be irrigated by the run- 

plaint from Alaska to New pcan Heine ae Henn hice (ane off from slight rainfalls. 
Mexico that the coyote has Naked and strange The choice of locations 
invaded the high country Upon the range; f strongly substantiates this 

to wreak hayvoe on both pasmantled senrths owe now, recetye OWE wret belief. Short watersheds 
game and livestock. —Mildred B. Williams. composed mostly of bare 

I submit for conserva- rock were especially fa- 
tionists to ponder the ques- vored, provided there was 
tion of whether the wolves have not kept the a ledge or dyke or narrow place offering secure 

coyotes out? And whether the presence of a nor- footing for the dam. In such spots the lightest 
mal complement of predators is not, at least in rain produced runoff and irrigated the field, 
part, accountable for the absence of irruption? whereas the heaviest rain could not gather head- 
If so, would not our rougher mountains be better way enough to tear out the dam. 

off and might we not have more normaley in our ‘What crops were raised in these little fields? 
deer herds, if we let the wolves and lions come This, to me, is a perplexing question. Their small 
back in reasonable numbers ? size and the wide dispersion seems to preclude 

At the very least, the Sierras present to us an constant patrol against game, while the absence 
example of an abundant game population thriving of metal tools seems to preclude game-proof 

in the midst of its natural enemies. Let those who fencing. Surely there were deer, turkey, and 
habitually ascribe all game scarcity to predators bears enough in those days to wreck any crop of 
or who prescribe predator control as the first and plants palatable to them. The clue must lie in 
inevitable step in all game management, take plants palatable to Indians but not to animals. 
that to heart. Corn, it appears, is not molested by game until 

On the dry tops of the highest mesas, in the the ears form, but after that I fail to see how it 

bottoms of the roughest and wildest canyons, any- could get by. Squash and melons would have the 
where in fact where a short watershed is inter- same weakness. Beans would seemingly be vul- 
cepted by a ledge, dyke, or other favorable spot nerable at all times. Potatoes, peppers, and to- 
for impounding soil, the traveler in the Sierras bacco might possibly qualify as game-proof. I 
finds loose-masonry dams constructed by the hand wonder if the archeologists have considered game- 

of man. There are hundreds of them. damage in reconstructing their picture of pre- 
How old are they? Who built them? What historic Indian agriculture? 

for? The first two questions find a ready answer. Everybody in Mexico has heard of the new mo-



tor road to Mexico City and is hoping for one like But how does the formula actually work? The 
it to his village. The tourist-promotion policy of bonded hunter is careful enough to stay within the 
the present government is well known. It appears law, but after such outlays he is, I think, equally 
then that funds alone will limit the rate at which careful to take all the law allows. In other words, ~* 
the Sierra Madre is opened up. The policy of set- he helps himself pretty generously and the drain 
tling the landless in the mountain valleys will, if on the game is probably not much less than it was 
it persists, add further velocity to the road-build- in the lawless days. 
ing process and it will scatter livestock, as well as I point no moral except that we seem ultimate- 
hunters and tourists, over the mountain country. ly always thrown back on individual ethics as the 

The end result will be bad, unless Mexico does a basis of conservation policy. It is hard to make 
better job than we have done in the regulation of a man, by pressure of law or money, do a thing 
grazing. which does not spring naturally from his own per- 

I sometimes wonder whether semi-arid moun- sonal sense of right and wrong. 
tains can be grazed at all without ultimate de- Our own Southwest was pretty badly misused 
terioration. I know of no arid region which has before the idea of conservation was born. As a 
ever survived grazing through long periods of result, our own conservation program for the re- 
time, although I have seen individual ranches gion has been in a sense a post-mortem cure. 
which seemed to hold out for shorter periods. The There are, however, two magnificent semi-arid re- 
trouble is that where water is unevenly distributed gions in which settlement came later than the con- 
and feed varies in quality, grazing usually means servation idea. One is South Africa and the other 

overgrazing. is the Mexican mountains. Hence both are of 
With the extension of roads, recreation so-called world-wide interest as laboratories in which con- 

will of course repeat the now familiar process of servation can be given a full and fair test. Can 
losing in quality as it gains in quantity of human they arrest and control the wasteful and predatory 
service. Mexican citizens protest that they are go- nature of what we call “development”? The self- 
ing strong on National Parks and Forests. They defeating nature of mass-use of outdoor resources? 
are particularly proud of the International Park Or are these evils inherent in industrial civiliza- 

i at Big Bend. They do not realize that these de- tion? The next few decades will probably bring 

vices, laudable and necessary as they are, have not us the answer. ’ 
exempted us from the inexorable process of losing Perhaps a clear answer to these complex ques- 
quality to gain quantity. tions of policy is too much to hope for, but in any 

Mexico’s experience with American hunters is event the Sierra Madre offers us the chance to de- 
an illuminating example of the limitations inher- scribe, and define, in actual ecological measure- 
ent in conservation formulae. It is no secret that ments, the lineaments and physiology of an un- 
until recently many visiting American hunters spoiled mountain landscape. What is the mech- 
made pigs of themselves. Neither is it any secret anism of a natural forest? A natural watershed? 
that they were often aided and abetted in so doing A natural deer herd? A natural turkey range? 
by commercial guides. Mexico in self-defense has On our side of the line we have few or no natural 
adopted the formula of clapping on a high license samples left to measure. I can see here the oppor- 
fee, and of limiting non-resident hunting to mem- tunity for a great international research enterprise 
bers of bonded ‘‘clubs.’’ The theory is to call the which will explain our own history and enlighten 
bond for any misbehavior. the joint task of profiting by its mistakes. 
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Scientific Research is the Rock Upon Which Wildlife Restoration Must be Built 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

THINK the day has passed when it it of course becomes “fiscally impossible” roll down this same groove. Consequent 
I is necessary to justify research. Hence to do any. deformations : 

I deal here with questions of how, not Another reason is that the bureaus are (1) Waterfowl, which present the most 
whether. Nor do I speak of the content nervous lest they be accused of treaty- urgent single wildlife question, still have 

of the Institute’s program, which is in breaking. The Biological Survey is the no research (in the sense of weighing 

print* and available to all. research agency for the bureaus, but who causes of mortality in each species). 

“Ducks Unlimited” wants to manage 
breeding grounds in Canada. Fine! but 

why not also give the Canadian universi- 
3 ties funds to find out what the breeding 

grounds need? 

(2) Rare species present the next most 

urgent wildlife question. Except for the 
* mountain sheep studies recently under- 
_" taken by the Audubon Society and the 

_ Biological Survey, and the Cornell ivory- 
ee ” bill study, rare species are still without 

ae 3 benefit of science. 

a — : (3) Fish questions have a huge aceumu- 

_ lation of basic science, but no management 
“oy i. go except the recent start in Michigan. The 

ff . Bureau of Fisheries now favors manage- 
ew A ment projects in universities, and this is a 
a big stride ahead. 

‘ rT. (4) Songbird and wildflower techniques 
- = sa do not yet have names. No bureau, school, 

Ci ae chair or fellowship is dedicated to their 
aii study; no technician avows their care as 

his profession. Is it any less important 

to find out the specifications of a favor- 

able environment for the prairie flowers 

than for the prairie game birds which ride 
with them on the toboggan? 

No advance ever attains an even front, 

but good generals remove kinks when they 
Photo by Lorene Saulve ean, Our front is full of kinks, especially 

in the non-gunpowder sectors. 

Half a dozen New Deal bureaus are shows up at hearings to ask the where- Resenrch Methods are Changing 
spending a score of millions on wildlife withal in its behalf? Is research, indeed, 
work, but not a red penny for research. a mere job which ean be delegated? Or is It grows clearer daily that obseryational 

They came to some research unit whose it an organic function—a kind of intellect- studies are seldom going to yield enough 

total budget would not pay their office ual endocrine—which must be evolved in information about any species to guide 

boys and say: “Please give us the facts and by the organism which is to use it? policy for any length of time. Such 

on which to build our program.” Nat- I direct this question to the reorganizers studies are a way to start, but not to fin- 

urally we can’t. Nor could we if we stood who play chess with bureaus. I don’t know ish. After a few years they yield only 

with them under the financial cloudburst. the answer. I do know that in any enter- diminishing returns, after which intensive 

Facts, like pine trees, take not only rain, prise except government it would be im- methods become necessary. Banding, 

but time. prudent to spend so rapidly and learn so feather-marking, and other precise eco- 

slowly. Lastly, I assert that the private logical techniques are becoming the order 
Research Is Too Small $ . ‘ : > e i 

2 ; 7 donors who contribute research funds to of the day. Observational research has 
Why these huge expenditures wiuliout the Institute have now earned the right to yet to lead us to understand the popula- 

at least a pereentage for fact-finding ? ask Congress why it doesn’t carry its share  tion-behavior of even a single species in a 
Mainly because easy money is accepted of the research job. single state. 

uneritically. Its recipients do not stop to Once in a while the extensive explorer 

quibble with a generous Congress over Reicarehile Lapaiden makes a ten-strike. Gerstell’s discovery 

whether appropriations are soundly : : that over-browsed deer range yields an 
drawn. Research having been forgotten, Farm game was the easiest, quickest, excess of does will, if verified, stand as 

sWildlije Crops—Finding Out How to Grow Cheapest, most popular research field. th. ten-strike of 1936, but it leads at once 
Them. A research and demonstration program Hence everybody studied farm game. 

Peet ey, fe Tera eego mas of the Ameri; fost dollars (or better say pennies) still (Continued on page 28)



to do. Hence we shall wait another dee- a compulsory teaching law but we are 
ade for the understanding of ruffed grouse prepared to teach teachers to carry it ¢ 
which King might be giving us today if Our Conservation Department faces a pi 
Minnesota had given him a place to work. lie which still thinks that a few pheasa | 

; eges will solve the game problem, tha‘ | 

Professional Education Inflated few seedlings will restore the pineries, th | 
Universities pretend to measure their a farm whieh sports a check-dam has saf 

suecess by the light they throw on the guarded its soil, that a few public forests 

world’s problems, but the yardstick actual- will prevent floods. That publie is not 

ly used is the number of graduates they even conscious of the basic fact that the 

ean get jobs for. history of resourees is written not by goy- 
The New Deal bureaus have created a ernment, but by the farmers who own the 

land and the consumers who buy its prod- 

panna 5 uets. What headway can we make until 
eee the public knows what headway is? I 

. \ == S| fear very little. 
y ~ 

id 

& % A Dy f : 

J B® é 

boom market for wildlife’s managers. A 

; dozen institutions have responded by offer- 
: ing full-bloom professional courses. Some 

of these had previously accumulated some ¥ { 

expert personnel and some research knowl- 
edge. Their vigorous response to the new \ 

need is sound and commendable. But J 

others have no aceumulation of local 

knowledge, and their expert personnel ar- 
rived on the previous train. Such ill-pre- : 

pared ventures would have done better to 
first do some research, give some non-pro- 

se fessional courses, establish some study 

eee §=areas, and form a speaking acquaintance 

sire = with their local problems. 

~ Research Program Selling professional training without a 

E Z research base is like selling securities with- 
(Continued from page 22) out a property base. The right to teach 

to the highly scientifie question: What is must be earned} not seized. The ultimate 

the physiological mechanism of this dis- danger lies in arméver-supply of mediocre 
torted sex ratio? half-trained wildlife managers, an under- 

If the unravelling of population prob- supply of highly trained wildlife ecolo- 

lems is going to take longer, more inten- gists, an under-supply of vocational field | 

sive work, then it becomes more than ever workers, and an under-supply of non-pro- 
important : fessional education for future citizens. 

(1) That donors of funds learn to wait | 
for results. Non-professional Education Neglected | 

(2) That research personnel be more We face a future marked by a growing © 

stringently weeded. public zeal for conservation, but a zeal so ” 
(3) That projects be attached to really uncritical—so devoid of discrimination— ; 

versatile institutions able and will- that any nostrum is likely to be gulped 

ing to follow where the clues lead. with a shout. No program is too amateur- 
(4) That research areas be protected ish for public support if it bears the prop- 

against upset. er label and is backed by ballyhoo. 
Let me drive home the last point. King Under these conditions is it wise for our 

of Minnesota anticipated all I have said universities to focus their teaching on over- 

above and sunk five years’ work in a beau- stocking the market with professionals? | 

tifully organized intensive ruffed grouse Should they instead stock their farms and | 

study. An area of 3,000 acres was cen- offices with citizens who know what it is 

sused, banded, and feather-marked ready all about? 
for the next swing of the eycle. But he We at Wisconsin haye suddenly real- 

was only a guest in his outdoor laboratory. ized that we offer our professional stu- 
The area belonged to a Forest Experiment dents about everything in the outdoor 

Station. Along came the CCCs and de- fields, and our future farmers and voters 

brushed the whole area, as they had a right about nothing. Our legislature has passed
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THE RESEARCH PROGRAM 

By Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

I think the day has passed when it is necessary to justify research. 
Hence I deal here with questions of how, not whether. Nor do I speak 
of the content of the Institute’s program, which is in print* and 

Z available to all. 
‘ Half a dozen New Deal bureaus are spending a score of millions on 

y wildlife work, but not a red penny for research. They come to some 
. research unit whose total budget would not pay their office boys and 

say: “Please give us the facts on which to build our program.” Nat- 
urally we can’t. Nor could we if we stood with them under the finan- 
cial cloudburst. Facts, like pine trees, take not only rain, but time. 

RESEARCH Is TOO SMALL 

Why these huge expenditures without at least a percentage for fact- 
finding? Mainly because easy money is accepted uncritically. Its re- 
cipients do not stop to quibble with a generous Congress over whether 
appropriations are soundly drawn. Research having been forgotten, 
it of course becomes ‘‘fiscally impossible’’ to do any. 

Another reason is that the bureaus are nervous lest they be accused 
of treaty-breaking. The Biological Survey is the research agency for 
bureaus, but who shows up at hearings to ask the wherewithal in its 
behalf? Is research, indeed, a mere job which can be delegated? Or 
is it an organic function—a kind of intellectual endocrine—which 
must be evolved in and by the organism which is to use it? IT direct 
this question to the reorganizers who play chess with bureaus. I 
don’t know the answer. I do know that in any enterprise except gov- 
ernment it would be imprudent to spend so rapidly and learn so 

‘ slowly. Lastly, I assert that the private donors who contribute re- 
search funds to the Institute have now earned the right to ask Con- 

i gress why it doesn’t carry its share of the research job. 

Researcy 1s Lop-stpep 

~ Farm game was the easiest, quickest, cheapest, most popular re- 
search field. Hence everybody studied farm game. Most dollars (or 
~better say pennies) still roll down this same groove. Consequent de- 
formations: 

(1) Waterfowl, which present the most urgent single wildlife ques- 
* Wildlife Crops—Finding Out How to Grow Them.” A research and dem- onstration program prepared by the Technical Committee of the American Wild- life Institute, 1936, 7 f 

Trans. Second Wildlife-Conference, -St..-Louis,. - 
March 1937, pp. 104-107.
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tion, still have no research (in the sense of weighing causes of mor- 
tality in each species). ‘‘Ducks Unlimited’’ wants to manage breeding 
grounds in Canada. Fine! but why not also give the Canadian uni- 

versities funds to find out what the breeding grounds need? 
(2) Rare species present the next most urgent wildlife question. 

Except for the mountain sheep studies recently undertaken by the 
Audubon Society and the Biological Survey, and the Cornell ivory- 

3 bill study, rare species are still without benefit of science. 
(3) Fish questions have a huge accumulation of basie science, but 

no management except the recent start in Michigan. The Bureau of 
: Fisheries now favors management projects in universities, and this is 

a big stride ahead. 
(4) Songbird and wildflower techniques do not yet have names. 

No bureau, school, chair or fellowship is dedicated to their study; no 
technician avows their care as his profession. Is it any less important 
to find out the specifications of a favorable environment for the prai- 
rie flowers than for the prairie game birds which ride with them on 

the toboggan? 
No advance ever attains an even front, but good generals remove 

kinks when they can. Our front is full of kinks, especially in the non- 

gunpowder sectors. 

Research Meriops Aare CHANGING 

It grows clearer daily that observational studies are seldom going to 
yield enough information about any species to guide policy for any 
length of time. Such studies are a way to start, but not to finish. 

After a few years they yield only diminishing returns, after which 
intensive methods become necessary. Banding, feather-marking, and 

other precise ecological techniques are becoming the order of the day. 
Observational research has yet to lead us to understand the popula- 

, tion-behavior of even a single species in a single state. 
Once in a while the extensive explorer makes a ten-strike. Gerstell’s 

' discovery that over-browsed deer range yields an excess of does will, 
if verified, stand as the ten-strike of 1936, but it leads at once to the 
highly seientifi¢é question : What is the physidlogical mechanism of this 

distorted sex ratio? °--°" °~*- : 
‘Tf the unravelling of poptlation problems: is going to take longer, 
more intensive work, then it becomes more than ever important: 

(1) That donors of funds learn to wait for results. 
(2) That research personnel be more stringently weeded. 

(3) That projects be attached to really versatile institutions able 
and willing to follow where the clues lead. : : 

-- (4)-That research areas be-protected- against upset. “
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Let me drive home the last point. King of Minnesota anticipated 
all I have said above and sunk five years’ work in a beautifully organ- 
ized intensive ruffed grouse study. An area of 3,000 acres was cen- 

sused, banded, and feather-marked ready for the next swing of the 
eycle. But he was only a guest in his outdoor laboratory. The area 
belonged to a Forest Experiment Station. Along came the C.C.C.’s 
and debrushed the whole area, as they had a right to do. Hence we 
shall wait another decade for the understanding of ruffed grouse ‘ 
which King might be giving us today if Minnesota had given him a 
place to work. i 

Proressionau Epucation 1s INFLATED 

Universities pretend to measure their success by the light they throw 
on the world’s problems, but the yardstick actually used is the number 
of graduates they can get jobs for. 

The New Deal bureaus have created a boom market for wildlife 
managers. A dozen institutions have responded by offering full-blown 
professional courses. Some of these had previously accumulated some 
expert personnel and some research knowledge. Their vigorous re- 
sponse to the new seed is sound and commendable. But others have no 
accumulation of local knowledge, and their expert personnel arrived 
on the previous train. Such ill-prepared ventures would have done 
better to first do some research, give some non-professional courses, 
establish some study areas, and form a speaking acquaintance with 
their local problems. Selling professional training without a research 
base is like selling securities without a property base. The right to 
teach must be earned, not seized. The ultimate danger lies in an over- 
supply of mediocre half-trained wildlife managers, an under-supply 
of highly trained wildlife ecologists, an under-supply of vocational 
field workers, and an under-supply of non-professional education for 
future citizens. , 

Non-ProressionaL Epucation 1s Neguectrep 

We face a future marked by a growing public zeal for conservation, ‘ 
but a zeal so uncritical—so devoid of discrimination—that any nos- 

trum is likely to be gulped with a shout. No program is too amateur- 
ish for public support if it bears the proper label and is backed by 
ballyhoo. 

Under these conditions is it wise for our universities to focus their 
teaching on overstocking the market with professionals? Should they 

instead stock their farms and offices with citizens who know what it is 
all about? 

We at Wisconsin have suddenly realized that we offer our profes-
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sional students about everything in the outdoor fields, and our future 
farmers and voters about nothing. Our legislature has passed a com- 
pulsory teaching law but we are unprepared to teach teachers to carry 

it out. Our Conservation Department faces a public which still thinks 
that a few pheasant eggs will solve the game problem, that a few 

seedlings will restore the pineries, that a farm which sports a check- 
dam has safeguarded its soil, that a few public forests will prevent 

a floods. That public is not even conscious of the basic fact that the 
history of resources is written not by government, but by the farmers 

q who own land and the consumers who buy its products. What head- 
3 way can we make until the public knows what headway is? I fear 

very little. 

t 

+
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The Effect of the Winter of 1935-36 on 
Wisconsin Quail 

Aldo Leopold 

The winter of 1935-36 will go down in history as a killer. Probably no 
single winter since the turn of the century, and possibly none since “The Big 
Snow” of 1881-82, has wrought equal destruction on bobwhite quail in Wis- 
consin. This paper presents such data* on its effects as are available. 

Similar data for single winters and for series of winters have been published 
by Forbush,! Leopold?,3, Kendeigh*, Errington5, and Errington and Hamer- 
strom’. The last-named paper summarizes winter survivals for the period 
1929-1935. 

Losses 

Since 1932 Wisconsin quail have been in a state of “irruption,” i.e, have 
built up to an extreme high, at the same time spreading northward and east- 
ward into new range. The winter of 1934-35 killed many, but in most coun- 
ties not enough to prevent a prompt return to high levels during the favorable 

breeding season of 1935. A paper on the nature and extent of this irruption 
is in preparation by Hawkins and Hamerstrom. 

The cumulative effect of the winters of 1934-35 and 1935-36 was to nearly 
exterminate quail in a belt several counties wide along the north and east 
boundaries of the range. Even in the southwestern counties quail were reduced 
to perhaps ten per cent of their 1934 numbers. 

Interpretation of this sudden shrinkage in distribution and density is 
complicated by two circumstances: (1) The period 1932-36 represents the 
down-grade of the 11-year population cycle, hence one can never be sure 

whether the disappearance of quail in any given locality was due to weather 
alone; (2) there has been a large increase in winter feeding, hence some sut- 

vivals occurred on range which would otherwise have been swept clean. 

In 1932 an open quail season was allowed for the first time since 1894, but 

Fi Graduate! students tof came ineunuenent contributed \(o thse macereenntellewe: 
Leonard W. Wing, supervision of autopsies; Orville S. Lee, stomach analy- 
ses and body-measurements; Douglas E. Wade, field observations and weath- 
er charts; Arthur S. Hawkins, Hilbert R. Siegler, Starker Leopold, and 
Harry Anderson, field observations. Ralph C. Conway of the State Conser- 
vation Department, also field officers of the Soil Conservation Service and the 
Resettlement Administration, sent in frozen birds and supplied mortality data. 
Dr. A. L. Stone of the Agronomy Department identified doubtful seeds. 

408
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the kill was, I think, too small to affect the subsequent trend of populations. 
The kills reported by licensees are: 

1932 2 counties open 551 quail 
1933 9 counties open 10,171 quail 
1934 17 counties open 12,496 quail 
1935 13 counties open 10,848 quail 
103G0no: openveeason 

The known samples of 1935-36 winter mortality are given in Table 1. 
Snow-blocked roads greatly interfered with the continuity of observations. 
The census for the last three areas is probably inaccurate. The mortality per 
cents are probably better than the densities. The table indicates a winter loss 
of 30-83 per cent of the 1935 fall population. 

I have the strong impression, but no proof, that the average mortality was 
heavier than that on these sample areas. The fact that all but one of the 
samples were fed, whereas the average range is still unfed, lends probability 
to this belief. 

The area of quail range in 1934 was estimated? to be 7 million acres. 
Assuming a 1935 population of a bird per 20 acres, and an average loss of 90 
per cent, the loss would have been 300,000 quail. The temporary range occu- 

pied only during the recent irruption extended considerably beyond. It sus- 

tained a heavy loss in 1934-35, and a virtually complete loss in 1935-36. It is, 
I think, no exaggeration to estimate that at least half a million Wisconsin 
quail, and possibly a million, died during the last two winters, mostly in 
1935-36. 

Tt seems probable that during irruptive periods a great increase in the kill 
could be safely allowed. 

Despite the havoc of 1935-36, quail have reappeared on ranges seemingly 
wiped clean, notably in the sand area of central Wisconsin. Their numbers, 
however, are so small as to suggest that another bad winter might complete 
the job. 

It seems probable that the periods of near-extirpation such as that reported 
by Kumlien and Hollister$ for the decade following 1885, were the cumulative 
result of a series of hard winters. Whether feeding can prevent their recur- 
rence is the question of the day. 

THe WEATHER 

Hard winters differ from each other in the character of their lethal action. 
Some kill birds directly by the impetuous ferocity of sudden storms. Some 
starve them indirectly by coating all food with ice. Others grind them down 
by the sheer persistence of intense cold and deep snow. 

1935-36 was of the third category. Fig. 1 shows the record for the Madi- 
son station. Subzero days, with a gradual accretion of snow, stretched in un- 
broken succession from January 14 to February 23. There were only two 
severe preliminary storms, and none in March.
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1934-35, on the other hand, was of the first category. It was rated as a 
killing winter at the time, and did inflict a heavy loss on unfed quail, but it 
consisted of a discontinuous series of eight storms, only one of which carried 

either the severe temperature or the snow continuous throughout February, 
1936. In most counties the 1935 breeding season sufficed to rebuild the quail 
population. 

1917-18 combined the characters of the other two. At Madison deep snow 
and subzero temperatures prevailed from January 8 to February 8, with three 
preceding and one succeeding storm. 1917-18 is mentioned because of the 
wide prevalence of quail losses in the north-central region. 

Graphs of Madison weather similar to Fig. 1 have been published by 
Errington® for 1929-30 and 1931-32. 

Hardness Test. To compare the severity of winters in respect of farm 
game, the following test is suggested as a possible standard for this region: 
plot as parallel graphs the lowest daily temperature and the depth of un- 
melted snow (vertical coordinate) against time (horizontal coordinate). Let 
one unit on the vertical scale equal 5 degrees Fahrenheit and 5 inches of snow. 
Let one unit on the horizontal scale equal 5 days. 

The amount of lethal weather in any given winter will be represented by 
the area subtended above by the snow graph and below by the temperature 
graph. 

Planimeter this area to determine its size in square units, and multiply by 

2.73 to compare with 1935-36 as 100 lethal units. The lethal units for the 
three winters depicted in Fig. 1 would be, according to this formula: 

Square Units Lethal Units 
1935-36 36.6 x 2.73 = 100 
1934-35 3.0 x 273 —= 15 
1917-18 26.3 x 2.73= 72 

This test omits consideration of wind. 

AUTOPSIES 

Autopsies were made on 44 winter-killed quail, 27 found in January, 5 in 

February, 12 in March. Forty of the 44 died of weather, 4 were killed by 
cars and dogs. 

Weights. The most notable fact disclosed by the data is the breakdown 
of the heretofore accepted truism: “You cannot freeze a fat quail.” Under 
the conditions prevailing in 1935-36, birds weighing over 200 grams comprised 
15 per cent of the weather-killed birds found. Birds weighing 175-200 grams 
comprised 34 per cent, 150-175 grams 11 per cent, under 150 grams 40 per 
cent. Most game managers have heretofore regarded 180 gram (6.4 ounce) 
quail as nearly weatherproof. 

One quail, not in this series, was caught in a weakened condition by Haw- 
kins, after flying ten feet. It weighed 250 grams, the heaviest quail so far 
recorded by this University. (For details of this bird see caption on food and 
grit.)
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Wade found one covey of 14 weather-killed quail on January 23 which are 
included in this series, but details of which are reported by him in a sepatate 
paper!. Five of the 14 weighed over 200 grams thawed, none less than 160 
gtams thawed. Two February and March birds also exceeded 200 grams 
thawed. 

All of these 16 heavy birds had empty crops, and all had corn debris in 
the gizzard. This may or may not prove they had eaten corn in the recent 
past, but the weights preclude any protracted starvation. As will be shown in 
a later caption, 5 other weather-killed birds died fat with food in the crop. 
The conclusion is inescapable: 1935-36 killed prime heavy quail which had 
gone foodless for only short periods. 

After the return of mild weather in March, some birds of surprisingly low 
weight were found, 83, 90, 92, 102 grams. All these melted out of drifts, 
and hence had lost some weight by decomposition. The last three at least had 

apparently been imprisoned alive in the snow, and thus kept warm while 
starving; hence their weights are not representative of ordinary weather-killing. 
Another 95-gram bird, however, was picked up on January 28 near a feeder. 
Death had apparently (but not surely) been recent. Survival of a free- 
ranging bird to such a low weight in cold weather is not explicable. It is 
usually believed that quail survive at very low weights only in warm weather. 

Ice Under Wings. Another important disclosure was that each bird in the 
scattered covey found by Wade had a coating of ice under the wings. The 
average quantity of such ice, on 16 birds, as indicated by the difference be- 
tween the frozen and thawed weights, was nearly 5 grams. The maximum 
was 11 grams. 

The origin of this ice is unknown, but there is little doubt that it in some 
way hastened the death of these birds. King (unpublished) found something 
similar in weather-killed Minnesota pheasants. The origin of ice under wings 
should be susceptible of experimental study. 

Sex and Age. The sex of the 44 quail autopsied, and the age as deter- 
mined by the Stoddard test, showed nothing abnormal. The data are: 

Cocks Hens Total 
Overc ills years na-= 0s eee 10 10 20 
Under 11% years ~-----______ 12 12 24 

Total Meco arte ec as 1D 2 44 

Food and Grit; Weak Quail. The food and grit content of the 44 quail 
was, in grams, wet weight: 

empty Aver. Max. Min. | Aver. Max. Min. 
Gizzard 3 | 1 4.1 0.1 | 0.3 1.0 0 
sro age ETE | OEE LOO Mle Oke OF aC 2k 

‘Lhe total absence of grit from crops should be noted.
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The following birds found fat, fed, and dead, are hard to explain in terms 
of pre-existing suppositions: 

No. Sex Date found Date died Weight Food Grit 
22 ae lane} Denes1O6 Gre aC ren lll Onraeweed 16 smartyesdinone 

Gizzard: 100 ragweed, 40 ladies 0.1 gr. 
thumb, 3 smartweed, debris 

Oe omar ents Freshbne202 gre Crone os icon) Gli buck atest paccne 
Gu eh feeding cianon) Giterdsiicorn: debrity al falfan. 060 er! 
32 9) Marl long 203 gr. Crop: 17 corn none 
(at a feeding station) _ before Gizzard: | buckwheat, | corn, 0.7 gr. 

debris 
34. 8 Mar. 1 1-2 wks.? 207 gr. Crop: 32 corn, 43 buckwheat none 

Giozard: 2>coms 2 stones, 0.8 gr. 
2 buckwheat, debris 

Five quail were flushed at feeders so weak as to fly only a few yards. 
Three of these were caught by hand. Their condition was: 

Bird No.[ Sex | Date [Weight | Food [Grit 
_ 2 Dec. 28 | 250 gr. | Crop: full of corn > 
35 2 Feb. 5 97 gr. | (Died in captivity) 0.7 gr. 

30 & | Feb. 29 | 197¢r. |Crop: empty none 
Gizzard: 9 smartweed, | giant 0.4 gr. 

cost eso [cor eoeage | EE NE AESce Wesel etn sleD a aedes eoeeciia.n 
The first bird was examined bacteriologically by the Medical School. 

While no disease was found, the fact that such a full heavy quail should be 

weak at such an early date would indicate a pathological condition. 

No. 35 was a partially grown “squealer” later dying in captivity. No. 30 
had suffered a bite from a dog. To be caught by a dog it must have been 
weak. 

Considering the two foregoing series collectively, one is led to suspect the 

presence of some malady devoid of visible lesions and overtaking seemingly 

healthy individuals, like the “shock disease” recently described by Green, 
Shillinger, and Larson!! in snowshoe hares. 

The thin birds of the series, contrary to expectation, included none stuffed 
with low-grade food. Their crops and gizzards were either empty or contained 
small amounts of corn, wheat, both ragweeds, smartweed, sumac (R. glabra 
and typhina), wild morning glory, ball mustard, velvet leaf (Abutilon avicen- 
nae) seed, also seeds of rose and cherry, and bits of alfalfa. One might con- 
strue this as the harvest of very short-range foraging in nearly foodless coverts. 

Snow Fatalities. Hilbert R. Siegler, while tending a feeding station on 
Sm | 10, failed to find any sign of 12 quail previously seen there daily. 
He probed in a nearby grape tange with a stick and found all 12, alive but 
too weak to fly, buried under six inches of drifted snow. Four of this released 
covey were missing next day, evidently having died. 

Many reports of snowed-over coveys came in from laymen. One member 
of the Dane County Sportsmens’ Association is said to have been shovelling 
out a hopper, and upon throwing out a large cake of drifted snow, it split and 
emitted a quail.
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Size Index. To compare birds of different regions for size, and birds of 
different years for general development, some index to size is needed. Weight 
is usually used, but during starvation periods weight is of course no indica- 
tion of size. A very light starved bird may be of large frame. 

In the hope of developing some index usable under any conditions, the 
following length measurements were taken for the 44 quail and analyzed: 

wing, bill, keel or breastbone, and wishbone. 

Body length could not be measured because the specimens were received 
in various degrees of rigor and desiccation. 

Frequency curves were drawn for each series (per cent of birds in each 
millimetre length-class). Each yields a curve of apparently normal shape 
(except bills, where the range of size is too small). All curves show this 
common characteristic: the most frequent size-class occurs toward the end 
rather than the middle of the range. That is to say, undersizes are more 
frequent than oversizes in these particular measurements. 

Correlation curves were next drawn to measure consistency as between 
wing, keel, and wishbone lengths. Very little was found. That is to say, 
these body-parts vary in length, but they do this more or less independently 
of each other. Hence no one of them seems promising as an index to size. 

A brief summary of the ranges in length, in millimetres, is as follows: 

Minima Most frequent Masini 
yin ee ee alee mt ara isan (250nin: 
Réel’) Sooo ta 3 45 49 
Bille see ce ee, 14 15 
Wishbone ~.-------. 23 28 31 

Emaciation Index. Errington! classified the progressive stages of emacia- 
tion in quail by a series of eight drawings of breast contours. Each of the 44 
birds was skinned and classified by eye as falling into his emaciation-stage 
A, BCG, D, 5, FG, or H. 

A further attempt was then made to develop, from the body measurements 
described in the foregoing caption, an “emaciation index” which could be 

expressed numerically and dispense with the need for ocular comparisons. 

‘Two ratios wre tried: (1) weight in grams divided by length of wing in 
millimetres; (2) weight in grams divided by length of keel in millimetres. 
The resulting index-numbers had a good spread, but when arranged in de- 
scending order and compared with the ocular rating, very poor consistency 
was found, especially in the first stages of emaciation. Only in the advanced 
stages, where the loss in weight is so extreme as to mask the individual varia- 
bility in length of wing and keel, do the ocular and numerical ratings give a 
similar sequence when applied to the same birds. ; 

It is concluded that weight:wing and weight:keel ratios are inferior to the 
Errington diagram as a basis for rating emaciation.
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Fig. 1. Hardness Test for Severity of Winters. Area of the shaded zone between the 
snowline and the temperature line is suggested as an index to the hardness of the winter.



Taste 1: Winter Quail Mortality, 1935-36, on Wisconsin Censused Areas. 

(Gu decconding onder ofccensds eccurncy) 

oe Soe eee ee ee eee 
Aiea Gaal | Nees eo | Sos" [pees] S358 | Mona Fallon United 

Prairie du Sac Sauk 3200* Gastrow 416 8 | 70 | 83 Unfed 

Faville Grove Jefferson 2300 LA. S. Hawkins 211 i Il | 65 | 69 Fed 

Elkhorn | Walworth ne P E. Wade 48** we 31 35* |Fed 

University Farms Dane * |S. Leopold 3. * 17 | 54 le 

Soil Conservation Areas S.W. counties! (42 any. R. Fry, Jr. | 632 < 442 30 Fed 

Central Wisconsin Game Areaf | Juneau (7 coveys) | F. N. Hamerstrom 93 - 75) 93: Mostly fed 

University Arboretum Dane L 600 H. Anderson 87? 7? 50? 43> |Fed 

Riley Dane 1700 A. Leopold 180 9? 40? 78> |Fed by farmers 

Leopold Farm oe 100 In Leopold | 602? | 2? 15> 75? |Fed December only 

+ Figures contributed by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service and U. S. Resettlement Administration. 

* Small or discontinuous area, hence range acreage approximate or impossible to state. 

*® These birds were trapped in Sauk Co. and planted here Jan. 26, 1936.
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SuMMARY 

1. The winter of 1935-36 greatly constricted the range and population 
density of Wisconsin quail. Mortality on measured samples ranged 
from 30 to 83 per cent. 

2. The lethal effect is ascribed to 40 days of continuous cold and snow. 
The previous winter of 1934-35, as measured by a “hardness test,” 
was only 15 per cent as severe: 1917-18, 72 per cent. 

3. Fat well-fed quail died in numbers, a phenomenon hitherto unrecorded. 

Some of these had ice under the wings. Many were imprisoned in 
snow. 

4. Attempts to develop a size-index from body measurements, and an 
emaciation-index from weight: length ratios, were unsuccessful. 
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1936 PHEASANT NESTING STUDY 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

A preliminary study of pheasant nests in hayfields was made in 
1936 on the University Farms near Madison, Wisconsin, by the author, 

: on the Riley Game Area in Dane County by Ellwood B. Moore, and on 

the Elkhorn and Whitewater Game Areas in Rock County by Douglas 

E. Wade. 

Twenty-three parcels of freshly cut hay-stubble, totaling 141 acres, 

were “cruised” by a strip survey. The width of the strips varied from 

ten to forty feet, depending on obstructions to visibility. The object 

was to find all hayfield nests. No thorough cruise of fence-rows or 
other nesting cover was attempted. 

Of the twenty-three parcels, fourteen were alfalfa. The remainder 

were mostly red clover or clover mixtures. All were first-crop mow- 

ings, and fell between the dates June 19 and July 4. Drought post- 

poned the second crops until after the nesting season, hence the second 

haying was not studied. 

Forty-two nests were found, all pheasants except one Hungarian 
Partridge nest at Elkhorn. There are no Hungarians at Riley or the 

University Farms. A few quail are present on each of the areas, but 
no nests were found. 

The average hayfield nesting density was found to be 0.3 nests 

per acre, or 3.4 acres per nest, but this average has little meaning 

because of the startling disparity as between the various areas. This 
disparity is reserved for later discussion, 

Nest and Hen Mortality. Of the forty-two nests found: 

17 had hatched before cutting....................... 4 per cent 
1 had been destroyed by a predator............. 2 per cent 

19 were destroyed by cutting.......................... 45 per cent 
5 destroyed by cutting, together with hen.... 12 per cent 

42 100 

The total mowing mortality was twenty-four out of forty-two hay 

field nests, or 57 per cent. 

Parts of chicks mangled by the mower were found near four 
nests. The five mower-killed hens found had invariably lost their 
legs, and often wings and heads also. The proportion of mower-killed 
hens may be greater than the observed 12 per cent. Farmers repeat- 
edly told of legless hens flying away, and even eluding (by a second
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flush) an attempt to put them out of their misery. Unless the mower 

cuts feathers as well as legs it is easy to overlook evidence of hen- 
mortality. 

A total of ten mower-killed young rabbits, seventeen Microtus, 
one Redwing Blackbird, and one tame turkey were found, together 
with hundreds of torn-up Microtus nests and some rabbit nests. All in 

all, the trail of the mowing Juggernaut is a gruesome one. 

Two dead cock pheasants, seemingly pre-dating the mowing, were 
found. 

I could see no tendency for nests to occur on edges, as reported 

by English (2) in Michigan and Hamerstrom (1) in Iowa. In at 

least three 10-acre patches of alfalfa, one of which was extra dense and 

heavy, numerous nests occurred in the very center. However these 

fields averaged from one to two nests per acre, so perhaps the crowd- 
ing forced the birds to accept non-peripheral locations. 

Desertion of Cutover Nests. Of the nineteen pheasant nests de- 
stroyed by cutting without known loss of the hen, all were deserted, 
regardless of the stage of incubation. This is mentioned because in- 
stances of return of hens to mowed-over nests are recorded by Ham- 

erstrom (p. 187). 

However a Marsh Hawk nest cut over on June 19 was reoccupied 
by the incubating bird immediately after the mowers had left the 

alfalfa field in which it was situated. A half-moon of cut hay was 

left to shield it from crows. Despite many visits by curious observers, 
all five eggs hatched nine days later, and the young were (except for 

one taken as a pet by the owner) successfully raised. 

A Hungarian nest of twenty-two eggs, situated in a very narrow 
fencerow of quack grass, was pipping on June 19 just at the time of 

mowing. The edge of the mower-knife passed within a foot of the 

nest. The hatched chicks were successfully led away by the anxious 

parents, but four unhatched eggs were deserted. 

Reading Evidence; Points of Technique. Crows seemed to get 
most of the eggs exposed by mowing within a few days, especially if 

the eggs had been scattered by the rake. Some nests uncovered by 
the mower but not scattered by the rake were never found by crows. 

Eggs opened by crows could be detected at a greater distance than 

unbroken eggs. 

In one such case, an oat stubble nest of four eggs found eight 

days after mowing, it was suspected that the hen had resumed incu- 

bation because one egg, broken as a test, emitted no odor and con-
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tained a chick ready to hatch. On returning ten days later, another 
egg, when broken, showed still no odor, and little or no decomposi- 
tion. Apparently, then, deserted nearly-hatched pheasant eggs are 

very slow to decay, or else these particular eggs had been actually 

“cooked” and thus preserved by the sun. 

Re-growth of stubble begins to hide evidence of nests within a 

few days after mowing, so that cruising strips must grow progressively 

narrower with stubble-age. Cruising becomes impossible after a week 

unless drought has abnormally retarded re-growth. 

It was sometimes puzzling to distinguish the weathered shells of 

eggs opened early in 1936 from 1935 egg shells. 

Hatched egg shells could be easily distinguished from predator 

work by the neatly-halved shells and membranes, and by the absence 

of yolk stains. Advanced incubation in predator-opened shells could 

often be detected by blood stains. 

Mower-killed hens which flew away could usually be detected by 

finding the severed feet, and by finding feathers clipped by the mower. 

Blood stains were not found, though they must have been present. 

It was seldom found impossible to count the clutch in mowed- 

over nests except in nests too deeply depressed to be scattered by the 

rake. Where eggs or hatched shells were reached by a rotary rake, 

they were scattered so widely that in a field containing many nests one 

often felt uncertain which eggs belonged to which nest. Furthermore 

I have no doubt that many shells and some whole eggs actually reach 

the haymow. 

Fields with hay which has been mowed and windrowed but not 

loaded can be cruised by deducting a percentage for the windrow- 

covered area. 

Farmers’ estimates of hayfield nests were found unreliable and 

usually too low. The farmer sees the’ nests from which incubating 

hens are flushed, but he is less likely to see those from which the hen 

is absent, or those hatched previous to mowing. Clutches of eggs un- 

covered but not scattered are seldom seen by the farmer. In one case 

a perfectly reliable farmer, who had just mowed over sixteen nests on 

eight acres of alfalfa, told me the field contained only three nests (in 

each of which he had killed a hen), plus several broods of chicks 

which he had assisted to escape unhurt. He had apparently failed to 

see the thirteen other nests (six pre-hatched, one previously destroyed 

by predators, and six going nests) which he had uncovered. The heat,
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hurry, and worry of getting hay in before the next rain is not con- 

ducive to good observation of incidentals like game. 

Population Density and Hayfield Nests; Flushing-bars. The origi- 

nal object of the study was to find out whether enough nests are de- 

stroyed by mowers to warrant the use of flushing bars. 

The information obtained, however, proved to be pertinent to a 
much more important question: Why do pheasants nest in hayfields 
anyhow? 

In Table I the five areas studied are arranged in descending order 
of population density. The hayfield nest density (last column) is 
seen to follow the same order. The non-hay nesting cover was sub- 

stantially similar on each of the five areas. We have, then, a series 

TaBLe I 

rane | aes [emiea | Pier [onan |Fazme | i, | Acer 
University Bay Farm] 500 | 30 | 300? | 25? | 0 | 17 | O08 
Whitewater | 240] 12 | 6 | 0 | 5 | 37 |Nonests found 

Riley [1700 | 81 | 150? | 40? | 0 | 110 27.0 
Elkhorn Becta [7005 Serle Syke TSO LAO 22.0 
University Hill Farm] 200| 11 | 6 | 8 | O | 140 |Nonests found 

of comparable samples in which hayfield nesting is proportional to 

nesting population. On the thinly populated samples there are virtu- 

ally no hayfield nests; on the thickly populated samples there are 

many hayfield nests. On the first sample (University Bay Farm) the 
nests averaged more than one per acre. 

This strongly suggests the hypothesis that pheasants nest in hay 

because they have to; that heavy hayfield nesting occurs only where 

the other (and preferred) cover does not suffice to accommodate 

more than a part of the population. 

Substantially the same conclusion was drawn by Hawkins (3) 

from a nesting study of Hungarian Partridge at Faville Grove. This 

hypothesis, if ultimately substantiated by more ample data, answers 

the flushing-bar question. On thickly populated areas flushing-bars 

would save many nests, but are not needed because there are already 

enough pheasants. On thinly populated areas there are not enough 

hayfield nests to justify the bother of using bars. In either case more 

fencerows would appear to be a sounder way to save nests than more 

flushing-bars.
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Flushing-bars would seem to have a place on areas where there 

is a good stand of pheasants but more are desired, where more fence- 

rows are impossible, and where damage to crops does not occur or 

may be ignored. 

It may here be remarked that on the University Bay Farm, which 

the table shows to have the heaviest population and the heaviest hay- 

field nests, pheasants inflicted severe damage on corn in both 1935 

and 1936. There was no damage on the other areas. 

Movements. The University Bay Farm and the University Hill 

Farm, which contrast so strongly in both population and hayfield 

nests, are separated only by a highway. The former is partly lowland, 
the latter all upland. Both are fed in winter and both are nominally 
refuge. The University Bay Area is so hedged in by lake, woods, golf 

links, and residential property that any spread of birds must be in 

the direction of the Hill farm. Why do the pheasants from the 

crowded University Bay not spread to the nearly empty coverts of the 
Hill farm, at least for nesting? Wight’s (unpublished) findings in 

Michigan indicate a spring dispersion of up to three miles. The direc- 

tion of this movement is toward uplands. 

I am unable to answer this question, except to suggest that the 

Hill Farm is heavily poached, whereas University Bay is not. For 

this or some other reason the University Bay birds prefer to nest on 

their winter range, despite its crowded condition. 

None of the conclusions herein set forth can be considered as more 

than tentative until the work is repeated through a series of years, 

and until the nesting density in fencerows and other covers is de- 

termined for both thinly and thickly populated samples. 
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THE CHASE JOURNAL: AN EARLY RECORD 

OF WISCONSIN WILDLIFE 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

In building technique for wildlife restoration, it is of great 

value to have precise and dependable records of its decline. 

Usable records are scarce. A usable record is one in which all 
variables but one tend to be averaged out, either by a long span 

of space, or by a long span of time. 

A shooting journal is valuable when it presents the bag of 

an individual or fixed group, hunting one locality, by one meth- 

od, at regular intervals, through a long period of years. Such a 

record is the W. H. Chase Journal, recently presented to the 
Wisconsin Historical Library. This digest and analysis is pre- 

pared to make“its contents available to other students. 

Walter Howard Chase began the Journal in 1873 at the age 

of fifteen and continued it through 1896, when he moved to Sul- 
livan, Illinois. He died in 1934. 

The Journal recorded his bag by species for each calendar 

year from 1873 to 1896. There are no notes or comments ex- 

cept an annual note on the opening and closing dates of Lake 

Wingra, and another dividing the duck bag as between spring 

and fall. The page for 1879 is missing, the stub bearing evidence 

of childish fingers wielding a scissors at some later time. The 

year 1895 is also missing. 

Lake Wingra, with its immediate environs, was the theatre 

of the hunting operations. It is one of the five “Madison Lakes” 

and lies on the outskirts of Madison, Dane County, Wisconsin. 

Part of the terrain is now covered with suburban residences, a 

municipal park, and a golf club; the remainder lies largely 

within the University of Wisconsin Arboretum. Since the Ar- 

boretum is now a centre for wild life research work, this record 

of its early fauna is of special interest. 

The general accuracy of the Journal is attested by attendant 

circumstances. The bags are recorded by tally marks, entered 

in changing inks, pens, and pencils, which means they were tal- 

Reprinted from the Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of 

Sciences, Arts and Letters, Vol. 30, pp. 69-76,/936.
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Fig. 1. Game killed around Lake Wingra by W. H. Chase. 

lied currently, and not “estimated” at the end of the season. 

Chase also collected an herbarium of 1,000 plants, now a part of 

the University Herbarium. The species determinations attest 

his competency as an amateur naturalist. 

The Chase home, in which W. H. Chase lived during the pe- 

riod of the Journal, is on the shore of Lake Wingra. Dr. Samuel 

H. Chase, his brother, tells me that his hunting ground was 
bounded on the north by “Marston’s Woods” (now Nakoma) 
and on the east by the “Dead Lake Ridge,” a moraine dividing 

Lake Wingra from Lake Monona. Toward the west it extended 

at times as far as Verona. Toward the south it included all of 

the peat and marl lowlands, then known as the “Big Marsh,” 
now comprising the east end of the Arboretum. Ducks were 

hunted with boat and decoys, but often also by jump-shooting. 

Dogs were used during the entire recorded period, the names of 

three appearing on the cover of the Journal. W. H. Chase fished 

in other counties of the state, but seldom if ever hunted there, 

hence the bags in the Journal are quite surely local to the Win- 

gra area,



TABLE I. 

W. H. CHASE JOURNAL. GAME KILLED ON AND NEAR LAKE WINGRA, MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Bag 
Com- 
osi- 
tion 

Journal Author’s Per 
Names Identification 1873 1874 1875 1876 1877 1878 1879 1880 1881 1882 1883 1884 1885 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896 Total cent 

Redhead 12 8 1 1 4 8 3 3 6 J 1 1 3 52 4 

Canvasback 1 2 3 

Bluebill Lesser Scaup? Ringneck? 15) 435.78 28, 20' 16" 15 1249" 24 5 2 10 11 20 6739 12,369 25 

Scaup Duck Greater Scaup? 14 9 613 6 3 12,12) 26 5 128 9 

Whistler American Goldeneye 2 1 z 4 6 2 16 

Butterball Bufflehead 2 S19 12 4 8 > 2 5 2 62 10 722) 3 2. 78 5 

Ruddy Duck 1 1 1 i 1 5 

Mergansers (Undifferentiated) (2) a) qd) qa) G) 
Old-wives Old Squaw 7 3 3 13 1 

Mallard 1 3 a 37 2 7 7 23 710 6 2 18 «#18 «#17 9 6 10 190 13 

Widgeon 1 E 2 2 1 1 3 1 6 4 2. 24 2 

Spoonbill Shoveller 4 4 1 1 3 1 1 15 1 
Greenwing Teal (Including undiffer- (20) (20) (33) 78 45 20 9 14 15 8 15 6 3 22 7 2 (12) 10 339° 21 

entiated_teals) (species not differentiated) 
Bluewing Teal 22 1 i 2 1 2 3 6 8 1 4 55 5 

Wood Duck 1 9 4 %. 10 13) 16-19 1 5 9 1118 19 2 Si tz 16111 

Pintail 3 7 2 1 6 4 1 4 9 5 2 44 3 

Gray Duck Gadwall? i 2 3 
TOTAL DUCKS (50) (90) (60) 60 96 144 212,100 92 64 133 81 45 66 14 53 84 67 #47 #39 87 16 1500 100 

Pigeon Passenger Pigeon 7 50 105 88 43 25 a9 25, 1 23 2 20 4 463 

Snipe 25. 10 210 15 8 3 12), 40 4 5 9 10 4 37 6 6 4 8 14 200 

Woodcock 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 14 

King Rail WTS 10 32 

Plover 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 3 21 

Partridge Ruffed Grouse 10 9 4 7 (eG 2 3 110 8 1 7 3 3 1 3 94 

Chickens Pinnated Grouse 4 2 4 2 2 14 

Quail Bobwhite 1 1 2 

Rabbit Cottontail 5 3 6 3 8 10 3 8 5 8 2 9 Sas) 2 94 

PER CENT OF DUCKS KILLED IN SPRING 16 28 17 7 aad 8 24 47 7
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I have summarized the bags by species and years in table 1. 

The trend of the bag in certain species is depicted in the graph 

(Fig. 1). On Dr. Samuel H. Chase’s authority, I have lumped 

two “summer ducks” with wood duck in the table, also nine 

“winter ducks” with goldeneye. These are evidently slips into 

the local vernacular. The distinction in the table between 

“Scaup” and “Bluebill,” and the identity of “gray duck” as gad- 

wall, may both be considered as doubtful. “Bluebill” probably 
includes Ringnecks. The identity of “plover” I have not ven- 

tured to guess. Certain bags of rails, blackbirds, mudhens, bit- 

terns, cranes, hawks, owls, skunks, muskrats, and an eagle 

appear during the youthful period, all undifferentiated as to 

species. These are omitted from the table for brevity. Undif- 

ferentiated teals and mergansers appear in parenthesis. 

Passenger Pigeon. Chase witnessed only the closing scenes 

of the pigeon tragedy. W.B. Mershon (pp. 113, 115) states that 

the last big Wisconsin nestings were at Eau Claire, Tomah and 

Augusta in 1871. This was two years before the Journal began 

in 1878, but Chase nevertheless bagged 70 pigeons in that year. 

Mershon (p. 152) mentions an unverified report of a nesting 

southwest of Lac Vieux Desert in 1874, and of another near Fort 

Atkinson about the same time. Both would fall within the Jour- 
nal period. 

Dr. Samuel H. Chase, who was born in 1873, remembers as a 

boy seeing pigeons in the “Sisters’ Woods” adjoining the Chase 

residence. They were so thick as to weigh down the oak trees 

from which they were gathering mast, and so close that he could 

see the ripple in each lustrous throat as each acorn “went down.” 

This must have been in about August 1882, a decade after the 

last verified* Wisconsin nestings, and six years before W. H. 

Chase bagged his last pigeon in 1888. Dr. Samuel H. Chase saw 

his last pigeons in 1885—a spring flock of 12 birds. Mershon 

records the last scattered Wisconsin flocks as seen in Florence 
county in 1884, Lake Winnebago 1897, and Lake Butte des Morts 

1897. The record ends with the single bird killed by Emerson 

Hough at Babcock about 1900. 

The conclusion is that the disappearance of Wisconsin pig- 

eons was no sudden debacle—they occurred in decreasing num- 

bers for nearly three decades after the big nesting of 1871. 

“"® A, W. Schorger has since recorded nestings in 1882.
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Ducks. The percent composition of the kill (last column on 

right in table) indicates the former relative abundance of spe- 

cies on Lake Wingra. Scaup, greenwing teal, and mallard com- 

prise 59 per cent of the recorded bag. 

Aside from this question of composition of the kill, the main 

value of the duck record is as possible evidence of trends in duck 

abundance. 

The annual kill from 1873 to 1880 shows a steady climb (see 

graph), but this may represent the mounting proficiency of the 

youthful hunter, rather than any trend in duck abundance. 

Between 1880 and 1888 follows a nearly continuous decline. 

This spans the ages of 22 to 30, when most hunters are ap- 

proaching their maximum of zest and skill, hence it is reasonable 

to postulate a decline in local birds. Can we account for such a 

trend? 

It is common knowledge that Wingra is now spoiled as a duck 

lake, presumably by carp. Cole (p. 547) shows that carp were 

first introduced into Wisconsin about 1879, just previous to the 

apparent decline in Wingra ducks. Dr. Samuel H. Chase, how- 
ever, did not notice carp in Wingra until the late nineties. The 

possible role of carp thus seems beset by contradictory evidence. 

The decade following 1888 shows, in general, a rising curve, 

ending in a sharp decline after 1894. This decline coincides 

with the general drouth of the early nineties (Streiff, p. 294). 

E. R. Jones, State Drainage Engineer, tells me that undrained 

peat marshes in central Wisconsin suffered deep burns in 1894. 

This is the only known Wisconsin record of widespread peat 

fires previous to drainage, and indicates extremely low water 
tables. 

Wing, in his exploration of waterfowl cycles, shows a Brant 

bag curve (p. 349) for Monomay Island, Massachusetts. The 

general trend parallels the Briickner cycle of the sun, but during 

the two periods here under consideration, the trend is opposite 

that of the Chase curve. The minor oscillations, however, in- 

clude a number of coincidences with the Chase curve: a low in 
1888, a high in 1891, a low in 18938, a high in 1894, and a low in 
1896. 

The only conclusion which can be drawn is that if many local 

journals could be fused into one continuous record, it might shed 

important light on past fluctuations in waterfowl.
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The abrupt termination of Old Squaws after 1878, after ap- 

pearing in the bag for the three preceding years, is suggestive 

of sporadic changes in the movements of this species. Schorger 

records the reappearance of Old Squaws on the Madison Lakes 
in 1913, 1925, and 1929. The bird seen in 1929 was in the Na- 
koma Golf Club spring near Lake Wingra. 

Woodcock. The small kill, all grouped in two periods, is sug- 
gestive of fluctuating abundance. Howard F. Weiss saw 22 

woodcock in one day on the Arboretum in April, 1938, and I soon 

after saw 18. All three of these possible “highs” fall in periods 
of apparent duck scarcity. 

Phillips thinks New England woodcock increased during the 

years just previous to 1925. 

Leopold and Schorger (p. 189) record a decrease of jack- 

snipe in Dane County during the period 1919-1929, since fol- 

lowed (in my opinion) by an increase during the present period 

of duck scarcity. 

All these fragments collectively suggest the need for an in- 

vestigation of shorebird population levels, including a possible 
fluctuation inverse to ducks. 

King Rail. This species is still an uncommon but regular 

breeder on Wingra. Again the lumping of the bag in the period 
1873-1875 is suggestive of fluctuating abundance. Dr. Samuel 

H. Chase remembers these birds as common about the family 
boathouse in the late 70’s when he was a small child, but he killed 

none until about 1889. This suggests an intervening period of 

scarcity. 

Ruffed Grouse and Prairie Chicken. Ruffed Grouse disap- 

peared from the Wingra woods just before the establishment of 

the Arboretum. Cahn found them present yearlong in 1915. It 

is hoped that they can be reintroduced. Prairie chickens are 
still present at times, but in very small numbers. A single 

brood was raised in 1934. 

The absence of sharptails from the record indicates they 
either never occurred on Wingra, or had disappeared before the 

70’s. There is still a single remnant in Dane County. 

It is notable that when chickens were killed at all, it was in 
years of high bag in ruffed grouse. This corroborates the gen- 

eral assumption that these two species share the same cycle.
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But what cycle? According to Wing (p. 359), the most probable 
fluctuation to be looked for in southern Wisconsin is the solar 
“half cycle” of five or six years, which peaked in 1871, 1878, 

1884, and 1889. The Chase bag apparently peaks just before 
1873, in 1878, in 1885-6, and again about 1888. Of course, in 

such a slender bag record neither agreement nor disagreement 

with the cycles is to be considered as anything more than a 
hint of possible relationship. 

Quail. The extremely small bag of two quail in 24 years is 

noteworthy. It hardly seems likely that a young hunter with 

enough shells and hunting appetite to shoot Soras, and a good 

dog to boot, would either have passed up quail in the field or 

failed to record them if shot. One is forced to the conclusion 
that quail were scarce or absent during the Journal period. 

Contrast this with the following recent census figures for the 

Arboretum: 

Fall Census Spring Survival 

Year Authority (December) (April 1) 

1929-80 Errington 37 23 
1930-31 Errington 67 58 

1931-32 Errington 70 46 

1932-33 Errington 41 41 
1933-34 Leopold 1287 ad 
1984-35 McBeath ne 35 

These censuses represent the quail population on a somewhat 

variable area, but an area always much smaller than that hunted 

by Chase. Winter feeding has been practiced only since 1933- 

84. One is forced to conclude that quail, at least around Win- 

gra, are much more abundant now than during the Journal pe- 

riod. This conclusion is negatively sustained by Leopold’s chart 

(Game Survey, p. 76), which records no quail highs in Wiscon- 
sin during the Journal period, except one in the northwestern 
counties in 1896. It is positively sustained by Dr. Samuel H. 

Chase’s recollections—he remembers that his father regarded as 

quite a curiosity a pair of quail appearing in the family yard 

about 1885. 

All of the speculations in this paper concerning population 

levels are recorded not as conclusions, but as a provocation to 
other investigators who may have opportunity to compile other 

journals, and thus ultimately make conclusions possible.
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Lake Record. The Journal records the following dates for 

the opening and closing of the ice on Lake Wingra: 

1877 1878 +~=s«1879~=s«1880 = s«1881._=Ss«1882—Ss«1883.=S «1884 «1885 

Lake opened we.  Mar.9 Mar. 29 Mar. 23  Apr.29 March. 2 Apr.10 Apr. 13 April. 13 
Lake closed Dec. 29 Dec.6 Nov.19 Nov.16 Nov. 20 Dec.2  Nov.15 Nov.24 Dec. 5 

1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 

Lake opened Apr. 15 sues Apr. 13 Mar. 24 Mar. 24 sues Apr. 2 Apr. 5 Mar. 10 
Lake closed Nov. 24 Nov. 20 Dec.12 yes Dec. 4 sensu Nov. 18 Nov. 17 Nov. 15 

1895 1896 

Lake opened .,......... Mar. 30 
Lake closed iin ces 

On the page for 1881 appears a note: “Water highest ever 

known to me.” Evidently this reflects “The Big Snow” which 

fell in February and March of that year (unpublished records 

of U. S. Weather Bureau, Madison). 
The original Journal may be consulted at the Wisconsin His- 

torical Library. 
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REVIEW 

Bennitt, Rudolf, and Werner O. Nagel. A Survey or rae Rusipenr GAMB AND Fur- 
BEARERS OF Missouri. The University of Missouri Studies, vol. 12, no. 2, April 1, 1937. 

Columbia, Missouri. 215 pp. 

Game surveys have become a standard symptom of our discontent with the husbandry 
of wildlife. In state after state we grope for a formula for conservation, and find there 

is none. Moreover, we find that even the most elementary facts out of which to build 

one are not obtainable in conservation offices. Hence we order a re-appraisal of the 
problem, and call it a game survey. 

Not every survey has set sail under such happy auspices, or arrived at so meaty a 

publication as Bennitt and Nagel’s “Game and Furbearers of Missouri.’” The Univer- 

sity furnished the skilled personnel, the National Park Service the funds for a year’s 
field work, and a group of private citizens paid the printer. The State Conservation De- 

partment was originally a party to the enterprise, but does not appear as co-sponsor of 

the report. This is regrettable. One could feel more confidence in the future of wild- 
life administration if more states participated in the critical analysis of their own wild- 
life policies. 

The present report is not only a contribution to conservation, but can well be brack- 
eted with Widmann’s ‘‘Birds of Missouri’’ and Sauer’s ‘‘Geography of the Ozarks” as a 

contribution to the natural history of the state. The authors, however, do not acknowl- 
edge their debt to Sauer. 

Their findings present a gloomy picture of the status of Missouri wildlife. At least 

5 species are headed for extermination within the state; ruffed grouse, prairie chicken, 
wild turkey, otter, beaver. No single species is found to be definitely increasing except 

the crow. Even the cottontail is reported as decreasing, at least temporarily. Sur- 
prisingly enough, the timber wolf is considered as in no immediate danger. Opossum, 

squirrel, skunk, and dove are reported as stabilized at a fairly high population level. 

The wild turkey is threatened not only by decreasing numbers, but by progressive dilu- 
tion of the native stock through propagation and release of mongrel strains at state 

expense. The persistent failure of these mongrel birds has recently led to real efforts to 
improve their quality. 

The Missouri survey is unique in supporting its appraisal of each species by a state- 

wide census. In some species the census is derived from a well-selected system of meas- 

ured samples; in others by computing the ‘“‘breeding reserve’’ necessary to produce the 
annual take or kill. Such computation entails the use of assumed values for other mor- 

tality factors, and it ignores possible non-breeders, but despite its crudeness it has, I 

think, a definite value. It plants the idea that wildlife crops are a measurable and pre- ” 
dictable product of the environment. 

Bennitt and Nagel advance the rather novel speculation that the housecat may ac- 

count for the mysterious disappearance of the ruffed grouse in the Ozarks. There is a 

mystery here. Even Iowa has more grouse left than Missouri, despite her radically 
greater shrinkage in coverts. If we can postulate a radically higher population of feral 

cats in Missouri, this may be a valid speculation. Our authors give Missouri a population 
of 680,000 hunting cats. Isn’t it time for someone to produce an ecological monograph 
on so abundant and important a mammal? 

The report displays a thoroughly modern view of most questions of wildlife ecology, 

with one curious exception: It asserts (p. 181), that “the only reliable way to find out 
the food habits of an entire species is to use a large number of specimens, widely dis- 

tributed geographically and taken at all times of year . . . local field observations are 
no fair indication of the good or harm done.” 

Such scattered sampling is certainly a good way to get the average of a notoriously
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variable phenomenon, but is it averages we need? To my mind the really valuable thing 

is to define the conditions which cause food habits to vary. This knowledge has come 

only from the Stoddard-Errington type of local study. Scattered sampling never did 
and never can explain variation, because the local conditions are not known. 

Considering their vast range of subject-matter, our authors trip over few errors of 
fact, and some of these are debatable. Tularemia, in their view, is a newly imported 

disease. I think the consensus of evidence supports the view that it is merely newly 

discovered. Bobcats, in their view, do not overlap their individual territories. My 
impression is the opposite. 

The physical presentation of the data leaves little to be desired. Of a great number 

of charts, tables, and maps, I found only one undecipherable. One serious criticism 
can be offered: The report contains no index. There is only one worse fault, and that 

is a poor index. 

Everything considered, I regard the Missouri Survey as the outstanding increment of 
the year to the growing literature of wildlife management. A hint to book collectors in 

the field of natural history, and to professional wildlife managers: Get a copy while one 

isavailable. But aside from the merits of the report, where does it lead us on the ques- 
tion of how to get conservation? To the same old dead end: Wildlife can be built up by 

building up the environment, but who will do it? Public agencies want to, but can’t. 

Private landowners can, but do not want to.—A.po Lropotp.
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CHUKAREMIA AXP now the Chukar. 

PORTSMEN, as well as rabbits, have their cycles Thee thay be roe when lentes e 

S of disease. Tularemia discolors the rabbit's liver, hake eae ange a pes Orage of 
> as eee ee hee native birds in shootable quantity is impossible. But 

but chukaremia distorts the sportsman’s point o has anybody really studied the question of where 

A rabbit recovering from tularemia becomes im- those regions are? How many of the game depart- 

mune to reinfection, but few sportsmen ever become ments now rushing pell-mell into full-scale Chukar 
immune to the idea that foreign game birds are the production have made advance tests to determine 
answer to the “more game” problem. whether they will survive? (One that I know of: 

Tularemia may kill the rabbit, but Chukaremia Missouri.) 
never kills the sportsman. It never even makes him How many of them have conducted researches and 
sick. The only damage which can, up to this date, demonstrations to find out just what can be expected 
be charged to Chukaremia is that it has depleted the of birds already present if put under management? 
game funds of 48 states for half a century, and has (Perhaps a dozen.) 

served as a perfect alibi for postponing the practice How many have told their sportsmen that there 
of game management. is no man living who can predict the behavior of an 

Mild*local outbreaks of Chukaremia date back to importation? Instead of warning sportsmen as to the 
revolutionary times, when Richard Bache, son-in-law probable failure of most Chukar plants, we see de- 

of Benjamin Franklin, first planted Hungarian pat- partments issuing such optimistic statements as this: 

tridges in New Jersey. The first continental epidemic “J¢ the experiment is successful, sportsmen may see 
hit in 1905, when everybody began planting Hun- 4 new game bird in the field and one that is a delight 
garians as a substitute for quail. By 1911, a hundred for the hunter to work with his dog.” The public 
thousand had been imported at three dollars each. will not notice the “if,” nor remember the fact that 

Perhaps five percent of the territory planted now exactly similar press releases date back to the 80s. 
contains Hungarians. 

Perhaps half of the territory originally planted with JN MOST states a dollar tes oe ARS 
, eee te ee eee ren Cath these’ birds ment will produce more long-time results and less 
Ee pop public applause than a dollar invested in Chukars. 

HESE, however, were our two successful ventures, Must we conclude then, that the average adminis- 
Ts va have occasion to remember them. We _ (¢fator is more interested in applause than in results? 
have forgotten the plantings of Tinamou, Curassow, 1 think not. I think he is entirely unconscious of the 

Chacalaca, ocellated turkey, guinea fowl, ptarmigan, distinction. By keeping himself uninformed about 
willow grouse, black grouse, capercailzie, hazel ‘grouse, wildlife history and about wildlife ecology, the evel 
elegant quail, redleg partridge, francolin, bamboo 8° administrator is able to entertain the same genuine 
partridge, painted quail, Egyptian quail, Chinese quail, enthusiasm for nostrums as exists in the public mind. 

and a score or so of assorted pheasants, doves, and A profession is a body of men who voluntarily 

pigeons which have died out, but which have served measure their work by a higher standard than their 

to put off for fifty years the day when we shall face clients demand. ‘To be professionally acceptable, a 

the question of doing something real for the game policy must be sound as well as salable. Wildlife 

species already in our coverts. administration, in this respect, is not yet a profession. 

Bete lacfole
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WISCONSIN PHEASANT MOVEMENT STUDY, 1936-37 

Aldo Leopold, Orville 8S. Lee, and Harry G. Anderson 

Ohio has shown that wild pheasants surroundings? Hicks (1) finds that in 

for restocking purposes can be produced Ohio a wild-trapped bird released in 

in quantity and at surprisingly low winter is about twice as likely to survive 

costs. The wild birds are live-trapped as an adult artificially propagated bird 

from refuges in which they concentrate released at the same season, and about 

during the winter. Hicks (1) reports five times as likely to survive as an im- 

one township, which, after sustaining a mature captivity-bred bird released in 

legal kill of 2,366 cocks, yielded 2,049 late summer. He also finds that wild- 
trapped pheasants from its central trapped winter releases tend to “stay 

refuge. The residual breeding stock of put.” 

800 birds was sufficient to repeat a Is it possible to obtain equally good 
similar yield the next year. The refuge stability and survival in the more 
was maintained at a cost of 24 cents rigorous climate of Wisconsin? 

per trapped pheasant; the trapping and An opportunity to throw light on 

distribution cost 14 cents per bird. The this question arose in 1936. Two refuges 
total cost is thus under 40 cents per on lands of the University of Wisconsin 

bird—about one-quarter the usual cost showed damage to corn in spring, anda 
for adult pheasants artificially propa- surplus of pheasants in the fall. This 
gated on game farms. surplus was trapped, marked, and re- 

It may safely be assumed that wild- moved to other localities. 

trapped stock is of superior quality, This paper describes the methods of 

but there are important limitations on trapping and marking, and the move- 

the season of capture. Iowa (2) and ments and mortality after release. 

South Dakota (3) captured wild stock 

by “shining” in fall. Large-scale trap- Reruce Poputations 
ping, however, is possible only in winter, A drive made on the Arboretum Ref- 

and the trapped stock cannot be held uge on December 8 flushed 179 pheas- 

over without costly and injurious ants on 800 acres. The population was 
storage. Will winter releases of trapped estimated as at least 200, a density of 

stock survive and “stay put” in strange 1 pheasant per 4 acres. 

Sat dae atone No fall census was made on the Uni- 
US 1S & group eulort. ‘WOO e oore, 7 j 

Arthur 8, Hayles, and Douglas E. Wade Senna gies but iis ae 

of the University of Wisconsin and C. E. removals plus the residual breeding 
Gordon of the Soil Conservation Service Stock (censused in February) indicate 
helped make the releases and contributed ob- an early winter population of 220 
servations on their movements. Harold pheasants on 500 acres, or one per 2.3 
Shine of the State Conservation Department acres. 
upervised the trapping, hel; with the . 

ee ed ae eae a Farmers The following pheasants were trap- 

reported the appearance of marked birds at ped from these refuges, feather-marked, 
their feeding stations. banded, and released elsewhere: 

3 

j
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[ee given kind of weather affects the ac- 
Cocks Hens nate Total tivity of the hen-flocks differently from 

prom Arboretum 31 49 1 81 the cock-flocks, and this in turn affects 
rom University ‘ 
Bay 46 82 1 129 the sex ratio of the catch. Some such 

Totals 77 «1812=«O2Ss(O hypothesis seems to be the only way to 

explain how a score of traps could col- 

TRAPPING lectively yield such a variable sex ratio. 

Baiting at the trapping sites was Scalping. The trapped birds tended 
begun December 6, 1936. Trapping to scalp themselves in their efforts to 

was postponed until January 6 on ac- escape. Scalping was reduced by sub- 

count of snowless weather. It continued _ stituting fish-net for wire-mesh tops, or 

intermittently until January 30, 1937. by covering the top lightly with weeds 

Traps were mesh-covered portable and grass. A false top of net can be 

frames 36” X24” and 14” high, with a inserted beneath the wire top, but this 

wire entrance funnel at each end. Both requires a larger trap-frame with more 

1” and 2” wire mesh were used, the head room. 
former being better. The seriousness of scalp wounds is 

The wire funnel requires adjustment not known. One hen with a healed scalp 

as to size of opening. Birds escaped was seen on a nest four months after 

when openings were too wide, refused release. 

to enter when too narrow. The prin- Trapping Sites. Traps should be set 

ciple of this funnel is illustrated on in or near tall vegetation. When 
page 50, Manual for Bird Banders (4). trapped in the open, pheasants observe 

The traps were baited with shelled the approach of the trapper and have 

corn placed on the ground in the center. more time to scalp themselves. Feeding 

Wheat was tried but was consumed by shelters are good sites. Traps set near 
small birds. Other grains are less natural food yield no catch. 

palatable to pheasants (5) than corn Apparently promising sites may yield 

and wheat. no catch; for example, traps were set 

Traps were visited twice daily. The under a 20-year-old conifer windbreak 

catch per trap ran as high as five birds. used by many pheasants as a roost, but 

Sea Ratio in Traps. The traps oper- without success. The birds evidently 

ated selectively against the hens, the did not feed under these roost-trees. 
season’s catch being double that of Handling and Storage. In removing a 

cocks. The census drives which pre- pheasant from a trap, and in all sub- 
ceded the trapping showed no such sequent handling, both of the feet 

differential in the population; there should be grasped. A bird held by one 

were as many cocks as hens. leg may dislocate it. The feathered 

The sex ratio of the daily total catch portion of the legs should not be 

fluctuated between wide limits; for handled because the feathers are easily 

example, 12 cocks: 4 hens, 19 hens:1 lost. 

cock. It is well known that the sexes The pheasants removed from the 

often congregate in separate flocks dur- traps were placed in gunny sacks and 

ing the late fall and winter. Perhaps a later transferred to darkened crates.
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No more than 2 or 3 birds should be feather fastened to its dorsal tail 
placed in one sack. Crates should never feather. The marker on a winter- 
be tilted, especially after markers are trapped bird should theoretically be 

attached. Birds should not be held in retained until the moult of the following 
crates longer than 24 hours. They eat August, but we have no actual record 
readily in the crates. of markers retained beyond July. 

In practical (as distinguished from Feather-marking has been used for 

experimental) operations it would be ruffed grouse studies by Ralph King 
unnecessary to feather-mark, and hence in Minnesota and Gardiner Bump in 
unnecessary to hold birds over night. New York, it is being used in a Cali- 
This should reduce shock, and improve fornia quail study by John T. Emlen, 
survival above that here reported. Jr., but none of these investigators 

Interference. Cottontail rabbits, fox have described their technique. Butts 

squirrels and gray squirrels interfered (6) describes the use of stains and 
with the trapping. Pheasants would not paints, but not feathers, for marking 

approach a trap with a squirrel nearby, small birds. Heydweiller (7) apparently 
nor enter a trap containing one. published the first description of 

Trapped rabbits and squirrels scattered feather-marking. Lee and Anderson 

the bait and escaped by cutting holes (8) have prepared a detailed discussion 
in the fish-net tops, thus permitting the of the technique here described. 

escape of pheasants subsequently enter- Feathers. The secondaries and tail 

ing the trap. feathers of white chickens and the wing 
Rabbits were very wild when trapped, coverts of white geese and turkeys 

always injuring themselves and often were used as markers. Stiff curved 

escaping by battering the funnel. primaries are unsuitable because they 

Squirrel trouble was worst during bend the shaft to which they are at- 
fair weather. The largest pheasant tached. Feathers picked “wet” from 

catches were obtained on stormy days, commercial poultry are useless because 

perhaps because of lesser interference their resilience has been destroyed. 

from squirrels. Colors. Markers were dyed red, 

Small dogs entered the traps and orange, yellow, pink, or green with 

killed pheasants. Larger dogs upset the Diamond wool dye, and some left 

traps. A gray fox killed a pheasant ina white, giving six kinds. To dye mark- 

trap. A horned owl was flushed from a __ ers, first wash them in vinegar and then 

trap after it had killed a pheasant boil for 15 minutes in the dye. Feathers 
by reaching through the mesh with its so prepared retain recognizable color 

foot. up to six months. Unwashed feathers, 
The total trap mortality from pred- or those boiled only a short time, fade 

ators and trap injuries was 4 per cent within two months. These data on 

of the pheasants caught. color-fastness have been checked by 

exposure tests, as suggested by Butts 

FEATHER-MARKING (6), and by the observation of recog- 
Before release each pheasant was nizable markers in the field as late as 

marked with a white or bright-colored July 17.
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As an alternative for dyed markers enough to show more than one. Bi- 
one may use natural feathers of pure colored single markers would give two 

bright color or bold pattern gathered colors for each bird, but would increase 

from zoological gardens. the labor of dyeing. F 
Trimming. The shaft of the marker Feather-marking can be done in the 

should be flattened at its base with a field, but our birds were taken into a 
sharp flesh knife, followed by sand- room warm enough to permit the han- 

paper. No marker should be much dling of thread, cement and pencils 

wider or longer than the tail feather without gloves. It is inadvisable to use 
to which it is attached, but it must be a fully-heated room. 
long enough to project beyond the tail Releasing. We did not succeed in re- 

coverts. leasing birds in daylight without their 

Weighing. Before attaching the flushing on leaving the crate. We re- 

marker, the bird should be weighed, leased them in the open within plain 

banded, and the sex recorded. To keep _ sight of the desired cover, and let them 

the bird quiet and to reduce ruffling, it fly to it. 

was inserted head first into the open A non-flying release was found pos- 

end of a woolen sock from which the sible at dusk by placing the crate in 

toe had been cut and then closed by an cover and under overhanging limbs. 

elastic. After weighing and banding, 
the elastic was removed and the bird Movements AND SURVIVAL 
pushed through the open toe, head Arrer RELEase 

first. A total of 15 releases varying from 

Banding. All pheasants were banded 10 to 22 pheasants each was made. , 

with Wisconsin Conservation Depart- The sexes in each release were balanced 

ment bands, size 7. This size was large as far as the differential catch of hens ‘ 
enough for the largest cocks, but size 6 at the traps would allow. 

would have fitted most hens. Release areas were selected to repre- 

Fastening the Marker. With the help sent contrasting conditions of cover, 
of the confining sock, one man can at- food, topography, density of resident 

tach a marker, but it is preferable to population, and distance from home 
have a helper. range. Movements after release were 

First coat the underside of the traced by observing or retrapping 

marker and a corresponding section at feather-marked birds, by return of 

the base of the dorsal tail feather with bands from birds found dead, and in 

DuPont’s Household Cement. Let dry, one case by observing a healed scalp 

recoat, and then lay the marker on the wound on an incubating hen. 

tail feather, attaching it firmly with Of the 15 releases, one is discarded as 

three ties of waxed linen thread. Use yielding nothing of value. The remain- 

square knots and dab each knot with ing 14 are described in four groups, 5 

cement. each emphasizing a single variable. It 
More than one marker per bird should be understood, however, that 

proved to be hard to see in the field. no complete segregation of variables 
In pheasants, the tail is not spread was possible, i.e., each group sheds
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some light on all the four variables Conclusions: Of 43 birds released at 

studied. short distances, only two returned to 

Group A. Return to Home Range. their home range, and these from a 

The maximum distance from which distance of only one mile, and after the 
any pheasant returned to its home lapse of two months’ time. This propor- 
range was one mile. Hence we compare tion is so small, the distance so short, 
here only those releases made within and the elapsed time so long as to sug- 
a short distance of the two ranges gest that random dispersal, rather than 

trapped. All birds were moved to the oriented movement, accounts for the 

point of release in covered crates. This returns. 

excludes the possibility that they Group B. Holding Power of Food and 
oriented themselves by observing the Cover. Release A-3 (already described) 
route. was on unfed range with poor cover. 

1. 10 University Bay birds released payers ati A-2 ere ade on 

January 9 at a point one mile from Uni- [4 range wi poor cover. ese may 

versity Bay, but separated from it bya high- now be compared with two releases on 
way. No returns to home range. fed range with good cover: 

(Release was made in a fed upland covert , 
of fair density but devoid of resident birds. ea = eae ee Se 

In others years resident birds had deserted ihoved! Qe milled ovanotherdeddet eh ratte 

this covert in winter, despite feeding. These stayed whererelensed 'néne'dis ‘t d 

introduced birds stayed better than the (This marsh was in the ati el fen f 

residents, as evidenced by the following : ae i Sacer ate 
marked birds seen at the release point: 7 on Columbia County, ordinarily considered in- 
ones oss onibeccumey sti March 16, ferior in holding power. There was a moder- 

LowApril 17, don May 18, Mortalit mi hed ate population of resident birds. More than 8 

found ee 22 had Nee killed b es eal birds stayed where released, but the observer 
eee ye failed to record date, number, and sex.) 

: 5. 10 birds released January 9 on a well- 

ee hae Gas Cate thy fed marsh with spotty cover. Two were seen 
i April 15, none dispersed. 

returns to home TUR: 2 hen on March 10 (This is a marshy creek ordinarily with 
ae cate, cock a ee Ree heavy cover but this year thinned by drouth. 

Cvelease was made on a ted marsh of in- 4 drive made on February 3 in poor light 
a crue hunni a ak oa showed 25 pheasants but no visible markers.) 

on February 25. Dispersion: a cock found Conclusions from Groups A and B: 

dead 2} miles away on May 15.) Of 11 birds released where both food 
8. 11 University Bay birds released Jan- and cover were poor, all dispersed. Of 

Boy. yi ear tiind tac University 39 birds released on good food but fair 
(Release was made on an unfed marsh OF POOr cover, some dispersed but some 

with poor cover but with a fair upland held. Of 29 birds released on good food 

thicket nearby. No birds seen at release and good cover, none are known to 
point subsequent to release. Dispersions: 2 have dispersed farther than to a nearby 
cocks and 1 hen fed at a farmyard one mile feeder. 

away February 2-23, 1 hen seen February 1 . : 
and again April 17 on a fed marsh five miles Group C. Holding Power of Uplands. 
away, 1 hen found dead April 6 in a rabbit Topographic Orientation. A great part 

trap two miles away.) of southwestern Wisconsin is upland
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prairie with little or no winter cover. If food and cover are good, there is 
The sparse pheasant population moves no conclusive up or downhill orienta- P: Pp pop ‘ 
to the river bottoms in winter and re- tion of long-distance movement, but 
turns to the uplands in spring. Query: upland releases move to bottomland Pp i 
Will wild birds released on upland fol- coverts if they are visible from the DP Yi 
low the already-departed resident birds uplands. 

to the lowlands, or will they stay put? Group D. Population Pressure and 

6. 20 birds released January 13 ina bare Dzspersal. No census of resident pheas- 
foodless upland valley. None stayed. Ten ants preceded the releases so far de- 
dispersed groups totalling 14 birds were seen _gcribed. The following, however, were 

at points up to 9 miles distant during en- made on the Faville Grove and Elk- 

tee smb teetbasee ersal showed NO 4 on game areas where the resident 

(There are wooded hills above the release birds in each covert had been counted, 
point and good marshes 2-6 miles down- and where the movements of the intro- 
stream. There were no resident birds. Detail duced birds were traced by continuous 
of dispersals: A banded bird was seen next retrapping and field observations: 

day one mile downstream. Two cocks and a 9. 15 birds rel ay 4Orand 214 
hen appeared two days later at a farmyard e An POORER Ee Tse ee eee 
} mile away and were fed there until March a well-fed 10-acre tamarack bog containing 

21, Eight other singles and pairs seen in 35 resident birds. Me Bie ne shown! by 
every direction from release point at various subsequent POlrappingy Three dispersed to 

dates up to May 16. A cock was killed by an V8"10US pointe aiznile eee More may have 
automobile } mile from release point on dispersed, for a census drive two days after 
July 15; on the same day another cock was release flushed 2/3 of the resident birds but 

; 
seen in a field nearby. Two cocks were only 1/ 15 of the planted birds. fi 

flushed from an alfalfa field 14 miles away (Counting the surrounding feeding area, 
July 17.) the density was four acres per bird before 

7 10 birds released January 15 on bare release, three acres after. Cover perfect. No 

upland prairie especially prepared with ar Lge ay 21 

brushpiles, shelters, and feeding stations by : POS | Fenepee Cail ADUAEY: abe 
C. E. Gordon of the Soil Conservation Serv- fencerow dooder flanked by ae if paloy, and 
ice. Resident birds had gone downstream in thin marsh containing one resident bird per 
fall. Dispersals: none known. Stayed: 7 birds 10 ae =“ stayed, six dispersed’ in 
seen regularly at a station 3 mile from point **” at cen Hone inet letel: 
of release. Mortality: 1 cock on April 8 at ( t a ay os a8 ie TH08 ee a 
point of release; 1 hen with 15 chicks killed COURte¢ for. No known TORUS) URe 
by haymower July 7 at a point 24 miles marked hen known to have raised a brood 
distant: + mile away.) i 

8. 20 birds released January 8, one group 11. 10 birds released January 23 in well- 

on a creek between well-covered, well-fed fed boacre Bea rah eye ue tall weeds 

marshes lying up and downstream respec- . byron) - 1 eee 1 at oe 

tively, another in adjacent well-fed upland geen ae serie 3 miles, 1 found dead, 

thickets. There was local dispersion in both Di y pa : b afi I 
cases, the upland group tending to move ( a noe eae A aaa Set 
downhill; the creek bottom group moving the giant ragweed stage following the burn, 
both up aay douriatreans it was birdless. As aster-goldenrod came in, 

it began to hold pheasants, but they range 

Conclusions: Food plus artificial in winter over surrounding fragments of 

dover willihold witterireleasesleveniGn upland cover, often without returning at 
night.) 

the barest uplands, but releases on un- 12. 11 birds released January 23 in a well- 
fed uplands disperse at random. fed 100-acre tamarack marsh containing 100
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resident birds. Most stayed, 1 moved a mile, tance and several days time. (This type 

4killed by predators. ; P of ranging is uncommon in the smaller 
(Counting the surrounding feeding area, . ‘ 

the density of two acres per bird was raised game birds, but common in the larger 

only slightly by the release. Cover excellent.) Catnivores.) As in groups A-C, inade- 
13. 12 birds released January 17 in 20 quate food induced prompt dispersal in 

acres of uncut weedy rye, unfed, and nearly seemingly random directions. 

deserted by resident birds. None stayed. 
At least 4 stopped at surrounding feeding Corn DAMAGE on Reruces 

stations and stayed. Dispersal was random 
in direction. When the game manager establishes 

(The rye was surrounded by marshy hay- a pheasant refuge he seldom considers 
meadows, mostly mowed, but with patches crop damage, but he is often forcibly 

of bush willow. Area considered too poor in f “ 

cover to feed. Resident density 1 bird per reminded of it at a later date. ; 

30 acres.) Winter pheasant concentrations are 

14, 21 birds released January 15 and 21 inherent in the present “system” of 
on the bare end of a farm in sight of well-fed accidental coverts. A mobile species 

marshy thickets at the other end. 6 seen in on clean-farmed range will surely move 
these thickets next day; marked birds seen . 4 

and retrapped there for rest of winter. au fall to the best winter cover, espe- 

(The terrain is flat. The release point had Cially if fed and protected there, and 
been deserted by resident birds, but the the spring dispersion from that cover is 

marshy thicket was heavily populated. No bound to be incomplete. Hence the 
known dispersal or mortality.) stage is set for crop damage near 

Conclusions: Pheasants released in a__ refuges. It is evident that the Ohio plan, 
; good well-fed cover, already populated, by its artificial dispersion of refuge 

did not disperse, but did suffer con- pheasants, tends to relieve spring con- 
siderable predation. It is not certain, gestion and hence damage. 
however, that the predation rate was The experimental dispersions here 
heavier than in the resident birds; it described afforded an excellent chance 

may simply reflect the combined den- to observe whether reductions in pheas- 

sity of the two, as would be expected ant density are followed by a decrease 

from the Errington concept of a‘‘thresh- in damage. 

old of vulnerability” (9). The preda- University Bay Refuge. This property 
tion data, however, are much too crude is used by the University to grow inbred 

to either support or refute the appli- seed corn. To avoid contaminating 

eability of the Errington theory. pollens, such corn is grown on small 

Pheasants released on bare terrain in fields surrounded by woods. These 

sight of good well-fed cover promptly isolated fields are particularly vulner- 

moved to it and stayed there despite able to pheasants. 
heavy pre-existing population. Feeding and protection on the Uni- 

Pheasants were sometimes restless in versity Bay Refuge began in 1934. The 
coverts of less than 10 acres. Where first severe corn-pulling promptly fol- 
small coverts prevailed, both resident lowed in the spring of 1935. A rough 

and released pheasants adopted a census that fall showed about 250 

“circuit” type of movement, travelling pheasants, or a bird per two acres for 

from one covert to another in se- the range unit. 

quence spreading over a mile of dis- In 1936, despite the shooting of 35
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pheasants by a patrolman, a third of was reduced by the trapping operations 

the corn on a 12-acre field had to be here described to 90 birds, or one per 

replanted, while three small plots were 5.5 acres. 

replanted as many as three times. The The spring damage in 1937 was again 
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Fig. 1. Frequency of weight classes in wild Wisconsin pheasants in winter. 

occurrence of hayfield nests in densities serious, despite the 60 per cent reduction 

as high as two per acre (10) afforded in population by trapping, and a further 

further evidence of abnormal conges- reduction of 9 per cent by shooting. The 

tion that spring. 12-acre field was not hurt, but one of 
The fall population in 1936 was 220 the three smaller plots had to be re- 

pheasants, or a bird per 2.3 acres. This planted.
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A reduction by trapping to 75 in- marsh, but poorer in crop residues than 

stead of 90 breeding birds has been de- the range of the light birds. Both 
cided on for 1938. ranges are well fed and have plenty of 

Other Areas. The Arboretum, and the ungrazed woods. 
two tamarack bogs at Faville Grove An insufficient sample of wild- 
(releases 9 and 12) all have a denser trapped pheasants from the Faville 
population than that left on University Grove Game Area indicates light birds 

Bay after the 1937 trapping; neverthe- weighing about the same as those from 
less they sustained little damage. The University Bay; Faville Grove has 

lesson seems to be that corn-pulling, both extensive marshes and heavy 
once established as a habit, is hard to crop residues, but a much lighter aver- 

eradicate even by stringent reductions. age population (1 pheasant per 12 
Conclusion: Trap hard enough to pre- acres). The weight discrepancy, then, 

vent its getting started. must simply be recorded as a fact not 

yet accounted for. tw 
Weicuts or PHeasants The maximum and sniaey indi- 

An analysis of the weights of the 208 vidual weights of the 208~ trapped 
trapped pheasants of determinable sex pheasants were as follows: 

nas? 
Location Heaviest cock Heaviest hen ( Lightest cock Lightest hen 

University Bay 1,600 grams 1,426 grams 1,175 grams 866 grams 
Arboretum 1,770 1,342 117, 927 
Faville Grove 1,557 +886~ 1,088 879 

USO (aneov) 
is presented in Figure 1. The upper SumMARY 

group of curves (A) depicts the fre- Wild pheasants trapped in winter 

quency of various weight classes in from managed refuges may be cheaper 

both sexes and both areas. The lower and better than artificial pheasants 

group (B) combines the weights from for replenishing understocked range. 
both areas, and may be assumed to Two hundred and ten such pheasants 

represent winter weights of fed pheas- were trapped, marked, and released 

ants in this region. under selected conditions in southern 

The upper curves disclose a distinct Wisconsin during January, 1937. 

and consistent difference between the Where food and cover were good and 
Arboretum and the University Bay coverts of ample size, there was no 
pheasant weights. The Arboretumcocks dispersion. 

are 100 grams heavier and the Ar- Where food was good but coverts 

boretum hens 50 grams heavier. small and scattered, the released birds 
The reasons for this discrepancy are held well in some instances. In others 

puzzling and perhaps important. The they (and also the resident birds) 

two areas are only two miles apart. adopted a circuit type of ranging 

There are no known differences in similar to that of the large carnivores. 

racial origin of the pheasants. Where food and cover were both 
The heavy birds have a range more poor, dispersion was immediate and 

lightly populated, richer in heavy complete.
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Heavy pre-existing population den- gent reduction in density of pheasants. 
sity did not clearly accelerate dispersal The study disclosed an unexplained 

of released birds from good well-fed difference in weight of pheasants from 
cover. (Heavy populations in poor or the two areas trapped. 
unfed cover do not exist.) In general, the Ohio plan is ad- 

Heavy pre-existing population den- mirably adapted to that transition 
sity further increased by releases period in which the farmer, while willing 
seemed to increase the predation rate. to help feed, is still inclined to let the / 

There was no clear topographic state worry about winter cover. Under 
orientation in the movement of released that plan the pheasants are wintered 
birds, but birds released on poor cover where cover happens to exist and then 

within sight of good cover promptly artificially redistributed so as to stock . 
moved to it. Birds released on good up- summer and fall range which would s 

land cover within sight of good lowland otherwise be vacant. This reduces _ 

cover moved to the lowland. spring congestion and crop damage. It m4 
There were no returns to home range is an artificial system but less so than 

except by accident. the dependence on pen propagation , 
Crop damage near refuges, once toward which most states are steadily 

started, may continue despite strin- drifting. | 
a 
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THE 1936 COTTONTAIL SCARCITY IN WISCONSIN 

By common consent of all observers, cottontails were unusually scarce during the 

winter of 1936-1937. In an attempt to analyze the situation, questionnaires were sent 

to selected sportsmen, wardens, and Soil Conservation Camps throughout the southern 

counties, asking for counts of the number of cottontails seen in hunting, or during field 

work in rabbit cover. Returns were received on 150 man-days. Upon analysis of the 

data, the prevalent ‘‘flushing rates’’ were found to be: 
In the southwestern counties (driftless area); 1.7 to 2.2 rabbits per hour. 
In the southeastern counties (glaciated area) ; 0.5 to 1.0 rabbits per hour. 

In the central counties (sand and peat region); 0 to 0.5 rabbits per hour. 

Single man-days with flushing rates as high as 5 rabbits per hour were reported, but 

only from the southwestern region. 
Total failure to flush any rabbits occurred only in the central sand region. Clearly 

this was the “center of scarcity.’’ It was hoped to ascertain whether a sharp break in 

rabbit abundance existed along the boundary between the sandy soils and the south- 

western prairie soils, but the data, when mapped, were found too meager either to prove 

or to disprove such a break. 
The flushing rate decreased somewhat as the season advanced, the November average 

being 1.5 compared to 0.8 for December, and (on one intensively worked area) 0.5 for 

January. This may be ascribed both to “‘holing up’’ with the onset of cold weather, 

and to progressive decimation by hunting. 
By way of contrast with the extremely low 1936 flushing rate in the central sand re- 

gion, Leopold recorded the following rates in that region in previous years: 

Sept. 30, 1933, at Babcock, Wood Co., 12 rabbits per hour. 

Oct. 1, 1933, at Babcock, Wood Co., 8 rabbits per hour. 
Sept. 29-30, 1934, at Pilot Knob, Adams Co., 0.5 rabbits per hour. 

Oct. 27, 1934, at Mazomanie, Dane Co., none. 

Leopold’s records for the south central region show: 
Oct. 7, 1933, near Reedsburg, Sauk Co., 1.5 rabbits per hour. 
Noy. 12, 1933, at Belleville, Dane Co., 1.0 rabbits per hour. 
No quantitative data for 1935 are available, but in Washington County one careful 

observer reported that a group of hunters, hunting the same place at the same time by the 

same method, bagged only one-fifth as many rabbits in 1936 as in 1935. 

Three skilled men in the sand region independently reported that the 1936 scarcity 
also prevailed in 1935, the last year of abundance being 1934. In all except the sand 

counties, however, 1935 is considered to have been much better than 1936, the estimated 

decrease over 1935 running from two- to five-fold. 
It may, then, be concluded that a rabbit scarcity prevailed throughout southern 

Wisconsin in 1936; that it began in 1936 on the richer soils of southeast and southwest 

Wisconsin, but in 1935 in the sand and peat belt of central Wisconsin; that it was most 

severe in the central and southeast regions, and least severe in the southwest. The 

indications for 1937 are that the cottontail crop is again short. 
The reasons for the 1936 scarcity are unknown. There is general agreement that 

numerous young were seen in spring, but not after the intense heat and drought of mid- 
summer. No diseased rabbits were reported. Predators are, of course, the prevailing 

“cause’’ of scarcity in the minds of hunters, but any decisive statewide change in their 

status in any one or two year period may be considered as improbable. 

Several observers mentioned that cottontails deserted high ground in 1936 and were 
localized on lowlands near water. This reported localization is corroborated by the 

cottontails seen during a pheasant census drive made December 8, 1936, on the Univer- 
sity Arboretum. Of 106 cottontails flushed, 98 were in marshes, although the area 

(800 acres) is nearly half upland. 
The onset of the cottontail shortage in 1936 occurs exactly 8 years after the onset of 

the shortage of 1928-1930 (Game Survey of the North Central States, pp. 93-94). This 
is one year too soon for the 9-11 year cycle, but since all grouse and rabbits are known 

to have been low since 1935, it may be regarded as ‘‘the cycle." Toso label it, of course, 

adds nothing to our understanding of its nature.—ALpo Lnopoitp AND Harry G. AN- 

ppRsoNn, Division of Game Management, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
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Ups and Downs of Quail Furnish Clues to Best Management 

© N THE SUBJECT of how the game bird population can best be increased, 

some of the most valuable information obtained in this country is coming 

from an area in southwestern Columbia county where the research consists 

only of recording what nature does to the population of quail. 

This work, begun by Paul Errington a decade ago, has been carried on by 

Albert Gastrow and Aldo Leopold (Game Management), in cooperation with 

the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. 

The data, summarized in the graph on page 49, show quail came up from 

a low point in 1929 to a high in 1933, dropped to another low in 1937, and 

are now again on the way up. 

One conclusion which may be drawn is that the severe winters of 1928-29 

and 1935-36 were disastrous to quail. Naturalists have long believed that 

hard winters tend to hold down the population of quail in Wisconsin. 

But it is also a fact that the two quail-killing winters coincide with the 

“lows” in the 10-year grouse cycle, and the quail peak in 1933 coincides with 

a “high” for grouse and rabbits. Quail were reduced in numbers all over 

Wisconsin in 1936, even where heavily fed and given the best of cover. It 

appears, then, that quail are affected by the cycle common to most upland 

game birds in this state. 

The most important information coming out of the Columbia county 

study is that winter losses of quail are greatest when the birds are most 

abundant, as indicated by the extremely sharp “saw teeth” in that part of 

the graph covering 1931 to 1935. 

From these data has been derived the “Errington Theory of Predation,” 

first proposed by the originator of this investigation. The theory revolution- 

izes past ideas on the effects of such predators as hawks and owls on the 

quail population, and carries important implications regarding the most 

effective means of promoting survival of the game. 

It used to be thought that hawks and owls tend to destroy virtually the 

same number of quail whether the game birds are abundant or scarce. The 

predators eat quail—so do they not need as many at one time as another? 

If this were true, it would mean that predators are unimportant when 

quail are plentiful, but that there is danger of their entirely exterminating 

quail when the latter are few in number. It would also mean that the only 

sure way to keep quail from extinction would be to destroy the hawks and 

owls. 
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THE QUAIL POPULATION FLUCTUATES CONSIDERABLY 

The most interesting story in this chart lies in the broken lines showing winter losses. The fact 
that these losses are most severe when quail are most plentiful indicates that providing more food and 
cover would increase the carrying capacity of the range. 

But the Errington theory maintains that nothing like this happens. Pred- 

ators do not consume even approximately the same number of quail from year 

to year. They may destroy quite a few birds when the latter are too abundant 

for the range, and consequently unable to find sufficient food and cover. But 

as soon as quail are reduced to a number suitable for the range, the predators 

find it difficult to catch them; whatever cover there is will serve better for 

a smaller number of birds. When hawks and owls have trouble catching quail, 

they turn to other prey, including mice and other rodents. 

If the Errington theory is correct—and there is now-a great deal of evi- 

dence that it is, coming from other sources as well as the Columbia county 

study—then plainly it is not necessary to destroy hawks and owls to protect 

quail in Wisconsin. A more practical way to increase the quail population is 

to furnish more food and cover. 

Why Do Game Birds Nest in Hayfields? 

Gee MANAGEMENT specialists and laymen alike in recent years have 

agreed that furnishing natural cover is the best way to prevent game birds 

from nesting in hayfields, and being killed or having their nests destroyed by 

the mower. 

Pheasants and Hungarian partridges will nest in fencerows, or in un- 

grazed marshes if they are available—so goes the confident belief, which to 

some extent has been borne out by research. 

Now comes the disturbing discovery that although this no doubt is true 

most of the time, it does not hold good at all times. The evidence was dis- 

covered by Aldo Leopold and Arthur S. Hawkins (Game Management), who 
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examined nearly 500 nests before and after the hay crop was mowed in each 

of the past four years. 

Game birds’ choice of nesting places seems to differ somewhat from year 

to year, depending upon the stage of growth of various types of vegetation— 

which in turn depends upon the weather. It may be new alfalfa or clover, 

old fencerow grass, roadside weeds, or even old stubble that looks best to the | 

birds when they are ready to nest. 

In 1938, when Wisconsin produced the largest hay crop in its history and | 

the largest crop of any state in the Union, hay attracted unusually great 

numbers of birds. As high as 16 nests were found on 8 acres—all destroyed — 

by the mower. Pheasants or partridges which lose their nests in alfalfa 

often try again in the oats, where the binder catches them before the new | 

clutch of eggs is hatched. 

There is no reason for losing faith in the practices of leaving fencerow 

cover, or of protecting woodlands and marshes from grazing and burning to 

furnish cover for game. Experience shows farms with such natural cover will 

seldom lack a good population of wild birds. It is well to bear in mind, how- 

ever, that many birds may still nest in hayfields in those years when the hay 

furnishes unusually attractive cover, especially when the hay is early and not 

too dense. 

What to do about it in such years? There is no satisfactory answer at 

present. A “flushing rod” attached to the mower has been tried, and found 

to do some good. Yet such a contrivance has the disadvantages that it is 

rather troublesome to use, and does not always flush the setting hen in time 

to save her life or enable the operator to leave an “island” of uncut hay around 

the nest. Nor does the hen always come back to a nest left in such an “island.” 

European farmers, with the help of dogs, commonly chase birds out of 

hayfields into the grain at the time of first nesting. This procedure does not 

seem to be the way out for Wisconsin farmers, however, since they usually 

have neither the trained dogs nor the necessary spare time. 

It is a significant fact that winter grain attracts many nesting birds, 

since it usually grows to a good size in time for the first nesting. Here the 

eggs usually have time to hatch. Farmers can hardly be expected to make 

radical changes in their cropping practices merely to protect wildlife, but 

since crops specialists in yield trials extending over many years have found 

winter grains to yield better than spring-sown varieties over much of Wis- 

consin, it probably would be to the advantage of farmers as well as game 

birds if more winter grains were grown. 

At all events, Wisconsin must face the fact that its popular combination 

of spring grain and alfalfa probably will result in wholesale destruction of 

birds’ nests in certain years. 

Mature, Well-Developed Pheasants Survive Best 

is IS THE BEST WAY to “plant” pheasants under Wisconsin condi- 

tions? 
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This is one of the most important questions encountered in the state’s 

wildlife conservation program. More time and money is spent restocking 

pheasants than on any other single game restoration task. 

Since it is not safe to trust to guesswork, experimental research has been 

set up to get the needed information. The method is to release matched lots 

of mature and immature, wild-raised and artificially-raised, well-developed and 

poorly-developed pheasants. Differences in survival indicate what type of 
bird is best for restocking purposes. 

This investigation is conducted by Irven O. Buss and Aldo Leopold (Game 
Management), in cooperation with the Wisconsin Conservation Department 

and 13 farmer-sportsman groups scattered throughout the state. 

At least one more year of work is needed to reach definite conclusions, 
but these trends already stand out: 

1. When very young pheasants are released, few of them survive. The 

older they are (up to the full-grown stage) the better their chance of 
survival. 

2. Pheasants too small for their age seldom, if ever, are able to live long 
after being released. 

8. There does not seem to be much difference in the ability of wild and 

artificially-propagated pheasants to survive—provided they are full- 

grown when released—but what difference there is favors the wild 

birds. Wild-raised pheasants show less tendency to wander away from 

the range on which they are planted, and are more apt to form flocks 
in winter. 

4. Artificially-raised pheasants seldom weigh as much as wild ones of the 

same age. 

5. Localities differ in their ability to “hold” birds—that is, keep them 

from wandering or drifting to new range. Poor food or cover may 

hold birds through the fall, but not through winter. 

These findings are made by checking the movement and survival of 

marked birds. All farmers and sportsmen killing marked birds during the 

hunting season, or finding dead birds at any time, are urged to send the leg 

bands to the Conservation Department, Madison, with a note stating when and 

where the birds were found. 

One important question which cannot be answered at present is this: 

What percentage of the marked birds die, and what percentage drift to new 

range? Only whole-hearted cooperation from the public in reporting marked 

birds will give reliable information on this point. 
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: How? rows get too thick, thin them out. of classrooms for learning orni- 

For quail, put your corn on the = Nearby evergreens, vines, or thick thology, and one of the luxuries for- 

leeward (south or east) side of the _ The best and simplest way to feed ushes help to hold the birds. Dis- bidden most city folks. You will 
thickest cover, preferably on the is to leave some shocks or standing ¢arded Christmas trees are good enjoy it quite as much as the birds. 
sunny side of a south-facing bank. corn in the field. If shocks are used, 
Quail dislike to feed in the open. new bundles shoul ee ly from ‘ 

fate ; < time to time in winter. on’t worry %, ah ih dg ged? os 

ee Pee pie about birds learning to remove husks. 44 “4 cs \ , ae eS 

in woods or brush. Grass or weeds ven quail become expert at this. The a: OM K (7 etic, e = 

nea~by are good but not essential. next best way is to put corn ears In “Ga | ay rth, ay 3 SS br fi, fA 

For pheasants it doesn’t matter @ Wire. basket or impale them on 1 TRY | 2 =} —— Ja Va i.) A 

where corn is put, provided there is  SPikes in a pole (see drawings). f ee Ba SN > a TY 
plenty of it. Shelled corn is best fed = a hep 4 ee = my Boe heres Eg oe =a cE 

squi i ri per, but the hopper must je roofe Ws = ae me ee Pon gy Pt 

coWanlage Dy agerls ie serous, Me asin oF melting anow will FORE ex 
A brush patch, marsh edge, or fence 108 it with ice. Where squirrels are 7 RRO Ee Yi =F 

row is therefore a better place than Present, the tray of the hopper should = | //, "% , oa UN Ss ia 

a woodlot to feed quail or pheasants, be covered with wire mesh to reduce | {4 ee =e YO 

Start early, preferably by Novem- Wastage. ‘ : ee E 

ber. This is especially important in The manure-spreader is a good Winter table set for the birds 
feeder, especially for pheasants and 

‘
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Aldo Leopold 

Fifteen years ago we started out to discover, by research, how wild- 

life can be increased by means of management. Have we succeeded? 
My answer is ‘‘No, except in a few species.’’ That is to say, the hoped- 

* for discoveries, leading promptly and directly to successful manage- 
, ment, have not,.in most cases, been forthcoming. 

fr< What has happened is this: The search for technique has usually 

4 disclosed an insufficient knowledge of the mechanism by which each 
species maintains its population. Most research enterprises have been 
sidetracked to the job of plugging the holes in this foundational knowl- 
edge. Practical techniques will have to come later. For the moment 
we are, for the most part, ecologists rather than managers. 

I will try to illustrate this shift by reviewing the history of my 
own projects under the fellowships of the Sporting Arms and Ammu- 
nition Manufacturers Institute (1928-1932) and the Chair of Game 
Management of the University of Wisconsin (1933-1938). 

In 1928 Stoddard had actually raised population levels in Georgia 
quail. Errington was asked to do the same thing with Wisconsin quail. 
He never got started, for he promptly uncovered a maze of hitherto 

unknown relationships to territory and predation. He preferred un- 
3 tangling these mazes to managing quail, and he was allowed to follow 

! his preference. Today I think no one has reason to regret the digres- 

sion. 
é Hawkins tried to apply the combined Errington-Stoddard quail 

knowledge at Faville Grove. I did the same at Riley. The Soil Con- 
servation Service did the same thing at Coon Valley, and the Resettle- 
ment Administration in central Wisconsin. We all succeeded in build- 

42 
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Baltimore, 1933, pp. 42-45.
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ing up quail—until 1936. Then something hit us. We do not yet know 

what it was. Quail populations, managed and unmanaged, fed and 
unfed, plummeted to near-zero. The only success we can claim is that 
the bottom fell out less completely on managed areas. We surmise that 
what hit us was a combination of a terrific winter and the cycle. But 
what is the cycle? Why was the most intensive feeding powerless 
to save? We don’t know. 

Can we tell the Wisconsin landowner today : ‘‘ Apply our techniques 

and you will have a reasonably dependable quail crop?’’ No, we 
cannot. 

In 1930 Schmidt started research on Wisconsin grouse, following 

King’s start on Minnesota grouse in 1929. In both cases it was clearly 
foreseen that in these cyclie birds techniques might be a long way 
ahead. The forecast was correct. We know how to build up grouse— 
during the high. On good range grouse also build up without our help. 
We know how to convert poor range into good. But the eyele is still 

the way of all grouse-flesh. 
In 1929 Yeatter started research on Michigan Hungarians, followed 

by Hawkins in 1935 at Faville Grove. Hawkins actually got to the 
stage of testing techniques, but the population did not increase, it 
decreased. Both Hawkins and Yeatter detoured into nesting studies. 
Hawkins now thinks that weather combines with clean farming in a 
kind of biological dice-throwing, the outcome of which is completely 
unpredictable. Yes, we can increase Hungarians, when the dice fall 
right, but we see only dimly what is ‘‘right,’’ and we as yet have no 

hand in the throwing. 

In 1930 Gorsuch started work on Gambel quail in Arizona. He, too, 
digressed into quail ecology, and with good reason. More recently he 
has started some actual management, but the results have not been 

reported, so I cannot appraise its success. 

Pheasants, deer, and waterfowl are the cheerful exceptions to the 
prevailing detours in management. No deer or waterfowl work has 
been tried under my direction, so I will forbear comment. In pheas- 
ants we have scored marked success (with only minor interruption by 
the catastrophic 1936) on all our areas—Riley, Faville Grove, Elk- 
horn, and the University refuges. We can claim that simple food and 
cover improvement, plus regulated kill, has invariably increased pheas- 

ants to high population levels, and on two refuges these levels are so 
high that they must be reduced by yearly trapping. 

While research has made few discoveries of workable technique, 
it has, I think, caused a radical improvement in the quality of our 
thought about everyday questions. Even those who are skeptical about 
its value are probably using its findings to arrive at their skepticism.
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This impregnation of daily thought is so gradual that we do not 
notice it. Here are some random examples. 

A decade ago, when Stoddard was first telling us of his study of 
quail in Georgia, we still thought of the quail covey as a family or 
brood. Many believed a hen raised two successive broods. Many be- 
lieved that shooting broke up injurious inbreeding. All believed that 
planting more seed meant a larger crop. Rodents and insects as quail 

predators were unknown—we laid all losses at the door of visible 
malefactors, many of which now turn out to be benefactors instead. 
The one thing about quail on which the sportsman of a previous gen- 
eration guessed right was that limited shooting does not, on good range, 
decrease next year’s crop. 

Turn now to ducks. A decade ago we thought of all species as mi- 
grating north and south. All believed a duck returned to its birth- 
place, instead of its nesting-place, to breed. Cycles and sex ratios as 
determiners of productivity were not thought of. Lead poisoning and 
botulism killed their millions in the dark—we knew only ‘‘du-k sick- 

ness.”’ 

In some cases research has created brand-new concepts hitherto 
non-existent. For example, there was, previous to a decade ago, no 
concept of widely differing values and functions as among things ani- 

mals eat. The presence of a substance in a stomach was prima facie 
evidence of its food value. Thus if we opened the stomach of an arctic 
explorer and found he had been eating his boots, it was concluded that 
leather was a food for homo sapiens, and in case of a hard winter it 
should be hung on the bushes to keep the race alive. We now have the 
greatly superior concept of a palatability sequence, which supposes 
that the best food is eaten until it is gone, after which the next best 
is taken, and so on. Toward the end of the sequence the birds ‘‘eat 

their boots,’’ and die. The new concept still has defects, but it is 
superior to what it replaced. 

It was admitted by all, a decade ago, that any bird taken by a preda- 
tor was a bird subtracted from the game bag, or from the residual 
breeding population. The new concept of carrying capacity has 
changed all this (although the average sportsman doesn’t know it 

. yet). It has explained—however imperfectly—the age-old paradox of 
the lion and the lamb not only lying down together, but being (as a 
race) dependent on each other for mutual thri*+ and welfare. It has 
explained, in at least a preliminary fashion, —.. every pioneer sees 

but persistently refuses to believe, namely the simultaneous abun- 
dance, on a good range, of both hunting and hunted things. 

The elaborate chains of interdependence among species and processes 

were, a decade ago, largely unknown. The woodechuck who digs holes
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for the cottontail, the muskrat who builds nests for the trumpeter 

swan, the deer who digs acorns for the quail—these are simple me- 
chanical dependencies which this era of engineers can understand. 
More important but less obvious are the chemical and physiological 

dependencies between animals, plant, and soil now in process of dis- 
covery. There are fish in this sea larger than any yet caught. 

No discussion of the utility of research would be complete without 
mentioning its contributions to the human comedy. The privilege 
of pulling the curtain strings on The Unknown always engenders 
priesteraft. We who divine the future for snipe and woodchuck mys- 

tify our congregations by the same devices as those who propound 
the law for sect and synagogue. It is an amusing coincidence that both 
enhance the stage effects by generous use of Latin. 

Is there danger in these scientific struttings and boomings? I think 
not, so long as we have the grace to laugh when some wag sticks a 
cockleburr in our professional robes and vestments. 

4 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor 

One way, it seems to me, to get at this question of the value of wild- 
life research, whether it is practical and necessary or not, is to check 
up on some examples of wildlife research and see what their results 

actually have been. I will confine my discussion, therefore, to some 
of the findings of research with which I am personally familiar, in 

the southwestern United States. 

Observation. This is with reference to jack-rabbits and certain so- 
dents, and it will be of particular interest, perhaps, to some of ‘the 
representatives from the western states. Investigations by Vorhies 

and the writer show that in southern Arizona, jack-rabbits tend to be 
more abundant in open weedy areas than in the best grassed areas, 
that instead of being exclusively a cause of range depletion, they are 

also in a manner a result thereof. These studies were supplemented 
by the work of Taylor, Vorhies and Lister, who noted that up to a 
certain point jack-rabbits and rodents will increase directly as over- 
grazing increases. Weese, working in Oklahoma, has observed the in- 
erease of certain insects with over-grazing, and Treherne and Buckell 
regard certain grasr'Spper pests as direct results of over-grazing in 
British Columbia. smann has confirmed these jack-rabbit findings 
in the coastal prairie section of Texas. Indeed, he finds that the num- 

ber of jack-rabbits per area can be utilized as an indicator of the suit- 
ability of a given tract for prairie chickens; where jack-rabbits are 
fewer than one to eighty acres or more the cover is too dense to be
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WILDLIFE FOOD PATCHES IN SOUTHERN 

WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold, Ellwood B. Moore, and Lyle K. Sowls 

Beginning about 1933, hundreds of _ likely to become a source of infection by 
food patches have been planted yearly parasites and disease. Until covered by 
in Wisconsin, mostly by the Soil Con- snow or exhausted, it demands less at- 
servation Service, the Resettlement tention than the feeding station. 

Administration, and sportsmen’s clubs The experiments reported in this 
cooperating with the State Conserva- paper were an attempt to reappraise 

tion Department. the food patch, not as a self-sufficient 

The results have been disappointing, means of wintering birds, but as a sup- 
usually for one or more of four reasons: plement to wild foods, farm crops, and 

(1) Use of inferior soil; (2) Insufficient feeding stations. 

size; (3) Broadcast sowing of crops From this new viewpoint the food 

which yield well only under row cultiva- patch becomes a technical problem in 

tion; and (4) Shattering, lodging, or design. For each locality and wildlife 
exhaustion of the crop before the criti- population there is a combination of 
cal winter period. food patch crops, crop residues, nat- 

The first three causes suggest their ural foods, and feeding stations which 
own remedies: use good land or else offer the assortment of food properties 

fertilize; make larger patches; do not needed to meet the exigencies of the 
rely on broadcasting except for crops seasons in that locality. 

(like buckwheat) adapted to it. The tests' here reported were made 

The fourth cause of disappointment on the University Arboretum, a tract 
is the critical one. Previous to the kill- of 900 acres near Madison, well popu- 

ing winter of 1935-36 (1) it was hoped lated by pheasants and quail. In 1934, 

that food patches alone could be relied 1935, 1936, and 1937 a total of 30 

upon to carry birds through the winter, varieties was grown on 90 plots. Each 

as they do farther south. In Wisconsin, plot contained a different food plant, 

it is now clear that only corn shocks can or represented a different culture or 
be relied upon in all weathers. Supple- treatment. The series for each year 
mentary feeding is necessary during the aimed to offer the birds a cafeteria in 

worst part of the winter, especially for which their selections would be self- 

quail. recording. Use of each plot by game 

Notwithstanding this important limi- 1 Acknowledgment is made to the Civilian 
tation, it is clear that the food patch Conservation Corps for labor; to M. E. 
has positive values not obtainable from McCaffrey of the University Board of Re- 

more artificial forms of feeding. Its gents for funds for seeds and plowing; to 

“bait” value (i.e., its power to attract H. W. MacKenzie, State Director of Con- 

end hold wandering Bids i fl) ie ee ee ca a 
superior to any feeding station. It in- jn pheasant stomachs; and to Prof. George 
volves less risk of predation and is less M. Briggs for agronomical advice. 
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birds, mammals, and small birds was for fall baits can be written. One must 

checked by tracks, sign, flushing, and learn by local experience what baits 

observation from blinds. In 1936 and will serve local objectives. 

1937 these observations were further Tall bait crops, to be available, must 

verified, in the case of pheasants, by either lodge early or shatter early. 

study of a series of 40 stomachs taken Game bait crops which lodge early: 

weekly through the fall, winter, and  feterita, dwarf yellow milo, buckwheat. 

early spring. Game bait crops which shatter early: 
The conclusions are presented first common hemp would probably be valu- 

in terms of seasonal lists, then in terms able if not exhausted by small birds. 
of plant varieties. The seasonal lists Small bird bait crops: hegari, kafir, 

include besides food patch plants the sunflowers, hemp, dwarf yellow milo, 

food-producing weeds obtainable on common millet. Erectness in the first 
fallow. four, and non-shattering in the first 

SiON EL Tare three, favor small birds. 
Weed baits: lesser ragweed (A mbro- 

Late summer foods. Summer foods _ sia artemisiifolia), yellow foxtail, smart- 

must either ripen early or be palatable weed, climbing false buckwheat. 

during the green stage. Winter foods. If these do not stand 
Crops which ripen early: common up in snow they must be stacked. 

millet, winter rye, wheat, buckwheat. Foods which stand up must also be 

The millet is of doubtful value except too unpalatable to be exhausted in fall, 
for small birds. or must have seeds of retarded avail- 

Palatable during green stage: Canada ability. Thus use of corn is retarded by 

peas. reason of its tall stalk and protective 

Weeds: yellowfoxtail (Setariaglauca), husk, soybean by reason of its tight 

climbing false buckwheat (Polygonum pod. Both stand up better than any 

scandens), and panic grass (Panicum other known food plants except the 

sp.) stiff-stemmed sorghums. Soybeans, fur- 

These summer foods were used by thermore, are low enough in palatabil- 

pheasants and small birds. We have ity to escape smal] bird loss and to 
no evidence that quail ate food patch postpone heavy consumption by game 

crops until after ragweed seeds became _ birds until cold weather. 

scarce in fall. Quail, however, patronize Retarded crops which stand up: 
the food weeds in summer. corn, soybeans. 

Fall foods. The hunting season and Crops for stacking: buckwheat, rye, 
the fall shuffle are strong dispersive wheat, common millet, early amber 

forces. To counteract them, bait foods sorghum, soybeans. Also any of the fall 
must be offered which are more palata- baits that small birds allow to ripen. 

ble than the wild foods and crop residues Weeds which stand up: lesser rag- 
so abundant at that season. But fall weed; climbing false buckwheat may be 
also brings hordes of migrant birds supported. 

which often exhaust such baits before Spring foods. Weak-stemmed plants 

they ripen. Hence no general recipe of low palatability that break down and
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remain under the snow until spring, or Feterita. Lodged badly in October; 

winter foods planted in largeenough the seeds were found in large quanti- 
quantity to last. ties in pheasant stomachs until ex- 

Crops which hold over under the hausted about the middle of November. 

snow: rye, Sudan grass, German millet, The great amount eaten during this 
common millet. period, when weed seeds and palatable 

Winter foods good for spring if the grains were abundant, indicates high 
supply is large enough: corn, soybeans, palatability. These properties eliminate 

all the crops good for stacking. feterita both as a stacking crop and as 

We feared at first that shattering a standing winter crop, but favor it as 

grains like rye would work into the a fall bait. 
ground with the fall frosts and thus Culture: drill rows 3 feet apart at the 
become unavailable in spring. The oc- rate of 6 pounds per acre. 
currence of rye in spring pheasant Dwarf yellow milo. Taken eagerly by 

crops, however, indicates that these small birds. It lodged in October and 

Tasie 1 

PHENOLOGY AND USE OF FOOD CROPS 

Crop oe Bloom| Milk | Set |Lodged| Ripe | Shattered |Exhausted een ey eeren Oy 

Corn 5/25 | 7/25 | 8/ 6 | 9/ 1 | 10/ 1 | 9/20 none 4/1 8/ 1-9/6 8/25- 4/ 1 
Se 
ooo 5/30 | 8/ 1 | 8/30 | 9/ 9 | none 9/30 2/9 4/1 none 10/15- 4/ 1 

Black Wisconsin] 5/30 | 7/25 | 8/9 | 8/30 | none | 9/1 2/9 4/1 | none 10/15- 4/1 
Early amber 
sorghum 5/30 | 7/ 3 | 8/ 9 | 8/25 | 10/30 | 9/25 | none 4/1 | 10/ 1-3/1 10/25- 3/1 
Dwarf yellow 
milo 5/25 | 8/ 1 | 8/20 | 8/30 | 10/15 | 9/20 none 12/1 8/20-12/ 1 | 10/ 8-12/ 1 

Hegari 5/25 | 8/7 | 8/12 | 9/9 | none | 9/25 ? 11/7 7/21-11/ 7 | 10/ 7-11/ 7 
White kafir 5/25 | 8/15 | 9/ 1 | 9/ 6 | none 9/12 10/20 11/15 7/21-11/15 | 10— 7-11/15 

Feterita 5/25 | 8/ 1 | 8/20 | 9/1 | 10/15 | 8/25] 10/20 11/15 | 7/21-11/15 | 10/ 7-11/15 
Common millet 5/25 | 7/7 | 7/14 | 8/14 | 10/ 1 | 8/25 9/3 9/30 8/15- 9/30 8/15- 9/30 
German millet 5/25 | 7/20 | 8/ 1 | 8/30 | 12/1] 9/1] none apy 8/ 1- 4/1 | none 
Sudan grass 5/25 | 7/20 | 8/ 1 | 8/20 | 10/20 | 9/12 | 10/30 3/25 | 8/12- 4/1] 3/ 1- 4/15 
Rye peices 5/15 | 6/ 1 | 8/1 7/12 | 7/6 7/10 none none 8/ 1-4/1 

Sept. 
spring wheat |°°3/'1| 7/9] 7/13 | 7/16 | 7/30| 7/30 | none 3/25 | 7/25- 8/25 | 7/30- 8/25 
Sunflower 5/25 | 7/26 | 8/25 | 9/ 1 | 11/ 1 | 10/8 none 437% 10/ 8-11/ 1 | 10/20-11/ 1 
Buckwheat 6/1] 7/1 | 7/30 | 8/30 9/ 1] 9/10 10/1 11/1 7/30- 9/15-11/ 1 

birds scratch it out, even though em- was thus made available to game birds 
bedded in the soil. early. As a fall bait for game it is not 

as good as feterita because a larger 
Varrety Trsts proportion of the seeds are consumed 

We here present a list of the crops by small birds. 

tested, classified according to their prop- Culture: drill rows 3 feet apart at the 

erties, with detailed observations on rate of 5 pounds per acre. 
each crop. Early amber sorghum. Shattered little. 

Lodged badly, usually by bending over 
(A) Weak-stemmed palatable sorghums ang forming a canopy above the 

Too weak to stand up during the ground. However, during one wet fall, 

winter, but seeds palatable enough for it all broke at ground level and became 
fall use. lost under the snow.
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Of eight grains tested in hoppers, (C) Stiff-stemmed palatable sorghums 

Hawkins (2) found this the least palat- Hegari. More resistant to lodging 

able. In August and September, stalks than any other sorghum. It tillers freely 
in food patches were artificially lodged and thus furnishes excellent cover. It is 
so that the seeds were within easy 55 palatable to small birds that the 
reach of game birds. No feeding sign  putk of the seeds were taken during the 
developed until the middle of October  f41) migration by goldfinches, black- 
and it was only after the snowfalls of birds, and sparrows. This early ex- 

December that game birds began tak- jaustion occurred in the milk stage 
ing this grain regularly. The food patch nq was followed by mildew, so game 

tests thus corroborate the hopper tests pirds had no chance to use it. 

of palatability. { : ‘ It would rate as excellent fall bait 
Quail took this grain more readily where small birds allowed it to ripen. 

than pheasants. It was eaten by small Culture: drill rows 3 feet apart at 
birds during the fall migration, but not the rate of 4 pounds per acre. 

exhausted. The droppings of birds White kafir. Has the same properties 
which eat it have a purple color. as hegari, except that it does not tiller 

It may be rated as a good late fall 45 much. Exhaustion of both crops by 
food, but not as a fall bait. It is usable al) birds occurred at the same time, 

as a stacking crop for winter. k so that both were unavailable in winter. 
: Culture: yielded best when drilled 4 smal patch broadcast thickly for 

in rows 3 feet apart at the rate of 6 cover reached a height of about three 
pounds per acre. Broadcasting was @ feet and looked much like heavy broom 

failure. sedge. 

Rox orange sorghum. Tried in 1935. Culture: drill rows 24 feet apart at 
Taller than early amber, but appar- the rate of 6 pounds per acre. 
ently similar in properties. 

(D) Small grains 
(B) Stiff-stemmed unpalatable sorghums Sudan grass. Low in palatability; re- 

Stems stiff enough to prevent lodging jected by game birds as long as other 
in winter; seeds unpalatable enough to foods were available. English sparrows 

escape exhaustion during the fall mi- and juncos fed upon it occasionally 
gration. during the winter. In November, the 

Wheatland milo. Has short, erect heads broke away from the stalks and 
heads; stands up well, even in winter. were lost under the snow. They became 

Our only seeding had to be replanted, available again in spring, small birds 

hence did not mature well. Was used working the ground during April. We 

sparingly by game birds, only a few rate Sudan as of some value for song 

seeds being found in stomachs of the birds, but of little use to game except 

pheasants collected. This low palata- as a spring food. 

bility rating coincides with conclusions Culture: broadcast 20 pounds per 

drawn by Hawkins from hopper tests. acre. 

Culture: drill rows 23 feet apart at Hog millet or proso; Early fortune 

the rate of 5 pounds per acre. millet. These millets mature and shatter
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very early; other properties inconclu- Culture: broadcast 6 pecks per acre 
sive. in fall. 

Common millet. Distinctly a summer 
small bird crop. It was oe by gold- (E) Staple winter foods 
finches and red-winged blackbirds dur- Soybeans. We tried four varieties: 
ing August and September, but none Mukden, Manchu, Illini, and early 

was found in the pheasant stomachs black Wisconsin. All stand up well in 
collected. snow and ice, their seeds being about 

Culture: broadcast 20 pounds per 75 per cent available despite six inches 

acre. of snow. Shattering of pods began in 

German millet. Low in palatability; February but was gradual, many beans 

taken sparingly by small birds in fall being retained in the pods until spring. 

and spring. It was not found in pheas- Soybeans first appeared in pheasant 
ant stomachs, nor was it eaten when stomachs about October 15 and con- 
bundles were spread out in winter. It tinued to be an important food through- 
resisted lodging surprisingly well, and out the winter and early spring. Quail 
retained most of its grain in the heads readily took soybeans, and on many 
until spring. occasions they preferred them to corn 

Culture: broadcast 20 pounds per when both were available. We detected 
acre. no difference in palatability among the 

Spring wheat. A poor catch was ob- four varieties. 

tained so a fair appraisal cannot be Schmidt (3) lists soybeans as pre- 
made. Its high palatability in Hawkins’ ferred food for both sharp-tailed and 

hopper tests indicates that it may be pinnated grouse. 
valuable as a summer and fall food. The soybean plots were damaged by 

Culture: broadcast 6 pecks per deer. Where deer are present, it is doubt- 
acre. ful practice to include soybeans in the 

Rye. Although Hawkins rated rye as food patch for game birds. Where it is 
unpalatable to game birds when fed in desired to attract deer, soybeans are 
trays, we found it in large quantities excellent bait. 

in pheasant stomachs during October, No damage was caused by small 
and in lesser amounts throughout win- _ birds. 
ter and early spring. Our winter rye Culture: drill in 23 foot rows at 50 
began to shatter in July and lodged pounds per acre. 
soon after. Rye re-seeds itself better Soybeans planted with corn provide 
than any other crop; a fair stand grew some food on fields where corn cannot 
the second year without additional be left over winter, but such soybeans 
seeding or cultivation. We consider rye are knocked down during the corn cut- 
as a good crop for summer, fall, and ting hence are liable to be buried in 

spring use, but of no value in winter. snow. 

We mixed vetch with rye but found Corn. Yellow dent corn was the food 

none of its seeds in stomachs. most sought by pheasants at all seasons. 

Winter rye is excellent fall and spring Large quantities were eaten while the 

bait for deer. corn was in the milk stage. This early
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availability was caused by blackbirds, ence in palatability to game birds be- 

which tore open the husks. From this tween sweet corn and yellow corn. 
evidence we suspect that the usual Jerusalem artichoke. Leopold (5) 

absence of corn from stomachs of learned that this is an important food 

pheasants collected in early fall is due for pheasants and roe deer in Germany. 
to the greater availability of weed We tried it in 1937, when a patch 
seeds, rather than to preference for yielded well on poor soil despite dry 

them. weather. Striped spermophiles ate the 

During the winter, pheasants regu- leaves during the summer. 

larly walked over bundles of other The tubers of a few plants plowed up 
grains in order to reach corn, the ears of in the early fall were eagerly eaten by 
which were often partly buried under the pheasants. When these were gone, 

snow and ice. Yellow corn was taken in others, slightly exposed by erosion, 
preference to white. were discovered and eaten, and the 

Under the same field conditions, quail pheasants soon learned to dig for more 
rarely fed on corn, but directed their and so continue until frost. During 
attention to the smaller grains, par- January we dug up several hills of 

ticularly early amber sorghum and the tubers. They soon froze solid and were 
soybeans. At feeding stations, however, rejected by pheasants. 

where ear corn was used exclusively, We believe this crop will prove valu- 
quail readily accepted it. able as a fall and spring pheasant food, 

In Hawkins’ hopper tests, corn but the tubers cannot be left exposed 
headed the list for palatability to quail over the winter, as is done in Europe. 

as well as to pheasants. There is thus a Paul B. Riis found artichokes to be a 
discrepancy between hopper and field good bait for modifying the distribu- 

tests of corn for quail. tion of deer on an overstocked range 

Corn shocks left in the field are the near Rockford, Illinois. The tops as 

most complete single method of winter well as the tubers were eaten. 
feeding all game, including deer. Stand- In 1938 our patch showed a dense 

ing corn has more bait value, but is spread from every 1937 clump. This 
more likely to be covered by snow. aggressiveness warns us that Jerusalem 

Culture: drill rows 3 feet apart at the artichoke should not be planted unless 

rate of 7 pounds per acre. Corn broad- bordered by heavy sod so that it cannot 

cast in mixtures set no ears. escape. 

{ Culture: rows 3 feet apart, 2 tubers 
(F) Miscellaneous per hill, hills 14 feet apart. 

Sweet corn. While in the milk stage, Canada peas. High in palatability; 

the soft ears were eaten by raccoons or eaten by quail and pheasants while still 
opossums. Hamilton (4) found that in the milk stage in early July. Striped 
corn and buckwheat were important spermophiles took about one-half of the 

foods of the raccoon in New York. They peas, causing exhaustion of the crop 
could probably be used as food patch before August 15. 

grains for raccoons. Culture: drill in 2-foot rows at the 
Our experiments showed no differ- rate of 3 bushels per acre.
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Buckwheat. Both common and Tar- occurred regardless of the size of the 

tarian buckwheat were tried. They plot. 

lodged early and were covered by snow Culture: drill in rows at the rate of 5 

during most of the critical period. pounds per acre. 
Both quail and pheasants were 

flushed from the buckwheat plots in Currurs or Foop Parc Crors 
fall, but very little feeding sign was Our experiments indicate that food 
found, and the grain did not appear patches are not worth while on soil not 

in the pheasant stomachs. Hawkins fertile enough for corn. Where it is 
learned, however, that it ranked high impossible to locate the patch on good 

in palatability when fed in trays. soil, it is necessary to fertilize. 
In central Wisconsin Schmidt found Our results with broadcasting of mix- 

buckwheat to be good fall and spring tures were poor. This runs counter to 

food for the sharp-tailed grouse, prairie the findings of Wight (7) and Allen in 

chicken and sandhill crane, and also a Michigan. In our trials, mixtures 

winter food if shocked. planted in rows and cultivated pro- 

Culture: broadcast 50 pounds per duced better than those which were 

acre, broadcast. 
Hemp. Both Manchurian and com- 

mon hemp were tried. Each was drilled Curure ror Foop Wrxps 

and also broadcast. The common hemp The weeds which come up on fallow 
grew taller than the Manchurian but may be food weeds (like ragweed, 

both made fair cover, especially where smartweed, yellow foxtail, panic grass, 

broadcast. Both produced a large climbing false buckwheat) or they may 

amount of seed which was all eaten by be species without food value (like 

small birds beginning in the milk. It horseweed, EHrigeron canadensis, prickly 
was all gone by October. Hemp must lettuce, Lactuca scariola, sow thistle, 

occasionally escape exhaustion by song Sonchus sp.). 

birds, for Allen (6) reports pheasants What weeds one gets on fallow de- 

using it in January. pend on what seeds are stored (6) in 

Common hemp shatters early. Man- the soil and whether, how, and when 
churian hemp is alleged not to shatter, the soil is cultivated. It is not yet pos- 

but we were unable to verify this point sible to predict the food weeds resulting 
because of its early exhaustion. on any given soil from any given pre- 

A federal permit to grow hemp is re- _paratory treatment except on the basis 
quired because of its use as a narcotic. of local experience. 

Culture: broadcast 40 pounds per In our experiments, either ragweed, 

acre or drill in 4-foot rows at the rate foxtail, or smartweed usually followed 
of 5 pounds per acre. the fallowing of any good soil, no matter 

Sunflowers. Cox (unpublished) found what the treatment. In low spots and 

that sunflowers wintered game birds in wet years smartweed usually came; 
in Minnesota. In our trials song birds in dryer spots and dry years, ragweed 

ate the entire crop of seeds in early fall, or foxtail. 

leaving none for the game birds. This On poor dry fallows foxtail sometimes
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came in, but never ragweed or smart- Correct forecast of needed size is 
weed. Poor dry soils, however, often especially important in patches which 

yielded only worthless species. Poor must be fenced against livestock. Fenc- 
dry sands should never be fallowed for ing is necessary not only in pastures but, 
weeds as they produce sandburs (Cen- also in fields where stock is turned loose 

chrus carolinianus). to glean the stubble in fall. 

Moister sands may yield foxtail the 
first year and still more valuable panic tapun 2 

5 e KEY FOR DESIGN OF 
grass the second and third years. Panic FOOD PATCHES 
is valuable summer bait for doves, but 4. Supplementary Food Patch. Hopper, rack, 

is exhausted by doves and rodents be- or other artificial feeding to be added 
during severe weather. 

fore fall. Rotated patch for game 
Climbing false buckwheat may come Fall bait not needed 

* z 4 corn, } soybeans, 3 fallow. 
in on any soil from poor dry sands to Fall bait needed 

good corn land. 4 buckwheat or feterita, } soybeans or 
corn, } fallow. 

Non-rotated patch for game 
DusieNnine THE Patou Fall batt net, needed 

With the foregoing properties of ee a soy peene: 

plants in mind, the wildlife manager is Shuck where or feterita, } corn or soy- 
: eans. 

ready to select, for any given spot, For song birds add to any of above: 
those varieties of food patch plants Hor gumimer seman millet, hemp, sun- 

: . . ower. 

which: (1) Fit the soil; (2) Tend to For fall: hegari, white kafir, dwarf yel- 
hold or sustain the desired animal spe- low milo. 5 
cies; (3) Fill local gaps in wild foo ds For spring: German millet or Sudan. 

2 ‘ ? 8B. All-winter Food Patch. Add to any of 
crop residues, and cover; and (4) above shocked corn, or stacked soy- 

Shorten the period for maintaining ar- beans, buckwheat, rye, or sorghum. 
ificial feedii eat Open shocks or Stack from time to 

tificial feeding stations. time during the winter. 
There remain only the questions of 

size and location of the patch. Table 2 presents a rough key for the 

Size. As pointed out by Hawkins, design of food patches. 

this varies not only with the population Location. Where corn is used, squir- 

to be fed and the amount of wild foods rels are present, and economy neces- 

and crop residues available, but with sary, locations in woods should be 

fluctuating wastage by rodents and the avoided. 

unpredictable length of pinch periods. Patches for quail must be near cover, 

Our experience indicates that } to } or near travel-lanes to cover. Patches 

acre is good, if some degree of winter for prairie chickens and Hungarian 

use is contemplated. If the patch is for partridge must be in open areas, the 

fall bait only, + acre will often suffice. more open the better. Grass cover 

If the patch is to be rotated with fal- nearby is good, but not large blocks of 

low either to supply weeds or maintain brush or timber. Patches for pheasants 

fertility, then the area reserved must may be either in, near, or far from 

be double or triple that actually cover. 

planted. All game birds gravitate toward
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marshes in severe weather. High up- bring out this variability. Dove has 
land patches may fail to hold quail and accomplished this difficult feat. 
pheasants unless the cover is extra Aside from variations in palatability 

good. traceable to the animal, a given food 

doubtless exhibits variations in chemi- 
Comparison witH Hopper Tusts cal condition on different sites and 
The palatability ratings of foods under different conditions of curing and 

offered in patches did not always coin- storage. These may account for dis- 
cide with those for the same items crepancies between patch and hopper 

offered in hoppers. Why? We here tests. For example, in the hopper tests 

doubtless encounter the boundaries of Hawkins found year-old barley used in 

the unknown. Most animal research 1937 to be lower in palatability than 

proceeds on the assumption that cornis when fresh in 1936. Year-old buck- 

corn and quail are quail; i.e., a species wheat, however, was more palatable 

is a homogeneous entity within which than fresh buckwheat. 

any two individuals, at a given time It is clear, then, that we should not 

and place, will behave alike. expect complete consistency in food 

Dove (7) has proved the fallacy of selection, and that we do not get it 

this assumption. He points out that because there are variations within 
slight differences in heredity, magnified each kind of food and each kind of 
by differences in environment and ex- bird. All “recipes” laid down in this 
perience, produce decided individuality paper are therefore only rules of thumb 

among domestic chickens in selection which usually work. 

of foods. The principles of design, however, 

Similar variability is certainly to be may approach the status of dependable 

expected between individuals or local ecology. By clothing these principles 
groups in any wild species. Unfortu- with his own local experience, the wild- 

nately, wildlife managers have not de- life manager can gradually improve his 

vised experimental techniques that field practice. 
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GAME POLICY—MODEL 1930* 

By Aldo Leopold 

Reading the old 1930 game policy is like growth in size and efficiency of public game 
taking apart a Model T Ford; one is sur- farms, and the still greater growth of public 
prised to find how well it was built. winter-feeding operations, is, I fear, in large 

Nearly a decade has gone by; some may _ part a growth of trading stock to keep the 
not remember the old-timer. It was written signs down. There is, to be sure, a con- 
during the years 1928-30 by a committee of _ siderable increase of non-subsidized feeding 
the now defunct but still respected American by farmers, and this we can accept as fore- 

, Game Association. It attempted to bring shadowing custodianship. There is very 
together the best thought of the day on the _ little of the other two things needful; cover 
problems of game and game-lands. It was improvement by the farmer, and regulation 
then no disgrace to be a game-man. Today of kill by the farmer. Meanwhile in the 

y we are all wildlifers, but I doubt if our corn belt the droughts have accelerated the 

actions as such show any broader interest in loss of cover which was already serious in 
non-game resources than this old document 1930. I here repeat the findings of my sur- 
shows. A new label doesn't change what's veys: not more than one farm in every five 
in the bottle. is capable of wintering any game-bird. On 

The old policy asserts that ‘‘seven basic this shrinking area of cover we hope, by 
actions’ are needed. Let's see what they public feeding and restocking, to accommo- 
were and what has been done about them date our expanding army of licensed hunters. 
during the intervening decade. Let me put our whole difficulty in still 

1. Extend public ownership and management another way: much of our remaining food 
of game-lands. Progress on this has been very and cover is an expression of bad farming 

great. I give thanks for the ground gained rather than good farming; much of our 
in public management, but I must in frank- remaining open shooting area is an expres- 
ness add that accomplishment is not fully sion of indifference rather than conviction. 
proportional to expenditure. We assumed in We will have no conservation worthy of the 
1930 that two dollars would do twice the name until food and cover for wild life are 
duty of one; I now doubt it. As public deliberately instead of accidentally provided 
agencies grow larger they waste more in for; until abundant wild life is the mark of 

friction with each other, and with the public. the best rather than the worst farming. Is 

2. Recognize the landowner as the custodian it likely that a good farmer is going to 
of public game on all other (é.e., non-public) create food and cover for wild life unless he, 
land. This idea was the heart and pith of and he alone, has the final word on who 
the 1930 policy, but I fear it is still largely a hunts, and how much? I think the question 

‘ hope rather than a reality. The 1930 policy answers itself. 
not only recognized the farmer's right to 3. Experiment with ways to bring land, 
post; it urged him to use that right. It farmer, and sportsman together. When the 

j urged him not to stop at posting, but to go 1930 policy was written, a hopeful array of 
farther and control the shooting and to management areas was spreading over the 
improve the food and cover. continent from their center and prototype at 

Most states today recognize the farmer's Williamston, Mich. The mortality in these 
right to post, but they urge him mor to use it. areas has been very great. New ones, of 
As inducements for the farmer to keep his course, spring up, but most of these are = 
signs down, they offer him free eggs and _ partly for research experiments, and are kept 
free birds from the state game farm, free alive by research men. I saved two of my 
grain for winter feeding, and free sermons own, Riley and Faville Groves, by con- 
to the lawless gunner. The astonishing verting them into research areas, and they 

*An address by Aldo Leopold, Professor of Game Management, University of Wisconsin, at the 
Fourth North American Wildlife Conference, Detroit, February 15, 1939. 
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thrive as such. There is one group of upland 7. Provide funds. Depression did this for 
game areas which has not only survived us. It remains to be seen whether, during 
from the original crop but is still going periods of pay-as-you-go government, we 
strong under its own steam, the Ohio shall have any funds for wild life. The 

Pheasant areas. I salute Ohio! Pittman-Robertson Act and the Duck Stamp 
There are, of course, two other centers of — Act, both of which had been proposed before 

landowner management: in Texas and in the 1930 but emphatically sat upon by Congress, 
Southeast. These, however, pre-date 1930, indicate at least a growing willingness by 

and they are mainly individual large hold- legislators to let wildlifers finance them- 
ings rather than neighborhood affairs. I selves. 
am happy to report they are going strong. cy ale 

Most preserves, like Topsy, just grew up, The greatest single gain since 1930 lies, I 
t without leadership or direction from ad- think, in the growth of detail in the idea 

ministrators. They grew in the direction of _ that resources are interdependent. We knew 
greater rather than lesser artificiality; on then that you can’t have healthy fish in sick 

most preserves today the birds are put out waters. We knew something of the inter- 
f just ahead of the guns. Seldom are the dependence of animals and forests. But the 

farmers full partners in the enterprise. idea of sick soils undermining the health of 
Administrators now do not like the child the whole organic structure had not been 
they failed to train. born. We had a vague notion that game and 

4,5. Train men. Find facts. Theexpansion predators might be interdependent, but we 

of professional education and research is lacked details as to why and how. We do not 
almost a fairy tale. In 1930 we had, perhaps, yet have many details, but we have a few. 
a dozen full-time men building up technique. The clearest is the idea that browsing 
Today we have a professional society of 700 mammals, unlike birds, are in constant 

members, and about 15 schools. I, for one, danger of destroying their own range, and 
think an overproduction is impending. The that hunting alone is seldom a sufficiently 
Wildlife Society is just now issuing a state- delicate control to keep the herds in balance. 
ment urging stiffer training for fewer men, We need predators as well. 
and calling attention to the fact that schools We had the Kaibab in 1930. We now have 
with ambitions in conservation have one a hundred Kaibabs. If rifles are a sufficient 
job which can never be overdone—training substitute for wolves and cougars, why 
citizens to know what conservation is. didn’t they function? 

The old policy said, ‘Find facts on what One of the most interesting ‘discoveries’ 
to do to land to make game abundant."’ To _ of the decade is that science now sees in the 
find those facts is proving to be a harder job effects of predation the same principle that 
than we anticipated. Most workers, includ- every observing sportsman has seen in the 

ing myself, are still plugging gaps in the effects of gunpowder. Those who have 
foundation that we once thought was com- watched game-birds under fire have long 

i plete. We have no proven techniques yet asserted that moderate killing does not 
. except for a few easy species like Pheasant change next year’s population. Those who 

and deer. have now measured game-bird populations 
t Let me venture a prediction: the highest under predation tell us the same thing. 

value of wild-life research will lie not in Moderate loss, whether by gun or tooth or 

enhanced game crops but in enhanced under- claw, simply has no effect. Many sportsmen, 
standing of natural mechanisms. More however, do not recognize their own doc- 
game, after all, will benefit only a few;  trine when it is applied to Hawks instead of 
more comprehension will raise the cultural guns. In predation, however, there is some 
level of all. kind of automatic adjustment that tends to 

6. Recognize the protectionist and the scientist keep losses moderate. I wish we could claim 
as sharing the responsibility for wild life. the same for gunpowder. To this extent the 
It’s hard to appraise what headway we have Hawks are more civilized than we are. 
made on this, but it is not great. The two Perhaps one of the most unexpected dis- 
factions still tend to cancel each other. coveries of the decade is that some popula- 
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NO WONDER THE FARMER’S FRANTIC! 

tions are internally rather than externally those who did the brainwork but are with 
controlled. Errington’s muskrats trim their us no more. Of the original members of the 
own numbers by fighting, without much committee on game policy, none worked 
help from predators, starvation, or disease. harder or better than the late Dr. John C. 
There is no place for this in the 1930 scheme Phillips. His extraordinary candor, intelli- 
of things. It’s:almost human. gence, experience, and love of wild things 

Oe contributed not only to the printed docu- 
No review of wild-life policy would be ment, but to everything we think and do 

complete without some acknowledgment to _ today in wild-life conservation. 

ee NO WONDER THE FARMER’S FRANTIC! * 
; By John H. Baker 

¥ 

4 The topic of farmer-sportsman codpera- licenses.’ Such a policy, encouraging as it 
tion persists on wild-life conference pro- does looseness in the granting of licenses to 
grams. Is anyone naive enough to think hunt and fish, stimulates accidents, trespass, 
that this is because of existing coéperation and violations, and supplies the build-up for 
between the farmer and the sportsman? I irresponsible and unsportsmanlike conduct, 
doubt if the subject would even be discussed giving opportunity to the hoodlum and 
if that were the case. Is it not quite clear vandal. 
that the reason lies in the sportsmen’s desire If hunting and fishing as sports are to 
to develop what they consider a codperative prevail, basic policies will have to be, nor, 
attitude on the part of the farmer? as is too often the case today, opposition to 

I could offer innumerable statistics as to the posting of land and seeking maximum 
accidents, violations of regulations, willful current income from the sale of licenses, but 

trespass, etc. But you are familiar with the earnest desire to protect the rights of farmers 
fact that such conditions are widespread. and other landowners, and solicitude to 

From recent newspaper clippings, I quote at assure observance of the laws and regulations 
random: and considerate, sportsmanlike conduct. 

3 We are advised that the Conservation and 

wich Atngalas nortan {on some heeds Fish and Game Departments will fight such 
aman was shot. When the shooter was told about the change of policies, because of the loss in 
incident, he said “Why didn’t the damn fool driver immediate revenue that might result. We 
get out of the way?’ . 

2, Hunters this year are worse than any previous have too much respect for the understanding, 
year regarding obeying laws. They park right by perception and vision of the Conservation 
seein isreeeed to Tete tutu aed See: Commissioners and Directors of Fish and 

ey of the ieee in ie pela ce that the Game Departments to believe that they will. 

S _eeveeton on Gua and Pheasns paingst mort We believe chat they recognize the need of 
damage to live-stock on farms. In fact, this year Such changes and will codperate in bringing 

’ many of the farmers not only signed their places but them about. 
) patrolled, or hired their land guarded. : ; 

e 4. The group (an Association) is vehement in pro- We recommend that action be taken in the 
testing violations and abuses against the trespass law several states, such that hunting and fishing 

paste ground that ae ctularen ag sec hae licenses be issued only to those able to pass ger from the endless numbers o 
gunners who come from every direction and ruthlessly a very simple examination, and that such 
slaughter game. examinations be conducted annually by 

, members of the regular staff of the state 
; One of the underlying causes that moti- Conservation or Fish and Game Depart- 

vate such conditions seems to us to be a ments, in much the same way that automo- 
basic policy of many Conservation and Fish _ bile drivers’ licenses are now issued by the 
and Game Departments, namely, ‘Sell more State Motor Vehicle Bureaus. It seems 

*An address by John H. Baker, Executive Director of the National Association of Audubon Socie- 
ties, at the Fourth North American Wildlife Conference, Detroit, February 15, 1939. 
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Mr. Gorpon: Ii happens to fall to my lot to introduce the Chairman of the 
day’s session. I can’t see why that should be done because every one of you 

must know about the interest he and his publication have taken in this burning 

subject for a number of years. If you have followed that publication, as most 

of us have, you know that they have taken advantage of every opportunity to 

help bring about improved relationships between those who are interested in ree- 
reational pursuits, those who are interested in conserving and restoring wildlife, 

and those who till the soil. There is no one whom I should like to hear quite so 

well as Philip 8. Rose give some of his own inimitable remarks about this sports 

man-farmer relationship problem, and before he goes ahead with his program for 

the day I hope he will take just a few minutes to say something to you about it. 
Mr. Rose, Editor of The Country Gentleman. 

CuairMAN Rose: I really don’t know why I am here. I have not attended very 

many meetings of sportsmen’s associations, I am not a gunner, but I am a fisher 

man, a trout fisherman, a bass fisherman, a fly fisherman. I disdain to use worms— 

unless I need fish. I have fished a good deal in this state, up in the Upper Penin 

sula. I was born in this state. Maybe that is the reason I came here today to 
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see you folks, although you are not all from Michigan. It seems good to get back 
to the old state. 

I am interested, and have been for many years, in the farmer angle of game. 

The farmer, the landowner, provides the place where game lives. He provides the 
shelter, he provides the food, and I maintain the people who live on the land and 

own the land have a very large interest in game. If the sportsmen want to have 
good shooting, if they want to have plentiful game, they have to take the farm 

people into partnership on something like an equitable basis, 
Several years ago I presented this subject to one of the big sportsmen’s a880- 

ciations in New York City. I was listened to respectfully but coldly. Most of 
those people seemed to belong to the old type of sportsman who felt that the old 

law that the game belongs to who can take it and that trespass doesn’t apply 

against farm land. They were not enthusiastic in supporting that idea of a ¢o- 
partnership between the sportsmen and farmers. re 

Well, we have worked along on that line for a long while. I am not egotistical 

enough to think that the publication I represent and the work that we have done 

have brought about a better relationship, but they have helped. Your good friend 

Mr. Darling helped a great deal. The man now at the head of the Biological 

Survey has helped. Seth Gordon has done a tremendous amount of work to bring 

about a better understanding, and so have many organizations. 

When we started thinking about game conservation about 15 years ago, the 

first thing we did was to make a survey of all the states to see what kind of peo- 

ple were enforcing the laws and what kind of laws they had. We found out, for 

one thing, that the state conservation man or chief game warden got his job en- 

tirely because of politics, not because he knew anything about game or had much 

interest in it. That condition is changing. After all, it is men that make policies 

and men that do things, not just in politics, not for payment of political debts. 
We are getting now, throughout the states, I believe, a high class of men, and 
I am glad to see the sportsmen of America are using this great influence to see 

that the right men get into the right kind of conservation jobs. 

Aldo Leopold 

Reading the old 1930 Game Policy is like taking apart a Model T 

Ford; one is surprised to find how well it was built. 
Nearly a decade has gone by ; some may not remember the old-timer. 

It was written during the years 1928-1930 by a committee of the old 
and respected American Game Association. It attempted to bring 
together the best thought of the day on the problems of game and game 
lands. It was then no disgrace to be a game man. Today we are all 
wildlifers, but I doubt if our actions as such show any broader interest 
in non-game resources than this old document shows. A new label 
doesn’t change what’s in the bottle. 

The old policy asserts that ‘‘seven basic actions’’ are needed. Let’s 
see what they were and what has been done about them during the 
intervening decade. 

1. Extend public ownership and management of game lands. Prog- 
ress on this is very great. I give thanks for the ground gained in pub-
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lic management, but I must in frankness add that accomplishment is 
not fully proportional to expenditure. We assumed in 1930 that two 
dollars would do twice the duty of one; I now doubt it. As public 
agencies grow larger they waste more in friction with each other, and 
with the public. For example, action on public lands for wildlife is 
still blocked at many points by mooted jurisdictions, despite the enor- 
mous increase in funds and labor available. Moreover, as Jay Dar- 
ling has so ably pointed out, another dollar for us often means another 
ten dollars for the dammers and the drainers. 

2. Recognize the landowner as the custodian of public game on all 
other (i.e., non-public) land. This idea was the heart and pith of the 
1930 policy, but I fear it is still largely a hope rather than a reality. 
The 1930 policy not only recognized the farmer’s right to post; it 
urged him to use that right. It urged him not to stop at posting, but 
to go farther and control the shooting and to improve the food and 

the cover. 
Most states today recognize the farmer’s right to post, but they urge 

him not to use it. As inducements for the farmer to keep his signs 
down, they offer him free eggs and free birds from the state game farm, 
free grain for winter feeding, and free sermons to the lawless gunner. 
The astonishing growth in size and efficiency of public game farms, 
and the still greater growth of public winter feeding operations, is, I 
fear, in large part a growth of trading stock to keep the signs down. 
There is, to be sure, a considerable increase of non-subsidized feeding 
by farmers, and this we can accept as foreshadowing custodianship. 
There is very little of the other two things needful: cover improve- 
ment by the farmer, and regulation of kill by the farmer. Meanwhile 
in the cornbelt the drouths have accelerated the loss of cover which 
was already serious in 1930. I here repeat the findings of my surveys: 
not more than one farm in every five is capable of wintering any game 
bird. On this shrinking area of cover we hope, by public feeding and 
restocking, to accommodate our expanding army of licensed hunters. 

Let me put our whole difficulty in still another way: much of our 
remaining food and cover is an expression of bad farming rather than 
good farming; much of our remaining open shooting area is an ex- 
pression of indifference rather than conviction. We will have no con- 
servation worthy of the name until food and cover for wildlife is de- 
liberately instead of accidentally provided for; until abundant wild- 
life is the mark of the best rather than the worst farming. Is it likely 
that a good farmer is going to create food and cover for wildlife un- 
less he, and he alone, has the final word on who hunts, and how much? 
I think the question answers itself. 

T hasten to add that I no longer believe that a little ‘‘bait’’ for the 
farmer, either in cash, service, or protection, is going to move him to
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active custodianship of wildlife. If the wildlife cropping tradition is 
not in his bones, then no external force, either of my kind or any other 
kind, is going to put it there. It must grow from the inside, and 
slowly. 

3. Experiment with ways to bring land, farmer, and sportsman to- 
gether. When the 1930 policy was written, a hopeful array of man- 
agement areas was spreading over the continent from their centre and 
prototype at Williamston, Michigan. The mortality in these areas 
has been very great. New ones, of course, spring up, but most of these 
are partly for research experiments, and are kept alive by research 
men. I saved two of my own: Riley and Faville Grove, by converting 
them into research areas, and they thrive as such. There is one group 
of upland game areas which have not only survived from the original 
crop but are still going strong under their own steam: the Ohio pheas- 
ant areas. I salute Ohio. 

There are, of course, two other centers of landowner management : in 
Texas and in the Southeast. These, however, pre-date 1930, and they 
are largely individual large holdings rather than neighborhood affairs. 
I am happy to report they are going strong. ; 

I once had great hopes of shooting preserves as an expandible device 
for farm game management. Their big asset was that they offered a 
long season, given in exchange for artificial restocking plus a tagged 
and regulated ‘kill. Theoretically this principle was susceptible of ex- 
tension to natural restocking, by farmers, but I know of only one pre- 

serve (Riley) which grew in that direction. Most preserves, like 
Topsy, just grew up, without leadership or direction from administra- 
tors. They grew in the direction of greater rather than lesser arti- 
ficiality ; on most preserves today the birds are put out just ahead of 
the guns. Seldom are the farmers full partners in the enterprise. 
Administrators now do not like the child they failed to train. 

I must admit, though, that this is not the whole story. The excessive 
leakage of birds forced late liberation, and late liberation is necessarily 
artificial. Moreover on preserves, as elsewhere, most farmers lack the 
wildlife cropping tradition. 

4,5. Train men, Find facts. The expansion of professional edu- 
cation and research is almost a fairy tale. In 1930 we had perhaps a 
dozen full-time men building up technique. Today we have a profes- 
sional society of 700 members, and about fifteen schools. I, for one, 
think an overproduction is impending. The Wildlife Society is just 
now issuing a statement urging stiffer training for fewer men, and call- 
ing attention to the fact that schools with ambitions in conservation 
have one job which can never be overdone: training citizens to know 
what conservation is.
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What quality of men are we producing? At what levels of scholar- 
ship and statesmanship will they work? It is too early to be sure, but 
Iam hopeful. I could defend some of their recent output in any tri- 
bunal of science. I am amused, though, by the fact that not even the 
best wildlife research is yet accepted as science by the majority of 
scientists. If you need proof of this, let me remind you that no ‘“‘regu- 
lar’’ scientific foundation has ever, to my knowledge, contributed one 
red copper to wildlife research. 

The old policy said, ‘‘ Find facts on what to do to land to make game 
abundant.’’ To find those facts is proving to be a harder job than we 
anticipated. Most workers, including myself, are still plugging gaps 
in the foundation which we once thought was complete. We have no 
proven techniques yet except for a few easy species like pheasant and 
deer. 

Let me venture a prediction: the highest value of wildlife research 
will lie not in enhanced game crops, but in enhanced understanding of 
natural mechanisms. More game, after all, will benefit only a few; 
more comprehension will raise the cultural level of all. 

6. Recognize the protectionist and the scientist as sharing the re- 
sponsibility for wildlife. It’s hard to appraise what headway we have 
made on this, but it is not great. The two factions still tend to cancel 

each other. 
7. Provide funds. Depression did this for us. It remains to be 

seen whether, during periods of pay-as-you-go government, we shall 
have any funds for wildlife. The Pittman-Robertson Act and the 
Duck Stamp Act, both of which had been proposed before 1930 but 
emphatically sat upon by Congress, indicate at least a growing wil- 
lingness by legislators to let wildlifers finance themselves. 

The greatest single gain since 1930 lies, I think, in the growth of 
detail in the idea that resources are interdependent. We knew then 
that you can’t have healthy fish in sick waters. We knew something 
of the interdependence of animals and forests. But the idea of sick 
soils undermining the health of the whole organic structure had not 
been born. We had a vague notion that game and predators might 
be interdependent, but we lacked details as to why and how. We do 
not yet have many details, but we have a few. 

The clearest is the idea that browsing mammals, unlike birds, are in 
constant danger of destroying their own range, and that hunting alone 
is seldom a sufficiently delicate control to keep the herds in balance. 
‘We need predators as well. 

We had the Kaibab in 1930. We now have a hundred Kaibabs. If 
rifles are a sufficient substitute for wolves and cougars, why didn’t 
they function ? 

One of the most interesting ‘‘discoveries’’ of the decade is that
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science now sees in the effects of predation the same principle which 
every observing sportsman has seen in the effects of gunpowder. Those 
who have watched game birds under fire have long asserted that mod- 
erate killing does not change next year’s population. Those who have 
now measured game bird populations under predation tell us the same 
thing. Moderate loss, whether by gun or tooth or claw, simply has no 
effect. Many sportsmen, however, do not recognize their own doctrine 
when it is applied to hawks instead of guns. In predation, however, 
there is some kind of automatic adjustment which tends to keep losses 
moderate. I wish we could claim the same for gunpowder. To this 
extent the hawks are more civilized than we are. 

Perhaps one of the most unexpected discoveries of the decade is that 
some populations are internally rather than externally controlled. Er- 
rington’s muskrats trim their own numbers by fighting, without much 
help from predators, starvation, or disease. There is no place for this 
in the 1930 scheme of things. It’s almost human. 

No review of wildlife policy would be complete without some ac- 
knowledgment to those who did the brain work but are with us no 
more. Of the original members of the committee on game policy, none 
worked harder or better than the late Dr. John C. Phillips. His ex- 
traordinary candor, intelligence, experience, and love of wild things 
contributed not only to the printed document, but to everything we 
think and do today in wildlife conservation. 

Judge George W. Wood 

In attempting to discuss the legal status of gathe, and the rights of 
the sportsman and landowners, I first thought of making a complete 
classification of the laws of the various states. In studying the laws 
of the various states, I found that insofér as the relationships above 
referred to the rules were practically if accord, and hence I have con- 
fined this discussion to the elemenfary principles of the law, in the 
hope that an understanding of tHese principles will aid in finding a 
satisfactory working arrangemefit between landowner and sportsman. 

In the discussion, I have ugéd the word game. The same legal rules 
apply to both fish and gamé, and wherever the word game is used it 
is intended as covering thé rules of law of both fish and game. 

The rules of law relative to the legal status of wild game and the 
right to pursue and take game have their beginning in the earliest 
history of the law. Fortunately for sportsmen, the earliest pronounce- 

ment in the law of Athens that, ‘‘Solon, seeing that the Athenians gave 
themselves up to’the chase, to the neglect of the mechanical arts, for- 
bade the killing of game,’’ has been long forgotten, and it is not my
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The fourth step is to practice con- Why? Because wildlife productivity is 
servation on the land. The first three not yet one of our points of pride in land. 
steps are of little use unless we can take The farmer takes pride in his gadgets, 

9 the fourth. that is, his radio, car, icebox, tractor, 

M I S S O U R I ; Who is going to practice conservation milker, etc. This is as it should be. 
on the land? I am afraid that the He takes pride in his tame crops, and 
average conservationist thinks that the this is as it should be. 

by government is going to doit. By govern- But how often do we find a farmer 
A ‘ ‘ment I mean the Conservation Depart- who takes pride in his wild crops, his 

Lgorotp : ment, the Biological Survey, the Forest Wwoodlot, his stand of quail, his coon 
Professor of Game Management Service, the Park Service, and the other dens, the fish in his creek or pond? 

College of Agriculture governmental agencies. Until a majority of our farmers are as 
Medea Visconsin These agencies are going to do it, proud of having a flock of prairie chick- 

but only on the lands which they own. ©®S 88 of owning a new car, we shall not 
(This is one of the addresses made by How much of Missouri will they eventu- have the chickens. Conservation cannot 

Professor Leopold at the dedication ally own) I would call it an optimistic CMe until the gameless farm is con- 
of the Ashland Wildlife Area, Boone guess to say one-fifth of Missouri, that Sidered as unbalanced, until a farmer 
County, Mo., April 26, 1938.) is to say, the combined area of national Would no more tolerate erosion in his 

forests, state forests, parks, refuges, etc., fields than he now tolerates a contagious 
i $ _ ean hardly, even in the remote future, ‘isease in his flocks and herds. __ 

The conservation movement in Mis- exceed a fifth of the area of the state. Farmers do not yet have this attitude, 
souri at this moment is like a fisherman We can’t produce outdoor facilities for "either do we who are not farmers. We 
wading a swift and deep bass stream. fiye-fifths of our people on one-fifth of still regard the farm as a place to retire 
To get across without wetting his feet our area. Let’s buy land by all means from instead of to. We look upon 

he has to step on four slippery rocks. put let’s not delude ourselves with the farming as a livelihood, not a life. Our 
Missouri has reached the third rock thought that buying land is a compre- Present wild crops are, I fear, an expres- 
and is still right side up. Where is the hensive solution. There can be no solu- Sion of neglect, not of care and fore- 
fourth? tion until conservation practices are ha- thought. When they have become an 

I here try to show it to you. I speak bitual on the private farms of the state. ©XPression of pride in land, then and not 
as one with wet feet who hopes you can Just how much practice of conserva- Util then will we have conservation in 
keep yours dry. tion is as yet habitual on Missouri farms? Missouri. 

a In the search for some sort of an answer 
f a ie I made a tally of 100 farms strung along 

The first step in conservation is to the highway through north-central Mis- 
want —e a and many other states, gourj from the Iowa line to Columbia. 
have taken that SLED: Of these 100 farms, 40 had cover 

The second step is to create competent enough for quail, 12 had bird houses at 
authority. You have done an extra the farmstead, 12 had den trees in the 
aged job on ak peek ay oe rae woodlot fit for coon and squirrel. 
of your new law (after all, it is not rare 
for states to pass good laws) as of the Only 40 out of the 100 had any wood- ; : lot, and of these 40 woodlots 39 were 
quality of your leadership. Rarely razed and thus doomed to ultimate 
has any state enlisted the sagacity, BencHen 

open-mindedness, and foresight dis- “OF the 60 farms without woodlots 
played in your present leaders. If you only 3 had tree plantations and only 12 know a good thing when you see it, you y Pe : y, 

Ba had planted windbreaks in good order. 
will give them your confidence, your Foruet had hed till standi 
support, and your thoughtful criticism. or the 100 fa eae e eee pas 

The third step is to learn how to de- gullies or ox-bowing watercourses visible 
velop the technical specifications as to from the road. It is unthinkable, of 

just what shall be done to make your course, to sustain any permanent con- 
fields, woods, and waters productive. servation practice on any farm in process 
You have landed right side up on this of active erosion. Wildlife is an expres- 
rock, but don’t think you are across the sion of fertility, and a farm which is 
creek. Have you read Bennitt and losing its fertility is necessarily losing 
Nagel’s “Game Survey of Missouri’? jts wildlife in the long run. 
If so, you will realize how much remai Of the 100 farms, 23 showed fields 

to be found out about cropping uel staan ty abandoned because the fertility 
turkey, deer, fur in your coverts. You had been exhausted by erosion. Many 
will realize that this finding out how to more abandoned fields have been con- 
grow wild crops in coverts is much like verted to pasture and could not be 
finding out how to grow corn, cotton, recognized with certainty and hence 
hogs in the fields. It is a job calling for could not be tallied. . 
research, then testing in practice, then Of the 100 farms only 4 had ponds or 

more research. marshes big enough for waterfowl. Of 
The wild cropping system must dove- course, the region in question is not a 

tail with the tame cropping system. marsh region. 
Therefore the Agricultural College is the I passed 10 creeks, 5 of which showed 
proper place to build both.- You have artificial straightening, a practice sub- 
set up, at your agricultural college, a versive of all conservation principles. 
new Research Unit in which, with the I am afraid one is forced to conclude 
help of the Biological Survey, the tech- that there is as yet very little visible 
nical process can and will be worked out. conservation practice on Missouri farms.
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Wildlife Management 

The Hungarian Partridge Pioneers 

Epes HISTORY is largely a story of the spread of pioneering populations 

into new environments. 

Natural history likewise has its pioneers. Some, like the starling in America 

or the rabbit in Australia, are pests. Some are useful additions to the rurai 

landscape, only partially competitive with native species. 

The spread of pioneering birds is hard to trace when the initial stock is 

broadcasted over large areas. The spread of the pheasant in Wisconsin cannot 

be traced for this reason. 

The Hungarian partridge, however, is traceable, for the reason that most of 

the Wisconsin stock originates from plantings made by Gustave Pabst in Wauke- 

sha county from 1908 to 1929. The map shows the spread of this bird by 1920, 

4930, and 1937. These “spread contours” are drawn from hundreds of dates of 
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THIS IS THE WAY THE HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE HAS SPREAD 

The curved lines show how far the Hungarians had spread from the site of their original 

planting in Waukesha county by 1920, 1930, and 1937. On some fronts their advance has been 
stopped by poor soil, 
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arrival reported to Aldo Leopold by Wisconsin farmers, naturalists, and sports- 

men during the past decade. Each date was verified by cross-questioning the 

witnesses. 

Unlike the human pioneer, the Hungarian does not settle on gravel, peat, of 

sand. He sticks to the best soils. The detailed evidence indicates, however, that 

the reason for this seeming superiority is not that he doesn’t try the poor soils; 

he simply dies out there so promptly that his efforts go unnoticed. 

The Hungarian pioneer makes his longest treks in the middle of the coldest 

winters. Thus during the blizzards of 1935-36 there was a northward thrust 

which temporarily populated a whole tier of new counties, reducing the popula 

tions to the south. Survival, however, occurred only on the fertile lakeshore : 

clays and loams along Lake Michigan and Lake Winnebago. 

The advancing front of Hungarian “settlements” crossed the Dane county 

prairies and reached the border of the Columbia county sands near Lodi in 1935. 

Since then the front has mushroomed against the sand barrier like a piece of soft 

wax against a hard wall. 

How far northward and westward will the Hungarian eventually go? Will 

he go farther if offered “relief” in the form of feeding? On the first question 

Leopold makes no prediction. To the second he answers emphatically “no.” 

feeding is effective as a means of increasing population on a range which is short 

of food but otherwise suitable, but feeding never made a range suitable. Why 

this is so, no one knows. 

Can Prairie Chickens Winter on Buds? 

al HAT PRAIRIE CHICKENS resort to buds of trees as a winter food has long 

been known. Whether they can subsist on buds alone has long been de- 

bated. Last winter this question was put to test by Frederick Hamerstrom Jr. of 

this Station and Frank Hopkins of the State Conservation Dept. 

Twenty-four wild chickens were trapped and confined in three pens. One 

pen was fed buds, one pen buds and grains, and one grains alone. Each pen had 

all it could eat. Weekly weighings of each bird registered its ability to subsist 

en its particular rations. 

From the outset the birds on buds alone lost the most weight; the birds on 

buds and grain lost the least weight. Those on grain alone held their weight 

almost as well as those on the mixed ration. 

After several weeks the schedules were reversed. The birds on buds alone 

would have starved had this not been done. The mixed ration again gave the 

best showing; the bud ration the worst. 

Confined prairie chickens are so wild that it is difficult to untangle the weight 

changes due to food from those due to fright. These tests, while not conclusive, 

at least strongly indicate that the bird needs grain (or the equivalent in weed 

seeds) in order to winter successfully in Wisconsin. Farmers who wish to en- 

courage prairie chickens should leave a few corn shocks or a buckwheat stack in 

an open field for their use. 

The sharptailed grouse, sometimes called prairie chicken, is believed to sub- 

sist on buds alone, but it, too, is probably better off when grain is also available. 
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What Is the Yield of Wild Food Crops? 
N SUPPORTING COWS, pigs, horses, poultry and people it is important to 

know how much corn, oats, hay, vegetables or fruits an acre will produce. 

In supporting pheasants, quail, rabbits, and song birds it is important to know 

how much weed seed, waste grain, acorns or browse an acre will produce, how 

dependable the crop is, and how much of it is utilized by wildlife. This Station 

therefore has begun a series of measurements of wildlife food crops. 

The weeds which spring up as aftermath on small grain stubbles are an im- 

portant food which the farmer converts either into game and song birds, or into 

mice and gophers, depending on whether there is any cover to harbor birds. 

What is the yield of these weedy stubbles? Seventy-five samiples of one square 

yard each, taken last fall by Aldo Leopold and Lyle Sowls on the Faville Grove 

wildlife area in Jefferson county, threshed out the following quantities of edible 

seeds: yellow and green foxtail, 50 to 450 Ibs. per acre; barnyard grass, up to 

300 Ibs. per acre; lesser ragweed, 80 to 130 lbs. per acre. 

Ungrazed woodlots in southern Wisconsin support a wild bean called tick 

trefoil, which is greatly relished by quail, ruffed grouse, and pheasants. Thirty 

samples from the University Arboretum showed yields up to 10 lbs. per acre. It 

was discovered that there are two insects, a weevil and a moth larva, which thin 

out the trefoil and prevent any large yield. 

Crop wastes left behind in harvesting are an important food for wildlife. No 

satisfactory measurements of waste grain have as yet been devised, but waste 

soybeans left behind at Faville Grove threshed out 150 pounds per acre. 

Rabbits Range at Least a Mile 

O NE OF THE COMMONEST but least known species of wildlife is the ordinary 

cottontail. Wisconsin hunters bagged a million cottontails last fall, but no 

man yet knows how far an individual cottontail moves in a year. Knowledge of 

movements is important to the landholder, whether he wishes to encourage 

rabbits as a game animal or to discourage them as a threat to orchards, truck 

crops, or tree plantings. 

For the past two winters the following experiment was conducted on the 

Faville Grove wildlife area: A 7-acre “pothole” which had good cover, but which 

was surrounded by bare fields, was trapped clean of rabbits in November and 

December. Each rabbit was weighed, ear-tagged, and released at a distance of 

one mile. By watching tracks in the snow, and by continued trapping, the return 

or “influx” of rabbits to the empty covert was observed. 

During January the covert remained empty. During February, however, 

there was a steady influx from the outside, including some of the tagged indi- 

viduals. One returned three times in two years. The February “shuffle” coin- 

cided with the onset of the breeding season or “rut,” and was doubtless caused by 

mating activities. By the following fall, the pothole contained its usual quota of 

cottontails, 

The experiment shows this covert supports 2 rabbits per acre, and that in 

winter the population “stays put” until February, when the breeding shuffle 

mixes the populations for as far as a mile. 
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a a Cy The Farmer as a Conservationist 
Ado Le 

by ihe Leopold __s . 

a) 

} | HEN the land does well for its owner, and the owner does well by his lani-- 

WY when both end up better by reason of their partnership--then we have con- 

Wey servation, When one or the other grows poorer, either in substance, or in 

character, or in responsiveness to sun, wind and rain, then we have something else, 
and it is something we do not like, 

Let's admit at the outset that harmony between men and land, like harmony 
between neighbors, is an ideal--and one we shall never attain, Only glib and igno- 
rant men, unable to feel the mighty currents of history, unable to see the incredible 
complexity of agriculture itself, can promise any early attainment of that ideal, 
But any man who respects himself and his land can try to. 

2K 

Land Gets Out of Order 

W nar is the nature of the process by which men destroy their lend? What 
kind of events made it possible for that much-quoted old-timer to say: "You can't 
tell me about farming; I've worn out threc farms already, and this is my fourth"? ° 
Most thinkers have pictured for us a process of ¢eradual exhaustion. lund, they say, 
is like a bank account: If you draw more’‘than the interest, the principal dwindles, 
When Van Hise wrote his famous definition, "Conservation is wise use," he meant, I 
think, restrained use. Certainly conservation ncans restraint, but there is some- 
thing else that needs to be said, and I am going to try to say it.’ The thing that 
hits me in the eye is that many land resources, when they are used, get out of order 
and disappear or deteriorate before anyone has a chance to exhaust them. Sometimes 
we have deterioration before there is any exhaustion, 

I ask you to’look at the eroding farms of Wisconsin. When our grandfathers 
first broke this land, did it melt sway with cvcry rainstorm that happened to fall 
on a thawed frost-pan, or in e furrow not exactly on contour? It did not. The newly 
broken soil was tough, resistant, elastic to strain. Soil treatments which were safe 
then would be suicidal now, Erosion experts tell us that more fertility is going 
down tiver than up into crops. What they mean is that sonething has gotten out of 
order, that we are losing soil before wetve had a chance to exhaust it. In short, the 
‘soil bank is tottering, and that is more important to conservation than whether we 
have overdrawn or underdrawn our interest, - 

Fire Destroyed Soil and Seed 

Look at our forests. Did we build barns out of all the pineries whieh once 
covered the northern counties? No. As scon as we had opened some big slashings’we 
made a path for fires to invade the woods. Firescut off erowth and reproduction, 
which are the natural forces cf recovery in the forest resource, They outran the 
lumberman and they mopped up behind him, destroying not only thé timber but also the 
soil and the seed. If we could‘have kept the soil and the seca, we should be har- 
vesting a new crop of pines now, regardless of whether the virgin crop was cut too 
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fast or too slow. The real damage was not so much the overcutting, it was the run 

on the soil-timber bank. 

A still clearer example is found in our woodlots today. Not many farmers 

have‘any hankering to pay cash for coal or fenceposts, Yet by pasturing their wood- 

lots, and thus preventing all new growth, nine farmers out of ten are forcing them- 

selves gradually into a fuelless, postless status. Overdrawing the interest from 

the woodlot bank is perhaps serious, but it is a bagatelle compared with destroying 

the capacity of the woodlot to yield interest. Here again we see awkward use, 

rather than over-use, disordering the natural mechanism of recovery. 

Animal Life, Too, Gets Out of Order 

‘ In wildlife the losses from the disordering of natural mechanisms have, I 
suspect, far excéeded the losses from outright exhaustion. Consider the thing we 
call "the cycle", which deprives us of all kinds of grouse and rabbits about seven 

years out of every ten. Were grouse and rabbits always and everywhere cyclic? I 

used to think so, but I now doubt it. I suspect that cycles are a disorder‘of ani- 

mol populations, in some way spread by awkward land-use. We don't know how, because 

we do not yet know what a cycle is. In the far north cycles are probably natural and 

inherent, for’we find them in the untouched wilderness, but down here I suspect they 

are spreading, both in geographic sweep and in number of species affected. 

Consider the growing dependence of fishing waters on artificial restocking, 

Fish experts agree that a big part of this loss of toughness inheres in the disorder— 

ing of waters by erosion and pollution. Hundreds of southerly trout streams which 

once produced natural brook trout are stepping down the ladder of productivity to 

artificial brown trout, and finally to carp. As the fish resource dwindles, the 

flood and erosion losses grow. Both sre expressions of a single deterioration. Both 

are not so much exhaustion of a resource as the sickening of a resource, 

Consider deer, Here we have no exheustion; perhaps we have too many dcer,. 

But every woodsman knows that deer in many places’are exterminating the plants on 

which they depend for winter food. Some of these, such as white cedar, are import- 

ant forest trees. Dcer did not always destroy their range, Something is out of 

kilter, Perhaps it was a mistake to clean out the wolves; perheps natural cnemics 

are essential as a kind of thermostat to close the "draft" on the deer supply. I 

know of deer herds in Mexico’which never get out of kilter with their range; there 
are wolves and cougars there, and always plenty of decr but never too many. There is 
substantial balance between these deer and their range, just as there was substantial 
balance between the buffalo and the prairie, 

Now to my point: Conservation is a question of keeping the resource in 
working order, as well as a question of preventing over-use. Resources may zet out 
of order before they are exhausted, sometimes while they are still abundant. Con- 
servation therefore is a positive exercise of skill and insight, not merely a nega- 

tive exercise of abstinence or caution. 

2K 

Curiosity and Pride of Understanding Nevded 

What is meant by skill and insight? 

This is the age of engineers, For proof of this I look not so much to 
Boulder Dams or China Clippers, as to the farmer boy tending his tractor, or building
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his own radio, Ina surprising number of men there burns a curiosity about machines, 

a loving care in their construction, maintenance, and use. This bent for mechanisms, 

even though clothed in greasy overalls, is often the pure fire of intellect, It is 
the earmark of our times. 

I think everyone knows this, but what few of us realize is that an equal 

bent for the mechanisms of nature is a possible earmark of some future generation, 

No one dreamed, a hundred years ago, that metal, air, petroleum, «nd elec+ 
tricity could coordinate as an engine. Few realize today that soil, water, plants, 

end animals sre an engine, subject, like any other, to derangement. Perhaps the 

ec’. parison is not accurate, but I think one part of it is: Our present skill in the 

care of mechanical engincs did not arise from fear lest they fail to do their work, 
Prudence never kindled such a fire in the human mind. Rather was it born of curios- 

ity and pride of understanding. Real skill with the husbandry of land is barn of 

curiosity and pride. I have no hope for conservation born of fear. The 4-H boy who 

becomes curious about why red pines need more acid than white is closer to conserva- 
tion than he who writes a prize essay on the dangers of timber famine, 

sek K 

Must Metch Subsidy with Skill 

This necessity for skill, for a lively and vital curiosity about the work- 
ings of the biological engine, can teach us something about the probable success of 
farm conservation policies, We secem to be trying two policies, education and sub- 
sidy.’ The compulsory tcaching of conservation in schools, the 4-H conservation pro- 
jects, and school forests are examples of the first. The woodlot tax law, state 
game and tree nurseries, the ¢rop control program, end the soil conservation program 
are examples of the second. I offer this opinion: These public aids to better pri- 
vate land use will accomplish their purpose only as the farmer mtches them with this 
thing which I heve called skill, 

Only he who has built a terrace, or planted a pine grove, or tried to raise 
: better crop of birds can appreciate how easy it is to fail; how futile it is to 
vessively follow a recipe without understanding the mechanisms behind it. It takes - 
something more than "bait" to suc¢eed in conservation. Can our schools, by teaching, 
ereate this soncthing? I hope so, but I doubt it, unless the child brings to the 
school something he got et home. ‘Thus we have traversed a circle. We want this new 
thing, we have asked the schools and the government to help us catch it, but we have 
tracked it back to our own doorstep. 

se KOK 

I feel sure that there is truth in these conclusions about the human qual- 
ities requisite to better land use. I am less sure about many puzzling questions of 
conservation cconomics. 

Can a mn afford to devote Innd to woods, mrsh, pond, windbreaks? These 
ere semi-cconomic land uses, i.e., they have utility but they also yield non-ceonomic 
Lenefits. 

Cen 2 mn afford to devote land to fencerows for the birds, to snagstrees 
Sor the coons nd flying squirrels? Here the utility shrinks to what the chemist 
calls "a trace."
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Can we Afford to Save a Patch of Ladyslippers? 

Can a mn afford to devote land to an historic oak, a patch of ladyslippers, 
a remnant of prairie, or just scenery? ‘Here the utility shrinks to zero. Yet con- 

servation is any or all of these things, ig 

Many lnbored argunents are in print proving that conservation pays economic 

dividends. I can add‘nothing to these arguments. It seems to me, though, that some- 
thing has gone unsaid,’and I shall try to say it. It seems to me that the pattern 

of the rural Inndscape, like the configuration of our own bodies, has in it (or 
should, have’in it) a certain wholeness. No one censures a man who loses his leg in 

an accident, or who was born with only four fingers, but we should look askance at’a 
mon who amputated a natural part on the grounds that some other is more profitable. 

The conparison is of course exeggcrated; we hed to amputate many mrshes, ponds, and 

woods to mike the land habitable, but to entirely remove any matural feature from 
representation in the rural landscape scems to me a defacement which the calm ver- 

dict of history will not approve, either as good eonservation, good taste, or good 

economics. 

‘Let's take a single natural feature: The farm pond. Our godfather, the 

Ice-king, who was in on the christening of Wisconsin, ‘dug hundreds of them for use 

We have drained ninety-nine. If you don't believe it, look on the original survey- 

ats plat of your township; in 1840 he probably mpped water in dozens of spots where 

in 1940 you mey be praying. for rain. I have an undrained pond on my farm, You 

should sce the farm families flock to it of a Sunday--cverybody from old grandfather 
to the new pup--ceach bent on the particular aquatic sport, from water liliés to blue- 

gills, suited to his (or her) age and waistline. In 1840, or even in 1900, many of 
these farm familics hed ponds of their own. If some drainage promoter had not solid 

them tiles, or a share in a steam shovel, or some other dream of sudden affluence, 
many of them would still have their own water lilies, their own bluegills, their 

owh swimming hole, their own redwings to hover over a buttonbush end proclaim to all 

the world that spring is here. 

We Have Excess Plowland 

Back, now, to’economics, If this were Germany, or Denmark, with muy 
people and little land, it might be idle to dream about lnnd-use luxuries for every 

farm family that wants them. But we have excess plowland; our conviction of this is 

so unanimous that we spend billions out of the public chest to retire the surplus 

from cultivation. In the face of such an’ excess, can any reasonable man claim that 
economics prevonts us from getting a life, as well as a livelihood, from our acres? 

Sometimes I think that idens, like men, can become dictators. We Americans 
have so far escaped regimentation by our rulers, but have we escaped regimentation 

by our own ideas? I doubt if there exists today e more complete regimentation of the 

human mind than that accomplished by our doctrine of ruthless utilitarianism. The 
saving grace cof democracy is that we fastened this yoke on our own necks, and we can 
cast it off when we want to, without severing the netk. Conservation is perhaps one 
of the many squirmings which foreshadow this oct of self-liberation. 

fi SR KK 

The principle of wholeness in the farm lnndscape involves, I think, some- 
thing more than indulgence in lani-use luxuries. Try to send your mind up in an 
airplane; look at your mative state and try to see the trend of our tinkerings with
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fields and forests, waters and soils. We have gone in for governmental conservation 

on a huse scale, Government is slowly but surely pushing considerable of northern’ 

Wisconsin back into forest; some of the central district back into mrsh and acrub. 

this, I think, is 2s it should be. But the cow in the woodlot, ably assisted by the 

axe, the depression, the June beetle, the drouth, and a job lot of pests and diseases 
still unnamed, is just as surely making southern Wisconsin a trecless agricultural 

steppe. There wes a time when the cessation of prairie fires added trees to south- 

ern Wisconsin faster than the settlers subtracted them, But that time is now past. 
In another generation many southern counties will look, as far as trees'are concerne 
like the Ukraine, or the Canadian wheatlands, ‘To a telescope from Mars, northern 
Wisconsin in winter will be nearly solid black, southern Wisconsin nearly solid 

white. 

Stated in acres or bosrd feet this may be 2 forestry program, but is it 

harmony between men and land? How shall we use forests to protect our vulnerable 

hillsides and riverbanks from erosion when the bulk cf the timber is up north on the 

sands where there is less erosion? To shelter wildlife when all the food is in one 

county; and all the cover in another? To break the wind when the black country has’ 

no wind, the white country far too much wind? For recreation when it takes a week, 
rather than an hour,’to get unfer a pine? Doesn't conservation imply a certain dis- 

persion of land-uses, a’certain pepper-and-salt pattern in the warp and woof of the 

land-use fabric? Is so, can guvernment alone do the weaving? I think not. 

What the Individual Can Do 

‘ If then, the individual farmer must help weave the rug on which America 

stanis, shall he weave into it only the sober yarns which warm the feet, or also some 
of the colors which warm the cye and heart? Granted there may be « question which 

alternative returns him the most profit as an imiividual, can there be «ny question 

which is best for his community? Is the individual farmer capable of dedicating 

orivate land to uses which clearly profit the community, even though they my not so 

learly profit him? 

These questions are casy to ask; not so’easy to answer. I would like to 

evoid mere pipe-dreaming. I see, here and’there, some new actions which may indicate 
the trend of the mass-mini. I am thinking, for example, of the windbreaks, the ever- 
ereen snowfences, hundreds of which are peeping up this winter out of the drifted ° 

snows of our sandy counties. Part of these plantings are subsidized by town boards, 

but in many the only subsidy is the nursery stuck. Here then is a dedication of 

private land to a community purpose, a private Inbor for a public gain. These wind- 
breaks do little good until many landowners install them; much good after they dot 

the whole countryside. But this "much good" is en undivided surplus, not payable in 
,ollars, but rather in fertility, peace, comfort, in the sense of something alive ant‘ 

growitg. To be suré the private acres sacrificed to windbreaks are not very valuable, 

but I, nevertheless, see in them a casting off of old ideas, It pleases me that 

termers, pinched rather than affluent in pocketbook, should do this new thing. It 
foreshadows the thing I call cotservation. 

sokkK : 

Let me give one example of community planting where the thing to be pl..nted 

ir not trees but thoughts. I want to plant in your mind some thoughts xbout a bush, 

Here is a limb of that bush. It is calleé@ bog birch. 

I have selected it because it is such a mousy, unobtrusive, inconspicuous, 

uninteresting little bush. You probably have it in your marsh but have never noticed
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it. It bears no flowerthat you would recognize as such, no fruit which bird or beast 

could eat. It doesn't grow into a tree which you zould use. It does no harm, no 
good. It doesn't even turn color in fall. Altogether it is the perfect example of 

nonentity in bushes; a biological bore. 

Most Humble Serve a Purpose 

But is it? Once I was following the tracks of some starving deer. The 

tracks led from one bog birch to another; the browsed tips showed the decr were liv- 

ing on it, to the exclusion of scéres of other kinds of bushes, Once’in a blizzard 

I saw a flock of prairie chickens, unable to find grain or weed secds, eating bog 

birch buds. They were fat. 

Last summer’the botanists of the University Arboretum came to me in alarm, 

The brush, they said, was shading out the white ladyslippers in the Arboretum marsh. 
Would I ask the CCC’crews to clear it? We all treasure thesc ledyslippers. When I 

examined the ground, I found the offending brush was’ bog birch. I cut this sample. 
Notice that for successive years up to two years ago, rabbits had mowed it down. In ~ 

1936 and 1937 the rabbits had spared it, hence it grew up and shaded the ladyslippers. 

Why sparolit? Obviously the cycle; there were no rabbits these two years. This win- 

ter I notice them mowing off the bog birch as usual. 

It appears, then, that our little non-entity, the bog birch, is important 
after 11.‘ It spells life or death to particular birds, beasts, flowers. If, as 

some think, cycles are caused by sunspots, the bog birch might even be called a sort 

of envoy for the solar system, dealing out appeasement to the rabbit, in the course 

of which a suppressed orchid finds its place in the sun. 

The bog birch is one of perhaps 500 creatures which we look at, or step on, 

every day. There are 350 birds, 90 mammals, 150 fishes, 70 reptiles and amphibians, 
and a vastly greater number of plants and insects native to Wisconsin.’ Disregarding 

all those species too small or too obscure to be visible to the layman, there are 
still hundreds whose lives wo might know, but don't. I have trenslated for you one 

little scene out of the drama of one species. Each of the 500 has its own drama. 

The stage is your farm, You walk among the players in all your daily tasks, but you 
seldom see any drama, because you do not understand their language. Neither do I, 

save for a few lines here and there. Would it be fun for all of us to learn more of 
that language? : 

Drana_in the Red Barn 

One of the’ self-imposed yokes we are cnsting off is the false idea that farm 

life is dull. What, for example, is the meaning of John Steuart Curry, Grant Wood, 
Thorns Benton? They arc showing us dram in the red barn, the stark silo, the team 

heaving over the hill, the country store blick against the sunset. All I am saying 
is that there is also drama in every bush, if you can see it. When enough men know 
this, we need fear no indifference to the welfare of bushes, or birds, or soils, or 
trees. We shall have no necd of the word conservation, for we shall have the thing 
itself, 

What will a Wisconsin farm look like when conservation will have moved to the 

country? 

Begin with the creek. It will be unstraightened. The farmer would no’more 

mutilate his creek than his own face. If he has inherited a straightened creek, it 
will be "explained" to visitors like a2 pock-mark or a wooden leg.
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The creek banks are wooded and ungrazed. Iu the woods, young straight 

timber-bearing trees predominate, but there is also a sprinkling of hollow-limbed 

veterans left for the owls and squirrels, and of down logs loft for the coons and 
fur-benrers. On the edge of the woods are a few wide-spreading hickories and walnuts 

for nutting. Much is expected of this creek and its wocds, and much obtained; cord- 

wood, posts, and sawlogs; flood control, fishing and swimming; nuts and wildflowers; 

fur and feather, Should it fail to yield an owl-hoot or a mess of quail on demand, 

or a bunch of sweet william or a coon-hunt in season, the matter will be cause for 
injured pride and family scrutiny, like a check marked "no funds." 

Visitors when taken to the woods often ask, "Don't the owls eat your chick- 
ens?" Our farmer knows this is coming. For answer, he walks over to a leafy white 

oak and picks up one of the pellets dropped by the roosting owls. He’shows the 

visitor how to tear apart the matted felt of mousehair and rabbit fur, how to find 

inside the whitened skulls end teeth of the bird's prey. "See any chickens?" he ~ 

asks, Then he explains that his owls happen not to have the chicken-eating habit, 

They are valuable to him, he says, hot only for killing mice, but for’ excluding other 
owls which might cat chickens, They get a few quail and many rabbits, but these, he 
thinks, can be spared, 

The fields and pastures of‘this farm, like its sons and daughters, are a 

mixture of wild and tame attributes, all built on a foundation of good health. The 
health of the fields is their fertility. On the parlor wall, hangs a chart of the ° 

farm's soil analyses; its sustained percentages of organic matter and mineral salts, 
its flocculation and its moisture-holding capacity. 

Balance of Wild Life and Tame 

Separating the fields are fencerows which represent a happy balance’ between 

gain in wildlife and loss in plowland, The fencerows are not cleaned yearly, neither 

are they allowed to grow indefinitely. In addition to’ birdsong and scenery, quail ‘ 

and pheasants, they yield prairie flowers, wild grapes, raspberries, plums, hazelnuts 
and here and there a hickory beyond the reach of the woodlot squirrels. It is a 
point of pride to use electric fences only for temporary enclosures, 

Around the farmstead are historic oaks whieh are cherished with both pride 
and skill.’ That the June beetles once got one is remembered as a slip in pasture ’ 
management, not to be repeated, The farmer has opinions about the age of his oaks, 
and their relation to local history. It is a matter of neighborhood debate whose 
oaks are most clearly relics of oak-opening days, whether the healed scar on the base 
of one tree is the result of a prairie fire or a pioncer's trash pile. Martin house 
and feeding station, wildflower bed and ola orchard go with the farmstead as a matter 
of course. The old orchard yields some apples but’ mostly birds. The bird list for 
this farm is 161 species. One neighbor claims 165, but there is reason to suspect he 
is fudging, He drained his pond; how could he possibly reach 165? 

His pond is our farmer's special badge of distinction. Stock is allowed to 
water’at one end only; the rest of the shore is fenced off for the ducks, rails, red- 
wings, gallinules, and muskrats. Last spring, by judicious baiting and decoys, two 
hundred ducks were induced to rest there a full month. In August, yellow-legs used 
the bare mud of the water-gap. In Septerber of each year the pond yields an armful of 
waterlilies, In the winter there is skating for the youngsters, and a neat dozen of 
rat-pelts for the boys! pin-money. The farmer remembers a contractor who once tried 
to talk drainage. Pondless farms were the fashion in those days. But in the drouths 
of the thirties when the wells went dry, everybody learned that water, like roads and 
schools, is community property. You can't hurry water down the creek without hurting 
the creek, the neighbors, and yourself,
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Cen Keep Rondside in Netural State 

The roadside fronting the farm is regarded as the special refuge for the 

prairie flora; the educational museum where the soils and plants of pre-settlement 

lays are preserved. When  vrofersers from the College want 2 sampie of virgin: 

prairie soil, they know they can set it here, To keep this roadside in prairie, it 
is cleancd annually, alweys by burning, never by mowing or cutting. The farmer 

sells a funny story of the highway engineer who once startcd to crade the cutbanks 

all the wey back to the fence. It developed thet the poor engineer had never leatned 

the difference between a Silphiwa and a sunflower. He knew his sines and cosines, 
>ut he hed never heard of the plant succession, He couldn't understand that to tear 

out all of the prairic sod would convert the whole highway into an eyesore of quack 

and thistle. 

In the clover fiela@ fronting the road is a huge glacial erratic of pink ’ 

erenite. Every year, when the geol.cy teacher brings her class out to look at it, 

our farmer tells‘how once, on a vacation trip, he matched a chip of the boul’er to 
its parent ledge, two hundred miles to the north. This starts him on a little ora- 
tion on glaciers; how the ice gave him not only the rock, but also the pond, and the 

eravel pit where the kincfisher and the bank swallows nest; how a powder salesman 

nee asked for permission to blow up the old rock "as a demonstration in modern met- 

hods.'t He dwes not have to explain his little joke to the children. 

j f 
He is a reminiscent fellow, this farmer, Get him wouhd up and you will hea: 

many a curious tidbit of rural history. Hé will tell you of the mad decade when they 
taught economics in the local kindergarten, but the college president couldn't tell 

» bluebird from a blue cohosh. Everybody worried about getting his share; nok icy 
worried about doing his bit. One farm would go down the river, to be dredced out of | 

the Mississippi at another former's cxpensc. Tame crops were over-produced, but 

nobody had room for wild crops. ‘It's a wonder this farm came out of it without a 

concrete ereek and a Chinese elm on the lawn." This is his whimsical way of describ- 

ing the early fumblincs for "conservation." 

coites
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HISTORY OF THE RILEY GAME COOPERATIVE, 1931-1939 

Aldo Leopold 

In 1940 the Riley Game Cooperative All members share equally in the 

will celebrate its ninth birthday. shooting, rules for which are drawn at 

Any farm game organization which an annual meeting. Current business 

promises to survive a decade is worth is transacted by a committee of two 

describing, for most of them die in ‘“spokesmen,’’ one for the farmers and 

infancy. Of some 850 started in the one for the town group. There is no 

north central region since 1931, the constitution, no by-laws. 

survivors in 1936 (1) could be counted The history of Riley has been af- 

on five fingers. The most vigorous sur- fected by several events not foreseen 

vivals today are in Ohio (2). at its inception; one was the passage 

Of the six projects started in Wis- of the Shooting Preserve Law soon 

consin, two remain: Faville Grove (3) after we organized in 1931. This law 
and Riley. This is the history of Riley. authorizes the Conservation Commis- 

sion to license pheasant shooting pre- 

ORGANIZATION serves on which special seasons and bag 
One Sunday in the summer of 1931 _ limits may obtain. Instead of the usual 

I was cruising western Dane County, 10-day season, a preserve may shoot 

looking for a place to hunt during the from October to January. Instead of 

approaching season. I stopped at a the usual bag limit of 2 cocks per day, 

farmyard for a drink of water. The a preserve may shoot, during the year, 
farmer, R. J. Paulson, was washing 75 per cent as many pheasants as it 

milk cans at the well. We talked game. releases, without restriction as to sex. 

He needed relief from trespassers who ‘This season limit is enforced as fol- 

each year poached his birds despite his lows: the local warden counts the 

signs; I needed a place to try manage- birds released, and upon his certifica- 

ment as a means of building up some- tion the Department issues non- 

thing to hunt. We concluded that a reusable tags, the number of tags being 

group of farmers, working with a group 75 per cent of the count. A tag must be 

of town sportsmen, offered the best de- attached to each bird killed. When 

fense against trespass, and also the breeders are released in spring, each 

best chance for building up game. Thus hen counts as four prospective pheas- 

was Riley born. ants, and each cock as one. 
The Riley group now includes 11 Riley has been licensed as a preserve 

farmers and five town members. The since 1931. The town members buy 

farm members furnish the land and eggs and pay one of the farmers’ wives 

also fencing, grain, and work. They for rearing the pheasants. We pay 50 

have no cash outlay; the use of the cents per bird at eight weeks, at which 
land constitutes their “dues.” time the warden makes the count and 

Thetownmembersfurnish theoperat- the birds are weighed and banded. 

ing funds and also help with the work. After eight weeks the birds cease re- 
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turning to the brooder coops and “go The original vegetation was prairie, 

wild.” Those killed during the shooting interspersed by groves of bur oaks. 

season are distinguished from birds of After farming had checked the free 

wild origin by their bands. sweep of prairie fires, new stands of 
Another unforeseen event that af- black and red oak seeded in on the 

fected Riley was the appointment of prairie slopes and ridges. These post- 
the author to the Chair of Wildlife settlement encroachments constitute 
Management, University of Wisconsin, the bulk of the present timber, which 

in 1933. Since that time the area has consists of scattered veterans of bur 
served the dual purpose of a shooting oak, branchy and open-grown, sur- 

ground for members and an experi- rounded by even-aged black and red 

mental area for the University. Each oaks grown in denser stands and dating 

year since 1936 a graduate student has from the Civil War or just before. Some 

been assigned to Riley. During week- roadsides still show relics of the prairie 

ends and vacations he makes censuses, flora: prairie dock, lead plant, blazing 

conducts experiments in feeding and_ star, butterfly weed, bluestem grass, 

banding, and supervises plantings. He and rattlesnake-master. 

keeps all technical records. A compli- Riley lies at the foot of the terminal 

mentary shooting membership is voted moraine of the Wisconsin glacier. Sugar 
to the student by the members, but he Creek, the principal stream, drained the 

receives no other compensation. melting front of the ice sheet. The area 

is underlain by St. Peter’s sandstone, 
Description which shows frequent outcrops, and by 

The Riley area is dairy country, Galena dolomite. All the uplands are 

closely grazed and cultivated, hence eroding, hence Sugar Creek is subject 

deficient in both winter food and _ to sudden floods at all seasons. 
winter cover. The average farm com- Riley presents two major ecological 

prises 160 acres and maintains 25 problems: the gradual transfer of fer- 

cows and 35 hogs. Pastures occupy tility from upland to bottoms by ero- 

the creek bottoms which are too wet, sion, and the gradual elimination of 
and the ridges which are too stony, cover by grazing. 

to plow. The only ungrazed cover This paper presents no remedy for 

consists of woodlots isolated by fields, the erosion problem. If the uplands 
bogs too soft for cattle to enter, and grow too poor to raise corn, the farmers 

odd corners. To these has now been will be forced to ditch and cultivate 
added a system of small fenced ever- the bottoms. 
green plantations or remises. The win- The cover deficiency is clearly in- 
ter food, other than feeding stations, creasing with time. Cutting in wood- 

consists largely of crop residues (corn lots where cows prevent reproduc- 

and soybeans) accidentally left in the tion means the gradual elimination 

fields, manure spread on the fields, and _ of woods. With each succeeding drouth, 
ragweed aftermath on oat stubbles. The new marshes are plowed; their tus- 

composition of the area by cover types socks are cover of a sort, even when 

is shown in Fig. 1 and in Appendix A. grazed bare. As uplands erode and are
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turned to pasture, the survival of ‘‘boys’ club” consisting of the sons of 
fencerows becomes more difficult. Fi- farm members has done most of the 

nally, since the C.W.A. year (1934) feeding. 
Riley has suffered a continuous loss Food patches supplemented by hop- 

of roadside cover through debrushing pers were tried at first. The patches 

by highway crews. Before C.W.A. de- were abandoned because it is the local 
brushing was done every few years custom to turn hogs loose on stubbles 

when needed, and helped wildlife in fall. Hoppers are inconvenient be- 

by keeping the roadside in desirable cause some of the farmers lack corn 

shrubs and forbs. Today debrushing  shellers. The feeding method now in 

is done yearly or even twice yearly, favor is throwing ear corn on straw 
and with constant regrading makes the piles under shelters. Some of the ears 

roadside a refuge for quack grass. are shelled into the straw to induce the 

The railroad right-of-way shows an birds to exercise. Some farmers feed 

opposite trend, and partly offsets the the weed seeds that gather under corn 

loss of cover on roadsides. It was shredders. Such seeds are excellent, 

formerly burned each year, but at our but must be dried to prevent heating. 

request is now cleared only when We at first fed in both upland and 

woody growths get too large. The lowland coverts. Experience showed 

railway strip is now the best cover on that pheasants and quail gravitate 

the area, and is closed as a refuge. to marshes with the onset of severe 

weather, hence we no longer maintain 

Foop anp Cover IMpRovEMENTS many upland stations. Later on, when 
The Riley cooperative in its early the new plantations develop dense 

years was a simple effort to increase cover on uplands, it may be possible 

game by quick and easy measures like to hold birds there in winter. 

restocking and winter feeding. Cover Plantings. Riley offers a con- 
When Riley became a university siderable acreage of fair-weather cover 

project it expanded its aims and its good for spring and fall use, but very 

audience and now deals with all wild- little foul weather cover efficient 

life, and with slow and difficult meas- against deep snows and hard blizzards. 
ures like planting cover. It aims to The aim of the cover plantings is to 
prove that the downward trend of bolster existing fair-weather coverts 

wildlife in the dairy belt can be re- with spots of denser vegetation, and 

versed by the combined efforts of to create new dense coverts on areas 

farmers and sportsmen, without large now bare. 

expenditures either of cash or land. Fair-weather cover now occurs on 
Winter Feeding. Ten stations are about 300 acres, or 17 per cent of the 

operated from November to March. area. It consists of grazed tussock 

They require each year 40 bushels of marsh (Carex stricta), brushy ungrazed 

corn worth $25. Corn was at first woodlots isolated by fields and too 

bought and fed by the town members; small to fence as pastures, and brushy 
it is now furnished and fed by the grazed woodlots where for some un- 
farmers. During the present winter a known reason the hazel and gray dog-
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wood brush has not been browsed out throughout the summer. Good rains 
by cattle or choked out by sod. fell in 1938. Despite a considerable 

Foul-weather cover now occurs on drouth in 1939, losses were negligible. 

only one per cent of the area. It con- The farmers no longer want relief 
sists of cattail bogs too soft for cattle labor crews, for the annual “tree plant- 

to enter, bush willow along streams ing bee’ has become an enjoyable 
and railroad tracks, and grape tangles _ social event. 

or plum thickets in fencerows. These cover plantings constitute a 

It was evident from the outset that remise system (4) which will double 

doubling or trebling the one per cent the area of foul-weather or true winter 
of dense winter cover by plantings cover. The cover pattern, including 

would give a much better balance be- remises, appears in Fig. 1. The planted 
tween the two classes at a negligible remises are not yet large enough to 
cost in agricultural acreage. It was not function as cover, but the oldest will 
evident, however, what to plant, where come into service during the next few 
to plant, or how to plant. This we had years. The test of their success will be 

to learn through experience. whether a further increase in kill oc- 
Willow plantings for cover were curs during this period (see Fig. 2). 

tried in pastures as early as 1931, but The decade of experience may be 
all succumbed to browsing. summed up as follows: 

In 1934 a C.W.A. crew fenced 21 (1) Riley now has 18 fenced remises 

units in which 1,300 plants were set of young evergreens, mostly red or 
out, mostly white and Norway spruce Norway pine, aggregating 12 acres. 

(2-0 stock), red cedar, grape, vibur- Most of these plots include extra area 

nums, and mulberry. All succumbed to for grass cover, and for later plantings. 

the 1934 drouth. The weak fences Fenced remises will eventually be in- 

built of scrap wire were all breached creased to cover two per cent of the 

by cattle. area. 

In 1936 a volunteer crew of students (2) The most promising remises are 

and farmers built five units of good those in which strong 2-2 or 2-3 red 
fence. Fortunately no plantings were pines were planted on sandstone hills. 

made, for this year brought the most The farmers are willing to give these 

intense drouth in local history. sites because they are too dry for 

In 1937 the Soil Conservation Serv- pasture and too rocky for plowland. 

ice gave us a C.C.C. crew to plant Wild stands of red pine occur on simi- 

the new units, and to build and plant lar land at Pine Bluff, about five miles 
eight others totalling seven acres. from Riley. The trees are planted 

Strong 2-2 and 2-3 stock was used, 6’X6’ on 3’ scalps, and are hoed for 
mostly red pine, and despite a consider- one or two years. They make cover 

able drouth the survival ran from 70 to the fifth year. 

90 per cent. (3) On limestone (dolomite) out- 

In 1938 and 1939 the farmers did crops where red pine does not thrive, 
their own planting, built their own red cedar is used. There is no cheap 
fences, and some even hoed the trees source of red cedar, for forest nurseries
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do not grow it. They should, for cedar (6) All plantings must be fenced, and 

post plantations would have economic — only strong, durable fences will do. We 

as well as wildlife value. are now planting red cedars between 
(4) Conifer plantings on lowlands, each pair of posts to assure a good 

despite superior soil, are of doubtful fence in future years. 

5 years lag between remise 
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Fig. 2. Kill of pheasants and number of remises, Riley Game Cooperative. 

practicability because of rabbit dam- Peasant MANAGEMENT 
age and choking by sod. Of the conifers. Stocking. Save for one stray cock 

white spruce makes the best growth, seen in 1930, Riley was devoid of 
but it has no chance against rabbits pheasants until we stocked the area 
unless very large stock is used, or un- jin 1931. Shooting began in 1932. 
less each tree is screened by a woven Stocking operations are summarized 
wire cylinder. Willows seem to be the jin Table 1. Since 1934 the annual 

most practicable planted cover for low- August release has been around 100 

lands. Royal or yellow willow starts birds eight weeks old. Since 1937 an 

best from cuttings, and can be kept additional small spring release has been 
bushy by pollarding. made. 

(5) Rabbits are a threat to all coni- Pheasant Kill and Drift. The kill 

fers, even red pine, if placed in cover. shows a steady increase through the 

Plantings in the open are seldom at- decade. Its composition appears in 

tacked. Red cedar is not damaged. Table 1 and its trend in Fig. 2.
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The hunting pressure has remained probably the increasing population 

quite uniform. The same men and often pressure outside. Riley drift has 

the same dogs hunt for the same period stocked the township, large outside 

year after year. Some are poor hunters _ plantings having been made during 

and get little or nothing after the first only the last two years. 

week or two. Some are good hunters, Some birds still leave in winter, 

shoot cocks only, and can bag the hence no census of the winter popula- 

wildest cock if there is one left on the tion has been attempted. Where these 

area. The net result has been a decade _ birds drift to we do not know. Where- 

of hunting of uniform and normal ever they go, they seem to return in 

intensity. spring, for there are always more cocks 

TaBLeE 1 

PHEASANT STOCKING AND KILL 

Nene ee EE 

Releases Hegel apots Kill Per Number 

Year eaneneeenct nee Ce a cone Leet 

Adulte | ona) har teens Cocks | Hens | Total used “in kill 

1931 24 18 0 0 0 x 

1932 70 56 6? 14 4 18 32 x 

1933, 0 0 0 4 1 5t x x 

1934 119 91 6 31 21 52 57 x 

1935 110 82 -F 28 18 46 56 x 

1936 70 52 3-4 13 a 20 38 1? 

1937 12 125 122 6-9 40 12 52 43 4? 

1938 15 130 130 8 49 16 65 50 12 

1939 12 99 84 5-12 48 29 77 92 7 

Total 39 747 635 x 227 108 335 x 24 

Average x 83 71 x 25 12 37 53 x 
ee es 

1 Tags carried over from previous year; this practice is no longer permitted. 
2 Quotas lumped on December 1; some members killed up to the second figure. 

The pheasants respond to the com- crowing in spring than wintered at our 

bination of shooting, cold weather, and stations. 

thinning cover by leaving the area. Effectiveness of Releases; Banding. 

After the first week or two the season Since there were no pheasants prior to 

is closed outside, and this doubtless 1931, and since the kill has increased 

augments centrifugal drift. The tend- steadily ever since, it is safe to con- 

ency to drift outward, however, has clude that the early releases, made on 

decreased year by year; at first we empty or nearly empty range, sur- 

were unable to kill more than a third vived and were effective. The gradual 

of our allotment of birds; in 1939 we establishment of pheasants in the sur- 

could, for the first time, have killed rounding region occurred before large 

our full legal quota. The legal quota releases were made there. 

has been around 100 birds since 1934. In 1936 we began to mark our re- 

One reason for the decreasing drift is leases, partly to detect their recapture
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in the kill, partly to trace the direction many outside as inside. It is also 
of the winter exodus. The bag of worthy of note that the instances of 
marked birds appears in Table 1, and extreme dispersion (20 to 40 miles) 
is remarkable for its almost negligible reported yearly in the sporting litera- 

proportions. ture usually represent game farm ring- 

In 1936 and 1937 the releases were necks, not wild pheasants. 
marked by punching a hole in the web Pheasant Economics. During the last 

between the toes. Tests on confined two years the kill of 142 pheasants has 
birds showed that such marks, unless cost us $200 in cash, or $1.40 per bird. 
made cleanly with a sharp punch, may This is well under the current price 

close. Even if the hole remains open, it for shooting on commercial preserves, 

may tear out and become unrecogniz- which runs from $2.50 to $3.00. How- 
able, or it may be overlooked. Hence ever, our town members paid all the 

the low returns from toe-punching (1 cash costs, but killed only two-thirds of 
to 4 birds per year) are clouded by the total bag, hence the cost of their 

doubt as to their completeness. take of birds was about $2.00 per 

In 1938 and 1939 releases were pheasant. 
marked by colored celluloid and also That the licensed shooting preserve 

aluminum leg bands, or, if the bird was is an effective device for establishing 

too small to carry bands, by aluminum pheasants in new regions is indicated 

clips inserted in the web of the wing. by the history already given. It is not, 
Table 1 shows that of 214 releases however, an economical device for sus- 
thus marked during the last two years, tained yield from established popula- 
only 19 (9 per cent) were bagged on tions. The restocking operations re- 

the area. We were able to trace another quired by the shooting preserve law 

dozen taken outside. Of 142 birds account for 70 per cent of our yearly 

killed on the area since reliable mark- costs at Riley, but bring us only 13 
ing began, only 13 per cent were arti- per cent of our bag. Biologically speak- 

ficially propagated. ing, the state could absolve us of this 

We must conclude, then, that re- cost, provided that it required us to 

leases no longer count for much in the _ prove, by suitable records, that we had 
Riley bag; our steadily mounting kill created a sustained wild yield, and 

comes not from current releases, but provided it required us, by tags, to 

from the increasing wild population. stay within the proved capacity for 
The fact that as many bands are such yield. That capacity at this time 

returned from outside as from inside is the total kill (about 75) minus the 
the area suggests that pen raised number of released birds (about 10) or 

pheasants may be more susceptible to about 65 pheasants. Such recogni- 

dispersion than are wild birds. This tion of wild production would greatly 
suggestion is supported by the fact cheapen unit costs, and thus encour- 

that large groups of 20 or more bearing age the establishment of more pre- 

colored leg bands are seen on roads serves and more food and cover 

inside the area as late as September, restoration. 
whereas the October bags show as Would such a policy lighten the
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hunting pressure on outside range? Prairie Chicken. A flock appeared 

Riley’s 16 memberships represent about each winter from 1932 to 1935, but 

25 shooters, who use 1,700 acres; i.e., none have been seen since. There is no 
70 acres each. The outside hunter recent record of breeding. 

doubtless has less room. The probable Cottontail. These are abundant and 

effect of encouraging wild-production remarkably stable in numbers. The 

preserves would be to increase the total flushing rates noted in my journal since 
pheasant population and the total bag, 1936 show 48 rabbits in 42 hours, or 1.2 

to decrease the hunting pressure in per hour during the hunting season. 

time (because of long seasons), but to This index represents a population 

increase the hunting pressure in space great enough to wreck plantations, and 

by reason of outside crowding. to consume a large fraction of the feed 
at stations. 

Orner SPEctus There is a good deal of unauthorized 
Bob-white. The Riley quail popula- boundary trespass by outside rabbit 

tion mounted steadily from about 40 hunters. This is overlooked as long as 

in 1931 to about 180 in 1935. Quail no birds are molested. 

were then nearly wiped out by the Waterfowl. Ducks are occasionally 

killing winter of 1935-36. We have seen on Sugar Creek during migration. 

good censuses for subsequent Novem- In wet years the creek bottom pastures 
bers: 1936, 65 quail; 1937, 53 quail; are excellent jacksnipe ground. A great 

1938, no record; 1939, 66 quail. gathering of snipes occurred in the fall 

The Riley farmers refuse to permit of 1936. An intense drouth first caused 
quail shooting, even in years like 1935 overgrazing of all the pastures, and 

when the season was open and the heavy fall rains then soaked and flooded 
supply abundant. the trampled soil. On October 16, 1936, 

No visible conflict between quail and _ I flushed 50 snipes in 30 minutes. Prob- 
pheasants has so far appeared. ably 150 were shot that year. In the 

Hungarian Partridge. This species average year I estimate the kill of 

had never been seen at Riley until 1937. snipes at 50 birds. 

In October of that year a wandering In drouth years when Sugar Creek 

covey, drifting from the east by natural recedes and leaves bare muddy banks, 

spread (5), appeared. In 1938 mated it is visited by woodcocks. This oc- 

pairs were seen, and a hunter killed curred in August of 1936 and Septem- 

four from a covey just outside the ber, 1939. None are known to breed. 

boundary. In 1939, pairs, nests, and Predators. Our members account for 
several coveys of young were seen. The perhaps a half-dozen feral cats per 

advent of partridges promises new pro- year. Only one raptor has ever been 
duction from the large areas of upland killed by a member to my knowledge: 

too bare to carry quail or pheasants. a Cooper’s hawk shot from a quail 

Ruffed Grouse. A remnant which feeder in 1936. 

seems never to exceed three birds has Gray foxes are plentiful on the 

inhabited the ungrazed woods in the wooded hill in the southwest corner. In 

southwest corner since 1931. 1938, four grays were taken there by
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one pack of dogs. Foxes now seem to Moore and H. Albert Hochbaum, grad- 

be spreading over the whole area; this uate students assigned to the area in 

may be a response to the increased 1936 and 1937, respectively. They re- 

pheasant crop, or to the 1938-1939 kindled enthusiasm, organized “plant- 

high in mice. ing bees,”’ induced the railroad to post 

Minks, muskrats, and afew raccoons its tracks, and started an exchange of 

occur along Sugar Creek. In 1938 two social events between the farm and town 
coons were taken by farmers, in 1939 groups. Today the organization is very 

none were taken. much alive. The annual Riley dinner is 

In general, predator control at Riley anticipated by the members quite as 

has been casual, and in respect of keenly as opening day on pheasants. 

hawks and owls, non-existent. Despite When hunters are taken out of the 

this, a steadily increasing head of game “‘devil-take-the-hindmost”’ atmosphere 
has been built up. Riley, then, is proof of free public shooting and become de- 

that in this region predator control is pendent upon their own efforts for 
unnecessary. sport, their attitude undergoes a re- 

Fish. Sugar Creek was formerly a markable shift toward conservatism. 

good trout stream. It is supposed that Thus at Riley the rules permit hens to 

increasing floods have now eliminated be shot, but few members do it; in 1938 

all but a few German browns. they carried their “chivalry” to such 
One Riley farmer has a small spring- lengths that we had to buy cocks to re- 

fed slough covering a quarter of an acre balance the sex ratio. The rules permit 
that is stocked with mud minnows. Bait a member to shoot his entire allotment 
dealers paid him $20 in 1938 and $21 of pheasants in one day, but the mem- 

in 1939 for seining privileges in this bers seldom shoot more than one bird. 

slough, a remarkably high economic Some of the farmers have developed 

return from so small a water. interests that extend far beyond game. 
Two of them, on their own initiative, 

PEOPLE have started an artificially planted 
No farmer-sportsman group is  tamarack grove, with the ultimate ob- 

stronger than the ties of mutual confi- jective of reintroducing ladyslippers. 
dence and enthusiasm which bind its Riley has a waiting list of adjoining 
members. There was a time, about mid- farmers who ‘“‘want in.” We have de- 
way of its career, when enthusiasm at clined these expansions, believing that 

Riley faltered. We had lost two succes- too large a membership would destroy 

sive cover plantings through drouth, the informality which is probably the 

cattle breached our remise fences, we key to our survival. 
had some bad hatchings of pheasant 

eggs, and we suffered trespass from out- SuMMaRy 
side hunters who invaded the area via Riley is a farmer-sportsman shooting 

the railroad track. The organization preserve for which farm members fur- 
nearly collapsed. nish the land and town members the 

Riley was revived by Ellwood B. cash; both contribute labor and share
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in the shooting. The university uses the APPENDIX 
area for wildlife studies. 1 Vegetative Types in 1939 

The seasonal kill on 1,700 acres is pro wand oe Fiercan 
now 75 pheasants. The area is fed and Cont aie 18 

* 1 restocked, but there is no predator con- Simall ering 334 14 
trol. Banding shows that wild birds Soybeans 24 1 

comprise the bulk of the kill, but re- 654 38 

stocking absorbs the bulk of the costs. Giasand ce 3 
5 . . asture 3 The cost per bird in bag is $1.40. The avimeatom 114 7 

pheasants disperse in fall and return in Ungrazed 7 0 
spring. Dispersion is decreasing. 771 45 

If the law allowed, Riley could now a alate is 
at : it asture 222 abandon artificial restocking and kill ‘Wagrazed woot 31 2 

65 pheasants per year at 50 cents per Ungrazed brush 25 1 
bird in bag. Fenced plantings 12 f 

Planted remises of red pine cover 1 290 17 

per cent of the area and furnish cover Grand Total 1,716 h 100 
* (B) Rules for 1939. Adopted at the Annual the fifth year. There is another 1 per Meeting, October 12. 

cent of natural winter cover. Open season. October 14 to January 1. 
Cock rule. Either cocks or hens, but only 

1 hen may be shot for each 2 cocks shot. 
LITERATURE CITED After December 1 the spokesmen may mod- 

ify the cock rule if they think conditions 
(1) Lzorotp, ALpo warrant. 

1936. Farmer-sportsmen set-ups in Guests. Hunting privileges are limited to 
the north central region. Proc. members and jee Immediate families. pe 

aT: rented farms the renter and owner together North Amer. Wildlife Conf,  ¢onstitute one member. 

1936, pp. 279-285. Areas closed as refuges. (1) Right-of-way 
(2) Hicks, Lawrence E. of C. & N. W. R. R.; (2) spring-hole on 

1937. The controlled hunting areas fae farm neo R. ee orang 
i ‘encerow between McCaughey and Bran- 

and the pheasant refuge manage nan; (4) within 100 yards of any feeder con- 
ment system of northwestern taining feed. 

Ohio. Trans. 2d North Amer. Daurely protected species. Hungarian par- 
Wildlife Conf., 1937, pp. 589-598. tridge, quail, ruffed grouse, prairie chicken. 

(3) Hawxrns, Arruur S Allotment. We have a total credit of 111 
i aera - birds this year, 99 for young pheasants 

1940. A wildlife history of Faville raised, 12 for cocks released last spring. 
Grove, Wisconsin. Trans. Wis. Seventy-five per cent of 111 gives us a pos- 
Acad. Sci., Arts & Letters. In sible kill of 84 birds. ; 
press We have 16 members, plus one compli- 

(4) L ic mentary membership for the student, total 
EOPOLD, ALDO 17. This allows 5 birds per member. After 

1936. Farm game management in December 1, unused quotas will be lumped, 
Silesia. Amer. Wildlife, Vol. 25, and ray ieee: may shoot up to a season 

otal o| irds. 
oe oe ee Co Registration and tags. All tags will be 

pp. 67-68, 74-76. kept at Paulson’s. All pheasants killed should 
(5) Leopotp, ALDo be promptly tagged, registered, and weighed. 

1940. Spread of the Hungarian All releases are banded. If you kill a banded 
partridge in Wisconsin. Trans, itd, please register the number. . 
‘Wis: Acad. Sci, Arte & Lett Identification of members. To identify 
ISCAS hy OTs etters. each other while hunting, members will raise 

In press. the right hand when sighting other members.
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(C) Budget fora Typical Year _ (D) Personnel 

eee Hes Farm Members: R. J. Paulson, Joe and 
Bes COND Jerome Brown, O. M. Hub, M. G. Thomp- 

5 town members at $20 each $100.00 son, L. C. England, Wesley Riley, Hillery 
200 eggs for propagation $ 20.00 McCaughey, Albert Bohle, J. L. Henderson, 
Rearing 100 pheasants at William Cook, Joe L. Brannan. 

50¢ (8 wks. old) 50.00 Town Members: T. E. Coleman, A. W. 
Shooting preserve license 10.00 Schorger, Howard F. Weiss, R. J. Roark, 
10 metal signs for posting Aldo fopecld. 

at 30¢ 3.00 
Annual membership din- Students: 1936: Ellwood B. Moore 
ner 17.00 1937: H. Albert Hochbaum 

—_._—s«s 1938: Lyle K. Sowls 
Total $100.00 $100.00 1939: Bruce P. Stollberg 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin
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MR. ALDO L 10POLD, Professor of Wildlife Manage- Fall migration: “Most satisfactory in Atlantic and 
2 es ee : . . 4 . 

ment, Universi y of Wisconsin, has written for this issue Mississippi regions, a very slight improvement in the 
of AMERICAN Forests a pertinent comment on the relaxa- Pacific, and a distinet loss in the Central.” Conclusion : 

tion of the regi lations pertaining to the hunting of ducks “The January inventory indicates thai the continental 

this year. The iberalization has been justified by govern- population (of ducks and geese) is about Be O00 
mental agencies: on the grounds that the wild ducks have — ves eel en es: ie ae ofthe So fe 
been staging a eome-back in numbers since 1935 when Cee epe ero mee ote OC A Dee ae cae 
their numbers 44@hed a critical low. By end latre:duck than a good start toward rehabilitation? Considering 

a . By a ‘ge duc 2 5 ‘ 
2 a eee a the untiring shooters’ lobby and the nearly continuous 

hunters have Icomed the more liberal regulations. os ee On 
Son Baars Sor hee drouths, it is of course a “monument to practical conser- 

jome students . wildlife, however, hold reservations as Soo 5s : i 
t : f . : " vation” that we have any ducks left at all. But is a eonti- 
o the wisdom o: letting down the bars before the restora- : ee Ann 
SBaake the ducks has bi Jefinitel a nental stock of half a living duck per citizen and forty 

tion ‘of the ducks has been definitely assured. Among eae “ 5 srehie : . : living ducks per duck hunter a very high monument? 
the Mr. Leopold, a nationally recognized leader in 3 pane 

& : vA 2 Is the low ebb of 1935 a fair base for measuring in- 
the wildlife field. He writes: 

- he 1i lizati ® wea tarPawlahoots ae | crease? In another (and seldom quoted) report, our | 
‘f ag ibera eee 5 a owl shooting Se ae present duck stock is estimated as half of that of 1900. 
cently announce d y ecretary Ickes, en event to give If we were to use 1900 as a base, our “monument to con- 

“pause to all thinking conservationists, including duck servation” would be underground. The basie question is i “ ; Vitati p Q ] 
wes : The rehabilitation of the ducks . . . coud one of standards. Should we draw off all the increase in 

me pans oe 4 ee sO nUe ny to practical DEE ducks, or leave a margin for safety? Is 65,000,000 ducks 

ton, Mas ith this rosy asec ns the annual report good enough, or do we aim for two hundred millions? 
gureeck status proceeds to itemize : q If we have another lucky year in respect of drouths, 
» Spring migration : “While. the rate of increase showed botulism, and delayed fall flights, 1941 may bring a fur- 
al tendency to decline, gle situation was considered sat- ther increase, despite Mr. Ickes’ liberality to hunters. If 
_isfactory.” Pacific Flyway: “The Alaskan nesting the opposite, 1941 may bring a setback 10 1935 levels. 
=. are still greatly under-populated.” We hear much, nowadays, of national belt-tightening, 
~ Mississippi Flyway: Improvement in Alberta and Sas- of willingness to curtail present pleasures for the as- 

“katchewan, drouth in Manitoba. “In some instances, at surance of a future. Have duck hunters heard of it? We 
least, restored water areas were immediately adopted . . . also tried mortgaging the future in order to bolster pres- 
by waterfowl.” ‘Population is on an upward swing.” ent prosperity. Have duck hunters heard of this? 
Atlantic Flyway: “Very little improvement over 1938.” I too am a duck hunter, but when I cash in on Mr. 
Nesting in the U. S.: “Shortage of water in most of Ickes’ gift of fifteen extra days of shooting, I think I 
the Great Plains . . . but improved conditions elsewhere.” shall feel a little ashamed of our tribe.
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i PEST-HUNTS 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD a 

: Kumlien Bird Club 3 

This spring I have found five going nests of Horned Owls. Some b 
of them I have visited several times since the owlets hatched in i‘ 
March. At each visit the evidence of what the owls were eating waz 
spread plain upon the ground under the nest: sobs cf fur and bone; . 
representing the regurgitated residues of midnight meals. Tho con El 
tents of these pellets consisted, with monotonous regularity, of rabbi 4 
and mouse, mouse and rabbit. 

Anybody with intelligence enough to read the contents of a shot- 
gun shell could read the contents of these pellets, and realize that they 
constituted a complete and faithful record of the diet of these owls. 
Yet those who stuff shells into shotguns seem to close their eyes to 
the contents of owl pellets, for during the past week three of my five 
nests have been “shot-up”. Bluebottles buzz over the decaying owlets, 
a fresh empty shell case lies on the dead leaves among the pellets of 
its victim. 

Doubtless the annual “pest hunts” conducted by local sportsmen’, 
associations account for the loss of these nests. 

* 
At a Wisconsin fish hatchery a fish warden recently told witn 

pride that over 500 Kingfishers had been shot during the past year 
to protect the young fish in the hatchery ponds. The kill of King- 
fishers at hatcheries might easily account for the growing scarcity of 
these birds on Wisconsin streams and ponds. 

* * 

In the cdurse of ten days’ travel in the field during April, mostly F 

in marshes, I saw a total of three Great Blue Herons. Ten members 

of the Kumlien Ornithological Club saw less than one Great Blue 

Heron each during April, 1941. My notes show that the average April 
day five years ago, in the same marshes, showed more herons than < 
whole month shows now. It is an open secret that Great Blue Herons, 
like Kingfishers, are proscribed by the vermin control organization- 
which demand sport-at-any price. Shooting up rookeries is the ac- 
cepted method for heron control, and heron rookeries grow fewe> 
and smaller year by year. ** 

* * * * * 

B How long shall we apply the name “conservation” to a system 
which attemtps to replenish game and fish by stripping the landscape 

F of owls. hawks, kingfishers, and herons? How long will those who 
want a!l kinds of wildlife turn the other cheek also to those who want 
only one kind? How soon will the sportsman find out that the reason 
for gameless coverts and fishless streams is not owls and herons, but 
rather overgrazing, over cutting, erosion, and drainage? That the 
remedy lies not in pest-hunts, but in a system of agriculture which 
is tolerant and friendly toward wild as well as tame plants an2 
animals? 

* Kingfishers are not protected either by State or Fedeal laws, 

but the Wisconsin Conservation Department is seriously considering 

the possibility of giving them protection beginning this coming fall. 

** Although the Great Blue Heron is portected by Federal laws, there 

is only one Federal warden in Wisconsin to enforce these regulations 

and State laws only protect these birds within 1000 feet of a rookery. 

This “Rookery law” is, however, effective and enforceable, and any 

violations of this law should be reported to the authorities.— 
So) a _))- a ee (Ed. Notes.)
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SPREAD OF THE HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 

IN WISCONSIN 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

The process of pioneering contains orderly developmental 

sequences and recurrent patterns of movement and behavior. | 

This pioneering pattern, once discovered, makes possible the | 

interpretation of chains of facts each hitherto standing in iso- 

lation, known byt not understood. 

In human history the great exponent of this concept was 

Frederick Turner.1 

In natural history, a worldwide transplantation of animals 

into new environments is now taking place. Whether deliberate 

or accidental, success or failure, wise or unwise, each such trans- 

plantation offers a chance to observe the pioneering process in 
daily detail. 

A successful transplantation spreads like ripples from a 

cast stone. The rate of spread reflects the resistance of the en- 
vironment. Good records of the rate and manner of spread are, 
however, uncommon. 

The spread of the pheasant, for example, was confused by 

the great number of almost simultaneous plantings.2 That of 

the starling, on the other hand, took place unobscured and has 

been recorded.® 

The spread of the honey bee, like that of the starling, took 
place unobscured by plantings, but it was not recorded because 

it took place in the wilderness. European black honey bees, 

transplanted into New England in 1638,* spread westward more 

rapidly than European settlers. By 1797 they had passed the 
Mississippi. In 1812 we find the hero of Cooper’s novel “Oak 

Openings’’> gathering wild honey on a commercial scale in south- 

ern Michigan, a region as yet devoid of settlements, and like 

the rest of the continent, devoid of native honey bees. The 

European bees had arrived long enough in advance of 1812 to 

enable the bears to develop a honey-hunting technique. 

5
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No one mapped the spread of the bee, and probably no one 

but the bears possessed the necessary data. 

The spread of the European gray (Hungarian) partridge 

(Perdix perdix) was, in most states, masked by widespread 

plantings.2° In a few states, however, these birds were al- 

lowed to spread, without interruption, from single focal points, 

notably in the Canadian wheat belt,” in northern Iowa,’ in south- 

ern Michigan,* and in southeastern Wisconsin. 

This paper attempts to amplify and bring up to date my 

preliminary accounts °!° of the introduction and spread of the 

partridge as a member of the Wisconsin animal community. 

PABST PLANTINGS 

The established partridge populations of Wisconsin originate 
(with minor exceptions) from a series of plantings made by 

Colonel Gustave Pabst of Milwaukee on his farms in Ottawa 
Township, Waukesha County, from 1908 to 1929. From this 

foca] center the partridges spread, without interruption, for 

two decades, and with only minor interruptions for a third. 

Other plantings were made, but for at least 20 years none was 

successful. i 
Here then we should be able to reconstruct the pattern by 

which this pioneering species invaded a new but heretofore in- 

accessible environment. Fig 1 shows the spread contours for 

1920, 1930, and 1937, as reconstructed during this study. These 

are the “ripples” of the stone cast by Colonel Pabst in 1908. 

Walter E. Scott}! has published a history of the Pabst 

plantings, but his dates are incomplete. My own previous ac- 
counts lack detail as to numbers planted, and contain errors in 

dates. To settle these discrepancies Scott has placed at my dis- 
posal all records available in the Conservation Department, 

while Colonel Pabst has loaned me what remains of his corre- 

spondence. The following account combines this authoritative 

information with data collected in the field since 1928. 

Colonel Pabst’s gamekeeper, Jack Porter, remembers that the 

first importation of partridges was made in 1908, two years be- 

fore his employment in 1910. There is no record of the number. 

The birds were pinioned and placed inside a 40-acre enclosure 

which also contained deer, turkey, guinea hens, and ducks. The 
young were not pinioned, and were supposed to fly out. “The
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Fic. 1. Spread contours and arrival dates of Hungarian partridge 
in southeast Wisconsin. 

experiment was not a howling success, but ...a few birds 
were reared .. . and there were still a few pairs in the en- 
closure when Porter came to me in 1910” (Pabst letter of Oc- 
tober 11, 1987). 

It is doubtful whether this initial importation resulted in 
any wild coveys. It was followed, however, by a series of four 
shipments released directly into the field. Letters from Colonel 
Pabst written in 1924, 1925, and 1929 ascribe his first estab- 
lishment of partridges in the wild to these four plantings. The 
dates are not given, but each letter mentions four successive
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plantings, made in identical locations, during alternate years, 

over a period variously estimated as six to eight years. 

There is an anonymous official report,!2 published in 1919, of 
1,000 partridges planted by Colonel Pabst in 1918, and 1,000 in 
1915. Scott’s “Conservation History”! draws its data from this 
source. The Pabst correspondence contains the statement that 
the first of the series came “about 1910,” and the strong in- 
ference that the last came about 1918. I conclude, therefore, that 
1910, 1913, 1915, and 1918 are the probable dates, the first three 
being accurate and the last conjectural. 

The anonymous report gives some interesting detail: the 
500 pairs imported in 1918 were kept confined until March, 1913, 
when 100 pairs died of roup. The remainder were then released. 
It also records a large shipment in 1914, all of which died en 
route. It estimates that a total of 25,000 “Huns” had been turned 
out on the Pabst farms. This incredible figure undoubtedly refers 
to the wild population which resulted from the Pabst plantings 
up to 1919. Palmer! records only 98,000 imported into the 
United States from 1906 to 1911, Yeatter® records 268,401 im- 
ported from 1900 to 1932. The Biennial Report for 1921-2215”. « 
states: “About six years ago .. . Gustave Pabst . . . liberated 
about 1,200 pairs.” This checks roughly with the summary of 
Pabst plantings recorded in Table 3. 

The geographic origin of the five Pabst importations be- 
tween 1908 and 1918 is indicated by the following quotations: 
“The majority of the birds I received were direct shipments 
from what was formerly Bohemia. A Mr. Sonnenschein, a large 
landowner there, living in the city of Prague, was one of the 
large growers and exporters of Bohemian hops, and from him 
the Pabst Brewing Company bought a very large part of their 
(hops) requirements. On one of his visits he learned of my im- 
portation of the Hungarian partridge, and from him I bought 
probably the largest number of birds” (Pabst letter of Novem- 
ber 11, 1937). “The Hungarians I partly bought from dealers in 
this country, largely from the old firm of Wentz and Mackensen, 
but the majority of the birds I purchased direct from Bohemia” 
(letter of July 30, 1925). 

The sixth Pabst planting came in 1927, and was made “to 
bring in a new infusion of blood.” It consisted of 27 pairs pur- 
chased through Julius Loewith, Inc., of New York (letter of
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September 5, 1929). Mr. Loewith writes me (September 21, 

1937) that all his partridges came from Bohemian estates. His 

records are destroyed, but he remembers selling Colonel Pabst 

“several lots . . . a small lot right after the war.” The “small 
lot” may be the 1918 shipment. 

The seventh and last Pabst planting was in 1929, and again 

consisted of 27 pairs, purchased through Loewith. The purpose 

was to bolster a shortage, which, however, “it did not help at 

all” (letter of January 14, 1930). 

The total number of partridges planted is estimated by 

Colonel Pabst in his letters as “five to six thousand” (1925, 1929) 

and “six to eight thousand” (1925). The assumed total of his 

plantings here used (Tables 1 and 8) is 5,000. 

Colonel Pabst was so beset by inquiries about his partridge 

enterprise that he devised a “form letter.” Identical verbiage 

recurs in many replies to correspondents. 

OTHER PRIVATE PLANTINGS 

J. W. Foster of Brandon, Fond du Lac County, tells me that 

Colonel Pabst presented him with 12 partridges from his “first 
importation,” and that he planted these birds near Brandon. 

He does not remember the date, but I here assume the Foster 
birds were part of the 1910 Pabst shipment. The site is now 

occupied by birds which have spread from the south. Mr. Foster 

thinks this present population results from his planting, but 

my evidence, gathered from other sources, indicates that the 

original planting died out about 1912. This is the first of many 

instances in which natural spread proved more potent than de- 
sultory plantings. 

About 1914 the Sportsman’s Club of Independence, Trempea- 
leau County, bought three pairs from the Mackensen Game Farm 
and released them just north of Independence. The birds drifted 

west and raised at least one covey two years later. They then 

disappeared. 

In 1922 F. R. Mueller of Waukegan, Illinois, is said to have 

released about a dozen “Hungarian pheasants” near Moose Lake, 

Sawyer County. It has been impossible to untangle the question 

of whether they were partridges or pheasants. This terrain is 

entirely unsuitable for either, and the release illustrates the
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slight knowledge of partridges and pheasants then prevalent. 

The birds of course disappeared. : 

In 1923, 20 partridges were planted near Hudson, St. Croix 

County. The origin is unknown, but some persisted until later 

state plantings in 1930. None now survive. 
During the period 1925-1931, the Rock Creek Trout Club 

in Polk County, after corresponding with Colonel Pabst, propa- 
gated and released a total of about 300 partridges. The birds 

were reared by Joseph Burkhart from eggs bought in Alberta. 

These plantings did not become established, so the club is now 

trying chukars. 
The Berlin Izaak Walton League (Green Lake County) im- 

ported 20 partridges in 1929, the shipment being a part of the 

state’s importation for that year. Later the state supplied addi- 

tional birds, a total of 118 being planted. Four coveys persist, 
but there is no indication of active spread. 

In 1929 the Milwaukee Izaak Walton League imported 20 

pairs for propagation on the Moon Lake Game Farm in Fond 

du Lac County, but failing to get any eggs, the birds were turned 

loose in 1930. In 1938 the locality was invaded by birds spreading 

from the south. There is no intermediate information, so the 

question of whether this planting survived must remain un- 

answered. 

In 1931 Otto Beyer bought 20 birds and released them on 
his shooting preserve near Briggsville, on the border of Columbia 

County. They disappeared. 

In 1933 the New Lisbon Conservation Club (Juneau County) 
bought six birds, which were augmented by 20 state birds and 

planted. A covey was seen in 1934 but none persist now. A 

previous plant of six birds in 1929 disappeared in 1931. 

In general, then, no private plantings except those of Colonel 

Pabst show unmistakable evidence of success. 

The data on private plantings are segregated in Table 1. 

They also are included in a summary by counties (Table 3). 

Locations of all plants, both private and state, appear in Fig. 2. 

SPREAD FROM ILLINOIS AND MINNESOTA 

The Pabst plantings coincided with a wave of sportsman- 

enthusiasm over partridges which began as early as 1900 on the 

Atlantic seaboard, and reached Illinois by 1913. Imported birds,
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Fic. 2, Plantings of Hungarian partridge in Wisconsin, also density 
of population within the 1937 boundary. 

purchased both by private individuals and by the state, were 

planted in Illinois!® near the Wisconsin boundary as follows: 

100 at Richmond, 1913; 100 at Fox Lake, 1918; 100 at Wauke- 

gan, 1918. These Illinois plantings were successful and may have 

spread into southern Walworth and Kenosha counties before the 

arrival of the Pabst birds, but the fact that the spread in Illinois 
has always lagged behind the spread in Wisconsin (see receding 

boundary, Fig. 1) makes it unlikely that they account for any 

great part of the Wisconsin stock. In the aggregate, Wisconsin 

probably contributed more birds to Illinois than vice versa.
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A wave of Hungarian planting passed over Iowa® during the 

period 1909-1913, but none became established near the Wis- ~ 
consin boundary. 

A persistent effort to establish partridges began in Minne- 

sota in 1926. Some of the heaviest plantings were made near 

Winona, opposite Trempealeau County. Partridges drifting or 

spreading into Wisconsin from Minnesota are of record in my 
notes as follows: 

Appeared Disappeared 

Near viilage of Trempealeau 1928 1930 
East of Fountain City, Buffalo Co. 20 in 1928 2 
West of Viroqua, Vernon Co. 40 in 1928 2 
South of Prairie du Chien, in Grant Co. zt 7 

Locations of these drift colonies appear as triangles in Fig. 2. 

Two coveys of unknown origin appeared in St. Croix and 
Pierce counties in 1932 and 1934. These may have arisen from 
the Hudson plantings shown in Fig. 2, or they may have drifted 

in from Minnesota. They have now disappeared. 

Drift colonies from the Minnesota planting also appeared in 

the northeastern corner of Iowa.® 

All the Wisconsin colonies of Minnesota birds have, in so 
far as known, proved ephemeral. 

STATE GAME FARM PRODUCTION AND STATE PLANTINGS 

Previous to 1928 the partridge was considered by most 

state game farms as impracticable to propagate. In that year 
Michigan produced several hundred birds from wild-trapped 

stock which had spread into the state from Indiana. Encouraged 
by this success, Wallace Grange, Wisconsin’s Superintendent of 
Game, in the winter of 1928-29 trapped about 100 partridges near 

Oconomowoc. The trapping was done by K. J. MacFarlane. A 

dozen of these birds were planted on the site of the present Uni- 
versity Arboretum near Lake Wingra (but never seen since). 
The remainder were sent to the Fish Creek Game Farm, Door 
County, for propagation. 

Fish Creek was the center of partridge propagation until 
1931, when the breeding stock was moved to Moon Lake, Fond 
du Lac County, and placed in charge of Frank Hopkins, who had 

learned game keeping in England and had operated the Moon 

Lake Refuge for the Milwaukee chapter of the Izaak Walton
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League since 1926. In 1936 operations were transferred to Poy- 

nette, Columbia County, where a new propagating plant had 
been built in 1934. 

In addition to the initial stock wild-trapped in 1928, an im- 

portation of breeding stock was made in 1929.14 Hand-reared 
stock was borrowed from Michigan in 1931 and Oregon in 1982. 

Some was purchased in Manitoba in 1934 and in Wisconsin in 
1937. 

To reconstruct an accurate record of the state’s output of 

planting stock is difficult. Records go back only to 1933, recol- 
lections of previous output do not agree, and the Biennial Re- 

ports!® do not always give usable figures. There is also confusion 

between the number reared and the number planted. Table 2 

attempts to select what seem to be the most dependable figures on 
the state’s operations. 

In Table 3 all known plantings, both state and private, are 
arranged by counties. This table is offered with more confidence, 

for it consists in large part of data gathered at first hand in the 

field from the sportsmen and wardens who made the plantings. 

Combining all available records, there appear to have been 
planted in Wisconsin to date: 

669 partridges propagated by the state at the State Game Farm 
224 imported or trapped by the state 

5,460 imported or propagated by private persons 

6,353 

There survive at this writing, in addition to the established 
populations within the 1937 spread contour, about 25 scattered 
‘coveys, most. of which appear in Fig. 1. 

TYPES OF SPREAD 

The years of first arrival recorded in Fig. 1 were accumulated 

piecemeal during the past decade. Each figure represents the 
year of arrival at the spot marked “X”, and is the outcome of 
personal inquiry among local farmers, sportsmen, or wardens. 

Such a process of interrogation disclosed a vast disparity in 

competence as between observers. Prominent sportsmen some- 

times revealed their inability to distinguish a partridge from a 
Pheasant. Others had at their fingertips the complete chronology, 
size, location, mortality and movement of every covey. The best
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information came from those who had conducted winter feed- - 
ing operations. Some farmers had partridges in their fields 

without knowing it; others knew of the first outposts miles away. 

Many a day’s questioning yielded only discarded data; again an 

hour’s discussion yielded a clear picture of half a county. All 
data were accumulated on county maps. 

During the summer of 1937 John Beule, one of my students, 

mapped the spread in Dodge County and adjoining parts of 

Fond du Lac and Sheboygan. His data are incorporated in Fig. 1. 

Both my own work and Beule’s support the hypothesis that 

the Wisconsin partridge “front” advances by three mechanisms: 

(1) By slow yearly overflow into adjacent unoccupied ter- 

ritory. This is the “ripple” type of spread. 

(2) By salients suddenly thrust out into unoccupied territory 
and then slowly amalgamated with the main front. 

(3) By isolated outposts of population thrown far ahead 

of the main front. These may enlarge and eventually 
coalesce with the main front. 

While the long-time trend is one of aggression into new 

territory, this trend is the net resultant of many local retreats 

and halts as well as advances. Salients or outposts are thrust 

out only to encounter bad seasons or adverse range and die. 

“Bubbles” or vacant spots are left behind the main advance, and 

may not become populated for a decade (for example, most of 

Ozaukee County). Some are submarginal range and persist in- 

definitely (for example, Horicon Marsh and parts of the kettle 

moraine). Others of marginal quality doubtless disappear and 

reform with varying population pressure. But despite these 

local defeats, the partridge front has, during the 30 years since 

their introduction, advanced steadily across the fertile farm- 

lands eastward to the barrier of Lake Michigan, southward to a 

juncture with the Illinois populations, westward into the prairies 
of the driftless area, northwestward to the border of the sands. 
and northward into the rich clays of the Green Bay region. 
What will ultimately halt their advance no man can yet say. 

The finer details of spread pattern during the early years are 
lost. The outward movement can be depicted only in terms of 
crude 10-year contours, such as those for 1920 and 1930 (Fig. 1).
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Some of the more recent spread-phenomena have, however, been 

reconstructed in more detail, and are now discussed. 

SPREAD BY SALIENT 

Exodus of 1935-36. About Christmas time during the winter 

of 1935-36, Sheboygan and Manitowoc counties, up to that time 

unoccupied by partridges, simultaneously received an influx of 
“thousands” of these birds. There must have been a wholesale 

exodus from the established range to the southward. This sud-- 
den invasion represents a northward thrust of 50 miles, a greater 

distance than had been covered by the usual mode of spread 

during the preceding 25 years. 

It is hard to gather an intelligible account of this extra- 

ordinary movement. No one saw the birds move. No one knows 
anything except a few wardens, sportsmen, and farmers, who, 

in braving the historic blizzards of that winter to carry grain 
to their feeding stations, noticed the presence of the new ar- 

rivals. Their advent was regarded as lucky, but hardly as phe- 

nomenal. In biology, as in history, the greatness of an event 
is seldom appreciated by its eye-witnesses. 

The 1932 exodus of sharptail grouse into southern Canada 

was observed by at least one scientist,1® but no scientific insti- 

tution even knew of this partridge exodus until nearly two years 

after the event. 

Warden James Edick of Sheboygan says “there were six to 

eight coveys of 30 to 75 birds each in the 10-mile stretch of 

lakeshore south of town. We put out feed, but they would not 

enter our shelters, so we fed them on wind-swept knolls.” 
Warden John Egan of Manitowoc gives a similar account. He 
tells of one covey which appeared in a lakeshore willow thicket 

on the outskirts of the city, and being fed, spent the winter. ; 

Most of the new arrivals appeared on the belt of rich red 

soil, about 10 miles wide, which parallels the lake shore. At 

least a dozen known coveys survived until 1937. Two coveys 

even invaded the sterile gravel hills of the “kettle moraine” 

which comprise the western edge of these counties, and some 

birds persisted there, for a nesting hen was seen in 1937. By the 
fall of 1937, however, the upper half of Manitowoc County ap- 

pears to have died out. During the present winter (1937-38) 

four coveys persist in the southeast corner of Manitowoc County.
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Sheboygan County is at least sparsely populated over most of | 
its area, for 135 partridges were reported killed during the 1937 

season (Table 5). 

During the same winter a similar but smaller salient was 

thrust northward up the center of Fond du Lac County, and en- 

countering the south end of Lake Winnebago, moved up its east 
shore to the border of Calumet County, a total distance of 20 

miles. This salient encountered rich farming soils similar to the 

Sheboygan-Manitowoe lake shore belt, and most of the coveys 

were represented by nesting birds and broods in 1937. 

A third salient was thrust up the Sugar River in Dane 
County from Belleville to Verona, a distance of 12 miles. It is 

not certain, however, that this occurred at exactly the same time. 

It is known that most of the coveys in this salient first appeared 

in 1936, that they nested in 1937, and that at least one made a 

further advance to the Riley Game Area in September, 1937, 
where it persists at this writing (January, 1938). 

All three salients have four features in common: 

(1) All were thrust northward. 
(2) All have, to this date, an extremely thin population. 

(3) The first two certainly (and the third probably) took 
place during the first onset of killing weather about 

Christmas of 1935. 
(4) All three were fed after arrival, and thus had a good 

chance to survive. 

The three salients are unlike in two respects: The Sheboy- 

gan-Manitowoc movement was partly into rich agricultural soil 

and partly into poor hill-land, whereas the other two were en- 

tirely into good soil. Those on good soil persist and have even 
spread; that partly on poor soil has lost half its original gains. 

It is doubtful whether these sudden winter movements are 

selective as to route or destination. They seem to be blind move- 
ments; those stumbling upon poor environment die off and are 

forgotten, or perhaps wander until good environment is en- 

countered. 

Previous Movements. There is fragmentary evidence that 
similar movements have occurred before, some of them into the 

identical regions invaded in 1936. Thus a covey appeared south 
of Manitowoe about 1932, and may have persisted until over-
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ridden by the 1936 exodus. The south half of Washington County 

was colonized in 1933, and the adjacent corner of Sheboygan 

received two coveys the same year, all persisting. The orienta- 

tion of this thrust was northward. Its date was probably late 

fall or winter, for local sportsmen attributed it to the scattering 

of partridges within the established range by pheasant hunters. 

The impression of blind movement is supported by sporadic 

appearances of single birds in localities far removed from in- 

habited range. Thus a single bird was killed by a snowplow in 

January, 1937, near Wisconsin Rapids, between Portage and 

Wood counties. Another was found dead during the same month 

near Reedsburg, in Sauk County. 

Depopulation. The invasion of whole counties by “thousands” 

of partridges implies depopulation of the region from which the 
birds moved. In the case of the 1935-36 exodus, there is histori- 

cal evidence of such depopulation. On the Faville Grove Game 

Area in Jefferson County, Hawkins"? recorded a winter decrease 
of 50 per cent, despite continuous feeding. 

The state kill for 1936, the year following the exodus, shows 

a 35 per cent decrease over 1935 (Table 4). 

The exact region depopulated is unknown, nor is it possible 

to disentangle ordinary starvation loss in situ from loss by 
exodus. The only certain thing is that a widespread decrease 

within the established range coincided in time with the hard 

winter and the exodus to new range. 

SPREAD BY OUTPOSTS 

In 1927 the main western front had just entered Rock 

County at Lima Centre near Whitewater. Further south it had 

advanced to Delavan in Walworth County. In January 1928 

(another hard winter), a covey of 10 partridges was seen near 

New Glarus, in Green County, 40 miles west of what was then 

the main front. In July, 1929, a single bird was seen near Clarno, 

40 miles west of the main front, and in July, 1929, a covey was 

seen at Oakley, 30 miles west of the main front. These outposts 

must have died, for during the ensuing decade no birds were 

seen, and the main front has just reached the sites where out- 
posts appeared in 1928. 

These outpost-colonies differ from the salients previously de- 
scribed in that the movement was westward, not northward.
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There is probably no real distinction between outposts and 

salients; a salient is a continuous string of outposts. - 

OPEN SEASONS AND KILL; FLUCTUATIONS 

All spread phenomena should be interpreted in the light of 

population density. There are available in Wisconsin three 

indices to partridge population status: 

Open seasons since 1921. (See Table 4). 

Kill records since 1982. (See Table 5). 

Census of the Faville Grove Game Area, Jefferson County, 

since 1935. 

Open Seasons and Kill. In 1919, 11 years after the first Pabst 

planting, the legislature opened Waukesha and Jefferson coun- 

ties for a five-day partridge season with a limit of two birds per 

day. This season continued through 1920, but in 1921 the limit 

was increased to five. In 1922, 1923, and 1924 the season was 

shortened to two days and the bag limit was reduced to four 

birds. In 1925 and 1926 the season was closed; this possibly re- 

fiects the ‘“‘die-off” of the 10-year cycle, which peaked in 1924. 

1927 and 1928 were again open, but only in a few townships. 

The open area was so small as to induce a severe concentration 

of hunters and much annoyance to farmers. Severely localized 

open seasons have ever since been abandoned as bad policy. 

1929-1930-1931 were again closed. Colonel Pabst definitely 

records a scarcity during the winter of 1929-30, and mentions 

two wet, cold breeding seasons as the cause. 

Since 1932 a season of 4 to 14 days has been allowed yearly in 
a slowly enlarging area, which in 1937 included 9 counties. At 

least two of these, however, have only a sprinkling of coveys: 
Ozaukee and Sheboygan. 

Table 4 shows the kill, as reported by licensees and corrected 
by the Conservation Department for those not reporting. 

Table 5 shows the uncorrected kill by counties, and the per- 

centage of licensees reporting each year. Both tables go back to 

1932, the first open partridge year in which reports were re- 
quired. 

The formula for correcting the reports seems to have varied 
from year to year, hence Table 5 is more reliable than Table 4. 

Both tables indicate that 1935 was a year of great abundance,
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and that a decrease followed in 1936. This decrease may be 

ascribed to the killing winter of 1935-36, and to the exodus of 

birds during that winter into closed territory to the northward. 

The highest “corrected” kill, 23,252 birds in 1935, repre- 

sents the productivity of six populated counties, with an aggre- 

gate area of 3,300 square miles. This is a kill of seven birds per 

square mile. If we assume a fifth of the population to have been 

killed, the average density is 35 partridges per square mile, or 

one per 18 acres. 

If we take the highest uncorrected report for the best county 
(Racine, 3,739 in 1933), we get, by the same indirect computa- 

tion, a hypothetical stand of one partridge per 12 acres. The 

poorest county in 1936 (Ozaukee, 364) gives one partridge per 

85 acres. 

In the Canadian wheat belt, in England,!® and in Bohemia,?° 

densities of one partridge per acre are known, and one per two 

acres not uncommon. Sparse populations are apparently char- 

acteristic of all partridge range in the north-central states, and 

no game manager has yet succeeded in breaking this dead-level 

of mediocrity in abundance. 

Faville Grove Census. Arthur S. Hawkins has censused the 

partridge population of the Faville Grove Game Area as follows: 

1985 1,200 acres 118 in January 
1936 2,300 acres 223 in January 

179 in February 
j 73 in March 

1937 2,300 acres 178 in January 
143 in March 

1938 2,500 acres 814 in January 

The density has fluctuated from 8 to 18 acres per bird. 1936, 

as already explained, showed a severe decrease during the win- 

ter, either by exodus or mortality or both. January 1938 showed 

an increase over November 1937, evidently by influx. 

The combined trend of all Wisconsin evidence (seasons, kill, 

and census) shows partridge highs about 1924 and about 1934. 

These are the highs of the continental 11-year cycle. 

That the Hungarian partridge does respond to the continental 

cycle, at least in Canada, has already been suggested by Rowan,?t 

who recorded a severe decrease beginning in 1934.
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The Wisconsin evidence, however, is too fragmentary to be 

considered as proof of cyclic behavior. . 

CONCLUSIONS 

One may deduce from the foregoing evidence certain char- 

acteristics of the pioneering process in Wisconsin partridge 

populations; and certain requirements for survival, both in na- 

tural spread and in artificial spread by plantings. 

Origin. With few and inconclusive exceptions, the 7,000 

square miles now constituting the partridge range in Wisconsin 
was populated by spread from a single point in Waukesha 
County, at which repeated large plantings were made for a de- 
cade. These repeated plantings unwittingly simulated the pro- 

cess of repeated colonization which takes place in nature. 

Spread Rate. The longest radius from the point of origin is 

102 miles (northeast) in 27 years, or four miles per year on the 

average. Single thrusts of 50 miles in a year are recorded in two 
instances. 

Mechanism. The usual mode of spread is by slow overflow 
into vacant territory, but at times advance colonies are thrown 
out either in strings (salients), or as isolated outposts, for dis- 

tances up to 50 miles in a year. 

Season. The season of slow overflow is unknown, but is be- 

lieved to be early fall. The sudden thrusts seem to occur in early 
winter, especially in hard winters. The two hardest winters of 
the past decade, 1928-29 and 1935-36, were both accompanied by 
outthrusts. | 

Orientation. The direction of large outthrusts was north- 

ward except in one case, which was. westward. This seemingly 

northward orientation may be accidental, for Lake Michigan 

blocks eastward spread, while the adjacent portions of Illinois 

are not vacant, hence southward outthrusts would be obscured. 

Selectivity and Soils. The location of outthrusts is not selec- 

tive, for they blindly invade sterile, wooded, marshy, or sandy 

terrain. Survival, however, is highly selective, and is confined 

to the richest agricultural soils. It is notable that there have 

been no survivals, in the sandy regions to the northwest of the
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center of spread, although the present boundary abuts on the 

sand at several points. 

The suitability of the unglaciated prairie of southwestern 

Wisconsin is as yet unsettled. Most plantings and drift colonies 

in this region have failed, but the steady westward march in 

Green County indicates the possibile suitability of uplands in 
the whole driftless area. 

Density and Fluctuation. Population pressure is doubtless 

the propulsive force behind slow spread of the “ripple” type, 

but not all sudden outthrusts occur during years of high popula- 

tion. The only area continuously censused (Faville Grove) 

showed a lower partridge population during the year of the 
exodus (1935-36) than during the previous year (1934-35), and 
the annual kill for the state supports this conclusion. The year 

1933, however, had a high population and also a considerable 
outthrust. 

The density on territory acquired by outthrusts is at first 

low, and is built up by slow consolidation during the periods 
when the exterior boundary remains quiescent. 

Even the best stands in Wisconsin are sparser than those of 

Canada, England, and Silesia. Low densities are characteristic 

of all partridge population in the north-central states. 

All partridge populations fluctuate, and in a given locality 

fluctuations in reproductive success may be further intensified by 
influx or exodus. Fluctuations show some indication of being 
cyclic in character. 

Spread vs. Plantings. In many instances partridges have 
spread naturally over localities in which previous artificial plant- 

ings had failed, and also localities where previous natural out- 

post colonies had been extinguished. Pioneering is evidently a 
process which is indefinitely repeated. 

We may glean from the foregoing a generalized picture of 
the partridge’s “march of empire.” The impulse to venture forth 
is born of adversity—either the adversity of too many neighbors, 

or the adversity of killing weather. Each adventure is a blind 

groping for pastures new, repeated until a favorable year and 

a good location happen to coincide and bring success.
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TABLE 1. Private Plantings of Hungarian Partridge 

Year Name County Source of birds No. planted 

1908 |Gustave Pabst ‘Waukesha Bohemia 5,000 ? 
1910 |J. W. Foster Fond du Lac |Gift from Gustave 12 

Pabst 
ly22 =|F. R. Mueller Sawyer Purchased outside 12? 

state 
1925-81)Rock Creek Trout {Polk Purchased eggs in 300 

Club Alberta 
1929 |Milwaukee I.W.L.A. |Fond du Lac |Imported 40 
1929 |BerlinI.W.L.A. Green Lake |Purchased outside 20 

state 
1929, |G. R. Rahr Manitowoc |Raised from stock 40 
1932 imported from 

Europe and Canada 
1981 Otto Beyer Columbia Purchased in Alberta 20 
19382 |E. L. Young Dodge Raised from hay- 10 

field(?) eggs near 
Ripon 

1929, |New Lisbon Con- Juneau Purchased outside 12 
1933 servation Club state 

5,466 

TABLE 2. Propagation and Plantings of Hungarian Partridge 
by the State Conservation Department 

Imported or Reared but| Reared at 
purchased Trapped perhaps not|Game Farm! Total 

Year |Planted| Kept |Planted | Kept planted jand planted/ planted 

1928 12 88 12 
1929 100 38 40 140 
1930 124 116? 32 156 
1931 24 (40) 
1932 60 (160) 120? 120? 
1933 (140) 224 224 
1934 96 96 
1935 (50) 2 2 
1936 (75) 155 155 
1987 50 50 Out M0 
Total| 224 288 12 | 138 669 905 

1928: From Biennial Report 1929-30, p.84, also p.92. Also letter from 
K. J. MacFarlane 9-24-37. 

1929: A news release, undated, says 162 birds were imported, 24 be- 
longing to the Berlin I.W.L.A., 188 to the state. Another release 
dated Jan. 22, 1980, gives the same figures, but adds that 10 or 12 
pairs each were sent to River Falls, Richland Center, Tomah, and 
Argyle for planting. The Argyle plant is known (from field 
reports) to have been sick. The 1929-30 Biennial Report speaks 
of 70 pair (140 birds) stocked between May, 1928, and June, 
1930. 

1930: Progress Report of May, 1931, says 120 pairs were purchased in 
1929-30 and from these 32 birds were produced (and planted?),
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presumably in 1930. Letter from W. F. Grimmer says 124 im- 
ported birds were planted Feb., 1930. 

1931: 12 pairs borrowed from Michigan as breeders, 40 reared, prob- 
ably none planted. 

1982: Field record shows 140 planted in Green County, 1932-36, but 
only 20 appear on state record for 1933 or later. Hence it is 
assumed that the remaining 120 were planted in 1932. This, 
however, may be in error, since in another letter Hopkins says 
none were planted in 1932, although 160 were reared. 

1933-36; Plants from report by H. B. Kellogg to Walter Scott dated 9-4-37. 

1937: No breeding stock was available in spring. Some wild eggs were 
reared but lost, and no plantings were made. In September 50 
hand-reared birds were purchased, which, with 50 wild-trapped 
birds, constitute the stock for 1938. 

TABLE 38. State and Private Plantings of Hungarian Partridge by Counties 
eee eee 

No. 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

Columbia 1931 20 Importedfrom Otto Beyer Disappeared 
Alberta 

1933 40 State Game F.B. Ernsberger 2 coveys persist. 
Farm 

1933 28 State Game Art Walters Merged* 
Farm 

Dane 1929 12 Trapped at WallaceGrange At Lake Wingra. 
Oconomowoc Disappeared at 

once. 

Eau Claire 1934 50 State Game O. W. Fischer Near Eau Claire. 
Farm Some persist, 

Fond du Lac 1910 12 Gustave Pabst J. W. Foster Near Brandon. 
Survived 
3 years. 

1929 40 Imported I.W.L.A. Near Moon Lake. 
Probably 
persisted. 
Now merged. 

1933 44 State Game L. K. Bryan In Lamartine 
Farm and Oakfield. 

Merged. 

Grant 1936 24 State Game C. E. Gordon Near Fennimore. 
Farm Disappeared 

19387. 
Beta sl we 

1936 10 State Game Russell Young Near Muscoda. 
Farm Status 

unknown. 
Se SS i 1 Le ere Beene egsp CTC D __o_
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No. 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

Green 1930 or 6? 7 Dr. Stevenson Near Brodhead. 
1931 

1932-36 140 State Game Geo. Luchsinger Near Monroe. 
Farm T coveys 

by 1937. 

Green Lake 1924? 14 7 2 Disappeared. 

1929 40 Importedfrom Berlin 
Europe I.W.L.A. Near Berlin. 

1929-86 78 Possum Valley W.N.Craw- 4 coveys persist. 
Game Farm ford & Frank 

Chapman 

1933-84 74 State Game Dan Trainor 6 coveys per- 
Farm sisted, 1936. 

Juneau 1929 6 Purchased J.C. Curtis Near New Lisbon. 
outside Disappeared 

1931, 

1933 20 State Game J.C. Curtis Near New Lisbon. 
Farm Covey seen 

1934 but 
1983 6 Purchased Conservation disappeared. 

outside Club 

Kenosha 1986 20 State Game J. W. Staple- Near Bristol; 
Farm camp near Silver 

Lake. Merged. 

Lafayette 1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation Arrived sick. 
(or 1929?) Europe Department Disappeared. 

Manitowoc 1936 20 State Game G. H. Rahr 
Farm Near Manitowoc. 

1929, 40 Raised by G. H. Rahr Merged. 
19382 planter 

Milwaukee 19384 12 State Game Haskell Noyes 
Farm Merged. 

1936 88 State Game Haskell Noyes 
Farm 

Monroe 19380 24 Importedfrom Conservation On H. L. Stevens 
Europe Department farm. A few 

said to persist. 

1936 10 State Game E. Jenke Status unknown. 
Farm 

Outagamie 1931 49 State Game R. J. Meyer Near Appleton. 
Farm 

1933** 56 State Game u 1 covey persists. 
Farm
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No. 
County Year birds Source Planted by Remarks 

Polk 1925-31 300 Raised by Joseph Burkhart Near St. Croix 
planter Falls. 

Disappeared. 

Richland 1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation 
Europe Department 8 coveys per- 

1936 20 State Game Percy Button sisted, 1987. 
Farm 

Rock 1927 12 z Henry Knudsen Merged. 

1936 4 State Game Geo. Parker Merged. 
Farm 

St. Croix 1923 20? Probably Andrew Hope 
imported 

2 coveys survived 
1930 20 Importedfrom Conservation until 1934. Now 

Europe Department disappeared. 
1930 80 State Game 2 

Farm 

Sawyer 1922 12 Purchased Mueller Near Moose Lake, 
outside Disappeared. 

Trempealeau 1914 6 Purchased from Independence Disappeared 
Wentz and Sportsman’s 1916. 
Mackensen Club 

Shipped by Mr. 
Waukesha 1908 in Sonnenschein, 

1910 ? Prague, Bo- 
19138 1,000 hemia; also im- 
1915 1,000 ported through 
1918? 2? Wentzand Pabst Farms, 

Mackensen, Ottawa Town- 
Yardley, Pa. Gustave Pabst ship. Spread 

over S. E. 
1927 54 Imported from Wisconsin 

Bohemia 
through Julius 
Loewith, Inc., 
New York 

1929 54 

5,000? 

Waupaca 1936 20 State Game A.R. Hansen E. of Waupaca 
Farm and F. D. 

Rundall 

*This term is here used to describe the over-riding of a planting by the advancing 
front of established population before the outcome of the plant could be finally 
determined. 

** This planting appears on the state’s records but cannot be traced on the ground. 
The record is probably erroneous.
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TABLE 4. Open Seasons, Big Limits, and Kill 
of Hungarian Partridge in Wisconsin 

nn nd 
Kill 

Pos- reports 
Daily session (cor- 

Year Open season Open area bag limit —_—rected) 

1919, 5 days Jefierson & Waukesha 2 
1920 (Sept. 7-11) 

*1921 5 days Jefferson & Waukesha 5 
(Sept. 7-11) 

#1922, 2 days Jefferson & Waukesha 4 
1923, (Sept. 7 & 11) 
1924 

1925, closed 
1926 

1927 5 days 7 townships in 
Waukesha, Jefferson 3? 

1928 5 days 7 townships in 
(Sept. 4-8) Waukesha, Jefferson 3 

1929-31 closed 

1932 3 days Kenosha, Racine, Walworth 4 8 10,926 
(Oct. 1-3) 

1933 5 days Kenosha, Walworth, Racine 4 8 18,310 
(Sept. 30-Oct. 4) 

1934 4 days Dane, Jefferson, Kenosha, 
(Sept. 29-Oct. 2) Racine, Walworth, 

Waukesha 4 8 22,181 

1985 6 days Dane, Jeiferson, Kenosha, 
(Oct. 19-24) Ozaukee, Racine 4 8 28,252 

1936 6 days Dodge, Jefferson, Kenosha, 
(Oct. 17-22) Ozaukee, Racine, Wal- 

worth, Washington, 
Waukesha 4 8 15,516 

19387 14 days Dane, Dodge, Jefferson, 
(Oct.23-Nov. 5) Ozaukee, Racine, 

Sheboygan, Walworth, 
Washington, Waukesha 4 8 14,669 

* The Conservation Commission issued orders restricting the statutory season of 5 days 
to 2, and the statutory bag limit from 5 to 8, during the years 1922-1924. The 

federal bulletins* erroneously give the bag limit for 1921 as 2 birds instead of 5. 
The seasons for 1922-1924 are edroneously given as 5 days (Sept. 7 to 11) instead 
of 2 days (Sept. 7 and 11).
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TABLE 5. Hungarian Partridge Kill Reports by Counties 
(uncorrected figures) 

County 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 = Totals 

Dane 275 410 586 1,271 
Dodge 905 1,861 2,766 
Jefferson 1,296 1,812 1,518 1,754 6,380 
Kenosha 1,750 1,152 765. 916 1,813 6,396 
Ozaukee 156 208 404 768 

Racine 3,002 3,739 1,817 2,128 3,241 2,261 16,188 
Sheboygan 135 185 
Walworth 1,596 1,204 765 862 1,334 1,468 7,229 
Washington 400 361 612 1,373 
Waukesha 1,438 1,643 2,169 1,106 6,356 

Totals 6,348 6,095 6,356 8,327 11,549 10,187 48,862 

Per cent of 
hunters 
reporting 62% 33% 48% 45% 80% 70% 
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A Raptor Tally in the Northwest.—A peculiar localization of raptors was observed last sum- 
mer in the course of a 350-mile motor trip through Utah, Nevada, and Oregon. The trip covered the 

period from July 20 to August 8, 1941. All raptors sighted from the car were tallied. The daily totals 

appear in figure 11. Leo K. Couch and J. Paul Miller helped make the tally. 
The tally varied from none to 98 raptors per day, and averaged one raptor for each 10 miles of 

daylight travel. The tally does not include vultures, and it omits owls seen by headlights at night. 
The daily totals show five concentration areas, all of which were on state or federal refuges, and 

all of which showed good stands of grass. These were the only areas of well grassed open country we 

saw. Most of the intervening terrain was overgrazed and devoid of perennial grasses, and it was devoid 
of visible raptors. 
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Fig. 11. Map of states in which raptor tally was made, showing route of travel and daily totals. 

The highest daily tally was on the Malheur Waterfowl Refuge, Harvey County, Oregon. It in- 

cluded 31 Marsh Hawks, 37 Swainson Hawks, 14 Short-eared Owls, a few Sparrow Hawks and Red- 

tails, and a Prairie Falcon. 
On the Hart Mountain Antelope Refuge, Lake County, Oregon, we encountered an extraordinary 

concentration of Short-eared Owls. In 16 miles of night-driving between Hart Mountain and French 

Glen, Leo Couch tallied 320 Short-ears. The same 16 miles, plus some additional mileage, yielded 37 by 

daylight. These owls evidently had gathered to feed on a high population of mice, and presumably 

had gathered on the road at night to catch mice crossing in the open. 

The total daytime tally of 294 raptors seen during the trip breaks down by species as follows: 

Sparrow Hawk 87 Ferruginous rough-legged Hawk 7 

Marsh Hawk 58 Goshawk 3 

Swainson Hawk 48 Duck Hawk A 

Short-eared Owl 37 Prairie Falcon 1 

Buteos, unidentified . 33 Burrowing Owl 1 

Red-tailed Hawk 18 Total 294 

No Horned Owls were seen alive, but frequent dead ones, apparently juveniles, were noted along 

highways, especially in cuts on hilltops. The owls, scavenging on motor-killed rabbits, could not, in 

such locations, note the approach of cars from a distance. The walls of the cut probably further 

handicapped their escape-—ALpo Lropotp, Madison, Wisconsin, October 25, 1941. el
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Game Management 

Riley Game Cooperative Proves a Success 

AN EXAMPLE of what can equally, but farmer members 
P be done to prevent friction contribute land and work while 

between farmers and city sports- city members furnish cash and 
men — and incidentally improve work. The cash expenses borne 
the hunting for both—comes by city members are mainly for 
from the Riley community in signs, game-farm pheasants for 
western Dane county. restocking, and a shooting pre- 

Back in 1931, some of the serve license. 
farmers in this neighborhood : : 
decided they had had enough of | 3he ae pee 
promiscuous trespassing by un- lie cr q ae iS See ierta i 
invited hunters. Eleven of them Jcensed_ permits members to 
asked five Madison sportsmen Shoot 757% as many pheasants 
whom they knew personally to 28 are restocked, with the hunt- 

join in forming the Riley Game ing Season extending from Octo- 
« er to January. During the 

STE eenivaage has put an Season 132 birds were stocked, 
end to trespass, cost the farmers oer ne ee ag 
nothing, raised the game stand : : 
from practically nothing to 300 ™eans 6 birds for each of the 
birds, and furnished the 16 16members. die eh 
members with shooting that is 0 enforce this limitation, the 

good, growing better year Ggervation Devatment iss by year. Twenty fenced planta- : 
tions of young evergreen trees attached to each pheasant shot. 

now are coming on, promising to ne Kae are not re-usable. 
increase the game-carrying ca- , .PY this simple means the total 
pacity of the range still more ees is kept con to what the 
by furnishing permanent winter Pheasant population can stand. 
cover. Best of all, friendships ¢ is winter feeding and preven- 
have supplanted former antago- tion of over-shooting which 
hismigs obese Satatie for it Lak 

The Riley cooperative works eC pneasant populauion has 
| because it is simple, democratic, gic! aie oy h 
| and looks ahead both a little and trangely enough, the game- 

a long way. farm birds stocked at Riley have 
z constituted only about 10% of 

The gist of the scheme is that the kill in recent years. This 
all members share privileges fact has come to light because 

P 
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ew ment practices were adopted. 

ll game-farm birds are banded “drift” of pheasants from Riley 
at the time they are released. now has served to stock the en- 

“Since wild birds make up 90%, _ tire township. y 
f the kill, it seems clear that Aldo Leopold of this Station, 

at Riley—where shooting is who has kept in close touch with 
limited—it does little good to the Riley co-operative through- 

“keep on planting pheasants now out its 10-year history, and has 
that the area is stocked. The directed research there, draws 
/ planting must be continued to these conclusions: 
com ly with the shooting 1. A congenial group of farm- 
preserve law, however. ers and city sportsmen can, with 

- What becomes of the game- reasonable effort, secure good 
farm birds is something of a shooting by pooling their re- 

|mystery. It seems likely that sources. 
they are crowded out of the pre- 2. A game cooperative prob- 
serve by the stronger, more ably could operate just as suc- 
aggresive wild birds, since many cessfully and more economically 

f th em have been shot outside without a shooting preserve 
he area. Incidentally, the license. 

3 a History of Faville Grove Shows Wildlife Changes 
. AS 100-YEAR history of the These men study what has 
‘aville Grove area in Jefferson happened to wildlife — and why 
ounty shows wildlife in a losing __ + get information useful in 
vattle for existence amid the eee thi f th 

fmchanges brought on by civiliza- TeStoring 1t to something of the 
| tion, say Arthur Hawkins and flourishing condition it showed 

| Aldo Leopold. when the first settlers arrived. 

be 8 

ee 
eS
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Settlement almost completely 1851, bear in 1865, deer in 186 
changed the Faville Grove land- lynx in 1868, otter in 1883, 
scape, destroying most of the bobcat in 1892. 
protective cover for game. In In early days the Craw 
1938 there was 80 times as much _yiver yielded quantities of! 
farm land as in 1838, but only horse and pickerel, which fa 
one-twentieth as much woods, erg salted down for winter m 
one-fifth as much prairie, one- Now it yields 200,000 lbs 
tenth as much tamarack swamp, carp a year. The carp cai 
and one-fifth as much water and about 1887 and have been @ 
bog area. dant since 1906. 

The Civil War brought a wheat Wild rice along the river h 
boom, and with it a wholesale which farmers used to cul 
girdling of woods for more bedding, disappeared at the t 
wheat acreage. Stump-pullers carp increased. ; 
in the 1870's finally cleared these Up to 1920 the Crawfish 

deadenings” of stumps. a heavy yielder of clams, 
The neighborhood once was were harvested both for p 

inhabited by many species of and as the raw materia 
birds and animals which now buttons. Now the clams 
have not been seen there for nearly exterminated. 
generations. Part of the evi- Wire fences first appear 
dence on this point comes from Faville Grove in 1870, a 
the refuse dumps of the ancient came the rule during the 
Indian village of Aztalan, which gradually replacing rail fe 
contain the bones of wild pigeon, The first weed to becol 
quail, woodduck, blackduck, bob- farm pest was the Cg 
olink, bear, raccoon, buffalo, elk, thistle, which came about | 
deer, fox squirrel, woodchuck, Wild morning glory was bi 
rabbit, wolf, and possibly moose. ae fe8, quack grass a 

The present bird population, * ou ql . 
compared with lists drawn by f In 1934 seo aele 
early Jefferson county natural- uaa Aliie ited the Uni 
ists, shows a shrinkage of 56 2%¢4 anc Invi . 

. to conduct research there 
species. Among the lost game ae a 
birds are ruffed grouse, prairie Dee © area suDpON 

+ 2400 acres of land, som 
chicken, Canada goose, wood- . : duck hand nnssenver pigeon Hungarian partridges 

RAsseng ers Pigeon. pheasants, 100 quail, and 4 
Three large mammals—elk, known number of small 

buffalo and beaver—disappeared mammals. 
even before the first settlers The wildlife program in 
began to farm the area. Many wildflowers as well as bird 
were lost during the first genera- mammals, the recently ¢é 
tion of farming, and others later. lished Faville Prairie Pré 
The last cougar was seen in being a part of the area. 
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clearly between land area and soil, between mere dirt and like the boy who goes too much in a hurry, we jump into 
that complex relation of elements, biological and non- a mud puddle and get splattered. 
biological in that surface stratum which make arable land Remember that the other peoples of the world, and in 
out of mere fragmented rocks and stones. the first instance, those with which we have to compete in 

The destruction of these things in Europe was tremendous this struggle of the present day, are very careful planners 
in the last war. The destruction at the present day has gone and very careful in carrying out their procedures. Can we 
so far that the forests of Poland, for example, have been hope to succeed if we are entirely careless, if we are wasteful 
destroyed to an extent that imperils the future of that re- everywhere? I confess that even an optimist—and I claim 
source for that region, no matter how the war may be de- to be such—finds it necessary to stop and think when he 

cided, no matter what people come in. The loss there has confronts the present situation. . 
been very great. What we need to watch most carefully is the utilization 

_. Our own forest resources were not properly safeguarded of the needs of the situation as a mere excuse for individ- 
‘in our last war. Those of you who are familiar with the uals, or for interests, to promote something of a particular 

_ Northwest, with the spruce forests, for instance, know the or local character,—the use of war as a plea for doing that 
extent to which areas were entered; roads and railroads thing which will yield profit to the particular interest and 

were built; trees were felled and piles of valuable timber subject us as a nation to loss and danger. 
were left standing and never to be used, up to this day. PRESIDENT GREGORY: Thank you very much, Dr. 
This clearly was a lack of planning. I can hardly take time Ward. That was a most interesting and stimulating 
© go into that together with other similar items in more discussion. 4 

detail. Some of you know these at first hand; all of you can Another subject closely related to the uses of our | 
find the detailed information if you want it. There was a | resources in war time deals with RELATION OF 

aste which, under proper conditions, government inspec- WILDLIFE TO LAND USE PLANNING. We will hear 
tion, government spread of information, planning and an that covered by one of the leaders of the country 
inderstanding of those things by our citizens, would have jn this particular field, another peice a man of 
revented. This would have enabled us to save sums that broad vision and practical mind, Professor Aldo Leo- 
re not inconsiderable, and have benefitted the country by pold, Professor of Game Management at the Univer- 

preservation of valuable resources. sity of Wisconsin, and the Leaglie’s Conservation 
The waste in grazing was equally manifest at that time Consultant. Professor Leopold. ft : 

due to over-crowding of ranges, increases in the number of t 
ttle and of sheep that were allowed to get into the forests [EE GRIZZLY—A PROBLEM IN PLANNING 

and to graze on the open lands. You may think that was ———————— ee ere 
ecessary. It was primarily for the advantage of one group In 1909, when I first saw the west,“there were grizzlies 

ind it represents a place where individual interest is very in every major mountain mass, but you could travel for 
pt to be blind to national welfare. In general I should months without meeting a salaried constrvation officer. 
ommend to you as a basis for reading and study the con- Today there is some kind of a conservation officer “behind 
ditions and the extent of the utilization of our public lands. every bush”. We have half a dozen.byreaus interested in 
And let me say, hold up before yourself while you are wildlife; many of them own wild lands. Some receive appro- 

eading, the whole situation. I think I am right in saying  priations for wildlife. Most have discrétionary authority to 
hat the government has something over 405 million acres buy and exchange land for consolidatiomof public holdings. 
a its public lands. That figure is sufficient to represent the Yet as wildlife bureaus grow, the most fagnificent mammal 
agnitude of the factor to which I refer. Those acres are still at large on their lands shrinks §teadily toward the 
wned by you and by me, by each one of the citizens of Canadian border. # 
© United States. And I am always, as the boys would The table shows the official statistics since 1924. While 

ay, a little bit “‘chesty’” when I think of our fine national the total number of U. S. grizzlies hovers,around 1000 head, 
atks, when I think of the great area of the splendid acre- an alarming shrinkage in distribution has taken place. Two 
ge we have in the plains and the mountains, and recall states have just lost their grizzlies: Oregon and Utah. Four 

that J own one share out of the 130 million odd which have so few that it’s “last call”: Arizona, New Mexico, 
e possessed by this nation in its entirety. Colorado, and Washington. Only three have substantial 
I have only one more item to which I want to call your remnants: Montana, Wyoming, Idaho. ‘Only two National 

eneral attention and that is the waste to which you all know Parks have any, and it is common knowledge that the park 
would have to come before the close of the talk, I mean remnants are not doing well. Gabrielson, in his new book, 

he waste through the pollution of our lakes and streams. Wildlife Conservation, speaks »f “the néar extinction within 
It is not necessary to discuss that at length. You have the United States of the grizzly bear’, but offers no com- 

ard me and you have heard others talk about that, and ments or plans. t 
ethaps you think it has been emphasized too much. You The status of the official mind in respect of the grizzly is 
re to have this afternoon a discussion of the waste through even more alarming than the grizzly or, There seems 
unwise methods in engineering. That is tied up with the to be a tacit assumption that if grizzlies’SurVive in Canada 
ame question. Anything is good that will lead to the full and Alaska, that is good enough. It is not good enough for 
analysis of the question and point out the dangers and the me. The big Alaskan bears are specifically distinct. More- 
hreats of pollution; not merely through the destruction of over, relegating grizzlies to Alaska is about like relegating 
ood and recreational opportunities and proper commercial happiness to heaven; one may never get there, 
Opportunities that demand good water, but also the threat Saving the grizzly depends almost wholly on land- 
especially in war times through disease. planning. What is needed is a series of large areas, prefer- 

Just a word in closing. One who looks over the history ably scattered over half a dozen states, from which roads 
of our country can hardly avoid the conclusion that the and livestock are excluded, or in which livestock damage is 
American people, as a rule, are wasteful. We see it in our compensated for so as to do away with the need for elimi- 

] ities, in our states and in our nation. We are a careless nating bears. Remission of grazing fees might be one simple 
‘people. We are somewhat hysterical. When we see some- way to compensate for bear losses. Buying out scattered 

/ thing needs to be done, we jump in to do it, and sometimes ranches is likely the best way in most cases.
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Grizzly protection is admittedly a subject poisonous to PRESIDENT GREGORY: Thank you very much, Pro- 
stockmen, but only because there has never been any segre- fessor Leopold. You have brought home to us very 
gation of stock range from bear range. This is the job land- vividly the critical nature of this most pressing prob- 
planners have failed to notice. I am asking why. Why can’t lem, and I hope that the League, especially through 
land-use planning make room for at least a few grizzly its western chapters and state divisions, may be able 
ranges within the United States? to accomplish something. 

I have heard recently of one grizzly range set aside in Now, Ladies and Gentlemen, the Nominating Com- 
Montana by the Forest Service. I salute the Missoula office mittee is in Session in room 1807. I believe there are 
of the Bureau. On the other hand, I know of one state two or three members of the Committee here and 

where the Forest Service has recently promoted sheep graz- their attendance is desired. Of course, anyone else 
ing in its only remaining grizzly range. In its last two re- who has any business with the Committee may ap- 
ports this state reported its grizzlies as gone. It required no pear there during the course of the next hour. The 

prophet to foresee this outcome. convention will recess now for ten minutes. . 
The difficulties of segregating stock range from bear range Recess 

vary from zero to insuperable, and the longer the delay the is pasar i 4 
beget the easy chances for permanent eezety ranges. With PRESIDENT GREGORY: The convention will please 
the extension of roads and grazing equities easy chances be- COME to order. I have the honor of presenting to you 
come hard, and hard ones become impossible. Thus does the Regional Field Representative for the Central 
time work to “justify” official apathy. Region of the Public Works Reserve, a member of 

That an official apathy exists is a conclusion forced on us Ane a a ge Shere ot we Beck ee 
by history. Why does it exist? I don’t know. It is easy, of B 4 5 
ene fot us S sit in a hotel and pass indignant euler POST WAR PUBLIC WORKS. It is my pleasure to 
about subjects like this. It is less easy to live out in the sticks introduce Charles E. Miner. 
and retain a national point of view on questions of this sort. MR. CHARLES E. MINER: Gentlemen, I have a speech 
Administrators, I fear, tend to do their wildlifing in the here all written out, but there are some things that I would 
interest of deer and elk, of which we have a glut in most _ like to tell you about it before I begin. 

regions, but which furnish the gunfodder on which public There is certainly, first, no merit to having public service 
sentiment feeds. The grizzly as gunfodder is negligible. handle any work that can be handled by private service. 
But I insist that posterity will not smile on the loss of the ] should like you to accept that as a thesis. It is also ér 
grizzly. The buffalo and the pigeon used good land and that if we aré to ask the government to do anything, 
competed with a economic activities. The grizzly request to government to do that thing should be well 

uses the poorest land we own; the creation of a dozen grizzly phrased, well seasoned, adequate in the material presented, — 
ranges would make no perceptible dent in the economic comprehensive in the plans which support it, with a pro- 
output of the west. : posal that that support will be related not to any political — 

Permanent grizaly ranges and permanent wilderness areas interest, not to any consideration except the final best public 
are of course ive gees of Sa problem. To a ee interest. 
either requires a long view of conservation, and an historica : : } 
perspective. Only those able to see the pageant of evolution | a “a Fone ey ae par Fae, pee 
can be expected to value its theatre, the wilderness, or its ek BR A 3 8 ¥ r 

outstanding achievement: the grizzly. But if education '° Snare your program this morning, te = 
really educates, thefe will, in time, be more and more citizens { tie 
who understand that relics of the old West add meaning : Introduction 

and value to the new. Youth yet unborn will pole up the It is an official high honor and a rich personal pleasure — 
Missouri with Lewis and Clarke, or climb the Sierras Wits eavcna re aah you, as a staff member of the Public Work 4 
James Capen Adams, and each generation in turn will ask: Reserve and as a member of the Izaak Walton League, our 2 
where is the big white bear? It will be a sorry answer tO twentieth annual meeting. # 
say he went under while conservationists weren’t looking. Sanh : 

You have invited me to present some observations on — 
STATUS OF GRIZZLY BEAR, 1924-1940 Post-War Public Works. My attempt will be to discuss, — 

Year 1924 1927 1930 1937 1938 19391940 quite briefly, the Public Work Reserve through which agency 
(A) NATIONAL FORESTS OF U. S. there is now a focusing of plans and programs to use in | 

real Ceeeisatags: ') au A a a a 5  Cteating a reservoir of needed public works to use in winning — 

es a a ‘ 
ar ane eae 2 18 4 $8 2 2 A first objective is to plan jobs that will challenge the 
Giegeniee sey ss a 1 2 capacity of those for whom work is found. Jobs that wil | 
Wosingion + ae Be ye kes ise ae? ~~ Bive to the worker who will build the America of the futu 

“S80 SBS els e«S703.-«7a_—=sthaat reality in dedication to common service experienced by — 
one cna those who defend and preserve the America of today. That 

ee. Peep ee Ore cae 128 100 122 +=+‘M™eans well planned jobs, at essential work, whose comple-_ 
Wyoming ----22-22222222 2222222222221 300 280 310380 tion _ will enrich our lives and add to the strength of our 

AIS A406.) GAL eS? Pa ationy : 

Nace CCE BS OBER BTN Re a We know that in such an effort there will be important 
Wyomlig cs. oot eh ees eeent eee nie Tg) 3 3 responsibilities for every right thinking and forward- 

Mie ee ga ee ge ee 40 looking person and organization in America. One of these 
—3 4% i agencies is the League. It has well earned its title of “De- 

a ; O)OTHER LANDS fender of Woods, Waters and Wildlife’ and we know that few) Mexico. cot ul, eels ee ce 1 , : 
NABH ope oe. Seal ee a eee eee 20) 20 throughout the land there are many thousands of pelle - 
Bhontana SAPS eee oe eee seg ear st —; and earnest men and women, both members and intereste : 
Total in United States ._.........---------109 1121 1162 1258 friends, who look forward to the future of America with _ 

oe
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THE INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF WILD LIFE. An Examination of Treaties 

and Other Agreements for the Preservation of Birds and Mammals. By SHERMAN 

Srronc HaypeNn. 246 pp.; diagrs., bibliogr., index. (Columbia Univ. Studies in Hist., 

Econ. and Public Law, No. 491.) Columbia University Press, New York; P. S. King 

& Staples, Ltd., London, 1942. $3.00. 9 x $34 inches. 

This able book surveys man’s efforts to inherit the earth without destroying its faunas. It 

is salutary reading for those optimists who believe that all civilized peoples have learned to 
cherish wildlife. It is sad reading for those who know they have not but who hope that 

they may do so before the faunas are gone. 

The author tells of the clash of empires on the African veld and the stampede of the 
beasts toward oblivion; of the faltering southward flight of Pan-American treaties for 
bird conservation; of the near rape of the fur seals; of the frustration of migratory-bird 
protection among the jealous neighbors of Europe; of the fouling of the seven seas with 

oil; and finally of the impending extermination of whales by mechanized whalers pene- 
trating the remote fringes of Antarctica. He traces, in documented detail, the patient efforts 
of conservationists to stay the process of destruction by international agreements. Of a 

dozen such agreements, two achieved substantial, although incomplete, success: the Paris 

Seal Treaty of 1893 and the American Migratory Bird Treaty of 1916. Japan denounced 
the Paris treaty in 1940. 

At the present moment the reader’s interest naturally focuses on Africa, where the 

devolution of the taunas, although proceeding swiftly, is only half complete. Is there a 
chance that some new ‘and benign world order may save the remnants? Mr. Hayden’s 
testimony leaves one in doubt. The scant success of three successive international con- 

ventions (1900, 1933, 1938) might be ascribed to the scramble for colonies, but even with 

a stable settlement of that question large obstacles still remain. One is the assumption (still 
unproved) that rinderpest and tsetse fly can be exterminated by exterminating the large 

mammals. Others are the armed native and the black market for ivory and other products. 

Viewing the general record of international effort, the American reader will wish to 

know which nations furnished the support and which the obstacles. Mr. Hayden refrains 
from generalizing, but one gets the impression that Italy, Japan, Spain, and Portugal have 
seldom conserved anything but themselves. The British, although usually supporting good 

moves, have displayed a consistent skepticism toward treaties involving too much subject 

matter and more than two parties. The German record, up to their expropriation after 

World War I, was good. The French, Belgian, Dutch, and Scandinavian record has alter- 

nated between altruism and apathy. American participation, although by and large praise- 

worthy, is not without incidents one would rather forget. For example, in 1897 our House 

of Representatives, to spite the British, with whom we were then at loggerheads over 
fur seals, actually passed a bill ordering the extirpation of the seal herd. Congress has often 
“let down” the executive departments when some new treaty needed legislative support. 

Among our conservation bureaus, the Bureau of Fisheries has been notably silent on inter- 

national problems. 

The tortuous evolution of international wildlife law shows again and again that faulty 
premises, used to rationalize a good move, often eventually rise to smite the user. Thus 
the “outmoded concept of noxious species,” embodied in the African treaties and in the
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European bird treaty of 1905, has contributed not a little to the ultimate defeat of both. 

Just so has “archaic utilitarianism” undermined many otherwise praiseworthy moves for 

faunal conservation. Mr. Hayden concludes, I think rightly, that the only sure foundation 

for wildlife conservation is “‘the right of things to exist for their own sake.” 
Human attitudes toward wildlife display consistent developmental patterns. Mr. Hayden 

doesn’t say so, but it is apparent from his facts that the pioneer is always surest that a rich 
fauna has no value as compared with a few more people or dollars. By the time a country 

has many people and many dollars, and the not so beautiful interior of the social structure 

has become apparent, the assumed priorities are less obvious. By that time, however, the 
fauna has usually lost its richness and, like humanity, has acquired internal disorders. Thus 
in parts of Africa the demise of the “noxious” leopard has given rise to a plague of baboons 

and wild pigs. 
Mr. Hayden’s book is something more than a competent chronology of ideas and 

events. It is a spirited and colorful history of an enterprise all but unknown to the public. 
Although the book was completed before the war, it will be an admirable factual spring- 

board for postwar efforts to untangle wildlife conservation.—ALpo Lropotp
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The Excess Deer Problem 
By Aldo Leopold 

i N about 1910, the Kaibab deer herd been partially controlled but in most 

in Arizona began to pyramid its cases action was “‘too little and too 
numbers. Beginning in 1917, seven late” to save more than a fraction of 

successive investigators warned that the carrying capacity of the deer ranges, 

the herd must be reduced, or disaster Elk in many states are irrupting in 

would follow. Nothing was done. the same manner as deer. 

In 1924-1926, when the herd had Deer winter on “browse” of woody 
increased from a few thousand to plants. Excess deer eradicate the nutri- 

100,000 deer, two hard winters killed tious browse species, which are then 
60,000 deer by starvation. By 1939, the replaced by non-nutritious growths. 
herd had starved down to a tenth of It takes decades for an overbrowsed 
its peak level, and the range had lost range to recover. Forest reproduction 
from half to nearly all of its stock of and forest plantings become impos: 

| palatable winter foods. sible on an overstocked deer range. 

i This was the first of a series of deer Artificial feeding is no remedy be- 
| irruptions which have since swept over cause the deer continue to browse, 

parts of Pennsylvania, North Carolina, regardless of how much they are fed 
Michigan, Oregon, Utah, New Mex- artificially. Feeding deer is thus dif- 

ico, California, Texas and now Wis- ferent from feeding game birds, for 
consin. A few of these outbreaks have game birds winter on seeds or buds. 

Audubon Mag., vol. XLV, no. 3, May-June, 1943, pp. 156- 
157. 
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The natural supply of seeds or buds _ predator-control policies been appre- 
is not affected by artificial feeding. ciably modified, despite the fact that 

Deer irruptions were unknown be- the tragic Kaibab lies barely over the 
fore the advent of predator control, horizon. 

refuges, buck-laws and good law en- Excess deer and elk are quietly but 
m forcement. It is probable that these effectively destroying public wilder- 

factors collectively are the cause of ness areas. The sequence is: (1) Estab- 
: irruptions. Deer irruptions are un- lish a wilderness area, and tell the 
& known today in those parts of Mexico _ public that the area is forever reserved 

and Canada where these factors do not for wilderness recreation; (2) remove 

exist in combination. the wolves and cougars in the interest 
In humid regions extensive loggings, of game and livestock; (3) split the 

followed by fire-control, likewise pre- wilderness area with a new road to 
dispose deer ranges to irruption. The give hunters access to irrupting deer 
present irruptions in Wisconsin and or elk. This sequence first operated on 
Michigan are aggravated bytheclosure the Gila Wilderness area in New 
of tree crowns dating from fire-control Mexico; it is now splitting the Salmon 

systems started about 1930. They are River Wilderness in Idaho. 
further aggravated by current log- Deer and elk differ radically from 
gings which provide winter food, in most other species of wildlife in that 
the form of felled trees, on ranges they lack social intolerance. Most con- 

which have already lost their nutri- gested populations disperse by their 
tious undergrowth. own internal pressure long before 

Starvation of deer means not only _ they starve; deer and elk in winter 
loss of future carrying capacity for quarters would rather starve than 
deer, but also loss in vigor and size of move. 
deer through malnutrition. In some thinly-populated states, en- 

The only remedy for an irrupting dowed with a rich browse range and 
herd is the prompt removal of antler- hence a high natural carrying capac- 
less deer, and the suspension of wolf ity, there are actually not enough 
and cougar control in the wilder por- hunters to hold down an irrupting 
tions of the deer range. Most states deer herd without a radical change in 
beset by excess deer, nevertheless, con- bag limits and sex-restrictions, plus 
tinue to offer wolf and cougar boun- — the maintenance of reasonable pres- 
ties and even employ paid hunters. sure by predators. Stockmen in such 
Their plea is: “Let the rifles do the states, when they insist on stringent 
trimming,” but history shows that it predator-control, find themselves as- 

takes five or more years for the pub- _tride the other and sharper horn of 
lic to recognize) congestion at one an ecological dilemma: devastation of 
whiff. It is the a story of prevention the ranges by deer. Predators origin- 
versus cure. ally performed for deer and elk the 

| There is a dangerous tendency, acci- _ function of dispersal which most other 
» \ dental or otherwise, for news of deer species perform for themselves. When 

| outbreaks to be suppressed. Thus we elect to remove deer and elk 
parts of Utah and parts of eastern predators, we automatically assume 

L Oregon have been devastated by deer _ responsibility for performing their job. 
in recent years, but no account has We have failed to do this because we 
appeared in conservation periodicals have failed to realize that they had 

\ or technical journals. Nor have their a job. 

a deer emergency. A wolf or 

cougar recognizes 
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iA Wildlife’ Refuges. By Ira N.' Gabrielson. review ‘of refuge origins, he treats first of all 
3  xiti-+257 pp. Illus. The Macmillan Com- of the limitations of the refuge mechanism, nor 
¥ “pany; 'New York. 1943. $4. ar does he’ mince words in doing so. For example: 
. : , td igiinbies iV. be hed “Horséshoe Lake, because of its attractiveness to 

Two, decades .ago. eer eS ankee Canada ‘geese, smiull size, lack of food, and pe- . 
on a crusade for, wildlife refuges. F erg, _ *  culiar Yélation té“ Surrounding (shooting ¢lub) 

a4 large and rather BOREAL EROS, vcs lands, had become'a slaughter pen rather than a 
A] this period, telling what refuges| wou Oot refuge.” The most critical reviewer ‘could not 
ct is no recent account telling what refuges haye éhvil atvthis for franlatés, even though he may 

ss done. Dr. Gabrielson,,. in, the present volume, onder at the use of the past tense. ‘Horseshoe 
te has essayed this task. dvod Lake, I fear, is still a’slaughter pen, and will so 
: He deals with North American refuge systems, ¢ontinue until theré'‘is <4! change in “the low 

eg federal, state, and private. Canadian and Mex. standard of sportsmanship of some of those liv- 

co ican systems are treated in a separate chapter. ing in the vicinity, as''well as of a portion of 
oy A perusal of this much-needédvolume gives the those who comé from a distance’ to hunt.” 

fi reader a vivid picture of the federal system, but This book describes the performance of refuges 
a the accounts of state and private refuges are in- as'seen by the author in the field. When Gabriel- 
Y adequate. Are the Pennsylvania State refuges to s6n wants to appraise’d refuge he does not haul 
- be credited with the phenomenal increase of deer gut the files, he goes ‘out and looks over the 
oe and bear in that state, or! did the two-events just ground. This is characteristic. No bureaucratic 

re F happen to coincide? How do the Ohio pheasant  pall-and-chain has yet been built to fit his ample 
i refuges work? What are the merits and demerits ankles. 

a of the Jack Miner sanctuary idea? The reader Once afield, he displays a large versatility in 
~ will search in vain for answers to such ques- ornithology, mammalogy, and botany. Too many 

mi tions. wo $ “wildlifers” become hazy and unconvincing when 
ate Our author has no illusions ‘about the in- their writings spread beyond some narrow field 
e fallibility of! refuges.. After’ an able historical of specialization. Not so Gabrielson. He romps 

| 

b ~
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‘over the cliffs of an Arctic rookery or slogs There was never any doubt about the outcome; 
through a Gulf-coast swamp with the sure tread _ the Biological Survey made a virtue of necessity, 
of an all-around naturalist, and at his best he and acquiesced. So much is history. 
communicates to the reader his own delight in But what have we learned from the subsequent 
and knowledge of all kinds of wildlife, from sea- behavior of the flooded lands? After this war, 

lion to rosy finch, from arctic poppy to bull engineers are going to dam the Milky Way if we 
alligator. let them. The most important single function 

As a writing job, this book is “spotty.” Some of the Fish and Wildlife Service is to marshal 
chapters bear the earmarks of having been dic- the evidence for and against the hundred recur- 
tated rather than written. Some long passages ences of the Upper Mississippi now in the 
of abstract matter suffer from lack of concrete offing. What is the evidence? 

examples. A reviewer might hesitate to criticize After admitting that “stabilized water levels” 
these poorly written parts but for the indubitable are not always necessary, in fact in some areas 
proof, offered by other parts, of the capabilities they are not desirable, Gabrielson says of the 
of the author. Chapter V on “Alaskan Bird Upper Mississippi: “The Army Engineers so 
Cities” and Chapter X on the Okefenokee Swamp modified construction plans that the area, far 
are not only careful, compact, explicit presen- from being destroyed, has been vastly improved.” 

tations of fact; they have grace, motion, and at- I doubt whether such optimism is sustained by 
mosphere. either fact or theory. The whole original ecology 

The thoughtful conservationist will search this of the Mississippi was built upon unstable water 
volume, not only for information about refuges, levels. Waterfowl once congregated there be- 
but for information about the personality of our cause summer droughts produced vast areas of 
titular leader. I think he will find in and between _ smartweed and millet on drying mud flats. Some- 
its lines much ground for optimism, including times in fall, and always in spring, floods made 
frequent outcrops of humor. (Thus, a “hayburn- a duck paradise of these weed fields. The army 
er” is an elk too prone to loiter around the official dams, by their sustained levels, have destroyed 
fleshpots.) Perhaps a little humor makes for them, as well as the mast-bearing timber. 
durability in bureau chiefs. I hope so. Without a doubt wildlife interests were de- 

Another thing I like is the author’s managerial _stined to “take a beating” in the battle of the 
horse-sense, and his warm understanding, not Upper Mississippi, but must we take the same 
only of all kinds of wildlife, but of the competing _ in all of the battles to come? Perhaps, but from 
interest of livestock, farm, forest, and recreation. now on can’t we take it in the face rather than 
This augurs well for possible future peace among in the rear? Wouldn’t a more critical appraisal 
land-use bureaus. cf the Upper Mississippi experience help us to 

One of the obvious merits of this work is its do so? 
strong foundation in official facts. Dr. Gabrielson’s attitude in this case does not 

As against this, one must balance the almost characterize his book. More often than not he 
irresistible compulsion, laid upon any official writes like an able and fearless ecologist con- 
‘writer, to “justify” the acts, policies, and mis- fronted by the ugly facts of a non-ecological age. 
adventures of his bureau. Dr. Gabrielson is, I He does not hesitate to condemn the neglect of 
think, more self-critical than most bureau men, the waterfowl problem by many states (p. 37). 

but does not always divest himself of rose-colored He admits that “perhaps this battle (for the 
official spectacles. I offer in evidence his attitude waterfowl) will yet be lost.” He admits admin- 
toward the firstborn of the refuge crusade: the istrative errors (pp. 41, 127). He is “atypical” 
Upper Mississippi. Here the former Biological in one other important respect: he is aware that 
Survey bought one of the world’s largest and there is a plant succession. 
richest refuges, then threatened with drainage. In mechanics of presentation, Wildlife Refuges 
Before the ink was dry on the deeds the U. S. is non-technical almost to a fault. The index is 
Army Engineers, backed by the chambers of scanty. The references are not tied to the text. 
commerce of the river towns, drowned the area The bibliography is weak on “outside” docu- 
under a series of dams to stabilize a “nine-foot ments; thus Hayden’s able work on International 

channel” for navigation. It was a head-on colli- Wildlife Protection is omitted, despite the fact 

sion between two opposing ideas of “progress.” that it parallels several chapters of the present
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volume; monographs by Soper and Raup on the toward nowhere in particular, but sees a lot on 

Woods Buffalo Park are omitted, as are the four the way. It arises out of the clash of two oppos- 
“Faunas” of our own National Park Service. ing philosophies of land use, but it does not 

" There are many good half-tones, but most of admit their opposition nor doubt that they can 
them are scattered at random; not even their be reconciled; indeed the book itself is a con- 

titles direct the reader to any textual discussion. tribution toward this end. It uses the findings 
There is a paucity of statistical tables, which, of land technology without projecting its trends, 
with the weak index, makes the book hard to use or worrying about future systems. No thinking 
as a reference work. There are no data on ref- conservationist can afford to pass it up, yet it is 
uge costs. It seems likely that some of these in essence a milepost in the accomplishment of a 
defects represent the wishes of the publisher, job, rather than a guide to wisdom. 
rather than of the author. : 

Everything taken together, this book has the Atpo Leopotp, 
faults and merits of its generation. It hurries University of Wisconsin. 

; 

| 
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Deer Irruptions . 

Compiled by Aldo Leopold for the Natural The herd was immediately shot down to 
Resources Committee, | Wisconet ac teroi, 7 head, and later to 50 head, and is now 
Ernest F. Bean, Norman C. Fassett)* being held at the 50 level by annual re- 

‘WORD: It is : he Wis- ™movals. The evidence of overbrowsing has 

jue oe St eral the disappeared. The reduced herd is in equil- 

members in the various educational institu- an with its eanee rn is erie 
tions throughout the state, should provide Ns BOW C ARES ay rae ae nerpienh 

scientific data that can be used as a basis ruption ae by prompt and decisive 
for formulating public policy on the conser- see SHES ETO y 

vation and utilization of our local natural re- (B) Kaibab Plateau. Unlike the George 

sources. With the approval of the Council, a Reserve irruption, which was terminated by 

standing committee on natural resources has removing deer, the Kaibab irruption ter- 
been appointed to this end. The present pa- minated itself by starvation. Some deer 
per is the first of a series of reports bearing Wee in fact removed, but only after starv- 

on the state's conservation problems.—A. W. ation had begun. The period of six years 
Schorger, President. between the first warning (1918) and the 

final catastrophe (1924) was consumed in 
cea itication®™® >: 2 

From the fifteenth century until 1910, the debate and litigation ®. : 
deer problem of North America was a mat- The effect of prolonged overstocking on 
ter of too few, rather than of too many. the winter food plants was very severe. In 

‘About 1910 the Kaibab deer herd in Ari- 1931, after four-fifths of the herd had 
zona, long stabilized at a level of about 4000 starved and only 20,000 deer were left, one 
head, began to pyramid its numbers. By investigator says “the range had been se 

1918 the range showed overbrowsing™ ” **”. severely damaged that 20,000 eR Re ee 
Between 1918 and 1924, seven successive cessive population. The herd continued to 
investigators warned of impending disaster, decrease slowly until an. estimated 10,000 
but nothing was done »» 3, were present in 1939”™ ” *. 

In 1924, at a probable level of 100,000 . Another investigator estimates the loss 
head, came the first of two catastrophic 1" ¢4!rying aEsety, as high as 90 per cent 
famines which reduced the herd 60 per cent 4" Some areas™ > ™®. 
in two winters. By 1939 the herd had . In short, the Kaibab, by Penson, of the 
dropped to a tenth of its peak size, and the irruption, lost a large part of its deer food 

range had lost much of its pre-irruption Without any gain in deer. 2 
carrying capacity. _ The dashed line in Graph B, Figure 1, 

This was the first of a series of irruptions imdicates the probable trend of carrying 
which have since threatened the future pro- C@pacity, had the herd been reduced in 1918, 
ductivity of deer ranges from Oregon to When range damage was first recognized. 
North Carolina®, California to Pennsyl- This hypothetical line corresponds to the 
vania®, Texas® to Michigan®, Wisconsin actual history of the George Reserve herd, 

is one of the more recent irruptive states. which was reduced after the first appear- 
This paper aims to present a background nce of range damage. 

for the present Wisconsin problem. (C) Michigan. Both the upper and lower 
peninsulas have experienced two peaks in 

Histories their deer herds, the first occurring soon 
Diagrammatic histories of four irruptive after the first large-scale logging opera- 

deer herds appear in Figures 1 and 2. Each tions, and the second at the present time. 
of these herds is a self-contained population, The upper peninsula herd has lagged some- 
either by reason of geographic extent or by what behind the lower in its time-schedule, 

reason of natural or artificial barriers. due no doubt to the later loggings. The 
(A) George Reserve. This enclosed range, combined population in 1938 was estimated 

owned and operated by the University of at 1,172,000 deer” ™. 
Michigan, was stocked with four does and Graph C, Figure 2, shows the history of 
two bucks in 1928. In 1933 overbrowsing the lower peninsula herd®. 
became visible. A census showed 160 deer The size of the herd during the 1880- 
present. This is the maximum possible in- 1890 peak is unknown, but no starvation 
crease from four does in six years.” There and no range damage are on record, hence 
is no doubt, therefore, that this herd had the peak cannot be regarded as of irruptive 
actually started to irrupt. proportions. The increase in deer up to 1880 
ae was probably caused by the opening up of 

Ta Te Bee Be permiseion of the woods and the widespread reproduction 
Letters. of white cedar and other valuable browse
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plants* » ®, The decline after 1880 was a refuge system (1916-1932), better law 
probably due to too much fire, and to com- enforcement, and wolf-control. 
mercial hunting and hunting for lumber There is no reason to doubt that these 
camps. “More than 100,000 deer (were) changes, collectively, are the cause of the 
shipped from northern Michigan sta- present irruptive behavior of the Michigan 
tions during the fall of 1880 by market herd. 
hunters” > ”, Range damage was first reported in 

The lower peninsula herd “hit bottom”  1920°” *”. The “cutting out” of many log- 
about 1910. By 1925 the present peak was ging operations brought widespread starva- 
in the making”. Its inception coincides tion by 1930% » “. In 1938 a survey of 300 
with the inauguration of a buck law (1921), winter yards showed “40 per cent in good 
an effective system of fire control (1920), condition, 27 per cent medium, and 33 per 

(A) George Reserve, Mich. 

250 1200 Acres Probable trend without reduction 

(From Hickie) —_ 
/ \ aren ‘ 

7 Probable starvation without reduction 200 A \ 25: 

Oamoga seen, ico Py \ 

150 herd reduced __s———> . ; 

we Probable lower 

100 \ capacity without 

75 Bes reduction 
N 

NS 50 

Capacity level 5 Ea NS ss cy ee apes es a 

1928 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 1942, 

(B) Kaibab Plateau, Ariz. 

loo+000 727,000 Acres ene? 
(From Rasmussen) = as ofherd starved in 2 winters 

Lege, f 
Seven successive warnings 7 

First fowns starved —— > x Probable capacity 

50+000 Damage seen; We it herd reduced 

first warning given 5 foe $0,000 in a) 

foes Paseso ooo aes aah 
25,000 

20,000 10,000 
4000 

1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 

Removed from Kaibab: Totals 

Cougars: «—— 600,1907-17 ———><— 74,1918 -23 ><—— 142, 1924-39 ———_—___—__ 816 

Wolves: ),\907-23 3 =—__— _ > (Hast wolt (926) 30 

Coyote: <— 3000,1907-23 —_______—____»«_ 4388, 1923-339 —_—__—_ '7388 
Deer: <—21,256,1924-39 —--————_ 27256 

Figure 1. Effect of prompt vs. delayed removals on carrying capacity for deer. Herd A was 
promptly reduced, and now stands at a higher level than would prevail if starvation had 
been permitted. Herd B was allowed to starve, and now stands at a lower level than would 

prevail if prompt reduction had been made.
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cent completely browsed out” ”“, The with more food and just as many deer as 
1941 status was about the same. she has today. 

The remedy, according to the Michigan (D) Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania deer 
Department, is to “take a limited number herd dwindled steadily from Revolutionary 
of antlerless deer in addition to the times until about 1905, when it was near- 
bucks”*: » , This was first proposed to the ing extermination. In that year the first 
legislature in 1930, again in 1987, 1989, refuge was established®”™”. In 1907 a 
1941, and 1943, but it remains a proposal. buck law was passed. By 1922, 30 refuges 

Except for a few differences in dates were in operation®”*, and the annual 
and numbers, the upper peninsula herd kill of deer had increased in fifteen years 
presents a parallel history. from 200 to 6115», The herd in 1922 

At the present writing the Michigan herd stood at about 400,000, and was increasing 
is shrinking by starvation, and with it rapidly. 
shrink the good foods. It is an open ques- Joseph Kalbfus predicted as early as 1917 
tion whether prompt reduction of the herd that the deer herd would some day get out 
a decade ago would not have left Michigan of hand. He recommended a doe-season every 

(C) Lower Peninsula of Michigan 

11,000,000 acres 
(From Bartlett) 

1,000,000 1937, 1939, 1941, 1943 legisloture Decline by starvation 
asked for doe season 

1930; doe season proposed, B00,0 09) 
starvation begins 

i Increase with Decline caused by 

early lumbering too much fire & by seit bat 700,000 

market hunting : law 1941; 31% of 
ae ; yords 

5007000 1920:fire control browsed out 

1916 ‘ refuges 

100,000 carcasses 
shipped by morket hb le20: first damage seen 
hunters, 1880 

1870 1880 10 00 1910 1g20 130 p40 

(D) Pennsylvania Doe secson estoblished, 1028 

8,300,000 acres deer range (448,000 removed 1928-1941) 
1000-000 (From Gordon Gerstell et of) 1,000p 00 sjervetion begins, 1926 

1927: doe season rescinded 800,000 

1923: doe season “boycotted” 5 

1905: 1907: 1917: 

5004000 be : buck law doa : Seated ae 

? 9 £400,000 50% of range 
1905: Kill of 300; : depleted 

probable 1000 

deer in herd corrying capacity 250,000 

1900 1905 1910 1920 i925 1930 1935 1940 

Figure 2. Effect of delayed herd reduction in Michigan and Pennsylvania. The Michigan herd 
has passed the fawn-dying stage, and starvation of adults is now started. The Pennsylvania 
herd was reduced, but not until eight years after the first warning. Probably as a result of 

this delay, both the herd and the range are on the downgrade.
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fifth year, but his advice went unheeded. Local doe seasons were tried out in 1925 
In 1923 the Commission opened a limited and 1926°”®. In 1927, by which time the 
local doe-season, but sportsmen killed it by herd stood at 1,000,000, a statewide doe 
“boycott”. Their slogan was “Don’t be yel- season was proclaimed by the Commission, 
low and kill a doe”, but the sportsmen “marched on Harris- 

Winter Summer 

YearA \ YearA : 

P UP P Pp UP P uP P P uP 

YearB 

Sines YearB 

PUP Pp PUP P uP Pp Pp uP 

YearG + 

a ee YearC 

Voge dp 

BsUP ee PUP P uUPUP Pp P-- uP 
‘ (New) (Dead) 

YearD 
YearD 

P UP UP eB P UP uP P UP UP P-UP Pp UP 
(New) (Dead) (New) {New) 

Legend: P = palatable UP = unpalatable Dotted stems = browsed or dead 

Figure 3. Effect of winter overbrowsing on composition of woody vegetation. The palatable 
species are gradually killed and replaced by unpalatable species. This process of replace- 

ment accounts for the low carrying capacity of overbrowsed ranges.
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burg” and forced a rescinding order“ » Except in agricultural regions where deer 
In 1928 an antlerless deer season was have access to corn, alfalfa, or winter 
finally put into effect. That this action was grains, deer subsist in winter mainly on 
too long delayed is indicated by the whole- twigs, buds, and catkins of woody plants, 
sale starvation of fawns during the two i.e. “browse”. The browse species differ in 
ensuing winters® ” ™”. palatability. Many investigators have shown 

In 1931, the Pennsylvania herd was esti- that palatable browse is nutritious browse, 
mated at 800,000, and the carrying capacity While unpalatable browse cannot sustain 
of the range at 250,000%". In other deer in winter® » °°!» %1 2, 
words, even after the Pennsylvania herd As a herd increases, the pressure on pal- 
had been reduced 20 per cent, the range table browse plants weakens them and 
was still 220 per cent overstocked. ultimately kills them. It also prevents their 

Between 1981 and 1941 five antlerless TePtoduetion, or the emergence of their 
deer seasons disposed of 448,000 does and reproduction above snow-level. Artificia 

@, ps D . . plantings to reestablish browse are eaten fawns® ””, but large-scale starvation, in- befeve' thes. havi h t @, p- 
cluding adult deer, was still prevalent in Uy perore hey Oe Ch enee 2) S208 q 
1938, when the herd had shrunk to 500, he unpalatable species are thus given a 
ong" ranting” by mntston was compete advantage over ralataie ons still widely prevalent®. Equilibrium be- Wi oat wint A d ite’ cedar 
tween the shrinking herd and its food i d Be ra a Tl yan ad a wae d aiid 
plants was finally reached in 1940% °°. E es a 1, Ted THAR Sy Teg Gok wad) b A 

: t groun emlock, all palatable, are being 
Deer damage to crops in Pennsylvania replaced by alder, aspen, and white birch, 

has been prevalent since 1915, and to for- aj] unpalatable. This process of replacement 
ae and ee aya tee y o In of palatable by non-palatable winter eed 

eceed Oeer {18d} Wl many eecuons —is:shown in bigure 6. Replal t has been 
resulted in the complete overthrow of nat- gece Aepeatelly in artificially wbroweed” 
ural forest regeneration, and made forest experimental quadrats. 
planting practically impossible” ” ™. “Due Trees above the reach of deer are browsed 
to scarcity of food in the forests, wild deer up to the level which a mature deer can 

were ncrgn ene in hordes ena neMgBbOr reach standing upright on its hind legs (six 
ing farms. Fencing one farm merely to eight feet). The species of trees which 
crowded the animals onto the neighbors’ show such a “deer-line” are a sensitive in- 
farms” %. A special survey made in dex to the degree of deer-pressure and its 
1988 showed that half the deer range was uration. A new deer-line on cedar and 

producing less than fifty pounds of food none on balsam shows an early stage of 
a! oe which was virtual eoaae rally ”®. — overbrowsing. A new deer-line on balsam 

e Pennsylvania herd now stands at plus an older one on white cedar shows an 
about 500,000, or half the 1927 peak level. advanced stage. Fawns commonly starve at 
ae a ya is the sorabaned result of the stage when balsam or other poor foods 
loe-removal, starvation, and range dete- first show a deer-line. 

rioration. < In other states these same principles hold, 
It is an open question whether the Penn- put for different plants. Thus on the Kaibab, 

sylvania history is not an example of “too deer pressure was first visible on cliffrose. 
little and too late”. A splendid initial sue- Ag this good food became scarce, juniper 
cess in management of deer has been par- and finally pinon pine were taken, and 
tially cancelled ue py: oe public fawns began to die. A 
acquiescence In herd-reduction. In Pennsylvania deer pressure was first 

visible on oaks, cherry, ash, maples, ground 
Common Characters hemlock, and hemlock. As these became 

These histories exhibit certain common _ scarce, laurel, rhododendron, and pines were 
characters of deer herds, of ‘deer food taken”. Laurel is at the bottom of the 
plants, and of human attitudes toward deer, preference list, but most of the fawns dy- 
na ae worth ae as background Be an mae ned Een i m a u n- 
or the Wisconsin problem. ‘ity.e" » ®, Many plants important to other 
They also exhibit a common sequence of game species were also depleted: thus 

stages which may help to interpret cur-  greenbrier, on which ruffed grouse depend 
ma ae 3 eunowete ree needs, ps SNe mag Pas ae 
and to guide administrative policy. shoe hare and wild turkey likewise fe ie 

Winter Food. Deer irruptions are aprob- pressure of excess deer. (Letter from Seth 
lem in winter food. The summer range usu- Gordon 6/15/43) : : 
ally exceeds the winter range in carrying Winter Deer Behavior. Most animals, 
capacity. when crowded and hungry, disperse by
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their own social pressure. Deer herds, at Predisposing Events 

least in winter, seem devoid of such pres- Predators. We have found no record of 
sure. State after state reports instances of a deer irruption in North America antedat- 

deer stubbornly refusing to leave (or even jing the removal of deer predators. Those 

to be driven from”) a depleted winter parts of the continent which still retain the 

range. Paraphrased in human terms, “deer native predators have reported no irrup- 
would starve rather than move”. tions. This circumstantial evidence supports 
This trait results in enol eer oee tothe the surmise that removal of predators pre- 

uate range. The Kaibab®™ , Pennsyl- gisposes a deer herd to irruptive behavior. 
vania® » 2%?) New York®”, and I iching! thi ti t di 

Michigan” ®® all report this spotty char- ti mn ee ie a oe i o ae mus ee 

acter, and it is now visible in’ Wisconsin. pas Pee nae antial eae 2 

It confuses laymen, who see spots of un- pres ae, and the extirpation of the las' 

damaged winter browse and conclude that individual. 
no crisis exists. Thus Wisconsin still has a dozen timber 

Perhaps wolves and cougars originally wolves, but wolves ceased to be a substan- 

performed for deer the function of dispersal tial factor in our deer herds a decade ago. 
from congested spots which most species Wisconsin lost its last cougar in 1884% ” ™. 

perform for themselves. Wisconsin deer started to irrupt after 

Limitations of Artificial Feeding. The wolves had been substantially removed. 

first human reaction to deer starvation is Pennsylvania lost its last cougar in 

always an impulse to feed the herd, rather 1886°””, but both cougars and wolves 

than to reduce it. Winter feeding of game had become too scarce to affect deer at a 

birds and songbirds carries no known pen- much earlier date. Bobcats were cut down 

alties, why not feed the deer? to the vanishing point during the decade 

The main difference lies in the effect of | 1915-1925. Pennsylvania deer began irrupt- 

artificial feeding on the supply of natural ing about 1915. 

foods. In most parts of the west, the substan- 

Game birds subsist in winter mainly on _ tial extirpation of deer predators took place 

seeds (pheasant, quail) or buds (grouse). within a decade after 1910, when the pres- 

Both seeds and buds are produced in in- ent system of paid hunters came into full- 

finite quantity, and the consumption of scale operation. Thus on the Kaibab wolves 

seeds and buds does not affect next year’s were a factor in 1910 but gone by 1926. 

supply. Hence artificial food is a net addi- Cougars were abundant up to about 1915; 

tion to natural food. they are still present but are now kept re- 

Deer, on the other hand, subsist on pal- duced to a very low level® » , The Kai- 

atable browse which is limited in quantity. bab deer irrupted almost immediately after 

Over-consumption progressively reduces the extirpation of wolves and the substan- 

next year’s growth by attrition, non-re- tial removal of cougars. (See bottom of 

production, and replacement. Hence arti- graph B, Figure 1.) 

ficial deer food is not a net addition to In Chihuahua, where deer are abundant 

natural food, and may become a net sub- and organized predator control unknown, 

traction. For this reason, the most experi- irruptions are likewise unknown. No ir- 

enced states have come to doubt the wis- ruptions are clearly recorded for Canada, 

dom of artificial feeding, except tem- nor has government predator control pre- 

porarily, or in emergency. For example, vailed there. 
the Michigan Conservation Department In Germany, deer were abundant in the 

says “winter feeding has not been suc- feudal forests despite the presence of pred- 

cessful, nor may it ever prove to be a ators, but range or forest damage is not 

feasible method of holding up declining recorded until just before the Thirty Years 

deer populations”® ” “. We doubt whether War, when predator control had begun. 

artificial feeding of deer is sound policy at Damage did not become severe until the 

any time, but we are certain that it is un- last century, after the elimination of preda- 

sound to feed before the necessary herd- tors and the inauguration of artificial 

reduction has been made. feeding™. 

Experiments in semi-natural feeding by Coyotes do not seem to be effective pred- 

cutting trees or limbs have been conducted ators in the sense of controlling irruptions, 

in Pennsylvania®, Michigan® *°, and New for the Kaibab herd irrupted in the pres- 

York®. This is less open to objection, and ence of numerous coyotes®, and coyotes 

in hardwoods which sprout easily it may in- occur on the present irruptive ranges of 

crease the natural food. It is expensive Wisconsin and Michigan, as well as those 

when done for deer alone, as are also all of Utah, Oregon, New Mexico, California, 

forms of artificial feeding®” * . and other western states.
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It appears, then, that cougars and wolves _ havior to the extent that they are enforced, 
are the most effective deer predators. The for the killing of males in a polygamous 
evidence available supports the surmise that species has, within ordinary limits, no effect 
their removal does not cause irruptions, but on reproductive rate. 
paves the way for irruptive behavior, either By a strange irony, conservation depart- 
at once or at some future time. ments in buck-law states, when they have 

Cuttings. It is common knowledge that failed to reduce their own does by legal 
in humid-regions, where the original for- means, have unwittingly delegated this im- 
ests were so dense as to shade out browse, portant biological function to the law- 
deer “followed the slashings”, i.e. did not violator, for the public begins to condone 
become abundant until after large areas illegal doe-killing as excess numbers of 
had been converted to brush. Thus there does become visible. But for illegal doe- 
were few or no deer around Lake Superior killing, many buck-law states would have 
before the lumbering era®:”™, and deer irrupted earlier. 
have spread north into Canada coincident Buck laws are admirable for a herd 
with cuttings. which needs building up®, but hardly for 

Here, too, a lag may occur. Thus Penn- a herd in need of reduction. Irruptions 
sylvania and southern New York were _ have been confined to buck-law states, ex- 
almost deerless for decades after slashings cept in Minnesota where large refuges have 
began. During this deerless lag exceedingly shown irruptive effects. These large refuges 
palatable plants, such as ground hemlock have the same local effect as buck-laws. 
(Taxus canadensis) had a chance to accum- 
ulate. This stored reserve of very high- Other Factors 
grade foods doubtless increased the violence Fire. There is general agreement that a 

of the later irruption. little fire improves deer range, but that 
In the open yellow pine forests and wholesale burning destroys it® ™ , When 

brushy foothills of the west, cuttings have deer happen to irrupt a decade or two after 
no predisposing effect, for the original for- the first effective fire control, damage to 
ests are open and can grow ample browse deer and range is exaggerated by the 

food. f closure of tree crowns, for this shades out 
Current Cuttings. Any winter cutting op- much browse at a time of maximum need 

eration is likely to attract deer, which feed for browse. The present deer crisis in Wis- 
at night on the down tops felled by the consin is exaggerated by the present clos- 
loggers by day. The effect on deer depends _ ure of tree crowns which grew up following 
on whether the cutting is continuous through the fire-control system established about 
the winter, and whether it makes available 1930, 
palatable trees capable of sustaining deer, In parts of the west, there was wide- 

or unpalatable ones on which deer starve spread reproduction of forest trees follow- 
despite full stomachs. ing early overgrazing and later fire-control. 

Cuttings are often interrupted by These new forests have now closed their 
weather, or are discontinued in midwinter. crowns, and thus shaded out much 
In such event the whole dependent herd  prowse™, 
must starve suddenly unless natural browse Z, 
is available. Such “trapped” herds seldom Iruption Sequence 

move. These common characters of irruptive 
A small cutting operation may “bait” a deer herds follow a sequence, the early 

large deer herd, and keep it localized with- stages of which are substantially alike for 
out actually feeding it enough tops to sus- all herds, but the later stages of which dif- 
tain life. In such event the dependent herd fer according to whether remedial action 
slowly starves. is prompt and decisive, or dilatory and 

Any cutting operation may safely feed a _ insufficient. 
herd which is not too large for it, for the Stage 1. Setting the Stage. The combina- 
actual duration of continuous cuttings. tion of a buck-law, a refuge system, good 

By and large, current cuttings have law enforcement, and predator removal 
tended to postpone and exaggerate the pen- “sets the stage” for irruption. In humid 
alties for excess deer. The present war de- regions, widespread logging and some (but 
mand for yellow birch and white cedar is not too much) fire is further conducive to 
feeding many deer which will be left food- irruptive population behavior. 
less when the supply of these trees is ex- Stage 2. Early Upgrade. A deer-line ap- 
hausted, or when the demand for birch pears on palatable browse, but the deer are 
veneer and cedar posts falls off. still normal in growth, and winter well. 

Buck Laws. Laws protecting antlerless Stage 8. Later Upgrade. A deer-line ap- 
deer predispose a herd to irruptive be- pears on unpalatable browse, such as bal-
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Wisconsin Deer Today and Tomorrow 
By W. S. FEENEY 

Project Leader, Deer Research Project 

The Deer Project: carry as many deer as they once did and 

Three years ago the deer research man- there can be no comeback as long as the 
agement project was set up through the deer are eating all of the reproduction and 

cooperation of the Fish and Wildlife Sery- all of the browse growth. 
ice under the direction of the Wisconsin The Paste: 
Conservation Department. Seventy-five per- 4 5 
cent of the cost of the project has been In the past three years the deer project 
financed by the federally appropriated Pitt- has examined about 260 deer yards. As we 
man-—Robertson funds, 25% has been pro- have used the term yard, we mean various 

vided by the Conservation Department. The Sized winter concentration areas, some cov- 
object of the project for the initial three  ¢ting only a quarter section, others several 
year period was to make a survey of Wis- Sauare miles. These areas are separated by 

consin conditions, to discover the facts re- Strips and blocks of territory not used by 
gardless of opinions, and to present these deer during the winter months. A contin- 
findings for the use of improved manage- uously used area is classed as a deer yard 

ment. regardless of whether the type is cedar 
swamp, balsam swamp, mixed hardwoods 

Present Conditions: and conifers, hemlock timber, jack pine and 
It is generally agreed that in the past 0ak uplands or combinations of these. Thus, 

decade or two the Wisconsin deer herd 4 deer yard is not necessarily a swamp, al- 
has greatly increased. Up until the past though many of the best deer yards have 
winter at least, it was generally still been cedar swamps. More than 2/3 of the 
on the increase, though there is evidence winter concentration areas in the north are 

in some localities that the peak popu- rs 
lation was reached before 1942. Up to ebb i ee 
the point where range destruction began a. hhhmmt”CiS 
to set in, the increase was desirable, but 7 a a id 
now it has reached the place where many | - bi. ff 
of the most important deer yards are com- ‘| 
pletely browsed out and set back for sev- | ae 2.0 Re Me 
eral years to come. In the so-called browsed }#ayauarenmew ER eg all 
out deer yards, reproduction of cedar, pines, - os 4 be * m 
and several of the other comparatively slow rds  . a WN bh re ie 
growing trees are either killed or held at a 4, Uy 2 A age | | 
standstill. In some areas there has been no * ay og SEM oy 
reproduction of such species for several vie i © en Te 
years. Some of the more palatable species = =§ § =f \ BM. . . —_- 
such as ground hemlock and moosewood 6 WY eA 
are exterminated by repeated browsing. oe ah i io im! hee 
Other trees and shrubs are severely Os - ee 
trimmed and eventually stunted or killed, ‘Wye oe — _ Fe 
but even under the worst conditions, con- Vy Sy ee 
sidering all species, a yard is never com- : WN —r— 
pletely and permanently browsed out, for : . +. : Y\ 
each year there is a certain amount of _ : Rae 4) OU 
growth which comes back and which will fy _ So E 
carry at least a few deer. Cedar and bal- Ss 
sam and several other species, however,  _ 4 a | =] 
when once browsed clean as high as the Ww se 
deer can reach can make no appreciable | et — 
comeback below the browse line and there- -f.  - a 
fore can be replaced only by the growth of _ Se - — 
seedling trees. We have many examples p 33 ey 
where the food production has been greatly aang re ae 
reduced and held at a low level by repeated Extreme browsing on tamarack, Saddle 
overbrowsing. Such areas can no longer Mound Area, Jackson County.
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heavily overbrowsed and in 3/4 the deer are the winter range was cruised this num- 
now over the carrying capacity on a sus- ber could be multiplied considerably to 
tained basis, with the population as it has arrive at the actual total starvation losses. 
been for the past three years; i.e., they have Though this mortality runs into the thou- 
been eating more than the current growth of | sands, it is difficult to estimate the total re- 
food. There are practically no really good liably. We do know, however, as far as 
areas left except in the Apostle Islands and could be determined by counting live fawns 
a few places not used by the deer. The and dead fawns that all of last year’s fawn 
cedar in about 90% of the yards has been crop was lost in several of the browsed out 
browsed clean and balsam, a starvation deer yards. 

food, has been increasingly browsed for the The dead deer found are always checked 
past five years. In many areas, even this for cause of death, first by the bone test, 
poor food species has been cleaned out. and whenever possible by complete autopsy. 
About % of all the deer yards are in the The veterinarian pathologist of the State 
approximate status of those visited by the Experimental Game and Fur Farm exam- 
Citizen’s Deer Committee—in other words, ined about 100 deer shipped to Poynette, 

browsed to the limit or very nearly so. 1940-41, and about 200 deer during the past 
About 25% of the yards are so severely winter. His findings show that starvation 
browsed that no appreciable amount of re- is the primary cause of death in approxi- 

covery can be expected in the next 5 or 10 mately the same percentages as determined 
years, even if the deer herd in these areas jin the field. Starved deer were always 
were reduced below their present low carry- found where browse conditions were ex- 

ing capacity. tremely bad, but they were not found where 
The status of deer yards should always conditions were fair. Regardless of the sur- 

be based on the condition of the browse rounding evidence, the field bone test is 
rather than on the number of starved deer used to determine the presence of starva- 

found, else by the time the die-off has be- tion. The marrow of the tibia or middle 
come readily conspicuous, it is too late to rear leg bone is pink or red in malnutrition 
apply any preventative management to the or starvation cases. As malnutrition ad- 
starvation areas. The damage is already  yances, the normal creamy white thick mar- 
done and only less deer, time, and extreme row gradually changes to a pink or red 

measures can bring about a comeback. Un-  jell-like substance as the fat is absorbed 
fortunately, in many places this has already from the marrow and the remaining cells 
happened. There are several reliable re- degenerate. 
ports of starvation conditions having been x 
reached in some places as early as 1935, Winter Range: 
and in these places the deer have continued Because of the combination of weather 
to pile up and die every year since except conditions and the habits of deer, it can be 
for the very unusual winter of 1941-42. The expected that they will yard or concentrate 
deer project found very few dead deer dur- on their winter range in northern Wiscon- 
ing that winter because, with few excep- sin for about three or four months. Only 
tions, there was little snow and the deer during very unusual winters, of which we 
were able to reach out from the yards far know of only one, 1941-42, is the snowfall 
enough into the bordering summer range light enough and the winter open enough 
for the food to carry them through. In the that the deer can sufficiently use the border- 
normal winter of 1940-41, 448 dead deer ing summer range to prevent starvation. 
were found and recorded. Over 80% had The deer tend to concentrate every winter 
died from malnutrition and starvation, of and to remain concentrated and confined 
these more than 80% were fawns, i.e., deer in the yards for the full winter period. 
approximately nine months old. During the When forced by lack of food, if the snow 
past winter, ’42-’43, which was estimated is not too deep and the weather is favorable, 
to be harder on deer than usual, over 1400 the deer, particularly the older deer, will 
dead deer were found, nearly 80% had died roam far enough out from the edges of the 
from outright malnutrition and starvation, yard to get the much needed food. Most 
and in an additional 10% malnutrition was winters, however, they cannot successfully 
a contributing cause of death. Of the dead do this. Last winter there was a period of 
deer found, 77% were fawns, of these the about two weeks in several deer yards ex- 
ratio of bucks to does was approximately amined, when the deer walked on crusted 
equal. Occasionally the misleading state- snow getting a new layer of browse and 
ment has come out that 1200 or 1300 deer traveling with ease to better food in the 
died in Wisconsin last winter. Over 1400 nearby vicinity. All in all, these weather 
deer were found, but since only a very factors, light snowfall, crusted snow, heavy 
small percentage of the total acreage of snowfall weighing down browse limbs,
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windfalls and other things, would help the put on a pair of snowshoes and go into the 
deer more if the concentrations were not deer yards in February or March and study 
so heavy. It is estimated that in the av- the actual conditions for themselves. Those 
erage winter the concentration areas are who have done so have found their trips 
only about 10% of the total deer range in worthwhile and often have been much sur- 
northern Wisconsin. It is the condition of prised with what they have learned. In case 
the winter range that determines the poten- this venture would be entirely new to some 
tial population of deer that can be success- interested person, he should get in touch 
fully carried, There is enough food on the with someone who can show him what to 
summer range to support many more deer look for and explain the implications of 
than we have now, but the summer range what is seen. For example, what is a deer 
has little or no bearing on the decisive crit- yard and what is a deer concentration? 
ical winter period. Where do the deer stay in the winter— 

where are the deer yards in this or that 
Estimating Conditions: locality? Where do you look for starved 

To make a reliable extensive survey takes deer and how do you know if starvation is 
a well trained staff of experienced cruisers Or is not present? What is a deer-line and 
who have knowledge of the life history and what does it look like? How are population 
habits of deer and the food and cover plants densities estimated? What do deer eat in 
upon which they depend. It is necessary the winter? What foods are preferred, 
that they know what to look for and that which staple and which starvation foods? 
they keep reliable detailed reports for each How are conditions evaluated by examining 
yard inspected. key species? How are rabbit clippings dif- 
When conditions are at their worst—all ferentiated from deer browsings? What is 

the trees stripped clean and dead deer lying the meaning of balsam browsed lightly, 
every few yards along the trails—it does moderately, or browsed out completely? 
not take much skill to determine that the What stage of balsam browsing is a sure 
area is browsed-out and that starvation has indication that starved deer will be found? 

taken place. On the other hand it calls for If white spruce is browsed clean does it 
a real expert with a great deal of experi- mean the same thing as if cedar is browsed 

ence to estimate conditions and prepare a high as a deer can reach? When is brows- 
reliable report two or three years before ing classed as light, medium or heavy? 
the critical stage is reached. Likewise, it Which is the heavier browsing sumac 
is equally difficult to correctly estimate browsed to %” diameter class or holly 
trends up or down when the evidence is browsed to %4” diameter class? How are 
not clearly very bad or very good or where old deer browsings of previous years recog- 
a change is being initiated. The study of nized? How can one tell when the deer 
the deer subject in Wisconsin has barely population is greater than, equal to, or less 
begun. There is much to be done, a good than the carrying capacity of any particu- 
deal to be learned. Even as our system of lar area?—and many other similar ques- 
analysing and recording improves, it will tions that arise. 
be more difficult to estimate the trends of i q 
change that are beginning to take place Underestimating the Surplus: 

now that a turning point has been reached. There is bound to be starvation and 
Casual observers frequently report that overbrowsed yards where overpopulation 

the “deer look good”, “getting along fine’, continues. This is a point that should not 
up to the time they are ready to die or be overlooked. It is not reasonable to an- 
dying. A deer does not readily show the ticipate that the harvesting of 100,000 deer 
symptoms of malnutrition until about half by hunting will prevent starvation in the 
dead. When they become conspicuously weak poorer deer yards. It will take much more 
their days are few. than a reduction of % to show any ap- 

Even when deer are dead on the ground  preciable results in reduced starvation 
they. are not always readily found since losses or range improvement in the most 
they are often covered with snow. In any overbrowsed concentration areas. One hun- 
case, to get the true picture takes a lot of dred thousand deer for Wisconsin, with a 
hard cruising in the places where the deer deer herd between % and % million, is 
concentrate. It is useless to base estimates scarcely as much as the annual increase. It 
on the appearance of the summer range or is hardly a reduction of the total population. 
to cruise on summer range when the deer The removal of 100,000 or 200,000 deer 
are in the winter areas, though this mistake would doubtless mean an improvement for 
is easy to make, some of the less critical areas, and since the 

It is recommended that all those inter- distribution of removal depends upon hunt- 
ested in the deer problem, when possible, er’s choice coupled with other uncontrolled
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One of dead deer found near timber cutting operations in Argonne Closed Area, 
Forest County, Balsam in background. 
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Easily overlooked because of snow covering, this dead fawn was found in 
Balsam-Spruce timber, Long Swamp, Marinette County.
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factors, it is possible that overshooting 7. Reduction of the deer herd surpluses 
might take place in some localities. On the and continued cropping of the sur- 
average though, the problem will still be pluses. 
a surplus of deer for a while. In any case 8. A combination of two or more of these 
as has been previously pointed out: of the proposals. 
two dangers, overpopulation or overshoot- 9. Let overpopulation, range damage, and 
ing, it is much more risky to try to carry starvation run its course. 
too many deer. It is much easier to re- 
plenish deer than it is to regrow damaged Consideration of Possible 
deer range. Deer multiply quickly when con- Management Measures: 

ane mie ee Poe cer tener an 1. There is no denial that the forked- 
estroyed takes a long time to be replaced. horned buck regulation helped to bring 

i about an increase of deer. Up to a certain 
Management Suggestions: point it appeared to be a good thing, but 

Mhereuare few whos doubtinow: that a: assuming that it was sound and did accom- 

serious deer situation exists, but there is plish its DUTBORE) would it nov be very fools 
a great variance of opinion on how the ish to carry it on to the point of defeating 

problem should be handled. What should be its own ends and thereby undoing any good 
done seems to be the question that the peo- that it might have accomplished? Generally 

ple are wondering about. The following gen- speaking, at least f or the northern part of 
eral suggestions, good and bad, are com- the State, Wisconsin now does not need and 

monly heard discussed throughout the State  C@nnot stand a further increase in the deer 
where the topic is deer: population. The herd is already too big for 

its own survival. Any proposal which tends 
1. Continuance of the forked-horned buck towards a further increase at this time dis- 

regulation. regards the facts of the problem. 

2. Reliance on the present refuge system 2. The original object of the Wisconsin 
or a similar one. refuge system was to insure protection for 

8. A period of closed seasons. one ah breeding eet og 
oe = ereby foster an increase of deer. Today 

2.» large artificial feeding progtam. we do not have the problem of too few deer 
5. The State purchase of deer yards. because of lack of breeding stock, but on the 
6. Deer range management. contrary too large a breeding stock and too 
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Over-browsed Jack Pine in Town of Mentor, Eau Claire County.
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little survival of the fawns produced because ments in nearly all of the States that have 
of lack of winter food. It is a sure thing ever had any deer problems have proved 
from the standpoint of deer management to be highly unsuccessful. First of all, deer, 
that all of the overbrowsed refuges should by nature and habit, are browsing animals, 
be opened to hunting in order to reduce the not grazing-hay-eaters as are cattle. In the 
surplus causing the overbrowsing. Such winter particularly, they depend chiefly on 
refuges serve no good purpose as they are. the twigs of trees and shrubs. Of course, 
It is thought that some kind of refuge in the summertime, they do eat grass and 
system in the future probably will be ad- other things as well as browse and in the 
visable, but it is too early to clearly say winter when driven by hunger because of 
just why or where they will be needed. lack of natural foods, they will eat hay. 

8. It is obvious that if the trouble is But because they eat hay under adverse 
overbrowsing to the point of destruction of conditions does not mean that it is good 
both the deer and deer range, a closed sea- for them or that it will sustain them. There 
son can accomplish nothing except to let are few cases, if any, even under the best 
the deer pile up still further, if that is pos- regulated small scale experiments where 
sible, and hasten the ultimate reverses. The the feeding of hay alone for an extended 
thought that we have had heavy starvation winter period prevented starvation, but 
losses which should now be offset by reduc- there are many examples of where deer 
ing the hunting is not based on an under- have starved on or near hay piles, usually 
standing of the facts. We still have the with a full stomach. Because a starving deer 
breeding stock, but we do not have the eats something is no proof of its nutritional 
range food to carry their yield of offspring value. Starving deer often eat balsam rav- 
through the normal winter. If the browse enously, but it is a proven fact that they 
killing surplus is not removed there soon cannot live long on a straight diet of bal- 
will be heavier losses of the breeding stock sam. They gradually lose weight and event- 

also. ually die with a stomach full of this almost 
4. On the surface, the feeding of starving useless fooc. There are several artificial 

deer seems to be one of the best suggestions foods or combinations of foods, chiefly soy- 
for a remedy of the trouble, but it is not bean-molasses-cake and grains, which are 
what it. seems. If we can learn anything known to carry deer when fed in sufficient 
from the experience of others, we should quantities, but it is a million dollar project 
have learned that dozens of feeding experi- and completely impractical to carry on such 
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After the snow was gone this deer was found among over-browsed 
Maple in Drummond Area, Bayfield County.
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feedings on a very large scale. Aside from but there it has been concluded recently 
costs and results, it is impractical because that artificial feeding as regards starvation 
the facilities for placing of adequate food “is a palliative, not a cure.” It is stated 
over extensive and remote areas, where and regarding the northern forest of the 
when it is needed, are completely lacking. Adirondacks: 
It is not sensible to presume that relatively “p e i 
small operations here and there will have ‘urthermore, it soon became evident 
an important bearing on the main prob- that, irrespective of what feeding of this 
lem though they may serve some good pur- type might be done, a reduction of the 
pose locally. But just suppose that artificial total population throug h harvesting eur 
feeding could be accomplished and that plus does would SuErers the situation ve 
starvation losses thereby were prevented. many localities. In addition to affording 
This would mean a larger population, more greater hunting opportunity and curtail- 
deer to feed, and the same problems to face ing forage depletion such management 
on a larger scale each succeeding winter. may be expected to actually increase the 
Furthermore, in all instances that have ever buck crop as a result of allowing more 
been examined or recorded, artificial feed- fawns to mature in place of unproductive 
ing has made natural browse conditions does. Yet it was aoe until the last wees 
worse, not better. The deer do now and al- or so that sufficient inf SRE eee. 
ways will depend largely, if not entirely, accumulated to support this belief. 
on the carrying capacity of the available In the vastly different Catskill region, it 
natural browse, therefore most considera- jg stated: “Here deer have become a nuis- 
tion should be given to the well-being of ance to farmers, nurserymen and others 
their range. long before they reach such a level. Under 

Michigan has concluded that “a practical these circumstances not only is artificial 
substitute for browse has yet to be dis- feeding entirely uncalled for but a planned 
covered”—“Michigan Conservation”, April harvest of does seems the most effective 
1943. means of preventing undesirable population 

For the past five or more years, Colorado densities from building up.” 
has been attempting to feed a herd of ap- y 
proximately 22,000 deer on the Gunnison “We are therefore, at the present time 
range. In spite of their extensive all winter a ecommending a contr ‘olled open: season 
feeding program, in which choice chopped in antlerless deer in all three regions for 
alfalfa is fed daily in abundance, 2,500 to the fall of 1948.” 
8,000 died from malnutrition. Similar losses Ail of the cother deer: atates chaveshen 

calito Wanters on this browse: similar experiences in the matter of ar- 

In their very careful feeding experiment Dea feeding deer. ; 
in Utah on mule deer, it was determined 5. The acquisition of winter deer yards 
that “.. . alfalfa alone is not sufficient to by the State in itself is no solution to the 

maintain the deer’s weight for even short main problem, though the purchase of these 
periods.”—“The more dependent deer be- areas with better regulations would un- 
came on the supplemental feeds and the less doubtedly be a desirable step in deer range 

dependent on native forage, the greater management. 
were the winter losses. As long as some na- 6. The whole matter of deer range man- 
tive forage was available the deer continued agement is in an uncertain and speculative 
to browse on it even with an abundant sup- stage. However, the opinions are often ad- 
ply of supplements.”—“Artificial feeding vanced that the answers lie in controlled 
causes deer to concentrate in small areas burning, the planting of cedar or other 
year after year where they cause serious food plants, the planting of cover on sum- 
and irreparable damage to native forage mer range where cover is needed to hold 
species, which in turn further reduces the the deer in the winter, selective or rota- 
carrying capacity of the areas and makes tional cutting to stimulate food growth, and 
the deer more dependent on the supple- other manipulations of the land. Possibil- 
ments.” From this experiment, it was rec- ities for the direct management of the 
cmmended to “regulate the deer population deer’s environment seem promising, but 
so that feeding as a regular program can whether something of value along these 
be discontinued,” and to make “removals lines can be developed for deer is yet to be 
heavy enough to reduce the population...” —_ seen. 

In New York State where the concen- 7. It should be clear that if we have 
trated deer cake was long ago developed, widespread overbrowsing in the winter deer 
experiments in respect to the possibility of _ yards accompanied by heavy starvation 
a feeding program have been well tried, losses, there is an overpopulation of deer
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relative to the winter food supply. Since 9. No one yet has recommended letting 
this is generally the case in northern Wis- abnormal overpopulation, range damage 
consin and parts of central Wisconsin, it and starvation run its course. 
follows that a reduction of the surplus Interests and Objectives: 

within the limits of the present carrying Though there have been many discussions 

capacity of the range is the only way of and various opinions propounded, it is the 
preventing starvation losses and the fur- desire of all concerned with the deer ques- 

ther deterioration of the range. There may tion to have an abundant and thriving deer 
be a time when the range capacity for deer population in Wisconsin. Foresters aS well 
can be built up, but until such time the as game managers know that excessive deer 

deer herd will have to be reduced to the lim- damage to the forest and deer range is 
its of the present capacity, if not by man- caused only by abnormal and devastating 

agement then by starvation. Without herd surpluses which ultimately must perish if 
reduction neither artificial nor natural allowed to increase unchecked. There is no 
range improvement is possible. The impor- Significant incompatability between sound 

tant thing is that the surplus reduction by forest management and good deer nae 
hunting comes before the total reduction en ane wises when the facts are a ers 
from browse depletion and starvation. If stood, Were Ns, to inconsistency between 
this cannot be done, then our attempts at good deer management and the interests of 

a : 3 ae the resort business or the desires of the 
regulating the deer = their environment sportsmen. All want an abundance of deer, 
will be about as effective as a 50 fool bridge”) a5; matter whether. they are to be hunted 
on a 100 foot stream. The object of herd 4, just to be seen. Any fundamental differ- 
control is not to see how much the popula- ence of proposals arises from some misun- 

tion can be reduced but to keep it as high derstanding of the facts or the problems. 
as it can be sustained. While living on a [To maintain a thriving deer herd is the ob- 
reserve food supply deer may increase ject of all, and it is the purpose of the 
beyond the level of average browse produc- Game Biologists, the Wisconsin Conserva- 
tion, ie., beyond what the average annual tion Department, and the Pittman—Robert- 
growth of browse could support. Thus they gon appropriations, to manage the deer herd 
may reach an excessively high peak popu- go as to hold the maximum population that 

lation. Consequently, in a few years they jg reasonably possible on a sustained basis. 
clean up the reserve as well as the annual ‘The principal problem is a question of how 

production and finally, as starvation con- this basic objective can best be obtained. 
ditions are reached, the range is depleted, i 
stunted, much less productive, and greatly Time For Recovery: 
reduced in carrying capacity for deer. The Because of the comparatively slow growth 
herd must then remain for a number of of browse species, especially when they once 
years at a very low level. Where the deer have been stunted, immediate recovery in 
herd is balanced off at a reasonably stable the very bad yards cannot be expected. No 
level, it will never have to drop unnecessar- matter what measures are taken, even if 
ily low. Those who recommend herd reduc- ways and means are found to reduce the 
tion where needed stress two things in par- population sufficiently in those most critical 
ticular—preventing the areas still in com- places, it will take several years for some 
paratively fair condition from reaching the of them to show any substantial improve- 
low point of browse growth and deer yield, ment. In the near future, very little im- 
and the rebuilding of the range that is al- provement could be expected if all deer 
ready browsed-out. Fortunately the sports- yards were as void of food growth as the 
man’s desire and ability to hunt makes deer worst 25%, but it is hoped that at least a 
population control possible and practical. third of the deer yards can be prevented 

Each year there is a harvestable crop of from reaching the browsed-out stage. 
deer produced. A substantial portion of the peer Range with Deer: 

total annual crop is surplus which must be Terie the “Aim Of ieonctractign sannoe? ° i ge. 
pe eeaicn Sur Dera cere) ment to prevent the better deer yards from 

8. It seems that the best results will becoming worse and to get an improvement 
come from a combination of herd reduc- in the poorer areas, to alleviate starvation 
tion, the continued cropping necessary to losses, range damage, and to manage the 
keep the herd in balance with its food sup- deer so that the range of Wisconsin can 
ply, and range management experiments, support a reasonable abundance of deer, not 
followed by range management, if feasible. for one year but for many years to come.
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Majority Report of the Citizens’ Deer Com- 

. . . . 
mittee to Wisconsin Conservation 

i nee 
Commission 

Members of the Committee saw about 100 dead and dying fawns col- 
Prof. Aldo Leopold, Madison, Chairman lected during or just before our visit. In 
Mr. J. R. Jacobson, Superior one yard there were no current deaths due 
Mr. Henry C. Kuehn, Milwaukee to browse made available by a logging op- 
Miss Joyce Larkin, Eagle River eration, but in another many fawns were 

Mr. John O. Morland, Hayward dying despite current logging. 

Dr. E. G. Ovitz, Laona Of the yards visited by individual mem- 
Judge Asa K. Owen,* Phillips bers of the committee, some showed no 
Mr. Howard Quirt, Marshfield deaths, and little other evidence of over- 
Mrs. Harry E. Thomas, Sheboygan population. 

Of the eight yards visited by the whole 
Summary committee, all showed severe damage to 

1. The Wisconsin deer herd has increased 800d food plants, such as white cedar, red 
beyond its winter food supply, and is be- ™aple, striped maple, ash, upland willow, 
ginning to starve during hard winters like and leatherwood. None showed any living 
1942-43. nie ee browse oe Fach oe eer 

2. The degree of over-population varies; —_ 2" yards Ceer were eating interior Lo0ds 
not all jocalities are in critical condition, SUch as balsam, hemlock, and aspen, and 

ee : ; in some deer were eating alder, the poorest 
but critical spots are increasing. of foods. 

3. Starvation so far kills mainly fawns. he eleht varias differed ‘areatlyan the 

Their stomachs are full of food, but not proportion’ of wood food plusits ‘remaining 

good food. i ‘ alive. In only two yards were the good 
4, The good winter food plants are being hardwoods mostly dead. In six yards the 

eaten out, are unable to reproduce, and are good hardwoods, while injured, were still 
being replaced by plants of inferior value. jive, and capable of recovery if relieved of 

5. Artificial feeding does not relieve the deer pressure. We think that in these six 
pressure on good food plants. yards overbrowsing is recent, while in the 

6. The herd should be reduced to the ‘Wo others it is of long standing. _ 
carrying capacity of the good winter foods. Many dead deer were autopsied in the 

fisis done; the more sood presence of the committee. All showed full 
7. The sooner this is : paunches, and all contained balsam. The 

food plants will be salvaged, and the more lungs showed pneumonia, which accompan- 
deer can be carried in the future. DRE ies malnutrition. The autopsies witnessed 

8. If the herd is not shot down, it will by us revealed few parasites, and no evi- 
starve down. Further starvation means fur- dence of other diseases. 
ther depletion ,of food plants, and this In yards visited by us, all felled trees, 
means a very small herd for decades to including balsam and popple, were being 

come. stripped by deer down to diameters of 
9. Reducing the herd means reducing nearly an inch. The deer were gnawing off 

antlerless deer. these large limbs with their molars. 
Few of the carcasses seen by us had been 

The Present Situation in the Deer Yards scavenged. This, together with the weak 

We examined eight deer yards as a com- deer caught by hand in our presence, shows 
mittee. that deer predators are virtually absent in 

Individual members examined many other the yards we visited. 
yards in their respective localities. Three The Trend 

Se pepere are aH ee pned Occasional starvation of deer during 
Of the eight yards visited by the whole hard winters is normal. How is the present 

committee, fawns were dying in seven. We situation to be distinguished from a normal 
s oes not represent the one? 

méntinieats aA Piden Cass not Gwen. who wes The testimony of local residents shows a 

Meteor atay Buy toe in The Milwaukee Jour-  brogressive increase of starvation during
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hard winters since about 1935. The Depart- been artificially replanted, mostly by CCC 
ment’s statistics of deer kill indicate a camps. These young plantations are still 
steady increase in the herd during the past within reach of deer, but most of them lie 
decade. . on lands too bare of cover to be used by 

i ane ee Biante ce the Seer yore deer in winter, hence they have suffered less 
Snow tat tie damage to interior 100d deer damage than natural forest reproduc- 
Ba a a tion in winter yards. The United States For- 
maple) age eevee ae est Service, which has planted 153,000 acres 

men adult deer are dying so far. The in the Chequamegon and Nicolet National 
history of irruptive herds in other states Forests, estimates that if the deer damage 

shows the fawns always die first, evidently to these plantings were expressed as solid 
because they cannot reach so high for food, rea in need of replanting, it would cover 
but that starvation of adults always follows 7600 acres, or five per cent of the total 
unless the overstocking is relieved. plantings. Its replacement value would be 

For these reasons we are convinced that $113,000. 
a crisis of growing intensity exists in Wis- The amount of damage to plantations is 
ae and - ue Ee ree 18 Dae less alarming than the kinds of plantations 

o be interpreted as merely the norma tent Win A in deer foodsiani 

expression of a hard winter. sieht , ee eh z eee 

but red (Norway) and jack pines are starv- 
Tiemonedy ation food. Despite this fact, deer on the 

4 wet aed no) renee except to reduce we Nicolet National Forest wiped out 90 per 

ae ee Wee : Del ee ote ta cent of a! 800-acre red’ pine planting, and 
plants. g on the Chequamegon a jack pine planting 

We are convinced that artificial feeding was likewise wiped out. if 
without herd-reduction is no remedy, for We conclude that the reforestation pro- 
it does not relieve the overdraft on natural tam is increasingly jeopardized, and in 
food plants. States which have tried feed- S0Me spots is already nullified, by excess 
ing report that it does not relieve over- eer. 
browsing, and may aggravate it. Damage to Natural Reproduction. In the 

Artificial feeding of deer is different eight deer yards visited by the committee, 
from artificial feeding of birds, for the lat- we saw not one white cedar seedling pro- 
ter has no effect on the future supply of jecting above the snow, nor one grown cedar 
natural bird foods. whose limbs Hag not been defoliated up to 

The present starvation of fawns is not a deer’s reach. We saw plenty of dead 
reducing the herd. Only the removal of white cedar seedlings recently killed, evi- 
does can do so. It is not practicable to dis- dently by deer. 
nena does from other antlerless deer in We saw few balsams under eight feet 

setting open seasons. which had not been deformed, none which 
How much to reduce the herd must vary had not been browsed, and no balsam stands 

locally with the degree of present over- which did not show a deer-line. 

population. The practical question is We saw one dense stand of young white 
whether a single antlerless deer Season IN and red pines, near but not in a deer yard, 
the overstocked counties is in danger of which contained few or no unbrowsed trees 
over-reducing the herd. There are probably under eight feet. All the browsing was 
more than half a million deer in Wisconsin. decent 
The total number of deer tags sold to deer iy ; 3 
hunters has not exceeded 120,000. We con- The United States Forest Service tells 

clude that every deer hunter could take an US that half the deer yards on Chequame- 
antlerless deer for at least one season, and 8°" Ni ational Forest, and a quarter of those 
perhaps for several sasons, before a suffi- 0% the Nicolet have been denuded of for- 
cient reduction will have been made. We  °St Teproduction by deer. 
conclude that no danger of an over-reduc- We conclude that natural forest repro- 
tion exists, provided the antlerless deer duction is increasingly jeopardized, and in 
season be restricted to overpopulated many vee yards is already destroyed, by 
counties. excess deer. 

The Deer and the Forest Organizing a Deer Program 

Damage to Plantations. During the past Local Adjustments. The present deer 
decade considerable areas of denuded land problem consists of scores of local prob- 
in national, state, and county forests have lems, all more or less different. Even the
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wisest policy will have to develop many lo- The most important single educational 

cal modifications and adjustments before device is a system of fenced exclosures 

each local deer herd can be brought into where the public can see the difference be- 

reasonable harmony with forestry, recrea- tween overbrowsed and unbrowsed deer 

tion, and farming interests. range. 

Remedial action cannot wait until every These samples are the beginnings of an 
local situation is accurately known to the educational program. 

Madison office. It is easier to build up an 
over-reduced deer herd than to build up a Vote of the Committee 

browsed-out deer range. The committee voted on the following 
It is important for local interests to as- questions: 

sume more and more responsibility for lo- Tn all the questions, it is assumed that 
cal policy. We believe that the Commission _jg¢alities differ, that the questions pertain 
might well encourage experimental local to the prevailing situation, that the Con- 
trials of various devices for bringing clash- _geryation Department will determine, with 
ing interests together locally, rather than  )) the local advice it can get, the degree 

as “pressure-groups” at Madison. of emergency existing in each locality. 

Fact-finding. Any deer program must be 
accompanied by continuous measurements Question Yes No 
of its effect on local food plants. Whether 1. Does Wisconsin have more 

the deer range is recovering or getting deer than the winter food sup- 
worse cannot be determined by off-hand ply,can carry) 2 taco eS 0 
guesses; it must be determined by annual 2. Do you favor reduction of the 
measurements in open yards, as compared herd?) noo 8 0 
with deerless “exclosures” in the same 3, Can the herd be reduced with- 
yards. This is a large job, and will require out legalizing antlerless deer? 1 7 

a large research staff. 4. In the yards where deer are 
Predators. It seems unreasonable that now starving, are the deer kill- 

Wisconsin should pay wolf bounties with ing their good food plants by 
one hand and combat excess deer with the GVOUbTOWSIB (yea eee e810 
other. In the wilder counties where farm 5. Will artificial feeding without 
livestock is scarce we recommend that a herd-reduction reduce over- 
low population of timber wolves be delib- browsing?) eos soo ee 0 8 
erately maintained as insurance against un- 6. Should herd-reduction begin in 
due congestion or excessive numbers of JOUR Me ee es en 8 0 

(ee 7. Is there danger that an antler- 
Education. More important than deer or less deer season might over- 

deer range is public understanding. There reduce the herd in one year? 1 7 

is no doubt in our minds that the prevailing 8. If an antlerless deer season is 
failure of most states to handle deer irrup- established for 1948, should 
tions decisively and wisely is that our edu- the usual buck season be elim- 

cational system does: not teach citizens how TrAted fs a ee CEB L 
animals and plants live together in a com- 9. Should over-large or over- 
petitive-cooperative system. This imposes z browsed refuges and other 
on the Conservation Department a difficult losed sarena’ forudeor he’ ve. 
and important educational job. It should do scinded prior to the 1943 deer 
all it can and seek all the help it can get. GSR SGT Mea ete BAG MING I 0 

An educational film showing present con- 40, Do you favor more artificial 
ditions on the deer range is in preparation. feeding 

An educational bulletin explaining why (a) Contingent upon prior 
the present emergency exists is badly herd reduction? —~----. 5 

needed. (b) Without prior herd-re- 
The Wisconsin Academy of Sciences is duction? ~--.--.-----.. 2 

publishing an historical review of irrup- 11. Do you favor temporary re- 
tive deer herds in other states as a back- moval of bounties on wolves 
ground for the Wisconsin picture. This and coyotes in the wilder coun- 
should be widely circulated. ties? anes e oe a Ee G a
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Qualified Votes: One member qualified Enclosures (Reports of Local Surveys by 

his yes vote on question 1: “In areas visited Members of the Committee) 

by the committee”; his yes vote on ques- (1) “Comments on the Deer Situation in 
tion 7: “unless limited season and licenses General and in Vilas County in Par- 

invoked”; his yes vote on question 8: “if ticular”. Joyce M. Larkin, Eagle River. 
for no other reason than that of saving Undated. 

human lives”. (2) “A Brief of Investigations of the Deer 
One member casts no vote on question 8 Situation in Northwestern Wisconsin 

and says “I don’t think it will make any During the Winter of 1942-43”. J. R. 
difference whether we do or not”. Jacobson, Superior. 

One member qualifies a yes vote on ques- (8) Letter of March 30, 1943, on condi- 

tion 1: “In many areas, but not in all”. tions in Oconto and Forest Counties, 
Not Voting: One member did not vote from Dr. EB. G. Ovitz, Laona. 

on this ballot, but published a minority (These reports of local surveys have been 
report in the Milwaukee Journal for May omitted for the sake of brevity.) Prepared 
30, 1943. June 9, 1943.
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POPULATION TURNOVER ON A WISCONSIN PHEASANT 

REFUGE! 

Aldo Leopold, Theodore M. Sperry, William S. Feeney, and 
John A. Catenhusen 

University of Wisconsin, and State Conservation Department, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

This study measured, by five suc- driving crew varied from 15 to 70 men. 

cessive censuses and bandings of a In years when the crew was small, we 

sample population, the rate at which subdivided the units so as to maintain 

five generations of pheasants disap- a spacing of 5 to 30 yards between men, 

peared and were replaced by reproduc- depending on the nature of the cover. 

tion. Tally men stationed around each drive 

counted the emerging birds, but when 

Srupy Arga, Mernops, Terms units had to be subdivided, “sneakers” 
The population occupied a winter (birds emerging on foot) were doubtless 

range of 600 acres on the University of overlooked. Sexes, when distinguish- 

Wisconsin Arboretum. It was fed in able, were tallied separately. No bird 

winter, was unshot, and doubled in alighting in an undriven unit was 

numbers during the study period. It _ tallied. 

sustained a trap mortality equivalent Despite our precautions to com- 

to light shooting. pensate for varying crews, an error 

The study area includes 500 acres of must have crept in. In January, 1939, 
marsh, 60 acres of oak-hickory timber, Feeney made a series of experimental 
and 40 acres of old fields. The area has drives to explore this error, and he 
been ungrazed, unmowed, and un- flushed birds as follows: 

burned since 1932, and offers heavy Date Crew On200 acres On 500 acres 
winter cover. It serves as winter range Jan. 19 10 75 

for the pheasants of a larger adjoining BY a g Ae 

summer range. oT gi. 87 174 
The census. A census drive was held 19 men flushed 17% less 18% less 

each December as soon as the marsh than 70 men than 70 men 

ind ineee BA wae completed mm ® Since the error is not great, and we used 
single day. A dozen units were driven 

: eee ie no crew smaller than 15 men for actual 
one by one, each in a direction aimed to aduror f 
flush the pheasants into a unit already nae el rt EO eC RR TOT ELAS OF 1UreW 
driven, or into outside territory. The We dots sekeat the ccfteus’he a 

1 Journal Paper No. 4, University of Wis- precise measurement. It is used in this 
consin Arboretum. The CCC, National paper only to compute the untrapped 

Park Service, furnished field personnel for residue of the population. It is our belief 
this study up to June 5, 1941; Irven O. Buss, dhatithelactial lati i 

Wisconsin Conservation Department, co- Mal population was pro 

operated by trapping and banding pheasants ably never less than the census tally, 
outside the area. but may have exceeded it. 
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Fig. 1. A. Survival history of five year-classes of ring-necked pheasants at Madison, Wisconsin, as indicated by trapping re- 

turns. B. Survival history corrected for probable banded birds in the untrapped portion of the population. C. Survival history of 

average year-class with average turnover rates. (Origin of corrections for first two year-classes shown by curving lines in A and 

destination of corrections in B.)
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Trapping. About 16 traps were oper- first winter, it is a “repeat.” The first 
ated from November through April. time this bird is retrapped in any sub- 
The traps were visited two or three sequent winter, it is a “return,” but 

times a day when in operation. During additional trappings are repeats. Any 

storms, and frequently at other times, banded bird found dead is a “recovery.” 
the traps were propped open and used A “turnover” means the number of 

as feeding stations. The traps were years required for a year-class to shrink 

wire-covered crates with bob-wire en- to zero. The “turnover rate” is the rate 
trances (1: 179). Corn was used as bait. of shrinkage of any year-class during a 

The wire roof was thatched with vege- succession of winters. 
tation to reduce scalping. : 

During the first four winters the TURNOVER 

trapped birds were taken in sacks to a During the first winter, the catch 

headquarters building for weighing and consisted entirely of new unbanded 

banding, being released at the point of pheasants, plus repeats of these. During 

capture during the next round of the subsequent winters the catch consisted 

traps. This involved holding the eve- of new unbanded birds, plus returns 

ning catch over night, for the last round from previous years and repeats of 

was made at dusk to avoid overnight ex- both. Each banded bird averaged 3 

posure. During the fifth winterscalesand trappings, the original and two others. 

banding equipment were carried to the Of the total of 1,671 catches: 562 were 
traps, and the birds released on the spot. original bandings; 90 were returns from 

Terms. In this paper a “new” bird the 562; and 1,019 were repeats of the 

means one trapped and banded for its original bandings and returns. 

first time. A “year-class” means all the The catch by winters, exclusive of 

new bandings for a given winter. When- repeats, and the census are detailed in 
ever a new bird is retrapped during the Table 1. 

Tasiw 1.—ComposiTIon orf THE PHEASANT CATCH BY YEARS. 

N owly Returns oh eds originally fie ee staph a 

Winter year- Dan pitch «= Census cent residue 
clash lyr. 2 yre.. 23 yrs; “Ayre; catch (census- 

ago ago ago ago eatch) 

1937-38 22 22 1338 17 lll 
1938-39 137 8 145 214> 60 69 
1939-40 148 25 5 178 340 2 162 
1940-41 127 26 9 0 162 299 54 137 
1941-42 128 13 2 2 0 145 317 46 172 

Totals 562 72 16 2 0 652 1303 651 
Averages 112 18 5.3 1 0 130 261 50 130 
Scale of 100: 100 16 4.7 1 0 

* A census drive on November 30 tallied 260 pheasants; subsequently 127 were removed, 

ee tally was 182, but we trapped more hens than the drive tallied. This corrected 
figure is computed from the drive and trap ratios.
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The composition of the catch is read true, for individuals often “skipped a 

horizontally; thus the second winter year’ in returning to the traps, and this 

yielded 1387 new bandings plus 8 re- is not explicable in terms of movement. 

turns from the first winter’s year-class The banded survivors of any year- 
of 22. The history of any year-class is class are assumed to be distributed 

read diagonally downward: thus the proportionately between the trapped 

second year-class is represented by the and untrapped portions of the popula- 

series 137-25-9-2. tion. Thus during the second winter we 

Tapie 2.—Computep ComposiTIon OF THE BANDED PoPpuULATION 
(Corrected for untrapped residue) 

Newly Probable Survivors from Probable 

Minter ee lyr. 2yrs. a 4 yrs. (pai (Census) wer cent 
class ago ago ago ago tion anded 

1937-38 22 22 133 17 
1938-39 137 12 149 214 70 
1939-40 148 48 10 206 340 61 
1940-41 127 48 17 0 192 299 64 
1941-42 128 28 4 4 0 164 317 52 

Totals 562 136 31 4 0 733 1303 
Averages 112 34 10.3 2 0 146 261 56 
Scale of 100: 100 30 9 1.8 0 

The average of the five survival series caught 8 of the original year-class of 22, 
appears at the bottom of the table and but additional survivors of the 22 
is represented by the series 112-18- existed among the untrapped residue of 
5.3-1-0. Probably most of the birds in 69. If the distribution of survivors is 
the average year-class were one-half proportional, then 8:145::2:69. The 
year old when banded, and none re-_ correction, x, is 4 birds, which added 

turned to the traps for the fifth winter. to 8 gives a probable actual survival of 

Hence the average turnover period is 12. All survival series are corrected by 
about five years, and this is also the this method in Table 2. 

maximum age ordinarily attained by It should be noticed that, by reason 
individual pheasants. of this correction, the new average 

The average survival series gives the series shrinks less abruptly than the 

turnover period but does not convey a uncorrected series of Table 1: 

true picture of the y asi ean wUrn Uncorrected series, Table 1: 112-18- 
over rate, because the initial figure of 5 3-1-0 

i i ll of th : 
ape airy Se poorereu a allons . Corrected series, Table 2: 112-34— 
individuals bearing bands of that year- 

as 10.3-2-0 
class, whereas the remaining figures 

include only those survivors returning Reduced to a scale of 100 the corrected 

to the traps. Additional banded sur- average is 100-30-9-1.8-0. 
vivors exist in the untrapped portion of The three graphs of Figure 1 show 

the population. We know this to be (A) the raw data, (B) the corrected
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data, and (C) the average survival ona tion is based on the difference between 

scale of 100. the total catch and the census, and 

hence is vulnerable to census error. If 

Discussion the census is too low, it makes the cor- 
Since the average survival series is rection too low, #.e., leaves the shrink- 

the gist of this paper, a discussion of its age still too abrupt. It does not, how- 

strong and weak points is in order. The ever, change the total length of the 

reader should understand, first of all, turnover period, which Table 1 shows 
that each value in the series 100-30- to be about five years. 

9-1.8-0' is an average of successive Correction for untrapped residue 

trappings and not of calendar years. may be avoided only by trapping the 

Thus 100 represents the five first trap- entire population each year. Our ex- 

pings of five year-classes, 30 represents perience indicates that this is impos- 
four second trappings of four year- sible with pheasants. Allen (2: 159), in 

classes, etc. The values decrease in re- a similar operation, trapped 40 per cent 

liability to the right; the value 1.8 is of his population as against our 50 per 

based on only four birds and two trap- cent. 

pings, and obviously is subject to 

chance distortion. This shrinkage in re- Aqu-CLAssEs 
liability is inevitable in any banding The initial figure of each survival 

series aimed to measure mortality. series consists partly of reproduction 

In Table 2, the five year-classes are and partly of older birds. The per- 

averaged first and then reduced to a centage of older birds must have de- 

percentage; it is debatable whether creased as the bandings became more 

latter should be done first. When thus complete. If old birds have a materially 

reversed, a different series results: different turnover rate than young, it 

100-38-20-1.5-0. The method of Table would be necessary to split off this 

2 seems preferable because it automati- older component to arrive at a residual 
cally “weights” each series for volume, series representing an unmixed age- 

whereas the opposite method gives class. However, the mixed average 

equal weight to each year-class, regard- series 100-30-9-1.8-0 undoubtedly be- 

less of the number of birds included. gins with a preponderance of birds 6 

Either method automatically averages months old and gives no indication. of 

out possible weather differences be- any great change with age, the shrink- 

tween years. ages being 70, 70, and 80 per cent, 

Both methods assume there are no respectively (Fig. 1, C). If there were 
“untrapped” spots in the Arboretum a substantial change in turnover rate 

population. This seems justified be- with age, the second figure should be 

cause the average area per trap wasonly different from the first, but they are 

40 acres, but cannot be tested by re- identical. Hence no attempt is made to 

peat records because trap mortality op- split off the older component. 
erated differentially against repeaters. We have one anatomical check on the 

The main weakness in the survival survival series derived from banding 

series from Table 2 is that the correc- history. The proportion of old birds in
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any large sample should be (30+9 The inclusion of about 30 per cent of 
+1.8)/(100+-30+9+1.8) =29 percent. older birds in each of these age groups 
During the fifth winter we probed the in no way changes the percentage- 

bursa (8) in the first 70 birds caught composition, provided there be no 
(up to January 16) and found it closed change of turnover rate with age. 

in 28 (40%) which were old birds. 

Allen (2; 172) found the bursa closed Horns AND INGREES 
in 12 per cent of 106 pheasants trapped The foregoing deductions assume 
during the winter among a population that the Arboretum pheasant popula- 
which had been shot regularly and _ tion is self-contained, ¢.e., that the in- 
heavily. The higher proportion of young dividual pheasants which comprise it 
in Allen’s shot population suggests that during one winter do not spend the 
hunting, by reducing the adult popu- next winter elsewhere, or vice versa. 

lation in fall, in some way augments the If pheasants shifted from the Arbo- 
rate of reproductive gain (survival of retum to another winter range (egress), 
young per hen) during the following they would escape our traps and appear 
breeding season. The net result would as false shrinkage in the survival series. 
be more young and fewer adults per If some shifted to the Arboretum from 
unit of population. another winter range (ingress), they 

The uniformity of the shrinkage rate would falsify our assumption that each 

(70, 70, 80%) in the series 100-30-9- new year-class consists of reproduction 
1.8-0 probably has special significance. plus survivors from previous unbanded 

The numerical base for these shrinkages _ residues. It would consist in part of 

of course decreases to the right, hence ingress, and the effect would be a false 
the terminal figure carries the least prolongation of survival. If both ingress 

weight. The identity of the first two and egress occur (as is likely if either 
figures suggests that once a pheasant occurs), our series would contain com- 

reaches his first winter, the experience pensating errors of unknown magni- 
which accrues from age ceases to have tude. If there is important: movement 

any further survival value. Green and to or from the Arboretum, it is to or 

Evans (4: 276) found this same charac- from the south, because the city of 
teristic in their much larger survival Madison and wide lakes block move- 
series for snowshoe hare, ment to or from the north. To the south 

The approximate age composition of lie open upland farms, known to be 
the Arboretum pheasant population used by Arboretum pheasants for feed- 
may be computed directly from the ing excursions during winter thaws, and 
corrected survival series: for nesting in summer. This open up- 

Birds aiosity Numbers Percentages land is broken by two areas of marsh 
} year old 100 7 cover. The smaller and nearer of these 

3 vente ad 0 2 fe (Dunn’s marsh) adjoins the Arboretum 
3} Seats old 1.8 1 on the southwest. It was not trapped, 
43 years old 0 aia but Arboretum pheasants doubtless 

140.8 100 visit it at all seasons. Its winter ca-
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pacity is not over a dozen pheasants fact that, none appeared indicates that 
and it leads to no other marshes. egress must account for much less than 

The larger is the Fish Hatchery a quarter of the total shrinkage. The 
marsh, 1} miles to the southeast. It has same reasoning, applied to non-appear- 
a winter capacity nearly as large as ance of Buss’s bands in Arboretum 

that of the Arboretum, and leads east- traps, indicates that the ingress must 
: ward to a chain of other marshes. It is be small. 

the likely route of egress from or ingress In all of the foregoing discussion, we 

to the Arboretum. Irven O. Buss of the are considering only changes in winter 
Conservation Department made a cen- range from year to year. Both the 
sus of the Fish Hatchery pheasant Arboretum and the Fish Hatchery 

population during the last two winters, marsh are known to radiate pheasants 

and then trapped and banded nearly during every winter thaw, but these 
half of the pheasants: birds may be seen flying back to roost 

Trapped Percent- at sunset. Poth also radiate pheasants 
Winter Census ee a Prif,,q each spring for nesting; Buss has re- 
1940-41 224 “70 af covered one of his bands in the upland 
1941-42 216 113 52 nest of a mower-killed hen 1} miles 
No Arboretum band has appeared from the Fish Hatchery. Apparently, 

among the 183 pheasants trapped by however, the birds return in winter to 
Buss, nor has any Fish Hatchery band their original winter range, rather than 
appeared among the 307 banded pheas- Shift to other winter ranges. If this 

ants handled on the Arboretum during Proves true of wild pheasants elsewhere, 
the same period. it is a character very important in 

To appraise the meaning of this, the management. 
following rough computation is offered: The above applies only to wild 
Between the fourth and fifth winters Pheasants. It is known that artificially 
the following banded pheasants dis- propagated pheasants, when newly re- 

appeared from the Arboretum, or at leased, wander at random, and display 

least eluded our traps (see Table 1): no attachment to any locality, 
Fourth year-class 127-13 =114 Only two pheasants bearing Arbo- 
Third year-class 26-— 2= 24 retum bands have so far been reported 

Ber Due e ears ao by hunters; both were killed within a 
Total shrinkage of banded birds 145 half-mile of the Arboretum boundary. 

If a quarter of this shrinkage were Hunting returns are, however, of no 

due to egress, and if half the egress quantitative value for measuring move- 

lodged in the Fish Hatchery marsh, the ment, because hunters take many bands 

Fish Hatchery population during the which they do not report. 
fifth winter should have included 18 There is one possible fallacy in these 
pheasants bearing Arboretum bands. deductions: an outward shift, consisting 
Buss’s traps sampled 52 per cent of the of young unbanded pheasants only, 
population; hence 9 Arboretum bands might take place in summer or fall from 
should have appeared in his traps. The either area without being detected by
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banding operations. Buss, however, has way to allow for trap mortality is to 
found evidence of strong inward move- consider the whole population as having 
ment in fall toward the Fish Hatchery been subjected to a 14 per cent kill, 
marsh, and the same inward movement despite its location on a refuge. 

probably holds for the Arboretum About 2 per cent of the banded birds 

marsh. were recovered as “natural” or non- 
Trap Mortauity trap mortality. Known causes of death 

In any banding study, trap mortality include dog, mink, barred owl, fox, 
is superimposed on natural mortality poaching, and weather. No attempt was 

and confuses the survival picture. In made to distribute the mortality among 

this study one of every seven banded _ these or other causes. This natural mor- 

Tasie 3.—SurRvivaL Series in VARIOUS SPECIES 

Year 
Species Author Sa 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Pheasant This study 100 30 9 18 40: 
Randall (p. 302)° 100 288 

Hungarian partridge Middleton (p. 814)¢ 100 279? 
California quail Sumner (p. 247) 100. 26.8 7.2 2 0.5 

Emlen (p. 95) 100 31 158 7 
Richardson (p. 240)» MOO sp QVES ho Foy child ON7 

Snowshoe hare Green & Evans (p. 273) 100 31.6 9.3 3.3 0.6 
Song sparrow (males) Nice (p. 196) LOO 47.9 1627 15.6 = 28 Os 7 

* Computed from author’s data. 
> Included some game farm quail. 
° Not based on banding. 

birds (14%), and one of every 20 tality must account for the annual 
catches, were killed in the traps, mostly turnover rate of 70 per cent in the 

by self-hunting dogs. average survival series. 

Allen (2: 158) suffered a trap loss of 

5 per cent. At times we had to discon- TURNOVER IN OTHER Spectres 
tinue pheasant trapping until dogs with Table 3 compares the survival of 

the “trap habit” could be caught and Arboretum pheasants with some sur- 
removed from the area. vival series in pheasants and other 

Trap mortality killed pheasants of species, as reported by various authors. 

every category: new birds as yet un- Despite the diversity in species and 
banded, newly banded birds repeating, in method of study, the survival series 
and older banded birds returning or in the first four species are strikingly 

repeating. In the long run, it probably _ similar. Not all of these authors started 

fell on each of these categories in pro- with grown young, but since there is a 

portion to its numbers. To correct the tendency for mortality percentages to 

tables for trap losses would be im- hold for all ages, this disparity probably 

possible, because the losses were con- does not destroy the comparability of 
current with the trappings. The best the several series.
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Sex Ratio anp Sex TURNOVER disappeared as yet, and that one be- 

Census drives consistently show a came zero at its fourth year. Pheasants 

higher percentage of cocks than the surviving to their third and fourth 
catch of the traps, and both show a Winters are all hens. The reasons for this 

progressive decline in cocks through the differential are of course speculative. 

study period, thus: Possibly fighting among cocks results in 
Randi? ORES oe mortality, and perhaps increasing popu- 

First 41 84 (excluding repeats) lation pressure has augmented fighting, 
pocond oe ae and hence cock mortality. 
Fourth 387 = 30 Despite the trend toward a lower 

Fifth 29 «12 proportion of cocks, the Arboretum 
Averages WW a7 still has nearly twice as many (29% in 

Z 1942-43) as the open ranges of Dane 

We have no explanation as to why County hee ae are hunted. There 

traps yield fewer cocks than the cen- Buss (10: 5) found a winter ratio of 15 

suBer, except, thertithey: are ee ue per cent cocks among 1,634 pheasants 
Walpi The) eversEs monthly cove Me elds tallied. Allen (2: 167) reports 23 per 

of the traps show no seasonal variation cent of cocks in winter census drives of 
large enough to be significant; Novem- mie necuintion 
ber to March yielded 21, 31, 29, 23, ; 
and 15 per cent, respectively. We be- Weicur CHANGES 

i . ete Says ay va — All pheasants caught during the last 

ae rs more meerly (correct GheD tHe cour wintersswere weighed. The results 
vey ical ; kg 2PPear in Tables 3 and 4. 
eee Perr ancrscint cae Individual weights are subject to a 

(hveughy ote study. peed, “Bowlin “the chance distortion of 100 grams b 

eat Boe ope, Deuter he com yeason of full or empty pel It oe 

punnonier Senate Sees [edad be supposed that the period of waiting 
for the two sexes. For this purpose We i) the fea wold tend oopty all 

ae es ‘cade a Uns) crops, and thus level off this variable, 

8 . but digestion appears to be arrested by 
pers cae pees the state of fright which trapping in- 

2 48-6-0  89-19-9-2 duces, Hence we believe that our 
3 ee eas weights represent the alimentary status 
5 14 114 prevailing outside the traps. 

veriue 315-0 84-14-51 The crop variable, as well as the wide 
Average, scale of 100 100-15-0 100-17-6-1_ variation in body size, makes it desir- 
Average for both sexes, Table 1: 100-16-4.7-1 able to assemble weights in a few large 

It is evident that a differential turn- groups rather than many small ones. 
over period (and doubtless also turn- For this reason Table 4 attempts only 
over rate) obtains as between the sexes. monthly averages for the whole four- 

No year-class of cocks has achieved a year period, while yearly averages in 
longer turnover period than three years, Table 3 divide the winter into only two 

whereas only one year-class of hens has _ parts. Both tables omit repeats because
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TABLE 3.—WeIGHTs oF NEWLY-BANDED PHEASANTS (MOSTLY YOUNG) BY YEARS 

Cocks Hens 

Year s Nov.-Jan. ta Feb.—Apr. aveae Nov.—Jan. Feb.—Apr. | doen 

No.* | Grams | No. | Grams | ®8€ | No. |Grams| No. |Grams| AgSS 

1938-39 | 19 | 1549 | 27 | 1382 | 1451 | 33 | 1163 | 57 | 1062 | 1099 
1939-40 15 1400 20 1451 1429 33 1033 77 1011 | 1018 
1940-41 30. 1481 (13) (1447) | 1471 43 1073 38 984 | 1031 
1941-42 (8) | (1443) (6) | (1411) | 1429 65 1053 49 1088 | 1068 

Totals 72 66 174 221 
Averages 1478 1418 1075 1036 
Seale of 100 100 96 100 96 

* Values based on fewer than 15 birds are in parentheses. 

trapping itself reduces weight. Returns ity of these deductions, together with 
(older birds) are omitted to get alargely the relevant literature. 

homogeneous age-group. The values 1. The exact timing of the late-fall 

based on less than 15 birds (paren- peak in weights is probably a matter of 

theses) may be disregarded. weather, and hence of no great impor- 

Deductions suggested by Tables 3 tance. Allen (2: 177) reports mid- 

and 4 are: January as the weight-peak in Michi- 

1. Both sexes reach a weight-peak in gan, but his time-categories are split 

December, and then decline until spring. too finely for his volume of data. The 
2. Cocks are still declining in weight interesting point is that even fed popu- 

during April, whereas hens start gaining lations decline during cold weather. 
in March, and by April have regained The average decline between the first 
their December weights. and second halves of the winter is small 

8. Birds-of-the-year, in early winter, _—only four per cent. 

"vary in weight as between years, and 2. The anomalous gain of hens in 

these weights are characteristic of the early spring, as distinguished from the 
year. Of the four years studied, 1938-39 continued decline of cocks, is not sta- 
produced the heaviest pheasants on the _ tistically verifiable as real, one difficulty 
Arboretum. being the small sample of cocks. A dif- 

We next discuss the statistical valid- ferential spring gain has, however, been 

Tasty 4.—Weicuts or Newiy-BANDED PHEASANTS (MosTLY youNG) By MonTHS 
DURING Four WINTERS 

Cocks Hens 

Month Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | Nov. | Dec. | Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. 

No. of birds® (3)| 27 42 26 21 19 (11)} 61 | 102 87 | 113 21 

Grams (1482)|1526 |1450 |1441 |1420 |1386 | (1110)/1109 |1051 |1015 |1036 |1120 

Scale of 100 (94)| 100 95 95 93 91 (99)| 99 94 91 92 | 100 

® Values based on less than 15 birds are in parentheses.
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reported in two allied species: Wilson 1 Cocks Hens Totals 

(11: 131-134) found it in red grouse,  Qi4pite 630 dog 
and Stoddard (12: 75-76) in bobwhite; Se tee 

Nice also found it in the song sparrow Totals ea po 

(13: 25-26). More ample data probably Among the old birds there are few or no 

will sustain its existence in pheasants. cocks beyond their second winter, but 

3. That different years produce there are some hens in their fourth 
pheasants of different weight is statisti- winter. Of the 60 hens, about 47 (78%) 

cally verified in hens but not in cocks, will succeed, by nesting and renesting, 

the difficulty being the individual varia- in bringing off a brood (14: 18) and the 
bility of the cocks. Only the November- average brood will be seven chicks per 

January weights were considered eli- nesting hen, or nine per successful hen. 

gible, because winter storms disqualify It should be noted that the 84 per 

the later data. cent shrinkage in the young birds be- 

Adults 
Young § ———————____ Tolals 

Cocks Hens 
By midsummer: 47 hens X9 chicks = 423 40— 60— 523 — 
By winter: down 70 

Summer loss 84% 
70 grown survivors comprise 30 40 70 

By winter: original 100 adults have shrunk 
40 cocks to 10 
60 hens to 20 

After 1 year: population returns to original level 40 60 100 

The first year (1938-39) produced the tween hatching and winter is greater 

heaviest hens. This was also the year of than the 70 per cent shrinkage which 
least population density. This may be will thereafter take place each year. 

coincidence, but it at least suggests that ‘This comparison appears in Graph C, 
crowding may reduce physical or psy- Figure 1. 

chological welfare. SuMMARY 

Five consecutive bandings of a pro- 
Live EGGa TION tected pheasant population indicate 

that each annual increment of grown 

The ratios developed in this paper young shrinks to zero by its fifth winter. 

can be combined with the reproductive The turnover period is thus about five 

potential of the pheasant to outline a years. 

life-equation for the Arboretum pheas- The intervening survival is repre- 

ant population. To do this, we must use sented by the series 100-30—9-1.8-0. 

the findings of nesting studies (14) This series resembles those reported for 

made elsewhere. Starting with a unit Hungarian partridge, California quail, 

group of 100 pheasants in winter, its and snowshoe hare, 

sex and age composition will be, in The shrinkage or turnever rate be- 

round numbers: tween winters is about 70 per cent. Its
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uniformity suggests that once a bird Wildlife Experiment Station, Second 

reaches its first winter, its chance of anne Peis ae eth 
. * i onservation Dept., Lansing, 365 pp. 

survival does not improve with He 8. Gowrr, W. Cart. 1939. The use of the 

: The 100-30-9-1.8-0 survival series bursa of Fabricius as an indication 

implies an age composition of 71-21— of age in game birds. N. Amer. 
6-1-0 per cent of birds 4, 14, 23, 33, Wildlife Conf. Trans., 4: 426-430. 
and 43 years old, respectively. 4, ones a G., and C, A. Evans. 1941, 

The turnover period in cocks is three Te aa nea Donue Teo Cio aar 
Ae We lle Chantiticcathll snowshoe hares on the Lake Alex- 

years; Dp. essen 810 en ne DBE TE ander Area. Journ. Wildl., Met., 4: 
hens. This inferior survival in cocks 267-278. 
probably accounts for the 40:60 sex 5. Ranpaun, Prurce E. 1940. The life 

ratio. The percentage of cocks de- pauation of the ringneck pheasant 
creased during the study period, per- in Ena N. Amer. Wildlife 

h b f # danke d Conf. Trans., 5: 300-820. 

i aps because 9 growing EDEILY, am 6. Mipptzron, A. D. 1935. Factors con- 
increased fighting. A 15:85 ratio pre- trolling the population of the par- 
vails on the hunted ranges of the same tridge in Great Britain. Proc. Zool. 
county. Soe., London, 1935: 795-815. 

: . 7. Sumner, E. Lownit, Jr. 1935. A life- 
These d. nm. survival composi- iy ” f 

ti oa ata Ai ta ate rt i - history study of the California quail, 

don, and sex raulo Imply & mortality oO) with recommendations for conserva- 
84 per cent among young pheasants tion and management. Calif. Fish 
between hatching and winter. and Game, 21: 168-342. 

Cocks are harder to trap than hens, 8. Eten, Joun T., Jr. 1940. Sex and age 
One of every seven banded pheasants Ee Osa at eet chess 

d one of every 20 catches was killed See pee Meal e ah iosea taaata ea y ‘i 9. Ricarpson, Franx. 1941. Results of 
in the traps, mostly by dogs. This loss southern California quail-banding 
was the equivalent of light shooting. program. Calif. Fish and Game, 27: 

Cocks lost weight from December 234-249. 
through April. Hens lost weight from 10. Buss, IrvENn O. 1941. Sex ratio of Wis- 

December through March, but re- eater Se cee 

gained their loss in April. Different 11, Wisox, E, A. 1911. The grouse in 
years produce pheasants of different health and in disease. London, 
weights. Smith, Elder & Co., 1: 512 pp. 

Trapping and banding in the nearest 12. Sropparp, H. L. 1931. The bobwhite 

outside marsh showed no winter-to- ae eee ETA 

winter shift of banded birds to or from 13. Nicn, Maraarwr M. 1937. Studies in the 
the study area. life history of the song sparrow. 

Linnean Society of New York 
LITERATURE CrTED Trans., 4: vi+247 pp. 

1. Hamersrrom, F. N., Jr., and Mmuarp-~ 14, Errineron, Pau L., and F. N. Hamer- 
Truax. 1938. Traps for pinnated sTRON, JR. 1937. The evaluation of 

and sharp-tailed grouse. Bird-Band- nesting losses and juvenile mortality 
ing, 9: 177-183. of the ring-necked pheasant. Journ. 

2. AutuN, Durwarp L. 1941. Rose Lake Wildl. Mgt., 1: 3-20.
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What's New in Farm Science, Univ. of Wis. (albun) 
Agr. Exp. Sta., Bull. 461, Dec. 1943, pp. 13-15. 

osis, as contrasted with older treat- ever, at present the high cost of 
ments which serve only as prevent- sulfadiazine makes it impractical 
ives when given before the chickens _ for general use, and also hinders ex- 
are infected. perimentation. 

Results with sulfadiazine thus far Another series of trials indicated 
are quite encouraging. When it was there is no prospect of increasing 
given the third day after chickens the resistance of chicks to coccidi- 
were infected, half the birds showed osis by regulating the quantity of 
no lesions of coccidiosis, and the biotin, a B-complex vitamin, in the 
others also were less seriously af- feed of chicks themselves or in that 
fected than untreated chicks. How- of the breeding flock. 

Facts on Pheasants Appear from prio tum Stud 
Aldo Leopold, Robert 4. Mccabe, & Frank Koolile 

PREVIOUSLY unknown facts A census of the population has 
concerning pheasants, highly useful been made each winter since 1935- 
in wildlife management, have come 1936, A crew walks in line through 
to light in studies on the popula-~ successive units of cover and tallies 
tion in the University of Wiscon- the birds flushed. To avoid tallying 
sin’s 1000-acre arboretum. the same bird twice, the drive for 

The arboretum pheasants have each new unit pushes the pheasants 
had their affairs more thoroughly in- toward units already driven, and 
vestigated than any other group of only those birds are counted which 
wild birds in Wisconsin’s history. alight in them. 

402 ( idly 4607) 
<o0 Pheasant Population on 1000 acres is oe 

University of Wisconsin Arboretum : HO removed, spring 
1927-1942 of 1943, to reduce 

351 340 damage to farms 

ee 37 

Winter Census Counts: 

. 392 left, spring 
of 1943 

260 
250 

127 removed, 1937. 
214 

200 

t 179 
7 

160 7 
/ 

/ 
ie 133 100 26 planted, 1933. 7 

22 plented, i032, \., is 
14 plonted, wer 1S 

50] _? planted, 1923 4 

e2t oe : 
eee wren ne 

1927 28 2 30 3 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 4 4 

@ Although Arboretum pheasants must contend with natural enemies, they have increased 
rapidly. The sharpest drops in the population came on two occasions when many birds were 
purposely removed. 
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@ The pheasant hen is about to be released after being trapped for banding. Systematic work 
of this sort has brought out a good deal of information on Arboretum pheasants, particularly 
as to their survival. 

In addition, pheasants are trap- marsh, woodland, and abandoned 
ped each winter to allow banding, farmland, harbors many enemies of 

weighing, and determination of sex. pheasants. These include foxes, 
On the average the birds are trapped — minks, weasels, raccoons, opossums, 
three times in their lifetimes. skunks, gophers, spermophiles, 

‘ crows, three species of hawks, three 
One of the most important findings, oe ee species of hawks, threc 

of owls, wild housecats, and self- 
as reported by Aldo Leopold and Rob- Henting done 

ert McCabe of the Experiment Station BO eRs: 
a A All these animals except the dogs 

and Frank Kozlik of the Conservation x and cats have been protected by 
Department, is that pheasants appar- . : : c 

ei f law from hunting and trapping for 
ently do not need protection from their = 

poe 5 more than a decade—just as the 
natural enemies in order to thrive. s 

pheasants are protected—so that the 
The arboretum, consisting of: predator population is high. 

14



Despite predators, the pheasants yarious human occupations. 

have more) tan held their own. None The average survival, by yearly age 

have been “Planted? since 1933, yet the groups, reads 100 - 26 - 9 - 4 - 0. That 

population is several times what it was is, of each 100 young arboretum pheas- 

Ciena piaciatne birds increased so ants living to their first winter, 26 sur- 
mightily that complaints of damage to Vive to a second winter, 9 to a third, 
nearby crops made it me cessary. fore 4 toa fourth, and none to a fifth. No 

move 127 in 1937 and 110 more in 1943. doubt the life-expectancy of pheasants 
Specifically, the pheasant popu- on hunted ground is somewhat shorter. 

lation numbered at least 402 in the For some unknown reason, the 

fall of 1942, and since the counts lite-expectancy of cocks is shorter 
always are made conservatively, the than that of hens, even at the ar- 
actual number may have been some- — horetum where none of the birds are 
what higher. These 400-plus birds — junted except as they stray beyond 

are the descendants of a few plant- the borders of the refuge. The re- 
ed in 1923 and 62 more planted be- cult is that hens make up about 
tween 1927 and 1938. 60% of the population. 

Since the population went over Precisely what percentage of 

the 400 mark on a 1000-acre tract, young arboretum pheasants survive 
it is possible to maintain an average — tyom hatching time to the first wint- 
of at least one pheasant to 2% acres oy is not known, but it is possible 

without predator control, and prob- to make a good estimate by compar- 

ably even one on each 2 acres. ing the number of survivors with 
Another finding is that pheasants statistics on the success of nets. 

maintained in a game refuge do not ‘This indicates that 84% of arbore- 

tend to scatter much. A high propor- tum pheasant chicks die the first 

tion of them remain in the same lo- summer, with only 16% surviving to 
cality the year around. the winter banding time. 

It was possible to check on the Another point the trapping has es- 

latter point because the Conserva- tablished is that pheasants tend to 
tion Department maintains another — lose weight in winter, even though they 
game refuge at a fish hatchery 1% are fed. They gain until December, 

miles from the arboretum, trapping — then lose until spring. On the average 
and banding pheasants there. In the — the cocks weigh 3 Ibs. 5 0z. in early 
past three years no arboretum winter, in comparison with 2 Ibs., 6 oz. 
pheasant has been trapped at the for hens. 

fish hatchery, and only two fish One question which remains io be 
hatchery birds have shown up at answered—and is next on the dock- 

the arboretum. et for future research-—is whether 

Careful records on the trapping more chicks would survive if more 

and banding operations have made adults were removed. Some birds, 

it possible to learn how long pheas- such as the bobwhite quail, increase 

ants survive in a game refuge—in proportionately fast when the breed- 
effect, to construct an “actuarial ing population is low, and slowly 

table” similar to those used by lite when it is high; but whether pheas- 

insurance companies to predict the ants operate along the same lines 
life-expectancy of policy-holders in is still undetermined. 
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Meet Mr. Grizzly. By Montague Stevens. 281 his relation to his dogs. He studied hounds not 
pp- Illus. University of New Mexico Press, only with sympathy and skill, but with a scien- 
Albuquerque. 1943. $3.50. tific zeal seldom found among dog men. The art 

Books with kittenish titles usually have con- of training hounds has been ee unon us 
tents to match, but this one does not. It contains nearly a thousand years, but ae catia indeed 
the essentially dignified autobiography of a high- that one finds a hound-enthusiast using objective 

ly literate Englishman who raised cows and bear- methods of Cr en eons Montague Stevens 
hounds in western New Mexico while the rest of @PPlied to his dogs methods OF tecarch which 
us were learning to wear choke-collars and to ™@ny @ Campus psychologist could claim with 
clip coupons. pride today. He experimented also with the 

, properties of scent, and its relation to wind, 
Montague Stevens, graduate of Cambridge, snow, and rain. Scent-trailing is still one of the 

settled in what is now the Cibola National Forest major enigmas of biology. Biologists have 
in 1882. He lost an arm, but with the other he passed it up because they do not know enough 
managed a string of cattle and sheep ranches, ‘about dose to etudy it e gs to study it. 
operated a sawmill, and hunted bears. In curious contrast to his deep understanding 

When I worked on an adjoining national forest of dogs, Montague Stevens saw only the surface 
in 1910, Montague Stevens had already become a of the land he hunted over. His active days 

legend, but by no means an ancient one, for the afield coincided with the advent of erosion in 
present book was written thirty years later at the the cow country, but he did not see it. The bet- 

age of 90, and in it his youthful spirit still gal- ter to keep up with his hounds, he practiced rid- 
lops hell-for-leather over the rimrocks in hot ing his horse across the cavernous arroyos which 
pursuit of the baying pack. were then invading the fertile valleys, but he did 

Those who seek in this book new light on the not recognize the invasion as something new in 
natural history of the nearly extinct grizzly will history, nor did he perceive its cause: the terrific 
not find it, for there is little about bears except overgrazing practiced by the early cowmen. 
their reaction to dogs and bullets. Small wonder, then, that less intelligent men still 

Those who seek an authentic picture of the fail to perceive that something more important 
nearly-extinct cow-society of the late 1800’s will than bears is departing from the western range. 
find here one of the best. Mr. Stevens’ word- New Mexico’s grizzlies succumbed visibly to trap, 
picture of the cowman matches the paintings of gun, and poisoned bait, but New Mexico’s fer- 
Frederic Remington, who, by the way, was a fre- tile valleys slipped down the Rio Grande in the 
quent guest at the Stevens ranches. For that night. Neither will return. 
generation of foresters who, like myself, were The University of New Mexico has done well 
sent west before the old-time cowman had quite to preserve this saga of how the state was made 
disappeared, this book is “must” reading: safe for cows. How the state is to be made safe 

Of the many aspects of Montague Stevens to be from cows is a saga yet to be written. 
seen in this book, none is more delightful than Apo Leopoxp,
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They Need Not Vanish. Edited by Helen M. tory of resources is, appropriately enough, writ- 
Martin. 294 pp. Illus. Michigan Depart- ten in semi-biblical cadences, but there is no re- 

ment of Conservation, Lansing. 1942. $1. straint in the employment of this device, which 

This volume represents an earnest effort to eventually cloys. ; b Q 
convey a “conservation background” to the citi- In us physical trappings, this book is made up 
zens of Michigan. It traces the evolution of the with extraordinary care. It has an index! The 
state’s flora and fauna through geological time, photographs are good; the typography pleasing. 
and on this background sketches briefly the pres- One wonders, though, about the somewhat om 

ent status of the principal plant and animal ‘entious tile. In actual fact they’ (the re- 
groups, and of the state’s efforts to conserve sources) do ne vanish when the dice of eco- 
them! nomics, legislation, and plant succession fall fa- 

The fatal weakness of most early conservation vorably on the table of time (vatriess Michigan 
propaganda was geographic diffusion. Most deer, which need to do pene vanishing for 
things that can be said to a layman cease to be their own good). Otherwise they shrink, be. 
true when spread over a continent, or else they Michigan es elsewhere; Maes the white pag 

become so heavily encumbered with ifs and ands Barring us crusading title, this volume 18 nota- 
as to be unreadable. Michigan is one of several ble and praiseworthy for the fact that it does not 
states recently attempting to write a localized glorify the institutions which produced and pub- 
Beery ipiie ta se lished it. When will all bureaus and departments 

The book leaves me with the strong impression learn, as Michigan has, to avoid the lethal effects 
that even a localized account covers such an im: ° f self-laudation? A 4-H girl recently said to me, 

mense range of subject matter that it is impossi- after a dose of “educational” movies emanating 

ble to sketch it adequately. The Michigan forest from another state: “If all departments are that 

problem fares not so badly with 40 pages, but perfect, ee can there be any conservation ~~ 
who can cover pollution in 5 pages? Flood con- problem? 

trol in 1 page? All upland game, big game, and i ALpo Leopoto, 
fur bearers in 14 pages? Waterfowl in 4 pages? University of Wisconsin. 
Or “land birds” in 3 pages? To point the moral BEE 
still more sharply: Most would agree that the } . 
“educated” layman should be given some crude Burning an Empire. By Stewart H. Holbrook. 
notion of the grouse-rabbit cycle, one of the great 229 pp. Mus. Macmillan Co., New York. 
unsolved mysteries of wildlife ecology. What the 1943. $2.50. 
cycle actually gets in this volume is three lines. In 1942 Japanese airplanes, supposed to have 
Soil conservation and erosion get one page. The been released from submarines, are reported to 
ruffed grouse, the very spirit of Michigan, is not have made three attempts to touch off Oregon 
mentioned. coastal forests with incendiary bombs. One can 

I predict that encyclopedic interpretations of imagine the newspaper furor, the public horror, 
conservation for laymen will one day be given had they been successful. 
up as impracticable. We shall fall back on very But in a typical year, some twenty thousand 
small, localized “samples” of subject matter, incendiary forest fires are set, not by enemy 
fragmentary in scope, but treated thoroughly bombing, not by saboteurs, but by United States 
enough to convey “principles” by implication. citizens. 
The famous “Cornell leaflets” have come close What is wrong with our social consciousness, 
to this idea from the outset. our respect for property rights, our attitude to- | 

_ They Shall Not Vanish presents an interesting ward this great forest resource, that permits such 
problem in literary style. The evolutionary his- things? The answer, simply, as the author shows, / 

924 
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What Next in Deer Policy? 
By ALDO LEOPOLD 

| Conservation Commissioner r 

Editor's Note: This article follows a prior ding: When would our adult deer starve? 

nosig of, the “Wisconsin deer problem mublishesl phere may be something like a “standard 
} Printed copies of this prior report are on hand, interval” between the first starvation of 

Ry f eudiwillsbe furnished on) xeauect fawns and the ultimate starvation of 

i Preliminary figures on the 1943 deer kill adults: 

J are now available. They show a legal re- none ee Caeite TA 

, ported kill of: starved starved) years 
Males Females Total Kaibab =e 1920 1924 4 

Fawns —----------- 6,800 5,700 12,500 Lower Peninsula, 
Yearlings -------- 12,700 14,200 26,900 Mich, —-.=--~ 1930 1938 8 
Adults _--.------. 35,000 30,700 ~— 65,700» Wisconsin ----- 1985-36 2 ? 

Be UO auc Oe toR/ 100 If we had not reduced the herd in 1943, 
How big is the herd? The currently it seems likely that the next severe winter 

accepted estimate of 500,000 deer in 1943 would have begun to take adult deer on a 

is, of course, a pure guess, and is based on large scale. ; : 

, the supposition that a deer herd under a The present mild winter was, of course, 

buck law will return a legal kill of about 0 test. 

10 per cent. I know of no official deer esti- What further reductions are needed? 

mate which ever exaggerated the true popu- This is, of course, the real question. The 

lation, and I know dozens that under- only light we have is the experience of 

i guessed. Michigan at the peak of its irrup- other states which have passed through or 

tion in 1938 guessed it had 1,172,000 deer. are passing through an irruption. 

Pennsylvania at its peak in 1927 guessed it Michigan’s experimental herd on the 

had 1,000,000. Our estimate of 500,000 in George Reserve showed severe overbrowsing 

1948 seems more likely to be low than high. at 160 head, and range recovery after re- 

| We were reporting a kill of about 50,000 duction to 50 head. This was a 70 per cent 

bucks before 1948, hence the 500,000 guess reduction, but it is doubtful whether the 

squares with the 10 per cent formula. herd had reached its irruptive peak, for 

How big a reduction did we make in fawns had not yet died at the 160 level. 

1943? It is the unanimous verdict of all Michigan’s lower peninsula herd has de- 

buck-law states that the removal of bucks clined, mainly by starvation, from 800,000 

does not, within ordinary limits, change the in 1938 to 700,000 in 1942, without any 

rate of increase. The only reduction accom- visible relief to the winter feed. In this 

plished under a buck-law is the illegal kill case a 12 per cent reduction was apparently 

of females crippled and not found, or found _ insufficient. 

and deliberately abandoned. The Kaibab herd starved from 100,000 in 

Wisconsin’s own experience during the 1924 to,20,000 in 1931, and to something 

buck-law period (1920-1942) substantiates over 10,000 at present. This 90 per cent re- 

= this conclusion. duction has brought vigorous recovery to 

Therefore, the only true reduction accom- at least the surviving browse plants. 

plished in 1948 consisted of the 50,600 Whether it restored, by reproduction, the 

females killed. This is a 10 per cent reduc- browse plants killed during the irruption 

tion of our supposed herd of 500,000. is a matter of dispute. 

* Did the 1942 starvation reduce the herd? Pennsylvania, by combined doe seasons 

{ It is the experience of all states for which and _ starvation, reduced her herd of 

# starvation data are available that fawns 1,000,000 in 1927 to about 500,000 at 

begin to die several years before the irrup- present. This 50 per cent reduction has 

. tive peak is reached. This is another way brought relief to browse foods of the middle 

of saying that early fawn starvation slows _ brackets, but not to preferred foods—as 

down, but does not reverse, the upward yet, Pennsylvania is unable to plant pine 

trend of an irruptive herd. What pulls successfully. Pennsylvania’s carrying capac- 

| down an irruptive herd is the ultimate ity was estimated in 1931 as 250,000 deer, 

starvation of adult does. Our fawn die-off to reach which will require an ultimate 70 

in 1942-48, therefore, probably did not re- per cent reduction. 

verse the upward trend of our deer popu- Let’s be optimistic and assume that Wis- 

lation. consin, by reason of her prompt start in



| 
eget 

1948, can get by on a 60 per cent reduction, (see Fig. 1), after which we again sta {" 
ie. that our carrying capacity is 200,000 from scratch in reducing it. The impor 3 

deer. On that basis, at the 1943 rate of 10 point, however, is the lower ultimate ca. 
per cent per year, it will take five years ing capacity or stabilization level (see } j 
to reduce our herd to carrying capacity jection on Fig. 1) resulting from postpo 
level. ment. eats 

3 ¥ 2 Local variations. It is, of course, false: Ev 
oie de a pi seed think of the Wisconsin herd as present 4°; 

debt, nobody wants to do it now. There ma: f upton problem: There gore oul 
be considerable agitation t all halt 7 Which have no apnoas ce popula ti 
further doe Kili just maar ie gbeady pperoe ere coun cs ete Bacay, Tue Aeita ion t ae +n If b Y yards which got no relief last fall by re 

8 m vol residre the wolf bounty. son of deep snows during the hunting se 
If there is any one thing that is known gon. There are “buckshot counties” whi 

beyond all doubt it is this: the longer the probably were over-reduced last fall. The: 
reduction of an irruptive herd is postponed, local deviations from the general trend wi 

~ the lower will be the ultimate level at which have to be dealt with in the future. Neve! 
equilibrium with winter food is reestab- theless the average northern county seel 
lished. to be just started on the route to a norm 

If we remove no females in 1944, the herd healthy herd and a normal healthy fore: 
will undoubtedly rebound to its former level (See illustration on pages 18 and 19.) i 

. oo 
The Present Status of Wisconsin's Deer 

Herd and Deer Range 
By WILLIAM FEENEY 

Biologist, Game Management Division 

It is the intent of this report to summa- 1. The past winter was the mildest a: 
rize the present outlook of the Wisconsin with the least snow recorded by the U. 
deer problem. This outline is based on the Weather Bureau in Wisconsin for a peri 
surveys of the deer project, whose sole of 52 years. 
object is to study and report reliably on i ie imown that ia the few sw 
the deer situation for the purpose of facili- inters as this one and the winter of ’4 
tating the best possible deer management 42, deer do not confine themselves to tl 

in Wisconsin. yards, but scatter onto the bordering su 
It should be noted that the conditions mer range as well. In such seasons wint 

herein described are general throughout the concentrations are much less evident, f 

winter range, yet they are characterized by conditions are usually better, and star 
spottiness. While there are many compara- tion losses are low. In judging the tr 
tively small local exceptions, our statements picture and in setting hunting seaso 

apply generally to the predominating con- allowances should be made for these tei 
ditions found on the entire winter range  encies. 
for all the counties listed below.* 8 Judeine £ th derati 

That an important deer range problem a eens ae ithe ers ea 
has existed hardly anyone will deny, but Ou ae : ae ‘A eae j 
that such a condition still prevails there ears an EE y ee SPpeAL ees 
seems to be some doubt and confusion. The i a ee ne ee pone ony, i: oy 
following facts, however, should make it oug’ Sa 10D, OBR ES L WET’. B0OU 
clear that the adverse trend of conditions anticipate , the amount of general bro 
hag mot been alleviated. ing was more severe than had been 
raed pected. The Flagg yard, however, was o} 

*In the northern part of the state: Ash- Of the few places where starvation w; 
land, Bayfield, Burnett in part, Douglas, considerable. | 

Host of Onsite: Exine: wont of Rusk even 4. In making range appraisals, it 

Hons’ of Jackson, Juneau, Wood, Hau Claire, Neither the deer kill, apparent numeri 
Oe ae Dea ont oe eran concentrations, nor starvation losses t 

Well studied in the borderline counties be. tell the real story, but examination of t 
tween the northern and southern zones. extent of browsing which alone will gil, 

|
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The Wolves of North America. By Stanley used wolfskins for part of its winter uniform, 

P. Young and Edward H. Goldman. 660 pp. and thus levied tribute on all the world’s wolf- 
Illus. American Wildlife Institute. Wash- packs. : 

ington, D.C. 1944. $6. The only fault I can find with Mr. Young’s 

This book is notable, not only as the outstand- history of the wolf is that his materials are so 

ing contemporary treatise on an outstanding abundant that he lacks space to evaluate them 
animal, but as a mirror which reflects the critically. Some questionable assertions are quot- 

thought of our generation on a wide gamut of ed with the implication that the author accepts 

conservation problems. them as facts, whereas in some other chapter he 

The book consists of two parts, treating suc- implies the conan Thus Catesby (p. 175) is 

cessively of the ecology of the wolf, and his allowed to ew without challenge by the aus 

taxonomy. This review does not purport to cov- thor, that the Indians . . . had no other dogs 

er the taxonomic field, and most lay readers will than domesticated wolves prior ft the introduc- 

in any event focus their attention on the wolf’s tion of European dogs. Certainly Lewis and 
hehavior rather thanton his bones; Clarke found dogs which were far from wolf- 

Viewed as history, the work is a masterly job. like among all the western Indians. 

It assembles an exhaustive array of interesting Viewed as science, The Wolves of North Am- 
quotations on the age-old rivalry between men @7?ca reflects the naturalist of the past, rather 

and wolves as predators on the world’s livestock than the wildlife ecologist of today. This isdem- . 

and big-game herds. Some of these historical onstrated not in what the authors say, but in 

excerpts go back to the ancients; most of them what they omit. At no point in the book do they 

deal with the American scene. They convey to €Vince any consciousness of the primary ecologi- 

the reader a vivid picture of wolf troubles and cal enigmas posed by their own work. For ex- 

wolf-control strategems, beginning with the earli- ample: Why did the heavy wolf population of 

est settlers on the Atlantic seaboard, and ending presettlement days fail to wipe out its own mam- 

with the motorized cowboy of the modern’ West. malian food supply? 

While populations are especially hard to esti- The existence of some compensatory mechan- 

mate in so mobile a mammal as the wolf, one ism, whereby the wolf controlled its own num- 

gets the impression that wolves were incredibly bers, is an almost inevitable deduction from the 

abundant in the buffalo days, were severely deci- known facts. The wolf stood at the apex of the 

mated by commercialized poisoning for their fur animal pyramid; he had no predatory enemies; 

in the 1870’s, regained abundance in the 1880’s his efficiency as a killer was dramatically high. 

when cattle and sheep replaced the buffalo as a What held him down? Diseases or parasites car- 

dependable food supply, held their own for two ried from one wolf to another, directly or in- 

more decades during a regime of graft-riddled directly? Fighting within his own ranks? Some 

bounty systems, and were finally wiped off the kind of intraspecific “birth-control”? Or did he 

map when the U. S. Biological Survey, in 1914, indeed wipe out his food supply in long alter- 

began its federally supported predator-control nating cycles? Such questions ere not discussed 

campaign, during which bounties were discarded in this volume. They are extremely pertinent to 

in favor of salaried trappers. The senior author the modern question: Are we really better off 

had a large share in organizing this campaign, without wolves in the wilder parts of our forests 

and has directed it since 1928. and ranges? 

One of the most interesting points in this long Viewed as literature, this book has much to 

and dramatic history is the heavy demand for commend it. Its style is simple, direct, sometimes 

wolf furs during the commercial poisoning peri- fluent, never burdened with that curse of mod- 

od. It appears that the Russian army at that time ern biology: “scientific” English. The only fault 

928
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that I can find is that it gives only a few skimpy of Arizona, and the subarctic form of the Canad- 
biographies of the notorious individual wolves ian Rockies? 

of the western ranges, of which we have a dra- Entirely unmentioned in this book is the mod- 

matic sample in Seton’s Lobo, the King of the ern curse of excess deer and elk, which certainly 
Currumpaw. I suspect that the publisher, rather stems, at least in part, from the excessive decima- 
than the authors, may be responsible for this, for tion of wolves and cougars under the aegis of 

no living man knows more about the famous kill- the present authors and of the Fish and Wildlife 
ers than Stanley P. Young. It is a pity that these Service. None of us foresaw this penalty. I per- 
biographies should be lost to history. They will sonally believed, at least in 1914 when predator 
be when the present generation of range-raised control began, that there could not be too much 
biologists discards its ropes and saddles. horned game, and that the extirpation of preda- 

Viewed as conservation, The Wolves of North tors was a reasonable price to pay for better big _ 
America is, to me, intensely disappointing. The game hunting. Some of us have learned since 
next to the last sentence in the book asserts: the tragic error of such a view, and acknowl- 
“There still remain, even in the United States, edged our mistake. One must judge from the 
some areas of considerable size in which we feel Present volume that the Fish and Wildlife Serv- 
that both the red and gray [wolves] may be al- ice does not see any mistake. Its philosophy 

lowed to continue their existence with little mo- Seems to be that the rifles can do the necessary 
lestation.” Yes, so also thinks every right-minded trimming of the big-game herds. Yes—so they 
ecologist, but has the United States Fish and Chea ny seldom! do, vabyicast not eo Cie 
Wildlife Service no responsibility for implement- noe ae mee a Be Herds ee Danae 
ing this thought before it completes its job of wine ae ne of sthie book Z a uaa 
extirpation? Where are these areas? Probably fe na a ae a aah oe ortpenzaton 
every reasonable ecologist will agree that some ie a adi res a " aa — sc 

: of them should lie in the larger national parks Aer eae Ces tag gees ee on ve é : e Institute should not have encouraged, in and wilderness areas; for instance, the Yellow- thistvoliimer: sonia ainnlementaionnee theca 
stone and its adjacent national forests. The Yel- that “the wolf may a ilaweruto. ne ts 
lowstone wolves were extirpated in 1916, and existente.”” 

the area has been wolfless ever since. Why, in the The wolf will certainly disappear from the 
mogeeesty | BLOCess of extirpating wolves from the United States unless the official wildlife agencies 
livestock ranges of Wyoming and Montana, were exempt certain definite areas of wolf range from 
not some of the uninjured animals used to re- official extirpation. 
stock the Yellowstone? How can it be done now, Axpo LEopPoLp, 
when the only available stocks are the desert wolf University of Wisconsin.
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Deer, Wolves, Fox 1easants 
By ALDO LEOPOLD a 

Conservation Commissioner 

Mr. Leopold, author of this article, is a tended a forest are sure that deer were not 
member of the Wisconsin Conservation hurting forest reproduction, and that arti- 
Commission and professor of game man- ficial feeding without reduction could have 
agement at the University of Wisconsin. solved the difficulty. I can only say that 
Prof. Leopold killed his first deer in Wyo- the accumulated experience of many states 
ming in 1904 and since then has hunted and many foreign countries indicates the 
deer in Michigan, Arizona, New Mexico, contrary. . 
Lower California, Sonora, Chihuahua and Controlled Hunting. The shrinkage in the 
Wisconsin. He has also studied deer in Bo- deer herd has not been uniform. There are 
hemia, Saxony and Silesia. He has helped doubtless spots where the herd has been 
administer deer herds in A'izona, New  over-reduced. There are surely spots where 
Mexico and Wisconsin and has served as reduction has been too light to enable the 
consultant on deer irruptions in Arizona, browse plants to recover. The next task is 
Utah, Oregon and Michigan to iron out these inequalities. I do not see 

ee how it can be done without legislative au- 
There is much ado about the various thority to hold “controlled hunts”; i. e., 

predator problems now facing Wisconsin. authority to limit the total number of li- 
The public is entitled to direct personal censes (and hence hunters) within speci- 
statements from Commissioners and admin- fied areas. In spots where the herd is re- 
istrative officers, giving their view of cur- duced almost but not quite enough, it is 
rent issues. This is an attempt to give my dangerous to turn loose an unlimited num- 
view. It is a personal expression, and does ber of hunters, because an over-reduction 
not commit any other Commissioner, nor may result. 
any officer of the administrative staff. Many states with excess deer, elk, ante- 

Deer. The past hunting season shows lope, or moose have used controlled hunts 
that the deer herd has shrunk more in one to accomplish a controlled reduction. It has 
year than I expected it to. Among the worked very well, and is a necessary addi- 
causes of this shrinkage are the 1948 doe tion to our otherwise excellent law. 

. season and the 1942 starvation of fawns. Wolves. A check of Wisconsin timber 
I doubt if the herd has shrunk too much wolves is being made this winter, but is 
in the average county. By spring the con- not yet complete. So far, the survey indi- 
dition of the browse in the deer yards will cates that timber wolves are confined to ety.|'| 
answer the question of whether the herd about eight counties, whereas about thirty- | 
now fits its winter food supply. five counties have deer. (Coyotes, of course, 

Many believe the herd has shrunk too are much more widely distributed than tim- 
much. I suspect this is because they think ber wolves.) The completion of the survey 
of the abundance of 1940-1942 as normal. may alter these figures somewhat, but it is 
It was, in my opinion, wholly abnormal, already clear that timber wolves are pres- 
and could not possibly have been main- ent on only a fraction of the Wisconsin 
tained at the pre-1942 level without ruin- deer range. 
ing both the range and the deer. I realize Coyotes have increased markedly during 
that many will refuse to believe this. It the last few years. Whether and to what 
is hard to believe until one has seen in degree wolves have shown a parallel in- 
person the ruination of range by irruptive crease is one of the questions which the 
deer herds in other states and countries. present survey will answer. It is common 

It is my conviction that if the Commis- knowledge that at least part of the depre- 
sion had not reduced the deer herd in 1948, dations now ascribed to “wolves” are actu- 
starvation would have done it for us dur- ally the work of coyotes and wild-running 
ing the next hard winter. Then we would dogs. 

have ended up with neither deer nor food. Whatever the present status of the tim- : 
As it is, we have part of the herd left, and ber wolf, it is certain that a few years ago 
part of the original stock of food plants. the species was on the verge of extermina- 
Many people who do not know one deer tion. It was for this reason that I favored | 

food plant from another are very sure that discontinuing the bounty a year ago. 
the 1948 reduction was unnecessary, and I now favor restoring the bounty because 
that there was food enough to support the the increase in coyotes makes it necessary, 
herd. Many who have never planted or there is a probability that timber wolves
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have increased, and itsis-ampracticable to two, deer have become so numerous in 
distinguish between the two species in pay- many areas as to be faced with an pard 
ing bounties. I shall fight for again discon- quate supply of winter forage. The loss of 
tinuing the bounty whenever extermination so spectacular and notorious a member of 
again threatens. We have no right to ex- the State’s native fauna would be unfortu- 
terminate any species of wildlife. I stand nate.” (Journal of Mammalogy, February: 
on this as a fundamental principle. 1944, page 42) A 

Those who assume that we would be bet- That is all I am driving at: To prevent 
ter off without any wolves are assuming the total loss of the wolf from the state’s 
mere Trowledee of how nature works than jist of native wildlife species. 

ar ce unas aa eeoteloan hee Coyotes. As already stated, the coyote 
nae Ee ce a A me - ee Series has increased greatly in Wisconsin in the 
ree t wis aes ae oR aus 4 aa last three years. There is not the slightest 
tie fore v donot have b ¥ in faite probability of exterminating the coyote. He 

Rewone coud 720) ae een caused solely kills fewer deer but more farm livestock 
by that discontinuance. No one can be sure oni thesolf. He. lad avalue in holdin 
of its cause, but it is reasonable to sup- . 2 : e 

3 - rabbits down, and rabbits are a threat to 
pose that the abundant venison available ¢ oct). 
during the starvation winter of 1942-43 J p : 3 

and the “split season” of 1943-44 had some- I favor the immediate reestablishment of 

thing to do with it. It is common knowl the bounty on coyotes because there are 
edge that promiscuous shooting during the 0W too many. Like the wolf, the coyote; 
split season left many dead and crippled should be reduced to a reasonable level and 

deer in the woods. It has been recently ee Uno ay ie not ee 
shown, by a very competent study of the  ‘C@¥le vo \cisuinguieh’ coyotes trom: wolvaa 
wolves of Mt. McKinley National Park, i” paying bounties. County clerks do not 
‘Wat their numbers increase following any Pretend to be expert mammalogists. Any 
increase in their supply of prey (in that bounty should apply to both species with-| 
case, caribou). out distinction. | 

It would be absurd, of course, to allow Bobcats and Lynx. Although the 1ymx,| 
wolves to attain a high population level in insofar as known, is extinct in Wisconsin) 
Wisconsin. It is absurd to infer that I or ie Michigan, he is oat listed in the game 
anybody else wishes to feed deer to the laws as an unprotected animal. It is too 
wolves instead of to deer hunters. In any late for this to have any practical effect, 
normal year of the past decade there have but it is bad principle. 
been at least 1,000 deer hunters for each The bobcat, like the coyote, seldom kills 
timber wolf, and perhaps more. We can deer, but is our most valuable predator for| 
keep the timber wolf alive as a species with- rabbit control. He is more easily taken 
out materially reducing the harvestable than out oe or ee a in ue opin-| 
leer crop. ion can be held down without any boun y.| 
Many scoff at the idea that the wolf Nevertheless a bounty prevailed up to last) 

could be exterminated in Wisconsin. I can year. I do not favor its reenactment. } 
enly reply that the wolf has been extermi- Foxes. In the last two years there has 
nated from fourteen states since 1915 (See been a tremendous upsurge of foxes over 
Young and Goldman, Wolves of North most of the state. They are far too abun-| 
America, page 58). I myself have cooper- dant, and should be reduced to a reasonable! 

ated in the extermination of ‘the wolf from jevel. . | 

the greater part of two states, because I These “highs” in foxes have occurred be- 
then believed it was a benefit. I do not pro- fore. The last one consisted mainly of 

pose to stent te aun Pe i seve Bue comme in ae a 
oming closer home, A. M. Stebler, who peared of its own accord by . Nobody 

has been studying wolves in the Upper Pen- knows what “knocks down” these fox highs; 
insula of Michigan for the Michigan Con- it is probably some disease. 
servation Commission for the last decade, The present fox high extends from Wis- 
found the population of the Cusino Game  consin east to New York and west to Iowa 
A ia rth f lf t d Mi ta. It is in all bability th rea, just north of our own wolf area, to an innesota. It is in all probability the 
be one’ adult wolf per 130 square miles. The same fox cycle as is known to exist in 
cusino pack in 1941 consisted of 2 adults Canada, and which “peaked” in Ontario in| 
and 2 young, and ranged over 260 square 1937, as in Wisconsin. 
miles (half a county). Stebler says: “In The red fox bears valuable fur. Petts | 
Michigan, the wolf and other predators now bring around $6.00. Hence, unlike the’ 
have not prevented the State’s deer herd gray, the red is heavily hunted whenever | 
from increasing. During the last decade or he is abundant. |
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us in| There is no argument about the desira- gated pheasants after they are released. 
rnd bility of reducing the fox. The only ques- Undoubtedly this isa fact. It was also a 
oss of} tion is whether he will not reduce himself fact during the 1986 fox high, but it did 
ber of} without the additional stimulus of a bounty. not prevent pheasants from increasing 
fortu-) However, since no one can be sure that he steadily from 1928 to 1942. 
yruary/ will reduce himself, or just when, I have Finally, many grouse hunters are sure 

| stated publicly that I will acquiesce in an hat foxes are responsible for the present 

revent| immediate bounty, effective this winter. I scarcity of grouse. Foxes, of course, eat 
state's} Will seek its removal, however, as soon aS grouse, but if I am sure of any one thing, 

the fox population falls to normal levels, it is that the present scarcity of grouse is 

coyote because a fox bounty is very expensive, and que to the cycle, and not to foxes, Grouse 
in tha 2 normal times, unnecessary. Besides, the have been scarce eyery ten yéars for the 
ries fox is a valuable game and fur animal, and Jagt half century on most Wisconsin grouse 
te, Ha at normal levels is an asset to the state. range, with or without foxes. The dates of 

estock Wisconsin has an opportunity to promote the recent lows are well known: 1936, 1927, 
olding oe eqclop a ane as a sport, be 1917, 1908. 

cially still-hunting, which requires no dog’. i 
eabig Control of foxes by sport hunting is far General P olicy. Many sportsmen forget 

superior to control by bounties, because it that Wisconsin is supposed to raise forests 

ent of| igs self-regulating; hunting subsides when- 8 well as game. 
© are) ever the fox population subsides, and in- Before the deer herd was reduced in 1943, 
eevee creases whenever the population increases. deer and rabbits in combination were inflict- 

el It is widely claimed that the fox is ing heavy damage to forest reproduction. 

volves eSponsible for the pheasant shortage which The damage has not yet ceased by any 
5 nom prevailed during the last two years. No means. 

_ Any; one can prove whether this is true or not The predatory animals, in proper num- 
with-| true, but it seems to be highly improbable. bers, including wolves, coyotes, foxes, bob- 

{ I am fully aware that foxes catch pheas- cats, hawks, and owls, are necessary to the 
lyn | ants, sometimes in numbers. That does not future forests of Wisconsin. It would be : 

sonsin| Prove that the fox is the cause of the pres- fatal to the forestry program to allow tree- 
game| ent pheasant scarcity. Some of my reasons eating rabbits and deer to increase to 

's too, f0F doubting that the fox is the cause of unreasonable levels. 
effect, | the pheasant shortage are: Wisconsin already has State and County 

| 1. An excess of pheasants exists on cer- Forests in which many pine plantations, 
. kills, tain refuges, such as the University Arbore- laboriously planted by the CCC’s, have been 
or for} tum, on which foxes are also abundant. eaten up by deer and rabbits. 

taken, This indicates that foxes alone are not All these issues are, or should be, a mat- | 
opin-| ¢apable of decimating a pheasant popula- ter of reasonable give-and-take. It would 

punty. | tion, at least in good cover. : be unreasonable for foresters to demand 
o last} 2. There are certain counties in Wiscon- wiping out the deer herd because deer eat 
; | sin where foxes are scarce or absent. trees, It is equally unreasonable for deer 
e hash Pheasants were just as scarce this year in hunters to demand wiping out wolves be- 

over| these nearly foxless counties as they were cause they eat deer. Foxes and rabbits we 
abun-| 2 ces aes meee oa couldn’t wipe out if we tried. 
mable | Bee ones DA pe ee : The aim in all wildlife conservation 

shhe:| coving ie otable that henry June Tine shoul be reasonable levels forall members 
ly of| ants. This is supported by the fact that of the native wildlife community. 
Jisap-{ there were more “squealers” (immature 
obody xo) this year than fae ; 

i . t seems to me much more likely that tae 
ahs | what ails our pheasants is the same as Visiting Geese 
Wis-| what ails our grouse—the cycle. No one A flock of 31 Canada geese spent the 
Towa | knows what the cycle is, so that isn’t say- summer of 1943 at the home of A. A. Liene- 

y the! ing much. In the eastern states the 19386 mann, Milwaukee banker, on Oconomowoc s 
st inl low in grouse coincided with a low in pheas- lake and became so tame under regular 
rio in} ants, and now again both grouse and pheas- feeding that they came to depend on the 

ants are low. It begins to look as if we man with a bucket of corn. They disap- 
Pelts | would have to consider the pheasant as a__ peared in fall and last summer eight of the 
e the! somewhat cyclic game bird. birds were back. The birds felt so much at 
never There is a special complaint that foxes home that a gander chased the caretaker 

} are preying heavily on artificially propa- out of the garden where he decided to feed. 

j
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nificant as explaining a*movement in which they 
are certain te”have increasingly frequent contact. - 
The author’s occasional references -to° forestry 
are revealing of labor’s interest in permanent 
forest. management. 

Henry CLEPPER. 

BBB 

One Day on Beetle Rock. By Sally Carrighar. 
196 pp. Illus. Alfred A. Knopf, New York. 
1944. $2.75. 

Seton, circa 1900, first demonstrated that natu- 
ral history was drama, and could be given liter- 

ary expression in the form of animal biography. 
The Seton biographies were written during a 
period when ecological natural history was just 

being born, and when animal psychology was 
still in embryo. Seton, for his day, was an 

advanced ecologist, but his psychology is some- 
times faulty. 

The post-Seton biographers had the advantage 
of a sounder scientific base, but they were unable 
to write (much less draw) like Seton, 

Meanwhile a peculiar shift has occurred in 
what might be called “biographical units.” It has 
come to light that communities, as well as indi- 
vidual animals, may be the subject of biography. 
Lockley’s J Know an Island and Fraser Darling’s 

A Herd of Red Deer are community biographies 
of exceptional literary merit. They may also be 

regarded as ecological papers which express new 
knowledge unencumbered by scientific jargon. 

The present book is the biography of a com- 
munity, but it employs a smaller area and a 
shorter time span than any of its predecessors. 
The area I would guess to be a forty, or perhaps 
a quarter-section. The time span is a single day: 
June 18. The locale is the Sequoia National 
Park in the high Sierras of California. The 
characters are a weasel, a grouse, a squirrel, a 
bear, a lizard, a coyote, a deermouse, a jay, and 
a deer. 

Such a book might well be tedious. Perhaps 
this one will be for those readers whose aware- 
ness of the human drama has been learned by 
forgetting that any other exists. It may even 

be tedious to those who think of a deermouse 
as a name and a picture in a book, or as an ani- 
nal too small to shoot. But Sally Carrighar’s 
Jeermouse will delight all others, and like as not 

will teach them something. Her other characters 
are equally convincing.
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Most of the ecological relationships of the in- 
habitants of Beetle Rock are implied, not as- 
serted, Some readers will grasp all of these im- 
plications, others only a few, some perhaps none. 
This, of course, is an earmark of all good writing. 

The literary quality of Beetle Rock is well sus- 
tained, and at intervals one encounters descrip- 

tive phrases and sentences of outstanding merit. 
Thus a mouse, sitting on his haunches, regards 

: the moonlit world, his eyes “grave with little 

dreams.” 
i “Tt was, in fact, no sound that had alarmed 

[the buck], but rather the ceasing of one.” 
“.. . the wind, hanging in loops of sound that 

lifted and fell as they were combed by the long 

pine needles.” 
The bear “moved with a troubled vagueness.” 

- “The mouse . . . came to a braid of scents left 

by the weasel and her kits.” 
“The deer’s ears responded to sounds that hu- 

man ears could not catch, perhaps to a cave-in 
behind an insect’s burrowing, to a mouse’s pant- 
ing, or milk in the throats of little flying squir- 
rels.” 

Numerous drawings by Henry B. Kane illus- 
trate the life of Beetle Rock. They are hardly 
on a par with the author’s descriptive writing, 
but most are adequate, and some are positively 

good. 
Sally Carrighar, save for some science courses 

at Wellesley, is a self-made ecologist, yet her 
lapses from scientific plausibility are remarkably 

few. Lapses do occur. It seems debatable 
whether a bird sings loudly “in order to be heard 

above the stream,” whether a jay can “foresee 
the steps in his cycle of fatherhood.” In one spot 
the fallen oak leaves crackle just after a rain. 

These are minor slips. Hundreds of other inter- 
pretations bear the stamp of wide reading, and 
of a very considerable experience in the woods. 

Reading Beetle Rock reminds me, as a forester, 
that our profession has not yet produced a re- 

spectable biography of a tree or a stand. I hope 
some day to see both. Certainly the ecology of 
a forest is drama of the first water. Certainly 
there are many foresters who know this, even 
though they do not admit it in public. The false 
partition between science and art is being 
breached in other professions; why not in ours? 
Beetle Rock is one of these breaches; it is good 
ecology and good literature. 

Apo Lropotp, 
University of Wisconsin.
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Michigan Fox Squirrel Management. By level. The present work discloses internal con- S ig S' my P 
Durward L. Allen. Michigan Dept. of Con- trols of considerable interest. Thus a hard win- ‘ 
servation, Game Division, Pub. 100. 404 ter in 1940-41 inhibited the usual spring litters 

_ pp. Illus. Lansing, 1943. of young, but nearly all females produced a sum- C 

This book is notable as a simple, clear, and mer litter, whereas in ordinary years only old 
readable report on a complex research enterprise. females and summer yearlings do so. Again in # 
Many of the author’s findings and methods are the spring of 1942 all females littered, Caged S 4 

. new and by no means simple, but his report can Homie! ang tege females oe oe De hal : ay 
be read for pleasure by any squirrel-hunter “° 5° ‘*2US Be ‘oo euere 2 i cae poe a 
equipped with a healthy curiosity and moderate tees eueean ed out by an internal compen- A 
intelli : ‘ satory nent. ; ies 

oh ci eee oh wa ; Several topies of special interest to foresters =~ 
: The reasens for this happy facility of expres- are discussed, including mast crops, mast years, 

sion’ ga deeper then the ‘spinted cartoons and 4 species barked and budded by squirrels, 
4 good photographs with which the book is plenti- planting of seeds by squirrels, and meritygi ln 

i fully sprinkled. This is no popularized account pees derreee ce ahuireel coven 4 Sg oy 
of the-fox squirrel in the obnoxious sense, but While the title of this work is er di ‘ 

: rather 7 SS a eee — a ee agement, the only management measures actually | S 
; Dee 4 a ea a es ae ms eae eS used are a few nest boxes and food patches, plus ne 

Be pee ocr men ho pe RaletaDice one experimental “cleaning out” of a woodlot by ee 
It is appropriate that such a publication should shooting. The book deals with the ecology of 5 oe 

ty come from ane ee pd eee eee out a the squirrel, on which management practice must nee \ unmistakable imprint of P. S. Lovejoy, and it is o¢ course be based, but actual squirrel manage: ce 
f pleasing to note that the author acknowledges ant does not yet exist, even in Michigan. : 

ae a smi PAtEUEaee: ; Not without significance is the fact that this , 
The reader, when he begins so readable a vol- highly competent study was continued through 

ume, may be excused if at first he suspects the almost a decade, by a state conservation depart- 
research to be as light and airy as the style. If ment, with only partial use of federal research 

a so, his BOE Deusen dispelled. The cen- subsidies. That same decade has seen the pre- 
suses are solidly grounded on porate band- mature abandonment, by well-intentioned but 

ig, the mobility and mortality on trapping re- inexperienced administrators, of many a half- . a 
ay ns and hunting recoveries. Elaborate deduc- finished research job. Such stick-to-it-iveness is ai 
® : ns are not drawn from slender statistics. indeed notable. Perhaps the day will come when © 
Bs n ecological study of a species; to be really many states will learn that research cannot be 
a o-date, should shed light on its population turned off and on like a spigot. q i 
oy hanism, and this should include the internal Atpo Leropotp, ee oy 

; ell as the external controls of the population Wniversity of Wisconsin. 7 ie 
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Wildlife Explorations at Prairie du Sac 
By ALDO LEOPOLD 

Conservation Commissioner | 

Albert Gastrow of Prairie du Sac and only gray foxes became overabundant, | 
Russell Turk of Black Earth, Wisconsin, whereas the 1943 high consisted mostly of | 
completed on April 1 the sixteenth winter reds. The total estimated fall population of 4 
census of all game and predators on a_ both since 1930 is shown in the accompany- 
4500 acre area near Prairie du Sac, Wis- ing graph. 
consin. The census is continuous from No- The red fox is a mobile animal, hence 
vember to March, inclusive, and is be- the numbers given in the graph and in the 
lieved to extend over more years than any table are red foxes using the area, but 
other census of small game in America. not necessarily confined to it. 
It was started in 1929 by Paul L. Erring- Be : 
ton for the University of Wisconsin, and ng, Pressure gn | 
has been supported by the Conservation The Prairie du Sae area is hunted hard 
Department, in cooperation with the Uni- each winter by several skilled fox hunters. | 
versity, since 1939. The population peaks of 1934 and 1943 

est : z hi that a developed without any. visible relaxation 
fi Be ae census Sete a Teak of hunting pressure. The 1934 high de- | 
Bee ae: Tod ereen y a Me ad clined of its own accord, and now the 1943 | 

en ran ee ith 9 iz ks 2 ta me high has begun to decline. The recently- 
at ake ‘Kill 3 Yne ators ai pene passed bounty law could not have caused | 
engesnonasallsiby hunters que as tollowst iis decline, because it started before the | 

as ae e ee aoe eae bounty law went into effect. In other | 
Reman tae Cosa ane ae sa “4. words, the new fox bounty may be a be- | 
1942-43 ____ 2 2 13 a ? lated and rather expensive “Amen” to an 
Vas . a 2 38 event that has already transpired. 
ee Last winter’s quail loss was extra heavy, 

A previous “high” in foxes occurred on and heavier than during the previous 
he area in 1935-38, but during this period winter when foxes were more abundant, 

55 7 

50 
| 

; igh of 1943-44 High of 1935-37 HS: | 
40 feo (mostly reds) 

| 1 (mostly grays) \ 
| ! 
| I . 
| 
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20 | 

10 
RED AND Gray Foxes In FALL 
on 4500 acres, Prairie du Sac 
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and are known to have operated heavily diversity of both has obtained during th 
on quail: i 16 summers of record. Whatever th 
Bobwhite Quail 1944-45 1948-44 weather and whatever the status of preda: 

Fall population _ 246 217 tors, the quail have stuck religiously t 
‘ : e their inversity rule through this whol 

Saaae Sua gs tae period. The reason cannot be size 0 
‘ clutch, for quail average 14 eggs per nes’ 

Winton lossy oe (Gade ea 23 (462) year in and year out. It can hardly b 
Winter losses in quail have varied from food, for there is presumably an excess 0 

7 per cent in 1929-30 to 80 per cent in food in summer. It must lie either in th 
1942-43. No recent year has shown a loss survival of young, or in the per cent o: 
of less than half the fall population. old birds which attempt to raise young, o 

During last winter 50 quail were banded in some quirk of the sex ratio, or i 
on the area. Of these only one carried a disease. 
band of the previous winter, when 69 were This peculiar behavior of population: 
banded, and none from two winters ago probably holds for game birds other tha’ 
when 55 were banded. This extremely low quail, and probably is one basic reaso: 
year-to-year return of banded birds has why such birds are “huntable”. In short 
held consistently through all recent Wis- the reduction of the population by hunt: 
consin quail bandings, and proves that the ing is, within reasonable limits, automati 
turnover rate is excessively high. There _ cally compensated for by extra breedin: 
are indications that it is getting higher. gain. ; 
Why this should be the case is not yet Another discovery, originating in part. 
clear, but a few more years of banding from the Prairie du Sac studies, but sincq 
should bring an answer. verified in many other localities, is that 

An outstanding contribution to wildlife every quail range has a certain level of: 
knowledge, derived largely from re- population, called carrying capacity, abové ’ 
searches on the Prairie du Sac area, is an- which the birds are vulnerable to wintel : 
nounced by Paul L. Errington, the founder predation, but below which they a’ 
of the project, in the January issue of largely exempt. Populations in excess 1 
“Ecological Monographs”. Errington carrying capacity are always trimm: ] 
shows that since 1929 the smaller the down to capacity level by spring, and i ] 
breeding population of bobwhites in spring, one enemy fails to do the trimming, a’ ] 
the greater the per cent Of surviving re- other will. But only guns and _ blizzardi 1 
productive gain by fall. Thus in years can reduce a quail population below th t 
when there were less than a hundred capacity level. When this happens, “i é 
breeders in spring, the gains by fall were versity” steps in to insure a quick pick-w r 
200-300 per cent, whereas in years when during the following summer. f 
there were 250-350 breeders, the gains t 
were always less than 50 per cent. Years Governing Machinery z 
with intermediate numbers of breeders We thus gain our first glimpse of wha} 
showed intermediate percentages of gain. is, to me, a marvelous spectacle: the inl} 

i side workings of a population, never bap 
Inversity Problem fore “seen” by human eyes. We see tw4yp 

A pair of wild quail can theoretically mechanisms, inversity and carrying cap 
raise 14 young, a gain of 800 per cent over city, operating jointly and automaticall 
the original pair. Thus the best repro- as a delicate and sensitive “governor” o 
ductive gain that Prairie du Sac quail the population level. Carrying capacity in|t 
ever make is half their theoretical “poten- sures against undue depletion in winteyh 
tial”, and from that point their success Inyersity insures against undue increas¢é! 
scales down to near-zero, in inverse pro- in summer. When winter weather or gun{a 
portion to their breeding density. upset the apple cart, inversity comes t48 

The reasons behind this peculiar “in- the rescue. Whoever respects a neat piec{b 
versity” between breeding density and of machinery must respect this one,’ evel 
breeding success are entirely unknown. though its working parts are built of bloo(r 
The search for reasons has, however, al- and feathers instead of steel. t 
ready begun; the banding program, now The carrying capacity level of a quai® 
in its third winter, is a search for the range seems to be subject to slow chan a 
mechanism behind the fact. for at Prairie du Sac the capacity it> 

Whatever the reasons for inversity are, the early 1930’s was around 300 quailfé 
it is already clear what they are not. They whereas now it has dropped to around 10(t! 
cannot be weather or predators, for a wide What is the meaning of this change? Doe
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hq it reflect deterioration in cover and food? farm country we hope to learn what man- 
hq Time and persistence may bring the an- agement measures are needed. 
la) Swer. Cyril Kabat, University of Wisconsin 
t The Prairie du Sac area consists of graduate student in charge of the Prairie 

olq Zoing farms. No attempt has been made du Sac research since 1942, is now an 
of to manage its wildlife, food, or cover, be- Ensign in the U. S. Navy, but on his re- 

st} cause most farmers make no such attempt. turn will resume his attempt to solve the 
pq By studying what goes on in unmanaged riddles of Prairie du Sac wildlife. 4 
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ng Shot Tower Establishment 
in; (Wm. R. Smith of Pennsylvania, trav- entrance, ninety feet in length, seven feet 

elled through the Wisconsin Territory in high, and six feet wide, has been cut from 
art 1837 and in 1838 published his “Observa- the bank of the creek to the perpendicular 
neq tions on the Wisconsin Territory” which shaft; a basin of seven feet deep is sunk | 
haj included a description of the shot tower below the surface of the entrance shaft; 

oj near Helena, Remains of this “establish- this basin is constantly supplied with 
ov ment” now are preserved in Tower Hill water, into which the shot falls from the 
itey State Park near Spring Green.) top of the tower, where the lead is melted 

# A ride of two miles or thereabouts "4 cast through the well or phate 
through the site of the town of Helena A small railway ue erected within the 

ned brings you to the shot tower and buildings lateral ae communicating with the well, 
L 4 belonging to the Wisconsin Shot Company. and extending to the finishing house, 
an) Here is a large lumber yard, the lumber which is built on the bank of the creek, 
dd being chiefly of pine, and brought down ‘™mediately opposite the entrance to the 

th the Wisconsin river. Several mechanic’s Shaft. On this railway the shot is car- 
‘Ni shops are erected, and workmen employed. ed in small boxes or cars from the basin “Ul The Shot Company have a very large as- 0" Well, by a horse power, into the finish- 

sortment of goods and merchandise in "8 house; this same power by various 
their store which is here kept, and on the ™achinery is employed in drying the shot 
river bank there is now being built a store 1" @ cylinder Over Ove from the yen 

yhalhouse of about fifty by seventy feet, the the shot is carried into the polishing bar- 
in}basement story of stone from the river él, and thence the various sizes are passed 
bébeach to the top of the bank, and the up- Ver the several inclined floors for separa- 
tw{per story of frame. tion, and taken to the separating sieves; 
Ap after which the several sizes are weighed, 
all: The Shot Tower bagged, and put into kegs; a steamboat 
» of The shot tower is worthy of a descrip- can lie at the door of the finishing house 
- injtion. It is built on the summit of a rocky for the purpose of taking the commodity 
iterxjhill on the bank of Pipe creek near its to market. 
easdentrance into the Wisconsin. This hill has : : 
xunja perpendicular face next the creek, and a pont eaten 
s tigentle descent southward, and westward, This establishment would do honor to 
yieciby which wagons may reach the summit. any old settlement in the east; the public 
eveyOne hundred feet from the base of the spirit of the proprietors deserves remun- 
Jloofrock, there is a ledge or landing place; on eration in the profits of their business. I 

this ledge rises the shot tower, of frame, am informed that five thousand weight of 
yuaieighty feet to the roof; of course the shot is the usual quantity made per diem, 
ing@depth from the top of the tower to the by one set, that is six hands—twice the 
y isbase of the rock is one hundred and eighty quantity can be made by doubling the 
uailfeet; a well or shaft has been sunk hands—of course there is no want of pigs 
100through the rock, which is of sand-stone, of lead in this country. This company are 
Doeone hundred feet, and a lateral drift or ‘the owners of a large body of mineral and
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taking. Technical subjects will cover the latest facts, current think- <7 

ing, stimulating questions and discussions of cropland and wildlife fea. 1 

management methods. The final paper is from the farmer’s point of 

view—by a farmer who is managing his land for wildlife as well as 

for agricultural crops. 

THE OUTLOOK FOR FARM WILDLIFE 

Apo LEOPOLD 
Professor of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 

Twenty years have passed since Herbert Stoddard, in Georgia, 

started the first management of wildlife based on research. 

During those two decades management has become a profession with 

expanding personnel, techniques, research service, and funds. The 

colored pins of management activity puncture the map of almost every 

state. 

Behind this rosy picture of progress, however, lie three fundamental 

weaknesses : 
1. Wildlife habitat in fertile regions is being destroyed faster than 

it is being rebuilt. 
2. Many imported and also native species exhibit pest behavior. A 

general disorganization of the wildlife community seems to be taking 

place. 
3. Private initiative in wildlife management has grown very slowly. 
In this appraisal of the outlook, I deal principally with the first 

two items in their bearing on farm wildlife. 
Gains and losses in habitat.—Wildlife in any settled country is a 

resultant of gains and losses in habitat. Stability, or equilibrium 
between gains and losses, is practically nonexistent. The weakness 
in the present situation may be roughly described as follows: On worn- 
out soils we are gaining cover but losing food, at least in the quali- 
tative sense. On fertile soils we are losing cover, hence the food which 

exists is largely unavailable. 
Where cover and food still occur together on fertile soils, they often - ‘ 

represent negligence or delay, rather than design. 
There is a confusing element in the situation, for habitat in the 

process of going out often yields well. 
For example, on the fertile soils of southern Wisconsin, the strong- 

holds of our remaining wildlife are the wood lot, the fencerow, the 
marsh, the creek, and the cornshock. The wood lot is in process of 
conversion to pasture; the fencerow is in process of abolition; the
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remaining marsh is in process of drainage; the creeks are getting so 
flashy that there is a tendency to channelize them. The cornshock 

has long been en route to the silo, and the corn borer is speeding up 
the move. 

Using pheasant as an example, such a landscape often yields well 

while in process of passing out. The marsh, grazed, or drained or 
both, serves well enough for cover up to a certain point, while the 
manure spreader substitutes for cornshocks up to a certain point. The 

rapid shift in the status of plant successions may in itself stimulate 
productivity. 

The situation is complicated further by a ‘‘transmigration’’ of land 
use. Originally uplands were plowed and lowlands pastured. Now 

the uplands have eroded so badly that corn yields are unsatisfactory, 
hence corn must move to the lowlands while pasture must move to the 
uplands. In order that corn may move to the lowlands, they must be 
either tilled, drained, or channelized. This, of course, tends to destroy 
the remaining marsh and natural stream. 

The upshot is a good ‘‘interim’’ erop which has a poor future. I 

don’t know how widely a similar situation prevails outside my own 
state, but I suspect that the basic pattern, with local variations, is 
widely prevalent. 
Runaway populations—Wildlife is never destroyed except as the 

soil itself is destroyed ; it is simply converted from one form to another. 
You cannot prevent soil from growing plants, nor can you prevent 
plants from feeding animals. The only question is: What kind of 
plants? What kind of animals? How many? 

Ever since the settlement of the country, there has been a tendency 
for certain plants and animals to get out-of-hand. These runaway 
populations include weeds, pests, and disease organisms. Usually 
these runways have been foreigners (like the carp, Norway rat, Canada 
thistle, chestnut blight, and white pine blister rust) but native species 
(like the June beetle and various range rodents) are clearly also capa- 
ble of pest behavior. 

Up to the time of the chestnut blight, these runaways did not 
threaten wildlife directly on any serious scale, but they now do, and it 

_is now clear that the pest problem is developing several new and 

dangerous angles: 
1. World-wide transport is carrying new ‘‘stowaways’’ to new 

habitats on an ascending scale. (Example: Anopheles gambiae to 
Brazil, bubonic plague to western states. ) 

2. Modern chemistry is developing controls which may be as dan- 
gerous as the pests themselves. (Example: DDT) 

8. Additional native species, heretofore law-abiding citizens of the
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flora and fauna, are exhibiting pest behavior. (Example: excess deer 
and elk.) 

These three new angles must be considered together to appreciate 
their full import. Mildly dangerous pests like ordinary mosquitoes 
evoked control measures whieh severely damaged wildlife; desperately 

dangerous pests will evoke corresponding control measures, and when 
these collide with wildlife interests, our squeak of pain will not even 
be heard. 

Moreover, wildlife itself is threatened directly by pests. Sometimes 
they hit so fast and hard that the funeral is over before the origin of 
the malady is known. Thus in Wisconsin, we have a new disease 
known as burn blight, the cause of which is still unknown. It threatens 

to destroy young Norway pine and jack pine, especially plantations. 
Oak wilt, the cause of which was only recently discovered, is steadily : 
reducing red and black oaks. Our white pine is already blighted ex- 
cept on artificially-controlled areas. Bud-worm is in the spruce. Hick- 
ory can’t grow because of a weevil which bites the terminal bud. Deer 

have wiped out most white cedar and hemlock reproduction. Sawfly 
has again raided the tamaracks. June beetles began years ago to 
whittle down the bur and white oaks, and continue to do so. Bag 
worm is moving up from the south and west and may get our red 
cedars. Dutch elm disease is headed west from Ohio. What kind of 

a wood lot or forest fauna can we support if every important tree 
species has to be sprayed in order to live? 

Shrubs are not quite so hard hit, but the shrub flora has its troubles. 
On the University of Wisconsin Arboretum, an area dedicated to the 
rebuilding of the original native landscape, the Siberian honeysuckle 
is calmly usurping the understory of all woods, and threatens to en- 
gulf even the marshes. 

In Wisconsin wood lots it is becoming very difficult to get oak repro- 
duction even when we fence out the cows. The cottontails won’t let a 
young oak get by. One can’t interest the farmer in a wood lot which 
reproduces only weed trees. 

Of the dozen pests mentioned on this page, four are imported, seven 
are runaway native species, and one is of unknown origin. Of the 12, 
6 have become pests in the last few years. 

Farm crops and livestock exhibit a parallel list of pests, of which 

the worst now rampant in my region is the corn borer. The corn borer 
can be controlled by fall plowing, but what that will do to cornbelt 
wildlife is something I dislike to think about. 

It all makes a pattern. Runaway populations are piling up in num- 
bers and severity. In the effort to rescue one value, we trample an- 
other. Wild plants and animals suffer worst because we can’t spend -
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much cash on controls or preventives. Everything we lose will be 
replaced by something else, almost invariably inferior. As Charles 
Elton! has said: ‘‘The biological cost of modern transport is high.’’ 

In short, we face not only an unfavorable balance between loss and 

gain in habitat, but an accelerating disorganization of those unknown 
controls which stabilize the flora and fauna, and which, in conjunction 
with stable soil and a normal regimen of water, constitute land-health. 

The human background.—Behind both of these trends in the physi- 

eal status of the landscape lies an unresolved contest between two 
opposing philosophies of farm life. I suppose these have to be labeled 
for handy reference, although I distrust labels : 

1. The farm is a food-factory, and the criterion of its success is 
salable products. 

2. The farm is a place to live. The criterion of success is a har- 
monious balance between plants, animals, and people; between the 
domestic and the wild; between utility and beauty. 

Wildlife has no place in the food-factory farm, except as the acci- 
dental relic of pioneer days. The trend of the landscape is toward a 

monotype, in which only the least exacting wildlife species can exist. 
On the other hand, wildlife is an integral part of the farm-as-a-place- 

to-live. While it must be subordinated to economic needs, there is a 
deliberate effort to keep as rich a flora and fauna as possible, because 

it is ‘‘nice to have around.’’ 
It was inevitable and no doubt desirable that the tremendous mo- 

mentum of industrialization should have spread to farm life. It is 

clear to me, however, that it has overshot the mark, in the sense that 
it is generating new insecurities, economic and ecological, in place of 
those it was meant to abolish. In its extreme form, it is humanly 
desolate and economically unstable. These extremes will some day die 
of their own too-much, not because they are bad for wildlife, but be- 
cause they are bad for farmers. 

‘When that day comes, the farmer will be asking us how to enrich 
the wildlife of his community. Stranger things have happened. Mean- 
while we must do the best we can on the ecological leavings. 

1Journal of Animal Ecology, 1944, 13:1:87-88.
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Our Heritage of Wild Nature. By A.G.Tans- not done so. In furtherance of this conversion to 
ley. viii +74 pp. Illus. Cambridge Univer- conifers, the British have not hesitated to use 
sity Press, Cambridge (England) and Mac- wholesale “ringing” of hardwoods (page 52). 
millan Co., New York. 1945. $2.50. This may be defensible in our southern and 
This book is the plea of British ecologists to eastern states where a surfeit of second-growth 

the British public for the creation of a national har dwoods exists, but it would seem much less so 

park system in the British Isles. The argument is in Britain, where only relic stands persist. 
ably presented, and the style combines warmth of A second parallel is the planting of conifers 
feeling with sound logic—a combination still rare 0m the moors. Here there is no question of 
in any man’s country. hardwood soils—the issue is one of landscape 

In the United States, the park movement started _ esthetics, of streaking the moors with cabbage- 
before the public domain had been completely like plantings of pines. This corresponds, roughly, 
carved up. To this lucky accident we owe the © our own reforestation of the pine barrens, 
amplitude of our national playgrounds. which, to my mind at least, have high esthetic 

In Britain, the park movement is recent, and value for their flora, ExOUBE,, and upland plover. 
follows by centuries the complete alienation of The answer is the same in both cases: foresters 
the “public domain.” As a consequence, any should not expect to get all of them, nor ecolo- 

present system of national reservations must be gists to keep all of them. 
composed of small units, laboriously acquired Professor Tansley proposes a new kind of park, 
by purchase (or condemnation) from private which he calls a “scheduled area.” This category 
owners. is absent from our plan of public reservations, 

While the two countries thus differ in their his- but is badly needed here as in Britain. “In sched- 
torical sequence leading to parks, Professor Tans- uled areas, the movements of the public would 
ley’s book shows that many of our park troubles not be interfered with and there would be no 
and problems likewise occur in Britain. He tells question of [the public] acquiring the land, of 
of public shorelines and beaches strangled in a altering the present ownership or usage, or of 
noose of highways and cottages, of woodlands _ specifically dedicating it to public enjoyment or 
losing their floras by trampling of tourists, of natural history. The only restriction would be 
fens that won’t stay fens because they represent the prohibition of development destructive of the 
a disclimax in the plant succession; and of course present character of the countryside.” If such a 
of the usual litter and rubbish of the picnicking category is possible under British law, it should 
public. Britain even has its elk problem in the be under ours. It would seem to be a feasible 
overstocked deer “forests” of the Scottish high- way to preserve those innumerable parcels of 
lands. It lacks only garbage-eating bears. land, very precious in the aggregate, too small or 

Of principal interest to American foresters is scattered to be administered as public properties, 
Professor Tansley’s fair and dispassionate analy- and needing only the exclusion of cows, plows, 
sis of the collision between conifer-planting fores- realtors, and engineers. 
ters and landscape-minded ecologists. His verdict To adjudicate all these inevitable conflicts in 
is that there is room for both, if “the distinctive land use, Professor Tansley proposes a “National 
British power of compromise and give-and-take Wildlife Service” corresponding, I suppose, to 
is allowed to operate freely.” our own federal conservation bureaus. He cites, 

Apparently British foresters have been repeat- with good reason, the excellent research and 
ing our own mistakes in planting policy (or we ecological education already accomplished by 
have repeated theirs). The clearest parallel is the Charles Elton’s Bureau of Animal Population at 
wholesale planting of conifers on soils of un- Oxford. He also proposes a nation-wide system 
known ultimate suitability for conifers. Both of “nature education” in schools. 
should have profited by the German experience One wonders whether the British ecologists be- 
(JouRNAL OF Forestry 34:366-75), but have lieve that these “better blueprints” will actually 

215
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solve the conservation problem, or whether they by six years of all-out war. However, as Taylor 
know, as we do, that such measures are simply points out, the people have become aroused to 

. the best we can do to mitigate a basic conflict in the need for timber by each war far back in his- 
social evolution. I think that they realize that our _ tory, but after a decade of peace have sunk again 
power to disorganize the land is growing faster into apathy. His book is evidently an effort to 
than our understanding of it, or our affection build the wider and more lasting foundation of 
for it. interest in forestry which alone can prevent 

: Apo LEoPoLp, another relapse into apathy and can give the 
University of Wisconsin. public support which the Forestry Commission 
ERE will need if it is to carry out the later stages of 

its program. 

Forests and Forestry in Great Britain. By The author is obviously a keen field naturalist, 
W. L. Taylor. x-+ 172 pp. Illus. Crosby for his accounts of the plants and animals of the 
Lockwood & Son, Ltd., London. 1945. woods give an accurate and most attractive pic- 
The object of the author, a member of the ture of the forest as a living whole. In spite of 

Forestry Commission and past president of the the artificial origin of almost all British woods, 
Society of Foresters of Great Britain (profes- . he believes in natural methods, and says (page 
sional), is to give the general reader an interest 112), “Foresters must follow Nature’s ways, 
in British woodlands and the plants and animals adapting them as closely as they can.” He con- 
in them, together with an understanding of ele-  siders that the killing of animals and birds: of 
mentary forestry principles and an idea of the prey, which is the universal practice for the pro- 
importance of forestry to the nation in peace and _ tection of game, “is one of the chief reasons why 
war. The need for such a book can be appre- the ubiquitous rabbit continues to increase and 
ciated when it is realized that the great majority multiply” (page 116). This seemingly innocent 
of the British people live in large cities, and that _ little animal is the bane of the British forester’s 

| some of them rarely see the open country, which _ existence, in that it destroys natural reproduction 
to them is a strange and bewildering new world, and greatly increases the cost of planting by 
as they showed by their behavior when they came _ necessitating the construction and vigilant upkeep 
to the country as evacuees during the war. Even of rabbit-proof fencing around practically every 
when city people do get out into the country they _ plantation. / 
do not have woods, as we understand them in The wide expreience of the Forestry Commis- 
America, to hike and camp in, because only 5 sion in planting various species on many kinds 
percent of the land is wooded. The rest is fields of sites, and making trees grow on peat-covered 
and bare hillsides. The lack of interest in fores- _ hills where plantings had hitherto failed, is made 
try, therefore, is easy to understand. While it is available and will be valuable to owners of wood- 
most pronounced among the city dwellers, it is lands. Here they will find a good deal on the 
also pretty general among those who live outside soil and moisture requirements of most of the 
of the towns. For example, the Forestry Com- species planted in Great Britain. A chapter on 
mission is frequently attacked by the very people “Forest Making and Forest Mending” describes 
who would be expected to support it, on the _ the establishment of a forest by planting, and the 
ground that the plantations spoil the scenery by _ operations needed in developing it, such as weed- 
their artificial rows of trees and dark masses of ing, cleaning, and thinning. The author is not an 
conifers. advocate of pruning, but he emphasizes repeatedly 

The war has made a good many people see the importance of thinning, and considers that 
that wood is essential, and that wood grown at the poor condition of so many private woods is 
home saves just so much shipping (actually it due to lack of thinning. He admits, however, that 
saved 17,500,000 tons) for food, oil, and other the chief reason for this neglect is lack of mar- 
indispensable materials. Therefore there prob- kets for the product of thinnings. There is also a 
ably is enough public support to insure the adop- discussion of forest nurseries in which one is 
tion of the Forestry Commission’s plan for the struck by the small part which shading the beds 
first five years which was recently introduced into plays in this moist climate. The chapter on 
Parliament. This calls for acquiring and plant- “What Forests Produce” gives a fairly complete 
ing 350,000 acres at a cost of £20,000,000—an account of the more important forest products, 
ambitious undertaking for a nation impoverished and in “War and the Woods” the importance of
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Coe Wale Yh and Thon The 8. It we fall to reduce, we are: tal CTY ODS except for a few black bass—taken out of Namakagon 

reason is that in| effect, allowing the dees hunter to| lake in Bayfield county. The man in the picture is Arnold Lock 

late August and early September | dominate forest policy. of Cable. Crappies have taken over numerous north Wisconsin 
brown trout from Lake Superior,| The conservation congress has at| lakes, are an excellent panfish, provide lots of fishing for lots of | 
some brook trout and some rain-| least some claim to consistency in| fishermen. | 
bows ascend these south shore|the present crisis, because it does hee ae eg ie es Re a eg 
streams preparatory to spawning. |not claim to represent the forestry 
In the case of the browns and the interest. The commission, on the D D ° 
brookies, they spawn much later in | other hand, is charged by law with fF Xt fe 
the fall. usually far up the headwa-| the duty of adjusting eoutline in- eer amage enslIve; 
oe but De enter oe peeerar Jone terests, and this is such a conflict, 
efore they spawn. In the case of |only the forestry interest is silent. fe teehee ol mick'p town |e | Minnesota Relaxes Law 

about their fall ascent of these wa-| realizes how excess deer gradually 

ters. It is not known if they spawn | pull down the quality of a forest. Seen aes 

or not at this season. As a rule, in|'The process is so gradual as to be i 
these waters they are spring spawn- partially invisible to us, and wholly One Animal of Any Sex 

ers. invisible to the average citizen. Bun on 
Streams Are Low There will always be trees, but un- A M B yp k y ‘ ; or Age lViay De Laken As long as two weeks ago good/der continuous deer pressure the Dog Stealing His Stuff 

sized browns were working into the Durin: Seasons Which sg g 
Douglas county Brule’s lower wa- ae g ? ene ie a 
ters. Thisstreamisagoodindexof| = gg ournal Special Correspondence 
all of the south shore streams, in-| gM Me Open Nov. 16 Hougton, Mich.—Riipa brothers, 
cluding the Flagg, Iron, Montreal, | 2 _ ==. Journal Special Correspondence _|!oggers at Winona, near here, have 

Sp Shere, Soi ei ff  ;» || St. Paul, Minn.—Because of dam-|a big German shepherd dog, Duke, Serious trout fishermen looking] @e # = == @ 2 et % i 
for some last minute sport with a| me += ~~ ™ __|age to agricultural lands by deer, |which has learned the logging busi- 
fly rod should get it on these waters) i ~  #, .. @ |Minnesota this year is opening the|ness well enough to bark ‘Tim- 
in this last week of the season. Be-| ee My hee SC inttire state, except refuges and |ber-r-r-r” every time a tree is felled. 
cause of a long dry spell, streams| Mj me 2% § =" Mele posted areas, with hunters permit-| One brother, John, is not satisfied 
are quite low, excepting, of course, AD |= ~« = = |ted to take one deer of any sex or; With that. He says he is trying to 
the Brule, which maintains a head| 4% _ 2 7 (age. Frank Blair, superintendent|teach Duke to climb the felled tree 

of water when others dry up. Fish-|  §. “"wm™  ¢ lof game, in announcing the season |and pace off the log lengths so the 
ermen going into this country can| © Meee = == {| _— | declared: sawyers will not have to measure] 

*get information about putting-in] ai’ sew, “To give the farmers relief and{them. 
places at Ashland, Brule, Hurley, : __ . |keep the herd under control we are ( 
‘Washburn or any of the communi-| [o ~=S—sé<“‘<is SF ~—_—Cfiopening everything.. Deer are a 
ties close to the lake shore. eg _~ | _ | |real problem in farming areas. Fall Season Starts 
“It is possible that a rather cool ood Q “ ___ |More complaints have been received ; ; 
northern summer, and very cool _. Cons eer damage than ever. Some for Trial Fanciers 
nights recently, have accelerated| a . |thing had to be done.” 
this movement of trout into the riv- ee a The season in the northern zone,| Spaniel and retriever fanciers in 
€rs. Most of them will be found to i ah including all territory north of|Wisconsin and the middle west| 
be browns. Fish of this species up Ve Highways 9 and 12 from Breckin-}swing into the busy fall season this| 
to 10 pounds have been taken in i i A ridge through St. Paul, will be open| week end, the first major event be-; 
this late summer “run” in, past| (ie to firearms and bow and arrow|ing that of the Irish Water Spaniel] 
years. The best time is late in the Nov. 16-Nov. 24. The southern zone, |Club of America on the Kettle Mo- 
evening, and into the dark. i below the highways, will be open|raine state forest trial grounds near| 

Night Fishing Allowed- t to hunting with shotgun with single | Eagle, Wis, This AKC licensed trial] 
Night fishing is permissible, but gas slug only, or bow and arrow, Nov.|starts today and runs through Mon-| 

will not be next year. Medium sized Aldo Leopold 16-Nov. 19. day. 
bass bugs, stout leaders and rugged In addition, Itasca and St. Croix] Following are the other fall 

rods are the ticket for this night|trees will come to be birch and pop-| state parks will be opened to regu-|springer and retriever trials of in- 

fishing. ple, instead of pine and maple. All|lar deer hunting Nov. 16-24 to pre-|terest to the fanciers of these breeds| 
This fishing has not been widely |are green, and hence all look alike|vent further deer damage and pro-|in Wisconsin: 

publicized. Even many of the na-|to most people. tect forest reproduction. Chester] sept..6-s—Minnesota Field Trial assoclation| 

tive early season stream enthusiasts “Public Can't See It” S. Wilson, conservation commis-|y'\rr ‘and Mrs: Bob Sawbridge, Milwaukee, and 
do not know about it, or if they do, ; , tabs sioner explained: ao ee ee uh reniete 
pay little heed to it. The state for| This state is subsidizing forestry) “Minnesota is in the process of | trial'at Seattle, Wash. (One of the judges will 
some time has known that the rain-|on a large scale. These subsidies|correcting one of the saddest mis-|P¢tack Prascr Jr Milwaukee) 4 etal club's 
bows run up the streams in the late|are called by many names—state|takes ever made in the name of springer tral near Dousman, Wis. at which 
season, but not much has been| forests forest crops law, wood lot conservation, namely, giving too] ‘sept, 14-15—Wisconsin club’s licensed’ fall, 

learned about the run, either as to t zi much protection to, deer in ‘state |*Pulever tie) south of Dousmany | i 
: tax law and forest protection—but i ag ha Nebec ee dl 

the reason for it or the number of ‘ Barta Well teaming Bub: Shorts trate ee coe Mise cub tines altel 
fish which make it. Mosquitoes are | ‘Hey all rest on one basic assump-| sighted public sentiment kept on| trsPat tingoin Neo 

- at a minimum on these waters at|ion: That the growing forest will/the statute books a law prohibiting | ,,.Q¢Pt;, 28:29, Gaamn Retriever, Club of Amer 
this season. Between now and next Pe age een ote ates ee all deer hunting in state parks. Per- ee 
Saturday a lot of trout will be taken. oe N)manent damage has been done to : ayes 
he :fisherman who has abandoned crinrne fess herd to conver! late the parks by deer which have mul- Attention Kids: 10,000 

stream trout after the early season |®tC@8 Of this growing fores in-| tiplied far beyond the capacity of] ~° [qs . * 
splurge might well have a fling at|fetior species of trees? The only|the range to support them over the Fish Planted in Rive 
these south shore streams this week, | honest rationalization is to say that| winter.” Ten thousand fingerling size 

FRE Bue dy att eat ————____—__|pereh and bugs" were pane 
Wood County League }-"hut'we as commissioners must| Biologist Will Speak _|!n the, Milwaukee river at Linco} 

. . see what is going on; at least we ‘1 “A 
to Hold Retriever Trial|are spending research money in tive to State Duck Hunters| M2, Milwaukee county state, war 
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.—An all-|fisures each year to find out. It) When the Wisconsin Duck Hunt-|bluegills in McCarthy lake, nea 

breed retriever trial will be held ae oe eee Me we had ae tolers’ association meets at 8 p.m.|Greendale, These plantings bring t 
Sunday, Sept. 8, by the Wood Coun-| derstand What our research has|sept. 9 in Red Arrow hall, 744 N.|35,000 the fish allocated to Milwau 
ty Dog club, affiliate of the Wood|Pec? telling us. Broadway, Robert Smith, Mississip-| kee county this summer by the con-} 
County Conservation league, The| 4/ Some statements which seem|pi flyway biologist for the United| servation department. 
site is Getzin’s marsh south of High-|to me to be fallacies are now being|States wild life service, will speak.| “All of them,” says Warden Mau, 
way 73, three miles from Nekoosa,| Circulated to justify delay. I want|Smith spent considerable time in|“are large enough to take care o 
Four stakes will be run. Puppy,|to point out a few. Canada this summer, on the 750,-| themselves, all healthy, active fish] 
derby, nonwinner and open all-age.| (a) “A year’s delay won’t mat-|000 acre Delta area, famous duck|put in here mainly to provide Mil 
Entries should be mailed to Art|ter.” History shows that the inter-|breeding ground which is adjacent|waukee county children with goo 

Treutel, Box 266, Wisconsin Rapids.| val between the first symptoms of|to Lake Manitoba, pan fishing.” 
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Reprinted from THe Wirson Butxetin, Vol. 58, No. 2, June, 1946, pp. 126-127 

THE RING-NECKED PHEASANT AND Irs MANAGEMENT IN NorTH AMERICA * 

This book, published in November 1945 by the American Wildlife Institute, 

Washington, D. C., presents the findings of a series of researches on pheasants 
conducted by seven land-grant colleges with the help of the respective state con- 

servation departments and the supervision of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Michigan contributes an additional research conducted independently. In addition, 

there are chapters on classification and artificial propagation of pheasants. 
The eight regional chapters differ greatly in viewpoint and technique. Some 

are casual surveys; others are based on ecological research of a high order. W. L. 

McAtee undertook the difficult editorial task of welding these diverse materials 
into a book. The result is better than might be expected of so heterogencous a y 

mixture of authorships and auspices. 

The critically reasoned chapter on the pheasant in Ohio, by Daniel L. Leedy 
and Lawrence E, Hicks, excels the work from other states in both quality and 
volume. Every page, bristling with quantitative measurements in pheasant ecology, 
is a compressed summary of material that would ordinarily be reported as a 

separate paper. In fact, the main defect of the Ohio work is that its findings are 
so abundant that many of the detailed data and methods of analysis are omitted 

for lack of space. 

The concept of game research in the agricultural colleges dates from the 1920's, 

when it first became clear that farm-game populations are controlled mainly by 

soil, farming practices, and farmers, rather than by game laws, game farms, and 

sportsmen. The Ohio pheasant study is a monumental elaboration of this concept. 

Not only are pheasant population levels shown to reflect the genera! pattern of 

soils and crops, but also to reflect such seemingly unimportant details as the speed 

of mowing machines, the selection of hay species, the date of last cultivation, the 

maintenance of fences and ditches, and the social organization of neighborhoods. 

We recall no equally thorough integration of wildlife ecology and land-use. Those 

readers who are not particularly interested in pheasants should be reminded that 
an equally intimate soil-farmer-animal relationship probably exists among numer- 

ous other birds and mammals, but remains to be explored. 
With all its merits, this book presents certain defects which, if now clearly 

defined, may perhaps be avoided in the monographs on other game species now 
“in the mill” for future Wildlife Institute publication. 

The most important is that none of the seven agricultural colleges looked fur- 

ther inside the pheasant than its crop or gizzard for explanations of its success 
or failure as a game bird. Their work was done during a decade when biochem- 
istry and endocrinology were making spectacular advances in helping animal hus- 

bandry, poultry science, and medicine explain hitherto insoluble problems. Why 
did wildlife managers, quartered on the same campus, fail to seek similar help? 
In our opinion, the answer lies at least in part in an ill-advised mandate to be 
“practical,” i.e. to choose lines of research whose results could be applied quickly 
to management problems. By and large the researches here reported are good to 
the extent that this mandate was disregarded or circumvented. (Ironically enough 

the Fish and Wildlife Service is now justly proud of its very recent ‘work on the 

vitamin nutrition of quail.+ Encouragement of similar work in pheasants might 
have greatly enriched this volume.) 

A second weakness is that the book is not up to date. The bibliography con- 
tains only one title later. than 1942, and the argument shows unawareness of im- ‘ 
portant recent publications, some comparable in quality with the Ohio study. i 

* American Wildlife Institute, Washington, D.C., 1945: 6 X 854 in., 320 pp., 31 
pls. (2 col.), 12 figs. $3.50. 

+ Nestler, Ralph B. Vitamin A, Vital Factor in the Survival of Bobwhite. Unpubl. 
MS read at Eleventh North American Wildlife Conference, New York, March 11, 1946.
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Parts of the Michigan chapters were written a decade ago, and show it in out- 
moded and unsupported assertions. 

A third weakness is the authors’ apparent unawareness of recent. advances in 
the study of bird behavior. For example, it is now widely known that pheasants 
reared in captivity show a low survival rate where they are in competition with 
wild pheasants. Might this not arise from the imprinting of abnormal behavior 
patterns on juveniles while in confinement? Such a possibility is not mentioned, 
nor can we detect the idea anywhere in the book. 

Again, what are we to think about the widely-alleged damaging competition 
offered to native game birds by pheasants? Errington (p. 198) is the only author 
who even suspects dominance phenomena. Several others dismiss the question 
with the remark that no fights have been observed. 

We, as readers, would have liked this book better if it offered a chapter sum- 
marizing the several regional studies. We would have liked the book better if 
more of its arguments ended with a flat “I don’t know.” We would have liked it 
better if somebody, a decade ago, had started pheasant research in the Dakotas— 
it does not speak well for “planning” that all pheasant research, until very re- 
cently, has been confined to habitats which, in comparison with Dakota, are more 
or less marginal. 

As a piece of technical writing, the book is a monument to its editor. Its style 
is simple, direct, and uncluttered by “scientific jargon.” Except for two color 
plates, the illustrations (31 plates and 12 figures) are good. It is too bad that the 
outlay for the color plates was not applied to Walter Weber’s handsome painting, 
which is reproduced as an uncolored frontispiece—Aldo Leopold and Robert A. 
McCabe.
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Reprinted from 
THE JOURNAL oF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 

Vol. 10, No. 3, July, 1946 

The Ducks Came Back. The Story of Ducks makeup of his audience convinced Mr. 

Unlimited. Farrington, 8. Kip, Jr. New Farrington that duck-hunters would not in- 

York, Coward-McCann, Ine. 1388 pp. vest unless offered a restoration-bonanza. 

1945. Whatever the reason, this book is the pros- 

In this book a persuasive writer (Mr. pectus of a bonanza. 
Farrington) talks to an uncritical audience Its major premise is that a large increase 
(the duck hunters) about an important con- in ducks has already been accomplished. This 

servation problem (the restoration of water- is true if expressed in percentage of the 1930 
fowl). His argument is accompanied by soft flights which were near-zero. Begin low 
music, in form of Lynn Bogue Hunt sketches enough and almost any change short of ex- 
and also excellent photos of the always- tinction is an increase. 
photogenic ducks. Mr. Farrington thinks that the work of 

The need for a book on the duck crop is Ducks Unlimited accounts for a large part 

great and real. Canada, up toa few yearsago, of this increase. It does, but large is a vague 

was outdoing her teacher, the U. S., in the word, and Canada is a large place. We should 
art of destroying duck marshes. When the be proud that a start has been made, how- 
drouths of the 1930’s came along, there was ever small. 
a clear choice between restoring some Mr. Farrington is sure that predators, 

marshes, or saying goodbye toduck shooting. drouths, floods, grass-fires, crows, magpies 
Such work costs money, and obviously the nd jackfish kill more ducks than hunters 

U. 8. should share the costs with Canada, do: he says that “birds shot make a very 
Official U. S. money cannot cross the border, ™inor percentage” (of the total loss). This 
but private gifts can. Ducks Unlimited, a ¢an be demonstrated, with some show of 

non-profit corporation, was set up as the evidence, by assuming, as Mr. Farrington 
vehicle for such gifts does, that every egg or duckling on the 

It has been remarkably successful, not Canadian prairie is a potential greenhead 

only in eliciting funds, but in organizing dropping into the blocks at Havana, Illinois. 

voluntary cooperation from Canadian land- (One could likewise demonstrate, by the 
owners and officials. In this book. Mr. Far- same logic, that when a squirrel chews up a 
rington presents to the duck-hunting public Pine cone, he destroys a potential forest.) 
the story of the origin, aims, and accomplish- Egg and duckling mortality can and should 
ments to date of Ducks Unlimited. be reduced, but to assume that it can or 

I speak from personal knowledge when I should be eliminated is, to put it mildly, a 

say that we duck hunters are curious animals. _ fallacy. 

In our business or professional life we are Moreover Mr. Farrington has selected for 
glad enough to get 6 per cent on our invest- the attention of his audience the particular 

ments, and we feel a lofty disdain for the causes of mortality which Ducks Unlimited 

financial wildcatter. But in the “never-never ¢an mitigate with money: drouth losses, 
land” of outdoor sports we insist on bonan- predation, and grass fires. He plays down 
zas. We have scant enthusiasm for any wild- botulism, which still baffles scientific re- 

life restoration scheme which recognizes dif- search, and gun powder, the mitigation of 
ficulties, disappointments and mistakes, or Which he regards as “straining at a gnat and ; 
which admits ignorance of wildlife manage- Swallowing a camel.” 
ment, or which calls for deferred profits and Having thus proved that further restric- 
the curtailment of shooting privileges. We tions on gunpowder are quite unnecessary, 

turn a deaf ear to the obvious fact that a Mr. Farrington shows what benefits would 
century of destruction cannot be undone by flow from the relaxation of those that already 

wishful check-writing alone. When we went exist. Legalization of batteries would give 
on our economic drunk, we destroyed not useful employment to baymen (page 122), 
only the life of the land, but also something baiting would divert ducks from farm crops 
in ourselves. We have yet to learn that this (page 123), live decoys would give a little 
can berestored only by contrition and sacrifice. Shooting where none is now to be had (page 

I suppose these quirks in the mental 121), refuges could be converted to much-



needed public shooting grounds (page 129). with the return of hunters from military 

All of these things are true, if there are service, guns are increasing faster than ducks 

enough ducks to justify them. are, and that the task of building up the 
Fortunately for the human race, pressure annual crop is tough and urgent. 

groups are never quite unanimous. No sooner Ducks Unlimited is too important an 

had Mr. Farrington described Ducks Un- undertaking to fall victim to extravagant 

limited as “the conservation miracle of all overclaims and outmoded exaggerations. Mr. 
times,’ than Mr. A. C. Glassell, President Farrington’s book should be read for what 

of said miracle, wrote to his state chairmen: _ it really is: a charming fantasy. Duck hunters 

“When Ducks Unlimited was organized, we can afford to think that way while facing a 

were told—and am sure we believed—that _ fireside bottle, but not while facing the hard 
the shortage of ducks was not caused by the realities of 1946. : 

gun. Today and in the future the gun is going One thing can always be said to the credit 

to be the mighty factor. Our duck crop will of Ducks Unlimited: while other conserva- 
soon be exhausted unless we complete our tion organizations heaved and pulled at the 

(marsh) building program and can produce statute books, it put on its hip boots and 

250,000,000 ducks per year. We must do _ began shovelling dirt in the marsh. This is a 
this work in a hurry before they (the ducks) proud record, and should not be spoiled by 

are killed out.” claims of non-existent miracles.—ALpo Lro- 

There is no bonanza-philosophy in Mr.  Poup. 

Glassell’s statement. He sees clearly that
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The Deer Dilemma 
By ALDO LEOPOLD 

On July 24 the Conservation Commission ference. The study shows that in a majority decided, by a vote of 5 to 1 to postpone the of irruptions old enough to have reached reduction of the deer herd. In my opinion, the starvation point, about ten years this decision was an error of far-reaching elapsed from the first reports of distress importance. With the consent of the ma- in browse plants to the final catastrophe. jority, I here set forth the reasons for this Our earliest Wisconsin areas lost their opinion, and also my impression of the fawns as early as 1936, and balsam deer issues on which the vote turned. lines were general by 1942. It seems prob- By and large, there seems to be some- able, therefore, that our “decade of grace” thing approaching agreement on the follow- is already half over for the average north- ing points: ern county. Our earliest areas had starved 
+ out by 1943. These are the areas on which 4 net AR erate SETAE y be the commission “wiped out the herd” by 

2. Until reduced, the herd is damaging the 1943 split season. (What the commis- the forest, and is undermining its 8i0n did do, in my opinion, was to mape own future welfare. out the deer on these areas by delaying 8. If a hard winter comes before the eduction of them until 1943. They are a reduction is made, there will be a Sample of what we are headed for now on 
heavy loss from starvation. a statewide scale.) 

4, Winter feeding will not greatly reduce There is an unavoidable factor of sur- the starvation loss in a really hard mise and personal judgment in forecasting winter, but winter feeding does ag- the future behavior of any irrupting herd. gravate the damage to the forest at While most herds have followed the se- 
feeding stations. quence of events which ends in catastrophe, 

5. The degree of over-population is my survey shows occasional herds which 
spotty. A reduction can be fitted to started to irrupt, but never did. reach the the local conditions more accurately point of wholesale starvation, evidently be- 
with a controlled shooting law than cause poaching or disease or predators without one. stepped in and made the reduction “infor- 

6. Legal authority for controlled shoot- mally,” without benefit of legislators or ing does not now exist. commissioners. 
y he The second risk of delay is damage to the The question facing the Commission was forest, and there is no factor of surmise in whether to reduce this year, using a one- it. All irrupting herds, without exception, deer season as our tool, or to reduce next show the progressive overbrowsing and 

year, using the controlled shooting law jater death of young trees, beginning with which (we hope) the Legislature will by those that deer like best (cedar, hemlock, then provide, — maple) and ending with those they like I am convinced that we have already least (jackpine, Norway pine, tamarack). delayed too long and that we should have re- The ultimate result tends to be a forest duced this year with the best tools at hand. of weed trees (like white birch and popple) aoe Commissioners were not so con- of little use to either man or deer. 

This is the only disagreement among us, I doubt whether anyone but a forester sad the iia omy mind hinge om how am ly ruling hi procera by whi 
much emphasis one places on: of a forest. I am certain that it is invisible 1. The risks of delay to most laymen, including most deer 2. The need for better legal tools hunters. It is my considered opinion that 3. The probability of getting better legal excess deer have, during the last decade, tools by next year. cancelled out the forestry program of all The Risks of Delay. It is perhaps na- agencies working in Wisconsin. Unfortu- 
tural that these risks should loom larger nately, it is impossible either to prove or to a forester and game ecologist like my- disprove this opinion. 
self, than to others. I am just finishing a Deer damage is confusing, even to those study of about a hundred deer irruptions who see it, because it is always spotty, right in other states, made at the request of the up to the final die-off. In 1926, when the Deer Section of the American Wildlife Con- skeletons of 60,000 starved deer lay in the
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Kaibab woods, there were spots of un- perience. Our own herd promptly “bounced 
touched browse within a short distance of back” after the reduction of 1943, except 
ruined mountain sides. in those spots where poaching or previous 

This state is subsidizing forestry on a destruction of browse made it impossible. 
large scale. These subsidies are called by Let me also reiterate what I have pointed 
many names: National Forests, State For- out before, namely that some herds, once 
ests, County Forest, Forest Crop Law, they starve out, never do bounce back. This 
Woodlot Tax Law, forest nursery stock at is still true of the Kaibab. The reasons are 
cost, forest protection, forest research, tim- not understood, but the facts are clear. 
ber harvest forests, and forest extension. This inability to come back is not the rule, 
These subsidies all rest upon one basic but. it is frequent enough to give pause 
assumption: That growing trees will ulti- to advocates of delay, if they know about 
mately pay back to the taxpayer what it it. 
cost him to get them started. But “pay In short, we need better legal tools very 
back” implies trees of some future value: badly, but in my opinion this is not suf- 
we cannot pay back subsidies with scrub ficient reason to risk starvation and the 
oak, popple, and white birch. It is, in my further pyramiding of forest damage. 
view, inconsistent to continue forest sub- When Will We Get Better Legal Tools? 
sidies while undermining the quality of the Waiting for controlled shooting is perhaps 
forest with excess deer. a tenable policy if we are sure that the 

The Conservation Congress does not claim next legislature will authorize it. Yet the 
to represent the forestry interest; the com- last legislature refused point-blank to au- 
mission is charged by law with doing so, thorize it, despite the fact that the need 
and with adjusting conflicts between for- for it was the same then as it is now. 
estry and game when they occur. This is This brings us to the real core of the 
such a conflict, only the forestry interest apple. It is widely believed that the reason 
is silent. for refusal by the last legislature was 

The Need for Better Legal Tools. The resentment over the 1943 reduction. A 1946 
commission has never been granted author- reduction might well have re-activated the 
ity to limit the number of hunters within same condition. I admit this. The upshot 
designated areas. Hence it cannot control is that the commission is obliged to choose 
the total kill within designated areas. (con- between a recurring series of self-inflicted 
trolled shooting). Hence in any reduction injuries by the deer, and a recurring series 
program carried out under the present of self-inflicted delays by the representa- 
laws, there is danger of local over-reduction tives of the public will. 
due to local over-concentrations of hunters. The moral is obvious. Intelligent man- 
This is admitted. The only debatable ques- agement of the deer herd depends, in the 
tion is: How many over-reduced spots and last analysis, on public understanding of 
how serious? the deer problem. Does enough understand- 

My belief is that over-reductions would ing exist at this time to make intelligent 
not be serious, and my principal evidence management possible? 
is that Minnesota, Vermont, and Maine— Status of Understanding. I, of course, do 
all heavily hunted states—shoot deer of not know. The only way to find out is to 
both sexes every year, and their herds are try. Many citizen groups have threatened 
said to be increasing despite this annual to abolish the commission if it proceeds to 
drain. reduce the herd. In my view, this might be 

No one ever proposed that Wisconsin the best way to test the status of public 
shoot both sexes every year. intelligence. If the public will not tolerate 

One point which is generally overlooked intelligent. deer management by its com- 
is that no careful reduction program can mission, then it does not need a commission. 
be carried out in a single year. Reduction The old system of political conservation 
must be a “cut and try” procedure, extend- football would do just as well. 
ing over several years. Since our “period I am sure of this: That public under- 
of grace” is already far gone, my conten- standing of the deer problem is growing 
tion is that we should get started with the rapidly. Many members of the congress 
tools at hand, and finish the job later with were almost apologetic when they presented 
more accurate tools (such as controlled the demands of their local constituents for 
shooting) when the legislature gives us a bucks-as-usual season in 1946. Many citi- 
such tools. zens who never attend their county congress 

The assumption that a single one-deer meetings have expressed support of the 
season would over-reduce the herd on any principle of balancing the herd and the 
large scale is simply not borne out by ex- range. A hundred wardens and rangers,
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assigned to deer yard surveys during the is that the legislature will authorize and 
past two winters, contained fewer sceptics the public will support a controlled reduc- 
after they had seen with their own eyes tion in 1947. As for the coming winter, 
what is going on in the back swamps. The I can only say, “Let us pray.” 
loudest threats of reprisal against the pro- 
posed reduction program come from deer SSS SS 
hunters who have never seen a yard in Z 
winter, and who do not know one browse Squirrel Damage 
plant from another. : 

z ‘ Robert A. Bailey writes: 
It remains a conspicuous fact, however, 

that most citizen-attitudes are governed by “I note Waggoner’s article telling of 
emotion, not fact, and by the short view, damage to maple trees by gray squirrels 
rather than the long view, of conservation in western Vilas county. While such dam- 
problems. One almost universal fallacy, age may be new in that locale, here in 
even among intelligent members of the con- southern Washburn county I have observed 
gress, is that “there are less deer now than such damage for the past 20 years and 
in 1943; the herd has not recovered its the condition of the hard maples indicate 
1943 level.” prior damage. 

I do not know whether there are less “The damage apparently occurs in years 
deer, or more deer, than in 1943, but our when hard maple seed is not available 

survey of yards, made each winter since either because of a short seed crop or 
1941, shows that there is a great deal less because of ice covered ground. The heaviest 

food. The state cannot possibly carry a herd damage occurred about 12 years ago when 
as large as that of 1943 for more than a_ three inches of ice covered an abundance 
few years. To use the 1943 level as a start- of acorns and maple seed. No damage has 
ing point for building policy is to invite been noted to soft maple. One immediate 

ultimate destruction of both the deer and affect of the peeling is an almost complete 
the range in all congested areas. stopping of sap flow from trees that are 

The Deer Research Crew. I think it is ¢Ven lightly peeled. Large maples are sel- 

time for somebody to point out that the men om killed outright. But the new growth 
measuring the status of food in the deer 8 liked even better by squirrels probably 
yards, consisting at first of a half-dozen because of thinner bark. The trees become 

technical men, but more recently of a hun- hollow, more homes for more squirrels, a 
dred wardens and rangers as well, has Vicious circle. Few trees are killed outright 

steered an absolutely consistent course but soon become unfit for lumber because 
through nearly a decade of controversy Of rotting centers and make but poor wood. 
about deer. These men get just as little “The species doing the damage is indi- 
pleasure out of reporting unpleasant facts cated by incisor marks on the wood. Gray 
as commissioners do out of acting on un- squirrels leave marks with about 5/64 inch 
pleasant facts. Yet neither ridicule nor centers, porcupine are about % inch apart. 
abuse has deterred these men from report- Red squirrels are not known to peel maple. 
ing the facts of life in the deer woods However incisor marks in abundance with 
exactly as found. Few technical groups 1/32 inch centers indicate that flying 
have bent as little under publie pressure. squirrels or possibly mice do a large part 

Summary. The conservation commission of the damage on the saplings. 
is the umpire of a dispute between wishful- “T have seen the gray squirrels feeding 
thinkers about deer and biological facts on the bark but flying squirrels are night 
about deer. The facts demand a smaller workers, not readily observed. Heavy dam- 
herd, the wishful-thinkers demand a larger age is likely to occur again this winter as 
one. The public is gradually learning the hard maple seed is a short crop. The hard 
facts, but the deer are gradually eating maples blossomed scantly. Hard maple 
themselves out of house and home. The blooms just before leafing out, and trees 
issue is obscured by the usual cloud of in full bloom can be distinguished for miles 
palliatives and recriminations, and by a because of the lemon yellow coloration of 

very real spottiness in the severity of Iocal the blossoms. 

situations. “The damage done by squirrels and 
The commissioners are of one mind on porcupines are good examples of the dam- 

the general issue. That they should differ age done by species that lack their nor- 
on the immediate problem of what to do mal predators. Martens originally held the 
next is only natural. It would puzzle any- squirrels in check while fisher lived in part 
body. Now that the die is cast, my hope on porcupine.”
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This survey was first undertaken for We are indebted to our correspond- 
the purpose of compiling a country- ents for their patient cooperation in this 
wide map of deer problem areas for use _ enterprise. 

in classes. There is no such map. Errors 

When the job was half done, it was Appraisal of this technical problem 
mentioned to a meeting of deer men at by mail has undoubtedly led to errors 

the 1946 Wildlife Conference. This }oth in our map, and in the later sum- 
group asked that the findings be pub- mary and classification of cases. 
lished. We were told that the findings, One error inheres in individual dif- 

however crude, were needed in other ferences among our correspondents in 

states. Apparently deer meneverywhere viewpoint, knowledge, and freedom to ° 
have found it hard to convince the aver- talk. In some states the official policy 

age citizen, and especially the average jg to minimize deer troubles, and in a 
deer hunter, that (1) delay in reduction few to deny their existence. 

of overpopulated deer ranges means Another error inheres in seasonal 
ultimate shrinkage of both the herd and _ shifts of deer. In the west, where the 

the range; (2) reduction is the only shift is usually altitudinal, only winter 
remedy, nothing else works; (3) to ac- range is ordinarily mapped as in 
complish a reduction, female deer must trouble. In the east, winter shift is so 

be killed. local that winter yards cannot be 

Our hope is that this imperfect his- mapped separately except on very local 
tory of the recent behavior of deer maps. Thus Wisconsin alone has over 
populations may convey the lesson that 500 known yards. The result is that in a 
in managing overlarge herds, “too little map like Figure 1, a given degree of 
and too late” is the worst possible overstocking “shows more black” in 

policy. eastern than in western states. 
In order not to obscure the black 

Source or Data problem areas, Figure 1 is hatched on 

Our data are gathered from the litera- the vacant or near-vacant range, i.e., 

ture and by correspondence. We tried deer ranges are white. Boundaries of 
to find in each state someone posted on these white areas are very crude, and 

local deer. He was asked to map, clas- omit much fine detail because detailed 

sify, and date the areas of deer trouble. distribution maps do not exist. The net 
The problem areas (black in Figure 1) result is that Figure 1 shows much more 

are plotted upon a deer distribution white area than is actually inhabited by 

map published by Gabrielson in 1943 deer. Some problem spots (black) ap- 
(Hearings, House Committee on Wildlife, pear on hatched (uninhabited) range. 
p. 80 (Dec. 9-10)), but modified in This is because the inhabited range is 
many states by more recent local maps too small to map, and is coextensive 
published in cited papers. with the problem area. 

162 :
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The most serious error is that we sumption of worthless browse. Mal- 
failed to get all of the salient facts nutrition, disease, parasites. Distor- 

tion of age-classes corresponding to 
about all problem areas, hence our feu HRS, 

classifications of history and status A Rearvation of edule: deer in hard. 
cannot readily be reduced to percent- winters. Predation and scavenging as 
ages. in stage 3. 

6. New equilibrium between deer and 
ASSUMPTIONS range based on a reduced carrying 

This paper proceeds on certain as- Cee: paper proceeds ce 
sumptions, which collectively may be TeRMs 

ealled a theory of irruptions. We know The term ‘irruption”’ is unsatisfac- 
of no way in which these assumptions tory as applied to deer. Irrupting lem- 

may be proved or disproved at this time. mings, grouse, quail, nutcrackers, and 

It is assumed, first of all, that deer ir- squirrels all exhibit excessive density 
ruptions are of recent origin, and that foljowed by mass movement and no re- ‘ 

they differ from ordinary winter die- turn of the movers. Deer, on the other 
offs. The difference is that ordinary hand, are conspicuous for their lack of 
winter die-offs are sporadic in time, do ovement despite excessive density. 

only temporary damage to the range, Many irruptions, especially of lem- 
are governed wholly by weather, and mings, are periodic, but deer irruptions 

can occur at low-population levels. Ir- certainly are not. Sudden and excessive 
ruptions, on the other hand, are cumu- density is thus the only common de- 

lative in both timing and range damage,  yominator. We use the term for deer be- 
are governed only partially by weather, cause we know of no better one. 

and occur only at high population We found that at least three kinds of 
levels. status had to be recognized in order to 

It is assumed that the sequence of classify problem areas. These were de- 
events first clearly recognized on the fined to our correspondents as follows: 
Kaibab, and later repeated in many lo- 1. Irruptive area. An area in which the 
calities in many states, represents the deer population has hurt the range by 

“normal” sequence of events in an ir- overbrowsing, or itself by malnutrition, 
rupting herd. Departures from this oy both. Any herd which must be fed to 
sequence are assumed to have special ayoid starvation is in the irruptive 
local causes, such as herd reduction by stage. 

special hunts, poaching, disease, or 2. Trouble area. An area in which the 

restoration of predator-pressure. deer have recently exceeded the perma- 
The Kaibab sequence was as follows: pent carrying capacity of the range, but 

1. Distress symptoms in palatable browse to a lesser degree than above defined as 
species. irruptive. 

2. sep ae of palatables, distress in 3. Chronic area. A problem area of 
inferi ls : ; : 

3. Starmaiicn of face id hard winters. eae standing; Be eee ae ie ee 

Predation on weak fawns; scavenging irruptive stage (relapsed irruption). ‘ 
on starved carcasses. We were sometimes unable to dis- 

4, Exhaustion of inferior browse; con- tinguish, by correspondence, between
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old irruptions which had relapsed to a CALIFORNIA 

low population level, and trouble areas 1, Interstate Herd. Mule deer. Increase be- 
which had reached an equilibrium with- gan 1923, irruptive peak in 1936, high 

out passing through a starvation stage. till 1944, na sete oe priate 
Some examples of relapsed irruptions BAe ees aes . ye of 

Ag 1 Mod L Wi in 2 Winter Range of the Interstate Deer Herd, 
are Arizona 1, Maine 1, Seonsin’ 4: Modoc N.F., Cal. U.S. F. S. mimeograph, 
Some examples of irruptions stabilized Region 5, 20 pp. (1944). 
without violent starvation are Canada 2. Humboldt Co. Columbian blacktail 
1, Michigan 4, New York 6, Utah 4. deer. Trouble area. y 

3. Glenn and Tehama Counties. Columbian 

Prosiem Areas BY Srarus! blacktail deer. Chronic area since 1922. 
A HIZONK: 4. Tehama Co. (east). Species? Assumed to 

aa . be a trouble area, but details unknown. 
1. Kaibab (north). Mule deer. A relapsed 5. Plumas and Lassen Counties. Mule 

irruption. Herd began to increase about deer. Irruptive, probably now at peak. 

1910 from a base level of 4,000 deer. 6 Eldorado Co. Species? Said to be a 
Peaked in 1924 at 100,000 deer. Reduced chronic area, but history unknown. 

60 per cent by starvation 1924-26. See 7 Yosemite. Mule deer. Chronic area. 
Rasmussen, D. I. Heol. Monogr. 3: 229- Some surplus removed in 1943. Trouble 
26 (July 1941); also Leopold et al. Wis. mostly confined to Yosemite Valley. 
Conservation Bulletin 8(8)1-11 (Aug.  g. Inyo Co. (north). Mule deer. Trouble 
1948). Herd now at its lowest point since area, herd now increasing. 

1924 but range has all the deer it can 9, Sequoia and King’s Canyon. Mule deer. 
canry. i Trouble area, some surplus removed in 

2. Kaibab (south). Mule deer. Chronic area 1943, method unknown. 

since 1926; “the major deer problem in 9, Inyo Co. (south). Mule deer. Said to be a 
the region.” Local sentiment has blocked chronic area, but history unknown. 

all efforts to reduce. 11. Riverside Co. Mule deer. Chronic area, 
3. Woods Mt. Mule deer. Trouble area. herd decreasing. 

History unknown. 

4. Bloody Basin. Mule and whitetail deer. CANADA (NEAR BORDER ONLY) 
Range damaged, but recent investiga- . . : 
tions scribe this mostly to cattle. a as Hee, eon yer popular 

. : or 40 years. Both carrying capacity and 
5. Graham Mts. Whitetail deer. Irrupted 

2 z ; DRA ae ns E deer have decreased gradually. No hunt- 
in the mid 1920’s, still high in 1929. Lions : 

Z ing. Wolves present, but only about 1 
and perhaps starvation reduced herd to 

wolf per 1,000 deer. 
a low level by 1939. No problem now. o Ane f 

. Anticosti Island. (Off the map, therefore 
6. Tucson Mts. Desert mule deer. Trouble ‘ ‘ cae < z not shown.) Irruptive, perhaps chronic. 

area, starvation impending during next Starvation frequent. Herd originates 

dry year. See Wells, Philip, Pittman- f eereaone tear 000 a killed 
Robertson Quarterly 5(3)86 (July 1945) EO nu SPL ADb GG eeuOGee ty per baa 

F ; eases yearly for meat but should be 6,000. 

ARKANSAS 
neat COLORADO 

1, Sycamore District. Ozark N. F. Trouble, i ; A 
probably of recent origin, on two refuges 1. Dinosaur Nat’l. Monument. Trruption 

totaling 14,000 acres. at peak for past two years over entire 

region of the monument. 

1 Numbers refer to locations in Figure 1. 2. Rocky Mt.N.P. Chronic area for many 
Known descriptive references are given in years. Surplus removed in 1944—45.- Also 

italics. Species are mentioned when not overstocked by elk. 
obvious from the geographic location. N. F. 3. Kanna Creek. Trouble area since 1940. 

means National Forest; N. P. National 4. Gunnison Co. Irruptive area, starvation 

Park. and artificial feeding for many years.
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See Carhart et al, Deer-Elk Survey, Pitt- in 1880; ice-storm in 1886 caused whole- 
man-Robertson Project 4 R, Vol. 3 (1939), sale starvation. Again irrupted in 1920's, 

Vol. 6 (1941). peaked in 1937, followed by sharp de- 

Totao. crease. No hunting since 1905. See 
Holmes, Laurie, Mount Desert Deer, Past 

1. Middle Fork, Salmon River. Mule deer. and Present. 36 pp. (Privately published 

Chronic area with large die-offs in 1932 1944). Acadia N.P. on the Island, 

and 1943. Inaccessible to hunters by car. peaked in 1939, population now static 

2. South Fork, Payette River. Mule deer. and not excessive. 
Chronic area with large die-offs in 1932 Other Areas. There are other areas in 

and 1943. Heavy winter feeding of both Maine which we are unable to classify be- 

deer and elk. Includes a 250,000 acre cause of diverging reports from our corre- 

refuge. See Varner, J. M., Bull. 8, School spondents. 
2 Forestry, Univ. of Idaho, pp. 9-11 MASSACHUSETTS 

3. an orks susisac River | Nidier deer. 1. Nantucket Island. Deer planted in 1915: 
Irruptive area, peak in 1945, herd peaked in 1930, now exterminated. 

4, Pocatello. Mule deer. Irruptive area, Other Areas. Widespread damage vo for 
peak in 1945. ests has occurred in many areas, but we have 

5. Montpelier. Mule deer. Irruptive area, ™° explicit loval history, 

peak in 1945. f MICHIGAN 

. ae opr, AUB iyo, ata, Dosis Most of the Michigan deer range is irrup- 
tive, but the Upper Peninsula irrupted later 

ILLINOIS and (so far) less violently than the Lower 
1. Rockford. Irruptive area, high by 1940, Peninsula. See Bartlett, I. H., Whitetails, 

heavy damage to woods by 1945. Herd Bulletin of the Game Division, 64 pp. (1938). 
winters on farm crops. 1. Upper Peninsula. Gradual steady in- 

2. Horseshoe Lake Refuge. One buck and 3 crease for the past 20 years, with many 
does, planted in 1933, increased to 250 by local variations. Half the yards browsed 

1944. Removals by trapping since 1938 out, with frequent starvation, by 1938. 
reduced herd to present level of 150; 60 2. Lower Peninsula. From a low in 1910, 

per year must now be trapped to main- this herd irrupted to a peak in 1930 in 

tain this level and prevent excessive crop the Turtle Lake region. From this focal 
damage. point the peak spread out, mostly west- 

ak ward, covering the mapped area by 1945. 
3. Lake County Area. Irrupted early, peak- 

1. Skunk River Herd. Trouble area with ing in 1936. 
300 deer doing limited damage to farm 4. George Reserve. (1,200 acre enclosure.) 
crops. Four does and 2 bucks planted 1928, 

2. Nishnabotna River Herd. Trouble area range showed distress by 1933, peaked at, 
with 500 deer doing limited damage to 213 in 1934, when removals began. Shot, 

farm crops. down to 75 by 1941, to 50 by 1942; held 

3. Des Moines River Herd. Trouble area at 50 to present, reduction to 25 now 

with 1,000 deer doing limited damage to proposed. See Hickie, Paul, Michigan 
farm crops. Conservation 7(3)6-7, 11 (1987). 

4. Black Hawk County Herd. Trouble area 
with 100 deer doing limited damage to ~ MINNESOTA 
farm crops. 1. Red Lake Refuge. Formerly mule deer, 

now whitetail, which entered the region 

MAINE with early logging. Yards browsed out, 

1. Mt. Desert Island. Earliest recorded ir- starvation, and winter feeding by 1935- 
ruption in North America. Herd peaked 36. Present condition unknown. See
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Manweiler, Jack, Minnesota’s Deer Prob- NEW MEXICO 

lem, Minnesota Conservationist (Oct. 1, Cuba. Trouble area. History unknown. 
1987). “a i » 2. Pecos River (Senorita Refuge). Reduc- ; 

2. Itasca State Park. Chronic area, pine tions by special hunts in 1943, 1944, and 
reproduction gone by 1932, starvation 1945, but still too many deer. Additional 
by 1934-35, open season 1945 with kill hunt for 1946, 

of 42 deer per square mile. See Fredine, 3, Gallinas District, Santa Fe N.F. Irrup- 
Gordon, Proc. Minn. Acad. of Sci., 8: 41- tion began 1939; relieved by special doe 

49 (1940). ; hunt in 1941. 
3. St. Croix State Park. Irruptive area, 4. Sandia Refuge, Cibola N.F. An irruptive 

more recent than Itasca. Opened to area reduced by special hunts yearly 
hunting in 1945. since 1941. No deer problem at present. 

MISSOURI 5. Magdalena Division, Cibola N.F. A 
2 chronic area since 1939. Special doe 

1. St. Louis Game Park. (1,400 acre enclo- hunts in 1942, 1944, and 1945, but still 

sure.) Peak herd nearly wiped out in too many deer in 1946. 

1905 by “black tongue.” Heavy popula- 6. Black Canyon (Gila, N.F.). Mule and 
tion stocking maintained since 1932 by whitetail deer. A chronic area, over- 

acorns and wholesale feeding. Browse stocked as early as 1924. Doe hunt in 

plants wiped out. See Dalke, P. D. and 1939, but now again seriously over- 
D. L. Spencer, Jour. Wildlife Mgmt., stocked. 

8(1)1-6 (Jan. 1944). 7. Jornado Range. An incipient irruption 
While this is the only present problem checked by special doe hunts in 1942 and 

area, the Missouri deer herd is expanding so 1943. Browse now in good shape. 
rapidly that there is trouble ahead unless the 8. Sacramento Division, Lincoln N.F. Herd 

herd is kept shot down to range capacity. irrupted during the 1930’s; special doe 
SENTRA seasons in 1942 and 1943 failed to relieve 

pressure. Still too many deer. Compli- 
1. Glacier N.P. Part of west side suffered cated by mixed land ownerships. 

heavy starvation losses prior to 1938. fi 

Herd since reduced to normal by preda- NEW YORK 
tion. New York deer have shown three up- 

2. Six Other Winter Ranges. Biennial Re- surges, The first was apparently local to the 
port for 1940-42 reports these ranges as Adirondacks and occurred in the 90’s. The 
overstocked (see map). Present status second was general, and began about 1913, 
largely unknown. The most north- after the inauguration of the buck law. The 
easterly area, in Meagher County, con- third was most pronounced in the southern 
tains both mule deer and whitetail, and counties, and began in the late 1920's, pre-. 
is in the early stages of trouble. sumably by drift from Pennsylvania. 

1. Adirondacks. Chronic area since 1895. 
Eee The “First Annual Report of the Commis- 

1. Bessey Division, Nebraska N.F. Mule sioners of Game and Forests” (1896) de- 
deer. Trouble area, corrected by open scribes all the earmarks of an irruption, 
season in 1945. Kill of 362 included 2 viz: recent increase, overbrowsed range 
whitetails. dependence on logging, starvation. 

2. Ontario and Steuben Counties. A farm- 
Naw HAMPSHIRE ing region; deer killed off by 1880, rein- 

1. Coos County. Density reported to be vaded by 1920, increasing up to doe sea- 
normal; deer die when logging kills sons in 1941, 1943, 1944. Farm crop and 

ground hemlock and deep snow restricts browse damage still heavy. See Cook, 

movement, Perhaps not an irruption at Dave, Jour. Wildlife Mgmt,, 6(4)287-291 
all. (Oct, 1942),
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3. Allegany State Park. Irruption peaked OKLAHOMA 

es ad ee tee ac gehen 1. Wichita Mts. Wildlife Refuge. Whitetail 
: See Shadle, A. R. and Donald Stulken, deer. Trouble ere probably on Ane 

Jour. Wildlife Mgmt., 6(4)27-30 (Oct. ient irruption. Range carries elk and buf- 

1942). falo as well as deer. 

4. Bear Mt. State Park. Chronic since 2 Lake (Murray \.Gtate ra Ny biteta 
1931. Frequent starvation. No reduc- deer. Trouble area, possibly an incipient 

Gone irruption. 

5. Suffolk County, Long Island. Chronic i 

since 1932. A trucking region with heavy onngON 
damage to crops. 1. North Fork of John Day River. Chronic 

6. Genesee County. A farming county adja- area. Range capacity reached in 1929. 
cent to Ontario but not reinvaded until Herd increased to a peak in 1931 of 
about 1930. Peak numbers 1935-40 19,000 deer, 3,200 elk; then reduced by 
with heavy crop damage but little starvation in the winter of 1931-32 to 

browse damage. Deer were still eating 2,000 each. The population rose again 
ground hemlock but not white cedar in and suffered another die-off in the winter 

1938. Open season 1944(?) removed 500; of 1936-37. Recent conditions unknown. 

deer now scarce. See Cliff, E.P., Relationship between Elk 

and Mule Deer in the Blue Mountains of 
NEVADA Oregon. U.S.F.S. Portland Oregon, Mim- 

1. Santa Rosa. Irruption peaking in 1943. eographed report, 10 pp. (No date). 
Doe hunt held in 1943. 2. Murderer’s Creek. Winter starvation 

2. Kingston Canyon. Irruption peaking in noted in1934. A local refuge was abol- 
1943. Doe hunt held in 1943. ished in 1935. Population increased to a 

3. Shell Creek. Irruption peaking in 1944. peak in 1941. Herd was then reduced by 
4. Reese River. Irruption peaking in 1943. hunting and starvation. Carrying capac- 

‘Doe hunt held in 1943. ity of range in 1943 estimated to be 20% 
5. Snake Division, Nevada N.F. Irruption of that in 1932. See Mitchell, G.E., Trans. 

peaking in 1942. 9th N. Amer. Wildlife Conference. pp. 
167-172 (1944). 

NORTH CAROLINA Less severe deer troubles have occurred 
1, Pisgah Game Preserve. A planted herd of in the adjacent Malheur National Forest. 

mixed origin, nearly wiped out by “black Exact details unknown. 
tongue” in 1908. Increased from 1916 to 3. Klamath-Deschutes-Lake County Area. 

irruptive peak and starvation in 1935-— An impending irruption was noted in 
36. Special hunts after 1936. Disease 1943-44 and corrected by a special doe 

again in 1939. Herd and range now both season in 1945. 

low. See Ruff, F. J., The Whitetail Deer of 

the Pisgah National Game Preserve, U.S. PENNSYLVANIA 

D.A. Forest Service, 249 pp. mimeo- There is a large literature on the Pennsyl- 
graphed report (1938). vania deer problem. For a recent summary 

account see Gordon, Seth, Pennsylvania Bags 

See 700,000 Deer in Ten Years. Outdoor America, 

1. Upper and Lower Souris Refuges. White- 7(3)4-5, 8-9 (Jan. 1942). 
tail deer. Rapid increase following estab- The area shown on our map is copied from 
lishment of refuges in 1935. Surplus re-  Gerstell, Richard, The Pennsylvania Deer 

moved by special hunts in 1941 (Lower) Problem in 1938, Pa. Game News, Part 1, 

and 1943 (Upper Souris). See Cook, 9(5)12-18, 31 (Aug. 1938); Part 2, 9(6)10- 
F. W., Jour. Wildlife Mgmt., 9(8)2387- 11, 27, 82 (Sept. 1938); Part 8, 9(7)6-7, 29 

242 (July 1946). (Oct. 1938).
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The state herd rose from 1,000 in 1905 toa hence are mapped as one. They peaked 

peak of 1,000,000 head in 1928. By 1938 it as follows: 1930-34 two, 1935-39 

had been reduced by hunting and starvation eleven, 1940-45 eight. Present status: 

to 50 per cent of its peak level, with an ac- still in early stages 5, chronic (relapsed) 

companying 50 per cent depletion in range 4, intermediate stages 12. Major starva- 

carrying capacity. The present herd stands at tions in 1935-36, 1938-39, 1941-42, 

about the 1938 level. Range recovery is slow; 1942-43. Reductions by local controlled 
it is still difficult to plant white pines. doe-killing almost yearly since 1938. 

Many areas complicated by elk, all by 
SOUTH DAKOTA livestock problems. 

1. Roberts County. Whitetail deer. A 4. Dixie. A peak of 16,000 was reached in 

trouble area since 1943. Crop damage in 1936. Reduced to 9,000 by hunts from 
winter: 1934 to 1942. Present carrying capacity 

2. Spearfish. Whitetail deer. An irruptive estimated at 8,000. See Olsen, Orange A., 

area reaching a peak in 1943. High Jour. Forestry, 41(11)792-797 (Nov. 

winter losses in 1942-48. See McKean, 1948). d ‘ 

William T., Pittman-Robertson Quarterly, 5. Zion National Park. A chronic rea, 
3(4)201 (Oct. 1948). Also refers to Rob- which increased from a low prior to 1918 
erts County. toa peak about 1936-37, when winter 

3. Harney National Forest. Whitetail deer. starvation began. Removal by trapping 

A recent trouble area, of which the east- in 1938. See Dizon, Joseph S. and E. L. 
ern part has been chronic. Sumner, 4th N. Amer. Wildlife Confer- 

ence, pp. 231-285 (1939). 

TEXAS 

~ 1. Edwards Plateau. Whitetail deer. A Saget 

rapid increase in herd over past 15 years See Foote, Leonard E., The Vermont Deer 

to a peak population about 1938. Large Herd. Vermont Fish and Game Service, State 

die-ofis during severe droughts. Sce Bulletin, Pittman-Robertson Series No. 13, 

Hahn, Henry C. Jr, The White-tailea 125 pp. (Aug. 1945). : 
Deer in the Edwards Plateau Region of 1. Essex Count iy. A chronic aren. a 

Texas. Bulletin of the Texas Game, Fish 2: Vermont Highlands. A ip ble eres ne 
and Oyster Commission, 52 pp. (1945). cluding local recent irruptive behavior in 

2. Big Bend National Park. Mule deer. e few spots. Damage|to crops. % i 
Heavy loss by disease in the past few 3. Windham County. A recent irruption, 

years. Formerly overgrazed by stock. now at peak or nearing Peak; yards 
3. Aransas’ Waterfowl Refuge. Whitetail browsed out; first starvation 1945-46. 

deer. Herd has reached the carrying ca- Buck law since 1920. 

pacity. Surplus is being removed by WASHINGTON 

trapping. 
an See McCauley et al., Washington Deer 

Report, Department of Game, Seattle, 44 pp. 

Accounts of the Utah mule deer problems (1939). a 
are found in Rasmussen, D. I., Trans. 4th N. 1. East Cascades. Mule deer. Winter range 

Amer. Wildlife Conference, pp. 236-248 areas are shown where irruptions have 

(1989), and Doman, Everett R. and D. I. Ras- occurred since 1935. Some herds are de- 

mussen, Jour. Wildlife Mgmt., 8(4)317-338 creasing. Over 50 cougars were bountied 

(Oct. 1944). in Okanogan County in 1945-46. 

1. Daggett. Irruptive peak reached in 1943. 2. Starvation Flat. Whitetail deer. Irrup- 

2. Grantsville. Irruptive peak reached in tive peak reached in 1942-43. See Lock- 
1939. hart, Burton and L. M. Springer, Winter 

3. Wasatch Mountains. 21 problem areas Deer Survey 1937-88. Dept. of Game, 

nearly blanket the Wasatch Mountains, Seattle, typewritten report, 16 pp.
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3. Blue Mountains. Mule deer. A recent 3. Teton County. Mule deer. Possibly a 

trouble area. chronic area with frequent winter losses 

over a long period. Details unknown. 
WISCONSIN 

: i ‘ ANALYSES 
For a general picture of the Wisconsin 2 

herd see Swift, Ernest, A History of Wiscon- In the following analyses, the reader 
sin Deer, Publ. 323 of the Wis. Conservation should bear in mind that without field 

Dept., 96 pp. (1946). work it was impossible for us to get all 
1. North Wisconsin. Herd increased greatly of the important facts about all prob- 

anast 10-20 years, reaching a peak. shout. 7) areas, hence percentage classifica- 
1942. Fawn starvation noted in some = ‘ : ‘i 

yards by 1936; general starvation of tions must guard against possible dis- 
fawns by 1942-43. 50,000 does were re- tortions. Nevertheless a few sound de- 
moved by hunting in 1948, but none ductions can be drawn. 
since. The population is still too high. State Distribution. According to Fig- 

See Leopold, Feeney et al., Wisconsin's 11.4 47 states have deer, and 30 of 
Deer Problem. Wis. Conservation Bulletin i js ¢ 
8(8) 8-22 (Aug. 1943). these register trouble of some sort. 

2. Chambers Island. A 3,000 acre island, There is only one deerless state: Kansas. 

chronic for perhaps 30 years. Starvation There is only one region without deer 

- ised het rsd. plants oie out. troubles: the Southeast. Here screw 
erd kept alive by acorns and logging. 

250 deer killed in 1945 by the Conserva- ase sanacene is on ee ey 
tion Department. An estimated 100 head SOLU LBLOEY, oe HONS CIBEWIICTC eres 

left. See Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, gated, often without success, to legis- 
10(11)8-5. (Nov. 1945). Also Feeney, latures or conservation commissions. 

W. S., Chambers Island Data. Wis. Many parts of the southeast could sup- 
ane Bulletin, 11(1)6-9 (Jan. ort more deer to the advantage of all 

3. Camp McCoy, Necedah Refuge, and concerned. een ah : 
Saddle Mound. Three irruptive areas still Species Distribution. All three species 
increasing in 1946. First two closed year- (whitetail, mule, and Columbian black- 

long, third open to bucks only. A few tail deer) exhibit irruptive behavior. 
— died in recent oe is ae Time Distribution. Table 1 presents a 
eral starvation impending. Removal o' : é 
4.000 authorized for ‘Necsdah Retuge in chronology of such irruptive phenomena 

1946. as are covered by the case-histories. 
The column ‘‘New Increases” is in- 

WXOMING complete because some of our corre- 
1, Yellowstone National Park. Mule deer. spondents did not know, and hence 

en ae sang aaa by could not tell us, when a particular herd 
elk, In e nor part 01 e Fark, eavy : : 

loss of deer by starvation in 1942-43. 700 Pegan to Dyce its abe 
elk were removed from this area in 1942- The column New Peaks” is proba- 
43 by the Nat’l Park Service; 7,000 elk bly fairly reliable but for the variable 

were taken by hunting in the adjacent size of the geographic units considered 

Montana area in the same season. a “herd.” (Thus northern Wisconsin, 
2. Black Hills. Whitetail deer. A trouble but for a few detached problem areas, is ( 

area, severely overbrowsed, and indicat- tallied herd h 2 
ing critical conditions in the near future. ‘201€C aS one herd, w crea Emons 
See Thomas, Gail M., Pittman-Robertson tain states, a small mountain range is 
Quarterly, p. 186 (July 1942). often recorded as a herd.)
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“Starvation” is certainly low as com- Herds in first irruptive peak 32 
pared with “new peaks” because the Herds in second or later peak 4 
literature often mentions only the first sod mrabihieed. by Ted nenons iB 

f a : erds in chronic or relapsed stage 23 
starvation. Thus “frequent starvation ergs died out entirely. 1 

since 1939” can be tallied only for 1939. Status unknown 13 

“Doe-killings” is believed to be The present status of the range 

somewhat low for the Same Teason: OUr (browse food) tallies out as follows: 
correspondents often mention only the Overrowang all bad 5A 

first or last reduction. Overbrowsing partially relieved 45 
Table 1 is certainly valid in one re- Overbrowsing completely relieved 10 

TaBLe 1.—CHRONOLOGY OF IRRUPTIONS AND REMEDIAL ACTIONS. 

Number of Number of reductions made by 

Period New New Starva- Doe- * Pred- 
increases peaks tion killing Trapping ators 

1880-99 2 1 2 
1900-09 2 
1910-19 4 1 
1920-24 3 2 1 1 
1925-29 4 3 1 2 it 
1930-34 7 il 6 5 
1935-39 7 19 16 6 2 2 
1940-45 15 15 15 35 z 4 

Total 44 52 41 48 8 2 

spect: it shows an accelerating tempo in These tallies seem to clinch the fact 

allirruptive phenomena andin remedial that despite the frequency of remedial 

actions. actions, they have seldom accomplished 

It is probably also valid in showing the purpose of relieving overdrafts on 

: that the number of remedial actions is the range. Only a tenth claim complete 

nearly as great as the number of new _ stabilization, and only half claim par- 
peaks. In short, few irruptions reaching tial stabilization. One must conclude 

the peak stage have been ignored by that the range goes down faster than 

wildlife administrators. the deer. Reductions, in short, are 

Present Status. This of course raises nearly always too late. 

the question: how nearly adequate have The tallies also show a few cases of 

the remedial actions been? We tried to repeated peaks, i.e. herds which have 

tally this, but believe the result to be exhibited alternating peaks and star- 
too defective for publication as a table. vations (Idaho 1 and 2, Maine 1, pos- 
We are, however, able to separate out sibly New Mexico 6, Oregon 1). The 

two classifications which may have a more common aftermath of irruption, 

degree of validity. however, is a protracted low period in 
The present (1945) status of herds both population level and carrying ca- 

tallies out as follows: pacity. Some of the most completely 

Trouble areas with herd not yet at peak 22 documented cases are in Table 2. 

\
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We have tried to tally the number of _ pressure gives worthless foods a com- 

cases in which the bulk of the pre- petitive advantage, and in the long run 

irruptive carrying capacity was saved the whole flora tends to shift its compo- 

by prompt reduction. We have con- sition in a direction unfavorable for 

cluded that our data are too defective deer. 
to answer this question but feel safe in Thus hemlock reproduction is a thing 

saying that such cases are rare. of the past in northern Wisconsin save 

only on certain Indian reservations and 
Brxavior OF Browse PLANTS ON other deerless areas: 

Propiem AREAS Effect of Artificial Feeding. There is 
Many case-histories exhibit similari- general agreement that when deer are 

ties of food-plant behavior under deer fed hay and grain, they do not, asa rule, 
pressure. Some of these aresummarized stop browsing. Hence feeding seldom 

below. relieves an overdraft on the natural 
Critical Seasons. In cold climates the browse foods. A seeming exception 

season of greatest food shortage is al- exists in some deer herds in farming 

TABLE 2.—RELAPSED IRRUPTIONS. 

Relapsed 
Peak period to Present range condition 

date 

Arizona 1 1924 21 years Fully stocked at 15% of peak level 
Oregon 2 1941 4 years Capacity 20% of 1932 
Pennsylvania 1928 17 years Capacity 50% of pre-irruptive capacity 
Utah 4 1936 9 years Capacity 50% of peak level 

ways winter, but in the low-altitude regions, subsisting on field crops. Some 

ranges of the Southwest, the critical such herds do little browsing, even on 
season comes during the dry spring or heavily populated range, and even 

summer. (Texas 1, Arizona 6). where crop damage is heavy (Iowa 1, 2, 

Indicators of Pressure. Each region 3, New York 6). 

has particular plants, the behavior of Mast, like grain, does not relieve an 

which, under deer pressure, is diag- overdraft on natural browse foods. Un- 

nostic. Thus in Wisconsin, the earliest derfed deer fatten quickly on mast, but 
deer-line on balsam was the precursor mast is too irregular to maintain a herd 

of fawn starvation. On the Kaibab, on range which has lost its browse 
eating pinon foreshadowed the catas- (Wisconsin 2). 

trophic die-off of 1924-26. Most irruptive states have tried feed- 

Replacement. Probably the most im- ing; a few (like Wisconsin) have been 

portant single fact in the ecology of ordered to feed by their legislatures; 

browse plants is that as palatable spe- none has found it a satisfactory remedy 
cies are crippled by overbrowsing, and for overpopulation; a few (notably 

as their reproduction is inhibited, their Colorado and Utah) state flatly that it 

“place in the sun” tends to be usurped _ injures both the deer and the range. (See 
by unpalatable species. In short, deer Doman, E. R. and D. I. Rasmussen,
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Jour. Wildlife Mgmt. 8(4) 318-338 The existence of unbrowsed spots on 

(Oct. 1944).) overbrowsed ranges is apparently uni- 
Effect of Cuttings on Browse. Down versal, and is always confusing to lay- 

tops from current cutting operations men. 

often stave off starvation on over- Masking. Mild winters frequently 

stocked ranges, but the end effect, like mask the over-browsed condition of the 
that of artificial feeding, isto aggravate winter range by allowing deer to use the 

the depletion of natural browse. Excess summer range in winter. This spreads 
deer subsisting on down tops were the damage temporarily, but does not 

recorded as early as 1895 (New York 1). avert the ultimate penalty. It is hard to 
When cutting operations are suffi- persuade the public that fat deer may, 

ciently continuous, the result may be at times, be found on a depleted range. 

the annihilation of all woody growths “Storage.’’ Long nearly-deerless peri- 
accessible to deer. The Chambers Is- ods often preceded the present irrup- 
land herd (Wisconsin 2) evidently tions of deer. This resulted in the ac- 
wintered for a decade on down tops cumulation or “storage” of palatable 
alone. shrubs on a large scale. Thus parts of 

Cuttings are sometimes made for the Wisconsin, Michigan, Pennsylvania, 
specific purpose of stimulating a new and New York accumulated heavy 

growth of browse-plants. (See Morton growths of ground hemlock (Tazus 

and Sedan, Jour Wildlife Mgmt., 2(4) canadensis), one of the best of the pa- 

206-214. (Oct. 1938).) latable shrubs. These growths are now 

Hilbert R. Siegler, Biologist for the largely extirpated by irrupting deer. 

New Hampshire Fish and Game De- “Stored” browse plants sometimes 

partment, writes that “When softwood die with dramatic suddenness. W. J. P. 

trees are removed by lumbering, ground Aberg, formerly Chairman of the Wis- 

hemlock (Taxus canadensis) disappears consin Conservation Commission, tells 

because of lack of shade. Deer in such usthat Espinore Island, in Lake Huron, 

localities are then forced to live on wasa tangle of ground hemlock through 

spruce. In years of severe snowfall, a long deerless period. About 1939 the 

when their movements are restricted, a island was made a refuge. In about 1941 

locality can then become over-browsed, deer from the irrupting mainland oc- 

and starvation sets in.” This seems to cupied the island. In 1944 the ground 

be a reversal of the usual rule that hemlock showed little visible distress, 

lumbering increases browse food plants. but by 1945 it was mostly dead, and by 

Spotty Damage. Starving deer do not 1946 it was all dead. Two winters of 

disperse in search of food, nor has arti- heavy overbrowsing wiped out the 

ficial dispersion by driving or baiting stand. White cedar on the same island 

been successful. For this reason damage is not yet injured, indicating the ex- 

to range is usually spotty. There is a treme palatability of ground hemlock. 

presumption, but no proof, that natural Fortunately not all browse plants are 

predators, by breaking up congestions, so vulnerable to over-use as ground 

once tended to distribute the deer load hemlock. 

more evenly. In the mountain ranges of the Great
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Basin, such as the Wasatch and the with other factors to aggravate irrup- 
Kaibab, there was large-scale “storage” tive phenomena. It is theoretically pos- 

of Cowania and Cercocarpus. This region sible for a herd to starve without in- 

was nearly deerless when Father Es-  erease in density, if tolerant palatables 
calante traversed it in 1776-77; he had are lacking and if closure is sufficiently 

to eat his own horses or starve. (Esca- uniform over its range. 

lante’s Journal, Utah State Historical The closed condition of the virgin 
Society, 11: 1-4 (Jan., Apr., July, Oct., forest is widely believed to account for 

1948).) It was nearly deerless when the the original scarcity of deer in many 

Salt Lake region was mapped by Cap- _ regions. 
tain Stansbury in 1849-50. (U. S. 

Senate, Executive Document No. 8, Spe- Brnavior or Denr Popunations 
cial Session, 487 pp. (March 1851).) It ap- on Prosiem AREAS 
parently remained nearly deerless until Deer irruptions are possible because 
after 1910, and accumulated, in favora- deer (and some other ungulates) differ 
ble spots, very heavy growths of Co- from most other mammals, and from 
wania and Cercocarpus. Nowhere in our most birds, in social tolerance. When 

travels have we seen so large a percent- intolerant species become too dense 

tage of palatable undergrowths as in they disperse, by their own social pres- 
this region. sure, to other areas. If these areas are 

This “stored” food doubtless con- submarginal as habitat, they die. 

tributed to the rapid growth of deer When deer become too dense, there 

populations, peaking on the Kaibab in _ is no general dispersion, unless perhaps 

1924 (Arizona 1) and on the Wasatch in when forced by predator-attack. They 
1932-43 (Utah 3). Conversely these become still denser, and eventually kill 

immense herds made short work of the their food plants and starve. 

plants which had made them immense. Drift. While deer do not disperse 
Most of the plants remaining alive in from congested areas to a degree suffi- 
1941, when Leopold visited this region, cient to relieve population pressure, 

had tops above the reach of deer. Those there are always a few deer which de- 

which had been killed had not yet been tach themselves from the congested 
replaced by reproduction. herd, and which show up, as drifters, on 

Closure. A decade or two after the surrounding range. They are traceable 
inauguration of fire control, there is only in farming regions where no othr 
often a closure of tree crowns which re- deer exist. Most drifters into farming 

duces the amount of browse available _ regions fall victim to dogs, poachers, or 

at ground level, and hence the carrying motor accidents, but occasionally they 
capacity for deer. Intolerant palatables take root and establish colonies. 

may be shaded out completely. Some Drifting deer began to show up on 

palatables (like ground hemlock) are southern Wisconsin farms about 1930, 

tolerant, but this shrub under deer pres- which is also the time when the north- 

sure disappears so early that it hardly ern Wisconsin herd began to pyramid 
figures in the ultimate food crisis. its numbers. Drifters now appear each 

Closure has undoubtedly interplayed year in many southern counties, and
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where the per cent of woodlot area is The appraiser should bear in mind 
greatest, large extensions of inhabited that starved deer are always full of food, 

range have been made. No similar drift but the food is of inferior species. (See 

is known to have occurred before 1930, Feeney, W. S., Wisconsin Conservation 

when the northern herd was low. The Bulletin, 8 (8) 12-19, (Aug. 1948).) 
deer herds of the upper Mississippi and The appraiser should bear in mind 
lower Wisconsin river valleys are of that no one irruptive stage is ever syn- 

drift. origin. chronous over large areas, and that the 

In Iowa drifters from the five local worst irruptions contain islands of nor- 

problem areas have been recorded from mal range. 

nearly every county in the state. Drift In Wisconsin, the present critical 

is known to occur in Michigan, New areas form a moth-eaten pattern, but in 
York, and Pennsylvania. the Lower Peninsula of Michigan, criti- 
How to explain drift in so tolerant a cal conditions spread in more or less 

species as deer is still an unsolved riddle. concentric zones from an initial focus on 

Malnutrition. The malnutrition which an over-preserved club at Turtle Lake. 

follows the large-scale consumption of 

inferior browse causes a deterioration in Pusiic Epucation 
both weight and antler development. “The deer literature exhibits singular 

(As an example see Schunke, W. H. and unanimity on the difficulty. of explain- 

Trven O. Buss, Trends in the Kill of Wis- ing over-browsing phenomena to hunt- 

consin Whitetail Bucks, 1986-40, Jour. ers who are afield only in fall, and who 

Wildl. Mgmt., 5 (8) 338-386. (July seldom differentiate browse plants. 

1941).) Many writers agree that there are only 

It is often difficult to tell whether two effective educational devices: field 
poor antlers are caused by malnutrition, trips to winter yards, and exclosures 

or the too-heavy shooting of prime where the difference between browsed 
bucks, or both. Over-shooting of prime and unbrowsed terrain may be seen. 
bucks is frequent when buck-laws are 

unduly prolonged, and irruptions are Causzs or IRRUPTION 
also frequent under the same circum- The irruptions known to us have 
stances. been preceded by certain ecological con- 

Appraisal of Areas. It is our impres- ditions, and these have occurred so fre- 
sion that irrupting herds tend to act quently as to raise. the presumption 
alike in the early stages of the ““Kaibab- that they constitute predisposing causes 
Sequence,” but tend to become unlike probably in combination with each 
in later stages. Hence an advanced ir- other. 
ruption is often harder to appraise than Predator Control. All western irrup- 
an incipient one. tions, beginning with the Kaibab, have 

A common error is to try to appraise followed, and none preceded, the initi- 
by census, rather than by browse con- ation of federal predator control on the 
ditions. The public can dispute end- public lands about 1910. 
lessly about censuses, but it cannot dis- In the east, the removal of effective 
pute dead browse plants. deer predators came about earlier, and
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irruptions also occurred earlier. Thus Buck Laws. Does have been exempt 

wolves are reported to have disappeared from hunting, either by buck laws or 

from the Adirondacks between 1888 and __ by large closed areas, for a considerable 

1897; cougars in 1882-89. Both were period prior to all of the irruptions of 

too scarce to control deer for years prior which we have a record. States without 
to their final extirpation. The Adiron- recent buck-laws (like Minnesota) have 

dack deer first irrupted in 1895. irrupted only on large closed areas (like 
Again, on Mt. Desert Island, Maine, Itasca State Park, Minnesota 2). 

cougars disappeared about 1845, wolves Loggings and Fire. All eastern irrup- 
1863-80, and deer irrupted in 1880. tions known to us were preceded by 

Irruptions are unknown in Mexico, general logging, but long intervals 

and we know of only two in Canada. sometimes elapsed before irruptions oc- 

Both Canada and Mexico retain wolves curred. Presumably post-logging fires 

or cougars, except in certain settled may have retarded the re-establishment 

areas. of brushy growths. The evidence sug- 

Since irruptions coincide both in gests that “brush in the sun” is the pre- 

time and space with greatly reduced disposing condition for large increments 

predation by wolves or cougars, and of deer food. 

since they are not known to have oc- In the semi-arid west the forest is 

curred in the presence of these preda- open, hence irruptions occur without 

tors, there is a strong presumption that prior loggings. 

over-control of these predators is a pre- g 
Wee Pace UMMARY 

disposing cause. In Europe, likewise, 

deer troubles began as effective preda- Prior to the turn of the century, the 
tors ceased. (See Leopold, Jour. of prevalent population problem in deer 

Forestry, 34: 4-5, (April-May 1936).) was scarcity. Since that time, about a 

Many irruptions, beginning with the hundred herds of deer, varying in size 

Kaibab, have occurred in the presence from a small refuge to half a state, have 

of numerous coyotes. The coyote may pyramided their numbers to the point 

thus be ruled out as effective deer of presenting a problem. Of these, over 

predator. half are known to have reached a popu- 
There has been a strong upsurge of lation peak, nearly half are known to 

coyotes in Wisconsin and Michigan have exhibited starvation, and nearly 

since the recent onset of deer starvation half are known to have been reduced 
in these states. It would be unsafe to _ by legalized killing of females. The deer 
conclude, however, that starving deer problem on most western ranges is com- 

caused the increase, because the woods plicated by livestock problems, and 

are also full of crippled deer, which die often by elk problems. 

through the winter and furnish food. Starvation occurs because the deer 
Bald eagles and ravens have formed kill their natural food plants by over- 

the habit of wintering on dead deer in browsing. These are then replaced by 
parts of northern Wisconsin, and the plants of little or no food value. The 

search for carcasses is often facilitated post-irruptive carrying capacity has 

by watching these birds. been estimated, in various cases, at
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from near-zero to half of the pre-irrup- disposing causes of irruptive behavior. 

tive capacity. Prior loggings and fires, by renewing 
The smaller deer starve first. Malnu- the plant succession, tend to increase 

trition, diseases, parasites, and preda- deer foods on the eastern ranges. Fire 
tion on weakened animals accompany protection later brings a sharp decrease 

starvation. in food supply when closure of the forest 
Mild winters, artificial feeding, and canopy shades out intolerant food 

down tops from logging often postpone, _ plants. 

but never prevent, the ultimate shrink- Only about a tenth of the known 
age of both the herd and its range. problem areas are reported as stabilized 

Buck laws, predator control, and as of 1945. Most of the remedial reduc- 

over-large refuges, working in combi- tions have been too late, too light, or too 

nation to allow undue multiplication of intermittent to accomplish their pur- 

breeding females, seem to be the pre- pose.
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ON A MONUMENT TO THE PIGEON 

Aldo Leopold 

We meet here to commemorate the death of a species. This monu- 
ment symbolizes our sorrow. We grieve because no living man will see 
again the onrushing phalanx of victorious birds, sweeping a path for 
spring across the March skies, chasing the defeated winter from all the 
woods and prairies of Wisconsin. 

Men still live who, in their youth, remember pigeons; trees still live 
that, in their youth, were shaken by a living wind. But a few decades 
hence only the oldest oaks will remember, and at long last only the hills 
will know. 

There will always be pigeons in books and in museums, but these are 
effigies and images, dead to all hardships and to all delights. Book- 
pigeons cannot dive out of a cloud to make the deer run for cover, nor 
clap their wings in thunderous applause of mast-laden woods. They 
know no urge of seasons; they feel no kiss of sun, no lash of wind and 
weather; they live forever by not living at all. 

* * * * 

Our grandfathers, who saw the glory of the fluttering hosts, were less 
well-housed, well-fed, well-clothed than we are. The strivings by which 
they bettered our lot are also those which deprived us of pigeons. Per- 
haps we now grieve because we are not sure, in our hearts, that we have 
gained by the exchange. 

It is a century now since Darwin gave us the first glimpse of the ori- 
gin of species. We know now what was unknown to all the preceding 
caravan of generations: that man is only a fellow-voyager with other 
creatures in the Odyssey of evolution, and that his captaincy of the 
adventuring ship conveys the power, but not necessarily the right, to 
discard at will among the crew. We should, in the century since Darwin, 
have achieved a sense of community with living things, and of wonder 
over the magnitude and duration of the biotic enterprise. 

For one species to mourn the death of another is a new thing under 
the sun. The Cro-Magnon who slew the last mammoth thought only of 
steaks. The sportsman who shot the last pigeon thought only of his prow- 
ess. The sailor who clubbed the last auk thought of nothing at all. But 
we, who have lost our pigeons, mourn the loss. Had the funeral been 
ours, the pigeons would hardly have mourned us. In this fact, rather 
in Mr. Vandevar Bush’s bombs, or Mr. DuPont's nylons, lies objective 
evidence of our superiority over the beasts. 

* * * * 

We who erect this monument are performing a dangerous act. Be- 
cause our sorrow is genuine, we are tempted to believe that we had no 
part in the demise of the pigeon. The truth is that our grandfathers, who 
did the actual killing, were our agents. They were our agents in the 

8
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sense that they shared the conviction, which we have only now begun 

to doubt, that it is more important to multiply people and comforts than 
to cherish the beauty of the land in which they live. What we are doing 

here today is publicly to confess a doubt whether this is true. 

This, then, is a monument to a bird we have lost, and to a doubt we 
have gained. Perched like a duckhawk on this cliff, it will scan this wide 

valley, watching through the days and years. For many a March it will 
watch the geese go by, telling the river about clearer, colder, lonelier 

waters on the tundra. For many an April it will see the redbuds come 
and go, and for many a May the flush of oak-blooms on a thousand hills. 
Questing woodducks will search these basswoods for hollow limbs; 
golden prothonotaries will shake the golden pollen from the river- 
willows. Egrets will pose on these sloughs in Augusts, plovers will 
whistle from September skies, hickory nuts will plop into October leaves, 
and hail will rattle in November woods. But no pigeons will pass, for 
there are no pigeons, save only this flightless one, graven in bronze on 
this rock. Tourists will read this inscription, but their thoughts, like the 
bronze pigeon, will have no wings. 

* * * * 

We are told by economic moralists that to mourn the pigeon is mere 
nostaglia; that if the pigeoners had not done away with him, the farmers 
would ultimately have been obliged, in self-defense, to do so. Perhaps 
this is true, but perhaps it is also true that we did away with an idea, 
as well as a bird. It is one of the ironies of science that it discovers, ex 
post facto, a philosophical significance in what it has previously tossed 
into the dust-bin. 

The pigeon was no mere bird, he was a biological storm. He was the 
lightning that played between two biotic poles of intolerable intensity: 
the fat of the land and his own zest for living. Yearly the feathered 
tempest roared up, down, and across the continent, sucking up the laden 
fruits of forest and prairie, burning them in a travelling blast of life. Like 
any other chain-reaction, the pigeon could survive no diminution of his 
own furious intensity. Once the pigeoners had subtracted from his num- 
bers, and once the settlers had chopped gaps in the continuity of his 
fuel, his flame guttered out with hardly a sputter or even a wisp of 
smoke. 

Today the laden oaks still flaunt their burden at the sky, but the 
feathered lightning is no more. Worm and weevil must now perform 
slowly and silently the biological task which once drew thunder from the 
firmament. The wonder is not that the pigeon passed out, but that he 
ever survived through all the millennia of pre-Babbitian time. 

* * * * 

The pigeon lived by his desire for clustered grape and_ bursting 
beechnut, and by his contempt of miles and seasons. Things that Wis-
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consin did not offer him today he sought and found tomorrow in Michi- 
gan, or Labrador, or Tennessee; to find them required only the free sky, 
and the will to ply his wings. 

But there are fruits in this land unknown to pigeons, and as yet to 
most men. Perhaps we too can live by our desires to find them, and bya 
contempt for miles and seasons, a love of free sky, and a will to ply our 
wings. 

(Revised from talk delivered at annual meeting of the Wisconsin Society for 
Omithology, Appleton, April 6, 1946.) 
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FIG. 2 — Passenger Pigeons in Wisconsin. 

From a pencil and water color by Walter Thorp. 

Walter Thorp of Baraboo, Wisconsin, who painted this picture for a University 
of Wisconsin Rural Art EP exhibit in 1944, felt that this was to be his best and 
most important work. He had seen several small flocks of Passenger Pigeons in his 
youth and listened to his father tell of the great flocks in the early days. He was 
also very much impressed by the writings of Audubon regarding these birds, as may 
be seen from this picture which was purchased by the University.
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FIG. 3 — Passenger Pigeon on nest in captivity. The bird doubtless 
in some fear of the photographer.
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Both of the hares of Wisconsin have changed their original 
range boundaries. The jackrabbit is spreading rapidly east- 
ward; the snowshoe hare has been, at least until recently, shrink- 

ing slowly northward. This paper aims to record their distribu- 

tion as of 1944, and to discuss briefly the probable reasons for 

boundary changes. 

The present ranges are mapped in Figures 1 and 2. A por- 
tion of the “stations” on these maps were accumulated since 
1928 by questioning students, farmers, game wardens, sports- 
men and technical field men. Another portion was obtained by 

‘ questionnaires and correspondence in 1944.* A final and very 
valuable series of historical records was contributed by Dr. A. W. 
Schorger. 

JACKRABBIT (Lepus townsendii companius. Hollister) 

Former status. Cory, in his “Mammals of Illinois and Wis- 
consin” (1912), lists the jackrabbit as “not yet recorded from 

Wisconsin (although it) has been taken in the eastern border of 
Iowa .. . and in extreme southeastern Minnesota” (6:265). 

Cory was mistaken, for the following captions will show 
at least five occurrences of jackrabbit in Wisconsin prior to the 

publication of Cory’s book in 1912: 

Grant County, 1888. Assemblyman Lloyd Rundell, who grew 
: up on a farm 12 miles north of Platteville in Grant County, 

remembers the killing of a jackrabbit on about February 21, 
1888. The animal was shot by Albert Warne and William Gubbel 

*I wish in particular to acknowledge the help of Arnold S. Buss, Donald I 
Evers, John T. Curtis, W. S. Feeney, William H. Field, H. M. Fuley, Fred Gardner, 

Albert Gastrow, Wallace Grange, Arthur S. Hawkins, 8S. W. Hayner, Karl W. Kah- 

mann, Helmer Mattison, John O’Donnell, A. J. Peterson, Lloyd Rundell, Raymond 

Schenk, A. W. Schorger, Clarence A, Searles, Herbert L, Stoddard, and G. A. Weitz, 

iL
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of Livingston. I have a letter from Albert Warne dated Feb- 
ruary 12, 1945, reciting all the details. This letter leaves no 
doubt as to the identity of the animal. The year is certain 
because the event followed the historic blizzard of January 12, 
1888. The letter indicates that jackrabbits were previously 
unknown in that locality. 

Iowa County, 1897. Dr. A. W. Schorger has discovered the 
following in the Madison State Journal for January 5, 1898 
(p. 1): “A genuine jackrabbit, weighing over 8 pounds, ‘was 
killed in the town of Arena a few days ago by Walter A. Cook. 

Harry Smith, of this city, has just returned from a hunting trip 
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Fic. 1.—Range of the Jackrabbit in Wisconsin as of 1944.
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Fic. 2.—Range of the Snowshoe Hare in Wisconsin as of 1944. 

in Arena and brought it home with him.” This record is unmis- 
takable, but it contains no inference as to whether jackrabbits 

in Iowa County were something new. It does imply that they 

were scarce. 

Sauk County, 1906? Herbert L. Stoddard, whose boyhood 

home was in Sauk County, writes me under date of January 7, 

1945: “To the best of my recollection there were a few jack- 

rabbits on what is known as the Sand Prairie, some 8 or 10 

miles west of Prairie du Sac, when I first came to Wisconsin 

about 1906-7. Later they increased, and by 1915-1920 they 

were quite numerous . . . Ed Ochsner (now deceased) told me
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that they were brought in from elsewhere, and liberated on the 

Prairie.” i 

Through the courtesy of Dr. A. W. Schorger, I am able to 
quote the following note made by him on February 16, 1935 
after a conversation with Ed Ochsner: “Regarding jackrabbits 

he (Ochsner) stated that about 40 years ago a saloon-keeper 

moved to Prairie du Sac from Nebraska. The children brought 

with them some young jackrabbits which escaped. After that a 
pair or so were shot every winter, but they have become fairly 
common only within the past ten years.”’ (About 1925.) 

Ed Ochsner, in 1921, told Paul Jones, a competent naturalist, 

that jackrabbits had been planted on the Sand Prairie “about 
25 years ago.” 

Albert Gastrow, a life-long resident of Prairie du Sac and 
field companion of Herbert Stoddard, tells me that he can re- 

member jackrabbits on the Sand Prairie as far back as 1898, 
but that he has no recollection of a planting. 

I have entered the Sauk colony on Figure 1 as a probable 
planting dating back to about 1906, but it is evident from the 

foregoing evidence that the colony may be older, and that it may 

be indigenous. Whatever its origin, an increase in numbers be- 
gan about 1925. When I came to Wisconsin in 1924, jackrabbits 

were present on the Sauk Prairie, but absent from Dane County, 
which lies east of Sauk. 

Dunn County, 1905. Helmer Mattison of Menomonie, a re- 

liable trapper and a field companion of Irven O. Buss, wrote me 

in July 1944: “The first jack I know of was on the Fall City 

Prairie about 1905 in the town of Spring Brook . . . My father’s 

farm was in the town of Spring Brook 214 miles west of Fall 

City. My folks bought this farm in 1898 as wild land.” 

Jackrabbits were apparently absent here prior to about 1905, 
but moved in as the region was cleared for farming. Mattison 

knows of no local plantings, nor have I found any reports of 

plantings in that region. 

Waushara County Planting, 1900. As will be described later, 

a well-authenticated planting of jackrabbits was made in Wau- 
shara County in 1900, and is locally believed to account for the 

present local stock (17). 

As against these five positive records, Dr. A. W. Schorger 
has contributed seven others which are either negative or doubt-
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ful as to jackrabbits. These, however, are in part positive as to 

snowshoe hare, and hence are quoted later under the discussion 

of snowshoe hare. 
While Cory overlooked the jackrabbit, it is clear that the 

species must have been scarce when his book was published in 
1912, and for a long time prior to 1912, else some report of its 

presence in the state would have come to Cory’s notice. Cory’s 

omission of the jack has been perpetuated in the subsequent 

books on the mammals of this region (2, 8). 

Cory must have had some inkling that the jackrabbit might 

be about to spread eastward, for he reports the species as “not _ 

yet recorded from Illinois or Wisconsin.” 
There are a good many early reports of large rabbits in 

southern Wisconsin, but these are usually inconclusive because 

it is uncertain whether they refer to jackrabbits or to snowshoe 
hares. I have already published one report of “large white rab- 
bits” in Trempealeau County about 1876 which may refer to 
either species (12 :95-96). 

Plantings. At least part of the present jackrabbit popula- 
tion stems from plantings. I have gathered reports of ten plant- 
ings of jackrabbits imported into Wisconsin from western states: 

Number 

No. County Year Planted Remarks 

1 Waushara 1900 12 4 males, 8 females, from Nebraska, 
in March, by Guy Mumbrue and 

W. A. Baugh, N. of Wautoma. Suc- 

cess: Stock spread N. and W. (17) 

before 

2 Sauk 1906? 2 A colony existed here perhaps as 

early as 1898, but its origin is 

uncertain. 

8 Vernon 1910? 2 At Viroqua. Said to have survived. 

4 Barron 1918? t Near Cumberland, Success unknown. 

(17) 

5 Iowa 1928 10 6 miles E. of Mineral Point. 

6 Iowa 1928 12 6 miles E. of Mineral Point. 

7 Kewaunee 1930 24 In April, by Dr. V. T. Laurent, be- 

tween Luxemburg and Ellisville. Now 

spread E. to Algoma, W. to Sugar- 

bush in Brown Co. where one was 

killed Jan. 1945.
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Number 
No. County Year Planted Remarks 

8 Door 1932 ? Near Whitefish Bay, by Mr. Machek. 

Survived a few years, now gone. 

9 Door 1938 40-50 Near Sawyer, by Arden Robertson. 

Stock from Rago, Kansas. One killed 

Dec. 20, 1944 by Ervin Serville. 

10 Door 19389 2 In Brussels and Claybank townships, 

by Justin Shutawar of Forestville. 

Now established across the base of 

. the Door Peninsula. 

Not all of these reports are equally dependable. Numbers 1, 

7, 8, 9, and 10 are supported by satisfactory corroborative detail. 

Numbers 1, 7, and 10 resulted in the establishment of a popula- 
tion on range previously vacant. 

Could all of the present stock have originated from plant- 

ings? Not unless additional successful plantings, unknown to 
me, were made in southwestern Wisconsin before 1888 (Grant 

County record), and in northwestern Wisconsin before 1905, 

(Dunn County arrival). Two plantings (No’s. 1 & 2) preceded 
the arrival in Dunn County, but they lie too far south and east 

to account for the Dunn County stocks. 

At this late date there is only one final proof of indigenous 
jackrabbits: the identification of bones from Indian middens. 

The general progression of arrival dates in Figure 1 is clearly 

from westward to eastward, and this supports the theory that 

the bulk of the present stock originated by natural spread from 

the Mississippi River counties, or even from points west. The 

upper Mississippi is frozen in winter, and presents no barrier to 

winter movement. 

Reasons for Spread: Present Habitat. The present jackrab- 

bit range, as depicted in Figure 1, consists of two zones: a peri- 

pheral northeastern fringe of cutover pine lands, and an interior 
block of rich dairy farms in the southwestern counties originally 
consisting largely of prairie. The jackrabbit had to cross this 

prairie farm zone in order to reach the peripheral cutover zone. 
Unless the spread eastward represents response to some long 

climatic cycle, we must look to land-use changes in the prairie 
farm zone to explain the inception of the eastward movement 

in this mammal.
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It is now well known, both from vegetative evidence (15) and 

recorded history (18:18; 19:18) that prior to 1840, Indian fires 

tended to keep what is now the prairie farm zone in prairie 
vegetation, whereas after 1840 there was widespread encroach- 
ment of oak—hickory forest on the unplowed portions. This trend 
toward reforestation perhaps explains the scarcity of jackrab- . 
bits up to Cory’s time. 

By 1900 intensive dairy farming began to reverse this trend 

toward more woodlots in the farming zone, while the fires which 
followed lumbering created large grassland areas in the former 
pineries. These changes presumably set the stage for the recent 

eastward extension of the jackrabbit range. The occupation of 

the prairie farm zone by jackrabbits was largely completed in 
the 1930’s, and this brought the frontier to the edge of the cut- 
overs, the invasion of which is now proceeding at a rapid rate. 

(See arrival dates in Figure 1.) 

While the two zones were both being deforested from 1900 
to about 1930, the inauguration of state-wide forest fire protec- 
tion in about 1930 has now reversed the trend of plant succes- 

sion in the cutovers, and this will ultimately constrict and 

localize the jackrabbit in the peripheral fringe. In the farm 

zone, on the other hand, the tendency toward deforestation is. 

being accelerated by the pasturing of woodlots, drouth, oak wilt 
disease (10) and (since the war started) by boom prices for oak 

logs and railroad ties. Brushy fence rows are being cleared up, 

partly to combat the cornborer, while roadside growths are dis- 
appearing due to the-widening of roads and the mechanical mow- 
ing of road-shoulders. All those changes doubtless tend either 

to encourage the jackrabbit, or to discourage his cover- 

demanding competitors and predators. 

While the jackrabbit now occupies most of the state, his 
population density, unlike that in the western states, is very 
light. Jacks are most abundant on the flat, wide prairie ridges 
of the southwestern counties, but even there the density prob- 

ably seldom exceeds three or four individuals per farm. In the 
peripheral fringe, some of the counties showing three or four 
stations in Figure 1 may support only a few dozen individuals, 

and these are for the most part confined to sandy “barrens,” or 

to large areas of abandoned fields not yet reclaimed by woody 

vegetation.
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The eastward spread of the jackrabbit frontier is known to 
occur not only by the slow advance of a solid front, but by out- 

liers thrust suddenly far ahead of the main front, and later in- 

corporated in it. Thus in 1980 Professor John T. Curtis found 

a jackrabbit skeleton in Waukesha County near Mukwanago, at 

which time the species was not yet known to have entered Dane 

County, and the nearest known “front” lay 75 miles to the west. 

Jackrabbits have not occurred regularly in Waukesha County 
until very recently. 

These two types of spread by an expanding population are 

similar to those already described for Hungarian Partridge (13). 

SNOWSHOE HARE (Lepus americanus phaennotus) 

This paper follows the taxonomy of Hamilton (8:376), and 

takes no account of the possible existence of two subspecies in 

Wisconsin. 
The south boundary of the snowshoe hare range during the 

pre-settlement period undoubtedly lay far south of the present 
boundary (Figure 2), and may have extended as far south as 

Chicago. Kennicott, in 1855, makes this qualified assertion, 

quoted by Cory (6:264): “It has been stated that a number 
were shot on the present site of the city of Chicago in the winter 

’ of 1824.” This is possible, for the tamarack bogs constituting 
the southerly habitat of the snowshoe extended as far south as 
Chicago. 

If the original range did extend into Illinois, then one would 

expect to find reports of early colonies in the numerous tam- 

arack bogs of southeastern Wisconsin. I have found no such 
reports; my records of former occurrences are confined to recent 

years, and to the counties immediately adjoining the present 

boundary. Dr. A. W. Schorger, however, has contributed seven 

records, all preceding 1900, and scattered widely over the south- 

ern counties almost to the Illinois boundary. I present Schorger’s 

records in chronological order: 
Ozaukee County, 1848. C. T. Ficker settled in the town of 

Mequon in the winter of 1848-49. His journal, recently pub- 
lished (7:349) says “There are no German rabbits here, though 
there are wild hares which in summer have a gray appearance, 

in winter white.” Ozaukee County is still rich in bogs, but there 
was no prairie. Ficker’s description certainly refers to snow- 

shoe hare.
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Green Lake County, 1849. John Muir’s parents settled on a 
farm near Kingston in 1849. In his “Boyhood and Youth” Muir 

says (16:181) “Hares and rabbits were seldom seen when we 

first settled in the Wisconsin woods, but they multiplied rapidly 
after the animals that preyed upon them had been thinned out, 

and food and shelter supplied in grain fields and log fences and 
the thickets of young oaks that grew up in pastures after the 

annual grass fires were kept out.” 

Green Lake was partly prairie, but it also had many tamarack 
swamps, and Muir’s hares were clearly snowshoes. 

Milwaukee County, 1852. Increase H. Lapham, a versatile 

naturalist, mentions a specimen of Lepus americanus from Mil- 
waukee preserved in the collection of the Natural History Society 
at Madison (11:340). 

Sauk County, 1870. W. H. Canfield came to Sauk County in 

1840. In 1870 he published the third of a series of recollections, 

in which is this item: “Northern Hare. Seldom seen. Gray rab- 
bit. Scarce when the country was new, but now very plenty. 

Water rabbitt. That resorts to water when pursued, sinking be- 

low the surface except the nose and eyes.” (5:39) 

Canfield was originally attached to a government surveying 
party. Schorger considers him observant and generally reliable. 

His “water rabbit,” however, was certainly a swimming cotton- 

tail. Cottontails swim freely when pressed by hunters or dogs. 

There is a large tamarack swamp on Leech Creek northeast 
of Baraboo. While the tamaracks are now but a remnant, the 
locality is logical as an early location for a colony of snowshoes. 

Richland County, 1882. The Richland Centre Republican and 
Observer for Nov. 23, 1882 (p. 8) contains notice of a “side 

hunt” in which a hare rated 75 points and a rabbit 25. There is 

a large tamarack bog just south of Richland Centre. It is a 
logical location for former snowshoe hares. 

Buffalo County, 1888. L. Kessinger, in his county history, 
gives a list of animals, in which this item occurs: “Northern 

Hare. Changeable fur; rare.” The jackrabbit is of course also 

changeable, but Kessinger’s correct nomenclature leaves little 
doubt that he is reporting snowshoes. The tributaries of the 

Mississippi in Buffalo County include swamps suitable as habitat. 

Winona, Minn., 1897. L. H. Bunnell came to the La Crosse 
region of Wisconsin in June, 1842. He was familiar with the
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Mississippi Valley from Prairie du Chien northward. The fol- 

lowing note, published at Winona, Minn. in 1897, does not refer 

to any exact locality, but to the valley in general. He says 
(4:333) “Rabbits are also quite common in the neighborhood, 
and the northern hare occasionally appears, but as far as I know, 

the real jackrabbit of the plains has not been seen in the Missis- 

sippi bottoms; though his fur becomes, in winter, almost as 

white as that of the hare, and one is sometimes mistaken for the 

other. A full-grown jackrabbit is considerably larger than either 

the northern hare or the English hare.” 

I have mapped Bunnell’s report as Winona for lack of any 

specific location. 

Additional records of snowshoe may, in time, be discovered 

in Indian middens. Bones from one such a midden at Aztalan, 

in Jefferson County, have been partially reported (3:386). Three 

“rabbits” are listed as found among the Aztalan bones, but the 

southern swamp rabbit is one of the three. The improbability 

of this canebrake species in Wisconsin casts doubt on the de- 
pendability of all three identifications. 

The present south boundary of the snowshoe, as depicted in 
Figure 2, refines somewhat the boundaries published by Cory 
and Hamilton, but it is nevertheless a crude affair, for it per- 

force ignores the fact that most marginal colonies are isolated 

islands, whereas in Figure 2 only four extreme cases are so 

mapped. Wallace Grange tells me that parts of the range in 
Wood, Brown, Kewaunee Counties, and southern Door County 

consist of islands. I know that some of the colonies in Outa- 
gamie, Portage, Juneau, Monroe, Jackson and Polk Counties are 
islands, but I lack precise information necessary to map them 
as such. 

Recent Trends. Wallace Grange, who undoubtedly under- 
stands the snowshoe hare better than any other present Wiscon- 

sin naturalist, thinks that the northward recession of the bound- 
ary ceased about 1930, and that since 1930 snowshoes in the 

peripheral counties have trended upward in numbers and per- 

haps southward in distribution. The eleven extinguished col- 
onies, recorded in Figure 2, all disappeared before 1931. A re- 
gression of agricultural settlement and drainage, together with 
an improvement in forest fire control, both followed by an up- 
ward trend in plant succession, also occurred during the early
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1930’s. Hence the southern boundary may, in general, be re- 

garded as stabilized since 1930. 

The following instances illustrate the extinguishment of 

peripheral colonies prior to 1930: 

Polk County. Snowshoes were seen at Balsam Lake, in the 

center of the county, in 1931, but not since. C. A. Weitz, the 
conservation warden, has sent me convincing evidence of three 
relic colonies existing to the east and north of Balsam Lake in 
1943 and 1945, but in each case the colony is very small. In this 

county the pre-1930 recession perhaps still continues. 

4 Dunn County. Helmer Mattison of Menominee, a thoroughly 

competent woodsman, writes me: “The last snowshoe hare that 

was in Dunn County that I know of was shot on my father’s 

farm in the town of Spring Brook, 214 miles west of Fall City, 
December 25, 1908. My folks bought this farm as wild land in 

1898. I don’t know of any snowshoe rabbits now further south 

than the northern half of Barron County.” 

Waushara County. Dr. A. W. Schorger saw a snowshoe hare 

near Pine Lake, Hancock township, on August 21, 1927. One of 
my students, F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., lived near Pine Lake during 

1939 and 1940, but cannot remember evidence of snowshoes at 
this point. Jack Worden, the conservation warden, says there 
are no snowshoes in the county now, and that the last one he 

saw was near Pine Lake “about 15 years ago.” I conclude that 

the hare recorded by Schorger was about the last survivor of a 

relic colony. 

The process of shrinkage is evidently not yet everywhere 

arrested. Clarence Searles of Wisconsin Rapids, who operates a 

cranberry marsh near the most easterly of the two remaining 

colonies in Wood County, writes me: “Snowshoe hares were 
quite plentiful in the swamps of central Wood County until 

about 15 years ago. In a swamp on our property they were com- 

mon, but now they are rare, although still present.” 

Jefferson County Planting. The human itch to plant strange 

rabbits has found expression not only in jackrabbits, but also in 
this species. Hawkins (9:60) records a planting of two snow- 
shoes in 1932 by Peter Dietrich in a tamarack swamp on his 
farm near Faville Grove in Jefferson County. There is no evi- 
dence of establishment, and the tamaracks fell victim to some
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insect or disease about 1942. This same disorder swept most of 

the tamarack bogs in the southeastern counties, and will pro- 

foundly affect their flora and fauna. 

Status in Northern Wisconsin. While shrinking at their peri- 

phery up to 1930, snowshoe hares in northern Wisconsin reach 

high levels at each peak of their cycle. These high populations 

are usually spotty, but where they occur they often inflict heavy 

damage on forest reproduction and forest plantations (1). This 
damage, however, is in my opinion more localized in both time 
and space than that now done by deer (14). It occurs largely in 

i brushy cover, in winter, and at intervals of 10 years. Deer dam- : 

age, on the other hand, is not confined either to cover or to 

winter, and there is no population cycle to create periods of 
respite. Both species browse as high as they can reach from a 
standing position, but the leader of a forest tree does not become 

deer-proof until eight feet above the snow, whereas it becomes 

hare-proof much earlier. 

Wallace Grange has pointed out that the same browsing 

which makes the snowshoe a nuisance in forest plantations re- 
sults in valuable thinnings in over-dense thickets of jackpine 

reproduction. The snowshoe seems to be the only native mammal 

capable of maintaining a dense population in the monotype of 
young jackpines which now covers large areas of outwash sand 

in northern Wisconsin. 

SUMMARY 

The development of agriculture has had opposite effects on 

the two hares of Wisconsin. It has drawn the jackrabbit fron- 
tier eastward from the prairies, while pushing back the snow- 
shoe frontier northward toward the Canadian zone. 

The spread of the jackrabbit did not begin until about 1900, 

when intensive dairying began to shrink the woodlots of south- 

ern Wisconsin. This trend promises to continue. 

Having crossed the southern dairy belt, the jackrabbit was 
free to invade the burned cutovers to the north, and is now 

doing so. This extension of the range, however, will hardly per- 

sist, for fire protection now permits the advance of the forest 

succession in the former cutovers.
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The present jackrabbit population originated in part from 
plantings, but the bulk of it probably represents natural spread 
from the West. 

The snowshoe hare once inhabited swamps in southern Wis- 
consin and perhaps in northeastern Illinois, but the exact loca- 

tion of the original southern frontier is unknown. The species 
has receded slowly northward, but the south boundary has 
become stabilized since 1930. 

The gross ranges of two hares now overlap in a large block of 
central Wisconsin counties, but they seldom occupy identical 
niches. In the zone of overlap the jackrabbit inhabits barrens 

and abandoned farms; the snowshoe, on the other hand, is 

largely confined to swamps, jackpine thickets, and brushy lands. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE HISTORY AND FUTURE OF THE PHEASANT 

: IN WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold and W. F. Grimmer 

3 Pheasants have been planted in all Wisconsin counties. The result- 
ing stands of wild birds furnish at least a rough measure of where 
self-sustaining wild populations are possible in the future. 

The main job in the future will be to build up and maintain these 
wild populations. How is this to be done? By annual restocking? By 
food and cover improvement? By improved methods of regulating 
hunters? The studies reported in this bulletin are an attempt to get 
our bearings on some of these questions, especially the effectiveness of 

restocking operations. 
There are, of course, many special problems. How shall we main- 

tain fair shooting on heavily-hunted public lands? After low years 
like 1945, what kind of artificial replenishments are best to speed up 
recovery? Does the sex ratio ever become so lopsided as to handicap 

‘ productivity? These special problems are all important, but less so than 
the main problem of building up wild populations. 

The history of the pheasant in Wisconsin should also throw some 
light on these problems of the future. This chapter aims to supply 
this historical background, and to set forth some preliminary sugges- 
tions for future pheasant policy. 

History* 

, The first Wisconsin pheasant plantings known to have been success- 
ful were made by the late Colonel Gustav Pabst at Pretty Lake near 
Oconomowoc, Waukesha County, in 1916. This date has been pub- 
lished erroneously as 1910 (Leopold, 1931, p. 101), but this was due 
to confusion between Colonel Pabst’s first pheasant plantings and his 
first Hungarian partridge plantings. It now appears that he first planted 
Hungarians in 1908 (Leopold, 1940, p. 6). ‘Not until 1916 did (he) 

® Otto Beyer, pheasant breeder of Briggsville, Wisconsin, has called attention to the 
early records of pheasant introductions to Massachusetts which are given in Winter 

‘ (Henry David ‘Thoreau, 1887, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston and, New York, 
439 pp.) On Dec. 26, 1854, while Thoreau was visiting in Concord, he writes, 
“R, said that pheasants from England . . . had been imported into Naushon and now 
are'killed there.” On Jan. 8, 1860, he says, “The cock and the hen, that pheasant which 
we have domesticated, are perhaps the most sensitive among domestic animals to 
atmospheric changes. You cannot listen a moment such a day as this, but you will 

‘ hear foes far or near the clarion of the cock celebrating this season, yielding to the 
influence of the south wind .. .” 
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begin to propagate pheasants, but that year, and for many years there- . 
after, he released about 300 pairs annually’ (Scott, 1937, p. 27). 

The Pabst plantings must have “taken root” almost at once, for by 
1920 pheasants had spread ten miles in every direction, and by 1925 
they had colonized most of Waukesha and parts of four adjoining 
counties. By 1927 an open season was allowed in parts of Waukesha 

and Jefferson Counties. 

The Pabst plantings of 1916 were not by any means the earliest 
made in the state, but none of the earlier ones are positively known 2 
to have survived and spread. As early as 1893, Felitas Sawyer planted 
pheasants at Lake Butte des Morts, Winnebago County, but there is no 
record of any survivals. (Information by Wallace Grange, Babcock) . ; 

In 1915, Thomas Higgins released 18 pheasants of his own raising 
at Higgins Park, Town of Two Rivers, Manitowoc County. Survivors 
were seen, and two hens and a cock were killed in 1917, two years 

later. (Information by Anton Novy, Manitowoc). If the Higgins plant 
survived two years, it is not improbable that it survived longer but 
was masked by later wholesale releases. 

There is nothing improbable about these dates, for pheasants were 
planted in Iowa by 1900, in Missouri by 1904, and in Indiana by 1907. 

There is frequent mention of “pheasants” in early Wisconsin game 
laws, but these laws probably refer to the ruffed grouse which is some- 
times called “native pheasant”. 

During the 1920's, a wave of interest in pheasant plantings swept 

over Wisconsin and several other states. Many small plantings were 
made, mostly by private persons and sportsmen’s organizations. About 
50 Wisconsin plantings are recorded in a survey made in 1929 (Leo- 
pold, 1929, map J). By 1929 at least eight commercial game farms 
were in operation, each of which of course “leaked” pheasants as well 
as selling them (Leopold, 1929, p. 102). A few wild-trapped 

pheasants were also obtained by exchange from South Dakota; thus 

23 wild-trapped South Dakota birds were planted at Madison in 1923 
on what is now the University Arboretum. 

The success of these miscellaneous ‘volunteer’ plantings cannot be 

appraised separately, for most of them were overridden by wholesale 

plantings begun by the State Conservation Department in 1928. The 

Department produced most of its own birds on state game farms 

located as follows: 

1928 to 1934—Fish Creek, Door County 
1932 to 1936—Moon Lake, Fond du Lac County 
1934 to present—Poynette, Columbia County 

An approximate history of the output of pheasants by the Conser- 

vation Department appears in Table A. Up to 1936, the output took 

the form both of eggs distributed to cooperators in the spring, and of 
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Table A 

PHEASANTS RELEASED BY WISCONSIN CONSERVATION 
DEPARTMENT 

Eggs _ | Day-old Chicks| Stocked from | Total Pheas- 
Year Distributed | Distributed Farm* — | ants Stocked™* 

Wot AD, oe 8 hal Ne iL OOM) | eeeure cee 1,700 3,100 
PONSA ooo seen ceed aeeerelil |. SR GUA Al cree dcmce cess 8,800 13,200 
LOB oer ete Doel meetin ern cetlll Dh aNRLE [den teeta 7,400 147100 
1082 eke le cn eeee oleae TE000 Tl osemenanenecle 7,400 12,000 
1088 oo oe oan ore eee enero see 74,300 eecueleeesee 4,100 22,700 
FOS eons eecenttssceeeceeen |, AOOOO | [eee cceeced 18,100 24°30 
WR ect eee SON GO) © occ 2/800 29,700 
1036. 2220222222 2S oes 77,800 5,700 11,100 34,900 

U0 NAS See es Seo 42,100 28/300 77,500 
SOR Sie aac casos eee aaees 42,100 79,900 69,700 155,200 
IQR RS See=ooea a Sopacetaceesen peek 48,900 108 ,600 97,409 201,800 
BONNE tesco sd aniten See ien enol 46,800 134,600 96,500 226,100 
LOAD ieee Seek eaten ene 42,100 239,300 36,500 246,200 
LOAD Oe | tae ome ee 33,200 184,600 39,900 192,900 
NOMS eee oe ee renee 25,100 164,700 29,300 168,000 

a ae 29,600 171,200 30,300 162,500 
reenact pa 15,200 180,000 36,600 173,700 

Wetales (2 cuba wesecocetcuscuee 723,900 1,310,700 519,900 1,757,900 

*This includes grown young stocked in midsummer, plus mature birds stocked in fall and early spring. 
**This includes the reported survival from eggs and chicks, plus grown young and mature birds stocked from 

the State Fxperimental Game and Fur Farm. 
Note: All figures in Table A arc the official reports rounded off to the nearest 100. 

nearly grown young, usually planted in July and August. In 1937 
day-old chicks began to supplant eggs; these were hatched at Poynette 
and raised by cooperating groups for local release. 

The over-all result was the release of some 114 million pheasants 
by the State Conservation Department during the years of 1929 to 1943. 

The success of this stocking program is evident from Table B. 
Ever since the first open season was allowed in 1927, there have been 
progressive increases in the number of counties open, the number of 
days open, and the total kill of pheasants. In 1942 Wisconsin hunters 
brought to bag nearly a million cock pheasants. 

The wild stock increased steadily until 1943 when a setback occurred. 
In 1944 there were fewer pheasants in Wisconsin’s coverts than in 
1943, and in 1945 an even greater setback occurred. The reasons for 

the setbacks are not yet clear. 

What is the Pedigree of the Wisconsin Pheasant? 

The true pheasants consist of three species: Caucasian pheasant 
(Phasianus colchicus), Chinese pheasant (Phasianus torquatus), and 

the green or Japanese pheasant ( Phasianus versicolor), These three 

species have over 20 subspecies, all of which are capable of inter- 
breeding. Two of the subspecies, the South or Rion Caucasian 

pheasant (Phasianus c. colchicus) and the Eastern Chinese ring-necked 
pheasant (Phasianus t. torquatus), ate the principal ancestors of the 
European bird now universally known as “Ring-necked Pheasant’. 
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Table B ‘ 

OPEN SEASONS, BAG LIMITS, AND KILL OF PHEASANTS 
IN WISCONSIN 

Bag Limit | Possession Kill 
Year ___| No. Counties | _ No. Days (Cocks) | Limit (Cocks) | _ (Cocks)* 

We an loee, 2 5 2 2 Unknown 
WRG. tee ee 2 5 2 2 Unknown 
1929... 212] Alelosed x x x x 
1930...-01--222.2L2L} “Allelosed x x x x ? 
1081e-cce2cacsc.-2ce—|) Allelosed x x x x 
1008 cea 9 3 2 4 40,500 
1089 ssoeeee cele cuenas 10 3 2 4 154900 
19S ee 4 4 2 4 103,600 
WSs. ee nsennen ss 44 6-8 2 4 135,700 
loader 45 6 2 4 144,700 | 
(ONtee ee eee 87 4 2 4 174,600 
Were aso Lee 59 4 2 4 276,500 
19800 ee Leese 61 14-21 2 4 444/000 
Lodges 1 tee 61 16 2 4 482,500 
UA fee cen none 62 2 2 4 647,000, 
i ease me ee at 62 30 2 4 802,000 
[OSE eee citenctas 63 28 2 4 721,000 
$0 ee 83 16 2 4 535,000 
Total reported kill of -——-_. 
ook since 1088-2 sse:| cuca. ge saeens| areas tees |e ce | OED 000 

*Theso figures are the sum of the reports actually received, plus a proportionate correction for hunters not 
reporting. The totals have been rounded off to the nearest 100. 

The origin of the Pabst birds is unknown, but in all probability 
they consisted of this European pheasant. 

: The same subspecies was planted by the Conservation Department 
from 1928 to 1938, during which time our wild stocks became estab- 
lished. 

In 1938 the State Experimental Game and Fur Farm at Poynette 
began releasing a limited number of the black “melanistic mutant’’. 
These disappeared promptly, or else became diluted. 

From 1935 to 1943, some Formosans and Blacknecks were liberated. 

From 1934 to 1943, a considerable number of pure Mongolians was 

planted. 

From 1938 to 1940, the Poynette Game Farm mated a majority of 
its mixed hens to Mongolian cocks. , 

Pure Chinese blood has been introduced into the Poynette breeding 

stocks since 1941. 

There is no visible evidence that these shifts in the genetical com- 

position of the State Game Farm breeding stocks has altered the size 
or character of the wild birds. 

What is Pheasant Range? 

By pheasant range is meant a terrain in which a wild population is 
able, when not overshot, to maintain itself without the help of artificial 

restocking. 
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In the 1920's when the first wave of enthusiasm for pheasants swept 
over the state, the habitat requirements of the pheasant were still 
unknown. Plantings were made in terrain now known to be hopeless, 
such as jackpine barrens and pine cutovers devoid of farms. The 
prompt disappearance of such plantings gradually pounded home the 
lesson that some parts of Wisconsin are unsuitable for pheasants. 

Because of the continuous stocking and restocking which has so far 
prevailed in most counties, it is not yet possible to delimit accurately 
the range on which pheasants can maintain themselves without artificial 
replenishment. Figure A, depicting the kill for 1942 by counties, gives 
some idea of the true range. Counties killing 5,000 or more cocks in 
1942 undoubtedly contain self-sustaining populations. Counties killing 
less than 5,000 probably contain few or no self-sustaining populations. 

Fig. A-—Wisconsin pheasant kill by counties, 1942. 
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It is clear that the most favorable range is in the southeastern % 
quarter of the state, and that the stand of pheasants fades out west- 
ward and northward. A double tier of counties along the north 
boundary is clearly not pheasant range. 

The counties along the Mississippi River are weak producers. A 
corresponding belt of weak counties occurs west of the river in north- 
eastern Iowa and southeastern Minnesota (Leopold, 1931, p. 106). 
Still farther west one again encounters strong pheasant range, which 
gets better and better as South Dakota is approached. The reasons for 
weak production along the upper Mississippi are not understood. 

The central Wisconsin sand counties, despite extensive marsh cover, 
likewise are weak producers. Probably the reason attaches to the 
scarcity of rich soils capable of growing heavy crops of corn and weed 
seeds. 

The northern boundary of pheasants in Wisconsin is a fluctuating 
one, and will advance with mild winters and retreat with severe ones. 
Thus in 1935, after a succession of mild winters, pheasants had ad- 
vanced far northward, but the killing winter of 1935-36 pushed the 
boundary far to the south. This unstable northern boundary likewise 
holds for bobwhite quail (Leopold, 1929, p. 70), cardinal (Young, 
Stollberg & Deusing, 1941), and opossum (Hawkins, 1940, p. 60), 
and once held for wild turkey (Schorger, 1942, p. 179). Apparently 
it is a character common to many species whose northern limit is 
determined by winter weather and available food. 

When and Where Is Restocking Advisable? 

The measurements of survival of released pheasants reported in this 
bulletin are surprisingly low. To be sure, only a few sample areas 
yielded complete data and the measurements cover only a few recent 
years, but at least two of the sample areas lie in our best pheasant 
region, and the measurements were made during a period when the 
kill, and hence probably the wild population, were increasing rapidly. 
One cannot escape the suspicion that these recent survivals must be 
lower than when the original plantings were made. If this were not 
true, the original plantings would probably have been a failure. 

The reason for this difference is unknown, but it must be connected 
in some way with the wild birds now present but formerly absent. No 
other visible condition is known to have changed during the interim 
over all of the pheasant range. The most plausible theory is that 
pheasants are intolerant of each other, and that when a range is already 
populated some kind of “social pressure” interferes with the welfare 

of additional stock. 
This theory gains credence from the recently proven fact that -in 

certain bobwhite quail populations, which were counted each spring 
and fall through a period of years, the per cent of increase during the 
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« summer months was found to be greatest for the lowest spring popu- 
lations, and least for the highest spring populations (Errington, 1945) . 
That is to say the nearer vacant the habitat, the greater the reproductive 

success of the breeding stock. This may be true of pheasants also. 

Whatever the reason, it may safely be accepted as a fact that given 
a good pheasant range, the advisability of restocking depends mainly 
on the wild birds already present. Where a good stock of wild birds 
already exists and has not been overshot, further restocking is needless 
and perhaps useless. 

These new findings do not mean, of course, that all further restock- 
ing is unwise. There will always be areas which have been overshot, 
or which have been depleted by a severe winter, or on which the sex 
ratio needs adjustment. Certain of the public hunting grounds will 
probably need to be heavily restocked ; others, little or none. 

Our present winter food and cover, even in the best pheasant 
counties, is very “spotty”. By creating new winter food and cover 
where it is now weak or absent, we can get more uniform distribution 

of population and hence higher total yields. 

Pheasant Damage 

The annual kill of pheasants reached the half-million mark about 
1940. At this same time there was a sudden increase in damage done 
by pheasants to sprouting corn, truck gardens, and other farm crops. 
It seems clear that Wisconsin reached the point at which pheasants 
became a nuisance on concentration areas. 

These areas of concentration include some refuges, and they invari- 
ably coincide with areas of extra good winter cover. 

The remedy, in our opinion, is to shoot these concentration areas 
harder, and to scatter the population by creating new areas of cover 
on which few or no pheasants now winter, but on which moderate 
populations could winter if food and cover were improved. It may also 
be necessary to trap and move surplus birds from over-populated to 
under-populated districts, as Ohio has done with notable success (Hicks 
& Leedy, 1939). 

It is obvious that no more restocking should be done on or near 
concentration areas suffering from crop damage. 

Pheasants and Native Birds 

The extent to which pheasants interfere with native game birds is 
still an unanswered question. The recent discovery that social pressure 
is the main limitation on population density within particular species 
makes it likely that pressure of one species on another also exists, 
and that such pressure may limit the collective total of all species 
which can survive on any given area. 
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This raises the practical question: If a given range, such as a sand ° 
and peat area in central Wisconsin, is good for grouse, should 
pheasants be planted at all? The equivalent question applies to bob- 
white quail in parts of the southwestern counties. 

Until more is known about interference, we advocate caution in 
planting pheasants on areas of doubtful value for pheasants, but of 
known value for native upland game birds. 

Future Needs in Pheasant Management 

In the 1930's, when the big job was to stock the state with 
pheasants, there was need for a large centralized state game farm 
operated by specialists. It was easier and cheaper for the state to pro- 
duce and distribute birds and eggs than to distribute the skills and 
materials requisite for their production. For these reasons the Con- 
servation Department properly played a leading role in the actual 
performance of the stocking job. 

In the 1940's, the big job, aside from stocking, is to manage or 
harvest the wild-reared birds established during productive years. The 
operations of the State Game Farm can eventually be diminished con- 
siderably, for it is evident from this study that statewide restocking 
has become less and less profitable as the wild population built up 
toward the carrying capacity of the range. It should be determined 
whether the necessary food and cover improvements are to be made 
by the farmer or by the Wisconsin Conservation Department. Obvi- 
ously, the state cannot own a very large portion of the total land area 
in agricultural counties. However, the possibilities of carrying out such 
management practices on a lease basis in conjunction with the public 
hunting grounds program should be fully explored. 

If the state cannot justify such a program, then the alternative is 
to encourage private land owners to manage and crop their birds, par- 
ticularly on “‘marginal’’ areas about to pass out of production for lack 
of winter cover. Included in such a program would be the protection 
of the public’s interest by regulating the methods used by private 
landowners and by the establishment of public hunting grounds for 
those unable to hunt on private land. 

As a means to better management, both on public hunting grounds 
and on private farms, we need continuous fact-finding of the sort 
reported in this bulletin. 

The Food and Cover Problem 

There is probably plenty of summer food and cover, even in the 

most intensively farmed counties, but for game birds to breed in 

summer they must first survive the winter. 

In the case of pheasants, breeding stock is known to move a mile 
or more from winter to summer range. For a whole county to produce, 
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‘ it is, therefore, necessary to have spots of cover heavy and large enough 
for winter use, not more than two or three miles apart. Winter food 
is no great problem, for if food is lacking it can be supplied. 

The present trouble with the pheasant range is that winter cover 
spots in many localities are too far apart to keep the summer range 
working. Drainage, marsh-burning, creek-straightening, and pasturing 
of marshes and woodlots, are steadily reducing the number of winter 
cover spots, and hence increasing the distance between them. Mean- 
while, the clearing of fence rows and the widening and debrushing of 
roads is reducing the lanes of travel by which birds move to and from 
winter cover spots. The recent death of most tamarack stands in the 
southeastern counties has further aggravated the dearth of cover. All 
recent trends and developments are hostile to the birds save one—the 
manure spreader. Spread manure supplies winter food, on much range 
otherwise foodless, but food without cover is of no avail. 

The gist of the pheasant problem is therefore fo restore winter cover 
spots to those localities which are in the process of losing them, and 
are thus becoming untenable in winter. 

The public hunting grounds program now definitely organized and 
under way, will hardly accomplish this because public hunting grounds 
for pheasants must be located in areas where heavy cover is still 
abundant, otherwise they will be shot out so quickly their purpose will 

be defeated. Public hunting grounds should have first call on heavy 
cover areas, but they will not ‘salvage’ the marginal areas which have 
little winter cover left and are passing out of production. 

It is clear that farmers in such marginal areas must be offered an 
inducement strong enough to counteract in part the powerful forces 
behind “clean farming’. 

The job of restoring cover is not a complicated one. Ordinarily it 
will suffice to fence the least valuable part of a marsh to protect it from 
grazing and fire, and to leave some feed nearby. Only occasionally will 
such fenced areas have to be planted, for the requisite cover usually 
springs up automatically as soon as grazing and fire cease. 

It is probably impracticable for any public agency to lease, fence, 
and manage any large system of cover areas, for fencing requires 
maintenance while feeding and protection require daily attention and 
vigilance. These things cannot be supplied by absentees. It is only 
fair, however, for the public through public agencies to recognize the 
public value of fenced cover areas, and to aid and encourage farmers 
to establish them. 

The pheasant problem, then, boils down to a problem of incentive 
fot farmers to restore cover where it is now being lost. The Conserva- 
tion Department is studying the problem, and it invites suggestions 
from its field officers, farmers, sportsmen, and conservationists generally. 
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HISTORY OF PHEASANT SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS 

(No season prior to 1932) 

Year Counties opened Date* Shooting Bag Limit 
Hours 

1932 Green, Jefferson, Kenosha, Racine, Rock, Walworth,| Oct.1-3 | Noon tosunset, | Daily—2cocks 
Washington, Waukesha, and the’ towns of Albion, thereafter daily} Poss.—4 cocks 
Christiana, Deerfield, and Medina in Dane county at 6:00. m. 

1933 Columbia, Dodge, Fond du Lae, Green Lake, Juneau} Sept. 30 | Noon to 5:00 p.| Daily—2.cocks 
south of the Lemonweir river, Marquette, Sauk, She-| to Oct.2 | m. (succeeding | Poss.—4 cocks 
boygan, Washington, Waushara, and the towns of days 6:00 am.. 
Poygan, Winneconne, Vinland,’ Oshkosh, Algoma, 05:00 p.m.) 
Omro, Rushford, Nepeuskun, Utica, Nekimi, and 
Black Wolf in Winnebago county 

Barron, Buffalo, Burnett, Chippewa, Dane, Dunn,| Sept.30 | Noon to5:00p. | Daily 2 cocks 
Eau Claire, Green, the town of Moscowin lowa county,| toOct.4 | m. (succeeding | Poss.—4 cocks 
Jefferson, Kenosha, the towns of Wayne, Gratiot, Wy- days 6:00 a. m. 
ota, Darlington, Argyle, Lamont, Blanchard, and Fay- to5 p.m.) 
ete in Lafayette county, Pepin, Pierce, Polk, Racine, 
Rock, St, Croix, Trempealeau, Walworth, Washburn, 
and Waukesha 

1934 Calumet, Columbia, Dane, Dodge, Douglas, Fond du] Sept.29 | Noonto5:00p. | Daily—2cocks 
Lac, Green, Green’ Lake,’ Jefferson, Kenosha, Mar-| to Oct.2 | m. (succeeding | Poss.—4 cocks 
uette, Outagamie, Ozaukee, Racine, Rock, Rusk, days 6:00a. m. 

Sauk, ‘Sawyer, Sheboygan, Walworth, Washington, 05:00 p.m.) 
Waukesha, Waupaca (excepting towns of Lind, Day- 
ton, Waupaca, and Farmington), and Waushara coun- 
ties 

Barron, Buffalo, Burnett, Dunn, Eau Claire, Pierce,| Sept.29 | Noon to5:00p. | Daily—2cocks 
Pepin, Polk, St. Croix, Trempealeau, and Washburn] toOct.7 | m. (succeeding | Poss.—4 cocks 

counties days 6:00 a.m. 
to 5:00 p.m.) 

1935 Burnett, Dunn, Bau Claire, Pierce, Polk, St. Croixand| Oct.19 | One-halfhour | Daily—2 cocks 
Washburn counties to Oct. 26 | before sunrise to | Poss.—4 cocks 

sunset 

Barron, Brown, Buffalo, Calumet, Columbia, Dane] Oct.19 | One-halfhour | Daily—2 cocks 
Dodge, Douglas, Fond du Lac, Green, Green Lake:| to Oct. 24 | before sunrise to | Poss.—4 cocks 
Towa, Jefferson, Juneau, Kewaunee, ‘Kenosha, La| sunset 
Crosse, Lafayette (except town of LaMont where there 
shall be no open season), Manitowoc, Marquette, Out-| 
agamie, Ozaukee, Pepin, Racine, ‘Richland, Rock, 
Husk, Sauk, Sawyer, Sheboygan, Trempealeau, Wal 
worth, Washington, Waukesha, Waupaca (except 
towns of Dayton, Farmington, Lind, and Waupaca 
where there shall be no open season), Waushara, and 
Winnebago counties. 

1936 Barron, Brown, Buffalo, Burnett, Calumet, Columbia, Oct.17 | Noon to5:00p. | Daily—2cocks 
Dane, Dodge, Door, Dunn, Eau Claire, Fond du Lac,| Oct.22 | m.onopening | Poss.--4 cocks 
Grant, Green, Green Lake, Iowa, Jackson, Jefferson, date, and 7:00 a. 
Juneatt, Kenosha, Kewaunee, La Crosse, Lafayette| m, to 5:00 p.m. 
(excepting the town of La Mont where there shall be on succeeding 
no open season), Manitowoc, Marqustie, Outagamie, | days of open 
Oraukee, Pepin, Picrce, Polk, Racine, Richland, season 
Rock, Rusk, St. Croix, Sauk, Sheboygan, Trempea-| 
Ieau, Walworth, Washburn, Washington, ‘Waukesha, 
Waupaca, Waushara, and Winnebago counties 

1937 Adams, Barron, Brown, Buffalo, Burnett, Calumets| Oct.23 _ | 7:00a.m.to Daily —2 cocks 
Chippewa, Clark, Columbia, Crawford, Dane, Dodges! to Nov.5 | 4:00p.m. Poss.—4 cocks 
Door, Dunn, Hau Claire, Fond du Lae, Green, Green 
Lake, Iowa, Jackson, Jefferson, Juneau, Kenosha, Ke- 
waunee, La Crosse, Lafayette, Manitowoc, Marathon, 
Marinette, Marquette, Monroe, Oconto, Outagamie, 
Ozaukee, Pepin, Pierce, Polk, Portage, Racine, Rich: 
Jand, Rock, Rusk, St. Croix, Sauk, Sawyer, Sheboy-| : 
gan, Taylor, Trempealeau, Vernon, Walworth, Wash- 
burn, Washington, Waukesha, Waupaca, Waushara, 
Winnebago, and Wood counties 

* Inclusive. 
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r HISTORY OF PHEASANT SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS—Continued 

Year Counties opened Date* Shooting Bag Limit 
Hours 

1938 Adams, Barron, Browa, Buffalo, Burnett, Calumet,| Oct.15 | 1:00 p.m. to Daily—2 cocks 
Chippewa, Clark, Columbia, Crawford, Dane, Dodge,| to Oct. 28 | 4:00 p.m. (sue-_ | Poss.—4 cocks 
Door, Dunn, Haut Claire, Fond du Lac, Grant, Green, ceeding days 7:00 
Green Lake, Iowa, Jackson, Jefferson, Juneau, Ken-| a.m, to4:00p.m,) 
osha, Kewaunee, La Crosse, Lafayette, Lincoln, Mani- 
towoe, Marathon, Marinette, Marquette, Monroe, 
Outagamie, Ozaukee, Pepin, Pierce, Polk, Portage, 
Racine, Richland, Rock, Rusk, St. Croix, Sauk, Sav. 
yer, Shawano, Sheboygan, Taylor, Trempealeau, Ver- 
non, Walworth, Washbura, Washington, Waukesha, 
Waupaca, Waushara, Winnebago and Wood counties 

1939 Barron, Forest, Langlade, Lincoln, Marathon, Marin-| Oct. 14 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.| Daily—2 cocks 
ette, Oconto, Polk, Rusk, Sawyer, Taylor, and Wash-| to Oct. 27 | (succeeding days| Poss, —4 cocks 
burn counties 7:00 a.m. to 

4:00 p.m.) = 
Adams, Brown, Buffalo, Calumet, Chippewa, Clark,| Oct.14 | 100p.m.to | Daily—2eocks 
Columbia, Crawford, Dane, Dodge, Door, Dunn, Kau} to Nov.3 | 4:00 p.m. (sue-_ | Poss.— 4 cocks 
Claire, Fond du Lae, Grant, Green, Green Lake, lowa,| ceeding days 7:00 
Jackson, Jefferson, Juneau, Kenosha, Kewaunee, Lal a.m. to-4:00 p.m.) 
Crosse, Lateyette, Manitowoc, esis Monroe, 
Outagamie, Ozaukee, Pepin, Pierce, Portage, Racine, 
Richland, Rock, St.'Croix, Sauk, Shawano, Sheboy-| 
gan, Trempealeau, Vernon, Walworth, Washington, 

‘aukesha, Waupaca, Waushara, Winnebago, and 
Wood counties 

1940 Adams, Barron, Brown, Buffalo, Burnett, Calumet,| Oct.19 | 1:00 p.m. to Daily—2 cocks 
Chippewa, Clark, Columbia, Crawford, Dane, Dodge,| to Nov.3 | 4:00 p.m. (sue- | Poss.—4 cocks 
Door, Dunn, Eau Claire, Fond du Lac, Grant, Green, ceeding days 7:00 
Green Lake, Iowa, Jackson, Jefferson, Juneau, Ken-| a.m. to 4:00 p.m.) 
osha, Kewaunee, La Crosse, Lafayette, Langlade, Lin-| 
coln, Manitowoc, Marathon, Marinette, Marquette, 
Monroe, Oconto, Outagamie, Ozaukee, Pepin, Pierce, 
Polk, Portage, Racine, Richland, Rock, Rusk, St. 
Croix, Sauk, Sayer, Shawano, Sheboygan, Taylor} 
Trempealeau, Vernon, Walworth, Washburn, Washe| 
ington, Waukesha, Waupaca, Waushara, Winnebago, 
and’ Wood counties 

1941 Same counties open as during 1940 with the following] Oct-18 | 1:00p.m.to | Daily—2eocks 
additions: Milwaukee excepting the incorporated cities| to Nov.7 | 4:00 p.m. (sue-_| Poss.—4 cocks and villages described as follows: Cities—Cudahy, cceding days 7:00 
Milwaukee, South Milwaukee, Wauwatosa, West Allis; a.m,te4:,00 p.m.) 
Villages—Fox Point, Greendale, River Hills, Shore. 
wood, West Milwaukee and Whitefish Bay. 

1942 Same counties open as during 1941........-.-......] Oct-17 | 1.00p.m.to | Daily--2 cocks 
toNov. 15] 4:00p.m.(Sue- | Poss.—4 cocks 

ceeding days 8:00 
a.m, to 5:00 p.m.) 

1943 Same counties open as during 1942 with the addition of] Oct.16 | 1:00 p.m. to 5:00] Daily—2cocks Douglas county and the entire county of Milwaukee | toNov. 12] p.m. (Sueceed- | Poss.—4 cocks 
ing days 8:00 a. 
m, to 5:00-p.m.) 

Se ee ee eee ee 
* Inclusive. 
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the species does not thrive in the wild. [5F 
GAME Pheasant management rests upon the fact that the bird is 

polygamous, hence most of the males can be harvested without 
M AN AGEMENT diminishing the subsequent crop. Accordingly the harvest is legally 

‘| restricted to cocks except in a few states, like South Dakota, 
where the stand is too heavy and a reduction in breeding stock 
is desired. A breeding ratio of one cock to five or ten hens seems 
to suffice. 

Most states supplement natural wild propagation by artificial 
—_—_—_—_—_—_e—eoeoeoro ALDO LEOPOLD propagation on state game farms. Such farms also distribute 

eggs or day-old chicks to farmers and to local sportsmen’s clubs 
for ‘artificial rearing. The survival of artificially propagated 

GAME MANAGEMENT is the art of growing game crops. | pheasants after release seems to diminish as the range becomes 
The crop may be grown either by natural propagation in the wild, | stocked with pheasants of wild origin. Many plantings on vacant 
or by artificial propagation in confinement for later release in the | range were successful, but now that wild birds occupy the same 
wild. (For technique of artificial propagation, see references in | range further plantings show poor survival. The reason seems to 
BIBLIOGRAPHY.) lie in the inability of the artificial birds to compete with those of 
Techniques.—Wild-cropping techniques differ widely in detail, | wild origin. 

but all are bent to two ends: the preservation of an adequate Most pheasant states east of the Mississippi feed their birds in 
breeding stock and the. creation of a favourable habitat in which | snowy winters, and encourage farmers to do so. West of the 
the stock may multiply. , Mississippi the greater prevalence of standing corn makes feeding 

The preservation of a residue of breeding stock is accomplished | unnecessary. 
either by laws limiting the kill or harvest, or by a combination of Winter pheasant cover is seldom deliberately provided; the 
laws and self-imposed rules. birds make shift with such accidental natural cover as may persist 

The creation of a favourable environment is accomplished by | in marshes, fencerows and woodlots. The distribution of such 
feeding during critical seasons, by reducing natural enemies and | accidental covers is very spotty, hence the density of pheasant 
by planting 'vegetation valuable for food or cover. population is likewise spotty. Ohio traps excess pheasants from 

The choice of techniques for any given unit of land is dictated | congested areas in winter and moves them to understocked areas. 

by the kind of game to be managed, by the current defects of its An almost universal problem in American pheasant manage- 
habitat, and by the legal and economic framework within which | ment is the destruction of nests by haymowers. It so happens 
management is organized. that alfalfa and clover are ready to cut just when most pheasant 

Kinds of Game.—Game species fall into four categories which | nests are ready to hatch. Most nests are built in hayfields, and 
differ greatly in their habitat requirements. They also differ in | most unhatched nests are thus unavoidably destroyed. Often the 
their mobility and tendency to disperse. Habitat requirements | incubating hen is likewise killed or mutilated. No practicable rem- 
dictate the technique of management, and mobility dictates the | edy for this loss has been devised. Fortunately the hens which 
minimum size of the geographic unit which can be managed. escape the mower often make another nesting attempt. In Iowa 

1, Farm game includes pheasants, partridges, quail, squirrels | such renestings have been found to account for as high as half of 
and rabbits. These species commonly thrive on cultivated land, | the year’s crop of young pheasants. : 
but where farm units are small, management must try not only to Some states place bounties on foxes, horned owls and goshawks, 
produce a crop, but also to prevent its dispersion to other owner- | partly to increase their stand of pheasants. There is widespread 

ships. disagreement as to whether this accomplishes the desired purpose 
2. Forest and range game. This includes most deer, wild boar, |} Many now believe that pheasant populations are limited not by 

the smaller bears, wild turkey and.most grouse. These species | predatory enemies, but by the carrying capacity of the winter food 
commonly thrive on wild lands interspersed with farms. Many of | and cover. It has beer demonstrated ‘in Wisconsin, at least on 
them are mobile and hence require mariagement units of consider- | unshot refuges, that pheasant populations can become too heavy 
able size. Land ownership may be public, private or mixed. to be compatible with farming, despite the presence of numerous 

3. Wilderness game. This includes the larger deer, moose, cari- | predatory enemies. 
bou, wild sheep, the larger bears and the wild bovines. These spe- Pheasant damage to newly planted corn and to garden truck is 
cies thrive only in wilderness, and do not tolerate interspersed | likely to become heavy wherever congested populations are al- 
farms. All are highly mobile. Hence large units are required and | lowed to persist. | 
public ownership is usually necessary. Refuges for pheasants which are fed in winter, and on which f 

4. Migratory game. This includes ducks, geese, swans, shore- | no hunting is allowed, have been established on a considerable 
birds, doves and pigeons’ of continental mobility. Most of these | scale in Ohio and Wisconsin. It was assumed that breeding stock 
species require marshlands, and thrive on interspersion of agri- | would overflow from such refuges and restock the surrounding 
culture. Game laws must be continental in scope in order to pro- | terrain. Banding studies show that breeding stock does radiate 
tect migratory birds, but units of management to improve their | from refuges in spring, but that at least the old birds return to 
habitat must necessarily be local. them in. fall, rather than to spread into new winter locations. In 

In order to illustrate the meaning of game management and the | short, the pheasant is more mobile than most other species of 
problems it encounters, an historical account of two sample | farm game, but he is oriented to a fixed wihtering ground, to 
groups, pheasants and deer, is given in the following captions. | which it returns year after year. The bobwhite quail is less mo- 
Each group is first sketched for a representative region. Other | bile, but is unoriented to any fixed wintering ground, hence the 
regions are then briefly compared. end-effect is that it spreads from refuges better than the pheasant 
Pheasant Management in the Northern United States.— | does. 

The ring-necked pheasant is of Asiatic origin, and was introduced The prevailing technique for regulating the harvest of pheas- 
into the United States during the period 1900-20. Pheasants | ants is to restrict the open season (a week to a month, depending 
(g.v.) were planted in all states, but east of the Rockies they sur- | on the state) and limit the daily bag to cocks (two per day in 
vive in riumbers only south of the coniferous forest, and north of | most states). A few states, including New York, New Jersey, 
southern Pennsylvania, central Ohio, central Indiana, central Illi- | Illinois and Wisconsin, by 1945 had legalized an alternative form 
nois, southern Towa and central Nebraska, The northern boundary | of management: the pheasant shooting preserve. A preserve, when 
of success seems to coincide with that of corn (maize); the south- | duly licensed, may shoot pheasants during a long season (often 
ern boundary is now believed to be set by summer temperature. | three months) without bag limit, and of either sex, but the total 
Where the sun is hot enough to kill pheasant eggs in midsummer, | bag for the season is limited to a percentage of the number arti- 

Reprinted trom the 1947 Copyright of 
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ficially propagated and released. The usual limit is 75% of the | previously been a refuge, was opened to hunting in 1924, but too 
number released. The limit is enforced by issuing to each pre- | late to save either the herd or the range. 
serve as many nonreusable tags as it is entitled to shoot. Each The Kaibab tragedy was not thought of as something which 
pheasant killed must bear a tag in order to be legal. would repeat itself elsewhere until about 1926, when the deer 

The shooting preserve is, on its face, expensive, and experience | herd of Pennsylvania, after a decade of irruptive increase, began 
has shown that releases made far in advance of the shooting sea- | to starve. This is a different species (the white-tailed or Virginia 
son, do not appear in the bag in any numbers. deer), whereas the Kaibab deer is the mule deer. The list of win- 

Another departure in pheasant management is the public shoot- | ter foods in Pennsylvania is entirely different, yet the fatal. se- 

ing ground, an area owned or leased by the state for public shoot- | quence of events was identical to the Kaibab: increase after 1905, 
ing. Most states are now establishing such grounds, especially | first evidence of overbrowsing in 1917, debates about whether to 
near large cities where farms tend to become posted against public | reduce the herd 1917-28, peak of population (about 1,000,000 
hunting. The weakness in such areas is that they tend to become | deer) in 1926, self-reduction by starvation.after 1926. The Penn- 
shot out. Experience shows, however, that if the cover is heavy | sylvania herd, however, was hunted throughout the irruptive 
enough, a breeding stock of pheasants usually survives. Artificial | period, bucks only being legal. The debate was whether to legalize 
restocking is commonly used to replenish public shooting grounds. | does and other antlerless deer. This was finally done in 1928, and 

The annual harvest of cock pheasants increases as one moves | by 1941 nearly 500,000 antlerless deer had been removed. This 
westward across the pheasant range. Thus Connecticut kills less | mitigated the severity of the irruption; the herd in 1940 stood at 
than 50,000 per year, New York and Pennsylvania up to 500,000 | half its peak level, and the range at half its preirruption carrying 
each, Michigan and Wisconsin up to 1,000,000 each, Minnesota | capacity. 

up to 1,500,000, South Dakota up to 4,000,000, The yield seems Deer irruptions of greater or less severity, more or less miti- 
to parallel the fertility of the soil. gated by preventive reductions, have since occurred in Oregon, 
Pheasant Management in Europe.— E..vpean pheasant | California, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Texas, Wisconsin, Mich- 

management is more intense, more expensive and less natural than | igan, North Carolina and New York. Elk irruptions have occurred 
U.S. It leans heavier on artificial propagation and predator con- | in Yellowstone park and elsewhere. Curiously enough, irtuptions 
trol. It produces much higher per acre yields.. In Europe the | are unknown in Mexico or Canada. 

initiative comes almost entirely from private landowners, whereas The geography of irruptive behaviour, together with the chro- 
in the United States the initiative comes largely from public | nology of related events, offers the best clues to its causation. 
agencies (state conservation departments). Irruptions began after (but not always immediately after) (1) the 

In the British Isles, the prevailing system is built around | passage and enforcement of buck-laws, (2) the removal of wolves, 
planted or natural coverts from which all predators are excluded. | cougars and other deer-predators, (3) the widespread establishment 
The pheasant stand is shot down heavily each autumn, and re- | of refuges, (4) the lumbering of forests, with subsequent wide- 
newed by artificial propagation each spring. The stands are so | spread forest fires followed by protection and a regrowth of deer 
heavy that other related game birds, such as the European | foods. (In the west, irruptions occur without lumbering, but in 
partridge, seldom thrive, hence a given land unit may be man- | open forests which admit sun and thus grow deer foods.) As 
aged for pheasants, or for partridge, but not for both. The | nearly as was known by 1945, irruptions occur whenever deer are 
pheasants are shot by driving them over the guns, and the coverts | given a chance for uninterrupted increase on a range well stocked 
are designed to facilitate such driving. For details of British man- | with food plants, and devoid of natural enemies. The only pre- 
agement, see Maxwell’s Pheasants and Covert Shooting. ventive is prompt reduction of females at the first sign of over- 

In Germany, the system is similar, except that wild rather than | browsing in winter food plants. 
artificial propagation is the mainstay. Coverts (called remises) One reason for the frequent delays in reducing irruptive herds 
are planted among the fields for winter cover. Winter feeding and | is that laymen quite logically ask: “Why not feed the deer, and 
predator control are intensive. Remises are often clustered near | thus avoid the necessity for reduction?” The difficulties with 
the centre of an estate in order to discourage exodus of birds | artificial feeding are two: deer do not stop browsing when fed 
during and after shooting drives. For details see “Farm Game | gtain and hay, and deer seem unable to thrive on grain and hay 
Management in Silesia” by Aldo Leopold, in American Wildlife | without browse. Artificial feeding thus exaggerates the drain on 
for Sept.—Oct. 1936. natural food plants. Many of these plants are the reproduction 

Deer Management in the United States—From the time | of forest trees, hence forestry is severely handicapped on an over- 

of the earliest settlements until about 1910, deer management in | stocked deer range. 
the United States was a matter of increasing a more or less insuf- Irruptions are invariably accompanied by physical deterioration 
ficient stand of deer. Scarcity grew with settlement, and ‘deer | of the deer by reason of malnutrition. 
came to be thought of as one of the big game mammals which | Most game disperses of its own accord when populations be- 
must eventually disappear from all but fairly wild regions. A | come too dense. The dispersive force is intolerance. Deer seem to 
standard formula for management had been evolved and adopted | possess no intolerance, and would “rather starve than move.” 
in most states: shoot bucks only, and shorten the open season to | Probably deer, in a state: of nature, depended on cougars and 
fit the dwindling supply. wolves to do the dispersing for them. Now that these enemies 

Soon after 1910 a small deer herd on the Kaibab plateau, con- | have been removed, the game manager must foresee and prevent 
sisting originally of about 4,000 deer, began to increase. The | congestions. 
Kaibab plateau comprises the north rim of the Grand Canyon of | The trend of game management policy is now to shoot deer 
the Colorado river in Arizona’. of either sex, and to avoid large permanent refuges. Minnesota 

By 1918 range experts warned that the Kaibab deer were’strip- | has for decades legalized the taking of deer of either sex, and has 
ping their winter range of food, which consisted of the twigs and | experienced no irruptive deer except in large refuges and parks. 
‘foliage of three woody plants: cliff rose (Cowania), sage and| Deer Management in Europe.—Deer were the first kind of 
juniper. As these desirable browse plants became exhausted, the | game to be managed in Europe. Management of deer on royal 
deer resorted to inferior (less nutritious) browse, such as pine and | forests and feudal estates became general about 1400, and con- 
oak. The experts recommended that the herd be reduced, but to | sisted of rigid patrol, severe penalties against trespass, preserva- 
laymen idea of too many deer seemed unfamiliar and fantas- | tion of mast trees for deer food, voluntary restraints on the an- 
tic. Ther yere lengthy debates, but nothing was done. nual kill and predator control. Deer were taken by driving them 

In 1924, after the Kaibab deer had climbed to a probable level | with hounds into nets, where they were dispatched with bows and 
of 100,000 head, came the first of two catastrophic famines which | arrows. An excellent account of English management methods and 
reduced the herd by 60% in two winters. By 1939 the herd had | hunting techniques during the 1400s is contained in Master of 
dropped to a tenth of its peak size, and the range had lost much | Game, written by Edward, second duke of York, in 1413. 
of its pre-irruption carrying capacity. The Kaibab area, which had The deer population, at least in Germany, is known to have



increased greatly between 1400 and 1618. It was then depleted | tween the spring and fall population, is large, and may exceed 
by the outbreak of the Thirty Years War, and the consequent | 500%. (The maximum possible reproductive success is about 14 
breakdown of legal restraints. young per pair, or 700%.) The reasons for the inverse relation 

Guns came into use at the end of the 1600s, and at this time | between breeding stock and summer reproductive gain are un- 
the larger deer predators began to disappear. During the 1700s | known. 
there was a general exploitation and shrinkage of forests, which The combined effect of the winter and summer mechanisms is 
by 1800 resulted, at least in Germany, in a decline of deer pdpu- | to penalize population increase above the capacity of the winter 
lations. food and cover (by eviction and by slower reproduction), and to 

About 1820 German foresters began to plant deciduous forests | protect depleted populations (by security in the choicest winter 
to spruce and pine. These trees have no value as deer food, and | territories and by faster reproduction). 
spruce tends to shade out the trees and shrubs which do feed The discovery of these mechanisms sheds new light on manage- 
deer. The end result was similar to that of an irruption; the sup- | ment. Thus shooting, if done before winter and confined to sur- 
ply of winter browse foods declined, and this in turn forced the | plus, has no effect on future population levels, for it kills only 
general adoption of artificial feeding. The deer deteriorated physi- | what would die anyhow by eviction. Predator control does little 
cally and inflicted increasing damage on both forest reproduction | or no good, because depleted stocks are virtually secure, and sur- 
and farm crops. To reduce crop damage, deer forests were fenced, | plus will die anyhow. Feeding cannot save surplus population, 
but this intensified the pressure on forest reproduction, and also | for surplus is doomed in any event. Food and cover development 
the malnutrition of the deer. in submarginal territories, however, is able to raise future popula- 

By 1914 German foresters repented their “spruce mania” be- | tion levels by adding habitable territories in which new coveys 
cause spruce on hardwood soils had ceased to yield well. A recon- | tend to be secure. 
version to indigenous hardwoods began, but encountered great The extent to which similar compensatory mechanisms prevail 
difficulties because the hungry deer devoured the young hardwoods | in other game species is not yet known. There is good evidence 
as fast as they were planted. By 1935 a general reduction of deer | that pheasants possess a somewhat similar mechanism. Deer cer- 
densities had begun, and there was general agreement that a mod- | tainly do not, for the bobwhite mechanism rests on intolerance, and 
erate stand of healthy deer in a natural forest represented better | deer have none. The carnivores and raptors, being more intolerant 
management than an excessive stand of artificially-fed deer in an | than bebwhite, and little subject to predation or weather, maybe 
unnatural forest. (An account of deer history appears in an arti- | assumed to have a strong internal regulatory mechanism of some 
cle, “Deer and Dauerwald in Germany,” by Aldo Leopold, in | sort. 
Journal of Forestry for April 1936.) Muskrats are known to reduce their own surplus populations 

Neither Britain nor France suffered from the “spruce mania” | by the intolerance of old rats for grown young. The young are 
in its acute German form, but the British herds (mainly in Scot- | evicted to submarginal habitat, and also die of a fungus.skin dis- 
land). did becomé too large, and deteriorated physically. The | ease after they have been wounded in fights. ; 
trend in 1945 toward smaller and better herds was common both History.—The earliest game management recorded in literature 
to Europe'and the United States. is that described by Marco, Polo. It was practised during: the 

The European red deer has been introduced into New Zealand, | 1200s by the Mongol Khans to produce game for their own pleas- 
where food is abundant and no natural deer predators exist. The | ure. It employed many techniques usually thought of as modern, 
New Zealand herd has reached irruptive levels, and not only | and produced heayy game crops. 

threatens the continuity of the forest, but has induced serious soil During the 1400s Frederick II, Holy Roman emperor, ptac- 
erosicn. tised management on a considerable scale to improve his oppor- 

Gaime Research.—Deliberate research for better management | tunities for falconry. His, book, De Artibus Venandi, is a classical 
techniques. began in Britain with a study of the red grouse in 1910, | treatise on hunting. Contemporaneous with Frederick is Edward 
and in the United States with a study of bobwhite quail in Georgia | of York’s book, Master of Game, already mentioned. 
in 1924. Starting from these nuclei, larger programs dealing with Artificial propagation of pheasants (and probably also man- 
many species and many localities have grown up. The British pro- | agement in the wild) was practised in England as early as 1523, 
gram now centres in the bureau of animal populations at Oxford, | and in Bohemia as early as 1598. Mallard ducks were artificially 
and the United States program in the U.S. fish and wildlife serv- | propagated in England in 1631. 
ice and at least 15 state colleges and universities. Cover improvement began on the Scottish grouse moors in 

The earlier researches dealt with the improvement of the ex- | 1850, but laws for the protection of grouse cover go back to 1694. 
ternal environment or habitat, the. assumption being that game In the United States, restrictive ldws and predator bounties go 
populatidn levels are externally controlled, i.e., that any popula- | back to the prerevolutionary colonies. Laws increased as game 
tion tends to “increase up to the limit of its food supply.” decreased through the 1800s, but the idea of improving the habitat 

More recent researches show that, at least in some species, pop- | did not take root in the United States until 1924, when Herbert 
ulation levels are internally as well as externally controlled, that | Stoddard demonstrated its possibilities on quail in Georgia. 
is to say, some populations contain mechanisms which automati- Education.—Professional instruction in game management is 
cally reduce surplus numbers ‘and protect’ against dangerous de- | offered in about 15 United States colleges. A professional Journal 
pletions. An example is the American bobwhite quail. of Wildlife Management is published by the Wildlife society. In 

The quail, a monogamous bird which congregates in coveys | Europe, education in this field is, obtained indirectly through 
during the autumn and winter, is known to reduce its own popu- | forestry and other biological schools. (See also BroLocicaL SuR- 
lations, when they become top-heavy, by evicting “surplus” coveys | VEY; WuItpLire Reserves; WILDLIFE PRESERVATION, INTER- 
into submarginal habitats or territories. Once evicted, such sur- | NATIONAL ASPECTS oF; WILDLIFE CONSERVATION AND MANAGE- 
plus coveys become vulnerable to predatory enemies, and also to | MENT.) 
winter storms, and thus die. Coveys inhabiting good territories | _ Brstiocrarny.—George Malcolm and Aymer Maxwell, Grouse and 
(i.e., habitats with sufficient food and cover) are, at the same con Moors (1910) ; Committee of Inquiry on Grouse Disease, The 
time, subject to only nominal loss from predators, and die of cad Barinaae mer atts aan cian ee enw 2 Stones 
winter storms only when these are exceptionally severe. (1913); W. L. McAtee, “Propagation of Game Birds.” U.S. dept. of 

This mechanism, operative during the winter season, is supple- oe cones Pa no. use (2927) oe _Drppssaiion of 

mented by another, operative during the summer season. When- | 49uatic Game Birds,” U.S. dept. of agriculture Farmers’ letin no 
ever the summer starts with an exceptionally large breeding stock, eee “Herbert L. Stoddard, The tava Goa Wo 
the per cent of reproductive success, as measured. by total fall | (7933); Ira N. Gabrielson, Wilife Conservation (1941) and Wildlife 
population, is small, and may approach zero. Whenever the sum- | Refuges (1943). (A. Lp.) 
mer starts with an exceptionally small breeding stock, the per 
cent of reproductive success, as measured by the difference be-
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Feed The Song Birds 
By Aldo Leopold, University Of Wisconsin 

VV cee you like to sit at your temporary shelter. 
south window and watch cardi- Success in attracting winter birds 

nals, chickadees, nuthatches, juncos, is largely a question of persistence. 
tree sparrows, bluejays, and wood- If the birds can count on finding 
peckers eat breakfast? food, you can count on their coming 

It is easily arranged. after it, and each new year adds more 
First, keep a piece of suet tacked birds of more kinds. i 

on some nearby tree. This is for the Success in attracting ordinary 
chickadees, nuthatches, and wood- birds soon whets the appetite for ex- 
peckers. If the jays carry away too traordinary ones. A mountain ash 
much of it, cover it with wire mesh. in the yard may bring cedar wax- 

Second, erect a feeding tray; any wings, or even the rare Bohemian 
flat surface set on a stump or post waxwing. A box elder tree may 
so as to discourage cats. Keep this bring evening’ grosbeaks. Faithful 
clear of snow and sprinkled with feeding of suet may bring the uncom- 
cracked corn, sunflower seed, and mon redbreasted nuthatch. A south- 
weed seed saved from the corn shred- facing hollow snag wired into the top 
der. Sunflower seed is particularly of a dense evergreen may add the 
good bait for cardinals, cracked screech owl to your list of guests. A 
acorns and nuts for chickadees and good fence row, judiciously baited 
woodpeckers. with corn, may lead quail or pheas- 

If dogs or poultry interfere, fence ants out of the fields into your door- 
them out by erecting a temporary yard. 
fence. If starlings or English spar- A good feeding station is the best 
rows get too thick, thin them out. ef classrooms for learning  orni- 

Nearby evergreens, vines, or thick thology, and one of the luxuries for- 
bushes help to hold the birds. Dis- bidden most city folks. You will 
carded Christmas trees are good enjoy it quite as much as the birds. 
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°< Woodlot Wildlife Aids | OOCGLO 
By Aldo Leopold i 

Te cng aio +8 ee 
turies tried to clean the woods o: Hine) 2 44 || | Peng PPO MNT NYA ISON} VIM TANT 

every dead, hollow, or defective tree. + i iy ais Swe iy | yi WH ih i i oe 
They succeeded so well that wood- OM Zea OE A) i | i AA it | (| “ HY ii " A 
peckers, squirrels, owls, titimice, and wl Tee Teg (fal Wy iN | HAN Al | \ | Wa i) Nh Waa 
other hole-nesting birds have become ar OH saan i) We Ca a WAN NAG TE fl hi ‘a ast i Hl 
alarmingly scarce. In Germany, I | Vir eens Lie ie e i BA WT Wi Wea ‘ mi aH MF 
saw dead oaks laboriously being rid- 4\*N} Y Nang iI Phir.) RN EVA Hi Aa Paha es wer 
died with auger-holes to encourage WN Libs a ii ay aie iM) Bos Ib ig ages he 

woodpecker. NG ss iY SNe) WW Wee Vil ea 
In Wisconsin, we pay a hunting li- iy Af rn ing mi SAY i S| fied |e ie a 

cense to restock the state with a es iW ZrozM WM yi Ne ie Og. a 
raccoons, and at the same time we are f a Hh rhe } Sl) \ AN Z es ss i Si ie 
chopping down the last hollow trees ff £ i Ae \ i ect hig grec {ieee aes 
in which a coon can live. We main- 4 Lie bi he” IA aN SONAL el oe ken gis EUR 
tain a closed season on ruffed grouse / f 
in the southern woodlots, but grouse Hollow trees make homes for the wild creatures 

are rapidly disappearing from them 
because the down logs needed for ways have a chance of becoming an stumps. They have escaped cutting 
drumming and the brush needed as eae for the bald eagle or the fish- because they are crooked and short- 
cover are being removed, awk, boled. Quite aside from their value 

This does not make sense. A few Tf you are lucky enough to have as den trees, these veterans should | 
hollow trees, especially durable live otters on your stream, think | twice be preserved as historical monuments, 
basswoods or oaks, and a few dead before you cut a hollow tree with the If your boy can learn to read their 

and down logs, are essential to a bal- entrance under water. It may be the _ history, he will understand better the 
anced assortment of wildlife on the “holt” where otter pups are born. meaning of his home state and his 

farm. The fur-bearers and the squir- Any hollow tree may become a bee) home farm. 
rels, the rodent-eating owls, the in- tree. Such an experience might help Sar = oa a | 
sect-eating woodpeckers, chicadees them appreciate that there was a time 
and blue-birds, are all dependent on when no cane or beet sugar was to 
dead wood for their breeding places, be had in Wisconsin; one ate honey 
and hence for their existence. or maple sugar or went without. 

Hollow apple trees in the orchard, When cutting wood this winter, it 
while admittedly not good horticul- is well to remember these manifold f 
ture, are especially attractive to uses of defective trees. If a-tree 
screech owls, crested flycatchers, and bearing a valuable den must be cut, 

flickers. consider saving the valuable part and 

Dead willows in the marsh, after affixing it to a sound tree. Such arti- | 
being riddled by woodpeckers, are al- ficial dens should face south, and be | ‘i 
most sure “bait” for tree swallows. set so as to shed rain. 
Dead willows in the southern coun- On the upper slope of many Wis- 
ties, if over water, may also harbor ¢onsin ravines there are limby crook- 
the beautiful prothondary warbler. ed bur oaks and white oaks, often 

Wide shallow cavities in creekbank with hollow limbs. These veterans 
trees are the nesting place of the grew in the open. They mark the 

wood duck. edge of the former prairie. Scars of 
Tall dead snags near lakeshores al- old prairie fires are imbedded in their 

Wis. Agr. & Farmer, Vol. LXV, No. 27, Dec. 31, 
1938, p. 4
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tec recipe for wintering game is Grape Tangles 
corn and cover. Corn is easily : 

provided but cover is often scarce, ,A grape tangle can be grown in a 
This tells how winter cover may be ‘ingle season, and will house more 
improved. game per square rod than any other 

roe By winter cover is meant vegeta- Sea Way 10 build. a tanele deers 
tion stiff and tall enough so that snow we oy Oe 

‘ : 5 find a tree with a vine in its top. Fell 
b pane) baty ae aad tee enone to the tree, but don’t cut the vine. Leave 
O° protect birds from weather and ihe’skumechieh walk he butt res 
g anomie: e stump high, with the butt resting 

Ee pre icvereruene, winge. tangles on it. The vine soon converts the down 
rm 2 > ©) tree into a dense tangle. 
a and bushy marsh are the three kinds Another way is to find a grape tangle 

; of cover dependable in all weathers. sprawling on the ground. Build over 

° it a “teepee” of stout durable poles. 
4 Ee er Wrap the teepee with discarded wire. 

sy Nothing excels a bushy marsh as Pick up the vines from the ground 
7 winter cover, especially for pheasants and lace them into the superstructure. 

and quail. After snow and ice have The vine soon covers the whole struc- 
* flattened down all grass and weeds, ture with dense growth. _ 

a the bushes still stand up. Willow, Grape tangles, to grow vigorously, 
tf red dogwood, and alder are good must be in full sunlight. They must 

a pushes. be protected from live stock. 

2 5 All marsh tends to grow bushes if Evergreens 
B uy protected from fire, grazing, and 
ace mowing. Marsh cover, then, is a These are best planted in spring. 
f ©, matter of leaving part of the marsh Special directions will appear in a 

ic unburned, ungrazed, and uncut. If spring issue. Brushpiles, and down 
vo. the marsh is drained, ditch banks are tops of oaks felled with the leaves 

Fs S a good place to leave bushes. on, are good temporary covers while 

ae To hurry the natural process of Waiting for evergreens or grape 
growing bushes, plant cuttings. This tangles to grow. Brushpiles are more 

. is best done in spring. effective if topped with cornstalks or 
a ; 
A Uncut cattails, slough grass, or meh By TA alene ied 
= sweet clover are valuable to reinforce f = Brace oa ae hee x a 

the bushes and to serve as roosts, but arm Wi oy peo ee Ge 
are not weatherproof in themselves. {ences may bring more birds than 

new laws.—Aldo Leopold. 
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A grape tangle protects game |
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Konervation on the farm, at Gi \ 

ane recipe for wintering game is a wire basket or impale them on 
corn and cover. As in other spikes in a pole (see drawings). 

recipes, success depends on where, Shelled corn is best fed in a hop- 
when, and how “the makings” are per, but the hopper must be roofed 
put together. over, else’ rain or melting snow will 

clog it with ice. Where squirrels are 
Where? present, the tray of the hopper should 

For quail, put your corn on the be covered with wire mesh to reduce 

leeward (south or east) side of the Wastage. - 
thickest cover,. preferably on the The manure-spreader is a good 
sunny side of a south-facing bank. feeder, especially for pheasants and 
Quail dislike to feed in the open. Hungarians, but the danger is that 

For prairie chickens and Hungarian Dee eel eee en Bennet ao eGo tu ah s when the birds need it most. 
pee ey Bue Cor ye OR The poorest way to feed is to force 
a woods or brush. Grass or weeds the birds to visit the barnyard. Dogs 
nearby are good But not essential. and cats harass the birds. In quail 

For pheasants it doesn’t matter this may be fatal, especially if the 
where corn is put, provided there is covey fails to reassemble before 
plenty of it. night. 

Wastage by squirrels is serious : 
when corn is left in or near woods. How Much? 

A brush patch, marsh edge, or fence In a hard winter a quail eats half a 
row is therefore a better place than pound of corn per week, a Hungarian 

a woodlot to feed quail or pheasants. three-quarters of a pound, a pheasant 

When? or prairie chicken two pounds, a rab- 
bit one pound, a squirrel two pounds. 

Start early, preferably by Novem- This is over and above the wild foods 
ber. This is especially important in which they “rustle” for themselves. 
order to hold quail and pheasants on It takes a tenth of an acre of corn 
uplands. If no corn is offered until to support a good stand of game on 

the winter storms actually start, your a Wisconsin farm. 
birds are likely to drift to some dis- : 
tant marsh and you may never see Substitutes For Corn 

them again. Soy beans, small grains, or foxtail 
How? and ragweed seeds gathered under 

the shredder are all good winter food. 
The best and simplest way to feed Weed seeds must be dried, else they 

is to leave some shocks or standing will mold. Small grains are best fed 

corn in the field. If shocks are used, in shocks or stacks. 
new bundles should be exposed from Winter feeding is good for people 
time to time in winter. Don’t worry as well as birds. It is no small satis- 
about birds learning to remove husks. faction, when blizzards howl, to know 

Even quail become expert at this. The that your birds have fuel in their 
next best way is to put corn ears in stoves. 

| ns 
1 ae bos 4 A 

‘ gZaPavingah PRUINIA ff Mecacgrt! Vyuirdy Bee Ss hy Ady Hg GE 

and i i nS ae! th } ; ae 

BRE sd Sy Me ye Bree 
, ia pe ane NH oevce 2a NS spipteeg™ > 
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eget e So. ey e Mess: Sa 

Corn in wire baskets or put up on spikes is kept out of the snow 

Wis. Agr. & Farmer, Vol. LXV, No. 24, Nov. 19, 
1938, p. 18 .
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The kK arm Pond | 
| 

A | Attracts Game 
| 

' By Aldo Leopold : | 

i |x THE dust bowl thousands of The first essential is to exclude all 
artificial ponds are being built, shooting. As soon as the ice breaks, | 

with government help, by farmers put in a few live decoys, preferably 
who learned during the drouth to ap- of pinioned wild ducks, and some. 
preciate water. Some day Dakota feed, preferably corn. It is illegal 
may build as many ponds as Wiscon- to use either live decoys or grain 
sin has drained. bait on a shooting pond, but on a> 

The farm pond has many uses: efuge they are both legal and proper. 
stock water, muskrats, pan fish, water Avoid too many decoys; they roil the | 
lilies, and last but not least, water- water. If crows and blackbirds are. 
fowl. bad, put the feed on a shallow bar | 

Jack Miner, an Ontario farmer, had Under water. If you have no bar, 
. a small pond behind his barn. Like build one by hauling gravel on the | 
most ponds, it was duckless, having 1¢e- If carp prevent placing the | 
been “burnt out” by too much shoot- feed in the water, feed on an open 
ing. Jack Miner quit shooting, put beach. Diving ducks like bluebill | 
out some live decoys and grain. A and redhead, however, will not readi- 
few wild birds began to drop in. ly find grain unless it is in the water. 

Within a decade ten thousand Canada Once the ducks start to use your 
geese were visiting his refuge each pond, both the numbers and kinds 
spring and fall. So spectacular a will increase as long as protection is 
success is, of course, not to be had maintained. Some _ kinds, notably 
by all, but any pond, even if tempor- bluewinged teal and mallards, may 
ary, can attract at least a few inter- be induced to stay and nest. 
esting waterfowl. The time to start For the greatest variety of bird 
is spring. life, part of the shoreline must be 
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Wild game birds flock to the farm pond 

Wis. Agr. & Farmer, Vol.LXVI, No. 3, Feb- 11, 
1939, p- T-



partridges, and 21 cottontails. 
Marsh wildflowers as well as marsh 

urne ars game birds suffer from too much 
fire. Most of the ladyslippers, pitch- 
er plants, and other bog flowers thrive 
only under the shade of tamaracks. 

eans OSS Repeated marsh fires ptish back the 
tamaracks until they disappear.-Some 
ladyslippers require live sphagnum ; ° 

W moss to grow in, and hence are de- 
Pie. 2 More eeds, es Bie stroyed by fire. Most Wisconsin 

W marshes have already lost ali their 
arns Aldo eopo d tamaracks, and with them most of 

their bog flowers, through the com- 
Sa we fire the marsh?” This Here is an actual case—in 1938, I bined action of fire and grazing. 

is a question which faces the own- met a farmer burning a peat pot- Curiously enough, some birds re- 

er of marshlands, especially in the hole “to get rid of the ragweeds”. I quire freshly burned marsh for nest- 
spring following a wet year like 1938. ssked if he had burned before. Yes, ing and feeding. The Brewers black- 
In wet years, marsh hay is likely to he burned every year. I persuaded ird, for example, nests in Wiscon- 
be left uncut, and hence must be him that perhaps fire was the cause sin only in freshly burned cattails. 
burned off if the mower is to be used of the ragweeds. He agreed to try Jacksnipe and geese like a burned 
the following summer. the idea, and has not burned since. arsh for feeding during the spring 
Burning does not hurt a marsh ifthe By 1937, the ragweeds had disap- migration. A few valuable bird foods. 

soil is wet, and if infrequent enough peared, having been replaced by aster, especially the false climbing buck- 
so that the bushes resprout. But goldenrod, dogwood, and elder. A wheat, are greatly increased after 
burning which consumes the peat soil feeding station was maintained in light-burning ‘a peat marsh. 
is ruinous to all living things. Even this pothole every winter. While it Needless to say, if fire is to be used 

light burning, if repeated annually, was still in ragweed (the giant at all it should be used early, before 
gradually kills all bush growths, and variety), not & bird could be persuad- nests are built, and in no case should 
when the bushes are gone the marsh ¢q to use the station. As the more a ean be igunek deeply or without 
loses its cover value for birds during yaried vegetation gained a foothold, being sure of where and how fire will 

deep snows. In hard winters like {he game population began to build help. There is truth in the old say- 
1935-1936, quail and pheasants sur- yp, Last winter this 8-acre pothole ing: “Fire is a good servant, but a 
vived only in bushy marshes with carried 28 pheasants, 20 Hungarian ad master”. i 
feed nearby. All other growths were f i 
squashed and buried by snow. oa) ae ae 

i ; < Ak USS eee ay Se Frequent Burning Destroys Bird Ar Uh. = 

Cover as aN > os bat A thy > Abelha kal 
The farmer who prizes his ome ge f NP eas pe sia 

birds should therefore be careful to ae a a pee A atapneemnauenr ‘ Silt 

keep part of his marsh in bushy eres ae ol i an hi cic isi | ls Mey. 
growths of dogwood, willow or elder. i wil ps «aN i ae eee! ane Pe Z 
If he must burn, he should confine ae a ee rig iy i ae tion ys wee 
the fire to the area to be cut for hay, —<%& edo g Vee. ee anion <yfgr) i 
keeping it out of the area to be left get nbs ie ae ye | eS Hf) | 
as Bae cover. The burning and graz- “hy u i i tach ah fae tho MA thy 
ing of marsh cover is subtracting hi Me ” Wai A ee a al 4 

from Wisconsin’s game bird supply { f ee ee Mes Wis MSR 7 
faster than the State Game Farm is { yet 2 

adding to it. Marshes make fine refuge for the wild game birds 

Wis. Agr. & Farmer, Vol. LXVI, No. 8, Apr. 22, 1939, p. 22.
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Wild Flower Corners 
By Aldo Leopold and John T. Curtis 

Wy cena wildflowers are of tresses, and blue aster. Of these, 
three groups: the prairie flow- the ladies tresses and ladyslippers 

ers, the woods flowers, and the bog grow only on marshy prairie. The 
flowers. Each group requires a dis- remainder are upland prairie species, 
tinetive habitat, each group responds This group, in the order of bloom- 
differently to grazing, mowing, pick- ing, includes bloodroot, . hepatica, 
ing, and burning, hence each group windflower, Dutchman’s _ breeches, 
has its own distinctive requirements jack-in-the-pulpit, ginseng, white, 
for conservation. nodding, and red trillium, blue phlox, 

The prairie group, for example, is and large yellow ladyslipper. Many 
not injured by fire, provided the fire ferns have the same habitat require- 
comes before or after the growing ments, and may be grouped with the 
season. Fire, in fact, may be bene- woods flowers. 
ficial to prairie flowers in preventing The woods flowers are disappear- 
trees and brush from shading them ing rapidly from grazed woodlots, 
out. Grazing, however, is fatal. We partly because of direct damage by 
do not know why a cow in a pasture grazing, but especially because of the 
eradicates prairie plants when the combination of grazing, timber cut- 
free-coming buffalo and elk did not. ting, and trampling. These changes 
Perhaps a free-roaming cow not con- admit light and thus admit nettles, 
fined by a fence would be less burdocks, and finally grass. The 
thorough in her picking, and hence woods flowers cannot compete with 
less deadly. weeds and grass. 

Prairie plants can stand mowing This group includes the pink mocas- 
if not repeated too often. One of the sin flower, pitcher plant, grass pink, 
best ways to preserve prairie flowers vose pogonia, bog laurel, and bog 
in a wild haymeadow is to reserve an rosemary. 
unmowed strip each year, rotating the All these bog species require moist 
location of the strip. This enables acid peat for survival. Drainage and 
each plant to go to seed occasionally, grazing are fatal because they admit 
and incidentally improves cover for peat fires, weeds, and grass. 
prairie chickens and pheasants. Conservation of bog flowers is a 

Remnants of prairie yegetation oc- matter of reserving part of the bog 
cur on ungrazed roadsides as well as against drainage, grazing, cutting, 
in hay meadows. The best conserva- and burning. The earmark of a 

tion method in such spots is to burn healthy bog is green moss. Give the 
early, mow late and never graze. bog flowers green live moss and pro- 

The prairie flowers, in the order of tection from excessive picking, and 
their blooming, include pasque flow- they conserve themselves. 
er, white and small yellow ladyslip- Wildflower corners are easy to 
per, blazing star, prairie clover, but- maintain, but once gone, they are 
terfly weed, compass plant, ladies hard to rebuild. 
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ook For bird Bands 
Wis. Agr. & Farmer, Vol. LXVI, No. 24, Dec. 2, 1939, | 

By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin Pp. 7 

ep birds which have been shot, local population. Next summer sev- | 
or found killed on highways, eral marked chickadees were seen) 

sometimes bear leg-bands of nesting nearby. This showed that 
aluminum or colored celluloid. Each part, at least, of the summer chicka- | 

band bears a number, and usually dees were yearlong residents. Next} . 
a return address. winter about half the original dozen} 

Such birds have been banded for a eappeared at the feeder. This showed | 

definite purpose. Wild birds are trap- that during the year half the popula- 
ped, banded, and released in the hope tion either moved or died. All these 
of tracing their miigration routes, Were new and hitherto unknown facts 

Birds raised in captivity are banded about chickadees. 4 | 
upon release in the hope of tracing Banding, in short, enables us to 
their survival and movements. Band- see things in nature which are other- 
ing also yields information on how wise invisible, even to the most skilled 
long birds live, on their rate of Woodsman. To promptly report all} 

mortality, and on the composition of bands is one of the ways in which 
populations as to sex and age. we can all help build q sounder 

A banded bird invariably repre- knowledge of wildlife, and a sounder | 

sents a lot of work done by some Conservation policy. 
scientist or conservation officer, but Editorial Note—Readers will be 
that work comes to nothing unless’ pleased to learn that a new series of 
the finder reports where, when, and nature lore on the faim is being writ- 
if possible, how the banded bird was ten for us by Prof. Leopold. The same | y 
killed. Banding depends for its suc- artist, Mr. Jorns, will make the 
cess on the co-operation and good sketches. The 4-H clubs and “Ranger | 
will of the public. Mac” have used reprints of our nature | f 

This is a plea for your co-opera- articles to good advantage. - 
tion and good will in looking for - ——- | 
bird bands, and in reporting them to ae ay 
the address given on the band. Most i 
Wisconsin bands are marked for re- 
turn either to the Conservation De- 
partment, Madison, or to the United | 
States. Biological Survey, Washing- z af 
ton, D. C. If in doubt, send the band 
to the Conservation Department. You | case 

will receive a return report telling | hy 
you where, when, and by whom your Ain’ CC eB 
bird was banded. ik sl bit iit ee 

If you must keep the band for a me —— f= 
watch-fob, do so, but send in the | i a ce 
number just the same, with a letter { Ln . > a ‘ 

telling where and when the bird was | eh we : 
killed. Gn pees, fs Sy 

Here are some examples of valu- Taye: a) p Ne MPI AL Li 
able facts gleaned from banding re- | RS UNG, et oh q 1D bihis: [Aa iY 

ports. {, Qe oe AE Ish) File, | 
A farmer near Ladysmith found a ee , aN Mia > iif =. 

banded prairie chicken dead on the | ee ee GG me. | 
road in summer. It had been banded 4 aw 2m ; (Be OTR eee 
two years before at La Crosse, in Vi ji aN ee ae ca rst 
winter. This one bird answered a 4 ee 7 | mt fe " ee ee ine’ 
question which had been in dispute | (yf PR Neowiae R \SRT ged ifs Ih 
for years, do Wisconsin chickens ever | ; Ela i ae rd 44) /:, /, we gr if das, ea Pie : 
migrate? This bird, a hen, had | t ACR t , a ‘STR Me ge Woe Cpe a) il 
migrated a hundred miles. 4 ee ie Uae a ELS eae i ae Er 

The farmers of the Riley Game | Mr i ed Sia eres ee Pg EG ile : 
Co-operative had been planting Le ee 8 BEEN yaa eee A 
pheasants for years, but by winter | ve : Ons Salle Fe a TH! ee 
the pheasants mostly disappeared. It me af aaa Cmte e 5 

was supposed that they moved east- | di Yee ¢ 

ward toward the Sugar Creek i AA \ < 

marshes. By banding the birds and Fi 

then noting where the hunters killed Look for the band when you find a dead bird! This aids the record makers in this work 
them, it was found that the main 
movement was westward, not east- | =< 

ward. 
A farmer in Sauk County trapped | 

and banded all the chickadees which 
came to his feeding station. After a 
dozen had been marked, no more un- 

marked birds appeared in the trap. | 
This gave a reliable census of the ( ;



Wild Feeds On Fa ns. 
By Aldo Leopold 

Ny) aoe 
e , ‘ : | 

Waa) Wis. Agr. & Farmer, Vol. LXVI, 422°) : 
peer) PRS. 
my No. 23, Nov. 18, 1939, p- 19 4%, 
 — x. ke Gre | Jie 2 Pe Ce 
lp _ Si ye AVA 

& Soar ae 
et Oy ce > > REMIT Reet cae SS sy te ee | 
iSite eS 86 
2 Nee Ze ca eX eS AUG WNtegy NE oye | 

aa % Oe ‘it A ae WN PME a pad oe 

Go Vite ee ep | 
ae sx, tht ck 

a 5 Any upland soil, if fertile, pro- 
EARLY every farming operation ves eavai are P i 

N offers chances either to conserve a fone i eek oa foe 
or to destroy the wild plants on which | deeds nay aye the TOL els ey 
game, fur, and feather depend for | of juail hes ants aan ari = 
food. There are many of these wild aan Deeds te neerey UA 
plants, and each needs its own con- ae Ee ea bes Hea b 
ditions of soil and light in order to | eavihe s ane eee Moree hie tied 
prosper and bear fruit. Each has its | Sai ecis : egies 

own ustomers” who like fis prod- | plowed tl spring, oy by omitting the ucts. Le 
i fs | cornfield. 

Winter Fruits. The most depend- Peat haymeadows surrounded by 
able yielder is the wild grape. Some brush offer excellent winter cover but 
vines are male and do not bear. The usually no food. A heavy crop of 

fall is the time to mark the bearing | false climbing buckwheat can often 
vines. All they need is full sun and | he secured by lightly burning small 

some brush to climb, on Most eae spots in the brush. The vines climb 
and song birds relish wild grapes, | the dead brush and hang their seeds 
both when fresh and as dried “raisins” out. of reach of snow. Broadcast 

in winter. burning for buckwheat, however, is 
“Wild” apples are valuable, espe- | ynwise. 

cially to ruffed grouse, foxes, and | Oak woods are sure to yield a small 
deer, _The fallen fruit is eaten even | put highly valuable crop of trefoil 
after it has frozen. In addition, deer | beans (sometimes called stick-tights) 
eat the fallen leaves. | provided the cattle are excluded. Once 

All the haws, crabs, viburnums, | grazed, however, a wocds loses its 
dogwoods, and sumacs yield valuable | i 
winter fruits. All they need is pro- | 

tection from axe, cow, and fire. trefoil for five or ten years. Trefoil | 
Summer Fruits. All game and most | beans are the first choice of quail | 

song birds feed berries to their | pheasants, and ruffed grouse for a | 
; young. The heaviest yielder among | winter meal. Though carri¢dd on a 
__the summer berries is the mulberry. | slender stem, the stem is seldom 
* If you have none, you can make no | broken down by snows. 

better move for wildlife than to plant | Insect Foods. To attract warblers 
a few. They bear only in full sun. | to the farmyard, it is well to have at 
.Mulberries near the garden help draw | least one box elder tree. Box elder 

birds from tame fruits. | seems to draw the insects they want, 
The black cherry tree, the choke- | much as clover draws insects for 

~ “cherry bush, the wild plum and the | poultry. 
elder bush are all heavy yielders of | 4 E 
summer fruit for wildlife. Protec- | i 
tion from fencerow fires and high- | 
way crews will usually insure an | 
ample supply. 

Fall and Winter Seeds. Almost any | 7 
fertile soil, when cultivated or other- | 

wise broken up, produces weed seeds | 
valuable as fall and winter food, but | , 
the kind of seed depends on the kind | 
of soil. | 

Thus any marshy spot grows smart- | 
weed after cultivation. Smartweed | 
seeds are relished by most game : 
birds, including waterfowl. But | 
marsh soils, if deeply burned, produce | 
only worthless nettles or giant rag- | ; : 
weed. [Ana AME cea NM oe pat é



New Year’s I ecw ears inventory 

Checks Missing Game es > | 

e€CKS 1IssIng ame 

it By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin 
: atten 

iyi g Soo SUNDAY in January when overshot the young in fall. Today) 
iN the tracking is good, 1 like to we have a dozen chicken-less counties, 

stroll over my acres and make mental and if fires are not checked in the) 
x note of the birds and mammals whose peat lands, we shall end with a 

sign ought to be there, but isn’t. One  chickenless state. 
} appreciates what is left only after te i x 

: realizing how much has already dis- Jumping Mouse Disappearing 

; appeared. In the tussock amp by the 
Every large Wisconsin woodlot, for tamaracks we can wae toe an tek 

th example, ought to show the mincing few people know; the kangaroo-like 
lady-like tracks of ruffed grouse, but springs of the jumping mouse. But 

¥ few do. There are a noret counties if the tussocks have been drained, or 
en now grouseless. Why? Because we too hard pastured, the jumping mouse 
ae failed to reserve part of the woods will have disappeared, to be replaced 
ua from grazing. by the prosaic meadow mouse. 

io M. dea Depled In the tamaracks, if you have any, 

aT ayy Comntion’ Depicted you should find the regurgitated pel- 
me Every woodlot, during winter lets of the long-eared owl. Note well 

ten thaws, ought to show the hurried wan- the mouse skulls; three skulls per 
eR derings of coons emerging hungry pellet, one pellet per day, 100 days 
yeep from their den trees. Few do, be- in the winter, 300 mice per owl per 
mis cause few woods have any den trees year. Can you afford to let some 
a left. The hollow basswoods and white rabbit-hunter with the trigger-itch 
oe oaks which formerly harbored coons shoot him just for fun? Is it worth 
rea have been chopped out, often by im- while to keep a few tamaracks just 

provident coon hunters. The same to have owls around? 
aah Jack of hollow trees has eliminated By the river bank, if you have one, 

is the flying squirrel, the screech owl, there should be, at least at rare in- 
f and the barred owl from many a_ tervals, the toboggan-slide of an ot- 

is woods. * *ter playing in the snow. Most Wis- | 
ra Out in the corn stubble by the consin rivers are now  otterless; 

ath marsh we should find the peculiar monotonous ribbons of mud and 

p tap-dancing tracks of the prairie water. A single otter will travel 20 

* chicken; instead we find only the miles of river, and to the mind of the 
trotting-horse stride of a racing initiated convert that long stretch of 
pheasant. Why no chickens? Be- mud and water into a personality. In 

i cause years ago we plowed up their England, otters are common, even in 

: booming grounds, mowed, burned or densely settled districts. Why not in 
; pastured their nesting cover, and then Wisconsin? 

Nae yl 
5 al Wail Gh : 3 

| ay, vy en : y VE ; ,, Every year shows less hol- 
aXSs; EN Nw) Eh ML, low den trees, less otters 

SYS WY S| kW te Wee and other fur bearers 
QO? BW Af ce eh around lakes and streams, 

a SS = I Vs all, ~~’. ‘less game of all kinds in 
7 A® Ni DA ye me Wisconsin. Why is this so? 
“a \A A "Ere 2 H Fl BS ie pe 

¥ van FOR f f oe Se 

Z Y Vs 2 na 
sf 7 ay, eae i 

. “yh, ae v ‘ 

era aS AG 4 : - 

a =p ahi uy oe Seni ediots en 

| dae wt GRAPES iid! bi dy CC oe FRR, eee A h ks bt, 
fs cele “wf Se: He NE 

oe if . why iy Re ao as poh ee 

ee ee 
i Ree oy 

ih 
ee 

, Wis. Agr. & Farmer, Vol. LXVII, No. 3, 
Jan. 27, 1940
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Windbreaks Aid Wildlife 
Ry Aldo Leopold 

FeOEMERS learn by experience, wind before it gets to your place? 
but in matters affecting conserva- But if one thinks as a social ani- 

tion they sometimes learn pretty mal they are good, for with too much 
late. wind all the land may become bad, 

In the 1920’s farmers pulled all the as it did in the dust bowl. Why not 
hedges out of the cornbelt. help the neighbors stop the winds? 

In the 1930’s, under the name of If windbreaks become general, they 
“shelterbelt”, the government re- will have a large effect on wildlife. 
planted hedges all over the “dust Scores of species of birds and mam- 
bowl”. The time may come, given mals will have new nesting and win- 
wind and drouth enough, when we tering cover. Those which do not 
shall replant them in the cornbelt. want. or need cover will have plenty 
We have already had-wind and drouth of open ground left. 
enough in the sandy-counties of Wis- - 3 
consin; ‘hundreds of miles of pine Nubichi Wal wes Choose? 
windbreaks oreggee nine to line the How shall we reconcile this new 
highways, farm mdaries, and field enthusiasm toward windbreaks with 
fences. the old hostility toward fence rows? 

Tea Restore “Windbreaks A fence row is a natural windbreak 
which springs up -without cost. If 

Windbreaks are good or bad de- kept under reasonable’ control (by 
pending on one’s style of thinking. cutting at interyals), it is nearly as 
If one thinks as a “lone wolf” they effective as the artificial windbreaks 

are bad, for they use up good land. which eat up cash and labor. Per- 
Why notslet the neighbors stop the haps we are due for a change of at- 

y titude toward fence rows. They use 
; Ag a A up land and sometimes harbor in- 
ay Ba uae : sects, but if we abolish them we lose 

ony Be i gk ane our birds and increase our wind. 

wa: why 4 
SE MO WMG ye! Na a ot es Meg aE ald : 

eC he pI Ply Pag 62: be 
Aes aig pe 4 ag pit RS fat Na PAG BE ig DLS. 
NN AHO PEE he OA Be tie GEE SS 
RP ee 0 le Be eg ha ed 

\ RE LO ey, tds Sy A ae Sy wi ‘ its 4 Beh BU OE GE OPE EL B 
ANN AA, de Ee Eg A: by, 
Se akc ge aah Fe DE FA eos ; 

hs ee te ist Re 
“2 a on LOOT ee Ny x a Var 
oe ga si a" oe if a : maga hd asad Wy Ny 

GT IOR EE nhs I Br aye OREN Fe OPN | Zh A 
5 $e ER, st ea 

' te ce fol Se 

Sos ae? 
Windbreaks also shelter - 0°.) 0 Fe ee 
the wild birds end 

game Pee ood eS 

Wis. Agr. & Farmer, Vol. LXVII, No. 5, Mar. 9, 
1940, p. 15.
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From time immemorial geese have watered = 
at certain Wisconsin lakes Nee 

x 
\ 

t Baers 
—— pe ge 
See Cee elony a Nl ee 
tee ag . fei tae 

Aa 
aes oleracea, ATO pray, Fae <" 

ek Bg fee tl al gn a 
=e apices mete 

ee Leake See ak. TT “HE — RMD 55 FZ 
: SS See DSSS - ‘ as ee Se 

eee ge cee Lr a ce 
2 aged CRE G POE SAIS Ts. 
—— ee eae Teng OE ene Ogee ae 

ne Eee een re ecg TE 
SS PCE ea RR ah eee Er een, ee go”: We oe ae ee 

"an * Seance <6 oo Sey 7 wep 
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Oe swallow does. not. make a eventually attract geese. 

summer, but one flock of honkers, By protection I mean complete 
« winging northward through a murky freedom from shooting over a period 

March thaw, make a spring, come of years. Geese have a long memory. 

what later blizzards to the contrary Several neighbors who pool their ef- 

notwithstanding. forts have a better chance to ban 
‘ f What chance has a farmer to in- the hunter than one farmer acting 

duce the migrant flocks to settle down lone. 
5 and stay awhile? This isa practical .¢ayorite Places 

ia , question in wildlife conservation. The A ‘ “et & : re 
future of geese is largely a question farm pond with,bare shores 1s 
of hospitable farmers. an additional induc@ment, for the 

geese can then dispense with their 

Wild Geese Have Liked Wisconsin daily trip to wager at a laké.) The 

i pond should contain gravel, but this 
at you happen to live on one of the occurs naturally in most Wisconsin 

historic “goose prairies”, your chances ponds. If it offers a gravelly island, 
are very good. ‘ Geese from time im- barely awash, it is ideal. Deep ponds 

memorial have watered at certain with wooded shores and no islands 
, Wisconsin lakes and fed on the near- 6» bars are unfavorable for geese. 

: est large Prairies What they ate in It. is astonishing that more Wis- 
; the days before corn came is a puzzle, consin farmers have not built them- 

because we know so little about what selves a goose-show. Once your 

plants covered the original prairie. yeputation is established, the geese 
° Probably they ate the seeds of wild ij] pile in, spring and fall. One 

legumes and the bulbs of nutgrass. (Canadian farmer (Jack Miner) got 
Today they eat corn and the leaves go many geese that the government 
of winter wheat or rye. had to chip in to help with the feed 

Granted you are in or near a goose bills. If you want geese, now is the 
. prairie, what are the requirements time to advertise the advantages of 

for attracting geese?/ Mainly a large your farm. 
bare expanse of stubble offering corn If we plan to increase numbers and 

and winter grain, absolute protection, {9 attract greater numbers of these 
: and if possible, live decoys. Live noble birds here, we shall have to do 

‘ 4 decoys for shooting are now illegal, some planning and a little work. -They 
but for “baiting” a refuge decoys are yemember feeding grounds that furn- 
both legal and effective. ish what they can eat. They also re- 

If you can muster this combina- member the place where they have 
tion, and have patience, you will had a-Sdave.
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Farm Arboretum 
Adds To Home Beauty 

By Aldo Leopold, University Of Wisconsin 

Most of the original inhabitants which originally covered Wisconsin: 
of Wisconsin have been run out Preserving native prairie plants, bog 

of the country. plants and woodlot wildflowers has 
This applies not only to Indians, been discussed in other issues. This is 

but also to grasses, flowers, shrubs, about trees and shrubs, especially the 
and, in part, to trees. Birds and ater ones not usually encountered 
mammals have retained a high pro- either in woodlots or farmyards. | 
portion of native species. Of the A few farms in the southern coun- | 

hundred common birds we see on the ties have native hackberries, syca- 
farm, only three are “foreigners.” mores, or Kentucky coffee trees. 

These are worth preserving as the 
We've Added Foreign Plants northernmost outposts of these 

is species. By learning the significance 
rhe farm landscape, with the ex- of the lone sycamore on his creek 

eepelon of the trees oe the woodlot, bank, the farm boy is bound to gain 
coneieye largely of foreign, plants, a truer picture of the whole plant and 

‘ All our grains except corn,:most of animal kingdoni, and to fill his mind 
‘ our grasses and hays and weeds, all With those unanswerable questions, | 

os ue: othe ee vineyards, ee the presence of which is the true 
of our ves ae 2, and. cee of our criterion of education. Why, for ex- 

ornamentalge ae 088 belong. amplé, do most northérnmost out- | 
The city "endagape shows*the same posts of trees, occur along rivers? 

predominanga of” exotics. Wiscon- How did the seeds get transported 
sin, home “6f the “sugarbush”, has upstream? Did some Indian child 
surrounded .its capitol with European play with a sycamore button, and 

maples. ° then toss gt out of a northbound 
Pests and diseases are working canoe? 

year by year further to reduce the | 
nativeyplants in the farm landscape, Do You Have Any Of These? } 

and ‘to replace them with “weedy” Other outposts are quite as inter- 
speci@sp often of foreign origin. Thus estino. Who owns the Sorte nae 
ie Te me : aureyq B §,F0}08, 

eee 22 UP ee ar oe ad wowed 9 uous 34 
yy 7B peyouney etoA 9787S em ut ye tise ys oanqord v 0} O42} OF 10 | 
querd qe epnpoutr 07 suvid aonds ; ae au) ur Just [Te St AMV 
ayo, Jed syued AY socio yowo = wart Sesanty 03 o} Spaou auo ou 

Buissosse  UoWeziuesi0 Te eS ¢ ySnoue sonpod 0} sn tof a[qIS 
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Veen school children vote on a zs 10:4 
state bird, flower, or tree, they 

are not making a decision; they are Bur Oak S adge 

merely ratifying history. 
When the prairie grasses first ‘ " Vie ° 

gained possession of our southern 
counties, they thereby decided that QO f ] S CO Nn SIn 

the characteristic tree of this region 
would be the bur oak, for the bur oak 
is the only tree that can stand up to By Aldo Heqnald 
a prairie fire and live. Y 247 

i YE Uy tf ty “ 
Bur Oaks Were Shock Troops . ies baa a \ \ WZ LoD 

ur oak is a badge an Way. Mtb iter. 

Have you ever wondered why that bol: for Wisconsin WS Sa’ GZZF Eos 7 
thick crust of corky bark covers the Sede : SESW LG EZ ie y ba % S Sw Ia 

whole tree, even to the smallest XS S&S SGA = 

SSS ee : S SSS i AS ao 

mT a SS SSS Ge 
oSSew sey Cea 

. Ses PS Vi eS SSSR AAS — 
: = xz AN » i ce 

. - SS \ } s on 
ee SSS “id = Bey 

we JF RE S ee 

a ~ Fi LT 7 Ns 
, Jig SS Pisa ) 
Te i See Se 7 iim ‘ 

i ial ren a PN 88) Pele : 

OE incall a es as ea 
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Rib twigs? This cork is armor. Bur _ sod in their grub stage, but defoliated 

le oaks were the shock troops sent by the oaks in their adult stage. But 
rs the invading forest to storm the for this geeing and hawing of allies 

ae prairie; fire is what they had to fight. and hence of the victory, we should 

erin: ie Engineers didn’t discover insulation; not have today that rich mosiac of 

eee 5 \ they copied it from these old soldiers prairie and forest soils which looks 

aS ; of the prairie war. so pretty on a map. | 

ne : Botanists can read the story of In the 1840’s a new animal inter- | 

ath that war for twenty thousand years. vened; the settler. He didn’t mean — 

Peat ie The-record consists partly of pollen to, he just plowed enough fields to { 

aie grains embedded in peats, partly of deprive the prairie of its immemorial 

ey relic plants “interned” in the rear weapon, fire. A rout followed. The 

iat of the battle, and there forgotten. oaks romped over the prairie in 

ve The record shows that the forest legions, and “overnight” what had 

j f front at times retreated almost to been the prairie region became a re- 

Rea + ‘ Lake Superior; at times it advanced gion of woodlot farms. If you doubt 

ee far to the south, for at times spruce this story, go count the rings on any 

BD ast and other “rear guard” species grew set of stumps on any “ridge” wood- 

Ny beyond our southern borders. But the lot in southwest Wisconsin. All the 

aera p average advancement of the forest trees except the oldest veterans date 

i . ¥ was about what it is now; and the back to the 1850’s and the 1860’s, and 

gan outcome of the battle was a draw. this was when. fires ceased on the 

f One reason for this was that there prairie. 

ey were allies which threw their support Thus, he who owns a veteran bur 

ay | first to ome side, then to the other. oak owns more than a tree. Hé owns 

ie Thus rabbits and mice ate the prairie an historical library, and a reserved 

igs i _| herbs in summer and girdled the oak seat in the theatre of evolution. To 

Ervine, seedlings in winter. Squirrels plant- the discerning eye, his farm is 

basta? ed acorns in fall and ate them all the labeled with the badge and symbol 

HeisAs year. June beetles undermined the of Wisconsin. _
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F | ifth Column : | 
| 4 

Of the Fence Row 
By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin | ; 

Sony once noticed that bad invasion by quack. Southern Wis- | Ar 
farmers had big fence rows, and consin, under the clean fence row ‘ 

jumped to the conclusion that good regime, ig becoming a lacework of | 
farmers should have none at all. quack, each thread protected by the 
Bushy fence rows, it was said, harbor overhead wires of a fence. Highway 
noxious insects and weeds. engineers, by the repeated grading | 

It is time to re-examine the sound- and filling of roadsides, are unwit- 
ness of the all-too-simple rule-of- tingly operating a base from which | 
thumb. quack invades the adjoining fields. 
Bushy fence rows do harbor noxious Like the foreign carp which is quiet- | 

insects. They also harbor beneficial ly displacing thé native fishes of our | 
insects which prey on the noxious lakes and streams by his superior 
ones, and birds which prey on both. voracity and reproductive powers, so 
Several hundred kinds of insects, is this foreign grass quietly displac- | 
good and bad, and about 50 kinds of ing the native plants of our roadsides } 
birds, mostly beneficial, harbor in and fence rows by its superior pow- 
fence rows. The net effect on crops ers of succering, seeding, and chok-| 
is usually too complex to determine, ing. Quack, not insects or weeds, is| ‘ 
and never twice the same. In the usually the real fifth-columnist of the | 
few mstances where the effect is fence row. It is the cleaned fence | 
clear, the fence row is as apt to be; row, “softened” by wounding its sod | 
an asset as a liability. Thus, pan or by removing its bushy shade, which | 
aphids are less severe near brush be-'* gives quack its initial foothold. j 
cause their insect enemies harbor ee 
there, but chinch bugs are more severe | . 
because they winter in bushy cover. - 
In the majority of instances, the net 
effect of the fence row is neutral, ? 
and he who likes birds can safely 

leave fence row cover for their Le Dee ae 
Just as human pioneers consiste t jolla aE 2 ee 

successively of fur traders, settlers, a ‘a ae ge oe a af ae i. 

general farmers, and_ specialized Bi a7 z- ae. ee sae 4 
farmers, so plant jpioneers consist <f “3 Pe AAC i 
successively of annuals, grasses, . St Nee dal see i 
brush, and timber. You can set back Ages Se oe Zs . a 
this succession with tools, and thus SpE Gp» Bag Ge >): ( Be ha 
start it over again (as we do each (sh SMI - - Ze) 4 3, 

i i ; y NZ AR” Ze F Bea year in plowing), or you can skip j ’ ie fee, et, SE “Hg! 
to a later stage by planting it artifi- (i a ae a ££ goo ee, Geet 
cially (as when we plant a forest), i Ee ES 4 DS MET Petey ae 
but you cannot change the order of \ Rape Oe wf eal ere es 
the successive stages on idle ground, \ uM "=s Mh { eg 
for each stage prepares the soil for | BB \ (ae MM - I uate } ee 
its successor, and each successor is hh lige ‘As fp } —- ¢ Wf 
equipped to displace its predecessor. | Ae} ay Sle LP Af 4 fs f Ve i) 
Thus annuals (such. as pigeon grass) | \U see seit NZ y Vy ex ae e— Se 

are the first to seize naked soil be- | Va on PMO NEE GG oe: % 
_ cause their seeds are stored in the mh LASS a DiS Pm | Do pee 

soil. Perennial herbs such as aster 9 PA fed LOI” oe wt NES fl Fi 
er goldenrod, displace the annuals be- | i4 itn <fjy i Oe GRE aes d iis 
cause they endure shade in youth, “#4 ig ae Wee Se 
use the annuals as a nurse crop, and ee PEE BS Me Ae eg VEE ee 
being able to winter live roots, they Sm JE’ “a 7 ded lS dy Meee SG EE Gow oo 
get a running start in the spring. | i ne oF fFPEF a 

Most noxious weeds are annuals “Clean fence rows invite quack ss ious 3”, says 
and hencescannot start on ground al- q Sree and moxious weeds", says Leopold 
ready occupied by grass, brush, or ; 
timber. The safest way to exclude | 
them from fence rows is to keep the | 
fence row in solid unbroken sod or | wie 
brush. Most noxious weeds are in- 
tolerant of shade, and hence are ex- 
cluded by brush. 

In my opinion our worst fence row 
risk is not weeds, but quack grass, | 4 
which fights the more desirable 
grasses with their own weapons, and 
jn disturbed fence rows usually wins. | : ‘ 
The oftener the fence row is cleaned, ‘ 
the greater the chance of its ultimate i 4 ;



mi AK 194) 

\ X ) ild l if Build Bird Bath 

1 1 Cc Deep water in stock tanks or 
g troughs furnishes drinking water for ‘ 

I k W many birds, but they cannot bathe 
1 es ater there unless there is spillage. Wet 

feathers mean weak flight, hence no i 
By Aldo Leopold bird takes the risk of bathing except 

Ne ne | in shallow water free from cover 
Cee to popular supposition, | which might hide enemies. You can 

~ it is not necessary for most wild- | have a bird “bathing beach” on your life species to drink water. We know lawn by building a very shallow con- 
this because many kinds live and erete pool and filling it every few thrive on waterless range, where they days. Let the edges “shelve out”; do 
get their water from juicy ‘insects, not build a steep margin. 

fruits, plants, and dewdrops. We seldom think of freshet water : Most kinds of wildlife will, how- on stream bottoms as an asset to ever, drink and bathe if they are wildlife, but if it stands long enough i offered the chance, and prefer to live to grow a crop of aquatic animals it 
on well-watered range. The farm constitutes a rich food resource. I which includes permanent springs, i have seen young pheasants gorging 
streams, and ponds is therefore bet- on snails in a disappearing pond. 
ter wildlife range than the farm Gulls, herons, and coons have great without natural water, especially dur- tadpole fishing in drying sloughs or : ing dewless drouths when there are ponds. 
few fruits or succulent shoots. The Many people suppose that wild chicks of all upland game birds are 
known to drink dewdrops, and dew- things in winter eat snow, hence need 
less periods may be very damaging | no water. Yet some do. I have fol- 
to the upland game crop. lowed deer tracks which made a con- 

One of the best and cheapest ways | siderable detour to a snowed-over ‘ to furnish water to wildlife is to spring, which had been pawed out by ¢ plant mulberries. A surprising num- | the deer, evidently for drinking. 
ber of songbirds, gamebirds, and | ~- some winter behavior in respect to mammals eat the berries and feed | water is so unexpected as to be con- them _ to their young. A mulberry fusing. I have seen both pheasants tree is also a good protection for | and quail during blizzards, wading in orchard fruits and garden truck in unfrozen springs up to their “knees”. 
danger of bird damage. Tomato- | Were they “warming” their feet in pecking by pheasants, for example, the relatively warm water? Or were usually represents a desire to drink, they hunting snails to eat? Or were not to eat. Mulberry trees bear free- they eating watercress? I am not ly where fertilized by poultry or yet sure. 
stock, but in sod or shade the yield | of berries is poor. For this reason | 
they are best planted at the farm- 
stead or in fencerows between fields, 

Lees She, The farm that includes a Ne Mad aa. pond or stream is better a 
ey wee: ~ suited to wild life propaga- Sie Sion eee ! Pel Bivens? V Mt ae | se ; ees ae 8 : pee " 1 2 aN eee Sec ea | es yn EE career oe les eS cdi | 
Sa it Tay 
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Bob White Members) — Bo ite_ Members) | 

By Aldo Leopold 

: A The solid rising lines are the reproductive 
gains each summer; dotted descending | 

i > lines are the winter losses; horizontal ' 
2 Sj line (300 quail) is the carrying capacity 

e eae . of this area | 

Bs) oy "Cr : net 
‘ yy 34 400 4 ——___— »__ ao SS : 

. ~ . se ve Ee \ magus Be 
bmg 2° er 

7. [ vt See 
my 7 i Boawnne mes AR Af ve 
a aa 100 ee, A> ae | 

. | Livso 195 11932 1959 1 934 1 1995 1 1996 1 1997 | 1938 1 1939 1940 | 98l — 
: : | IRs WZ SR ETE PTE NN z 
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ie G UMMER without bobwhites whist- ; cars | bobwhiite. : 
ay ling in the fence rows is not really ete. thee 

~ summer, but only an imitation of it. [Mg factions of farm life;’ but ‘few: ' 
_ Yet many a southern Wisconsin farm- ~ know fat the Wisconsin bird has ; 

er, fond of his quail, has himself contributed to science. It was from 
_ evicted this bird from his acres with- intensive studies of quail populations 
_ out being aware of how or why. at Prairie du Sac, in Sauk County, ey 

‘ From the time of first settlement that two important principles of wild- nA SP ah 
- to the Civil War, bobwhites were so , life conservation were drawn. One is - if 

_ abundant in the southern counties | the principle of carrying capacity: 
+ that farmers trapped and shipped no matter how many ‘quail start the 

_ carloads to the big, cities. Today, winter on a given area, only a certain ; 

_ after mild winters, we have a few, | number will survive in spring, and a 
- and after hard winters, still fewer. | that number is the carrying capacity 
| Two changes in the land are, I think, | of that area. Carrying capacity can a 

_ responsible for the decline of quail: be raised by improving food and cov- Hpi 
smaller and fewer weeds due to de- er but not otherwise. Se hang 
clining fertility, and smaller and few- The other is the principle of com- | ae ae eu 

er thickets due to elimination of fence _ pensatory mortality: the killing of | SND OE 
rows and pasturing of woodlots. The individual quail by predators does not | pigs Wana 
tall weeds were winter food, and the reduce the surviving population next ; States 
thickets winter cover. spring, for if one thing doesn’t kill Pseetony 

: For weeds we can substitute corn, | the surplus, something else will, but RNS 
_ but for thickets, there is no substi- | only down to carrying capacity. Car- 

tute. We can, however, bolster de- | trying capacity, then, is a threshold | 
ficient thickets with grape-tangles, of security, below which only catas- 

_ brushpiles, and evergreen plantings. | trophes (like a killing winter) can 3 
_ Most farms must either build such | accomplish a further reduction. ‘ 

cover, or go quailless into the future. No one knows, as yet, to just what Csi ie fs ; 

Some lean on artificial restocking | Other birds or mammals the two — j 
as a means to more quail, but they principles apply. No one knows, as 

Jean on a slender reed. Wisconsin ; 
is “furthest north” for bobwhite. Any yet, just how they operate in quail. | is 
Wisconsin landscape unable to sus- They represent the gropings of | 4 
tain wild quail will certainly fail to | science toward an understanding of | . 
sustain pen-raised birds. Pen-raised | the inner mechanisms which regulate tis) 
quail are of southern origin. Wis- populations. Science knows what f A eerste 
consin quail weigh.an_ounceorstwo.| chemical elements occur in each star, | ae er 
‘more than southern birds, hence the | but not why one species shrinks while eae RUN UE ae 

z= another becomes a pest. If more | 4 ‘ Yate, 
te na scientists were farmers we might |) 9 9 | 

: | make faster headway on the second Meese es 
z a ess PATA a ey erg fe) -_ problem. Sensis bao) We eS eet



| Feed The Birds Early ~ 
a si Nore of how to feed wildlife on weekends have a harder problem. 

s Bs es oe in winter are changing rapidly. It is now clear that wintering 
2 pe iy One of the notions now under sus- coveys of game birds are led by 

__-__ picion is the permanent feeding shel- _“‘oldtimers” who remember where the 
ter. All feeding stations which stay feed was last winter. Your reputa- 

z 2 in exactly the same location year tion for dependability is, therefore, 
. _--——s after year may harbor parasites and almost as important in handling 

s 3 diseases, and thus do more harm than _ birds as in handling bankers. It took 
- ss good. =It is best either to use a “na- me six years to re-establish the reputa- 

: aneeog tural” feeder, like cornshocks, or a tion of my farm as a place for birds 
: Seas portable one, which can be moved to to winter. Quail and pheasants nest 

_—s fresh ground each year. there regularly, but my predecessor 
TY ea was more interested in *bootleg than 

eee Home-made Feeders Good in birds, hence the birds “knew” my 
Sener Among the good portable feeders place was no place to stay after snow 

: Sg wee ri sapiceds flies. Autumn after autumn, by the ox, are the ‘spiked-pole rack and the » DY 
| woven wire basket. The first con- time I got my feed out, they were 

} —.  ——-—s-sists of a pole through which long sone. Finally, by leaving a sweet- 
spikes are driven, and corn ears im- corn patch unpicked, I got them 

_—- paled on the spikes. The pole may started feeding in September, and 
-——sébe set up against a tree or fence, or they became aware of the adjacent 

-———s-vaised on forked poles near cover. field corn grown for their benefit. 
‘ _--——s The basket consists of a cylindrical This theory that old-timers set the 

Leight __- roll of hog-wire filled with ear corn. social stage among birds is no mere 
E PSE Neither of these devices requires a supposition. Banding studies show 

5 Seite shelter, but for feeding quail they that a few old birds are present in 
E en _---—-—~—s should be located near dense cover, most flocks, and these were believed 

x aise such as brushpile, grape tangles, or to teach the rest not only where to 
fs ee es evergreen thickets. feed, but where to seek cover, and 

Y e __~—~—s The more experience accumulates, how to escape enemies. Many in- 
Lae % ae Sei the clearer it is that feeding should vestigators have noticed how game 

ae ery. begin early, shouldyoffer only. moder- — birds will stick to what was a good 
Me pease ate amounts of grain, and should be covert, even after it has been cut off 
Tete maeat kept up all winter with religious or grazed out. Tradition, in short, 

j Oe Body regularity. The farmer can do such remains an important social force, 
_ ——sisfeeding=because he lives nearby. revolutions to the contrary notwith- 

Same Sie eS Those who can tend their feeders only standing. 
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Can the birds in your neighborhood depend on you to help them with their feed supply this winter? ‘ ee ae |
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wrieat aR Fann where nothing is “controlled”, and | 

be Ts nearly everything is abundant.) | 
Raccoons, nowadays, are limited | | 

ur rop n anger mainly to the vicinity of rock ledges, | 
| Groce, and other impregnable | 

SB % Z t ens. This fact tells its own story; 
By Aldo sh uals chin of Wisconsin ri be have chopped and dug out most of 

the natural coon dens, and _ the 
Fake fur has always meant pin- | Mink May Attack Muskrats | hounded and trapped to death the ae 

money for the farm boy. It has | Senblossrealtne aor Lene | 

also meant a kind of education not | Secondly, rats should be protected, | atenle = a or our breeding | 

available in schools, but very impor- | if possible, from sudden Seve : — oe | 

tant in the building of our peculiar of water-level in winter. ats can- | ‘ | 

national character.. The boy-trapper not feed when the bottom freezes. On my own farm there are | 

is one of the principal components in Falling ice entraps rats in their always coon tracks in fall, \| 

what I call split-rail Americanism. ae ee and starve, seldom in spring. The den | 
Y fi | | 

Daniel Boones Are Passing Thirdly, rats should have either trees opened or felled by 
Farm fur of the more valuable bank burrows, or vegetation’ for self-invited trappers and 

species has been declining in most | houre ae Di Pee pees 2 hunters tell why. But for 
localities, and many farms are already erected in late October, and require half- tea ti a 
in the furless elase.. On such farms cattails, or other bulky abundant uprooted trees ppe' | 

ie boy must do his Daniel-Booning | vegetation, for their construction. | over by floods or root- | 

in books. ee oe ra aii ore diseases, my coons would | 
On farms which still have fur ani- Fae io 2 : , 

mals, what can be done to cultivate Fourthly, rats should have winter | disappear entirely, despite | 

and perpetuate the crop? food. In Wisconsin cattail, sedges, my efforts to protect them. | 

Marsh drainage, woodlot grazing, bugleweed, sweet flag, and “three- | 

and stream-straightening tend, as a square” rush are sample winter food Opossums and grey foxes | 
rule, to reduce the kinds and num-: plants of high value. Aquatic ani- 4 on bab dea ; 
bers of fur animals. Sometimes the mals, especially clams, are eaten in : Oo no ave to be worrie 

fur-income from a marsh exceeds the winter, but are seldom abundant | over. Red foxes are another 

peril ropncome, capes i rau by stants, Comm wige, |b matter: they seen to shrink b abitat for muskrats. a , 5 | 

Baese a marsh productive of rats? taken in a pinch, but all these dry- | | with the woodlots and fence- | 

First, trapping must not be so land foods entail exposure, and ex- | ~ rows. Why worry about foxes | 
heavy as He eg glad pied ae Cee aut ee 4 at all? Count the mice in the 

stock: Rats breed with great rapidity, are of large variety, S re 

and a thin stock breeds more rapidly sent a problem. ia yen of your next fox, 

than an overcrowded one, but a rat- Wild ciate AUGvaant Inca rboretum a and you'll know the answer. 

less marsh must await the influx of : Better still, find where some 
new stock before it can produce at all. Minks, unless overtrapped, usually | fox has vomited half-a-hatful 

ae “ occur wherever muskrats do. They | © dead ah f hi | 

: ; prey heavily on rats rendered de- | é ° 8 mice trom PROVEN £: | 
fenseless by low water or other exi- | loaded stomach. Besides, | 
gency. In normal habitat good stands | fox-hunting (not with pink | 

z of mink and muskrat inhabit the same 
; : sar dnet ac woodadianda “of "ups coats, but American brand) is | 

Ne : land game cohabit with numerous one of the outstanding split- | 
2 wo hawks, owls, and foxes. (If anybody | rail sports. 

Eee doubts this, take a look at the Uni- | | 
\ versity of Wisconsin Arboretum, | | 

d ‘ | 
: c ‘ When the farm boy can no longer | 

s see a fox-track in tne snow, it will | 
: | take a lot to replace the loss. When | 

: x | fox-hunting, native style, is over | 
Magen fnred earth sf | with, a certain glory will have van- | 

ur is a crop worth saying a“ i ished from the earth. | 
7% Z { | 
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Recipes for ural Conservati 

Don’t graze the whole woodlot. Fence off a part for the birds 

and wildflowers. 

Don’t burn, mow, or graze the whole marsh. Protect a part 

as winter shelter for birds, and as a refuge for bog flowers 

and tamaracks. , 

Leave some fencerows or plant windbreaks to check the wind, 

catch snow, and shelter wildlife. ‘ 

Leave corn or spread manure to feed the birds in winter. 

Shoot only those hawks and owls actually caught taking poul- 

try. Hawks and owls work for you night and day as mousers 

and rodent-police. 

The farm landscape is a portrait you have painted of yourself. 

Den-trees, dead snags, fencerows, bird houses, and feeding 

stations are the visible evidences of your hospitality toward 

wild things. 

A remnant of each of the plants and animals originally native 

to your farm is visible evidence that it grows historical per- 

spective as well as butter fat or cheese. He who knows what 

his land was is a safe custodian of its future. 

kkk
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He are the authors of our ex- Mrs. Leopold are widely known for 
clusive series on nature and wild their skill in making bows and ar- 

life on the farm, which has been pub- rows, and as expert marksmen. 

lished at regular intervals during the The artist, Byron Jorns, is a native 
past year. The series will be con- of Portage, Wisconsin, received art 
tinued with appropriate subjects ac- training at University of Wisconsin 
cording to season. Prof. Aldo Leo- and Art Institute of Chicago. He is 

pold is one of the foremost conserva- bulletin illustrator for the Wisconsin 
tionists in the country. He is an out- College of Agriculture, Madison. Be- 
door man, a naturalist and bird ex- ing himself an outdoor enthusiast, 

pert. Likewise for many years he Mr. Jorns takes to the sketches for 
was one of the country’s leading this series like a duck to Wisconsin 

archery enthusiasts and both he and ponds.



° 
Winter Cover 

ape recipe for wintering game is Grape Tangles 
corn and cover. Corn is easily 

provided but cover is often scarce. A grape tangle can be grown in a 
This tells how winter cover may be single season, and will house more 
improved. game per square rod than any other 

By winter cover is meant vegeta- ¢°V@?- 
tion stiff and tall enough so that snow One way to build a tangle is to 
will not bury it, and thick enough to find a tree with a vine in its top. Fell 
protect birds from weather and_ the tree, but don’t cut the vine. Leave 

enemies. the stump high, with the butt resting 
Young evergreens, grape tangles, 0° it. The vine soon converts the down 

and bushy marsh are the three kinds ‘vee into a dense tangle. 
of cover dependable in all weathers. Another way is to find a grape 

i e sprawling on the ground. Build 
Bushy Marsh over it a “teepee” of stout durable : 

poles. Wrap the teepee with dis- 
Nothing excels a bushy marsh as carded wire. Pick up the vines from 

winter cover, especially for pheasants the ground and lace them into the 

and quail. After snow and ice have superstructure. The vine soon cov- 

flattened down all grass and weeds, ers the whole structure with dense 
the bushes still stand up. Willow, growth. 

red dogwood, and alder are good Grape tangles, to grow vigorously, 
bushes. must be in full sunlight. They must 

All marsh tends to grow bushes if be protected from live stock. 
; protected from fire, grazing, and 

mowing. Marsh cover, then, is a Evergreens 

matter of leaving part of the marsh These are best planted in spring. 
unburned, ungrazed, and uncut. If Brushpiles, and down tops of oaks 
the marsh is drained, ditch banks are felled with the leaves on, are good 
a good place to leave bushes. temporary covers while waiting for 

To hurry the natural process of evergreens or grape tangles to grow. 
growing bushes, plant cuttings. This Brushpiles are more effective if top- 
is best done in spring. ped with cornstalks or marsh hay. 5 

Uncut cattails, slough grass, or It is useless to plant birds on a 
sweet clover are valuable to reinforce farm without good cover. New 
the bushes and to serve as roosts, but fences to protect cover may bring 
are not weatherproof in themselves. more birds than new laws. 
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“Teepee” frame for a grape tangle



° 
Winter Food 

apne recipe for wintering game is about birds learning to remove husks. 
_ corn and cover. As in other Even quail become expert at this. The 

recipes, success depends on where, next best way is to put corn ears in 
when, and how “the makings” are a wire basket or impale them on 
put together. spikes in a pole (see drawings). 

Where? » Shelled corn is best fed in a hop- 

For quail, put your corn on the P?& but the hopper must be roofed 
leeward (south or east) side of the over, else Fain son melting eee will 
thickest cover, preferably on the clog it with ice. Where squirrels are 
sunny side of a south-facing bank. present, the tray of the hopper should 
Quail dislike to feed in the open. be covered with wire mesh to reduce 

For prairie chickens and Hungarian wastage. z 
partridge, put corn in the open, never The manure-spreader is a good 
in woods or brush. Grass or weeds feeder, especially for pheasants and 
nearby are good but not essential. Hungarians, but the danger is that 

For pheasants it doesn’t matter spreading will cease in bad weather 

where corn is put, provided there is when the birds need it most. 
plenty of it. The poorest way to feed is to force 
Wastage by squirrels is serious the birds to visit the barnyard, Dogs 

when corn is left in or near woods, Nd cats harass the birds. In quail 
A brush patch, marsh edge, or fence this may be fatal, especially if the 
row is therefore a better place than Covey fails to reassemble before 
a woodlot to feed quail or pheasants. night. 

When? How Much? 

Start early, preferably by Novem- In a hard winter a quail eats half a 

ber. This is especially important in Pound of corn per week, a Hungarian 
order to hold quail and pheasants on three-quarters of a pound, a pheasant 
uplands. If no corn is offered until OF Prairie chicken two pounds, a rab- 
the winter storms actually start, your bit one pound, a squirrel two pounds. 
birds are likely to drift to some dis- This is over and above the wild foods 
tant marsh and you may never see which they “rustle” for themselves. 

them again. Substitutes For Corn 
How? : ‘i 

Soy beans, small grains, or foxtail 

The best and simplest way to feed and ragweed seeds gathered under 

is to leave some shocks or standing the shredder are all good winter food. 

corn in the field. If shocks are used, Weed seeds must be dried, else they 

new bundles should be exposed from will mold. Small grains are best fed 

time to time in winter. Don’t worry in shocks or stacks. 
; mY 
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Corn in wire baskets or put up on spikes is kept out of the snow



° ° 
Woodlot Wildlife 
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Hollow trees make homes for the wild creatures 

ies Europe, foresters for two cen- most sure “bait” for tree swallows. 
turies tried to clean the woods of Dead willows in the southern coun- 

every dead, hollow, or defective tree. ties, if over water, may also harbor 
They succeeded so well that wood- the beautiful prothonotary warbler. 
peckers, squirrels, owls, titmice, and Wide shallow cavities in creekbank 
other hole-nesting birds have become trees are the nesting place of the 
alarmingly scarce. In Germany, I wood duck. 
saw dead oaks laboriously being rid- Tall dead snags near lakeshores al- 
dled with auger-holes to encourage ways have a chance of becoming an 
woodpeckers. eyrie for the bald eagle or the fish- 

In Wisconsin, we pay a hunting li- hawk. 
cense to restock the state with If you are lucky enough to have 
raccoons, and at the same time we are Otters on your stream, think | twice 
chopping down the last hollow trees before you cut a hollow tree with the 
in which a coon can live. We main- entrance under water. It may be the 

tain a closed season on ruffed grouse “holt” where otter pups are born. 
in the southern woodlots, but grouse Any hollow tree may become a bee 
are rapidly disappearing from them ‘ree. There was a time when no 
because the down logs needed for Cane or beet sugar was to be had in 
drumming, and the brush needed as Wisconsin; one ate honey or maple 
cover, are being removed. sugar or went without. = : 

This does not make sense. A few . he ee mood Age ae a 
hollow trees, especially durable live '* ce er ueeeae Benes ast 
basswoods or oaks, and a few dead aaa, hh ene ave Sey f Wi 
and down logs, are essential to a bal- wgpe eS ope re ete : ae 
anced assortment of wildlife on the Be fe ane ae ee oeee = 
farm. The fur-bearers and the squir- £ ith Mn fe é cas wy tay oe Se - 

rels, the rodent-eating owls, the in- ™! a a ms Th ve Ras 
sect-eating woodpeckers, chickadees eiee a Sean ay °8e 3 oe 
and blue-birds, are all dependent on © ge ae ° peer rene. Sears | 
dead wondetorthee brecdine ulaces old prairie fires are imbedded in their 

* * ep » stumps. They have escaped cutting 
and Wenge aon inet jer stance. Neca they are crooked and short- 
Hollow apple trees in the orchard, boled. Quite aside from their value 

while admittedly not good horticul- as den trees, these veterans should 
ture, are especially attractive to he preserved as historical monuments. 
screech owls, crested flycatchers, and  [f your boy can learn to read their 

flickers. history, he will understand better the 
Dead willows in the marsh, after meaning of his home state and his 

being riddled by woodpeckers, are al- home farm.



jz THE dust bowl thousands of ice. If carp prevent placing the 
artificial ponds are being built, feed in the water, feed on an open 

with government help, by farmers beach. Diving ducks like bluebill 
who learned during the drouth to ap- and redhead, however, will not readi- 
preciate water. Some day Dakota. ly find grain unless it is in the water. 
may build as many ponds as Wiscon- Once the ducks start to use your 
sin has drained. pond, both the numbers and kinds 

The farm pond has many uses: Will increase as long as protection is 

stock water, muskrats, pan fish, water Maintained. Some kinds, notably 
lilies, and last but not least, water- bluewinged teal and mallards, may 
fowl. be induced to stay and nest. 

‘ : For the greatest variety of bird 
Dy Jack Miner, an Ontario farmer, had life, part oe the ahorelinie. must be ~ 

, a small pond behind his barn. Like bare of cover. Shorebirds, geese, and 
most ponds, it was duckless, having most ducks like to loaf where they 
been “burnt out” by too much shoot- dan-bee deal directions: 

ing. Jack Miner quit shooting, put Kingfishers ,and terns add greatly 

ue eee live decoys ‘and grain. A to the summer bird life of a pond. 
few wild birds began to drop in. To attract kingfishers, plant a few 
Within a decade ten thousand Canada dead snags with limbs overhanging 
geese were visiting his refuge each the water, and leave a steep bank 

Spee and fall. Be spectacular a in the nearest gravel-pit for the birds 
success is, of course, not to be had 1, excavate their nest. Such a bank 
by all, but any pond, even if tempor- i) give you hundreds of nesting 
ary, can attract at least a few inter- .wallows as a “dividend.” To attract 

esting. waterfowl. The time to start terns, build a raft and anchor it in 

ane: ; the middle of the pond. Such a safe 
The first essential is to exclude all Joafing place is infallible bait for 

shooting. As soon as the ice breaks, terns and perhaps gulls. 

put in a few live decoys, preferably To merely attract birds is only half 
pinioned wild ducks, and _Some the game. The next thing is to dis- 
feed, preferably corn. It is illegal tinguish the various kinds, to learn 
to use either live decoys or grain the habits, calls and plumages of 
bait on a shooting pond, but on a each, where they come from and 
refuge they are both legal and proper. where they go. Some of your callers 
Avoid too many decoys; they roil the will be on their way from Carolina to 
water. If crows and blackbirds are Saskatchewan; others from Pata- 

bad, put the feed on a shallow bar gonia to the Arctic seas. All they 
under water. If you have no bar, ask of you is something to eat and 
build one by hauling gravel on the 4 safe place to wet their feet. 
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Marshes make fine refuge for wildlife 

Caer we fire the marsh?” This feeding station was maintained in 
is a question which faces the own- this pothole every winter. While it 

er of marshlands, especially in the was still in ragweed (the giant 
spring following a wet year. variety), not a bird could be persuad- 

Burning does not hurt a marsh if ed to use the station. As the more 
the soil is wet, and if infrequent varied vegetation gained a foothold, 

enough so that the bushes resprout. the game population began to build 
But burning which consumes the peat UP- Last winter this 8-acre pothole 

. soil is ruinous to all living things. Carried 28 pheasants, 20 Hungarian 
Even light burning, if repeated an- Ppartridges, and 21 cottontails. 
nually, gradually kills all bush Marsh wildflowers as well as marsh 

growths, and when the bushes are game birds suffer from too much 
gone the marsh loses its cover value fire. Most of the ladyslippers, pitch- 
for birds during deep snows. In hard Fr Plants, and other bog flowers thrive 
winters like 1935-1936, quail and only under the shade of tamaracks. 

pheasants survived only in bushy Repeated marsh fires push back the 
marshes with feed nearby. All other tamaracks until they disappear. Some 
growths were squashed and buried |adyslippers require live sphagnum 
by snow. moss to grow in, and hence are de- 

@ stroyed by fire. Most Wisconsin 
Frequent Burning Bad marshes have already lost all their: 

The farmer who prizes his birds tamaracks, and with them most of 
should therefore be careful to keep their bog flowers, through the com- 
part of his marsh in bushy growths bined action of fire and grazing. 
of dogwood, willow or elder. If Curiously enough, some birds re- 
he must burn, he should confine quire freshly burned marsh for nest- 
the fire to the area to be cut for hay, ing and feeding. The Brewers black- 
keeping it out of the area to be left bird, for example, nests in Wiscon- 
as bush cover. sin only in freshly burned cattails. 

Here is an actual case—in 1933, I Jacksnipe and geese like a burned 
met a farmer burning a peat pot- marsh for feeding during the spring 
hole “to ged rid of the ragweeds”. I migration. A few valuable bird foods, 

asked if he had burned before. Yes, especially the false climbing buck- 
he burned every year. I persuaded wheat, are greatly increased after 

him that perhaps fire was the cause light-burning a peat marsh. 
of the ragweeds. He agreed to try Needless to say, if fire is to be used 
the idea, and has not burned since. at all it should be used early, before 
By 1937, the ragweeds had disap- nests are built. There is truth in the 

peared, having been replaced by aster, old saying: “Fire is a good servant, 
goldenrod, dogwood, and elder. A but a bad master”.



° 
Wildflower Corners 

Aldo Leopold and John Curtis 

VAS CONSIN wildflowers are of er, white and small yellow ladyslip- 
three groups: the prairie flow- per, blazing star, prairie clover, but- 

ers, the woods flowers, and the bog terfly weed, compass plant, ladies 
flowers. Each group requires a dis- tresses, and blue aster. Of these, 
tinctive habitat, each group responds the ladies tresses and ladyslippers 
differently to grazing, mowing, pick- grow only on marshy prairie. The 
ing, and burning. remainder are upland prairie species. 

The prairie group, for example, is Woods Flowers 

* not injured by fire, provided the fire This group, in the order of bloom- 
comes before or after the growing jng, includes bloodroot, hepatica, 
season, Fire, in fact, may be bene- windflower, Dutchman’s _ breeches, 
ficial to prairie flowers in preventing jack-in-the-pulpit, ginseng, white, 

trees and brush from shading them nodding, and red trillium, blue phlox, 
out. Grazing, however, is fatal. and large yellow ladyslipper. Many 

Prairie plants can stand mowing ferns have the same habitat require- 
if not repeated too often. One of the ments, and may be grouped with the 
best ways to preserve prairie flowers woods flowers. 
in a wild haymeadow is to reserve an Bog Flowers 
unmowed strip each year, rotating the iMhig/er includ * sei ss 5 s group includes the pink mocas- 
pe of the strip. pias sratles sin flower, pitcher plant, grass pink, 
eae plans to go to Seed occasionally, rose pogonia, bog laurel, and bog 
and incidentally improves cover for rosemary. 

prairie chickens and pheasants. All these bog species require moist 
Remnants of prairie vegetation oc- acid peat for survival. Drainage and 

cur on ungrazed roadsides as well as grazing are fatal because they admit 
in hay meadows. The best conserva- peat fires, weeds, and grass. 
tion method in such spots is to burn Conservation of bog flowers is a 

early, mow late and never graze. matter of reserving part of the bog 
The prairie flowers, in the order of against drainage, grazing, cutting, 

their blooming, include pasque flow- and burning. 
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° 
Wild Foods 
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Neeru every farming operation valuable as fall and winter food. 
offers chances either to conserve Thus any marshy spot grows smart- 

or to destroy the wild plants on which weed after cultivation. Smartweed 
game, fur, and feather depeud ae oe are laid Ee Beet zane 
food. -There are many of these wii irds. including waterfowl. 

plants. Each has its own “customers” marsh soils, if deeply burned, produce 
who like its products. ee worthless nettles or giant rag- 

; i |. weed. 

vines are male and do not bear. The Suet so ee  , 
fall is the time to mark the bearing 5 aed . : Vines “A hey need isfll sun and Sets which are the staple winter fod 
some brush to climb on. ost game ; 2 2 
and song birds relish wild grapes, pate Jae ae ee BE e 

both when fresh and as dried “raisins” leavin a fas Sf lontababhla ines 

gar apples are valuable, espe- plowed till spring, or by omitting the 
cially to ruffed grouse, foxes, and last penn on the border of a 

deer. The fallen fruit is eaten even cepae navineanows euerounded (by, 

enter ae Fee addition, deer brush offer excellent winter cover but 

All the haws, crabs, viburnums, usually ype _food. A heavy crop of 
dogwoods, and sumacs yield valuable pals cling eee phen 
winter fruits. All they need is pro- ee ane Pith y 
tection from axe, cow, and fire. ae esd Soa to-yieldl a small 

Summer Fruits. All game and Tape but highly valuable crop of trefoil 
song birds feed berries to their pans (sometimes called, stick-tights) 
young. The heaviest yielder among provided the cattle are excluded. Once the summer berries is the mulberry. grazed, however, a woods loses its 
If you have ent oaecal make no trefoil. for five or ten years. Trefoil 
better move for wildlife than to plant beans are the first choice of quail, 
a few. They bear only in full sun. pheasants, and ruffed grouse for a 

The black cherry tree, the choke- winter meal. 
cherry bush, the wild plum and the Insect Foods. To attract warblers 
elder bush are all heavy yielders of to the farmyard, it is well to have at 
summer fruit for wildlife. least one box elder tree. Box elder 

Fall and Winter Seeds. Almost any seems to draw the insects they want, 
fertile soil, when cultivated or other- much as clover draws insects for 
wise broken up, produces weed seeds poultry.



° 
Look For Bird Bands 

Dee birds which have been shot, will receive a return report telling 
or found killed on highways, you where, when, and by whom your 

sometimes bear leg-bands of bird was banded. 
aluminum or colored celluloid. Here are some examples of valu- 

Such birds have been banded for a_ able facts gleaned from banding re- 
definite purpose. Wild birds are trap- ports: 
ped, banded, and released in the hope A farmer near Ladysmith found a 

: of tracing their migration routes. banded prairie chicken dead on the 
Birds raised in captivity are banded road in summer. It had been banded 
upon release in the hope of tracing two years before at La Crosse, in 
their survival and movements. Band- winter. This one bird answered a 
ing also yields information on how question which had been in dispute 
long birds live, for years, do Wisconsin prairie 
A banded bird invariably repre- chickens ever migrate? This bird, 

sents a lot of work done by some a hen, had migrated a hundred miles. 
scientist or conservation officer, but A farmer in Sauk County trapped 
that work comes to nothing unless and banded all the chickadees which 
the finder reports where, when, and came to his feeding station. After a 
if pessible, how the banded bird was dozen had been marked, no more un- 

killed. marked birds appeared in the trap. 
This is a plea for.your co-opera- This gave a reliable census of the 

tion and good will in looking for local population. Next summer sev- 
bird bands, and in reporting them to eral marked chickadees were seen 
the address given on the band. Most nesting nearby. This showed that 
Wisconsin bands are marked for re- part, at least, of the summer chicka- 
turn either to the Conservation De- dees were yearlong residents. Next 
partment, Madison, or to the United winter about half the original dozen 
States Biological Survey, Washing- reappeared at the feeder. This showed 
ton, D. C. If in doubt, send the band that during the year half the popula- 
to the Conservation Department. You tion either moved or died. 
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Evergreens For Cover 
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Young evergreens furnish more shelter for more wildlife per square rod 
than any other growth 

AVC OUNG evergreens furnish more grown two years in the seedbed and 
shelter per square rod, for a two years in the transplant bed. In 

greater variety of wildlife, than any heavy grass or where rabbits are 
other vegetation. The farmer who thick, even larger stock is desirable. 
wants to hold his birds in winter, but White pines and spruces may be 
has only a few odd corners to devote wiped out by rabbits unless the stock 
to cover, will do well to plant ever- is large enough for the tip to be out 
greens on them. of reach. Red cedar is rabbit-vroof; 

It takes five years, however, for jack pine is proof against cottontails, 
small evergreens to reach a size use- but not snowshoes. 
ful as wildlife cover. Failure is prob- If you must use stock smaller than 

able if maintenance is neglected, or 2-2, put it in the garden and let it 
if the kind of evergreen does not fit grow until at least a foot high. 
the kind of soil. 

On any limey soil, any soil which Diseases 
will grow alfalfa or clover without 
liming, I recommend red cedar and If you plant white pine, make sure 
creeping juniper for dry locations, your farm is free of gooseberries and 
white cedar for moist locations. On currants which carry the white pine 
acid soil use white pine, white spruce, blister’ disease. Do not plant red 
or Norway spruce for moist situa- cedar near apples. These two species 
tions; red (Norway) pine, jack pine, share a rust disease which may de- 

or Scotch pine for dry situations. stroy both. 

Eyergreens And Shade Grass And Evergreen Plantings 
si : Compete 

White pine, spruces, and white 
cedar do best in partial shade. Red The worst enemy of evergreen 
pine and jack pine tolerate little or plantings is grass. If the planting 
no shade. If in doubt about what site is sodded, I advise clean cultiva- 
kind of evergreen to plant, select the tion for a space of 3 feet from each 
kind native to the locality. tree before planting, and for two 

Use nothing smaller than 2-2 stock, years afterward. Herbs or weeds, if 
- i.e., four-year-old trees which have not too rank, do no harm, and in



EVERGREENS FOR COVER (Continued) 

the case of the shade-tolerant ever- should not be pruned. Their value as 
greens, may be beneficial. winter cover lies in the low-hanging 

On ground which contains vestiges branches which sweep the ground. As 
of grass, especially quack, do not the trees grow older these low 
mulch or else mulch heavily. A light branches die, and should be replaced 

. mulch merely protects the grass by a new planting of young trees. 
while it forms a sod. . Z 

Land frequently flooded by over- Birds Enjoy Evergreens 
flow is not suitable for planting ever- 5 ae re : 
greens. White pine, spruces, and esuy et wildlife ah ere eas 
white cedar tolerate short periods of wee Sianearge me ah cea a 3 

Hoting but the ther pines do net, $rens Peasants, gus and Huns 
esneciallys tt Heoded an, summer. ing blizzards. Cardinals, chickadees, 

Red Cedar Resists Grazing juncos, tree sparrows, bluejays, cedar 

All plantings in pastures must be W@X-Wings, and redpolls can_ be held 
fenced, with the possible exception of without them, but they winter in 
red cedar. Red cedar resists grazing, "eater numbers where evergreens oc- 
but may be destroyed by rubbing. cur. Long-eared owls, evening gros- 

beaks, crossbills, and pine siskins 

Where To Plant seldom winter where evergreens are 

To make evergreens valuable to absent. Wintering bluebirds and 
wildlife, the design and location of robins are especially attracted by red 
the plantings is important. Cold cedar berries; crossbills by pine or 
windy locations are not worth plant- Spruce cones. 
ing. If you have a warm south-fac- There are localities in Wisconsin 
ing bank, use evergreens as a wind- where no evergreen will fit. Thus 
break to make it warmer. On such there are soils too limey for the acid- 
banks the drouth resistant species loving species, too near apples to risk 
like red cedar, creeping juniper, red red cedar, and too dry for white cedar. 
pine, or jack pine are best. In such localities it is better to use 

Evergreens planted for wildlife grape tangles for wildlife cover. 
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Fire is one of the worst enemies of conservation



° 
Stories In The Snow 

E Soe SUNDAY in Jauuary when trotting-horse stride of a racing 
the tracking is good, I like to pheasant. Why no chickens? Be- 

stroll over my acres and make mental cause years ago we plowed up their 
note of the birds and mammals whose booming grounds, mowed, burned or 
sign ought to be there, but isn’t. pastured their nesting cover, and then 

Every large Wisconsin woodlot, for overshot the young in fall. Today 
example, ought to show the mincing we have a dozen chicken-less counties, 
lady-like tracks of ruffed grouse, but and if fires are not checked in the 
few do. There are a dozen counties peat lands, we shall end with a 5 
now grouseless. Why? Because we  chickenless state. 
failed to reserve part of the woods ¢ i ‘ 
from grazing. Jumping Mouse Disappearing 

Every woodlot, during winter In the tussock swamp by the 
thaws, ought to show the hurried wan- tamaracks we can look for a track 

derings of coons emerging hungry few people know; the kangaroo-like 
from their~den trees. Few do, be- springs of the jumping mouse. But 
cause few woods have any den trees if the tussocks have been drained, or 
left. The hollow basswoods and white too hard pastured, the jumping mouse 
oaks which formerly harbored coons will have disappeared, to be replaced 
have been chopped out, often by im- by the prosaic meadow mouse. 
provident coon hunters. The same In the tamaracks, if you have any, 
lack of hollow trees has eliminated you should find the regurgitated pel- 
the flying squirrel, the screech owl, lets of the long-eared owl. Note well 
and the barred owl from many a_ the mouse skulls; three skulls per 

woods. pellet, one pellet per day, 100 days 
Out in the corn stubble by the in the winter, 300 mice per owl per 

marsh we should find the peculiar year. Can you afford to let some 
tap-dancing tracks of the prairie rabbit-hunter with the trigger-itch 
chicken; instead we find only the shoot him just for fun? Is it worth 

Mika while to keep a few tamaracks just A 
\t Ws Va ih, _, to have owls around? 
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° 
Windbreaks 

Bees learn by experience, mal they are good, for with too much 
but in matters affecting conserva- wind all the land may become bad, 

tion they sometimes learn pretty as it did in the dust bowl. Why not 
late. help the neighbors stop the winds? 

In the 1920’s farmers pulled all the If windbreaks become general, they 
hedges out of the cornbelt. will have a large effect on wildlife. 

In the 1930’s, under the name of Scores of species of birds and mam- 

“shelterbelt”, the government re- mals will have new nesting and win- 
planted hedges all over the “dust tering cover. Those which do not 
bowl”. The time may come, given want or need cover will have plenty 
wind and drouth enough, when we of open ground left. : 
shall replant them in the cornbelt. é 
We have already had wind and drouth Which Will We Choose? 
enough in the sandy counties of Wis- How shall we reconcile this new 
consin; hundreds of miles of pine enthusiasm toward windbreaks with 
windbreaks are: beginning to line the the old hostility toward fence rows? 

- highways, farm boundaries, and field 4 fence row is a natural windbreak 
fences. which springs up without cost. If 

Let’s Restore Windbreaks kept under reasonable control by 
cutting at intervals, it is nearly as 

Windbreaks are good or bad de- effective as the artificial windbreaks 
pending. on one’s style of thinking. which eat up cash and labor. Per- 
If one thinks as a “lone wolf” they haps we are due for a change of at- 
are bad, for they use up good land. titude toward fence rows. They use 
Why not let the neighbors stop the up land and sometimes harbor in- 
wind before it gets to your place? sects, but if we abolish them we lose 

But if one thinks as a social ani- our birds and increase our wind. 
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Or swallow does not make a If you can muster this combina- 
summer, but one flock of honkers, tion, and have patience, you will 

winging northward through a murky eventually attract geese. 
March thaw, make a spring. By protection I mean complete 

What chance has a farmer to in- {freedom from shooting over a period 
duce the migrant flocks to settle down of years. Geese have a long memory. 
and stay awhile? This is a practical Several neighbors who pool their ef- 
question in wildlife conservation. The forts have a better chance to ban future of geese is largely a question the hunter than one farmer acting 
of hospitable farmers. alone. 

If you happen to live on one of the Goose Ponds 
historic “goose prairies”, your chances A farm pond with bare shores is 
are very good. Geese from time im- an additional inducement, for the 
memorial have watered at certain geese can then dispense with their 
Wisconsin lakes and fed on the near- daily trip to water at a lake. The 
est large prairie. What they ate in pond ‘should ‘contain gravel, but this 
the days before corn came is a puzzle, occurs naturally in most Wisconsin 
because we know so little about what ponds. If it offers a gravelly island, 
plants covered the original prairie. barely awash, it is ideal. Deep ponds 
Probably they ate the seeds of wild with wooded shores. and no islands 
legumes and the bulbs of nutgrass. or bars are unfavorable for geese. 
Today they eat corn and the leaves It is astonishing that more Wis- 
of winter wheat or rye. consin farmers have not built them- 

Granted you are.in or near a goose selves a  goose-show. Once your 
prairie, what are the requirements reputation is established, the geese 
for attracting geese? Mainly a large will pile in, spring and fall. One 
bare expanse of stubble offering corn Canadian farmer (Jack Miner) got 
and winter grain, absolute protection, so many geese that the government 
and if possible, live decoys. Liye had to chip in to help with the feed 
decoys for shooting are now illegal, bills. If you want geese, now is the 
but for “baiting” a refuge decoys are time to advertise the advantages of 
both legal and effective. your farm. 8
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Feeding Stations 

Ti FEEDING birds, as in feeding only limitation on the straw-bed 
folks, the first thought is to see method is that fresh grain must be 

that nobody goes hungry. added every few days. 
Experience brings a second thought: If you have saved the chaff from 

to see that feeding does not become under the corn shredder, it is superior 
too easy for the good of the fed. to straw, especially for winter song- 

The first Wisconsin game bird birds. The foxtail and ragweed seeds 
feeders were hoppers. The birds contained in such chaff are attractive 
stood up to a tray and gorged. to pheasants, quail, and Hungarians 

It is better for a bird to gorge than as well. Beware of moldy chaff; it 
to starve, and hoppers are still must usually be dried to keep well. 
recommended where the operator is Don’t build your shelter too tight; 
unable to visit the station frequently. it should have plenty of escape holes, 
A hopper set under a roofed shelter else the birds may refuse to enter it. 
(so as to keep ice out of the grain) The consumption of grain from 
is nearly automatic, and a single fill- hoppers runs about as follows: two 
ing often lasts for weeks. pounds per pheasant per week; one 

But where the operator can tend pound per prairie chicken per week; 
the station frequently (say twice a three-quarter pound per Hungarian 
week) a hopper is far inferior to a per week; one-half pound per quail 
straw bed. per week. Rabbits and squirrels eat 

A’ straw bed is simplicity itself. two pounds or more per week, and 
r Build a roofed shelter facing east or squirrels may waste an almost un- 

south, put straw or chaff on the floor limited amount by taking out the 
and throw shelled corn into it. Let “hearts” of the corn. 
the birds scratch and earn their keep. Soy beans, buckwheat, wheat, rye, 

To notify the birds that there is barley and sorghum are all accept- 
grain in the straw, lay a few cobs on ‘able substitutes for corn. Cracked 
it, or scatter “bait” grain on bare acorns are also good. 
ground nearby. One half of one per cent of the corn 

Do not use marsh hay for the raised on an average southern Wis- 
scratching bed; it’s too heavy. Quail consin farm will winter a good stand 
can’t move heavy materials. of wildlife. Does wildlife add one- 

° European farmers discarded hop- half of one per cent to the satisfac- 
pers long ago, and feed mostly in tion of rural living? 
straw beds. The exercise is good for a { 
the birds; there is much less wast- pt \y | 4 Me 
age by squirrels and rabbits. The fe A WV x 

Shelter for game birds is easily and \ ' We ieee 
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Winter Care Of Plantings 

app REES: shrubs and vines planted terminal shoot. If wire is lacking, 
for wild life cover require some loose bundling with straw; weed 

forethought and care. Not as much _ stalks, fine brush, or burlap answers 
as crops and live stock, but some the same purpose. 
nevertheless. I have found that in underplanting 

Your main winter risk is rabbits. woodlots it reduces rabbit damage to 
In some years mice may girdle trees; place trees away from trails. Rab- 
in open winters wandering stock may bits seem to be conventional crea- 
browse them; in dry, snowless win- tures; they hate to step off the “side- 
ters, frost may injure them. walk”. 

‘ Mice make trouble in plantations 
Rabbits Prefer Spruce only during years of excessive abun- 

Rabbit trouble begins when. the ‘ance. The years ee Bnd ieee 
young trees have emerged above snow were high a oe Hig! ay renee 
level. It is much worse in cover than 0Ur-year intervals, so 1948 is the 
in the open. Any small evergreen ee ape OSHC 
planted in brushy or weedy ground is Sei mth 3 * Tiapleeie be | demolished shy aba Clean Cultivation Discourages Mice 

On brushy ground the only defense The best defense against mice is 
against rabbits is to surround pine clean cultivation. This, of course, im- 
anid spruce with cylinders of woven plies planting the trees in rows. Where 
wire, or else to plant such large you are threatened with mice, but it 
stock that the rabbits can’t reach the is impossible or too late to cultivate, 

you may be able to burn off the 
. grass, first thoroughly wetting down 

} I, a es each tree with a sprinkling can. A 
at Ne ae few singed limbs are preferable to 

re man hy girdled trunks. 
Fi Pl fe S— SS All eleventh hour “cures” for 

Chg Li see rodent pests are of course inferior 
Sh GS = ~~ to natural preventatives, chief among 

a OP ENG . x which is a generous stocking of hawks 
inked Kieu iS Ne SS and owls. (Every owl eats from two 

: UN Aes wea . A 5 ‘ 
BF ak é = to five mice per night, and is well 

ae i yn poe keh worth preserving as a mouser.) In 
ie fi PRM 26? 2 ei the case of rabbits, the free use of 

MANY MB ee eS: dog and shotgun may also qualify as 
" Ay BY OHS te oor, a natural cure, at least in the eyes 
ed Ee Bier eh UG SE oti hk ' of youth. 
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Feed The Song Birds 

cue you like to sit at your birds soon whets the appetite for ex- 
south window and watch cardi-  traordinary ones. A mountain ash 

nals, chickadees, nuthatches, juncos, in the yard may bring cedar wax- 
tree sparrows, bluejays, and wood- wings, or even the rare Bohemian 
peckers eat breakfast? waxwing. A box elder tree may 

It is easily arranged. bring evening grosbeaks. Faithful 
First, keep a piece of suet tacked feeding of suet may bring the uncom- 

on some nearby tree. This is for the 
chickadees, nuthatches, and wood- -_ 
peckers. If the jays carry away too me 
much of it, cover it with wire mesh. _ 

Second, erect a feeding tray; any ‘ Tp, 
flat surface set on a stump or post ie 1 ek : 
so as to discourage cats. Keep this ky, sue ci 2 
clear of snow and sprinkled with fe Sone a 
cracked .corn, sunflower seed, and fa A 
weed seed saved from the corn shred- Se Be atin 
der. Sunflower seed is particularly Were BN) 
good bait for cardinals, cracked oe 2 VS) pS 
acorns and nuts for chickadees and ae ps 2. ™~ 
woodpeckers. ee 

If dogs or poultry interfere, fence Sa ae 
them out by erecting a temporary 
fence. If starlings or English spar- mon redbreasted nuthatch. A south- 
rows get too thick, thin them out. facing hollow snag wired onto the top 

Nearby evergreens, vines, or thick of a dense evergreen may add the 
bushes help to hold the birds. Dis- screech owl to your list of guests. A 
carded Christmas trees are good good fence row, judiciously baited 
temporary shelter. with corn, may lead quail or pheas- 

Success in attracting winter birds ants out of the fields into your door- 
is largely a question of persistence. yard. 
if the birds can count on finding A good feeding station is the best 
food, you can count on their coming of classrooms for learning  orni- 
after it, and each new year adds more thology, and one of the luxuries for- 
birds of more kinds. bidden most city folks. You will 

Success in attracting ordinary enjoy it quite as much as the birds. 
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Winter table set for the birds
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Bluebirds Welcome 

To NOTE the arrival of the first The trouble with the rifle is that it 
bluebird, like tapping the sugar may be turned against hawks and 

bush, is an authentic ritual of spring. owls, or other birds just as desirable 
Most farms, however, are content to as bluebirds. 

let the bluebirds arrive, and depart, The rifle is not the only way to foil 
without offering them a place to stay. starlings. One very simple way is to 

In the old days when every farm erect bluebird houses not over eight 

had hollow apple trees and wooden feet above the ground. Starlings will 
posts full of woodpecker holes, there not nest at such low levels, while 
was no need to provide housing for  bluebirds prefer to. 

bluebirds. But today the hollow ap- Bluebird houses may be built of 
ples are gone, and the wooden posts old lumber, but a better-looking house 

are going. The more “modern” the may be made by ransacking the wood- 
farm, the greater the need for blue- pile for hollow sections. Most wood- 
bird houses. I once tallied 100 farms piles contain hollow cylinders of con- 

and found that only 12 had bird- venient length (6 to 12 inches), with 

houses of any kind. hollows 4 to 8 inches in diameter. 
Bluebirds once nested in towns and_ Bore, chop, or saw an entrance hole 

villages, as well as in open country. in such a cylinder, tack on a top and 
English sparrows and starlings have bottom board, and your bluebird house 
completely routed them from urban is complete. Set it on a high fence- 
habitats, and are now by way of rout- post, or on the top of a short pole 
ing them from farm yards as well. set in the ground. Place the house 
Hence an accurate 22 rifle is a good in a fencerow or open pasture, never 

tool for rebuilding bluebird prosperity. in dense woods. 
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BLUEBIRDS WELCOME (Continued) 

All bird houses should be built so 
& & they can be opened and cleaned year- 

ly. A convenient way is to use short 
nails for the roof-board, so it can be 

knocked off easily and put in place. 

A still more natural way to ac- 
LZ, >= Ae commodate bluebirds is to leave rot- 

Zig ten stubs or limbs. for the wood- 
Sa peckers to riddle with holes. Blue- 

S 0 Sem. SS, birds will use the old holes of the 
eR larger woodpeckers. A dead willow 
2a SS aspen, soft maple, or elm becomes 
—-—-~ workable sooner than the more dur. 

SS i able oaks, but by the same token it 
5) lasts fewer years before toppling 
VF down. A really conservation-minded 
i 4 farmer never cleans up all his dead 

le A trees, for by so doing he evicts his 
a bluebirds, woodpeckers, and flying 

a 9 squirrels. 
mh | f ‘ : 
vite: i The spring of 1941 is particularly 

¢ “ily Dy, 4 suitable for starting bluebird houses, 
a PN. ui for the reason that bluebirds “took 
epee ae an awful beating” in the extraordi- 

i ee nary storms which swept over the 
geal, iat toy) i gulf states during the winter of 

Hee Bie | i 1939-40. Bluebirds were very scarec 
age pa) 4 last summer, and need all the heln 

‘s oe ed Rare fe, we can give them to recover their 
ees 4 ig ae normal abundance. 

ee Ve 
VS gee Sees. ae een The martin house shown here, 

fis f seb" pe [ee or other colony houses of this type 
Fm Ape cay ah will scarcely ever be used by blue- 
cri FLGIES | birds. These birds are individual- 
4 I, weg eo ists and prefer to nest by them- 

\ : ee Vtg selves, not too high from the 
' \ ae A i] ground. 
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Se, Pheasant Planting 
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PpEeNNG pheasants, like plant- where willows and dogwoods have 

ing seed, may yield a good crop gone ungrazed and unburned. ‘ 
or none at all, depending on the skill Farms which lose their pheasants 
and care used. Much is known about jin winter because they lack marsh 
how to raise pheasants; little about cover may regain them in spring, es- 

how to plant them for high survival. pecially if there are fence rows, un- 
First of all, the planting stock grazed woods, and grassy corners 

must be right. Pheasants less, than suitable for nesting. Such summer 

eight weeks old seldom survive, and ranges must depend on some neigh- 
wom then oe ee pew bor within three miles furnishing the 
with age, up to full maturity. n- winter marsh. Returns from band- « 
der-developed pheasants survive poor- ed pheasants show that the birds 

ly at any age. An 8-week-old cock travel at least that far to get to 
should, if well developed, weigh 14 good winter range. 

PUES a Gesu eaig) nicl BSE) NS Sunounee shastens these dowanill 
learned foraging in roomy pens sur- a 
vive better than those from crowded PeOt ie naery (Ole ne Menten By) Paige ee reduce the shooting exodus by shoot- 

: : i ly in moderation, by keeping 
Second, the method of planting Boe On 

must be right. Pheasants which learn Roth ey he eee oe o ae pent 
to wander gradually from the pen - a a is ” e Ge seas : those spots. For such “bait” feed- ‘go wild” better than those dumped . err 

: F ing, patches of standing grain are 
suddenly and violently from pen to b 

; fi : est. Corn, sweet corn, buckwheat, 
covert. Violent releases are known Mee tesy 

7 . 5 a and sunflowers are good “baits” to 
to lose weight, and if this loss is hold fall birds, 
severe the bird may die. : 2 

Third, the range must be right if On range already well stocked with 
the planting is to “stay put.” It is wild pheasants, it is doubtful if much 
hard to hold pheasants on bare up- is gained by planting more. Artificial- 

lands, especially after frost and ly reared birds are at first excluded 
shooting begins. The better the food from wild pheasant “society,”* as 
and cover and the lower the land, shown by the fact that marked plant- 
the easier it is to hold birds through ings do not at first appear in wild 
the fall and winter. In really severe flocks. They are pushed out, and if 
winters it is impossible to hold the wild birds are abundant, the 
pheasants except on bushy marsh, artificial birds may be pushed off the 
that is, marsh containing spots farm.
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Bur Oak is Badge of Wisconsin 
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Wines school children vote on a vancement of the forest was about 

state bird, flower, or tree, they what it is now; and the outcome of 
are not making a decision; they are the battle was a draw. 
merely ratifying history. One reason for this was that there 

When the prairie grasses first were allies which threw their support 
gained possession of our southern first to one side, then to the other. 

counties, they thereby decided that Thus rabbits and mice ate the prairie  , 
the characteristic tree of this region herbs in summer and girdled the oak 
would be the bur oak, for the bur oak seedlings in winter. Squirrels plant- 
is the only tree that can stand up to ed acorns in fall and ate them all the 

a prairie fire and live. year. June. beetles undermined the 
sod in their grub stage. 

Bur Oaks Were Shock Troops In the 1840’s a new animal inter- 
Have you ever wondered why that vened; the settler. He didn’t mean 

thick crust of corky bark covers the to, he just plowed enough fields to 
whole tree, even to the smallest deprive the prairie of its immemorial 
twigs? This cork is armor. Bur _ weapon, fire. A rout followed. The 

oaks were the shock troops sent by oaks romped over the prairie in 
the invading forest to storm the legions, and “overnight” what had 
prairie; fire is what they had to fight. been the prairie region became a re- 

Engineers didn’t discover insulation; gion of woodlot farms. If you doubt 
they copied it from these old soldiers this story, go count the rings on any 
of the prairie war. set of stumps on any “ridge’’ wood- 

Botanists can read the story of lot in southwest Wisconsin. All the 
that war for twenty thousand years. trees except the oldest veterans date 
The record consists partly of pollen back to the 1850’s and the 1860’s, and 

grains embedded in peats, partly of this was when fires ceased on the 
relic plants “interned” in the rear prairie. 
of the battle, and there forgotten. Thus, he who owns a veteran bur 
The record shows that the forest oak owns more than a tree. He owns 
front at times retreated almost to an historical library, and a reserved 
Lake Superior; but the average ad- seat in the theatre of evolution.
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The Woodcock is a spring dancer 

I OWNED a farm for two years be- monotonously repeated. Once you 
fore becoming aware that the sky hear the peent, move up cautiously to 

dance is to be seen in my woodlot, get the performer between you and 
each evening in April and May. Once the western sky. 
discovered, my family and I are re- Suddenly the peenting ceases and a 
luctant to miss even a single perfor- bird climbs skyward in a series of 
mance. wide spirals, emitting a musical 

The show begins on the first warm twitter. It is the male woodcock, in 
evening in late March, at exactly mating display. Up and up he goes, 
6:45 p. m. Station yourself near an the spirals steeper and smaller, the 
opening in woods or brush bordering twittering louder and louder, until 
a marsh, and listen. Soon you will the performer is only a speck in the 
hear the overture, a queer note sound- sky. Then, without warning, he 
ing a little like a hoarse frog and tumbles like a crippled plane, giving 
much like the summer call of the voice in a soft liquid warble which 
night hawk: peent—peent—peent, even a March bluebird might envy.
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SKY DANCE OF SPRING—(Continued) 

At a few feet from the ground he one or two birds enough. 
levels off and returns to his peent- The nearly universal grazing of 
ing ground, usually to the exact spot woodlots and drainage of marshes is 
where the performance began. The fast evicting the  woodcock from 
spot is always in an opening; a pas- southern Wisconsin. Light grazing 
ture, a hay meadow, or a bare rock, improves woodcock cover by provid- 
and always in or near woods or brush. ing openings for the sky dance, but 
The sky dance is repeated dozens of the kind of grazing which removes 
times each evening, and by moonlight all the brush and young timber is 
it lasts the night. ruinous. An ideal woodcock range 

This little drama is enacted nightly consists of a springy alder or dog- 
by at least 30 pairs of woodcocks wood swamp adjoining spotty thick- 

within a mile of the outskirts of ¢ts of hazelbrush, blackberry, young 
Madison, i.e. within a mile of thou- Popples, and young oaks. On such 
sands of people who sigh for drama- 4 range I have counted as many as 

tic entertainment. It is enacted 20 sky-dancing pairs per square mile, 
nightly in the woodlots of thousands but this is exceptional. Overgrazing, 

of farmers who seek the better life, oVvercutting, and drainage have al- 
put who harbor the illusion that it teady cleaned many a township of its 
grows in department stores and last woodcock, without a single person 

theatres. They are unaware that being aware of the loss. ‘ 
part of it grows on the back 40. Woodcocks are just now in special 

There are less than a hundred people eed of help, for the spring blizzards 
in Wisconsin who know, and annually of 1940 caught them too far north; 
enjoy, the sky dance. thousands froze and starved. Such 

The woodcock is living refutation natural losses are unavoidable, and 

of the theory that the main utility of would do only MoO damage if 

birds is to serve as a target, or phar brecdng Se Ree Boa game f 2 shape. But in the dairy belt the 
to pose gracefully on a slice of toast. breeding ranges are being improved 

No one would rather hunt woodcock to death. More people should learn 

in October than I, but since learning the sky dance; we cannot conserve 

the sky dance I find myself calling what we do not know exists. 
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“Clean fence rows invite quack grass and noxious weeds”, says Leopold
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Wild Life Likes Water 
Goes to popular supposition, in shallow water free from cover 

it is not necessary for most wild- which might hide enemies. You can 
life species to drink water. We know have a bird “bathing beach” on your 
this because many kinds live and lawn by building a very shallow con- 
thrive on waterless range, where they crete pool and filling it every few 
get their water from juicy insects, days. Let the edges “shelve out”; do 
fruits, plants, and dewdrops. not build a steep margin. 

Most kinds of wildlife will, how- We seldom think of freshet water 
ever, drink and bathe if they are on stream bottoms as an asset to 
offered the chance, and prefer to live wildlife, but if it stands long enough 
on well-watered range. The farm to grow a crop of aquatic animals it 
which includes permanent springs, constitutes a rich food resource. I 

er es ie te ee ee : z on snails in a disappearing pond. 
without natural water, especially dur- Gulls, herons, and coons have great 
ing dewless drouths when there are tadpole fishing in drying sloughs or 
few fruits or succulent shoots. The ponds. 
chicks of all upland game birds are M. 1 ehak iwnla 
known to drink dewdrops, and dew- thi BOY, Mer ee h ls 
less periods may be very damaging ings in winter eat snow, hence need 

to ihe upland game crop. no water. Yet some do. I have fol- 
. lowed deer tracks which made a con- 

One of the best and cheapest ways jderable d a i 
epider ic Rerater sree Hluh tenis itor 1 Scee bles Cetguny Loe a snowe doves 
plant mulberries. A surprising num- Spring: pec had been pawed out by 
ber of songbirds, gamebirds, and the deer, evidently for drinking. 

mammals eat the berries' and feed Some winter behavior in respect to 
them to their young. water is so unexpected as to be con- 

Build Bird Bath fusing. I have seen both pheasants 
and quail during blizzards, wading in 

Deep water in stock tanks or unfrozen springs up to their “knees”. 

troughs furnishes drinking water for Were they “warming” their feet in 

many birds, but they cannot bathe the relatively warm water? Or were 

there unless there is spillage. Wet they hunting snails to eat? Or were 

feathers mean weak flight, hence no they eating watercress? I am not 

bird takes the risk of bathing except yet sure. 

Nie 
emi aks, oe The farm that includes a 
f Phi tes nee. pond or stream is better a 

DAY Whahid Bice. suited to wild life propaga- 7. 
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Tax-Free Wood Lots Mean 
A Step To Conserve Nature 

Wisconsin has enacted a special farm wood lot tax exemp- 

tion law designed to encourage farmers to devote certain tracts 
of their land to conservation. As amended to remove objection- 
able features on fencing, the law now stands as follows: 

To repeal and recreate 0.11 (40) of the statutes, RELAT- 

ING TO THE EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN WOOD LOTS 
AND SLOPE LANDS FROM TAXATION. 

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate 

and assembly, do enact as follows: 

SECTION 1. Subsection (40) of section 70.11 of the statutes 

is repealed and recreated to read: 

70.11 (40) Any wood lot or wood lots forming an integral, 

even though detached part, of a regularly operated farm, and 

not exceeding one-fifth of the total area of such farm, and any 

partion of a regularly operated farm, the slopes of which por- 

tion have a gradient of more than 30 per cent, if for one year 

immediately preceding May 1 of the year in which the assess- 

ment is made, the owner or operator of such farm has not 

permitted such wood lot or wood lots to be cultivated, mowed, 

grazed, or burned, and if the owner or operator of such farm 

has made a reasonable effort to reforest such wood lot or 

wood lots and, in the case of slopes, to protect and promote 

the growth of such grass, shrubs, or trees as will tend to pre- 

vent erosion thereon;—if such wood lots are separated from 

the farm of which they are a part by a fence consisting of 

three barbed wires on posts spaced not more than one rod 

apart.
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Ae HIS best man has a hard job wish to restore October color to their 
improving on nature. farms. How does one go about it? 

On Highway 12, a few miles south A sugar maple takes many decades 
of Baraboo, a ledge of pink quart- to grow. A quicker-growing substi- 
zite forced the engineers to leave a tute is the red maple, or swamp 
hairpin turn in the road. Backed up maple. The red maple lacks the 
against this lodge, like a soldier mak- subtlety and variety of the sugar 
ing a last-ditch stand, is an old sugar maple, but produces a good uniform 
maple. He is nothing much to look crimson wherever he will grow at all. 
at during spring, summer, or winter. Acid soils are best. The edge of the 
Pretty scrubby to start with, he is woods, especially the edge of a pine 
plastered from root to branch with plantation, is the best background. 
the scrubbiest of Americana: the ad- Red maple stock is available at the 
yertising sign. State Nursery as “wildlife cover”, 

Some highway engineer, for good and at many private nurseries. 
measure, dynamited the ledge and 
tore off many of his twigs and limbs; Return, Golden, Halo.to, Landscape 
his foliage pattern reminds one of Sugar maples color best on soils 
an old crow with his wingfeathers all which grew them naturally, i.e., on 
but shot out. As a last ignominy, soils which are fairly heavy, and 
somebody painted an advertisement which are too acid to grow clover 
on the rock behind the tree. without lime. Sugar maple is a 

gape es 2 valuable timber tree, and good for 
He Resists Sign Painters underplanting in woods too dense to 

But come October, and this old grow young oaks. The tree is liable 
veteran shines with a glory that all to sunscald in hot windy locations, _ 
these banalities cannot efface. He is Wisconsin has many shrubs good 
crowned with a crimson halo that for color-farming. One of the most 
fades only with the onset of heavy striking is the native wahoo, whose | 
frosts, and he will wear his October berries hang like cerise lanterns in | 
crown each year until the engineers October sun. Aspen often turns a 
and advertisers have made an end of fine clear lemon-yellow which is ef- | 
him. fective, especially against dark pines. 

There is nothing particularly note- Aspen, strangely enough, often fails 
worthy about a well-colored maple; to grow after being transplanted. | 
Wisconsin has more of them than any Such a scrubby aspen, if chopped off | 
region on earth, barring possibly and forced to resprout, may make a> 
Vermont. The noteworthy thing is straight white bole. 
the blindness of those who live with Foreign trees and shrubs, almost 
this old veteran but have never without exception, give no color in 
noticed him. fall. The leaves simply freeze off 

Many farms, as well as highways, because the species is not quite adapt- 
have lost their well-colored maples. ed to our climate. Apple and lilac 
Not all farmers are blind. Some may are examples.
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kK And Rabbit 
Bunny Crop Can Be Regulated 

By Aldo Leopold 

° THE orchardist, truck farmer, and most farms doubtless carry less. 
or forester a few rabbits are too We who have had pines nipped or 

many. apple trees girdled by rabbits may; 

To the hunter, especially the boy in our irritation, wish there were 

just learning to shoot, lots of rab- none. But a _ rabbitless Wisconsin 
bits are too few. would be a dreary place. For one 

Fortunately, the rabbit supply is thing, it would be devoid of foxes 
rather easily manipulated to fit the and of the larger hawks and owls, 
landowner’s wishes. for to them the rabbit is the staff of 

z life. In summer they can turn to 
Cover And Corn Draw Cottontails mice, but in winter snows there are 
If you want more rabbits, leave 1° mice; they must catch rabbits or: 

brush, brushpiles, and weed patches. ‘Starve. { 
Leave standing corn, or corn in Rabbits Prune Wild Garden 
shocks, for winter food. Dense cover 
and corn will invariably draw, cotton- Again, it seems likely that some’ 
tails. The corn is even more effective plants eaten by rabbits are, in the 

if supplemented by small stacks of long run, benefited rather than in-’ 
alfalfa or clover hay, laid on top of jured. Take sumac, which is severely’ 
a layer of poles so spaced that rab- chewed up nearly every winter. Sumac, 
bits can feed from below. eventually dies off if not forced to 

Another drawing card for rabbits, resprout; the rabbit does the forcing. 
seldom appreciated by the casual ob- He is the living pruning shears of the 
server, is the woodchuck. The two wild garden. He snips at random, 
are allies, not by virtue of treaties, does lots of good and lots of harm, 
mutual trade, or radical friendship, and is equally unaware of both. 
but by virtue of two common enemies’ eS ee 
weather and dogs. The chuck digs 
holes which the rabbit uses in winter Stables Greatly Improved 
while the chuck sleeps. The rabbit By Coat Of Whitewash 
keeps dogs busy in summer which es ‘ 

; ee An inside coat of whitewash might otherwise dig out the chuck. dennuialy improves ine. (ei eneta 

“Chucks” And Rabbits Team Together Whitewashing fills cracks and crevices, 
i 5 ss makes the barn lighter, encourages 

This defensive alliance saves many cleanliness and serves as a disinfec- 
female rabbits in winter, for the fe- tant, 
males are more inclined to den up Best 1 btai h 
underground than the males, If you ee ea eee ay tamed. when’ the 
want to test the truth of this as- worl: a8 done in clear, dry weather. 
sertion, examine the sex of rabbits ae dirt, stales or other loose ma- 
in your bag on a zero day. They will terial are removed and the surface 

be all males; for only males bed out made smooth by Scape ant DTU As 
inzenol wee then ing it well. Nail holes, cracks and 

: crevices are filled flush to the surface 
If you want fewer-rabbits, use the “With a mixture of four parts of hy- 

gun and beagle, or build some treadle drated lime to one part of plaster of 
traps. These are far more effective Paris to which are added enough 

than the old-style box-trap. A work- water to make a putty-like paste. 
ing drawing appears in the bulletin I Hitewach i 2, 
“‘Cottontails in Michigan” published fw itewash ae applied to a bone- 
by the Michigan Conservational De- ae sprtace, a ey rub ese 
partment. Traps may be baited with easly. aero lightly on. the 
corn ears, old apples, or carrots. Trap- walls a 5 nig’ t” before -will’ prevent 
ping is successful from November to this difficulty, experts tell us. . 
March. A good basic formula for inside 

How Many Is A Lot? whitewash which is inexpensive and 
3 A effective if properly mixed and ap- 

What is “lots of rabbits’? Nobody plied is furnished by the state de- 
really knew until scientific census- partment of agriculture. It calls for 
taking began a few years ago. In seven and one-half gallons of fresh 
one eight-acre marsh. in Jefferson water, two pounds of salt, 10 pounds 
County my students trapped and ear- of hydrated lime, and four ounces 
marked 17 rabbits, or two to the acre. of powdered alum. If this mixture 

In southern Michigan the densest is allowed to soak over night, it will 
spots showed four an acre. I doubt if work more easily and be more dur- 
the average quarter-section in rabbit able. On wood surfaces or on dry 
country carries more than 40 rabbits, stone surfaces, about three-fourths 
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Well, what do you know about that! He’s got a dog workin’ on us now. 
Let’s dig for that old brush pile that Aldo got the farmer to leave for us 

last fall—with that old chuck hole under it
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W ild Ducks Need 
66 99 

M ore Pond- Room 
by Aldo Leopold, University Of Wisconsin 
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Ducks are crying for thousands of farm ponds and marshes where they | 

can feed and rest from guns, declares Leopold | 

A FARMER who happened to ad- Easy To Pick “Scrubs” Among 
join a golf links turned an honest Wild Fowl 

penny by selling muck for dressing A . 
greens. When the borrow-pit he had What is fitness? Mainly, a doubt, | 
dug filled with water next spring, he | > Conan pater of instinctive be- | 

was surprised to find it occupied by a || havior but there are also physical | 
pair of bluewinged teals. The water characters which denote scrub stock, { 

‘dried up, but not before the teals had and these characters are : easily 
brought off a brood. recognized. Among them are pot-.+ 

Banding returns show that when bellied posture, short bill, heavy leg, | 

ducks once nest in a given spot, they ands % tendency ros mest abnormally i 

tend to return to it year after year | Cty. Any kind of color sperranen | 
if the water is still there. It is the | denotes an mevenced. Coenee et Hea y | 
hen who returns, not the drake or the ness. If vouceans pevcns your pee 
brood, -If then, a duck-minded farmer flock from mixing with wild mallards, 

can once induce ducks to nest, he is © it helps seme to cull out ie one 
set for future years, provided his hens aed ne ee adorn ‘the 

can survive the gauntlet of the guns. 4 Ti Canada: in mild fallen consid 

Turn Them Away On October 1 || erable number of mallards fail to 

Wisconsin now breeds fewer ducks || ee ee faeces oH pees rer tl et thin, an 
than formerly because fewer Wiscon- } ree op aah ae akin Such 

ay hens | euaeere eeunge Sy || non-migrants consist partly of crip- 

Ce A ae ey | ee eet ine i r c se migratory 
arrives at daylight on October 1, the | Seie Wes Maone by”; thee nee ie 
duck-minded farmer will do well to sist in part of scrubs whose migra- 

REY) DG. |] tory instincts were defective to be- 
A poet once said “each man kills |} gin with. In any event, it is a doubt- 

ae thing he loves.” Many a duck- || ful favor to wild duckdom to feed 
oving farmer unwittingly injures the 1 = 
wild flights by maintaining scrub | such unfit birds, or to ship them 

mallards on his pond, and allowing _South. 
them to interbreed with wild mallards. eras 
Birds differ in their capacity to re- | We Need More Duck Ponds 
sume wild existence after a period of The eryi i 

Rosie y : 5 ying need of duckdom at this | 

ee eee a anus time is thousands of farm ponds aad 

survive in the wild; pheasants do not. Wee ee ee aes | 

aed cae eae on shooting grounds, both public and 
Sake a aaa Tevele ok Re private, are growing far faster than 

beeeeny. Cove ower levels Ot it- | the refuges where no shooting is al- 
ness. lowed. Government and state refuges 

cannot possibly spread: far enough or 
fast enough to offset the decline in | 

; duck-hunting ethics, or the inerease 
in reckless use of rapid-fire shotguns. |
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“ King of all he surveys 

F Argenti i 
By Aldo Leopold, University of Wisconsin | 

Wy BEN dandelions have set the fowl develops with equal speed. By | 
mark of May on Wiscynsin August they have graduated from | 

pastures, it is time to listen for the flying school, and on cool August | 
final proof of spring. Sit down on nights you can hear their whistled | 
a tussock, cock your ears at the sky, signals as they set wing for the | 
dial out the bedlam of meadowlarks pampas, to prove again the age-old 
and redwings, and soon you may hear unity of the Americas. Hemisphere | 
it: the flight-song of the upland solidarity is new among statesmen, | 
plover, just now back from the but not among the feathered navies 5 
Argentine. of the sky. 

If your eyes are strong, you may The upland plover fits easily into 
search the sky and see him, wings the agricultural countryside. He fol- 
aquiver, circling among the woolly lows the black-and-white puffalo 
clouds. If your eyes are weak, don’t which now pasture his prairies, and 
try it; just watch the fence posts. finds them an acceptable substitute : 
Soon a flash of silver will tell you on for brown ones. He nests in hay- | 
which post the plover has alighted fields as well as pastures, but unlike 
and folded his long wings. Who- the clumsy pheasant, does not get 
ever invented the word “grace” must caught in hay mowers; well before | 
have just seen the wing-folding of the hay is ready to cut, the young 

the plover. plovers are a-wing and away. In f 

There he sits; his whole being says farm country, the plover has only 
it’s your next move to absent your- two real enemies: the gully and the 
self from his domain. The county drainage ditch. Perhaps we shall 
records may allege that you own this one day find these are our enemies, 
pasture, but the plover airily rules too. . 
out such trivial legalities. He has There was a time, in the early 
just flown 4,000 miles to reassert 1900's, when the Wisconsin prairies | 

the title he got from the Indians, nearly lost their immemorial time- | 

and until the young plovers are a- piece; when May pastures greened 

wing, this pasture is his, and none in silence, and August nights brought 

may trespass without his protest. no whistled reminder of impending 

Somewhere nearby the hen plover fall. Universal gunpowder, plus the 

is brooding the four large pointed lure of plover-on-toast for post-Vic- 

eggs, which will shortly hatch four torian banquets, had taken too great 

precocious chicks. From the moment a toll. The belated protection of the 

their down is dry, they scamper federal migratory bird laws came just 

through the grass like mice on stilts, in time. Today the eight pairs of 

quite able to elude your clumsy ef- plovers which in 1935 nested on the | 

forts to catch one. At thirty days Faville Grove Area, in Jeffersen | 

the chicks are full-grown; no other County, have increased to 22 pairs. |
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Sae0ee (album) 
wise the desired use of the land for forestry Following are the names, locations and 
purposes.” acreages of newly registered community 

Every effort is being made to have all forests: 
community forests registered with the con- Name County Acreage 
servation department so that requests for Wausau High School Forest ..... Marathon .... 360 

necessary tree planting stock can be  fiau Claue School Forest cr+.1. Eau Claire’... 160 
promptly handled and assistance given by pees See: School and 4-H mae 4 
the department in advising on most suit- Harshow ‘and’ Goodnow "School Rosas 
able planting stock. We shall continue to Forest ...ssseeeeeeceseeeee++ Oneida ...... 160 

run a “box-score” of new community forest hrce"Lales School Forest s.20.. Oneida, S200. 40 
registrations every month. If you know of  Elcho High School Forest <:.... Langlade -... 40 

a community forest that is not listed im Wilson Conter School Forest 2.0) Ruse ss..!0.. 40 
the “box-score,” urge the secretary or clerk Aieodlane pee oe prey Rusk ......-. 40 
or president of the public body owning the “Wrest ssn etecccreececcee RUSK veeeeee 200 
property to ask for a registration form  Stanbury School Forest ...-.... Washburn .... 40 
from the conservation department. 1400 

A Lesson From the Woodlands 
| By ALDO LEOPOLD 
| University of Wisconsin 

(Illustrative drawings by B. C. Jorns, Wisconsin College of Agriculture) 

| Note: This is the fourth of a series of articles on forestry which will appear in this section of 
the bulletin during the present school year. Some interesting phases of this subject will be pre- 
sented in order that teachers and pupils may become familiar with certain principles underlying 
the conservation of our forest resources. 

W. T. CALHOUN. 

Every farm woodland, in addition to I here record one of the many lessons I 
yielding lumber, fuel and posts, should pro- have learned in my own woods: 
vide its owner a liberal education. This Soon after I bought the land a decade 
crop of wisdom never fails, but it is not ago, I realized that I had bought almost as 
always harvested. many tree diseases as I had trees. The 
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“The hunter had to quit coonless because a fungus disease had weakened 
the roots of the maple.”
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place is riddled by all the ailments wood The rabbit, despite his general eating 
is heir to. I began to wish that Noah, habits, is an animal of special tastes in 
when he loaded up the Ark, had left the some respects. He always prefers a hand- 
tree diseases behind. planted pine, maple, apple, or wahoo to a 

My woods is headquarters for a family Wild one. He also insists that certain salads 
of coons; few of my neighbors have any. be pre-conditioned before he deigns to eat 
One snowy Sunday I learned why.. The them. Thus he spurns red dogwood until 

fresh track of a coon hunter and his hound ee eae ot pyeter shell een ae 
led up to a half-uprooted maple, under WaAl¢: @ bark becomes a delicacy, to 
which one of my coons had taken refuge. eagerly devoured by all the rabbits in the 

The frozen snarl of roots and earth was eee an 
too rocky to chop and too tough to dig; A flock of a dozen chickadees spends the 
the holes under the roots too numerous to year in my woods. In winter, when we are 
smoke out. The hunter had quit coonless harvesting diseased or dead trees for our 
because a fungus disease had weakened the fuelwood, the ring of the axe is dinner gong 
roots of the maple. The tree, half-tipped- for the chickadee tribe. They hang in the 
over by a storm, offers an impregnable for- offing waiting for the tree to fall, offering 
tress for coondom. Without this “bomb- pert commentary on the slowness of our 
proof” shelter my seed stock of coons labor. When the tree at last is down, and 
would be cleaned out by hunters each year. the wedges begin to open up its contents, 

My woods houses a dozen ruffed grouse, the chickadees draw up their white napkins 
but my pines are all too young to make and fall to. Every slab of dead bark is, to 

Oe ee ee ae ee ee ae ge os te © my neighbor’s woods, where there are . fe 
ict Bite thickets. However, I always tunneled heartwood bulges with milk and 
retain as many grouse as I hawe oaks wind- honey. We often stand a fresh split against 
thrown by summer storms. These summer 4 nearby tree just to see the greedy chicks 

windfalls keep their dried leaves, and dur- ee up ie fay Sees. It menue one ee 
ing snows each such windfall harbors a ‘0 know that they, as well as we, deri 
grouse. The droppings show that the grouse id and comfort from the fragrant riches 
roost, feed, and loaf for the duration of the 0 newly split oak. 
storm within the narrow confines of their But for Bi diseases and insect pests, 
leafy camouflage, safe from wind, owl, fox there would likely be no food in these 
and hunter. The cured oak leaves not ‘only trees, and hence no chickadees to add cheer 
serve as cover, but for some curious reason to winter woods. 
are relished as food by the grouse. Many other kinds of wildlife depend on 

These oak windfalls are, of course, dis- tree diseases. My pileated woodpeckers 
eased trees. Without disease, few oaks chisel living pines, to extract fat grubs 
would break off, and hence few grouse from the diseased heartwood. My barred 
would have down tops to hide in. owls find surcease from crows and jays in 

During October, my grouse often stuff the hollow heart of an old basswood; but 
themselves with oni galls, a diseased for this diseased tree their sundown sere- 

, ; 

eed eB aS eae ais agatleas ced in ulin tees 2 
a year the ed bees load up nee, of least they do not nest in the artificial 

ae, oat eueh cope: and eac vis houses I have put up. And every June 
peeeeaine ye pervert the brings its brood of downy ducklings to my 
hee erore lili 1 ae Ae Deru anni woodland slough. All squirrels depend, for 

ahey, ne more few anf am in “ining permanent dens, on a delicately balanced 
up” the bee trees, and partly becnuse they equilibrium between a rotting cavity and 
ae woe and hence are able 2 oe before the sear tissue with which the tree at- 
the: bees become dormant in fall, tempts to close the wound. The squirrels 

But for heart-rots, there would be no referee the contest by gnawing out the scar | 
hollow oaks to furnish wild bees with hives. tissue when it begins unduly to shrink the 

During high years of the cycle, there is amplitude of their front door. 
a plague of rabbits in my woods. They eat The real jewel of my disease-ridden 
the bark and twigs off of almost every kind woodlot is the prothonotary warbler. He 
of tree or bush I am trying to encourage, nests in an old woodpecker hole, or other 
and ignore almost every kind I would like small cavity, in a dead snag overhanging 
to have less of. (When the hunter plants water. The flash of his gold-and-blue 
He a oF of pines - ” orchard, nes page oh a Jang 

ie rabbit somehow ceases to be a game. woods is in itself proo: at dead trees | 
animal, and becomes a pest instead.) are transmuted into living animals, and |



ID ech \ ; Uo ia. Cewrons au Youn j 

| 

Sores 

ting vice versa. When you doubt the wisdom of Washington, D. C. This film dramatically 
s in | this arrangement, take a look at the pro- and effectively presents a story of forests 
and- thonotary. weg and forest conservation under modern con- 
to a { on y ditions. It splendidly portrays how the for- 
lads | Study Questions ests constitute a great reservoir of versatile 
eat | While tree diseases are destructive of and readily renewable materials which are 

intil | much wood, indirectly they contribute to the of invaluable assistance to our country in 
fter life and living of many animals and in- the present national emergency. This film 
» be sects. A discussion of the following ques- is sent on a large reel and the showing time 
the tions will serve to emphasize this fact: is approximately 24 minutes. 

1. Why did the coons choose this woods 3 
‘the | as their home, and what particular char- Making of a Shooter 
are acteristics contributed to their survival? The Making of a Shooter, a 16 mm. 

our 2, Explain how certain tree diseases con- Kodachrome film, is available in both sound 
song | tributed to the life of the grouse. and silent versions. This film is produced 
the 8. Why does a wood chopper frequently by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition 

ring | have a flock of chickadees or other birds Manufacturer’s Institute of New York 
our to keep him company? City. The Making of a Shooter is a motion 
and 4. What is meant by the statement, picture in full color on the proper handling 

ents, | “Dead trees are transmuted into living of firearms in the field, on the range and 
kins animals?” at the traps. While it is primarily a safety 
s, to 5. What is meant by “a crop of liberal film, it also presents in a most effective 
| co- | education?” Consult two or three people manner the recreational appeal and char- 
ant- who have woodlands in your community, acter building possibilities of hunting and 
and and see what you can learn from the wis- other forms of shooting. This film is on a 

1inst | dom which they have harvested from their large reel and the showing time is 27 
licks | Own woods. minutes. 
abor Se RSET E ae ee 
rive : . 
hee Two New Motion Pictures New Forest Booklet 

Two new films of interest to teachers In the December issue of the Wisconsin 
ests, and conservationists have been prepared Conservation Bulletin, the booklet “Ameri- 
hese and are now ready for distribution. Both ¢a’s Forests” was described as being avail- 
heer were prepared by private organizations able to teachers and pupils by writing to 

who have made copies of these motion pic- the American Forest Products Industries, 
d on tures available for distribution from the  Ine., 1819 Eighteenth Street N. W., Wash- 
‘kers Photographic Section, Wisconsin Conser- ington, D. C. This organization has pre- 
rubs vation Department, State Office Building, pared another very excellent booklet 
red | Madison, Wisconsin. Schools or clubs may entitled “Trees for Tomorrow” which is 
ys in | obtain either or both for showings upon also available to teachers and pupils. Both 
but | request. They are loaned free, save for booklets are designed for use in the upper 

sere- | transportation costs. grades; they are well illustrated and can 
wood be used effectively for studying a forestry 
3 at Trees for Tomorrow unit. Teachers should write for a sample 

ficial Trees for Tomorrow is a 16 mm. sound copy of each to become acquainted with 
June { film produced by Paramount for the Ameri- “America’s Forests” and “Trees for To- 
) ae can Forest Products Industries, Ine., of morrow.” 
, for 
need ‘3 % 

and Conservation in Camp 
rrels By R. J. ULRICH 

he 4 Milwaukee State Teachers College 

The future of America’s natural riches Fortunately, at long last a program of 
dden | lies with the boys and girls of today, and education is under way. 

. He | in the time to come it will be the respon- Problems are confronted in spreading 
ther | sibility of these young men and women to this gospel of conservation for textbooks 
ging | make certain that our nation’s woods and and class rooms, while being invaluable, 
-blue | waters and wild life are preserved and pro- do not meet all the requirements. A labora- 
June | tected. In order that they will be able to tory and field work are needed to supple- 
trees | fulfil this responsibility they must be edu- ment the knowledge gained from printed 
and | cated in the ideals of the conservationist. pages. The out-of-doors is the logical place
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By W. T. CALHOUN 

Superintendent Education Division < 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 

This section of the bulletin has been reserved for information designed to be 

primarily of interest to teachers. Any suggestions to make it more helpful in teach- 

ing conservation will be appreciated and will receive careful consideration. Articles 

appearing here are reviewed and approved by a committee consisting of representa- 

tives of the Department of Public Instruction and the Wisconsin Conservation 

Department. 

Home Range 
By ALDO LEOPOLD 

University of Wisconsin 

(Drawing by B. C. Jorns, Wisconsin College of Agriculture) 

The dog, being no hand with a shovel, hard oak, gave it up and resumed his 

was free to hunt while the rest of us search for some less canny cottontail. 

planted pines. A sudden yip-yip gave us This little episode, familiar to every 

notice that a rabbit was headed somewhere outdoorsman, tavght me that this rabbit 

in a hurry. He made a bee-line for a wood- . was familiar with the quarter-mile of 

pile a quarter-mile away, where he ducked ground between his bed in the meadow to 

between two corded stacks. The dog, after his plitz-cellar in the woodpile. How else 

leaving a few symbolic tooth-marks on the bee-line? 
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In this case the behavior of a frightened oak were dispersed, indicating daytime 
animal gave a clue to his cruising radius rather than night-time use. 
or home range. In the course of the day the problem 

eee unravelled. I found roost droppings in a 
The chickadees which visit my feeding grove of cedars a quarter-mile east, but no 

station are trapped and banded each win- tracks. At sunset I saw three birds bud- 

ter. Some of my neighbors also feed chicka- ding in a popple grove a quarter-mile west. 
dees, but none band them. By spotting on There were no tracks. These birds, for the 

a map every banded bird seen in the woods, duration of the soft snow, were covering 
T have learned that the home range of my their home range awing, not afoot, and the 
chickadee flock in winter is about half a home range was a half-mile across. 
mile from my feeder, but that it includes Le 

only those spots protected from wind. A woodcock sky-danced in April over a 
In this case observation of banded birds small open meadow. He started the per- 

gives the clue to their cruising radius or formance every evening at 8:15 sharp, ar- 
home range. Natural marks such as miss- riving from somewhere on the wing. I 
ing toes or peculiar color may likewise frequently flushed woodcock in my woodlot 
identify an individual, and enable one to during the day, but-there was no way to 
determine his home range. tell which bird sky-danced at this particu- 

Pare lar meadow. 

A robin sat on a church steeple singing Knowing exactly when he would move 
goodbye to a May evening. This church from his daylight retreat to his dancing 
stood in a congested downtown district; meadow, I solved the problem by lying in 
the nearest lawn or tree was on the court- wait. At 8:15 I saw a woodcock flutter out 
house square a block away. In May all of a willow-grown ditch, head for the 
robins need a lawn to pull worms out of, meadow, alight, and start “peenting.” This 
and a tree to nest in, as well as a high was he. An examination of the ditch next 
perch to sing from. It was certain, there- day showed numerous borings, “chalk 
fore, that this robin had a home range of marks,” and other evidences of day-time 
a block or more. occupancy. The distance from ditch to 

In this case, the location of the other meadow was 150 yards, which was evidently 
needs of the bird gave a clue to his home the extent of his home range during the 
range during the nesting season. Such an mating season. I saw this bird drive out 
inference would not hold at other seasons. another woodcock from his .meadow, but 

ot whether he likewise claimed the ditch as 
The fresh tracks of five deer, clear in his exclusive property I do not know. 

yesterday’s snow, passed through my woods. KR OR 
I followed them backward, and found five A . 
beds in the willow thicket on the sandbar. wee ae Se Sheu 2 leptons 

I then followed them forward; they made a seasons: how big they are, what they must 
bee-line for my neighbor’s corn-shocks, include; to what extent they are defended 
where they had feasted. The tracks then against trespass; whether they are re- ; 
led back, by another route, to the sandbar. occupied year after year. The commoner 

The total distance from sandbar to corn the bird or mammal, the less is usually 

OO this Ce cans gave an accurate pic fer Riven goood, checrver Har auchanee , Rieter iie richie eruisinem@adiuesot this to discover new facts about home range. 

group of deer. e ——_——_ 
xk 

My woods always harbors grouse, but Publications for Teachers 
me day last winter, after a particular] 

deen a ae es T could find either : HELPS IN PLANNING CONSERVATION 
grouse nor a track of one. I had about LEARNING EXPERIENCES 
concluded that my birds had moved out, This 62-page booklet is the third in a 
when my dog came to a point in the leafy series of curriculum bulletins designed to 
top of an oak blown down last summer. aid teachers in teaching conservation pre- 
Three grouse flushed one by one. pared by the Department of Public In- 

There were no tracks under or near the _ struction. The previous publications were 
down top. Obviously these birds had flown entitled “Teaching Conservation in Wis- 
in, but from where? Grouse must eat, es- consin Schools” and “Helps in Teaching 
pecially in sub-zero weather; there was Conservation in Wisconsin Schools”. 
nothing to eat here but oak leaves. They This recent publication should prove 
must sleep, but the droppings under the helpful in planning units in the various
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